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THE WAR POWER AFTER 200 YEARS:
CONGRESS AND TIlE PRESIDENT
AT A CONSTITUTIONAL IMPASSE
WEDNESDAY, JULY 13. 1988

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON WAR POWERS
OF THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met at 9:30 a.nl. in room SD-419, Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Hon. Claiborne Pell (chairman of the committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Pell, Sarbanes, Kerry, Simon, Adams, l\1oynihan, Kassebaum, Boschwitz, Pressler, Murkowski, Trible, Evans.
and· McConnell.
The CHAIRMAN. The Committee on Foreign Relations will come
to order.
Today our committee commences work on a project of real significance, an effort to evaluate and improve the War Powers Resolution of 1973. Congress passed this law 15 years ago in the hope of
fostering constructive executive-legislative interaction in the decision to employ U.S. forces abroad.
Unfortunately, this intent has never been fulfil1ed. Indeed. from
the moment of its enactment over President Nixon's veto. the resolution itself has been an object of dispute rather than an inst,rumentality of cooperation.
This past year's contentious debate over the Resolution's applicability to the U.S. presence in the Persian Gulf has served to underscore the ir~ny that now surrounds this crucial law. For the motive
behind the War Powers Resolution was a determination to establish a procedure that would ensure national unity.
The aim was to devise a mechanism, consistent with the Constitution, through which Congress and the President would act together in the momentous decision to commit U.S. forces to hostilities.
Critics of the War Powers Resolution continue to characterize it
as an idiosyncratic product of its time, an effort to prevent. :'mother
Vietnam. But that involves a distortion.
The War Powers Resolution was not intended to prevent the necessary use of American military power, but rather to prevent the
commitment of power unaccompanied by careful analysis and the
commitment of national will.
. The framers of the Constitution intended that Congress be an
active participant in the decision to commence hostilities. While
(1)
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the War Powers ~esolution in its ~urrent form has failed, a way
must be found to ~ve modern meanIng to constitutional intent.
. Pursuant to .thIS purpose, the committee last December authorIZed the establlShm~nt of a Special Subcommittee on War Powers.
T~~ay the subcomI~llt~e begi~ hearings that will provide for a full
B!nn~ of the ~o~t!tutlOnal dImensions of. the question, while conSIderIng pr~ctlcalltles as well as principles.
The ch~an of t~e subcommittee is Senator Biden our colleatple,. w~o IS ~ompletlng recuperation from surgery and for whom
I wlll Sit m untll he returns in a few weeks.
Th~e ~earings will extend through August and into September,
~d WIll. Involve former and present Government officials, includIng PreSIdent Ford and a number of eminent constitutional scholars.
A~d now. the su~committee is pleased to be able to commence its
he~gs WIth testImony from four people who played a role in the
genes~ of the law we have set ourselves to evaluate.
. ChaIrman Fascell and Congressman Broomfield have since as-

sumed theloudorship of tho House Foroign Affairs Committeo. Sen-

ators Eagleton and Mathias have retired and graduated to new careers. All four haye re~ords of distinguished service to our country,
and the subcommIttee IS very pleased by their presence today.
.
I would ask Senator Pressler if he has an opening statement.
. [The prepared statement of Senator Pell appears in the appendix.] .
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PRESSLER

Senator PRESSLER. Thank you very much.
. .
~ I am I?le~ed to serve as the ranking member on the Republican
SIde.. This IS the first, as you pointed out, in a lengthy series of
heaflngs on the War Powers Resolution, often referred to as the
War Powers Act. It has been a matter of major concern for the
~ngress over the past 15 years, and each time there is a new
mternational crisis it is at the forefront. It .may well be the subject
of debate for the next 15 years. . .'
.
!
: .
;Th~ administration. opposes this legislation on constitutional and
p~actlcal grounds. I strongly support the administration's position.
. Ne~ertheless, the reason we are meeting here this morning and
hstenmg to the testimony of these distinguished witnesses is the
re~ult of ~~e continuing political controversy over that Resolution.
It IS a political statute, pure and simple. .
.
We are inquiring not only into the nature and legality' of the
"!Iar Powers Resolution, but we are also examining the war power
Its~lf.Thus, we are exploring the isssu~ of the constitutional separatIon of powers at the very time we are celebrating the bicentennial anniversary of the U.S. Constitution. .
.
This is a curious way to celebrate a document that is not only
the world's oldest written constitution, but also has made our
system of Government the political wonder of the world.
I have long been a critic of the War Powers Resolution. It '.~ unco~titutional in ~aw a~d politically unwise in fact. It has scn.ously
~tral.ned the relatIonsi?-lp between the executive branch and the legISlatIve branch at a time and under-circumstances when coopera-

3
tion: and not confrontation should be paramount for our own national interest.
I do not criticize, nor do I seek to undermine, the process of congressional oversight. The watchdog function of Congress with respect to the executive branch has been in place since the very first
Congress. .
The way the Constitution was written and the way it was originally intended was that each branch of Government keep an eye
on the others. A cursory reading of the Federalist Papers. the best
commentary ever written on the U.S. Constitution, reveals a serious ~oncern by the framers over the potential abuse and misuse of
power. James Madison warned specifically about that possibility in
Federalist No. 48.
The' founding fathers intentionally blurred the edges of the separation of powers doctrine, well realizing that complete separation
might bring about stagnation and inflexibility. To quote the former
Chief Justice of the United States, Warren Burger, in his majority
opinion in the case of Bowsher v. Synar, 1986:
That system of division and separation of powers produces conflicts, confusion.
and discordance at times. But it was deliberately so structured to assure full, vigorous and open debate on the great issues affecting the people and to provide Rvenues
for the operation of checks on the exercise of governmental power.

The debate will be evident in the hearing that we are holdi ng,
but the current conflict between the legislative and the executive
on who controls foreign policy is quite another matter.
The issue is well stated in the very first paragraph of the recommendations section of the Tower Commission Report of 1987:
Whereas the ultimate power to formulate domestic policy resides in the Cong-rPM.
the primary responsibility for the formulation and implementation of national Sf'('Urity policy falls on the President.

It then goes' on to say:
It is the President who is the usual source of innovation and responsiVf'nf'!'4A in
this field.

This means quite simply that in foreign policy the President
leads. No one to my knowledge has maintained that the President
absolutely controls. Congress has the explicit power under the Constitution to declare war. The President has the constit.utional explicit power to defend the national security interests of the United
States. I will have more to say about the Constitution's intentions
and ~bligations at our next hearing tomorrow afternoon.
Only 2 weeks ago, the Chief Justice of the United States, Willianl
Rehnquist, wrote in his majority opinion in Morrison v. Obmn that:
Time and again we have reaffirmed the importance in our constitutional scheme
of the separation of powers into the three coordinate branches.

This is why the Supreme Court has held the one-house veto to he
unconstitutional in the Bowsher case and in INS v. Chadha, 1.983_
Indeed, several Justices in both cases have indicated that a twohouse legislative veto is also of dubious constitutionality.
I believe without question that section 5(c) of the War Powers
Resolution of 1973, providing for removal of U.S. forces from any
theater of conflict, if Congress approves a concurrent resolution to
that effect, is a clear violation of the presentment clause of the
U.S. Constitution, found in article I, section 7, clause 3.
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. ,rJltificatlOn of that great document.
.'
.. , j!t is p~rtic~larly i~portant, I believe, ~ get things' 'stnrlght in
~his PreSIdential electIon year. The great ISsues of war, peace, and
national security should be debated in this Congress and in the
public arena. That is what democracy is all about. When we do
this, ,we demonstrate to the world the openness of our system and
the strengths of the democratic process. ,
.' But debate is one thing. "Constitutional encroachment," as Madison warned, is quite another. I find myself in rare agreement, Mr.
Chairman, with the distinguished speaker of the House when he
.wrote in another context:
. What people really mean when they say lithe· system is not working" is simply
that they are not getting their way.
".
..

The Congress is trying too hard to get its way.
" '
Congressman John Marshall declared on the floor of the House
of Representatives at the beginning of the last century that "The
President is the sole organ of the Nation in its external relations."
'. The future Chief Justice of the United States spoke clearly then,
an~ . his words should be equally clear today. Congress has the
power to declare war. It has the power to support, or to withdraw
s~pport, from the Armed Forces of the United States.
.
The Presid~nt is Commander in Chief, as laid out by the Constitution, and he is charged with defending the national security interests of the United States.
The War Powers Resolution was a legacy of the political turmoil
caused by the Vietnam war, a war in which I served and which I
still remember. But that war ended almost 15 years ago. It is time
to set the ship of state back on course, and to discard the War
Powers Act as a faded relic of that contentious era.
.
" Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
. The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Pressler.
Senator Simon.
. 'I

•

.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

Se~ator SIMO~. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased these
hearIngs are beIng held and I commend you for your leadership on
this. "
.
, .
. Just a couple of observations. One is the constitutional provision
that we declare war is something that is probably never going to be
used again. The formal declaration of war in the world in which we
l~ve is probably a thing of the past.
.
'. What ~an substitute for that in part is a genuine bipartisan foreIgn polIcy. Unfortunately, that has almost not existed in recent
years. I think that has been one of the deficiencies ~ this administration. .
"The War Powers Act seems to me to be the Sf'" ·,le provision to
provide restraint. But if the War Powers Ac f
lOt be imposed,
for example, in the Persian Gulf situation, J d..
know where we
will ever use the War Powers Act.
(j

It clearly ought to be applicable to that situati?n. And so I hope
out of these hearings we can find some mechanism that can provide the congressional restraint that was intended by those who
wrote the Constitution.
And let me just add, Mr. Chair~an,. I welcome our fi~st two witnesses. I remember being on a triP wIth Senator Math13s. He was
reading a biography of Boswell. How many times h~ve you. been on
a trip where a Member of Congress has been readmg ~ biography
of Boswell? He is a Jeffersonian-type, and we welcome h.lm.
.
And Senator Eagleton of course has contributed also In a var~ety
of ways. I remember when we had the unfortunat~ duty to consIder
an impeachment of a judge, and the best analysIs by far was the
statement by Senator Eagleton summing up where we were.
He does lack, Mr. Chairman, a sense of humor. But ot.her than
that , he has been an outstanding
member in this body .
.
Thank you, Mr. Chrurman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Sarbanes.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SARBANES
Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, M!. Chairm.an.,
I will not speak to the substance of our hearIngs at thIS tIme, but
I simply want to underscore my delight in having two of our
former colleagues, Senator Eagleton and Senator Malhins, here
today to lead off our set of hearings.
I cannot imagine two better qualified pe?ple for us to hear ~r0!1l'
The Nation has benefited greatly by theIr very .able and .dl~tl~
guished public service over the years, and in parbc~)ar th~lr mc!sive work in this specific area. I look forward to heaflng their testImony.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
I would add here that this legislation that will be ~oming hef?re
us is before our committee. For example, Senate JOlllt Resolut.lon
323 which is the War Powers Resolution introduced by Senators
By~d, Nunn, Warner, and Mitchell, ~nd probably there will be
other thoughts that we will be considering as we move along.
.
I would like to apologize, incidentally, to our visit?rs because thls
is going to be a rather sporadic, interrupted mornIng. We have .a
vote at 10 o'clock and then we have a caucus for Governor Dukakls
at 11:45. So, there will be some moving back and forth.
Congressman Broomfield h8:8 indi~ated he ~ill not be abl~ to be
with us but his testimony wIll be Included In the record III full.
And i would also say how much I, speaking as an individual,
have missed Senators Eagleton and Mathias, and how much less
agreeable a place the Senate is since their departure. And I only
wish they were still here.
Senator Eagleton, would you care to. lead off?
STATEMENT OF lION. THOMAS F .•~AGLETON, FOItMER U.S.
SENATOR FROM MISSOURI
Senator EAGLETON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to be
invited here, and I ask unanimous consent that my full statement

appear in the record as though read.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.

6

. Senator EAGLETON. I will try to summarize it in the interest of
the'time constraints. I will focus on the issues that are before the
committee.
.
..
First, let me slightly disagree with Senator Simon. I am not so
certain that a time will not be with us in the future-ouch, two
negatives-when we wil~ declare w~r or, at the very leas~,. ~uthor
ize the sending of Amencan forces Into a~eas where hostlhtIes are
either present or imminent.
. We may want to have at the top of it "Declaration of War." We
may want to say "Gulf of Tonkin Resolution" or "Persian Gulf Resolution." We may not like the phrase "Declaration of War." That
might be too upsetting to the American people.
.
But the substantive thrust will be there .
. Second, to Senator Pressler, I agree that it is important that this
be raised, in a Presidential year. And as I followed the Presidential
debates, never once during the debates were any of the candidates
asked as to their position on the War Powers Act-never once.
Senator Simon can correct me if I am wrong, because he participated in many of those debates. The interviewers asked about what
you felt about athlete's foot and everything conceivable under the
sun, but never once did they ask the future President of the United
States, would they obey the War Powers Act.
And I suggest that Senator Pressler for the RepUblicans and Senator Simon for the Democrats or Senator Sarbanes or Senator Pell,
maybe today at the Democratic caucus, :ask of the Presidential
nominee for the Democrats, Governor Dukakis: "Sir, will you obey
the War. Powers Act?" And a similar question to Vice President
Bush.
I think it would be an important issue.
.
All right, how did our country get in this mess? And we are In a
mess. The War Powers Act as finally enacted was a mess. I am not
pretending to be omniscient, but I voted against it. In esse~c~, I
voted against my own bill because it was a mess. Two conflICting
war power theories went to conference and what emerged was a
bastard child.
To Senator Javits, leading the Senate forces, this was going to be
his memorial, his greatest bill in history. He went to conference
with a bill that followed the Constitution and said the President
can act on his own in such areas as self-defense, rescue of endangered nationals, forestalling attacks, et .cetera, but absent that, if
you were going to send American troops into hostilities, Congress
had to authorize it.
That, in essence, was the Senate theory. The House theory, Clem
Zablocki's theory, Congressman Fascell's theory, their theory was
and is, the President knows best-the unconstitutional theory that
the President always knows best-that the Founding Fathers did
not know what they were doing when they said warmaking was to
be a shared power. CI~arly, the Founding Fathers did not want any
more George the Ill's.
Nevertheless, today's House of Representatives thinks in this
area you have got to have a George the III. And thus you had this
clash of positions in conference and no way to meaningfully compromise. It is not like an appropriation bill, where one side votes $1
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billion and the other side votes $2 billion and you cut it right down
the middle, $1 % billion. Congress does that ~ll the time. .
These two theories were not capable of bemg compromised. Yet a
compromise came out, and what was it? The nonbinding. Senate
statement of purpose, which is like a Ki~a~is .Club ~appy birthday
resolution, was included. That was put In In Just nICe language to
satisfy Senate doves like me.
But the operative sections, the sections wi~h the m~at, were the
House sections, giving the President the unilateral rIght to wage
wa~ for up to 90 days.
Senator Russell once told me, my first months here, that he was
not happy about Vietnam. "But," he said, "once the troops are
committed the die is cast. The flag is there. You do not vote to
bring back the flag when the boys are in the trenches."
And applying that to ~he c~nference bill, ?nce the t~oops are
conimitted for 90 days, either In Lebanon or In the Persian Gulf,
you do not vote to take them b a c k . .
.
. So, that is the bill that came back. JaVlts and I had a ferocIOUS
debate. We did not talk to each other for 6 months after the
debate. Later we kissed and made up.
He felt, yes, we did it the House way, Yle gave !n to ~~is 90-~ay
Presidential war' but "reasonable men Will work It out, meanmg
a reasonable Pr~sident and a reasonable Congress "will work it
out"
I 'said "No Senator it cannot work. You cannot give the President 90 days to wage Jnila~ral wa~." And so.what has ~appened is
that every President-has VIrtually Ignored thIS act. PreSIdents hate
Congress. Presidents view Congress as the enemy. Now that Gorhachev is our good friend, Congress is a worse enemy than Gorbachev.
I say that of all Presidents. Roosevelt called Congress ~om;;of
bitches." He ran it together in one word. To Harry Hopk1 ns he
would always say, "What did the sonsofbitches do today?"
Every President, Democrat or Republican, has felt t~at way: No
President is going to consult with Congress. No PreSIdent thInks
Congress is worth consulting with. Congress is intrusive, Congress
will leak it, Congress will mess it up.
And so we have a War Powers Act that doesn't work. Does ByrdWarner-Nunn clean it up? No. Byrd-Warner-Nunn-Mitchell is a tig
leaf. It's an absolute surrender and says, once again, the President
does know best. It's unconstitutional on its face. You are giving to
the President, under Byrd-Warner-Nunn, the war p<?wer on a plat.ter. You are attempting to do it by statute. You Simply can t do
that under the Constitution. That's what Byrd-Warner-Nunn seeks
to do.
So, my recommendation is eit~er go back. to the origi.nal.Senatepassed bill, or the Senate commIttee draft bill No.2 wh!ch l~ a polished-up version thereof. Or let the words of the Foundmg Ii athers
speak for themselves. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Eagleton appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your very specific and
puIigen~ recommendations and thoughts. Senator Mathias.
1/
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Congress not only to have jurisdiction over the subject of genera]
war, the declaration of war, the existence of the state of war, it
also meant questions of limited war. I think the duty of the Congress extends to limited war situations such as Lebanon, such as
the Persian Gulf, such as other situations of that sort that will
arise in the future.
There is a provision in section 8 which gives the power to raise
and support armies to the Congress, to maintain a navy, to make
rules for the Government and regulations of the land and naval
forces. So, this is much more than simply saying that Congress can
authorize recruiting troops. It clearly is intended to have a role in
the employment of those troops.
Section 9 of article 1 is the appropriations power. That deals the
Congress in on everything that happens in the Government. In article 2 I think you have to reconcile the power of the President to
be the Commander in Chief of the Army and the Navy, but that
has to be taken together with the provisions of article 1 which provide for the Government of the military forces. If you put that together with the power of the Senate to ratify treaties, you have
read comprehensively a very clear statement of the necessity for
coordinated power which Senator Eagleton mentioned in his remarks.
The power of confirmation of officers. I remind the committee
that'includes not only Ambassadors who are examined before their
confirmation in this committee, but military officers who are also
examined, whose policies, whose views are very properly inquired
into by the Senate.
All of this clearly makes it a point that the Constitut.ion wanlc;,
mandates, a coordination of congressional and Presidential powers
in matters of war and peace.
So, I think the Congress has a clear constitutional power and a
clear constitutional duty to act. But the issue before this committee
goes beyond a review of the history of the War Powers Act and a
confirmation of its constitutionality. The committee must express
its views on the purposed amendments to the Act that are genuine
efforts to resolve some of the disputes that have arisen concerning
it, and to lay to rest the constitutional objections raised against it..
As I read the amendments, however, the approach to the constitutional question is really one of avoidance. By repealing crucial
language in the War Powers Act it is possible to reduce the area of
conflict between the Executive and the legislative by failing to
come to grips with the subject, and I believe that this would advocatea very clear responsibility imposed by the Constitution on the
Congress and that that would be wrong.
An alternative would be to merely reduce the time allowed ror
the President to act on his own initiative to 30 days, which I t.hink,
Tom, was the time period originally approved by the Senate in the
Sen~te passed bill.
If this amendment were to be adopted, it propels anot.her vilal
question to the forefront of the debate and that is 30 days from
when? It gets to the heart of the problem when a recalcitrant
President will not voluntarily invoke the Act by submit.t.ing the
report that it requires. The answer to this question should be one
of the primary goals that the committee pursues in this series of

,

SENATOR FROM MARYLANDii' .,:
, Senator MATHIAS. As Senator Pressler has noted in
opening
remarks, there has been a constitutional question raised about the
War. Powers. Act. The .ad~inistration says flatly it thinks the War
Powe~ Act IS unconstItutional. I think you can say a lot of things
!l~out It as Senator E~gleton has jus~ said. You can say you think
It ~ unsound, bad polIcy, that you dISagree with it but I do not
thInk you say can it is unconstitutional.
'"
"
People ~ say i~ i.s .re?kless becau~e it gives the President power
to act on his ?wn Initiative for a period of time. I personally think
~ou ~ave to give the President some power to act on his own initiatIve In cases of invasion of the United States· for example en~
croachment on other serious interests to the U n{ted States wh~rever they may be located.
' .
I think you can raise the question of the value of the War
Powers Act. I personally have a little higher opinion of it than Sena~r Eagleton seems ~. I th~k that it was effective in Lebanon. I
thm~ ~here. were perIods dUring the Lebanon action in which the
!ldmInlStrabon was sorely tempted to increase the number of forces
m the field.
" The presence of the W.a~ Powers Act,' the str~ngths of th~' War
Powers Act op.erated to lImIt that tragedy to the dimensions that it
h':lppened, whIch were large enough, but would have been larger
Without the War Powers Act.
,
. The ,:ery fac.t tha~ the administration moaned and groaned, both
In pu~lIc !lld In ~rlva~e about the War Powers Act, about what a
restramt It was, IS eVidence, is confirmation of the fact that the
War Po~ers Act was effective in restraining an enlargement of the
tragedy In Lebanon.
W~at :you cannot say about the War Powers Act is that it is' ~n
constitutIonal. Now Senator Eagleton said he would skip over' the
wo~ds of the ~nstitution, but I think although I am neither a
strict constructionist nor a doctrinaire about original intent I am
enough C!f an old-fashioned lawyer to think that it is occasi~nally
wo~hwhile ~ look at the law. The Constitution is so explicit. In
artIcle 1, sectIOn 8, and I would draw Senator Pressler's attention
to t~at be~ause he says that he wants, to make this a special study
durI~g this y~ar, the very first grant of war powers is not to the
PresIdent. It IS to the ~ngr~ss..1t says that. Congress shall have
P?wer to define and punISh pIracies and felonies committed on the
high seas and offenses against the law of nations.
In modern parlance that is terrorism. It is saying to the Congress
you ~ave the p~wer and of course with the power goes the duty to
provide the polIcy to deal with terrorism.
If you go down into the furthe~ provisions of section 8, there is
t h e power to declare war, t~e ultunate power of policy in matters
of ~ar and peace. But there IS also the power, and extremely interesting power ~ot much discussed these days, to grant letters of
mark and reprISal and to make rules concerning capture on land
and water.
'
'
. Now.if tl?-at means anything at all, and I think it does mean
something, It means that the constitutional convention wanted the
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hearings, the shaping of a solution that' would gain Presidential approval, or which would at least survive a Presidential veto is the
greatest contribution the committee could make.
.'
"
.:
r:' I respectfully suggest that there is a duty as well as an. opportu.:
nity to find the correct coordinated constitutional balance, which r
must confess eluded us on our first attempt in drafting this legislation.
.
. There is a caveat that I think has to be added in addressing the.
subject. The questions that hedge the basic issues of war and peace
a~e among the most painful and fateful of all the dilemmas that
human beings must confront. They are the questions that try our.
souls and that test our character, and the inevitably touch the raw
edge of human nature and stimulate pride, envy, anger, and other
less admirable emotions. There is no guarantee that any totally
painless, effortless formula can be devised to lift such a burden
from the shoulders of mankind.
By analogy I have always been skeptical about the attempts to
devise mathematical equations that would automatically produce
balanced budgets without either blame or sacrifice on the part of
governors or governed.
The essential ingredients to success and political affairs are courage and commonsense on the part of men and women in trouble
entrusted with power, and if they are missing there are no set of
rules or guidelines, however clever or ingenious they may be, that
will serve to save the state. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Mathias appears in the appendix.]
Senator SARBANES [presiding]. Thank you very much, Senator
Mathias. I would observe to the members of the committee that a
rollcall vote is now underway. Senator Pell went early in hopes of
returning in time to continue the hearing without a break.
We are pleased that Congressman Fascell, the chairman of the'
House Foreign Affairs Committee, has joined us at the witness.
table, and we now look forward to hearing his statement. Before'
you begin, Congressman Fascell, because I have to depart for the
vote, I just want to make a note for the record in light of Senator
Eagleton's comments. I think it is fair for him to point out that the
question of adherence to the War Powers Resolution was not an
issue put to the candidates in the course of the debate, but I understand that Governor Dukakis has indicated on more than one occasion that he would observe the War Powers Resolution. I have
before me a statement as prepared for delivery in Derry, NH, on.
February 14, 1988.
,
I ~~ll just quote a few lines from it.
The next President must understand that the basis of America's strength lies·in
the American character. And that nowhere is the American character more clearly.
reflected than in our Constitution. The next President must share the task of gov- .
eming this country not with gunrunners and mercenaries, but with the leaders of a
Congress elected by the American people. For Congress is empowered by our laws
and by our Constitution with the right to participate in the foreign policy decisions
of our Government.
..
. :.'
.

.And a paragraph later he goes on to say:
1 will observe the War Powers Resolution • • •

1"

And then elaborates on that a little bit. I thought it was important

to clarify that for the record.

. Senator EAGLETON. Thank you.
S~nator SARBANES. Congressman Fascell, we would be happy to
hear from you.
STATEMENT BY HON. DANTE B. FASCELL, U.S.
'.
FROM FLORIDA
.)

REPRESENTATIVf.~

. Mr. FAScELL. I have a detailed statement with attachments
which I would like to put in the record at this point and then proceed extemporaneously for a minute or two.
Senator SARBANES. Without objection, the entire statement will
be included in the record.
Mr. FAScELL. I am pleased to have the privilege to appear wit.h
my distinguished colleagues on this panel on the Special Subcommittee on War Powers and to say it is obvious we consider it a very
important work that you are undertaking.
I just want to emphasize a few points. The key question is, does
the War Powers Act work? Mr. Chairman, you just have proven
that it does. The Presidential nominee of the Democratic party says
he will follow the War Powers Act. I dare say that is probably the
first time a President will make that statement, and it is about
time.
Regardless of what one may think of the Act or its efficacy or its
conS!titutionality, the President has to balance off a lot of constitutional powers, not the least of which is the responsibility t.o faithfully execute the law. This is the law of the land. It was passed
over the President's veto. He has a right to question it, of course,
and'we always have that confrontation between the Executive and
the legislative branch on, these issues. I would hope that it never
gets to the Supreme Court for determination. I do not think that is
what the Founding Fathers had in mind in the separation of
powers and the enumeration of powers in the Constitution.
I think they had in mind exactly what has been happening in
the last couple hundred years or so. One of the powers that they
were expressly, seriously, very much concerned about-and which
we are today, because we have not solved the problem and 1 am not
sure it is solvable in the neat package sense, eit.her quantitatively,
qualitatively,' numerically, or constitutionally, because I think it
was solved by the Founding Fathers-is how does this country go
to war? Who makes the commitment of the sovereignty, the might,
the dignity of this Nation, and who commits its men and WOOlen to
the privilege of dying for the right?
I do not think the Constitution is obscure on that point at all. We
have shared responsibility pure and simple. We all lived through
those days and they seemed interminable. One party or the ot.her,
and I won't say which one, although I happen to be a memhnr of
the Democratic party, was constantly flaunted and beat around the
head and body with the proposition that a strong President would
take the country to war without Congress declaring the war as the
Constitution provided.
.
I :must say that we all danced around that problem for a long
time. And it is true. A strong President can grab the reins, can do
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the things that he wants to do. Congress can rubberstamp, can
accept tacitly, can argue about it. The American people basically
can either accept or deny, but if we wanted to test the constitutionality of the issue, the only way we could do it are two real ways
and they do not change. One is impeach the President, and the
other is to cut off the money.
Both of those are very difficult tools to use, although they have
been used. Because of the gray areas that developed right from the
very beginning of our Nation on the question of how you go to war
and how you share the responsibility for this major decision of any
people, we adopted procedures if you will and they seem logical as
long as they are acceptable.
,
Now if they are not, then you have a problem. The President has
the right to protect American lives. We have accepted-although it
is not written anywhere-that he can go to war for that purpose
without the Congress acting, or has the right II Commander in
Chief to protect the troops at any time in self defense. Whether it
is considered an act of war or not is immaterial. You have the
right to defend yourself. So, you shoot to defend yourself. Certainly
an act of war.
If you invade another country, regardless of the reason you
invade it, it is an act of war and that raises the question, where
was the Congress on this? Obviously you can either approve it
ahead of time or you can ratify it tacitly, or you can ratify it explicitly after the fact and we have done both. We and the Congress
have done both.
.
Does that satisfy everything? The answer is no it does not satisfy
everything. The President has an awesome responsibility, but I
submit to you, Mr. Chairman, we have an awesome responsibility,
too, and we ought not to duck it because we say that the law we
passed in some way is not absolutely perfect. I dare say that I do
not know of any law that is, although I would be ready to hang my
hat on the Constitution which is as good as anything any of us
have ever seen.
I think that the War Powers Act has worked, Mr. Chairman.
That is the whole point. Here you have a major contender for the
Presidency of the United States saying he will abide by the law.
Hallelujah. We need everybody to make that kind of a statement,
and if we do not like the law, then let us set about changing it in a
democratic process. And here I am not suggesting an amendment
to the Constitution. I don't think we ought to tamper With that.
'
What did we do here with War Powers? Let us look at where we
were before we had the War Powers Act. The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution was that a declaration of war? It certainly was, Mr. Chairman. It had everything in that resolution to empower the President under the Constitution except the formal words, "We do
,
hereby declare war, the people of the United States."
, If we could have figured out who we were declaring war against,
I dare say we would have written it in that resolution, and that is
not the only resolution in which Congress has acted to carry out its
constitutional responsibility to empower the President to take hos-,
tile action against another country. We wrote it into the Cuba resolution. We have written it in other resolutions, but we were n', 'ing
wit~ that problem plus the problem of consultation. Have . ' had
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co~ultation? The answer is "Yes." Can you improve consultation?
The answer is "Yes." Did you have more consultation after th~
Wa~ Powers Act than you had before? I think we can make a good
case for "Yes."
The ~eports that are required is a form of consultation. It was an
eff<?rt m the V!ar Powers Act to ins~itutionalize the process by
which the PreSIdent and the Congress Interact on the decisionmaking power, or the decision that was already taken.
What do.we have? So fa~ as 1 kn~w, on the 18 reports t.hat have
been submItted every PreSIdent denIes they were submitted pursuant to the War Powers Act. It is not "pursuant to"-I have forgotten the exact language they use-but they don't invoke the War
Powers Act because they don't want the trigger to run. But the
report is there. We at least got that far.
'W.e hav~ .s~en d.ise!lgagement, a with~rawal of American troops
from hostilities WIthIn the 60 days obVIating the need therefore
for specific statutory authorization.
.
'
,
We have seen specific statutory authorization where the President and the Congress came together, whether it was pursuant to
t~eWarPowers Act, or to avoid the War Powers Act. or just
s~mply to come together because it was the smart thing to do. We
dId come together. So, you had specific authorization in the Lebanon case, and I dare say you might not have had that if the Wnr
Powers Act had not been on the books.
. What i~ the real q~est~on? The real question is we are not deal~
lng here In the constitutional vacuum. We are not dealing here in
sOD?e legalistic abstract discussion about the powers of the ConstitutIon. We have a real constitutional question and scholars will
argue forever about the respective powers of the President. implied
and expressed, the delegated powers to the Congress, implied and
expressed, and the precedents that have grown up over ~()O years
.
All of that is legitimate.
What !s the ~ractical effect? The practical effect is that whether
~he Presld~nt h~es .the War Powers Act or not he is always thinkmg about It.. It IS rIght there. I should submit this report. I do not
w~nt to do It pursuant to the War Powers Act because that will
trIgger the sat:etf da~s,. but I. better. submit the report anyway.
Why? Because It IS pohtIc, and It also IS not a clear violation of my
consti~utional responsibility to faithfully execute the law because I
~ gomg to argue that the law is unconstitutional.
Y~u ;say well thi~ evasiye process proves that the War Powers
Act ~s InconsequentIal. It IS meaningless and, therefore, should be
~e~e8led. I take exactly the opposite view. The practical impact of
l~ lS·that we have forced upon the consciousness of the administra~lon ,the whole question that the President cannot totally disl"f'gard
It. He:: h~ to pay s0!De p~litical consequence. The issue is not -just
cons~ltutlOnal. The lSSue 18 not simply a question of whet.her the
law :l!J e~ecuted .. ':fhe i:;sue is basically, as our Founding FB.thers
saw It, IS a p~htIcal lSSue, and that political issue is that you
can~ot take this country to war for very long without the full
broad base support in the Congress of the United States, and without the full and br?ad base support of the American people. 'l'he
War P?wers Act gives us the opportunity to raise those issues
every time that happens.
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'• • 11 know from n basic fundamental point, Mr. Chairman,
cb5t no Inw by itself will change the Constitution. We didn't try to
do thnt In the War Powers Act. We were very careful not to do it.
'l'h.. reaso n I 'did not support my distinguished colleague's specific
e numeration in the original Senate version is because I did not
want to foul up what I figured was a broad-based grant of authority under the Constitution, and I did not want to make it specific in
some way, even t hough I go with the proposition you cannot amend
the Constitution so it would not have made any difference anyway.
I just thought for esthetics and clarity we ought not to enumerate the specific except ions, and I still don't think we ought to do
that. I think it would be a mistake. Let us fight it out where it belongs to be fought out, right here in the Congress of the United
States.
Let us use for the basis of that discussion a nd that struggle a n
additional tool which we did not have up until the War Powers Act
was enacted and that is the War Powers Act. Give us the additiona l handle by which we can question the actions of the President.
Give us another statute if you will, because the tendency in the
past was either simply go a long or try to take on one of the major
fights that you have to take on in a constitutional confrontation
which is to either impeach a President or cut off his money as we
did in Vietnam.
.
.
The trigger is still there, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. The incursion into Cambodia was a n act of war on another
country that wasn't covered u nder a nything, and I arn not sure
even under any exception could you have included that. It certainly got to me. I said if I am going to be in the Cong ress, 'I want the
right to exercise my responsibility as a member of this body r epresenting the American people who have a right to discuss and argue
and have a vote on the question of whether the United States of
America is going to war against any country. And so the War
Powers Act carne into being and I was delighted to be one of the
early sponsors in the House on the War Powers Act.
'
I think it is wise to look at amendments. Nothing is ever perfect.
I think we need to be very careful abo ut what we do and how we
do it. I think the one thing we need to do is improve our consultation. We have all fussed a nd fumed abo ut t he fact that we in the
Congress, t he H ouse and the Senate, ought to have a better opportunity on the policy decis ions that lead to the question of whether
or not you are going to be in hostilities, war, or whatever we want
to call it.
We have had trouble with that. For a long time I have been plugging for the concept that we institutionalized the leadership of the
House and the Senate, the ra nking and major members of the appropriate committees, Appropriat ions, Armed Services, InteUigence, Foreign Affairs, Foreign Relations, 18 people a t the most, to
consult on a regular basis with high administration officialsmaybe NSC, maybe others, it depends-and that we do that not on
·a crisis basis, but before we ever get to the crises.
,
, , We ' all know for the virtue of our experience here and certainly
downtown, you can see t he crises almost coming. We know for sure
every day when you wake up there is another one someplace else.
We can review t hose on a regular basis. We should do that. We
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should talk. We should understand t he options. We in the Congress
ought to have some input, not that we a re going to tell the President what to do but he has the benefit of that advice. There is a lot
of counsel in this body over a long period of years that wou ld be
useful to a President that goes beyond the NSC, beyone! the Cabinet so that we are not confronted with the crash landings, lea ving
Congress to join in and pick up the pieces. Get in there in adva nce,
have a consultative process that discusses options, potentiAl crises,
allow for input, and give the President that advice. H e ultima tely
makes the decision.
I think the country would be far better 01'1'. We wou ld have
solved one of our major problems and we do not need to do that
legislatively. I think maybe that would be a mistake. I th in k t he
President, any President, has to reach out his arms to the Congress
of the United States and say, "I am working with you, especia ll y in
this area, but on all areas, but especially on the queshnn of war
and I want a bipartisan foreign policy."
That is the only way it is ever goi ng to be forged, and the secret
of that is early, consistent consulta tion on t he problems that confront the country. Not all the wisdom in the world resides in either
the executive branch or the Congress.
The Founding Fathe rs saw it as a partnership a nd a partnership
it still is today, even though it is at arm's length, Mr. Chainna n.
I 'welcome the hearings that you a re having on t he War Powe rs
Act. I think it is extremely useful to rev iew both the history, t he
a pplication and the future of t he War Powers Act, but I am aga in st
repealing it. I a m against getting too specific with respect to cnumeration of powers, for example, to t ry to legislate the exceptions
that have grown up. I am more for leaving it in t he politica l a rena
and let us debate it a nd fi ght it out in an orderl y process. Thank
you very much, Mr. Cha irma n.
[Prepared statement of Representative Fascel! a ppears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN [presiding]. Tha nk you very much indeed, Congressman Fascel!. I t hink t he phrase President Reaga n used was
consistent with the War Powers Act.
Mr. FASCELL. Thank you. I could not t hin k of that word, "co nsistent," Mr. Chairman. It has e luded me for a few years.
[Laughter.]
The CHAIRMAN . I would suggest t hat we have a n 8-m inute lil1l it
because we are going to have to quit, as I sa id earlier, a liLLI e
before 11:45. In addit ion to that, we want to go into a business session when we get a quorum, 10 bodies. We may not get it, ill wh ich
case, we will go on wit h this hearing.
years and as k ConI have one basic question . Thus to go bRck
gressman Fascell and the Senators why is it that in the conference
the House version prevailed?
Senator EAGLETON. I was not a conferee, but 1 daily ta lkcd with
Senator J avits. Frequently he sa id , "I will neve r give up on this
issue." The House at one time had a 120-day unilateral wannnking
for the President. The House basically believes in unilaternl Presidential wa rmaking, with a ll due respect, Chairma n i?ascell.
Javits said, HI will never g ive up on this issue." One day he ca me
back from conference and the re was no communication from Sena-
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tor Javits. My staff said this is the firs~ day we have !lot gotten a
'phone call from Javits' staff person. I saId th~t was curIous.
, .
," Later we were informed that Senator Javlts had agreed: to thIS
60-plus-30-equals-90 unilateral warma~ing gimmick. That IS when
Senator Javits and I fell out. Why dId the Senate ~ave? .Senator
Javits of the Senate conferees was the only one genum~ly ~nterest
ed in the details of the bill. Ed Mus~e on the Demo~ratlc sld~ handled it, thought it w~ an interesting S?rt of a thIng, but .It was
Javits' game. The detaIls were left to JaVlts.
;, .
It is peculiar that a minority Republican Senator ~ould so dOInlnate such a policy ~etermi~a~ion, but Senator Javlts was a very
dominating personahty, a brllhant man.
'
, Representatives Zablocki and Fascell would not surrender. They
were entrenched and in order to get ,a bill called the War Po~ers
Act their will w~uld prevail. Bear in' mind this was the only tIme
in history we could have gotten such a bill because we were at t~e
end of that horrible war in Vietnam and because there was In
office a beleaguered President that we can clobber: "
I went to my, friend Gaylord 'Nelson and I saId,. Gaylord, you
can't vote for this 90-day unilateral warmaking.. It ~s probably unconstitutional." He said, "Tom, I love the Constitution, but I hate
Nixon more." [Laughter.]
.
.
.
We were rolling over Nixon. This was the one time In hIStory ~he
Congress could prevail. But, sadly, what we got under the head~ng
war powers is this fiasco where there has been no consultatlOn
with and no participation by the Congress. There only has been ~o
tification. Margaret Thatcher knows more about what we are gomg
to do anywhere in the world than Congress does. She knows ev,erything in advance. Congress knows nothing. Congress .was notified
after the fact that President Reagan had bombed Lybla. You were
told when it was all over.
.
In the Lebanon case, wasn't that beautiful. Co.ng~ess gave PreSIdent Reagan 18 months to wage war. Congress dIdo t want to keep
its hands on that. Congress gave him 18 months. It was only a few
weeks later that the mad bomber went through the gates and then
the President made a political decision to. withdraw troops.
Congress did not want to keep close reign on that war. I reme!llber sitting in the cloakroom. A couple of my colleagues saId,
"Jesus, Reagan's fingerprints are all over it. Let's not get ours all
over it."
.
The CHAIRMAN. My recollection is that an amendment o~ mIne
calling for a withdrawal in a 6-month period was passed, In the
committee.
, h' k'·
d
Senator EAGLETON. Committee, but I don t t In It was passe on
the floor.
'The CHAIRMAN. I'm sorry. I have been corrected. It was defeated.
Senator EAGLETON. Ultimately, we got a bill becau~e they were
strong and powerful and adamant on the House SIde and the
Senate caved.
.
Mr. FASCELL. Would the gentleman yield and Just add the worrl
"persuasive"?
.
'
,
Senator M4THIAS. It is not precisely responslv~ to Y0':lr quest, 'd
but when the Lebanon case came up I a~ee WIth ChalTma!l ~ aBcell. The War Powers Act was important In Lebanon, and It was
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important because of the features of the War Powers Act which
prevented the enlargement of the commitment and that is where
the shoe fell on the Lebanon action. It did prevent the escalation of
Lebanon, which I am convinced would have taken place except for
the War Powers Act.
Senator ADAMS. I do not want to interrupt you, but there are five
of us who are here that voted for that War Powers Resolution at
that time, three sitting there, you and me. And I cannot remember
what my other colleagues did.
I just want to say, I have had some bad experiences with that
Resolution this year, but we have got to have a process that works.
The process right now is a choice between pulling people out in the
48 hours as a Commander in Chief or declarations of war that do
not happen any more.
The Congress is supposed to decide whether or not this Nation
goes to war. But, we listened to Johnson for years and we never
called that a war. And when I go on the floor and say t.hat there
are hostilities in the Persian Gulf and it is voted down by 3!l votes,
while combat operations are being conducted.
Ihave an awful hard time explaining that.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Your time will come shortly.
I;yield 8 minutes to Senator Kassebaum.
Senator KAssEBAUM. And I will yield first to Senator Evans. lIe
was here before I was.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Evans.
Senator EVANS. First, it is a delight to see the two of you. My
temptation is to ask the distinguished Senator, the former Senators
from Missouri and Maryland, if there truly is life after the Spnat.e.
But it is obvious from looking at both of you that there is indeed a
pleasant life after the Senate.
Senator Mathias, I think in your testimony-and unfortunately,
we were interrupted, as we so often are, by votes on the Hoor-you
said it was clear that the War Powers Act was constitutional, if I
am not mistaken. Would that include the concurrent resolution element of the War Powers Act, which some have suggested clearly
falls within the Chadha decision?
Senator MATHIAS. I think you can raise a question about that because of the subsequent decisions of the Supreme Court. But I
think the main thrust of the War Powers Act is clearly constitutional.
I think, as Chairman Fascell has very eloquently said, what the
Constitution mandates is congressional policymaking. And whether
it is the general power to declare war, whether it is a limited war
power under the letters of marque provision, or whether it is t{~r
rorism under felonies and piracies on the high seas, these are specific delegated powers given to the Congress.
And it simply boggles the mind that people can raise constitutional questions about the power of Congress to legislate in this
field.
Now, the details I think obviously are subject to som~ adju:..t.ment, some refinement. But the main thrust I have no doubt about.
Senator EvANS. But is that not the key element of the War
Powers Act that givee Congress in essence a final say? The rest of
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it is notification, and beyond that what do you really have that
gives Congress a true voice?
.
" . Senator MATHIAS. I think what the War Powers Act is intended
to do, and I think there is more ways than one to do this, and that
was the reason I proposed that the series of hearings examine that
very question and look at the provisions of.the Act and try to work
out a more acceptable provision for enforcing the provisions.
But I think you can lay it down as law which the President is
subject to that he is required to take certain steps and to enter into
certain consultations. And that is the important part, and I think
that is what Chairman Fascell has emphasized.
And what we are doing is drawing the President into consultations and resulting in a coordinating policy, which is the whole
'
object of the Constitution.
'. Senator EVANS. Would you say to the degree an act were to be
modified and any element of it were to include as the final power
of the Congress to influence Presidential action something akin to
the concurrent resolution, in your view in order to make it clearly
constitutional would it have to be in. the nature of a joint resolution submitted to the President for his veto and subjected to a veto
override?
:
Senator MATHIAS. That is the crucial question. If you go to the
joint resolution route, then you are really talking about a twothirds majority in the Congress, two-thirds majority in each House,
because you have to have the ability to override.
You are going to call before this committee a whole array of constitutional scholars and constitutional lawyers. I hope that you will
ask them these very questions, because I think that is the crucial
decision that needs to be made at this time.
Senator EVANS. Is that not the nature of all of the acts Congress
passes? They in essence have to have a two-thirds majority if the
President insists?
Senator MATHIAS. But there are, as in the Lebanon case, other
features to the War Powers Act that ought not to be overlooked.
This question of escalation is a very important .one. That does not
require any further congressional action. .
That is a prohibition on the President, and the administration
took it seriously. I think in the Lebanon situation they went to the
brink. I think they, by having the New Jersey shell the coast and
other things of that sort, they did escalate in effect. But they did
not take the ultimate step, which would have increased the tragedy, of putting more troops on the beach there.
And I think we can thank the War Powers Act for that fact.
, Senator EVANS. Senator Eagleton, unfortunately, as I came part
way through your testimony, was it your suggestion that we rep,eal
the War Powers Act?
"
Senator EAGLETON. I say some things. tongue in cheek.' I am
trying to dramatize how hopeless the Act has been under a whole
series of Presidents, Democratic and Republican. I am now told
that a President Dukakis will obey it. I presum 8 a President Bush
will not.
So, we will have to see how that is resolv!'~ . . ~ the polls.
The War Powers Act has not accomplished what these fme gentlemen think it has. In fact, it has engendered disrespect for the
o
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law. To me it is akin to prohibition. The President runs around ignoring it, sendillg up his little notes about a war saying, "Dear
Chairman Fascell, by the way we are in a war in the Persian Gulf,
but not under the War Powers Act, hope you follow it in the Washington Post, we will keep you posted."
That is about the way it goes. That is disrespect for the law.
. Senator EvANS. I understand. I think I have some sympathy for
that view.
If you were to wipe out the War Powers Act as it now stands,
and 1 am sure you have no quarrel at all with the concept that
Congress does have a role to play in declaration of war or entering
into hostility-.
Senator EAGLETON. If we were to wipe' it out-I repeat 1 was
saying it soIt of tongue in cheek. If we were to wipe it out, that
would be construed as legislative history that we were giving it all
back to the President.
Senator EVANS. But if we were to wipe it out, would you substitute then for it some other elements, and what would they be?
Senator EAGLETON. I recommend the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee draft NO.2 of July 1977, which is the original Senate
war powers bill, as significantly refined by this committee 10 years
ag~'
.
.
It basically gets back to that which Chairman Fascell does not
like. It does enumerate the constitutional powers that the President .has. I see nothing wrong with saying what he has and not
giving him any more.
Senator EVANS. Chairman Fascell why not?
Mr. FASCELL. You can define a word in the Constitution, I suppose, any way you want to. The Constitution says "war" and if you
legislate a definition, have you improved the situation in any way'!
I think not.
I think the Founding Fathers left that right where it is supposed
to be in the political arena, not the judicial arena. And the concept
was not to give the sole power to the President. That was never the
concept.
So, I do not see why we are fuming and fussing about t.hat. Now,
you want to change the Constitution, that is different. Submit it to
the American people and let them make the decision as to whether
or not the President should have the full power at any time, under
any conditions, under certain conditions, to take this country into
war and just bypass the Congress of the United States.
That is the real issue. That is a practical one. And we have found
a somewhat practical solution to a difficult problem. We have tried
to institutionalize and legislate the gray area without being too
specific. '.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am glad that our former colleague Tom Eagleton has withdraWn a little bit from that repeal. I think that would send absoluteJy the wrong message.
The question is how do you make the War Powers Act really f\f·
fective, because there is no question it was designed specifically for
t
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the kind of situation we are in right now in the Persian Gulf. And
c~ almost forg~t it.
.
I am just starting to read the origInal Senate bIll. Included In the
language of the original Senate bill is this language: "That the
President shall make every effort to terminate such a threat without using the Armed Forces of the United States."
I think that is pretty healthy language that we ought to be get,
ting back into the War Powers Act.
What would be-and I ask this of all three of you-what would
be wrong with authorizing the President to use American troops
for 72 hours? Because I do agree with Senator Mathias' point th~t
emergencies arise where the President is going to have ~ use this
authority-72 hours and then there has to be consultatton; then
there has to be an automatic vote by the Congress-shall the War
Powers Act be invoked.
'
And then if the President does not comply within a specified
period of time, all funds are cut off. I am just brainstorming here.
How would you put some teeth into this thing?
.
Senator EAGLETON. Is the vote by concurrent resolution or by
joint resolution? We are back to the .chadha questi0!l' The. twothirds vote thing under your hypothetIcal, that IS a sticky Wlcket.
How do ~ou force a President to do what a law says, that is consult? And 'consult" is not a mysterious word. It ~~ in Webster's dictionary, "to seek the advice of, or to counsel with or whatever.
It is not a very mysterious word. And how do you force the PresIdent, (a) to consult, and (b) when he is in the hostilities to trigger
the substantive sections of the law.
.,
Everybody knows we are in a war in the Persian Gulf. But how
do you force a President to obey the law? He takes that oath to
faithfully execute the laws. We all took a similar oath. But he will
not obey it.
.
And you can write all the langu~ge you ,,:ant, Se!lator Simon,
saying he should obey the law, but if he won t obey It, where are
you?
.
, Senator SIMON. What if we provide that all funds are gomg to
be cut off!
Senator EAGLETON. If you have automatic funds cutoff, you are
going to have to vote it. Is it vetoable? It would have to be. If it is,
then we have the two-thirds vote barrier.
Senator SIMON. If there is a funds cutoff, then it ta~es a favor"
able vote of Congress to provide funds.
, " Senator EAGLETON. That is one of the issues that is raised with
the present act.
~
" :. '. ;
: Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, I think this gets back to Senator Evans question on Chadha. I think 72 hours personally is too
short a time. As I said earlier, I would go for 30 days. But then
what happens at the 30~ay point?
. '
Here is where there IS some doubt and why 1 suggest this committee make a serious study with the constitutional scholars that
you are going to call before you. The Chadha decision refers to the
revocation of a delegation of power to the President.
'
That is not precisely the case in the War Powers Act. The War
Powers Act does not delegate any power.t? the Pre~iden.t. Therefore, it is not clear that the Chadha deCISion does mvalldate the

War Powers Act, because the War Powers Act is talking about the
affirmative support of Congress ~hich is necessar~ for a dec1!lration of war and that could be VIewed as a very dtfferent subject.
I think it 'could be one of the real contributions that this series of
hearings makes to the whole subject, and one of the serious pur'
poses.' I
Senator EAGLETON. How do you force the President to trigger the
clock whether it is a 90-day clock, a 30-day clock, or a 72-hour
clock? What are the mechanics of making him turn it on?
Mr. FASCELL. Congress adopts a resolution.
Senator SIMON. Somehow it seems to me there has to be a very
clearcut kind of decision by Congress.
Mr'. FASCELL. Can I address that for just a moment on a practical
kind of aspect? Suppose you ~ave an autom~tic cutoff. Whj~h funds
are you talking about? PreViously approprIated f~nds avatlable to
the President, or funds that have not been approprIated yet?
Now, if you are talking about previously a~propriated funds,
which is the logical thing that we would be talking about, and the
President decides to use them anyway, you have just got another
constitutional question. If the President is committed to this. it. is
just one more law that he must faithfully execute.
You see, you have not added anything, because the only way you
are ~oing to reach that President is for the Congress subse9uently
not to give him any more money, to pass a resolution takmg the
money back. And I do not know how you do that, but 1 have heard
it has been done.
Some people have advocated, for example. withdrawing the pipeline from the Department of Defense. I do not advocate that. I
think it would be a mistake, to start from scratch with appropriations.
Or the Congress just simply passes a resolution with respect to
the action. We have that capability right now with the Persian
Gulf. If it is "an undeclared war," Congress has the right, the
power, the authority, maybe even the responsibility, to go ~lUt and
declare the war if it wants to, or say it is not a war and wlthdraw
our support. ,
Now, we have not done that. Whatever right the President has
exercised, whether it is under the Constitution or out..qide the Constitution, is really immaterial. The fact is that he has used his
power to do what we are doing for purposes that he thinks are ab.
solutely essential 'or the security of the country.
' Senator SIMON. If I may take 30 more seconds here, Mr. Chmrman. I think what we come up with has to be just crystal clear.
When, Senator Mathias'lou talked about the Constitution, every
once in a while it is goo to go back and read it. And it really is
clear that Congress was given this power.
And it is interesting, if I may add this note, the Constitution was
written by a nonlawyer, James Madison. And I think one of the
reasons we have a Constitution that has survived so well and so
long ,is it was written by someone who did not get into all kinds of
nitpicking details.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Pressler.
Senator PRESSLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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We are very fortunate to have these three eloquent witnesses. I

'am more in agreement with the results, the end result that Sena-
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tor Eagleton suggests, altl?-ough perhaps for different r~asons, because I think we should elther repeal the Act or have It declared
'
unconstitutional.
I would like to address a question to Senator Mathias, if I may.
Earlier he cited section 10 of the first article of the Constitution
regarding punishing piracies. Now, how did the President and the
Congress manage to deal with punishing pirates without the War
Powers Act?
Senator MATHIAS. What I am saying is, Senator Pressler, that I
think by conveying, by mandating the Congress the authority to
deal with piracy, which we would call terrorism in modern terms,
or by giving Congress the power to lay down the policy for limited
warfare, by issuing letters of marque and reprisal, making rules for
captures on land and water, the Congress has the power, and with
the power I think goes the duty, to make policy in these areasprecisely what was done in the War Powers Act, to make policy, to
say how are we going to do something, to layout the blueprint for
how we approach these difficult international situations which may
be below the level of general war, but which involve the United
States in hostilities of some form.
That is the power and that is the duty of Congress, and I think
that is what the Congress attempted to do in the War Powers Act.
Maybe it was not done perfectly, and eve~ ~uman a~t is subje~t to
some perfection with experience. And th18 18 the pOlnt at whlch I
think you should apply that experience.
Senator PRESSLER. I see. So, you see the War Powers Act follow.
ing the piracy clause?
Senator MATHIAS. That and the other provisions of the Constltution. You have to read the Constitution en bloc. You just cannot
take a particular part. But it all goes together to layout a patt~rn
by which the Congress is given t~e power and the duty ~ ,proVlde
the policy in these situations.
. '
Senator PRESSLER. I am in very respectful disagreement Wlth
your contention that, because it is listed first-of course, the fir~t
clause lists the Congress' powers, and the second clause the Presldent's and the third the courts-it is more important.'
.
I w~uld not put the same weight on that. Now, let me-, The CHAIRMAN. If you will forgive me, I must interrupt because
there has been an objection to the, business meeting after 11
0' clock. So, we have 5 minutes.
.,
.' .
Senator PRESSLER. Right at the begmnmg of my killer questIon.
[Recess.].
"
Senator PRESSLER. I might address this to all three of you, to
anyone who wants to take it.
.
In the presentment clause of the Constitution, it says that a resolution must be signed by the President. Do any of the three, of you
want to comment on that point?
. ,"
Under the War Powers Act, a resolution theoretically would not
have to be signed by the President. There would be no veto. Is
there any other type of legislation that would be analogous to that?
Senator EAGLETON. I do not know of one.
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senator PREssLER. Does this not fly in the face of the Constitution, then, that the President does not have the opportunity to exercise his right of disapproval?
Senator EAGLETON. Professors from whom you will hear later
make a' strong argument that the Chadha case does not apply to
the War Powers Act.
I would rather you hear it from them than me.
S~nator PRESSLER. I think it is important.
Senator BOSCHWITZ. May I, with your permission, Mr. Chairman,
proceed for 30 seconds about Mr. Bergold?
, The CHAIRMAN. OK.
Senator BOSCHWl'rz. I want to get back to the Agriculture Committee.
The CHAIRMAN: Right.
Senator BOSCHWITZ. Mr. Chairman, I just want to make clear
that I have put a hold on Mr. Bergold, who is to be the AmbaAAador
to the Kingdom of Morocco. And it is not on a substantive basis, it
is not on a policy basis. It is just on the basis of a number of reports that I have received about administrative ability and so forth.
We think we can check these out. It is not my desire to hold him
up. I would hope that we can look at him together with staff from
your side, Mr. Chairman, and we will do so expeditiously.
Senator SARBANES. Mr. Chairman, could I speak to that? 'rhere
appear to be only vague shadows and rumors out there. and if
someone has any concrete information they ought to come forward
with it. '
Senator BOSCHWITZ. I understand.
Senator SARBANES. Bring them to the committee. ¥fe are having
trouble rmding anyone willing to actually put somethmg on record.
Now, I do not know how long we are going to hold up the nomination on this basis, but if there is something we should know
about, we should get someone to bring it forward.
Senator BOSCHWITZ. We will do that.
Senator SARBANES. Following the previous discussion I had with
the Senator, we tried to do that. We cannot allow people to hold up
a nomination by whispering in the. shadows wi.thout presentin~
anything for the record if we are gOlng to be fair to these nominees.
Senator BOSCHWITZ. I think that we have made some progress,
and the Senator from Maryland knows that these matters are not
always so clearcut to bring fo:r:ward. So~ if he will be p~t.ient,. and I
know that he will be cooperative, we wIll be able to brIng thiS to a
speedy conclusion.
tdo not know the gentleman, so I have no personal animus or
anything else on this matter. I just am reflecting what J think have
been some responsible criticisms, and 80 that is why I make t.he
statement.
I thank the chairman.
Senator SARBANES. I just want to say to the Senator that, following~our previous discussion, we tried to elicit whatever thesE' allegations are and as yet no one has actually come forward to put them
before us. It is hard to deal with them under that circumstance.
'Senator BOSCHWITZ. The Senator has said that and, as 1 have respopded, it is sometimes difficult to get things that are said confi-
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dentially, to get them out in the ope~. ~nd if we cannot, ~e will
not continue our hold and then we will Just proceed. And If there
is no substance to thein, we are certainly not going to stand in the
way of this gentleman.
.
And we encountered a little problem, very frankly, ~rom the
other side of the aisle initially, and now that has been clarified and
we can move forward more rapidly.
'
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Pressler.
.
"
.
Senator PRESSLER. I may have some questions on the constItutionality issue. I think we have covered that to s<?me ~xtent. But let
me ask each of the three of you your specific leglSla~lve recom~en
dations. As I understand it, at the end of these hearings we wlll be
taking up the Byrd-Warner-N?I;t.n legislation, and.I know that Senator Eagleton has stated a posltlOn. '
,
" What do each of the three of you recommend? If you have already stated your recommendations in you~ opening hearing, I
apologize. I was out voting during your testImony, Congressman.
Does each of you have a specific legislative amendment that you
"
would suggest to the War Powers Act?,
Mr. FASCELL. I have n o n e . '
.
Senator PRESSLER. You would leave it the same and enforce It?
Mr. FASCELL. Yes. I think we have done. wha~ we s~t out to do
with war powers. You know, it is the practical SIde of It that I am
looking at. I love the constitutional arguments and I could argue, ~
suppose, as well with lawyers all over about that.
.
And I think it is important, so I do not mean to dem~an the necessity for the review and the discussion. But the practical aspects
of what we are looking at is tha~ in Grenada on the 59th. day the
President, for whatever reason, WIthdrew our forces. That lB what I
am talking about.
And I agree with Senator Mathias.
Senator PRESSLER. You think it is working?
.
Mr. FASCELL. Well, nothing is perfect. But the FoundIng Fathers
saw this arm's-length necessity in our system on the powers of the
President and the responsibilities of the Congress. And I am not
about to improve on that system.
.
And if you start out with the simple assumption that there I~ no
law that can amend the Constitution except in the prescrIbed
course of events, then I think you h~ve less to worry a~out.
But I do agree with Senator Mathias, here the question o! delegation does not arise, as it did in the Chadha ~e. So, there lB. a very
real reason to be able to say that Congress, With regard to Its own
powers, can decide in what form it will deal with its own pow~rs,
and maybe hold up against the presentment clause of the Constitution. I do not know.
'
I have no quarrel, however, with the idea that ~nlP'ess can act
any time it wants to as long as it follows the constItutlOnal process..
If we do not like what is going on in the Persia!l (" tf, ~l.somebody
has to do is get enough votes to pass a resolutH .If a Jomt resolution and send it to the President and test the'
.:;ss.
, We are in the political domain. I do not 51.·
ly we should send
this matter to the Supreme Court, for exalnple, to have them
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decide on what is fundamentally a political process and a political
decision.
Senator' PRESSLER. Senator Eagleton, would you have us repeal
the Act and start over?
Senator EAGLETON. No, not really; that was mostly as an attention, grabber, Senator.
O~ page 7 I say:

I

,f'

I would go back to the original Senate war powers bill. the one that went to COIlference, but it has been refined by the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in draft
No.2 of July 1977.

That would be the framework. Its political chances of passing,
zilch.
Senator MATHIAS. The most I would do is reduce the time period
to 30 days, which was the period which the chairman will reeall
was originally mandated in the Senate bill, 30 days.
Senator PRESSI..ER. You would reduce the time period, which is
now 60 days, to 30?
'
Senator MATHIAS. I would further address myself to the Evans
question and do what we can to remove constitutional doubt about
the concurrent resolution process, because it is not clear that the
Chadha decision applies here. And I think if we could in the COli rse
of these hearings, if you could resolve any doubts that exist in that
respect, I think it would be a helpful thing.
That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much indeed.
We welcome Congressman Broomfield and we are very glad you
could be with us. Your statement will be inserted in full in the
record, and if there are any remarks you would like to make we
would be glad to hear them.
STATEMENT OF HON. WILLIAM S. BROOMFIELD, U.S.
REPRESENTATIVE FROM MISSOURI
",

t·'

Mr. BROOMFIELD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for being late. We had a caucus going on. I had something to say on a very important matter there.
I am sure that most of these areas have been covered and, as you
indicated, my complete statement will be made a part of the
record.
I take a strong position that I believe that the automatic troop
withdrawal requirement of the War Powers Resolution should be
eliminated completely. I know-I guess someone just mentioned 30
days.' But I 'think that the total should be, in other words, completely eliminated. It has not worked under the number of different
Presidents, both Republican and Democrat.
, I agree that the congressional role in this area is properly exercised through a joint resolution. I also agree that consideration
should be given and established for an expedited procedure. I think
that is extremely important and probably one of the best ideas so
far in the so-called reform of the War Powers Resolution.
On the other hand, I want to indicate serious doubts ahou t the
workability of the consultive mechanism, the permanent consultive
group that would be established by this bill. Consultation can be
meaningful only to the extent that it is flexible. And this could be
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lost through establishment, I believe, of the way this would be set
up as a permanent consultative group.
'
, In conclusion just want to compliment the committee. I think
this is an important function, not, only for your committee but for
our committee on the House side. I think that it is extremely important that reform is made to the War Powers Resolution because
of its ineffectiveness over the past few years.
' ' i
I would be glad to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of Representative Broomfield appears in
the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much indeed.
Senator Sarbanes.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to put to the panel this question. I take it Senator
Mathias believes there are certain instances in which the President
would need to act on his own accord in committing forces-to repel
an attack on the soil of the United States, for example-where he
,)Vould not have time to come to the Congress to get a declaration of
war.
,
Is there agreement among the panel that there are certain very
limited situations of that sort in which the President would have to
act without waiting for Congress? Does everyone agree with that
proposition?
Mr. FASCELL. Would you repeat that?
Senator SARBANES. Is there agreement in the panel that there
are certain very limited situations, such as an attack on U.S. soil,
.in which the President would need to be able to act without having
a prior declaration of war by the Congress?
Mr. FASCELL. Absolutely.
Senator EAGLETON. It is much broader than that. It is not limited
to U.S. soil. It would include Americans abroad that might be attacked. We have 6,000 bases around the world. We have endangered nationals' abroad. The President can go to help or rescue
them.
By the way, that is what the President was pretending to do in
Grenada. He was pretending to rescue, but he only rescued half the
medical students. You remember he left the ,other half unrascued
"
" ,',,'
for about 72 hours.
But anyway, the President has much greater authority.
,',: '
. Senator SARBANES. I take it then, that we are in agreement that
there is a limited set of circumstances under which the President
by necessity has to act, and that we perceive a constitutional' aut;hority for doing s o . ,
..
; ,
, Senator EAGLETON. Of course.
',
Mr. FAScELL. I agree with that, but I have to ask a question
simply for the record, in rhetorical style: Does that change the definition of "war" in the Constitution?
' '(": '
. I am not looking for an answer.
" ,
Senator SARBANES. Now, my next question is, What is the view of
the panel members about situations that would clearl~' fall outside
those limited circumstances?
Should the President then be able to act without a prior authorization from the Congress?
;. "
.

Senator EAGLETON. There is one that is in the bill that I referred
to that was the most controversial amongst Senators Stenn is,
Javits, and myself. The Presidential right to forestall enemy
attack. It gets into first strike.
Assume the Canadians have gone mad and they are there on the
border, poised to attack Detroit. And the President knows that they
are there, and the CIA, for once, has accurate intelligence.
And the President says yhey are going to come in from Toronto.
And the President then says, "I can forestall that attack, because
they are going to overwhelm Detroit." And we put that in.
Senator SARBANES. I want to get out beyond that. I want to try to
find: out whether there is a difference among-Senator EAGLETON. Anywhere else, time allowing, it is shared
power. Now, what is "time allowing"? "Time allQwing" is at least
to talk to Senators Byrd and Dole before you talk to Margaret
Thatcher. He has got at least enough time to do that.
And, in the Persian Gulf, Senator-Phil Donahue was discussing
it, and took a vote on his TV show, as to whether we ought to go
into the Persian Gulf. That should have been before this committee
and the Armed Services Committee, and it should have been before
Chairman Fascell's committee. There was no secret that we were
thinking about going to the Persian Gulf. We thought about. it for
weeks. Phil Donahue gave his opinion. He gave his advice, but. Congress was not asked for its advice.
Senator SARBANES. What about the other members of the panel
on that question?
Mr. F ASCELL. I am not ready to support the concept. and I have
never been, of enumerating, "exceptions" that would allow the
Pr~ident to act beyond his constitutional authority, what.ever that
is.
Now he either has it, or he does not have it. And I do not know
that Congress can legislate it. I do not think we can. I think that is
fundamental.
The Founding Fathers, in my judgment, saw this as a shared responsibility, and a shared power, and that is the way it ought to be.
Senator SARBANES. Is it your view that-Mr. FASCELL. If we accepted, Senator, if we, the people accept it
as properly within the President's constitutional power, or we see
it as an acceptable exception, so be it.
But, you know, is that deciding the constitutional definition? Is
that deciding the limits of power? I do not think so. And I do not
know that we ought to get into that.
That is the reason that I have never been for the enumeration of
the 'specific cases in which a President could commit the Armed
Forces of this country to an action or a hostility or imminent actions or war. Those are all political questions.
S~nator MATHIAS. I would think, Senator, that the War Powers
Act resolves some of the constitutional difficulties by providing a
time period in which the President can act on his own initiative.
It, is assumed that he is going to act in cases where there is a
vital interest to the United States that is being effected. It is h:ud
to define, and I tend to agree with Chairman Fascell. It is hard to
define the number, the character of these attacks on American interests or threats to American interests, because they can change
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with circumstances, change with generations, and I think the War
Powers Act is right in being silent in any specific definitions.
But, whether you are saying the President is acting out of any
inherent constitutional right of his own, or whether you are saying
that the Congress has the power and the duty to derme the policies
by which we address limited warfare or terrorism or other circumstances, by providing this initial period, you simply finesse that
question. And I think that is one of the desirable features of the
War Powers Act.
Senator SARBANES. Well, of course, once the President makes the
commitment, the question of compelling a withdrawal is extraordinarily difficult. The decision has been pretty well made.
.;
.
The real question is, might it not be a more fruitful approach to
say, if effect, that there are certain instances, narrowly dermed,
under which it is clearly necessary for the President to respond.
Obviously there would be some difficulty in defining that area. ..
But beyond that, the President would have to obtain a prior authorization before he could make the commitment.
What I am trying to find out is whether the members of the
panel think the President ought to be able to make a commitment
in any circumstance, and then put Congress in the position of
trying to compel a withdrawal, either' by triggering the War
Powers Act of by cuting off appropriations, after the fact.
Or whether perhaps beyond this narrow range of events that we
talked about, the President should have to obtain a prior authorization from the Congress in order to commit forces.
Senator EAGLETON. Senator Sarbanes, you are posing the issue
that the Congress faced 15 years ago. You are espousing the Senate
version of the bill and you are absolutely correct, whether it is 30
or 15 days. Once the troops are out there, being shot at, the decision is made. Congress is supposed to be in on the takeoff, before
they go to the gulf or before ther. go to Lebanon.
You are posing the Senate bil . Congressman Fascell is still, quite
obviously, supporting the House bill. That is the difference of opinion on the subject matter.
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Chairman, may I address myself to that for a
moment? I think that is an important question. Senator, obviously
we are dealing with things as far as what is in the list and what is
off the list. You want to draw some scenarios. Do you leave something out or do you include it?
..
Who makes that decision? Is that a political decision? Libyawas that war or not war? What exception does that fit under?
Salami technique; we are in the Persian Gulf, we have been in the
Persian Gulf, militarily. We expand our interests in the Persian
Gulf by adding more military might.
Is that an act of war? I do not know who made the decision that
this was an undeclared war. Well, whoever made it might be, in a
practical sense; correct.
Senator SARBANES. The question is whether and what kind of a
commitment you are going to allow without congressional involvement in the decision.
Congressional involvement does not mean-and I think this
ought to be understood, because people do not always understand
it-that there will not be a commitment of forces, because the con-

gre~ional decision in conjunction with the Executive may, in fact,
be to make the commitment. It may be, not to make the commit-

ment.
Ail it would ensure is that making the commitment would be
joint decision representing the common judgment of the Executive
and . the legislative branch, before the commitment takes place.
Onc~ the commitment takes place, to try to undo it is very difficult,
because the decision has been loaded, so to speak.
Mr. FASCELL. Mr. Chairman, for clarity of the record, I have to
add a comment on that one. I do not know that the Constitution
says, explicitly, but I think it is clear enough, that the .F'ounding
Fathers expected, and I think that it flows from the language, thal
prior approval of the Congress was required to go to war.
But it does not say anywhere in the Constitution that the Congress cannot ratify after the fact.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator SARBANES. Can we hear from Senator Mathias?
Senator MATHIAS. Obviously, it is better to have prior authorization. Nobody would disagree with that. The reason I would suggest
reducing the time to 30 days is because that prevents the President
from digging in. If the President knows that his day of reckoning is
within 30 days, he is not going to dig in as deeply and make a commitment as deep as he would otherwise.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you Mr. Chairman. Let me just. say,
I think it is a very interesting discussion, and I suppose I am
struck with Chairman Fascell's comments on how you define
"war." We certainly declared war after the fact at Pear] Harbor.
And there was not doubt in anyone's mind that hostilities had
taken place.
And I would like to go back and, Senator Eagleton, you said be in
on the takeoff. And this is really, I suppose, one of our frustrations,
and it evolved from Vietnam. It stemmed from the frm~tration of
not being consulted.
But that Vietnam, and it goes way back actually to President Eisenhower in the early inception of decisions made thai involved a
step; by step in what took place.
I have always felt that we overlooked the great power that Congre~ has in the power of the purse. And at some point if we did
not agree with what was taking place, we just do not vot.e to spend
the money to carry out the action. Is that not something that keeps
us engaged? And we can, through that power, demand the consultation that is necessary.
Now, some of you were here as we moved into Vietnam. and
raised questions. But would anybody have, and how many, queHtioned at that point whether hostilit.ies-whether we were engaged
in hostilities.
certainly it seemed to me that would have been very clear. But,
would we have invoked the War Powers Resolution at that point'!
And: at what point?
Mr. FASCELL. The questions you have raised are a1l practical and
valid questions. I do not know what we would have done if the War
Powers Act had been in place at that point, but I know what we
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0"/';1':" ,:,1 "" did. That is by ~ salami technique of necessity, let us put it necessi-.
.-

ty-I am not bemg derogatory here at all-we got into a war. .
Now, did Congress ever declare war? No. Well, how did we do all
of this? Through the power of the purse. I can remember when
President Johnson first came on the scene with regard to this problem. One of the first things he did was to drag all of the Congress
down'to the White House and say, "I need $700 million supplemental. And the reason I need that is because we have got to put more
men and more equipment in the field."
..',
. And we were all there, Appropriations, Armed Services, Foreign
Affairs, and leadership and the whole world was there. And we got
the full dog and pony show. And when we came back, we voted to
approve the $700 million supplemental. But with all the other
Presidents, we had given them what they wanted.
Congress had acted. No question about that. So that is ratification of the fact, and as an act of the Congress, we shared the responsibility.. .
Now, in the legal sense, when did we get around to declaring
war? With the Gulf of Tonkin resolution. Absolutely. And we had
the full authority of the Congress of the United States, carrying
out a responsibility.
'
And, as I said earlier, we gave the President all the power he
needed. The only thing we left out of there was, we do hereby declare war. So, it was a step-by-step process of getting into war that
we were struggling with, and then along came Cambodia, which is
an entirely new country, and bingo.
' '
And the answer there was hot pursuit or something. But here we
were, at war with another country. And we still have a tough pro}).:
lem with that, and we still have a tough problem with Libya. '
,
But Libya was totally supported. Nobody cut off any money. The
Congress did not pass any resolutions. The Congress acted, and we
did not declare war. And I do not know that it fits any of the exceptions, either, that have been enumerated.
So, this is the problem we are struggling with. It still goes back
to shared responsibility. Commonsense involvement, broad base of
support and knowledge in the Congress. And the President has to
take the lead on that.
. " . . ",
, Senator KASSEBAUM. Or, and may I just add, if, as has been presented I think, and Senator Adams has brought this up on the Persian Gulf situation, as long as it is the law of the land, however, we
should abide by it.
Now, there are some of us who would question whether, indeed,
it should be the law of the land, but maybe this is, of course, what
we are struggling with at this point. Can it be improved or, should
as Senator Eagleton said, perhaps facetiously but I think a good
question. Either we abide by it or we recognize that it is somewhat
a legalistic web that serves no useful function, and we should make
that decision.
Senator EAGLETON. May I make this comment? Had there been a
War Powers Act, let us say that it had been passed in the forties.
Most certainly President Kennedy would have had to trigger it if
he were going to honorably enforce it, and more than likely, President Eisenhower. But most certainly President Kennedy.
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The Congress became partners in Johnson's war. The Gulf of
Tonkin Resolution was everything that Chairman Fascell said it
was. It was a declaration of war, it just did not use those nasty
words. It was a blank check to engage in military operations wherever he sought in Southeast Asia.
Chairman Fascell has a problem understanding what Libya is,
under Senator Sarbanes' question. Very clearly, Libya should have
invoked the War Powers Act. When you send those planes off to
bomb, and you know they are going to shoot and be shot at, they
are going to be engaged, then there is the imminent likel ihood of
hostilities.
There also was time on Libya to talk with key people in Congress. My God, it was on the front page of newspapers. I think it
was: the Wall Street Journal, "Reagan About To Bomb Libya."
People said, "When is he going to do it?" And the word around
her~ was, as soon as he can find which tent Mu'ammar is in. That
is the only thing that made it in any way problematical.
Everybody in town knew we were going to bomb Libya. Yet there
was :no consultation, no nothing; just go off and do it.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. I disagree with that completely. A number of us
here were included at the White House when the decision was
being made as far as the bombing.
And I think there was adequate consultation, and I certainly disagree that it was known in advance that we were going to do this
for some time. The senior Members of the Congress, the leadership,
were down there, Fascell and I were both there, and I think it. was
a proper way.
I would like to get back-I think this idea of trying to put more
restrictions on how the President operates-Senator KERRY. Were you not down there on Friday or Saturday?
Mr. BROOMFIELD. We were down there about 2 or 3 hours before.
I thought it was Friday.
Senator KERRY. Right before the bombing.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Yes.
Senator KERRY. Three hours.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. Yes, that is right.
Mr. FASCELL. Senator, I was there, too, and the answer was, the
planes were more than halfway there. Now, if anybody wants to
change your mind or you have some objection, please tell us.
Mr. BROOMFIELD. But there was not any.
~. FASCELL. I am sorry, there was an objection. I said, I can understand why we have to do this, but what about the War Powers
Act? What about the Congress? And that was the end of that discussjon. It stopped right there. I did raise the question at that
meeting about the War Powers Act or the Constitution or whatever.
The CHAIRMAN. That is correct. I was there, too.
- Senator KAssEBAUM. Before my time runs out, I want to ask one
question. I assume that everybody testifying at this point has
spoken, somewhat obliquely and somewhat directly, not in support
of tq.e Byrd-Nunn-Warner bill.
Senator MATHIAS. I would directly oppose the repeal fPRhll'E'~ of
the Byrd amendment. I think it repeals very crucial langu~gf' that
presently is in the Act, and I think that wou ld be mistake.
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Senator EAGLETON. I spoke in opposition to Byrd-Nunn-Warner.
Mr. FASCELL. I like the point about the consultative thing, but I
do not think that we ought to legislate that. I think it ought to be
an understanding and an arrangement between the Chief Executive and the leadership of the C o n g r e s s . "
Mr. BROOMFIELD. I certainly agree. It should not be put in concrete. It should be flexible and give the President an opportunity to
discuss it. '
.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, indeed. Senator Kerry. '
Senator KERRY. Thank you very much. I have just been called to
go to the floor. I do have some questions, but I will pursue them
privately. I just want to thank the members of this panel and particularly our good friends Senator Mathias and Senator Eagleton.
It has been not only one of the more interesting ones, but one of
the more entertaining ones. Mr. Chairman, with unanimous consent, I would like my time to be used by Senator Adams.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Adams being one of the leading advocates on the Senate floor of the exercise of the war powers amendment.
Senator ADAMS. Senator Kerry, I want to thank you for your
courtesy. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
'
I think the War Powers Act is constitutional. I think the concurrent resolution and joint resolution, are both constitutional.
'. I would like to make four or five points from a practical and a
theoretical point. If the Congress of the United States passed a resolution under article 1, section 8, and I quote, "to declare war," I
.
do not think the President could veto it.
And I will go right back to the constitutional convention. Congress was given the power because they did not want to have a
king. Kings make war, and making war is both declaring it and
carrying it out. And it was amply clear by everybody at the constitutional convention that they wanted to have the Congress and not
the President to put the Treasury and the lives of the American
people on the line.
.;
And I will just quote, for example, Eldridge Geery who was not a
Liberal: "He never expected to hear in a Republic a motion to empower the Executive talons to declare war."
, And George Mason said, with regard to the war powers of the
Executive, "not to be trusted with it." You never want to give the
power to begin a war to those who are to conduct the war. And I
feel this very strongly., ',:
. 1'4;
. Second point, and I appreciate it very much, Senator KasSebaum,
this is the law of the land, and the law of the land should be 'carried: out. And we all know, because we were there and we voted for
it: It was to prevent not just a quick action ··but a sustained' war.
We are going to be in the Persian Gulf a long, long time. We
have been there a long time, and we will be there a longer time.
And what we do there, if it is war, 'declared or undeclared, the
Treasury of the United States pours into it, lives pour into it, incidents pour into it.
.: ., "
, ..'
Therefore the Congress should either vote for it, or ·;()te against
it. Now I want to be practical with you, Tom, because was trying
to get a vote, and in the Senate there is ability to fru.:lrate votes,
as we well know. On December 4~ we entered into a unanimous re-

quest for this Congress only that the question of privileged status
of the measure, once decided by the parliamentarian as privileged
upon its introduction under the War Powers Resolution shall be
submitted directly to the Senate.
'
The point of order put ot the Senate is, "the measure is not privileged under the War Powers Act." It shall be decided by the yeas
and nays after 4 hours of debate, equally divided and controlled by
the majority and minority leaders or their designees. The point
order shall not be considered to establish a precedent for determination of future cases. That is how we finally got to the floor on
the simple question, Mr. Chairman, of whether or not there were
hostilities in the Persian Gulf.
We got voted down. But I have been a legislator a long time. I
accept when the Senate or the House votes we are in or we are out.
But I do not want to see us give up and have a shift to the gxecutive, 'of the power to declare war, the power to make rules for Government and regulation of the land and naval forces, which says to
me ~h~t we could say whether or not a captain shot or did not
shoo~, In the gulf; or to provide for calling forth the militia; or to
prOVIde for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia; or to
make the laws of the Union.
We tend to ignore the words of the Constitution until they are
brought to our attention. It is just like when we had the impeachment matter. Nobody knew what a high crime and misdemeanor
was, 'because it was written-you do not have to look at a Jot of
cases, you read the law. And the power to declare war or not to
declare war is in the Congress. And all I want the Congress to do is
to follow its oath under the Constitution and under the law. And
you are all here to help us decide if amending this Resolution will
help achieve that goal.
~ have certai~ questions from a practical and a theoretirnl viewpOint. I would hke to see the nonvetoable Resolution go to the Suprem~ Court. I do not think Chadha applies, but I am prepared to
have It go to. the Supreme Court. Chadha does not apply because
we are referrIng to a constitutional power. It is not a bill.
I w~uld like to see us act on it. Our problem is once you are into
a major engagement and you try to use money alone, everybody
says you are cutting off the money for our boys in the field. 1 think
t~e Act has some flaws in it, but I don't want to see us give up the
right to say that the power is automatically cut off in 60 days.
I want to ask you whether this kind of a proposition is potential?
One, that there be a required vote within 48 hours. The only
reas~n ~h~t I say 48 hours-you may want a different period-is
that \th18 IS the takeoff, as you referred to, Senator Eagleton. We
~sually never hear up here about what is going on until we read it
m the newspaper or somebody comes up to th~ Hill and says what
y'0u J:1ave already read in the front page of the paper and confirms
It. I am willing to say at the beginning that 48 hours would handle
the problem of an invasion, an explosion, a going in and getting
people. Automatic vote at 48 hours.
Then what is the enforcement mechanism? You either have to
use the courts, or you've got to use money, or there is somet.hing
else. I d0!l't w~nt .to. give up this act and the law because, as Senator ~athlas saId, It IS the only means we have at this point. I have
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been in the administration. I have served as a Cabinet officer. If
you don't have a process for getting at the administration, you
can't use the constitutional power, and I would say that to Chairman Fascell. I agree with you but if you don't have a process u1?
here, you can't get to a vote and you can't get to court, or you can t
get to money. Now tell me if I am wrong and tell me how else you
, .
would do it.
'.' I would want the 48 hour: vote so you are still on the issue.
SecOl~d, an enforcement mechanism, either cut off of money or immediate appeal or whatever you say. '
: Senator EAGLETON. First, who triggers the 48 hours?
Senator ADAMS. It has to be triggered by the Congress. In other
words, the leadership must do it or a person goes on the floor ... :.
Senator EAGLETON. Leadership starts the clock running. Second,
required vote on what? Let's use the Persian Gulf as an example.
Does it require a vote that the President may engage in such operations as he sees fit all over the Persian Gulf for such time as he
sees fit? What is the issue that is going to be voted on? .
Senator ADAMS. Drafted by the leadership of the two bodies to
present to him.
.
Senator EAGLETON. So, it could be narrowed in geography and in
time, with a time limit?
;
Senator ADAMS. Yes.
Senator EAGLETON. Six months, 9 months?
Senator ADAMS. No Gulf of Tonkin.
Senator EAGLETON. That is sensible to me. If I may, because I
think it is an important issue, let me disagree with one part of.
your opening statement. You said Congress can determine whether
the captain shoots or doesn't shoot. This is more than a minuscule
:. ;
matter. I disagree with you very strongly on that.
. Senator ADAMS. What about the provision that says that in the
Constitution that-this is the Congress, article 1, section 8-you
make the rules for the Government and the regulation of the land
and naval forces.
',:
Senator EAGLETON. I juxtapose that to the Commander in Chief
clause, and in that area the Commander in Chief sets the tactics.
Congress can set the time, the scope. Congress can put countries
can limit the miles. Congress could say stay out of Cambodia. Congress can say a year. But the Commander in Chief sets the rules of
engagement. That is the way I read it.
.' .
,i
'Mr, FASCELL. I quite agree with you, Senator. I would not want to
see us be a rubberstamp for the Executive on the question of going
to war or being dragged into hostilities because we cannot define
the hostility. Therefore, we come back to the same questions. Do
you have the votes?
. '
.;
:. We saw in the Vietnam war cutting off the money for all the
reasons you cited as well as many others, it took a long time in a
country divided with all kinds of difficulties in order to ultimately.
get to the point where the money could be cut off and the war
brought to an end.
:
So, we are fundamentally stuck with the political process. There
is no way to get around that. The Founding Fathers saw that, they
understood it. I agree with you they did it purposefull~', obviously.
The record is, clear from the very beginning of-.j . ' , r
'
I
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Senator ADAMS. Chairman Fascell, you can get a resolution up
on the floor with leadership in the Rules Committee in the House'
can't you?
'
Mr. FAScELL. We can get a resolution up on the floor, yes. 1'here
is a way of doing that besides discharge petition.
Senator ADAMS. But here if you have a determined minority, and
it doesn't have to be large, we never get the issue to the floor.
Mr. FASCELL. I understand what you are saying. I have enough
trouble without trying to change the rules of the Senate. There are
a lot of other rules that you gentlemen, ladies have to operate
under that I have some difficulty with.
Requiring a vote by the Congress is to require us to do what we
are ~uppose to be doing. Why do you have to pass a law to require
us to do what we are suppose to be doing? You pass a law because
you are trying to get the Executive to do something that he ought
to b~ doing, not us. We make that decision one way or another. We
either act or we don't act.
Now if we support the President tacitly, that is support, period.
We want to hide behind that. Can we devise a process, whidl is
wha~ you are thinking of, that automatically forces the Congress to
vote on the issue? The answer is anytime you think you've got. the
votes you can take it up. If you haven't, you can't get it done.
There is no way that I can think of. You might be able to legishlte
t!te process where you can expedite the consideration of a resolution pursuant to a certain statute that says within a certain time
and give yourself the expedited right to do that.
.That might be something that you want to think about. Ot lmrWIse; we can act now, anytime we get ready. There is nothing to
stop us.
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to interrupt to say in 5 minutes we
are supposed to be receiving Governor Dukakis.
Senator MATHIAS. Mr. Chairman, can I add one word? I think
Senator ,Adams has made a very strong point about the veto. The
declaration of war is not subject to veto. The declaration of war is
complete when the Congress acts. The President doesn't sign the
declaration of war.
I was present in the House of Representatives on December R,
1941; when the Congress voted to declare war. I was not on the
floor. I was in the gallery at the time. But that was the complete
act when that occurred, and that really bears on the Chadha question I think very strongly.
I would disagree, however, that it is a good idea to force a vole in
48 hours. I also was here when the Gulf of Tonkin Resolut.ion was
passed, and if we had voted on that-we did vote on that in 48
hours. We did it on the basis of false information. We did it. with
the surge of emotion and patriotism. Talk about supporting the
boys in the field. That was one of those occasions.
Mr. FASCELL. And it was 48 hours, I might say.
~enator MATHIAS. And it was too soon. If it had been a wepk, it
mIght haye been a m~ch more questioning kind of procedure. I
wo~l~ raISe the question about 48 hours and mandate the time
perlOo on purely practical grounds.
Senator ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent thnt. my
full statement, opening statement, may appear in the record.
.
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. The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, it will be done.
[prepared statement of Senator Adams appears in the appendix.]
The CHAIRMAN. I thank the witnesses very, very much indeed for
their courtesy and being with us. We are adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:48 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to
reconvene at 2:05 p.m., July 14, 1988.]
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Washington, DC.
The special subcommittee met at 2:05 p.m., in room 419, Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Hon. Claiborne Pell (chairman of the special' subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Pell, Pressler, and Sarbanes.
The CHAIRMAN. The Committee on Foreign Relations will come
to order.
The Special Subcommittee on War Powers resumes its hearings
this afternoon with testimony from one of America's most distinguished professors of history, Arthur Schlesinger. Professor Schlesinger is the author of many learned works, several of which bear
directly on this issue of interest to our subcommittee. Among these
are the "Imperial Presidency," the pUblication of which perhaps
not: entirely coincidentally was just about simultaneous wi th the
enactment of the War Powers Resolution of 1973.
Following Dr. Schlesinger's testimony, the subcommittee will
hear from Prof. Forrest McDonald, profesRor of history at the University of Alabama, and also the author of a number of works bearing on' the subcommittee's topic of concern, and also an old acquaintance of mine when he moderated a debate the first t.ime I
ran for office in 1960 at Brown University for which I thank you
again for taking the time to do. It seems like yesterday, but it was
30 ~years ago almost.
So, we are pleased to have two such scholars here today.
Senator PRESSLER. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Pressler.
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR PRESSLER

.1.

Senator PRESSLER. Mr. Chairman, I too join in the welcoming of
these two distinguished historians. Their numerous publications
and their wideranging scholarship bear witness to the vitality and
relevance of the history profession.
It is especially fitting that on this day, so rich in historical ~ym
bolism and meaning, that we turn our attention to hist.ory, to the
history of the Constitution and the history of our Republic and the
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h!-story of the governing pr?cess. By

e~mining

our historical ori-

gms. and our ~ubsequ~nt national expenence, we are, in effect, cele-
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brating the bicentennial of the greatest of all political documentsthe Constitution of the United States.
The business of the War Powers Act is something that I think
goes to the heart of relationships in our Government. I have said
that I would like to see the War Powers Act repealed and I think
it's unconstitutional. But, nevertheless, I think in r~ality it will
probably be amended as a result of these hearings.
In their belief in the need for a separation of powers between the
three branches of Government, the Founding Fathers relied on the
,:ision o~ the cele~rated Fren:ch philosopher Montesquieu. As Justice ~OulS BrandeIS obse~ed In Myers v. the United States, the separabon of powers according to Montesquieu translated into security fo~ ~he people and was accepted as such by the Founders. Not
surprlSmgly, a modern day Supreme Court in Buckley v. Valeo onehalf century later emphasized the intent of the Framers that the
powers of the three great branches of the National Government be
largely separated from one another.
'
The war power did not derive from emanations or penumbras
but from the minds of very practical men inside a hot locked roo~
in ~hiladelphia on August 17, 1787. They carefuIiy delineated
making war from declaring war, a distinction that has confounded
!Dany ever since. Making war translates in modern day' language
Into d~fending the national security interests of the United States.
Declarmg war is exactly what that term implies: a formal statemel,lt of hostilities which, in turn, triggers a whole series of internatIOnal legal duties and obligations. A declaration of war, as the
Fr~!l~h c~e to. say after July 14, 1789, involves a nation in arms
ut!I~lng I~ major resources a!ld seeking the often elusive goal of
military Vlctory over an oppOSing enemy. That is why Rufus King
at the Constitutional Convention referred to making war as an executive function.
~ A noted American jurist and legal scholar in a famous essay published. at ~he turn of the last. century observed that history and law
were meVltably bound up With one another. Nowhere is this more
a,?parent than i~ the significant Supreme Court case of Bas v.,
Tingy, 1801, deCided 1 year after Congressman John Marshall's
much. quoted s~atement. about the President being the sole organ of
AmerIcan foreign relations. In that case, a unanimous court indicated that the United States could become involved in hostilities
without a declaration of war. Members of that court were contemporaries of the Founders and two of the first sitting Justices, John
Rutledge and James Wilson, were themselves Constitutional Convention participants. Surely this court knew the intention of the
Fou~ders in such matters. They had lived their own history.
~Ith the ~espect to the Commander in Chief power, historian
Clmton ROSSiter, author of a landmark text entitled "The American Presidency," has asserted that "the President's power to command the [armed] forces swells out of all proportion to his· ther
powers." In a revised edition published at the end of the Eisf' flOWer era, R:ossiter lamented: "Congressmen are more likely t
edle
the PreSIdent with inactivity and timidity than to accu~
III of
acting too swiftly and arbitrarily." How things have changed.

If I remember correctly, Professor Schlesinger was one of the
sharpest critics of President Eisenhower as a do-nothing President
in foreign policy. We still are stirred by the dramatic words of
President John F. Kennedy's inaugural address when he pledged to
go anywhere and to pay any price in the cause of freedom and democracy. Mter Kennedy's tragic assassination, the leaders of his
party seemed to have applied a cost-benefit analysis to Presidential
powers in the arena of U.S. foreign policy.
In the 200 years of this Republic, the United States has been involved in approximately 200 military conflicts, beginning on the
high seas in 1789 and continuing in 1988 in the Persian Gulf. War
has officially been declared a half dozen times throughout Ameri·
can history. In the nine decades preceding the Constitutional Convention, the countries of the Western world fought in 38 wars and
only 1 of them was declared. At the close of the Argentina conference in 1940, President Franklin D. Roosevelt confided to his soonto-be British ally that he intended to wage war and not to declare
it. This is exactly the distinction made by the Framers that hot
summer day in Philadelphia when they distinguished between
making war and declaring war.
Yesterday morning, Mr. Chairman, during our first war powers
hearing, House Foreign Affairs Committee Chairman Dante Fascell
asked how do you define "war." The long history of constitutional
practice provides the best answers available. The Founders were
well aware of the need for national security. That was one of t.he
reasons the Philadelphia convention was originally summoned.
Could it be that the men of Philadelphia did not spend much time
on the precise distinction between war and hostilities because they
knew the difference and had no need to debate it at length?
Mr. Chairman, I do not intend to trace the history of the Republic~ as it relates to the great issues of war and peace. I will leave
that to our eminent witnesses whom we are honored to have here.
But I think we ought to recognize that 200 years of state practice
have had some legal meaning for the operation of our constitutional system. I don't agree with General von Clausewitz that war is
merely diplomacy by other means. I do think, however, that the national interest sometimes mandates the use of armed force or the
threat of armed force. And I do not think that a congressional foreign policy is vastly superior to an executive branch foreign policy_
As Secretary of State George Shultz has repeatedly said, 535 Secretaries of State are 534 too many.
'Professor Rossiter cogently observed more than a quarter century ago: "The Presidency of the future will grow out of the Presidency of the present." 'Ve cannot afford to make the future hostage to
our present whims. History mayor may not teach, but it provides
certain examples. It also demonstrates that wrong choices have bad
results.
The War Powers Resolution of 1973 was a wrong choice by the
Congress. Let us undo the minor constitutional damage that has already been done before the greater political harm befalls us.
Mr. Chairman, I would conclude by saying that this morning I
waS on a call-in TV show, and someone asked me to predict what.
would happen to our hearings and the legislation if a Democratic
President were elected together with a Democratic Congress. And I
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predicted it would probably die until the next time we have a Republican President and a Democratic Congress or vice versa because really it is a ~restlin~ match between the two parties. But I
hope because of tillS wrestling we do not do more constitutional
damage than we have already done. ,.:
,.
.". "', _:
Mr. Chairman, I look forward to hearing from our distinguished
witnesses: .
.,
)fTi'"
, .... '
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Sarbanes.
"',
" "
":
. Senator SARBANES. Mr. Chairman, I have no statement. I know
we may be voting shortly, and I'm very anxious that we should
have the opportunity to hear from our two distinguished witnesses I
that are here today. I'm quite prepared to proceed to their state-'

would afford a greater prospect of security than the separate possession of it by either of them."
One would think that this historical recital might impress an administration devoted to what the late attorney genera l has called
"the jurisprudence of original in tention" and thereby settle some or
the arguments that assail us today. For no one can doubt that the
original intent of the Framers was to assure Congress the major
role in the formulation of foreign policy and above a ll to deny
Presidents the power to make war on their own. Yet the prese nt
administration somehow manages to champion a theory of inherent Presidential prerogative in foreign affairs that would have al'palled the Founding Fathers.
This theory of Presidential supremacy has on ly crystall ized in
recent times. While early Presidents did not hesitate to use armed
force without congressional a uthorization to protect America n
lives, property, and interests, they used it typically against pirates,
brigands, revolutionaries, and tribes rather than against sovereign
states. And as Judge Sofaer wrote in his notable work, "War, Foreign Affairs and Constitutional Power," "At no time did the Executive claim inherent power to initiate military action ."
Nor indeed did Lincoln in 1861 or Franklin Hoosevelt in 1941
claim that power. They undertook warlike and plainly uncons[.itutional actions because they believed t hat the life of t he Nation was
at stake and that their actions responded, in Lincoln's words, to "a
popular demand and a public necessity." They rested their case not
on assertions of constitutionally valid unilateral Presidential
power, but rather on versions of John Locke's old doctrine of emergency prerogative beyond the Constitution.
The claim of inherent Presidential power to send troops into ongoing or potential combat began with President Truman in 1!J:,O. lt
rests doctrinally on an extravagant int.erpretation of the Commander in Chief clause as a grant of independent substantive
power, an interpretation rejected by the Framers and neve,' sustained by the Supreme Court. It rests a lso on a misreading of the
court's 1936 decision in the Curtiss-Wright case. That case did not,
as some argue, vindicate the idea of inherent and unilateral Presidential power to go to war. It didn 't even involve the warmaking
power. It involved the commerce power, and what it did was to
sanction Presidential action with in a framework laid down by the
Congress. As Justice Jackson subsequently wrote, Curtiss-Wright
"involved not the question of the President's right to act without
congressional authority, but the question of his right to act un der
and in accord with an act of Congress."
The transfer of foreign policy warmaking power from Congress 1.0
the Executive results most of a ll from our situation in the world.
The Republic has become a superpower. It has lived now for hulf :l
century in a state of chronic internationa l crisis. real, imagined,
and contrived. Under the pressure of incessa nt crisis, Congress has
gladly relinquished many of its constitutional powers to t he Presidency. Perhaps it has done so because the congressional record or
error - between the wars-from the rejection of the Vers" illce
Treaty to the rigid neutrality leg islation of the 19:!U's-had produced an institutional inferiority complex. Perhaps Members of
Congress are intimidated by Executive claims of sLlpE' ri ol" hpow l-
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The CHAIRMAN . Thank you.
Mr. Schlesinger, if yo u would lead off please.
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STATEMENT OF ARTHUR M. SCHLESINGER:ALBERT'SCHWEITZER
} 'ROFE,SSOR, CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, NEW YORK, NY. ' ,

Mr. SCHLESINGER. Mr. Chairman, I am honored by the invitation
to. appear before this subcommittee and pleased to share this table
WIth Forrest McDonald, one of our noted scholars of the Constitution. ·;·
1
; : .
I'
1, '
'The topic under your consideration goes to the very heart of th~
conundrum of democracy: How to reconcile democratic control lof
the. warmaking. power with the imperious requirements of foreign .
policy. My qU,alificatlOns, such as they are, for addressing this problem are .that It IS one that I have had to study for half a century as
a hlS~Orlan and a lso one that I , have periodically encountered over
nearly half a century as an occasional government officia l.
.
I have here a statement which I will submit in extenso for the
rec?rd, but which I will abbreviate for t he purposes of this presimtatlOn. The opening parts deal with the actual intentions of the ,
Framers of the ~onstitution -.yith regard to the warmaking power. '
he. ConstItutIOnal ConventIon had no stouter champion of ExecutIve po.wer than Ale."ander Ham!lton, but even Hamilton vigorously. rejected the n?tlOn ~~at for.elgn policy was the personal pre- ,
rogatIve of the PresIdent. The hIstory of human conduct" Hamil-:
ton wrote in the 75th Federalist, "does not warrant tha't exalted '
opinion of human virtue which would make it wise in a nation to '
commit interests of so delicate and momentous a kind as those I
v.:hlch concern its intercourse with the rest of the world, to the sole ,
dIsposal of the President of the United States." Abraham Lincoln
accurately expressed the purpose of the Framers with regard to the ,
warmaking power when he wrote 60 years later that "they.. resolved to so frame the Constitution that no one man should hold
the power of bringing this oppression upon us."
The Framers, i~ shor.t, envisaged a partnership between Con- ~
gress and the P.reSldent ill the conduct of foreign affairs with Congress, and partIcularly the Senate, as the senior partner. Hamil~n'~ commen~ on the treatymaking power applies to the broad legIslatIve;-executIve balanc~ WIth r~gard to' foreign policy: "The joint
posseSSIOn of the power In questIOn, by the President and Senate,
I"
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edge and wisdom. Perhaps they simply prefer to dodge responsibility and turn national decisions over to the President. For whatever
reason, Congress has let constitutional powers slip away and Presidents now claim the warmaking power as their personal property.
It is too bad that this should be the case, for history, I believe,
abundantly confirms Hamilton's proposition that the best security
lies in partnership between the two branches rather than in separate possession of the warmaking power by either one of them. Neither branch, after all, is infallible. Each can benefit from the' expe' ,
rience and counsel of the other.
It is a delusion, sedulously encouraged by the executive branch',
that Presidents are necessarily wiser or even better informed than
Congress. Sometimes they are; sometimes they aren't. Franklin
Roosevelt was better informed than William E. Borah or Burton K.
Wheeler and the isolationist leaders of the 1930's. But which body
made more sense about the Vietnam war 20 years ago~ the National Security Council or the majority of this particular committee?
Which body makes more sense about Central America and the Persian Gulf today? As the distinguished minority leader, Senator
Dole, put it the other day: "I have learned over the years that occasionally there is some wisdom in Congress. It is not all vested in
the White House or those who advise the President."
, ,The War Powers Resolution of 1973 represented a high-minded
and ingenious attempt to tap congressional wisdom and to reestablish the constitutional partnership as envisaged by the Founding
Fathers. You are all familiar with the terms of that Resolution. I
speak as one who was skeptical from the start about the efficacy of
the War Powers Resolution. The Resolution, it seemed to me, began
by ceding the President what he had heretofore lacked; that is,
statutory authority to go to war without congressional consent.
Before the passage of the Resolution, unilateral Presidential war
represented Executive usurpation. Now unilateral Presidential war
becomes, at least for the first 90 days, an entirely legal action.
~
Practically speaking the Resolution's machinery of restraint
seemed to me a hoax. Most wars are popular in their first 90 days.
People rally round the flag. The President who orders military
action can overwhelm Congress and public opinion with h!s own
rendition of the facts and his own interpretation of the crisis.
Given the President's superior ability to define the emergency, to
control the flow of information and to appeal to the Nation, it
would take an unwontedly bold Congress to reject a Presidential
request for the continuation of hostilities or to recall the fighting
forces over Presidential opposition.
.
My skepticism in retrospect was not deep enough for I naively
assumed that Presidents would at least go through the motions of
honoring or humoring the Act and seek to turn it to their own pur':'
poses. In fact, as we all know, Presidents have simply ignored the
Act except for occasional and perfunctory quasicompliance with the
reporting requirements. Textual ambiguities in defining those r~:
quirements have left uncertain the point at which the 60-day clock.
starts ticking and thereby the hope that the Resolution would be
self-activating and automatic in Its operation. And the Supreme
Court,when it declared the legislative veto unconstitutional in'
Chadha, presumably annulled the congressional' power to· termi~'
I I'
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nate hostilities through concurrent resolution. Thereafter, not a
shadow of sanction remains to enforce or even to encourage Presidential compliance.
LOoking back, one sees that the Resolution counted too much on
good faith cooperation by Presidents. This was not an altogether
unreasonable hope. Presidents in their own self-interest should
regard the requirement of congressional collaboration in foreign affairs not as a challenge to be evaded nor as a burden from which to
be delivered, but as an opportunity to be embraced, the heavensent opportunity to give their policies a solid basis in consent. Congressional criticism alerts the President to flaws in his policy. Congressional support strengthens his hand, increases his authority,
and diffuses his responsibility. As our wisest diplomat of the century, Averell Harriman, once put it, "No foreign policy will stick
unless .the American people are behind it. And unless Congress understands it, the American people aren't going to understand it."
: But Presidents, like other people, do not always understand their
own self-interest, nor can we write statutes on the kindly assumption that good and cooperative men will always reside in the White
House~ As the SU,freme Court once said in a celebrated decision,
the Republic has no right to expect that it will always have wise
and humane rules, sincerely attached to the principles of the Constitution. Wicked men, ambitious of power, with hatred of liberty
and ~ontempt of law, may fill the place once occupied by WRshington and Lincoln." Even nonwicked Presidents may be driven to diminish a congressional role by their own foreign policy obsessions
or by the ambitions and delusions of their advisers.
Can the Resolution be amended in ways that will more effectively restore to Congress its constitutional role in decisions of pence
and war and do so even in the teeth of recalcitrant Presidents? I
respect the thought and care that have clearly gone into Senate
Joint Resolution 323. But I must confess my fear that the revisions
therein proposed would only make matters worse.
The proposed amendments redefine the consultation requirement
to limit congressional consultation, initially at least, to an elite
group of six persons: the speaker of the House, the prp.sident pro
tem of the Senate, the majority and minority leaders of both
Houses. With Presidential permission, the group can enlarge itself
by adding 12 more chairmen and ranking minority members of key
comQlittees,' leaving the rest of Congress, if I understand the proposal, a collection of second-class citizens. Linliting consultation to
the senior leadership of the House and Senate-that is, to legislators who historically have been most vulnerable to seductions of
statesmanship and most inclined to defer to Presidents-might well
place one more weapon into the hands of a strong President. As
Gouverneur Morris remarked when the Constit.ut.ional Conv('ntion
considered a proposal to surround the President by a council of
state; the President, Gouverneur Morris said, Hby persuading his
Council to concur in his wrong measures would acquire their protection for them."
Under the current resolution, termination of American invp)vemanto in hostilities takes place automatically after 60 days unle!-;s
Congress votes to continue the action. The proposed amendments
under resolution 323 would further shift the balance of power
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toward the Executive by placing the burden of positive action on
Congress which would now be required to terminate military action
by joint resolution. Such a resolution, moreover, would qualify for
expedited procedures only if endorsed by a majority of the consultative elite. And as a joint resolution, it would be subject to Presidential veto. Under this system, in short, the President, so long as
he retains the support of one-third plus one of either House, .would
o. :
be free to pursue his unilateral war as long as he ~hes.
The resolution 323 amendments offer one useful Idea: the denIal
of funds for military operations undertaken in violation of laws
passed pursuant to the War Powers Resolution. The provision per~
mitting Members of Congress to seek injunctiv~ relief on grounds
of Presidential noncompliance seems to me a pIOUS hope. In prac~
tice it would almost certainly founder on a judicial retreat to the
political questions doctrine. .
Are there better ways to breathe new life into the War Powers
Resolution? Some distinguished Senators and ex-Sena~rs argue for
a revival of the original Senate version of the ResolutlOp.. Tl?-at ve.r~
sion specified and thereby limited the emergency sI~~a~lOns. In
which the President could commit Armed Forces to hostilItIes wlth~
out congressional authorization. In a~l situations, except ~or three
defined the President would be requIred to seek congressIOnal au~
thority'before committing U.S. forces. In fact, the Senate's expansion of this to include not only repelling armed attacks, but to for&,
stall the threat of such attacks, opened a d~ngerous lo<?phole offer~
ing Presidents legal authority to sen~ Ame~Ican troops In the duection of battle whenever they found In theIr own personal and .unchecked judgment a direct and imminent threat of attack agamst
American forces of citizens.
In any event, the House version triumphed in. conferen~e, and
while it wisely eliminated the forestall cl!luse" It also f!lIled to
define, as the Senate bill had done, the PreSIdent s power~ m legally binding language. The. result, as Se~ator, Eagleton s~Id at t~e
time, "provided legal basIS for the PreSIdent s broad claImS of Inherent power to initiate war."
. '?
Would we be better off today if the Senate version had prevailed.
The supposition is that President ~agan would ~ave had to s~ek
congressional approval before sendIng the Navy Into the PerSIan
Gulf. But suppose that instead of co,?plying with the Act, the
President treated the Senate version ,!It~ the sal!le contempt that
all Presidents have treated the eXISting verSIon. Suppose h~
claimed that his role as Commander in Chief gave him the constitutional power to deploy ar~ed force as h~ t~ought best for the Republic. Historians might pOInt out that t~IS IS ~ gross and extravagant misconstruction of the Commander m ChIef cla~. But. what
recourse would Congress have against an uncooperative Pres~den~?
What court would find the issue justiciable? The Senate verSIOn' m
practice would probably be as impotent as the existing War Powers
Resolution.
.
To be effective, congressional participation must precede any
large-scale deployment of force overseas. For ~eployment may set
in motion the march to hostilities; and by the time the War Powers
Resolution is triggered, it may be too late for Con~ess to halt the
march. Consider our present dilemma in the PersIan Gulf. Many

Members of Congress are barned by the Navy's mission in the gulf
and doubt that the administration has thought through its policy
in its fullest implications. Had they been appropriately consulted,
they would have demanded clarification and, had suitable clarification not been forthcoming, they might well have opposed the commitment. But the commitment, once made, creates a new situation.
Once the forces are there, legislators who might have challenged
the policy at the start become the prisoners of a fait accompli. The
consequences of congressional repUdiation of an ill-judged pol icy
may be, or at least some so contend, as grave as the consequences
of th~ policy itself.
The Resolution does not effectively constrain Presidential deployment of armed forces outside the United States. Indeed, the Resolution offers Congress no real role until after armed force is already
committed. Can Congress assert control over overseas deployment
of American armed force in peacetime? The constitutional status of
this question is obscure. Elihu Root, the elder Henry Cabot Lodge,
the elder Robert Taft, and Stuart Symington all though t Congress
has the power to forbid sending at least the Army outside the country: in peacetime. William Howard Taft, William E. Borah, Calvin
Coolidge, Dean Acheson, and Barry Goldwater thought not. Legal
scholars have been equally at odds. W.W. Willoughby believed that
the President's power to send troops abroad was a "discretionary
right vested in him, and, therefore, not subject to congressional
contro!." Alexander Bickel, on the other hand, believed that the
power of Congress "to govern the international deployment of
forces is really beyond question." Quincy Wright agreed with Willoughby, Raoul Berger, with Bickel, and the great E.S. Corwin
argued one side at one time, the opposite side at another.
Nor does history clarify the issue. Congress has generally let
Presidents deploy armed forces overseas but has occasionally asserted a power to control such deployment. All this suggests that,
like the warmaking power itself, deplolment is a shared "Rower failing into what Justice Jackson called' a zone of twilight in which
Presidents and Congress have concurrent authority. In this zone
Marshall's old rule in Little v. Bareme customarily prevails: the
President can act unless Congress acts; if Congress acts, its legislation .would supersede an otherwise valid order of the President.
The zone of twilight, in other words, is something Congress can
enter at will, but whether Congress should, as a matter of prudence, try to exert detailed control over peacetime deployments is
another question. The movement of ships, planes, and men can be
a valuable adjunct to diplomacy. So long as Presidents do not move
force provocatively or in the service of policies disapproved by Congress;· there is a strongest argument for preserving a measure of
Presidential discretion. But when it comes to large-scale and longterni troop dispositions, there is an equally strong argument for
getting explicit congressional approval.
Is· there a conceivable mechanism that would force unwilling
Presidents to seek congressional authori7.ation for deployments
that threaten to annul Congress' constitutional power to decide
questions of peace and war? Such a bill, to be effective. WOll 1d requir~ a sanction. The obvious congressional sanct.ion is the appropriations power.
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One can envisage a war powers bill with three major elements.
The first would be an obligation laid upon Presidents whenever
they send armed force into or near situations involving or threatening hostilities, to report at once to Congress with full information, explanation, and justification.
'
.
The second would be an obligation laid upon Presidents to seek
formal congressional consent when the commitment of armed force
involved exceeds specified limits in duration and magnitude. The
real object of the War Powers Resolution was to prevent another
:Vietnam, not to prevent hit-and-run rescue missions of a traditional sort.
:
The third element would be an automatic denial of funds for
military action, beyond funds required for purposes of disengage. ment, if either of the first two provisions is violated.
. :
I wonder, though, whether such a bill would be worth the trouble~ The one thing that would compel Presidents to attend to Congress is the appropriations power, and Congress does not need a
war powers bill to invoke this power. The missing element in the
equation has always been the political will to use powers Congress
already has. In a sense, the War Powers Resolution was embraced
as a congressional alibi-as a self-activating and automatic mechanism that would save Members of Congress from making specific
judgments on the substance of policy. I note in recent days that
wrangles over the applicability of the Resolution to this or that situation tend to supersede an examination of the wisdom of folly of
one or another Executive course.
Legal propriety is not the only test of the validity of military actions. Preoccupation with defending the machinery or validity of
the War Powers Resolution may impoverish debate on the merits
of the policy.
.
Judges, it seems to me, may well have a point in regarding the
war powers issue as in the end a political question. Our Constitution is a flexible and resilient charter. Only devotees of original
intent can read it as a rigid document set in granite. And if they"
really believe in original intent, they must reject contemporary 1:7'
heresies about Presidential supremacy on decisions of peace and f." ;' .~ ;
war. On reading the Constitution, I stand with Woodrow Wilson .~'
who observed that the Constitution is '''the vehicle of a nation's .;
life" and that its meaning is determined "not by the original intentions of those who drew the paper, but by the exigencies and new ~
aspects of life itself."
, ,.,:., .\:
It may well be that the exact allocation of authority, as laid f..:
down by the Framers for a minor 18th century state, do not meet ~
the needs of a 20th century superpower. But underneath that particular allocation lies a deeper principle. With regard to foreign af- H~
fairs in general and to the warmaking power in particular, the ~il
Constitution commands above all a partnership between the legis- ~.
lative and executive branches. The terms of the partnership vary .~.~;:.
according to the pressures, political and geopolitical, of the day. "
That is the way it should be in a democracy. But the partnership
must endure.
'
The vital problems of foreign policy belong in the political arena.
They must be argued out before Congress and the electorate. The
salient question, the question to which Congress must above all ad- 'f.
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d.ress:itself if it is to regain lost powers, must be whether the poli-

cle~ I?ropo~ed make any sense. Neither branch of Government has

a diV1!le rIght to prevail over the other. Congress must understand
that It cannot conduct day-to-day foreign policy. The President
must understand that no foreign policy can last that is not founded
on pop~ar unde~tanding and congressional consent, and that only
a fool m th.e. White House wou~d take unto himself exel usively the
f8te~\i1 deCISIon to enter or rISk war. When we find means of
ma~g the partnership real, we remain faithful to the deeper intentIOns of th~ framers. Perhaps some new version of a War
Powers Resolution may strengthen the partnership. Perhaps constant·argu~ents over the. proper allocation of war powers may unprofitably dlyert congressIOnal attention and leverage from the substance of polIcy.
In the e~d. the nature of the legislative-executive balance will be
more a polItlcal than a legal question. "IT the people ever let command ,~f the. war power fall .into irresponsible and unscrupulous
h~ds, JustIce Jackson remInded us in Korematsu "the courts
WIeld no power equal to its r~straint. The chief r~straint upon
those who. command the phYSical forces of the country, in t.he
future as m the past, must be ~heir responsibility to the political
~=.~ts of theIr contemporarIes and to the moral judgments of
1

Thank you.
[T~e prepared statement of Mr. Schlesinger appears in the ap-

pendix.]

. Seqator SARBANES [presiding]. Thank you very much, Mr. Schles-

mger~ for an extremely thoughtful statement.

~n~lemen, I regret that I will have to adjourn the hearing for a
few mmutes because there's a rollcall vote in progress. My coll~agu~s went e~ly, but have not returned, and if I don't depart,
I m hable to mISs the vote. So, with all due apologies Professor
McDonald, if you will be patient for a few moments, I'think-Mr. SCHLESINGER. Democracy must prevail.
Senator SAR!lAN~. The voting on the floor prevails, yes. So, I declare ~he meetmg In recess for a few minutes.
[Recess.]
.The CHAIRMAN [pres~ding]. The ~mmittee on Foreign Relations
will come to order agron. I apologIZe to our witnesses for the rollcall vote that occurred. We may have to be interrupted again. I
hope not.
Had J'ou finished?
Mr.' SCHLESINGER. I had finished.
The ~IRMAN. You had finished. Great. Then if Dr. McDonald
would begIn.
Mr.: SCHLESINGER. He will be back.
Th[e CHAIRMAN. He is temporarily away. He will be right back
Pause.]
,
.. .
Th~ CHA~MAN. If there are any other guests who have books
t~ey w~uld like a~tographed by Mr. Schlesinger, this is an opportumty to Jump on I?s ~ood nature. [Laughter.]
No'Y the ChaIr 18 glad. to recogni7.e Proff'~sor McDonnld. Dr.
McDonald, please proceed If you will. Your full statement, I would
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add, will be inserted in the record as written, and the same applies
'
to Mr. Schlesinger.
. '.: ',.;,

In addition to that, there was the matter of what has been called
the country party ideology in Great Britain and adopted in the
United States, which held that the ministerial system and this goveml1)ent by crown in parliament was a perversion of the ancient
constitution, and that only by restoring the ancient constitution
with its real or imagined separation of powers could there be true
liber:t;y. The Americans were convinced that corruption and tyranny had taken over in England. This was the nature of things as of
1776.
.
In 1776 when independence was declared, we tried to make do
without any executive authority. The Governors of the States had
no powers for the most part, and there was no executive arm of the
Continental Congress. By 1787 most thinking Americans had come
to believe that you cannot have a reasonable government without
Executive power. Most of them were committed to the Montesquieuan principle that the executive power has to be independent
of the legislative power, and they were ready to do something
about it.
Nonetheless, the tradition of fearing executive authority was so
strong that in the Constitutional Convention of 1787, fully onequarter, possibly as many as 40 percent, of the delegates wanted to
opt for a multiple, a plural, executive. A majority prevailed in
favor of a single executive probably for one reason and one reason
alone: George Washington was there. And every American knew
that, George Washington could be trusted. Only because George
Washington existed, only because George Washington could be
trus~d, were they willing to create a separate Executive at all.
But another part of this historical context is the microhistorical
context, not macro, and that is this. During the course of the Constitutional Convention, a very serious problem plagued the delegate$ and that was how are you going to choose the President. For
the most part, the attitude was that the Congress has got to elect
the President, but if the Congress elects the President, if he is reelectable, then he is just a toady of the Congress. He's a creature of
the Congress. If he is not reelectable, you have to make his term
long enough so that it would be dangerous. What are you going t.o
do?
.
Various means were suggested. We think automatically of a popular:election. But if you consider transportation and communication at the time, it was not practicable. So, throughout the convention, they kept trying various other means, but kept coming hack
to election by Congress. Now, this is going to be congressional government.
The people on the Committee of Detail, which framed really the
first draft of the Constitution and presented it to the convention on
August 6, 1787, were so unhappy with this method of electing the
President, that they didn't want to give the President any powers.
If you look at the Committee of Detail draft reported on August 6,
you will see that the power to appoint judges, the power to nppoint
foreign ministers, the power to negotiate and settle treaties, make
treaties, was exclusively lodged in the Senate of the United Stntes,
nothing in the President.
But then on September 4-or was it the September G--early in
September, a catchall committee of all the States, headed by a dele-
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,Dr. McDONALD. I did not prepare a written statement excep~
something else that is in the record.
Professor Schlesinger as always is a hard act to follow. But I
think that at least I can demonstrate that there is sometimes ~
much disagreement among historians as there is among Sen~to~.
the War Powers Resolution has generated a huge body of histoncal literature some of it very good, some of it not so good. But the
most striking'thing about it, as I have r~viewed it in these ~ast few
weeks-and I've read most of it-is cunously the lack of hIStoncal
perspective. I think the same observation applies to what P!of~or
Schlesinger just said. Let me supply two aspects of the hist?nc~l
background of the whole question of the power of the ExecutIve m
matters of foreign affairs.
First off the British background. History had shown for 500? 600
years prio~ to the meeting of th~ Co~stitutional Co~vention, that
the executive power and the legislative power are Inherently .antagonistic inherently adversarial. They cannot be cooperatIve.
They can~ot be shared. From Magna Carta in the early 1~th cent~
ry until the glorious revolution of 168~-89, En~land. was In turmoIl
continuously because of the adversarial relatIOnshIp between the
crown and the parliament. It went on and on and on .. ~here were
civil wars. There were dynastic wars. There were regiCIdes. There
was perpetual turbulence. . ,
'
The British hit upon an ingenious solution to the problem, and
it's the only solution to the problem that I can see. In the wake of
the glorious revolution they merged the various branches of government. Government in England after 1689 was not by Crown and
parliament; it was by Crown in parliament, conceived of as the
Crown, the Lords spiritual and temporal, and the Commons. And,
they had the power.
'.
During the course of the 18th century, the British rermed this
solution by making what they called the governm~nt, what !Ie
would call the administration, a branch of the legisla~Ive. The m~
istry has to be members of parliament and responsIble to par~Iamente
.
~
r.
N ow in the colonies and in the United States of Amenca, .Lor
vario~ reasons, just as the British were resolving this age-<?ld pr~b
lem, we opted for an institutionalized opposite answer 1? It, gom~
back to the original thing. Partly this arose from colonIal expe~I
ence the fact that the colonial Governors, all except those In
Rhode Island and Connecticut, were appointed from London, and
were regarded by the people living in America as agents of some
sort of foreign power. The legislatu.res ~ere elected by ~he people
locally and the adversarial relationship became habit. It was
second' nature. It had more than a century of history by the time of
the American Revolution.

'.'
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gate from New Jersey named David Brearley, reported a cockamamie scheme for choosing the President and that was essentially the
electoral college as we know it. I say a cockamamie scheme. When
it was presented, everybody said this is a cockamamie scheme. But
as. they discussed it for the !lex~ couple of days, they realized that
thIS took care of all the objections that had been raised to every
other means of electing the President. We could, in other words
have a separate President, and it would be safe.
' "
In the very course of the Resolutions which presented this cockamamie scheme, several powers that had previously been lodged in
the Senate were suddenly shuffied back over into the President or
to be shared with the President. And in the course of the next few
days-remember the convention was almost over for practical purposes, and everybody is in a hurry to get home. During the course
of that next few days, bang, as quickly as they could, they shuffied
powers over to the Presidency, leaving a foot in the senatorial
camp in some powers, leaving a foot in Congress as a whole for
some powers, but essentially making the President as independent
as they could in the circumstances.
Certain powers that had always been regarded in England as
royal powers, royal prerogative, such as the coining of money' or
the creation of courts or various things, were clearly left to Congress. But when we got to the all-important or the very crucial
power ?f the conduct of foreign relations, well, the fact of the
matter IS that the Framers, for all their care and all their wisdom
were fairly slipshod craftsmen. They were in a hurry to go home:
t~e result being article 2 of ~he Constitution, which says the executive powers shall be vested In the President, and the Commander
in Chief power, and faithfully execute the laws power, but otherwise leaving some of the traditionally executive powers in the
hands of the legislators.
.
Now, the point of all this is that the normal rules for construing
constituti?nal.ity can't apply. That is to Sli~, normally you look to
the ConstitutIOn first. What does it say? Well, the Constitution is
ambiguous. It can be interpreted in any of several ways. No.2, if
tl?-e law or the Constitution is ambiguous, you go to the legislative
history. The legislative history is ambiguous, the point being that
once that ha~pens, you have go~ to go to w!tat has been practiced.
No'Y' prac~lce over the ce~turIes began With George Washington.
Washington m 1789 had deCided that he was going to try to have a
cooperative relationship with the Senate. Remember Rhode Island
ha~ I?-ot yet ratified, so there were only 24 Senators at this point.
This IS September 1789.
~ne day, one Friday, Washington sent a note over to the Senate
saying that he and Secretary of War, Henry Knox, were going to
come over and advise and consent with the Senate about some
Indian treaties. They went in on Saturday morning. There were
carriages outside making all kinds of noise. Nobody could hear. It
was a hot day. The various propositions were advanced to the Senators, and Vice President John Adams said, "Well, do you advise
and consent to proposition No. 1." The Senate considered itself a
deliberative body. That's what it is good at. And because it was
good at that, it wanted to deliberate. The President wanted advice.
He got mad. His face grew as red his hair, and he said, "Well, I'll

come back on Monday." He came back on Monday, and the same
kind Qf thing happened. And he vowed he would never attend the
Senate again. It simply was not practical.
After that, all strong Presidents and most Presidents across the
board tended to follow Washington's lead, which was to seek advice
afterward, at the same time they were seeking consent. Informal
advice as you go along from Senators you trust or Senators whose
judgm~nt you respect and so on Washington did seek, but otherwise not. And virtually all Presidents followed his example.
Now, President Jefferson is really the most intriguing of the
precedent setters because in a lot of ways he thought tluit Washangton's example was monarchical and it needed to be more democratized or at least republicanized. Indeed, in 1787 when he first saw
the Constitution, he didn't like the idea of the Executive because
he said it was too powerful and responsible to virtually no one, a
bad edition of a Polish king. That's 1787.
In 1810, after 8 years in the Presidency, he wrote the following.

~:
"

A stri.ct observ~n~ of the ~tten laws is doubtless OI~e of the high dutiE'.8 of a
cItI.zen, but It IS not the highest. The laws of necessity, of self-preservation. of
savmg our country when in d.anger, are of higher obligation. To lose our country by
a scrupulous adherence to written law would be to lose the law itself wit.h life. liberty. property and all those who are enjoying them with us, thus absurdly sacrificing
the end to the means.
~

Do you have to go, Senator Pell? Was that a vote call?
The,CHAIRMAN. I'm all right. Thank you.
. Dr. MC~ONALD. I don't know how much time I have left, but just
an very brief compass, these are the precedent-setters, Washington
and Jefferson. '
Now, all the way through-Senator Pressler mentioned-this
committee knows. It gathered the figures. There were over 200
armed: <l:eployments of American troops abroad during the 180
years pnor to the adoption of the War Powers Resolution, someti!Des 'with co~gression~l authorization, sometimes not; sometimes
pIcayune affall's, sometimes not. Presidents Madison and Monroe
&ent the Navy to the Caribbean for 6 years running without congressional authorization. President Pierce, in 1854 I guess it was,
got a :word that a bunch of rioters in a little town in Nicaragua
called ;Greytown had stoned the American consulate there. He sent
~he Navy down. He leveled the town. Admiral Perry was sent to
l~vade Japan. No declaration of war, no congressional authorh~a
tion, no nothing. He stayed there for a couple of years, had 2,000
men under arms out of a total armed force at that time of about
50,000;, In .19~0 I suppose it was, President McKinley sent 5.000
trooPSI to 8!d In the suppression of the Boxer Rebellion. And IHOl to
1~04, PreSident Te~dy Roosevelt sent 136,000 people to the Philippmes to. crush an Insu!rec~ion, and so on. This is not someth ing
new. This IS not something Invented by President Harry S Truman.
Now, when you have this long record of unbroken precedent that
becomes a part of the Constitution.
'
I will close by quoting Justice Felix Frankfurter, a Justice whom
the more I study him, the more I admire him. Here's Justice
Frankfurter.
• A By~.tematic, unbroken executive practice. long PUTSUro to the knowledgE> of the
(.ongress and never before questioned, engaged in by Presidents who have also
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sworn to uphold the Constitution making, as it were, such exercise of power part of
the structure of our Government may be treated as a glOBS upon Executive, power
vested in the President by section 1 of article 2.
, ' .
~

Thank you.
'
. [The article by Dr. McDonald appears in the appendix.]
"~
·.:The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much indeed, Dr. McDonald.' ,', :
As you gather, we are going into this subject with a good deal of
thoroughness and trying to get the historical perspective that YOll
gentlemen give us, and really trying to make up our minds whether we should leave things as they are, whether we ought to knock
out the present War Powers Resolution, whether we ought to move
ahead with the Byrd-Nunn-Warner resolution. And we have a very
open mind. I think the whole subcommittee has an open mind in
this. But to just digest, I would be very interested in being sure .~
understand correctly what the views of each one of you are. "
.
You, Mr. Schlesinger, as I understand it, if you were in our shoes
here, would leave things as they are and leave it to the political
process to decide. Is that correct?
Mr. SCHLESINGER. Well, I think that the present War Powers
Resolution is a failure. I think that any war powers bill which
relies upon good-faith cooperation by the President is doomed to
failure because Presidents have their own reasons, their own inter~
ests, their own illusions. I think that a war powers bill, to be effective, must contain means of compelling Presidents to act. The best
means of doing that would be through the appropriations power.
And it is conceivable that you might have a War Powers Resolution hinged on the magnitude and duration of military commitment and governed by the automatic denial of funds in certain circumstances. That seems to me the one valuable suggestion of the
Senate Joint Resolution 323 amendments.
. But I wonder whether the whole problem of having a War
Powers Resolution does not in itself distract attention from the
main issue-because Congress is going to spend time arguing about
the applicability of the Resolution instead of arguing about the
wisdom of the policy. I might say parenthetically that I have no
doubt about the constitutionality of the Resolution. So much of the
argument about the Persian Gulf has been unprofitably devoted to
the question of whether or not the War Powers Resolution applies,
when it should be triggered and so on when what we ought to be
thinking about is whether the policy itself makes any sense. So,
I'm not sure that having a War Powers Resolution has improved
our capacity to control Presidents in their warmaking aspirations
or to bring about a sounder foreign policy.
.... '
The CHAIRMAN. I would ask the timekeeper to bring in the 10minute rule, and I've used up 3 of my minutes already.
. Then, in essence, you would not repeal the present one, or you
would?
Mr. SCHLESINGER. I don't think it does much good. I opposed it,
as you may remember, when it first was proposed. Nothing has
happened in the 15 years we have had it that has persuaded me
that it adds very much.
.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. McDonald, what would you do? Would you
repeal it? Would you leave it as is? Would you follow the proposal
of Senator Byrd and company or bring in a fourth alternative? .
i

Dr. McDONALD. I agree with Professor Schlesinger that it hasn't
work~d. I ~hink I would go a bit farther and say that in the nature
of ~hings, .It cann.ot ,!or~. The very point about the Persian Gulf
polIcy, which I think IS kind of cuckoo-monkey myself. but the fact
of the nature, of t~e debate abo.ut it ill.ustrates very vi;idly why the
Co!llP"ess can t do ~t., Congress IS a dehberative body, and it's a barg~nlng body.' and It s a great big unwieldy thing. And it does some
thIngs be!iutifull! .. Among the. things it does not do beautifully is to
make. qwck d~lSlOns, ~ declc:te upon the appropriate amount of
force to ~e apphed to a gIven Situation, to be flexible and so on It's
Just not m the ~ature of the beast. So, I would agree that it o~ght
to be repealed on grounds of ineffectuality.
.
I would also argue, as I did, that it's unconstitutional
I agree ~S? that ap~ropriations seems to be the m~st effective
rohute, b~t It IS not an Infallible route for two reasons. One is that
t e PreSIdent takes an oath of office to enforce the law. He is the
only one who has to take that very complicated oath to "preserve
ct, and defend the Cons~itution." !?art of his obligation in en~
orCIng the law an.d part of hIS powers In foreign affairs come from
~e fact that treaties. are laws as well. And the adjUdication on this
~oiP.lex, but trE!atIes by and large take precedence over ordinary
egIS atIon. If he IS obliged by the law of a treaty to send some
troops.to Southeast Asia or whatever, he has to do it He has taken
an oath.
.
. Mr. SCHLESINGER. It's true. Most treaties, however, have a provi810n, as the NATO treaty does, saying that any decision to go to
wart~ust be done ~ccording to internal constitutional process. So,
t rea les cannot abohsh the need to get consent to war.
Dr. McDONALD. No,. but that's the more practical thing. You
have to have co~gresslOnal support and therefore popular Support
to support an! kind of long-term operation.
~ut there IS one other little thing, and that is that' Presidents
beIng what they !ire a~d having their exalted notion of who the
~re
and what theIr dUties are and things like that, are likely to d~
1t anyway. Remember the very famous story in 1908 when Teddy
Roosevelt .wanted to send the Great White Fleet as it was called
bround the world to let the Japanese and oth~rs of our "littl~
rown brothers aroun.d the world know how many muscles we
~addsAn! Congress speCifically considered it and refused to vote the
u!l aI', dose~el~,gave the orders as Commander in Chief to the adan S81d Go. If you Ret in the middle of the Pacific Ocean
an yO}! run.ou~ of ~as, they 11 come up with some money."
n terms of effectual checks. I am not sure how
Iks
effiSe°ct'uIaImtthhmkinhg
.
ese c ec would b e . ·
. ..
The CHAIRMAN. ~ think you both have concurred in the ff:,eling
!hpatI ~~eaiPI!roac~ 18 through the appropriations process. But from
o ,I I~ ~lewpOln,t-and I remember this at the time of the VietDam w~r--:lt doesn t really work because you can't knock out. the
~wrllprla~il~skwho are men there under fire, and you can't say
f1 e, 'We" a e your guns away from you, your ammunition awny
romeoYou. It hhas to be in the authorization process I think th·at
th
e ngress s ould exert itself.
.
Professor Schlesinger.
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Mr. SCHLESINGER. That's a very sound point. Even Abraham LincoIn, who as a Congressman from Illinois regarded the Mexican ~
War as unconstitutional, voted supplies for the troops because both ·.i;~:
for political and humane reasons you can't abandon them.·
.
Ii
The thing which seems to me worth exploration by your subcom~ 1!'
mittee is the question of governing overseas troop or naval deploy- f!
ment in advance. There has been a long argument about this. The ~
more venerable among us can remember the so-called great. debate ~
of 1951 when Har1J1 Truman wanted to send four divisions to It·
NATO, and Senator Robert A. Taft said this could not,be'done con- . "'I~"'.
stitutionally without congressional consent. Finally a' compromise
~
of some sort was worked out. Truman got his divisions, but Congress made some assertion of its power to govern such deployment.
We should have had a substantive debate over whether the Navy f'
should have been sent into the Persian Gulf. I'm not arguing that ~
the ConJe:ess should lie down and let the Executive do whatever he If
wants. I m arguing. for a circumstance that will lead Congress to ~.':';_.'
address the merits of a policy rather than to argue about whether ~~
a certain mechanism applies to a particular situation.
. ..
.~.}
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. My time has pretty well i
expired.'
.'
';';1
Dr. McDONALD. Could I, Mr. Chairman, make a brief suggestion ~
apropos of what Profess?r Schlesinger just said? .'
.. ' ' . ';. .' l ; ~
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
. . ~}
I?r· McDONALD · It tpig!tt beIworth wh.itle to Pbutfi someh.legislati!t-e~
asslSt ant t 0 work revleWlng- suppose 1 was e ore t IS comml
~,.,
tee, but it could have been some other committee-the debates in i.:;
the early 1950's over the Bricker amendment, just to explore the, ~.'
record. It may be that at that time some suggestions were inade ¥:
that were brought up that .might prove. extremely valuable in the . fi
present context.
.
' : . ' .i': ~~
The C~IRMAN. Thank you very much. I look forward to follow..: ~~
ing up on that in my.next question.
. .
." .. - ·:1; . ~I it
Senator Pressler.
. .' .. iil.
. Senator PRESSLER. Thank you very much.
. ..
."
.' ",;'.; ~
{,'Let me ask both of our distinguished witnesses a question that is..
broad in scope. In fact, aren't most of the Presidents who are Classi': '.~,'
tied' as great by American historians people who' have exercised' It;
considerable authority with respect to the use of American· Armed. ~j
Forces? Now, Presidents such as Franklin Pierce, James' Buchanan; "a.~
and Calvin' Coolidge did not do this and are usually not in those ~
ranks.:
'
' .' ;.
'-'.:;".!;
~
Mr. SCHLESINGER. Oh, yes. Go ahead.;
,
" ' ' ' . 11" . , . ; . .) f2
Senator PRESSLER. Right or wrong, this is the r~king by, the liberal historians. But you can take this and digest it." -4'.! ' .! l'::~ i'::
Also, I would say to Professor Schlesinger,' for' whom I have a _~
great admiration-I love to read lour books-you were a great bi- ~,
ographer and admirer I think 0 Franklin Roosevelt and an' em- ~.::.
ployee of John F. Kennedy, as I recall, unless I'm mistaken~ Both t~
of those Presidents were very vigorous Presidents in the use of ;.<
Presidential authority I believe, or that's the way they come across -.:'
to me. Whereas Eisenhower took a more, it would seem to me, pas- ~:
sive role in some areas, although I think he was one of our great r
Presidents.
.•
Ii;
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The point I'm trying to reach here is this. Is it not true that
those Presidents whom some classify as the greatest in our history
have taken the greatest liberty in terms of acting and then letting
Congress know later, especially focusing on John F. Kennedy.
Mr. acHLESINGER. I would say that you have to make a distinction here between what I would call the emergency prerogative
doctrine of John Locke and assertions of inherent Presidential authority.· Professor McDonald read a quotation from Jefferson in
which he argued that in certain circumstances, when the life of the
Nation ';was at stake, a President might well move beyond, transcend, so to speak, or ignore the law.
Yes.l!ere's the statement of Locke's emergency prerogative.
It is fit that the laws themselves in some cases give way to the executive power
rather than to this fundamental law of nature and government. That is the right to
"lr-pres~rvation and self-defense.

Now,' this is. emergency prerogative. It is not a constitutional
power. It's an ultimate resort beyond the Constitution. People like
Raoul Berger, for example, a constitutional fundamentalist, would
deny tliat emergency prerogative has any constitutional basis. Still
you c~ fmd traces of it in the Federalist Papers as an ultiInate
resort When the life of the Nation was at stake. It was that doctrine which justified what Lincoln did in 1861 and what Roosevelt
did in, 1941. But they did not regard these things as routine,
norma~, inherent powers of the Presidency. Emergency prerogative
would be a very different thing.
Lincoln in his case did certain things and delayed calling Congress into session. Most of the actions he took were retroactively
ratified by Congress.
In 1940, when France was falling, the French asked for American military assistance. Roosevelt sent a message to the French
Prime .Minister saying "We will continue sending arms and ammunitions, but this does not imply any military commitments. Only
Congress can make those commitments."
But in 1941 he did things in the North Atlantic which were not
authorized by Congress, doing them presumably in the light of
emergency prerogative. He did not claim them as the exercise of
normal Presidential powers. Nor did Theodore Roosevelt when he
sent troops to the Philippines make any kind of doctrinal justification of it. In fact, the Philippines were an American possession so
that the whole problem was very different constitutionally from
sending troops into foreign countries.
I think the great change came in 1950 when Senator Taft believed· that we could not constitutionally commit troops to Korea
without a joint resolution and offered to support such a resolution
if Truman would request it. Truman was persuaded by his Secretary of State, a distinguished lawyer, a former law clerk to Justice
Brandeis, that the President had the inherent power to send troops
into combat and did not need congressional authorization. I think
that was the tirst time that going to war was claimed as an inlwrent Presidential power.
All this literature about the 200 times in whieh Presidfmb; did
this or that concerned mostly extremely trivial things, rescuing
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Americans from pirates or something. It was produced to justify
the 1950 decision.
Dr. McDoNALD. In the first place, the doctrine of inherent
powers is not a new one. You'll fmd it in the writings of Alexander
Hamilton in 1782. You'll find it in the writings of James Wilson in
1785. You'll find it in the writings of Oliver Ellsworth in 1786 and
a continuum thereafter.
.
'" .; .
Mr. SCHLESINGER. In connection with warmaking.
.'
H
Dr. McDoNALD. In connection with the making of war.
'
'
Now, as to the question of whether Presidents have depended
upon genuine emergencies and so on-and back to your original
question-yes, the strong ones have intervened and so have the ~:;
weak ones. They all have.
As to the question of whether it has got to be of dire national ..
emergency, no. The President has got to defend the United States
of America.
.
Now, who decides what is necessary in defending the United
States of America? You don't, as they said in the 17th century,
wait until Hannibal and his elephants are at the gates of the 'city.
You go out wherever you perceive a danger, wherever you perceive
an interest of the United States.
. .
In 1915 when Woodrow Wilson sent the United States Army to ,
Veracruz and occupied a portion of Mexico for quite some time,
what was· the nature of the national emergen~y involved? Here's
the nature of the national emergency. The U.S. Navy vessel had
sailed into Tampico. Some sailors got drunk ashore, and they went
in and they went to an area of town which had been marked by the ,~,
mayor or governor or whatever as being off limits to sailors. They'\.'
were arrested, thrown in jail, put back on the ship. The command- V'
er of the ship demanded a 21-gun salute in apology. The local officials said, "No, I'll give you 14 maybe, but that's the tops." [L~ugh
ter.]
In response to that, Woodrow Wilson ordered the U.S. Army ~
invade Veracruz, occup,ied it for the better part of a year, ran it, 1~
governed it, and said, 'All right, now maybe you fellows will shape t·
up." Woodrow Wilson perceived the danger that way.
_ ~t
What was the provocation when Calvin Coolidge sent, the Ma~ ~
rines to Nicaragua in the 1920's? About the same.'
.. ' i"
What was the provocation when Woodrow Wilson sent the if:
United States Army under Black Jack Pershihng Vi~1119?16Abto cthtash~ ,/~
all of over northern Mexico looking for Ponc 0 1 a' oU,.e !"
same. No genuine national emergency.
. . ,"
':' i ~::
The President perceives that this is in the interest of the United 3;',
States; this is not in the interest of the United States. This' is dan- r~
gerous to the United States; this is not. And they exercise their ~.
power. They have exercised the power from the beginning, and ;r,,,
they're going to exercise it until the end or until we get a parlia- e
mentary system of government.
'., ',' ~
Senator PRESSLER. Mr. Schlesinger, would you deal with the Ken- ~'
nedy administration in terms of fitting in with your theory? : ' , ;:
Mr. SCHLESINGER. The Kennedy administration. What we did, ,.
mistakenly in my view, was to increase the number of American ,~
military advisors in VietnaIll froDl about 700 to lfi,\)OO. That was ~~
done, of course, at the invitation of the South Vi~tllameBe Govern- ~.
ot',

f'

mente No American combat units were sent to Vietnam until 1965.
Military assistance programs have been a routine thing. They did
Dot involve, in theory, American participation in war.
Senator PRESSLER. What about the Cuban-Mr. SCHLESINGER. Cuban missile crisis?
Senator PRESSLER [continuing]. Or the invasion or the Bay of
.
Pigs.
'
Mr. SCHLESINGER. Oh, the Bay of Pigs. The Bay of Pigs, of course,
was a CIA operation inherited from a previous administration, and
President Kennedy stipulated from the beginning that there should
be no involvement of U.S. personnel at all in the actual process of
invasion.
But I think covert operations present a particular problem, and I
think 'that's another thing your subcommittee will want to take
into account. The capacity of covert operations to get us into military situations which may explode and acquire other dimensions is
something to which I hope your committee will address itself.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Pressler.
Following up your thought about the Bricker amendment, I can
remember the discussions about that at the time. And shortly
afterWard there was a period when many wise men, Rossiter, Senator Fulbright, Mr. Schlesinger, others, came to believe that the
Congress was pretty negative, intrusive, and uninformed and was
an obstacle to the conduct of American foreign policy.
Professor Schlesinger, you've changed your mind on that. Profes~
80r Fulbright changed his. What caused the change in view? Do
you think it's simply if the political party-which one is sympathetic, which in your case and mine is the Democratic Party, is in
power, then we are more permissive than when it's out of power?
How would you analyze it?
Mr. SCHLESINGER. You're quite right. Senator Taft felt that President Truman needed some congressional authorization to go into
Korea. I criticized his view which led Edward S. Corwin, the great
Princeton constitutional scholar, to write a letter to the New York
Times denouncing Henry Steele Commager and me as high-flying
Presidential prerogative men. In retrospect Corwin was right; in
retrospect, it seems to me, Taft was right. And I think Henry Commager would also agree in retrospect.
Why did we change our minds? I suppose the Vietnam war. The
Vietnam war made us see the hazards of Presidential warmaking
and the importance of having some check on unilateral Presidential power to get us into situations like that. Vietnam made us
much: more sensitive to constitutional standards, a sensitivity the
absence of which, as I look back, was inexcusable on the part of an
American historian.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Would you in a more third-person way have any thoughts, Dr.
McDonald, along this line?
Dr. McDONALD. Well, it seems to me that if you take t.he long
view again, the reason the Framers vested any kind of checks on
the power of the President in these matters was fear of what a
standing army, as they called it, would do to domestic liberties.
That was their concern. ..
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Now, if you take the whole range of the 200 years of unilateral ~
Presidential warmaking on a grand scale, small scale or whatever ~.'
scale, I can't think of a single time-I can think of a number of g
times I would have dis~eed with the policy. I would have thought ~;
it was stupid. But I can t think of a single time in which anything ~i
resembling a jeopardy to American liberties was concerned, No. 1. ~l
No.2, Professor Schlesinger's about-face in the matter, which has ~
long intrigued me-the Bricker amendment discussions were a part ~
of the whole reaction not merely to Harry Truman and the Korean 11
war and so on, but also to the supposed excesses of Franklin Roose- ~
velt on the part of Republicans at the time. The same folks who
brought you the 22d amendment, the two-term amendment, which ~~
in my judgment was a colossal mistake because it makes lameducks out of every President during his second term, were the folks ~::
who were going to bring us the Bricker amendment.
'
'~;
,The Bricker amendment, by the way, was defeated not because ~"
?rotfeSst°ter Schletsidngerdwas agbaidnst i~d' ~~Othbecaulls~ AEisdenE~owehr had i~,.
JUS ~o
n elec e an every 0 y sal ,
,we.
n
Isen ower i~
said 'You can trust me," and so they trusted hi~, anhd here we. are.
But with the exception of two instances, I can t t ink any bmes ~~
in which this power has really caused much damage overseas even. ~;',
One exception is the Philippine insurrection. We got out there. We J~
were in over our head. It was not something we could handle. It 1,'
was just too big, too far away, and it was stupid.
~
And the other was Vietnam. But in Vietnam, the trouble, the ~:.
damage, the great damage, came after Congress had interfered ,in
the business. Once the North Vietnamese knew that there was no ~:
way the President of the United States was going to come back in ~;
there, they'll sign anything. As soon as they signed it, foom, there ~,;,.'
goes South Vietnam and, wow, look at the dominoes fall, and ~ook .,
at the incredible bloodshed. There was unbelievable bloodshed.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
'.
'
t
There is one perhaps more varied question r d like to ask. It has ~:
always interested me in seeing two such distinguished historians. If',
can't resist it.
f~,'.,';
I wrote a book about 20 years ago, and one of the themes of it ~
was that no nation is going to honor a treaty if by doing so it hurts 1;-:,
its own national interests. That's when they hire lawyers to rein'; If:'
terpret it or figure a way around it. And can either of you gentle- ~!,
men recall an instance when a nation has honored a treaty against ~'
its national interests with perhaps the exception of Great Britain
in World War I with its alliance with Belgium and in World War n .
with Poland? Except for those instances, can either of you recall
such an instance?
' '
~
Dr. McDONALD. Sure. I think two. Yes, I can think of two, one of
which you might regard as flippant, but the other one I think you ~~'
won't.
'
l'
In the question of the Louisiana Territory. In 1800, September ~
30, 1800, the Government of France signed with the Government
of-I may have the dates reversed now-Spain a treaty of retroces- !,'
sion giving the whole Louisiana Territory back from Spain to
France. On the next day, or the days are reversed, the U nited ~
States of America signed the Convention of 1800 with France ter- ~
minating the quasiwar which had been going on for 3 years. And t-
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the United States honored the obligation of its treaties not knowing about the secret treaty of San Ildefonso, the Franco-Spanish
treaty with the consequence that in 1802 Napoleon started to move
in and take over Louisiana. We were still honoring the damned
treaty.
.
.
.
I k
At this point when Jefferson began to get InformatlOn, ea s to
this effect that Napoleon had designs on Louisiana, he began to
have sobe; second thoughts. Whether he would, in fact, have gone
back on the Convention of 1800 and did what he threatened to do
which was "the United States must marry itself to the British fleet
and nation" and go to war against France in spite of the treaty,
whether he would have done it is a big if. We don't know.
The fact was that things developed in Europe. Things developed
in the West Indies. So, Napoleon said to heck with. it and offt:red to
sell tis the Louisiana Territory. So, we got out of It. But u!lttl that
~int we had been acting as if we ,WOUld honor the treaty IrrespectIve.
: then the one that you might regard as fl'Ippant IS
. th a t we
And
have honored the treaty that created the United Nations. and I
think has been in this in violation of the national interest In connection with the United Nations.
The CHAIRMAN. Could you talk a 1ittl~ more distin~tly? ..
Dr. McDONALD. We signed a treaty In 1945 agreeIng to JOIn the
United Nations.
.
The CHAIRMAN. Right.
Dr. McDONALD. I think that has not always worked out In our
self-interest. Nonetheless, we have honored it.
'
Toe CHAIRMAN. We haven't always honored it either.
.
Dr. McDONALD. That is true. We have a lot, though, when It was
not to our advantage to do so.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Schlesinger.
Mr. SCHLESINGER. Well, I suppose there are always people who
find some treaties not to our interest but nonetheless, the Government will continue to respect the treaties-like the SALT 1 treatr·
But basically I suppose your thesis is correct t~at, if a treaty IS
distinctly detrimental-I mean, not arguably detn mental , but convincingly detrimental-to the interests of a country, the country
will find some way of getting out of it.
Dr. McDONALD. May I add another note to that?
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. McDonald.
Dr. McDONALD. In 1778 the Congress signed two treaties, a commercial treaty and a treaty of perpetual alliance with the Ki~gdom
of France. And it was very advantageous to us. Wh~n the French
Revolution came along and then they beheaded Louts XVI and declared it a republic and declared war against the whole world ~nd
80 on, at that point it became highly disadvanta~eous to the lJ nl~ed
States to have this treaty of alliance though It was a defensJVe
treaty. And we hedged and we hemmed and we hawed and so on.
And the very Convention of 1800, and indeed the quasiwar of 17tl8
to 1800 that I mentioned earlier, arose from the fact that w.e had
this horribly awkward treaty. And a part of the Conv~ntlOn of
1800 in fact was to make sure that henceforth no treaties would
be p~rpetual~ They had forgotten in 1778 to put. a limit on .that. \Ve
did try everything to avoid any horrible embarrassments from that.
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treaty, but we did at the same time honor the treaty during the
1790's.
But, like Professor Schlesinger, I would agree in principle and in
general with your generalization.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Now, I think you both questioned the value of the War Powers
Resolution because it diverts attention from policy to the process.
But what would be the signal sent if we repealed it? Mr. Schlesinger, what would be your thought?
.
Mr. ScHLESINGER. The reason why I hesitate to advocate repeal,
though, as I say, I initially was opposed to the Resolution, is that
this might be taken as a signal for an unchecked, free Presidential
hand. Therefore, I would rather replace the Resolution by something which would continue to have some admonitory effect on the
executive branch. It seems to me that something in the arel;l of
monitoring overseas military deployments, conjoined with sanctions through the appropriations power, might provide an alternative mechanism. I would talk about. the replacement rather than
the repeal.
..
.
,
In many regards, except for the forestall business, the old Senate
version is preferable to the House version. But as I argued in my
opening statement, I don't think either would make a great deal of
difference from the point of view of restraining Presidents; whereas
something on troop deployment, combined with the use of the appropriations power, might do that.
.
This should not be construed by Congress as an invitation to try
to. control troop deployments, but I think that the Marshall doctrine, Little v. Bareme-if the Congress doesn't act, the President
can; if. the Congress does act, the President must respect· the
action-and the kind of analysis that Justice Jackson made in the
steel seizure case provides an opportunity for Congress to act when
deployments exceed a certain magnitude in size, a certain limitation in time, and invite a certain magnitude of risk.
. ..
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Dr. McDonald.
'
Dr. McDoNALD. My reading, Mr. Chairman, would be as follows.
No.1, it would depend on when the repeal took place. If it took
place before November, it would be read as.a signal, "we Democrats are very confident we're going to win the Presidency."
,
The other is if repeal were to take place after that time-I could
be very wrong as I sometimes overrate the intelligence and judgment of the American people-but I think they would take it as an'
act of statesmanship on the part of the Senate. "This doesn't work.
We botched things, and we are responsible, intelligent human
beings. We will put as many controls and checks to make sure that
the Presidency behaves in a responsible fashion as we can, but it
didn't work this way. Sorry, gentlemen, we were mistaken." And I
think you would get the applause of the American people if you did
that. .
.
":' '; ~,
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much. And I thank both of you
gentlemen for coming down at some inconveni! 'ice to yourselves
and being with us. Your statements and ansv.-' -' to questions will
play a very real role in our own decision .1.11 this matter.. Thank
you.

The committee is now adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 3:33 p.m., the special subcommittee was adjourned, to reconvene at 10:03 a.m., August 5, 1988.]
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THE WAR POWER AFTER 200 YEARS:
CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT
AT A CONSTITUTIONAL IMPASSE
FRIDAY, AUGUST 5, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMI'ITEE ON WAR POWERS
OF THE COMMI'ITEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met at 10:03 a.m., in room SD-419, Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Hon. Claiborne Pell (chairman of the full
committee) presiding.
Present: Senators Pell, Adams, Helms, Kassebaum, Pressler,
Murkowski, and McConnell.
The CHAIRMAN. The Special Subcommittee on War Powers of the
Committee on Foreign Relations will come to order. Today we
resume hearings on legislating improvements in existing law.
The subcommittee is very pleased to have testimony from two
particularly distinguished witnesses, Senator Tower and Congressman Crane, whose experiences are vast.
As is the committee's practice in the conduct of an important
series of hearings such as this, the day has been allocated for wit.nesses selected by the minority, and today's hearing represents adherence to that custom, although additional witnesses selected by
the minority will also be appearing during other hearings in this
series.
.
We are very pleased to have both Senator Tower and Congressman Crane with us. Would you both please come up to the wit.ness
table.'
.
I would call upon Senator Pressler, the ranking minority
member of the subcommittee, for any remarks that he might care
to make.
Senator PRESSLER. I would yield to Senator Helms.
Senator HELMS. You are the subcommittee's ranking member, so
please go right ahead.
Senator PRESSLER. I thank my senior member very much.
Mr. Chairman, I, too, welcome Senator Tower here and Congres.c:;man Crane.
Senator Tower is living proof that there is life after the Senate.
He also reminds us of the need to keep in touch with those former
Members of Congress whose experiences can prove invaluable to us
and who can have a great deal of wisdom to impart to us.
I, likewise, welcome my friend and former colleague. Congressman Crane. We greatly benefit from visits by Members of the
(6:1)
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House, and I know that we will benefit from your testimony this
morning.
We do not always get the opportunity to share thoughts and experiences with our colleagues from the other side of the Hill, and
hearings are one mechanism by which we can do so. Needless to
say, I also look forward to both of your testimonies.
It is, indeed, fortunate that you both are here this morning to
engage in one of the most pleasurable experiences of public life,
elected officials who have fought the good fight on a critical issue,
who lost that fight, and who later return to a significant public
forum where it can be said, accurately, "we told you so."
I believe that you were right 15 years ago in opposing the War
Powers Resolution and that you are right today in continuing to
oppose that misguided piece of legislation.
We often lack historical perspective on Capitol Hill due to the
rush of events and to the demands of time and place in dealing
with these events. This morning, you both bring us a sense of history.' What is even more important, you also bring to us commonse~se by your testimony on the origin of what I consider ,to be, a
highly politicized statute, and on the history of the application of
that statute, or the lack of application, to. (oreign crises and chal-'
lenges. '
, .'
Being in the minority is sometimes a lonely and thankless task.
But being able to say "I was right" is at least some compensation.
for the frustrations of minority existence,'
'"
; ' , .. ~
I hope you will be able to redress the problems engendered by
the War Powers Resolution after its passage, as well as t~e cons~,
quences of congressional intrusion in and micromanagement of fore,
eign affairs.
'.
.
Another subject which I hope you will both touch upon is the.
composition of the original war powers bills., They differed in some~
major respects, not only between the House and Senate versions'i
but also between those bills and the final conference versions.
.:' :
Why were some of the harsher elements reduced or omitted in,
favor of the ambiguous language found in several sections of the
fmal statute? '
.
, ".
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I think 'that the testimony today.
represents an important contribution to our inquiry into the validity of the existing War Powers Resolution. Obviously, the very fact,
that we are holding these hearings shows that something is wrong
somewhere. In my opinion, and in the views of our distinguished
witnesses today, as I understand them, the "something, wrong'~ is
. the very idea of the War Powers Resolution.
' ,
,
I believe it is unconstitutional. I believe that any attempt 'to
strengthen'it will also be unconstitutional. It may someday jeopardize our national security interest if it does not already do so. ,',"
,.Therefore, the testimony of our, able colleagues today' is particularly important.
'
.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
F,f',
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
:"" .
Senator Helms. .
Senator HELMS. Mr. Chairman, I am going to forgo my state-'
ment, even though I have one prepared.

I Will simply say that our two visitors this morning are, to me,
and ~istinguished Ameri~ans and they ~re ve,ry special
friends of mIne. I have worked wlth both of them In varIOUS capacities.·' .
What statement I have I will make in the form of questions, with
a questionmark at the end of them.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Helms.
Let's start with Senator Tower and then we will hear from Congressman Crane. Then we will go to our questions.
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN G. TOWER. A FORMER U.S. 8F.NATOn
FROM TEXAS AND FORMEI~ CHAIRMAN, SENATE COMMI1"fEE
ON ARMED SERVICES

, 'Senator TOWER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
Committee. It is a pleasure to be back with myoid colleagues and
to think through a very important issue with them.
During the 1970's, we, in the Congress, initiated and enacted extensive legislation restricting the President in the performance of
his responsibilities in national security and foreign affairs. These
actions, reflected the erosion of congressional confidence in the Executive resulting from the Vietnam war and precipitated a struggle
for control of American foreign policy which, tragically, continues
to this day. It is a struggle in which Congress, by the late 1980's,
has fu some extent triumphed-with unfavorable consequences for
American foreign policy.
.
I believed in the 1970's, and believe now, that much of the legIslatiofi of that period was ill conceived. The thrust of this ~egjslat~on
was to limit the President's options on a range of foreIgn polIcy
issues: To restrict his ability to dispatch troops abroad in a crisis,
and to proscribe his authority in arms sales, trade, human rights,
foreign assistance, and intelligence operations.
It has proved the cornerstone of a trend toward confrontational
congressional-Executive relations over foreign policy which, if not
corrected, will leave the Nation increasingly unable to meet the
complex and critical challenges that face it in the c?ming deca~e.
Now, as then, I single out the War Powers Resolution for speCIal
attention, as it is probably the most damaging of the 1970's legislation,although we have yet to experience a crisis where its effects
are fully felt.
'
The War Powers Act grew out of Congress' frustration with the
war in Vietnam and its desire to prevent such a situation from
ever 'happening again. Althouph President Nixon vetoed the Act,
terming it "unconstitutional,' his veto was overridden 2 weeks
later by the House and Senate.
The War Powers Act jeopardizes the President's ability to respond quickly, forcefully, and, if !lecessary, in secre~, t~ pro.tect
American interests abroad. It may In some cases even InvIte cnses.
Although the Act does not specify whether the report to Congress must be unclassified, there remains the possibility that a confidential report would become public knowledge. In many cases, the
more urgent the requirement that a decision remain confidential,
the greater the pressures for disclosure.
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notifying the Congress of the size, disposition, and objectives
of U.S. forces dispatched in a crisis, we run the risk that the report
i:;~
may get into the public domain, thus removing any element of sur- , . f.f.:
prise U.S. forces may have enjoyed and eliminating any uncertainJ<.
ties the adversary might have as to U.S. plans., "
;;,
<''',':
.,I;};
In addition to the questionable wisdom of the reporting and con..},:.: ;:
suIting requirements of the Act, there are ~lso doubts as to wheth~
:~.
er the legislatfive veAto italclontainCos is consttihtuti<~nhatl. to t
. . te : :
~
Section 5 0 t h e ct ows
ngress e rig
ermlna any
11,,1
use of force at any time that has not been specifically authorized. ·'r.:.E.:.·.•,<
by a declaration of war or similar legislation, by a concurrent resoF:~.
lution passed by a simple majority of both Houses.
" ' . ' . ;.:
;/
T~is legislative ve~ w~uld appear to. be in violation of ,article 1,
t~
section 7, of the Constitution.
<,.
itt
This presentati~n. c~ause clearly stip~l~tes that an act can .~;
become law only if It 1S passed by a maJorlty of both Houses fol~/
lowed b.y the' President's as.sent, or by two-thi,'rds vote in ef;lch
.1'
);
Chamber to override the President's veto.
.:'.
< . .... :, . 1:
In'-reConsidering the War Powers Act; it is useful to reexamine it .... ' :";
and its c~uses i~ a more. d!spassionate light than tha~ of .the pe~od~, . "
Its genes18 <waS In the dlVlded and confused con~sslOnal response '< I
to the Vietnam war that grew 'out of a changing' domestic political ;1. ~:~
envirqnment.. ,As opposition grew to con~~ued U.S. involyemen.t~;:<~ .. ~j~.~:
South~t AsIa and as the Watergate .cl'lSlS began to doD;l1ll8~ 'co~-"
~
tero.porary thinking about the Presidency,' many of my colleagues k ~.,·;t
in Congress came to view the war in Vietnam 88 a/roduct of an'
~
"imperial Presidency" that they believed ha~ usu.rpe ~he Po:w~r. ~f
Congress.
"'.
".'.
~
The truth, I believe, is quite different. Blame for· Vietnam can be
. :l~'
laid at many doors: a series of American Presidents, and those in
¥~:
the civilian leadership, who advocated gradual escalation: and limit~<
ed rules of engagement. .
.'.
.
' ! ' : : : . ."1
Nor was Congress blameless.' From the beginning, Congress re!"
peatedly .expreS8e~ it& support for the prosecution of the war and -- if
provided. the necessary' funding. That Congress ~timately denied"
the apP!opriations need~ to sustain ou!' commitments and enfo~ce \ . .
the ParIS accords only relnforces the Vlew expressed by many,' 1n~,
cluding Senator William Fulbright, who asserted: "It was not a
~.
lack of power which prevented the Congress from ending the war'
"1'.
in Indochina, but a lack of will."
'. < .
: :;
With waning public support for the war, Congress and the media'
.i
looked to a single explanation-for a scapegoat who co~ld ~e held
accountable for an unpopular war. Blame for the war m Vletnam·
thus was attributed to the usurpation of power by the President.
Eventually, Congress reversed itself and belatedly attempted to use'
~
its appropriations authority to end the war. However, its timing < B
was questionable and congressional intervention made a settlement
11:
all the more difficult to achieve and, ultimately, imposs~ble to en~~.
force.
~
The view that the Vietnam war discredited forever· Executive
p;.~
control of foreign policy was an emotional reaction, driven by the.
1k
passion of the moment. Because of it, Congress embarked on a,t,.
course to limi~ not only Presi~ent Nixon's flexibility, but al~o t!J.at;
.~.
of future Presldents. The lasbng effect was that Congress msbtu.. ·
:i;:
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tionalized its differences with the President by legislating perm anentsolutions to a temporary problem.
The authority to conduct external relations should not vacillate
between Congress and the President as a result of failed or unpopular initiatives. Yet this is just how the War Powers Act has been
applied.
Comparison of congressional reaction to the 1975 Mavczguez
rescue and the 1980 attempt to rescue the Iran hostages demonstrates clearly that congressional support or criticism correlates
more closely with the success or failure of an operation than with
the degree of congressional involvement in the decision making
process or formal Presidential compliance with the War Powers
Act..

<

The Mayaguez action, while violating not only the Act but several statutory provisions regarding the use of armed force off the
shores ,of Ca~~odia, was praised unanimously by this committee
for actIng wlthln the framework of the Resolution. In the latter
case, President Carter was denounced by, among others, the thenchairman and ranking minority member of this committee for violating the Resolution.
Last, and most importantly, the War Powers Resolution fails to
fulfill the intent of its authors-that is, to ensure "that the collective )udgment of both the Congress and the President will apply to
the lntroduction of U.S. Armed Forces into hostilities."
Rathe~ than fostering cooperation and bipartisanship in decisions
to commlt U.S. forces, the Resolution instead has served to pit Congress. an? the Pr7sid.ent against one another precisely at the time
that national unlty IS needed to deal with a potential crisis. This
was demonstrated in 1982, with the criticism on procedural
grounds of the deployment of U.S. Marines to Beirut and more recently, with the reflagging of the Kuwaiti tankers.
'
Th~ 9<?~gress, if it has the ,wil~, can effectively carry out its reSJ>?nslblhtIes under the Constitution without the War Powers Act.
With the Resolution and other legislation of the same era, it is not
at all clear that any ~resident c0!l~d implement foreign policy with
the ener&r an.d effectiveness antIclpated by the Founding }4'athers
B.nd requ~re? In the modern age. Moreover, many of these legislative restrlctlons on the powers of the Presidency may be unconsti<
tutional, as well as unwise.
. Whethe~ the criticisms are legal or simply practical, the conclu810n rema1ns the same. A proper balance of power between the
Presi~ent and the Congress should and must be restored.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Senator Tower.
Congressman Crane, we would like to hear from you at this t.ime.
STATEMENT OF HON. PHILIP M. CRANE, A REPIU~SENTATIVI~ IN
CONGRESS FROM TilE TWELFTH DISTIUCT 0 .." ILLINOIS

Mr. CRANE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I d? not have a prepared statement because J was under the impressIOn that we were here to reflect on our understandings of
what transpired here in Congress 15 years ago; what led up to the
War Powers Act and what we anticipated we might accomplish. I
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, feel 1 may be traveling under false colors because our distinguished in
ranking minority member on this subcommittee, Senator Pressler, ~'
1 think credited me with having'voted against the War Powers Act. ~
';"1 voted for it, Larry.
' ' ','
',""
'm
, I did so for a very important reason. My background is history, mand one of the areas I used to love to teach was constitutional history. 1 had the opportunity to go through that drill every year ,With ;.:
,young people taking history courses.
t,,;
"'''; ',~
'~f
; I have the privilege of serving on the Bicentennial Commission, ~J
,which I played a role in creating. While, generally speaking, I am . ~~
, not supportive of the concept of commissions, it struck me that this~,~::
was one opportunity to provide for a national history lesson that, 1$
hopefully, will capture the imagination of young people and give S~,'
them a better understanding of some of the debates and some of ~
the perceptions and understandings that the Founding Fathers had
when they convened in Philadelphia 201 years ago.
. " ,';"
I"'}~
, You can fmd repeated references by the Founding Fathers of the ",~
importance of the branch of our National Government'in which ,I ' Ii,;
serve, the House of Representatives, which was made the most rw
powerful branch of all that we have here in Washington-with all 'I'~
due respect to the distinguished gentlemen that I am before. , !
"i
The Founding Fathers viewed the House as the democratic com- "
ponent of our National Government. Yours is the aristocratic com- ~
ponent. The executive ~ranch represents the monarchical comp.o- tt"
nent. It 18 government In the hands of the many, government In I~"'~
the hands of the few, and government in the hands of the one.
:
.':
They looked at the three known systems of government and con- ',\
cluded all were flawed. They did not want to repose total power in "I~,','
any branch, so what do you do, given the dilemma?,
. " ':
, They put ~ mix together with the assumption that they would 3
confer certain powers on each one of those branches and they ~~;
would put them in a state of tension with one another.
" '
~
We have, unquestionably, the most inefficient government cre- ti:
ated bl the mind of man. It was intended to be inefficient, the as- I~
sumption being that the more inefficient the government was, the
~
l~ss capable it would be of inflicting assaults on our personal liber,',;
,'I

t

t

ti~

;,

~

But they recognized, too, that the one major of£,ense that trig- ~I",:,'
gered the conflict with Great Britain and led to independence was :'
the issue of taxation.
-.:,
. Now they attacked King ~eorge because George was a conven- ~;
lent target when you are gOIng to demagog. But, the truth of the Ih
matter is, after the glorious Revolution, the powers of the King had !5
really been virtually stripped to nothing. Parliament at that time I~'
was an aristocratic body, principally made up of the powerful land- '"
holders.' They were the ones who were inflicting the tax burdens .
and that was the issue, perhaps the foremost ~issue, that triggered , '
the Revolution.
'
"
So, in examining what powers they would confer on what ~:
branches of government, they determined that they would put the ttl:
greatest powers in "the people's body," the one 1ilat is democrat- ~
icallY elected. One hundred percent of us can 1, "had at," if you"
will, every 2 years. And yet, you folks in the Sp i I ate can provide a ~
brake on the excesses of popular passion run amok.
i

",
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We ~an only have at Senators every 2 years, and then only at
one-third of them. As a result, the Founding Fathers felt that this
~ould. prevent the aberrations of a given mode of thinking at a
gIven time, but, on the other hand, if it were a sustaining grievance that, within 6 years, they could have at all of you folks too
!lnd'reI,Dove the entire Se~ate.. And if that were the case, 'the~
Indeed It probably was a valId grIevance and it was, worth changing
'
the ~omposition of the Senate thus.
They granted the Executive authority to the President., governm~nt In the hands of the one, with the view that he would execute
faithfully ~he policy decisions made by the Congress of the United
States, whIch represente~ t~e. people and the States respectively.
They felt that that was hIS hmlted function.
,
Now, in article 1, section 8, t~e powers were conferred upon Congress,. I:i?use and Senate combIned, to declare war. That is a responslblhty that should be vested as overwhelmingly as possible in
the people's ~nds, and they felt that no individual could have as
good ,a perceptIon of what the people were thinking as collectively
what the U.S. Senate .and th~ ~ouse co~bined could perceive.
As a result,. these VItal deCISIons were Intended to be decisions reserved exclUSIvely unto us. Thus, not only did they give us the
pow~r to declare war, but they gave us the power to raise the
money to finat;t,ce ,a war. They gave us all of the policymaking prerogatIves. '
~ 1 ~y, the ~ody t~at can be most immediately vulnerable to a
c~ange m publIc sentIme~t,. ~he Hou~e! was the body that was
glve~ the absol~te. respol}slbl~lty to originate all tax bills; but all
fineral a~proprIatlOns hIs~rIcally have ~lways originated in the
ous~. ThIS' was .to keep taxIng and spendIng closest to the people.
ArtIcle 1, sectIon. 8, not only grants Congress the power to declare war, but to raIse and support armies, to provide and maintain
a navy, to make rules for the Government in regUlation of the land
and ~aval.forces, and to provide for calling forth the militia to
repel InvasIon.
In short~ this is ~ot a function of the Executive. It is a function of
Congress.
It ,struck m~, going back to the heated debates that we had in
1973, at. the time of the War Powers Act, that the reason for the
frustratIOn that was reflected in passage of that act was that we
had gone through an unprecedented experience twice in the postWorl~ War IT era, and that was fighting major wars without a declaratIOn of war.
Tha~, frankly, troubled me. I think President Truman's decision
to ~o In~ Korea was a right one, in retrospect, but I remember
feehng VIOlently offended by the fact that he would commit Ameri~n troops 0!l a massive basis in what was unquestionably a war
Wlth,out gettIng a .declaration of war from Congress. That was my
sentiment at the time.
~ 1 say, in retrospect, I am glad he made the decision to do it.
B~t It was, nevert~eless, a dangerous precedent, and it led to Bomet~lng that was unIque to the American experience, fighting a war
wlt~ an underdeveloped country to a draw
We ~id not win the Kore~n war. We got' a status quo antebellum
out of It. We preserved the Independence of South Korea. But, once
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having made' the commitment to go to war, it struck me that we '
should i have' insisted upon winning the war, creating a unified
Korea, North and South, and teaching adventurers like the Communists that, if you want to play that kind of game, it is going to
cost you.
"
,"
I~
:c
It seems to me, further, that, had we done that,there never
would have been a Vietnam war.. I think they would have said
there is a precedent: If you trigger an American response, you are
going to pay for it.
',' .; ",:~, ' .':' ~' "
;"We had the capability of making them pay for it.' ",i ."~~. " \, I"
~Now, we got, in the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, what was interpreted as a quasideclaration, but still not a declaration of war. In
addition to that, we micromanaged that conflict in Washington,
DC,· after having made the decision that we were going to commit
American troops and shed American blood in behalf of the ideals
that we believe. We never lost a battle on the ground in Vietnamnot a single one-and yet we lost the war. We lost the war because
it was a limited, protracted conflict. The American people had diffi- .
culty seeing why we were there, increasingly seeing why we were,
there because it was apparent that we were not trying to win it.
We were trying to go back to the status quo antebellum, as we did
at the time of the Korean w a r . ' ,
, , ',
I think it is difficult to explain to a parent why his' child should
shed his blood, even in behalf of those high ideals, when you don't
have the full force of your Government behind pursuing, that conflict to the speediest possible conclusion.
.: "
We had ill-defmed aims. As a result, we began to suffer an erosion of public confidence. The erosion of public confidence was subsequently reflected in the composition of Congress, and the Con-,
gress, in turn, reflecting that erosion, began to cut back, funding,
and fmally guaranteed that North Vietnam, after we got out, was'
assured of victory.
'
.'
"
,
01
' . '
l
;'10:,
I think it is the frustration of that experience that caused people,
to say "We, have to come up with a better mechanism. We should
not be fighting wars without a declaration and without a unified
American people behind us supporting that decision. And if they
aren't worth winning, they aren't worth fighting."
"
,','
. That' is a decision for us, as politicians and policymakers, to
make up front.'
'
" ., ~
, My dad, who is a physician, likens our conduct of that war to
making a decision after your doctor has diagnosed you as needing
an appendectomy then saying, "All right, it's my decision to make, ~
Doc, and I say go ahead and do it. But give me a local anesthetic,
because I want to look over your shoulder and tell you how to per-'
form the operation."
, ' , . ,' " . ' , : ' l"
, ,We have specialists in the military that we have trained. We can
give them guidelines. For example, my understanding was' ,that
President Johnson asked the Joint Chiefs how long it would take to
win if we chose to win in Vietnam. He got a spread of 2'l hours to 6
j~'
months. ;'
General McConnell said with conventional bombit, we; could;
tum it into a parking' lot in 24 hours-that was t i j'
ry' I' was
told-and the pessimists said it might take 6 months to wrap it up.
I
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Cl~arly, when you look at a power like the United States, which
took on the two mightiest military powers in history up to that
time on opposite sides of the globe and wrapped it up in 31/2 years,
how could that same power take on 22 million people with no industrial base, dependent on outside imports, one rail line to China,
and maintain an involvement of nearly a decade only to walk out
with a defeat. There is obviously something wrong in trying to
manage conflicts like this through either the House or the Senate's
interposition on decision making at the Executive level in the conduct. of war. But I think there was also a lack of understanding of
direction at the Executive level, too, at that time.
If we determine clearly that American interests are involved, get
the declaration, go in, wrap it up with a minimum loss of life and
~oo~

.

I was frustrated, to be honest with you, with President Nixon. I
was frustrated because President Nixon came into office with a
reputation of being a hardline anti-Communist. I figured he would
duplicate President Eisenhower's example when he came in following'the defeat of Harry Truman and, in effect, communicated to
the North Koreans that they had better sit down at the table because it was going to be a different ball game and we were not
going to play under the same rules. Richard Nixon had an even
greater opportunity because of his reputation in 1969 to do likewise .
I was waiting for the announcement that we had given them an
ultimatum and they had better be at the negotiating table in 48
hours or we would be changing our modus operandi in the conduct
of the Vietnam war. The decisions that he made after his election
in 1972 triggered the actions that should have been taken in IH69.
Now, even former President Nixon acknowledges that. That is
what I think a lot of us breathlessly expected was going to happen.
Sad to say, it did not.
So, the War Powers Act, in my estimation, grew out of that s~nse
of frustration over the conduct of this magnitude of conflict without having clearcut definitions as to what we intended to do at the
outs~t. And Congress shold have made that determination. Then
let the Commander in Chief, the President, conduct the war with a
free hand. .
After Congress has made the decision to go to war, it is obI iged to
provide the necessary support to win it. In wartime, traditionally,
we have given our President virtually dictatorial powers to make
the decisions to conduct the administrative aspect of them.
I agree that there are flaws in the language of the War Powers
Act. But, on the other hand, what struck me, given the terms of
the War Powers Act-that is, essentially 60 days in which the
President has a free hand-is that if the Israelis were able to conduct the biggest tank battles in the history of civili7.ation and wrap
that war up in 6 days, 60 days is ample time for the United States
to conduct limited operations and get in and get out before Congress starts looking over the President's shoulder and dictating
ternis. He has another 30 days after that before the Congress can
mandate that he get out of that kind of conflict.
If you look at most conflicts, whether you are looking at an inciden~ like Grenada or even if we had taken out the Sandinistas, we
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could have done that. Had we made the decision to take th~ Sandinistas out, the President could have done that under the War
Powers Act, as I understand it and as I understood it when 'we debated it. He could go in and do that, so long as he is in and out in
60 days.
'"
.'
..
.
I don't see why such an objective could not be accomplished
easily within a 60-day timeframe-in fact, much less than that.
I asked Admiral Moorer in some hearings we had on the House
side how long would it take if you launched a full-court press
against the Sandinistas, an air strike at dawn, and you are taking
out all of the armor, you are taking out all of the artillery, you are
taking out all of their air force, their logistical depots, base
camps-if you were to do that, how long would it take?
He thought for a moment and he said, "Well, 24 hours maybe/' I
said, "Twenty-four hours? Why would it take 24 hours?" He smiled
and he said, "Well, I think it would take infmitely less time. I was
just giving myself a cushion."
".
·
The fact of the matter is we have that capability.
Now that is a decision at some point for somebody to make. But
a President has, under my reading of the War Powers Act, that authority and the capability to do that. .
."
..
· Now, Congress can say we don't want occupation troops down
there. I wasn't even talking about putting occupation troops in
when I posed the hypothetical to Admiral Moorer. I said bring the
Contras into downtown Managua and tell them that they have a
cleanup operation, it will take time. We will quarantine the country, interdict supply lines, but the cleanup is theirs. We want a
constitution in 6 months and we want free elections in a year; and
we will be down here to monitor the free elections-and remind
them how they got there.
. '- • . . ". . .
, . But this is the kind of decisionmaking which, in my estimation;,
is still permissible under the War Powers Act. If it involves a conflict of a greater magnitude, then you are obliged to come to Co:q.gress, and must. Otherwise, we are into this frustrating situation-'
frustrating to me-of Congress being on-again off-again. We make
a decision to support the Contras; then we decide we don't want to
support the Contras. Then we want to make a decision to support
the Contras, and then we don't want to support the Contras.·· , . , t
· This, I think, is the inevitable consequence of a lack of determination' as to goals, on the one hand, on the part of the White
House, and, simultaneously, the inevitable frustration that 'attends
in Americans' . eyes a p?lic~ that i.e n.ot spelled out in a ~l~arcut
manner and WIth the ObjectIve of wlnnmg.
'
'.'
. Americans will not tolerate draws. Americans will not tolerate
losing. So, if you are not going to make the commitment~ to win',
make ~hat decision up front and don't get involved in the first
.'
.'
. ~
place. ' :
''
· So, I supported the War Powers Act as a measure that in my'
judgment was not inconsistent with our Constitution and which
had a potential, given the precedents in the post-World War II era'
of rectifying something the Founding Fathers had not anticipated.'
From John Adams time on down-Jefferson, Woodrow Wilson,
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Dwight Eisenhower, all engaged in limited actions without consulting Congress in advance or seeking:
I
l

I

'.' .

Congress' support. But these actions did not involve a full-blown
war without seeking a declaration.
And, in fact, Abraham Lincoln lost his House seat, because he
claimed that there was not a basis for a declaration of war on
Mexico, and he opposed our declaration of war with Mexico.
These are decisions, as I say, that were traditionally made in
that manner, and I think the War Powers Act provides-maybe
with 'some rectifying language, some clarifying language beyond
what is contained in the original bill-but I think. it provides a way
of addressing what, in my judgment was a clearcut national problem that cut to the quick with all Americans.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, indeed.
I have just one basic question. I would be interested in the reaction of each of you on how you would reconcile in your own minds
the power of Congress to declare war and the power of the Pres ident,as Commander in Chief. Under the present system, this is a
sort of gray area. How do you see it? Which side do you see having
the preponderance of influence?
Senator TOWER. Are you asking me that question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, first you, please.
Senator TOWER. I think it was the intention of the Framers to
give the President the principal exercise of power in the field of external relations, and the powers that you would not want to bestow
on the President as far as domestic affairs are concerned wer given
to Congress. This is the way the democratic process should and
must work.
But in the field of external affairs, you are looking at a different
class of power than the power over domestic affairs.
I think that the scholars have consistently held and the Supreme
Court of the United States has held that the President possesses a
unique' power in terms of international affairs that he cannot,
should not, possess in terms of domestic affairs.
The Court has said that divestiture of the power to conduct external relations in the executive branch was something that. was a
necessary concomitant of nationality, that would obtain even if
there: were no specific delegation of such powers by the Constitution.
I think it is clear that the President was expected to take the
leadership. He was made Commander in Chief of the Armed
Forces, given the power to appoint Ambassadors and his subordinate ministers. I think that there was a good reason for that. even
though the Senate has the power to confirm them or to reject confirmation of them .
I think it was clearly intended that the President would take the
leadership.
We: suffer more paralysis in this country in addressing ourselves
to external relations than any country. The British, for example,
with 'much less military power than the United States can act
more quickly and more decisively than we can. And they are a parliamentary democracy. But theirs is structured so that the Prime
Minister can exercise this power, and, of course, if the party disagrees, they can vote against the Prime Minister and she will have
to go; to the country for an election. Then you would have a popu-
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lar referendum on the matter. But it just simply does not happen
that way in the United States. '. '
" .'. ,l~,' !,/i' ':,:' . . :.'"
I think if we are to have a foreign policy that IS comprehensive"
reliable, predictab~e over the .long term by frflien~bil~nt~ ,~~v~rs~,:
alike we have to gIve the President enormous eXI I y.
.'
I ~ould remind you that military power is an instrument of diplomacy. We use the Navy, for example, ~ a pr~cision instru!Dent.
of diplomacy. There are many. instances In which th.e. President
will feel that to implement polIcy, we must dehPloyfjmlht:aryh fOt~clie
when there may not be an intention to engage t at, orce m o~ ~ .-'
ty.
"
;.
,
"
. " ',:....
Here is where your time limit comes to bear on a situation In
which there are some ambiguities, in which there is a re~onablYt
b· .
.
h' h Ttary fj
h t be committed for
~~t~ve,ofbtune
~t In
w IC mil
; ~rce
as o.In.h ostil"lties.'.'~~"~:
whether
or not It
IS e~gaged
I ''',
aclear
long0 period
'The important thing is that we be perceived ~,.bemi ab~e.toact
.: with decision, with. dispatch, and that· the PO~lCY that we ~mpl?y
d
.
th
h i d bates or nit-·
will not be picke to pieces roug congressl<?na, e ...... L.;~"
picking
congressional
action.'"to mal~tain
:...' the
" . day-tO-day
. , ' " ,. busl!less
.:' .. (~" of
Congress
is not stru~~~red
the conduct of diplomacy. Congress ~s not stru~t~ed ~ deVISe ~d,
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war, Congress has the power in theory to change its mind and that
ill to simply stop funding the war.
"
:,
,
"
We would hope with clearcut objectives, that these things would
:,' ~ ~'n~nsummt~ted tin the speediest possible time before, you get that
,~~ ....1 lng sen IDlen .
I,;~
'
I would like to go back and just read a couple of comments.
.
John Locke, in his Second Treatise, for example-Locke was one
, , 0 ( the guiding lights in the thinking of the Founding Fathers-ob, ,,'. ~edto' "Thi~ehrealclatnhbe bUtt one sUdPremtebPowebr. wd~icht i~, the legisla,~uYe.
W c e r e s are an mus
e su or Ina e,
~,,{ ~~e~! Jam~h ~atdison indi~alted, 'd'In ~eputebl~~an government, the
18:t
IS a lve au orl y necessan y pre omlna s.
't.
omas'Jefferson, in a letter to Madison in 1789, said, "We have
calready given in example one effectual check to the dog of war by
1Ian.sferring the:power of letting him loose from the Executive to
~thLey,r,Slative.bodY, from'those who are to spend to those who·ar~

:'

eir percept~on, as I said, was overwhelming, that the decision
to go to war.was a decision that must reside in the legislative body,
&ad it has, more specifically, oriainated
in the ,House, "the people's
bA

~l';~f:is c:d:~[o!~:a~ ::tb;o!~d:?~p~e~~ ::B::=~~~~
wttb w!lat a 1il8j9~ty of People think.. ".' i.' . '·~'"
.
' N~;}lq ~~W)tatiye can claim t~~ heJ.ruly ~epresenta a half
' '~"" ·th·...e· '"'Biiiif of@ii8tituen+'''conCems::''not:ori,the basis et·hii~nal. :,:. .;~
eaWion J)e9ple~ The'Senators-and I am sorry that they'~ever made
JJ
~
• •
lid' +:~.
,wI Popularly 'elected oecause' you were net,; supposed. to. have' to
' concerll!J,·' It is ~e' p~esident. ~~o has the ,Si~gle·. ·VlSlont\ e?~;:~~~,i'. ". ~t .about electioWi the.!way w.e do, were ~upposed to be removed
c~~rly the natlOnJil, ~nterest ~n exte~~: ~~~ '~~_~I"l!~~f~~"~~:""'~~ '; ftom that. J think it was a big mist~e' when we democratized the,
... ~,." ~ote and defel:ldthe nat!onailnterest. ''''''\i~iot\;f
~~n:' ~~:; _~; ~Ol( or-.~tors:: But· iryou~ take . the ~mbination :of the two
er
In . COngress.
,,' :' bodies 'It was assumed that the combination' af your chamber and
' .We,'..who
t' . have serv~
,,
tte haveI bee':l':lnc:I
c
CIte' votes ..t h a t l ' are ' ..
".
.
stltuen "pressures o~ VarI~U8 rna rs.
an' . . . .
, . ' IIi, can, woul~ reflect most '. closely' the sentiment of _the people, and
taken daily t~~t.are m!1uellc~d perhaps more ~y c~tltuen~. pres-:;. daat this would be done appropriately, when you are talking consure and pol~tlCal c?ns~der9:tlO~s than by ~ny :co~~ ass~s~m~~.~;;of .'; ~"' t1id. with a "declaration of war. Then finance the war, prosecute
.--.
what the JoreJgJl.pohcy Impbcatwns ar~. ':-C'. ': ~" ;~;'::,'" ~:7~~f":·:::lf7:i7.:-:; ~.. the war; ~'iri, ge.t out; win it, and coine hom~.. ' _..:.,;.;...
.
~e C~~. Thank.'yo~ very much. .
. , ' . ~:. :.,I-.t",~.l"
. (: The CHAIRMAN:·rIt~k you very'much, Indeed, Congressman
, . Congressman Crane.
. ' . ,:
,~ Crane. We appreciate your views,
,
Mr. CRANE. Well, fIrst of all, I would a~r~. With Senator :rowe!
.< I have no further questions, but I would remark that this is a
that the, executiv~ branch. has the responsibilIty for cO!lductmg ~~~. If:Iriect:Of great interest in the Senate, though I think not so much
. ::. eI the general public. It is of some interest here in that we have six
plomacy and foreIgn affaIrs, short of, when the shooting starts. I
think in this area, i~eally, iI?- the ~est of all worlds, youwould,have:
'~ . Umee as many Senators here as we do occupants of the press table.
J'.. I wou,'ld now turn to the ranking minority member.
a cooperative, working relationship, wh.ere. the Congress fund~entally agrees with the Executive on the Import~nce of ~he p~rs~~~ of"
':: Senator HELMS., Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
certain objectives in diplo~acy and foreign polIcy.
. '. ,. , ......
. . Ono thing that has been omitted from the assessment of the situWhat Senator Tower Bald, though,. about Congress actIng ~pon
:, Il1iA:m Phil, is that the Vietnam war was the first war ever fought
constituent pressure" that, indeed, is true. The Co~gress has' the
'-, CiJ:I tefevision in the United States,
power, certainly, through control of the p.ursestrmgs, to al~er
,~I IUSpect that, had the same situation prevailed during World
policy, but, a~ain, going back to the perceptlO!l8 of the Fo~nding
~;: lI.,.lI, the French people ,!oul~ be making their vichyssoifie out of
,~~. ca.r~ut today. But that IS neither here nor there.
Fathers, that la'a power that does not belong m the hands. ~f onp
,. ,
t.
:.".
. ,:,
I had; just gotten here in 1973. I was the new boy on the block,
man. ' ,
,One man· may be granted the power once w~ have made. ',: Ie
',::: .~ matter came up and I took home the proposed legislation and
policy decision to go to war, and ~ngress ~as ra~ified tha~ decr ';l~m
'i' cae of, t~e statemen~ th~t had been made. I compared these docwith a declaration. Then the PreSident enJoys Virtually dictaLun~1
:. ~ts With the Constitution.
power.l Presidents have historically always exercised that dict:aton-; I remember going to Sam Ervin, a pretty good countrl lawyer,
aI'power as Commanders in Chief. But even with a declaration of
~:~,:,' wprded as a pretty good constitutional expert. I said, 'Senator,

mpoit!~.t;.~:·.}~~g~~~~~';,~~~he~Sl~e.~hesl~·~~~~~i;'~~~~;;,
';--';. ,;.- M-:.rS=bf COhgreas:williverY aften"vote 'oirforeign:p~~1.mrde8:';\"
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I'm not a lawyer," and he said "Well, you're lucky." "But the way
\{;
I read this thing," I said, "it's c1earlyunconstitutional." He said,
~.
"Well',lou may ~ot be a lawyer, but ~oucan read the English lan-, ~:
guage. '
, .... ,
:" " "I'" "". ~
I opposed it.
.
... ~
Incidentally, John, there were 18 of us who voted against it and
r:.:
only 3 Senators who voted against it are still in the Senate., , ' ,.
Senator TOWER. Let the record show that I left voluntarily. (, I ' . , Jf.
Senator HELMS. Pardon?
' .'.' m
Senator TOWER. Let the record show that I left voluntarily. "
. "
Senator HELMS. Right. Well, some of them didn't leave voluntari£t
ly, but most of them did.
. . "
" , :., i f1}
John, you authored a very fine piece in a 1981 issue of Foreign
~.
Affairs, in which, in my judgment, you pointed out wisely that eni':
acting legislation may become institutionalized and thereby lend, a' ~:
certain sense of rigidity to problems that require flexibility. You al-' ~!'
., luded to that again.
: ".';::' . ~~
, First, of all, Mr. Chairman, I would like for that article, ,to:'be
~
made a part of the record because it is an excellent article .. , . ' ::: ,',
,The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
' :,.:; '.;,!' '~
, [The information referred to appears in the appendix.]
,'",
~.:.
, Senator HELMS. John, I don't know whether you remember writlf~
::~:., or not, but I remember reading, it and I reread :~~ ~he ,?t~~r .
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For the record, can you point to some foreign policy controversies -:: ~
where the War Powers Resolution or the threat of the invocation of': ':, ~ ;. :
the War Powers Resolution made things more difficult rather than ~
less difficult?
'. '.'
i"
Senator TOWER. Well, I think you very often get into debates ~ ~
over whether or not the War Powers Act should be invoked. There: ~
is disagreement between and among Members of the Congress as to ' t:
whether the War Powers Act should be invoked. So, that is a point ~ f{,
of debate which I think weakens perceptions abroad of Ame~c~·~ fl
ability to act decisively.
. . , .'. ' : . ~
Now, as I pointed out in my testimony, so far it has not been so
inhibiting in actual fact, in terms of the way it has operated. It has:, ~'
never been tested in the courts. I rather suspect that if it ever is. }~:,'.'"
tested in court, probably the congressional veto will be found to be
~
unconstitutional.
' ,
~'..
Now I am not a lawyer either and have no regrets about not' .}
being one. I am a political scientist by trade. But, in my view, this
'';
could be an inhibiting factor on the President and the use of ~ili- . ~
tary force as an instrument of diplomacy.
,,' '
~'.;
We tend to think in terms of military force being available to !.t;
fight a war in Central Europe. We have a sort of "Central Europe- ft;
an Front mentality," when, in fact, the primary utility of a navy,
for example, is likely to be in an interwar period, and as a means, i2!
of deterring war through using the military for diplomatic. ~~- ~

i;

a
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.
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. :'

I think the President is inhibited by the War Pow:', -" Act and
certainly the perception of the President's ability to ~'."L with dispatch and decision is impaired, I think, by the presence of the War
Powers Act.
,
"
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, IIi my' view,' there is adequate power invested' in the Congress to
end a war. As Senator Fulbright said, and I quoted him in my testimony, it was not that Congress lacked the power to end the war in
Vietnam; it lacked the will. When it finally summoned the will, it
did SOl at the wrong time, with the point that the President was
proscribed from enforcing the Paris accords, which would have left
us with, as Phil Crane says, an antebellum status quo, which would
have been far more desirable than the present situation.
We have to remember that Vietnam was lost to conventional armored' attack.
Now, in terms of having to declare a war, as Congressman Crane
again points out, we have been engaged in conflict more times in
an undeclared. war situation than in a declared war situation.
Starting in the late 1790's, when the RepUblic was in its infancy,
we foqght a naval war with France. In the Jefferson administration, we fought the Barbary Pirates. We fought the Indians without
ever having declared war.
There are instances in which you cannot declare war without
recognizing the legitimacy of some political entity that you do not
choose to recognize.
So, you have to have some flexibility of action to use military
force to achieve diplomatic objectives.
Senator HELMS. I agree.
Senator TOWER. And I submit that is inhibited by the War
Powers Act.
Senator HELMS. Well, we all know the circumstances. I was hesitating because I don't want to make this a partisan assessment.
But I wonder what would have been the case had Richard Nixon
not bOOn President, if there had been a President of the other
party.' I don't think this legislation would ever have been proposed.
I agree with you. Even though I am not a lawyer, I believe the
War Powers Resolution is ever contested before the Supreme
Court, it is going to bounce out just like a rubber ball and be declared' unconstitutional.
Phil, let me ask you to be hypothetical a little bit.
If the War Powers Act is not repealed or substantially revised,
prefer~bly the former, what advice would you give to the next
President of the United States, whomever he may be, with respect
to compliance in situations where U.S. Armed Forces may become
engaged? Do we have the prospect of another Boland amendment
mess on our hands?
.
Mr. ,CRANE. Well, I think in the case of the Boland amendment,
that was clearly subject to a challenge in the courts. I think it
would,have been overturned.
'As I say, given that kind of situation the President faced, you
have to make a hard decision, and the hard decision that I would
have made, as I indicated, is I would have made that air strike. I
would: have taken them out. What's the problem'!
I'd have waited until a long weekend, like Fourth of July, when
all of US are on planes or cruising around the world and we would
read about a fait accompli by the time we touched down.
Just make the decision and do it. In fact, I counseled that 2 Vf'nrs
ago to some of our people in this administration. 1 mean, what are
we dallying around down there for? We have no qualms whatso-
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ever about overthrowing governments. We created the situation by
ousting Somoza. We had widespread public support for that.
OK, let's take the Communists out, too. What's the difference?
And you could do it without risk of one American life, barring
something mechanical.
.
If it is not worth making that kind of commitment, then you are
going to have the hassle that has inevitably attended an on-again
off-again, seemingly not total commitment to an objective.
I have despaired over the administration's presentation of this
case.' It is frustrating because you are not going to get the backing
of the Congress unless you have a clearcut objective and you are
willing to get out front and take the heat for having done it. .
You know, we went into Grenada and some claimed that we did
not have a leaitimate pretext for doing it. Some argued that the
students were b~ot imperiled; others said they were. We went in; we
wrapped it up. I was on a TV show, a Phil Donohue show, with one
of our colleagues from Massachusetts a week after it was over. He
was on the other side. But the fact of the matter is, by that time
the news was trickling in that Americans overwhelmingly suppo~
ed that involvement.
'
An administration should have the gumption to do it or get out
of the situation and accept the consequences. We have to recognize
that we cannot control partial and protracted involvement thr~ugh
Presidents. It's going to be controlled by Congress..
Senator HELMS. Mr. Chairman, I would hope that I could impose
upon these two gentlemen to file some written questions. I think it
is important to develop a couple of more thoughts, including what
impact the War Powers Act has had upon our covert activitie~ and
our intelligence capability.
'
.. :
I am of the opinion that it had a decided effect to the disadvantage of the security of the United States. Others will say that. ~hat
;',.1'

~;:~Y.

••

Of course, that is not a legal opinion as I am not a lawyer
~nator ADAMS. I understand. Of cou~se, over 25 years, ~ lot of
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I will file some questions. If you can fmd
spond for the record, I would appreciate it.
. ' ';'. fr
I thank both of you for coming this morning.
\' .'
1'<
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Adams.
. :.
~,'l .,:
Senator ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
.
,'.~
Senator Tower, it is a pleasure to see you again, and it isa pieas-' }
ure to welcome my former colleague, Representative. Crane. I. am t
pleased to see you both.
Senator Tower, you have been a great supporter of this institu. .: .
tion and of the Congress, and I admire you for that.
Let me begin with a question about the warmaking power: If ~he
Congress were to declare a war, do you think a President co~d
veto it?
.'
... ~
Senator TOWER. N o . '
. , .'.:
Senator ADAMS. I don't either. I don't think there is any right to
veto at all.
,:."
Second, if the Congress of the United States-, : ; t;~
Senator TOWER. But, again, this is where custom and usage come ml"~. "~ ·'
into play, that is, such declarations usually follow a Presidential -.
initiative. I cannot conceive of any situation where that would not. ,~
be the case.
.
... '. -,' f;
'f

t

happened, and, you know, you might have a President who
. not want to do something and the Congress did. But I wiU go to
a sllllpler case.
. ~uppose the Congress of the United States decided they wanted
to ISSue letters of marque and tell the U.S. Navy to go out and capture :a vessel. Could the President veto that?
Se~ator TOWER. Well, now you are posing a hypothetical case,
~d.if that ever occurred, I think you would face a constitutional
cn8lS that would have to be resolved in the courts
Senator ADAMS. I think so, too.
.
Se~ator TOWER. Because the President is Commander in Chief.
Senator ADAMS. The reason I am asking this is because on page 3
0Cf your statement, you worry about a constitutional veto in the
'hadhfz case, and I am goi!lg to pose anoth~r example-and, Representative Crane, I would hke to go to you In a minute on this too
but I want to stay with the institutional question for a minute.'
'
~ .con~urrent resolut~on. is traditionally used by the Congress
of the Vruted States for Its internal affairs, as an exercise in t.he
use of Its rules. Do you agree that the Constitution allows the
Senate and the House to use a concurrent resolution for example
toha s~pport ll!ld go through the Budget Act without the President
vmg the nght to veto that concurrent resolution?
Senator TOWER. I'm not sure that I understand the question.
Senator ADAMS. Well, as we both know, the Budget Act itself is
based upon the rules of the House and the Senate and therefore a
bud~et resolution, which is passed as a concurrent resoiution is ~ot
subject to veto, is it?
'
Senator TOWER. No, but it is purely a housekeeping resolution
anyway. ~he ~ngress can violate, and as a matter of fact has don~
80, ~ Violate Its own budget resolution. The last act of Congress
prevails. .
.
Senator ADAMS. I understand
But if the Congress, for example, were to set up a trigger and say
~aallt under the rules of the Congress, by concurrent resolution we
8 , .v~~ on whether or not we are in hostilities, it is this S~na
tor s ~pmlon that that is not subject to veto.
Senator TOWER. My point is this. Why resort to that when Congress.hhin~ the power, t~ough control over the pursestrings to bring
8Ome~ g to a conclUSiOn?
'
Senator ADAMS. I will answer that.
It was stated yesterday on the floor in debate-we are starting
o~ the defense appropriation bill and we are also working on the
dire s~pplemen~ appropriation-that there has been $3aS million
spent; m ~he .Perslan Gulf. Now, not a dime of that has ever come
up aseola lme Item appropriation or in any fashion that I know of to
the . ngress.
In other words, it's come out of O&M and it is t.aken from other
accounts. The power of the purse cannot operate if the President,
as YhiO~ and I both know he does, has control of the administrative
mac nery, the Offi~e of Management and Budget and the Departments. TI have been m the Departments and you have seen them for
yearso: hey can operate for a sustained period of time-in this
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I agree that there has been too much diffusion of power and authority in the Congress.
.
',' Now,' when I first came here, freshman ~enator~ took a back seat
· and kept their mouths shut for a long period of time. Senator Pell
· will remember that because he was 100 in seniority in the Senate
,when I came, and then he became 99 and I became 100.
"
,. The CHAIRMAN. I remember.
.
.
. Senator TOWER. I noticed we both cowered In our back chairS
· and did not say much the first year or so we were there: I remember Senator Stennis taking me aside early on and sayIng to me,
-"John, the first thing you've got to do is learn how to be a Senator."
.
I
. h
t b I .
. Well, no longer do we spend much time ~arnlng ?W 0 .e eglSlators. We become instant powers of authority on vanous t~lngs because of the proliferation of committees and' subcom~lttees. A
freshman can then become a ranking member or a chairman of a
very key and important subcommittee.
.
So, I think this proliferation and diff!lsion <?f power In ~he Congress has had an adverse impact on foreign pohcy.
Do you remember when Tom Connally and Arthur Vanden~er~
forged a bipartisan policy? There was really a gr~at deal of diSCIpline in the Congress at that time that does not eXist now. I would,
at this point, like to applaud Senator Kassebaum for her efforts to
restore some discipline to this disorderly process and her proposals
for congressional reform, which are supported also by Senator
Inouye. So, it is a bipartisan effort.
.
.,
.
.
What has happened is not so much partisanshIp In foreIgn policr
but an adversarial relationship between Congress and the Presl'dent. It does not matter who dominates ~he Con~ess. and who
dominates the White House. That adversanal relatIOnship has de.
veloped and that, in my view, is unfortunate..
Let's go back to the SALT II Treaty. ':Fhe Fore.lgn Rel!itIons Cc:>mmittee was considering it favorably untIl such time as It was Withdrawn whereas the Armed Services Committee voted 10 to 0 that
the SALT II Treaty was not in the national security interes~ of t~e
United States.
. '
So, you get a paralysi~ of ac~ion, I think, In the Congress .very
often on elements of foreign polIcy.
Now if Congress is going to participate in a significant ~anner
in al~ring the direction of policy by denying the Presld.ent a
.means of implementing policy, then Congress had ~etter ge~ Its act
together and have the ability to formul~te a substitute polIcy, that
:can be implemented on a day-to-day baslS.
.
. I submit Congress cannot do that.
Mr. CRANE. I think, with regard to your proposal for fUSing those
committees there is much to recommend it, but I would segregate
.out the Int~lligence Committee. In the best of all worlds, I would
see a very small Intelligence Committee, a joint House and Senate
Intelligence Committee.
'
Senator TOWER. I agree .
,
. Mr. CRANE. You need oversight. I would wan~ backgroun ' .~cks
on every Member who served on that commIttee. I wo"
Nant
background checks on every staffer who served. I would w.·..:lear-
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cut guidelines that you will go to jail if you are guilty of a leak of
, .
...'
.
I would want to, restrict the access to information to other Members on a· need-to-know basis. But you have to have oversight by
the Congress of the United States.
. '
I remember- a friend of mine telling me one time: "The problem
with you conservatives, Phil, is when the CIA Director says there is
security at risk, you folks just run knee-jerk fashion to protect him
and say 'Hey,".we don't want to learn about this, we don't want to
know.' " He said added that a Communist agent got unwittingly appointed as head of the CIA and he knew that conservatives were
going to cover for him every time he raised the flag of national security without really superintending his operations, then he could
scuttle U.S. pational security with impunity.
I had not thought of it, but he was absolutely right. You have to
have oyersight. That means that we are not going to have as effective a Covert operation in world affairs as some other countries
might have,. but that is a part of the price we pay for being a free
country.
:
. .'
With regard to Foreign Affairs and Armed Services, I think that
Senator' Tower has put his finger on it. This "balkanization" of
committees that started after the 1974 election with the proliferation of subcommittees has certainly worked detrimentally on the
Ways and Means Committee ....... -.
.. ~..
. . ~ ... - ....... ' , '
."
When Wilbur Mills was ~chairman~ the commit~e' 'w~ mu'ch'" ..-.
emaller,about 25, arid we expanded it to 36. Part of the reason for ..
the "balkanization" was to reward fellows who had participated in
forming a"~nion that took over the" Democratic Caucus on the
House side.. Creating mUltiple subcommittees provided these people
.
with their oWn petty baronies. .
But'the problem is I have heard exchanges, when we are in executive session, that, "Our colleagues are not going to understand
what we have done.'~
.
.
."
Th~t'sdisturbing iD.' the extreme. We: ask colleagues to support
legislation to which we are privy to information that we know they
will not understand when we urge that support..
We have a collegial atmosphere on our Ways .and Means Committee between the Democrats and Republicans alike. And yet, in
subcommittees, I have heard that same language used: "Weil, when
we get to the full committee, they are not going to understand it.
We'll put it in and we'll get it through the full committee."
That is certainly not to me what was intended by the Founding
Fathers in representative government.
So, anything that can work to try to get a better consensus, a
better working relationship, and a better understanding and beUer
cooperation between executive and legislative branches is in order.
But, if you look historically at our national experience, one of
the problems'is there has been a shift from an abuse of legislative
power to an· abuse of Executive power to an abuse of legislative
power. No President exercised more Executive power than Abraham Lincoln. The reaction to that, after his assassination, was an
abuse of legislative power with radical reconstruction.
So, power e.xcesses have shifted back and forth.
any inform~tion.
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Prior to World War II, the isolationist sentiment in th~ country:
caused the President to resort to executive agreements, hke swap-; "
ping destroyers for British bases. This practice continued 0!lce we, },c~;
went into the Cold War, after World War II, and that exceSSIve Ex-·
ecutive authority is what I ~hin~ tri.ggered a .rea~tion t~at now ~as
resulted in an excess of legISlatIve InterventIOn m na~Ional polIcy. L
Hopefully it will get back into balance again. But, In the mean- ~~:
time I think we ought to be examining the ways in which we ~an ~,
help' produce that kind of balance and get a better understandIng; r
that, when a President gets elected, ~e has. admafndate ~dll-da Pfjopu- ~ ,;.:"
lar support from the entir~ Nation m a .k In o. !ague, 1 e Ined , •
way because he is not talking about specific pohCle~, usually. But,·
on the other hand, we ought to have ~ore respect, It seems tc? me,: ~i:
for what the American people are trymg to say when a PresIdent
gets elected on general themes, and t~en ~ee if we cannot more ~o-, /j:':
operatively work between the legISlatIve and the executIve ' ~~
branches to fulfill t h a t . '
,;,', Ij t1'."
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
~
Senator Kassebaum.
I'
Senator KAssEBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
"
I' '
I am pleased you asked the question, Senator Pressler, about ~he /.5'
operation of the Senate, and, of course, I agree very much WIth: ~
Senator Tower's observations.
. . , t~
I also agree with your statement this morning, Senator Tower, it~
and regret I was not here when/you gave it, though I have read it. li!
I think your comment at the end about the Congress-~oth of you
made this same comment-if it has the will, how then ~t can. effec-; it.
tively carry out its responsibilities under the ConstitutIOn WIthout
the War Powers Act is very true.
."
'.
But in an earlier comments, Senator Tower, you said that we :,
often have to vote here for the national interest above constituent, it
concerns. I agree with that as well. But I think that, over the long i?:
term our responsibility, as well as the President's, is to pull a con-., ~
sens~s of support together.
from constituents, or else we cannot S~-I~''i!:'
tain a policy.
'
.
'" '
I think that is what has happened in Central AmerIca. We have
not been able to pull together a consensus of support that can s~- .~
tain our efforts.
.
~
So I think that we don't need the War Powers Resolution. But 1 . ~
think we need to understand better the relationship between the. ~
executive and the I,egislative . branch~s and how we build c?op~r,a
..:-:",1''
tion between the two to sustam a, pohcy effort.
. . , . ' ; , ':' '.
Would you not agree?
. ' . ,.~ ~.
Senator TOWER. Well, I think that Congress has placed .Itself ~ "'.
the unfortunate position, in voting on so many foreign pohcy decI,,:.: "
sions, it has placed itself under constituent pressur~s. ~d, whe!l. ~ 'if
you are dealing with extemS:i relations, you are dealll~g. With tern- . ~
bly arcane business that, qwte frankly, the general CitIZenry does,. ..
not clearly understand. The American people are somew~at u~.: .,
phisticated on foreign policy matters.'
,'!
'. ~
'Y.' '~:
Now, that sounds like a very imperious statement, but th~ 'ct,~:
that it is t r u e . '
.
"~" .
I think that, when the American people elect a ~~esid~'
th~y; ~,',;'i
give him a mandate, in effect, to implement the poliCles t,; ; he 18
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8dvo~ating during the election campaign, be he Democrat or RepublIcan.
. .
.
Th~ fact is that foreign policy issues usually do not figure in con,ressIOnal or senat<;lrial caf!1paign~-it's almost always domestic
Issues!: usually con~t~tuent-orIented ISsues. I talked a lot more about
the pI~ht of the 011 Industry when I was running for the Senate or
~he plight of the cotton farmer than I did about national security
ISSues.;
This.is ~ecause that is t~e w~y the Congress is oriented, toward
domestiC ~ues. In PreSidentIal elections, foreign policy does
become an. Important element, and you can consider that the President, by Yirtue o~ being elected by a majority of the people of the
cou.ntrr,
does have a mandate to implement his
polIcy.' In most
' " Instances,
.
T~ere 'is. a thread of continuity that runs through Presidential
foreign pohcy:. If y<;lu look ba~k to World War II, you will see pretty
much a contInuatIon of pohcy among Presidents, and Presidents
gene!ally tended to react the same. Democratic and RepUblican
PreSidents both reacted adversely to the 1'urkish arms embargo
for ex~ple, which ~as a foreign policy issue. It was an example of
congreSSlo~al dabblIng that ha~! I think, a very deleterious effect
on ~he alliance and on the ablhty of the alliance to defend itself
agaInst attack and to deter attack.
So, I think that, really, the model for all of this goes back to Tom
ConI?-ally, a Demo.cr~t from Texas, and Arthur Vandenberg, a RepUbhcan fr<;lm MichIgan, who,. together with President Truman,
forged ~ pohcy that had no partisan coloration.
The cry w~ "politics ends at the water's edge." I would like to
see a restoratIon of that.
'
Senator KAssEBAU~. I could not agree more. But you are giving
an example !If where It works the best, because there was effective
communIcatIOn betwe~n the .executive and legislative branches.
~ey t<~ok ea~h other .Into theIr confidences and worked out initiatives Without It becomIng an adversarial role.
,
S~nator TOWER. Well, I would endorse Congressman Crane's suggestIOn about, for example, ~ joint Intelligence Committee, which
was one of the recommendatIons of the President's Special Review
Board, which I chaired, which was made up of Senator Muskie and
General Scowcroft and myself.
It was .some~hing we ~rrived at unanimously. There was no
debate on the:: Issue. I thln~ that would be a confidence-building
measure. I thInk the executive branch and the legislative branch
both ha:ve certain responsibilities. But the legislative branch gets
away With ~ great ~eal ~eca~e the press regards itself as having
an ad,~e~anal relat~onshlp WIth the President. As San} Donaldson
says,
I~,IS ~he functIOn of the press to hold the President's heels to
the t~re..
de n s. , It s not the congressional heels to the fire, but the Presi~e press will. take on .indi.vidual Members of Congress for junketing !lr a~ceptlng contrIbutIons from certain PACS or being involved In brIbery or a scandal of some sort, but the press has never
taken .o~ the .Congress and the Congress is the institution in this
town, mmy VIew, that most cries out for reform.
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Again, Senator Kassebaum, I commend you on your eff~rts, and I
hope ultimately that you are successful. But I am afraId I have
~own cynical and pessimistic about the prospect of it ever happen-,

effect have essentially ignored it. Moreover, Congress-on those occasions when it got its nose bent out of shape-has not been able to
figure· out a way to make it operational. Could it be argued, that
we should not spend any more time stUdying the Act and just continue as Congress has and ignore it? Or, is it such a bone of contention, taking up a great deal of the Senate's time arguing about
what it means and whether it ought to be enforced, that the issue
should be resolved once and for all?
In other words, should we just ignore it, like we have, apparently, over the last 15 years, or work to rewrite it?
Senator TOWER. I think that is an option available to the President, if he wants to ignore it.
'
Senator MCCoNNELL. That's what has happened; is it not?
Senator TOWER. But he can be hauled into court ultimately and
his actions questioned in the court. On that day, we will determine
the extent of the constitutionality of the War Powers Act.
Senator MCCONNELL. If I may interject, it seems to me that this
should 'have been done a long time ago-the Act should have been
challepged, litigated, and had it decided, once and for all.
Senator TOWER. As a matter of fact, I had thought that it would
have been tested long before now. We passed the Act, when?
Wasn't it in 1973? I fully expected that, before the end of the
decade, there would have been a court test on it, but there has not
been-because, as you say, the Presidents have tended to skirt
around it or ignore it, and Congress has not wanted to grapple with
it because it is political dynamite to grapple with problems like
that. That is why I say that Congress has put itself on the spot. For
example, on arms sales, Congress is very often reacting to what
they consider to be constituent pressure because the Turkish arms
embargo was clearly not in the national interest of the United
States. But, you know, Turkey does not have a very big constituency in the United States.
Mr.' CRANE. I think it has been ignored by both Presidents and
Congress because the War Powers Act, as I understood the debate
at the time and I think as most of our colleagues did, was to be
invoked only in the event of another Vietnam-type conflict.
I don't' think anyone intended it to apply to the Persian Gulf. I
don't think anyone intended it to apply to Grenada or any of these
conflicts or' hostilities that have come up since passage of the War
Powers Act. .
But, in the event that we were gravitating heavily into another
type Vietnam conflict, that is when I would like to see it invoked,
and make the decision: Are we going to war or are we not going to
war? And, if we are going to war, then have Congress make the
determination, get the declaration that we are going to war, and
that we are going to win the war in the shortest possible time.
I tJ;llnk that is why it has been largely ignored today. I think it
was 9rafted to address a problem that caused a lot of anguish and
frustration to a lot of Americans and Members of Congress at the
time. That was not a pleasant time to serve here.
The fact of the matter is we have not been faced with that kind
of decision since that time, and it was to prevent using dodgef;, like
a Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, as a substitute for a declaration of
war.

m~nator KAsSEBAUM. I would like to follow up on something, fo~
a minute. You touched on the report which you and Senator
Muskie did at the time of the Iran-Contra situation,' which I think
was a very perceptive report.
'"
In that report, you commented on the Chief Executive:s powers. I t~
think that is a good example, again, of where there obVIously were ~~:
breakdowns on all sides.
' " , . , ' ~~
I would like to ask you this. In your experiences in reviewing, ~,
that situation, knowing what you do on that, let me move on to ~.'
this: What is the President supposed to do when the Congress do~s ~
not agree with him, and our power is the power of the purse, and if .
we withhold funds?
'
, . , , « " , '•• :~ '~~
Senator TOWER. Well, I think the President in that situation has,
no options. He is proscribed by Congress for spending money for,
something the Congress does not want it spent for, and the perfect,
example of that was President Ford would have liked to have en~: '
forced the Paris accords, but he could not because he was narrowly .
proscribed by Congress from doing so. Had he been permitted to do
so-history' never reveals its alternatives-but I think one could.,
speCUlate that probably you would have a Korean situation in Viet-' t:;'
nam today, .and you wou~d not have h!ld all of the ,1?loo~he4: ,in) i''":
what was formerly Indochina that you did have.
i.~
But one can only speculate on that.
' , .,:
I think Congress makes an error in passing permanent ,legisla-.
tion during a time of crisis or perceived crisis.
"
' , : '.. I~
Again, you have the power of the purse that you can use very
quickly and incisively. It is a surgical instrument that you qan use.; "~~
to deal with a problem at the mODlent.
. . .~
Congress is considering legislation to proscribe the President further in terms of covert action, to try to avoid the recurrence of an
Iran arms sale situation. In fact, the President himself has moved
to implement the recommendations of the President's: Special l
Review Board-which is erroneously called the "Tower Commission"-and has implemented virtually every one of thos,e,. ,r~~op1· ~
mendations.
',
. (~ ,:,.d.:,; .
We specifically advised Congress not to legislate in haste; to" try , ::
to institutionalize some kind of solution t? a pro~lem that h~ ~-, ~~
ready been overtaken by events. I am afraid that 18 what we did m' ~,
the ~assage of the War P.owers Act. We acted .on tJ:le w~im, '~~,e; '~j.
emotion, of a moment. I think that should be aVOIded. " , ' : ~,.,." pj
I think Congre~s, again, is perfectly capable of ~~,g its' le~ti-' ~
m,ate powers unWISely.
,,.
.
~',:,,',
'~~~e:eK1sEBAUM. Thank you very much.
:'':T:-: ~
. The CHAIRMAN. Senator McConnell.
~;.
Senator MCCoNNELL. You know, we pass a lot of pc,. tions and ~
bills at:ound here that nobody pays any attention
' .d th~t. ~o ~::,
not ultImately make any difference. .
~
In looking back at the history of this particuial' !ueasure, it' ap- ~."-'.
pears that all four of the Presidents under which it has been In 1:
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Senator MCCoNNELL. I didn't hear the testimony of either of you, I~~'
so I don't know what you finally recommended. But would it be
your view that maybe the best thing this subcommittee could do, :o~
aftt;r a decent period of listening to re~o~menldations, ratherdthhan i~.·.
trymg to rewrite the War Powers Act, IS sImp y to recommen t at f,;'
the matter be litigated and disposed of once and for all?
; . ~' ~:.Senator TOWER. I would recommend outright repeal, but I know ri'"
that is not going to happen.
'
..
i~:
Senator MCCONNELL. I would, too. But I don't think we are going
'.

:!:~~t·TOWER.

.! .
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'r'

Instead, we should have acknowledged that we were entering! a k~
major. conflict; thaTthwepwe~de engagI.nghin. a major c.ommilt!l1enThtof ~
e reSI ent t h oug t It was a WISe po ICy.
e 1;:-Amencan troops.
Congress should either have ratified that conviction with a declara- (:
~:,.Of war or told the President he had 30 days to g~t out,~f Vie~ '.:'

~he·

to
If you want to preserve anything of it,
ra:.
porting requirements would be the least onerous. It is the congressional veto over Presidential action that I think is somewhat stultifying, and from the standpoint of the perception of a President to
deal with a crisis on the part of both our friends and our adversaries it is damaging.·
.
.
'.~
, Mr. CRANE. Except that I think the Congress still retains that
power to repeal the President's policy decision because policy is not
a function of the President. Policy ultimately is a function of the
Congress.
' '.
:
I would rather have a mechanism in place that forces that kind
of confrontation to face up to what we are doing.
. . ' .J
Senator MCCONNELL. You don't think that cutting off the mO:f1ey
is enough?
.
.' :. .
Mr. CRANE. Well, cutting off the money accomplishes the policy
objective of Congress if it is in disagreement with the President.
But the virtue, it seems to me, of a War Powers Act is it forces' all
of us to face up to a reality.
'
. : ..'
I certainly do not want ever again to see this country get involved in that kind of conflict without a declaration of war and
with the objective of winning in the shortest possible time. ,'As I
said earlier in my original testimony, if they are not worth winning, they are not worth fighting. Make that decision up front.
Don't just kind of drift into it and watch it escalate by increments
that have not really forced people to face up to the fact that this is
a very serious situation that we are getting into.
.':
.. With a declaration of war, we know what our objectives are. And
if it is a war, then fight a war; get in and get out. That is the only
way you can justify the loss of an American life.
"
Senator TOWER. I would say that sometimes you want to use
military force, though, not to fight a war, but to deter one and to
prevent an intrusion on American interests.'
.
We are not in the Persian Gulf because we want to fight anybodl
and that is not our intent. It is to deter aggression against marItime nations that are using their legitimate rights to the sealanes
of communication.
'
Senator MCCONNELL. And the War Powers act is not keeping us
from doing that, either.
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Senator TOWER. That is true. But maybe sometimes when ou·

:ho~uce troops, there is the possibility for hostility. But the Yfactl~
eIr presence there reduces the likelihood of hostility.
~r. CRANE. ~ would a~ree ~tally. But, as I indicated earlier I
thInk the PerSIan Gulf SItuation is totally divorced from any r~l

ev~nce to th~ War P,?wers Act. Under international law, we are

~okmg stomedthmg t!tat IS totally acceptable, is not considered a war-

I e ac ,an that IS guaranteeing freedom of the seas.
Now that does not mean that you are not going to risk losin a
Star~. Th~t does not mean that you are not going to have rh
tragiC aCCIdent of misinterpretation of what that Iranian jetline~
was. But those things happen in combat zones.
t' W~ ~re there, fulfullin~ !1 function that is recognized in internaIon
aw as t?tally legItimate and not a warlike act. The onl
area rher~ I thll~k we could have spelled out our objectives a littl~
more SUCCInctly IS by announcing that we're going to take Ira is
~~ when they. are going after Iranian vessels as readily as we wIll
d ~t ~h! Ikranlans when they are going after Kuwaiti vessels. I
on b n w~ spelled that out as clearly as we might have done
and een on hIgher moral grounds.
Senator TOWER. The fact is there has been a debate over whether
or not the War Powers Act is applicable in this situation.
Sen~tor MCCONNELL. Absolutely.
~etna.tor TOW~R. Sometimes the public debate can lead to uncerIn y In the mInds of the people abroad.
~enator ~CCoNNELL. I might say, Senator Tower, that until the
po. s came In on the Persian Gulf, there was great discussion in
~s b~dy about whet~er or not the War Powers Act applied. Then,
w ~dlt appeared as If the American people overwhelmingly supPo
our presence t~ere, those arguments tended to dry up.
. Selnator :rOWER. InCIdentally, what President Reagan is doing is
Imp ementIng the Carter doctrine.
Now,. President C~rter ~ight not agree with the means of implefientatIon, bu~ he IS the one who articulated the doctrine in the
tlrs~ pltahce. pThIS. goes. bac~ to my point about their being a continuity m e reSIdential VIew of the national interest beyond our
shores.
Senl;ltor MCCoNNELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The ·CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
I haye. °hne question, gentlemen. Are you aware of the Byrd resoWlt regard ~ war powers, the Byrd-Nunn resolution?
uMlon C
r. RANE. No, SIr, I am not.
Senator TOWER. I am not up to speed on that I'm afraid
. The.CHAIRMA.N. Basically, as I understand' your testj~ony, to
dAagesht It, y~u t~llnk we would be better off without the War Powers
ct t an WIth It. Would that be correct?
di!1d~. CRANE. Well, no. I think that is where Senator Tower and I
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Se~tahtor ~OWER. We disagree there. I think we would be better
o WI out It.
Mr. CRANE. My feeling is t.hat we need some mechanism in place
tQ prevent a recurrence not just of Vietnam but I think it apl>lied
to Korea, too.
'

~

I:'
I
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, The CHAIRMAN. So, when faced with the bald choice of with it or
without it, you would slightly prefer to be with it?
,;
Mr. CRANE. I would, sir.
','
The CHAIRMAN. And Senator Tower would prefer to be without
it?
.,""
Senator TOWER. That's right.
.
' .
The CHAIRMAN. Incidentally, Senator Tower, you mentioned earlier that by trade you were a political scientist. Don't you think it,
is a better term to say that we are "political artists," because it is
not a predictable science at all, with finite limits. I have always:'
felt the whole concept of political science was wrong and that it
should be called "political art."
, ,"
Senator TOWER. I agree that the term "political science" is a misnomer, but it, unfortunately, has been incorporated into the language and so we are stuck with it. It is like journalistic shorthand.
But I will point out that, when you major in political science, you
get a bachelor of arts degree.
[Laughter.]
.
:
.
The CHAIRMAN. You know, when I went to college, you could not
go to Harvard and get a bachelor of arts degree if you did not take
Latin. That is why I didn't go to Harvard. But that has changed, \,':

nO~nator Pressler.

,

If
~::

Senator PRESSLER. I would like to ask one final question.
~
Comparing the Korean war to the Vietnam war, for some reason I'~
the Congress acted after the Vietnam war and passed this War:
Powers Act. Why didn't they do that after the Korean war? The ':;:
two are somewhat analogous.
.
I~.',:•:.'
Someone has given me a list of the five declared wars that we
have had and they have given me a,list of the undeclared wars ~n~
incidents.
',;
,
"~
In terms of the President's ability to act and the way things were,
carried out, they seem very similar to me, the Korean war and the
Vietnam war. But, for some reason, after the Vietnam ,war, ~e had
this great churning about in Congress.
'',
Why didn't we pass the War Powers Act after the Korean war?
, Senator TOWER. I think you have to look at what the political climate was at the time of the Korean war and what it was at the
time of the Vietnam war. There was generally pretty universal
support for American action in the Korean situation. There wasn't
a deterioration of public support.
"
.
Second, we did what we thought was necessary to bring the war
to a successful conclusion. One can argue, and I think Congressman '
Crane points out that a desirable result would have been a unified,
democratic Korea, but that did not happen. But at least we preserved one portion of that country, which I wish could have been
the outcome with the Vietnam war, to say the least.
That was resolved and resolved in what was considered at the
time a satisfactory way, and that is the preservation of the political "',
and territorial integrity of South Korea.
I·
Mr. CRANE. I would agree with Senator Tower. That war was a "
tie. Americans are not used to tied ball games and they are frus- '
trating. But there is a whale of a distinction between a tied ball···'
game, which you did not lose, versus losing. Then analyzing some {

i

"

.

,.

of t~e ~e~ons for why we lost it, I think in the conduct of the war
too, It IS lDlportant to remember that in Vietnam, we shackled ou~
troops. more:: than we shackled our troops in the conduct of theater
yperatlOns In Korea. We permitted our troops to go into North
Korea. "
..
'.Now, we stopped short of bombing the bridges over the Yalu
River or the Chinese supply ~epots in the province to the north.
That was ~ source of frustration to Americans, who said we could
have won It had we done that.
My younges~ brother w~ over in Vietnam and, in fact, is a
Bronu: Star Winner. He said that fighting in Vietnam under the
terms Imposed on. our GI's was like getting caught in an alley fight
When, you are faCing h~f a dozen guys with switchblades and they
have. tied one hand behind your back.
Senator TOWER. Yes.
Mr. CRANE. You know, there were limited fire zones, free fire
zones, n~ fire zon~s; .we ~ent planes over North Vietnam, watching
the~ buIld the 1,l1lssIle SItes, but they could not take the sites out
during construction-Senator TOWER. pn!ess they shoot at you.
Mr. CRANE [contInu~ng]. Yes~ they were taking our planes out.
I~ was a most abomInable kind of conflict one can conceive of in
which to put American lives.
. The war. to f!1e~ the Vietnam conflict-and I was a supporter of
It, support1J~g It In terms of my votes-it was the most immoral
war that thIS c~untry has ~ver b.een involved in. I say "immoral"
!>ecaq,se we .sacnficed Amencan hves for nothing and we put them
m. th~:e Wlt~ h,~ndcuffs on. and said "OK, go out and do your
thing~ We s81d You are trained to serve your country" and then
we pulled out ~he rug from under them in terms of their ability to
wage the conflict.
~nator Tow.ER. You. know, I. have a good friend who was the
BntISh 90nsul In HanoI a~ the t1J~e we were bombing the heck out
of Hal!Ol. He ~~ed me thiS question. He said you really had them
on their knees. Why did you stop bombing them?"
If you r~member, when Nixon resumed the bombing, the Christmas bom~lng, there was a great public outcry for his having done
60, whe~, In fact, he was ~oing the right thing.
I don t agree ne~essanly that we militarily lost that war even
thh.ugh we fought It under very proscriptive rules of engag~ment
'! IC~ Co~gressman. Crane has described. I spent a great deal of
t!me m Vietnam wIth the troops and I understood their frustration.
Even a~ that, I thin~ we could have had a Korea-type resolution
ha~ ~e given the PreSIdent the power to enforce the Paris accords
ahn say y~u can enforce them by military force utilized in any way
t at lour,Judgment tells you you should.
ThIS ml~ht have meant just bombing the heck out of Nort.h Vietnam. ~t might have been breaking up the dikes or something like
that, something. drastic. But it would have prev'ented armored columns fro~ moving. smartly down Route 1, into South Vietnam and
overrunning them In a conventional armored attack
~ lrr. CRANE. I ~lked, incide!lta!ly, Larry, to a n~mber of those
P ows who were In the HanOI HIlton with John McCain. Imagine
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their anguish-I don't see how any of them survived-of being incarcerated in cells where you cannot fraternize with fellow prisoners for 7 long years, twice as long as World War II, with no notion
of when it is all going to be over. They told me that when they
• heard the bombs falling, they cheered. They didn't care whether
they got blown to Kingdom Come because they thought we had finally made the decision to do the right thing.
. ,.
' "~ _ ;, ' ,
Thank God we got them out of there. I am still in awe of people
'
like John, who went through that experience.
Senator PRESSLER. I am, too. As one who served in the Army in
that war, I identify very much with what both of you have said.
Mr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Thank you very much, Senator Tower and Congressman Crane,
for being with us.
This hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene at 10 a.m., September 7,1988.]

THE WAR POWER AFTER 200 YEARS:
CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT
AT A CONSTITUTIONAL IMPASSE
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U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMI'M'EE ON WAR POWERS
OF THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
Washington, DC.
The· subcommittee met at 10 a.m., in room SD-419, Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Hon. Joseph Biden (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Pell, Biden, Simon, Adams, Helms, and Pressler.
Senator BIDEN. The committee will come to order, please.
I have a brief opening statement, which I will make in a
moment. But first, I wanted to thank, in advance, the three distinguished generals, two former Chiefs and one National Security Adviser, for agreeing to a slight alteration in the presentation of the
witnesses and the testimony today .
.1 would like to ask Mr. Lakeland, in a moment, to he our first
WItness .. I d? this, quite .frankly, because I think he will provide
some historIcal perspective on the Senate's action on the War
Powers Act some 15 years ago.
Hello, Paul, how are you doing?
Senator SIMON. I'm doing fine.
Senator BIDEN. It's good to see you.
Senator SIMON. And it's good to see you.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
When I was away, I prayed that I'd come back with Paul Simon's
voice, but I didn't. They didn't do 'a darn thing for me over there.
I was telling you, Generals, about the great Army doctors. They
were great. But they promised me that whatever I had in my head
going into these operations is what I'd have when I came out and
they didn't put any extra in.
'
The Special Subcommittee on War Powers today resumes its
hearings directed at answering the critical question: Can the \Val'
~owers Reso~ution of 1973 ~e amended so as to improve tllf~ (\ffpcbve cooperation of the PreSIdent of the United States and the C( 111gress in national decisions concerning the deployment of American
forces in situations of actual or likely hostilities?
Clearly, the Constitution, by letter and intent, devided the war
pow~r ;between the execu~ive a.nd the legislative branches. 'rhe
PreSident, as Commander In Chief, directs the Armed }4"orces and
(93)
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possesses the inherent authority and responsibility to respond to ~::
attacks upon the United S t a t e s . '
,
~
Congress, for its part, has the constitutionally mandated duty ~
raise and maintain the Armed Forces and to make all rules pertl- i
nent to their governance and, consequently and conspicuously, the f'
power to declare war-a power described by Chief Justice John ,;".
Marshall as the power to convert the Nation from a policy of peace I~.~'.'."
to one of war.
'
,
~,
This' allocation of powers' obviously leaves unanswered critical
1;
questions of auth?rizalt~on anId tPhrocedf~~rle, Pla~hiCUtlilia~tl! .with regard _1~
to circumstances' lnvo Vlng ess an \ l l -sca e os
les.
.
ef
It was with the, aim .of delineating an, answer ,to such questlOns '. ~
that the Congress devised the War Powers Resolution in 197~ and 'J~
enacted it over President Nixon's veto.
'..".~:
Fifteen years of continuing debate about the law's wisdom and ,
constitutionality have led us to these hearings. '
<:
I commend Chairman Pell for his decision to establish a Special ' i'
Subcommittee on War Powers and appreciate his efforts in chair- ;;
ing the subcommittee's initial three hearings in my absence.
" ~ . ~'.'
During the month of September, as we pro~eed with the subcom- ~~
mittee's legislative inquiry into how the law. c~ be s~reI?-gthen~~, ~
the Special Subcommittee on War Powers will mtensify Its a~tlYI- ~:
ties with 7 additional hearings involving more than 30 dlStIn- ~,
guished witnesses, including numerous constitutional scholars, se,!,- E:.~.
eral former Secretaries of State and Defense, and a former PreSI-· ft
dent of the United States, as well as key representatives of the M
Reagan administration.
lb,"",
Today, the subcommittee is pleased to receive testimony from rr,;:
three former military leaders of considerable eminence: Generals ~,~
David Jones and John Vessey, each a former Chairman of the w
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and General Brent Scowcroft, a former Na- I~",.·:
tional Security Adviser.
In addition, the subcommittee will hear testimony from former
Senate staffers with expert knowledge in the war powers issues.
They are Mr. Peter Lakeland, a former Republican staff director of ~
this committee, who served, I would say, with more than just a .
casual relationship, indeed an intimate relationship, with one of'
the finest men I believe ever served in the U.S. Senate. I am sure
that my colleagues on this dais share that view. That man was
Senator Jacob Javits.
! Senator Javits is considered by many of us to have been if not
the brightest, then clearly one of the wisest, men to serve in the
Senate, and part of his wisdom, I am sure, was derived from Mr.
Lakeland's sound counsel. During this period of Senator Javits' efforts in drafting the war powers legislation, he had extensive inp~t
from Mr: Lakeland.
. ' ..
Today we also have Mr. Terry Emerson, who worked closely with
another man of great judgment and loved by all of us here, Barry ~':;
Goldwater, who, in alignment with the Nixon administration, ,op-I..;
posed the creation of the. War Po~ers A~t.
.
. .~
Their firsthand expenence will prOVIde valuable perspective, I :
hope.
r;'
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Gentlemen, I welcome all of you and want to express the suhcommittee's appreciation for your willingness to participate in this inquiry.
As you well recognize, war powers is a topic that is both intellectually complex and emotionally laden. It also bears fundamentally
on the U.S. national interest and, accordingly, warrants the most
thoro,ugh and dispassionate consideration this subcomnlittee can
give it.
To the distinguished members of our first panel, let me stress
that the subcommittee will attach great weight to your insight and
practical experience as former high-level participants in the national policy process. However, for purposes of stimUlating our own
thoughts and the subcommittee's deliberations, I have asked these
three distinguished Generals if they would be willing-and they indicated they would-to have Mr. Lakeland step forward and
present his paper first.
Having already looked at Mr. Lakeland's paper, which he previously submitted, I believe that its historical and constitutional
analysis would serve as an excellent starting point for your own
testimony, based upon modern-day service at the highest echelons
of American government.
So, with your agreement, gentlemen, I would like to proceed with
Mr. Lakeland.
But first, does anyone else have an opening statement before Mr.
Lakeland begins?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to express my own joy that you are back with
us, a joy that is shared by all your colleagues on both sides of the
aisle, and to say how glad I am that you are taking over the chairmanship of this subcommittee. I am not a member of it. I was glad
to preside in your absence, and I look forward to your presiding
over the next seven hearings.
This being the last month of this Congress, it may be that we
will have other matters coming up that may have to take precedence~ at times. But I look forward to completing these hearings
and congratulate you on your initiatives in it and wish you well.
Senator BmEN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Pressler. Ii
Senator PRESSLER. I join in welcoming you back. We missed your
wit and intelligence on this committee, both here in the Foreign
Relations Committee and on the Senate floor.
Although we may disagree on what to do about the problems
with this Resolution, I respect your leadership in trying to find appropriate solutions.
I have made two or three lengthy opening statements previously,
and r shall not repeat that. I will provide you with appropriate
copies'so that you can read them in your spare time.
In any event, it's great to see you back and I look forward to
hearing our witnesses today.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you, Senator Pressler.
I have had a great deal of spare time in the recent past. I have
read your opening statements, and I am delighted that you have
taken such a keen and deep interest in this subject.
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I might say, before I yield to Senator Simon, that I am not sure
what to do about the War Powers Act. I am not sure that it is soluble. I think it may be. But I have yet to make a fin~ judgment of
my own.
.
:
. ','Senator PRESSLER. Mr. Chairman, I made a suggestion at one of
the hearings that we might repeal it and start from the beginning.
Senator BIDEN. Well, I'd rather leave it in place and see if we
can improve it. After we speak to the remaining 30 witnesses, we
can then make a judgment on that.
Senator Simon.
. Senator SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
"
'I share your questioning. I am not sure where we should go. I
regret that another meeting is going to prevent me from listening
to the witnesses here. But I particularly appreciate, Mr. Lakeland's
testimony.
And, if there are three people who have contributed a great deal,
who can give us perspective, they are the three Generals who, are
here: General Jones, General Scowcroft, and General. Yessey! I am
grateful for all of their contributions. ,.
"
, '. '. " ... ,' '.
Primarily I am here, Mr. Chairman, just to join in welcoming
you back. I am not sure I will go quite as far as Senator Pressler, in
saying that we are happy to have your "wit" back here...';no~: '~,';,'
[Laughter.]
. , . .
MY:
Let me just say that this Senate and this nation are richer when I""':".
you are serving in the United States Senate. It feels ,very, ;very
" . !
good to have Joe Biden back here.
Senator BIDEN. Paul, you are very gracious to say that.
:
.
When Senator Simon and I were both seeking the nomination, he <
used ~ say the same thing, that the Senate would be richer if I
·r,.~•.'
stayed in it. [Laughter.]
.
He really meant it then and I think he means it now, and I appreciate that very, very much.
..
!' .
I would ask for a point of personal privilege just before Mr. Lakeland begins his testimony. This is kind of like my first day in the
Senate. I look up and I see that my daughter, my mother, my
father, my nephew, my sister, and my brother-in-law are all here.
I want to assure you that they prepared all the questions today.
. , t . ; ~ ." ,
[Laughter.]
'. They are here just to check to see if I can enunciate them clearly
and if I understand the answers.
' '. ' )
Welcome all of you.
,. Now, let's get down to our business.
'
';.',
Senator SIMON. If I may just interject, Mr. Chairman, all of you
ought to be very, very proud of Joe Biden.
.
,
Senator BmEN. Thank you.
Now, enough of that. I'm back and that's over.
. Let's go to work.
Mr. Lakeland, your testimony, please.

I..

STATEMENT OF ALBERT (PETER) LAKELAND, FORMER MINORITY STAFF DIRECTOR, SENATE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS·

Mr. LAKELAND. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your invitation to testify before this special subcommittee charged with the task of review~g the War Powers Act. As you know, I was intimately involved in the enactment of this law, as the principal draftsman of
the final legislation which emerged from the House-Senate conference on October 4, 1973, as well as of the precedent Senate bill. It
is from this perspective of firsthand involvement in the shaping
and passage of the War Powers Act, as well as from the perspective
of a 25-year career in national security affairs, that I offer my comments, today.
It ~ clear that the War Powers Act has not worked in the
manner intended and expected by its architects, and this review is
both timely and desirable. It is equally clear, to me at least, that
the refusal, or the inability, of the executive branch to comply with
the law, rather than any inherent flaws in the law itself, is the
reason for the disappointing result.
At the time the War Powers Act was adopted, it was widely believed Lthat the Presidency had acquired such overbearing strength
in natIonal security matters as to disrupt our constitutional system
of checks and balances in a vital area, with dangerous consequences to our society. This problem, one of a Commander in Chief
no longer accountable for his actions, was regarded as the root
problem which needed correction.
I must confess that I shared that view in 1973. I have now come
to a somewhat different conclusion, which I believe is highly relevant to the inquiry being conducted by this subcommittee. Baldly
stated, I think the problem is one of Presidential weakness, rather
than strength.
The Commander in Chief function is broken within the execut.ive
branch, and it is this breakdown which incapacitates our Presidents from marshalling the great benefits which the War Powers
Act was intended to confer upon the President in his difficult and
awesome conduct of his special function of being our Nation's Commander in Chief.
So far as the War Powers Act itself is concerned, I believe that it
remains an eminently workable act. However, until the problem of
the broken "Commander in Chiefship," which is rooted in conceptual and institutional incoherence within the executive branch is
repaired, the War Powers Act will not work as intended.
This is a thesis which I will develop more fully in the course of
my statement.
I will abbreviate my statement because it is probably too long to
read. The full statement, I believe, will be included in the present
recor<f

I w~nt to begin by relating some of the circumstances which
went mto the making of the War Powers Act. I have read most of
the recent debate and listened to your earlier witnesses in these
hea~gs, and I fear .that many misrepresentations and misapprehenslOns have crept Into the current debate. The first is the false
idea that the War Powers Act was some hasty and ill-conceived
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measure directed at the ongoing Vietnam war. That is wrong on all
counts.
The dwindling Vietnam war was specifically exempt~d from the
Act's provisions, and many leading s~pporters .of the Vletnam w~,
preeminently Armed Services Commlttee ChaIrman John Stenrus,
were staunch proponents of the War Powers Act.
.
The principal sponsors of the War Powers Act were Senator
Javits and Senator Stennis, both men of judicious temperament,
outstanding lawyers, and brilliant legislators, with decades of experience in the national security field. They were hardly members of
the "Woodstock generation," as some would imply today.Ther
. were rather unabashed patriots and lifelong proponents of Amencan ~trength' and world leadership. They had always in their min~
the crucial importance to America of a strong and successful Presldency.
.
.
At that time, they were appalled by the quag~ire of V letnam, by
the breakdown in relations between the Presldent and the Congress, and by the dangerous isolation of the Pr~sidency~factor;;
which collectively had precipitated the gravest natl~nal and constitutional crisis of this century. They were determlned to enact a
statutory framework to both induce and facilitate a fun~tioning
partnership between the President and the Congress as a Slne qua
non of U.S. national effectiveness in a dangerous world.
To understand the War Powers Act, it is necessary to examine
the Constitution itself and its original intent, what we would call
today "legislative history." It is clear from the actual wor~ing of
the Constitution and from the contemporaneous explanatlons of
the Framers themselves, that the Framers intended to vest the war
power in the Congress.
Article 1 section 8, enumerates in some detail, the war powers
' .In the Congress; fior exampIe, "decIare war, " " prothat are vested
vide for the common defense," "raise and support armies," "make
rules for the government and reulatiop. of. the IB:Dd and. naval
forces," et cetera. Senator Mathias, In hls earher testimony,
showed thai this extended not only to World War II-type general
war, but also to limited war, paramilitary war, terrorism and
.
.
piracy, or irregular war genericall~.
Against the very broad powers gIven to the Congress In artIcle ~,
section 8, article 2, section 2, says one terse sentence: "The PresIdent shall be Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the
United States and of the militia of the several States, when called
into the actual service of the United States." That sentence is the.
constitutional basis for Presidential war power, in contrast to the
expansive, cumulative de~ed war powers of 9<>ngress.
. '. .
In 1976 under a commisslOn from the Amencan Bar AssoclatIOn,
Judge Soiaer, the current Legal Adviser at the State Department.
published a historical stu~y entitled, "War, foreign P?licy, and
Constitutional Power." GIven Judge Sofaer s reputatlon as a
staunch advocate of Presidential prerogative, I think it is especi~lly
useful to quote his conclusion regarding the Commander in Chief-,
ship.
This is a direct quote:
II
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The «;:Ommander in Chief power received extraordinarily short treatment, conflid.
ering its subsequent importance. What was said contained no hint of any authority
.

baseQ on this provision to use the Armed Forces without legislative approval.

The· writings of Alexander Hamilton are particularly instructive
on the question of the Commander in Chiefship. Everyone at the
Constitutional.Convention knew that .George Washington would be
elected as the first President, and the Presidency was shaped with
Washington very much in mind. Hamilton had been Washington's
military aide during the Revolution. Moreover, early in the Convention, Hamilton had put forth his own plan of government, one
unabashedly built around an all-powerful President-for-life. Hamilton's plan was decisively rejected.
Against this background of having personally fought for something much more but having lost decisively, what Hamilton had to
say in the Federalist Paper No. 69 carries special weight in explaining the meaning and scope of the Commander in Chief clause.
Here is Hamilton's explanation:
The Presi~ent is to be Commander in Chief of the army and navy of the United
States. In thIS respect. his authority would be nominally the same with that. of the
king of Great Britain, but in substance much inferior to it. It would amount to nothing more than the supreme command and direction of the military and naval forces,
as first general and admiral of the confederacy; while that of the British kinf! extends to the declaring of war and the raising and regUlating of fleets and armlesall of which. by the Constitution under consideration, would pertain to the legislatUre....

It is clear from the contemporary evidence that the Framers of
the Constitution, in giving the Commander in Chiefship to the
President, did not intend it as a grant of authority in diminution of
the 'Yar powers they h~d granted so specifically and intentionally,
and m so plenary fashlOn, to the Congress. Rather, it was a measure to assure the supremacy of the Federal authority over the authority of the constituent States. And, in this equation, the President, as Commander in Chief, was to be the agent of the Congress
not its rival.
'
It is ,very important to understand an additional nuance of constitutional drafting that is often overlooked today. If we read carefully, we can see clearly that the designation of the President as
Com~ander in C.hief, placed in section 2 of article 2, is intended as
an adja.nct functlOn of the Presidency, something not otherwise included !In the broad Executive power given to the President in the
preceding section 1 of article 2.
This; adjunct function, as Commander in Chief, was intended to
be something ~uite limited, amounting, Hamilton assures us to
"nothing more' than being "first general and admiral of the Confederacy. "
With this in mind, we can proceed to divining the meaning of the
authority given to the Congress to declare war.
The !penultimate draft of the Constitution gave CongresR the
power to make war. The change in the final wording resulted from
an amendment offered by James Madison.
Madison exp!ained this amendment in the journal which he kept.,
and later publIShed, of the proceedings of the Constitutional Convention. Madison's verbatim explanation is as follows: "Madison
then moved to insert 'declare,' striking out 'make" leaving Lo the
Executive the power to repel sudden attacks."
,
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.. What Madison tells us with his amendment is that, while the
Commander in Chiefship was normally an authority only to carry
~
into execution a prior congressional decision to make war, the
Commander in Chief was also intended to be "free to repel sudden
attacks." "Free" from what? Free from the requirement of a prior
~~
congressional authorization. "Free" to do what? Free to "repel
sudden a t t a c k s . " · : ',-What we have here very cryptically in the words of the Constitu'.i
tion itself is the vesting in the Commander in Chief of a limited,
but essential, power to undertake emergency defensive actions on
his own authority without prior congressional authorization. This
provided the key to the drafting of a 20th century War Powers Act
.i,;
that -would be in literal and spiritual consonance with our 18th
"
century Constitution.
Accordingly, the sponsors of the War Powers Act started from
the premise that the original intent of the Constitution was to vest
i
in the President, as Commander in Chief, the authority, and indeed
the responsibility, to take emergency defensive action to safeguard
the Nation, pending a considered decision by the Congress-doubtlessly influenced heavily by the President's own recommendations-to go to war if so required by the duration and gravity of 'J.~
the circumstances.
The whole essence of the War Powers Act was to delineate in
clear statutory language the procedures and institutional mechanisms to be followed in circumstances where the Commander in
Chief undertakes emergency defensive action without prior congressional authorization.
. _~
Having such arrangements in place is absolutely essential. Not a
only the Constitution, but bitter experience, has taught us that the 1ft.,
cojoining of the powers and responsibilities of the Congress with - ,_
those of the President is a prerequisite to success-however much ~;
of a pain in the neck it may be considered by the un elected national security bureaucracy in the executive branch.'
"
The War Powers Act states, quite reasonably, in my judgment,
:
that this cojoining must be accomplished within 60 days, or the
_,~
President would be left naked of constitutional authority to continue. He would no longer be taking emergency defensive action and I'"'
therefor without constitutional authority to make war.
'
Great care was taken in drafting the War Powers Act to give
ample leeway to the President to take emergency defensive action
within the underlying constitutional framework.
The original Senate bill set the duration of an emergency at 30
days. This was lengthened in the fmal conference bill to 60 days.
Hostilities lasting more than 60 days were presumed to have
crossed over from the category of "emergency defensive action,"
which Madison's amendment left the President free to undertake,
and into the realm of "war," which is to be decided by the Con- .f'.'gress. On this very point, I commend to you the lucid testimon1.
before this subcommittee a few weeks back of Congressman Phil
Crane.'
.
It is useful at this point to also refer to the plenary power given
in article 1, section 8, of the Constitution, "To make au laws whi·':.
shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the jl}cegoing power~ [of Congress] and all other powers vested by the Con-
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stitution in the Government of the United States or in any Department or Officer thereof."
,That encompasses the Commander in Chiefship, in my judgment,
and the War Powers Act is just such a "necessary and proper" law.
I will not take the SUbcommittee's time to go through all of the
provisions of the War Powers Act which you have before you. As I
stated at the outset, the primary motivation of the War Powers Act
was :a perception of a dangerous and overweening strength in the
Presidency as regards matters of war, resulting in a profoundly disruption of constitutional imbalance. Certainly, our Nation witnessed, within one 6-year period, the painful spectacle of two extremely strong Presidents, Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon,
being driven from office on the very issue of abuse of power in attempted unilateral Presidential warmaking.
For all the bravado of Presidents Nixon and Johnson about Vietnam: and their Commander in Chief powers, they failed, miserably
and tragically and at great cost to our Nation. And, not incidentally our Nation lost the only war in its history, a defeat attributable
not to inferior military power, but to leadership failure. It had
become a case of the.President against the Congress and citi1.ens of
the Republic.
The War Powers Act is designed to make it Inandatory, and as
easy as possible, for the President to marshal congressionallegitimation and SUpport for a united national war effort if necessary.
Success for him and success for the country in such circumstances
is otherwise impossible.
Some critics on the left have criticized the War Powers Act on
the grounds that it is too much of a home run ball, served up to
the President. Taken as a whole, the War Powers Act is, indeed, a
good deal for the President, and was intended to be. I have long
been puzzled as to why Presidents have shied away from exploiting
its manifestly pro-President featUres.
In retrospect, the spectre of an "imperial Presidency" has proven
to be a mirage. The root problem lies elsewhere in my jUdgment.
The President has become too weak a figure within our Nation's
sprawling national security establishment. Under present circumstances, it is the profound disorder in his own house which disables
the President from effective performance of his special constitutional function as Commander in Chief.
The Commander in Chiefship today lacks conceptual and institutional coherence within the executive branch. The breakdown is so
severe that Presidents have been deterred from using the War
Powers Act in part, at least, because they are unable to provide the
information required of them in the mandatory, initial War Powers
Act report; that is "the circumstances necessitating the introduction of United States Armed Forces; the constitutional and legislative authority under which such introduction took place; and the
t8tim~ted scope and duration of the hostilities or involvement. t,
PreSidents cannot provide this information because the executive
branch is not organized to think and function in such terms and
because the Presidency itself is not organized to command the requisite. agreement and cooperation from the executive branch departments and agencies concerned. The whole constitutional es-.mee of the Commander in Chiefship has been lost.
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The President and the Congress need someone specifically :11:
charged with the authority and responsibility to assure that Com- ;~;~
man<l:er ~n Chiefship actions are performed in conformity with' the ~.
constItutional and statutory parameters of that office. ' .
; . ."
!;~
. The conceptual and institutional incoherence within the execu~ive branch, which is the nub of tl?-e problem, was ,most graphically';
Illustrated by the Iran-Contra affaIr.
'.
' J
A small coterie of NSC staff, acting perhaps in league with the
Director of Central Intelligence, initiated extremely far-reaching
~'"
activities, which were intentionally kept secret, not only from the
i'l'
Congress, but also from the Secretary of State and the Secretary of It.·N...
Defense, and, can you believe it, secret from the Commander in ~:
Chief himself.
. '
' . ~.
These functions, were, of course, at cross purposes with the b~:
stated policies of the President.
;
The acute embarrassment caused by the Ir~Jl-Contra revelations
was the immediate proximate cause of the hasty, subsequent decision to assign the U.S. Navy to escort duty in the Persian Gulf,
'where eventual involvement in military hostilities was inevitable.
The escort decision was deemed necessary by the State Department because Kuwait, alienated by revelations of United States
arms shipments to Iran, had threatened to enlist Soviet naval protection. Of course, the Joint Chiefs were not consu~ted about this
portentious military decision, and the civilian leadership' of the
Pentagon, as well as the CIA, were reported to have had a view of
the strategic situation significantly different from that of the State
:Department, which was narrowly focused on mollifying the Arab
state!? offended by the clandestine sale of United States arms to
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,:.. After a period of initial consternation, the Congress was soon
eager for an opportunity to endorse the Persian Gulf naval deployment decision and virtually begged the President to let it do so by
sending up a report to trigger the War Powers Act. But nobody in
the executive branch was in a position to get interdepartmental
agreement on the answers to the questions required by the War
Powers Act, so profound was splintering of policy and authority.'"
It was this chain of events that led directly to the War Powers
Act review being conducted by this subcommittee.
.
j
Mr. Chairman, there is an underlying, systemic problem which is
not new or unique to the Reagan administration. The' problem is
there and it needs to be fixed. The President, as Commander in
Chief, is not the master of his own, vast national security establishment, and this, more than anything, disables him from interfacing
constructively with the Congress, as mandated by the Constitution
,',
and blueprinted by' the War Powers Act.
Mr. Chairman, If I might at this moment, I would like to make a
brief reference to an article which came to my attention after I had
submitted my prepared statement. I would like to quote very brief.·
.,.',
ly from it because it is extremely pertinent.
. It is written by a gentleman with quite a different perspective. It
is an article by Geoffrey Kemp who, from 1981 to 1984, was Special
Assistant to President Reagan for National Security Affairs and
was Senior Director for Near East and South Asian Affairs on the
NSC staff. It is an article entitled, "Lessons of Lebanon: A Guide-
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line for Future U.S. Policy." It appeared in the summer edition of
Middle East Insight.
I am going to quote briefly from it. Most of this article is a detailed narrative recitation of what actually happened in Lebanon. I
am just going to quote from some of his conclusions.
Between 1981 and 1984, the United States became deeply involved in tht' pffort to
resolve the Lebanon crisis. That policy ended in failure. 'l'he reasons for fililure included divisive leadership and bureaucratic conflict; strategic misjudgment: poorly
executed military operations; ambiguous signals to allies and adversaries alike; and
bad luck.

Then, from Kemp's conclusions:
Once a risky, but important, policy initiative reaches a point when the egos and
prestige of senior advisers are on the line, it is difficult to change direction. irrespective of what the intelligence community and commonsense may say, unless the
President himself plays a strong role. In the case of Lebanon, the President never
once ordered the .Secretary of Defense to play a more assertive role in supporting
U.S. policy in Lebanon. Indeed, at the height of the debate within the White House
over whether or not the Marines should be redeployed to ships in 1984, President
Reagan's own viewpoint was difficult to discern. The decision in favor of withdrawal
was made by a simple majority within the inner circle of advisers. . . .
The first lesson concerns basic military strategy. lf the United States contemplates the use of force in a hostile environment, military commanders must be given
clear, specific, military objectives and provided with enough resources to win any
Ukely encounters with the enemy. They must feel confident in the political judgment of the President and his advisers. In the case of Lebanon. the military commanders and the Secretary of Defense were convinced that the operation was
flawed. Their cooperation was not wholehearted, and put many obstacles in the way
of extending or protracting the mandate of the Multinational Force. U.S, military
leaders have learned the lessons of Vietnam and are reluctant to endorse new commitments that involve openended deployments of U.S. ground forces.
Fin~lly,

Mr. Chairman, one additional, brief passage.

Lebanon has left its mark on the White House in other ways. The experience of
Lebanon convinced some senior NSC staff that because Geor~e Shultz and Caspar
Weinberger had such basic disagreements on how to use American power, especially
military power, there would always be gridlock if risky policy initiatives were to be
considered. It was this concern that helped create the conditions for the Jran-Contra
scandal' and reported conversations between Oliver North and William Casey about
creating an organization for conducting covert operations outside the system.

What needs revision, Mr. Chairman, is not the War Powers Act,
but the National Security Act of 1947. I think consideration should
be given to redefming the position of the National Security Adviser
to make it a focus of Presidential authority over the bureaucracy.
It could be upgraded and transformed by statute into a position
that might be called "Deputy to the President for Commander in
Chiefship Affairs."
Such a position, properly defined and endowed, would bring a
conceptual focus and a constitutional coherence to the Presidency
in an area where focus and coherence are now lacking. It should
be, in my judgment, a civilian position, subject to confirmation and
located in the White House, in close proximity to the Oval Office.
It would have a specific responsibility of assuring that the Commander in Chiefship functions constitutionally and in conformity
with the War Powers Act.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me state what must by now be obvious: I oppose the Byrd-Warner amendment to the War Powers
Act. That amendment, in my judgment, would exacerbate each of
the problems it professes to alleviate, and it would create a number
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of serious, new problems. The most fundamental flaw of the ByrdIf;
Warner amendment is that it would stand the Constitution on its
~
head by empowering the President to wage war unilaterally. In- . ~
stead of <:ongressional concurrence• .he would need only the support >k:
of one-third plus one Member of either House of Congress to sus- W
tain il veto.
.'
The new consultation provisions of the Byrd-Warner amendment
offer little promise of working and create a hierarchy of three
'.'
classes of Senators in matters in which all Senators share the same
:.
constitutional responsibilities. Moreover. the amendment would se- .~
riously undermine the established committee system of the Senate
.:'
an~ ~he House. Tl;te.lead~rship group•. ~l~eady overbu~ened with .~
pohttcal and admnuBtrabve responslbulbes and lacking substan" It
tive expertise, is exactly the wrong group to judge such matters on
their merits, especially with no provision for staff, for
ing. and for consultation with and dissemination of its sensitive in~
formation to other Senators. among other things.
Moreover, the proposed special legislative powers of the leader- ~~
ship group are discriminatory and. thus. perhaps unconstitutional.'I':,)
My high regard for Senators Byrd and Warner notwithstanding. ;(
their proposed amendment to the War Powers Act is an invitatioIl- '.
to Thank
mischief
and danger, in my judgment.
."
~7.~~
you.
.
.......

~I~'

I'

recordkeep-,~
~.

,',t, ,

~I"~:

It is a great pleasure for me to be back.
.',
(The prepared statement of Mr. Lakeland appears in the appendix.]
" i
Senator BIDEN. Thank you, Mr. Lakeland.
,
'
It has been a while, but it seems as though we are more comfortable having you on this side [indicating], as against down there [in- ,"
dieating].
,': .:
Under your analysis, the war powers problem that we face re- sides not in the Congress or in the Resolution itself, but in the in,;.
ability of the Executive to frame and articulate a coherent policy
in war powers situations.
.
This would make it appear that the problem is a bureaucratic
one, susceptible to a bureaucratic fix. This leads you to envision
the
creation
for Commander
in
..,
. Chief
. ., '.'.'
Affairs.
' of a Deputy to the President
.
( But isn't the problem even more profoundly attitudinal?' By this
I mean that it originates in the executive branch's attitude, flI'St
articulated at the outset of the Korean war, that the President is
entitled to the exercise of war powers unilaterally and ought not be
fettered by the procedural constraints of obtaining formal congressional a p p r o v a l . '
....
How can this attitudinal problem, which reflects a fundamental,
philosophiC dispute. be addressed?
' " :.' :.,,, ,',"
Let me augment that slightly.
. " ." ,-.'
When speaking with staff yesterday, we were talking about how
up to the Korean war there had. in fact, been o. bipartisan foreign
policy and a foreign policy that every Presid· "felt the necessit>: R
for and was eager to get, and got, congress 1 .al approval. And It
was after World War II, at the start of th" ',(orean war" that 'we
began to see this change, where the Executive concluded, as I have ~~,

I;

i,

indicated here, every Executive, Democrat and Republican alike,
attitudinally, that somehow this was strictly within their province.
How do we deal with that attitude? Assuming you even had in
place the mechanism you are proposing, you are still faced, it
seems to me, with a clearly articulated attitudinal problem, articulated by every one of the past Presidents since I have been here.
Mr. LAKELAND. Well, I don't think it is so much an attitudinal
problem on the part of the President per se. That is perhaps where
we differ.
I think the attitudinal problem is on the part of the people who
advise the President; people who do not have to be accountable to
voters. They work under very difficult circumstances. They have to
make decisions often without adequate information and under
great time pressures. It's like performing brain surgery in a crowded rowboat with teenagers elbowing you. It is very difficult, and
adding one more pain in the neck-getting congressional approval-is resisted.
Senator BIDEN. You know, I can relate to that. [Laughter.]
Mr. LAKELAND. I have great sympathy here. I served in the executive branch, though not in such a lofty status as the Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs or the National Security Adviser. But I know it is
tough work under the best of circumstances, and you sure don't
want anybody else looking over your shoulder if you can help it.
Now my whole thesis is that the attitude we have to change is
the Presidency's attitude, his national security entourage, and it is
in his own interest that this attitude be changed. The President
has ~ecome more or less the captive of his own bureaucracy, and
he pays for their mistakes.
It was Dean Acheson who concocted that thesis. It was absolutely
novel in constitutional theory in 1950 that the President had an inherent warmaking authority. Prof. Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., was
quite eloquent on that point when he was testifying here earlier.
You could ask why didn't Dean Acheson want to present his case
to Congress'! Well, there are political and historical reasons, including, perhaps, Mr. Acheson's statement excluding Korea from the
United States perimeter zone of national security interest, which is
widely believed by many to have been taken as an invitation by the
North Koreans and the Soviets for their invasion of South Korea.
It was one good reason why he had a real bias against getting Congress into the Act.
But I think we are always going to have this problem unless it is
corrected institutionally.
You know, "bureaucrats" is a pejorative word, and I do not want
to use it pejoratively because it is really hard work, and there are
many, many patriotic, dedicated, extremely skillful people work i ng
on these very tough problems with inadequate facilities, conflicting
authority, and so on. They feel they have enough trouble fighting it
out within the executive branch.
But it cannot be left there. It cannot be left there because it is
not in our Nation's interest. The system doesn't work when it's left
that way. We don't get success. We don't get success in military affairs. We don't get political success for Presidents. And Congress is
deprived
of its constitutional right.
,
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. Lebanon has left its mark on the White House in other ways. The ex~rience chond:"
vinced some NSC staffers that because George Shultz and Caspar Wemberger a
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What I don't understand is why, in all the situations, the 19 or
so, that the War Powers Act arguably should have been invoked,
'why the President, all by himself, unrelated to the need for an
extra' person to straighten out the bureaucracy, could not have
said, I side with Shultz, or I side with Weinberger, assuming there
were diverse views-why the President doesn't make decisions.
, I am not being facetious when I say that.
Mr. LAKELAND. Oh, I understand. That is the problem.
Senator BIDEN. I don't mean just this President. I mean other
Presidents, as well.
, Mr. LAKELAND. I understand. This is not a unique problem to
this administration, by any means.
Presidents lack the self-assurance that they know more than the
conflicting advisers that are around them, and sometimes they lack
the interest.
Senator BIDEN. I think that is correct, though I am not sure how
adding one more person will change that.
.
Let me go on to a second issue, consultation .
Senator JaVits used to stress that the consultation requirement
of the War Powers Resolution should be read as "maximal, rather
than minimal; that is, that the consultation is not discretionary for
the President; rather, the President must consult extensively and
in a timely fashion."
. I remember him coming back to us in the committee and talking
about how critical that was.
Senator Javits was also emphatic in stressing that consultation,
however extensive, was not a substitute-not a substitut~to spe.
'
cific statutory authorization.
Could you expand on the original intention of the section 3 requirement that the President, in every possible instance, consult
with Congress before introducing Armed Forces into hostilities.
Mr. LAKELAND. I think that there was somewhat this feeling,
that consultation requires some advance knowledge of what is on
the President's mind. He is enjoined to do it, but if you don't know
what is on his mind, you can't very well force him to consult.
But, when he takes an action, that is unmistakable. An action
requires prior congressional authorization.
'
Senator BIDEN. How important was the consultation portion, in
your view, when you were sitting down and drafting this act.
'r'
Mr. LAKELAND. How important was it?
Senator BIDEN. How important was it in terms of the workability
of the Act, the effectiveness?
.
Mr. LAKELAND. Senator, I have to confess that there was 8 l()t of
disappointment, almost cynicism, about the bona fides of c(
dtation.
The history of consultation had really been one of manipulative
briefmg, where selected leaders are called down into the Oval
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Office and informed of a decision already taken, usually a sensitive
military action already underway, and sworn to secrecy.
That has been the history of consultation. That has exacerbated
the problem, rather than alleviated the problem.
That is why putting all of our eggs in the consultation basket
was not considered the route that we should go.
Senator BIDEN. My time is up, and if I have another chance, I
will ask several more questions. What I was trying to get was not
whether consultation was an alternative to that, but how importantwas consultation considered to be, not as an alternative, but
as part of the process.
Mr. LAKELAND. I can give you the answer to that, and I think it
is the answer you are looking for. If consultation worked the way it
was envisaged and desired, you might not even need a war powers
act.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you very much.
I yield to my colleague, Senator Pressler.
Senator PRESSLER. Mr. Chairman, let me ask about the order of
witnesses today. Will we be hearing from Mr. Emerson as the next
witness?
The reason I am asking is because of the questions. It seems that
we have two former staffers, and if we could juxtapose them, it
would be a good idea. They are not appearing in the order that the
agenda lists them.
Senator BIDEN. My intention was because of the Generals' schedule, to hear next from the Generals, and then it seemed to me that
it made sense to have a staff person with a very different perspective be able to comment on what all three have said-the experience iof the Act plus the drafting of the Act. That was my int.ention.
Senator PRESSLER. All right, fine.
Let me ask Mr. Lakeland this question.
In :your judgment, is the War Powers Resolution essentially a
result of the whole Vietnam situation? Some have said that it
sprung from that controversial time and that perhaps it was designed to meet that particular situation, and that perhaps we
should go back to the drawingboards and start fresh.
How much was the War Powers Resolution precipitated by our
involvement in Vietnam?
Mr. LAKELAND. Senator, I addressed that point at some length in
my prepared statement.
I said that first is the false idea that the War Powers Act was
some: hasty and ill-conceived measure directed at the ongoing Vietnam war. That is wrong on all counts. The dwindling Vietnam war
was specifically exempted from the Act's provisions, and many of
the leading supporters of the Vietnam war, preeminently Armed
Services Committee Chairman John Stennis, were staunch proponents of the Act.
The overwhelming votes in the Senate and in the House i nc1 uded
a number of Members of both Houses who went down the line on
the Vietnam war.
No~ I disagree with that idea. That is a canard that is just not
true, in my view.
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Senator PRESSLER. Under your interpretation of the War Powers
Resolution can the President rescue Americans abroad if there is a
risk that ~ur forces might thereby become involved in hostilities?
Mr. LAKELAND. My own personal view is "Yes," and that was in
the original Senate bill.
'. '
Senator PRESSLER. So, in other words, in Pan!lma. today, If som~
Americans became involved, what course of actlOn, If some Amencan lives were endangered and the President decided h~ wanted to
send United States troops to rescue them, what would; his course of
action be under this act?
Mr. LAKELAND. Well, I presume he would do it as an emerge~cr
defensive action and use the forces he needed to evacuate our CItIzens. If it extended beyond 60 day~ ~d became a gene~al occ~pa
tion of Panama or a continuing mlhtary mopup operatlOn agaInst
Noriega, the national guard, or whatever, it would then cross the
line.
.'
?
Senator PRESSLER. It would be classified as a defenSive act .
Mr. LAKELAND. Which-the protection and rescue of Amencan
citizens?
Senator PRESSLER. Yes.
,
Mr. LAKELAND. I would believe so.
. '
Senator PRESSLER. Does "imminent involvement," as used In t~e
War Powers Resolution, contemplate future involvement, or does It
mean immediate, such as today or tomorrow?
'
, Mr. LAKELAND. We didn't say "today" or."tomorrow," but, if you
really want to know the thinking there, I will go back.
The Commander in Chief can deploy the Armed Forces as Commander in Chief. He can order the First Division fr<?m here to
there, and whatever. Although Congress has the authonty to make
rules for the Government and regulation of the Armed Forces, that
is left to the Commander in Chief.
.
. . .
But if the Commander in Chief decides to put the First DIVISion
right between t'Yo hostile for~es, or rig~t i~ the path of an ~ncom
ing army, and Involvement 18 ~learly Indicated by those circumstances that act itself would trIgger the War Powers Act, rather
than ~aiting for the inevitable fIrst bullet or handgrenade or
rocket or mortar or whatever to fly.
That was the reason.
.
.
,Senator PRESSLER. Now in the recent Persian Gulf Situation,
what was your assessment of that and how would the War Powers
Act have worked? Did you consider that "imminent involvemen~"?
Mr. LAKELAND. Yes. Yes.
" . h'
,I certainly think that there was "imminent involvement WIt In
the first 60-day period-and the President has 60 days t.? come up
for his authorization. He does not have to come up for his authorIzation within 48 hours, he only has to report within 48 hours. .i ' All he has to do is tell the CongTess that he has done someth!ng
covered by the Jaw. Then he has. another .58 ~a~s to get autho~
tion, if it is gomg to be somethmg that 18 signIficant, and lastln~
that long. If it's all over in less than 60 days, he doesn t need .addltional authorization. Over 60 days is something that looks like a
war.
I r.
'.
th
It was very clear well before 60 days that our nava lorces In e
Persian Gulf were going to get involved in hostilities, and they cer- ,
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tainly did get involved in hostilities. Unfortunately it was not
always with the best results. This is pretty clear, for example, re'gardmg the U .S.S. Stark and U .S.S. Vincennes.
Senator PRESSLER. Does the term "hostilities" in your judgment
include an accidental or mistaken attack by or against the Armed
Forces of the United States?
, Mr. LAKELAND. Whether it is accidental or not is not distin·
guished by the Act. If there is an attack, there is an attack. We
don't look to the motivation of the attacking force. The President
could take that into consideration in framing his emergency defensive reaction.
Senator PRESSLER. By voting under section 6 of the War Powers
Resolution, could Congress push for more forceful military action
than the President has proposed or wants?
Mr. LAKELAND. It could declare war, sure. Congress can declare
war whether the President wants it or not.
Senator PRESSLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
Senator Adams.
Senator ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome back. We
certainly missed you and are glad you are here. We certainly need
your strong voice on this particular issue.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
Senator ADAMS. Mr. Lakeland, welcome. I have been waiting for
you, for some time and I am pleased that you are here.
Mr. LAKELAND. Thank you, Senator.
Senator ADAMS. Mr. Lakeland, I am deeply disturbed by the
Byrd-Warner amendment. One reason that I did not join in it is
the \experience-and it has been painful experience-over the past
2 years of not having a more automatic trigger for this act.
I want to ask you, first, is it your opinion that the Congress
alone has the power to declare war, as set forth in the Consti tu·
tion?
Mr. LAKELAND. That's where it's vested in the Constitution.
Senator ADAMS. A President really doesn't have the power even
to veto a declaration of war if one were made by the Congress, does
he?
Mr. LAKELAND. I don't believe so, and I think we had some extensive testimony earlier in this hearing on that point.
Senator ADAMS. We have. I have asked that question because I
think too often we put this in the context of legislation, and this is
not,a legislative power. This is a constitutional power, such as impeachment or other powers that are vested in the Congress.
I Jlarticularly am concerned when we look at the original Framers. Alexander Hamilton who was a supporter of a strong Executive, said in Federalist Paper 75 that the President, unlike the
king, did not have the power to declare war.
.
Now, Mr. Lakeland, we have presently in place in the Senate a
trigger mechanism by a unanimous consent order that was entered
last year.
Are you aware of that?
Mr. LAKELAND. I am not upon the details of that. 1 know t.hat
there has been considerable procedural maneuvering in the Senate
on the war powers question.
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Senator ADAMS. Let me put it to you this way because it is practical, and you have defended the existing War Powers Act.
I want to say, first, that I agree with you that Commander in
Chief powers can be used defensively. But this act was drawn for
the problem when we go beyond an isolated defensive response and
get into beyond a 60-day period, to marshal the assets of the
Nation, the resources of the Nation, the political will of the Nation,
.
:
to carry out a type of war.
Isn't that correct?
Mr. LAKELAND. Yes.
Senator ADAMS. We heard Senator Mathias testify to us-and
you mentioned it this morning-that the Constitution, under article 1, section 8, not only provides for declaring war, but says "to
derme and punish piracies and felonies committed on the high seas
and offenses against the law of nations."
Mr. LAKELAND. Right.
Senator ADAMS. So, actually, it was a congressional power to
punish a felony or punish an act of war committed against us on
the high seas. Isn't that correct?
Mr. LAKELAND. Yes, to make the decision as to how that was to
be done. But the President, as the Executive, would do i.t. But the
decision as to what and how it was to be done was clearly given to
the Congress in the Constitution.
Senator ADAMS. To me, this is a very fundamental constitutional
question, and the War Powers Resolution, as I read it, is firmly bottomed on the use of a constitutional power, not much used in the
course of our democracy, but about to be called into question again
and again in the future as we face a series of so-called undeclared
wars.
I will be very brief, but will mention that I served in Congress
during the Johnson Presidency, and I didn't ever hear him call it a
war. It was always a "situation" or an "incident" ora "police
action."
.
This has been the situation, for example, in Korea. We were a
United Nations force.
Senator Mathias and your former mentor, Senator Javits, considered all of the powers, which ranged from the absolute power to
declare war and marshal offenses, down to the powers for anything
other than a repelling of a defensive or offensive act.
i
Isn't that correct?
Mr. LAKELAND. Yes, sir.
Senator ADAMS. The question I want to focus on .is this, Mr.
Lakeland.
But first, Mr. Chairman, I want to tell you that I missed you
very much. We certainly needed you in what I consider to be the
fundamental problem here, which is the triggering of the Act.
.
When we tried to trigger the Act in the Persian Gulf situation, it
was filibustered. That is the only part of the Act that I really want
to focus on at this time. What we have in place as a result of that
effort is a unanimous consent agreement whereby any Member can
declare that there are hostilities under the Act or troops in imminent hostilities. Once that declaration is made, the joint resolution
filed, it goes to committee. If it is not voted out of committee in a
certain period of time, then it goes to the Senate floor where there
t

•

are 4 hours of debate and the Senate votes on whether or not there
are hostilities, which would trigger the Act.
Now, what I am concerned about with Byrd-Warner is that there
is no triggering.
Do you agree that in order for the War Powers Resolution to
work, there has to be, under the rules of the House and the Senate,
a form of trigger that avoids filibuster? I'm suggesting that there
be a vote on whether or not there are hostilities, which then would
trigger the Act under 4(a)(1).
.' Mr. LAKELAND. You have raised a very good point, Senator.
This act was drafted on the assumption, which was both believed
and also considered to be essential, that the President would obey
the/law.
Senator ADAMS. And we have not had that, have we?
Mr. LAKELAND. We did include very intentionally a phrase that
gave power to the Congress to act without the triggering mechanism of a report, when a report is submitted or ought to have been
submitted.
Senator ADAMS. You used the congressional power to pass a bin
that cannot be vetoed and people have been afraid of that because
of the Chadha decision; isn't that correct?
Mr. LAKELAND. The fundamental situation is that it is up to the
President to get Congress to act if he wants to make war. 'rhere is
in this provision-it was not in the Senate bill, but it was in the
House bill-a provision that by concurrent resolution, the two
Houses of Congress could cut the President off short of the 60 days.
That pre-60-day provision, put in by the House, has been questioned.
Senator ADAMS. And actually, if this is not legislation which
could be vetoed by a President, that provision is probably validI'm not going to try to argue it in the Supreme Court now-but
that provision is probably valid because it is not a legislative act, it
is a constitutional act. Is it not?
Mr. LAKELAND. Well, I don't know. My own personal view is
against that.
I don't think that Congress, having given him a 60-day emergency period, in my own personal view, ought to shorten it; that
oughtn't to be able to be shortened by concurrent resolution.
That is my own personal view.
Senator ADAMS. All right. Let's set that aside. We have a difference of opinion on it.
Now let's go to the second point, which is the one that you say is
of key importance. I can say from this Senator's viewpoint, as a
practical matter, it is of key importance.
Every President has refused to send up the appropriate lettpr.
Mr. LAKELAND. Well, that is not quite true.
S~nator ADAMS. With the possible exception of President Ford.
But each time we get a letter it is said to not be a trigger. We have
ha4 that happen again and again in the last 2 years, so let's just
focils on it.
What would you ~ut in as a trigger?
Mr. LAKELAND. It s the phrase they use. Instead of "pursuant to."
ther have "consistent with" or something like that.
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Senator ADAMS. "In concurrence with," but it. was always dermed
as not triggering the 60 days. They have, not sald that 60,days ever

sta~~t~ELAND. No, they have not said the 60 days started.

"
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Senator ADAMS. So, what would you do?
. .
' , What is the trigger to appropriately make the Constitution work
under the law? We are violating the law every. day-every daY-0!l
this. I want to know what trigger you would el~her us~ as a SUb.stltute, which this committee would come out WIth, or If you ,think
there is another way.
i
. ks
Mr. LAKELAND. Well, Congress does not get such great mar.
either, in my own view, under ~he W.ar P?we!"8 Act..
,
I don't think the problem hes pnmanly In Congress. But, as a
last resort, we assumed th~t Congress woul4 step up to, bat when
necessary, and call the PresIdent to account, If necessary.
Senator ADAMS. I don't defend the Congress cO!l1pletely, Mr.
Lakeland. But we have had many votes on three dIfferent p~(}c~
dural kinds of amendments.
Th
Mr. LAKELAND. Yes.
. Senator ADAMS. I am not defending what h~ppened there.
e
votes were there, but the mechanism never dId let us get atth~
War Powers Act.
...
to t' to
Mr. LAKELAND. I am really just not ~"l a pOSItion !lOW
ge I~
the procedurals. I used to live and dIe on that kind of questi0
when I was up here for 14 years. But I am really not up to, spee
on all of the nuances of the procedural situation, and I c~ t b.~~ a
h
lot of help to you.
If a determined majority of the Congres~, of the ~enate or t e
House wants to put on its mantle and say, Mr. PreSIdent, you a~e
obeyin'g this law whether you like it or not," I believe it can d<:> It.
.
And I believe it would be sustained by the Supreme Court.
But we have not had that situation either.
Senator ADAMS. My time is up, I see.
.
Mr. LAKELAND. I'm sorry that I cou~d not give you a more ~atlSfactory answer, Senator.
' .
't'
I
Senator ADAMS. Oh, I am in agree~ent With your .pOSl Ion.
don't like the Byrd-Warner bill because It does not prOVIde fO,r specific action.
.
d' c ts'
Mr. LAKELAND. I think there are much more serIOUS elec m
.:'
d
Byrd-Warner than that, sir.
Senator BIDEN. But I am going to ask you one last questIon, an.
I would ask Mr. Emerson to listen to this ~ne, too, b~cause his
opinion on this one, when he testifies, is, I ~eheve, very Important.
My recollection-and I was here at the time, when the Act
drafted-is that one of the purposes of the Act w~ to create a
of automaticity. The essential ~l?-ing we w~re set~ln~ out to do w~
to put the President in the POSItIon of haVIng to Justify what he ~~
and have the Congress respond to his declaration, not 0f war, u
. '
declaration of what he was about to do.
: But of course we did not want a completely automatIC congressional response.
.
h t h t
We all understood, separate and ap~rt fro~ Vletn~m, t a, ":N a
ever action a President takes militarily, the ImmedIate reahtlofi 0
the Congress and the American people is to rally around t e ago
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One: of the reasons I was glad we moved from 30 to 60 days in conference was because the shorter the time limit, the more it is a
Presidential act.
Ic,' in fact, we had to vote 5 days after the President sent up a
4(a)(1) statement, instead of 60 days later, I cannot think of any circumstance where the Congress would not vote a Tonkin Gulf: ""Mr.
President, yes, you've got it."
, If'it's 10 days, there's a little less chance; and less with 30, and
60. !
B~t let's' return to the· hoped-for automaticity of the mechanism
itself. Senator Javits used to refer to the essential element of this
act as its automaticity. He said it was grounded entirely upon the
foundation of a written hostilities report submitted by the President. In the absence of any such report, in absence of the Executive's good-faith adherence to the spirit of the Resolution, which
the sponsors also had mistakenly expected, the whole procedural
edifice turns out to be a house of cards.
Mr. LAKELAND. I think that the purpose of the War Powers Act
really
dent. was not to set up a mechanism for secondguessing the PresiI really think the primary motivation was, one, to try to implant
in the President, he has to have in his mind all the time that this
has to be something that "sells" to the country and "sells" on the
Hill. But it was really intended to make inevitable that you join
the ~resident and the Congress together, because when they are
fighting between themselves, our country suffers and the President
suffers and we cannot win wars.
There are so many goodies in this bill for the President that it
really is difficult to understand why he doesn't exploit them. You
know, as you have pointed out, the Congress wants to salute, and it
does want to salute.
But we wanted to make him and those under him, the people
who perform under him, think in certain terms-you know. what
!ire ypu doi~g, 'Y hat is the policy, how long is it going to last'! What
18 ~he constitutIOnal and statutory authority under which you are
acting?
.'
We wanted to burn that mindset into the executive branch and
then ,say when you are operating this way, you come on up and
we've got it greased for you if you need more than 60 days.
'
Senator ADAMS. Mr. Chairman.
Senator BIDEN . Yes.
Seqator ADAMS. I agree with you completely. That is one of the
reasons I have never been able to understand why a President did
.
not come up and state "This is the policy."
When I talk about the trigger, it is not to make the decision, I
think: the chairman is absolutely correct. The Congress is not capable of. making a decision in the first 3 or 4 days because you always
get the reaction of rallying around the flag.
Bu~ the mechanism never got started.
I agree with the chairman that some period of time is needed as
a cooling. off period for unification of the country so we can work
o.ut a p~hcy for how you are going to deal with the military situatIOn to
which
spot
spot.had already started, rather than lurching from spot to
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Mr. Lakeland, let's just take the Persian Gulf straight-on.
None of us ever said to cut and' run from the Persian Gulf.
Never. What we were trying to do is unite the country' behind a
policy that considers how it fits in with our diplomatic policy, what
implementing the policy will cost, and how much danger are our
men in. We were not trying to micromanage the war.
. :,
We have never received the bill for the Persian Gulf, Mr. Lake. land. This has been a year-long military exercise, and at some
. point somebody is going to come up and say this is what it cost.
Congress may well say it is worth it. When I talked about trigger
I was not talking about the Congress making a final decision in the
short, original period. To start the Act, you've got to have at the
end of it a time when the troops have to come out. Otherwise, the
President just says "Well, I have reported and that is the end. of
that." There has to be a time limit when the policy is in place. ' ,:
I hope you agree with that is what this law was about and what
the Constitution is about.
.
Mr. LAKELAND. I agree with what you are saying very much. It
has become a problem.
" ""
I would like to offer two brief comments on that, if I may.
What kind of situation would we be in, supposing you were Commissioner of the IRS and nobody is submitting a tax return. How
can I enforce the tax laws when nobody is submitting a tax return?
Well, we have a tax law based on voluntary compliance, and I
don't know what you would do as Tax Commissioner. You can't
arrest the whole country. I don't think the Congress can arrest the
President and his advisors for not complying with the War Powers
Act.
But we have a problem .there of a decision not to obey the law,
and it is a decision I think dictated by the vast national security
bureaucracy that just does not want to face congressional accountability.
One fmal comment, Mr. Chairman.
After we set up the War Powers Act, we tried to do one thing to
ensure war powers reports. We worked out with then-Secretary of
State Kissinger and then-Secretary of Defense Schlesinger an exchange of letters-they are in the record somewhere-designating
who in the administration was going to be responsible for initiating
a war powers report.
We were told-and there are letters in the record-that there
would basically be two action officers. One would be the Legal Adviser of the State Department and the other would be the General
Counsel of the Defense Department. They would be responsible for
monitoring and recommending within the executive branch.
So, you would have two legal officers reading the law, presumably ordered to be in compliance with it, and they would say "OK,
we now have to do it." But that has not worked. I think it has been
dropped. I think it went out with the Ford administration.
That is why I have come up with this conclusion. If the President
has standing next to him a man with his confidence, with authority, and who is a specialist in Commander in Chief affairs, and
lookinif at it that way-let's not look at it as broad national security. We re talking about a particular constitutional function, "Commander in Chief." It has parameters which are not coextensive

:~ho~hfu:P::~~::~:.meters of the Presidency. It is a special runc'. ~ think we could go a long w .f
him next to the President, and hii~ thee o~:~~~ :~h:pe a~dd Pt~t
h ammer to make sure that
t b
resl en s
tablishm'ent proceeds with th~~;rt!~ d ureaucracy and military es. That is the best I can do at this s~~e:
Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
I ha;e many more questions. I am going to withhold becau I
kaccustomed to keeping Generals waiting.
se
an you !ery much, Mr. Lakeland.
I l ask now If the Generals will co
~
d G
Vessey, and Scowcroft and if they h me o~ar, enerals Jones,
ceed with them.'
ave openmg statemenlq, to proIf not, we 'YiIl proceed with our questions.
Then we wIll hear from Mr. Emerson to wrap this up
g:~!~~j~Ndoes any of , 0U have an opening stateme~t?
we each could mESak'Weesodon t have any prepared statements, no. But
me comments
YO~neral SCOWCROFI'. We could m~ke some opening comments to
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ev!;~~~~~¥.flik!.e~!fr!~h=Ul~ li~ to make ~~ments. What-

General JONES. General V
prior our questIOning.
Scow-croft would handle all o;~hit!~dh I vote~ 2 to 1 that General
g questions.
Senator BIDEN All . ht h
ments and I will' k h~Ig th' t en. you fellows can make the state.
as 1m e questions. [Laughter.]
STATEMENT OF GEN. DAVID C. JONES, (USAF-RET.), FORMER
CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
.

General JONES Mr Chair
M b
three of us appre'ciat~ the opr;:~~ 'te~ ersJf the Committee, all
the .War Powers Resolution.
nl yom e some comments on
Right up front, I think the N t'
of the ent~re act, the Resolution~ Ion woul~ be best served by repeal
I say thIS recognizing the im ta t I
~ a former military officer w6:d n rOte of Con~ess, and I say it
mto a conflict unless the Ame . oes nbl.w~nt. to Introduce troops
unde~ines them unless there ~I~hnt pu IC ItS In great support. It
HaVIng been i
I d' d'
~ SUppor.
War Powers Res~~~i~~ In ISCUSslons on implementation of the
it woul? be better for us : :e:!~lft~r of the Joint Chiefs, I believe
. Despite what Mr. Lakeland said about it bein
.
188u':T"'there may be some truth t th t' h . ~. a pre-VJetnam
conVInced that man M b o a In t e IDltIaI study-I am
the Vietnam enviro!me:::: era of Congress voted for it because of
h]
At about the same ti
amendment which
me or s ?rt y thereafter we had the Clark
discuSsions ~ith Pr!~d!~~r ;:sJrIctddJhe President-I recall 1!J75
troduction of Cuban troo S • ~ an
eneral Scowcroft on the inaion we had on the fact t1
0 Angola and the agonizing discusviding any support even co~:e ~ertC; complp:tely barred from pro,
unlCa Ions eqUIpment.
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Interestingly, a couple of years ago, in a discussion with a Soviet
official, he said they felt a freedom of action, particularly in the
seventies, because of the Clark amendment, because of the War
Powers Resolution, because of a divided America. They felt they
could introduce Cuban troops into Angola, do things in Ethiopia
and in a lot of other areas without a risk of the United States becoming involved.
So, my No.1 reason for advocating repeal is that to potential adversaries, a willingness to use power and the ability of a President
to act strengthens deterrence.
The other point is the discussion about rallying around the flag.
Since Korea and Vietnam, we have not had a major crisis of the
magnitUde to require implementation of the War Powers Resolution.
If we had not rallied around the flag immediately upon the invasion of South Korea, we would have had great difficulty in trying
to get our allies to support us. Remember how fortuitous it was
that the Soviets walked out of the Council and we were able to get
our allies to support and to commit at that time.
r believe that if we had had the War Powers Resolution, it would
have been extremely difficult to get support from other nations.
How assured are you, they might ask, that you are going to get an
authorization to continue. They might also say we'll defer our decision for 60 days until we see whether your Congress acts. I think
that would have undermined our ability to get our allies aboard.
Also, I think it would have undermined our troops. That is the
No. 1 thing I am interested in.
'
When we commit to force and then, to have a divisive 60 days of
debate, with television cameras on the scene could be devastating.
If you think back to Korea, we were, almost pushed off the peninsula. We were in desperate straits. It would have been very divisive
to have a 60-day debate on whether or not to continue with our
forces~ ,
There are many reasons to repeal the Act. It has not accomplished what the authors intended. It is a continuing sore in the
relationship between the Congress and the Executive Department,
regardless of who is in the office of the Presidency.' .
So, I urge that the Act be repealed and that other discussions
take place as to consultation with the Congress, to ensure the con" , " .;.
gressional role is adequately considered.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
.
..
Senator BIDEN. Thank you, General.
General Vessey.
'
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STATEMENT OF GEN. JOHN WILLIAM VESSEY, JR. (USA-RET.), '
FORMER CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF

General VESSEY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say on the record
welcome back. Your presence here is strong testimony about the
importance of adequate support for a good military medical system.
Senator BIDEN. I, along with John Stennis, believe that funding
for Walter Reed Hospital should be continually increased. [Laugh:, '
ter.]
They have made a convert.
.,

-f

General VESSEY. Concerning the issue at h d .
tha~ the~e are a number of things that the Coan , It seems to me
dress as It addresses the War Powers Res It. ngress needs to adI (Want to say right off the bat th t IOU IO~.
sul~tion and certainly no Preside~t agree With ~he need for Conacts of any kind certainI tho
ca!l engage In foreign policy
getting the support of the
~e that Involve hostilities, without
But I think you have to encan peop~e and the Congress.
now constructed or an of:k yourself IS the Resolution, as it is
t~c ~n a world in' which \ve ha:e Ph~aosbd ~\aonges to i~, anac~ronis
gIven day over the last 20 years a~
1 ~a~ gomg on In any
there was a declaration of war'
e as tIme that I know
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. The basic problem is that the weapon available to the Congress
to work its will-that is, basically the power of the purse in national security matters-is a very blunt instrument. But so is the War
Powers Resolution. '.
" ' The actual fact is, as General Vessey has said, that no President
can pursue a major policy over a significant period of time without
congressional support, and if any President needed it, that was underscored, I think, by the Iran-Contra example as an object lesson
of that truth.
.
One of the really practical problems for any administrationwhile I certainly disagree with Mr. Lakeland's characterization of
chaos in the executive branch-is that the process of reaching a decision within the executive branch is frequently so laborious there
is little inclination to start the process over again with the Congress.
That is not the right way to do it, anyway; but that process .is
another story.
' '
But, even assuming the President has all the goodwill in the
world and wants to consult there are real problems with the process.
..
First of all, the Congress, in its organization and procedures, has
changed over the last couple of decades. It is not clear what is
meant by "consultation," or with whom. When has the President
really consulted? What are the consequences of that consultation
in terms of what then follows? How does the President deal with
objections ·to what he proposes to do? Are other, Congressmen
bound by the consultation, those who do not participate in it? How
can' a President ensure confidentiality if that is required by the
proposed activity? What if the Congress is not in session?'
. ,
There are all kinds of question attendant to the consultation
process that have not been resolved and, as far as I can see, the
Congress has not taken any real steps to extend the President a
hand and make consultation any easier. '
., .
But I think there are also substantive problems.
'\ .. '
Fundamentally, the War Powers Resolution produces incentives
in all the wrong directions. It could make it more difficult to deal
with a problem early, when the issues may be relatively ambiguous, but when small applications of force or other moves, could be
,.
more effective than massive moves made than later on.
As General Jones says, the War Powers Resolution raises questions of will in the minds of those against whom or for whom the
military forces are being moved, the question of who, in fact, is
running foreign policy and how can one rely on an inconsistent
United States.
.
(
The reporting requirements can produce incentives for a President to obfuscate on what the true situation is, as I think probably
happened in the gulf, and even to prevent useful consultation or
discussions with the Congress because of fear over triggering the
Resolution.
If the Resolution is triggered, the President then has an incentive to get the action completed within 60 or 90 days, regardless of
the natural pacing of whatever the issue is, and an opponent
against whom the deployment is being made has an incentive, (a)

to trigger the Act, and then, (6) to try to stall for 60 to 90 days to
Bee whether the United States will have to pull out.
There is one additional problem, and that is that to a layman, it
seems that the law almost certainly is unconstitutional. 'rhe Act
recognizes that it cannot confer or take away any of the constitutional powers of the President. '
,
. But if being Commander in Chief has any meaning at all, it must
include the ability to move troops.
'The Resolution does not claim that the President cannot deploy
military forces. Indeed, the President can, in fact, fight a war for
60 days under the terms of the War Powers Act.
" But if the President has the power to deploy forces, and it seems
clear that he does under his authority as Commander in Chief, how
can ,he possibly be required to withdraw those forces by congression~ inaction? That, inCidentally, is not the most bold, courageous
way for the Congress to face an important national issue .
I believe, Mr. Chairman, that it is time to recognize that the War
Powers Resolution represents a policy failure, and that there is so
much emotion vested in it that the best Course of action is to repeal
the War Powers Resolution, and then look at how the two branches
can
betteryou.
go about the important process of consulting.
Thank
. Senator BIDEN. Thank you, General.
I have a number of questions based on your comments, in addition ~ the ones I have prepared.
Let me begin with you, General Scowcroft, because you have
made a statement that was echoed by your colleagues, and that
concerns the sort of fIxation that we all have on the 60 days.
Section 4(aXI), which is the hostilities report the President would
SUbmit, which would start the clock running the 60 days, has the
effect of triggering another portion of the Act which says that if, in
fact, there has not been congressional approval for the action
withinwithdrawn.,
the 60-day period, then the troops, the forces, are automatically
But I want to make something clear. I am sure you all know it,
but maybe it has gone unstated here for too long.
The President, when he sends that report up, that 4(a)(1) report,
starting the clock running, can ask with that report that there be
immediate authorization for his action.
You
know,
wait
that
long.we don't have to wait 60 days. No President has to
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Let me ask you a practical question. You are men not only of
demonstrated intellectual competence in reaching one of the several most important positions that are held in this democracy, but
also practical men. I have always wondered why has no President
88ke~ at the outset of his action to make it a 4(a)(1) and to aqk for
auth~rization? Can any of you think of any time, in your lifetimes,
where a President has taken the action of committing U.S. forces
anywhere that the Congress has not, if asked or having participated
it,SUPported
immediately
hasinnot
it? after the action was taken, that the Congress
C~ any of you imagine in your many years of experience a
Presi~ent saying he was committing troops for the withdrawal of
stUdents from Grenada, or he WRS committing troops for saving
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Sen.ator BIDEN. It seems to me that what you are saying is the
President can initiate any war he wishes to and the Congress can
stop any initiated war, if it wishes to.
That is the logic of your statement, unless I am misunderstanding something.
General SCOWCROFr. Look at the logic of American history.
I b~lieve there have been-and I may have missed this by 1 or
2-15 . declared wars in American history. But there have been
upwar.d of 200 times where American forces have been committed
to combat, beginning with the operation against the Barbary Pirates by a President who was as mindful of the restrictions on
Presidential authority and the powers of the Congress as any,
President Jefferson.
In fact, as Prof. Edwin Corwin has said, the Constitution, in the
field of foreign policy, is an invitation to struggle between the two
branches. What I think we need to do is to look at ways that we
can enhance the cooperation of the branches, not an attempt to tie
one down by the other.
Senator BIDEN. Excuse me for a moment.
[Pause.]
Senator ADAMS. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman, while you
are consulting?
Senator BIDEN. Sure.
Sen~tor ADAMS. General, what we don't understand, and I want
to follow up on the chairman's question, is that there is nothing to
prevent a President, when hostilities have occurred and there has
been a· rescue or defensive action, from coming to the Congress and
requesting authorization. It was done in Lebanon, for example. It is
an ordfi!rly way of going through with consultation and moving
ahead the foreign policy objectives of the United States.
What I don't understand is the assumption that the three of you
have made, that it is better to let the pot boil until there is an explosion· between the Congress and the President, or between the
people and the President, rather than the War Powers Resolution,
which is an orderly, automatic system of, first, consultation, then
authorization by Congress. I agree with the chairman that such authorization would be given.
The War Powers Resolution is a tool in the hands of the President, properly used, to say to opponents and others that we are
moving:to the next step,
This has been argued as a theoretical matter too much and too
much as a technical matter, rather than doing what the authors of
this Resolution intended, which was to produce a consultation
system and a way of moving the Congress with the President.
I thank you for yielding, Mr. Chairman.
I just don't understand why all of you assume that the Congress
is going automatically be opposed to any Presidential request.
General VESSEY. I don't think that is an assumption, Senator.
If I c~uld get back to the earlier question of the chairman and
make a couple of points on it, it might help to illuminate this.
We ate not dealing with a situation where we are talking about
going to war or not going to war. I think the world with which we
deal today is this world that I have tried to derme earlier, where
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our strategy is preventing war. We really want to prevent war, and
we ought to assume success at that.
.:
But, .preventing war requires taking a certain number of' risks
- and it requires some cost to the United 8tates-$300 billion a year
for a defense budget; 2 million-plus people in the active forces and
another 1 million in the Reserves.
.
So, we pay a considerable price to prevent war. But we have decided that it,is a small cost compared to the cost of war itself.
We really want to prevent it, and it requires taking some risks at
times. Having sat in a couple of times on what I think Presidents
would have called consultation, and Congress people probably would
have said it was not consultation, that they were simply being informed, I recognize that there is that difference and that it is something that you have to deal-with and that Presidents have to deal
with. Then seeing Presidents who were reluctant themselves to
take those risks, but finally decided they had to take those risks,
and then seeing the leaders of the Congress come up and say
"Well, we hear you, but we don't agree with it and it had doggone
well better be right." Then the forces march off as in the case of
Grenada, it comes out all right with the Congress eventually supporting the operation. You can see how concerns of Presidents can
arise.
Senator BIDEN. But that, General, was one of the reasons for the
Act, because the Congress has to go on the line one way or another.
And if it does not work, it does not allow Congress to corne back
and say-if they hav~ supported .the President, that "Well, it didn't
work, and I told you It wasn't gOlng to work."
:
Let me focus on this a little more. By way of an example. President Reagan and others have argued that the existence of the Sandinista regime in Nicaragua is a destabilizing factor in the hemisphere and may lead to broader conflict, involving U.S. interests.
Do you believe the President would have the authority, in order to
prevent war, to prevent further conflict, to say I am going to
invade Nicaragua with American troops.
Does he have the authority to do that?
General SCOWCROFT. Yes.
It may not be prudent if he does not have the support of the Congress, of the country, and a debacle could ensue.
.
· .
But, yes.
Senator BIDEN. I understand that.
General JONES. With or without the War Powers Resolution?
Senator BIDEN. Yes, with or without. I am just asking whether
he has the authority to do that under the Constitution, as you see
it, under the heading of preventing war. When the situation -in
Poland was at a fever pitch, right at the interregnum period, between Carter and Reagan-and many of you were involved; indeed
all of you were on active duty at the time, in various capacitiesthere was concern that there may be a very serious problem if the
Soviet Union committed the 40 divisions they had amassed in and
around Poland. In order to prevent a broader war, would the President have the authority to invade Poland, to prevent that from ()(>
curring?
; General SCOWCROFT. Yes.
Senator BIDEN. Well, it seems to me that it is really simple. ;.
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But first, do you all agree with that?
General
judgment. VESSEY. There is a question between authority and good
Senator BIDEN. I agree. But I am only talking about authority. I
am not talking about good judgment. I am talking about authorit.y.
The reason I pursue this is because I think it is important that it
be clearly stated here that the extension of the use of military
POwer under your reading of the Constitution-meaning you, collectively-if the President, in his wisdom or lack thereof, deems
that the interjection of American forces into hostilities as a means
of preventing a wider conflict, as a means of preventing a larger
war, has the authority to do that. This is a •fundamental disagreement.
I don't think even Professor Corwin was talking about that. He
was talking about the ability to determine the conduct of foreign
policy, not, in effect, what is a clear war situation, whether it is a
declared war or otherwise.
Anyway, my time is up. I have many more questions, however.
General VESSEY. I think it is important to add, Mr. Chairman,
thethePresident
that of
port
Congress.clearly also has to come back and get the supSenator BIDEN. I understand that.
You see, I guess the reason why some of us are both dissatisfied
with the War Powers Act and also see a need for a War Powers
Act~that is a category in which 1 put myself-is because conditions have changed so drasticaIIy in the world over the last 40
years' in how wars are made and the potential consequences of
making war, even small wars. We find ourselves in a position
where once a President makes a commitment of consequence, it is
almost impossible in the short run to undo that commitment.
We get the double whammy, Generals. I have been here a long
time now and served in the Intelligence Committee for a number of
lears.
I think 1 served there longer than anybody who has served
10 the Senate.
What would happen is, if the President makes a commitment,
wisely or unwisely, and it turns out, after the fact, to have been
unwiSe, the argument then is Biden, you can't undercut the President now. We've made a commitment. America's honor is at. st.ake.
There are 5, 10, 50,000, 70,000, 100,000, 500,000 American boys out
there,; Biden. You've got to protect them.
So; .we all know that once the President makes any kind of major
commitment,
in the near term it is almost impossible to change
that.
.

I believe that that is what used to be envisioned as a dec1aration
of war, and I thought the Constitution said that the Congress had a
role toto play
in that. But I will not pursue that right now and will
yield
my collea.gue.
General SCOWCROFr. Mr. Chairman, if I may deal with that I
don't think the War Powers Act deals with that in any way. The
President still can do whatever he could do before for 60 days.
The' War Powers Act only forces him to terminate at a certain
time. It does not prevent whatever his constitutional powers bpfore
were. He could notify the Congress that he is sending troops to
t
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Poland to protect the freedom fighters, or for whatever reason you
pose.
Senator BIDEN. That is absolutely correct, and that is where you
talked about the consultation period.
One of the potential amendments I am considering drafting to
the War Powers Act would set up a mechanism for consultation
similar to that required in the Intelligence Act, which, notwithstanding public opinion, has worked much more than it has failed.
Do you know why?
.
You'd have somebody come up and sit there in front of us with
some harebrained scheme that was signed off on, and he would
fmd that there was an allegiance between Barry Goldwater and
Joe Biden looking at him, saying "What? You're kidding. You're
really going to do that? Are you guys crazy? What's going .on '
here?"
Barry would use more colorful language than I would. But, none.
theless, that would be said.
It has an interesting, salutary effect on actions.
I could point out a number of circumstances under which approved intelligence actions were either withdrawn and or modified
"
because somebody said "Whoa, wait a minute."
One of the purposes of this Act was to be in a position where
events do not overtake what is sound judgment.
'
Strangely enough, the War Powers Act has worked in one way.'
Although I have never been President, I would imagine that
every President since the Act has been in force has sat there at
some point and said to "you guys" in various capacities, he has sat
there and said: "Can I do this? Am I going to get myself in a legal
jam doing this? What's going to happen here? That War Powers
Act, what is that going to do? How is that going to affect this. Are
we going to have to go around this?"
I'll bet you that some initiatives were dropped merely because of
the existence of that Act, sitting up there.
'
I may be wrong. But I'll bet you that at least it' made people
think a little bit more.
I yield to my colleague.
. Senator PRESSLER. Thank you.
One area that I want to explore with these three military experts is military planning, both on our side and on the side of our
potential enemies.
"
;
The War Powers Resolution provides that after the deployment
of U.S. troops in certain circumstances, Congress must be notified.
However, the Act also provides that, within days of the Presidential notification, troops must be withdrawn unless Congress pro. "
vides specific authorization to the contrary.
Does the threat that the War Powers Resolution may be invoked
adversely affect our military planning in any way?
' .
How does the requirement for congressional authorization following a Presidential notification affect military planning? .
I will address those to each of the three of you for any comments
you may have.
:
.
General JONES. I really do not believe the War Powers Resolution had any conscious impact on war planning at all-the planning, ,the contingency plans, East-West plans, a lot of different
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, General VESSEY. As I recall, when I was sent to Laos to coordinate military operations there, the Symington amendment was imposed, restricting support for operations in Laos to $250 million a
year, and half the year had already gone by and most of the ,$250
,million had already been spent. It made for a very interesting year,
'I I '
. trying to figure out how to stay within that $250 million.
General ScoWCROFT. There were several of those-tp.e Symington
amendment, the Cooper-Church amendment. There. were several
like that.
' , . ,"',
\ . Senator PRESSLER. Yes.
r: . .· The point has been raised here that because of this complicated
statute which is in existence, maybe it has made Presidents think
more deeply about what the consequences might be. Maybe in some
instances a President has not done what would be in the interest of
the country because of this complicated statute.
;'. '.
You could use that argument both ways. .
'
Let me ask you this. During the Persian Gulf operations, there
was a lot of growling around up here on the Hill. But the War
Powers Act was never acted on by Congress or never invoked. I
think Congress, both sides, Republicans and Democrats, sort of
wanted to have a certain amount of cover. Everybody was raising
questions about it.
.
.
!
How would Congress' reaction to that have differed if the War
Powers Act did not exist? Do some of you have some analysis of. the
Persian Gulf thing?
.
General VESSEY. I don't think it would have changed.
., General SCOWCROFl'. I doubt it. You know, especially at the
outset, it was a controversial action, and I think the grumbling
would have gone on whether or not there was-well, yes, there was
an added aspect to it. This is that it seemed, clearly from the terms
of the Act, that forces were going into an area where hostilities
could quite likely take place. That I think a~ded to the acerbity o~
the grumbling.
'
.
. . ,: "
'.
Senator PRESSLER. Yes.
. .,' ;'
,What I'm trying to get at here are what are the results of th~
War Powers Act having been in existence. Have we not engaged in
some activities that we would have engaged in, in your judgment?
Since it has been in existence, has U.S. policy been any different
because of it? Have Presidents been more cautious, or more bold?
· General SCOWCROFT, I guess I would have to say that it has had
virtually no impact. Presidents do not take decisions about moving
forces into areas of possible conflict or into conflict lightly. Certainly consultation is important. But I don't think that it makes, the
difference between a President doing something harebrained 'and
'., .
doing something responsible,
, . The only specific time that I can remember the War Powers Act
made a difference was when we were evacuating Embassy people;
Americans, from Lebanon in 1976, and there was a big debate
about whether the sailors on the landing craft could carry rifles or
could carry pistols, and would either one of those trigger the War
Powers Act.
'
.
.
· Senator PRESSLER. There seems to have been a great deal of
debate. There have been debates about what the meaning of "imminent hostilities," and so forth.
;
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. But, in terms of a change in policy or in terms of Congress' real
mvolvement, I do not see that the War Powers Act has changed
anything, except that it makes for a lot of debate and a lot of discussion.
It seems to me that that same debate and discussion could occur
un~er the .appropriations proces~. Indeed, Congress can act pretty
qUickly if It wants to on somethmg. It can act within a matter of
hours. "
I just wonder if we are not cluttering up a very good system with
something that is vague. I guess one could use the argument that
by having .a vague statute, it confuses everybody and makes people
more cautious. But you could use that same argument the other
way an~ maybe you can hide under a vague statute.
It stnke~ me that we have created something here that has not
changed hiStory, that causes us a lot of problems in getting things
done, an~ that is very cumbersome. That is my general assessment.
I take It that the three of you, generally speaking, would share
that.
General SCOWCROFT. I suspect, Senator, that it may inhibit consultation because. Presidents, by and large, take umbrage at the
forced aspect behind the War Powers Resolution, that they have to
do this and they, have to do that, wh~n they do no~ think they do.
Therefore, the kind of voluntary coming forward With consultation
may be inhibited because of this.
Senator PRESSLER. They may well do more.
General SCOWCROFl'. Act more unilaterally .
General. JONES. Going back to the bigger point on the use of force
and questions such as going into Mexico or into Poland I think
there is a lack of appreciation for what constraints ar~ on the
Pre~ident wi~hin the executive branch, both the physical constraInts of being able to move forces and get them there in a fast
manner. Presidents do not act in a vacuum.
•
~ have. worked for the !ast four Presidents as a member of the
J<?m~ Chiefs of Staff and, In every case, there was a good discussion
w~th!n t~e Government on use of force. There are constraints
Within that th!lt would prevent a .Pres.ident going off half-triggered,
half-coc.ke~, With something that IS gOIng to get us deeply into trouble. ThIS IS not to say that everything is thought through to the
extent that perhaps it should be.
. I think it ~ important to note that four Presidents, of the two
~ifferent partIes, have all agreed that the War Powers Resolution
If! counterproductive., It is counterproductive to promoting discusSions, counterproductive to the role of the Congress in the Act.
I would bet, no matter ~hich c~did~te is elected, when he gets
mto that Oval Office, he Will feel Just hke the last four Presiden ts
and I think so with due regard to the responsibilities of the Con:
gress.
I woul~ hope that, after January 20, you could sit down with a
nevy- PreSIdent and ~11 to embark on more of a bipartisan foreign
polIcy and a recognItIOn by the President of the role of Congress
and by the Congress of th.e role .of the President. Somehow, putting
the War, Powers Resolution asIde or get rid of it because it has
been so ~ontroversial and has not worked. Why not start with a
o
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new slate, saying we're going to protect the interests of the President and protect the interests of the Congress.
' " . " . :' :
' ::
I think you could make some progress in that regard.
Senator PRESSLER. The Act sort of assumes a very adversary relationship; does it not? It creates an atmosphere that is almost like
having a lawyer and a group of legal rules to talk with your colleagues or something like that. It perhaps creates more tension between the Congress and the President in certain circumstances
than would otherwise be.
Would that be your judgment?
General JONES. Yes. In most cases, the discussion was on a decision to do something. Then, at the end, what should be done about
the War Powers Resolution? How do we make sure that it does not
cause us a problem, that it does not get implemented. Therefore, it
was decided to send a letter saying the action was consistent with
the War Powers Resolution.
,
:
I think the attitude was not that the Congress has a role to play
and let's bring them on in. It was how do we make sure that we
don't trigger the War Powers Resolution.
.
. I think the Resolution is counterproductive to promoting a dialog
between the executive and the legislative branches of Government.
Senator PRESSLER. This will be my last question, Mr. Chairman.
Do you see a circumstance where, for example, in Panama or in
some country, if the lives of American citizens were endangered in
the President's judgment, he might hesitate. to act because of the
War Powers Act?
.
General JONES. I don't think so.
General SCOWCROFr. [Nods negatively.]
. General VESSEY. [Nods negatively.]
Senator PRESSLER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I have some more questions for the record, and I will submit
them for a response.
.
Senator BmEN. Thank you.
Gentlemen, I was checking on the author of the quote that the
trouble with Christianity is not that it has failed, but that it has
never been tried. G.K. Chesterton said it.
.
I would say the same about the War Powers Act. It has not,
failed; it has never been tried.
,.'
'.
.
: .
Let me make one closing comment with the three of you here.
It seems as though something perverse has occurred over the last
30 years. Everyone has written, and I suspect most of you would
subscribe to the notion, that a declared war occurring again, ever,
is highly unlikely, and the argument is being made that the only
time the Congress can have anything to do with whether or not
forces are deployed is if there is a declared war.
,,;
What we are saying is that Congress can stop an action after the
fact by dealing with the appropriations process. Congress can also
stop a President from violating the Constitution by impeaching
him. That is roughly the same thing. It represents the use of an
extremely blunt, negative instrument. It does not represent any
king of joint decision-making.
' .
:
N"ow, if we agree that there are going to be no more declared
wars, then what does the Congress do to meet the intention and
requirements of the Constitution? You are all saying, it seems to

me, that the only thing it can d . b
t·
it does not like that the Presiden~ has ~;::~J~e and stop wars that
r:~eral SCOWCROFT. I think that is not true.
about sw~~e;he Gulf, for e~ample. There was a lot of discussion
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Senator BIDEN. Sure it's war, and the rationale behind that is
.. :1
there is no opportunity for Congress to respond. It's just like the
rationale right now that we all have used. The reason why the
President should have the power to respond is if, in fact, you folks
say "The red light just went off, Mr. President, and there are· incoming missiles." The President should not have to sit down with
all of us and say "Now do you think we should, in fact, engage any
of our nuclear forces." There is no time for that. There is no time
to have debates about repelling attack when the Indians . ~e:
coming up over the horizon.'
'.
. ': ~ ,. ' -"
:,
But there is time to make a judgment whether or not you are
going to send divisions into Poland, into Mexico,' into Nicaragua..
There is time to make those judgments.'
, . '. . . . . -!;
I thought that is what. the', purpose of "declare" was, that. the
Congress is the only, one to udeclare~" Otherwise, what we have is,
constitutionally, a monarchy ~hen it comes to the use .of American
force in power and the projection of it. .
. ' .. . -' .'
.... - ,
General VESSEY. But I think it is only very limited.
. .
If you -look back at all the recent instances, the use. of the force
has been limited; the hostilities have been limited. " . :,., .I~;_,.
As Brent pointed out earlier, we have had 15 declared wara'and
200-some-ood fncidents where American forces have been engaged :
in hostilities.
:'"
.
.'
,':' . ' '~.-:
... :_
I disagree with the presumption that.~f' are never. going to.·see '::.:!
;.... :.... another•.declar~.war,l hope we, don'~~' on~ and ,I hope
we de> .
everything to pre~ent one., Ce~j:.ainly, .~t IS unlI!tely, If v.:e are suc:- "-, .
cessful, but there 18 a great deal of usefulness lD declanng war at,
the right time.
. . . . ".
. - .., . . ' . . !, f :.,
I think that Congress has all sorts of power to restrict Presidents-certainly in the construction of the Armed Forces,' in how
the defenses of the United States' are built, in the ratification .of
treaties. Congre~s bas all sorts of power to restrict the use .of
Armed Forces.'
.
.
,.
'. .: ' ' , ','
Senator.BmEN. Well, I guess what I am worried about is if I.were
President and I said to my Legal Advisor: "You know, I 'really
would very~ much like to move in to Poland now. It is a propitious
. moment: The Soviets have been stung very badly. both in Poland
and also in. Mghanistan" -whatever rationale I had. And r turn· to
my' Legal Adviser and ask, "Do I have the constitutional authority
,'
to do that?" I hope presidents still ask those' kinds of questions.
And he says to me: "You sure do, Boss. You have the authority to
'I"
do that." I wonder about the Constitution here.
,: ;,
'
I mean, Madison changed the constitutional draft from ' "make"
I
to "declare" and expressly stated why he changed it, so that the
President would have the ability to repel. So implicitly in the Constitution it is there.
. ' '. ":' ;.
So I just wonder, are there any limitations on the President?
General VESSEY. But he does have some very practical ones, yes.
.,
He has to turn to his Joint Chiefs of Staff and say "Can we do it,"
and they'll tell you "No, you can't do it."
"
"
Senator BIDEN. If you three guys were there, I would be confident of that. But I'm not so sure. '
General JONES. Mr. Chairman, on the point you were making
about the adviser, it would seem to me the only difference the War
;
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Powers Resolution would make would be this: "Mr. President, you
have full authority, constitutional authority, to go into Poland, but
you'd better get it over with in 62 days."
Senator BIDEN. But you know, that was the strongest argument
against the War Powers Act when we were debating it, by those
who .thought there should be some limitation on the President but
were worried that we were implicitly giving him a power he did
not already have.
Anyway, I thank you all for your input and I appreciate your
consideration in going second and not first.
Mr. Emerson, I particularly thank you for your indulgence. I
hope, you can bring light and wisdom to everything that has been
said.
AB I indicated, Mr. Emerson was a close adviser to Senator Barry
Goldwater in the effort with the Nixon administration to take issue
with the Act in the first instance.
W~ are delighted to have you back. Thank you again for waiting.
If you have a statement, please proceed.
STATEMENT OF TERRY EMERSON, FORMER COUNSEL ANI>
LEGISLATIVE ASSISTANT TO SENATOR BARRY GOLDWATER
Mr~ EMERSON. Mr. Chairman, I ask if you would sublnit my prepared statement for the printed record, if there is a printed version, and I will just make some extemporaneous remarks.
Yo~ used a quotation. I would like to offer a quotation, too. It
came .to my mind as the debate went on, and the questions were
asked, this morning.
The quotation is by my namesake, Ralph Waldo. He wrote,
"Foolish legislation is like a rope of sand. It breaks in the twisting."
I think that applies to some of the experience with the War
Powers Resolution.
Senator BIDEN. He also said "Foolish consistency is the hobgoblin
of little minds, adorned by petty statesmen and divines."
.
Mr, EMERSON. Yes, very good.
Senator BIDEN. Believe it or not, I do know who I quote most of
the time. I just forget on occasion. [Laughter.]
Mr. EMERSON. Mr. Chairman, my comments reflect what was a
small. minority view of the time. I have the last report of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee on the last version of the War
Powers Resolution, and it notes in it that there were 20 witnesses
speaki;ng in favor of the last version, and there were only 4 witnesses' who appeared in opposition, and Senator Goldwater was 1 of
those 4.
Then, on the fmal vote to override President Nixon's veto, t.here
were only 17 Senators, I believe, who supported the President's position.
So, I would make note that we were reflecting a very sma)), minority; position at that time.
I do' feel that it is obvious the War Powers Resolution was enacted in an atmosphere of grave concern by Congress about. what
the majority of Congress felt was the unconstitutional military activities in Vietnam, and also it occurred, enactment of the War
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Powers Resolution occurred, during the Watergate investigation
,.
period. .
So, I think it was a very unusual moment of history when such a
large majority would go against Presidential defense powers. ":
To quote again from this last war powers report of your committee, it even makes specific note: "The immediate legislative origin
of the war powers bills is the disappointing experience with the
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, adopted in 1964, and the Vietnam war
which ensued. . . ."
So, the committee itself pointed out that Vietnam is the legislative origin. That statute also was adopted the same year as the Watergate investigations were underway in Congress. That is really
what the source of all the antagonism at that time between the
President and Congress was.
Senator, our view on the Constitution was expressed over and
over at the time. I will not repeat that in detail today.
We felt that the President has self-defense powers for the
Nation. Perhaps we can get into that in any questions you have.
Rather than argue the constitutional issue, which may never be
decided by the Supreme Court, in any event, on the ground of the
political question doctrine, I propose to go into some of the issues
arising out of the Byrd-Warner-Nunn-Mitchell resolution.
I was struck in reading earlier hearings, I believe that of August
5, by this special subcommittee, that Senator Kassebaum was
saying one of the real questions is how do we build cooperation between the executive and legislative branches to sustain a policy
effort. Instead of looking at antagonism between the two political
branches, what can we do to try to get some kind of new partnership, some visible unity of national policy?
" :.
I think that, while my personal position supports repeal of the
War Powers Resolution, I don't see that coming, so I would look at
something like the Byrd resolution and say that that is a way of at
least improving the situation.
' .
- I think the consultation_provision, in particular, consultation not
just on introduction of U.S. troops into hostilities, but consultation
on vital national security matters generally, which is covered in
the Byrd resolution, might be a way of cooperating, by having the
President or his top officers consult with this select group, this
very small consultative group. Perhaps it would meet in an emergency, and only six Members of Congress would be consulted, or it
may be a larger group. About 18, I think, would be the largest.
.
Well, this could be a workable group. Maybe that is a worthwhile
experiment to try, to see if it helps bring about some understanding of what the President's purposes are, what his strategic purposes are, why he feels he has to commit the troops somewhere or
station our Navy somewhere. Get some understanding among Congress of his position. Then Congress, the leadership on this consultative committee, would also make its constituency, the American
people, make their voice clear to the President, too.
. ..
I think that would be a helpful addition to the existing War
Powers Resolution.
"
;
I would also like to go back to Senator Javits' original bill-at
least it is the version he had in Janua~ 1971: Senator Javits' S.
731. In there, he specifically said that 'the Armed Forces of the
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United States, under the President, as Commander in Chief. may
act ... to protect the lives and property, as may be required, of
U.S. nationals abroad."
I'. would like to see that language put specifically in the War
Powers Resolution-not just authority to act in the case of a direct
attack on U.S. ·territory proper or U.S. military forces located
abroad, but also to allow the President clearly to act, and eliminate
any., question in the mind of potential adversaries that might calculate that the War Powers Resolution does not permit the President
to act, to protect American citizens abroad.
. That was also a suggestion in Senator Taft's legislation of the
time, Senate Joint Resolution 18, which he introduced in 1971. He
put:it a little broader, and I like his language, too. He proposed to
add that the President has authority to deploy the troops when it
"is necessary to exercise the inherent right of self-defense of the
Nation or its nationals."
This self-defense is what the Framers had in mind, together with
the power to repel attacks.
Thomas Jefferson was a strict constructionist, and when he was
President, this is how he interpreted the declaration of war power,
as contrasted with his own Commander in Chief power.
Jefferson made notes of a Cabinet meeting in May 1801, and he
quoted Gallatin, one of his really top advisers, on the issue being
debated then of whether the U.S. naval squadron that was located
in Norfolk could be moved into the Mediterranean in order to protect U.S. commerce and American citizens who might be traveling
back and forth to conduct business in the area.
As a result of this Cabinet meeting, Jefferson's Cabinet concluded, "The Executive cannot put us in a state of war. But, if we be
put into that state by the other nation," if ships of another
nation-ships of the Barbary Pirates-attack our citizens or our
commerce, then "the command and direction of the public force belongs to the Executive."
And that is. the policy that was carried out by Jefferson.
I think that is what is meant by "self-defense."
Another example of self-defense would be President Kennedy's
use Qf the Navy and enlarging the defense services, the reserve
forces, during the time of the Cuban missile crisis. I think his
action was clearly constitutional, even though it risked a nuclear
war. It was in self-defense.
Those are the types of situations where Senator Goldwater and
those' other Senators who opposed the War Powers Resolution
would have felt that the President has constitutional power that
cannot be denied him by the Congress.
Then there are other provisions in the Byrd resolution that I personally like very much. Troops would no longer be subject to automatic withdrawal after 60 days. I think it is very wise to remove
that arbitrary time period.
Also, under the Byrd resolution, Congress would no longer use a
simple concurrent resolution to order a halt to the President's deployment of the forces. Instead, Congress would use a joint resolution, which would be subject to Presidential veto. I think that is a
bette~ way of doing it.
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Third, as I mentioned, I think the consultation group IS Important because Congress finally would identify, under the War
Powers Resolution, exactly who it is the President is supposed to be
consulting with-not all 535 Members. '
I
So, Mr. Chairman, I accept any questions you may have.
.
. [The prepared statement of Mr. Emerson appears in the appendix.]
.
,
Senator BlDEN. I do have a couple of questions. "
I was under the impression that one of the reasons for the War
Powers Act was to give the President an opportunity to deal with
this partnership that is being urged and which you are urging, this
greater cooperation in the formation of a bipartisan foreign policy.
As one who is not in favor of the War Powers Act, could you give
me your insight as to why no President has taken obvious advantage of being able to gather everyone under sort of one bushel
basket here to take the same position that he is taking, by coming
to the Congress?
,',
Mr. EMERSON. I believe one reason is the fear of establishing a
legal precedent by invoking the War Powers Resolution, accepting
it completely, attempting to use it for his own purposes by requesting the specific statutory authority you have mentioned.
The President would, in effect, be conceding the constitutionality
of the War Powers Resolution and its procedures and process. I
don't think Presidents are prepared to do that.
But also, you asked earlier was there any situation that you can
think of when Congress might not give that a uthority, if it is reasonable, a reasonable situation.
Senator BlDEN. Yes.
Mr. EMERSON. I want to go back and review this, but I believe on
April 10, 1975, President Ford carne to Congress and asked for specific authority to evacuate Americans and South Vietnamese aUies
of the United States during the massive North Vietnamese inva- '
sion of South Vietna m. I believe Congress debated and debated and
debated, and never did grant the specific, clear authority, and
President Ford withdrew all those Americans and several South
Vietnamese allies from Laos and South Vietnam on his own. '
But also I would look back to more distant history.
I refer in my prepared statement to the isolationist mood of the
country and Congress preceding the declarations of war in World
War II, where Congress, during the late 1930's, enacted neutrality
legislation. I refer to the vote in 1940, in which the House of Representatives, by only one vote, gave the President power to draft into
the Plilitary services.
'.
It might be that we have to go back that far to find a situation
where it would have been very risky for a President to come to
Congress and solicit authority. But yet, it is there in the history
books, and it is possible to conceive of such a situation. .
It is a risk that I don't think the President should have to take,
seeking specific authority in the moment.
'
"
,
Senator BlDEN. I think you are right about the 1940 vote: But we
have to remeinber what was swirling around. The outcome of that
vote and the reason for the draft was the probability that, if the
draft occurred, we would be in a Second World War, which was already underway.
.. "
I I
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want to attempt to define what the self-defense powers of the President were.
.
I believe Senator Javita indicated later that he felt it was impossible to really spell out the President's own self-defense powers;
recognizing that there were some, but he was fearful of putting
that into statutory language.
Senator BIDEN. I am going to have to go and vote. I don't know
whether Senator Pressler has further questions for you. But I am
sure he can submit his questions. Please excuse me.
[Whereupon, at 12:46 p.m., the hearing was adjourned, to reCOil,
vene at 9:38 a.m., September 15, 1988.]
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THE WAR POWER AFTER 200 YEARS:
CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT
AT A CONSTITUTIONAL IMPASSE
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 15, 1988
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U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITTEE ON WAR POWEllS
OF THE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,
Washi1l gtoll, DC.
The subcommittee met at 9:38 a.m., in room SD-419, Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Hon. Joseph R. Biden, Jr. (chairman of the
subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Biden, Sarbanes, Kerry, Simon, Ada ms, Helms,
Kassebaum, Pressler, and Evans.
Senator BIDEN. The hearing will come to order.
Judge, welcome to our hearing. It is delightful to be back, and it
is particularly delightful to be back and presiding over only t he
second hearing I have presided over in a long time under circumstances where you and I-having had our diffe rences in the pastare together discussing a subject a bout which I am not sure we
differ.
I want to recognize you at t he outset here as one of the few
people who-at the time this Act was written-was recognized as
nn informed scholar on this subject. And it is a pleasure to have
you back here, not only in your capacity as a representative of the
administration, but also as a legal scholar who has a great dea l of
insight into the Constitution.
As I said, it is delightful to be here in much less combative circumstances.
Mr. SOFAER. Well, it's a lot easier for me to be in that kind of a
situation, Senator, even than for you.
But I might say, since we are on a personal note, I would just
like to add my own voice and the voice of my department to the
many, many voices, to the chorus of voices, in this town and
throughout the country welcoming you back and wishing you and
your family the best of health.
Senator BIDEN . You are very gracious, Judge.
You don't mind my calling you Judge, do you?
Mr. SOFAER. I worry when people call me Judge, Senalor.
Senator BIDEN. Well, what would you prefer to be call ed? I don' t
want to call you Abe. It's a little too informal.
Mr. SOFAER. I have been called a lot worse t hings lhan eit he r of
~hose, but whatever you are comfortable with . I am the lega l advis0:17)
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er. My name is Sofaer. Abe is fine. Any of those things would be
fme.
Senator BIDEN. But on this matter you have a great deal to contribute as with others.
Mr. SOFAER. They say that once you are a Federal judge, you are
entitled to be called Judge for the rest of your life because of the
salary you take while you are a judge.
Senator BIDEN. They say the same about Senators. [Laughter.]
But as the chairman of the Judiciary Committee, I have tried my"
best to deal with the salaries for judges in an appropriate manner,
but unfortunately it occurred after you got off the bench. So, unless
you are going to plan on going back on, it is not going to be of
.'
.. .
.
much help.
The Special Subcommittee on War Powers today resumes hearings directed at answering a critical question: Can the War Powers
Resolution of 1973 be amended or repealed so as to improve the effective .cooperation of the, President and the 'Congress in national
decisions concerning the deployment of American forces in situa,A
tions of actual or likely hostilities?' " .•.. , ,.. , "; ~ ,
, In i~ initial session, the subcommit~, received testimony' from
various legislators, who were involved "in the origins.'of the' War ,
PoWers Resolution. ~d from distinguished American, historians. In .~"
the session immediately: prior to this one, '.the subcommittee. heard ,
fro'm three' former military'leaders, two former chairs or tl1e'JOint:;.,', '
Chiefs of Staff, and' a former national security advisor.' In-heariDgs' ,:,~"
yet to come, the subcommittee will bear from a number 'of pi:O~ . " ,. :
nent constitutional scholars and from several former and present .
Secretaries of State and Defense. ...
' , ' .. : ... ," ,
Today the Slibcoilunittee will. re~ive testimony of pat:1ic"!lar Un- .. ' _.
portance from two witnesses. Between now and 11 0 clock we will
hear from the State Department Legal Adviser{.Judge Soraer, who'
is the.,senior executive ,branch. official reSponsible' for pronouncing, '
on leg&:! questions bearing on· the U.S.. role in the, world arena. "'Then beginning ~~'ll Pg',clock, th~ ~~ will be)lon~ed. t&-~ ..=
commence a second hearing 'and a specw. seSsion: during which we .'
will have the benefit of testimony,fram a former President of:the
United States Gerald Ford.
. ' .. ,
Mr. Sofaer, I welcome you today. In the months just passed, as I
indicated, you and I have had our differences on the subject' of
treaty power. I hope, however, that as the subcommittee proceed;B
with its inquiry concerning war power, we will be sharing some
common ground. I know that you ,are an established scholar in the
area of the Constitution and its allocation of the warmaking power.
I will weigh, along with the rest of my colleagues, your testimony
;
,
with great care.
And as I have said before, the war power issue is both intellectually complex and emotionally laden. It also bears fundamentally on
the U.S. national interest, and accordingly warrants the most thorough and dispassionate consideration. It is my hope that the subcommittee will provide a forum for that kind of deliberation leading toward an improvement in the law and an end to the current
constitutional stalemate.
.
In the days ahead, I may be asking for your response to a draft
bill which I am still working on, the skeletal form of which has
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been completed, and I will like at some point to send that to yoU
for YOur' perusal and consideration. But for now, I shall be interested to hear your testimony concerning the law as it now stands.
With that, let me yield to my colleague, Senator Pressler, for any
opening'
statement'
he .
may have and then to the "
rest of my
colleagues.·
.
Senator PRESsLER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Judge Sofaer, it is a pleasure to see you again and to welcome
you to this committee. We have profited from your judgment and
your 'expertise
the past,here.
and I know that we will again be informed
by your in
comments

It is especially important to have Judge Sofaer testifying on the
war powers since he is a noted legal SCholar, a former professor at
Ii Prestigious law University, a distinguished Federal judge who was
the central figure in a bestselling book about a famous trial over
which he presided, and who.for the past 3 years has been an able,
effeCtive; arid infIuentiBI legal adviser to the Department of State
and in that capacity to the Secretary of State and the President of
thetJJtited .States.
'. .' ' .
'.
. .
ThiS morning'; as we have been for the past 7 weeks, we are dis.
• . CUSSing not oidy the war powers, but also diSCUssing, indeed. closely
. analyzing the Constitution of the United States. We are also exam•
iningthe intentiblis of the Founding Fathe"!t as well aB' 8S8essing
..;. the, historical results "of their handiwork.' I.'·rankly, in rereading
;',', MadiSOn'
the' COnvention debates and essays contained in
", the Federaliet Papers, I see nothing ib them to indicate that the
Framers
hali any. conception of .what
has
provided.
.
.,the War Powers.. Reeolution

s~ribtei oli~

....

Atiil ,inCidentally, I just learned this morning that Madison. was
• not Ii lawyer for "lily' colleague, Paul SImon; which Is very interesting. And maybe that is'wht the papers are so clear. '.
Thirty'ilix years. ago. in his concurring opinion in the famous
Youhj{stown Steel case, Justice Felix Frankfurter, a great Supreme
.• ~ Court.Justice whose opiniollil are still cited by legal scholars, pointed up the imPOrtance of history in the development of American
constitutional
law.experience.
He warned the
gloss
.of historical
. court against disregarding the
He then 'went on to POint out the importance of that experience
in constitutional development When there exists a systematic unbroken executive practice long pursued to the knowledge of the
CoDgress and never before questioned, engaged in by Presidents
who have also swam to uphold the Constitution, making as it were
l/Uch exercise of power part of the structure of our Government,
which may be treated as a gloss on the executive power. That executiveConstitution.
POwer, Mr. Chairman, is found in article 2, section 1 of the
U.s.

Mr. Chairman, in conclusion if the War Powers Resolution queslions the President's authority, it certainly has not influenced the
Congress during the past 15 years. During this very Congress, the
Senate repeatedly rejected efforta to invoke the War Powers Resolution in the Persian Gulf, and rightly so.
Judge Sofaer, you are a distingUIShed lawyer, a distinguished
scholar, a distinguished judge, and a very able civil servant. We
will all benefit from your testimony.
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, Let me repeat that it has been my b~ic feeling in these hearings
that I think we would be better off wIthout a War Powers .Resolution because I think that our Constitution an~ o~r system of G~v
ernment allows Congress through the approprIations and .authonziilg process and through other means aVaIlable to exp~ess Itself andd
that the War Powers Resolution has led to great mlS?nd.erst~ ings and confusion in foreign policy. I know we are reVlewmg It. It
would be my present recommendation to r~peal it, ~ut' I rather
doubt that will happen. But I hope we don t make It any ·worse
than it is at the end of this process.
. . ,
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BmEN. James Madison Simon?
[Laughter.]
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR SIMON

that;appropriations process works very, very slowly in terms of restraint.
How do we guarantee there is consultation before there is a commitment? I think that is the fundamental question. And I don't
have the answer for that, but I assume between Senator Biden and
Senator Helms and Senator Pressler and the Judge, that the four
of you will come up with the answer here. [Laughter.]
., Thank you.
'
Senator BIDEN. It sounds like three against one to me.
Th?mas Jefferson, by the way, was a lawyer. He studied with
George Wyeth. He was admitted to the practice in 1767. It is good
to know that the most articulate person dealing with this issue or
any issue along these lines was a lawyer. Thank goodness we have
been reprieved.
I yield to my colleague, the ranking member of the committee,
Senator Helms.
o

I

Senator SIMON. I thank you.'
..
'
.,
And my colleague is correct. The pnnclpal author of the. Constitution' James Madison, was not a lawyer.
.', !
Sen~tor BIDEN. Was Thomas Jefferson a lawyer? He wasn ~ a
lawyer either, was he?
.
.'
I : B th
Senator SIMON. I am not sure. He was certaInly a scho ar. o.
of them were scholars, Jefferson particularly a gr~at scholar.
,
, Senator PRESSLER. These fellows managed to wrIte SO clearly t~a~
they couldn't have been lawyers, could they? [Laughter.]
."
I am speaking as a lawyer myself.
.'
Senator SIMON. But.it is related to our disCUSSIon today because
they did write clearly.
. t
And the intent in the Constitution-and I r~gret I ~m gOIng 0
have to be in and out during our hearings tl~lS. mornll~g-clea!ly
was restraint in this area of mB:king war. A~d .It 1~ very InterestI~g
that in the Constitution, there 18 only one hml~tIon on approprIations that Congress can make. We can approprIate for 1~ year~ f~r
any other project, but it says to raise and support armles~t~18 18
what Congress shall have the power to do-but no appropnatIon. of
money to that use shall be for a longer term than 2 years. Th~ atm
was restraint.
d I h' k:t'
I have read through your statement, Judge, an
t In 1 IS r haps summarized best by this sentence. "The War ?owers Res? ution has not made a positive contribution to executIve-congresSl?nal cooperation." I don't know that we can mandate cooperatIon
through the law. It is very, very difficult to do. I guess what you
can mandate is consultation and precisely how we do that ~ am,not
sure.
.
l·
And I will look forward to seemg
the draft 0 f
your
egIsIa t'Ion
and to hearing your comments here today, Judge. You have dealt
very practically in this arena.
. .
In your statement you talk about the apRroP?at~o~ process
being a sufficient weapon for Congress. I don t thInk l~ IS a sufficient weapon because if the President commits Amen~~n .troops
to-let's just take a hypothetical case and say the SoV)·~i:.S mv~de
Iran and we commit American tro.ops. I don't think there .are g~l' ~
to be very many Senators who will want to say-I certaInly (..,
want to say-let's not fund the American troops who are ther
0
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OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HELMS

Senator HELMS. Thank you. And old Tom also invented the
dumbwaiter if that will be of any help. [Laughter.]
Talking about lawyers, Judge, there is a gravestone in a very old
cemetery in North Carolina that says "John Smith, a lawyer and
an honest man." And somebody walked by and said there must be
two folks in there. [Laughter.]
On. the other hand, the Lord must have loved Washington lawyers because he made so many of them.
There was a candidate some years ago in a television debate who
said there you go again. I can't remember his name, but here we go
again'. This is the fourth committee hearing on the War Powers
Resolution since the end of July with approximately, about four or
five more to come, as I understand it.
There have been seven votes in the Senate during this 100th
Congz:ess dealing with attempts to implement the War Powers Resolutio,n in the P~rsian Gulf. Luckily, for everybody concerned, commonsense preVaIled, at least thus far. The President's policies have
~o prevailed, and they now appear to have contributed substantially to the beginnings of a new negotiated settlement in that volatile area.
Before we came in' this morning, I was chatting with Judge
Soraer, and ~ told him about my first year in the Senate, Joe, when
tblS Resolution was approved. And I took it home as soon as I
printed a copy. The next morning I called my distinguished senior
colleague from North Carolina, Sam Ervin, and I said "Senator do
you have a few minutes." He said, "Sure. Come on ov~r."
'
So, J did, and I went in. I said, "Have you read this?" He said,
:'~~ve I ~ve~." He s~rt of chuckled and said, "What do you think of
It? I.SaId, Well, I m not a lawyer, but if this is not unconstitutional, I can't imagine what would be." He said, "Well, Jesse, you
may not be a lawyer, but you can understand the English Janguage." And I think I can.
The War Powers Resolution is not only a move by Congress to
control foreign policy and its implementation, but it is also a mis-
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First of all, let me say that I still believe that whatever differences we have had have been exaggerated by the intensity of what
happens here in this town, and I look forward to sitting down with
you and going over exactly what I said and what I meant. Sometimes one says things that are not clearly enough said. '
Senator BIDEN. Believe me. I know that. I understand that.
[Laughter.]
, " Mr. SOFAER. I don't need to spend another moment on that then.
But I couldn't resist. Senator Helms gave me much too much
credit when he said I know the Constitution.
In my research on the Constitution, one of the first things I did
was study the administration of George Washington. And during
that time, I noticed intense debates on the floor of the House and
the Senate about what the Constitution meant. And it was shocking to me, because most of the people who were debating were at
the Constitutional Convention or one of the State ratifying conventions. Some 50 or so of them were actually there when they heard
the debates about what the various provisions were.
And I found one quote, which is at page 61 of my book, which I
wanted to share with you. It was William Vans Murray of Maryland in the House debate on the Jay Treaty. They couldn't agree
on' what the role of the House was in determining the meaning of
the Jay Treaty and in having access to information about it.
And he said at a certain point-and this was in volume 5 of the
Annals of Congress-"We have all seen the Constitution from its
cradle. We know it from its infancy, and have the most perfect
knowledge of it and more light than ever a body of men in any
country have ever had of ascertaining any other constitution. If,
however, a refining spirit can at this day, so full of light shining
upon every part of it, excite and establish doubts upon some of its
plainest passages, what is the prospect of that posterity which is to
be deprived of those lights which its very framers now find incompetent to lead them?"
And I must say I think that there is so much doubt-there is
always so much uncertainty-that even in our differences we have
to realize that right back there in the 1790's, those gentlemen had
the same problem .
. I am honored to be here before you, Mr. Chairman, and this distin~hed committee on this subject. I think it is a very worthwhile hearing. I think there are some suggestions being made now
about the War Powers Resolution that are different in kind from
suggestions that have been heard before. And so, I see a Congress
taking more' seriously the possibility of revising this Resolution
than I have ever witnessed since 1973.
'It has been controversial since that time. Executive officials and
Members of Congress have criticized various aspects of it. Pr~si
dents have disputed its constitutionality in various ways. These debates are part of our beloved system of Government, but I t.hink
deb~tes about the War Powers Re~o!ution have be~n ~~rtie':ll.arlr,
sterIle. They have focused on definItions of words lIke hostlhty,
"the adequacy of consultation," technicalities, if you will, rat.her
than the policies that are at stake.
'
Now, it has led, I believe, and will continue to lead to unnece~
sary and undesirable legal faeeofrs between Congress and the PreSl-

It.

as Now,
that. we all know that the war powers legislation was, in fact, a
political protest by the Congress against American involvement in
the Vietnam war. It was an attempt to capture the future by striking out against the past. It has disrupted our political system and
beclouded our constitutional process. And it has other defects
beyond
that.
It is, of course, the Constitution with which our distinguished
expert witness will deal with this morning. Judge Sofaer is a noted
legal scholar, as has been acknowledged by all of us here, as a
former law professor, and a distinguished Federal judge. He knows
the Constitution, while so many people either don't know it or
don't care about it. And Judge Sofaer knows what the Founding
Fathers intended.
Well, we ought to proceed with the questions and the statement
by this distinguished witness. So, I will forbear for the time being,
Mr. Chairman, and I thank you very much.
' "
Senator BIDEN. I thank you, Senator.
Judge, we have about 1 hour and 3 minutes. I have read your
statement, and you have been kind enough to respond in writing to
a number of questions that I had sent to you ahead of time. I will
be guided by your judgment as to how you would prefer to proceed,
whether statement or whether you would like to go directly to
questions in the interest of time. It is up to you. We will do it any
way you want to do it.
Mr.. SoFAER. I thought I would summarize my statement. There
are some points in there that I think will set off some good questioning. I particularly went out of my way, since you went out of
your way to ask good questions ahead of the hearing. which is not
usually done in this town-we get the good questions after the
hearing quite often. But this time you asked a whole series of excellent questions before the hearing, and I thought I should do my
best to get you answers before the hearing so we would, be able, to
speak. about those as well.
'
"
So, I would like to get out of your way the statements that I have
written down as quickly as possible. But I think it is worth touching on some of these points because of the points already made by
the various Senators.
"
"
~ ,,
Senator BIDEN. OK.
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reading of the history of the constitutional republic for these past
200Now,
years.
Mr. Chairman, I know we differ on this, and I respect your
views, as I know you respect mine. But from my understanding of
history, history itself is the intended victim of the War Powers Act
or War Powers Resolution, for if you will look back and be candid
about it, this legislation was an effort, albeit a misguided one, to
rewrite the history of American foreign policy. It is just as simple
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STATEMENT OF HON. ABRAHAM D. SOFAER, LEGAL ADVISER, '
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
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SOFAER.

Senator Biden.

Just one quote that I thought might amuse you,
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dent at times when the Nation most needs to formulate and implement policy effectively and wisely. And that is why the issues this
committee is addressing are of the greatest importance. The crucial
question in any war power situation should be how the political
branches can best cooperate in the Nation's interest, not which
branch is right or wrong on particular legal issues.
This administration recognizes that Congress has a critical role
to play in the determination of the circumstances under which the
United States should commit its forces to actual or potential hostilities. No Executive policy or activity in this area can have any
hope of success in the long term unless Congress and the American
people concur in it and are willing to support its execution.
, We also believe that this Resolution has caused unnecessary controversy and uncertainty and will do so in the future. It incorporates a view of the Government that is at odds with 200 years of
experience, and it is based, Mr. Chairman, on erroneous assumptions, as I say in my statement, about the power of both Congress
and the President, not just about the power of the President, but of
the power of Congress as well. It underestimates in my judgment
the power of Congress in the sense that it is not needed to make
clear that Congress has substantial power under the Constitution
in matters concerning war, and it is unnecessary in that it can
grant Congress no more power in such matters than the Constitu,
tion allows.
Madison said something in his evaluation of the Constitution. He
said, "In repUblican government, the legislative authority necessarily predominates." Congress has powers that enable it to curb any
Executive pretention including the power to declare war, to raise
and support armies, to tax and spend, to regulate foreign commerce, and to adopt measures necessary and proper to implement
its powers.
President Johnson did not make war in Vietnam. The United
States made war there until Congress decided to end its support. It
is ironic, I have always found, that the Vietnam war was the purported basis for the War Powers Resolution when Congress was, in
fact, a full player in that war.
.
President Nixon regarded repeal of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution as insufficient to prevent him from continuing the war. But
this was in the context of Congress continuing to pay for and thereby to authorize his action. Once Congress denied funds for certain
military activities, President Nixon complied.
,
'
President Ford properly regarded as a strategic catastrophe Congress' insistence that we completely abandon Indochina and later
take no action in Angola to offset Soviet and Cuban intervention.
But he complied, as did Presidents Carter and Reagan, in Angola
until the Clark amendment was repealed.
So, the Resolution is intended to prevent the President from
acting unilaterally beyond a limited time period even when Congress has not ordered him to stop and even though the President is
acting for purposes traditionally regarded as appropriate. This constitutes, as former Legal Adviser Monroe Leigh put it, a procedure
by which Congress attempts "to restrain the Executive without
ta!d:nif, responsibility for the exercise of that restraint, in time of
~~.

'
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Now, I think that Congress and the American people expect the
President to act when Congress has not told the President specifically not to act. And it is a fact of life, Mr. Chairman, that even
with respect to the most serious forms of military power, the use of
'nuclear weapons, that Congress has placed at the disposal of the
PreSident the POwer to take us to war in the most serious way.
SO, Congress has enormous power and not just over appropriations, as Senator Simon mentioned, but over the dedication of
troops to certain militarr activities. I think that When Congress

makes up its mind to tel the President to do something or not to
do something-and recent experience has shown that to me, if I
didn't know it before-that is something that the President has to
deal with and in history has always had to deal with.
the other hand, Congress must recognize and respect the role
the President plays under Our scheme of Government. As a repositorr of the Executive power of the United States, Commander in
ChIef of the Armed Forces, and the officer in charge of the diplomatic and intelligence resources of the United States, the President
is responsible for acting promptly to deal with threats to U.S. interests, inclUding the deployment and use of U.S. forces where necessary in defense of the national security of the United States. Congress should not as a matter of sound policy, and cannot as a
matter of constitutional law, impose statutory restrictions that
impede the President's ability to carry out these responsibilities,
It is against these basic concepts that the adequacy of the key
provisions
of the
Resolution should be judged and are
judged in the
rest War
of myPowers
statement.
I turn to section 2(c), Mr. Chairman, where there is a list of circumstances about when the President would be expected to act. I
think
that list is incomplete.
believe that you probably think that
list
is incomplete.
Most peopleI do.

on

We do not think it would be wise to attempt to complete that
list. We think that the list omits many things-and I have listed
some of them-that the President can and must do in order to fulml his oath. But we believe the solution to this problem is to delete
section
Warner.2(c)
' altogether, as proposed by Senators Byrd, NUnn, and
The only' way that the character and limits of such fundamen.
tal-<Senator BIDEN. For the record, 2(c) is designed to set out the
things
that theRight.
President has the inherent authority to do.
Mr. SOFAER.
Senator BIDEN. People are trying to pay attention to this iss.ue,
and'1 think it is important they understand what we are talkmg
about.
Mr.

SOFAER.

I appreciate the intervention.

The only way that the character and limits of such fundament.al
constitutional powers can be defined and understood is through the

actions of the two branches in Coping with real world events over

the years. We do get new types of challenges, and your qu.estions
have raised some of them, such as the movement of OUr anhterrorist forces. These are things that we did not have to worry about

even 50 years ago. And it is important that we don't create a list

that blocks the development of agreed utilizations of power.
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In section 3, the Resolution requires the President to consult
with Congress in every possible instance before introducing U.S.
Anned Forces into actual or imminent hostilities. Over the years
.we have consulted before and after the introduction of forces into
actual or imminent hostilities. We believe that the Resolution's
words "in every possible instance" recognize that consultation may
be impossible in a particular case, and we think that that is wise.
We believe that President Carter was on firm ground by using
that language-and that, incidentally, has been the only instance
in which that exception has been invoked-to justify not consulting
ahead of the Iran rescue effort.
The President's flexibility respecting the number of persons consulted is something that we think should also be preserved. Any requirement for a schedule of regular meetings that does not preserve this element of flexibility would, we believe, impermissibly
interfere with the exercise of the President's article 3 powers.
An additional constitutional problem could be created by the proposed permanent consultative group of the Byrd-Nunn-Warner bill.
Under that proposal, the requirement that the President consult
with the group is triggered by a majority vote of that group. This
we believe is inconsistent with the Chadha decision, which precludes the Congress from taking actions having legal effect on the
executive branch except by approval of both Houses and presentment to the President for signature or veto.
On the other hand, let me say this-because I think this issue of
consultation is so central to your concerns and to Senator Simon's
concerns and others-Secretary Shultz before Congress long ago indicated his support for ways of encouraging ongoing consultations
between the leaders of the executive branch and Congress on national security issues generally. The procedure proposed in the
Byrd-Nunn-Warner bill may create an unwieldy cabinet-like institution, but the basic idea is one which Secretary Shultz has approved and which, if you will look back at my testimony before the
House Foreign Affairs Committee on the War Powers Resolution,
you will see I approved heartily.
\ I would interrupt my testimony at this point, Mr. Chairman, to
point out one particularly constructive thought that Chairman Fascell had a couple of years ago when he proposed a bill to set up a
consultative group, and he issued this proposal publicly. And I
would be happy to bring that to your attention.
What he does there, he distinguishes between interfering with
the Executive in the day-to-day operation in the management of a
particular military decision and consultation on the basic, policies
that the administration was going to adopt; for example, the basic
policy in the gulf, the reflagging policy, which was extensively discussed in Congress before it was implemented, or the basic policy of
striking back at state-supported terrorism, which was extensively
discussed in Congress before it was implemented. So, I think that
that Chairman Fascell's idea has some real merit and is worthy of
the committee's attention.
Section 4 requires that the President submit, within 48 hours
after the introduction of U.S. forces, a written report to Congress
in certain circumstances that are described. Presidents have uniformly provided these written reports to the Congress while reserv-
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ing the executive branch's position on the applicability and the
constitutionality of the Resolution. Indeed, we have supplied reports even though we are convinced in particular situations that
the terms of the Resolution might not mandate a report.
The :executive branch's administration of this section has satisfied any special need for information that Congress may have in
this area. The section does not require the President to state the
particular subsection under which reports are made and no President' has felt compelled to' do so. A definitive judgment at the
outset ()f a deployment as to whether hostilities will result is oflen
difficul~ to make, and this practice is a useful way, Mr~ Chairman,
for the Executive to avoid unnecessary constitutional confrontations over whether section 4(a)(1) is applicable or whether, even if
its conpitions are met, it can properly be deemed to trigger an
automatic termination under section 5.
Section 5 pUrports to require the withdrawal of U.S. forces from
a situation of actual or immirient hostilities in the two circumstances' stated. We belJeve that .this 60-day provision is unconstitutional, that the President has the constitutional authority and responsibility 88 Commander in Chief to deploy and use U.S, forces
in a variety of circumstances such as the exercise of our inherent
right of self-defense; including the protection of American citizens:'
:t . The provision not only raiSes constitutional issues, but in my
.• 1 statement I go through 8Om~ pf the tactical and strategic' conse_. ; quences o( ,this kind of a provision, the kind of signal. it gives to
other nations and to our enemies about whether we have the will
. to follow through on a policy.
: '-:
And in that connection, Mr. Chairman, I must say that one of
the rm~st· expositions of these tactical and strategic points is contained in a statement made by Senator N unn last year in which he
points out that-and I think he'even makes the point that if the
War Powers Resolution were' in' effect during the Civil War, the
•. capital- of the United States, given its adverse effects on Our tactical strategies, might well have been up the road in Richmond, VA,
rather than in Washington, DC. I think:it was a very humorous
"
point, but a point well taken.
Senator BIDEN. Judge, could I ask you to summarize in the next
severa1_~ minutes? I am afraid we are not going to get a chance to
ask yoU; some questions. The entire statement is worth reading, but
in light of the time constrairit, it might be helpful because some of
the questions we have-I have at least-relate to the statement
which I. have already read.
"
Mr. SOFAER. Well, then let me say this that we do think Chadha
precludes the use of the concurrent resolution in this context.
We think in section 6-; Senator BIDEN. I happen to agree with you in that regard, by the
wayMr. SpFAER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
SenatOr BIDEN [continuing]. As I think most everyone else does .
Mr. SoFAER. Well, there are some who have said that they do
not, but I think that a very strong case can be made, and I am willing to make it.
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.' On the expenditure of funds, .I cm.m~t question Con~ess' power
to use the expenditure of funds m pnnclple to cut off virtually any·
thing Congress does !lot want to occur.
.'"
But there are limIts there too as well, Mr. Ch81rman. Congress
cannot for example, tell a court how to decide a case by cutting off
the fu~ds for the judiciary, and Congress cannot tell the Command·
er in Chief how to run a particular tactical exercise by threatening
to cut off funds. So, there are limitations there as well.
.; .. ' ! ;'
::rI am moving along very quickly, as you can see.
.'.
".
. Section 8. The problem there. IS not so much co~stItutIona!. The
problem there Mr. Chairman, IS that a Congress In 1973 saId the
only way that 'you can infer our approval of a military action from
the War Powers Resolution is from a provision that specifically
refers to the War Powers Resolution and says this is an approval
under that Resolution.
Well I don't think that a Congress in 1973 can effectively pr~
clude you in 1988 from passing a bill that says we !lpprove what
the President is doing in the gulf or anywhere else m some other
form that is legally sufficient in our courts. Section 8 was an effort
to get people to focus on the War Powers Resolution, but not an
effective effort in limiting the types of approvals that can be o~
tained.
.
.'
So with those comments, I would just say m conclUSlOn we urge
the ~epeal of the War Powers Resolution altogether. We particular~
ly urge the repeal of sections 2(c), 5(b), 5(c), and 8(a).
And in the last analysis, Mr. Chairman, I think we agree that we
cannot solve the problem which t~e Resolution seeks ~o remedy
merely by adopting new, mor~ detaile~ statutes or restatmg g.ener·
al principles. The only effective solutlOn for these pr.oblems 18 for
the two political branches to ,,!ork together in PUrsUit .of common
national interests, to communIcate mort;' effectively Wlt~. one ~
other on their particular concerns and Ideas, and to utilizt;' their
proper powers to influence events rather than attemptIng to
modify a constitutional framework that has served us too well to
jeopard~.
.
, [The prepared statement of Mr. Sofaer appears in the appendix.]
Senator BIDEN. Thank you, Judge..
.
. . .
I ask the staff to limit all of us to 10 mInutes. And In that splnt,
Judge, I would be grateful if you could answer the questions as rapidly and succinctly as possible ~ecause we h~ve ~ n~lII~ber of Set;lators who want to ask you questIOns and our time 18 hmlted. .
.:
Let me start off with a general question that has fascinated me.·
Is the President's flexibility or the Congress' flexibility to imp~~t·
upon the placement of, the duration of, the nature of the comnntment limited, more or less, if there is a declared war as o~pose~ to
an undeclared war?
.
',.
For example, whenever Congress declares war, it seems clear. to
me that it cannot tell the Executive "Do not move in to northern
. Mrica"-we'll use the World War n analogy-"move directly into
Normandy." It is clear to me that the Congress cannot do that. : .
On the other hand, in an undeclared war, does the Congress have
greater flexibility to tell the President, for example, "Do not place
. any troops in Honduras"? You are not authorized prosreC~lv~~y,;
Can the Congress do that?
.'
.. ,', .

. Mr. SOFAER. Well, if an actual war is going on in Honduras or
som~"

i·

.

. Senator BIDEN. No, no. There is no war going on in Honduras
that involves U.S. forces, or there is a war going on in Honduras
that does not involve U.S. forces. Can Congress proscribe the President in an undeclared war situation, assuming the President says
"It is p! our national interest to be in Honduras"?
. The Con¥I"ess says it is hereby declared by Congress that it is not
in the national interest of the United States of America to place
troops in Honduras. Let's not pick Honduras. Pick country X. And
the President says "I think it is in our national interest." The
Presi~ent can veto the legislation obviously, and Congress overrides
the veto of the President saying "It is declared by Congress that no
Ame~c~ tr~ops should be placed in country X because it is not in
our n,tIonal mterest." Can the Congress do that?
Mr. SoFAER. I think we have a good precedent in Indochina. Congress did it. It was respected by the President except in one r~
spect. The President went in to save American forces, to evacuate
American forces, and he took out some non-Americans as part of
that process. And he felt he had the constitutional duty and r~
sponsibility to do that. So, there might be some constitutional limitations on the effect of such legislation. But my answer to you is,
"Yes, ~he Congress can do that subject to those limitations."
Senator BIDEN. On page 14 you say: "On what basis can Congress
seek to terminate the President's authority by the mere passage of
time?" I would like to discuss that a little bit.
Is it not true that the President's inherent powers as Commander in Chief all derive from the concept of meeting emergencies,
since otherwise he would have the power to make and declare war
himself?
The reason why the power to make war resides in the President
rather than Congress is that the Framers recognized that there ar~
emergency circumstances in which the President would have to act
absen~ the authorization of the Congress, such as bringing out
Amen~an. troops, saving American citizens' lives, protecting American shippmg, whatever. But they all relate, as I understand it to
the emergency powers required. It is the possibility of an emergency tha~ requires the President to have that authority.
Mr. SOFAER. Well, I wouldn't use the word "emergency," Senator.
The .examples you are giving are not examples of emergencies.
~e are a nation, just as any other nation. Our Government is set
~p ~n :such a way that our President exercises the powers of this
~atl0n. He is not a prime minister. He is a President. He is not
slIDply; ordered to do X, Y, and Z by Congress. He is the person who
sends .ou:r: forces o~t t~ere to do the things with our forces that
ev~l'Y patlOn does Wlth Its forces, and those aren't just emergencies.
When the first frigates were made, everyone knew that John
Ad~ and Thomas Jefferson were going to take them out to the
Medl~rranean to protect ordinary commercial shipping. That is
not an, emergency. They were there to keep-Senator BIDEN. No, but to engage them would be. Obviously, you
can take them out there. They are in international waters but the
right of the President to engage them-that is to have them fire
upon . another country's vessel--"Would be as a consequence of the
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president, or the captain of that ship with the authorization of the
president, concluding that American shipping was about to be
under attack or was under attack. There is no time for the captain
to pick up the phone, call the president and for the President then
to call the Congress and say,"Now, look,l want authorization to do
that."
That is the context in which 1 distinguish emergency from policy.'
There is a difference. 1 think it is emergency, versus policy, that
provides the President with constitutional authority to initiate use
of force. And if that is true, it seems to me there is a logical way in
which the Congress can limit the utilization of U.S. forces in situations where there no longer is an emergency-where the situation
moves from emergency to the conduct of a policy.
'
Let's address the question slightly differently.
Mr. SOFAER. Could we use the word "legitimacy"? That the President should use force governed by a concept of legitimacy and not
merely by some general concept of national interest?
'
Senator BIDEN. Yes, perhaps.
'
, Mr. SoFAER. If so, I would a~ee with you.
Senator BIDEN. All right. Let's address the question another way;
In a particular situation, do you believe it is constitutional for
the Congress to authorize the President to undertake military initiatives for a specified period of time?
',
For example, could the Congress say, even if the President
wasn't so crazy about it, "Mr. president, we authorize you to
deploy American forces to country X for a period of 1 year, but
OulY 1 year"? Now, that might be bad policy in my view, but would
the Congress under the Constitution be able to do that? And at the
end of that 1 year, would the president be bound to withdraw those
troops because the authorization had expired? Could the Congress
do that and would the President be bound by that limitation?
Mr. SoFAER. Rather than take up a lot of time, 1 would say that
you have asked that excellent question in your question No. 13,
which relates to the IS-month approval that the Congress gave the
President in Lebanon. And you asked me whether that was a constitutional approval. And my answer to that was, "Yes," it was
treated as an appropriate approval, but the president did in his
signing statement say that in approving it, circumstances could
arise in which he would be required under his independent constitutional duties to go beyond the 18 months. In other words, in principle he accepted Congress' control, but there are always things
that can happen that might force him to act beyond it.
.,
And 1 have in my answer the quote from the President's stat&
Mento
'
. Senator BIDEN. Let me ask you one last question. 1 can't ask you.
My time is up. 1 will come back.
. . '
Senator HELMS. No, go ahead.
'
Senator BmEN. I thank my colleague.
Your statement on page 6 with regard to nuclear weapons seemli
to say something that is either quite obvioUS or from my perspective quite extraordinary. And 1 would like to clarify which it is.
The statement is, "Congress and the American people expect that
the president will use the military forces placed by Congress at his
disposal for long-recognized purposes, including the defense of the

~

United States and its allies. This is true," you say, "even with respect to the most serious forms of military power-the use of nuclear weapons. In placing such weapons at the President's disposal,
Congress has recognized that the President must have the authority'to use them without prior approval, in order to deter effectively
an enemy attack."
.
Does that mean that the President is authorized to strike back if
the United States or its forces are attacked? That is a Presidential
power that is clearly envisioned by the Framers. Or do you also
mean that by equipping the President with nuclear weapons, as the
Congress has done, that Congress has authorized the President to
use them as he sees fit, even for first strike, if he believes that it
will further our national security interests?
Mr. SOFAER. It was a very complex question. But the latter part
of what you said is not what I mean.
Senator BIDEN. So, by us equipping the President with nuclear
weapons, we have not authorized him to initiate a first strike'!
l\4r. SOFAER. You have given the President an enormous power,
but it is within the context of hundreds of hearings, many, many
discussions between the executive branch and the President, many
disc\lSSions with the Joint Chiefs, all kinds of regulations and rules
that have been created, strategy plans that have been shared with
Congress and with the leaders of Congress.
And my point here is not that the President can go off and do
whatever he wants to do with nuclear power at his disposal. My
point is that we trust the President with that important power in
order to enhance peace. That is really my point. And we shouldn't
be regarding a weak President or the weakening of a President as
enhancing the chances of peace in the world. Ever since Washington, our greatest Presidents have reminded us that they need
strength to ensure peace.
Senator BIDEN. I apologize to my colleagues for going over the
time. This is an area I would like to really explore and maybe we
will have a chance later.
Senator HELMS. Go ahead.
Senator BIDEN. No, no, 'because we are going to have to stop,
Jesse, for President Ford, and I am trespassing too much on everyone else's time.
Senator HELMS. Well, you had a followon there, and I think you
,
should have gone on.
Se~ator BIDEN. No. I appreciate that, but why don't you go and
then ;Senator Sarbanes and then Senator Adams.
Se~ator HELMS. You know, all of t,his is very interesting if you
start\ looking back and you try to decide what the Founding Fa- .
thers meant. Alexander Hamilton in Federalist Essay No. 25, I believe'it was, took the view that declarations of war had gone out of
style anyhow. He was looking at Europe and other places. There
were something like 80 wars, conflicts, going on or had gone on,
and there had been 5 declarations of war. So, the point is that the
Founding Fathers didn't anticipate all these political machinations
about this.
And furthermore, it used to be around this town, around this
country, that the politics ended at the wat.er's edge. That is no
longer so. And each Senator will have his own opinion about
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whether that is good or bad. I happen to think it is bad no matter
who is President. Jimmy Carter did some things that I didn't care
for, but I didn't get on his case, and I wouldn't the next time.
But the point is, isn't it, Judge, that the Founding Fathers spent
less than a day and a half on this war powers business, but they
spent substantially more time than that on how to select Federal
judges? Is that so?
Mr. SOFAER. They did; yes.
Senator HELMS. Pardon?
Mr. SOFAER. They did. They spent quite a bit of time on how to
select judges.
Senator HELMS. But a day and a half or less on this.
Mr. SOFAER. But I think they spent even more time on how much
.
power the States would lose.
Senator HELMS. Well, I am glad they spent some time on that.
[Laughter
In any .Jcase, it indicates, if you want to go back and analyze,
what was intended and what was not. But let's come up to the
present time.
.
,
How do you respond, Judge, to those among your critics who
maintain that you have been indifferent to the rule of law, either
international or constitutional, when it comes to the conduct of
American foreign relations? How do you react when you hear that?
Mr. SOFAER. Well, it hurts on a personal level, but on a professional level, I usually sit down and I write an explanation and I
show that it is not so.
And I happen to have written recently an explanation particularlyon the use of force issue. Some people were claiming that I disregard the rule of law in connection with the use of force, particularly in connection with the bombing of Libya and other things, which
now incidentally are getting apparently more popular than they
were earlier on. So what I did, Senator, was write an address to the
American Society of International Law, which I would be very
happy to give you a copy of, in which I showed that the principles
which have governed my determination and advice to the President of the United States and to the Secretary of State about the
use of force in protecting Americans overseas, who were being
killed by state-sponsored terrorists and in other situations, are exactly the principles that have governed ever since the U ~N. Char,.
ter's adoption.
One of the critics, incidentally, of my judgments in this connection wrote two articles during the 1960's when he served as Legal
Adviser both about the use of force and about the role of the I~ter
national Court of Justice. And in my article, I adopt his 1965 ra~ionale. The problem is now that he is out of the Government in
1988, he seems to have changed his mind and he sees the law somewhat differently.
. So, I respond by saying I care about the law. We care about the
law. What we have done in each instance has been carefully modulated to be proportionate, and I am willing to sit down here and .
talk about anyone of those instances' of the use of force. I think
they are all defensible. They have been in the U.S. interests. They
have had very good effects. So, I would ask, Senator, that I leave
I'

this with you for you to read and see It is
American Society of International Law ~n this my .~sponse. to the
b Senatod: HELMS. Does the staff know wheth!~h~~ h,:,t~ln. d
record previously? I ask unanimousre:o.rhe address be made a part of this record
becatlse I thl'nk 't . '.
ta
.
1 IS Impor nt.
.
Sena~r BIDE~. Without objection.
. '. .
[Th~ InformatIOn referred to appears in the appendix]
Senator HELMS Now you are ~
Fed
.
think' there are ~ny li~its to be ~la~~e:n th eral judghe. Do you
e encroac ments or
attempted encroachments b th I . l '
of foreign policy?
y e egIS atIve branch on the conduct

a::f.M~. Chafr'.:a~ft~~

Sy~ritS~h::i' !e~hih~~i~ha1 the Constit~tion has.limits on that. The
see having been set up ~ een set up IS a lot lIke the system you
the Framers to C
. ere are powers that have been given by
~resident over th:~r~:ss~btclo:;:~ the! ha.vedbeen.bgiven.to t~e
hantly I thought· h' b k S
r. rwln escn ed thIS brIlthe m~jor issues th~t ~e h~v~. 0, we can expect conflict on each of
th~~~:fli~t w~: ~~ile ~ave ~lke~ about the need for modulating
communicating more aZI~ftem¢in:r;!ahd eac~otherl:s. needs for
the ~order, as you put it.
ave p y po ItICS stop at
It 1S an endless battle Senato I d 't thO k
diaste prescriptions that 'work, a~d w~just h~ve t~eke aret a~y immeenator HELMS Som
eep rylng.
Curtiss- Wright v .. Unite~?S~ ~uggestedI that ~ m~ntion to you the
you one in la
'I
a es case. mention It to you and ask
stili good law? yman s anguage, describe that case; and two, is it
1

Mr. )SOFAER.
know
the case Well
h ' I theIn k the case h as never been overruled I
that the Presiden~isn:her been overruled. And it certainly states
tions. And I think th t ~ sole orga~ f?r t~e conduct of foreign relagood practice.
a In essence It IS still good law and it is still

lei1hr~:~r~::r:~f~tf~wk:to~ ~h~:~h:r~ident. kn?W and to ~he
he IS dOing. The important th"
Y di~ee WIth somethIng
tive policy once it is decided u~~g IS not to get In the way of effecSenator
HELMS J udg
which
I offered
. 0 e, no bodyn.as ked me to offer an amendment
1022 U, a perfect~g ~!':d~~n~f last year. You may recall it. No:
Y owddn ~mendment because I
didn't ~want anybody coming in
second~egree
d
an mu ylng the water with a
Navy to sink arne! m.ent. The amendment authorized the U S
tery, or neutr~lfze ranlan ve~el,. destroy any Iranian missile b~t~
safe passage of Americ~nI~~llah' Installathtion which threatens the
U.S. citizens aboard.
r s Ips or 0 er vessels known to have
WMhat do you think the vote on that was?
.
r. SOFAER. I don't know, Senator.
·8
Mena~tor HELMS. It was 93-to-2 in favor of it.
r. FAER. In favor.
Sena r HELMS And Senat B
ffi
the same sort of thing on Oct~ber ~~en 0 d h~ed one with respect t.o
admi~tration didn't ask him to do th~. IS was 92-to-l~ Now, the

0:1
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. And here is another one. Senator Dole offered an amendment to
the Byrd-Warner amendment No. 952 stating that nothing in
Senate Joint Resolution No. 194 should be construed as limiting
the President's constitutional powers as Commander in Chief to
use American military forces in self-defense operations. Also, nothing in the Resolution should be interpreted as urging the withdrawal of American military forces from the Persian Gulf. I don't
know for sure about that one, but I doubt that the administration
asked anybody to do it.
I know I offered mine just to present the interesting contrast, in
light of all of the political machinations about the War Powers Resolution. And then when you put it to them, they voted 93-to-2 in
favor of the President's doing what he ought to be permitted to do
without a lot of fufa in the first place.
Mr. SOFAER. Well, that is what is wrong with the War Powers
Resolution. It gets Congress talking about these legal issues when
the real question is, Are we there doing the right thing? And sometimes Congress may feel that we are not, and that should come out
too.
Senator HELMS. Sure. I agree.
Mr. SOFAER. But in the Gulf, it seemed to me Congress thought
we were doing the right thing. And it has worked out. And it has
helped America's interests.
And incidentally, it is a policy that, as you point out, began with
President Carter. President Carter was the one who issued a very
brave and important statement about the freedom of passage in the
gulf.
Senator HELMS. Yes, sir.
Mr. SOFAER. And it is that statement that we are to this day implementing.
Senator HELMS. Well, my time is up, Mr. Chairman. I thank you
..
very much.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, Senator Helms.
Judge Sofaer, just following up what we had been discussing, obviously there is a significant difference between the President's use
of force in an instance in which Congress approves it beforehand
and where Congress has not done so. Is there not?
Mr. SOF AER. I missed the last few words, Senator.
Senator SARBANES. An instance in which Congress has not done
so.
Mr. SOFAER. Has not approved the specific use of force.
Senator SARBANES. In all the instances that were cited, the Congress, in effect, had taken a position supporting the use of the
American military.
Mr. SOFAER. Well, Congress had not taken a position supporting
the use of the military in the Gulf before we went into the Gulf.
Senator SARBANES. Right, but Congress sanctioned it subsequently according to the things that Senator Helms was citing.
Mr. SOFAER. There was a resolution praising our attack on the
Iran Ajr when we caught them actually mining in the middle of
the night, and we sank that vessel.
Incidentally, there was also criticism of me again about how
.'11 .
could I let such a violation of international law occur.

:Senat~>r
stance~ III

SA!'BANES. No~, do you think that there are any inwhICh the PreSIdent cannot commit the military without
the prlOr approval of the Congress?
Mr. SOFAER. Yes, sir.
.Senator SARBANES. And what defines that line?
Mr. SOFAER. Well, part of it is tradition. Tradition doesn't make
la:-v ~lways. Just because something has hap pened in the past
d?~sn t mean It IS nght necessarily. But certain ly one looks to tradlhon and proper behavior ~ a.guide. A long-pursued practice can
become a gloss on the ConshtutlOn as Frankfurter has pointed out.
. :q ne of the gUldes IS,. Are :ve doing something for America? That
IS, IS what we are dOlllg wIth the Armed Forces something that
falls within the traditionally understood role of the American
~rmed Forces? And I will give you an example. I might get myself
III trouble for this, but I will give you an example
Protecting the AI?e~ican-flag ,:essels in the g~lf was something
that fell squarely wlthlll the tradlhonal role of t.he American Navy
because those vessels had been flagged. We went through a proper
legal,. statu~ory process to flag those vessels.
'
It IS a different matter entirely for the American Navy to go
around the world, the Gulf, or anywhere else, and start protecting
the vessels of other countries, jeopardizing our forces, our nava l
forces, our troops, Just because we may favor one country as op·
posed to another without Congress' approval.
Senator SARBANES. You would say that the President could not
do that. Is that correct?
Mr. SOFAER. Ther~ are times when under international law
wher.e a commander III the fi eld would see someone being attacked
and It. would appe,:,r to hlm to be a violation of international law
occurrlllg before hlS eyes-a commander of a U.S. public vesselwhere he would be authorized I believe to come to the defense of
that ve~s~l. But normally speaking as a general policy, it would be
my poslt!On .that the President of the United States should seek
Congress pno~ approval before putting the U.S. Navy a t the disposal of defendlllg the ships of a foreign state.
Senat,?r SA~BANES. So, it is your view that there are some instanc~s III whICh the President could act on his own and commit
Amencan forces wIthout prior approval by the Congress but that
there ~re other .instances in which he could not do so, a~d that in
those lllstance~ III order to commit American forces, he would have
,to: have the pnor approval of the Congress. Is that correct'?
Mr. SOFAER. Yes. And we are assuming a situation where Congress has not acted already; yes.
'senator SARBANES. Well, I know our time is running shor t, a nd 1
want to make. sure that I reserve a few minutes for Senato r
Adams. So, I w,ll forgo the balance of my questioning Mr Chairman.

I

•

·Mr. SOFAER. The President's scope of action is even narrowe r
wh~re the Congress has indicated a desire to narrow his scope of
action.
, Senator SARBANES. Even in those instances in which you Lhillk
he could commit forces on his own. Is that correct?
Mr. SOFAER. Yes, sir .
.Senator BlDEN. Senator Adams.
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" Senator ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Sofaer, I arrived
in the Congress just after the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution. I was also
here in 1973 at the passage of the War Powers Resolution. Regardless of what the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution had said, we had under
President Nixon an invasion of Cambodia with American forces,
, and that led to the War Powers Resolution. '
,
\., Now, do you believe that a President of the United States has
the power to commit an invasion or an act of war against another
.
.',
country without any congressional approval?
~ Mr. SoFAER. Well, I think, Senator, if I am not mistaken, in the
case of Orlando .v. Laird, even though the Gulf of Tonkin Resolu·tion had been repealed, a circuit court found that in numerous
laws and in other resolutions that Congress had passed, or actions
\that Congress had taken, Congress in effect had approved the continuation of the war despite the repeal of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution.
.
: Senator ADAMS. All right. Now that brings me to the specific
point. If you believe this law is unconstitutional, why hasn't the executive branch been willing to have this law tested in the courts? I
also want to ask you this. Does the President have the constitutional authority to veto a declaration of war?
Mr. SoFAER. I have noticed that question, Senator, and I can't-I
am not sitting in the highest court of the land. I am just a legal
adviser giving you my best judgment.
· ' Senator ADAMS. I understand that.
Mr. SoFAER. I think the President historically has signed every
declaration of war this country has ever adopted.
Senator ADAMS. And he has never indicated in any way__ there
.was any power in the Presidency on the declaration of war. We can
go clear back to Alexander Hamilton in Federalist 69. AB you know
he was in favor of a strong Presidency. And he points out: "While
that of the British King extends to the declaring of war and to the
raising and regulation of fleets and armies, all of which by the Constitution under consideration, would appertain to the legislature."
Mr. SOFAER. Right, but there are two different issues. One involves the principle that the President cannot declare war. But the
suggestion that I have heard in these hearings, in prior question·ing, was that the Congress can declare war without the President's
approval, which I found an ironic assertion because I think that
. the Constitution does want both branches to be involved, in warmaking.
"
Senator ADAMS. That is what the War Powers Resolution is all
about. Both parties should be involved.
~ Mr. SOFAER. Both parties involved; right.
'
Senator ADAMS. For example, the very case that you mentioned.
When we were in the Persian Gulf trying to determine a policy,
officials from the executive branch came to the Congress and said
'we have changed the rules of engagement and U.S. vessels will protect all neutral vessels in the gulf. They made a unilateral decision
that went beyond the 12 ships which were reflagged. We were constantly changing the rules of engagement, and under your own
statement, we were at that point initiating offensive actions, or we
were defending non-American groups.
.
What I am concerned about-I
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Mr. SOFAER. But that was with prior notice to you, and in the
courSe of the convoying.
. Senator ADAMS. But not under the law, Professor Sofaer. If they
were; going to do that, that is a clear time to come to the Congress
and get the approval. None of us ever felt that the President would
not get a form of approval. But we were all concerned about precisely why the War Powers Act was not triggered as required
under law.
The War Powers Resolution became law because Presidents were
in the course of starting wars and expanding them, and then sending Congress the bill. We didn't get the bill in Vietnam for about 3
years, and then we had to try to decide whether to raise a war tax.
When we couldn't get that, we tilted the whole financial basis of
the country around because of Presidential acts which continued.
We tilted around a whole generation of people who felt that they
were being drafted while others were getting out.
What we are trying to say, Professor Sofaer, is that this act, enacted over a veto states clearly that the Constitution gives the
power to Congress. Article 1, section 8 of the Constitution even
states that Congress, not the President, defines and punishes piracies and felonies committed on the high seas and offenses against
the law of nations, includes the power to declare war and grant lette:tS of marque and reprisal concerning captures.
Professor Sofaer, my problem with this is everybody says the
President has the power of Commander in Chief. I agree with that.
I have never questioned his power to defend American citizens
against foreign attack. But through our failure to apply the War
Powers Resolution we have completely wiped out the shared power
that was so expliCitly stated in the Constitution that Presidents
run wars, but Congress is the one that decides whether or not we
are going to start one. You can argue whether 48 hours of action is
the right time, but the 60 days was put in here so that the Congress and the President could in this 60 days after the 48 hours
decide whether or not we marshal the forces of the United States
to go on a war footing.
It doesn't have to be a complete declaration of war. It can be
rather an incident, police action, temporary availability, or any of
these· kinds of things, but if you do not have the Congress and the
money in behind you, the Nation splits.
. And I might state to you and to my colleagues that so far as I
know: we have never received a bill yet for the U.S. actions in the
Persi~ Gulf. I hear figures running all the way from $300 million
to $1 'billion. Now, that is going to come out of either military or
civilian programs.
You talk about consultation. Consultation to me is not coming up
and saying to Senator Biden and to Senator Sarbanes and to
myself, "Well, we have started this war over here and it is getting
bigger and we are going to have to bring in another carrier. And
now we are going to bring in a guided missile frigate, and we are
up to ;50 ships. And now we have decided we have to do some air
cover. And we will tell you later what it is going to cost you. Oh, by
the way, we have changed our policy. It is not going to just be protecting our ships; we are going to protect other ships." Maybe that
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is a good policy, but why didn't we get something back from the
British, French, and Japanese?
·
" ; One person wasn't meant to conduct the military use of force as
part of foreign policy. It is clear in the Constitution. It is clear in
this law, and if you want to correct the law to trigger it better, I
will help you. But this is an attempt to get the two together, and
consultation alone is not enough.
'
Mr. SoFAER. Senator, I think the law is a mistake in part because
it makes Congress look like it has less power than it really has. I
hope you can understand what I am saying. By creating this situation which puts the pressure on Congress to somehow do something
within 60 days, it makes it look like Congress needs to do something in 60 days for something to happen.
Senator ADAMS. Well, Professor Sofaer, let me tell you something
very practical about legislative bodies. And I have served in a lot of
them, and I welcome you up here to serve in one of them. Once a
President gets out there and commits troops in the field and starts
pouring men and money in and the jingoism starts, you do not
have an opportunity to stop that unless you have a specific procedure. It goes on and on and on.
Mr. SOFAER. But the gulf policy, Senator, was presented to Congress long before a single ship was sent out there, long before the
reflagging occurred. I have a list. I have a list with me here today
of over 40 consultations with various congressional committees on
the gulf policy including reports that were submitted by the Department of Defense and the Department of State. There was ex~
tensive consultation and extensive support.
What I am saying is why put that kind of pressure on yourselves,
yourselves, which is the preeminent power of our Constitution, of
our Government? Why put this kind of pressure on yourselves to
have to act in some ritualistic manner within 60 days? And I am
not the only one who has said it. Senator Nunn said it a lot better
than I did.
Senator ADAMS. Let me tell you. When you talk about consultation, Professor Sofaer, when the vote came up as to whether or not
we should reflag those Kuwaiti vessels a majority of the U.S.
Senate voted that it was a wrong policy. There were very defInite,
long-range difficult policy issues at stake, and as a Senator and as
a Congressman, we are responsible for making those. The bad
comes with the good with this job.
.
,
But there is a problem when you come in very late in the Act,
such as in Vietnam. I use Vietnam simply because it was such an
agony for all of us. There we found that Nixon already had the
tanks rolling into Cambodia. That is the kind of thing we were
t~g to say is making war. This is not some kind of foreign policy
WIth some military force attached to it. It is a whole different
animal, and this act is drawn to accomplish that.
Mr. Chairman, I am willing to look at sections of the War
Powers Resolution to make a better trigger or to work to make it
work better. This act is the important link that the American
public sees between the two branches of Government regarding the
war power.
'
To conclude, Professor Sofaer, I just want to state that everybody
is not in agreement with you on Chadha. Chadha is a one-house
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veto, aJ).d I don't think you can veto war powers of the Congress I
would lov~ to see this ,in front of the Supreme Court. I don't kn~w
why PreSidents haven t taken it up there and had it decided one
way or the other.
.The reason I think they haven't is because the Supreme Court
will
that the wa! power is. a shared power, and that the Congress has .the pr.eemm~nt role Just as the President has a preeminent role m foreign pohcy. That is why it doesn't come up.
Senator. BID~. I sa., to my colleague the bad comes with the
good also m being Chrur.
.
Senator ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BIDEN. I must suggest at this point-and I realize Dly
colle~e fro~ I!linois h8:S not had a chance to ask questions yetthat 8!ly rem~nmg questIOns be submitted.
I ask, un~unous consent ~t this time to place the Judge's entire
statement m the record, .whlch ~e was kind enough to curtail for
us, and a1s~ the 17 questions which he fully answered in response
to the questions I asked.
[The information referred to appears in the appendix.]
Senator BIDEN. Judge, you have been good to come up here. As
you hav~ already o~served, we could go on for another 5 or 6 hours.
~ appre.clate your time. I will also submit to you my draft proposal
I!lveI deCide to move fo"!ard beyond the skeletal form of the alterna:
tal th~t I am prep~fln~, and ask your consideration. You have
w~y~ been cooperative In coming up here. I may ask you to come
again If you would be willing.
Mr. SOFAER. I would be most happy to work with you, Senator.
Senator BI!1EN. ~ank you very much.
The commIttee WIll recess for 2 or 3 minutes and we will come
back at that time with President Ford.
'
Thank you very much, Judge.
Mr. ~OFAER. Thank you, sir.
[A bnef recess was taken.]
Senator ~IDEN. The hearing will come to order.
. Mr. PreSident, welcome . .f\ ~oment ago, I suggested that I believe that on a personal basiS, In ~y view, you have been the most
popular man to hold that office WIth the Members of the Congress
ere .one of us for so long. I asked you how many years yoti
~d 25e;~ m t~e? Congress and as a congressional leader, and you
Sal
72, was It.
President FORD. That's correct.
Senator BIDEN. So, manr of us got to know you in that capacity
U~teWdheSn you becflI!1e Vice President and then President of th~
m
tates, we Viewed you as one of us, regardless of which
party we belonged to.
.
~r. President, it tr~~y is an h<?nor to have you here today. It is a
testunCjlny to your splr~t of publ~c service that you have agreed to
appear ~efore the Foreign RelatIOns Committee to offer your views
conc~rnlng the War Powers Resolution and more generalJy Mr
PreSIdent, on the question of how Congress ~nd the President cn~
cooperate more .effe~tively with regard to the critical decision to 'int roduce a!1d maintain U.S. Armed Forces in hostilities.
to ~ I sahl~, you are one of the rare people who have had a chance
VIew t 18 from both ends, as not only as a Congressman, but as a
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leader of your party in the House of Representatives, and as Presi-

dey~~f~::e~h~te3;ttp~:~ident to use force abroad af~r the e:act-

ment of the war pow~rs legisla~ion, and I know you ave a s rong

anter~:~~;::~e~:b:h~o~: ~~e chairman of thde fU~ co~i~tell'

~

his . cere regrets in not being able to be here to ay. ena. r e.
. a~:ndin a funeral, but was concerned that I declare ~ gratl~de 'for y;ur contribution in appearing beforr lthd cOhim
~tebo:h
offer testimony and the benefit of your years 0 ea ers p
the Congress and the White House. .
d k th t th
If any of my colleaJPles .haye .statements, I woul as. a
:~y,
be brief, because our time 15 hmlted. ~
tatements We' all
Senator HELMS. I suggest we all lorgo our s . . . . .
welcome you here, Mr. President. , : '
.
' .
President FORD. Thank you.
h
f
h
tor ADAMS We would like to say welcome, t ose 0 us w .0
, S
did~~aget the ch~nce to see you in the back, Mr. Presicle~t. ~t:18
good to see an old friend.
.
I
ld· t r ke to say I had
Se tor SARBANES Mr ChaIrman, wou JUS 1
'
the ;rivilege of serving ~th President Ford i~ the H ~hse Jf repre-y
ntatives and I also served on the Co~mlttee 0 f • e u lClar
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~eC~~::Pl:~~~d~!li:~~~~;~th! ~:re~'::.
Sen~tor BIDEN. Mr. President, welcome, and proceed In any ~ay
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you see fit.
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STATEMENT OF HON. GERALD FORD, FORMER PRESIDE~r ~F
THE UNITED STATES

President FORD. Well, ~r. Chairman, and megrm~::sp~vfl!:esf:r
. ttee it is a very high honor and a very
:::~ret~rn to .Capitol ~ll. I haHve not~g tibut t~~it~~e~~ri:d~
ries of my servIce both In the ouse an or a
I
tedl
time as Vice President, presiding officer of the Senate. ~epea b ~
I travel around the country and get asked questIOns a ou
w~~gton I have the highest admiration, the greatest respect,
well as fondness for the legislative branch. I uuly tredB: !~
cherish my man'y, many fri~nds in bo~h. the .ouse an. ::, b~
both Democrats and Repubbhckan~. Jo, '~l iIiil ~~:r~s~~~~t. '25%
honest with you, to come ac
apl
And I
grateyears, years that I really feel n:tost strongly afbout. d the a:embers
ful for the very warm and cordIal welcome 0 you an,
.'

d

l

'

of the com~it~ethe outset, Mr. Chairman. I have no prepared .text,
s1da~oiC violated the rules of this subcommittee or commIttee,
I S:n::B:::~·As far as I am concerned, Presidents can set the
rules. [Laughter.]
' .

rd:,it~~e;~~~io~afu~~~d to the opportunity for ques~ions and,

answers.
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So, there is no misunderstanding on the part of any members of
this group, I voted against the War Powers Resolution when it
went through the House of Representatives. I voted against the
conference report, and I also led the fight and voted to sustain
President Nixon's veto. So, my feelings are quite clear and on the
record.
And I should add, Mr. Chairman, my views have not changed. If
anything, I am in firmer opposition to the so-called War Powers
Resolution today than when I was in the White House or when I
was in the Congress.
I opposed it initially because I happen to believe that it was probably unconstitutional because of the so-called legislative veto provision. I also believe that it violated the separation of powers between the executive and the legislative branches. The Chadha case
probably would confirm the feeling that I have that it is unconstitutional, at least in that part of the proposal.
Second, I have long felt that the War Powers Resolution wac:; impractical. AB all of you know, as well if not better than I, the provisions call for notification, for consultation, for reporting. It is my
judgment, based on some practical experience, that it is impractical
to try to go through those steps if and when a President is faced.
with a very serious military and or foreign policy decision. I will
speak more about it later.
But while I was in the White· House, we had at least four and
pos$ibly six instances where you might argue that the War Powers
Resolution was effective. Actually, I never conceded that the facts
did fall under the umbrella of the War Powers Resol u tion.
But the first was the operation of evacuating military and civilian personnel and others from Danang in April 1975. The second
was: the evacuation of civilians and military and others from
Phnom Penh in Cambodia in April 1975. The third was the tragic
withdrawal of all-as many as we possibly could-of our military
civilians, as well as allies, from Saigon in April 1975. And the
fourth one was the Mayaguez incident which happened in May
1975. There is no question that at least we tried to report within
the consistency of the Resolution although we never conceded that
what we did fall under that umbrella.
Now, there were two other instances that you might have argued
that the War Powers Act was applicable, the two evacuations of civilians and military at the time of the Lebanese withdrawal in I
think it was June 1976.
.
Now, let me give you an illustration of why I think there is some
impracticality of the War Powers Resolution. When we had the
evacuation of Danang in April 1975, Congress was in a congressional Easter recess. Not one member of the key bipartisan leaders of
Congress was in Washington. Without mentioning names-and t.his
is part of a speech that I periodically make on the War Powers Resolution-here is where we found the leaders of Congress. Two were
in l\1exico. Three were in Greece. One was in the Middle East. One
was.in Europe, and two were in the People's Republic of China.
The 'rest were found in 12 widely scattered States of the Union.
Now, this one might say was an unfair example because Congress was in recess. But I hasten to add that critical world events,
especially military operations, seldom wait for the Congress to

,
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meet. All I am saying is there are practical problems about the
War Powers Resolution as to notification and consultation particularly. '
· Now I am going to make another statement that I am sure 'will
be challenged, but I firmly believe it. I happen to believe that the'
War Powers Resolution undermines the capability of a President to
achieve or to maintain peace.
. .
Now, I ~ay t~~t because as l<?ng ~ t~at legislation is a p~tential"
and certainly If It were operative, It gives to our adversaries some·
encouragement to nip away at us, to threaten us, and so forth. I
really believe that that legislation is harmful in thisparticula~
area.
. '
Now, I know also one of the proposals that in good faith was a
part of the War Powers Resolution was to enhance good relations
between the executive and legislative branches. I happen to think';
that is mandatory if we are to be successful in either diplomatic or'
military operations. I see no evidence that the War Powers Resolution over the period of time has enhanced cooperation between the
executive and the legislative.
:
" •.
, And I honestly believe the heyday of U.S. foreign policy ~as the'
period right after World War n when we had both Presidents
Truman and Eisenhower and we had mainly Democratic Congresses, but one Republican. The relationship between the White House
and Congress in those days on foreign policy and military decisions
was at its highest point. And I think it happens to be one of the
most successful eras in American foreign policy. And all of that:
took place and transpired without the War Powers Res~lution
being on the books.
. .
. Now, let me go on, if I may. Since November 1973 when the War
Powers Resolution was approved over President Nixon's veto, it is
my understanding there have been 19 occasions where three Presi-,
dents, myself, President Carter and President Reagan,' have reported. I reported on 4 occasions, President Carter on 1, and President
", "
Reagan on 14.
But the truth is in the 15 years of the war powers legislation, it'
has never been implemented. Never. It's a dormant piece of legisla-:
tion for all intents and purposes. So, I think that is further evidence it ought to be repealed. And I strongly think it ought to be
.
',..
repealed. . '
, And I must say that I recognize that as highly unlikely, but if it
were repealed, it would still leave Congress with its traditional authorityover foreign and military policy. For example, your House
and Senate committees that have jurisdiction would have oversight
and those committees, 'of course, include Appropriations, Arm~d:
Services, Foreign Affairs, Foreign' Relations, Government Oper-'
ations, 'and I assume the Intelligence Committees would also have
some jurisdiction. So, there is plenty of opportunity for legitimate, I
bona fide oversight as far as foreign and military policy is ~on-'
cerned.
',' .:. '
But even more importantly and probably more effectively would
be the capability of the Congress to restrict funds from military operations precisely as it do so often, so frequently, during the Vietnam war. I can vividly recall-I was the Republican leader at the
time-the legislation that would be put on an appropriation bill
,I
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which would read something like this: "None of the fund
.
ated herein can be utilized for any military operatio:sag8 r Prlaftet: the date o~ the enactment of this provision." I ma not a&:
Wectp' but that IS Pt:etty c~ose. So, Congress, with the replal of the
ar ' ow~rs ResolUtion, stIll has that authority, and it certain 1
w~ ~ffiVec.tIve, as some of us well know, during the last days of th~
war In letnam.
Now, l~t ~~ say that if repeal is not likely-and I concur that
t~e practicahtles wou~d ~rgue that-certainly Senate Joint Resolution 323 would be a SignIficant imp.roveme~t over the current law.
have .read carefu!ly the consultatIon prOVIsion change. The basic
aw srud the PreSIdent m.ust ~onsult with the Congress. That is
pr~tty br?ad. ~e new legislatIOn, as I read it, says there shall be
C?nsuhltatI?n WIt~ 6.House and Senate leaders with the added proviSIon. t at if a maJonty of that group of 6 asks for an additional consh~~lkng group, then It I think adds about 20-some to the total I
.
t ~ the refinement o! the con~ulting process is helpful.
~con~, the c!>I?-gressl<?nal action. I always vigorously opposed the
au hab~ prOVISion whIch said if Congress didn't have the wisdom
pr t . wIll po~er to act in 60 or 90 days, then it could force the
res: eednt tOdWithdraw the troops. I thought that was pretty mealymou h an ought to have been not included in the first ro osal
So, I. fully concur with the change that calls for a joint r:sol~tio~
forThelthe~ approyal of fu.rther engagement or approval of withdraw. at 18 a major step m the right direction.
And, of c~urse, I s~r?ngly believe that the change from a concurbent res~lutlOn ~o a JOint resolution is a step in the right direction
b ~li:usef It does I~clude the President in the circuit with the possi1 y 0 veto which he never had under the concurrent resolution
'Yell, let me conclude my observations in summary as follows i
beliv~ th~ W~r Po~ers R~soluti0ll: ought to be repealed. I have ~o
apo ogIes lor I~. .It. 18 consl~tent With my view when I was in the
~~f~h: ~u~: It.llsl nbot gOing to .be repealed-and I am practical. I
m I WI
e-I certainly would support the kind of
amSeendmtentsB
thdat
have
been included in the Resolution proposed
b'Y . n~ or yr and others.
SOl" Width those observations and comments, Mr. Chairman I will
bega
to respond to your questions.
'
'
S~nator BmEN. T~ank you, Mr. President.
cr! ~ou!d sugge~t m t~~ in~rest of time and the obviously in· ~t'ed mterest m p~rtlclpatIon here with your presence that we
IIml
l
to 5 mmutes.
'
ourse.ves
Mr. President, why is it that no President including yourself has
used:
e t?~ 4(~Xl) provision which starts the clock ticking for the pur~o !>rclnglia v~te and thereby providing an expression of a uni,or~lgn .po cy.
h I can th~k of any of tho~e instances where the Congress would
ital:ck:d guSaId, l~s, ,;e bare Wl~h you, Mr. President, either because
'Wh . ~p Ion 0 e agaInst you or because it did agree with
~c::ffi; d l~ It that ~residents have not utilized it to guarantee a
issu~? atlOn, a unified Congress and President on controversial
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haPresid:nt Fl?RD. Well, first let m~ reiterate what I said earlier. I
p~n 0 e leve we had the mrunmum cooperation and coordina-
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, tiqn certainly in this century of foreign and military policy in the
immediately following World War II and up through, we'll
"Say, 1960. The cooperation between Presidents Truman and Eisen, hower and the cooperation of people like Sen~tor Vandenbu,rg as a
, Republican with Truman and Sam Rayburn as a Democrat with Ei, senhower was phenomenal. And I happen to believe that was', the
,best period of U.S. foreign policy certainly in this century.
" ,';
:' ' I think it has disintegrated since then primarily because of the
lack of cooperation and the lack of mutuality, comity, whatever
you want to call it, between the White House and th~ Congress.
"
' ,,' ~
And I think it is tragic.
I~' my judgment" Presidents are hesitant in the atmosphere that
exists today and that existed when I was there to utilize the law or
, piece of legislation that they are hesitant because it somehow tends
, to constrict them and decisionmaking by them. It is an apprehension more than probably a reality.
'"
Senator BIDEN. I agree with you that the heyday of bipartisanship in foreign policy was at the period you have stated. But I
would argue that the reason it was is everything from t\le Marshall
'
plan on through the-.' , President FORD. Greek-Turkish aid.
"
, 'Senator BIDEN [continuing]. Was because the President didn't do
any of those things. He didn't initiate any of them without first
coming to the Congress, explaining in great detail, and getting cooperation ahead of time. That is why II would argue it existed. I
. may be wrong about that.
I
,', President FORD. I would argue a bit there. I don't think Presi, dent Truman came to the Congress before he made the decision to
proceed with the war in Korea.
Senator BmEN. That is true. In fact, that's where things began to
-go wrong. ~
j
: President FORD. I was in the Congress in my first term, and it
:was shocking; I happened to support him right from the beginning
.because I thought he was right.
But I think that case illustrates the point. Here was an invasion
by North Korea of South Korea. I think it occurred on a Sunday, if
my memory is correct. President Truman acted forthrightly, 'went
to the United Nations, got their approval. As far as I, know, he
never had any consultation because of the urgency of the situation.
Senator BIDEN. I would agree, Mr. President. You are correct.
There was, of course, was an international body-the UN-that
stood with the United States. But it was also, I believe, the first
time where the President, all on his own, initiated a significant
military action that would have serious foreign policy consequences
and asserted his right to do so.
'
.:.
'" \
; , Since I was here when the War Powers Act was initially enacted,
I have always viewed it as the President's act, as strange as that
sounds. I viewed it as an act that the President could easily utilize
to do what I hoped would happen and believe needs to be done, and
that is to begin to bring together at the front end a bipartisan foreign policy.
'
I think you mentioned Vandenburg. I think it was VandenburgI may be mistaken, and please correct me if I am wrong-who said ,

to a,President "If you want us in on the landin M
'
make ~ure we are there on the takeoff."
g, ,r. PreSident,
"
, Pr~sldent FORD. He said that.
Sen~tdor BmEN, And that is what we are talking about
te I beI'leve PreSIdents
"
thatresl
'thisent
. FORD
b ' . I can" only reI'tera.
feel
tant to u IS a as:c .constItutIOnal encroachment, and they are hesident !thatS~~~:r bhing th!it may by their utilization create a precee a serIOUS problem down the road Now I think
the P .d
betterre!ith~~ It~:v~r~~~~ ~~tt~~a~heypcould ac' hiev; ~he job
prop~r notification, consultation.
ar owere Resolubon by
al~n aswnhPublican leader can remember the instances where I
by Ireside::hj~~~o~mo{r~!t welllishRepublican,. ~ere consulted
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Senator BIDEN, Mr Presid t I h
avella number of additional
questions, but I will yield no~n t'
Senator PRESSLER Tha k
0 my coheague, Senator Pressler.
'M P 'd
.
n you very muc .
had I mate an opening statement. I would have
said rtha~eil
election some year~~g~Ob~t £h:f°di~ h~ve benefited from your reBut let me sa that i
, n o come to pass.
~ere that I thin? we shou~~r::p:~f~Iie°w ve strongly. I ha,:e said
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't . I h
I as I IS or makmg some adju t
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~hat it would be h:irhy
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would have d
.
. 0, ena or, recollect any Instance where I
there.;I did wh~~ if~hh~~ ~if~redtly without the, War Powers Act
we did not concede that th0 e one, and as I said a. moment ago,
therefore what I did was don~ ~~h P~wers. Atec~was Involved, and
Powers Act.
ou any In nerence by the War
Sen$tor PRESSLER Do y k
f
'
cies latel wh
"
ou now <? any t;Doments In any PresidenPresiden£ in ~~~~:h~~i ou foreign l~obcy or the ac~ivities of the
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not admitting it was applicable, I don't see where Presidents would

have done ~,?IDg di~~~nt~h~ n~~pid deployment force that we
Senator C lU!A')SLER.,
'd d I
t force if we
have-does it make sense to have a rapl ep oymen
1 ted .
'also have a War Powers Resolution, and how are the two re a . m

yo~~~~~eX:~RD.
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PREssLER. Now, when
were President you
consult with congressional leaders .mt 8: st~ctur:t k~:~~: i: away
It"
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from the press, hI terms of keeping it a:~c~~{d !~e etl.~~u;hl;
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consulting, about that require-
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experience in the ConPresident FORD. Well, ecause 0 my OWDp sidents ought to congress, I have always felt very strongly dthdat Ard I think I bent over
,:
suIt as often and as frequently as nee e. n
backward in that regard.
.. I
t the
; . But there are practical problems. The IlI';1StratlOn .ga~ :ecess
time of our evacuation of Danang, Congress In congresslOnd a ro~
Legitimately Members are trave.li.ng all over. BIt ~.ha asPwell

lem~~: h~dtow~vh:r~ ~~~~~ltt~ :ili:~e pe;o;=r'for that
:dertakmg. So, it wasn't easy to notify: I guess notifica~on wcli~~
have been easy, but certainly consultatIon wo~ld have e~n . :~

cU§~nator

~he pr~pos~d

PRESSLER Now, as I understand, one of
amendments being ·considered hProvides fOt d:'I::rt;!~o~~~rs::r
congressional lead~rs. Others ave sug es ~ to be able to repeal
d I am
leaders. As a practical matter, we are n~ gOing
this War Powers Resolution. I would like to be able to'dto I gisgoing to ~ake a motion to repeal it if ,w~ eve~ get aroun ".., ; e, .
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" t I . I t"vely?' . " .
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Bult with Congress. That is 535 Members. I like the 1 eat .SIX. 'th a
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Th~se are the basic ones that I strongly feel, plus the change to a
joint resolution from the concurrent resolution so the President has
the right of veto.
Senator PRESSLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BmEN. Thank you very much.
Senator Sarbanes.
Senator SARBANES. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. President, I wanted just to pursue for a moment a subject
that was raised by Chairman Biden. I can understand a President
resistjng the Congress when the Congress says, "Well, before you
commit forces, you should obtain advance congressional approval."
And I can see a President arguing an emergency situation where
that is not possible. The example you cited of leaders dispersed
around the world which made conSUltation in the circumstance
very difficult. That poses some problems that one has to address as
they consider the use of force.
What is more difficult for me to understand is why a President,
once he has committed the forces on the basis of making the judgment ,that the situation re<Auires that, and then not wanting to
come to the Congress to say, I have committed these forces. I made
the judgment that that was necessary for the Nation's interest, and
I am now putting the question to you, Congress, to either support
me or to indicate that you don't believe that should be the national
policy."
, Now, I think as a general proposition, once that has been done,
the Congress will probably be supportive. My own view is that it
probably would not be only in a most extreme situation where it
could be argued that the President has made a very bad judgment.
If the question were put and he received that answer from the
Congress, then you have both branches of the Government in
agreement on what the policy should be which seems to me to constitute a stronger national support of consensus behind what is
being done.
I am sort of probing to find what the reluctance is to take that
step. I. want to leave aside for the moment the situation when Congress approves ahead of time ..And we may differ on that-executive and legislative-and that needs to be worked out. But what is
the problem with having done it and then saying, "Well, now the
Nation would really be strengthened if it was clear that this was a
policy supported by both branches of the government"?
President FORD. Well, if my memory is correct, that is in effect
what President Truman did after he made the commitment in
Korea ,and operated under the umbrella of the United Nations.
That dpesn't mean that everybody in the Congress was supportive,
but w~ never had the disintegration of congressional support
during~ the Korean war that we had during the war in Vietnam.
But if. my memory is accurate, President Truman always came
before ~he Congress in his State of the Union or other proposals
and said I have done this. I need your help. It is in the national
interest, and eventUally we were successful in that area.
Now,. again I believe that the Presidents that I am fami1 iar with
Who Committed United States combat troops to Vietnam, President
Kennedy with the first 10,000 or 15,000, President Johnson, President Nixon-they all made efforts of one kind or another to try
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and convince' the Congress that their actions as Com~ander in
Chief were in the national interest and sought congressIonal S~P:"
port. It eroded, as we all know, very ~ram~~ically. But I thmk
Presidents tried to do it to the best of their abilIty.
Senator SARBANES. Well, my perception of that is t~at they never
put the question as directly as President Truman dId so that .you
really had a decision on his decision and thep the Congress deCIded
with him.
.
h
difE
t
President FORD. Senator, if I could Interrupt, t ey were
eren
kinds of wars. And one went significantly longer than the other.
Maybe we're comparing apples and oranges.
.
Senator SARBANES. I take it that you wo~l~ agree WIth ~ udge
Sofaer who testified earlier that there are limIts. beyond w¥ch a
President acting alone could not commit forces WIthout c?mm~ to
the Congress first. In other words, you have. a range of sl~uatlOns
where Presidents say, "Well, we assert a right to commIt forces
without going to the Congress," but yo'! coul~ move down that paalth
and envision situations, for instance, m whIch there was no ch .lenge, no threat, et cetera, in which a President could n?t of hIS
own commit forces without the Congress beforehand agreeIng to do
that Would that be correct?
. ,
- P~esident FORD. Well, I don't like to commIt mys.elf WIthout
knowing a bit about the specifics of what you are talking about.. I
happen to believe that a President in a crisis as Commander l~
Chief, after getting all the facts he can from State, pefense, II?-telhgence, et cetera, after he has h~d the max~~um ad~ce from ~~ top
people, may have to ~ th8:t kind of a cr18IS commIt U .S. ~tary
forces without consultmg WIth ~ongres~.
. .
; Senator SARBANES. But that 18 assumIng a cr~l~.
President FORD. That's right. I assume th~t CriSIS..
'.
'
Now, as I understand, what you are talking about IS a different
kind of a situation. And those things do happen and because we
have an intelligence capability electronically, et cetera, we can to a
degree forecast the possibility of a crisis. We can see, hem:, what
have you a buildup by an adversary which WOUld. necessltB:te a
comparable process building up our forces. In that kInd of a ~ltua
tion where you see the situation developing, abs?lutely I think a
President in sound judgment ought to consult WIth the ~ngreS8,
certainly the kind of consultation envisioned by the new bill.
Senator SARBANES. Well, my time is up, and I tha~k you very
much, Mr. President.
Senator BIDEN. The Senator from North Carolina, Senator
Helms. '
.
.:
:. Senator HELMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
1 think it is fairly obvious, Mr. President, that there never wo~ld
have been any War Powers Resolution had there not been the. VIetnam war and the controversy surrounding that. And so, that IS one
of the additional tragedies on top of having to sen~ all those mel;l,
over there to fight a war they were not allowed ~ "!lll'
.
But having said all of that, do you have any opl~lons satlSfactory
to ourself as to what message was sen~ to the Vletc~ng when the
NJon veto of the War Powers ResolutIon was overrIdden by the
Senate?
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President FORD. I have no inside information as to what the
direCt message was. I suspect that the Vietcong probably believed
that'their persistence and their military efforts over a period of
tim~ had paid off, and they were more likely to be stronger in their
effOJ:ts than they had been in the past.
Senator HELMS. Well, there were reports, commentaries. Of
course, I guess nobody knows except the Vietcong that there was
joy in those circles because that was a signal to them that we were
going to pull out, which we did after some time.
Well, tell me. How would you as President under the War
Powers Resolution deal with a harsh, extreme terrorist situation
that,would come up, say, on the Easter weekend as you referred to?
How would you deal with it as President? Would you go ahead and
do whatever is needed to do, or what?
Pr,esident FORD. Senator, it would depend, of course, on the kind
of terrorist actions. There are two kinds. One, there are terrorist
acts that are planned, executed by governments per se.
Senator HELMs. Right.
President FORD. And there are terrorist activities that are undertake;n by irrational, undisciplined groups .
If you had a case of a government-undertaken act of terrorism
that' could be justified as a threat against the national security of
the Vnited States and immediate action was mandatory, if I were
in the White House, I would act immediately. Now, there are so
many qualifying phrases in what I said, but under those circumstances, I would act very promptly and as effectively as I possibly
could.
Now, it is a lot different ball game when you are talking ahout
these sort of unorganized, undisciplined terrorist groups. That is a
different situation.
Senator HELMS. Well, I was speaking mainly of government-promoted acts of terrorism.
I guess this is a general question, and you will have to give a
general answer. You and I have come along at a time when the
spirit of comity existed between the President and the legislative
body. I have often thought that if Franklin Roosevelt had been required to prosecute World War II under the limitations of the War
Powers Resolution, that the war would have been lost. And maybe
the French. 'would be making their vichyssoise out of sauerkraut
today.
Is it really possible in your judgment to have the President and
the Congress share absolute equality in the conduct of American
foreign relations?
President FORD. How do you define "equally"? I think each can
play 'a very critical role in the development and execution. I firmly
believe that Presidents have to take the initiative. in the formula.
tion of foreign policy, and they have to do the execution on a dayto-day basis. But you can't conduct the foreign policy if you don't
have money, and the Congress has that responsibility and properly
so. So, Congress does have a responsibility either in the annual appropriations for the departments or foreign aid or what have you.
So, it is a joint operation, Senator, and they better get together and
work together.
" , ' . ; I.,
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. Senator HELMS. Well, you picked up on the followup question I
had intended. I said between the two branches, one has to take the
l,ead in foreign poli~y. ~nd that clearly is the.executi~e br~ch. '
, Thank you, Mr. ChaIrman.
.
, Senator BIDEN. Senator Helms, we have all been talking about
bipartisan foreign policy, and I am sure that President Carter
would have been happy had we viewed it that way when the.
Panama Canal treaties and the Taiwan Relations Act were considered. And I am sure President Reagan would have been happy had
I sided with his position on Nicaragua. So, maybe during the next
administration you and I will be able to be more bipartisan than
either of us have been in the last 10 years.
r.
.'
: Senator HELMS. Well, the executive process is that the President
had to send up those treaties on the Panama Canal to give it away..
He would have had no choice about it. I am convinced if he didn't
have to send it up here, he would have given to Rios with a red
ribbon around it.
And I think that what he did to Taiwan and what Congress
helped him to do was a travesty.
:
Senator BIDEN. I am not arguing the issue. I am just pointing out
that that's a foreign policy.
Senator HELMS. But those were in the process. That would have
;.
happened regardless of the War Powers Act, as yo~ know.
Senator BlDEN. I toought we were talking about the larger scope
of foreign policy.
'' : : ,
Senator Adams.
Senator ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. President, it is a pleasure to see you again. I enjoyed serving
with you in the House.
President FORD. It is mutual, Senator.
Senator ADAMS. Mr. President, we both lived through the Vietnam war together in the House, and I heard you use the word.
"war" in conjunction with Vietnam. I don't remember President
Johnson from February 1965 through the 1970's ever calling it a
war. It was always an incident; was it not?,
. President FORD. Well, my memory is not that good, Senator. But
I suspect that there was a tendency by the President and others in
the White House to do as you have said. But the facts of the situa-,
tion were it was a war.
.
Senator ADAMS. That is what bothers me, Mr. President, and
why I support the War Powers Act. And I am not saying it is a
perfect statute. But it is a method of uniting the American people
when we come to a point of commitment of people who lose their
lives or are injured. The Treasury will be used and the American
people need to be mobilized in support, and that we know that we
have that goal.
The reason I support this so strongly is that I feel that we need a
mechanism. In Korea we were in with the United Nations. We had
a policy. The countr~ was in it. But I would like to tick off to you
what· happened in Vietnam when we did not call it a war but
rather ail Presidential action going forward.
. .
'We lost the draft. We no longer have that.
We had the last balanced budget. We never had another one of
those.
!
•
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We didn't get a tax to pay for the war.
We started into an inflationary spiral.
And we never had stated for our troops in the field that we
really were. involved in a war and that the victory was to win the
war.
TheIndochina.
final result in foreign
, policy was that we lost all of what was
then
Now, lam not saying that we should not have been in Vietnam.
But what I am trying to ask you is why is there such an objection
to the President coming to Congress when the use of military force
goes beyond crises or rescue of American citizens?
When there is a commitment involving a lot of money and military strength, the Congress should vote on it. Then we are in it
with you.
we oppose it, you beat us around the ears and we know
where
we If
are.
The War Powers Resolution says to the whole world, particularly
all these potential third-party worlds, that we are not with a king
or with a single person that can make war. It is a congressional
matter. And it is congressional plus Presidential. We will defend
ourselves, but before we commit to long-term occupation' or longterm use of our forces, the whole Nation will be behind it. And the
Congress is the only one I know that can vote for it. That is what
we have been trying to accomplish.
.
And I would like to know from your point of view-we have
given the 48 hours, we have 60 days to talk about this before anything happens-,-why we don't move to unite the Nation's foreign
policy when it is using its military arm.
President FORD. Well, first let me indicate some difference of
opinion in. your interpretation of what the process was during the
war in Vietnam. We were both in the House at the time.
Every year, whether it was President Kennedy, who submitted a
budget for combat forces in Vietnam, who submitted a proposal to
help the South Vietnamese with military and economic assistan~'e,
or whether it was President Johnson who did the same, or whether
it was President Nixon who did exactly the same-in other words,
every year you had a military appropriations bill. Every year you
had a foreign aid appropriations bill that included military, as well
as econom~c assistance. And every year you had the appropriations,
and if my memory is correct, you had equally authorizations.
So, you had two chances in the House and/or the Senate to vote
on whether you were going to supply military funds for our forces
and for the Vietnamese forces in Vietnam. There is no ,\uestion
about that. We could go back and check the rollcalls. I don t know
how you voted, but the chance was there for us to vote yes or no.
And up
until about 1971, those bills
went through without any
ml!jor
opposition.
.
Starting about 1971, we had the limitations or restrictions on authorizations and appropriations bills.
Senator ADAMS. Wasn't that after 1969, Mr. President, when it
was determined that we were not getting the right numbers on
Vietnam ~d we were all of a SUdden starting to run a terrible deficit? In other words, it was being buried in O&M, and all of a
Budden Vietnam was not a line item. The military budget was a
total item, and not isolated.
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And therefore, it came upon us only after thousands of casualties
and no real knowledge of how many ships and so on we were
losing. A whole group of us went to President Johnson and said
you have to have a surtax because we are going to break the
budget badly and will for 4 or 5 years. In other words, this thing
had built up on us, had it not, because we were not saying" as we
had in other wars, Vietnam, this amount of money.
' ,
,
, President FORD. You may be right. It might have been 1969
rather than 1971, but it came during that relative period.
'
.
So, . I have never agreed with those that they didn't have _a
chance to express themselves either in the debate of the floor of
the House and or the Senate or by voting yes or no on the neces-'
sary legislation to authorize or to fund those programs.
..
,
So, I still think the Congress with those tools of legislation that,
has to go through has an opportunity on any foreign or military,
policy problem to express itself. I, therefore, do not think that the
War Powers Resolution is needed.
' ;
The people who opposed the war in Vietnam fmally by these lim- itations forced us to quit. There is no question about that. They
said there couldn't be any funds spent 60 days after this' da~ ..
There weren't any funds. So, we quit. That is what happened.
.
So, the tool is there without the War Powers Resolution to
achieve a certain result. I opposed all of those limitations. I felt
very strongly, but the will of the Congress fmally prevailed., '
Senator BmEN. Thank you, Senator.
,
Senator Evans. If we could try to stay within the 5-minute rule,
it would be helpful because we have another meeting.
,
"'
"' Senator EvANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
"
Mr. President, it seems to me that if we start long before the
War Powers Resolution-and I think we all must-with our Consti- :
tution, as I remember the words-I don't have them in front of me,
but Congress is clearly given the power to declare war. They are,
not given the power to declare limited hostilities or a police action:
or any other thing. They are given the power to declare war. They'
ar~ not even given the power to not declare war except by absence 1
of any action. So, the one action Congress can take is to, declare I
, war.
In your view is our current action in the Persian Gulf a war 'as
, far as the United States is concerned?
''
,
President FORD. Well, based on what I am personally familiar
with, it borders on, but I don't think it is a war in the traditional
sense such as World War I, World War n. There are sporadic head-':
to-head military confrontations, but it is not a war in the sense"
that we have lived through in this century in two cases.
''
Senator EVANS. What about the action in Libya? Would that,be a
war in your view?
" ;,
President FORD. You mean the President's action?
'
Senator EVANS. Yea.
President FORD. I don't think that could fall under the defmition
of "war," no.
Senator EVANS. It is very interesting to me that at the time the,
War Powers Resolution was passed, it was titled "War Powers,"
but it turned right around and it talks constantly about hostilities
and not war. And it seems to me there is a significant difference

between the two in definition. If there wasn't a significant difference, we wouldn't have two words. And it seems to me we start
from that fundamental question.
Then in the War Powers Resolution-you have stated very clearly your OPPOSition to the entire War Powers Resolution, but it
seems to me that there are some extraordinary flaws within the
War Powers Resolution if we were to examine it piece by piece.
In your view, do we miss covering the entire gamut of potential
events When the War Powers Resolution states that the constitutioDal powers of the President as Commander in Chief to introduce
U.S. Armed Forces into hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated are exercised
only in three ways: a declaration of war, which much come from
CoIlgreSs; specific statutory authorization; or a national emergency
created by attack upon the United States, its territories, or possessions or its Armed Forces? Aren't there other Circumstances that
might well call for reaction by the United States, prompt action or
reaction, that are excluded by this particular provision?
President FORD. Well, that is why I, among other things, think
the. War Powers Resolution is unnecessary. You cannot define
every possible contingency that might arise in this day and age.
And when you do, you get in trouble.
I stronglY-and this is a repeat of what I have said before-we
don!t need this legislation. Presidents I personally feel will exercise
the proper restraint and judgment and Congress can, on the other
hand exercise its proper role if and when such a situation arises.
senator EvANS. In the testimony of Mr. Soraer this morning,
which I did not have a chance to listen to, but I read his testimony.
And he has an interesting proposition that does deal with what yO\l
had talked about as a limitation on Presidential authority, and
that is the power of the purse, Where he says, "Congress has broad
power to control the expenditure of funds, however, may not use its
funding power to restrict or usurp the independent constitutional
authority of another branch. We understand that fully and we
don't
to interfere with the judiciary in terms of carrying
out
itsattempt
function."

I I

I

He says, "By the same token, Congress could not lawfully deny
funds for the Armed Forces to compel the President to cease exercising functions that are lawfully his as Commander in Chief, such
as defense of U.S. vessels from attack on the high seas in a particular region." It seems to me he is-and is saying, "Congress would
also .exceed its authority by ordering the President to conduct a
Particular type of military operation in a specific manner. The
power to control spending cannot properly be used to interfere with
the President's discretion or the conduct of military Operations."
That seems to me to indicate to me that he is suggesting at least
that ~he power of the purse of Congress runs up against the constitutional authority of the President to carry out his functions.
know if you would care to tell us Where you think that
I don't
line
belongs.

a

President FORD. I am not sure I would go as far as Mr. 8ufner
has indicated. I don't think Congress can use the power of the
purs~ to tell a Presiden t that he has to use this weapon system or
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that weapon system in the actual undertaking of the national de'
fense of the United States.
I happen to believe that what was done during the Vietnam war
limiting funds for the further activities there was constitutional as
long as it was passed by a majority of the Members of the House
and Senate and not vetoed by a President. I think that is proper,
but to try and minimanage the use of weapons in a war or vessels
in a war I think is going too far.
,i
Senator EVANS. Thank you.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
. First, as I indicated to you earlier, I heard Hubert Humphrey say
what a tremendous contribution Gerald Ford had made in restoring confidence in our Government, and I really believe it was a
major, major contribution.
'
If I may follow my colleague, Dan Evans, here when he says the
Constitution says Congress is granted the power to declare war, but
it is very interesting what follows that. It says, "to declare war,
make rules concerning captures on land and water."
Then there is the only limitation that is made on appropriations,
the only one in the Constitution. It says, "to raise and support
armies, but no appropriation of money of that use shall be for a
longer term than 2 years."
,
Clearly, the message of the Constitution is that restraint has to
be used. And somehow I think that is what we are all trying to
strive for is a sensible use of restraint.
If I can use an example from just 2 days ago. We had a resolution-I think I may be a cosponsor on it too-to impose sanctions
on Iraq for the use of chemical warfare against the Kurds. George
Shultz testified before the Judiciary Subcommittee on Immigration,
but we got into the Iraq situation. And George Shultz told us, he
said, "Let's be careful. Let's make sure we know what the facts are
before we pass any legislation."
Now, in the case of economic sanctions, we have time to find that
out. If instead of economic sanctions we were talking about the use
of personnel and weapons, we might not have that time. And a
second voice saying hold on, let's find out what the facts are, I
think is a very healthy thing.
Now, one of the things that struck me about your testimony, Mr.
President, was that I think you used six illustrations when you
were President. Four of the six involved evacuation of American
personnel. I wonder if an exception should be made in the War
Powers Act where there is evacuation of personnel. Realistically
you want to repeal the whole thing. That isn't going to happen.
Does that strike you as a sensible exception that should be made in
the War Powers Act?
'
.
President FORD. I can see where that might make sense because
under ,the current phraseology, it includes both initial actions as
well as any others. And certainly an evacuation is in a different
category whether it is our troops from Danang or Saigon or Phnom
Penh. It is a different kind of a military engagement. That is a
thought that ought to be examined.
'
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S~nator SIMON. And in the case of an evacuation there you h

to move very, very quickly.

' '
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th' b' .
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Se
e enemy.
.'
. ,'
na~r SIMON. Well, it seems to me that this suggestion-and
Mr. C~81rman, you are drafting legislation-that th·
b'
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, PreSident FORD. Thank you.
, ~natotor !~!';,N' Senator Kassebaum, last but surely not least
n~ r ~EBAUM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
.
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And I think to a certain extent, we might have turned to the
War Powers Resolution somewhat as a happiness and security
blanket. We felt it gave us then in more clearly defmed terms responses that we had to make and said to the President he had to
ask us. All of that is really there if we want to exercise it. It is just
that we have failed I think to exercise in many ways the responsibilities and the voice that we do have.
That is more of a statement than a question, Mr. President, but
do you think that perhaps some of this has come about because of
just the changes that have taken place in the structure of the executive and legislative branches?
President FORD. That opens a wide door, Senator. And I do think
that there has been some structural changes in the executive
branch that have contributed, but I also think there have been
some serious changes in the Congress that have had an impact.
I believe the proliferation of subcommittees is a problem. I
happen to believe that the change in the seniority system has been
a factor. I see some disintegration of leadership in both parties because of the orgy of reform that took place in the 1960's and in the
1970's. So, I think both the executive and the legislative branches
have gone through a transition that makes it less likely that they
can get the job done. I mean, that is my own feeling.
I remember the days when Sam Rayburn used to go down to the
White House and meet with President Eisenhower, and he would
come back on a foreign policy matter. And he was usually in agreement with the President or they were in agreement with one another. The press always used to ask him, "Well, have you consulted
with the troops." And Sam Rayburn used to say, better than I can,
"Well, I decided that." So, he didn't have any disintegration among
his troops, and Joe Martin had much the same circumstance.
Now, that is pretty authoritarian, but you have I think better results.
If I can throw in another plug on a different subject, but I think
it is in somewhat the same ballpark. Congress better undertake a
massive examination and change in the Budget Reform and AntiImpoundment Act. That piece of legislation has been a disaster.
You only have to look at the record, but that is another subject.
Senator KASSEBAUM. Thank you.
''
Senator BIDEN. Thank you very much, Senator.
'
You know, Mr. President, when I first got here, I was 29 years
old and that seniority system looked awful. [Laughter.]
Now that I am chairman of the Judiciary Committee and the No.
2 guy on this committee on our side, I really think there is such
incredible wisdom in the seniority system, and I am beginning to
see your point of view much more clearly than I did 16 years ago.
President FORD. Well, when I first ran for Congress, Mr. Chairman, I was 35, and there was an incumbent Republican who was 65
who had been here 10 years. I thought he was much too old, doddering, to perform his responsibilities in a proper way. But times
,
do change your thinking. [Laughter.]
Senator BIDEN. They sure do, Mr. President. But some things
don't change. When I got here when I was 30, they made it pretty
hard for me to get on the elevator. It was a big deal to get in the
Senators' elevator. I was in the hospital and at home for 7 months
' I ,

,-
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this year, and when I came back to the Senate, the first day I got
back, they tried to deny me access to the elevator. [Laughter.)
So, how quickly they forget you around this place.
But we haven't forgotten you, Mr. President.
President FORD. Thank you.
Senator BIDEN. We truly appreciate your testimony and look forward to visiting with you after the hearing.
President FORD. Fine. 'fhank you all.
Senator BIDEN. The hearing is recessed.
President FORD. It is a real honor and a privilege to be here.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you, and the SUbcommittee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:28 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to
reconvene at 10:15 a.m., September 16, 1988.]

THE WAR POWER AFTER 200 YEARS:
CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT
AT A CONSTITUTIONAL IMPASSE
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 16,1988

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITrEE ON WAR POWERS
OF THE CoMMl'ITEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

,.",,

,
Washingto"-t DC.
The subcommittee met at 10:15 a.m., in room SD-419, Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Hon. Joseph Biden (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Biden, Sarbanes, Simon, Adams, Pressler,
Evans, and McConnell.
Senator BlDEN. The hearing will come to order.
Once again we have a very distinguished panel. We welcome
both Secretary Vance and Secretary Richardson.
The Special Subcommittee on War Powers today resumes hearings directed at answering the critical question: Can the War
Powers Resolution of 1973 be amended, repealed, or replaced so as
to improve the effective cooperation of the President and the Congress in national decisions concerning the deployment of American
forces in situations of actual or likely hostilities?
The previous hearings have delved into that question, and the
subcommittee has heard from various legislators who were involved in the origins of the War Powers Resolution, from distinguished American historians, from former ·military leaders, and,
yesterday, from the State Department Legal Adviser and former
President Gerald Ford.
Today, the subcommittee will receive testimony from two men of
particular distinction.
Elliot Richardson has served in many high level posts, including
Secretary of Defense.
Cyrus Vance was Secretary of State through most of the Carter
administration.
These men share a distinction of having engaged in perhaps the
two most dramatic resignations for reasons of principle in our
modern public life. They are both thoughtful and conscientious
public servants and can, I am sure, contribute significantly to the
subcommittee's effort to develop insight as to how the law might be
improved..
As I have said at each of our hearings, the question of the war
power is a topic that is both intellectually complex and emotion
laden. It also bears fundamentally on the U.S. national interest
(179)
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and, accordingly, warrants the most thorough and dispassionate
consideration
we can
It is my hope
thatgive
thisit.subcommittee will provide a forum for
that kind of deliberation, leading toward the improvement in law

and an end to the current constitutional stalemate, which is the
goal
before us.both of our witnesses and I invite them, if they have
I welcome
opening statements, to proceed.
Please
proceed.
But first,
would my colleagues like to make an opening statement?
Senator SARBANES. I ordinarilY would not do so, Mr. Chairman,
but I may have to leave and would not have the opportunity subsequent to the statements to say anything.

I simply want to underscore a comment you made in your opening statement and that is that we are very privileged to have
before us today two men who have set a standard of public service,
a standard of a commitment to principle and of integrity, which is
deserving not only of our recognition, but, really, it behooves us, in
effect, to follow the example which they have set.

We are very pleased to have both Secretary Vance and Secretary

Richardson with us today.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
Senator Evans, do you have a statement?
Senator EvANS. No. I am anxious to listen to our distinguished

guests.

.

" '

Senator BIDEN. Senator Simon.
Senator SIMON. Very briefly, Mr. Chairman, I regret that the
minimum wage is going to be up on the floor in about 10 minutes,
and I am going to have to be over on the floor.
I concur in the statements of my colleagues.

The two of you in the dramatic resignations that the chairmaD
referred to have dealt with this question of Presidential restraint.
Presidents have to make some very, very tough choices. Judgment calls are made. The Constitution clearly suggests that that
should be a collective judgment if U.S. troops are to be involved.
The Constitution, I think clearly, suggests that there should be
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some
Presidential
restraint.
I cannot
think of
two witnesses who have had to struggle with
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this more and who have done it with great distinction. History is
going to be very, very kind to Cy Vance and Elliot Richardson.
I am very pleased that you are here.
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Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
Secre~ry yance.
STATEMENT OF BON. CYRUS VANCE, FORMER SECRETARY OF
....
.
STATE

Former Secretary VANCE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I feel privileged to be able to meet with you today and to talk '
about this very important subject.
.
.' ,
I am delighted to be able to be sitting at the same table with
Elliot.

Fifteen years after the War Powers Resolution was passed, it
continues to influence our Government's policymaking processes.
Some of its effects were intended; others were not. Some of its goals
have been achieved; others have not.
Wary of the time limit on the commitment of troops unauthorized by Congress and of the Congressional veto provisions of section
5(c), a President contemplating armed action must weigh in advance the likely political reaction. The Resolution reinforces Presidential self-restraint and serves as a constant reminder that policies involving the use of force overseas must garner support beyond
the short term.
There is one important aim, however, that the War Powers Resolution has singularly failed to achieve. That aim is to require the
President to consult with the Congress "in every possible instance"
before introducing forces into hostilities or into situations where
hostilities are imminent.
History demonstrates that Presidents have repeatedly failed to
consult meaningfully with Congress or the congressional leadership
about actions that could lead to the involvement in hostilities
abroad. In short, the goal that the President and Congress should
form a "collective judgment" about the wisdom of such actions has
not been realized.
That goal, it seems to me, is a contemporary reaffirmation of the
Framers' conviction that, while sometimes awkward and inconvenient, a system of political principles, including especially effective
"checks and balances" is a necessary precaution against the abuse
of unfettered power in the hands of anyone individual.
I believe that the "consultation" required by the War Powers
Resolution means, first, that the congressional leadership should be
Jiven all information about a planned action that is material to a
judgment about its advisability; second, that the congressional leadership should receive that information sufficiently in advance of
the planned action to permit a reasonable opportunity to absorb
the information, consider its implications, and form a judgment
before irrevocable decisions are made by the President; and, third,
that the congressional leadership should have a real opportunity to
communicate its views to the President.
Presidents 'are served by officials who, for a variety of underltandable reasons, sometimes find it difficult to express frank and
_. forceful disagreement with the President's views.
, Presidents, despite themselves, sometimes have difficulty sepamting national security considerations from domestic political conliderations in assessing proposed military actions. And Presidents,
mired in the Executive responsibilities of Government, sometimes
be touch ;with the tide of domestic political opinion.
The un~domed views of wise individuals outside the executive
branch cari play an important and useful role.
In my view, the War Powers Resolution is sound in concept.
With minor modification, it could more effectively achieve its goal
d requiring genuine consultation between the President and Con-
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I have four specific recommendations.
First, I would add a statutory definition of the term "consult" as
III used in section 3 of the Resolution. 'rhe definition would make
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clear that what is required is the timely sharing of information
and views among the President and the congressional leadership
concerning a proposed deployment.
I favor a dermition along the lines originally proposed by Senator
Eagleton, which would require the President to "discuss fully and
seek the advice and counsel" of a dermed group of congressional
leaders. In my opinion, the group of congressional leaders to be
consulted should be composed of the Speaker of the House of Representatives, the President Pro Tempore of the Senate, the majority and minority leaders of both Houses, and the chairpersons and
ranking minority members of the Armed Forces, Foreign Relations,
and Intelligence Committees of both Houses.
I do not share the judgment of those who argue that genuine consultation is not feasible because congressional leaders may be unavailable during a crisis, because they will breach the secrecy on
which an operation's success may depend, or because they will
merely respond to the President's plans in terms of partisan politics.
'
My experience has persuaded me that such· fears are unfounded.
A group of leaders, such as I have mentioned, or a meaningful
number of them, will almost always be within reach of the President and will keep confidences. Moreover, in my experience, partisanship is not the characteristic response of congressional leaders
whom the President takes into his or her confidence on high ma~
ters of state.
As I have observed it, on those occasions each leader thinks for
himself or herself with the best interests of our Nation in mind
and responds accordingly..·
In addition to defining "consultation," I would make two further
amendments to the Resolution, both designed to broaden the category of cases in which the President is required to consult. .
Presidents have often avoided the prior consultation obligation of
section 3 by construing planned military actions as not involving
"hostilities" or as not being "situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances."
,
The Danang, Phnom Penh, and Saigon evacuations and the Grenada invasion, for example, were all styled as humanitarian rescue
or evacuation operations, rather than as the introduction of troops
into potentially "hostile" situations.
.
I would make the section 3 consultation obligation applicable to
all of the actions now listed as reportable events under section
4(a)(1): namely, one, the introduction of forces into hostilities or imminent hostilities; two, the introduction of forces into foreign terri-,.
tory, airspace, or waters when such forces are equipped for combat;
and three, the introduction of forces in numbers that substantially
enlarge U.S. forces equipped for combat that are already in a foreign country.
I also support the suggestion others have made that section
4(a)(1)'s recitation of reportable events be amended to add the requirement that the President consult before and report after introducing U.S. forces "into any situation in which there is armed con.
flict."
Whether an action is subject to consultation and reporting
should not turn on whether other parties to an existing conflict
c

:
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take it on themselves to attack U.S. forces When Our forces are
placed in their midst. No narrow interpretation of OUr forces' mission should disguise the fact that there are hOStilities and that our
forCes have been
~proximity.
' introduced into those hostilities, if only by physiFinally, I would support an amendment desigued to withhold
funds that have already been appropriated from any Presidential
use :of force that lacks congressional authorization under the War
Powers Resolution. Funds could be USed, however, to remove forces
already deployed in such a situation.
Thank you.
'. Senator BIDEN. Thank you.

!The prepared statement of Secretary Vance appears in the appendix.]
Senator BlDEN ~ Secretary Richardson.

STATEMENT OF RON. ELLIOT L. RICHARDSON, FORMER
SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. Mr. Chairman, members of the
committee, it is a great pleasure to appear once again before this
disti9guished continuing body on the issue of war powers. I last testified, on this subject before this committee in March 1970.
I looked briefly at my testimony then and it turns out, not to my
entire Surprise, that my views have evolved very little in the interval.

It is a pleasure to appear again before this committee with Secre-

tary Vance, a man whom I admire very much and with whom I

haveconcern.
had frequent occasion to work on matters of common interest
and
I, therefore, find myself in a somewhat unusual position today of
disagreeing
fundamentally with the point of view you have just
heard
expressed.
Both of us I am sure appreciate the very kind and generous remarks that you and Senator Sarbanes made upon our appearance
here this morning. And, in a very real sense I believe the problem
before. us can directly be traced to a series of events that have
tended
to used
erodeand
trust
in the manner in which Executive powers
have
been
abused.
There is a certain common denominator among Vietnam, Watergate, lind the Iran-Contra situation. In each case, the perception
that there has been overreaching by the executive branch or, in
the latter Situations, actual subversion of the constraints appropriate to Executive POwer has been met by proposals that seek somehow, through legislation, to supply the lack of trust.
The Ethics in Government Act is one such example. Indeed, I
have long thought it might well be called the "No Ethics in Governmeqt Act," since this appears to be its premise.
The .pecial prosecutor law is another such reaction.
While I do not strongly feel that the law should be repealed, I
also think, nevertheless, that it is a pretty sorry commentary on
the erosion of trust in the executive branch that there should exist
permanent legislation to address situations in which the President
and the Attorney General cannot be relied upon to assure the
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faithful. execution and enforcement of the laws of the United
States.
'. The War Powers Resolution is a similar reaction to a failure adequately to do those things that the executive branch should do in
order to seek to keep the comity of its relationship with the Congress of the United States in good repair.
: I fully endorse and support everything that Secretary Vance has
said about the process of consultation. I think it should take place
in exactly the manner he described, and I agree with him that
there is no reason, from the perspective of the executive branch,
why this cannot effectively and continuously be done.
The issue, however, is whether in reaction to the perception that
this has not adequately been done it makes sense somehow by legislation to order it to be -done. This attempt I believe suffers from
two fundamental defects.
In the first place, to the extent that it purports to have any binding impact, it is unconstitutional. I do not normally feel adequate
in taking clear-cut and dogmatic positions on issues of constitutionality; but I really do not see how this conclusion can be avoided in
the case of the War Powers Resolution.
Recalling my testimony before this committee in 1970, and particularlya colloquy with Senator Javits, I had occasion to say that
this committee and the Congress may well feel that it is useful to
spell out what it believes to be requirements with respect to the
process of consultation and the limitations appropriate to the exer'
cise of Executive power in a situation short of war.
But, quite plainly, no legislation can redraw the line or readjust
the balance between the Executive and the legislative power.
In the case specifically of the War Powers Resolution, as my prepared statement more fully points out, there is the defect with respect to section 5(c) that it nakedly purports to avoid the presentment clause.
It is understandable enough, of course, that the Congress should
wish to fmd a way of checking the exercise of Presidential power
that would not be subject to Presidential veto. But to do that by a
concurrent resolution that, by defmition, cannot reach the President, is, in effect, to try to do indirectly something that should, at
the very least, be directed to him on a basis comparable to other
legislation.
. .
'
,
Apart from the violation on its face of the presentment clause,
there is the more fundamental problem of the extent to which the
Resolution, under both sections 5(c) and 5(b), attempts to redraw
the line between the Executive power and the responsibilities or
the Congress.
My statement deals at some length with the various headings
under which these exercise powers bearing on hostilities. But I
think the whole history of the war powers under the Constitution
and, indeed, practical commonsense require the conclusion that the
President must have some powers, short of a situation in which
Congress has the constitutional right to declare war.
Where the line is between the power of the President and the
power of Congress is, by defmition, a question that cannot be made
subject to any clear-cut statutory determination. One could write
revisions in great detail drawn from the experience of the past and
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then find oneself in a hopeless predicament in seeking to apply

that detailed language to an unforeseen, new situation.

ThI1 corollary of that is that there is no substitute for consultation undertaken in a true spirit of comity. That part of my testimony addresses the kinds of situations in which consUltation is
neede(l and calls attention to rather obvious considerations bearing
on the character of the action contemplated by the President and

the time aVailable in which to take it.

But, consistently with such practical considerations, I think the
Presi<!ent and his colleagues in the executive branch should try to

err in the direction of more, rather than less, consultation, for all

of the'reasons that Secretary Vance has already touched upon.
But'my conclusion that an exercise of such writing addressed to
this purpose has been reinforced by a quick look at a draft Use of
that apparently has been developed for our consideration
Force
by
the'Act
committee.

This, on its face, purports to authorize the President to use force
abroad
war.
'. in situations falling short of one calling for a declaration of
The'llueation, thus, obviously arises what gives the Congress of
the Umted States the idea that it can authorize the President to
use force in situations short of war. Surely this is an intrinsic
power of the President, arising from his role as Chief of the executivethe:
branch
but,ofmore
Particularly,
from his role of responsibility
for
conduct
foreign
policy.
There are many situations in which the credibility of diplomacy
rests upon a belief by the other side that we are prepared to use
force and the preparedness to use force should not, from the POint
of view of an adversary, depend upon the conclusion that may be
reached by the Congress with respect to its wisdom, certainly not
on do
theit.belief that the President has to be given specific permission
to

~~ -

The question arises, of course, When given the maximum good
faith in consUltation and the Willingness, as Secretary Vance has
urged, to take appropriate account of the judgment of the congressionalleadership and the key individuals in the relevant committees, the ,PreSident, nevertheless, disagrees with that conclusion.
He must, in given cases, then be able constitUtionally to go for-

ward, notWithStanding that disagreement.

.

The Congress then, to be sure, has powers of its own that may
check the President's action. But to try to enact legislation whose
fUndamental premise is that the President has no powers in situations sh;ort of war, except those specifically delegated to him by the
CongreSs of the United States, cannot be right, and that notion,
givenpol'icy.
substantial supPort, would seriously
e~
, erode the conduct of for-

FiriaIIy, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I think,

I said at the outset, that we should be given pause by the attitude reflected in this, but not only in the present war powers legislation but, more
especially, in the provisions of the contemplated
legislation.
..
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It does, as I said at the outset, reflect a fundamental lack of
trust. If; in matters of the ethics of the holders of pUblic responsibility, if, in respect to the exercise of Executive powers, and if, in
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I am willing to compromise on the present wording of the War
Powers Resolution. I want to state that so that my colleagues understand it.
My concern is that, having been in the legislative branch, I find
that we need in these bodies, and particularly in the Senate, some
form of process by which ev~rybody knows what they are supposed
to do when a crisis occurs. Without that process; there is a grave
inability of communicating with the executive branch.
I have had the great pleasure to serve with you, Secretary
Vance, as a member of the Cabinet, and I hope you agree with me
that trying to communicate as an administration with the Congress, unless there is a definite system of plugging in, is most difficult.
· Is that not correct?
· Former Secretary VANCE. That is correct.
· Senator ADAMS. I have viewed this Resolution, Mr. Chairman, as
a method carefully crafted by, I think, some very excellent people
~ a way of doing just that. I want to state to both of you, preHminary to my question, that I have endeavored to use this in the last
2 years with a great deal of difficulty to accomplish that purpose.
There is presently in place a unanimous consent request of last
December that at least allows the Congress after a limited period
of debate-and I think that is incredibly important-to decide
whether or not there are hostilities.
Now, having said that, I divide the War Powers Resolution into
two parts. I would like to have the two of you suggest-and I think
in your papers you have maybe given an answer-how the Congress should deal with it. The first is on consultation.
I am in complete support and I think it is absolutely essential
that there be a requirement of consultation as Presidents start
these actions.
· I am willing to support a consultative group, and this deals basically with the 48-hour provision of the Act.
I think the criticism of this act is unjustified, that it does not
allow the President freedom to carry out immediate defensive act~ons or to rescue people and so on.
The part of the Act that I feel is not working and it is absolutely
essential that it does work-and I ask you the question of how to
accomplish it-is when Presidents make a decision similar to that
of a king, where the lives of our people, the Treasury, the entire
tension of the United States will be focused on an engagement
that, as a matter of foreign policy, may involve military force for a
sUstained period of time.
. Now, you can refer to Korea, Vietnam, Lebanon, the Persian
Gulf.
In these cases, it is this Senator's opinion that the Constitution
requires within the war power-that is different than a crisis actthat the Congress give approval to that. I would like either or both
of you to address the system, and I will say to you as a fact, so that
you understand that money alone is not it, that we have had many
votes on this. They were all procedural. We have never, to this day,
received a bill for the Persian Gulf. We have never received in advance notice that we were going to move from protection of just
American vessels to other vessels. We heard about that as an aside.
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I just want to know how in these long-term, long-running engagements we can have the country unified. That means the Congress
and the President, must act through some system, so that the
power to declare war and do all of the other things is appropriately
,.
.
.
. "
used.
. Secretary Vance, you had great experience with this in Vietnam.
We never called it a war, though we do now.
!
( .~
I would appreciate any suggestions because I know the chairman
is in the process of drafting, as are several others of us. If we do
not ;use this act, how do we say to the American public that the
Congress does exist in the use of military force for foreign policy?
, That is the only question that I will have, Mr. Chairman. Thank
you.
Senator BIDEN. You're welcome.
Former Secretary VANCE. Senator, let me say that the issue
which you raise, of course, is the heart of the problem.
,,: I, before you came in, made four specific suggestions with respect
to amendments which I believe are necessary in order to have a
more effective mechanism for dealing with these issues. Three deal
with consultation and changes in language that ought to be made.
: Senator ADAMS. I think we can accept those, Mr. Secretary.'
Please go to the fourth.
'. Fonner Secretary V ANCE. The other dealt with the question of
the power of the purse, an amendment to deal with that issue. .
, Now, coming back to the other parts of the problem which you
raise is the question of how do we set into effect a mechanism that
will, indeed, bring the Congress into the process of making a decision whether or not war will or should be declared, or whether the
involvement in hostilities can be permitted to continue.
My own view is, contrary to that of Secretary Richardson, that
this can be done and is done under the current statute. I do not
share his view that the current statute is unconstitutional. ,. :
The legal experts differ with respect to that particular issue. I
think the' better view is that it is constitutional. As Professor
Henkin, one of the real scholars in this area has said, these are
shared powers and the shared powers involve shared responsibilities and, therefore, they should be exercised together.
..
'. ; I would be willing, however, if this is the only way you can do it,
to accept the suggestion which is contained in the Byrd-NunnWarner-Mitchell proposal, that the statute be amended to provide
that there must be a concurrent resolution, rather than having
automatic action as currently is provided for under section 5.
Senator ADAMS. An automatic vote, Mr. Secretary?
;
Former Secretary V ANCE. What?
Senator ADAMS. An automatic vote? Our problem has been that
we have never been able to get to a vote on the substance' of the
issue.
Former Secretary V ANCE. I think that this should be left up to
the Congress, to provide for a concurrent resolution, and that it
should be so specified, that there should be a concurrent resolution
one way or the other. I think. that is what is provided for and that,
to me, would be acceptable, if you can get what is required also
under consultation.
.
Does that answer your question or not?
I

j
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Senator ADAMS. Yes. The other may be procedural.
Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. May I add a few words, Senator
Adams?
.
. Senator ADAMS. Please.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. First, I think it should be noted
that the situations of protracted conflict, that' you referred to,
whatever else may be said about them, were not situations in
whi9h there was a lack of consultation or a lack of information.
In general, there were some late aspects of the war in Vietnam
where the Congress did not feel it was being given enough information\ and there is controversy to this day as to what exactly was
communicated to whom.
But, in general, the Congress dealt from the outset, including the
Tonkin Gulf Resolution, with the conduct of that war.
In my testimony, I allude to various points at which this occurred.
In June 1969, a sense of the Senate resolution was adopted, dealing with the proposition that a national commitment of the United
States results only from affirmative action taken by the execu tive
and .legislative branches of the U.S. Government, and so on. There
was the Cooper-Church amendment, and I remember having to
deal with that in some respects, in 1970. There was the Mansfield
amendment in 1972. Then there was the cutoff of funds for combat
in Cambodia and Laos and the eventual, so-called compromise of
July 1, 1973, in which funds for military action in Laos and Cambo.
dia were totally cut off-as of August 15, 1973.
Korea, of course, was a war in which the Congress had to take
action to bring about a rapid expansion of U.S. forces and military
,
production.
. ~e question whether or not a war should be declared is presumably a question of judgment, to be discussed between the congressional leadership and the executive branch. I don't know all of the
considerations that led to the conclusion that a declaration of war
would not be forthcoming in those situations. But, in any event,
,!he~h~r or not that formal step was taken did not affect the relatIOnshIP between the Congress and the executive branch.
. The real problem I think concerns situations that do not involve
protracted conflict and fall somewhere in between specific, immediate -actions, such as the strike against Libya or the somewhat
larger scale operation against Grenada, and that entail substantial
~e of United States .force over what looks on its face like a potentially protracted penod. The commitment of U.S. naval forces to
the Persian Gulf was that kind of situation.
But, even there the Congress had plenty of time to think about it
and concurrent resolutions were introduced and a decision not to
presS forward with a resolution, for example, that would have endorsed the suggestions Cy Vance and I made for U.N. flagging were
not pressed for what seemed like good considerations at the time.
. In! short, I do not see what legislation accomplishes in this Rituation that ~nnot be done as. well, ?r be~ter, in other ways. I think it
!ends to mlSlead and comphcate situations and to draw attention to
Itself, rather than to the process of consultation.
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I agree with the exchange that you and 9r Vance had at the beginning about the need for clear understanding as to the terms and
arrangements for consultation with Congress. But it does not follow
that the best way to accomplish this is by statute.
Indeed, if you had, the kind. of ~nderstandin~ aITived at throu~h
quiet discussion and communlcatlon at the begmnmg of an aclmmistration that I referred to earlier, some arrangements of this kind
might well be reflected in an exchange of lette.rs.
.
.
I think that would, in fact, be far more consonant WIth the kind
of relationship between the executive branch and the Congress contemplated by the Framers. I think it would be far more conducive
to the development of the kind of relationship that would be likely
to succeed.
Senator ADAMS. Thank you.
" Former Secretary VANCE. Mr. Chairman, may I just add one
word to that?
Senator BIDEN. Certainly.
,
Former Secretary VANCE. It seems to me t~at the conc~rrent
Resolution does not have to come to the concluslon of yes, we 11 ~e
'clare war or no we won't. What does have to come to a concluslon
is either yes, w~ will permit troops to remain and to be in the area
and to become involved in hostilities if that is necessary, or no.
I think, in a way, we get hung up by the. title. "War Powers Res?""
lution" because it deals with not only sltuatlons where there lB
clearly a war but also with the gray areas, where you, ,are ?n t~e
fringes of that.
'
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. But, of course, you do not need to
legislate in advance to terminate the involvement of United States
forces as the experience in Cambodia and Laos makes clear.
Fo~er Secretary VANCE. But that only comes about, Elliot,
when you invoke the automatic provisions under ~ection 5(c), I.believe it is, which say that within 60 days the Presldent must wlthdraw, unless there has been an affirmation for keeping the troops
there, and then he can request another 30 days, so it is an action
that can go to 90 days.
If you change that to what is contained in the Byrd-NunnWarner bill, you would not run into that problem.
Senator ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I appreciate your responses and I thank you both. I look forward
to discussing this further.
Senator BIDEN. Senator Evans.
,
Senator EVANS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I guess I have to start with a question to each of you. Let me
begin with Secretary Vance.
I would ask really what our constitutional forefathers meant
when they gave Congress the power to "declare war." It seems to
me that that is at the heart of all of our difficulty on these war
powers., ' (
d
The Congress, in the period of President Nixon's weakness an
in the aftermath or the frustration of the Vietnam war felt that
they had been cheated of their responsibility to declare war in
what clearly was a war.
. . .I: I
'/ Would you categorize the strike on Libya as a war?
Former Secretary VANCE. No. But it comes awfully close tp it.
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~~ator EvANS. Would the flagging of American vessels in the
Perslan Gulf be a war.
Former Secretary VANCE. No.
Senator EVANS. Or would it be subject to a declaration of war
Former Secretary VANCE. It is not, but it could lead to hostilitie~
in which we could become involved.
Senator EVANS. It seems to me that that is where I have difficulty .With the War. Po,!ers Resolution because, as you so accurately
pOQ1ted out, t~e tltl~ ltself m~y b~ somewhat misleading.
We are dealmg WIth that sltuatlOn where there is no clear constitutional provision for a congressional involvement, and that is
wh~t,. I g!less, we are searching for. At least I don't see one in the
ConstItutIon.
. F,or!per Secretary VANCE. I do think there is a problem with the
tltl~ War Po,!ers Res~lution." It d?E:s deal with the problems
where th~ Pres~dent deCIdes to us~ milItary forces in order to adv~ce natlonalinterests of the UnIted States, as the President perceIves them, in a situation where hostilities are involved or where
they may be imminent, once the troops are deployed.
~at being the case, it seems to me that we have to have a mechanlBm which can deal with both kinds of issues. It seems to me that
t~e Congress ought to be involved in both of those kind of situatlons.
They d0!1't hav-: to d~clare war, but they can say this really affec~ the. Vltal natlonaiinterests of the United States and we, therefore, beheve that we want the forces to remain there as the President has committed them, or no we don't, we want them to come
back and so do by a concurrent resolution.
Senator EvANS. The question of a concurrent resolution does
bother me.
As I understand it, you believe that the concurrent Resolution
~ot presented to the President, is a constitutional congressionai
rlght?
'
Former Secretary VANCE. Yes, I do.
. S~na1<?r EVANS. I presume then that if it is right in this case, it
lB. nght m almost any case, if they choose to use that as a mechanISm.
Former Secretary VANCE. Yes, because I believe this is a shared

pow~r.

~enator EVANS. Well, aren't all powers shared powers? All legislatIon has to be presented to us.
Fqrmer Secretary VANCE. No. There are some that are specifically enumerated and granted to one or the other. But this area that
we ~re talking about is that twilight zone, in which there are
shared powers.
S~ator EVANS. Aren't there a lot of other legislative actions
that;; could be conc!uded to be shared powers and the Congress, in
an attempt to avold the use of a Presidential veto would simply
opt for a concurrent resolution of disapproval as' a way to get
around a Presidential veto?
Former S~retary VANCE. I~ the only way one could reach agreemen~ on thIS were to SUb!TIlt the concurrent Resolution to the
Pres~dent, he would be entltled to veto it. That is one route that
one,90u1d go.
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If he vetoes it, then the question is can the Congress override the
veto.
Senator EVANS. Clearly.
That it seems to me, is a clearly provided constitutional way of
doing things. The concurrent Resolution is a ~ay .to avoid a Presidential veto. At least, I cannot find any constitutIOnal support for
that concept.
Is there any? Presumably you believe there is.
Former Secretary VANCE. I believe that there is in this kind of
situation, where you are deali!lg with a situ.ation which is one
which is perhaps war or, if not, IS very close to It.
Senator EVANS. "Perhaps war." If Congress feels that it is
war-Former Secretary VANCE. Then they ought to act if they believe
that.
Senator EVANS [continuing]. Then they have the right. I am not
sure that this has ever been clearly established. I have not read
back through each of the previous declarations, few as they have
been, as to whether that declaration of war must be presented to
the President or that that is a singular power that constitutionally
is given to the Congress and, therefore, by joint resolution or concurrent resolution, or in whatever form, Congress itself could declare war without Presidential action.
Former Secretary VANCE. My understanding is that it can.
Senator EVANS. That it can.
In the odd case-and Secretary Richardson, any commentary
from you here as well would be welcomed.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. May I address the point which
you have raised?
Senator EVANS. Yes, please.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. I don't want to do so at length,
although I easily could.
You will fmd in my testimony, starting on page 27 of the present
version, the fruits of a lot of very thorough research by my learned
associate Brad Larshan who is sitting behind me, which I have
cheerfully adopted. It addresses at some length the history of the
power to declare war and points out that the original draft of the
Constitution spoke in terms of "making war."
It also quotes Rufus King, at a late stage in the debate, on page
35 of my statement, saying that he agreed that Congress: power
should be restricted to a declaration of war because making war
'\vas an Executive function."
The situations in which hostilities were being conducted without
a declaration of war were addressed early on, as noted with a reference to Talbot v. Seemans, decided by the Supreme Court of the
United States in 1801, which addressed a situation in which the
United States and France were in partial war.
. .
Senator EVANS. I read it, and, in fact, I thought that sectIOn of
'
your paper was a very interesting one.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. I thought it was interesting, too.
Senator EVANS. What it has led to is the next element of the
question. .
'
. .
If in fact Congress has the clear constitutIOnal power to declare
war' and if, 'in fact, that original intent was to divide the responsi-
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bility because making war was an Executive function-the President was Commander in Chief and once the appropriations were
made, he presumably had the right to carry them out to make
war-what is your view, then, of what happens if a Congress did
declare a war that the President thought was a bad idea?
He has the power to make war. Is he living up to his constitutional responsibility if he refuses to prosecut.e that war?
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. Well, I think you have a real
hangup in that situation. It is like the obverse, in which the President believes that we should be making the war, whether OJ' not
declared, and the Congress then cuts off funding.
you achieve an impasse, and it on ly underscores the proposition
that the responsibilities of leadership on both sides ought to be directed to arriving at some kind of general underst:lOding as to
what is in the interest of the United States.
The separation of powers always recognized the potential ' for
stalemate or paralYSIS. It was a conscious price paid foJ' lhe avoidance of tyranny.
Senato~ EVANS. I suspect there was also a little bit, during the
ConstitutIOnal Convention, of a decision to get a constitution written, and wh~n ~h.e arguments and the difficulties got too big, they
left the ambIgUItIes for another generation to figure out. I suspect
that is why we are here.
F;ormer Secretary VANCE. It was a different world at that time.
Senator EVANS. That's r ight.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. But some ambiguities are inherent, as I have tried to say.
Senator EVANS. I understand.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. The question of what the President should. be abl~ to do in an exercise of intrinsic power, the con~uct of. foreIgn polIcy and so on, and where the line is between that
lOtrInSlC power and things he should not be constitutiona lly
d.eemed to have the power to do is like all hard constitutional quesbons.
My professor of constitutional law was Thomas Reed Powell who
taught a whole c'.)Ur~e dedicated to the proposition that all' hard
quesbons of constitutIOnal law are questions of degree and that is
the beginning of wisdom in this context.
'
~enator EVANS. Secretary Vance, I would be interested in your
opInIOn here.
Fo~mer S.ecretary VANCE. Yes, if I could comment on what Elliot
has Just ~ald, I aiVee. with what he said about the power of the
p~rse, wh,ich remams In the Congress to deal with the kind of situation I thmk we are talking about.
Senator EVANS. While I was not here for the testimony of Judge
Abraham Sofaer, I did read his paper-Former Secretary VANCE. I think he is wrong.
~enator EVANS [continuing]. And he suggests that even the
power of the purse IS not absolute.
Fo.rme~ Secre~ry VANCE. I know the Legal Adviser well. 1
ad~ll'e hill.'. ~e IS a fine lawyer, but lawyers differ somelimes, and
I thInk he IS Just dead wrong on that.
Senator EVANS. You think he is stretching on that point?
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Former Secretary VANCE. He and I have argued this position
before.
Now, I do want to come back to the question of "making."
; I think the word "making" was intended to cover how the war is
conducted, what the tactics are, what strategy is used, what kinds
of equipment. That is what the Framers were talking about, and
not about actually saying this is a war or not a war.
., .'
Senator EVANS. I wonder if you would respond to this, to the
same question I asked earlier. If Congress, under its clear constitutional power, declares war which a President thinks is a foolish
idea, and in his concept of making that war he thinks that he
ought to keep the troops home, is he clearly-I mean, he has that
responsibility. The Congress has the responsibility to declare war
in that separation of powers. Is he abrogating his constitutional
oath by taking no action or that kind of action for "making war"?
Former Secretary V ANCE. I think he has to convince the Congress that they are wrong. Otherwise-Senator BIDEN. Be impeached.
Former Secretary VANCE [continuing]. Risk impeachment.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. Otherwise, there is the question
of how much he does. He may say "Oh, I have been making war
very conscientiously. I believe that we should be using limited
forces in this situation" and, of course, at some point in that argument, the Congress either has to acquiesce or impeach him.
Senator EVANS. Sure.
But it takes more to impeach him than it does to declare war in
the first place.
.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. But let's face it, you've got a
mess on your hands in that situation. The system has broken down,
and the system can break down.
Senator EVANS. I am only using this example to point out that it
seems to me sometimes we overplan for unusual events, and I
think the War Powers Resolution is a classic example of trying to
overplan for events, each one of which will be unique, each one of
which is almost totally unpredictable, and we'd probably be better
off utilizing the Constitution rather than a War Powers Resolution.
. There is one other element of the War Powers Resolution, however, that if we were to engage in this kind of thing, which calls for
consultation-and that is right at the beginning of the War Powers
Resolution; that is one of the elements, as I understand it, that
brought about the War Powers Resolution, to make sure that Congress got involved-it comes down to what· does "consultation"
mean.
We specifically say well, consultation can be with a limited
number in Congress, number of leaders, but that is not what the
War Powers Resolution says. It says the President, in every possible instance, shall consult with Congress before introducing U .B.
Anned Forces into hostilities-shall consult regularly with the
Congress until the U.S. Armed Forces are no longer engaged in
hostilities.
Well, this one Member of Congress does not feel consulted with if
all that are talked to are the top 6 or the top 12 or some leadership
group. You are not consulting with Congress. You are consulting
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with a smaIl group of Congress, an element of Congress, who may
or:may not represent the group of Congress as a whole.
How do you respond to that?
Fonner Secretary VANCE. I would respond to that by saying that
what is being suggested there is that before any deployment, there
has
to Congress.
be a conSUltation with this smaIl group, who are the leaders
of the
Presidents can say I hear what you have to say, but I am not
going to follow up and go ahead. You cannot stop him from doing
that.
Then there has to be a report that goes forward. At that time, it
goes before all of the Congress, and you deal with it as a body.
Senator EVANS. But if you are going to write a clear resolution
an~ if we are going to amend this Resolution, would it not be more
accurate to say that specifically, that the President shall consult
with X leadership or describe who he should consult with, rather
th~ say consult with Congress, because if we are going to pass
thisFormer Secretary VANCE. That is what I would recommend, that
that specifically be included.
Senator EVANS. If you don't do that, somebody, when this War
Powers Resolution was passed, as a Member of Congress perhaps
voted for it on the basis that he or she, as a Member of Congress,
would
consulted.
And now, with the way it is carried out, they
are
notbe
consulted
at all.
~ormer Secretary VANCE. In today's world, it is quite clear to me
that that initial conSUltation cannot be had with the whole Congress.
Senator EVANS. I understand that.
Former Secretary VANCE. It has to be with the leadership of the
Congress and that ought to be made clear by amendment.
Senator EVANS. I agree with that.
Former Secretary VANCE. But let me say how important this is.
I can think of several situations where, if there had been consultation in the true sense of the word, between the President or
amQng the President and the congressional leaders, there nlight
not have been the deployment that took place.
Ifl the wisdom of the Congress were brought to bear, meeting in
the 'Cabinet Room of the White House with that group of men,
those kind of things can really tUrn momentum and events around,
and: frequently, I think, that may be to the benefit of the Nation.
Be,nator EvANS. I thoroughly agree with rou .
Former Secretary VANCE. There is nothIng to be lost by consultin{ with people of great experience, such as we have on the Hill.
~ator EVANS. I could not agree with you more. But does lhat
not ¢ome out of wisdom, rather than statute?
Fotmer Secretary VANCE. But I think you have to set up a mechanisJ;ll for doing this to make Sure it gets done.
Senator EvANS. Yes, elect a wise President.
Former Secretary VANCE. Let me say just one other thing.
Presidents-and I have served with some of them-are reluctant,
in a situation like this, to consult. They don't want to consult. So,
theyJind ways to get around it by saying that it really isn't "hostilities," or "hostilities are not imminent," and that kind of thing,
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and they go ahead and act. Therefore, they consciously decide that
they are not going to and do not consult, in order that they won't
be forced to sit down and hear what others have to say on this critical issue.
I
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. May I add a word from the somewhat different perspective that I have earlier expressed? .
Secretary Vance referred to situations in which had the President consulted, some acts involving the utilization of U.S. military
forces might have been averted. But, of course, one can think of
other situations in which, had the President consulted the Congress
or indeed any group of intelligent advisers, the action that he took
might have been averted.
.
That is true of almost everything that we call "Watergate." It is
surely true of the Iran hostages deal.
. But those situations illustrate surely the proposition that it
would not make sense to pass a law saying the President shall surround himself with wise advisers and he must on Mondays and Fridays consult them, and reserve at least an hour in his calendar on
each of those occasions to do so.
There can, as I suggested, be some understanding arrived at
early-on as to the kinds of situations in which the Congress legitimately expects consultation. As Cy says, maybe the President does
not like it. But if some mutual understanding can be reached on
that score and the President then violates that understanding, Congress has means of making its displeasure known.
I do not really see what is achieved by attempting to address
through permanent legislation in abstract terms a relationship
that has to develop on a footing of comity.
Former Secretary VANCE. May I just respond?
Senator BIDEN. Sure you can.
Former Secretary VANCE. I don't want to extend this unnecessar~.

:,

.

In the kind of situations, Elliot, that you were talking about,
where it was absolutely essential to go forward, the President, even
if he has consulted, can decide to go forward, and that would be the
case for Franklin Roosevelt and what he did with respect to Iceland and Greenland and with respect to the lend-lease operations.
He can go forward and do what he wants to do.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. I don't favor any less consultaI
tion than you do.
Former Secretary VANCE. Well, I am not sure, then, what you do
suggest here.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. As I have been saying all along, I
agree with you on the proposition that there should be consultation, as I thought you had stated very well in your opening statement-',"
Senator BIDEN. But just not legislated.
.
Former Secretary R,CHARDSON [continuing). Prior consultation: "
I simply feel that it is a snare and a delusion to attempt to legislate it. It is like legislating morality or trust.
.
Former Secretary VANCE. I would just add one fmal word, if I
might.
.
.
I think that it would be a snare and a delusion to expect that all
Presidents, that in the future you are going to get Presidents who

ark willi,ng to agr~e to those kinds of consultations, and it is better
to have It as the VIew of the Congress that this is what it shou ld be
They do have the power, under article 1 of the Constitution t~
mllke laws that affect the conduct not only of themselves, un'der
th\,l~ powers, but other officers of the Government, including the
PreSident, under, I thmk, a proper interpretation of that section of
the Constitution.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you, gentlemen.
.
.
~ ~ave found it interesting o~e\ the years that so few Washington
of~clals reach. out beyo.nd theIr mner Circle of advisers in time of
CflSlS, or even In less Critical situations.
The tend?ncy is, in times of. difficulty, to turn inward, not outward. I don t know of anyone With whom I have served in Washington,. DC, who has looked outward instead of inward, in times of
cnSlS.

I know from my 9 years on the Intelligence Comm ittee, that
~h~re ha,:,e been cases where, as a consequence of having to explain
It m a different forum, the PreSIdent has changed his mind-not
because he was fearful that any of us would walk out of the room
an~ say that we disagree; not merely because he was fearful that if
It failed, there would be something on the record where it said
well, they told me beforehand, a lthough that may have been an
element; but, m fact, because elements of the plan turned out to be
and were able to be seen to be, after a discussion and exchange to
have been flawed.
'
I don't know many. intelligence officers who, once they find the
fl a,w, ~un to the PreSident and say: "Mr. President I made a serious mistake here in jUdgment." I don't know of any Cabinet members who have ever done that. I know very few have even done
w~at the two ~f you have done when you have thought a serious
mIStake ':Vas bemg made-to resign.
The pnmary reason for co,nsultation, beyond the hope and prospect that mayb~ there IS a lIttle Wisdom that might be brought to
bear on t~e subject, was to have a united nation. The only time in
modern. ~Istory we have ~een badly hurt is when we have been
badly dIVIded. I cannot thmk of an occasion when we have been
umted that we have been hurt, that we have "lost" in any sense of
that word.
I would add one other thing.
It s~ems to me that what has changed so drastically since our
Fop!,dmg Fathers drafted the document of ambiguity is that the
N attOn has changed, not merely in sociological and economic
terms, but its place in the world has fundamentally changed.
We are a great.power. We were an insignificant power when the
d?cument was wntten-a proud power, a noble power, but an insigmficant power.
Seco,?-d, we have responsibilities that exceed any nation in the
worl~, m the hIstory of ~he world, including the Roman Empi re, inc1t(dmg any other empIre that could be named, in terms of the
depth, breadth, and s~opc of those responsibilities. And the risk of
mIstake carn~s WIth It the possibility of annihilation of mankind.
Secre~ry Richardson, you are absolutely right, the War Powers
Re~oluttO!' grew out of a lack of trust. Everyone avoids saying that.
But that IS really what it was, a lack of trust.
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In addition, it has continued, not because we have not trusted
subsequent Presidents, but because there has been an increased realization that a fundamental mistake in the implementation of a
policy can have consequences that we cannot back away from. .'.
If a President commits troops in Xandu-there is no such country that I know of.
Senator EVANS. As of yesterday, at least.
[General laughter.]
Senator BIDEN. If he commits troops, he may very well find, because there are Soviet troops in a neighboring country of X, that
there may be a direct confrontation between United States and
Soviet troops which could spark off a confrontation of unimaginable consequences.
.
,
.
That is why everybody is concerned.
Let me make one interjection first. Everybody knew what "Congress" meant when the War Powers Resolution was written. "Congress" is a term of art. When we say "consult with Congress" in
any way, we know that that means Congress will provide its own
rules to determine who among us will be consulted.
, So, everybody knew what "Congress" meant. No one ever contemplated, nor do they now, that that means 535 Members would
sit down and say "OK, now, Mr. President, tell me, what is that
thing you are about to do?"
No one ever thought tha t. Nor does anyone think that now. It is
a red herring, quite frankly, in my view, to raise it. But if it makes
people feel better to have in the legislation the mechanism which
Congress itself separate from that legislation can set up, then I'm
all for it.
Mr. Secretary Richardson, what kind of confuses me is this concern that you have about institu.tionalizing consultation.
Do you think there is a constitutional prohibition on mandating
it?

f

!

Second, what is the danger of mandating it?
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. Well, I think that is a very fair
question, Mr. Chairman.
Let me first say that I wholly agree with what you have said
about the dangers that arise from a situation in which someone
holding great responsibility comes to feel reluctant to broaden the
base of those whose judgment is sought. I think that is a real problem and a real danger.
'
,
I would like to make one brief comment also on what I think you
said extremely well about the changed responsibility of the United
States in the world.
I think what you said on that score is clearly true. But I think it
is also true that the consequence cuts in both directions. There can
be situations in which a failure to act promptly, a failure to lisplay
resolve and the willingness to fight-the Cuban missile ('risis is
probably the best possible example on that score-might have led
to war. So, the very portentiousness of the r esponsibility that the
United States holds may mean, on the one side, that the executive
branch should be given pause through the consultative process; but
it could also mean that too burdensome r equirements of that kind
could prevent the very decisive actions needed to head off a crisis.

•
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I w0l:lld not argue:, r:everthe!ess, even having made that point,

that thIS was. the prlnclpa.1 baSIS for resisting the statutory framework mandatmg consultatIOn.
!.'i1y. ba~is for resisting it is essentially what I said at the outset
that It dIstorts the found ation on which that process should rest'
I capnot do better than to restate the point that it is an attempt
to \egI~late trust. Trust should arise out of a human relationship in
~hJCh It develops through the willingness to confer trust. Consultation IS a pa rt of that process.
The le",dership of the U.S. Congress and the ·key commit.te es and
the PreSIdent, whoever he is, ought optimally to develop along the
kmd~ of lmes that. Speaker Rayburn always developed with the
PreSIdent of the Umted States.
. I think it is .rairl~ clearly demonstrable that where you have that
kind of relatIOnshIp-for .exampl~, it existed between Secretary
Acheson and the lead~rship .of t~IS committee-the system works
best, ~nd t!>at by passmg leglslatlo.n, 'you are, in effect, confessing,
asse~tmg, mdeed, the behef t1~at It IS not going to work, that it
won t .happen unless you order It.
I thmk that is the flaw of the legislation.
Senator BlDEN. If I can make a very homely analogy, I have two
lhvely sons, whom I trust greatly. They have never let me down to
t e best of my knowledge. Yet they had better be in by 1 o'clock I
tru~t them a great deal. They have given me no reason to belie~e
that they would do anything beyond that hour. But I know there is
!,o~ a whole lot to do in Wilmington after 1 o'clock except to get
mto trouble.
'
When B?bby Inman came to our committee, he could say that
the moon IS made of green cheese and he would start off w i'u, the
supposItion on the part of the co!!,mittee that he is probably right.
He hou~dlb!, gIVen the presumption of being correct because he is
su~ ath~tlClant, honorable ma n, as were you, too when you came

b elore

IS

ongress.

'

th So, I d~n 't see how the re"uirement for consultation hurts when
ere IS a ready", relatlO!,shlp of trust. But is does not always work
out that way. It IS essential when there is no trust as with a ll due
relfect, when Bill Casey came before the Inte Ilig~nc~ Committee.
ormer Secretary RICHARDSON. May I make just one quick COIUment.
[ ~nator EVANS. Mr. Chairman, that was a fascinating example of
",t, er. and sons. We are talking here about the trust and the relatlOl'shlp between Congress and the President, a nd I would be fa sci~atthed to know whether the President represents the sons or the
1a

er.

Senator BlDEN. I ack!,owledge that it was a homely and trivial
an ",logy. I could not thmk of a better one at this moment. ilut it
was about trust. And I guess probably he is the father
. ~ena~or BEVANS. It probably could have been husb~nd a nd wife.
ena or lDEN. Yes, husband and wife is fin e, too.
Senator EVANS. That IS a different relationship.
Senator BlDEN. Oh, It depends on what time anybody comes in I

guess.

[General laughter.]
Senator EVANS. What time do you have to be in?

I
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Senator BIDEN. Oh, r have to be in early and often. [General
laughter.]
Let me move on, if I may.
i I would like to focus on the question of constitutionali~y and in
particular on sections 5(b) and 5(c) of the War Powers Resolution.
. Section 5(b) is the one that establishes the 60-day time period
beyond which further authorization is required. Section 5(c) provides .that Congress may terminate an action even within the 60day period by concurrent resolution.
'
.
Secretary Vance, you have argued in favor of the constitutionality of both these sections.
..! ,. Former Secretary VANCE. Yes.
Senator BIDEN. Secretary Richardson, you have argued that both
sections are unconstitutional.
'
,
Now I have reached no final conclusion on the matter. But my
current thinking leads me to come down somewhere between you
two, and that is to conclude that, in principle, section 5(c) is unconstitutional, but that section 5(b) can be justified constitutionally.
Let me tell you my thinking because ,I would like to discuss this
a bit. It goes beyond this issue.
.
The President has definite, though I think limited, inherent authority to engage in hostilities under certain circumstances, but his
inherent authority under the Constitution does not extend, I should
'
,
say, to engaging in sustained hostilities.
It is hard for anybody to argue that "sustained hostilities" is not
war.
And so, accordingly, it seems to me constitutional for Congress to
recognize and explicitly affirm a variety of circumstances under
which the President may use force for a limited period, even to authorize him to do so under circumstances in which he would not
derive authority from the Constitution.
For example, we could authorize him, in advance, and generally,
to commit U.S. forces to military actions for a specified period of
time following any unanimous decision of the United Nations Security Council regarding peacekeeping efforts.
.
"
,
I think we have the authority to do that constitutionally, and he
does not have any inherent right in the Constitution, necessarilyunless there is an emergency, where forces are under attack or
U.S. citizens are in danger.
'
But in all cases, he would have to obtain further authorization to
proceed beyond a specified period, and for one of two reasons: Because any inherent constitutional authority he might have had
would have evaporated as the hostilities became sustained; or because the noninherent authority Congress had granted to him was
granted only for a specific period.
.
In sum, I think it can be argued that, in principle, the timeclock
in section 5(b) is constitutional; that we can stipulate a period of
time beyond which a President requires further, specific authoriza·
tion to engage in sustained military hostilities.' At the same time,
however, it seems to me that Chadha and its emphasis on the presentment clause of the Constitution point to the unconstitutionality
of section 5(c), which contains a mechanism by which Congress caD
withdraw authority by concurrent resolution.

. It, wo~ld
elt~er With

not seem ~o me constitutional that we could do that
regard to Inherent Presidential powers which he h
~hr UoesNnot hh~v~, or authorities we have granted hi~, for exam pies
e . . aut orl~y that I have hypothesized.
'
I )Vould appreciate your commenting on that.
Former Secretary VANCE. I agree with your analysis of section
6(b)and, therefore, would move on to section 5(c).
b~ wouldhSUggest that, not only is the Chadha decision distinguisha . ~ OD. t e facts, ~oth as a one-House veto and also as a matter
aflSlng I~ a domes~lc ~ontext-we know the Chadha court was cond:~ed
~he pnnclple of separation of powers, that it would be
rm,lD
y the delegatIOn of broad, discretionary lawmakin
auth~hty ~h~ exe~utive branch, coupled with congressional vet!;
~ver:
e a Inlstr~tIo~ of such law by means of a legislative vet·
int~on~ast, the 1egJ8latIve veto contained in the War Powers Re~
u Ion oes not undermine the principle of separation of powers It
doe:: Dot accompany ~ d,elegation of lawmaking authority to the ~x
ec~ ~vte bt~anchf' hand It IS not an attempt to interfere with the ad
minIS ra Ion 0 t e l a w . ·
Rather, it is ~ a~tempt to assert the authority of Congress in an
:e whedel.IegIS~abVe and Executive functions are not susceptible
ar:ted~P e IneatIon and where powers are shared, rather than sep-

.Wl:

h

m~:r:~!ll~IDEN. Secretary Richardson, would you care to com-

Former Secretary RICHARDSON Yes Thank you Mr Ch .
~ ag~ee with your result, as y~u w~uld expect I had ~~~:d'
5(c), and I think
the result is nJ.
clause itself. y
a ut by the language of the presentment

:n~r~ir!d rbspeC~!dhect~on

the~e

:u,

be9n section 5(b), I thi.nk you stated, as well as I can imagine there
of ili~ :~~~ti~~ possible basis for justifying the constitutionality

in S:~. I ~~k .eqfiually one could find various conjectural situations
IC. t:: In erence that Presidential authority had eva orated
:uo; ~ot JustIfield; that you had a situation subject to chro~c. flarli' !lr examp e, and that the very circumstances that have led to
~ili~~~:isc::a~oyment of U.S. forces at the beginning of the period

:i:h.

. In r~ d,ase, I fmd intrinsic difficulty with the notion that there
ru e somehow a form of delegation to the President to deal
~ emergency that can be withdrawn by the Con ess
pol t~k t~e shoe ~ o~ the other foot. The President 'has ~hatever
sta~~rte m'
e thas and It tIS ndo~ subject to limitation by congressional
,
e a bst rac an In advance.
Po~~~tRe!\~~~nY~~ t~det~l!~ indicated that you think the War
I hflve. begun to circulate in a very small circle- d
hat~,illPles-a possible alternative to the War Powers A~t you now
the comp-ot ask~ou about t.hat now, but I would appre~iate over
views. Ing wee your taking a look at it and giving me your
th~~i1s~~f~!r~~t~~t~?e title of the new act that I am proposing is
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V

CE Yes I noticed that.
Former Secretary A1 . a iittle bit puzzled by what seems to
SenatorteBIDEr ~~iy' ac~~Pted conventional wisdom these days,
be a mat r 0 WI
. to d fine the circumstances and purthat
is imp?sslbhle
top ~esl
de~dlSe,
t sh~uld be empowered to use force
posesitfor
w~ICh t e
. en
.
with?ut specific ~uthonit~~~ld like to think this through a little

bi:t!t~/~Ub[h:s"t
U In:w~ot3~~apmpi~e~~:~ Ii[if~~~ t~~~I~ ab~ ~iiffna;~~~~

your lme,

just a littl~ bit ,longel;'f
hich I think are fairly encomp assinl1,
Let me lIst SIX a~t on les wou all either now or for the record, If
and then I would lIke ~ ask y
n~eivable circumstances not coveither of you c~n ImtahgI~et':sn~~fch we could hypothetically grant
ered by these SIX au on I
. "'"
the President.
I
of authorities that inhere in the
They represent an ama gam s I believe could grant by statute.
Constituti~Jn
the,.or
Cotnhgrer~cord
and maybe for your possible
Let me Justand
rea dthtahtem
e

respon~e
now.
One IS to
repe I an arme d attack upon the United States, its territories, <!r itots ArmeddF°torc:s'foreign military threat that severel~ or
Two IS
respon
.
I' t r st of the U mted
directly jeopardizes thde supre:;,ee~g~t~~~a c~~dit:;'ns that do not
States under extraor mary m
.d statutory authorizapermit sufficient time for Congress to conSI er
tion..

t ct the lives of citizens and nationals of' the

~J;~deSt!~~ Ig~~t:d abroad in situations involvil'!g direct a~ddi~

minent threat to their lives, provided they are belllg evacua e
y
raPFidl
an imminent act of
tlerrofritshm
our IS
d' t d at citizens or natIOn a s 0
e
the.
of
act of
international terrorism directed at su.ch cltl~:sn~r~~ ~~do~itl~ maxi-

~ kSf~~!~tall
t~ifed §~a~e~ g;e~~~llali;[:ca:ainst

internatio~al
~erpetrator~. i~

m~::ee:;p~as~~o;~c~;~i~~~~n~f:~t1:;;, ~~ern~tion~I~;et~!n~:~
t e all' an

rights of innocents and free passage

sea~.

III

' . to articipate in emergency actions undertB:ken pursuant

lh~:~Pb!~~i~fl~h~nVai~:~~ ~kl~;h~~~~fe~f~:ff~~~u~~e;sc:'::~

to
thing immediately .comes 0 mm . t mean that they do not exist.
think
of would
an exc~ptlon
now dodesnow,
no 0 r in writing , I would appreciIf you
lIke to respon
ateFormer
it.
someSecretary RIcHARnsoN. I n my case , Mr: Chairman,
dd' t'
to
the
thing does come immediately to mind, but not m a I Ion
list. .
"t
tl it impresses me as
nd
Listening to you
rlddb~ggladO~c~i~~nit Y{urther thought. ~nd
pretty
exha?"tlve.
wou. t e to you any suggestions for additIOn
commumca
would certamly
or modification that might occur ~o mtes'eems to me an extraordinarBut what I do want to say now IS I
ily presumptuous exercise.

i

Senator BIDEN. That is not an unusual occurrence on the Hill
here, as you have observed, Mr. Secretary, nor in the White House,
as I have observed.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. That, of Course, is! one of the reasons why the Framers created a system of checks and balances.
The preliminary clause says the President is authorized to use
force abroad in the situations enumerated. That, of Course, invites
the question what gives Congress the idea that it is empowered to
grant any such authority?
I think even the advocates of a weak version of the Presidency in
Philadelphia would have been surprised by the notion that the
President of the United States lacked any of these powers by virtue
of his authority as the Chief Executive.
I think it would be a flaw of Our constitutional system if they
had thought otherwise.
Surely he must be able to take these actions. The implication is
that if 'Congress had not passed tltis law, he would be helpless.
Clearly that must be wrong.
Senator BIDEN. There is a great dea l of legislation that is passed
that, in effect, reaffirms a power that already exists in the judicial
or executive branch of the Government, but is done for the purpose
of clarifying what has been a matter of significant dispute and national division up to that point.
All of us would agree that there has been significant debate on
whether or not some of these powers are inherent to the President.
There was debate here on the Hill as to whether or not the response to the acts of terrorism against American citizens outside of
the United States and outside of Libya warranted or gave the
President the right to respond as he did.
There was debate and there is debate right now as to whether or
not the President has the constitutional author ity to take the position he has taken in the Persian Gulf b terms of' the deployment
of forces, and so on.
So, whether Or not he, in fact, has these rights inherently, it may
be useful to articulate and clarify them, implicit in this is the recognition ;that some of these powers are inherent. My draft legislation does not say "is hereby authorized." It says on ly "is authorized," leaving open the question of what presidential authority is
inherent and what would be authorized by that law itself. In other
words, it would include all the powers that are regarded as inherent while not trying to distinguish just where the dividing line is.
Can you think of any circumstance which would warrant the
President being able to use force that is not covered in the prospective authorities I have cited?
That is the purpose of my question .
Former Secretary VANCE. Senator, I wou ld like to study the text
of your draft and then respond to you. I t looks to me to be a ve ry
comprehensive list.
The first three I think clearly a lready ex ist, eith e!' by statu te or
by judicial precedent.
It seems to me, with respect to foul', that recognizes a new rea lity in the world today and it seems like a reasonable addition.
With respect · to the latter two, I wou ld like to th ink more about
it, and I would like to think more about the question that Elliot
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raises, if you try to enumerate all of these at this time, are we
,
helping ourselves or making it more complicated.
It is a very interesting proposal and I want to study it.
Senator BIDEN. I want to emphasize that this truly is a draft, put
out there for discussion.
As early as my first month in the U.S. Senate in 1973, I came
down on the side of Senator Eagleton and others, whose greatest
worry was that having a War Powers Act was going to grant to the
President authority that was not inherent in the Constitution, that
he did not have, and that we were, in fact, "giving away" or "enhancing the power of."
I acknowledge that when you attempt to enumerate, you run the
risk of doing that also, as well as leaving pieces out.
But the most important thing that I think everyone, particularly
you two men this morning, has emphasized is that we are badly in
need of either an era of trust. We need a mechanism that does not
thwart the possibility of building that trust, but also protects both
branches in the absence of trust, for the ultimate purpose of having
a consensus in the conduct of foreign policy and, specifically, in the
use of force.
I know you, Mr. Secretary, as Secretary of State, and I recall
you, Secretary Richardson, as Secretary of Defense. I recall that
that was one of the main elements of everything you would do
when you would come to the Hill, a recognition of the need for
trust.
There is the old expression "If you want us in, Mr. President, on
the landing, we must be there on the takeoff."
My experience with both of you has been that you have acted in
just that way, because it is just a sound way to conduct foreign
policy.
Let me ask one concluding question that spins off that.
It has puzzled me since the Act has been in place. When the War
Powers Act was approved, I viewed it as a Presidential act rather
than a congressional act. This is because it seemed to me that
there were very few, if any, situations in which the President,
having committed U.S. forces for a 60-day period, would find a Congress willing, either through its nonaction, or in its affirmative
action, to come forward and say: "Mr. President, bring those troops
home."
I think the only time that occurs and has occurred in our history
is when that time period has been elongated to the point that it
becomes clear that it is a messy undertaking.
So, one of two things happen. Either the President, in that 60
days, goes in and ?cets the job done and everybody in Congress, in
both parties, says 'Yes, he did the right thing," even though they
believe they would have been against it in the first place. Or, the
President is in the middle of a conflict and "American boys' are
under fire and the call goes out to rally round the flag, and few, if
any, Members of the Congress are willing to stand up in that kind
of atmosphere and say bring them home.
So, my question is this.
In your times in the White House, was there any reason, beyond
the worry of establishing the constitutionality of the Act, why a
President would not have made a report under 4(a)(1), starting the

~
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clock ticking, knowing that he was likely to be able to bring the
Congress in, and everybody in, on the takeoff-the flip side of that
being that Congress cannot criticize if there is a crash?
Why haven't Presidents used this to their advantage?
Former Secretary VANCE. The constitutionality is the main issue
raised by Presidents in deciding not to consult.
On the other hand, as I indicated before, there is a reluctance to
consult sometimes because the President does not want to hear
what he may be told by the leadership in Congress.
. Senator BmEN. Mr. Secretary, if I could be more specific, there is
a provision in the Act in which the President would send up a
report, having nothing to do with consultation, that would start the
60~ay clock ticking.
We have received reports, but these reports have said: "We're
telling you what
happened," but it really doesn't fit with the legal
requirement.
[Pause.]
Senator BIDEN. I don't recall the exact language of section 4(a)(1),
but the report is to the effect that "I have introduced the forces
into hostilities or imminent hostilities," and that starts the clock.
No President-except for President Ford, and that was in Maya.
guez-ever did that and that had already been done. In other
words,
by theover.
time we got that report the whole exercise was over
or
just about
Presidents have avoided confronting the constitUtionality of this
Act
never sending up a report clearly labelled as a section
4(a)(1)byreport.
My point is that it would seem to me by sending Up a report and
starting that clock running, what you would have up here is a lot
of Congressmen and Senators breathing hard. Those who were opposed to the action would have to oppose it in an atmosphere that
was "rally round the flag," and those who supported the action
a very solid position of characterizing it as "total conwould
be in
gressional
support."
Let me make one last comment and then ask you to comment.
To be very honest about this, there are clear reasons why the
War Powers Act has not been invoked, as Senator Adams hasl
wanted, on the Persian Gulf. Probably one-third of the Members of:
Congress believe it is unconstitutional and wrong and that there
should be no act. So, they don't want to acknowledge that it even
exists or has a right to exist.
PrObably 40 percent believe that it should be invoked but they
can't get it up because of procedures here.
' ,
All the rest in the middle are hoping that it won't come up because then they are going to have to vote, and if they vote, they
are ':either going to have to go on record as saying President
Reagan
what
he is
did.right in what he did or President Reagan is wrong in
portion, 20 percent or so, is sitting around, having the best
ofThat
both Worlds.
If it goes badly they can Ray: uI told you we should not have done
that;" If it goes well: "The President made a proper decision here."
That is the honest to God truth, in this Senator's opinion, why
we have not been able to get a vote under the Act.
,
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I would assume Presidents, being savvy politicians, would understand that and capitalize on that for the purpose of establishing a
consensus, not unlike the Gulf of Tonkin at the time.
Former Secretary VANCE. I agree with what you have said. That
is the way I look at the Act.
Let me just state for the record to make sure it is complete that
another issue raised by Presidents has been the question of secrecy:
IT I talk to the people on the Hill, including even the leadership, is
it going to leak?
All I can say about this is from my experience, and I go back to
that period of over a year when we had our hostages in Tehran,
held by the Iranians. At least 4 days a week Warren Christopher
and I went to you, alternating with the Senate side and the House
side, and met with the leadership and brought them up to date on
what was happening.
'
We told them I think everything that was taking place and there
was not one leak over that extended period of time with respect to
any of the very sensitive materials that were being discussed.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. I would add just one further comment, Mr. Chairman.
I agree with the analysis that you have just set forth and I think
your exposition of the attitudes of the Members of the Senate certainly sounds not only plausible, but convincing.
I think, from the President's side, on the other hand, an attitude
related to the issue of constitutionality in a formal sense is a feeling that it is essentially inappropriate for him to acknowledge the
legitimacy of Congress' purporting to regulate the relationship,
that it is OK, given the point that Secretary Vance made earlier,
that there is a degree of overlap and mixture between the executive and legislative branches in the context of war powers, that
there should be communication and cooperation and mutual understanding, so far as possible, but don't tell me that I have to do it.
That, as I have said, I guess repeatedly, is to me what also tends
to undercut the very opportunity to develop an appropriately cooperative relationship.
Senator BIDEN. I thank you very much. I think that is an insightful comment.
You know, when you think about it, gentlemen, one of the reasons why the Constitution has functioned as well as it has for so
long is because the men who wrote it were keen observers of
human nature.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. Absolutely.
.
Former Secretary VANCE. Indeed.
Senator BIDEN. They had a pretty good idea how people thought
and reacted.
As Emerson once said in another context, "Societr is like a wave
that moves on; but the particles remain the same.' Not much has
changed in' the millennia in terms of how humans look at their
self-in terest.
Well, I have trespassed too long on your time now. You fellows
do, in fact, make a living and have other responsibilities, but you
also have remained public servants in the best sense of the word.
Thank you.
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Former Secretary VANCE. Thank you for asking us to come to
testify on this important matter.
Senator BIDEN. You have provided us great insight. Thank you.
Former Secretary RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you very much. '
This hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene at 10:19 a.m., September 20, 1988.]
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U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMrrrEE ON WAR POWERS
,
OF THE CoMMITI'EE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

Washington, DC.
'- The subcommittee met at 10:19 a.m" in room SD-419, Dirksen
senate Office Building, Hon. Joseph Biden (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding. '
. Present: Chairman Pell, and Senators Biden, Helms, and McConnell.
Senator BIDEN. The Special Subcommittee on War Powers today
resumes hearings directed at answering the critical question: Can
the War Powers Resolution of 1973 be amended, repealed, or replaced, so as to improve the effective cooperation of the President
and the Congress in national decisions concerning the deployment
of American forces in situations of actual or likely combat?
In previous hearings, the subcommittee heard from legislators involved in the origination of the War Powers Resolution, from distinguished American historians, from former military leaders, from
the State Department Legal Adviser, from former Cabinet officials
of both parties, and from former President Ford.
Today the subcommittee will receive further significant testimony frolll a, distinguished panel, constitutional of scholars. We had
expected to hear from Mr. Caspar Weinberger, who served as Secretary of Defense during most of the Reagan administration, but a
scheduling problem has prevented that.
- I have said at the outset of each of these hearings that, while the
war powers issue is both intellectually complex and emotion-laden,
its fundamental importance to the U.S. national interest requires
that we bring to bear upon it the most thorough and dispassionate
consideration.'
.
, It is' my .hope that this subcommittee will provide a forum for
that ,kind of deliberation, leading us toward an improvement in the
law that ends the current constitutional stalemate.
" 'At the same time, I recognize that we face a paradox. Because
there is no current war powers dispute of great interest to the
public, we find ourselves able to conduct our proceedings with the
necessary dispassion of which I spoke, but also in a political context that might fairly be described as lethargic, in that it contains
(209)
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little sense of urgency compelling us toward' any substantive
action.
Nonetheless, the subcommittee's goal of improving the law in
this area is critically important, and, with that goal in mind, I welcome our distinguished panel of witnesses.
Before I go to the witnesses, I would yield to my distinguished
colleague, the ranking member of the full committee.
Senator HELMS. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. I will be
brief.
I thank the panel of distinguished attorneys, who have come to
help us consider what I have always felt was a bad idea. I voted
against the War Powers Act.
I have said many times that I recall calling Senator Ervin the
morning following the evening that I had taken the proposed legislation home to study.
I said, "Senator, can I come over for just a minute," and he said,
"Sure."
I went over and I tossed the proposed legislation on his desk and
asked if he had looked at this. He said, "Of course I have." He said,
"What do you think of it" and I said that "I think it is unconstitutional." I said that "I'm not a lawyer and am kind of proud of it,
but
. " if this is not unconstitutional, I can't imagine anything that
.
.

I noticed, following Preside t F d'
~here wasn't a line in most of th or s appearan.ce here last week,
e papers-nothIng. So, it is being
Ignored, in 40 languages.
I don t think the publi . . t
.

IS.

He said, "Well, you may not be a lawyer, but you understand the
English language."
.
So, in reflection, the War Powers Resolution, which is commonly
called the War Powers Act, was a reaction, I suppose, a misguided
one, to a controversial war. It was a reassertion of power by an assertive Congress over a weakened President. Nobody knows that
better than Secretary Weinberger, and I suspect that he will say
something like that when he comes.
Last week, former President Ford was here and I was impressed
with his testimony. He operated from notes. He did not read a prepared statement. He was thoughtful and persuasive, at least with
this Senator.
President Ford said that the War Powers Resolution undermines
peace in the world. That's what he said. The War Powers Resolution destabilizes the foreign policy of the United States. .
Now I know that there are many who will not agree with him,
nor will they agree with me for agreeing with him. But I think he
hit the nail right on the head.
' '
Now the prominent gentlemen before us, Mr. Chairman, three of
whom are law professors, I hope they will tell us why a plainly unconstitutional statute is still in effect after 15 years. I wonder why
the courts have not done something about it. I have urged, encouraged, the Reagan administration to try to get this thing into the
courts so that we could fmally get it settled. Maybe we can have
some discussion about that this morning. We are still debating this
issue after 15 years.
.
. .
Now, interestingly enough, there is not much interest in these
hearings. But I am glad to see as many people here this morning as
are here.

:La~~h:~{m not partic~l:ri; i'::":::a~ i~U:es~eh!'~g~,hei;he~
FYjay, !\fro Chairman, thank you very much
amto°okiBng forward to hearing our witnesses'
Sena
r IDEN Well I' d r h
.
that it is just a p~rson~1 ~ti~~~y~ ~~uthret bhe!e. I assume, then,
ator.
a nngs you here, Sen.Senator HELMS. Absolutely. [Laughter.] .
nator BIDEN. I truly appreciate that
. enator HELMS. You're my budd
d'l
.
tllile I can. [Laughter.]
y an want to be WIth you anySenator BIDEN. Don't laugh folks W'
.
wholesale furniture trip to No;th Ca~olin~.re tryIng to work out a
~:kator HELMS. That's right. [Laughter]
Sen:torr:.°B~KE~~1!:p North Carolina iz:een. [Laughter.]
ing at this late date is ~:~;~~eOt~at ~hsldent Ford, notwithstandwould have liked th~t in 1976 h t eidr at you agree with him. He
As you say th
h ' e 0 me.
.
ings.
, e press asn't been much interested in these hearBut maybe that gives us
t·
so seldom have a chance ~nd~Phor unIty to do ~o~ething that we
hard, boring work that is requ' de~, dandl t~at IS Just the simple,
portant subjects.
Ire
ea WIth some obviously imAlthough I have condu t d h .
ings that have excited m c e .eanngs and been involved in hearthi~k there is an that I ~ pasSIOns ~ore than .this hearing, I don't
subject matter tIiat is fU~d:~!~~~llnvoIved ":I~h that de.aIt with a
than the one we are here t d'
y more cntICal to thIS country
d I'
0
ISCUSS.
I trul
As a ~~:ereolfghted to .have such a distinguished panel
convenIence maybe we
ld h
..
the order in which
ou
'.
cou
ear testImony in
ayes , Professor
jr8?ck, Mort Halperfn, andep~o¥:~!: :r~fedor
~ un a, un ~ you aIL have
.eclded there is a more convenient
Professor Chayes we would b wa~ or you to do It.
s~tement into the 'record if you ed de,l~ghted to enter. your entire
WIsh to read it, please go right ah on want to read It all. If you
ead ~any way you would like to
proceed.
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STATEMENT OF ABRAM CHAY
ES, FORMER LEGAL ADVISER, DEPARTMENT OF STA
FESSOR OF LAW, HA~~ Ai~R~~~TE::'~IX FRANKFURTER PROM CHA
Y LAW SCHOOL

ar

YES. Mr. Chairman and m
b
f I
as ~ways, au honor as well as a pIe em e;: 0 t le committee, it is,
asure. appear before you.
I believe that the War Pow
of 1973 is constitutionaI, ~xcept for section 5(c) whi~hs ~eiolh~Ikn
s
VaIl~ under the rule of the Chadha case In everybody agrees, is inlt 18 obVIOUS from the text of t' I .
that ,the design of the Framers da. r .Ide esthl and 2 of the Constit.ution
IV' es e power to use the Armed
.
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Forces of the United States between the President and the Congress. I believe even executive branch lawyers would recognize
that.
.
)
The Constitution does not specify the precise line of division. In
the 18th century, the functional importance of a declaration of war
was much greater than it has become since, and the Framers relied
heavily on that device to ensure that Congress had a coequal role.
The erosion of the technical requirement of a "declaration"
should not fundamentally alter the constitutional structure. .
The proposed scheme of shared and divided power was to ensure
that, as in the case of ordinary legislation, both of the political
branches of Government were in agreement as to any major milita~ action by U.S. Armed Forces, save perhaps for self-defense, or
whtch such agreement could be presumed.
Agreement is not less, but more necessary today. Bitter experience has shown that the commitment of U.S. troops to action
abroad cannot be sustained over any significant peri9d without
widespread public support, registered through Congress.·
The War Powers Resolution, I believe, establishes a reasonable,
simple, and workable procedure for exercising the shared powers of
the two branches. I would be opposed to amending its operative
provisions either to loosen or tighten them. I do not think there is
a political consensus for more stringent limitations on the President's powers. And, in any case, the proposals for accomplishing
this goal increase the complexity and detail of the procedures
under the Resolution and raise many new and difficult questions of
interpretation.
Likewise, I would oppose relaxing the requirements of the
present War Powers Resolution by eliminating the automatic 60day period for withdrawal of troops in the absence of congressional
approval. The draft put forward by Senator Byrd would requireaffirmative legislation to mandate the withdrawal of troops committed to action by the President. There is no need of a special resolution to accomplish that result.
In
view, the power of Congress to enact binding legislation
forbidding deployment or requiring withdrawal of troops from foreign combat springs directly from the Constitution. If the President
were prepared to ignore such legislation, he would surely not be deterred from doing so simply because Congress had acted pursuant
to a previously adopted resolution.
'
What the constitutional provision for congressional declaration
of war envisions is something more: Affirmative concurrence by
Congress in any commitment of U.S. forces to major military
action, other than in self-defense.
'; . ,~
Senator Byrd's draft does not effectuate that requirement.
More broadly-and here I agree with Senator Helms-I believe
the difficulties that have arisen under the War Powers Resolution
over the past 12 years cannot be cured by tinkering with its substantive provisions. The Resolution would provide an effective
framework for joint exercise of the war powers by the two
branches, if they were prepared to operate in accordance with its
terms.
The reason the Resolution has not worked as it was intended is
not that either branch is out to usurp power. It is that each oeca-

sion for invoking the Resolution becomes an occasion for a battle
between the branches about the constitutional allocation of power
between them.
In the absence of an authoritative outside decisionmaker, there
is no way to resolve this controversy, except for one side or the
other to give in. It is understandable that, in such Circumstances,
neither side is willing to do so, because that might be to abandon
power that rightfully belonged to it under the Constitution.
You will recall that Harry Truman, on principle, refused to seek
formal congressional approval of the commitment of troops at the
outset of the Korean war. He feared that it would set a precedent
diminishing the constitutional power of the Presidency.
A number of congressional resolutions have been enacted since
then"7Formosa, Lebanon, Cuba, Tonkin Gulf. I have been in on the
draft~ng of some of them from the executive branch side. and I can
testify that in all of them, the object of executive branch lawyers at
the drafting level was to make sure that the language did not
imply that congressional approval was constitutionally necessary.
The usual recourse in our system when there is a controversy
over the division of governmental powers is to the courts. That is
where I 'agree with Senator Helms. The judiciary, on the whole,
has been loath to resolve interbranch conflicts. particularly in the
area of military and foreign affairs. It has been content to let the
Executive and Congress work out their own accommodation and
resolution of the ambiguities.
This prescription has not worked in the context of the War
Powers Resolution. In fact, it has made matters worse.
Every time the Resolution has been invoked, it has unleashed a
debate about the respective powers and duties of the President and
Congress under the Constitution, rather than about the wisdom or
the propriety of the particular military action.
I believe, therefore, that the best way to improve the War
Powers Resolution is to provide for judicial determination of the
constitutional and interpretive questions it raises. I think this can
be done by statute, because it seems to me that judicial abstention
in the war powers cases reflects, for the most part, not inherent
limitsron the judicial power under article 3 of the Constitution, but
so-cal~ed prudential considerations.
.
Congress can, by legislation, resolve those considerations in favor
of adjudication. It might even be that the executive branch would
agree 'to such a course of action in order to avoid the debilitating
constitutional arguments that have attended every previous effort
to invoke the War Powers Resolution.
Senator Byrd's proposal points in that direction.
Section 5(c) of his draft resolution authorizes any Member of
Congress to sue to enforce certain limited provisions.
I know it is a controversial question whether a Congressman has
standing to sue to enforce a statutory limitation on the basis that
this is necessary to prevent dilution of his or her vote. On the
whole,_ the courts have not been hospitable to such actions.
But ian act of Congress, simply by establishing a cause of action
in favor of particular persons, can create standing where none existed before, at least in some circumstances. That was the case
under the Freedom of Information Act, which establishes in every
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person a right of access to Governm~nt d<?cum~nts, wh~ther or not
that person has any special or particulanzed Interest m the documents sought.
. . A
.
.. to'
, Similarly, the National Environm~nta1 Pohcy ~ gIves nee . a
private right of citizen action that, m tum, suppbes the stan~g
requirement.
.
ta di
. Some of the war powers cases suggest a more strIngent s .n ng
or "ripeness" requirement in that context. They l~ok for ~vldence
of a genuine conflict between the branches, not Just a dIfference
among Members of Congress that can and should be settled. by
. , ffi rt to te t th
voting.
Justice Powell rejected Senator Goldw9;ter s e 0
s . e constitutional power of President Carter unIlaterally to te~mate the
Mutual Defense Treaty with Nationalist China on th~ grou~d.
Again, it is not clear whether the courts have ~een this req~re
ment as a constitutional one or as merely prudentIal.
. In any case, institutional action would clearly fulfill suc~ a r~
quirement. Congress, by concurrent resolution, could authonze swt
to resolve any controversy arising under the W~ Powers Act.
.
A single House resolution ~ould authorizE: s~t to be brought In
the name of that House. In eIther case, I thInk It clear that standing to raise the issue would be present. I believe the s~e would be
true if, by legislation, an appropriate ~oup or commIttee of Members were empowered to authorize SUIt on. beha~f of t~e Congress.
The permanent consultative group estabhshed m section 3(c)(1) of
Senator Byrd's draft resolution could be such a group.
In Burke v. Kline, 759 F.2d 21, 33 individual Congressmen sued
to challenge an asserted exercise of th~ pocket v~~. The Senate
was allowed to intervene under a resolution authOriZIng the Senate
Legal Counsel to take the necessary steps.
.
The Speaker of the House and the House Bipartisan Leaders~p
Group, made up of the majority and m!n0rity lead~~ and whips,
intervened successfully to "assert the rIghts and privileges of, the
House of Representatives."
,. In this case, the court suggested, as I hav~ here, that the usual
prescription to let the h!o branches fight It out between them
might be worse than the dISease.
. .
,. If the War Powers Resolution were amended. so f1!3 to esta~~h
standing to raise constitutional and interpretive lSSues a~Ing
under it and to indicate generally that Congress, and the PresIdent
by approving this amendment, invited judicial resol~ti?n of th~se
issues I believe the courts would be prepared to adjudicate. WIth
the c~urts available to settle these otherwise irreconcilable issues,
the executive and legislative branches would be free to mo,!e forward and actually operate under the War Powers ResolutIon to
secure the 'necessary commonality of purpose in th~e grave and
difficult situations where U.S. military action is a pOSSIble response
to foreign policy problems.
'
Thank you.
Senator BlDEN. Thank you very much, Professor..
. '
[The prepared statement o~ Mr. ~ayes appears In the appendix.]
.
Senator BIDEN. Our next Witness IS Professor Franck.
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STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. FRANCK, PROFESSOR OF LAW AND
DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, NEW YORK
UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW; AND EDITOR IN CHIEF, THE
AMERICAN JOURNAL OF INTERNATIONAL LAW

Mr. FRANCK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It'is a great privilege to be here again and a pleasure to see you
so evidently recovered and back in the saddle.
, Senator BmEN. Thank you.
.
That maybe is one of the reasons why I am happy to be here. I
don~t fmd these so boring. I have been away for 7 months.
Mr. FRANCK. One's mind is wonderfully focused by a health
crisis.
'
I would like to ask for permission to have my testimony reprinted ~d I will give you only an abridged version of it at this time.
Senator BIDEN. Your entire statement will be placed in the
recQrd.
Mr. FRANCK. Thank you.
I think the committee and the committee staff are to be commended for examining this issue at a time when, to borrow Senator
Helms' words, it "is boring," because the alternative is to consider
the: division of authority between the President and the Congress
in the midst of war or in the midst of conflict, which is the worst
time in which to address these sorts of issues.
. We have now had three Republican and one Democratic administrations functioning under the War Powers Act. The experience of
those administrations transcends and encompasses conflicts in
Indochina, Iran, Libya, Lebanon, Grenada, Nicaragua, the Persian
Gulf, and Chad.
No fewer than 18 reports have been filed by Presidents Ford,
Carter, and Reagan, ostensibly under or in compliance with the
War Powers Resolution. So, we have a considerable paper trail
with which to begin an evaluation of its effectiveness.
Clearly, one undesired and undesirable side effect of the War
Powers Resolution, to which my friend and colleague, Professor
Chayes, has already alluded, is its tendency to envelop foreign
polic1 in a legal miasma. It has transformed argument about the
politICal wisdom of being involved in military encounters in the
Gulf of Tonkin or the Persian Gulf or the Gulf of Sidra into an
arcane debate about the legality and constitutionality of various
foreign policy initiatives.
This impoverishes the marketplace of ideas and shrinks the dimension of public comprehension and participation. It simply
leaves most Americans bewildered.
The War Powers Resolution's effect on the public life of our
Nation should be to resolve the constitutional issues with sufficient
simplicity, clarity, and certainty that the decks can be cleared to
permit a concentration on the policy debate about the wisdom or
the folly of any particular engagement of the Armed Forces. Only
if Congress can make sufficiently clear what is legal can we concentrate on what is wise.
The first objective of the law, then, shou1d be to eRtahlish as
clearly as possible the respective authority of Congress and of the
President. The point of clear legislative definition is not merely to
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.

clarify and invest with greater certitude the dis~ribution of powe~,
but also to reclaim those powers of Congress which h~ve .b~e!l ~bdi
cated by congressional inaction in the face ~f ExecutIve In~tu~tIve~.
To derme successfully is to limit. ~ Just~ce J~c~o~ sald m his
"Youngstown" concu~ence: "CongreSSIonal m.ertIa, Indifference, ~r
quiescence may sometImes, at least as a I?ractI~al matter~ ~~abl~, if
not invite measures on independent PresIdentIal reSpOnfUbIhty.
Yet an~ther reason to define clearly the appli~able law is to h~lp
courts to decide to decide. In Baker v. Carr, JustIce Brenna,n, whIle
denying that "every case or controversy which touches foreIgn r~la
tions lies beyond judicial cognizance," nonetheless noted the difficulty judges encounter when the issues "turn on standards that
defy judicial application."
.
.
As the War Powers Resolution is currently drafted, It contains
no standards whatsoever, no guidance ~ the President, the c~urts,
or to the public, as to when, in what clrcumstance~, the PreSIdent
must obtain congressional concurrence before taking the Armed
Forces into combat or anticipated co~bat..
..
Section 2(c) at first appears to prOVIde such guIdance, but It falls:
First, because it is a purely prefatory clause, and, secon.d, because
the House-Senate conference report actually states that It ~oes not
govern the rest of the Act.
,
.
If it were intended that 2(c) restate Congress notIOn of the
extent and limits of Presidenti~l. power, it would ~e fatally flawed
as such a restatement. No prOVISIon, for example, IS made for Exe~
utive action to rescue Americans imperiled abroad, which is clearly it seems to me, within his prerogative powers.
.
Thus, the first object of a revise~ War Powers Resolut~on should
be to establish in law Congress' VIew of when the PreSIdent may
use the Armed Forces without its consent. These circumstances are
fairly limited: To repel an armed attack or imminent attack on the
United States or its Armed Forces; and ~o effect the sp~edy an?
safe evacuation of U.S. citizens from the hIgh ~e~ or f~reign terrItory if the government or the country of t~e ShIP s flag IS u~able to
provide the requisite standards of protectIon reqUIred by Interna~
tionallaw.
These standards, in approximately similar form, are spelled out
in House Joint Resolution 462, introduced by Congressman DeF~
zio. These are the circumstances in which a speedy respons~. 18
likely to be most needed in the foreseeable future.
.
.
In Senate Committee Print 1, Senator Biden's draft bIll, sectIOn 4
also attempts such an enumeration, and I ~hink that that is commendable in its intent, but it needs rme tunmg. It seems to me that
subsection 2 of section 4 is overbroad, that section 4 w~uld be covered by the provision concerning the right of the PresIden~ to. r~
spond to an armed attack or imminent attack, and that section 518
also overbroad in giving the President carte blanche to' respond
with unilateral force and without congressional concurrence. ,.
That provides for the President to ha,:e unila~ral power to. protect, through defensiye meas':lres, and With .maxu!lum emp.hasIS on
multilateral action, InternatIonally recognIZed nghts of Innocent
and free passage in the air and on the high seas.'
.
It seems to me that that is either redundant or over~road I' . l~e
sense that if there were an actual attack on an Amencan SdlP, It
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would be covered by the provision to repel an armed attack upon

~e United S~tes, its terz:itories, or its Armed Forces. If there were

sunplya clOSIng of a straIt, then I would think that the first thing
the United States might do to ensure the openness of the strait
~ould be to ratify the Law of the Sea Treaty and then to declare a
d~p~te under the Law of the Sea Treaty and go through the adju?icative pro~edures that are provided for there, and then seek to
mcur collective measures if it wins a favorable decision followed
,ultimately, if collective measures do not work, by unilate~al action
perhaps.
But the reach here of section 4, subsection 5 is I think much
broader than either the Constitution or internation~llaw w~rrants
let alone mandates.
'
On~e Congress has legislated a clear definition of when the President IS authorized to respond militarily without the prior specific
c.onsent of Congress, a discernible boundary will have been established; But ~ow can such a boundary be defended?
The;President, not Congress, speaks for the Nation to the world.
He, not Congress, controls the Armed Forces. He has demonstrated
~casional wil1in~e~s. to act, even in the face of specific and unambIguOUS legal prohibItion, as best exemplified by President Ford in
the Mayaguez rescue.
~o is to ~vigilat~ t:ven the clearest of boundaries between permlSSible and ~permlSsIble Presidential use of military power?
The: answer IS that Congress, short of deploying either the Sergeant 'at Arms-too !ittle wei~ht, I think-or the impeachment
power;-too muc~ weIght, I thInk-has only two potential allies
who could help It defend its boundaries of authority once those
have been clearly marked. One is the Federal judiciary as Professor Chayes has alre~~y stated; the other is the U.S. Tre~ury.
Both shoul~ be ut~ and both are utilized in Committee Print
1, as well as m part m the Byrd-Warner bill.
The p.rocedures for their utilization should be spelled out in the
law. This, ~ommendably, .~ attempted in your Committee Print 1,
thou~h I think those prov~lOns also need fine tuning.
'
It 18. by no means certaIn that the Federal courts are willing to
defend' ev~n a clearly ma;rked boundary. But an effort should be
!Dade tp give them the optImum Opportunity to see it as both in the
mteres~
of the Nation and of the judiciary that they should do so.
f O this end, the legislation, in addition to spelling out clear appliC8:ble standards, should specifically authorize the cou~ to
umpIr~ and create the procedural requisites for a case or controversy between Congress and the President.
Can the l~gislature tell. the courts to umpire? It can probably
create ~tanding, as .CommIttee Print 1 does, but jurisdiction is another matter.
~e c~urts have us~ ~he polit~cal question doctrine as a shield
agamst mvolvement In InterpretIng the War Powers Resolution.
~he most rece~t instance is the judiciary's specific refusal to conSIder a.com~lamt by 11~ Members ~f Congress that deployment of
U.S. forces In the PersIan Gulf triggered the reporting requireme~ts, and ~y implication, the 60-day limit of the War Powers Resolution sectIOns 4(aXl) and 5(b). That, of course was Lowry v.
Reagan~
,
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, Yet that is not necessarily the last word. Congress has not
spoken to the judiciary by law on this jurisdictional matter and it
should now do so. Judges ought to listen to a law that authorizes
them to decide, and have done so in comparable circumstances.
. In Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino, the courts had refused
to apply international law to decide on the legality of acts by foreign governments involving expropriation of U.S. assets. Thereafter, Congress enacted the Hickenlooper amendment to the Forei~
Assistance Act of 1961, which mandated the courts to decide such
cases "on the merits giving effect to the principles of international
law."
, ' So ordered, the Federal judiciary complied.
In Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Farr, the district court, acknowledging Conp:ess' "considerable measure of power with respect to
the courts,' concluded that "when Congress, dealing with subject
matter within the powers delegated to it by the Constitution,
speaks with respect to a voluntary judicial policy of self-limitation,
the courts are bound to follow its directions unless compelled not to
do so by the Constitution."
.
The court's use of the political question doctrine, like their use of
the Act of state doctrine in the Sabbatino case, is constitutionally
based on separation of powers fastidiousness. But, as with all disputes turning on distribution and separation of powers, the courts
are bound to give weight to the legislatively expressed views of
Congress.
'
Equally, Congress can improve the prospects of judicial umpiring
by addressing the issue of ripeness.
In Goldwater v. Carter, Justice Powell, in his concurring opinion,
expressed the view that the courts should decide disputes between
the executive and legislative branches, but only when they "reach
a constitutional impasse" and "final disposition of the question presented would eliminate, rather than create, multiple constitutional
interpretations."
,
To meet that test, he suggested, Congress should have "challenged the President's authority" by "appropriate formal action,"
and the resultin~ uncertainty would have to be perceived by the judiciary to have C serious consequences for our country.'"
'
'Using Justice Powell's signposts, the Congress' revision of the
War Powers Resolution could include an amendment to its rules of
procedure which would provide, for example, that, on motion by
any 10 Members of each House and utilizing accelerated procedures, a vote could be taken on an unamendable resolution of disapproval which would signify the existence of a constitutional impasse.
~ .
The Resolution would stipulate that the specific Presidential use
of force had been found to constitute a violation of the limits on his
sole authority to initiate the use of armed forces in, or imminent
anticipation of, combat.
Besides ripening the constitutional dispute so as to make judicial
umpiring more likely, the same procedure could also begin the
process of bringing into play the assistance of the Treasury, over
whose expenditures the Congress has undoubted supremacy. The
War Powers Resolution could provide that if the aforementioned
Resolution of disapproval were passed by the Senate and the House
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and the President, nevertheless, persisted, a point of order, movable by any Member, would lie to foreclose consideration of any bill
authorizing or appropriating funds for the Department of Defense.
',Both Chambers would amend their rules of procedure to implem:ent the effect of a concurrent resolution of disapproval. If further
flScal clout were needed, the War Powers Resolution could provide,
as amended, that no funds previously or thereafter authorized or
appropriated by any law could be used by the President to pay for
the use of the Armed Forces or other forces under his command for
purposes incongruent with his authority, as stated in the Constitution and the War Powers Resolution.
The combined effect of these several provisions would be to ripen
a political confrontation into a judicially cognizable dispute, and, simultaneously, to draw shut the pursestrings when the President
exceeds his constitutional and legislatively ordained authority, and
if the courts were to refuse to adjudicate.
The proposed revision might also make provision for suspending
the fiscal remedy, as long as the judicial remedy were being pursued.
My proposal, it seems to me, is fairly simple and clear. It would
legislate guidelines for use of the military on Presidential initiative. It would set in place procedures by which Congress, if those
guidelines are ignored by the President, could ask for the help of
the courts. If that help is not forthcoming and the Presidential
warmaking continues, funding, both retrospectively and prospectiv.ely, would cease.
This envisages a scenario of interbranch conflict, which the law
is primarily designed to avoid.
The primary mission of the War Powers Act should be to improve the prospects and procedures for encouraging policy consultation in place of confrontation.
Senate Joint Resolution 323 and Committee Print 1 are both
helpful in this respect. The consultation of all those in Congress is
so :patentIy impossible that it provides the Executive with an undeniable reason not to consult with any.
I agree that the bill's proposed process of prior and continuing
consultation with the House and Senate leadership and the leader'ship of its Foreign Relations, Intelligence, and Defense Committees
can help to avoid the sort of legal confrontations over distribution
of powers which has hitherto been all too common and has marked
An;1erica as a divided, uncertain, and unreliable actor on the world
stage.
.
Although the Resolution of disapproval herein proposed would
take the form of a concurrent resolution, which does not require
submission for Presidential signature, this does not mean that its
validity is in any doubt by operation of the Supreme Court's decision in I.N.S. v. Chadha. The proposed Resolution of disapproval, to
which I have made reference, is not intended to have the force of
law. The essential purpose of such a resolution would be procedural: ,To ripen the controversy between the branches, in order to conduct to a litigated solution, and to bring into operation certain
House and Senate procedures pertaining to Defense Department
money bills. For neither purpose need Congress resort to lawmaking.
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Congress will have done all that J.s legislativ~ly. possible, o.nce t~e
· .war powers law has clarified its VIew of the lImIts of PresIdentIal
authority has created the requisites for judicial enforcement of
those limits, has brought its undou~ted power of the purse to bear,
to get the attention of the ExecutIve, and has ~et up reason~le
and effective procedures for interbranch cooperatlO!l.
.
· . The stage will have been set for volun~ry complIance, for negotI· ation, for adjudication, and, if all else falls, for. Congress to .confront
a heedless President as expeditiously as possIble and on Its home
. .'
ground, which is the power of the purse.
There remains much dead underbrush to clear frC?m the eX18tlng
War Powers Resolution. The conc~rre~t ResolutIOn procedures
under sections 5(c) and 7 are clearly InvalId under the Chadha case
· and should be repealed.
.
. :.'
:' Section 5(b), more significantly, which automatIcally termInates
· ongoing conflicts that ~ve not bee~ approv~ by Congress, has
, never been invoked and 18 both unwISe and, m part, perhaps unconstitutional. Its un wisdom is in alerting e!ery enemy tc? .the advantages to be gained by prolonging a. COnflIct an.d exp!OltIng our
! constitutional divisions. This being Wl~ely ~rcelved, It has !lot
been particularly costly for ~h~ Execut!ve to Ignore ~he reportIng
requirements imposed by eXlStmg sectIOn 4(a)(1), whIch start the
, 6O-day clock ticking.
. ','.
· After 60 to 90 days section 5(b) appears to reqUIre the recall of
'U.S. forces from comb~t, even whe~ th~ir dispatch by t!te President
was constitutional and lawful. It 18 dlffi~ult to sustaIn the ~rgu
ment that Congress can terminate what It concedes the ,PreSIdent
could initiate on his own initiative.
."
.
.
The District of Columbia Circuit Court, in M"tchel! v. fa"rd, I~
1973, said that once U.S. forces are engaged,. the Preslde;nt s COIl:StItutional duty, even in the face of an effectIve congresslOn~1 \V!thdrawal of authority for the war, cannot come to more than trYing,
in good faith and to the best of his ability, to bring the war to an
end." It seems to me that commonsense is on the side of ,that
·l·t· t 0 cease
'
dictum.
, This does not mean that Congress can compeI h osblles
by a legislated date certain, a surmise which is dicta~d not on!y by
the Constitution but by commonsense and by a notIOn of natIonal
'tte' P . t' 1
survival.
.
. Co
The 12O-day limit on hostilities contained m
mml e nn
seems to me to suffer from the same frailty.
.
.
In summary, my impression is that it come.s to ~h18: 'Fhe legISlature cannot implement or enforce the laws It wrItes; It can only
· seek to enlist the su~port of the courts, the U.S. Treasury;, and the
public. Clarity and sunplicity are essential to enlisting the ~upport
of each. The law can only establish procedures for consultatIOn and
:for responsible congressional ~articipation in. a g~nuine' partnership with the executive branch if the mutual will eXlSts.
'.
. So far, the partnership created by the War Powers Resolution
more closely resembles the partnership between a horse and, a
,rider.
.
The War Powers Resolution was a goo~ l.dea; b.ts
ut 1 d• ra ft·mg and
execution were faulty. Instead of authonzmg the PresIdent to use
the Armed Forces in limited circumstances for as long as neces0
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sary, it authorized their use in unlimited circumstances for a fixed
period. This stands the Constitution on its head.
Moreover, it struck a bad deal. In return for giving the President
what was taken to be carte blanche as to the circumstances in
which he could utilize the Armed Forces, he never once gave the
C9ngress what it had asked him for in return, the report which
would trigger the 60-day limitation on that exercise of force.
Today, the Senate has the benefit of hindsight and the opportunity which the beginning of a new administration may present. Congress can and must do better if the policymaking process is to disentangle itself from those legal knots which divert our attention
from the crucial war peace issues and undermine our credibility as
a reliable world leader.
lThank you, Mr. Chairman.
lThe prepared statement of Mr. Franck appears in the appendix.]
Senator HELMS [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Franck.
Dr. Halperin.

1
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STATEMENT OF MORTON H. HALPERIN, DIRECTOR, ALLAN
ADLER LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL, AND GARY M. STERN RESEARCH ASSOCIATE, WASHINGTON OFFICE, AMERICAN CIVil ..
LIBERTIES UNION, AND DIRECTOR, CENTER FOR NATIONAL SECURITY STUDIES

Dr. HALPERIN. Thank you, Senator Helms.
It is a pleasure to be here.
I want to say, sir, while you and I don't always agree, I do want
to. echo your statement of a few minutes ago that you are not a
lawyer and you are damn proud of it. I am neither, as well, and I
testify in that spirit.
I approach the question of the War Powers Resolution with the
notion that it is not only constitutional and fully consistent with
the purposes and intent of the Constitution, but also fully consistent with the national interests of the United States. This is because
I think it stems from the basic notion that, in a democratic society,
it is not only constitutionally wrong, but a mistake to commit the
Nation to war without a consensus in the country that we ought to
go to war.
That was the principle which Mr. Weinberger stated while he
was Secretary of Defense, when he laid out some criteria for when
he would support the use of American power. I think it stems from
the notion which, if we did not learn from Vietnam, we should
have learned from events since, including Nicaragua, that the
worst situation for us to be in is one in which the Nation is at war,
but we are divided among ourselves about whether or not that war
is just, whether or not that war is sensible, and whether the Rpilling of that blood is necessary for the American interest.
Those are debates that we ought to have before we go to war and
not during the war. I think that was the intent behind the War
Powers Resolution.
I think the Resolution has failed for several reasons.
First, there were some compromises made before it was enacted
which produced the not unusual event of a structure which lacked
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coherence as to ~n~urpose and its intent, and has left us with a
I
scheme which I t ' is simply one that does not work.
Second, all of the Presidents who have served durinlJ the period
of the War Powers Resolution have been opposed to It and have
'.
functioned as if it was something to be avoided.
,I '~, This has meant, among other things, that we have designed our
operations so that lawyers could tell Presidents that they need not
invoke the War Powers Act.
.
' .i
,: It is hard to imagine a more perverse result of legislation, so that
what we do in the world is not based on the best judgments of our
diplomats and soldiers and others about what we should do .. It is
based on what the lawyers say to the President he can get away
with without the War Powers Act actually being invoked.
Finally, there has simply been a lack of congressional will. Congress, having passed the War Powers Act over the Presidential
veto, has, since then, run away from the responsibility and authority which it sought to give itself in that act. I think there has been
no clearer example of that than the desperate efforts of the Senate
to avoid voting on the question of whether or not the American
military presence in the Persian Gulf constitutes an act within the
War Powers Act.
One has to ask, I think, how many Iranian ships we would have
had to fire at, how many airplanes we would have had to shoot
down believing they were attacking us, before the Congress would
have been willing to say that this comes within the definition of
uimminent hostilities," within the meaning of the War Powers Act.
Now I would urge you, as I think most of the witnesses before
this committee have, to revise the legislation. Clearly, in its
present form, it is not functioning.
I want to suggest several principles that I think Congress ought
to keep in mind in doing this.
First, whatever legislation you enact I think ought to cover all
potential American uses of military force, all situations when we
are either using force ourselves or directly facilitating others to do
so. I would include here not only what is normally covered under
war powers but arms transfers and covert paramilitary and military operations.
All of these have the same essential element, that we are getting
ourselves involved in a situation of potential or actual conflict, of
potential or actual controversy, and the decision and debate within
the United States on those issues ought to occur before we start,
rather than after.
.
I think it is important to cover all of those elements because we
have already seen that if you close one avenue of operation, the executive branch will use another. If we mean to say to a President
don't start a war in most circumstances without consulting with
the Congress, we need to say you can't start it by hiring an army
to do it as well as by using the American military forces to do it.
The second principle that I would suggest is that prior consultation ought to take place whenever the President is contemplating
action in this general area.
One of the problems with the War Powers Act is that it attempted to specify very precisely when consultation had to take place
and has led to this linedrawing by the executive branch. I think
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what t~e President needs to be told by the Congress simply and
clearly 18 that when you begin to seriously consult with your advisers about some use of military force, some new dispatch of American t!OOPS, ~ome contemplated paramilitary or military operation,
that 18 the time to consult. What you don't need is a legal opinion
from your lawyers that yc:>u have not yet crossed some line drafted
m. a statute !lbout ho~ ~mminent the hostilities are. If you are
dOIng s~methmg that 18 m that general area and if the question
gets r8.lSed about whether you have to consult, then you should
have to consult.
The ~?nsultation process, in other words, should be based on the
recognition ?f. ~ .sha:ed c.ongressional and Presidential obligation
and ~espons~blbtI~s In thIS area, rather than on some legal linedraWIng, whIch wlll always be subject to manipUlation
Third, I think Congress needs to set up, as there n~w appears to
be' a consensus, some new mechanism which will enable the President to consul~ with th~ Con~ess. That needs to be some kind of
s~all lea?ershlp committee WIth some kind of small staff, in my
VIew, which the Congress clearly tells the President this is the
grouP. of peopl.e to talk to when you are contemplating some kind
of milItary actIon.
Fi~ally, I think. the legislation needs to provide that, except for
genuine e!Dergencles, ?f the kinds that have been suggested herethe rescumg of AmerIcan~ held hostage, an attack on American
forces, an. attac~ on Amencan territory-except for those genuine
emer~encles, pnor consultation should be followed by explicit congressIonal approval before we begin to use or support military
force.
Now, as I sugge~te~ at the beginning, my view is that this is not
only clearly constitutIOnal, but clearly is based on Congress' power
of. th~ purse and the other powers that it is granted under the Const~t~tIOn. But, at ~eas~ as important, it is fully consistent with the
splnt of the ConstI~u.tIOn, with the intent of the Framers, that, in a
?emocracy, t~e deCISion to go to war was too important to be taken
. In ~ecret, too Important to be taken without the concurrence of two
~ranc~es of t~e Government. Moreover, that in the kind of world
m whIch w.e bve, given the lack of consensus to be taken for granted on foreIgn poli~y matters, it is essential to get that consensus
before we. start. It IS far ~etter not to intervene, even though some
people thm~ we should Intervene, than to intervene and then be
forced to !Vlthdraw because the consensus is not there to sustain
the operation.
I think we hav.e learne? again and again that we may be able to
h?ld o~ for a whIle; ~ut, In t~e end, if there is not a consensus, we
~l Withdraw aI?-d WIthdraw In ways that are worse for our national mte!est .th~ If we had not gone in at all.
I' think It 18 also clear that that consensus can be gotten only
before we .start. 'r0 quote Senator Vandenberg's famous phrase: "If
~g~~ess It not m on the takeoffs, it will not be in on the landMr. CHAYES. The crash landings.
Dr. HAI:PERIN. Yes, on the crash landings. And it is too late, after
h
tree
engines have gone out and the plane is on its way down, to
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.call the Congress and ask it to share the responsibility. That has to
occur before the plane takes off.
·.
: Finally, Mr. Chairman, I would suggest some skepticism about
the attempt by people who have testified before me and. others to
rely on the courts to solve this problem.
'. I am very skeptical that, no matter what the Congress does, no
matter what it tells the courts about its responsibilities and obligations and powers under the Constitution, that a court will get in
the middle, between the Congress and the President, on issues of
war powers and the use of military force.
. I also have to say that I am doubtful whether it should get involved in those issues. We rely on the courts to settle a whole
range of issues that we should rely on the political branches of the
Government to settle, and it is hard for me to think of one more
appropriate for settlement by the political branches and not by the
courts. than the question of the use of military force.
'. Mr. Chairman, now that you are back, I wonder if I may close,
rather than open, with a personal remark.
.: ,
I
I want to say how delightful it is to have you back here. I have
missed you, the ACLU has missed your leadership on civil liberties
questions.
Senator BIDEN [presiding]. Do you hear that, Jesse? [Laughter.]
Dr. HALPERIN. It is therefore a special pleasure for me to testify
once again before this committee.
I would like to ask that my full statement, with its attachments,
be made a part of the record.
.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Halperin appears in the appendix.]
Senator BIDEN. I am delighted that you care and I am delighted
that the ACLU missed me, and hopefully others maybe have, too.
But I think you just blew my furniture deal. [Laughter.]
That, of course, was a joke.
Thank you very much for the kind words, Dr. Halperin.
Last, but not least, is Professor Rotunda. '.
We are anxious to hear your testimony.

The notion of a broad Presidential power and Presidential discretion with respect to the war powers used to be a very liberal cause,
for example, under Franklin D. Roosevelt. Typically now it is considered more liberal to limit Presidential power in the area of foreign affairs.
;
No one wants an overzealous President to involve the United
States in unnecessary hostilities. The issue is not that, I think.
The issue really is this: Is the War Powers Act the most legitimate, the most constitutional way to meet that shared goal?
9n that score, I think I end up concurring with my former
'
mentor, Senator Ervin.
A wise President should normally consult with congressional
leaders when involving the United States in hostilities. But, as Dr.
H~perin has pointed out, is legal linedrawing the most constituti0l!~' the most effective way to go?
.
Historically, we know that Presidents of both parties have asserted a broad war powers. They have involved the United States in
foreign hostilities about 200 times in 200 years using American
forces abroad in order, among other things, to protect U.S. citizens
abroad.
We know that only Congress can declare war. But, the Framers
rejected the notion that only Congress can make war.
We know in modern times that the decision whether to call for a
f?rmal declaration of war is, in a very real sense, a political quest~on .. It may call into play various formal treaties. It is symbolically
SignIficant for the United States to be the first major nation since
World War II to have a formal declaration of war.
That is why I think all of the Federal courts that have been presented with the issue during the Vietnam era refused to judge the
constitutionality of the Vietnam war. That is why all the Federal
courts that have been presented with the issue under the War
Powers Act have, for one reason or another, refused, as a political
question or lack of standing, to reach those issues.
The cases often point out that the President has unique knowledge, perspective, and authority to make those decisions; that for
political reasons it is important for the United States to speak with
one voice when dealing with people abroad; or that, even if the
President makes mistakes-he is a human being and we expect
mistakes-the remedy lies with Congress and not with the courts.
In Baker v. Carr, for example, the court said that the guarantee
cl~use was not justiciable, even if Congress told the President what
to do and declared it to be justiciable. Chief Justice Warren said
that the courts should not intervene in that area.
.
I think the political nature of the war powers problem is underscored not only by the decision uniformly of all the lower Federal
courts not to allow litigation on that question, but also by the
fact-and I think Dr. Halperin mentioned some of these points, and
I Q.gree with him on this-that the War Powers Resolution tries to
cop.ve~ important policy issues into technical, legal questions.
. J t~lnk .courts have no legal s~andards to judge when are hostilItl~ unmlnent enough or when 18 the emergency genuine enough.
At the trial, will the President be called to reveal the sources of his
clandestine knowledge in an effort to persuade a trial judge that it

STATEMENT OF RONALD D. ROTUNDA, PROFESSOR OF LAW,.
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS COLLEGE OF LAW, CHAMPAIGN, IL

Mr. RoTuNDA. Thank you.
I am Prof. Ronald D. Rotunda of the University of Illinois College of Law in Champaign.
.'
I w:ould like to submit as part of my written testimony a chapter
of my three-volume treatise on constitutional law with the 1988
pocket part.
,
..
Senator BmEN. Without objection.
. [The information referred to appears in the appendix.] .
. Mr. ROTUNDA. Thank you.
'
.,
: It is hard to get to here from Champaign. I had a long flight last
night. II left about 5 p.m. last night to get here this morning. We
had a lot of muggy weather, but I really appreciate the hospitality
of Washington, DC. When I arrived, I learned from the cabdriver
that' Congress has named a building after me, right in the center' of
town, and I appreciate that. [Laughter.]
.....
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is appropriate for the President to. avoid setting into play.the pro'
cedures of the War Powers Resolution?
':The War Powers 'Resolution was intended to reassert congr~s
sional prerogative. I think it is important for Congr~ss to assert Its
prerogatives, but I don't think ~he War l!0!"e~s Act IS the best way
or the constitutional way to do It. What It IS, IS an attempt by.Congress to provide for huge delegation of powers to t~e cou~. It IS an
effort by Congress-in its efforts to ~trengthen Itself, .Instead of
weaken itself-to try to shift those policy or legal questI0D:S to t~e
courts. The courts, thus far, have been wise ~nough to ~eJect t~
delegation because they are ill-equipped to decide the foreign ~lIcy
issues.
d t P .
"The Constitution does give Congress a way to resp0I?- o. r~sldential decisions. ,It has the spending power. It has Its politIcal
power. It has the power of publicity, the power to ~eek to per~uad~.
, If the courts would undertake to decide these lssues, I thmk ~t
would weaken Congress and delegate to the least democratic
branch the decision that should real!y be decide~ by the I?emocracy
i~~~, the decision to involve the United States ill some kind of hos-

tilities.
Another problem, I think, with the War Powers At'
c IS I't allows
the executive and legislative branches to blame each other for possible leaks for failure of will, for exercise of judgment. It o~scure~
blame. It ~uddies responsibility. ,
. ..
.
It is better for people to know where the responslblh~y hes.
When a mistake is made, we will know wh~ to blame, and If there
is credit, we will know to whom we should .glve. kudos.. "
The Congress, I think, is not reasserting Itself With the War
Powers Act. In fact, it is trying to delegate these powers to the
branch least able to decide them fairly and properly.
.
I conclude with a comment that I found pa~tlcul~ly approprla~,
although written over 200 years ago, by Hamilton, I~ the Federall.st
Papers, No. 25. He said that it was obvious ~hat natIons, a~d I w~
quote, "pay little regard to rules and D?~s cal7ulated. m th~l!
very nature to run counter to the necessities of society. V! ISe poh~l
cians will be cautious about fettering the government With restric.
tions that cannot be observed."
. The point is-and he was talking in that pape~ about the .war
powers-that it is proper for Congress to reassert Its prerogatives,
and the way it reasserts those prerogatives is not by delegating the
authority to the courts, a delegation, I believe, which the courts
will not accept.
Thank you .
. ' Senator BIDEN. Thank you very much.
We have 15 minutes in which to make this rollcall vote.
Senator HELMs. No. It's 7¥2.
"
Senator BmEN. Yes, you are correct.
'.
.
I suggest that we recess for the next 10 mmutes ~ ~rder to go
and vote and then come back and start our questlOnmg of the
whole panel.
.
We will recess for the next 10 or 12 minutes.
.. [A brief recess was taken.]
,
~. Senator BmEN. The hearing will come to order.
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Senator Helms, who always accommodates me, has another engagement, but he wants to question the panel, so I will yield to
Senator Helms for as long as he needs at this time. Then I will
pur$ue my questions.
. Senator HELMS. Mr. Chairman, thank you. I appreciate that.
This has been very interesting testimony this morning. As I listen~d, to it, I thought there was one ingredient lost in the mix
somehow, which convinces me that this is not so much a constitutio~l argument as a political argument.
I think it is necessary to go back in time to the circumstances
that led up to the War Powers Resolution. The trouble with it is
tha~ it is sort of the illegitimate child of the political decision to
send hundreds of thousands of American fighting men to the other
side; of the world to fight a war that they were not allowed to win.
Apd, of course, there was the protracted nature of it on television~ every night, in not unbiased reporting, which created a resentment and hostility which developed into demonstrations, antagonisms, political conflicts, and all the rest of it.
That is how and why the War Powers Resolution was born.
I guess the question that I would want to lead off with is this. I
will start with Mr. Rotunda.
Incidentally, you said that there is a part of the Capitol named
for you. There is also a part of the Capitol named for a singing
group around here, called the "Capital Steps."
Mr. ROTUNDA. There are a lot of monuments in this town; yes.
[Laughter.]
Senator HELMs. I was going to ask Cap Weinberger, and I will
ask each of you, and you can elaborate to whatever extent you
want to, this question. Is not the basic problem with the War
Powers Resolution the fact that it is political in its origin?
Now, I don't think anybody here this morning would disagree
that the War Powers Resolution would never have happened had it.
not been for the circumstances of the Vietnam war, which was a
war that our people were not allowed to win.
So, the question is are we talking law or are we talking politics?
Mr. ROTUNDA. Senator, the thrust of my remarks is that we are
talking politics, and that is why the court I do not think will, and
in any event should not, get into it. The courts should not be deciding these issues. These should be fought out between Congress and
the :president, using the tools that Congress has, rather than trying
to delegate a lot of powers to the courts, which are ill-equipped to
handle them.
I think all the commentators agree that the War Powers Act was
a reaction to Vietnam, a war that lasted for about 7 years under
two or three different administrations.
Senator HELMS. Correct.
Prpfessor Franck.
Mt. FRANCK. Senator Helms, I don't think there is a distinction
in terms of either historical development, historical origin, or in
ternjs of subject matter between politics and law. The difference is
in how the problem, the facts, or the history are addressed. They
can be addressed through a political institution; they can be addres~ed through a court.
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The question of whether the President has the right to terminate
: the treaty with Taiwan, which was a case on which I worked for
Senator Goldwater, was a political question. We tried to have the
courts determine it because we felt that the Constitution had something to say about it. The court decided that, under the circumstances, the issue had not been sufficiently focused-at least that
was the swing vote on the Supreme Court-that the issue was
either too political or that there was not a sufficiently clear confrontation between Congress and the Presidency to cause the
courts to invoke the legal process.'
, .\ But I don't think there is any magic about that. The same issues
· can be handled in a political forum or in a legal forum. The courts
of the United States sometimes refuse to address a question because they think it is too political. But that is more a handy flagging of things they would rather duck, and it depends, to a very
considerable extent, on how the issue arises, as to whether they
would' rather duck it.
If the issue arises with a fact pattern that is unclear, or with a
standard' that is too vague, or with the actual ripening of the controversy not fully established-for example, that it is not absolutely clear that Congress really sides with Senator Goldwater and
· thinks there is a real conflict as to who gets to terminate a
treaty-then the court will duck it and call it a political question.
But there is nothing magical about that. .
,
Mr. ROTUNDA. I would add a point here, though. In Goldwater v.
, Carter, it is interesting that the Justice considered the most con: servative at the time, Justice Rehnquist, and the Justice considered
most liberal at the time, Justice Brennan, thought that was a polit" ical question which the courts cannot decide, period.
'
Mr. CHAYES. I'm sorry; I'm sorry.
Mr. RoTUNDA. It is a question of the power of the President to
recognize foreign governments. It was a recognition power. And so,
while some people like Justice Powell suggested that the court
would decide it in a different circumstance, other Supreme Court
Justices thought this was a case, this fact pattern, that they would
, not decide, period, because it fell within the Presidential prerogative:
' :
, Mr. CHAYES. I think the fact is that Justice Brennan did, in fact,
· write a dissenting opinion resolving the issue and resolving it in
favor of the President because it was connected with a recognition
issue. .
,
He was the one person who wrote an opinion on the merits in
· that case.'
:
So, I don't think Justice Brennan agreed with Justice Rehnquist,
as he then was.
'
Am I correct about that, Tom?
'
Mr. FRANCK. Yes.
Mr. RoTUNDA. The result is exactly the same. You've got one Justice saying we can't decide these issues because they are political,
and another Justice saying we decide these issues and the issue we
are deciding IS Presidential prerogative.
'
The end result is Presidential prerogative.
That is the fundamental agreement.
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Mr. CuAYES Well I w
.
seems to me it is a' very dif1~:~~t to ~nswer the question. But it
can't .decide whether the President ~hlnth when ~he .court says we
.do thiS, on the one hand and
th as h e constitutIOnal power to
think the President has th ,on. e.ot er, when a Justice says I
are two quite separate thin;s~A~sf~~~II~1 Phwher to do this. Those
What I wanted to sa Sen
ac t em separately.
a.tC?r Helms, was of Course the War
Powers Act emerged fro~
ua~i~n. So did the Constitu~i~~l~fc:i!ecut~~~esy and a political sitpohtlcal controversy and a politic I 't ~~ e tates emerge from a
But one of the thin s that
a .Sl u~ Ion.
9uite a lot of, sitting !here : : do ~n thiS country! and that you do
Into controversies that can 1e do, IS td turn polItical controversies
by provi~ng ~ framework withir::~h~h thnd ruled upon ~y courts,
. No~, In thIS case, it seems to
IC
e. court can deCide.
SItUatIOn where you think the Wme Jhat, lIke ~any others, it is a
and I think it is constitutional yr oWcirIs Act I~ unconstitutional
. ou an
can SIt here and argue
for a long time and ar
support on both sides. ru~ i~a:h~ablY and rat!onally, with lots of
~et~een us, and, even if I were theep~' sl;e can t resolve that issue
It between us because we don't h
teh ent, w~ could not resolve
nally. .
ave e authority to say that, liSo, I think-and I thought
h d .
first place-that if we could o:;u . a tht;tlSed th.at question in the
th~ ~ourtswould be prepared t dnl~d IS questJOn In. a form that
thmk that can be done-there': i~l e nd would deCide it-and I
I think that Congress and
ou .no onger be any question.
court said, just as in the J~e ~resldent would abide by what the
about that in the interim th a a ca~e, where we were talking
stitutional, providing for dong~e~o':1rt j81d 120 statutes were unconabout it. Congress accepted th tSlOna ret?, a!ld nobody murmured
went about its business.
a as a ImItatIon on its power and
Dr. HALPERIN. Senator if I m
dd
SUre how we got to the ~ld t ay a
a word on that, I am not
want to say, for the rec d'a er case from your question, but I do
before, the ACLU thoughtO~h' t t~at, fotwithstanding what I said
had the court taken th
a ena or Goldwater was right and
behalf. We think the c:u~:SSi;o~e would haye filed a brief in hi~
that, on the merits of it h
ld . have deCided the question and
have the right, unilateraily etow~ right that the President did not
On the question that
' .a rogate that treaty.
Vietnam, and most of Je0u raIsed, there are a lot of lessons about
forms to What we believe b:ro~: t~eSsons tfrtomkan event which conBut let me t t
even 00 place.
that I think we~an°alslugagrgest another set of lessons about Vietnam
F' t·
ee on.
Irs IS that the American e I
debating the propriety of a mi~.;:r e are n~ longer willing to stop
the consensus that existed in
I1fdoperatlOn once it begins; that
Korean war, that once
or .Wa~ II, and, really, in the
ing, just did not hold a~ou start fightIng 1t is time to start debatto fight the war-some P:~I:~'h~~ch~d, the differences about how
we should have done more
d g ,as you have suggested, that
have done less-will eventually Ii somte pe~ple thought we should
orce h e WIthdrawal of the United
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: States from the military operation. Third,. that if that occurs, we
are far worse off than if we had not gotten m at all.
.
, . This seems to me to suggest a political lesson. And I ~gree wIth
. you that the war powers issue is largely, though not entlr~ly, a p~
litical matter and we ought to make sure that we don t get ln
before we fmd out whether or not we ~ave t~at cons~~sus. We c~r
tainly ought to make sure that we don t get lnto a milItary conflIct
where the President knows there is ~ot a consens~ and gambl~s
. on the notion that if he just gets us mto the conflIct, peopl~ ~l
then stop debating and we will be able to go forward.
So the lesson I would draw from this is that we need to be· sure
Presidents are forced p~blicly to explain wha~ they want to do and
get a public, a congresslonal comnutment to It before we start the
operation. .
,
h .
., Senator HELMS. But you can t do that. Thoug ,lI!- so ma!1y cases
we have reached a point where everything the .Presl~ent trIes. to do
in terms of what he considers, as Commander In ChIef, to be ln t~e
best interests of the security of the United States. Then the medIa
comes, the politicians come who say "Oh, boy, you've got to stop
that." Circumstances do alter cases..
.
.
I don't retreat from the unique CIrcumstances that evolved from
a protracted Vietnam war. For exampl~, Harry Truma~, as one of
you pointed out this morning, moved ill Korea. He dld wha~ ~e
thought was right.
: . I happen to think that maybe he made an error. But there was
not the hue and cry about Harry Truman.
I'll tell you this much. I'm old e~ough to reme'.Ilber World War II
and a lot of the things that Frankhn Roosevelt did.
.
If Franklin Roosevelt had had to prosecute World War II WIth
.the circumstances that have been hanging over Ronald Reagan for
the last 8 years we would have lost that war. As somebody has
said, the French people would be making their vichyssoise o~t of
sauerkraut today.
. ' ..
. d
;' So, I think this is largely a political Issue. But It. lS ln my ~u gment and in the judgment of many others, Mr. Chalr~an, an lnvasion 'of the constitutional prerogatives of the Presldent of the
United States.
Well, I have to go, Mr. Chairman.
.
I wonder if we might have an understandIng that some Sena~ors,
even· some who are not here, may have two or three questIOns
which they would wish to fue in writing. I may want to do ~h~t.
Senator BmEN. Without objection, any member of our panells Invited to do so.
Senator HELMS. Thank you.
.
I would say to our witnesses if you will respond, I would appreclate it. You have made a substanti~ contribution to the dialog on
this thing and I appreciate your copnng. I really d~.
.
. And I appreciate the professor s students commg. I found out
that that is his cheering section, back there [indicating].
.
.
Senator HELMS. I asked them to grade the professo.r on hlS ~esti
mony and then I was told that they had counted on hIS appearlng a
..
little bit later and they did not hear him.
So the best laid plans of mice and men go awry sometimes.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you, gentlemen.

Senator BIDEN. Thank you very much.
Let me start with you, Professor Franck, if I may. Then I am
going to ask each of you to respond to the two questions I have for
Professor Franck. Then I have several more questions.
On PBlte 14, Professor, you sa~ that the timeclock provisions of
the War Powers Resolution are' in Rart perhaps unconstitutional."
By way of explanation, you say, , It is difficult to sustain the argument that Congress can terminate what it concedes the President could initiate on his own initiative."
But why is that such a difficult argument to sustain?
. Let me raise four points and then ask you to respond.
First, you say that "the prerogative power of the President becomes a limited one once Congress has spoken in law." Does that
not apply to the use of force for a limited specified period? If Congress specifies in law a period during which a President is authorized to use force for certain rurposes, why does that not become a
limitation of the President s prerogative power, of which you
spoke?
Second, is it not true that a military involvement can undergo a
qualitative change? Hostilities that began as a hostage rescue, for
example, might expand into something much larger and more sustained; it might expand into all-out war.
What you have said seems to suggest that once the President has
gotten into hostilities under a legitimate authority, he then has the
authority to pursue any military objective for any length of time
unless Congress passes a direct contrary law.
I would like to know if that is your position?
Third, your position regarding the timeclock seems to suggest
that the President's power is binary; that is, it either exists in a
given case and is unlimited or it does not exist at all. Isn't the war
power more properly viewed as a concurrent power, one in which
the President may have certain authorities, but in which those authorities are subject to regulation, to limitation, and to contrary
and opposing action by the Congress?
Finally, do you believe that the 1983 resolution authorizing the
deplorment of U.S. forces in Lebanon was unconstitutional? That
contaIned a timeclock. Does it differ from the timeclock which Congress establishes generally for precisely such situations?
Could you respond to each of those questions?
Mr. FRANCK. I'll try, Senator. If I miss some of the specifics,
please pull me back to them.
I acknowledge that I have a certain degree of ambivalence about
the timeclock matter because the courts have not ruled, and, so, we
are all in the area of conjecture.
I do believe that, if there is a prerogative power of the President,
which is inherent in the Presidency, to rescue Americans abroad,
for example, Congress could not constitutionally pass a law saying
that he must have them all rescued within x number of days. Although I do believe that if the operation turned into something
else, such as an occupation of the island for purposes of altering its
government and bringing about a change in the fundamental
democratic structure or instituting a democratic structure. Congress could then legislate to say that the operation must now cease
because all the Americans are out.
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You will remember the story about the last American !n. the Dominican Republic who was not allowed to leave the Dominican Republic despite th~ fact that he had all his luggage packed. and
down by the ship because the State Department felt that If he Ie ,
the justification for the operation would ~e~e because. they. were
there to protect the Americans in the Dommlc~ Repubhc.
I think Congress could legislate on that question. But as long as
the President actually, bona fide" is rescuin~ Ame~ica~s abroad" he
is I think engaged in a prerogative operation 'Yhlch IS not subject
U; ordinary legislative constraints,
, .
However I think if the power of the purse IS Involved, you could
cut off funding for any further operations by the State. Department
or the Defense Department, whatever, and that those, 1f fac,t, could
limit the exercise of the prerogative powers. Bu~ I don t ~hln~ you
can tackle the prerogative power throug~ o.rdlnary legISlation. I
think you can tackle it through an appropriation.
Senator BIDEN. Why is that, since the effect would be the same,
or ostensibly the same?
. "
'f
Mr. FRANCK. Well, what we are doing ~ere, really, IS sl~tmg as 1
we were a group of lawyers trying to deSign the best pOSSible strategy for winning a hypothetical future case. I guess all I am really
saying is if I were arguing a hypothetical future case, I wo~ld
much rather assert that what Congress had done was to exercise
its power of the purse because I have a lot of precedent there that I
can
use. BIDEN. Even to affect the prerogatives
.
f the P resl'den t?.
Senator
0

we:

Mr, FRANCK. Yes.
~
h t Co
For example, the Carter Presidency accepted the lact t a
ngress was able to exercise its appropriations power to force t~e closure of the Rangoon Consulate General, even th~ugh we think. of
the power to send and receive Ambassadors as being a prerogative
power of the President.
. . h.
I think if we had legislated, if you had legislated, to r~qulre t e
opening and closing of specific consulates, you would be In a much
...
weaker position.
.
Senator BIDEN. Can Congress legislate time .1ImltatlOns on. authority that is not a prerogative that the PreSident has, but one
that we have granted to the President?
Mr. FRANCK. I think there is no question that you could do that.
I just think it is unwise.
.
Senator BIDEN. Why do you think it is unwISe?
"
Mr. FRANCK. I think it is unwise to tell the other s~de In an
actual conflict on which day you are ~oin,g to stop fi~!ttIng them.
In other words, I think that time limits l!Dpose a military, strat.egy on our side, which leads to carpet bombings and such things, In
order to get it all in, to expend all. of our firepower before the end
of the 60-day period, or whatever IS the agreed number of days. It
also makes the other side a good deal more obdurate because they
know that after 60 days, they are home free,
, .
~ Senator BIDEN. How about the situation that I me~tioned wI~h
regard to Lebanon? Is it your position that the Resolutu?~ authortz.;
ing the deployment of U.S. forces in Lebanon was a legitimate. congressional constraint, not a pr~rogative power that the PreSident
had? Is that how you would see It?

Mr. FRANCK. Yes. That would be my position, that the President
was not exercising a prerogative power.
The War Powers Resolution covers much more than the prerogative powers of the President. I could make the argument that there
no prerogative powers of the President. I just prefer not to. But
I think that that is an open question.
But such prerogative powers as there are are extremely narrow.
I was simply referring in my paper to the fact that I think those
could not be terminated.
As far as the termination of non prerogative powers are concerned; that is, powers which are given to the President by the
War Powers Resolution itself or by act of Congress or because Congress has not acted, perhaps, as to those, the only problem with a
timeclock is the one that I suggested in the Mitchell v. Laird case,
where the court could say all ri?:ht, you have let the President get
in19 this situation, now you can t compel him to pull out by a day
certain. You must allow him to pull out by a reasonable date.
You can compel him to pull out, but you can't do it by telling
him that he must be out by Friday. That is a different kind of problem with the clock because it deals essentially with his capacity as
Commander in Chief to perform effectively the Commander in
Chief function under orders of Congress to get the troops out. But
it must be within his discretion to decide how quickly that can be
done.
Senator BIDEN. Would the rest of you like to comment on all or
any of those issues?
Mr. CHAVES. Well, I don't have any problem with the timeclock
provision. In the first place, if you are talking about prerogative
powers, I don't think it is true that whatever prerogative power the
~resident has is unlimited, even within the range of the prerogative power.
I was interested to hear Senator Helms a minute ago-and I'm
sorry he is not now here-talking about the President as the Commander in Chief sort of on the bridge of his ship, looking all
around and seeing where he needs to use force in order to safeguard the interests of the United States.
. I don't think that was the original conception of the Commander
m Chief power, and in fact, I think it contradicts the original conception, which was not to create a kind of, you might say, well, like
the king, who did command the troops in exactly that way. That is
w~a;t they were trying to get away from, and it was only at the last
mInute that they put the President back into the picture in the
COllstitutional Convention.
S<?, what I think the prerogative power extends to is a kind of
emergency power, where the President must act in circumstances
that do not permit advance authorization for a variety of reasons.
I am a little dubious about the effort to spell out all of the circumstances in which that might be true. But it does seem to me
that, once the situation has extended itself in time, it becomes a
situation on which the Congress can deliberate. And, as I think you
said in the beginning, the Constitution views this as a concurrent
power.
Now, it's true that Congress, once it is present.ed with a fait accompli, may reach a different conclusion in its deliberations than it
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would if it had been in on the takeoff. That is, it might decide that
it is unwise or impossible to withdraw the troops or to stop the hpstage rescue or whatever it is. But, if, at the end of the deliberative
process, Coitgre~s does so-~d, remem~er, t,his would h~ve to be
by a vote suffiCIent to overnde the PresIdent s veto; that 18, a twothirds vote because, presumably, the President is insisting that this
should go on~so, if the deliberative proce~ res~lts in that o~t
come I think that process is the one that IS desIgned to prevail.
No~ as to the timeclock, which gives a date certain, I agree with
Profes~or Franck that, obviously, the President can't blow a whistle
and say "about face" on the 60th day. If it turns ?ut that ~he cl~k
has ticked or 'the alarm bell has rung and partIcularly If that IS
done by a court-which might not ev7n p~rmit the whole.60 dB:Ys
in terms of warning-the!l the PresId~nt s Commander I?- Ch~ef
power comes into play agam. But what IS the Commander m ChIef
power?
.. ,
.
' .
At that point, it is the power. to get the t~oops out ~ qUIckly as
possible with due regard t? theIr safety. It ~ not to b~Ing the war
to an' end as soon as posslble because that 18 something that the
President might define differently from what the Congress has. '
, .Congress has said "The war is ove~, get tl?-e boys home." ,
: Now you don't get them shot up m gettIng them home. You ,do
what you can to get t~em out.
..
.
One final point whIch bothers me a httle blt about thIS, and I
may not have an adequate supply of cynicism about the actors in
these events. But I honestly do think that Presidents who have
acted in these circumstances that we are talking about have acted
in 'good faith in the belief that they had the power to do what they
were doing and despite the congressional legislation, because they
believed th~t the congressional legislation was ~n~o~titution~.
That is why I think the arrangement for a JudicIal resolutIon of
the issue is so important, because once it had been made clear that
they did not have the power, or vice versa, the parties, the sides
would act within the framework of that decision, and you would
not have this sort of having to dot every I and cross every T for
fear the other side is going to do something to sneak through the
loophole.
Senator BmEN. I would like you to comment also, but I want first
to follow up on one point.
. .
: When Judge. Sofaer was before us, I pressed the second pOlnt you
raised, which was the prerogative powers. ~he rationale for. the
prerogative powers, as I understand them, IS that they derlved
from the fundamental concern that a Congress, as a whole, would
not be able to act rapidly enough to protect the interest of the
United States. Therefore, in order for there to be a prerogative
power, it had to be one th~t ran with.an emergency. Absent. there
being an emergency and given the eXlStence of an opportunIty for
"the deliberative body to make its opinion known," there, w9l;lld be
no prerogative power.
:
As I' understand the debates and the Federalist Papers, there
seems to be no question that the prerogative powers exist for emergency sitwitions. The rationale of the Framers was that emergency
' .,
situations require the President to be able to act.
I wonder if my interpretation is correct.
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Mr. CHA YES. In the first place I 'II d
breth!en here, but I don't thin' WI
e~er ~ my more learned
rogatIve pOwer and it does not ~~heboCotnstItutIon ~alks about preSenator BIDEN. No, it doesn't.
a u emergenCIes.
Mr. CHAYES And I don't
thO 1 h
It talks about ~ Commander~~eChiefn r t e debate does very much.
S~nator BIDEN. But debate to k I'
can Infer from the debate.
0 p ace as to what Was meant, You
. Mr. CHAYES. Yes. I think it is .
. fi
'
In the light of subsequent experi more In erence, and it is inference
.
ence. .
SThat's wh
. a t I th'Ink"It IS-Inference
. ~ond, It seems to me that one c .
,
It to a case-by-case determination of
say. you don t have to leave
CO}Jrse, if you said an emer e
. w en I~ an emergency over. Of
mIght be a problem. But if y~U n~!y IStaker
days, I think that
ous ~hat if there is not a nucIe~r c~tast e a h ay p~ri?d, it is obvigress to assemble, it is time for Con rop e, that IS ~lIl:1e ~or Congress to d~bate, It 18 tIme for
Congress to consider the circum
~ngress decides not to be in this ~~~~c~~, and hlf, after doing that,
18 not going to happen ve
fte . a IOn-w lch I am telling you
other foot, that Congress ~aOy ~; In facht, the shoe is mostly on the
the President.
somew at more bloodthirsty than
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II f '
.
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. Senator BIDEN. Let me divide up that question.
. It is debatable, in your mind, whether the Congress can, in advance, by legislation call for the termination of a conflict, the invasion of the United States, within 60 days.
OK.
Now, there is a separate issue. Were there no War Powers Resolution, could the Congress, by ultimately a two-thirds vote, overriding the President's veto, say to the President even if the United
States were invaded, if Mexico invaded New Mexico, notwithstanding that this is an invasion of the United States of America, that
we believe to pursue this conflict may result in the beginning of
World War III, a nuclear holocaust; therefore, we command the
President to cease and desist?
Could we do that constitutionally?
Dr. HALPERIN. I would want to think a lot more about that
before I gave you a definitive answer.
My inclination would be to say "No," but to say that the Congress could cut off the funds for the operation. Then if you were to
ask me what is the distinction between those two things, I'm not
sure I can give you a good answer.
, Senator BIDEN. Well, how do you cut off the funds? How do you
say the funds that have been appropriated that allow you, Mr.
President, to control the existing MX. missiles, cannot be used?
Dr. HALPERIN. You arrange for the invasion to occur early in
September, so that on October 1 the money runs out.
'
Senator BIDEN. I realize this is kind of humorous and the hypothetical is a bit bizarre. But I think it is the best way, at least for
me, to understand just how constitutional scholars view the ability
of the Congress to affect the President's prerogative, his inherent
authority under the Constitution to take immediate action: that is,
we are being invaded, the President can counter, immediately.
I would like the rest of your views, and maybe start v.rith you,
Professor Franck, and go down the table in this way [indicating]
since we have not heard from this end of the table in a while.
Could Congress pass such a resolution?
Mr. FRANCI{. I agree with Dr. Halperin that what you are postulating is, of course, a situation which is so extreme that it does not
readily test the hypothesis because the President, in that situation,
would be on incredibly strong ground simply in asserting-you
know, Abe Chayes would be his Legal Adviser and he would write
a brief saying that this is a prerogative power of the President;
New Mexico has been invaded; our people are being killed in New
Mexico; we didn't touch Mexico; we did not provoke this; and Congress has no authority.
:
The question then for me, as Legal Adviser to the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee, is how are we going to deal with the fact that
Abe Chayes has made this very cogent argument based on his reading' of the Constitution and the constitutional history that the
President's constitutional powers cannot be aborted that way if
they. are prerogative powers, as long as the conditions remain
within the definition of the prerogative.
Senator BIDEN. You are being extremely practical and I am attempting to he professorial and impractical.
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ten~don't you answer my question as though I had just submitor ~oulloU tOb a law eXB:m. ~ want your rationale for why it would
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for the Congress to muster the nerve to be sure that it is not working and to try to pull them out.
And so, it takes about 180 days for it to go to hell in a handbasket, if it is going °to go, or it is going to be over. I am being practical again. At least that is the result of my 16-year experience up
.here
'. We. have not been able to focus on what are the constitutional
limits of power for the President to use force abroad, what the
President can and can't do. It is very hard, as you said, in this esoteric debate to get anyone out there to understand why are we
talking about war powers.
Senator BIDEN. Let me now ask to Professor Rotunda to comment on anything I have just said, and then we will go to you, Professor Chayes, and then back to you, Mort.
' "
Mr. ROTUNDA. In 25 words or less?
Senator BIDEN. Well, 10 would be preferable. [Laughter.]
A smart answer like that again and you are down to five.
That was a joke. [Laughter.]
Mr. ROTUNDA. I agree with Professor Franck. I think that the
President has the power to defend New Mexico. One of the problems with extreme hypotheticals is that there is very little in
precedent that you can turn to. To the extent that there is language, it is obviously dictum because nobody is thinking about this
particularly extreme hypothetical.
But I think the President has the constitutional power to defend
the invasion of New Mexico, though I think that the issue will
probably never arise because, the time two-thirds of both Houses of
Congress think it is such a bad idea, by that time the political process will have persuaded the President, unless he is an absolute
dunce, that you have to get out of there.
So, those legal issues never arise. But it certainly is appropriate
to talk about them.
The Congress, just as much as the courts, take the oath to uphold
the Constitution. And, although Congress may not be the ultimate
arbiter of the Constitution, that should not be a reason to abdicate
its responsibility to the courts. It should independently decide these
issues and then the courts will either decide that they are political
and so they are not going to decide them or will decide what the
issues are. But Congress should not abdicate its responsibility.
Mr. CHAYES. I agree with that.
. I think obviously Congress has the responsibility of making the
judgment about the constitutionality of every statute it passes and
should not be passing a statute that it regards as unconstitutional.
But this does not mean that it must be convinced absolutely that
it is constitutional because on most important issues, there are lots
of arguments about constitutionality.
I was going to say, Senator Biden, that you missed your calling
with that hypothetical. You should have been a law professor.
Senator BIDEN. With my grades, I think maybe I did the right
thing. [Laughter.]
, Mr. CHAYES. Maybe and maybe not.
But that is what we do all the time. We put to the students very
extr~me cases and make them try to face up to them.
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Professor Chayes, do you have a comment?
Mr. CHAYES. I just want to say that in this whole discussion of
the timeclock, we have not mentioned that Congress can extend
the time if it wants.
..
:: Senator BIDEN . Yes.
.
"i'" Mr. CHAYES. I mean, all that the President has to do is to get a
majority of both Houses on his side during that period, to extend
the time.
.
. It really is a sort of question of on which side is the burden of
proof. Does· the Congress have to get up a two-thirds majority to
stop something that has already started or does the President have
to muster a majority on both sides in his support? That gets back
to Mort's point at the beginning, which is that we have seen that it
has a lot to do with the conditions of conflict in the late 20th and
.early 21st centuries.
Conditions of conflict are not going to be conditions, or at least
our experience has been, that generate unanimous support in ·the
body politic. They are going to be very tough and divisive conditions, and unless we can mobilize unified political branches, we are
not going to do well in them.
:.
: . Senator BIDEN. Professor Franck.
, Mr. FRANCK. Senator, I think your Committee Print 1 in fact
does put into place-though one can argue with the exact construction of it-but it does put into place a framework procedure for
bringing the power of the purse to bear other than by a majority
vote on a particular appropriations bill, and that is the point of
order procedure. I strongly favor that.
One of my concerns, that is, my concern in this part of the discussion is that you really have set out three remedies, framework
remedies. One is the one we have just alluded to, regarding the
point-of-order procedure. The second one is the procedure for promoting the adjudication of the issue. The third one is the timeclock.
I guess I would just feel that the timeclock was, constitutionally,
the most frail an also the most likely to draw fire that will come
from much more than just the executive branch, that will come
from other reasonable people who will see it as being both constitutionally the weakest of the weapons and tactically the least useful
of the weapons.
.
Senator BIDEN. I appreciate that insight.
.
, Let me ask you all one last question. I will start again with you,
Professor Franck, if I may.
On page 16 you say, "Both the NATO and Rio Pacts can be construed as giving the President the authority to respond to an
attack on a treaty partner as if it were the United States that had
been invaded; that is, by acting without further authorization."
, Now I must say that everything I have ever learned about both
these postwar treaties, the Rio Treaty of 1947 and the North Atlan.:
tic Treaty of 1949, runs contrary to your statement.
I believe it is clear from the legislative history of ' 3e treaties,
including correspondence between the Senate and t l;ecretary of
State, Mr. Acheson, at the time, on this very point, tllat. those tre~
ties are not self-actuating in the case of the United States.
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In each case, they represented a national pledge by the United
States, but that pledge incorporates the very clear understanding
that, in any given Circumstance, the United States will proceed to
deal with that pledge through its regular constitutional processes
and that these processes have been in no way. affected by the
treaty.
. Now, I wonder if you and the rest of the panel would comment
on my understanding.
Mr. FRANCK. There have subsequently been commitment treaties,
mutual security agreements and so on, which have spelled it out
the way you have indicated it was understood. But I suppose the
NATO and the Rio Treaties are salient in not containing, in the
w~rds of the treaty, that caveat, that we would respond in accord.
ance with our constitutional procedures.
To the contrary, the NATO and the Rio Treaties stipUlate that
the United States will respond as if the United States were at~ked. I would think it would not be very difficult to imagine that
the other parties to the treaty and a futUre President of the United
States, when viewing a frontal attack on West Germany, would say
tl¥lt he was constitutionally empowered to exercise what we have
been calling his prerogative powers of self-defense because it was as
if theeffect.
United States were attacked and that there was a treaty to
that
My reason for bringing it up at all-and I did not mention it in
my oral testimony-was simply in the category of tidying up_ I
thought that the present War Powers Act spoke both ways; that is,
on the one hand it said that nothing in the War Powers Act shall
affect any existing obligations. and on the other hand it said, however, no treaty obligations shall be read, either future or obligations or past obligations, as having authorized the President to act.
I think if the Congress decides that NATO and Rio should be interpreted as you have said they should be interpreted, then one
ought to say that in the Resolution, rather than leaving it in this
gray area, or take out both clauses, or Whatever. But there ought
to be a deliberate policy because, at the moment. it seems as if you
are doing two incoherent things.
. Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
Professor Rotunda.
Mr. RoTUNDA. Just a brief addition.
I think that the understandings, our own understandings. that
say we do it in accordance with our constitutional procedures do
not decide the issue. They simply bring us back to this hearing:
What are the constitutional procedures to respond to an attack, a
frontal attack on Great Britain or West Germany or ot.her countries in the NATO Treaty?
It seems like a thousand years ago, but I recall as a little boy
watching TV and John Kennedy was President. We had a little
black-and·white
TV in which I watched his announcement on the
Cuban
missile crisis.
If I recall his words correctly-and I think I do, because it was
really significant to me at the time-he said that "We will treat an
attack by Cuba on any country as an attack on the United States
by
Russia
and respond with our full retaliatory ability," or words
to that
effect.
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Now, I did not know much about the Constitution at the time,
though I know a little more now, and I don't think he was acting
. unconstitutionally.
Mr. CHAYES. He was also acting under congressional authorization. A resolution by the Congress had been passed maybe 3 weeks
before in anticipation of this very event.
John Kennedy recited it in his speech, as well as in the Quarantine Proclamation that he later made as authority for the action.
He did not act on the basis of prerogative power or his power as
: Commander in Chief, although he recited his power as the Commander in Chief. But he also recited the authority granted by this
congressional resolution.
_. Dr. }Lu.pERIN. I think, Mr. Chairman, your understanding is
wrong.
Mr. Acheson's letter is a classic example of a reassurance by the
executive branch, which is not a reassurance at all, and which
-skirts the fundamental issue.
The treaty did not change and could not change our constitutional procedures for responding to various kinds of attacks. What it
could do is create a fact which changes, then, the relative authority
of the Congress and the President.
We all agree that if the United States is attacked-and we discussed that earlier-the President can respond without needing authority to attack. I think most of us would agree that if Ethiopia
were attacked and the President wanted to go in, he would need
the authority of the Congress to do so.
What the fact in the NATO Treaty said was that an attack on
NATO is an attack on the United States.
That does not change the President's constitutional powers or
the constitutional processes; but it changes which category that
attack is in. This is because it says that an attack on NATO territory is an attack on the United States.
Once Congress says that, then I think-and I think this was intended-that the President's authority to respond to that is exactly
the same as his authority to respond to an attack on American territory.
What that authority is some people may dispute. But I think the
treaty did change the situation by changing that fact. I think it
was intended to, and I think if you read Mr. Acheson's assurance
carefully, you will see that he has written it so as to appear to give
an assurance, but, in fact, he clearly preserves that distinction, and
I think he understood it at the time and intended it to be understood at the time.
.
Now I also have to say that one of the reasons it is important to
keep American troops on the line is that it adds a second, clear
emergency situation. This would not be true of the Rio Pact, but
certainly no attack in the NATO area could occur without shooting
an American soldier.
So, as far as NATO concerned, I think the issue is somewhat
moot because the President would have the authority to respond to
defend the soldiers being attacked.
Mr. CHAYES. I guess I do think that there is an ambiguity in the
NATO issue. But I am not as clear-cut about it as Mort is.
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That is to say, I do not think that a treaty can make West Germany a part of the United States.
Dr~ HALPERIN. But I think if Congress ratifies it; it can.
Mr.
there. CHAYES. No, I don't think so. I think it leaves the ambiguity
I think you are right that Mr. Acheson was very anxious to preserve the ambiguity. But I agree with Mr. Rotunda that it sort of
returns it.
us to Our own internal constitutional argument. It does not
resolve
in Senator
writing. BIDEN. I have several questions that I may submit to you
I appreciate your taking the time and the public service that you
provide by doing this. We appreciate it very mUch.
Thank you all.
.
This hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:51 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene at 10:05 a.m., September 23, 1988.]
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THE WAR POWER AFTER 200 YEARS:
CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT
AT A CONSTITUTIONAL IMPASSE
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
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Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met at 10:05 a.m., in room SD-419, Dirksen
Senate Office Building, Hon. Joseph Biden (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Present: Senators Biden, Sarbanes, Adams, Helms, Kassebaum,
and McConnell.
Senator BIDEN. The hearing will come to order.
Welcome, Mr. Secretary, Admiral. It is a pleasure to have you
both here this morning.
I have had the opportunity, thanks to your generosity in submitting your statements yesterday, to read both your statements.
The Special Subcommittee on War Powers today resumes hearings directed at answering a critical question: Can the War Powers
Resolution of 1973 be amended, repealed, or replaced so as to improve the effective cooperation of the President and the Congress
in national decisions concerning the deployment of American
forces in situations of actual or likely hostilities?
In previous hearings, the subcommittee heard from legislators involved in the origins of the War Powers Resolution, from distinguished American historians, from former military leaders, from
the State Department Legal Adviser, from former Cabinet officials
of both parties, from former President Ford, and from highly regarded experts on the U.S. Constitution.
Today, the subcommittee will receive further significant testimony, beginning with the views of this administration's top officials in
the Department of Defense-Secretary Carlucci and the Chairman
of the 'Joint Chiefs of Staff, Admiral Crowe. The subcommittee will
then hear from a panel of legal experts, comprising Prof. Louis
Henkin, chief reporter of the latest restatement of foreign relations
law; Prof. William Goldsmith of Brandeis University; and Prof.
James Bond, dean of the Puget Sound University School of Law .
. I have said at the outset of each of these hearings that while the
war powers issue is both intellectually complex and emotion-laden,
its fundamental importance to the U.S. national interest requires
that we bring to bear upon it the most thorough and dispassionate
consideration. It is my hope that the subcommittee will provide a
.
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forum for that kind of deliberation, leading us toward an improvement in the law that ends the current constitutional stalemate.
At the same time, I recognize that we face a paradox. Because
there is no current war powers dispute of great interest to the
public, we find ourselves able to conduct our proceedings with the
necessary dispassion of which I spoke, but also in a political context that might fairly be described as lethargic in that it contains
little sense of urgency compelling us toward any substantive
action.
Nonetheless, the subcommittee's goal of improving the law in
this area is a critically important one. With that goal in mind, I
welcome our first witnesses and tum to my colleagues for any
opening statements they may have.
By the way, Secretary Carlucci, I note that your opening statement is focused on the proposal embodied in Senate Joint Resolution 323. Our hearings are actually more broadly focused-on any
and all proposals-including a tentative draft that we have produced in the subcommittee for purposes of discussion and debate.
But I am sure your comments on Senate ,Joint Resolution 323 will
provide a good basis for our discussion. '
Mr. Secretary, if we could begin with you, please proceed in any
way you wish. Your entire statement will be placed in the record.
You are at liberty to read it all or you may summarize it, if you
like.
STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK A. CARLUCCI III, SECRETARY OF
DEFENSE

Secretary CARLUCCI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I know that I speak for Admiral Crowe as well as myself when I
say that it is a pleasure to be before you, in these hearings on this
very important subject. I commend you and other members for
taking a hard look at this issue.
I have been, as you are aware, very forthright in my statement
because I believe that only by being forthright can we promote a
healthy debate on this subject.
Senator BIDEN. I have never known you to be anything other
than forthright, Mr. Secretary.
Secretary CARLUCCI. Thank you.
My view is that the War Powers Resolution is a failure and
should be repealed. Whatever worthy goals it may have had originally, in practice it has undermined other important national objectives. It has failed a reasonable test of time, as four Presidents
have judged it to exceed the mandate given them by the Constitu~a
'
One myth that was prevalent at the time the War Powers Act
was passed in 1973 was that the Presidency had become too powerful, exceeding the intentions of the Founding Fathers.
Looking back on that time-and I was in Government at that
time-it is now more readily apparent that Presidential ability to
exercise discretion over the affairs of the Nation has, if anyth ing,
declined in recent decades.
.
A related myth from 1973 is that the Congress, because of t: 1e socalled imperial Presidency, had been powerless to stop the White
I
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House from pursuing the Vietnam conflict. This argument was premised on the fact that no declaration of war against North Vietnam'or its allies was ever passed by Congress.
The fact is that the Congress did have the power to stop America's military involvement in Vietnam, using its power of the purse,
but it did not choose to do so. One need only list the appropriations
bills that were passed by the Congress in support of Vietnam operations to grasp the reality that the Congress, no less than the Executive, lent its . constitutional powers in support of the Vietnam
effort.
It is also useful to recall the American public's disaffection and
disillusionment with the use of military force by 1973. In voting for
the War Powers Resolution, the Congress promoted the view that
an excessive concentration of power in the Presidency was to blame
for the controversial embroilment in Vietnam. I regard that as an
error.
As the years have passed, our attitudes have evolved with time,
and 1 thirik Americans have come to appreciate anew that the considered and discreet use of military force can be a successful tool of
our national policy. But the unhappy legacy of the War Powers
Resolution, as an attempt by the Congress in a transitory moment
of Presidential vulnerability to increase its power while decreasing
its political responsibility, has stayed with us.
Now, thanks to the farsightedness of many in Congress who are
willing to face up to the failure of the War Powers Resol ution,
there is a hope that the Congress will correct this misstep.
Congressional enthusiasts of the War Powers Resolution, of
Course, do not describe it as I just have. They cite the desirability
of having the President draw Upon congressional wisdom as he decides whether to commit U.S. military forces abroad. They alBo
point ,to the benefit to our Nation's foreign policy of having the
American people, through their representatives in Congress, endorse a military operation initiated by the President.
I don't differ with these objectives. I SUpport them.
The problem with the War Powers Resolution is that it supports
neither. Instead of encouraging the President to seek out the views
of the Congress, it fosters an atmosphere of confrontation by purporting to deny him his constitutional authority, as Commander in
Chief of the Armed Forces, after 60 to 90 days of military operations. Instead of shOwing the world the will of the American
people, the War Powers Resolution could, according to its terms,
implement itself without a single vote being cast in the Congress.
This latter flaw, as much as the unconstitutionality of the War
Powers Resolution, is offensive to our military establishment and
seems particularly out of step with the times.
Pubhc preoCCupations have changed since 1973. Today, the
accent ;in Government is on accountability, competence, and efficiency,' and the immense war powers responsibility places a premium on an three of these.
Accountability is a basic concomitant of war powers. No President can evade full responsibility for the risks and consequences of
employing U.S. military force, nor has any president, from Roosevelt through Truman, through Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon, and
Carter, abdicated that responsibility.
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A President would be no less accountable for the risks and consequences of failing to employ force when the defense of the national
interest required it. This responsibility: is a burden which we put
on every President, without exception.
'
. The war powers formula, by which the Congress could seek to invalidate the action of the Commander in Chief after 60 to 90 days
through the simple expedient of doing nothing, is the very antithesis of the accountability which lies at the heart of participatory democracy. I believe such a formula shortchanges the American
people, who deserve and expect to have their collective will expressed in a time of international duress; and I fmd it unconscionable that any elected officeholder would seek to participate in the
exercise of war powers without full public accountability, when our
forces in the field have pledged their very lives and sacred honor to
the national interest.
This is why the no-fault formula in the War Powers Resolution,
wherein no Member of Congress is required to stand up and be
counted, is unacceptable. As President Nixon aaid in his veto message, "One cannot become a responsible partner unless one is prepared to take responsible action," meaning "full debate on the
merits of the issue and each Member taking the responsibility of
casting a 'Yes' or 'No' vote after considering those merits."
Mr. Chairman, since the debate over war powers arose in the
early 1970's, the focus has been almost exclusively on "powers."
This time, I think we should give equal consideration to the subject
of "war," for there is much more to this issue than sorting out legislative and Executive authorities.
It does not surprise me that congressional commentary on the
subject of war powers invariably emphasizes the importance of congressional support for U.S. military actions. Who can deny that the
imprimatur of the Congress confers greater legitimacy and force to
the acts of the Executive?
But legitimacy, while necessary, is not the only factor involved in
the Government's responsibility to preserve the national interest.
Efficiency and competence are also central to the mission of Government. The Framers of the Constitution recognized this when
they created the Executive, which has its own unique and vital
purpose.
In the Framers' language, the prime characteristic of the Presidency is "energy," or the capacity for prompt action. The Congress,
by its very design, is not capable of effective executive action.
When military force must be used, the American people not only
want it to be legitimately authorized, they also want it to succeed.
They want the tactical military objective to be accomplished with a
minimum loss of life, and they want the underlying foreign policy
to be served by that action.
The successful employment of U.S. military forces may hinge on
the ability to act quickly. What we must do to defend our national
and international interests is governed, to a great extent, by external forces and events over which we have very little control and
which seldom wait for us to act.
Yet, for 60 or 90 days, or lon~er, the War Powers Resolution
would leave in suspense the question of whether a military deployment was authorized.
.

t
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Think about the factors upon which success of a military operation may depend: High morale of our forces; high confidence in
Our resolve on the part of our allies; and, most of all, the perception on the part of our adversaries that the United States has the
willpower,
the means, and the intention to achieve our goals, despite
their resistance.
I cannot overstate the importance of this last objective-convinc_
'ing our adversaries that we, as a nation, intend to prevail on whatever point of contention has placed us at odds.
Military strategists, from Sun Tsu to Clausewitz, to Adm. Bill
Crowe, all agree that the most successful battIe is the one which
neverof
needs
to be fought because one's adversary recognizes the futility
further
confrontation.
Yet, look at the signals the War Powers Resolution would have
America send to allies and adversaries alike at a critical moment
when our resolve is being measured abroad.
The first thing a President is asked to do is to judge whether hostilities are imminent. If he says "Yes," he is breaking a cardinal
rule of military strategy by forfeiting the advantage of tactical SUrprise. One can only imagine the casualties Israel might have sustained in June 1967, had Golda Meir been obliged to engage in extensive war powers conSUltations with the Knesset, signaling Israel's, imminent preemptive attack upon neighboring forces which it
knew were poised to assault Israel.
If the President expresses the judgment that hostilities are not
imminent-assuming, as I do, that Presidents would report truthfully to the Congress, even while forfeiting another key military
advantage, that of deception-our adversaries can breathe more
easily. They know from the experience since 1973 that the Executive:-Iegialative disagreement over the War Powers Resolution slows
down the decisionmaking process in Washington and renders major
tactical military surprises by the United States almost inconceivable.
The 60-day deadline, extendible to 90 days, is the featUre of the
War Powers Resolution that is most debilitating to the pursuit of
strategic success in an exigent situation. The very notion of setting
deadlines, however short or lengthy, plants seeds of doubt in the
minds of Our own forces as to whether their acts of COurage are
backed up by their own Nation. It plants seeds of dOUbt in the
minds of our allies as to whether they should join in Our military
operational efforts or wait to see whether war powers disagreements inabroad.
Washington will unravel the President s approach to a
problem
Deadlines constrain our military planners from fashioning an optimal response to the threat. One wonders whether President Kennedy would have regarded a naval blockade as a viable option in
the
Cuban missilebeen
crisis
the war powers deadlines and reporting requirements
in had
existence.
Kennedy's misgiving would have had nothing to do with the Congress. Obviously, all Americans rallied around their President at
that time. Rather, he would have had to concern himself with
KhrUShchev's perceptions about the War Powers Resolution.
In my view, we are fortunate that no such thing existed in 1962.
In thpae tense Circumstances, the White House wisely left it to the
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, In the House of Representatives, 110 Members attempted to Slle
the President, claiming he had not fulfilled his obligations under
the War Powers Resolution. Judge Revercomb of the U.S. District
Court for the District of Columbia dismissed the suit, saying, "The
President must have flexibility in executing military and foreign
pOlicy on a day-to-day basis."
Had the 110 Members of the House of Representatives been able
to persuade a total of two-thirds of the House and Senate of their
p~sition on the President's Persian Gulf policy, there would have
been no reason to solicit support from the courts. As Judge Revercomb stated when he dismissed their suit, their action was a "byproduct of political disputes within Congress"; and for him to rule
on the issue would have been to "impose a consensus on Congress"
that it had not achieved on its own. Congress, he said, is "free to
adopt a variety of positions on the War Powers ResolUtion, depending on its ability to achieve a political consensus."
. Mr. Chairman, I believe that 15 years of experience with the
War Powers Resolution is enough to see that it is incompatible
with the constitutional scheme set out by our Founding Fathers.
The executive branch, by design, is a hierarchy, ultimately responsive to a single Commander in Chief, elected by all the people. It
alone is capable of immediate, clear, coherent, and consistent
action. The legislative branch, by design, brings 535 independent
actors into a deliberative process which hears the voices of Americans 'everywhere on every issue.
There is nothing deficient in Congress' constitutional power of
the.purse, as every executive agency head knows from painful experIence.
Schemes to inhibit the constitutional powers of the President, or
to substitute self-enforcing legislative mechanisms for the exercise
of responsible leadership, only serve to obscure the real SOurce of
many Members' frustration-namely, their inability to persuade
their own colleagues to agree with them and to vote with them.
When the American people overwhelmingly and strongly believe
that the President's policy must be reversed, the Congress will reverse it. The simple test of whether the American people generally
hold to this view is to count the votes in Congress. If the votes are
not there, neither is the popular mandate.
.
.' A former chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, the late Senator Frank Church, offered Some candid observa' tions about the War Powers Resolution in a hearing much like this
one,: held in 1977. An original supporter of the legislation, he subsequently came to doubt its utility.
Senator Church gave the fOllowing explanation, and I quote:
First, if the President, as Commander in Chief. uSPS the Armed Forces in an
action that is both swift and successful, then there is no reason to eXJl~t the C.ongress to do anything other than applaud.
If the President employs forces in an action which is swift. but unsuccessful, then
the Congress
facedelse.
with a fait accompli, and, although it may rebukE- the Prt>sident,
it can doislittle

If ~e President undertakes to introduce American forces in a foreign war thAt is
large 'and SUStained, then it seems to me that ihe argument that the War Powers
Resolution forces the Congress to confront that decision is an argument that overlooks the fact that Congress, in any CaBe. must confront the decision because it is
the ('..ongress
that must Bppropriat.e the money to make it possible for the sustained
to be sustained.
action
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Senator Church concluded by saying: "

,

.'

~', . So, I wonder, really, whether we have done very m~ch in furtherinl' o~r pu~
through the War Powers Resolution. • • • As a practical matter, I think It 18 gomg
;: to come down to the arena of politics and the tug of war between the two branches
: I, in the self-assertion of their two powers. There ~ n~ neat formula tll;8t, ~ ~~mi lmodate the needs of the future in this respect. "
, -"

: ' That is why I believe that the most prudent step the. ~ngress
:~I'can take to clarify the issue of war powers and to maxImIZe the
. effective and legitimate exercise of authority by all ~hree branches
'of Government is to repeal the War Powers ResolutIon and return
to the only formula I know of which will withstand .the test of
'.. ':time; namely, the Constitution.
'.. ~
. "
':': ',' Mr. Chairman, I recognize that the commItte~ IS ~nterested In ~x
, ',ploring the merits of specific proposals ~mbodled m Senate J~)lnt
, Resolution 323. Although I,see no necesSIty for war powe~s legIS.lation, I am prepared to comment on the proposed legislatIon. WIth
, the chairman's indulgence, I would ~k. that my prepare~ statement be entered into the record, since It Includes some specifics on
,that. ' . ' ,
.~ .:',~:' .
,' '. Senator BIDEN . Without objection.
.
".
[The prepared statement of Secretary Carlucci appears ~ the: appendix.]·
" . .
tt'
,. Senator BIDEN. Admiral, you had quite an mtroductlOn, pu mg
. '
you into the same category as Clausewitz.' .
Usually, Secretaries of Defense are not qUIte that compllI~enta•r

: ryAdmiral CROWE. It came as a surprise to me, too, Mr. Chairman.
[Laughter.]
, Senator BIDEN. Admiral, please proceed.
,'1· .

'"

, STATEMENT OF ADMIRAL WILLIAM J. CROWE, JR., USN,
'
CHAIRMAN, JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF
,.

Admiral CROWE. Mr. Chairman, I have submitted a statement for
, the record.
..
.
d
,~. Senator BIDEN. It will be placed in the record In Its entIrety, an
I have read it.
,
...
•
Admiral CROWE. It is from the standpoint of the mIlItary, as opposed to either legal or constitutional authority. It reflects generally the views that have been expressed by the Secretary. I ,would
propose that I not read the statement, Mr. Chairman, so that you
"can get right to your questioning period.
' . ~ ...
.
" Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
[Th~ prepared statement of Admiral Crowe appears in the appen..,
; dix.]
Senator BIDEN. Since we have such good partIcIpatIo~,
wh Y don't
we stick to a 10-minute rule. We may have trouble gettIng through,
but notwithstanding the suggestion of my able colleague: om
M~land who suggested 5 minutes, 5 minutes is only enough tIme
to say yo~r name and ask one question. It is like a Presidential
,press conference.
'
' ..
I would like to avoid that, if I can. So we will r· ,'e 10 mmutes.
As a matter of fact, I avoided it, though not 1 •esign. [Laughter.]
t

'

n:

"I'

Your statement is based upon the premise that the War Powers
Resolution is unconstitutional, but you also discuss' the practical
"
limitations of the law.
In 1980, the Legal Counsel for the Justice Department, in its
most formal pronouncement on the War Powers Resolution, said,
· and I quote:
.
We believe the Congress may, as a general constitutional matter. place a 60-day
limit on the use of armed forces, as required by section 54b) of the Resolution. The
practical effect of the 60-day limit is to shift the burden to the President to convince
the ,Congress of the continuing need for the use of armed forces abroad .

Continuing with the quote: "We cannot say that placing that
burden"-the "burden" meaning the 60-day limitation-Hon the
Pr~sident unconstitutionally intrudes upon his Executive powers.
· Coilgress can regulate the President's exercise of his inherent
power by imposing limits by statute."
Now, obviously you and Mr. Soraer, speaking for the administration, disagree.
Admiral Crowe also disagrees.
But what I find significant is that, by and large, your arguments
are not so much arguments against the War Powers Resolution,
but: arguments against any-any- limitation, constitutional or
statutory, on the President's warmaking power.
Mr. Sofaer said, and I quote. "Explicit legislative approval for
particular use of force has never been necessary." This seems to be
an argument that is tantamount to saying that the President could
· have used armed force in all American wars, without any declara, tion of war or any direct congressional approval.
, I 'find the same theme in your statement today.
Accordingly, I would like to ask you the simplest of questions.
Can you give me an example, Mr. Secretary, of some use of t.he
Armed Forces that the President would not have been authorized
to undertake without direct congressional authority, or, in your
view, is the President authorized to undertake any use of force if
he believes it serves U.S. interests?
Can you name any initial undertaking of use of force in the last
50 or 60 years where the President required congressional authorization to go forward with?
Secretary CARLUCCI. Mr. Chairman, I am not a constitutional
lawyer, but I would assume most authorities .would agree that
President Roosevelt needed a declaration of war at the time of the
Pearl Harbor attack.
Senator BIDEN. Why?
Secretary CARLUCCI. I would say that I am not prepared to make
the'legal arguments. But let me elaborate a bit because I think you
altered a bit the argument I was trying to make.
I i was not arguing against any congressional involvement. It
seeIps to me close and continuing consultation is an essential feature of any national policy, and I think my record speaks quite
cle~ly on this. I have always consulted with the Congress.
FUrthermore, the Congress does have a very strong power of the
purSe, and I pointed that out in my testimony. So, we are a long
way from saying there should be no role for Congress in the use,
the judicious use, of military action.
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I think there should be consultation. I think Congress does have
" an oversight rule and I think they have a very substantial power in
the power of the purse. Whether there has to be a formal declara~ ,tion of.war or not, I would defer to the legal scholars on that. :
;. Senator BIDEN. Well, today 'your statement and the Admiral's
statement seem to say that the President really cannot be .limited
,on the initial question of whether or not he or she commits American forces; that the commitment of those forces is solely a judgment made by the President.
.
Secretary CARLUCCI. That, in my judgment, is a fair characterization. If we were to have a nuclear attack. the President has to have
the liberty to act.
,.
, Senator BIDEN. I understand that. I am trying to establish some
· parameters here. That is w~y I asked you the question, not ~ a
, legaI scholar but as a very 1nformed man. Of all the people Wlth
whom I have worked over the years, you are one of the most capable people.
:
'
I am not asking you for a legal opinion. But I am asking if you
can think of any undertaking where there was an initial commitment of U.S. forces that would have required congressional authorization?
. Is there 8I!Y circumstance where the President, once he consult· ed with the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of State, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, and determines that U.S. interests were at stakeand that is a pretty broad statement, as we all know; bases in Portugal are of United States interest; the invasion of West Germany
is of United States interest; the invasion of Florida is of United
States interest; a nuclear attack is a United States interest-would
be required to seek congressional authority before committing U.S.
forces?
, ;. Secretary CARLUCCI. Once again, I am getting into legal areas,
: where I am not very steep. But my understanding of what the legal
experts are saying, at least in the administration, is that there are
· no such constraints.
.'
,
Whether it is desirable is another issue.
. ..
Senator BmEN. OK. I just want to make sure that we understand
where we are starting from. The administration says there are no
constraints on the commitment of U.S. forces, and, further, you
· ar~e in here, as the administration has, that the Congress. has no
: ability to set a time limitation on that commitment.
, So, we have two pieces. One, when the President makes a judgment to send 2, 2,000, or 200,000 troops to a place where he concludes U.S. interests are at stake, there is no limitation on that.
'That is the administration's position.
.'~
" Second," once he or she does that, Congress cannot limit' the
amount of time they can' be there. The only thing that the Congress can do is cut off the money for those troops. ,
, .',' ,
Secretary CARLUCCI. Well, we had the case of the Lebanon resolu, tion, where the President accepted a timeframe.'
"
Senator BIDEN. Yes, if he accepts.'
,
Secretary CARLUCCI. Yes, if he accepts a timeframe. But my understanding of the legal arguments-and, once again, I am 'olver my
head on legal arguments-is that the President cannot be obliged
to accept a time limit.
'
I ' "
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Senator BIDEN. I understand.
.I have a number of questions and I am going to come back to
th~m bec~use I think this is critically important testimony here
this mornmg.
:Admiral CROWE. Mr. Chairman, may I add a word to that?
Sena~r BmEN. Sure, Admiral, please do.
AdmIral CROWE. If I understand you correctly, you are trying to
bound the problem.
Senator BmEN. Yes.
, ~dmiral CROWE. I did not realize that I said that it was unconstitutional, be~ause I do not consider myself competent to make a
stateme~t like that. B~t~ from a practical standpoint, it seems to
m~. t~a~ In gen~ral ~ostIhbes, such as we engaged in in World War
IT, 1t 1S lmperatIve, 1f not ~or legal reasons, it ce~inly is for practical .reasons, that the. Pre~1dent have a declaration of war because,
,0bYIously, at some tim~ m the course o~ those proceedings, he is
gOIng to have to commIt force and do th1ngs that are not directly
related to the incident that started the whole thing. And look at
what we did. in World War II. We fought all over the world. Many
of .those thmgs-whe!l we went into India in order to get to
China-we.re not a .dlrect causal connection, and so forth. Take
North Af~Ica: We did not get to Europe except in going through
North AfrIca.
No~ that is not like .Lebanon or Grenada or the Persian Gulf.
Tha~ IS a completely different order of battIe. I can't imagine a
Pres1dent that would contemplate doing that without going to the
Congress.
Senator BIDEN. What about sustained hostilities, whether or not
they are general?
Admiral .~O~E: 'Yell, they have some similarity. But I think
even then, If 1t 18 lImited to an area, it is different.
Senator BIDEN. But, at any rate, I will yield now to my colleague
Senator Helms.
'
, Senator HELMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First of .al!, Fr~nk, this i~ an excellent statement. Of course, you
and the. d1st~gu18hed Cha1I'!fian of the Joint Chiefs have been up
~ere tWlC~ this week. One t~me. we did not totally agree, and this
t1me we did totally agree. I bke 1t better this way.
Secretary CARLUCCI. So do we.
·Senator HELMS. Mr. Chairman, I think that the Secretary's statement ans~ers the question that you asked.
Now, . I II be ,a little more blunt than he was. The War Powers
Re~o~ution, wh1ch we call the War Powers Act, was conceived in
POL~1cal uphe!lval. It was, more than anything else, an expression
agamst the V1etnam war, where we sent hundreds of thousands of
men to the othe! side of the world to fight a war that they were
not allowed to wm.
You and I were in our first year in the Senate when this was
p~ed, a~d I hav~ remarked on a number of occasions-and I
kno;W I will b~ bOrIng my colleagues when I say this again-that I
~emember taking t~at proposed legislation home one night to study
It. The next mornIng I c!lIle.d Sam Ervi~, ~ho was a pretty good
country lawyer and constItutIonal authorIty, In my judgment.
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I went around to see him and I asked him if this were not unconstitutional. He said absolutely.
'
. !' I was one of a minority who voted against this.
.... '
You are exactly right, Frank, in what you said. First of all, Congress has a constitutional involvement and always had a constitutional involvement. The difference is there is more politics infused
,into the situation with respect to this Resolution than there ever
has existed to my knowledge in previous history.
'.
I thoroughly applauded Harry Truman's decision about Korea. I
have often wondered how Franklin Roosevelt would have been able
to prosecute World War II if he had had the same sort of thing
hanging over him that Ronald Reagan and others have had with
respect to this.
"
, But I think your statement is fine.
, Now, one of the media critics of Congress has written, and I
quote him, that "the fact that a p,olicy may cost lives or may fail
shouldn't be a reason to scuttle it, '
'
,
" Now, interestingly enough, this critic is a self-described liberal,
philosophically. Then he went on to say that "Congress is obsessed
with such dangers and is weary of all foreign involvements."
.
I guess that raises the question which I will put to both of you:
In your view, can the War Powers Resolution, the War Powers Act,
or something like it, if a substitute were to be enacted, impinge
upon and even dislocate American national security? '
Secretary CARLUCCI. Oh, I think it could, Senator Helms.
As I said in my prepared testimony, at the very outset, you forfeit the advantage of tactical surprise by determining whether hostilities are imminent.
Second, your planning is very different if you realize that you
are going to have to pull out in 60 days, unless the Congress votes
to keep you in. You are turning the Joint Chiefs into political ex~rts that have to go up and take soundings on the Hill and say,
'Well, how do we develop our military plan?"
,
Key to any military plan is th·~ adversary's perception. The adversary, may say, "I've got one of two courses: I either ought' to
wait out the 60 days and then the problem will handle itself, or I
ought to impact that process by some lightning strikes and killing
a few American boys, American military people," knowing that
Congress reacts adversely to that.
'
So, you have to plan in a different way if you are to exist under
the war powers regime. '
"
,':
"i Let me ask Admiral Crowe for his view.
. : Admiral CROWE. I would agree with that, Senator.
The Wa\" Powers Act has had quite an impact on my business.
There is no tactician, no commander now who doesn't get his
lawyer alongside of him before he does anything or talks about
:'
doing anything.
.
I don't know that Sun Tsu or Clausewitz would have appreciated
that very much.
' ,
, The instance that I have had the most experience with is the
Persian Gulf. I know that every time we contemplated anyth: rig
that we felt was prudent from a military perspective, part of uur
calculations, part of our calculus, was the War Powers Resolution.
I'

I
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I would think, as I have said in my statement, that it would
apply to our adversary ~ well. ~e. knows ~hat we are not going to
conduc~ armed reconnaIssance InSIde of hIS territorial waters because It would require ~ notificati.on ?f the U.S. Congress. He
knoV!S that ~e ar~ not gOIng after hIS minelayers because it would
reqUIre ~ notIfication of the U.S. Congress.
,Th~t IS not a comfortable situation, from my standpoint, and
t~at IS .what has made me change my mind on the War Powers
ResolutIOn.
Sena~or HE,LMS. Incidentally, Mr. Chairman, Admiral Crowe did
n~t debv~r his statem~nt, but it, too, is an excellent statement. I
mIght pOint ou~ for hIm that he did not pose as a constitutional
expert and he di~ n.ot even address the constitutional aspects in his
statement. He did It purely as a distinguished military leader to
whom all of us should be grateful.
'
,So, I ~ess th~ obvious question-and I have no idea what the
answer wIll .be-Is has. the War Powers Resolution ever prevented
you from domg somethIng that you thought needed doing or which
you wanted to do?
I ask that because, given your perspectives I need to know for
th~ rec?rd what kind of concerns are created' by the War Powers
Resolution froII?- the vantage point of the Department of Defense.
~nd you have Just almost answered the second part of that question.
III?-Plicitly or explicitly, has the existence of the War Powers ResolutIOn ever caused you to stop and think and say "Well gee whiz
we'd better not try to do this," and that sort of thing?'
,
Secretary CARLUCCI. Let me try to answer that question in this
way, Senator Helms.
The War .Powers Act h~, !n. all proba~ility-and I can't speak
f?r all Presidents-:-never, In~Iblted a PreSIdent from pursuing natl(~nal g~~ls; nor, In all lIkelIhood, has it ever inhibited him from
USIng mIhtary force when he thought that was the only way to
pursue that goal.
But it has su~~ly had .an impact on how that military force is
us~d, how the milItary think, what kind of operations they can con~u~t, how far they can go in those operations, and what kind of tactical advantages they have to forfeit.
~ thin~ ~hat, in part, has led to a very strong feeling on the part
of ~~e mIlItary that, whenever we get involved in any military operation, we hav~ to m~ke sure that the public is always behind it.
~. happen to dIffer WIth that concept. I think that there is an ex~r~IS~ of leader~hIp ~ere, and that you bring the public along when
It IS In t~e na~Ionalinterest. But the experience the military went
t~rough I~ ~Ietn.am and the War Powers Act have created that
kind o~ thinking, In my judgment.
.
AdmIral Crowe may not agree with me, but that is my assess'ment.
'
,
~dmiral CROWE. I would very definitely concur with that Senator~ If I could hark b~ck again to the Persian Gulf, I treated 'this in
my; statemeI?-t b, ,saYIng that I knew of no example where the war
powers ~a4 Inhlblte~ or preve~ted the Executive from the decision
to commit In a very Important Instance.
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j ; On the other hand I think there were a number of times in the
last year where, fro~ my standpoint, we considered doing ~~ings
that we thought would be wise to protect our people, to facIlItate
the mission we were carrying out in the gulf and so forth. In every
instance we had to ask ourselves the question: Is it worth provoking what it would have provoked by a notificati~n and stimulat!on
of debate, 'et cetera? In some instances, we did not take action
which I would have advised militarily to do. '
,
Now I am at a little bit of a handicap this morning to discuss
that ~ detail. I would have to go into a closed session. But the
question as to whether to carry small arms versus crew-s~rved
weapons, which has some significance in the war .powers busme~,
whether to go inside territorial waters or not, which has some significance in the war powers business, whether to go on another
man's soil, et cetera, et cetera, are involved.
There were specific instances where yes, in my view, the War
Powers Resolution either made us temper what we thought was the
wisest course or inhibited us.
.
, Senator HELMS. I would just add one postscript and then I will
fmish, Mr. Chairman.
.
···..f
". ' The same media critic whom I was quoting earlIer made a Slgnl icant statement I think. He said, "A superpower cannot conduct
foreign policy by public opinion polls." That is,what it boils down
, to because there are no secrets in this city, as recent events of the
past few. days have fudica~. '.
.
, Anyway, t,hank you; Mr. Chairman.
\
.. ~
. ' Senator BmEN. Thank you.
'
'
. I am going to tUrn the Chair over to Senator Sarbanes and go
over to the floor in anticipation of the cloture vote. There is a vote
at 11 o'clock, and then I will return.
Senator SARBANES [presiding]. Mr. Secretary, I wan~ to pursue a
line of que~tioning that w.as put to yo~ by Chairman .1~lden.
': I want to put to one Side the War. Powers Resolution be.cause I
need, first of all, to get a clear~r. pIcture ~f. what yo~, think the
reach qf the Executive's power IS In committing ~merlcan. fo!ces.
, :~ As I understand your testimony here today, ,you see no limit on
that, .and I would say to yo.u that that is nOt my un~erstanding o~
the position that Judge Sofaer advanced to the committee.
But as I read your statement and heard you give it, and also respond to the chairman, it is your view that the President has an
unlimited authority to commit forces without coming to the Con.
gress first. Is that correct?
, Secretary CARLUCCI. Once again, I really have to defer to the
lawyers. You are getting me into legal arguments.
.
; Senator SARBANES. But you are the Secretary of. Defense. SUI?pose the President wants to take a course of action to commit
American forces. Do you see any instance in which you would say
we need to go to the Congress first. There is the power of declaring
war that the Congress has. and we ca~'t undertak7 t1?-is commitment' of forces without a prior congressional authorIZation. Do you
see any such situation?
"
" l
, Secretary CARLUCCI. Even as Secretary of Defe~se, Senator, Sarbanes that would not be my role., I would adVISe the Pr,,~;dent
whether we had the military capability to do it, what
risks
I
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might be, and I would certainly, as I have in the past, advise him
to consult the Congress. I would not endeavor to render a legal
judgment. I would defer to the Office of the Counsel to the President in the White House, which deals with War Powers Act issues
and defer to my own general counsel for a ruling on that.
,I, certainly, as a nonlawyer, would not attempt to advise the
President on constitutional law.
Senator SARBANES. Is it your view that he has an unlimited
power to commit forces?
, Secretary CARLUCCI. As a practical matter, I think his power is
limited. My understanding of the constitutional arguments is that
in circumstances where he judges the national interest to be at
stake, he has the authority to commit U.S. troops.
Now, that is all subject to congressional oversight.
Senator SARBANES. No, no. I am not talking about oversight. I
am ,talking about a commitment of forces solely on the basis of his
own decision, without an authorization from the Congress.
In other words, would you turn to page 5 of your statement,
please. This question is prompted in large part by your inclusion in
your examples of Franklin Roosevelt committing the United States
to war in Europe, with President Ford doing what he had to do in
Mayaguez, President Carter in the aborted Iran rescue, President
Reagan in Grenada and Libya and the Persian Gulf.
Now, it seems to me that we have to try to sort some of this out,
and I understood Admiral Crowe to be trying to do that in a response he gave. In other words, there is a difference, at least it
seems so to me, between a situation in which either we have been
attacked or you have an instance of requiring quick response, and
the kind of commitment that is involved in a major undertaking
that amounts to a war, that clearly is a major war.
, How can the President place us into that latter situation solely
on the basis of his own authority?
Secretary CARLUCCI. I am prepared to concede that there is clearly a. difference. But I am not prepared and I am not qualified to
draw for you the line that distinguishes between an emergency
action to, say, defend American citizens or to deal with a terrorist
· action or to assist in some kind of counterinsurgency operation and
the point at which you enter what might be widespread warfare or,
indeed, even global warfare. I don't think you can draw a hard-cut
line there.
'
Senator SARBANES. Granting that it may be difficult to define
that.line, do you take the view that there is such a line?
Se,cretary CARLUCCI. I take the view-and this is a personal view;
I do, not speak for the administration on this, and, once again, I
would defer to the lawyers-but I take the view that that has to be
a matter of judgment, good sense, consultation between the CongresS and the executive branch.
, I yiew our Presidents as highly responsible individuals, with a
broad public base, and any President is going to want to consult
with the congressional leadership on matters of this nature.
Senator SARBANES. Admiral, what is your view on this question?
Do you see that there is such a line?
Admiral CROWE. Well, you're getting above my pay grade very
rapidly, Senator.
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From my standpoint-and, again, I would qualify it the way the
Secretary did as a personal view and as a practical matter, and I
· think Preside'nts would agree with this-I do not subscribe to the
proposition that the days of declaring war are gone. I do not a~ee
with that.
.
.
.-d· .
, I can very well hypothesize some situations w!tere. a Presl e~t
would seek a declaration of war, and I would adViSe him to, and It
would be in a general war situa.tio~, where we might ~ave to fi~ht
allover the world. Where that hne 18, how you determine that· hne,
that is very, very difficult for me. I could !l~t do i~ legally,. a~d I
would subscribe to what Secretary CarluccI Just said, that It 18 a
· matter of good judgment and dialog between the Congress and t~e
administration.
.,
But I think there are instances, yes, where you' need ~ ~eclaration of war.
" , : .
, I ' Senator SARBANES. It seems to me important to, one, recognIZe
such a line, and, second, to try to define it.· Otherwise, ~residents
can commit the forces and then say that the recourse 18 for. the
~ Congress to deny the appropriations, which, I take it, is essent~ally
,or at least seems to be a position advance~ by the SecretaI"f. .
: ,', On page 14~ you talk about the power of ~he purse. So, In effect,
, you would say that the President can commit forces, the PresIdent
could launch an attack on' Cariada without coming to the Congress,
and if Congress did not think it was a good idea, then the Congress
.
.
..
.." : . ..
could deny him money.
'. But it seems to me, absent some compelling reasons. reqUIring
\, Executive action first, the Executive, given the declaration of war
· requirements of the Constitution, needs to come to the Congre~s to
· get a prior authorization.
"
... .', ~ ,
Secretary CARLUCCI. That's the reverse argument, of course.
Senator SARBANES. No, it's not totally the reverse. In oth~r
words, I am not asserting· the position that t~e President must In
, :each and every instance of the use of A~erlcan for~e to a~dress
· some situation come to Congress ahead of time to obtain a p.rIor au'. thorization from the Copgress. I do not assert that the requireme~t
to declare war has that sweep. .'
.'
..;~. So, I am not asserting a counterproposition that,is the reyerse.'~f
.. what I understand or at least am concerned may be t~e .sw~ep ~f
: your a s s e r t i o n . '
, ...
.:'
What I am trying to get at, and maybe we are making some
progress because, as I understand it, you are prepared to say th~t
there is a line there. It is difficult to derme it, but you would see a
: line beyond which you would say well, ~he P~esid~nt re~lly cannot
t
; commit forces in that type of hypothetical SItuation W1t~OU~
getting congressional approval in order to do so.
.
Secretary CARLUCCI. I would agree that there is a line. But I
would argue very strongly that that line cannot be d~rmed i~ ad··yance· that it is an exercise of judgment and that 18 essentIally
. what ~e elect our Presidents for, to use their judgment.
.
I think it wo~ld be a mista~e to try to ci~~umscr:ibe Presiden ta. by
drawing up a 118t of all pOSSIble eventualIties. I Just do. not thmk
that is possible and I think it runs grave risks.
.
Senator SARBANES. Do you think it is helpful for PresIdents, to
understand that there is such a line?
.
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Secretary CARLUCCI. I cannot imagine a President who does not
understand that.
Senator SARBANES. Well, if you get these assertions here that the
power is total, it seems to me that you begin a process of erosion
with respect to the limits in the use of that power.
Secretary CARLUCCI. What I am saying is that, as a practical
matter, and as a matter of fundamental perspective and the health
of the Nation and the body politic, Presidents are going to consult
the Congress. They are going to try to get the Congress behind
them.
I cannot imagine anyone being elected to the office who does not
have that kind of perspective.
Senator SARBANES. Let me ask you and Admiral Crowe this ques·tion.
Why wouldn't it be preferable for the President to put the question to the Congress?
There is a fairly good point made here and that is that there is a
decision by default, so to speak. We are trying to search through
now to find a workable arrangement.
.
I am obviously very deeply concerned about any assertion that
says the Executive can simply commit forces without limit or restraint. But let me put this question to you. Why isn't it desirable
for, an Executive, in effect, to say to the Congress either ahead of
time that this is what I want to do in a situation that allows that
kiQd of judgment or, after the fact, where you have moved but then
need support, to put the question to the Congress, and say now we
have done this and now we are putting the question to you, and we
want a decision from you, yes or no? If you say no, we won't do it,
or we'll cease to do it? And if you say yes, then we are all aligned
behind what the policy ought to be?
Secretary CARLUCCI. It is desirable and it has been done, the
most recent instance being the March 1988 events in the Persian
Gulf, where, on a Sunday night, President Reagan convened the
congressional leadership before he had made his decision and got
their input and made his decision, bearing in mind their input, and
the congressional leadership themselves praised that consultation
process .
. I' think most Presidents are going to want to do that. In fact, I
think all Presidents are going to want to do that.
The question is: Do you try to force them to do that through
so~e kind of statutory circumscription of their authority, which, in
effect, creates a confrontation-type situation?
Senator SARBANES. No, that is not my point .
The point I am trying to get at is what is it in the Executive that
cauSes this reluctance, as I sense it, to come to the Congress and
say "We want you to say 'Yea' or 'Nay' on this policy."
Secretary CARLUCCI. Senator Sarbanes, one thing that causes this
reluctance is the War Powers Act itself. If you remove that kind of
confrontation mechanism, I think it will facilitate the consultation
process greatly.
Senator SARBANES. But I am trying to move you, Mr. Secretary,
beyond the consultation process. I am trying to move you to the decision process.
I
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Secretary CARLUCCI. Yes. But if you want an input into the President's decision, in my judgment it can best be done, and constitu- :
...
. tionally should be done, through the consultation process. But I
. have heard debates in administrations of both political persuasions
to the effect that, well, if we consult right now, we are going to get
!caught in a war powers kind of a~gumeI?-t.
.
....
Senator SARBANES. No. I premISed thiS whole hne of quesbonmg
'at the outset that I wanted to set the War Powers Resolution to
. : one side, and I was trying to get to the sort of more fundament~l,
~".~ ~.' underlying perceptions..
~
. Now, we have developed one line,' which I'think is very important and that is whether there is a view that the Executive can
com~it forces without any limit or restraint. As I said, that was
really prompted by the listing of the commitment in World War II
by Roosevelt, along with these other item~ that you ~ave liste~,
some of yvhich ,I. have regarded as very specific ~d localIZed and In
response to an· immediate threat;' others are In between somewhere.
" , ."
But I do think there is a line.
'
The next question-and I am putting the war powers to one side
now-is what. is the reluctance in the Executive to, in effect, put
. the question to the Congress, either ahead of time or after the fact,
'depending on a situation, involving a commitment of forces and
sayintl that we ,want the Congress now to· either say "Yea" or
"Nay to this. You are a coequal branch in the Government and
there is a provision in the Constitution about a declaration of w~.
In any event, over time, we are going to look to you for approprIations. We are taking this action and we want congressional support
for it-not consultation, but support, decisionmaking. And put the
", .
question to the Congress.
' .
What is the reluctance with doing that? Is it the apprehensIon
that the Congress will not support you?
Secretary CARLUCCI. First of all, let me say, inherently, that I
don't think there is a reluctance.
~' .'
., . Senator SARBANES. There isn't what-I'm sorry?
Secretary CARLUCCI. A reluctance. I don't think there is a reluctance. I think every President with whom I have been associated
appreciates the- value of getting congressional support for his policies and he appreciates the risks of alienating the Congress if he
does not consult them.
I have been in a number of debates where the issue has been one
of timing: Should we consult now or later, wait until we get close
to the operation?
":
There are security concerns here because many operations are
on a very close hold basis. For example, the plannIng in the March
....
,
1988, Iranian operation was done on a very close-hold basis, over a
weekend. Just a small number of us knew about this. Having the
consultation quietly at the White House on a Sunday night, where
people were brought in by circuitous routes, helped to preserve the
securitr, of the operation.
But It is axiomatic-and I am not casting aspersions on the Congress here-but it is axiomatic that the more people who know
about any operation and the further in advance they know about
that operation, the more likely it is to leak.
I·'.
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So, there is a security concern.
, Senator SARBANES. Well, we are not arguing that point.
Do you think there is any operation in which no con~ressional
leatlership should be consulted, in terms of the commitment of
force, even a very limited congressional leadership?
Secretary CARLUCCI. In advance?
.
Senator SARBANES. Yes.
Secretary CARLUCCI. Yes. Yes, sir, I do: I think where you have a
highly sensitive operation where, say, foreign governments might
be involved and foreign governments might have their people at
risk; and I can conceive of a foreign government putting in a condition that Congress not be notified.
S~nator SARBANES. Now I'm not saying "Congress." I'm saying a
very restricted representation of the Congress, half a dozen Members, the leadership.
Secretary CARLUCCI. The chances are almost minimal that that
would ever happen. But I would not want to exclude the possibility.
Once again, I can conceive of circumstances where another country, as the price of its involvement, would say I don't want your
Congress to be informed. That has, in fact, happened, not in a military operation, but in a covert action, with which you are all familiar.'
Senator SARBANES. Mr. Secretary, I have to go and vote.
We maintain our security to protect our Constitution, and jf
wh~t is proposed is contrary to the constitutional arrangements of
the allocation of powers, I think we have some very serious problemS on our hands.
Secretary CARLUCCI. I am not proposing anything that, by our
lights, is unconstitutional. My testimony was cleared by the appropriate lawyers. So, we think we are within the framework of the
ConStitution.
Senator SARBANES. I will yield to Senator Adams, who I think
has voted, and I will come back.
Senator ADAMS [presiding]. Yes, I have.
Thank you, Senator Sarbanes.
Senator Biden will be back. We both have voted. We are sorry
that; we have had to move in and out, but we want to continue the
testijnony.
I first want to state, Secretary Carlucci and Admiral Crowe, particularly Secretary Carlucci, I have known you for a long time and,
as the chairman stated, I have great respect for you. I must say
that'I was a great deal more comfortable when you were in charge
of the operations in the gulf.
Admiral Crowe, I have great respect for the restraint that was
shown.
I have been one of those most involved with the War Pow~rs Act.
The Constitution was drawn very carefulll' and there isn't any
question about it by any scholar, that it diVIdes the pow~r to make
war ,between Congress and the President, but that the Congress
was given the ultimate power to "declare war." 'l'hese were the
words used in those days. This is so that we would not have a king.
Now, as I understood your testimony this morning, I don't see,
Mr. Secretary, any difference between a king and a President if we
follow your doctrine that a President can commit troops, can main-
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tam and continue a military presence for an indefinite period of
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time without the Congress. ever approving it. That, to me, is the
p.ower of a king.
.
. What do you do with the words in the Constitution that say that
Congress shall declare war. These are powers, incidentally that, at
least in my opinion, don't have to be in the form of a bill ..They are
separately enumerated powers, just like the foreign policy powerto take prizes, to determine regulations for the Army and Navy.
These may be words that we have not used a lot, but they are constitutional ..
Do you think those words have no meaning? When would we
ever use the divided power?The War Powers Resolution is an attempt to try to define a way
of utilizing this divided power. It acknowledges that you ·have a
Commander in Chief who can repel attacks, who runs a war when
it has once started, and who conducts foreign policy with certain
limitations. But it's the Congress that declares war, which, is to
marshal troops, to raise money, and to place -the Nation in a sustained military operation which was called "war" as opposed to repelling an attack or responding to a military incident. Acts of war
have been dermed.
That is what this thing is all about.
Secretary CARLUCCI. I do not disagree that, when you have a
large-scale, sustained military operation, the intent would be to
have a declaration of war.
Senator ADAMS. Well, what about just a specific authorizati,on?
That is all that the War Powers Resolution says.
What I don't understand is this. We have all talked about 60
days. But there is nothing in this Resolution that says that a President has to wait 60 days, or 60 days have to pass. If a President is
committed enough to a large-scale military action to sustain casualties, put the Treasury at risk, put at risk the expansion of a war,
why not come up with a 4(a)(1) report and say I want to be, authorized to go into the Persian Gulf and carry out the following policy?
The policy can be broadly stated.
That is what I never understood about the President's action
toward the Persian Gulf. I would have voted for it. None of us were
saying "cut and run." What we objected to was that there was a
constantly changing military and foreign policy, first with reflagging, then we are going to protect lanes, then we are going to protect every vessel attacked, then we are going to take offensive actions in retaliation. These are major acts that would be dermed by
those of us in World War II as acts of war.
. Nobody was trying to run the tactics, which we have been talking about. It was coming to the American people-which, incidentally,' has not been done yet, as far as I know, on money-:-and
saying we want to do these things and this is our position.
;You mentioned in your comments that Congress never voted. All
I ever wanted, Mr. Secretary, was a vote. I just wanted a vote that
said I was right or I was wrong, and, as quickly as possible, so that
the Nation would be united. Vietnam almost destroyed the political
fabric of the Nation by not having a declaration on the use of military force that was voted on.
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So, why didn't you come up with a 4(a)(1) and just say we intend
to be there~ I like the policy you've got now. That was the one I
was suggestIng. It has zones, and everybody protects a zone Don't
P!otect everybody else's. A major argument we had was w"hether
U ..S. bottoms should be used, as opposed to this reflagging operation.
~I j~st d?n't understand, if everybody in the administration had
thIS ~n mInd, why a man as experienced and as good as you and
A:dmiral Crowe are-I know he is worried about his troops-why
didn't the. administration just come up and say this is what we
want, put It on the floor and let us vote on it.
Secr~ta~y CARLU~CI. First of all, as long as you have the 60-day
clock tIcking, I fall to see why any opponent of our gulf policy
would want to vote on it.
Senator ADAMS. But the clock ticking was to get you to send the
letter.
Secre~IJ: CARLUCCI. I don't think our lawyers have ever asserted
a constitutional problem with the reporting requirements of the
War Powers Act. It is the autof!1atic. pUllout, the no-fault aspect.
. Senator ADAMS. But the 4(a)(1) avolds the automatic pullout. It
Just says we want to do this and this is what we intend to do and
'
we want to vote on it.
. Inci~e~tally, I a~ willing, Mr. Chairman, to agree on a shorter
tlI~e hmit. The thIng I would like to see up here are absolute reqwrements for a vote.
.Wh~re we ~ot into a problem on war powers, Mr. Secretary, institutIonally, IS that we kept having filibusters so that we could
not get the vote on the issue.
'
No~, t?at is .pa~t .of our problem. But it is not the fault of the
constitutional InhIbItion of war powers. It was the fault that
nobody ever sent up a triggering letter.
.Secretary CARLUCCI. We sent up letters which were consistent
With the War Powers Act.
Se~ator ADAMS. But you said that it did not trigger.
Isn t that the administration's position-Secretary CARLUCCI. That is correct.
S~nator ADAMS [continuing]. That it never triggered it?
Secretary CARLUCCI. Yes.
S~ator ADAMS. Now, if you trigger it, we've got expedited proceedIng~ that get us to a yote for you. And, incidentally, none of us
was ~rying ~ say to vote m 60 days. We wanted it right away.
I Just 40n t und.::rstand why everybody criticizes this act. But
nobQdy tnes to use It once to see whether it works.
Se,cretary CARLUCCI. I think the answer is self-evident, Senator
Adams. If "!Ve ha~ 8:cceded 1? the War Powers Act, we would have
been ac~eding to It In all of Its aspects, and our lawyers regard the
60-day tlI~eframe as of doubtful constitutionality. Every President's
1awyers SInce the Act has been signed have had this concern.
Senator ADAMS. Suppose we had put in there instead of 60 days
that :unless an authorization has been passed f~r an action beyond
48 hours except for repelling attack, that no funds shall be expendedtfor any. operation beyond 60 days without congressional authoriza l(~n. ThIS would be something like the Boland amendment as it
appl~ed to Central America.
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I think that presents very much the same

Secretary CARLUCCI.
problem.
All . ht
Senator ADAMS.
rig.
. ion for the Congress exer'Wha~ kind of s!item v.:~hlth~oPr:~ident's power, to. pudt thili~acising lts power, dong WIg servicepeople into a sustaine m
ry
tion's resources an youn
,
operation?
.
thing.
Secretary CARLUCCI. Th7r~ 18 n P esident alone.
. .
Senator ADAMS. You sald Jusj t ~anding is that there is nothlng
Secretary CARLUCCI. My un ert-rom moving at any tim~ it chose
that would prev~nt the 9<>ngrfffunds for the gulf, if you wlll, or. for
to pass a resolutlon cuttmg 0 d 't think the Congress can get mto
any other part.of the world. 1 one war or whatever action you are
the business of ho,,: you !un t : ower of the purse. On the othe~
involved in by ,m~lPllatiic~ thro~gh the power of the purs uld 't

h

h·

~aT~~ t~~ch~r~l~:tYI 0t:u~o~'a:i::' ~~~:~,~ !~

a:

y

hoose to'vote affirmat1ve y
s p
~equest from the Presid~nt t? do that~ in the Persian Gulf w~thout
Senator' ADAMS. ~8;S~ t t~ gone ?
f funds for nearly a year?
any specific' authOrIzatlOn or alloc!lt~ofu~ds that have been appro.'
. Secretary CARL~C£I~ ~eth!C:;'ess..
priated and au:thop~u. Y _.... 1 ihtary operations.
·
.
, Senator-ADAMS. For ge~eJ,A:U m
"
... Secretary CARLUCCI. Yes , . ts on our use of funds in a. defense
'But the:numb~r of consi rron ,
,
.'
bill is Inindboggling. I
d tand that. But in the Persian Gulf,
. Senator ADA~S. Oh, u~, era . calIon O&M and some. day you
you have just been operatlng b 1an1. ask for a pretty bIg pot of
are going to have .to cOfierth e:hips , and so on that you spe~~~ ~ver
money for ,all the tune, e o ,
.
,
.
there.
.C
Oh I'll tell you what it's ,been: It s been a
i
Secretary ARLUCCI. . '
h
' ,.
.
1:
net cost of about $15 millIon a m'!~i ou are going to come up here
.~,
Senator ADA!4S: SO$'60~ s01t ~o~r $1. billion-something l~e." that,
,;~
and say, what 1S It,
mi 10
r and a half. '
'Jt,' ". ,
because we're in there awbout a yea. g O&M funds for these costs.
Secretary CARLUCCI. e are USln rohibition on our O&M ac,1
.~
But if the Congress .wanted td put a~d they have doneit in any
,.J
count, they are at hberty to 0 so,
'h
:~:
number' of instances.
t' d that to any use after 48 our:
1\
SenatOr ADAMS. Suppose we 1e to do is come up here and as
:.'~ ~ \;,. '
automatically, and then all you h~v~ vote to give you the money?
for the money, and .we have a maJ~r1tk win all of these unless you
:'1;~
, Incidentally, I thInk you are g01ng
commit a real turkey. 'din ) Senator I'm going to have to tell you
Senator BIDEN [presl g .
,
tllat your time is up
I' '11 top now. Thank you, Mr. Chairm~, very
; Senator ADAMS. W1 s
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m~ator BIDEN. Senator Kasse~aui:ke ~ say

Secretary Carhl'.'d
. Senator KAssEBAUM. I io~d Jh~re1 in finding your testimonY e:and Admiral Crowe, that ,
:houghtful, I suppose because I 0
ceptionally well reasoned an

d'

C<

"

.,lo'

agree with it. But I think that both of your statements really do
give well-reasoned arguments why, basically, I think we should
repeal the War Powers Resolution.
, I don't even think we can fix it to make it better.
'I would just say that on the other hand, I agree with Senator
Adams. As long as it is on the books as law, I believe the Persian
Gulf situation really is a good example of where Congress would
have lent support, we were engaged in hostilities, and to try to
debate it back and forth becomes a fruitless exercise.
I think your comment about the no-fault formula, Mr. Secretary,
is a good one.
Congress, to a certain extent, really wants to get in a position of
saying we have been involved in consultations and we agree or disagree, as the case may be. But I don't think you can legislate CODsultations.
So, it seems to me that, ,not only do we have the power of the
purse, as you say, but Congress, by the Constitution, is given the
power to declare war.
It is interesting to me that, in many ways, I believe we could declare war on our own.
,.
IS that not correct? I don't think there is anything that has ever
spelled out that the President has to send that request to Congress.
So, if we care a great deal about these situations, we CaD declare
war ourselves, or the President possibly would even .have veto
power ov:er such a declaration. I don't know if, constitutionally,
whether it ever has been tested.
Senator BIDEN. I don't think it has.
Senator KAsSEBAUM. It has been tested?
Senator BmEN. I do not think it has.
Senator KAssEBAUM. Oh, I am correct.
So, you know, we have a great deal of authority. I think that we
somehow have gotten ourselves, because of Vietnam I think initially, C¥ught up into what our roles should be, and partly because I
think Congress felt guilty after Vietnam, that we had not engaged
ours~lves perhaps more closely during that time .
Another reason-and this is what I would like to ask you, Mr.
Secretary-is what role does the draft play? Perhaps one of the
frust*ations today is with hostilities and there are different types
of hostilities, different types of actions in which we are engaged, at
what' point should parameters be placed where we should say this
is an leffort in which we are engaged as a nation, and then call for
8 draft, which does help to focus the mind?
Secretary CARLUCCI. Senator Kassebaum, I guess you were out
when I was having a discussion with Senator Sarbanes on where
you draw the line between a small action and a larger action, the
latter of which most people would assume would call for a declaration of war.
'
I am prepared to concede the point that, obviously, if you get
into w~rldwide conflict, you should have a declaration of war, and
you would probably move to a draft.
I don't know how you draw that line of where you would move to
a draft. If you like, we can have the military come up with a study
of at what point their reserve forces would be exhausted.
L
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Senator KAsSEBAUM. Oh, I don't think it can ever be done ahead
of time.
.
"
,.
'·'·Secretary CARLUCCI. But, obviously, if we become highly' extended in a maJor region, in a conflict that looks like it is going to
go on for a while, then you would be thinking in terms of a draft,
and' there would be ongoing consultations with the Congress. As
y'0u pointed out, the Congress could declare war. The Congress on
Its own, as Senator Adams said, if there were support for our Persian Gulf policy, could have voiced that support in a resolution,
which would have, perhaps, brought Iran to the conclusion it final, ly came to a bit earlier.
I think the draft might be one thing that you would take into
Consideration. But I think you would probably judge the external
factors first in weighing the way the Congress can most appropri. ately express its support or, indeed, disapproval for the executive
.
. branch's actions.
" However, I don't think there is any hard and fast formula. I
don't know if Admiral Crowe agrees with that.'
. ".,
~ Admiral CROWE. I would agree with that entirely, Senator.
If I could just say a word, it seems to me that the root of the
problem is we are trying to adapt traditional standards and under'
standings to a completely new problem.
There is no question that at some point in general hostilities, we
would need a declaration of war, and everybody would agree with
that.
There is no question-and I have gotten this from reading the
testimony that you have taken, Mr. Chairman-there is no question that if we are invaded from Mexico, the President has the
right to do something about that.
What has come upon the world scene are two or three things
here which I don't think the Founding Fathers envisioned. No.1, it
was historically the problem that we didn't have the capability to
fight a war in peacetime. It was necessary to raise armies; it was
necessary to bring people into the service before you could exert
force.
We discovered as we assumed a global role after World War II
that that was not very practical. So, we had to keep a large military, and we have done that since 1945.
But that is new. The Founding Fathers didn't have that in mind.
In fact, they would have been sort of repelled by that.
I think, second, our opponents or potential adversaries also understand this problem, that there is at either end of the spectrum
no question about what the United States is going to do. They don't
want to toy with that. They are not going to challenge that.
.
They have discovered that there is an in-between ground, that
there is a very gray zone, and that came about through Korea and
Vietnam and so forth. They have discovered that there is where we
are perhaps most vulnerable and where we are the most uncertain
as to what we are going to do, and that they can take advantage of
fu~

,

I think we are seeing it. We are seeing that today.
The War Powers Resolution, at least as I interpreted it originally, was an attempt to deal with that gray zone. It is my I'; mclusion
which I made in my statement, that it is an unsuccessful attempt
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to deal with that gray zone and
. . i .
other ways. It is not that peopl:od~~e gOl~g~o have to l?ok for

~~~~o0:0 P~o~~d~o~t{ec?gnize the
debate and invoking allh~l~d~ent:

cO:;~ion~l~~I~~ Th~hd!~i~

BYtl~onsulting B:nd starting a

:long
POI~iars':;c':!~!i~i:~ ~~!:ce CO:;:;~~~Odu~tv~O: p~~c~t~? War
with this th t '
my experIence, whIch has not been too

thipgs that y~ur ~p:~~e~~ryc~el~~~ startin~ this process, may do
can. And that is dangerous.
more a vantage of than you
Senator KASSEBAUM Don't
thOlnk
.
.
essentially, where we have s~~u the f~to:ay,dbecause of television,
certain~y on Vietnam and since- e ec an power of television,
Adnural CROWE. Absolutely.
.
Senator KASSEBAUM [continuO ] Th t
h'
over a period of time without ~~gl:IC a not Ing can be sustained
botJ;t the legislative and the exe t· sbPPQrth' and t~at Comes from
f<?rm a policy that can be
~u I~e ran~ es 'Y0r!rlng together to
bllity that we both have sustaIned. That 18 a SIgnIficant respcnsiI think a good illu t . t'
but of that need to f~:! I~n~ not only ~f the pow~r of the purse,
Central America By the 0 onsi-nsus 0 support, 18 our policy in
affected our poli~y in rega~d~~rMc!~e p~~se, we ha~e significantly
Secretary CARLUCCI. Indeed we hav~
Le t me add that I think y
t . .d
.
for any military operatio~ B~t sus a~le .pubhc SUpport is essential
testimony, is success and 'som~hequ y Important, as I said in my
considerations, so th~t we come ~~ w~thhav~ to balance those two
have both.
WI
a 10rmula where we can
~enator KASSEBAUM. Thank you Mr. Chairman' .
enator BIDEN . Thank you.'
.
We keep talking abo t th
Really what is at'
u
e power of the Congress to declare war
the Pr~sident to de~~: ~~:. IS the Congress limiting the ability of
~ow~ wO:d li~e to focus on one specific thing
.
~.
cre ry, In your testimony on
5' d h
page' 6, you refer to the no-fault form I page ,an t en again on
I want to point out that th
I ':! a.
have'to vote on su ort
e on y tIme that the Congress doesn't
P
dent has made to
10 or nons,:!p,?ort for the decision the Presiup a :4(a)(1) report. p y troops, 18 If the President avoids sending
No President has sent that
b
.
to acknowledge the law's c
,:!p. eca~e no PreSIdent has wanted
trigger. section 5(b), whichO~~;!UtI?rh-htY6'oButlif they did, it would
report 18 SUbmitted or .
. WI In
ca endar days aft('r a
must withdraw the for~re~ulred to be submitted, the President
contiJlued deployment.
,nless Congress has authorized their
But you are not going to t to
ca~se of section 6, which ge .d a nrvote, no:fault situation be!i~tlon. ~f Presidents would S~~dVI es or expedIted conpessional
up a 4(a)(1) acknowledglOg hostHltIes or Imminent hostilOt'
1
tion you refer to. There ~e~n,:e wd~~ddnot be in this no-fault situato vote.
xpe 1 e procedure for the Congress
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So, the point I want to make is the only reason you are able to
make this no-fault claim and Congress can avoid its responsibility
is because every President has been disingenuous and avoided
saying: "I am about to introduce forces into hostilities, or into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicat'
e.
d"
So, I think it is important that we be honest with one another. If
administrations had submitted 4(a)(1) reports, the Congress would
have had to vote: Either we are with you, Mr. President, or we are
not with you, Mr. President, up and down, under expedited procedures, within that 60-day period. And if a President said, I am submitting a 4(a)(1) report and I want you to have that vote withih the
next 10 days, or 2 days, there is not a Congress that could resist
that, and you would have an up or down vote on whether the Congress was with the President.
Every Member of Congress would have to stand up-unless they
hid and did not show up that day-and be counted.
. Secretary CARLUCCI. But it is an option that the Congress has.
: Senator BIDEN. It is an option only if the President refuses to
submit a 4(a)(1) report. If he does, then you know we up here are
then in the soup; we all have to vote. Indeed we in the Foreign Relations Committee would have to vote twice.
: The next point that I would like to raise before we let you go is
on page 14 Mr. Secretary, you again seem to be praising the idea of
the Congress voting when you say, "The simple test of whether the
American people genuinely hold to this view," support a particular
policy, "is to count the votes in Congress. If the votes are not
there," you say, "neither is the popular mandate."
: So, in principle, you seem to accept the idea of Congress voting.
Now, doesn't this really come down to how you want the vote decided? The War Powers Resolution envisaged that the President
would simply have to obtain a majority vote in each House in order
to continue whatever action he or she initiated.
-, ,But you are not willing to accept that, it seems. It seems that
implicit in what you are saying is that you want a framework
where the premise is accepted that the President should be able to
do anything that he or she wishes militarily unless the Congress
can summon a two-thirds vote in both Houses to stop him.
In other words, the War Powers Resolution says to the President,
"Go to the Congress get a majority for or against." Your answer is
that the President can do what he wants, as long as he can keep
the support of one-third plus 1 in either House.
" So, doesn't this come down to a fundamental disagreement on
whether or not you want to be in the position to needing only onethird plus 1 to continue the process, as opposed to 50 percent plus 1
to continue the process?
" I have several other questions that I would like your comment
on, including one on the Cuban missile crisis. I don't know how the
War Powers Act would have stopped that.
Can you imagine any single Member of Congress standing up
when the President says "They're putting missiles in Cubn .:.1 I'm
going to stop them," and somebody standing up in that fUfur and
saying I object? You know, that would have been the person they

j
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wrotesee
about
. don't
it. in the next edition of "Profiles in Courage." I just
Secretary CARLUCCI. You are obviously correct if there is an immediate vote.
But the point we are trying to make is that it automatically introduces an element of doubt, the way it is currently structured,
with a clocklike mechanism, in the adversary's mind.
There is nothing to prevent the Congress, on its own initiative,
fro~ taking an affirmative vote, and I would hope that it would do
that,from time to time, on its own initiative, in implementing the
War: Powers Act.
Senator BIDEN. What would happen if, immediately upon the deployment of troops, the Congress voted and 51. percent of the CongresS said you can't do that, Mr. President, bring the troops home?
Would you feel bound to bring them home?
Secretary CARLUCCI. I think any President would, have to give
very 'heavy weight to that.
Senator BIDEN. But not constitutionally? Not legally?
Secretary CARLUCCI. You are a lawyer, Mr. Chairman, and I am
not. Therefore, I am not prepared to make the legal argument.
Senator BmEN. You're the best negotiator I've ever seen, though.
Secretary CARLUCCI. But I cannot conceive of a President not
giving that heavy weight, particularly since he knows the funding
bills are to follow.
Senator BIDEN. OK.
We promised you that we would get you out of here somewhere
around 11:15. We obviously have broken that promise.
It is now a quarter to 12, and I just hope this does not mean, Admiral,
that Dover Air Force Base will be going to New Jersey.
[Laughter.]
I want to thank you both. Your testimony is extremely valuable.
Secretary CARLUCCI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BIDEN. It was a pleasure to have you both.
Secretary CARLUCCI. It was a pleasure being here.
Admiral CROWE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Sen~tor ADAMS. Thank you both.
Senator BmEN. Our next and distinguished panel is a panel of
legal ~scholars: James Bond, EsqUire, Dean of the University of
Puget Sound School of Law, Tacoma, WA; Dr. William Goldsmith,
former Emeritus Associate Professor of American Studies, Brandeis
,University; and Louis Henkin, Esquire, University Professor Emeritus, Columbia University School of Law, New York, NY.
: Would you all please come forward.
, While you are coming forward, I understand that Professor
Henkip has a particular time constraint. If his col1eagues would be
willing, I ask that Professor Henkin be allowed to testify first, even
.though his name was called last, unless one of the two of you has a
more urgent time commitment or plane to catch.
Senator ADAMS. Mr. Chairman, if I might, I would welcome Dean
Bond here today. He is from the State of Washington.
' I am particularly pleased that you are here, Dean Bond.
If I.have to leave, gentlemen, during your testimony, it is because I have to preside today at 12 o'clock. I wanted to say that,
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Mr. Chairman, because ~ am extraordinarily interested in their tes.
d I will read It carefully.
D
tlmony, an
M Ch' man for the opportunity to welcome ean
I thank you, r.
air
,
Bond and the othe~ memtb~~~ o;e~~~l~~e!how that Dean Bond' has
Sen!lto~te~I1h~~~ n~because there are two Senators f~om Wash,~e~::n this committee, but because of h~s ~egal ~xpertlSe. ,
m Let us now proceed with ProfeSSo\~:~1l~~ ~~~~~Jr. testimony
Professor 'thwelcoUmb~ebctac!:u~J ~~stitutional subject: The treaty
was on ano er s .I
power.
Welcome back.
ESQUIRE UNIVERSITY PROFESSTATEMENT OF LOUIS HENKIN,
y'SCHOOL OF LAW NEW
SOR EMERITUS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSIT
'
YORK,NY
.
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the Constitution.
. , d to .oin in your deliberations.
I was pleased ~ bed1nvhte d {he subject you are considering is
As we have a rea. year '1
k
brief general comments
large and controversial. I shal ma e som~.
hich is the one
on the constitutionality ?f war powers ;:'gISlit~ni :ddress some of
field in whi~h I ~anhthclalm so~etee~p~f ili~' War Powers Resolution
the difficulties Wit
e presen. .
.:
and make some suggestions for Its ~mprove~ent. .
,',
Of course, I will answ~r ~y ~peclfic questions, If I can. ,
, IMbeg1N'nix~~~!:e~th~;!~powers Resol';1tion principallyd<?n the
't f ale but hIS veto message Id not
r.
ground that it w~. uncor;s;h u ~~stitution the Resolution violated.
detail which provl~lons 0 ,,~ wa • • • authorities which the
He said only that It WIould . de ~nd:r the Constitution for almost
President has proper y exerCIse
'
b i t in the present Resolution that raise
200 years."
h C'h dh case which inNow there may e e emen s
serious constitutional questions:.Surely, t. e
a a
' a hea
validated the legislative ve~o In sweePlng ten:is~b:~ that in~
shadow on section 5(c). I will say anoth er wor
,"
moment.
. ' . I'
.
Congress had 'the
But, in general, an~ In prlnclp e, In~~ ~~:~rs Resolution and,
constitutional authority to enact Jhe ewrite it in the same spirit.
therefo~e, has t~: ~:~d ~u::i;~ Th~ ~ower. of Congress to declare
w!y
c~e power of Congress to decIde w!~n~a:~?;:~t ili.~
whe~her the United Sta~c:,~al~e;~ ::df;e~~re President not to
Presldent tolfitlght atell~~e Pre~ident in what circumstances to fight
figh t a war. can
.
a C:;gress can also, I believe, direct the President to end a wm.-.
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In my view, then, Congress can also act what I would like to call
, "prophylactically," and direct the President to refrain from activities that, though themselves "short of war," are "close to war," or
create a reasonable likelihood that they may lead to war.
,
Congress, in fact, exercises this kind of prophylactic war power
in much of its defense legislation, which is within the power of
Congress because it is necessary and proper to carry out the war
powers of Congress.
: ., So, war powers legislation, I am satisfied, fall clearly within the
war powers of Congress. The question is whether it is prohibited or
" limited'by other constitutional provisions.
In this case, the argument which Presidents in effect raise is that
congressional power may not usurp or infringe on powers gran ted
to the President by the Constitution. That, I assume, is the unarticulated argument of the Nixon veto message.
Nothing in the Constitution limits the power of Congress to
- forbid warmaking by the President. That should be obvious. The
Constitution does not give the President power to make war, and
no President has ever claimed such power. Therefore, Congress can
deny him such power without infringing any Presidential authority.
But for over 200 years, Presidents, without authorization from
, Congress, have eng~ed in activities involving uses of force which
one might call force 'short of war." And it is presumably those activities to which the Nixon veto message referred when it said that
the Resolution would "take away· • • authorities which the President has properly exercised under the Constitution."
It is unnecessary to reopen now and here debates as to whether
the President had constitutional authority to engage in some or all
of those hundreds of instances of the use of force short of war. History has confirmed the general practice, and neither Congress nor
the courts have challenged any particular use of force.
If, historic practice contributes to the development of constitu, tiona! authority, Presidents can surely claim to have acquired some
authority to use so~e force in some circumstances. But history has
confirmed the President's power to act when Congress is silent and
acquiesces. There is no history to support a view that the President
can act when Congress denies him the power.
In the terms that we have come to use, then, the most the President can claim, I believe, is a concurrent power, one he can invoke
when Congress is silent.,
" :
,..'
When Congress acts to regulate Presidential activity, when the
President presumes to flout the will of Congress, his power is, as
., Justice Jackson put it, "at its lowest ebb, for then he can rely only
upo~ his own constitutional powers minus any constitutional
powers of Congress over the matter."
I add a sentence from Justice Jackson's opinion, cited in the note
at the bottom of my prepared statement, which echoes something I
heard this morning from the subcommittee. Justice Jackson con tinued:"Courts can sustain exclusive Presidential control in such a
case ,only by disabling the Congress from acting upon the subject.
Presidential claim to a power at once so conclusive and preclusive
must be scrutinized with caution, for what is at stake is the equilibrium established by our constitutional system."
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In other words, the question is are there limits on what the Congress can do in these respects; we are not discussing the limits on
what the President can do.
I will sum up: Congress can prohibit or regulate any activities
that amount to war, and there is a strong case that Congress can
regulate Presidential resort to hostilities "short of war" when in. volvement in such hostilities is likely to lead to war.
On this view, I think one can reduce, and perhaps even render
irrelevant, the controversy about the President's constitutional au, thority that has swirled around section 2(c) of the War Powers Resolution. There, Congress declared that, in its view: "The constitutional powers of the President, as Commander in Chief, to introduce United States armed forces into hostilities, or into situations
where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by
the circumstances, are exercised only pursuant to (1) a declaration
of war; (2) specific statutory authorization; or (3) a national emergency created by attack upon the United States, its territories or
possessions, or its armed forces."
As a statement of Presidential authority, section 2(c) is too
- narrow for some and too broad for others.
Presidents see it as denying them constitutional authority to do
what they have done in hundreds of cases. On the other hand,
others have argued that the Framers contemplated only one situation in which the President can go to war on his own authority,
and I quote: "to repel sudden attacks" on the United States.
That quotation is from the motion made at the Constitutional
Convention to change the words Congress shall have the power "to
make war" to Congress shall have the power "to declare war," because they wanted to leave to the Executive the "power to repel
sudden attacks."
I submit that in the Constitution, in the Framers' minds, in later
history, that was the only power given the President to do what we
would call "going to war."
Some argue that section 2(c) seems to recognize Presidential authority not merely to repel an attack but to wage war. Moreover, it
is argued, to permit Presidential war in case of attack "on its
armed forces" opens a wide loophole: It might be construed to
permit Presidential war not only when an enemy begins a war by
attacking U.S. Armed Forces, but even in response to a terrorist
incident in which a few U.S. soldiers were killed, as in the wellknown incident in Berlin, in 1986.
, On the other hand, even some who see little room for Presiden.. '. tial warmaking think that the President ought to be able to use
. reasonable and proportional force to extricate U.S. nationalrf who
are held hostage or who are otherwise in danger, even if such use
of force puts U.S. forces, in the terms of the War Powers Resolution, "into hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is indicated."
I suggest that, instead of engaging in difficult debate as to what
the President may do under the Constitution on his own authl" ~LY,
. Congress should consider laying down guidelines as to th{'
umstances in which force may be used, in addition to imp!
~ the
procedures for monitoring such uses, which I will address bl:ww.
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Then· the President could clearly use force lawfully in the circumstances indicated by Congress, and he would do it by authority
of Congress, if not of the Constitution. But he could not lawfully
engage the United States in warlike hostilities in circumstances
other"· than those specifically authorized by Congress, unless Congress should provide special authorization .
In other words, I am suggesting that Congress assume responsibility lfor the exercise of war powers }:)y authorizing their exercise
in some very special, very narrowly defmed circumstances.
Congress should also attempt to redefine the kinds of "use" of
the Armed Forces it seeks to regulate. That is not easy to do. The
War Powers Resolution attempted to do that by regulating the introduction of U.S. forces "into hostilities, or into situations where
imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances. "
That formula has proven unsatisfactory. "Hostilities" may include uses of force that do not plausibly court war and whose links
to the war power of Congress are not intimate. Even if Congress
could constitutionally reach every "involvement" in "hostilities,"
the formula used may reach some deployments of forces that.Congress does not wish to regulate. A less-sweeping defmition, moreover, may reduce constitutional objection and Presidential reluctance to comply.
I s~ggest that:
; -"
-;
..
Congress redefme the' kinds of activities that· trigger regulation.
One war of doing that would be by adding a section defming '-'hostilities,' perhaps by linking them to acts of war under internation.
al war or "activities that will probably involve U.S. forces 'in war
or warlike activities." It will be difficult to write a good definition,
but it is worth trying and the result will be better than what we
have now.
Then,' Congress should authorize the President to introduce
forces into hostilities, as defined, in specified circumstances or for
specified purposes; for example, to repel attacks-properly defined.....;.on the United States or on its Armed Forces, or- to extricate
U.S. hQstages or other nationals who are in danger.
Third, improved definitions are necessary, but they will not be
sufficient to achieve effective congressional control of and participationin war-related decisions.
In my view, it is necessary also for Congress and the President to
establi~h a continuing, regular body, including Executive at'jd congressional representation at the highest levels, to review world affairs, anticipate situations that might lead to U.S. involvement in
hostilities, as defined, consider any uses of force that the President
may be contemplating, and monitor the process of any such involvement if it is initiated.
Deliberations in such a body could lead t.o wider congressional
consultation or to formal congressional action, where necessary.
. I offer now some brief comments on the present War Powers Resolution.
- In the War Powers Resolution, Congress declared that the President's powers to use force were strictly limited, then proceeded to
regulate Presidential uses of force. It has never been clear to me
whether the regulations apply to the few circumstances in which
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Presidential uses of force would be within his constitutional powers
• as indicated in section 2(c), or whether the regulations apply even
where Congress thinks the President is not acting within his
powers. That ambiguity, I urge, should be eliminated.
Declarations of constitutional limitation on the President are undermined if Congress proceeds to assume that he will violate them
and then prescribes procedures for handling those violations. The
ambiguity, I suggest, would largely disappear if Congress were to
redefme the President's authority, as 1 have suggested, so that he
would always be acting only with congressional authorization.
The present War Powers Resolution also has a Rrovision for consultation. Section 3 requires that the President ' in every possible
instance shall consult with Congress before introducing armed
forces .• • ." The provision is ambiguous, as well as impossible to
imp,lement.
'In every possible instance" might be interpreted as meaning
whenever the President thinks it would not be undesirable. "Before
introducing" might mean a half hour before, when consultation
could not influence the decision. Consultation "with Congress,"
strictly, means with both Houses of Congress formally. If there is
to be meaningful consultation, it must be with a small, select, congressional body. It must be sufficiently in advance of the contemplated military action. In many circumstances, consultation should
be such as to give Congress a voice in the decision.
There is also the provision about reporting, about which we
heard this morning.
.
The reporting requirement of section 4 raises few constitutional
questions. It has suffered from the fact that Presidents have not reported as required, perhaps because of uncertainties as to whether
particular instances "triggered" the reporting requirement. If there
is congressional participation in advance, as I have suggested, the
reporting requirement might be less important; but it is desirable
to keep it, while redefining the circumstances that trigger it.
.
We have heard much abo.ut section 5. Section 5 is probably the
most controversial section of the Resolution. There have been chal.
lenges to the constitutionality of its various sections.
Section 5(c) is certainly the most questionable. It seems to contemplate a legislative veto and would seem to fall within the sweep
of Chadha, unless the war powers were constitutionally different
for this purpose from other legislative powers of Congress.
.
The argument for the validity of section 5(c) in the face of
Chadha is that Chadha invalidates efforts to circumvent the Presidential veto, but, it is argued, congressional declarations of· war
and decisions by Congress as to war and peace are not legislative in
character, and are not subject to veto.
.
'
That argument has been made. I think I heard it from the subcommittee this morning.
I do not know how to resolve that issue. In any event, the provision seems to address an unreal problem and a hypothetical situation not likely to arise.
Section 5(b) requires the President to terminate U.S. involvement
in hostilities within 60, or 90, days unless Congress acts to authorize continuation or is physically unable to meet because of an
armed attack on the United States.
.'
;( .'
I

f )

. The 60-day period begins to run from the date of a Presidential
report under section 4 or from the time the President should have
reported under that section. Therefore, the weaknesses in the reporting section infect the termination section as well.
If the President does not report because he believes the circumstances do not require it, he will deny that the termination requirement .applies. The definition of "hostilities" that I have proposed
might reduce this difficulty as well.
Some have claimed that this provision violates the President's
authority as Commander in Chief. I do not think so.
Congress, which has the power to decide for war, can decide for
peace: It can direct termination of a war by resolution; it can do so
in advance by setting a time limit.
However, the desirability and effectiveness of such a provision
are another matter.
Section 5 reflects the unhappiness of Members of Congress at the
end of the Vietnam war, who had not had the votes, and some
would: say the political courage, to terminate the war. This section
seeks to shift the burden of taking action to end the war. Without
section 5, hostilities begun by the President continue as long as the
President wishes, unless Congress affirmatively directs that they be
terminated. Under section 5, hostilities end after a prescribed time,
unless the President persuades Congress to act to authorize their
,continuation.
•
'
Que~tions of "legislative veto" apart, termination clauses are
consti~tional, but, ~rima facie, undesirable, and of questionable
utility. We have to unprove the processes of Government so that
vital decisions are not made by one branch alone.
For constitutional purposes, the executive branch is the President; but decisions to engage in hostilities and to continue them
are sometimes made, in effect, by unelected, unaccountable, often
unidentified officials. There must be effective participation in those
decisions by Congress, through institutions and procedures that
will have the effect of bringing to bear the judgment of congressional leadership before, during, and after commitment of U.S.
forces into war and near-war.
. If th~t were done, constitutional as well as political difficulties
would be sharply reduced.
I woUld like to add to my prepared statement, Senator, that I did
not ha~e before me and I acquired only at the last minute a copy of
something which I think has the status of a bill, proposed legislation.
'
Senator BIDEN. If you are referring to the draft that I put together, Professor, it is literally that. I am seeking comments on it. It is
not a bill at this point.
Mr. HENKIN. I will make only one brief comment, unless you
want to; ask me some questions.
My principal comment, as you may guess, is that I seem to have
anticipated in my testimony some of the things you have done in
that draft.
I am in favor of greater congressional involvement and I think,
and ,-our draft would provide, that Congress should assume responsibility for deciding in which circumstances the President may use
force. .
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On the other hand, there are a number of things about that draft
with which I have some substantial difficulty; and, therefore, if you
go forward with that draft, Senator, and if you wish I will give you
my opinions about some of the details.
..: : '
: r' If you have any other questions, I will be glad to answer them.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Henkin appears in the appen-

dix.]

Senator BIDEN. Let me ask you, Professor, what is your time constraint?
Mr. HENKIN. I need to be on the 1 o'clock plane.
Senator BIDEN. Would you comment more specifically on the
draft that my staff gave you a copy of, as to the parts with which
you have the most difficulty, or how you would most improve it, if
you think it is capable of being improved?
'
Mr. HENKIN. I am willing to do that, Senator, but I must tell you
that I had not looked at it until I was on the plane coming down.
First of all, there are terms which I think need to be clarified.
For example, in section 3, subparagraph 2, "violent or dangerous
act": Perhaps we all know what "violent" is, but "dangerous" is a
"
word that you may want to reconsider.
You refer to "violate the criminal laws." You might do well to
indicate which criminal laws because there are all kinds of criminal laws that don't have anything to do with terrorism.
Frankly, I did not understand the last phrase in section 2(c), "including the locale in which their perpetrators may seek asylum."
The clause says "transcend national boundaries by the means
through which they are accomplished, including the locale in
which their perpetrators may seek asylum." I think it means an
act of terrorism as to which somebody is going to try to get asylum
in a country other than the one in which he acted. That is a fuzzy
statement which you may want to clarify.
Section 4(3), on protecting the lives of citizens abroad, provided
they are being evacuated as rapidly as possible, is a desirable provision. But it is important to distinguish here, and it may be a distinction relevant for purposes of international law, between going
into another country with whatever force is necessary to extricate
people, which is, I think what you have in mind, as distinguished
from going in to overthrow a government or do something else of
that kind, although thel'e may be some American nationals involved.
I think what the authors of this draft had in mind is that the
President can move to extricate them.
Senator BIDEN. That was my intent.
Mr. HENKIN. Then some redrafting would take care of tha~.
I have a little trouble with "to retaliate against perpetrators." I
am not questioning Congress' power to do that. But, first of all, I
thought that your purpose in section 4 was to address situations in
which there was no time to go back to Congress. H you are talking
ahout retaliation one can wait 24 hours or one can wait for years
for that matter. Also, I am not sure that retaliation, without limits,
is what you wish to authorize. I would consider both the timeframe
and the kinds of retaliation, and whether you want retaliation
without some congressional participation into the decision.
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'to sections 5 and 6 also, one of the questions one ought to ask
w~ther those. are cases in which you are satisfied to have the
Pre~1bnt act WItho~~ co~gressional participation, because' you
wou . e ~ow authOrIZIng hIm to do just that. These do not seem to
me to be CIrCUmstances of real emergency.
I Was not sure ~?at .1 unde~tood. section (b)(3), which says force
may be. us-:d only (3) If negatIve dIplomatic military, economic, or
~umanItarian consequences are not likely to be inordinate in relation to the benefits of such objective."
,
Set~ator BIDEN. This is very helpful to me. Let me ask you two
ques IOns.
FirSt, would you be willing to continue this analysis for me over
,th e weeks ahead, l?erhaps in writing? Is that possible?
I know I am asking a lot of you.
Mr. HENKIN. I will do what I can.
Senator BIDEN. Well, maybe we can do it over the telephone because I would like your criticisms of this.. , . .
. .,
'
. Second, l~t me ask you this: Without a timeclock how can you
. enforce the Idea of Congress' participation in these d~cisions?
,
Mr.. H~NKIN, W~ll! as .your draft proposes, Senator, you wfllhave
c?l!gre~Slonal pa~lcIpatl(~n along the way. That congressional partIcIPatlOn would Itself trIgger,' as I suggested, wider participation
by more of ~ngr~ss or by the Congress as a whole.
To be .specIfic, If the President consults the leadership and the
leadershIp says look, Mr. President, we can't agree to this I think
we ought. to take this to Congress, you would not have
wor
a=t a theclock. ~fter all, the timeclock was written for circu:;'
s ces were you dId not have ~o~gressional participation.
Second, as Secretary CarluccI, In his colloquy with you gentlemen on the. panel, m~~~ clear, Congress always has the power to
ahct to termll!ate hostllit~es, The question is, Do you want to have
t e terDunatIon automatIc?
As I said, Senator, I don't have any constitutional problem with
your p~wer, ~ do th~. I do think the Secretary has a point about
the desI~ability of domg this. And, frankly I don't think th t 't .
. all that Important.
'
a I 18
If you a~e in a situation where a majority of the Congress-but
~ot two-thirds-w~ts to end the war, we are in a hell of a situa~~h I wo~ld not Wl8h to rely on timeclocks in those circumstances
. ose CIrcumstances you would get a vote and we rna have U;
~cIde whether the P~esi~ent can veto it; if he dares vito it and
.ngress cannot overrIde It, we are in a serious constitutional situ
a t Ion.
But I don't think the timeclock will help you ve~ much
Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
.
.I have more que~tions, but we should move on to the other two
WIt nesses. ~ am anxIOUs to hear them.
Why don t we now move to Professor Bond?
Idthank you, Professor Henkin. Any time you have to leave we
un erstand.
'
~e~: Bond, t~ank you for being so gracious, Would you proceed?
, As
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.STATEMENT OF JAMES BOND, ESQUIRE, DEAN, UNIVERSITY OF
PUGET SOUND SCHOOL OF LAW, TACOMA, WA .

..
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Mr. BOND. I have a very brief statement, which, as it turns out, I
think is responsive to many of the questions you and your colleagues have been asking this morning, though perhaps not responsive in the way you would like.
Senator BIDEN. I'm not sure what response I'm looking for, to tell
you the truth.
Mr. BOND. My premise is a simple one, and I would like to state
it and then elaborate upon it. There is no constitutionally derived,
judicially enforceable formula for determining, as between the
President and the Congress, the proper allocation of authority to
initiate uses of force.
The Framers did express a clear preference on two points. First,
the Framers, in most cases, wanted the Congress, rather than the
President, to make the initial de..cision to use force, at least where
those uses of force amounted to the conduct of War.
The two exceptions, of course, are the emergency exception-that
is why the preference does not control in all cases-and, of course,
the "diplomatic ploy" which deals with those diplomatic circumstances in which Presidents may feel, incident to the conduct of
foreign policy, that they must use force short of war.
In all cases, the Framers wanted the President to assume responsibility for managing uses of force.
One cannot derive a constitutionally based formula from these
preferences, however, because they do not resolve the ambiguity inherent in the necessity exception to the general preference that
Congress, rather than the President, initiate uses of force. Nor do
they delineate the criteria that can be used to distinguish that use
of force incident to the conduct of foreign policy from uses of force
that amount to the conduct of the war.
Necessity is always a factual question and must, therefore,
always be judged by the criterion of reasonableness.
.
Moreover, the conduct of foreign policy may require uses of force
short of the conduct of war.
Simply put, the Framers could not foresee a future in which both
,necessity and diplomacy would require a more frequent initiation
of force by the President. On this point, I anl reminded of Holmes'
observation that a page of history is worth more than a volume .of
logic.
.
. .
I agree with Professor Henkin that history demonstrates that
.Presidents have consistently used force short of war in the conduct
of foreign policy. I would disagree with him that history establishes
only that the President can exercise that power at the suffrance of
Congress.
In any case, separation of powers questions generally, and par. ticularly this question of the proper allocation of authority as between the President and the Congress to use force, are political
questions. Consequently, they cannot be resolved in the courts because they are not properly resolved by legal rules of the kind em. ployed by courts.
. .
Resolution of this question involves policy choices on which
courts have no special expertise. Disputes about the proper alloca-

tion of authority usually arise in an ongoing Situation, in which
there is public debate over the wisdom of the particular use of
force. In those Circumstances, what we have is a quintessential political question, which has to be resolved in the political process.
We ought not to expect the courts to do what the Congress and
. the President have been unable to do, and that is to agree on the
proper distribution
of authority as between the Congress and the
in this area.
President
Certainly, the Congress has ample means by which it can protect
its powers if it believes that the President has impermiSSibly invaded them
arrogated to himself or herself powers properly belonging.
to theorCongress.
Let me make clear my view. I am prepared to concede that the
War Powers ResolUtion might plausibly be asserted by the Congress as a fair statement of its constitutional authority in the area.
At the same time, I think the President can, with equal or perhaps
greater plausibility, claim that, as he reads the Constitution, he
has a different and broader role to perform.
Like those of you in the Congress, the President takes an oath of
office to uphold the Constitution of the United States. Like you, he
is equally obliged to fulfill that oath of office.
If, in a regrettable circumstance, the President reaches a conclusion different from that of the Congress as to the appropriate allocation of authority as between the two of them in this area, then
what; we have is a difference of opinion between two coordinate
bran<;hes of the national Government as to the proper allocation of
authority between the two of them. That is not a question that can
be resolved in the courts. And, while legal arguments based on constitutional texts and constitutional history are surely relevant to
the Resolution of that question, those arguments should be addreB8~ to the American people because, ultimately, the American
people in this democracy are sovereign and, ultimately, they must
decide if there is a conflict between the President and the Congress
as to how that power should be exercised.
Senator BIDEN.
statement,
Dean. Thank you very much for a clear and concise
. Dr. Goldsmith.

I·

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM GOLDSMITH, FORMER EMERITUS ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF AMERICAN STUDIES, BRANDEIS UNI.
VERSITY, PROVIDENCE, RI

Dr. GoLDSMITH. Mr. Chairman, I have been with you here since
early this morning, and I am certainly not going to impose on this
body another paper or lengthy statement of any kind .
. Sendtor BIDEN. We are anxious to hear what you have to sny.
Please:don't curtail what you have to say.
Dr. GoLDSMITH. Thank you, and I realize that. But I have submitted for
hope
willthe
be record
read. a quite lengthy statement of 15 pages, which I
Senator BIDEN. The entire statement will be placed in the record.
[The prepared
statement of Dr. Goldsmith appears in the appen;' <fiX.]
.
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Dr. GOLDSMITH. I believe my point of view comes across very
'. clearly in this paper.
,.. ,' I would like in the time remaining to pick up on the colloquy
'. that has been going on in this committee for several days. I have
'~ had the pleasure of reading some of the testimony, seeing other
hearings of the committee, and, of course, being present this morn,I
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se~e

b~st

inii would seem to me that I could
my purpose here
by
singling out several points that seem to be at the crux of the problem that several members of the committee have pointed out, and
perhaps we can discuss them for a few minutes.
Several days ago, a distinguished former Secretary of State, a
man who has served many Presidents in various responsible offices,
Cyrus Vance, testified before the committee. Mr. Vance's testimony
was. so eloquent, for me, at least, and so true, that I beg your perm~ion to read several sections from that testimony, which I think
will raise, perhaps in even more precise language, some of the
issues that I am concerned with and that, from my observation, the
committee is most concerned with.
He said at the conclusion of his testimony:
Finally, I recommend an amendment designed to withhold funds that have already been appropriated from any Presidential use of force that lacks congressional
authorization under the War Powers Resolution. Funds could be used, however, to
remove forces already deployed in such a situation.

I kept feeling this morning, during the testimony of Admiral
Crowe and Mr. Carlucci, that when arguments are made against
the War Powers Resolution, they never seem to focus on the consultation aspect of that Resolution, but go to other sections of the
statute, which could be obviated if consultation were conducted in
good faith by both branches of the Government.
Secretary Vance is a man who served in many important capacities in the course of a number of years in the Government, and he
has this fmal assessment to make of the consultation process:
There is one important aim. however. that the War Powers Resolution has singularly failed to achieve. That aim is to require the President to consult with Congress
. in every possible instance before introducing forces into hostilities or into situations
where hostilities are imminent. History demonstrates that Presidents have repeatedly failed to consult meaningfully with Congress or the congressional leadership
about actions that could lead to involvement in hostilities abroad. In short. the goal
that the President and Congress should form a collective judgment abO'.lt the
wisdom of such actions has not been realized. That goal, it seems to me, is a contemporary reaffirmation of the Framers' conviction that, while sometimes awkward and
mconvenient, a system of political prinCiples, including especially effective checks
and balances, is a necessary precautIon against the abuse of unfettered power in the
hands of anyone individual.
. I believe, that the consultation required by the War Powers Resolution means,
:
first, that congressional leadership should be given all information.

I think that is a critically important point because information is
power in these situations, and Congress, as I read the history of the
last 200 years of our Nation, has been crippled constantly from
. acting in some of these situations by the lack of such information.
!
Secretary Vance is suggesting here,
That the consultation required by the War Powers Resolution means. first, that
congressional leadership should be given all information about a pla/lned action
that is material to a judgment about its advisability; second, that the congressional
leadership should receive that information sufficiently in advance of the planned

action to permit a reasonable opportunity to absorb the information, consider its implications, and form a judgment before irrevocable decisions are made by the President; and, third, that the congressional leadership should have a real OPPOrtunity to
communicate its views to the President, or at least to his closest advisers.

Now, if one takes those paragraphs, together with the proposal
made by, a professor of law at Yale Law School, Professor Koh,
which appears in my written statement, I think you have at least a
mOdus operandi for getting to the bottom of this problem, because
what was really happening for the past 15 years, which I think all
of us have admitted, through a number of Presidents, is that we
have been dancing around this problem. The administrations have
been manipulating the Congress and the Congress has been nurs.lem.
ing its wounds, but not effectively getting to the root of the probWe have heard a great deal about the power of the purse from
the counselor of the State Department, and we have heard it from
Mr; Carlucci this morning. Anybody who has looked at the history
of wars or hostilities for any period of time would realize that the
power are
of the
purse
is impotent once the flag is at stake, once the
troops
on the
ground.
SO, to keep reminding us that Congress has the power to act
after
military the
action
is underway, I think would be a way,
really,the
of avoiding
problem.
The problem, as I see it, is of getting the President and the elected representatives of Congress together for this consultation process, and, once together, making a decision, at least on the part of
Congress, through its funding authority, whether the President is
going
to act. to be given the approval and the authorization to act or not
Now, there are a whole range of decisions that could be excluded
from such a procedure. But, until we get such a procedure established, until it is recognized by the executive and the legislative
branches that they must come together and come into some agreement on these questions before force is employed in any large-scale
manner, I don't think we are going to get anywhere with War
Powers Resolutions or any actions whatsoever.
. Senator BIDEN. Thank you very much.
I agree with you, Dr. Goldsmith. But, then again, most laws
would be totally unnecessarr if people acted reasonably.
The Whole idea-and I thInk Senator Helms is incorrect when he
.has pointed out some of the reasons why this act came about in the
fll'St place-I would argue that it is not just because of Vietnam or
even primarily because of Vietnam, but because the doubt and mistrust :that was planted at the time were intensified by a pattern of
increasingly
power.
. expensive presidential assertions of autonomous
I don't know how you legislate your way out of that.
Dr. GoLDSMITH. If I could just interject this one comment, I lived
through that period, and it seemed to me at that time-you were
there and I was observing from a distance-that the action t.hat
triggered the final consideration of that legislation-and it was not
really a hasty piece of legislation was President Nixon's actions in
Cambodia, and not the Vietnam war. Congress considered this for 3
long years, with many, many committee hearings. I have read
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everyone of them, so I know. They add up to quite a number of
pages.
. I . I t'
Very serious thought was given to this egIS a Ion.
Senator BIDEN. I agree.
.
; Dr. GOLDSMITH. An American President, without congresslo!lal
authorization ordered a bombing attack on a neutral country Wlth. out informing Congress and, certainly, without receiving its a':lthor,. ization. The bombing continued for 14 months and ~ngress dId not
ifmd out until an officer who was in charge of burnIng the repo~
of those bombing missions wrote to a Member of Congress and m. formed him of that action.
.
Congress was shocked by that, as they ,!ere s~ocked. by the invasion of Cambodia, again without the President InformIng Congress
or obtaining authorization. It was these events, rather than some
guilt attitude about Vietnam, I think, that brought on a vote.
J '. ,I think it is important to note, since we have referre~ to that
vote many times, that, when the fi~al vote was taken, .It. was a
pretty overwhelming vote, and it brIdged !l range of opln~ons of
both conservatives and liberals in both parties-SenB:tor JaVlts and
Senator Dole in the Republican Party; Senator Stennis and Senator
McGovern in the Democratic Party-there were 75 votes to override the President's veto. Many of the votes against the bill were
by proponents of the bill who felt it was not strong enough and felt
that it had been watered down to the point where it would not be
effective.
I am afraid to say that history has proven that perhaps they
were right.
. .
, . But, at any rate, it was not a hysterI~~1 reaction of ~ngress or
an action of guilt; but it was a recognItion that !l Pre~ldent had
taken such extreme actions without any consultation, WIthout any
information being provided to Congress, and even attempted ~
· cover up this action for 14 months. The Congress was outraged, It
seemed to me, at this information, and this was one of the efforts
that propelled this act.
Senator BIDEN. I personally do not disagree with that, and I a~
not sure that when I characterized the Senator from North Carohna, the place' where he and I dis~eed, I guess it 'Yould ~ave been
· more appropriate to say. the war m Southeast AsIa, which. would
have included Cambodia.
. .
Let me ask you, Dean Bond, this question. Are there l,~lts on
what the President can do in terms of using for~e?
.
For' example, if the President were, in. the Interest of .stoPPlng
terrorism to bomb Libya for 14 months, 18 that war, or 18 that a
,use of for~e that he is able to undertake constitutionally?
. Mr. BOND. I think both the question and the example illustrate
the difficulty of trying to transform a political dispute into a legal
~ question.
h P 'd t' .
. To ask if there are limitations on the power of t e re~l en }:-' ':0
· invite what I believe to be the obvious answer, and that 18 of c,; (se
there are limitations on the power of the President..~e .. '> ar~
enormous practical limitations stemming from ~he. pO!ltlcal nyt. ronment in which the President must work that hmit his authorIty
to Use force without congressional support.
I

I'

'.I

,

To postulate an ongoing use of force that escalates into what
would, I think, probably fairly be characterized as the conduct of
war is to posit a circumstance in which it is inconceivable to me
that. the President could proceed without substantial congressional
support, whether in the form of a declaration of war or whether in
some other form .
I think it is simply unrealistic to hypothesize a circumstance in
which a wild President irrationally uses force amounting to the
conduct of war over a sustained period of time while an outraged
Congress and an unsupporting public stand helplessly by. It will
not happen .
Senator BIDEN. I think experience indicates that any time an
A~erican Preside~t commits U.S. forces, the overwhelming instinct of the AmerIcan people, as well as of the Congress, notwithstanding their view as to whether it was a wise thing to do in the
first place, is to support that action because there are American
personnel who are now vulnerable.
What I was searching for is whether there are constitutional limitations on a President that proscribe him or her from taking certainactions.
Let me put it another way.
Could we legislate a definition of "war"?
Mr. BOND. You could.
Senator BIDEN. We could constitutionally legislate a definition of
"war," and I assume your point would be that, notwithstanding
that,: we still have a political dilemma if the President-Mr. BOND. Does not acquiesce in that definition?
Senator BIDEN [continuing]. Does not acquiesce in that definition.
Mr. BOND. I would not presume to tell this committee or the Congress how. it ought to spend its time and energy. But, as an outside
observer, It seems to me to be a somewhat futile exercise to try to
draft' legal standards, rules, and criteria-Senator HELMS. Amen.
Mr.. BOND [continuing]. That cannot possibly address the multifarious circumstances in which this country may feel, for right reasons or wrong reasons, wisely or unwisely, the need to use force in
the protection of its national interests.
What I would think this body ought to do and what I would
thin~ the ~resi~ent of the United States ought to do is to begin to
r~bui.ld a bipartlSan commitment to a foreign policy that is sensitI~e ~o the need to protect American security and that recognizes,
WltJun that broader ~ontext, that there may be circumstances in
~hicJil resort to force 18 necessary and that in at least some of those
clrcutnstances prior consultation with the Congress is countE:'rproductive.
Senator BIDEN..How could .you h.ave a bipartisan forE:'ign policy
that would result In consultatIOn beIng counterproductive?
Mr. BOND. Consultation in the process of generating a consensus
ab~u~ the aim~ of ou.r foreign p~licy and, in general, the means by
w¥ch those alm.s mlg?t be achieved clearly does require nol just
prior, but extenSIve prior consultation.
Bu~ in some cases, I think the Congress ought to realize that the
execution of that agreed-upon policy through agreed upon strate-
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fine with Roosevelt during World War II. I don't recall anybody
running out to the radio announcers and the newspapers and condemning Franklin Roosevelt the way that Reagan has been condemned for a very appropriate, compassionate act with respect to
Grenada, for example.
So, I wonder if I may ask both of you the question I have asked
of every other panel of legal experts: Aren't we really talking
abOut political considerations? Doesn't it boil down to that?
Dr. GOLDSMITH. You have made some very telling remarks in the
course of the hearings with regard to history and history playing a
role in the powers of the President. But I think we have to give
attention to how we look at that history and how it is read.
If I can just for a minute take us into the 1950's, which we seem
to forget, there was a military operation in Korea which, if put to a
vote by the Congress, to my knowledge would have received every
vote but that of Vito Marcantonio, who said he was going to vote
against it.
Senator HELMS, That's correct.
Dr. GoLDSMITH. Under the advice of Dean Acheson, President
Truman did not request the authorization of Congress to support
that operation, and he was attacked on the floor of Congress by
Senator Robert Taft, the distinguished constitutional lawyer and
the son of a Chief Justice of the Supreme Court. Senator Taft
argu~d that the law required consultation and authorization, and I
think that President Truman lived to regret the fact that he did
not ~eek such authorization, because he suffered politically later
on-the Youngstown case is one evidence of that-because he did
not have the authorization.
Senator HELMS. Excuse me, Dr. Goldsmith, but you are making
my very point for me. It was political. Truman did regret it. But it
was a political regret, rather than a constitutional one.
Dr. GoLDSMITH, When Eisenhower came along, President Eisenhower, he studied the Truman experience, I would imagine, very
carefully, and he did go to the Congress and received authorization
on two different occasions, a very substantial delegation of power.
When I was listening to Mr. Carlucci this morning, I was thinking why doesn't the President go to the Congress if there are some
questions that are-and Roosevelt was mentioned-of an "iffy"
chara¢ter or a very secret character, why doesn't the President go
to the Congress, explain his situation, and perhaps ask for the authority of a more general nature to operate in some of these areas?
Congress is certainly capable of considering such a request and
granting it. Then you have the unified kind of bipartisan policy
that we are talking about here.
The, consUltation is the nub of the problem. We don't seem to be
gettin~ conSUltation without mandating it.
Senator HELMS. Well, of course what you just said is a given. I
am not derogating it at all. But what I am saying is that the other
side of the coin is this. Supposing, as Frank Carlucci and Admiral
Crowe-I believe Admiral Crowe said the same thing-suppose
there had been that limitation over there in the Persian Gulf. The
Soviets and all the rest of them would just have waited out that
period, :and they would have won.

---.
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But I still say that, with rare exceptions, any Chief Executive
who does not understand the necessity of doing what every President prior to recent times has done-and I think Ronald Reagan
has done it, or tried to, consult with the Congress-but he has to
consider sometimes the people who rush out to the television cameras or get on the telephone and whisper "leaking" information,
and that sort of thing. That involves the security to our personnel
and the success of the mission.
.
.'
:
Now, I don't apologize one syllable for the President's action
with respect to Libya or with respect to Grenada. I think he was
right.
'
.
Others may say that he was not, and that is for them to say. The
facts are contrary to that.
I would like to hear your answer to the question.
Mr. BOND. The question is are we really talking about qu~stions
of politics. I indicated earlier that I thought that these kinds of
questions were quintessentially questions of politics.
.
Let me just add this.
· I am a lawyer. I am devoting my life to the education of young
men and women to become lawyers. I teach constitutional law. I
write in that area. I believe, with Gladstone, that it is the greatest
single document ever struck off by human hands. But I WOUld. add
this. We cannot find answers to all of the problems that bedevIl us
in the Constitution or in legal procedures.
· One of the reasons that the Constitution is such an extraordinary document is that it remits to the political processes a broad
range of questions that cannot be fairly or efficiently resolved by
resort to law.
· Now, arguments based on constitutional allocations ~f power are
wholly appropriate in the political context. They are not exclu~ed
from the political context. But they are only one basis upon which
.
responsible Congresspersons and Presidents made decisions.
Senator HELMS. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
.'.
I might add that Dean Bond served on the faculty of a distinguished university in North Carolina, named Wake Forest, where I
happened to go to school some years ago, more. than I would like to
~~

.

.

. ' .

I thank you and I thank you, Dr. Goldsmit~. If Professor Henkin;
were still here, I would thank you.
· I do .thank you all.
Senator BIDEN. There are a number of questions that could continue this process. I don't want to keep you any. longer. And Senator Helms and I could continue to argue oyer why the American
public came to the conclusion it did on the war in Vietnam~
!
But neither would be fruitful at this moment.
, So, I thank you gentlemen very much for your time and your tes;.
timony.
.
Unless you gentlemen have any comment that you would like to
make, we will adjourn the hearing.
Senator HELMS. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 12:54 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to reconvene at 10:18, September 29, 1988.]
!
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THE WAR POWER AFTER 200 YEARS:
CONGRESS AND THE PRESIDENT
AT A CONSTITUTIONAL IMPASSE
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL SUBCOMMITrEE ON WAR POWERS
OF THE CoMMI'ITEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS,

.

Washington, DC.

The subcommI~te~ met at 10:18 a.m., in room SD-419, Dirksen
Sena~ Office B.u~ldlng, Hon. Joseph Biden (chairman of the subcommIttee) presldmg.
Present: Senators Biden, Adams, Helms Pressler and McConnell.
'
,
Senator BIJ?EN. The hearing will come to order.
Good mornmg.
We have t'Yo .distinguished panels, a total of eight distinguished
persons, testifYIng today as the Special Subcommittee on War
Powers. holds t~e.last in an extensive series of hearings directed at
answerIng a CrItical question: Can the War Powers Resolution of
197~ be amende~, repealed, or replaced, in order to improve the effective .and efficI~I?-t cooperation of the President and the Congress
In na~lon~l d~clsions concerning the deployment of American
forces In ~ltuabons. of actual or likely combat or hostilities?
In pr-:VlOus he~r~ngs, the subcommittee heard from legislators invo~ved In the .orIgIn~ of ~he War Powers Resolution, from distingwshed AmerIcan hIStOrIanS, from former military leaders from
the State D~partment Legal Adviser, from former Cabinet officials
of bot~ partIes, and from fonner President Ford; from the current
Secretary o~ Defense and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff;
R?d
t Ion ..from highly regarded experts on the United States ConstituToday, t~e ~ubc?mmittee will receive further testimony from two
panels of distinguIshed legal experts. I think one or two members
of the~e p~nels have had the opportunity to look over the high)
tent:at~ve pIece of draft legislation entitled "The Use of Force" thit
I, WIth th~ help of John Ritch and others, prepared as a foc~j point
for analYSIS.
Not today,. perhaps, but later, I will welcome the comments of a1l
f
o our panelIsts on that draft. It is by no means clear that we wilJ
move ahead with such legislation; but I am anxious to hear your
.
comments at a later time, if you would be willing.
. In the weeks and mon~hs ah~ad, wh!le the Congress is in adJournm~nt, the subcommittee wIll continue its efforts to discern
(289)
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whether new legislation could resolve the constitutiona~ imp~se if
which we find ourselves and give us a practic~l,. working p~e~e 0
legislation under which Presidents would be wilhng tb pa~i~lPa=
. th rocess with Congress and the Congress W?Uld . e WI mg
m e pto its res onsibility to participate, as I beheve ~t s~ould.
ste~ ~hat period~ which will require a lo~ .of hard ~hlnklng about
constitutional legalities and practical realIties, we WIll welcome the
intellectual contributions of the experts who have agreed to appear
before us today.
.
We have a lot to do and I suggest we begIn.
..
f
Our first panel consists of Prof. E~win B. Firmage~ ~nlrJsgl 0
Utah, College of Law, i!l Sa~t Lake .Clty, UT; Phrof· MDIC .ae CA:
non University of Cahfornla, DavIS, Law Sc 00,l aVlS,
,
li~ Taylor Reveley III, Esquire, practicing attornAsey 8.!l~ aD~hor
f
R' hmond VA' and Prof. Robert F. Turner, . socia . l!e!!~~mCe!~er for Law 'and National Security, UniversIty of VirgInIa
La;" School, Charlottesville, VA.
Gentlemen welcome to you all.
all d
Wh d n't' we begin in the order that your names were c e,
unles% YOOU all have decided there is a more rational way to proceed.
Professor, welcome.

wit

STATEMENT OF EDWIN B. FIRMAGE, COLLEGE OF LAW,
UNIVERSITY OF UTAH, SALT LAKE CITY, UT

Mr. FIRMAGE. Thank you very muc~, Mr. Chairman.
.
Let me simply summarize very qUickly a much longer paper In
six quick points.
. I
ld l'k our
Senator BIDEN. By the way, before we begm, wou
ley
entire paper placed in the record..
h
Mr. FIRMAGE. Of course. Thank you very muc .
The war power of Congress is complete. The war power ~f the
U 'ted States in the sense of the decision for war or peace, 18 enti~IY in the Congress of the United States.
.
The sole exception to this is the power of the PresIdent to respond to sudden attack upon the United States.
The text makes 'this abundantly c~ear, the power to declare war
and grant letters of marque and reprISal.
. .
.
The first century of our history bore out thIS Interpretation.
There were exceptions, as Presidents exceeded the e!l1powerd-dnt of
statutes of Congress, but never until Korea and .Vlet~am I you
have an effort to justify, under the Commander m Chief clause, a
. .
d
din
separate base of power to decide for 'Yar.
The Commander in Chief clause m the onglnal un erstan hg
simply' made the President Congress' general. Thespe w~de :.
terms of Alexander Hamilton, a proponent of strong reSI en I
power He nevertheless, saw the paradigm shift from a Europe~
model' of ~ monarchical power to decide for war to a congresslOn
power to decide for war or peace.
'1 d I h'
Thomas Jefferson, though not present at t~~ PhI a e.p la convention where the Constitution was struck, rejoIced at th~ ~hantte,
and he'noted that they had gone a long way toward c ronlng e.
"dog of war."

ai
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The power over foreign relations, the matrix within which the
war power sits at the heart of congressional power, was clearly
meant to be collegially conducted and determined by the Congress
and the President. The treaty power, I think, as Louis Henkin demonstrated a decade ago, gives us this insight.
Unlike the present time, in the 18th century, foreign relations
would have been conducted dominantly through the treaty power,
and there, with the Senate and the President joining together, we
see the original idea.
A relevant question, nevertheless, after any analysis of original
intent, is whether two centuries' experience and radical changes in
technology make that original understanding insufficient.
I believe quite the contrary.
As one looks at ICBM technology and at the power of thermonuclear weapons, I see nothing so enticing in nuclear war as to encour:age US to make war more easily accomplished, rather than
less.
I think, quite the contrary, that every restraint of law on Govel'llltlent and diplomacy should be placed upon the inclination to go
to war that possibly can be.
While one thinks, perhaps loosely without thinking it through,
that ICBM time of 15 minutes, or 20, or 25 minutes, might make a
quick decision absolutely necessary, when you stop and think about
the actual situations where nuclear weapons could possibly be
used, if, in fact, deterrence fails, what's the hurry?
If you think through the scenarios of the likely use, or first use,
particularly, of nuclear weapons, I see no reason to drop restraints
of the Congress of the United States upon a decision for war or
peace, but enormous reasons to do just precisely the opposite.
Beyond the question of the use of nuclear weapons, I would like
to address two more issues.
I believe that covert war has come to be the type of war of our
time. I would hope that in some manner the War Powers Resolution can be strengthened to Cover covert war.
Two factors, I believe, combined to make covert war the form of
international violence of our time. First, the enormous power of
nuclear weapons, paradoxically, limited the likelihood that they
would ever be used. Second, a Manichaean world view-seeing the
world in an absolutist vision of good and evil-grew understandably put of Our experience in World War II. In that war, far more
than. in World War I, Vietnam, the Korean war, or the War of
1870, totalitarian dictatorships made war against nations at peace.
But it would be disastrous to adopt this black-and-white world view
as the paradigm rather than the exception. We emerged from
World War II, nevertheless, with the view that we were continuing
to fight against unadulterated evil, therefore excusing what ever
vicio~ means we chose to employ.
We' have been so totally assured of our own righteousness and
yet deterred from all-out war in the model of World War II that we
have waged covert action, and done so, I think, with great harm to
others and to ourselves.
I tlpnk we have had short-term embarrassment and long-term
disaster consistently in our use of covert action and covert war.
i
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Congress is responsible for this form of war not one whit l~
· than for overt war. The term "grant letters of marque and repnsal" in the 18th century was a way of saying Congress. has the. total
· war power, announced, declared or undecl~red,. pubhc or prIvate,
fought by the official forces of this country m uniform or by merc~
'. narieS done by whatever means. If one wanted to make FrancIs
Drake' pirate who was preying upon Spanish shipping and who
might' be han'ged as a criminal if caught, into Sir Francis 1?rake,
confidant of the Queen, empowered and authorized by the state,
· one granted letters of ma~que and repr~al.
. When we see mercenanes not authorIZed by the Congress of the
United states fighting war or committing acts of war, we see abuse
of the war power of Congress by the President.
. . - ,. ..'
. Finally how do we go about remedying these things?
. I think'the reality is that the view that the courts are the least
dangerous branch is most surely true here. They are the least dan'.
gerous and the least helpful. They have the least power.
I hope that there are ways, probably perip~e~al, that t~e courts
can come into play and I have proposed thIS In my testimony. I
have slight hope, r~ally, that the central iss~es will be ~esolved
there. The only other big guy on the block WIth the PresIdent of
. the United States is the U.S. Congress, where the war power was
originally reposited and where it should remain.
I support the War Powers Resolution with great reluctance. I
think it is simply the least worst way we have practically available
......
. .
now of going about things..
It assumes continued PresIdential InItiative m commIttmg American troops into hostiliti~s or situatio~s whe~e hO!'tilities are likel!,
and it assumes congreSSIonal subserVIence In thIS process, both In
reporting and consulting rol~s.
.
.
.
In the original understandIng-and In my VIew, nothIng l?-as happened since then to change the wisdom of that understanding-:we
should be speaking of congressional author~tion, not ~onsu!tatI?n
, and of censure or impeachment, not reportIng, for PreSIdentIal VIOlation of congressional power over the decision for peace or war.
I support strongly the War Powers Resolution but only because
practically I do not see at this p~esent tiJ?le how. to restore con~es
sional virtue that was lost, I thmk tragIcally, m Korea and V letname
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Firmage appears in the appendix.]
. Senator BmEN. Thank you very much, Professor.
,:". Professor Glennon.
, , STATEMENT OF MICHAEL J. GLENNON, PROFESSOR OF LAW,
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS, LAW SCHOOL, DAVIS, CA

Mr. GLENNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
. ..
Let me begin by thanking the subcommittee for mVltlng me to be
here today.
I wish to note at the outset that, although I serve. as counsel to
the congressional plaintiffs in Lowry v. Reagan, the Views that I ex-

press here today do not necessarily represent those of my clients in
that case.
My remarks will be directed to the constitutionality of the War
Powers Resolution and also to the Use of Force Act set forth in
Committee Print No. 1.
I imderstand that Committee Print No.1 is intended not as a
proposal but, rather, as a focal point for analysis. I believe that
each !>f its provisions is constitutional; but I am less convinced that
certain of those provisions are wise from a policy perspective. I
would thus suggest that primary consideration be devoted to policy
considerations in Committee Print No. 1.
I~l dis~ussing issues of constitutionality, it seems appropriate to
begtn WIth a comment upon the September 14 testimony of the
State Department Legal Adviser, Abraham Sofaer. In that testimony and in his answers to the chairman's written questions, Mr.
Sofaer launched a broad attack upon the congressional warmaking
pow~r, referring throughout to "independent" power conferred
~pon the Presidel'!t by t~e Constitution and reiterating the proposition,· transposed In varIous forms, that independent Presidential
power is not subject to statutory limitation.
The observation is, of course, true and, indeed, truistic: What his
claim comes down to is that Congress cannot act unconstitutionally.
Yet, Mr. Sofaer repeatedly overlooks the fact that there is a
s~co~d category of Presidential power that is subject to congresslOn~1 regulation: concurrent power. This is constitutional power
that may be exercised initially by the President in the face of congressional silence, but which Congress may, nonetheless subsequently choose to restrict.
'
It is this class of power to which Justice Jackson referred in his
famous concurring opinion in the 1952 Steel Seizure case.
In :that case, in which the Supreme Court struck down the seizure of the steel mills during the Korean war by President Harry
Truman, Jackson. wrote: "Presidential powers are not fIXed, but
fluctuate, dependIn~ upon their disjunction or conjunction with
those of Congress.' He continued, "When the President takes
measures incompatible with the expressed or implied will of Congress, his power is at its lowest ebb, for then he can rely only upon
his own constitutional powers, minus any constitutional powers of
Congress over the matter. Courts can sustain exclusive Presidential
contrpl in such a case only by disabling the Congress from acting
upon'the subject."
The .Supreme Court formally adopted Justice Jackson's mode of
analysIS In Dames & Moore v. Regan, in which Justice William
Re~q}list a~plied Jackson's approach to uphold President Jimmy
Ca~ s Iraruan hostage settlement agreement as having been auth?r~ed"by. Congress. In so doing, Rehnquist wrote that Jackson's
opInl~n bnngs together as much combination of analysis and commonsense as there is in this area."
~hnquist ~hen 9uo~d from ~a~ks.on a passage that, today, in
this contex~, ~ as slgnIfic~nt as It IS tImely. He said: "The example
of such unhmited Executive power that must have most impressed
the Fore~atJ:1ers w.as th~ J:!rerogative exercised by George 111, and
the descnpbon of Its evils In the Declaration of Independence leads
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me to doubt that they were creating their new Executive in his
image."
The War Powers Resolution, therefore, placed certain Presidential use of armed force in this third category of Justice Jackson's
analysis, where his power is at its lowest ebb. Under this analytical
approach, the time limits of the War Powers Resolution, as well as
the "prior restraints" set forth in the earlier Senate version, seem
'clearly constitutional. The scope of the President's concurrent
power is a function of the concurrence or nonconcurrence of the
Congress; once Congress acts, its negative provides "the rule for the
case."
Mr. Sofaer ignores the learning of the Steel Seizure case, however, and can barely list the parade of horribles set to march by the
time limits: They interfere with the "successful completion" of the
President's initiative; they "may signal a divided nation, giving adversaries a basis for hoping that the President may be forced to
desist"; they provide '''an undesirable occasion for interbranch or
partisan rivalry."
The curious thing about these arguments, Mr. Chairman, is that
every one of them is an argument not against the War Powers Resolution but against constitutional limitations on Presidential warmaking power. Every one of these arguments is an argument for
untrammeled Presidential discretion to use the Armed Forces
whenever, wherever, and for whatever purposes the President may
choose.
Indeed, on close analysis, it becomes clear that this is precisely
Mr. Sofaer's view: "Explicit legislative approval for particular W?es
of force has never been necessary," he candidly said.
The President thus could have used armed force in World War I,
World War II, or Vietnam without any declaration of war or any
other legislative approval.
This view of warmaking power is, of course, not new. But it
should suffice to say at this point in our history that the divine
right of kings approach was ventilated and rejected in 1789, and I
see no point in reopening that debate today.
. The constitutional theory underpinning the War Powers Resolution is different from that underpinning the Use of Force Act. The
War Powers Resolution confers no authority upon the President; as
section 8 makes clear, it merely places limits upon the use of authority that otherwise might lay unregulated.
The Use of Force Act, on the other hand, affirmatively delegates
power to the President to use armed force in certain specified instances. That distinction is critical. As early cases demonstrate,
where Congress delegates authority, limits imposed incident to that
delegation are constitutionally valid.
This important premise undergirds the approach of the Use of
Force Act.
Mr. Chairman, a number of proposed modifications of the War
Powers Resolution are before the subcommittee, ranging from the
Byrd-Nunn proposals and Committee Print No.1, to the De Fazio
approach to simple repeal.
I would simply say, in concluding, that none of these modifications of the Resolution will, in themselves, to quote the War
Powers Resolution, "ensure that the collective judgment of both
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theS Congress and t.he Presi~~J?t will apply to the introduction of
U . : Armed Forces mto hostilIties."
Fifteen years after the War Powers Resolution's enactment it
~as become clear that the Resolution's sponsors were naive to 'b
heve that any law could achieve that objective. The most that ~
~ta~u~ can do, however artfully drawn, is to facilitate the efforts of
IndidYIdtuhal CMem~erf! of Congress to carry out their responsibilities
un er e onstItutIon.
It ~o do that r~q~ires .understanding and it also requires courage.
~mands a mSlght Into the delicacy with which our separated
powers are bal~c~d an~ the fortitude to stand up to those who
would equate cntIclSm With lack of patriotism.
F<?r a Congress comprised of such Members, no War Powers Resolut~on would ~e necessary. For a Congress without them no War
owers ResolutIOn will be sufficient.
'
Thank you.
~e prepared statement of Mr. Glennon appears in the appen-
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Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
Professor Turner.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT F. TURNER, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOIt
CENTER FOR LAW AND NATIONAL SECURITY, UNIVERSI~Y OF
VIRGINIA LAW SCHOOL, CHARLO'ITESVILLE, VA

M~. TuRNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
thIt ~ha gr.edat Pfleasure to be back here. I spent 5 years sitting on
e 0 er Sl e 0 your bench, in the back row when I was workin
f~lla memt.ber of the committee. It is good to'see the committee
s IS as ac Ive and as effective as it was in the old days
enator BIDEN. Which is easier?
.
Mr. TuRNER. Ask me that in 10 minutes.
Senator BIDEN. All right.
[General laughter.]
Mr. TuRNER. I have a rather lengthy statement that-.Senator ~IDEN. Excuse me. Would you start the clock for this
WItness agaIn.
Professo! qlennon has been here so often and back here too
that he dldn t even use his 10 minutes, which means he didn't
learn any of the lessons Senators taught him.
Mr~ TuRNER. How long a warning is there?
Senator BIDEN. We always go over 10 minutes.
lig~[i TuRNER. How long a warning do we have on the yellow

i;

ed~eriator BIDEN. I think it is 1 minute and then your seat is eject[General laughter.]
lig~' 'r¥RhNtER
· I was wondering. I thought the device beneath the
mIg be some sort of laser weapon.
ba r~tt~er Ihengthy statement, Mr. Chairman, which I would
likIe ~~ve
"'! su ml lor t e record.
!isna~r BkEN. T~e entire statement will be placed in the record.
Ob' las u~anunous consent that Professor Glennon's statement . e paced m the record.
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- Mr. TURNER. I would also like to emphasize that the views I express this morning are my own and not those of the University of
Virginia, the Center for Law and National Security, the ABA or
any other group with which I am associated.
This is a very important issue, and I am determined to be as
candid and as honest as I can with the committee.
It is appropriate to note that we meet here today on the 50th annive rsary of the opening of the 1938 Munich Conference; because;
in my view, the War Powers Resolution stems from the same intellectual tradition which led Neville Chamberlain to think he could
promote "peace for our time" by appeasing aggression, and which
led Senator Nye a nd other isolationists during the same era to pass
statute after statute, tying the President's hands, in an effort to
legislate peace.
In the interest of time, I would like to focus p,rimarily on the separation of powers issue. I want to help you 'break the code" on
how the Founding Fathers sought to separate powers between the
President a nd the Congress.
Before doing that, I would like to make a few brief statements
that are discussed at great length in my prepared testimony, which
might provide the subject for discussion during the question-and.
answer period. '
First of all, as I testified last month at length in the House, the
Congress was a full partner in getting the United States involved
in Vietnam. The suggestion that it was not is not in my view unsupportable. I believe, in essence, the War Powers Resolution was a
political fraud aimed at persuading the American people that Congress had had no role in that unpopular war.
Among the things which lead me to this conclusion a re, first of
all, the Senate, in 1955, consented to the ratification, with only one
dissenting vote, of the SEATO Treaty. It created a legal obligation
for the United States to go to the defense of certain countries in
Southeast Asia that were victims of aggression, in response to their
request, and, of course, acting pursuant to our constitutional process.
In carrying out those constitutional process in August 1964, by a
vote of 416 to 0 in the House and 88 to 2 in the Senate, Congress
enacted statutory authorization empowering the President to use
armed force in Indochina.
'
Senator J avits said that this made Congress a full partner in the
commitment. During the debate prior to passage, a colloquy took
place between the chairman and ranking minority member of this
committee, in which Senator John Sherman Cooper said that
"Looking ahead, Mr. Chairman, if the President determined it
were necessary to use such force as could lead into war, we will be
giving tha t authority by this Resolution."
Chairman Fulbright responded, "That is the way I would interpret it."
Later, in 1970, Senator Sam Ervin, a very distinguished constitutional schola r, said that in his view, the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution
represented lIa declaration of war in a constitutional sense."
In 1967, when this committee issued its report on the national
commitments resolution, it stressed that such resolutions as the
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution were "a full a lternative to a declaration

of war ,!~d. were an appropriate means of Congress giving authority
for hostIlitIes."
Sectio~ 2(cX2) of the War Powers Resolution expressly recognizes
the leg~,lity ,?f the Commander in Chief using a rmed forces pursuant to .spe~lfic statutory authority." That's exactly the situation
we had m V,etnam.
Before the ~ublic turned against the war, Congress, for several
years, appropnated tens of billions of dollars for the war often by
90 percent or g~eater maj?rities. During the month su;rounding
the Gulf of Tonkin Resolutl~n, President Johnson's popula rity shot
up ':lot 30 percent, b~t 30 p0111ts-30 percentoge points-an incredible mcrease, all attnbuted to the popula rity of the Vietnam war in
the early days.
My s~cond conclu~ion !s that Congress, in reacting to the implementa tion of the legIsla tIOn, has been guided by political expedient
rather than. constitutional principle.
Le.t me Illustrate by mentioning just three examples. When
PreSIdent Ford rescu ed the crew of the Mayaguez, he violated a rticle 2(c)(C) and artIcle 3 of the Resolution-not to mention the
Cooper-Church amendment, which prohibited spending funds to
send , combat troops into that region. And yet, this committee
pass~d a unanm~ous res.olutlOn praising his action and saying it
was m full comphance WIth the War Powers Resolution.
In ~ontra~t! whe!, President Carter tried to rescue endangered
f"\me~ICan cItIzens In Iran, under very similar circumstances-but
~ tlie absence of a statutory prohibition against sending troops
In to t~e area- t he chalr!Y'an ~nd ranking minority member of this
commIttee den,?unced h,s actIOn as being in violation of the Wa
Powers ResolutIOn.
r
To me, the only clear distinction is that the public supported the
succ!"ssful Ford operation; they opposed the unsuccessful Carter operatlOn.

Grenada is e~en. a clearer example, because people like House
S pea.ker TIp 0 NeIll. stood up immediately and denounced the
P~eslden t upon learnmg of the operation. The House Foreign AffaIrs CommIttee called a hearing to investigate the legal aspects.
Later that aft~rnoon , students landed at the airport, kissed the
grou~d, and praIsed Ronald Reagan. The polls that came in overblghht s.ho~ed better than a 90-percent support for the operation
ot ,wIthin the United States and among the people of Grenada'
House .Speaker O'Neill. announced that he had "reconsidered" th~
operatIOn a.nd had .declded the President was fully justified. The
~ouse ForeIgn AffaIrs Committee decided to "postpone" their hearInhg °dnlthde legal Issues, and those hearings still have not been resc e u e .
In essence, what Members of Congress have been doing is lI sin '
t~e Wa r Powers Resolution as cover. If there is a crisis if th~re is ;
n sk of the us~ of force, they shout "Fire" a nd rlln to the hills.
. If tpe PreSident, WIth the adversary knowing the country is diVided,. nevertheless succeeds, they come dow n from the hilis, pick
up a flag, and walk In t he vIctory parade- say ing that of co urse
they supported t~e President from the begi nning. [f t here is a failure, a~ occurred In Iran and Beirut, they solem nly come down froD1
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the hills, charge that the President "broke the law," and then
shoot the wounded.
.
These divisive congressional debates have done a great deal to mcrease the likelihood of war and to harm the cause of peace.
Today the Nobel Prize Committee awarded the 1988 Nobel Peace
Prize to'U.N. peacekeeping forces. The United States,.in 1982 ~d
1983, tried to participate in a v!3ry ~~mi~ar peacek~pmg effort m
Lebanon. By no strain of the Imagmatlon could It
sald. that
sending American Marines to Beirut as part of an InternB:tlOnal,
peacekeeping forc~at the request of all t~e g?vernments In the
area-constituted either an act of war or an Infringement upon the
power of the Congress to declare war. And yet, I thin~ in large part
because of the divisive debates in the Senate, PreSident Assad of
Syria concluded the Americans were "short of breath."
Right after the Senate debate, less than a week before the bomb-;
ing of the Marines, the Americ~ .press quoted intelli~ence ac-'
counts of intercepted Moslem milItia messages that said, and I.
quote, "H we kill 15 M~es, t~e rest wi111e~ve.".
A few days later, terronsts killed 241 Mannea-. I beheve the U.S. '
Congress, and especially the Senate, deserves a great deal of responsibility for that tragedy.
In essence by passing a War Powers Resolution that says any
time a terrorist anywhere in the world takes a ~hot at ~ Amencan soldier that will start a clock and the PreSident Wlll have to
withdraw ~l U.S. forces within 60 or 90 days, you have surrendered the initiative to the terrorist-and in the process you have
placed a bounty on the lives of American servicemen.
Mr. Chairman, my fmal conclusion is suggestt:d by the title of,
my paper, "Restoring the Rule of Law: Reflections on the War
Powers Resolution at Fifteen."
Although some of you may not believe it, Congress can viol!lte
the law. Each of you took an oath of office to support the Constitution and when you pass a law that seeks to take away from the
Pre~ident part of the Commander in Chief .p0v.:er vested in him by
the American people through the Constitution-the essence of
which is the control of the deployment of armed forces-you are
violating the law.
.".
"
Let me turn briefly to the question of breaking the code of separation of powers.
.
There is a theory today that perhaps the Founding Fathers
didn't really think about separation of powers, or perhaps they
couldn't decide how to divide them, so they decided to just leave
the two parties to struggle. That is not in my view an accurate account of what happened.
To really understand what the Founding Fathers intended, first
of all you have to understand the views of John Locke, Montesquieu: and, Blackstone-the prim~ry theorists who influenced the
constitutional Framers on separation of pwers matters.
They all argued that legislative bodies were not competent to
handle foreign affairs because battles would quickly chan~e,
princes would die and it was necessary to be able to act WIth
speed, dispatch, ~d secrecy-and for a variety of other reasons
having to do with the inherent strengths and weaknesses o~ the
two political branches.

Locke. Us~? the term Hfed~rative power" to refer to the power of

c~ntrollmg leagues and allIances, war, peace, and all transactions
Wl~h all \lersons and communities without the commonwealth"
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~u~ he ~d the federative power required the same attributes f~r
Itsex~utI0!l as the power to execute the municipal laws passed by
the legISlative branch and, thus, both should be placed in the same
hands.
~ontesquieu distinguished between "the Executive in respect of
things dependent upon the laws of nations" and "the Executive in
regard to matters that depend upon civil law."
One you understand the 1787 meaning of "Executive power," you
understand why, when the Founding Fathers in article 2 section 1
v~te~ "t~e Ex~utive power" i!!- the President, as Qui~cy Wright
Bald ~n h~ clasSIC 1922 ,~tudy, The Control of American Foreign
RelatlO!ls, and I quote, Wh!3n the Constitutional Convention gave
Executive .power to the PreSIdent, the foreign relations power was
the:essentu~l element of t~e lfrant."
I would lIke to close ~Ith Just two other quotations to show that
bot\l Jefferson and Hamilton, two arch rivals in the initial Government, strongly agreed on this subject.
J~ffe~on, in 1~90, said, "The transaction of business with foreign
natIOns 18 executive altogether. It belongs, then, to the head of that
department, except as to suc~ portions of it as are specially submitted ~ the Senate. The ~xceptIons are to be construed strictly." The
sal'!le theme. of exceptIons to Executive power being construed
strlctlY?fas picked up by Madison.
'
If I might conclude with an almost identical statement 3 years
later ~:r Alexander Hamilton, he wrote in his first "Pacificus"
letter, .It deserves .to be rema~ked that, as the participation of the
Senate m the makIng of ~reatIes and the power of the Legislature
to decl~re war ar~ exceptIons out of the general 'Executive Power'
vested In the PreSident, they ar.e to be ~onstrued. strictly and ought
to be extended no further than IS essential to their execution"
So, what I am suggesting is that the Founding Fathers ve~ted in
Congress a power of veto-a negative-over a decision by the President to launch a war, an offensive war, the kind of war for which a
formal declaration W?':lid historically be associated. Short of that,
the ~eploymen.t. of mlhtary forces, the entire question of what we
do With our ml~~g and also holY we fight wars either authorized
by ~ngre~ or Initiated by a foreIgn government, is left entirely to
the dIscretion of the President under the Constitution.
Th~ War Powers Resolution conflicts with this theory.
SeJ;lator BIDEN. Excuse me. I want you to keep going, but I want
to D?ake sure that I heard you correctly.
Dhald you say the 9<>nstitution vests in the Congress a veto pow~r?
.
Is t t what you SaId?
Mtl r·, hT uRNER• I used the term "veto," or "negative" which is exac y.t e term that Jefferson used.
Sednator BIDEN. ~ un~erstand. I just want to make sure that I
hear . what you said. It s a v~to power.
Mr.\. TURNER. Yes, over a decision by the President to launch an
om
enSlve war.
A Tjte: clsssic case of the proper congr~RSiona]' role occurred under
n rew J ackson, when the President decided he wanted to launch
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a war against France becaus~ the French had not ma~e good on
their promise to repay certain de~ts owed to the U.nlted States.
from Napoleon's seizure of AmerIcan merchant ShIpS. Jackson
went to the Congress and said in essence "I'm going.to send t~e
Navy over there and chastise the French and they will pay theIr
debts." But Henry Clay, the chairman of this committee, said "No
you're not," for a variety of reasons, and Congress blocked the
President.
. .
. , .. t'
That was exactly the kind of adve!lturlstIc ExecutIv.e InitIa Ive
that the Founding Fathers were trymg to guard agaInst by the
"declaration of war" clause.
.
It is a very important clause. But .the ~ritical point I am. m~king
is that that clause was not violated In VIetnam. The constitutIOnal
system was not. ~roken. What happene~ in Vietnam was th~t Congress after inItIally strongly supporting the war-and, Indeed,
many of the people who pushed the War Powers Resolution in 1973
had in the early 1960's denounced President Kennedy and President Johnson for not doing more, for not sending combat troops to
Vietnam. A classic example was Representative Paul Findley. .
At any rate my bottomline is that the War Powers Resolution
was a fraud. It exceeds the constitutional powers of the Congress. I
strongly believe that it should be repealed.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Turner appears in the appendix.]
Senator BIDEN. Thank you very much. Mr. Reveley, please proceed.
STATEMENT OF W. TAYLOR REVELEY III, ESQUIRE, PRACTICING
ATl'ORNEY AND AUTHOR, RICHMOND, VA

Mr. REVELEY. I have a long statement that I would appreciate
.
being included in the record.
Senator BIDEN. It will be.
Mr. REVELEY. I will orally cover only the first 5 pages of it.
The theme of my remarks, Mr. Chairman, is let's be practical.
In my judgment the country does need war powers legislation.
We need it to help solve the severe, debilitating war powers problem that afflicts us.
.
The problem is not that the President is deliberately, wickedly,
usurping ancient congressional prerogatives over war and peace.
Nor is the problem that Congress is deliberately, wickedly, invading hereditary powers of the President over the ~se ?f force.
.
.The problem is that the country lacks a constitutional consensus
about the process by which the President and Congress are to
share authority over American decisions to use force.
We continue to bicker over which branch gets to decide what and
when. This bickering occurs at profound cost to the country. Four
sorts of harm come quickly to mind.
.
. First the bickering poisons relations between the PreSident and
Congr~. To be accused of constitutional usurpation is simply no
fun. It engenders anger, fear, defensiveness, counterchar~es., .
Constitutional theologians from both sides, the PreSIdent s and
Congress', insist with passion of truly religious intensity that their
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view of the Constitution is the "only true view," that all others are
heresy.
The fate of heretics in the hands of the righteous is well-known
Second, t~e bickeri~~ undermines public confidence in the rul~
of law and m the legItimacy of both the President and Congress
The political branches of Government cannot go on year afte~
year accusing one another of illegality in one of the most sensitive
areas of American life, war and peace, without seriously eroding
the f~ith of t~e pe?ple in both of these branches of Government.
Thud, the bICkerIng prevents focused attention to policy' that is
f?cused inq':liry into w.h!lt the United States ought to do about par:
tIcular foreIgn and mlhtary situations what our realistic alternatives are for dealing with them, wh~t the costs and benefits of
these alternatives are, and which alternatives we ought to pursue
to maximize our national interest.
Rather than focusing on these policy issues, the debate all too
o£tE:n focuses o~ process issues, on which branch is constitutionally
entItle~ to deCide what and when. Focused attention on whether
the Un~ted St!ltes ough~ in t~e national interest to commit troops
abro~d IS sacrificed to bickering over the precise way in which the
President and Congress are to make whatever decision is ultimately to be made.
F.o~rth and fil?-ally, the bickering denies American war and peace
deCISIons ~he Wisdom and t~e staying power that can come only
from h!lVIng bot~. the PreSident and Congress meaningfully inv~lve~ In <?U! deCISions to use force. It is unavoidable that the Con~tl~utIon dIVIdes the war powers between the two branches. Thus, it
IS Inescapable that for American foreign and military policy to
work, th.e two bran~hes must cooperate in the exercise of their
overlappmg prerogatIves.
But wait, some people say, these sorts of harms occur not because we lack a constitutional consensus on process but simply beca~se the country lacks a current consensus on policy. We had a
p~bcy consensus from the end of WorId War II to sometime in the
mid-1960's, they say, but now we've lost it and that's the problem.
Well, of course, when people can easily agree on what policy to
adopt-whethet: these pe~ple ~re spouses dealing with one another,
parents and chIldren, university faculties and administrators corporate officers .and directors, litigants, voters, or Presidents' and
~n~~s-when consensus on policy does exist, then little attentIon IS p81d to the nature of the decisionmaking process.
Bu~ how o~n do people agree easily about difficult and important .lBE!ues? HIStory suggests not all that often, and the more difficult It IS to get agreement on policy, the more important it becomes
to have agreement on process.
. The:re are two reasons. Fi.rst, when people .agree on how a decision should be ~ade-:that IS, when they accept that a particular
person or group 18 entItle~ to make a partiCUlar sort of decisionthen they are far ~ore hke~y to accept ~he decision that is ultimately made, ~ven if they dISagree Wlt~ ~t ~ a matter of policy,
than they are hkely to accept such a deCISion If they believe it was
made by people not authorized to decide.
. Every day, in coun~less contexts, people accept and support deciSIOns whether they hke them or not because the decisions have
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been made by a process that people thought was legitimate. In
other words, agreement on process helps produce agreement on
policy.
When we disagree over both process and policy-over who gets to
decide as well as over what the decision ought to be-a two-front
struggle results, with dismal effect for focused inquiry into what
we ought to do in the national interest. Sound policy suffers:
In short, process matters. We badly need a constitutional consensus on how the President and Congress are to go about making war
and peace decisions.
To reach at least minimal agreement on process, all the crucial
constitutional threads must be drawn together. The President's
constitutional theologians must stop ignoring the fact that the language of the Constitution and its Framers' and Ratifiers' purposes
create an enduring role for Congress in American decisions to use
force.
At the same time, Congress' constitutional theologians must stop
ignoring 200 years of practice under the Constitution. From George
Washington's administration to date, practice also has been central
to this country's constitutional journey. War powers practice indicates that, when Congress has provided the necessary tools to the
President-men, money, and materiel, for instance-and when
Congress has not previously banned a particular use of force, then
the President may begin it on his own initiative. Two hundred
years of practice make that clear.
It is essential that we weave these threads together in war
powers legislation.
We might just as well howl into the wind as try to put into place
a process that ignores either the country's deeprooted constitutional expectation of congressional involvement on the one hand, or
the country's equally deeprooted constitutional expectation of Presidential inItiative on the other.
Both expectations must be met if we are to develop a war powers
process that actually works.
For now, we should focus on the irreducible constitutional, minimum, on theHnothing less" bedrock that must exist if Congress is
to be involved consistently in decisions about the use of force and if
the President is to retain the initiative that practice has given him
and that he will exercise, in light of the hazard, pace, and complexity of foreign and military affairs and his greater capability than
Congress, to deal quickly and quietly with these affairs.
.•
What is the irreducible minimum? In my view, it is this:
. First, means to encourage the President and Congress to consult
meaningfully together before and during moments of truth;
Second, recognition that, informed by this consultation, the
President may act alone if he thinks it in the national interest, for
instance, because he believes speed or secrecy is crucial to ,U.S. success; and
Third, recognition that, when the President alone does initiate
the use of force, it thereafter is for Congress to approve, disapprove, or limit the use if Congress chooses to act.
The irreducible minimum does not include time limits wi thin
which Congress must act either to approve, or be deemed to have
disapproved, Presidential initiatives. It is far from clear that disap-
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p:rov~ by inaction is constitutional; and it is quite clear that the
PreSIdent, all Pr!!sidents, will resist such a concept relentlessly and
~hat Congress wIll rarely try to enforce it. Time limits won't work
. m the real world.
Is ~approval. ~y concurrent resolution part of the irreducible
constltutIonal.mmlmu~? In my opinion, it can go either way. After
Chadha, PreSIdents WIll also probably resist relentlessly the conc~p~ that concurrent resolutions can constitutionally curb their initiatIves.
Bu~, ~ a practical matter, if the President commits troops who
~e~am In th.e field a week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks, 2 months after their
mltIal co.ml~l1tment, and Congress, by majority vote in both Houses
acts .to hIDI~ or. end th.e use of force, it is most unlikely that th~
lmply d18regard SUC? an expressio~ of congressional
~islt;ht d~ sCo
·
e
I,
ngress has remedIes, easy remedIes-for instance
th e power of the purse.
'
1n sum, the War Powers Resolution, as passed in 1973 has not
succeeded. It needs to be reduced to its most basic and ~orkable
ele~ents. These elements, together, can lead the way to the constitutIOnal consensus we so desperately lack. The consensus would inyolye .less ~han eit~er Presidential or congressional theologians
~Iskt 18 theIr branch s constitutional due. But the consensus would
wor.
One final note.
:ombe hPeople say, if war powers legislation is to be so reduced
w y ot er t~ h~ve it? Better to kill the 1973 resolution outright
~d thereby VIndIcate the Presidential view of the Constitution· or
etter to beef up the Resolution to require Congress' prior appr~val
for h~y use of force, ~xcept ~or a few specified sorts, and, thereby,
ens .rlne th.e cong;e.sslOnal. VIew of the Constitution. And, anywa ,
the IrreducIble mmImum Just described already exists. The Prelident and Congress do not need a War Powers Resolution in order
to con~ult one another. The President has been acting alone and
reportmg to Congress from time to time without such legislation
tid CotonIFIess l~. already act before or during Presidential initia:
ock'. lmlt, or end them in a variety of ways.
ves
TI:ue'l but SImply ~ecause most of us could exercise daily, eat
spa~ ~ and otherwISe see to Our bodies does not mean that most
~f ~ 0 It.. We are more likely to do it when pushed by an action10rcmg regImen.
th'Ppe W. Powers Resolution is an action-forcing regimen for both
~ . resl ent and Congress. It hasn't worked well so far because it
cam~s too muc.h b~gage, such as sections 2(c) and 5(b).
. ~trlI?ped ~ Its Irreducible minimum, however, the Resolution
Just mIgh.t brIng the Pr~sident and Congress to engage one another
cons~ructIvely on questIons of war and peace-to consult let the
Iresldent act fIrst if he feels so compelled, but then force the PresiCongress act second to approve or disapprove
his~n~Inl~t.retPort.fa~d}et
la Ive, I It leels so compelled.
o. To .repeal the War Powers Resolution, leave it as it is or amend
It to ~mp?se more restraints on the President would do ~othing for
~?nstlt~tIonal cons~nsus. Repealed, the Resolution would greatly
. ISgffiPfOlnt e?,pectatlOns that Con~ess must playa sustained, meanm u role In use of force decisIOns. Left as It is, the Resolution
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would continue to work so fecklessly as to suggest that cOJ.lsistent

and the authorization of that policy, as well as the funding of that
policy, is in the congressional bailiwick. There, I think, along with
the general intent that we see from the treaty power, that foreign
policy be conducted collegially, places Congress squarely in the role
of determining the nature of, and then authorizing our foreign
policy. This power collegially to help determine the content of our
foreign policy is a separate empowerment of Congress, expressed in
a multitude of constitutional texts, apart from the congressional
power exclusively to decide for war or peace, absent a sudden
attack upon this country.
Senator BIDEN. Would anyone else like to make a comment?
Mr. TuRNER. I could easily go on for 20 minutes, Mr. Chairman,
but I will not. I will make just one point.
Professor Glennon, an old colleague from our years with the committee, made reference to the Steel Seizure case. It is very common
for people analyzing the separation of powers issue to do that. I
think it is an error, however, with respect to foreign affairs.
I would note that Prof. Louis Henkin, who testified here recently, I ,understand-though I have not seen his testimony-notes in
his book, "Foreign Affairs and the Constitution," that the Steel Seizure case is not generally viewed as a foreign relations case. In the
case of Goldwater v. Carter in 1979, four members of the Supreme
Court, including the current and immediate past Chief Justices,
distinguished that case from Steel Seizure, arguing that-unlike
Goldwater and Curtiss- Wright- Steel Seizure was not a foreign affairs case. And, if you read both Justice Black's majority opinion
and the famous Jackson concurring opinion in Youngstown-which,
at the time, of course, was joined by not one other member-they
both stressed that at issue in Steel Seizure was a President who,
although he made reference to his Commander in Chief power, was
trying to seize privately owned steel mills. Under the fifth amendment, the President is not empowered to seize privately owned
. property of U.S. citizens for any purpose without due process of
law, pnd certainly the Commander in Chief power has to be exercised pursuant to all of the other constraints in the Constitution.
So, I would argue that relying upon the language in the Steel
Seizure case is a serious error in trying to understand foreign affairs powers; because, in that case, the President was not exercising
his Executive power of general control over foreign relations; but,
rather, he was infringing upon the constitutional rights of U.S. citizens.
Senator BmEN. I assume, Professor Glennon, that you would like
to say something.
Mr. GLENNON. Mr. Chairman, I think that Mr. Turner's theory
. concerning the irrelevance of the Steel Seizure case is belied by the
facts of the Steel Seizure case, the analysis of the Court in the Steel
Seizure case, and the subsequent analysis of the Supreme Court in
Dames & Moore v. Regan.
In the Steel Seizure case, President Truman argued that seizure
of the steel mills was permitted under his independent power as
Commander in Chief because of the indispensibility of steel as an
element in the war effort to prosecute the war in Korea.

.ill~tifedbe~w~n::e~~f~~e:r0u.!hp=d~~[°fu~ ~~ru:
tii::0t'§1t!Ui;;!i:i~O=~:~ t~~~:;~'ih~nResolution could

. lead us to constitution~ consensus.
Thank you Mr, Chalrman.
. th
[The prep~red statement of Mr. Reveley appears In e appendix.]
,
Senator BIDEN. Thank you very muc1?-.
d tateWe thank all of you fo~ very ~onc18e and well-reasone s
ts close to within the tIme hmlt.
"
1
mjnh;ve a number of questions. But let me begin In a slIght Y un-

ort~~~ld ::yY'of you like to raise questions about anything any of
'd?

YOMr~~:~::. ~ah:v~at~o points in

re~ard ~ comments that have

beeTh:mibtt:,1~:~et~!fw:~!o=io!c~~~~e[h!~Con~

didn't have an input into the decision, much to lts regret, I beli:~e.
I think the Tonkin Gulf Resolution w.as, in effect, an unco~ ~h~
tional attempt to delegate the warmaklng power of Congress
President.
I think that the Congress may well have b.een deliberately misled
by the President in the Tonkin Gulf Resolution, too '
h d
Nevertheless I agree with my colleagues that Con~ess a an

=\:t!~a~~~!Od~~r ~f';h!' io~~o8~f::O!~~i.~;e~f~
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that Presidents made an argument that they dldn t need ~t
an a, that, through the Commander in Chief cl~?se, the"Preslde~~d the power to go to war and Congress could go fKh.
.
That argument following the same argument from orea, 18,
what I think, rep;esents a vast differenc.e from the past. P 'd ts
Of course we have had a checkered hlStory. Of cou~e reSI en
have exceeded power given them. They 1?-ave ~one ~hIng.s that perha the should not have done, and eX.Ige~cles w~ll ar18e when a
PrE:ideni perhaps should cross a constItutional hne, to be later,
retrospectively, saved by Congre~s.
t that the President
But what is very dangerous 18 an argumen.
.
h the ower, under the Commander in ChIef cl~use, to Ignore
a : neelof authorization from Co~greshs and decdd.~ ~o:s ::~~~
peace. That does not have precedent In t e past an I
to support it, either.
.
'
d bt th t ansacIn regard to power over foreIgn relatIons, no ou.
e r J hn
tion of foreign business is to be done by the PresI~ent, as 0
Marshall noted before Congress. John Marshall spe~kIng ~efore the
House of Representatives in defense of ,a controversu~~actIon ~~
b President John Adams, first descnbed the Presl, en as
~le organ of the Nation in its external relations, andhall~ sole r~prf
entative with foreign nations." What Mr. M~rs ,
mean, 0
s
that the President is our singular VOIce In .the ,?onduct
course, was
F' W
th and EdWIn Firmage,
of foreign relations-see ranC18 ormu
. H' to
',uT Chain the Dog of War: The War Power of Congress I!l 18. ry
Law" 181, 1986. But the determination of that fOreIgn, pohey

and
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The Supreme Court held that that was not so; that his independ· ent power as Commander in Chief did not support the seizure of
· the steel mills.
In 1981, the issue of the validity of the Iranian hostage settle·ment agreement confronted the Supreme Court, and the Court had
to decide what analytical framework was to be applied to resolve
that dispute. Justice Rehnquist wrote, in speaking for a majority of
the Court, that the analysis of Jackson in the Steel Seizure case
"brings together as much combination of analysis and commonsense as there is in this area." He proceeded to apply the analysis
of the Steel Seizure case to resolve the validity of this international
agreement.
Mr. Turner might be right, but I would be inclined to agree with
Chief Justice Rehnquist.
.
Mr. TuRNER. This is very important, so let me try to be preCIse.
I think in both the Iran Claims case and in the Steel Seizure case
the facts involved the property rights of individual American citizens. They were in that respect essentially domestic disputes. All
powers of the Constitution have to be exercised consistent with all
·of the constraints of the Constitution.
If the President decided that he was angry at Canada, and
wanted to send the Army up to launch an invasion of Canada over
some economic or political grievance, before he could do that-and
in this case, I might disagree with my dear friend, Taylor Reveley;
what Taylor said was ambiguous-but if he meant to say that the
President could essentially launch a war if he felt it were an emergency and then to go Congress, I would disagree.
.
I think the President can only launch a war, the kind of war
with which declarations of war have historically been associatedwhich excludes a defensive war-after he has to come to Congress
and obtained approval from both Houses.
But short of that, in Justice Jackson's opinion-Senator BIDEN. Let me stop you there.
How about if the President of the United States concluded that
he wished to send troops into Mexico because he believed that,
absent doing so, the Communist Sandinistas would take control of
Mexico City? Would he be able to do that without the consent of
Congress?
Mr. TuRNER. I would argue that if the Government of Mexico
asked him to come in, he might well be able to do it, but-. Senator BIDEN. Without Congress' approval?
Mr. TuRNER. Well, it depends upon the specific circumstances.
If he is going in for the purpose of engaging in war or in sustained hostilities, I would argue that he should, ideally, come to
Congress first. But there are some cases where, for example, under
a treaty, I can make an argument that the President-let's say if
'. the Soviets invaded Germany tomorrow-I could make you a con· stitutional case that the President could respond to that immediately, even ignoring the fact that we've got tripwire troops there
that he would also be permitted to protect.
But, my own judgment is, which is in part based on constitutional and in part political consideration, that he ought to get the approval of Congress as quickly as possible, if not in advance.
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Senator BIDEN. Professor Turner, I think there is no one who
would disagree that it would be better if the President and the
Congress agreed. But the k~ question is, If the President concludes
that he needs to project U.S. forces into an area where any reasonable person would expect that there would be a resistance to those
forces being placed there, does he need congressional approval to
do that.
.
Mr.; TuRNER. I would argue in general "No," but in some specific
cases~ he might.
The reality is that many decisions of how the military forces of
the country are deployed during peacetime run the risk of another
country gett~g angry and attacking or declaring war against us.
The questlOn of whether the President may use the Navy to
conv.oy merchant ships first came up in 1798, when Congress was
pass~ng a law in the House that had a provision "authorizing" the
PreSIdent to use the Navy to convoy ships. Speaker of the House
Johp Dayton, .the youn~est man to sign the Constitution, said "We
can t have. thlS clause In here because the President already has
the au~honty ~o us~ the Navy to convoy ships, and to put this language In .the bIll mIght someday be viewed as a precedent to argue
that he did not get that power from the Constitution."
. Now, what yo~ are suggesting-deploying the Army into a foreIgn country agarnst that Government's will-the only justification
for that would be if the President could argue it were necessary for
a re~ defe~s~~e purpose; for example, if that country had seized
AmerIcan CIVIlIans.
Senator BIDEN. Take Nicaragua.
Mr..TuRNER. First let's take Iran and Mayaguez.
. I thmk the President had the right to send United States forces
Into ~an ~d into Camb<?dian territory to rescue endangered
Amencans Without congresslOnal authorization.
Nicaragua is ~ more difficult case. :rhe Congress itself has found,
by law, t~at Nlc~ragua 18 engaged In a flagrant violation of the
rules of m~rnatlOnal law contained in article 2( 4) of the U.N.
Charter, article 18 of the OAS Charter, and other legal instrumeI?-ts. Th~y h~ve clearly been engaged in armed aggression
agaInst theIr neIghbors, and the United States does have some
tre~ty commitments to assist victims of armed aggression in the
reglOn.
My.preference would be for the President to come to the Congress if he felt we should use-armed force against Nicaragua.
Sen~tor BmEN. I understand YQur preference. But I am trying to
estabhsh clearly what th~ issue here is. I was here when we passed
the Wa.r Power~ ResolutIOn, and we all have varying opinions on
why we passe~ It. But rat~er than go back and argue why we did,
?ur task no~ 18 to determine whether to keep it, throw it out, put
m a new, vehicle, or amend the existing vehicle.
So, let s not argue about Vietnam and what got us where we are
today. ;We a~e revisiting th.is now in a different atmosphere.
The ireal 18sue up ~ere IS that many of us in Congress are concern~~ that ~y PreSident, Democrat or Republican, will, under a
stated authority, the Commander in Chief clause decide to commit
l!.S. for~es into a situation that establishes a sub~tantiallv n~w foreign polIcy without any participation by the Congress. The concern
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is that the President, essentially by the projection of forces, can
make new policy. And, in the nuclear age and given the complexity
of the world, those hostilities could quickly widen with potentially
dire consequences.
We are not worried about 1898 or in 1798.
The stakes were not as high then.
But if a President sends forces into a half dozen regions of the
world, it has the potential to produce a showdown between the
Soviet Union and the United States of America. Any showdown between the Soviet Union and the United States of America has the
potential for nuclear annihilation.
So, that is one important and practical reason why everybody is
either arguing the President should have the authority to act unilaterally or should not. But the issue also applies to situations
where the scope of hostilities would in all probablity remain limited but where there are fundamental issues of policy involved. For
example absent the existence of an emergency which involves
clearly visible U.S. interests relating to American military personnel or American citizenry abroad, does the President without consulting Congress have the constitutional authority to say tomorrow
"Because I believe that the Sandinistas are a destabilizing threat to
the Western Hemisphere, 75,000 American troops have invaded
Nicaragua for the purpose of restoring democracy and stabilizing
the hemisphere." Does the President have the authority to do that?
Mr. TURNER. The answer depends upon the specific factual circumstances, Senator, but the Nicaraguan case is obviously the one
you have in mind. But let's look at it more broadly.
Senator BIDEN. No, no. Let's look at that one. If you don't have
an answer to that one, let's pass.
Mr. TuRNER. Let me have just a moment.
As Commander in Chief, the President has the power to deploy
the military forces of the country anywhere he deems necessary
short of engaging in war, and if that includes sending them where
another country may be tempted to launch a war against us, that
power has been conveyed to him.
Senator BIDEN. If, in fact, that country would resist, is that
launching against us?
Mr. TuRNER. I'm not talking about invading countries.
If he goes into a country at the request of the government, as in
Beirut-many of you all complained, if you remember, that he was
infringing the prerogatives-,Senator BIDEN. I understand all that. I'm trying to deal with
your expertise here.
.
'Mr. TURNER. The strongest legal case in which a President could
order U.S. forces to invade another country would be if he could
justify the action as defensive-for example, in response to armed
aggression against this country, its citizens, or arguably an ally.
For example, if Nicaragua continued its aggression against EI Salvador-again, it is the kind of situation he ought to come to Congress on, but I am not prepared to say that under no circumstances
could the President legally use force against Nicaragua.
,On the other side, if I were talking to Abe Sofaer, I would strongly urge him before advising the President that it was legal to
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Senator ADAMS. I think I have heard you say that if there is
some kind of treaty and we are indirectly threatened, the President
can move troops in and can attack. The chairman used the example of 75,000 troops into Nicaragua if there were a Nicaraguan incursion or attack on EI Salvador.
Can he do that without a declaration of war?
'Mr. TuRNER. I would want to look very carefully again at the Rio
Treaty before making such an argument-but it is theoretically
possible.
The basic argument would be that if the treaty makes an attack
on a treaty partner an attack on the United States as a matter of
law, since treaties are part of the supreme law of the land and the
President is required by the Constitution to faithfully execute the
law of the land, and the President, as Commander in Chief, is authorized to act defensively to an attack on the United States, he
could in such circumstances act without.further authority.
Senator ADAMS. Wait a minute. You also have a law of the land,
which is ignored, in the War Powers Resolution. It says that the
President should be doing certain things, and certainly most scholars have said that these cover offensive land actions. And those offensive land actions can be categorized that we will go ahead.
You forget, I think, one portion of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution.
I came to Congress just after it. I was here during the time of enactment of the War Powers Resolution. The War Powers Resolution was in part a result of the invasion of Cambodia by President
Nixon which meant that it fit the definition that some of the scholars have given. Some scholars have said that the only time you declare war is when you are going to create a world war. I believe
that is correct, is it not, Mr. Chairman?
Senator BmEN. If the Senator would yield, he is forgetting that I
still have the floor. I think this is a worthwhile area to go off on.
Senator ADAMS. I don't want to go off on anything. I want to stay
on the point.
.
Senator BmEN. My point was, absent a war powers act, under the
Constitution, does the President have the authority to deploy
troops in the examples I have raised?
I pursue this because the Secretary of Defense, accompanied by
the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and a number of other
people have come up here and said there is no restriction on the
President being able to do these things. In fairness, I don't think I
mentioned the Philippines then-but there was no restriction, they
said, on the ability of the President to do the kind of thing I have
suggested.
So, it is not just idle discussion that is interesting at a cocktail
party.
But I would like to let the others make comments here on the
questions that I have just asked.
Mr. REVELEY. On the Philippines, Senator, I think probably
there, by anr reasonable defmition, you would be into aggressive
war. In my Judgment, the President cannot, unilaterally, by himself, engage In an aggressive use of force. It is not even clear to me
that the President and Congress together can.
.
Senator BIDEN. So, the key is not U.S. interests, but aggressive.
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Mr. REVELEY. Yes, but I don't think that is very helpful. As a
practical matter, if the President does commit troops, he and his
lawyers and his political aiders and abettors will argue that the
use of force is defensive.
Senator BmEN. Let's look at this as a practical matter, and I am
a practical politician-with all due respect, I think the people sitting IUp here, including my friends on the Republican side of the
committee, are probably more aware of what practically motivates
politicians than you all who are sitting down there.
Mr. REVELEY. You are right about that.
Senator BIDEN. One of the practical facts of life is that Presidents
or Members of Congress or anyone else-and one of you mentioned
this before-are reluctant to do things that have already been defined: as out of bounds.
The issue that I am trying to narrow down is under what circumstances the President is able, under his own authority, to project
American forces into a situation-whether it be the Philippines or
Nicaragua-where
any reasonable person would expect armed resistance.
.
Mr. REVELEY. The Philippine example, Senator, is seems to me is
clearly an aggressive use of force. Just because we want a base in
somebody else's country and it's in our national interest to have a
base there does not give us a right under international law to
invade that country and take a base. We would like to have lots of
Japanese yen, too. But we can't go and seize Japan to get the yen.
If most reasonable people agree that a particular use of force is
"aggressive" under international law, then I don't think you are
going to find many constitutional scholars saying that the President alone may commit troops.
But that is a rare situation. That is at an extreme end of the continuum.
The far more difficult questions are Cuban missile crises and Nicaraguas, and there you inescapably confront disagreement on the
constitutional score. The language of the Constitution and its
Framers' and Ratifiers' debates, strongly suggest that in the Cuban
missile crises and Nicaraguas you need prior congressional approval
.American use of force. Two hundred years of practice suggest
thefor
opposite.
Senator BIDEN. I would argue that we have taken care of the
Nicaraguan situation, short of the use of American forces, through
the Intelligence Committees and the Intelligence Act. We disagree.
We fight about it. It does not always work. But we have reached a
ground upon which we mediate, negotiate, and constrain, or promote ;Presidential action with regard to use of non-American
forces; that is, forces other than American troops.
Professor Glennon, would you like to comment, and then Professor Fhmage, and then I will yield the floor.
Mr. ,GLENNON. Senator, I think the answer that the Senate gave
to your question in 1973 is probably the best answer that has been
formulated, and that is the definition of the President's exclusive
powers set forth in the Senate version of the War Powers Resolution which, in addition to those situations set forth in section 2 of
the current version of the War Powers Resolution, recognizes Presidential power to introduce the Armed Forces into hostilities to
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, forestall an imminent threat of attack on the United States, and
also to rescue endangered U.S. citizens and nationals located
. abroad.
.
f
.
The whole theory of this approach IS one 0 emergenc:y p<?wer,
which derives from the intent of the Frame~s, from constitutional
custom since the earliest days of the Repubhc, and from the functional attributes of the two branches. !he th~0IJ: 18 that, where
Congress has time to act and an underlytng policy Judgment has to
be made about whether we should invade Japan to get more yen or
the Philippines to get bases, that is a judgment for the elected representatives of the people.
.
h
It seems to me that to argue that in those circumstances that t e
President can use armed force without congression~ consent would
..
be to rob the congressional war power of any mean!ng.
Now, Senator Adams raised a separate 9uestto~ an~ that 18
whether under such circumstances the PreSident might Infer authority to use the Arme~ Forces. in hos~ilitie~ from ~y treat,.
There are 7 mutual secunty treaties now. 10 ~XlStence With 26 different countries. If one of those countnes IS attacked, can the
President relying on a treaty, respond to a real or purported request fro~ one of those countries to introduce the Armed Forces
into hostilities?
"
The answer is "Absolutely not.
. .
None of those treaties in existence giyes the PreSident an Iota of
war power that he would not have had In the absence of tho~e tr~a
ties. Every one of those treaties makes clear-:and the .legIslatlve
history is abundantly clear, established by th18 commIttee-that
the allocation of constitutional power to make war b~twee!l the
President and the Senate that existed prior t<? the. ratificatIO~ of
.
those treaties was not affected by the Act of ratification.
If the President needed to come back to Congress for ~utho~lty
prior to ratification, he still needs to after the Act. of ratlficat~on.
I might point out to the committee that I have Written ~n artlc~e
for the Columbia Journal of International Law .on pr~c!sel~ thIS
subject, which I will make available to the committee, If It w18hes.
Senator BIDEN. Yes, thank you.
.
[The information referred to appears in the appendiX.]
Senator BIDEN. Professor Firmage.
.
Mr. F'mMAGE. I agree fully with what Professor Glennon has Just
said and would underline his last point particularly.
I think there is no base to hoist yourself up by t~eaty to have a
war power that the President simply lacks. That 18 the powe~ of
the U.S. Congress. No treaty grants that. N? treaty can ~onstl~u
tionally bind a Congress and an administratlon. not then In ~XlSt
ence to go to war at some time in the future. R~~d v. Covert. laId ~
rest the notion, inferentially suggested by Justlce Holmes 10 Mu;souri v. Holland, that the treaty power was somehow ~eyond the
bounds of the Constitution. Only the Congress of the United States
possesses the war power. Only a sitting Congress can finally, absolutely commit us to war.
.
I would quickly tick off my response to your cent!al questlo~.
: The President, in my opinion,. mW!t have congressl?nal ~uthorl
zation to place troops in any situation that would hkely 1Ovolve
hostilities.
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S~ond, no request of a host state changes that in the least That
!'tas :~ome rel~vance to the question of whether or not we are ~iolat109 ~ternatIOnal la,:". I~ has no relevance that I can see to the
questIOn of the constItutIonal allocation of power between the Congress and the President.
. . Third, I do not ~hink-I will go beyond your hypothetical situat~on-:-I do not thlOk that the protection of U.S. citizens abroad
pv~s any s~ch right of inte~ention. I think that is highly suspect
10 lOternat~onal law and w~thout any base in constitutional law.
The protection o.f U.S. warships, U.S. forces, and other public forces
~roVldes a ~ar different and stronger basis for claiming a PresidentIal responsive act of defense, analogous to a surprise attack upon
our country.
U.S. citizens abroad place themselves there under the sovereignty ?f anoth~r s~te. They can never legitimately be used as the
basIS of PreSidential war.
Your. other poi!l~ r~garding base agreements: absent base agreements 10 t~e PhlbpPI~es,. the President of the United States posse~ no rIght to maIntalO tr!l0p~ there. No amount of supposed
U.S. mterest create~ that constItutIOnal power, absent action by the
~ngress of the United States authorizing such a base agreement
Wlt~ subsequent ~cceptance by the Government of the Philippines.
F!nally, regardl,ng th~ hypothetical invasion of Nicaragua, no
~OtiOp of p~eemptlve action can be allowed to justify such an invas~on or the Idea of self-defense, which is rightly in the Constitution,
sl~ply eats up the rule of who has the war power, and that is the
. United States Congress, not the President of the United States.
Senator ~IDEN. I thank you and I yield to my colleague from
North CarollOa, Senator Helms.
Senator
H~LMs. I will yield to Senator Pressler because he has
another
meeting.
Senator PRESSLER. Thank you.
.Into
I shall
just ask one question and put the rest of my questions
the record.
I th~nk my colleague for yielding.
I might say that I have just been informed that the Discovery
has ~een successfully launched and is going very, very well. I think
that IS good news.
I want to compliment this panel. I especially want to compliment
Profess~r Turner for his "Restoring the Rule of Law." I am one
w~o beb.ev~s the War Powers Resolution should be repealed and I
thInk :this 18 ~ excellent stUdy.
I also apologIZe for not hearing all of the testimony this morning.
We have had a c~u~us, plus I have another committee meeting.
We .cannot antICipate all of the circumstances that might arise.
Also, It seems to me .that we already have the appropriations process tohel.p Congress In its relationship with the President.
! cer:tainly agree we should have consensus and consultation. I
think ;In some ways the war powers legislation actually causes
more of a strained relationship between the two branches of Government.
In. a speech at Oklahoma University recently Supreme Court
JustIc~ Sandr~ Day O'Connor,.in referring to the problems relating
to the separatIon of powers saId that each of the three branches of

.
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Government has its hands in each other's pockets. I think our
Framers did a pretty good job with that Constitution, and I see the
War Powers Resolution as an infringement on that.
My suggestion is that we repeal the War Powers Resolution.
Very frankly, that probably will not happen. But I hope that in
amending it or whatever we do, we take very careful consideration
of Justice O'Connor's speech.
I am intrigued with all of the other legislation in the mid-1970's
that also struck at the President's powers. Why do you think-and
I will address this to any panelist-why do you think it took until
1973 before Congress legislated on the war power?
Before that time and since that time, the Executive had used
force abroad in one way or another approximately 200 times in the
200 years of the Republic. Surely practice has made precedent.
. Why did it take until 1973 before Congress legislated on the war
power, do you think? I might just ask each of you for your assessment.
Mr. FIRMAGE. I would contest your conclusion regarding 200 incidents. I think when you begin to analyze those 200 incidents, which
I have done in each case, you find that they collect into different
groups, in the main, with maybe a dozen exceptions, into very understandable, justifiable interventions where the Commander in
Chief clause is not really at issue.
, In 1967 the State Department compiled an official list of 137 instances where it asserted that the President, as the Commander in
Chief of the Armed Forces, committed acts of war on his own au. thority beyond the borders of the United States. Careful scrutiny of
.' the examples provided by the Government belies this assertion; 8
of the Acts involved enforcement of the law against piracy, for
which no congresional authorization is required; 69 were landings
to protect American citizens, many of which were statutorily au,thorized; 20 concerned invasions of foreign or disputed territories,'
which, although illegal, were not acts of war if the United States
claimed the territory; 6 were minatory demonstrations .without
combat; another 6 involved protracted occupations of various Caribbean states, which occupations were authorized by treaty; and at
least 1 was an act of naval self-defense, which is justified by both
~ international and municipal law. Even in the one or two dozen instances when the President has acted without congressional au, thorization, he has done so by relying falsely on either a statute, a
treaty, or international law, never on his power as the Commander
. in Chief or the Chief Executive. Clearly, neither the Constitution
: nor historical precedent empower the President to initiate a state
of war or engage in an act of war on his own authority beyond the
borders of the United States. The Presidential warmaking power is
strictly limited to defending against sudden attack-see F. Wori muth and E. Firmage, "To Chain the Dog of War: The War Power
of Congress in History and Law, pages 133 to 149, 1986.
.' Presidential action aimed directly against the sovereignty of another state, whether or not done under the subterfuge of acting to
protect U.S. citizens abroad, is a very different and far more dan: gerous and utterly aggressive action, with no conceivable justifica..'
tion or authorization in the U.S. Constitution.
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Mr. GLENNON. I think that Professor Firmage's analysis is abso-

lutel~ correct. In fact, his excellent book, "To Chain the Dog of
War, ~ co~tains an analysis of those incidents. I believe the current

number CIted by the State Department is 132.
Th~ point that he ~d Professor Wormuth make is that, if you
~aly~e them closely, It turns out that most of them are relatively
mmo~ us~ of ~orce, involving chasing bandits across the border,
clashmg With pIrates, et cetera-not sustained, large-scale involvement .of U.S. Armed Forces in hostilities abroad not instances in
whic~ the s~te of t!te Nation was changed from peace to war.
It ~eally 18 a faIrly recent phenomenon that Presidents have
c~aim~d authority to do that without congressional consent-beginnIng, really, as Professor Henkin has pointed out, with the Korean
war. ~t ~as, as Professor Firmage said, the tragedy of Vietnam that
crystall~ congre~sional thinking on this subject.
So, I think that 18 the answer to Senator Pressler's question.
Mr. TuRNER. I would argue that the real distinction here is
wh~ther it is an operation that would historically require a declar!ltI~n of war, or is it something like going after pirates or some
SImilar use of force. In the old days, before the U.N. Charter outlawed: aggressive war, Presidents often authorized force against
suc? small states that there was really no likelihood of any kind of
serIOUS response. In most of those cases, Congress did not question
such uses of force.
~ agree that Korea was the first major exception. I personally
thInk Truman was wrong in Korea. I think he should have gone to
Congress .
I would note that Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., Henry Steele Commager., and others strongly defended Truman's use of force in
Korea in those days. But I disagree with that view.
Your rea.l question is why did they do it in 1973. I argued in my
HoU!'e testI!Dony ~ast month that Congress was a full partner in
get~lng us Into VIetnam and overwhelmingly supported the war
untIl about 1967 or 1968, when the public turned against it.
~~ t~e~ pas~ed t!'te Res?lution in 1973 is, first of all, because
pubbc opInI~n dI? s¥t ag~st the conflict, and they were trying
to cover theIr tails, If you Will. Second, it was because of Watergate. The veto override came right after the "Saturday Night Massacre," an~ I think there is a general consensus among people who
have $tudied this that the Resolution's supporters would not have
h~d the votes to override had it not been for the anger at President
NlXon over Watergate.
~r. REVELEY. Three quick points, Senator.
FIrSt,.' I think you are absolutely correct that practice over 200
years-8!i well as the language of the Constitution and Framers'
and RatIfiers' debates-has to be taken into account if we are to
~eacha con~titutional consensus on the war powers. You can't
Ign<?re practIce any more than you can ignore the Framers and
Ratifiers or the text of the document.
Sec~nd, I think the War Powers Resolution was passed in 1973
for tW9 reasons. ~e fir~t was a reaction against a period of unusually VIgorous PreSIdential asse~ion of war powers, assertion that
had gone beyond the sorts of claIms to use force that the President
had made successfully in the 19th century and the early 20th.
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Second, and far more important, the Resolution came up for a fmal
vote in the context of Watergate. But for Watergate at white heat,
I don't think the Resolution ever would have passed.
Senator PRESSLER. I have some additional questions.
I ask unanimous consent to insert an article by John Silber,
president of Boston University, which appeared in the New Republic on the War Powers Act.
. I also ask unanimous consent to ask several questions for the
record, and I apologize for my departure.
Senator BIDEN. Without objection.
[The information referred to appears in the appendix.]
Senator BIDEN. I have been told that Schlesinger, when he testified, and Commager, have since recanted their philosophy as "highflying prerogative men."
I guess we learn, or, hopefully, I will learn from them.
Senator Adams.
Senator ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
. ..
I want to thank the panel for their discussion. I want to go back
to the particular point on consensus and whether or not something
can be done when there is or is not a consensus. I am going to give
you three examples, and these are not far-fetched. They are in the
world that we have all lived in.
As the chairman stated earlier, we are not interested in just examining history but in trying to live in a world where we are now
a superpower. We are confronting a superpower and maybe other
growing superpowers in areas of smaller countries that can rapidly
escalate. After all, World War I started in very small countries;
World War II started in small countries.
I would say particularly let's take, as a first example, Korea,
which has been talked about.
What if we had not had a president that pulled back the general
that brought us to a point where the Chinese entered into that conflict? Would that not have required a declaration of war at some
point, if we were engaged with the Republic of China in Korea, as
opposed to what we are doing.
Professor Glennon.
Mr. GLENNON. Senator Adams, I think you have raised a point
that answers the objections to the time limits in the War Powers
Resolution, because it highlights the fact that what the critics of
the time limits really object to is constitutional constraints on Presidential use of the Armed Forces. Forget about the War Powers
Resolution: When the President puts the Armed Forces into hostilities abroad, at some point, as the magnitude of hostilities increases, the President constitutionally has to get congressional consent.
Senator ADAMS. Let me follow through with that. The other
~embers of the panel can comment afterward.
~ That is the problem, and I am prepared to work with the chairman and others to make this act more workable. But in each of
these cases, we have the beginning of a hostility, generally in a
small country, and then an escalation that goes to what would ordinary be acts of war.
I mentioned Vietnam. We were moving then on Cambodia, another nation, which, as it turns out, we probably ended up causing

the destruction of that nation. That was beyond what was contemplated certainly in any Gulf of Tonkin Resolution.
Even though our debates up here were unsuccessful in triggering
the fAct in the Persian Gulf, we did prevent what many of us were
concerned about, which was a land invasion of the Iranian area because of the Silkworm missiles and our ships being there, with no
congressional policy, but just a Presidential policy.
It1 started first with some Kuwaiti tankers; then went to freedom
of navigation; then all vessels; then an offensive action against the
Iranian Navy, which was believed to be attacking. I am just thankful that we did not arrive at the point of the Silkworm missiles
ashore.
So, the problem we are talking about up here is not theoretical.
It is continual movement up, and at some point you cross the line.
Now, my question is if you don't have consensus in a democracy,
you've got to have process. Process is the only means by which you
divide a majority from a minority; then establish a majority position, so that the U.S. people, through their representatives, have
said· we are a majority committed to this military action.
That's the declaration of war power, and it is clear, through all
the ~onstitutional debates and down through the areas of these incidents, that it is a marshalling of major forces.
What did not happen in the Vietnam war was the Reserves were
not called up, we did not go into a taxation program, and we never
called it a "war." It was always an "incident."
But it marshalled U.S. powers. And those who could not be involved in that-the 18-year-olds and their families and the otherswent to the streets because the consensus had not formed.
Now I don't know whether we want to call it a "declaration of
war'·' or a "special authorization," but I would like to have anyone
of Y9U tell me the process on the executive branch side and the
congressional side that authorizes actions. Appropriations won't do
it unless we put in a special provision in this law that says you
can't have any money for any operation after so many days. You
can ,operate on O&M a long time. I want the process that says
we're in this, we're prepared to go to the next step, the minority
has had its say, the majority has voted it, and the country is
moving forward.
That is what we want.
You had your hand up first, Professor Turner, and then anybody
else who wishes to respond, and I will ask no other questions.
Mr. TURNER. I think the process was established very well by the
Founding Fathers, and that is the President, as Commander in
Chief, can deploy whatever military force Congress gives him anywhe~e up to the point that he cannot launch a war. By that I mean
that ,if you have a situation where a declaration of war would historically be necessary, the President must come to Congress.
Now, LBJ did that in Indochina after Congress pushed him into
deeper involvement.
If y~u go back and look at the record of the 1950's, you find Senators lIke Hubert Humphrey, John Kennedy, and J. William Fulbright saying that the United States had to defend South Vietnam.
First: the Senate approves a treaty that covered both Cambodia and
South Vietnam. Second, Congress passed a joint resolution-by a
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vote of more than 500 to 2-saying the United States was prepare?
to resist aggressio!l in t~ area, using such measures as. t~e PresIdent determined, mcludmg the use of armed force; and It mcluded
in its parameters all of the SEATO countries and protocol states,
which included Cambodia.
The Government of Cambodia, the Lon Nol Government, made a
public plea in 1970 at the United Nations for help in defending
itself against North Vietnamese aggression. We responded to that
by sending in troops. The conflict was fully authorized by the
SEATO Treaty, as implemented by the Southeast Asian joint reso~
lution.
.
But returning to the process itself, the key consideration for the
Founding Fathers was the knowledge that you can't fight a war or
even defend the country by antecedent laws-you can't have a law
that says put the First Platoon on Hill 401 hut keep Congress informed so it can pass another law in 30 days if the troops need to
.;.
move, if the other side sends a larger force to the hill.
; The command of military forces is a very important power. But
by our Constitution we confme it in our Commander in Chief, who
is elected by the people.
.
Now what you are saying is that times have changed. To~ay,
there is a risk that if you even send a small unit out, the SOVlets
may decide to get involved-and it could get us into World War Ill.
What you are saying is that time has created a need for greater
constraints, but even if you are right, you still can't amend the
Constitution by law. You have to have a constitutional amendment
to change that power.
.
Senator ADAMS. No, no, no. I am not saying that the time has
changed to add greater constraints. I am stating that we already
have the constraints and that there needs to be a process for using
them so we don't declare war each time.
.
Mr. TURNER. Of what sort?
Senator ADAMS. Like in the War Powers Resolution, where you
have the President say "I'm going to the Persian Gulf, I want the
Kuwaiti tankers, here is what I want voted. Vote it or not."
Then, if there is a decision that we're going to invade Iran, that
is a different kind of operation. It could be included in the first one
if the President wanted to do it, or not.
But there must be a way of communicating with the Congress
when you are in a major, sustained operation.
Professor, I'll state to you that we have been in the Persian Gulf
for over a year and a half. The Joint Chiefs of Staff said to me that
it was costing us $50 million a month, and this may well be supported by the Congress. But the Congress has never been involved
in what is a sustained operation, which included offensive operations at certain points.
.
I think the Congress would have authorized those. I don't know
whether they would have authorized an invasion of Iran. .. .
That kind of use of the power to declare war and the powers
which are connected in it-to take prizes and all of the other constitutional powers, which are carefully separated, so that we didn't
have a kfug-from the Presidential power of Commander in
Chief-why nobody in this Congress ever has tried to say to the
President how many ships you fire and which fires where and
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where they are located. But the policy of how big is this going to
~e,. ho~ many countries are we going to invade, how much money
18 It S:0ll~g to cost, that is what we are trying to get a system for
establishmg.
Professor Glennon.
~nator HELMS. Excuse me, Senator Adams, but how long are we
gOIng to go beyond the red light?
Senator ADAMS [p.residing]. I just g~t on with my questions, Sena~r .Helms. The chaIrman has authorIZed us to finish our questionmg. ! t~ought you had passed on, but I would be happy to yield to
you In Just a moment.
. Senator HELMS. I had just passed on for one question from Mr.
Pressler.
Sena~r ADAMS..1 had been here and he had not given me an opportumty to questIOn yet for about 2 hours. I was just trying to get
the answer. Then I would be happy to yield to you.
Senator HELMS. Very well.
. Mr.. GLENNON. Senator. Adams, the question that you raise is,
what 18 the process by which we determine where the bright line is
to b~ drawn? Of course, the War Powers Resolution was intended
to be the authoritative, legislative answer to that question. Section
4(a)(1) pu~rted to dr~w the line at the point when the Armed
Force~ are mtroduced Into hostilities or situations in which imminent Involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances.
The intent of the framers of the War Powers Resolution was that
a re~ort would be automatic and that the 60-day time period would
be tnggered when ev~nts specified in section 4(a)(1) occurred.
As you well know, It has not turned out that way for a variety of
reaso~. The Wa~ Powers Resolution in practice has not been selfexecuting.
Senator ADAMS. The,re h~ be~n no trigger, has there, Professor?
Mr. GLENNON. That ~ qUite right. The trigger has been blurred
~y the .fact that ther.e 18 not one but three re~orting requirements
In section 4(a), ~d In the abse~ce of a speCIfication of the paragrapp of subsection (a) under which a report is submitted, it is anybody s guess as to whether the report is a 4(a)(1) report or a 4(a)(2)
report or a 4(a)(3) report. And the 4(a)(2) and 4(a)(3) reports do not
tngger the 60-day time period.
.
Now, 8!J you well know, in the case of the Persian Gulf Congress
has ~ecelved a number of communications from the President
None' of them ~as been specified as a 4(a)(1) report. It seems to m~
that the cl«:ar mtent of the framers of the War Powers Resolution
was that th18 was the quintessential situation in which a triggering
repo~ would occur and that, after a 60-day period had expired the
Presl~ent ~ould be required to withdraw the Armed Forces from
that sltuatIo;ll unle~ Congress had authorized their use there or extended the tune penod.
Well, that has not happened.
It see!llB to me that the solution is, one, to make the bright line
~ven bnghter by det:'ming what's meant by "hostilities" and requirIng th~t .the !JubsectIon of the report be specified; or a variation of
thilt, which 18 the !lPproach ~et forth in Committee Print No.1;
and, second, and th18 IS most Important, statutorily facilitating an
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effort by an individual Member of Congress, such as Mike Lowry,
to go to court and get a declaratory judgment or injunctive relief
from a court i~ the event a Preside~t declines to comply with the
Act, as he has m the case of the Perslan Gulf.
., .':'. ,-.
Senator BIDEN [presiding]. Thank you very much.
: ·
., Senator Helms.
.: '"
Sena~r HELMS. M~. Chairman, I thank you very much.
.
,
As .I bsten to varlous comments by various panels and various
witnesses, on this question, I am reminded of the three blind men
of Hindustan, who paraded loud and long, "Aween," about an elephant not one of them had seen.
. ., .
. ~ow, Professor Turner, I happen to agree wi~h you and I sympath~ ~hB:t you are o~tnumbered th!ee to. one this morning. But one
thing 18 mescapable m all of the dlScusslon: The War Powers Resolution was passed in a highly charged political atmosphere. And it
was highly charged because of the emotionalism that had been
whipped. up by politicians and by the liberal media of this country.
The Vletnam war was probably the flrst war ever fought on the
television screens of America.
" :
.I have often said to the boredom of my colleagues that if Franklin Roosevelt had to fight, had to prosecute World War II under the
same restrictions and conditions that prevailed, that war would
have been lost. And probably the French people would be making
their vichyssoise out of sauerkraut today.
But there is no question about this thing being the bastard child
of politics. There is no question about that.
. It's just the same ~ we hear .today about the "Reagan deficits,"
and all of the spendlng. Well, It was the Congress of the United
States th.at passed the Impoundment Act, prohibiting the President
fro~ savlng any mo?ey. It also completely ignored the news media,
saYl~g that no Presl~ent can spend a dime, that has not been autho~ an~ approprlated by the Congress of the United States.
! So, Just like the War Powers Act, the Federal debt and the Federal deflcits are the handiwork of Congress. The dead cat is lying
on the doorstep of Congress.
N?~, as f?r the Vietnam war, it was protracted through several
admm18trations, through several Presidents, and the reason it
became such a bitter, open sore is that we sent hundreds of thousands of men around the world to fight a war we would not" let
them win.
.
.
. The. American people got sick of it. The news media portrayed it
m theIr own way. And we lost that war.
:
.'
Here, again, it was the Congress of the United States.
Now; Mr. Turner, since you are outnumbered three to one I am
going to confme my one question to you because I looked ove~ your
text, and I noted that you urged there be consultation between the
President and the Congress. That's the way it has always worked
heretofore.
'
This hostility between the executive branch and the legislative
branch never existed before.
At th~ same time, you appear to oppose quite vigorously-and I
agree With y~u-that there s~ould not be any formal requIrements
for consultatIon because that 18 a can of worms that will be opened
up politically again.

Now, I would like for you to elaborate for just a minute or two
on your view that such formal requirements would be an unconstitutional infringement on the Executive's prerogatives.
Mr. TuRNER. Senator, I would be quite pleased to do that.
Essentially, what I am arguing is that the Founding Fathers created the two political branches as coequal representatives of the
people.
Senator HELMS. Absolutely.
Mr. TuRNER. As coequal representatives, they each have a great
deal of autonomy.
I have argued that in all of these areas, it is very important that
there be genuine consultation. During my service in the State Department, when people came to me and said to consult with Con~ess about a decision made a day earlier, I would say to them
'Look, if you'd come to me 2 weeks ago, I could have consulted;
now you are telling me simply to 'inform' Congress of a decision
already made"-and that's not the way the system ought to work.
I am a big believer in genuine consultation and not just notification. But what I'm saying is that when you put it into law and
insi8~, by law, that the President must consult when you tell him
and where, that is comparable to the President, as Commander in
Chief, calling up General Gray and saying "Send a battalion of Marines over and bring the Speaker of the House to the White House,
because I want to consult with him."
It is unseemly, it is improper, it is not the way that coequal
branches of a sovereign government ought to deal with each other.
The principle behind setting up what I used to call a joint committee on national security-and the concept predates my entry
into'this field by many years-to engage in consultation, is a wonderful idea. But you don't put it in a law saying that whenever
these key congressional leaders blow a whistle, the President must
run over and salute, or sit down and consult. That is not the proper
way for the two branches to deal with each other.
If I were the President's counsel and you tried it, I would advise
him not to go lest it be understood from this that he was now the
minion of the Congress and not the great coequal representative of
the American people.
Senator HELMS. I thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I have some questions that I wish to submit to
eac~ of these gentlemen in writing, so that they can respond in
writIng, and particularly to Professor Glennon.
I don't want to develop a subject in public that I want to be made
a part of the record. So, I am going to provide you, sir, with some
questions, which I would appreciate your answering.
With that, I think we ought to move to the second panel. But
before you do that, Mr. Chairman, I don't know any of the second
panel personally except Charlie Rice. I have known Charlie Rice
for Ii long time, and his advice and counsel have meant a very
great deal to me. He is a professor of law at Notre Dame.
I ;might ask Charlie if he likes Lou Holtz as the football coach
now.
Mr. RICE. Very much.
~~nator HELMs. Very much. Well, Lou is also a good friend of
mIne.
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, I welcome Charlie.

I'm going to have to leave, but I think it would perhaps be good
to move on to the second panel. Thank you, gentlemen.
Senator BIDEN. Gentlemen, before you get up, I would like to
note for my colleague from North Carolina that I really think it
has been more two and ona.half to one and ona.half.
.
Mr. Reveley was, I think, somewhere between Glennon and
Turner leaning to Turner on two points, and somewhere between
Firmage and Turner, leaning to Firmage on one point.
Gentlemen, all of your testimony was extremely helpful. ~ou all
made very concise, straightforward statements, and the disagreement is helpful to this commit~e, not harmful.
..
."
I sincerely appreciate your tune and your efforts In beIng here.
Senator HELMS. Mr. Chairman, I did not imply any derogation of
anybody.
.
:. Senator BIDEN. Oh, not at all.
Senator HELMs. Everybody has to be somewhere on every issue.
. Senator BIDEN. I realize that, and I think Mr. Reveley is a little
more conservative than you gave him credit for. I don't know.,
:
. Mr. REVELEY. It varies with the time and the mome~t.
.
Senator BIDEN. I want to thank you all again. Senously, thank
you all very much.
'.
. ..
I will now call our next panel, and I understand that some of my
colleagues will have to leave. I apologize that we have kept you all
for so long. But, as you can see, this is an area of great interest. to
many of us.
We truly appreciate your testimony.
.
Our next panel is equally distinguished. It consists of Mr. DavId
Friedman, Esquire, who is a practicing attorney and aut~or from
New York City; Prof. James ~athan, Professor of International Relations, the Un~versity of Delaware, my a!m~ mater, of Newark,
DE and a man who writes not only on thiS ISsue, but the Armed
Se~ces Committee should invite him to hear his views on the deployment of naval forces, which is another question. I ha~e ~ow
sufficiently embarrassed him.
.
.
.
. We also have Prof. Charles E. RIce, Professor of Law, UnIversIty
of Notre Dame, who has already been mentioned and who has been
before this committee on other matters. It is good to have you back,
Professor.
.' Last, we will have Mr. Peter Weiss, Vice President of the Center
'.
for Constitutional Rights, also from New York City.
If we could proceed in this order: Friedman, Nathan, Rice, and
Weiss, as we have' you listed here, it would be the best war ~ go.
I ask you, if you would, to try to keep your statements ~thin 10
minutes. Again, your entire statements will be entered mto the
record.
Mr. Friedman, please.
. STATEMENT OF DAVID S. FRIEDMAN, ESQUIRE, PRACTICING
: ATI'ORNEY AND AUTHOR, NEW YORK, NEW YORK

Mr. FRIEDMAN. Good morning, Chairman Biden. I would like to
thank the committee for the opportunity to testify about the
proper scope of the President's war power. Due to the time limita-
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tions,' I will summarize my views briefly and present the committee
with the more detailed analysis contained in my article.
The Framers of the Constitution considered the power to initiate
war far too important to entrust to the President alone, and, thera.
fore, the Framers intended that the United States remain at peace
until the Congress, as well as the President, agree that war should
be initiated.
From 1789 through June 25, 1950, when without any congressional authorization, President Truman committed American forces
into combat in ,the Korean war, the 32 Presidents and 80 Congresses adhered to the Framers' intent. During this 161-year period,
every, President sought and received congressional authorization
before he subjected the Nation to the death and destruction of war.
President Truman's decision to fight a major war in Korea and
his concomitant claim of an unlimited power to make war on his
own initiative constituted a coup d'etat against the Constitution.
Truman's usurpation of power has been followed by his successors,
so that today the American President possesses substantially more
power to decide the fate of the Nation and the world than any
Roman emperor or absolute monarch ever exercised.
The Framers of the Constitution granted a war power to the Congress that was explicit and broad. Article 1 of the Constitution
states. that "The Congress shall have power • • • to declare war."
Modern advocates of broad Presidential warmaking power claim
that the congressional power "to declare war" consists merely of
the .authority to issue a formal "declaration of war." However, the
recor<:ls of the Constitutional Convention show that the Framers intendec;l that the "to declare war" clause was a grant to Congress of
the authority to initiate war and all other military actions.
Although article 2 of the Constitution says that liThe President
,shall be the Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the
United States • • ." this clause was not intended by the Framers
to confer upon the President the power to make war on his own
initiative. In the "Federalist Papers," Alexander Hamilton wrote
that "Commander in Chief' was nothing more than a designation
of military rank .
FrolfO 1789 until the Korean war-a 16I-year period, which was
frequ~ntly marked by significant threats to the national securityPresidents claimed only the most narrow power to unilaterally initiate ~ar: The authority to protect American territory and citizens
from attack. The pre-Korean war Presidents lacked the authority
to protect any other national interest.
For ,example, after defense of its own territory, maintaining the
balance of power is the most significant interest of any nation. Yet,
prior to the Korean war, despite repeated and substantial threats
to t~e .balance of power, no President ever claimed he had any authonty to use the Armed Forces to protect the balance of power
without first obtaining congressional authorization. In fact, in May
1940, :when the Nazis were on the verge of conquering all of
Europe, Franklin Roosevelt, citing constitutional constraints, ra.
mained neutral in the most momentous battle the world had ever
kno~. Roosevelt understood that only the commitment of American m1-,!itary power could save France from an imminent Nazi conquest.However, he also recognized that, under the Constitution, he
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was powerless to commit American forces. He specifically acknowledged his loyalty to "constitutional government' when he solemnly
and sorrowfully declared: "Only the Congress can make a military
commitment." Since Congress was unwilling to authorize American
intervention to preserve the balance of power, the United States remained neutral as France fell.
.
Thus, Roosevelt was obedient to constitutional principle during
the Battle of France, even at the price of losing a vitally important
nation to the most aggressive, totalitarian, and genocidal nation in
history. In contrast, a mere 10 years later, in the Korean peninsula-an area that the United States Government had never before
considered vital or even relevant-President Truman acted without
any legislative authorization and committed American forces to a
massive, conventional war, which could have easily escalated into a
nuclear conflict. Even though the Truman administration acknowledged that South Korea was completely irrelevant to the defense of
American territory or the maintenance of the balance of power,
Truman impetuously decided to commit American forces to support
South Korea:in its war with North Korea. Thus, for the first time
in its history, the United States began fighting a major war without any congressional authorization.
,. Moreover, in an attempt to justify his action, Truman falsely
'claimed that the Commander in Chief clause granted the President
the power to use force to protect any "interest of American foreign
policy." The alleged power to employ force to protect any "foreign
policy interest" is so broad that it is virtually limitless, because
even the most unimaginative President can always find a "foreign
policy interest" which needs protection.
.
Truman's successors in the Oval Office have continued his usurpation, and have behaved as though the Army and Navy were their
own personal property. Post-Korean war Presidents have arrogated
unto themselves a power to use force to advance such marginal interests .as protecting democracy in undemocratic lands, aiding the
anti-Communist faction in any petty Third '\Vorld dispute, and protecting the oil exports of Kuwait.
Unfortunately, Congress acquiesced in this Presidential practice
during the 1950's and 1960's. However, in the 1970's, Congress attempted-attempted-to regain its power.
. ~
In 1973, Congress passed the War Powers Resolution. Congress
had considered, but then rejected, an alternative war powers proposal, the Javits bill. The Javits bill· would have repudiated Truman's sweeping claim of war power by restoring the pre-Korean
war procedure. More specifically, the Javits bill restricted the
President's authority to commence war to the constitutionally permissible categories of protecting American territory and American
citizens. ·Unfortunately, the Javits bill was defeated in conference
committee. The House bill, which permitted the President to exercise unlimited war powers for a 60-day period was enacted into law.
Not only does the War Powers Resolution fail to reverse Truman's usurpation, it also confers legitimacy upon this unconstitutional practice by codifying it into the statute books. This irresponsible surrender by the Congress of its constitutional rights and constitutional duties is the greatest defect of the War Powers Resolu&~
.'
.

1
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The second great defect of the War Powers Resolution is that it
permits a President to radically alter the international situation
before Congress even has the opportunity to exercise its power to
decide upon war. The President's commitment of American forces
puts overwhelming pressure on Congress to continue the commitment, even if Congress were to decide that the President's action
was unwise and dangerous. This is because if Congress were to repudiate the Presidential commitment, then all other commitments
will·be doubted by anxious allies and challenged by aggressive enemies.
The War Powers Resolution is flawed for still a third reason. In
modem warfare, 60 days is far too long to give the President an
unrestrained license to make war against any nation with any
weapons. Russian missiles can destroy American cities in just 30
minutes. Nuclear war can occur not only as a result of a deliberate
Russian attack, but also, and more probably, as a result of unintentional escalation from a conventional war or superpower crisis.
Even if nuclear weapons were not employed during the first 60
days of the war, conventional weapons can inflict millions of casualties within weeks, if not days. Thus, Congress abdicated its responsibility to protect the millions of American soldiers and civilians 'who could be killed during the first 60 days of a Presidentially
initiated war.
In conclusion, the War Powers Resolution "legalizes" Truman's
usurpation and fails to provide any effective restraint on Presidential war power in an age of weapons of mass destruction. Accordingly, the War Powers Resolution should be repealed. In its place,
the Javits bill or some other legislation, which restricts Presidential war power to the constitutionally permissible categories of protecting American territory and lives, should be enacted into law.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to present my views on
this important topic. I would be happy to answer any questions.
[The prepared statements of Mr. Friedman appear in the appendix.]
Senator BIDEN. It has been a pleasure to have you here. I will
have questions for you when the entire panel finished.
I would like to tell you in advance that I would like very much
for you to look over what we are referring to as Committee Print
No.1, to comment on it at a later time, maybe in writing. We attempt there to do some of the things you suggest.
Professor Nathan, Jim, before you begin, since we are very colloquial up here when it comes to our home State universities, in particular our alma maters-although half the guys I went to school
with~ Professor Rice, went to Notre Dame-we, in Delaware, still
refer to Notre Dame as a great place to be from, but a hell of a
place to be.
[General laughter.]
Senator BIDEN. Then, again, I went to a Catholic. non-Jef'uit high
school. That explains a large part of it.
Jim, would you please proceed.
It is good to have you here.
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STATEMENT OF JAMES NATHAN, PROFESSOR OF INTERNATIONi
AL RELATIONS, DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE, UNIVERSITY OF DELA WARE, NEW ARK, DE

Mr. NATHAN. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I am honored by your invitation.
I would like permission to have my extended remarks placed in
the record.
Senator BIDEN. They will be placed in the record.
Mr. NATHAN. I think we ought to remember why we had a war
powers act in the first place.
We now have the testimony of former Secretary McNamara that
in the fall of 1965, he thought the war in Vietnam was not winnable militarily. That was his private belief. Nobody who knew anything about that war, with any sophistication, believed it could be
won.
Yet the war went on. And it went on; while the mandate for the
war" was extracted from the Congress really under false pretenses,
and I believe the historical record well reads. I write books on history and I think it is indisputable that the circumstances of the
Gulf of Tonkin were falsely stated to the Congress.
So, I don't see how anybody can claim that the mandate for the
war was a serious congressional mandate.
The war went on. Congress tried to repeal with legislation, a barrage of legislation, succeeded by barrage of legislation; and yet, the
war went on. And it went on and it went on. Congress tried to pass
.
cutoffs; and the war expanded.
At long last, over a Presidential veto, as you know, Congress finally brought the war to an end.
I understand that times are different. I understand that things
are different. But a consensus came out of that period that I believe is still valid today, and the consensus, I think, has three elements. It was assumed that armed forces should not enter into· hostilities without adequate domestic support. It was assumed that interests should dictate any future commitments. And it was assumed that Congress was capable of offering a kind of reality test
to the Executive.
, Now, this latter element of the consensus derived from our experience in Southeast Asia is no trivial matter. The 25th amendment
recognizes that Presidents can have crippled judgment, for all
kinds of reasons. We have journalistic reports of Mr. Nixon's decision style, even before the "final days." We now have reports of
Mr. Johnson's state of mind that are extremely disturbing, when
yietnam weighed heavily on him.
It is, therefore, important for Congress to have a role in these
ttlatters.
"' ,
In the 1970's, we squeaked by with haphazard attendance to the
War Powers Act. But in the 1980's, under two Presidents, we have
instances of Congress being ignored and exercises undertaken
which could have had extraordinarily worrisome consequences. ,We
lucked out. There is no doubt about it.
.
;,
But disaster loomed at every corner. It could have been worSe.' It
was bad, but it could have been extremely worse.

Well, we have to have, it seems to me, a better methodology for
dealing with the external world.
Luck will not always grace us. We need procedures. Indeed, I
,,:oul~ argue that procedures become the precondition of sound policies.
I think that most serving military officers now share the sentiments of John Stennis when he said, 15 years ago, "The last decade
has taught us that this country must never again ~o to war without t~e full moral sanction of the American people.'
But no full moral sanction can be said to derive from extreme
repreSentations if the circumstances and purposes of U.S. policy
are not carefully explicated. And no meaningful consensus can be
said to have been forged between those who command and those
who ~erve, if the circumstances are falsely stated. No full moral
sanction can logically emanate from anything but a complete articulation of what is to be achieved by any armed action. How the
goal is to be achieved, and within what timeframe the goal is to be
achieved ought to be specified.
Officers of the Executive argue now that the military is demanding, as a result of Vietnam, a prepackaged, full-fledged, before the
fact warranty of public support. But Congress is hardly likely to be
blindly obstructionist. Congress has supported most Executive initiatives at arms. It is not excessive for Congress to request an explanation of the evidence that motivates the use of force in ad.
vance, or, if necessary, as force is being deployed.
A strengthened War Powers Act, therefore, it seems to me,
woulc:J. try to extract a checklist of explanations as to why an action
is necessary, why and how it is likely to be successful, and how it
might be proportionate as to ends and means.
The reporting document, it seems to me, should anticipate the
length of the engagement with specificity and define the mission
ana mission objectives with precision.
Last, the document should provide the Congress with the criteria
by which it can judge that the mission has been completed.
A more rigorous reporting requirement would be an asset in
reaching the consensus our troops deserve. An exacting reporting
requirement would probably give the exertion, if well conceived,
the requisite domestic boost it would need for success.
Some of the details might have to be classified. The length of
stay, for instance, and the rules of engagement do not have to be
spell~d out in more than generalities. But Congress at large and
the American people should have some idea if an effort is openended or finite. Such information is vital to our collective destiny. '
It should not be withheld or distorted or wrapped in bloody shirts
just Qecause "it works."
The approval mechanism should take the form of a one- or twoHous~ veto, as it is, in a de facto way, with the Intelligence Committe¢s now. There should be a vote up or down approving or disapproving an armed action. A joint resolution would just make
matters worse.
We;would do well to recall in 1973 how it was, when funding cutoffs wer~passed in both Houses, but the cuts and cutoffs were overridden. When Mr. Nixon said he had the authority to continue the
war, in any case, in defiance of Congress, the U.S. District Judge
!
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Judd, presented us with this argument: "It cannot be," he said,
that there is a rule "that the President needs a vote of only onethird plus 1 of either House to conduct war. [T]his would be the
consequence of holding that Congress must override a Presidential
veto in order to terminate hostilities which it has not authorized"
itself.
I think, further, that the financing of wars ought to be faceted
into new legislation. Funds should be appropriated separately for
each armed action. There has to be a way to stop wars in a less
strange and ungainly fashion than we saw with the dreary spectacle of the steaC:ly drizzle of legislation that characterized our time of
trial in the late 1960's and the early 1970's.
lt follows, therefore, that backdoor financings of war has to be
explicitly prohibited. I don't think we can afford the peculiarities
associated with the Iran-Contra scandal any longer. I think that is
.
undeniable.
.
The Framers, it seems to me, were men of a peculiarly practical
bent. They knew that war was too often in the nature of things in
the world. But the Founders knew that their solutions might be
both messy and unique to their time. They were not about to prescribe solutions to indeterminate problems in unknowable circumstances in the indefinite future.
.
We have to come to grips with the permanent American exposure to great power politics. This is something which would flabbergast the Founders. But the world of the early days of the Cold War,
the 1940's, is past. The policy routines which accompanied that
world are of decreasing utility.
Old habits die hard. The custom of soliciting congressional consent with scary congeries drawn from distant circumstances does
not serve us well.
.
There is peril enough in the world. Depicting dangers larger
than life makes it more likely that one day, either Congress will
divine an iricident to be like the Gulf of Tonkin-simple hyperbo- .
Ie-and then Congress will refuse the requisite support when it is
most needed. Or, more likely, Congress will continue to neurologically respond to overstatement, no matter what the facts might be.
lt is at this point that we will need some kind of meaningful War
Powers Act. Then a war powers act will be most needed. Perhaps
we will be lucky. Perhaps both truth and the wisdom to deal with
it will bubble forth more quickly than was the case in our time of
trial in Asia. But it would be far better to have meaningful legislation at the ready, to restrain an ongoing but ill-conceived enterprise, than to try to beat out a new law when there is the accompa~
nying din of battle.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Nathan appears in the appendix.]
Senator BIDEN. That's what I call pretty good timing. Maybe if
we had gotten the timing down like that in the debate, I would not
have gotten into trouble.
Professor Rice.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. RICE, PROFESSOR OF I AW
UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME LAW SCHOOL, NOTRE DAME', IN

Mr. RICE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
My full statement I would ask to go into the record
Senator BmEN. Yes, it will.
.
Mr·taRtelcE. I would just like to put some additional points into my
oral s
ment.
We have the division of powers in terms of the war powers Con
gres~ ~asi~e pow~r to declar~ war, declare letters of marqu~ and
r.::pns.
e ~esldent has his powers. But we are dealing here
With what Justice Jackson called, I think properly, the twili ht
ne, where there. are co~cu~ent powers of uncertain distributi~n
fYhU recall, 'preSident NIXon s veto message, he noted the wisdo~
~ t, e Foundmg F.athers, who were convinced that you could not
oresee every contInge~cy and that these matters should be handled by c~ose coo.peratlon between the branches, rather than b
w~t rresldent ~lxon called rigidly codified procedures.
y
fiSblClally, I bel~eve.the War Powers Resolution is imprUdent and
proba Y unconstitutIonal on two grounds One is its inten
~th. the. Presidential decisionmaking pow~r. Second is beca~:en~f
~:J~:t~:e~f the presentment and bicameralism principles of the

U

co~:~~~ ~~cl·UtSSl·nthe
Ct'hat~ha case
my es Imony.

1\i:i

in these remarks. I have some

heB~\0
fiklrs~ point, it i~terferes with the flexibility that is inren '.
n , m the PreSIdent's power to repel attacks which
has to lI~clude a power to forestall attacks. The Resolution'is in a
sense,. mlc.ro~anagement.
'
I thmk It ~ worth recalling the statement by Senator John Sher:j~i!eJ!~I!~~,!9~~0~i01 ~f .f~~t~ommittee, where he relied
hOWl Ig . com~en~ to say this: HI
doubt that the Co
Presidential a th n~es:o as the authority to hmlt the exercise of
u .on y
an exact term," such as 30 days "If the
P .d '
th"::l ae~t:t~~f~he ,of :alkit~Ority is constitutional, I do not believe
ng about what ended up as the War
P
R
. e,~
~wers . eso!utlOn- I d~ n?t believe a statute could revail ov
~18 C1DStItutlOnai authonty If he should determine thai a period ~f
!IDe, ,onger t~an 3~ days would be necessary." And so on
d· ~e re.deahng With a blunt instrument, which makes ~o effort to
~~~h ~~~een t~e m~gnitude of the involvement in different
.
.os lies or unmlnent hostilities, and you are dealin of
ctail°~rsef' .Wl
thtea I?roblem of definition, without getting into th;'de8'0 It ex nSIvely.
.
~ ~:holuHtion does ~ot defi~e its terms. But you note in the
repo 0
~ ouse ForeIgn AffaIrs Committee which accom anied
the ~hesolutIon, that they did attempt to defin~ the terms. y~u can
see w at the problems are.
F~r example, hostilities were defined in that report: "Hostilities
encompass a state of confrontation in which no shots have been
fifll~e.4t1, but where there is a clear and present danger of armed co~
IC •.

u

All !ight. The~. vyhat are "imminent hostilities"? They continue:
Immment hostIhtles denotes a situation in which there is a clear
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potential, either for such a state of' confrontation or for actual
armed conflict."
So, we are dealing here with hostilities, where there is a clear
and present danger, and imminent hostilities, where there is a po-tential for a clear and present danger. '
I think you are illustrating in this process not that that committee ought to be criticized for its efforts but, rather, that there are
some terms so incapable of satisfactory definition that they and the
cQntroversies in which their meaning would arise would be better
left to political, rather than to specified, statutory resolution.
In my comments, in my written statement, I set forth a couple of
paragraphs from President Nixon's veto message, which I think is
worth reading, and which I think looks pretty good in retrospect, in
terms of what this thing is about.
He said that the Resolution would undercut the ability of the
United States to act as an effective influence for peace. The cutoff,
the 60-day cutoff, he said could work to prolong or intensify a
crisis. Until the Congress suspended the deadline, there would be
at least a chance of U.S. withdrawal and an adversary would be
tempted to postpone serious negotiations until the 60 days were up.
Only after the Congress acted would there be a strong incentive
for an adversary to negotiate.
In addition, he said, "The very existence of a deadline could lead
to an escalation of hostilities in order to achieve certain objectives
before the 60 days expired."
He is talking there about an escalation by our side.
The difficulty is this micromangement technique of specifying in
advance time limits. I think one of the problems is that the War
Powers Resolution has focused attention on sterile questions of pro-cedure and unresolvable questions of constitutionality. It accomplishes no purpose that would not be accomplished without it because the ultimate remedy under the War Powers Resolution is
stU:I, if you are dealing with an intractable, defiant President, the
cutoff of appropriations, the override of a veto, or, ultimately, impeachment.
In either one of those situations, you need to have supermajorities in the Congress. And I suggest that that is the way it ought to
be. .
'
We are wondering here what is the structure, what is the process. Well, the process is in the Constitution. It is that the President
has an emergency power. And yet, the Congress prevails.
I am taking a position against the War Powers Resolution. But I,
believe Senator Taft, Senator Robert Taft, was right in the posi-'
tions that he took in 1940, for example, when he criticized President Roosevelt for sending troops to Iceland-80,000 American
troops. Taft said that he should have asked for Congress' permission beforehand, because there was no emergency and they were
going ri~ht into a war zone.
.
He cnticized President Truman for sending troops into Korea
and not asking Congress afterward. Now, senator Taft did not
demand that the President had to go to Congress before authorizing the troops because it was a very fast-moving situation. But I
believe he was correct in his position that President Truman very
quickly should have gone to Congress and said "OK, fIsh or cut
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lbait, either by a resolution, or a law authorizing this, or by a decla;ration of war."
In the great debate in 1951, you saw the same breakdown, where
the ultimate authority, of course, is with Congress because Congress can ultimately impeach the President.
I But we are dealing here with a resolution which accomplisheR
nothing, except to partiCUlarize procedures and to confuse the
issue. And, when you get right down to it, the ultimate remedies
remain the same-a supermajority in Congress, either with respect
to a cutoff of appropriations or, ultimately, impeachment.
I would suggest that in terms of the consultation process, I don't
think you can really mandate that in a structured way. But I do
think that there would be no problem with a statute which would
set up a process in the sense of defining particular Members of
Congress with whom the President ought to consult prior to and
after the introduction of armed forces, provided that this is left for
implementation to cases where it is possible to do that in the President's judgment.
I think you have realistically to say that that sort of provision
would be mainly precatory. You are mainly saying "Look, we are
setting this out and we hope you will follow it. And if we think
that you are really defying us, then we are going to use our ultimate remedies, which would be cutoff of appropriations, and which
would be joint resolutions, demanding withdrawal and so forth,
and, ultimately, impeachment, as well as the override of vetoes."
Those are the comments I have informally here. I believe the
constitutional structures were provided by the Framers and we
ought not to try to absolutize everything.
One final point on the question that I think it was Mr. Reveley
who suggested, which is that aggressive action by the President
ought to be completely ruled out. I don't think you can do that. I
don't think you can absolutize that, either, because the Presidential power has to include not only power to repel attacks but, in
soine cases, a power to forestall attacks.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rice appears in the appendix.]
Senator BmEN. Thank you very much, Professor Rice.
Mr. Weiss.
: STATEMENT OF PETER WEISS, ESQUIRE, VICE PRRSIDEN'I\
CENTER FOR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS, NEW YORK, NY
j

Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Senator.
It is good to have you back.
Senator BmEN. Thank you.
Mr. WEISS. Senator Biden, Senator Adams, I would like to start
with a small correction, if I may. I see that I am listed as "Mr."
and the other lawyers here are listed as "Esquire." I am a also
laWyer.
Senator BmEN. We were just trying to save your reputation.
[General laughter.]
Mr. WEISS. I appreciate that thought, Senator Biden.
Senator BIDEN. I do apologize for the oversight.
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Mr. WEISS. I have been engaged in litigation around the war
powers clause and later the War Powers Resolution for some time.
One of the first was a case called Drinan v. Nixon, which ended up
as Drinan v. Ford and which involved the illegal bombing of Cambodia.
I remember we went up to the First Circuit in Maine on an expedited appeal, and about 3 days later, the bombing of Cambodia
stopped and we were mooted out of that case. So, you can see how
effective litigation can be in certain circumstances.
Anticipating your desire to have us dwell on the present and the
future, rather than the past, I have, even in my prepared statement, taken certain basic propositions for granted for purposes of
my presentation.
One is that the Framers intended the war powers clause to vest
the power to commit the country to war solely in the Congress. The
next is that neither the President's duty to conduct the foreign affairs of the United States, nor his responsibilities as Commander in
Chief, nor the relatively new, pernicious doctrine of "national security" give him the power to make war without the consent of Congress.
The next point is that the War Powers Resolution is not a constitutional amendment; it seeks to implement the war powers clause
by providing a mechanism for reminding the President and the
Congress of their duties.
Finally, the War Powers Resolution has not worked.
There are a number of reasons why it has not worked. They include the misguided notion, held by a succession of Presidents, that
there are certain all-transcending powers inherent in the Presidency. Sometimes this is put as "the Constitution is not a suicide
pact."
They also include the reluctance of Congress to stay the hand of
the President when American lives are or are perceived to be at
risk. This is sometimes known as the "rally round the flag" syndrome.
Then there are the varieties of abdication to which courts have
resorted when called upon to perform their powerbalancing function. I would like to concentrate in the remainder of my statement,
as I have in my prepared statement, on the role of the courts.
The most recent example of the varieties of judicial abdication is
the decision of the District of Columbia District Court in the Lowry
case.
This case, as you know, arose out of the Persian Gulf situation. It
involved a complaint by 110 Members of Congress seeking a declaration that events in the gulf had triggered the reporting requirement and, therefore, it sought an order compelling the President to
submit the required report.
The President, in his papers in that case, without discussing the
merits of the complaint, sought dismissal on a variety of grounds,
including equitable discretion and political question.
Judge Revercomb, in his decision in the District, accepted both of
those defenses. With respect to equitable discretion, he drew comfort from the fact that a number of resolutions were introduced,
following the reflagging decision. None of them was voted on and,

~~e~efore, dh~ sai?, in effect, that the plaintiffs had not exhausted

elr reme !e.s With their colleagues.
As to polItical 9uestion, Judge Revercomb held that were he t
t t~eBcomplalnt of t~e plaintiffs, this would result in, in th~
wor soaker v. Car,! embarrassment··· from multifarious
pronoun.cemen~ by various departments on a single question"
h Now, In~el rehstIngl y enough, in all of these cases so far the 'courts
ave usu~ y eld t~at, in I?rinciple, war powers cases ~re justiciabhle. Bhutldln hthe particular Situations, for a variety of reasons they
ave e t em to be not justiciable.
'
Sdo'hwe have t~is phenome~on of the judges marching up the hill
an t en marching down agaIn.
Wfhtaht. ark~ tdhe le~s.ons .to be drawn from the relatively brief history 0
18 In of htIgatIon?
th T~e principal lesson, I think, is that the courts, while recognizing
e Im~ortance ?f the. war powers clause and of the War Powers
R~solutIon as reinforCIng the war powers clause have been d' .
~~nedh to play their constitutional role in this a~ea. Furthern:~~~:
ey !lve done ~o on grounds which sometimes strain credulit
.For Insta~ce, Judges do not hesitate to find facts in the mostY~om
f~lcatb1.~ntItruhst, tax, or discrimination cases. Do they really lack
. e a I I Y o~ t e standards to decide that a marine receivin hostile fire pay IS actl!B:lly "imminently involved in hostilities"? g
Also, ~v~ry deCISion of the judiciary which is in conflict with
~om~ pObltIon of one of the other two branches contains a potential
or ~m arrassment from multifarious pronouncements" But th
!h~lr<?n of courts, in the time.-honored phrase of Chief J ~stice Mar~
y whhat the law IS and not to avoid embarrassment to
th e 0 'thiSertobsa
ranc es.
Icdon't think that is what Justice Brennan had in mind in Baker
v. arr.
WThps' the applicat!on of the equitable discretion doctrine to the
'~h c:,wers Rhol~tIOn would create a perpetual game of catchup
h~ d t ng1ess d a~lng to pass laws to remind the President what
u y a .rea y IS under the War Powers Resolution and then
t~vIntg dto pass a seco~d .set of laws, all subject to veto, to
' n !m 0 0 wh at they did In the second round of laws
It san.h tm~a
.
R N1wkwhathdoes all of this tell us about whether the War Powers
eso u l?n s oul~ be repe~led, left alone, or amended?
I~danllde~l society, I thInk it should be left alone, but this is not
:ll~ ~ro~OgC~~rh ~h~ RallWOt~ld pWurhPos~s, there ~s nothing intrinsi.
eso U Ion.
at IS wrong IS Congress' failure
to use It
~nd t~e courts' failure to enforce it.
Could It b~ I~proved? Yes, probably. But the attempt to do so
;~~\d alsoh:lshk Its ~eakening or. demise. That is a political judgon w IC l prOless no expertISe.
If ban afttemPt ,!ere to be made to improve it I would offer a
num er 0 suggestions.
'
e
du?:e~~~~ fu!gpt pror\t [or an exp~dite~ judicial review proceAct. '
lnes 0
a now contained In the Gramm-Rudman

grd

::ihd

b ~t might ~ay,. for instance, that any Member of Congress rna
rIng an actIOn In the U.S. District Court for the District of Coluni-
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bia, for declaratory and injunctive relief, on the ground that the
President has failed to submit a report or terminate the ~e of U.S.
Armed Forces, as required by this Resolution. I ref~~I' y~u .to 2
,U.S.C. 922 for the Gramm-Rudman model.
.' .
·.~i' Second, an amendment might provide that the awarding of hostile fire. pay to members of the Armed Forces constitutes prima
facie evidence of the existence of hostilities or imminent hostilities.
:,'Third, an amendment might provide for' an automatic funding
cutoff 'coterminous with the date on which the President is required to terminate the presence of U.S. Armed Forces.. I beli~ve
Senator Adams referred to that possibility earlier.'
,
.. ~ Amendments such as these may marginally reinforce the constitutional war powers scheme. It goes without saying that such ,reinforcement is badly needed in this still very nuclear age, ,when
every war threatens to be the last, because every war now is an
incipient nuclear war. Ultimately, the Framers' foresight in writing'the war powers clause into the Constitution will be vindicated
only by a change in the attitude of all three branches: More restraint by the President, less waffling by the Congress, fewer co.
pouts by the courts.
I We at the Center for Constitutional Rights believe that the Constitution belongs first and foremost to the people. Along with this
priceless possession goes the people's duty to hold the Government's nose to the constitutional grindstone. Another Grenada, another Persian Gulf and you will probably hear from them loud and
clear.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Weiss appears in the appendix.]
Senator BIDEN. Thank you very much. I have several questions,
but I would first yield to my colleague if he has any questions.
Senator ADAMS. I have just one, Mr. Chairman, and I will submit
the rest in writing.
Is there any member of the panel who does not believe that our
troops were involved in imminent hostilities in the Persian Gulf?
Mr. FRIEDMAN. I think it is certainly clear that they were. I
think the distinction between whether or not the President gives
the Armed Forces the command to shoot or whether he just places
them in an area where, with substantial probability if not certainty, they will be shot at is immaterial.
In either situation, it is a war within the meaning of article 1 of
the Constitution.
. . I;"
Senator ADAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator BIDEN. Thank you.
.I have several questions.
Let me start with you, Mr. Weiss.
.
Doesn't Professor Rice make a fairly compelling ~)Oint that you
seem to reinforce: That if we all did our jobs-Hall' meaning the
courts, the Congress-we would not need a War Powers Act at all?
\' Mr. WEISS. Absolutely. That's what I had in mind when I said
that in an ideal world, we would not need one. My question to P1;o-'
feSsor Rice is, Are we living in an ideal world?
' '
,
Senator BIDEN. One of the most intriguing things that I have
heard in all of these hearings, and I would like you to elaborate on
it;. Professor .Nathan, is your notion of passing legislation now that.
I,'
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would provide the ability to specifically eliminate funding for a
specific undertaking.
, In other words, everyone tells us that the Congress has the
power of the purse, the Congress can cut off funding. But, as everyone also acknowledges, that is a very cumbersome process.
, Can you elaborate a little bit on what you mean by paragraph (c)
of section 7 of your statement: "Financing of wars ought to be-. Mr. NATHAN. Is this my extended statement?
Senator BIDEN. Oh, you know the point that I'm making, that financing of wars ought to be a facet of new legislation.
What do you mean by that?
Mr. NATHAN. Well, I am not an expert in crafting language that
is serviceable, but I think when an undertaking is contemplated or
when it is approved, it seems to me that specific authorization for
fmancing that undertaking ought to be given and no other funds
ought to be allocated to it unless requested from Congress.
rknow that is difficult, of course.
Senator BIDEN. I don't want to cut you off, but let me ask you
this.
; Is there any way to utilize the notion, to implement the notion
that you are suggesting here, absent an authorization?
'
You see, we really don't have much problem once we authorize
the, President to do something. That's not the problem.
Mr. NATHAN. Why not? You can say "no other funds." I think it
should read like the Cooper-Church legislation read: No other
funds, except these funds, can be used, and these funds alone.
I think you avoid a lot of shenanigans that wax.
Senator BIDEN. Could you prospectively say' if the President is
gomg to use American forces anywhere, for any reason, constitutionally his prerogative or not, then he has to tell us how much it
is ff0ing to cost, that he has to ask for specific authorization to do
it? Could we do that?
Mr. NATHAN. I'm not a constitutional lawyer, but I see no reason
why you could not.
. Mr. RICE. I don't think you could, sir, because I believe the President's power, to use MadISon's phrase, "to repel attacks" is an inherent power which the Congress simply cannot take away from
him. I think the President could be forbidden in advance-take
Seriator Taft's Iceland example. If the President had gone to Congreas and the Congress said "No, you will not send troops to Iceland," he is obliged not to send troops to Iceland.
But I don't think. that Congress could forbid the President to
take emergency action either to repel or to forestall an imminent
attack. I think the sort of device that you are talking about would
get involved in that.
Mr.. NATHAN. Well, I think that is a limiting case, "imminent
attack." I mean, he would have to demonstrate that this is an imminent attack, it seems to me. "Imminent attack" usually has a
'certain kind of prima facie evidence to it.
Mr. WEISS. Senator, may I add something to that?
~nator BIDEN. Yes, please.
Mr. WEISS. Obviously, as this discussion just now has Rhown.
the:re would be some problems about going to the Congress for advance authorization for any kind of military action. But I don't see
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any inherent problem in writing a provision ~hat would say, in
effect, when the termination point now defined m the W~ Pow~rs
Resolution arrives, either because circumstanc~s ~ccurred m which
the President should have filed a report and didn t, or because the
President filed a report and did not subsequently get the approval
of Congress-namely, 60 days-that ~ when the funds get cut off
.'
for that particular operation, automatically.
If the President did file a report, that would be relatively Simple.
IT he didn't file a report, then you would have to go to the courts to
get a determination of whether he should have filed a report.
Senator BlDEN. Yes, and that is the catch.
. Mr. RICE. I would make just one point on that.
.
I think the device just suggested here would be overly broad In
that it would. apply to Presidential actions which would be fully
within his constitutional emergency powers as well as to others. I
don't think you can do i t . .
. . '
.
That's the problem with thIS whole thi!lg. It IS .the Idea of usmg
"
this blunt instrument to solve a very preCISe proble~. .,
Senator BIDEN. Professor Rice,· the concept of the twtll~ht. zone,
is, as I understand it, that the President may act freely ynthin t~at
zone unless Congress has spoken to the contrary by stating preCISely what he is authorized to do.
Mr. RICE. Do you mean Jackson?
Senator BIDEN. Yes.
Mr RICE That was in the Steel Seizure case, and Jackson was
saying that in the context of his tripartite division there, whe!e
Presidential powers may either be with Congre~s' approv~, m
which case the Presidential power is strongest, !lr It may ?e In the
absence of congressional approval, just the Pre~ldent by hiID;Self,
the weakest case, where it is the President against Congress pro bition-h
t
Senator BIDEN. He may act freely only if the Congress as no
Th
eas par
spoken.
.
.
Mr. RICE. It depends on the SituatIOn.
ere ~re so~e ar.,
ticularly in that second area, where the PreSident 18 actmg an d
Congress has said nothing where there are concurrent powers,' an
you jusf have to look.
b .' 1 .
What we are dealing with here is an area where, 0 VIOUS y, m
my opinion, the ultimate power resides with Congress through the
power of impeachment.
. '
.
If the President is forbidden to take a partlcul~r action, ~n m.y
opinion he is constitutionally obliged not to do ~t unless, m~
judgment, this particular action is mandated by h18 power ,to
e
emergency action to repel attacks and so forth.
.
Senator BIDEN. One of the things it is hard to get away from, It
seems to me, is that if two-thirds of the Congress voted ~o ~o anI,thing it would be ve~ difficult for the President, constltutlOn~ Y
and '~t plain politically, to continue to do whateve~ he was d!>mg.
. I imd it difficult to see the circumstances in wh~ch a PreSident
would be able to resist a two-thirds vote of the entire !Jon~ess ~
do anything. Even after receiving authorization for hIS action,
the next day two-thirds of the Congress voted to repe.al t~t an?
say "come home," the President would be in a very diffic. POSItion..
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Mr. RICE. Right.
.' We tend to deal with this, if I may, Senator, on a level of abstrac~ion. If you look at the Constitution, it is full of potential disaster
conflicts, where the whole thing will break down if you push
powers to their extreme. It never has happened that way because
there is a practical lubrication in the joints, which really is more
political.
Senator BIDEN. Really, I guess what we are trying to do is avoid
getting to that point.
Professor Nathan, you apparently wish to comment, and then
Mr. Friedman.
. Mr. NATHAN. Yes. I think this idea that if you don't like the
action, you impeach the President-or the idea that you really
need a joint resolution and a two-thirds override-is politically sort
of surreal. Imagine. Here, at the present moment, were a war to be
declared, we need only both Houses. And we need only both Houses
to pass a law. Yet you can't stop a war unless you muster twothirds plus one. These kinds of remedies make no sense. Politically,
overriding vetoes and impeachment are kind of a nightmare, end of
the world remedies, for what has become, alas, an everyday problem .
. Senator BIDEN. Right. That's the. point I was trying to make.
Mr. WEISS. But, Senator, that is where the courts could come
in-. Senator BIDEN. I know they could.
'
Mr. WEISS [continuing]. If they had the courage to act. The War
Powers Resolution is clear on the procedure and the war powers
clause is relatively clear on the allocation of constitutional powers.
So, if the courts did not resort to evasive tactics all the time,
then you would not need the confirmatory simple majority confirmation from Congress.
Senator BIDEN. I agree. There are great disagreements on why or
whether the courts should refuse to act.
Mr. RICE. There is also a question, Senator, if the C'.ourt were to
take the case-and there is good argument for courts to regard this
as justiciable-but if they were, you would still have the question
of whether the President is obliged to obey that Court decree if he
i& convinced that it is trenching on his very definite constitutional
prerogative.
: You might recall that in United States v. Nixon, the Court specifically mentioned that President Nixon did not assert his military
or foreign affairs powers. I don't think we have to do anything
except look at the structure that was provided. I think the Framers
l~ft this to be provided precisely by these supermajorities and by
this interplay of political activity.
Senator BIDEN. I think in the practical world, again, if the courts
and the Congress concluded that the President had exceeded his
constitutional authority, you would find that an impeachment proceas would begin not long after that.
Last year I did a great deal of reading to prepare for hearings
relating to the Supreme Court. In going back and reading the cases
and the commentary, it was interesting to find in the Nixon Tapes
case that Nixon was surprised and disappointed that no one sided
with him. He may have hoped that if there was a divided Court on
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the issue, it was still something that could be taken to the people,
even if a majority on the Court had voted against him. The Chief
,.Justice, a Republican appointee, was aware of this; that is why he
pushed so hard to have close to unanimity on the issue. '
On war powers, the practical question is can we mandate the
courts to resolve it. It has been suggested by some that we can
make it clearer that they have the authority to and that Congress
wishes them to.
Mr. WEIss. I think, Senator, the standing problem could be resolved by legislation.
Senator BIDEN. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. Standing has never been a problem so far.
Senator BIDEN. I agree.
Mr. WEISS. I mean, courts always say well, we are going to throw
. this out on the political question ground, therefore, we d9n't have
,to reach standing.
.' Senator BIDEN. Right.
. Mr. WEISS. But I think standing could be disposed of by legisla.1,

.

o

··~tion.

You could not mandate a court to decide something which the
Court, in its wisdom, considered to be nonjusticiable as a "political
question" question.
,
Senator BIDEN. I agree.
Mr. WEISS. But I think what you could do-and now we get into
what I think Professor Rice is talking about, the real workings of
the Constitution, the "lubricating of the joints," rather than the
adherence to a specific rigid text-you could send a signal to the
courts: "Hey, listen, we really want you to get into this area." .
Mr. RICE. Excuse me, Senator, but I'm not so sure that you
couldn't mandate that because if there is a case or controversy
arising under the Constitution, which there would seem to be, 'then
it is within the judicial power.
.
The status of the whole political question doctrine is unclear. It
is questionable whether there really is such a doctrine. But if there
'is and if it is an aspect of justiciability, then it would seem that
that could well be something that could be overridden by Congress.
... I am not certain of that, but I would not rule. that out so clearly.
' .:
Mr. WEISS. I'm very glad to hear that.
Mr. RICE. Now I'm not arguing for it either. I don't think it is a
good idea.
'
Senator BIDEN. I understand, and it is consistent with your posi.
'tion on other issues.
So, don't get too happy with his position, Mr. Weiss. You would
not like the other places that position takes you, if I guess what
your predilection would be.
Mr. WEIss. Oh, no. But I am very glad to hear Professor Rice say
what he did about the political question doctrine because it is currently under attack from both the left and the right. So, maybe we
should get together and hold a conference on it. .
. Senator BIDEN. All I can say is be careful. He is a very smart
gentleman who has a consistent view.
.
. Mr. RICE. I would appreciate it if the record would note that I
am. on the left end of this panel's table, please. [Laughter.]
't"
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Senat~r BIDEN. Jim, .did you have a comment, and then we will
close this. You looke~ lik~ y?u .have some~hing to .say.
Mr. NATHAN. I think It IS Important if standmg is claimed by
Congr~, that some mechanism that is devised for the most repre~ntatlve of. Congress to appear. This is the group that ought to be
gIve;n standing, although I guess you could try to give standing to
anybody ~d then try the widest group as well.
You don t want these cases to be thrown out. You don't want to
go to court and beat your brains out and then say "We tried but we
lost/'
It ;see~ to me that there was a court case recently where the
Co~ SaId war powers may be j~sticiable. "Why are you coming
~ere if Congress has already conSidered and passed on this and you
SImply have not had the votes."
It seems to me that what you need is a wide enough body to say
we speak for the seni?r representatives of Congress, or we speak
for the relev~t committee charged with this responsibility and we
have a complamt.
'
Senator ~IDEN. Well, now that I am chairman of one committee
and ;No. 2 In ano~her, I am beginning to like that idea. I don't
~ow why we don t reside more power in those who hold power in
this body, and we could just discard the notions of some of our
other Members. [Laughter.]
Your testimony has been helpful.
You have provided a great deal of insight by your testimony
And I would like you, if y.ou have a chance, to be specific by taking
a look at my proposed legISlation.
Th.ank you very much.
The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the hearing was adjourned to reconvene at the c&!l of the Chair.]
,
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The War Powers Resolution, 1973

,

"

50 U.S.C. §§ 1541-1548 (1976)
Joint Resolution
Concerning the war powers of Congress and the

Presi~ellt.

Resolved by Ihe Senale and House of Represenlatives of Ihe Uni ted
Sla ~es of America in Congress assembled,
I,

SHOnl' TITLE

Section 1. This joint resolution may be cited as the "War Powers
Resolution" .
PURPOSE AND POLICY

Sec. 2. (a) It is the purpose of this joint resolution to fulfill the
intent of the framers of the Constitution of the United Stetes and
insu);'e that the collective judgment of both the Congress and the
President will apply to the introduction of United States Armed Forces
into hostilities, or into situations where imminent involvement in
hostilities is cleady indicated by the circumstances, . and to the continued use of such forces in hostilities or in such situations.
(b) Under article I, section 8, of the Constitution, it is specifically
provided that the Congress shall have the power to make all laws
necessary and proper for carrying into execution, not on ly its own
powers but also all other powers vested by the Constitution in the
Government of the United States, or in any department or officer
thereof.
(c) The constitutional powers of the President as Commander-inChief to introduce United States Armed Forces into hostilities, or into
situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances, are exercised only pursuant to (1) a declaration of war, (2) specific statutory authorization, or (3) a national
emergency created by attack upon the United States, its territories or
possessions, or its armed forces.
CONSULTATION

-

Sec. 3. The President in every possible instance shall consult wilh
Congress before introducing United States Armed Forces into hostilities
or into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly
indicated by the circumstances, and after every such introduction shall
consult regularly with. the Congress until United States Armed Forces
are no longer engaged in hostilities or have been removed from Buch
situations.
(341)
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REPORTING

Sec. 4. (a) In the absence of a declaration of war, in any case in
which United States Armed Forces are introduced(1) into hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances;
(2) into the territory, airspace or waters of a foreign nation,
while equipped for combat, except for deployments which relate
solely to supply, replacement, repair, or training of such forces; or
(3) in numbers which substantially enlarge United States
Armed Forces equipped for combat already located in a foreign
nation; the President shall submit within 48 hours to the Speaker
of the House of Representatives and to the President pro tempore
of the Senate a report, in writing, setting forth(A) the circumstances necessitating the introduction of United
States Armed Forces;
.
(B) the constitutional and legislative authority under which
such introduction took place; and
(C) the estimated scope and duration of the hostilities or involvement.
(b) The President shall provide such other information as the
Congress may request in the fulfillment of its constitutional responsibil- .
ities with respect to committing the Nation to war and to the use of
United States Armed Forces abroad.
.
(c) Whenever United States Armed Forces are introduced into
hostilities or into' any situation described in subsection (a) of this
section, the President shall, so long as such armed forces continue to be
engaged in such hostilities or situation, report to the Congress periodi-.
cally on the status of such hostilities or situation as well as on the scope
and duration of such hostilities or situation, but in no event shall he
repor to t~e ,Congress less often than once every six months.
. ... :

CoNGRESSIONAL ACTION

Sec. 5.' (a) Each report submitted pursuant to section 4(aXl) shall
be transmitted to the Speaker of the House of Representatives and to
the President pro tempore of the Senate on the same calendar day.
Each report so transmitted shall be referred to the Committee on .
Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives and to the Committee
on Foreign Relations of the Senate for appropriate action. If, when the
report is transmitted, the Congress has adjourned sine die or has
adjourned for any period in exco:;s of thrcr cnlcndnr dnys, the Speaker
of the House of Representatives and the President pro tempore of the
Senate, if they deem it advisable (or if petitioned by at least 30 percent
of the membership of their respective Houses) shall jointly request the
President to convene Congress in order that it may consider the report .
and take appropriate action pursuant to this section.
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(b) Within sixty calendar days after a report is submitted or is
required to be submitted pursuant to section 4(aXl), whichever is
earlier, the President shall terminate any use of United States Armed
Forces with respect to which such report was submitted (or required to
be submitted), unless the Congress (1) has declared war or has enacted a
specific authorization for such use of United States Armed Forces, (2)
has extended by law such sixty-day period, or (3) is physically unable to
meet as a result of an armed attack upon the United States. Such
sixty-day period shall be extended for not more than an additional
thirty. days if the President determines and certifies to the Congress in
writing that unavoidable military necessity respecting the safety of
Uni~d States Armed Forces requires the continued use of such armed
forces in the course of bringing about a prompt removal of such forces.
(c) Notwithstanding subsection (b), at any time that United States
Armed Forces are engaged in hostilities outside the territory of the
United States, its possessions and territories wi!hout a declaration of
war or specific statutory authorization, such forces shall be r~moved by
the President if the Congress 80 directs by concurrent resolution.
CoNGRESSIONAL PRIORITY PROCEDURES FOR ·JOINT RESOLUTION
OR BILL

Sec. 6. (a) Any joint resolution or bill introduced pursuant to
section 5(b) at least thirty calendar days before the expiration of the
sixty-day period specified in such section shall be referred to the
Committee on Foreign Affairs of the House of Representatives or the
Committee on Foreign Relations of the Senate, as the case may be, and
such committee shall report one such joint resolution or bill, together
with its recommendations, not later than twenty-four calendar days
before the expiration of the sixty-day period specified in such section,
unless such House shall otherwise determine by the yeas and nays.
(b) Any joint resolution or bill so reported shall become the pending business of the House in question (in the case of the Senate the time
for debate shall be equally divided between the proponents and the
opponents), and shall be voted on within three calendar days thereafter,
unless such House shall otherwise determine by yeas and nays.
(G) Such a joint resolution or bill passed by one House shall be
referred to the committee of the other House named in subsection (a)
and sh~l be reported out not later than fourteen calendar days before
the expiration of the sixty-day period specified in section 5(b). The
joint resolution or bill so reported shall become the pending business of
the House in question and shall be voted on within three calendar days
after it has been reported, unless such House shall otherwise determine
by yeas and nays.
(ci) In the case of any disagreement between the two Houses of
Congress with respect to a joint resolution or bill passed by both
Houses, conferees shall be promptly appointed and the committee of
conference shall make and file a report with respect to such resolution
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or bill not later than four calendar days before the expiration of the
sixty-day period specified in.section 5(b). In the event the conferees a~e
unable to wee within 48 hours, they shall ~eport back .to ~helr ...
respective .Houses in disagreement. Notwithstandmg ~ny rule In either
House cencerning the .printing of conference reports In the Record or
concerning any' delay ill the consideration of such reports, such report
shall be acted on by both Houses not later than the expiration of such
sixty-day period.
.
CoNGRE$IONAL PRIORITY PROCEDURES FOR CoNCURRENT RESOLUTI~N

Sec. 7. (a) Any concurrent resolution introduced pursuant to section 5(c) shall be referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs of the
House of Representatives or the Committee on Foreign Relations of the ..
Senate as the case may be, and one such concurrent resolution shall be
repo~ out by such committee together with its recommendations
within fifteen calendar days, unless such House shall otherwise determine by the yeas and nays.
(b) Any concurrent resolution so reported shall become the p.ending
business of the House in question (in the case of the Senate the time for
debate shall be equally divided between the proponents and the opponents) and shall be voted on within three calendar days thereafter,
unless such House shall otherwise determine by yeas and nays.
(c) Such a concurrent resolution passed by one House shall be
referred to the committee of the other House named in subsection (a)
and shall be reported out by such committee together with its recommendations within fifteen calendar days and shall thereupon become
the pending business of such House and shall be voted upon within
three calendar days, unless such House shall otherwise determine by
yeas and nays.
.. (d) In the case of any disagreement between the two Houses of
Congress with respect to a concurrent resolution passed by both Houses,
conferees shall be promptly appointed and the committee of confere~ce
shall make and fue a report with respect to such concurrent resolutl~n
within six calendar days after the legislation is referred to the committee of coirl'erence. Notwithstanding any rule in either House concerning the printing of conferen~ reports in the Record or concerning any
delay in the consideration of such reports, such report shall be acted on
by both Houses not later than six calendar days after the conference
report is fued. In the event the conferees are unable to agree within 48
hours, they shall report back to their respective Houses in disagreement.
.
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provision contained in any appropriation Act, unless such provision
specifically authorizes the introduction of United States Armed
Forces into hostilities or into such situations and states that it is
intended to constitute specific statutory authorization within the
meaning of this joint resolution; or
(2) from any treaty heretofore or hereafter ratified unless such
treaty is implemented by legislation. specifically authorizing the
introduction of United States Armed Forces into hostilities or into
such situations and stating that it is iDtended to constitute specific
of this joint resolution.
statutory authorization within the ll\E!aning
,
(b) Nothing in this joint resolution shall be construed to require
any further specific statutory authorization to permit members of
United States Armed Forces to participate jointly with members of the
armed forces of one or more foreign countries in the headquarters
operations of high-level military commands which were established
prior to the date of enactment of this joint resolution and pursuant to
the United Nations Charter or any treaty ratified by the United States
prior to such date.
(c) For purposes of this joint resolution, the term uintroduction of
United States Armed Forces" includes the assignment of members of
such' armed forces to command, coordinate, participate in the movement of, or accompany the regular or irregular military forces of any
foreign country or government when such military forces are engaged,
or there exists an imminent threat that such forces will become
engaged, in hostilities.
(d) Nothing i~ this joint resolution(1) is intended to alter the constitutional authority of the
Congress or of the President, or the provisions of existing treaties;
or
(2) shall be construed as granting any authority to the President with respect to the introduction of United States Armed
Forces into hostilities or into situations wherein involvement in
hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances which authority
he would not have had in the absence of this joint resolution.
SEPARABILITY CLAUSE

Sec. 9. If any provision of this joint resolution or the application
thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remainder of
the joint resolution and the application of such provision to any other
person or circumstance shall not be affected thereby.

INTERPRETATION OF JOINT RESOLUTION

EFFECTIVE DATE

Sec. 8. (a) Authority to introduce United States Armed -Forces
into hostilities or into situations wherein involvement in hostilities is
clearly indicated by the circumstances shall not be inferred(1) from any provision of law (whether or not in effect before
the date of the enactment of this joint resolution), including any

Sec. 10: This joint resolution shall take effect on the date of its
enactment.
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Proposed War Powers Resolution Amendments of 1988

1 SEC. 2. REPEAL.

•

n

looTH' CONGRESS
• :r>l

2»

SBSSION

s. J. RES. 323

Amending the War Powers Resolution to provide expedited procedures for legislation requiring the dise~gagement of United States Armed Forces involved in
hostilities or providing specific authorization for their continued engagement
in such hostilities, and for other purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES
MAy 19 Oegislative day, MAy 18), 1988
Mr. BYlm (for himself, Mr. NUNN, Mr. WARNER, and Mr. MITCHELL) introduced
the following joint resolutionj which was read twice and referred to the Committee on Foreign Relations

2

Section 2(c) of the War Powers Resolution (50 U.S.C.

3 1541(c); Public Law 93-148), relating to the exercise of war
4 powers by the President under the Constitution, is repealed .

5

SEC. 3. PERMANENT CONSULTATIVE GROUP.

Section 3 of the War Powers Resolution (50 U.S.C.

6
)

7 1542) is amended8

(1) by inserting "(a)" after "SEC. 3."; and

9

(2) by adding at the end thereof the following new

10

subsections:

11

"(b)(1)(A) Except as provided in paragraph (2), in every

12 instance in which consultation is provided under subsection
13 (a), the President shall consult with14

U(i) the Speaker of the HOllse of Representatives

.JOINT RESOLUTION

15

Amending the War Powers Resolution to provide expedited

16

U(ii) the Majority Leader and the Minority Leader

procedures for legislation requiring the disengagement of
.. '" United States Armed Forces involved in hostilities or pro-

17

of the HOll~e of Representatives and the Majority

18

Leader and the Minority Leader of the Senate.

19

"ID) In order to ensure adequate consultation on vital

"f'

\. '. viding specific authorization for their continued engageme~t

.. in such hostilities, and for other purposes.

and the President pro tempore of the Senate; and

1 . Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives

20 national security issues, the President and the Members of

2 of the United States of America in Congress assem/Jled,

21 Congress listed in subparagraph (A) shall establish a schedule

3

22

4

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This joint resolution may be referred to as the "War

.. _ 5 Powers Resolution Amendments of 1988".

of regular

23

meetings of those Members with the President.

"(2) Whenever a majority of the Members listed in para-

24 graph (1)(A) so request, the President shall consult with the
I

25 permanent consultative group eslnblishf'd under subsection
26 (c) unless the President determines that limiting consultation
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3
1 to the Members listed in paragraph (l)(A) is essential to meet

!

1 Senate shall serve as Vice Chairman. During even-numbered
2 Congresses, the Majority Leader of the Senate shall serve as

3 interests of the United States.

3 Chairman and the Speaker of the House of R.epresentatives

U(c)(1) 'There is established within the Congress a per-

5 manent consultative group composed of-

6
7

U(A) the Speaker of the House of Representatives
and the President pro tempore of the Senate;

4 shall serve as Vice Chairman.
5

U(d)(l)(A) In addition to the consultations provided for

6 ip. subsection (b)(2), the permanent consultative group shall
7 hold such meetings as may be necessary to carry out its re-

8

u(B) the Majority Leader and the Minority Leader

8 sponsibilities under section 5 (b) whenever called by the

9

of the H~use of Representatives and the Majority

9 Chairman or, in his absence, the Vice Chairman or, in ac-

10

Leader and the Minority Leader of the Senate;

10 cordance with subparagraph (B), a majority of the membel'11 ship of the permanent consultative group.

11

U(C) the chairman and ranking minority member

12

of each of the following committees oC the House of

12

13

Representatives:

13 consultative group desires the Chairman or, in his absence,

"(B)(i) If a majority of the membership of the permanent

14

"(i) the Committee on Foreign Affairs;

14 the Vice Chairman to call a meeting of the group, such mem-

15

"(ii) the Committee on Armed Services; and

15 bers may file ,vith the Clerk of the House of Representatives

16

"(iii) the Permanent Select Committee on In-

16 and the Secretary of the Senate or their designees a written

17

telligence; and

17 petition, signed by a majority of the membership of Ruch

18

"(D) the chairman and ranking minority member

18 group, requesting the calling of such meeting, and the Clerk

19

,\)-~

.

2 extraordinary circumstances affecting the most vital security

4

.

4
'

of each of the following committees of the Senate:

19 and the Secretary shall make every effort. to notify the Chair-

20

"(i) the Committee on Foreign Relations;

20 man or, in his absence, the Vice Chairman of that request.

21

"(ii) the Committee on Armed Services; and '

21

22

"(iii) the Select Committee on Intelligence.

22 pet.ition, the Chairman or, in his ahsence, the Viet> Chairmnll

U(ii) If, within 3 calendar days after the Ciling of the

U(2) During odd-numbered Congresses, the Speaker of

23 does not call the requested meeting, to be held wit-hin 6 cul-

24 the House of Representatives shall serve as Chairman of the

24 endar days after the filing of the petition, a majority of the

25 permanent consultative group and the Majority Leader of the

25 membership of the group may file ,,,,ith the Clerk oC the

23
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5
1 House of Representatives and the Secretary of the Senate, or
2 their designees, a written notice of the date, hour, and loca,

3 tion of that m£ eting, and the Clerk and the Secretary shall

00

4 notify all members of the group from their respective Houses
5 of Congress that such meeting will be held and shall inform
6 them of its date, hour, and location. The group shall meet on

7 that date and hour and at that location.

8

U(iii) If both the Chairma.n and the Vice Chairman are

9 not in attendance at the requested meeting, then the attend-

10 ing ranking Member of the group from the same House of
11 Congress as the Chairman shall preside at that meeting.
12

U(2) For purposes of section 5(b), a majority of the

13 members of the permanent consultative group shall constitute
14 a quorum.".
15 SEC. 4. CONGRESSIONAL ACTION; JUDICIAL REVIEW.
16

(a) IN GENERAL.-Section 5 of the War Powers Reso-

17 lution (50 U.S.C. 1544) is amended by striking out sub sec18 tions (b) and (c) and inserting in lieu thereof the following:
19

u(b)(1) Whenever the United States Armed Forces are

20 engaged in hostilities or other situations described in a report
21 submitted under section 4(a)(1) (or for which such a report
22 was deemed under paragraph (3) to be required to be submit23 ted) outside the U!lited States, its possessions, and territories
24 without a declaration of war or specific statutory authorizao

25 tion, it shall be in order in the Senate or the House of Repre-

1 sentatives to consider, in accordance with section 7, a joint
2 resolution described in paragraph (2).
U(2) A joint resolution referred to in paragraph (1) is a

3

4 joint resolution5

U(A) which is introduced in a House of Congress

6

by the Chairman or Vice Chairman of the permanent

7

consultative group described in section 3, after approv-

8

al of the group by a recorded, affirmative votc of

9

jority of those voting, a quorum being present, or, if

10

the Chairman or Vice Chairman is not in the majority,

11

then by a Member of the respective House designated

12

by the permanent consultative group; and

II

ma-

u(B) which either-

13
14

U(i) requires the President to disengage such

15

forces from such hostilities or to remove them

16

from such situations, as the case may be, or

17
18
19
20
21

U(ii) provides specific authorization for the
0

0

continued engagement of such forces in such hostilities or for the continued use of such forces in
such situations, as the case may be.
U(3) For purposes of this subsection, a report described

22 in section 4(a)(1) shall be deemed to be required to be submit23 ted if the permanent consultative group, by a majority of
24 those voting, a quorum being present, so finds. The perma-
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8

7
1 nent consultative group shall cause such finwng to be pub-

2

2 lished in the Congressional R ecord.

3

"(4) Nothing in this subsection alters or modifies the

4 right of any Member of Congress to introduce

It

joint resolu-

"(AT would require - tliat the President wsengag.~e_ _ _ _~

7

buch forces from such hostilities or remove them from

8

\ I1 sltuatlOns,
"
sue
as tI1C CRse may be; or

'

9

"(ll) would provide specific authori zation for the

10

continued engagement of such forces in such hostilities

Il

or for the continued usc of such forces in such situa-

12

Lions, as the CRse may be.

13

"(c) Any Member of Congress may bring an action in

t4 the UniLcJ St?l es District Court for the Distri ct of Columbia
15 for declaratory judgment and injunctive relief on the ground
16 that tho President or the United Stales Armed Forces havc
17 not complied with any provision of law describ ed in para18 graph (1) or (2) of section 6(a).".

19

"PROHIBITION ON USE OF FUNDS
"SEC. 6. (a) No funds appropriated or ot herwise made

3 available under nny law may be obligated or expended for
4 any aeti,·ity which would Imve the purpose or effcct of violal.-

5 mg-

5 tion or bill in a House of Congress which-

6

1

.1_---.:6::,'_ _ _ _-'
''ULolliy_!1.loTIsiolL.oUaw- enacted
7

pursuant to se'--- /""""'

tion 7; or

8

"(2) any other provision of law relnting to the ac-

9

tions described in clause (A) or (B) of section 5(h)(4).

10

" (b) Nothing in this section prohibits the usc of fund s to

11 remove the United States Armed F orces frOIll hostilitics or

12 situations where imminellt involvement in hostilities is clearly
13 inweated by the circumst an ces." .
14 SEC. 6. CONGRESS IONAL I'HlOHlTY I'llOCEIlUlmS FOn JOINT
15

16

IlESOLlJTIONS.

(IL) IN GENEIlAL.-The War Powers Re,olution is

17 amended by striking out section 7 (50 U.S.C. 15<16) and in18 serting in lieu thereof the following:

19

'ICONGRESSIONAL PRlORTTY PRO CE OURES FOR JOINT

20

RESOLUTIONS

(h) CONFORMING illIENDMENT.-The section heawng

20 of section 5 of the War Powers Resolution is amended to

21

"SEC. 7. (a) For purposes of th is sect ion-

21 read as follows:

22

22
"CONGRESSIONAL ACTION; J UDICIAL UEVIEW".

23 SEC. s. PItOIllBITION ON USE OF FUNDS.
c'

24

The War Powers Resolution is amended by striking out

25 section 6 (50 U.S.C . 1545) and inserting in lieu thereof the
26 following:

"( 1) the term 'joi nt resolution' menns n. joint reso-

23

lu tion described in section 5(b)(2); and

24

"(2) t.he term 'session days'

25

meR-li S

daj's on which

the respective House or Congrc!ols iRill seRsion.
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9

"(b) A joint resolution introduced in the House of Rep-

1 including Rule 22, it is at any time thereafter in order (even

2 resentatives shall be referred to the Committee on Foreign

2 though a previous motion to the same effect has been dis-

3 Affairs of' the House of Representatives. A joint resolution

3 agreed to) for any Member of the respective House to move

4 introduced in the Senate shall be referred to the Committee

4 to proceed to the consideration of the joint resolution and,

5 on Foreign Relations of the Senate.

5 except as provided in subparagraph (B) of this paragraph or

1

6

"(c)(1) H the committee to which is referred a joint reso-

~-. ~. -i-luHon

6 paragraph (2) of this subsection (insofar as it relates to ger-

has not reported such joint resolution (or an identical

7 maneness and relevancy of amendments), a1l points of order

8 joint resolution) at the end of 7 calendar days after its intro-

8 against the joint resolution and consideration of the joint res-

9 duction, such committee shall be discharged from further con-

9 olution are waived. The motion is highly privileged in the

10 sideration of such joint resolution, and such joint resolution

10 House of Representatives and is privileged in the Senate and

11 shall be placed on the appropriate calendar of the House in-

11 is not debatable. The motion is not subject to a motion to

12 volved.

12 postpone. A motion to reconsider the vote by which the

14(2) Alter a committee reports or is discharged from a

13 motion is agreed to or disagreed to shall be in order, except

14 joint resolution described in section 5(b)(2), no other joint res-

14 that such motion may not be entered for future disposition. II

15 olution under such section with respect to the same hostil-

15 a motion to proceed to the consideration of the joint resolu-

16 ities, or the same situation in which imminent involvement in

16 tion is agreed to, the joint resolution shaU remain the unfin-

17 hostilities· is clearly indicated by the circumstances, may be

17 ished business of the respective House, to the exclusion of all

18 reported by or be discharged from such committee while the

18 other business, until disposed of, except as otherwise provid-

19 frrst joint resolution is before the respective House of Con- .

19 ed in subsection (e)(1).

20 gress (including remaining on the calendar), a committee of

20

21 conference, or the President.

21 against the privileged status of a joint resolution that has

13

22

•

"(B) Whenever a point of order is raised in the Senate

"(d)(1)(A) When the committee to which a joint resolu-

22 been laid before the Senat.e and been initially identified as

23 tion is referred has report~d, or has been discharged under

.23 privileged for consideration under this section upon its intro-

24 subsection (c) from further consideration of such joint resolu-

24 duction pursuant to paragraph (2)(A) of section 5(b), such

25 tion, notwithstanding any rule or precedent of the Senate,

25 point of order shall be submitted directly to the Senat.e. The
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11

1 s~all be equally divided between, and controlled by, the

1 point of order, 'The joint resolution is not privileged under:': :
2 the War Powers Resolution', shall be decided by the yeas "

I

4 such amendment, the time in opposition thereto shall be con-

4 tween, and controlled by, the Member raising the point of

6 the event the manager is in favor of such point of order, the' .
7 time in opposition thereto shall be controlled by the Minority
8 Leader or his designee. Such point of order shall not be con9 sidered to establish precedent for detennination of future
10 cases.
11

"(2)(A) Consideration in a House of Congress of the

12 joint resolution, and all amendments and debatable motions in
13 connection therewith, shall be limited to not more than 12 .
14 hours, which, except as othenvise provided in this section,
15 shall be equally divided between, and controlled by, the Ma16 jority Leader and the Minority Leader, or by their designees.
17 The Majority Leader or the Minority Leader or their desig18 nees may, from the time under their control on the joint reso19 lution, allot additional time to any Senator during the consid20 eration of any amendment, debatable motion, or appeal.
21

H(B) Only amendments which are gennane and relevant

22 to the joint resolution are in order. Debate on any amend23 ment to the joint resolution shall be limited to 2 hours, except
24 that debate on any amendment to an amendment shall be
25 limited to 1 hour. The time of debate for each amendment

2 ~over of the amendment and the manager of the joint resolu3 tion, except that in the event the manager is in favor of any

3 and the nays after four hours of debate, equally divided be~

5 order and the manager of the joint resolution, except that in .

I.

5 trolled by the Minority Leader or his designee.
I

6

"(C) One amendment by the Minority Leader is in order

7 to be offered under a one-hour time limitation immediately
8 following the expiration of the 12-hour time limitation if the
9 Minority Leader has had no opportunity to offer an amend10 ment to the joint resolution prior thereto. One amendment
11 may be offered to the amenampnt of the Minority Leader
12 under the preceding sentence, and debate shall be limited on
13 such amendment to one-half hour which shall be equally di14 vided between, and controlled by, the mover of the amend15 ment and the manager of the joint resolution, except that in
16 the event the manager is in favor of any such amendment,
17 the time in opposition thereto shall be controlled by the Mi18 nority Leader or his designee.
19

"(D) A motion to postpone or a motion to recommit the

20 joint resolution is not in order. A motion to reconsider the
21 v~te by which the joint resolution is agreed to or disagreed to
22 is in order, except that such motion may not be entered Cor
23 future disposition, and debate
24 to 1 hour.

011

such motion shall be limit.ed
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1

"(3) Whenever all the time for debate on a joint resolu-

2 tion has been used or yielded back, no further amendments
3 may be proposed, except as provided in subparagraph (B),
4 and the vote on the adoption of the joint resolution shall
5 occur without any intervening motion or amendment, except
6 that a single quorum call at the conclusion of the debate if
7 requested in accordance with the rules of the appropriate
8 House may occur immediately before such vote.
9

"(4) Appeals from the decisions of the Chair relating to

10 the application of the Rules of the Senate or the House of
11 Representatives, as the case may be, to the procedure relat-

12 ing to a joint resolution shall be limited to one-half hour of
13 debate, equally divided between, and controlled by, the
14 Member making the appeal and the manager of the joint res15 olution, except that in the event the manager is in favor of
16 any such appeal, the time in opposition thereto shall be con17 trolled by the Minority Leader or his designee.
18

"(e)(1) Except as provided in paragraph (2), if, before

19 the passage by one House of a joint resolution of that House,

20 that House receives from the other House a joint resolution,

23
24
25

14

1

"(i) the procedure in that House shall be the

2

same as if no joint resolution had been received

3

from the other House; but

4

"(ii)(I) the joint resolution of the other House

5

shall be considered to have been read for the thinI

6

time; and

7

"(IT) the vote on fmal passage shall be on

8

the joint resolution of the other House, if such

9

joint resolutions are identical, or on the joint reso-

10

lution of the other House if 110t identical, with the

11 .

text of the joint resolution of the first House in-

12

serted in lieu of the text of the joint resolution of

13

the second House, and such vote on final passage

14 .

shall occur without debate or any intervening

15 .

action.

16

"(C) Upon disposition of the joint resolution re-

17

ceived from the other House, it shall no longer he in

18

order to consider the joint resolution originated in the

19

receiving House.

20

"(2) If one House receives from the other House a joint

21 resolution before any such joint resolution is introduced in the

21 then the following procedures shall apply:
22

359

22 first House, then the joint resolution reechoed shall be re-

~'(A) The joint resolution of the other House shall

23 ,ferred, in the case of the House of Representat.ives, to the

not be referred to a committee.

24 Committee on Foreign Affairs and, in the CaRe of the Senate,

"(B) With respect to a joint resolution of the

25 to the Committee on Foreign Relnt.inns, and t.he procedures

House receiving the joint resolution-

I
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15

1 conference, they shall report back to their respective House

1 in that House with respect to that joint resolution shall be

2 in disagreement.

2 the same under this section as if the joint resolution received

3

3 had been introduced in that House.
4

4 gress concerning the printing of conference reports in the

"(0 If one House receives from the other House a joint

5 Congressional Record or concerning any delay in the consid-

5 resolution after the first House has disposed of an identical

6 eration of such reports, such report, including a report filed

6 joint resolution, it shall be in order to proceed by nondebata-

7 or returned in disagreement, shall be acted on in the House

7 ble motion to consideration of the joint resolution received by

8 of Representatives and the Senate not later than 2 session

8 the fIrst House, and that received joint resolution shall be
~

9 disposed of without debate and without amendment.
10

"(g)(1)(A) The time for debate in a House of Congress

11 on all motions required for the disposition of amendments be12 tween the Houses shall not exceed 2 hours, equally divided
13 between, and controlled by, the mover of the motion and the
14 manager of the joint resolution at each stage of the proceed15 ings between the two Houses, except that in the event the

:

9 days after the fIrst House files the report or f in the case of
10 the Senate acting first, the report is first made available on
11 the desks of the Senators. Debate in a House of Congress on
12 a conference report or a report filed or returned in disagree13 ment on any such joint resolution shall be limited to 3 hours,

14 equally divided between, and controlled by, the Majority
15 Leader and the Minority Leader, and their designees.
16

16 manager is in favor of any such motion, the time in opposi17 tion thereto shall be controlled by the Minority Leader or his
18 designee. In the case of any disagreement between the two
19 Houses of Congress with respect to a joint resolution which
20 is not resolved, any Member of Congress may make any

18 measure shall be limited to 20 hours in each House of Con19 gress, equally divided between, and controlled by, the Majori20 ty Leader and the Minority Leader, and their designees.
21

U(h) This section is enacted by the Congress-

22

"(1) as an exercise of the rulemnking power of the

23

Senate and House of Represcntatiyp's, respectively, and

24

as such it is deemed a part of the rules of each House,

25

respectively, but applicR.ble only with respect to the

23 appointment of conferees, whichever comes fIrst. In the event
24 the conferees are unable to agree within 72 hours after the
25 second House is notified that the fIrst House has agreed to

"(2) If a joint resolution is vetoed by the President, the

17 time for debate in consideration of the veto message on such

21 motion or motions referred to in this subparagraph within 2
22 session day~ after action by the second House or before the

u(B) Notwithstanding any rule in either House of Con-
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1

procedure to be followed in that House in the case of a

2

joint resolution, and it supersedes other rules only to

3

the extent that it is inconsistent with such rules; and

4

"(2) with full recognition of the constitutional

5

right of either House to change the rules (so far as re-

6

lating to the procedure of that House) at any time, in

7

the same manner, and to the same extent as in the

8

case of any other rule of that House.".

9

(b) REPEAL.-Section 1013 of the Department of State

10 Authorization Act, Fiscal Years 1984 and 1985 (50 U.S.O.
11 1546a), relating to expedited procedures for certain joint res12 olutions and bills, is repealed.

I
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Toqay the Foreign Relations Committee commences work on a project of considerable significance-an effort to evaluate and improve the War Powers Resolution of
1973.

Congress passed this law 15 years ago in hope of fostering constructive ExP('utivelegislative interaction in the decision to employ U.S. forces abroad. Unfortunately,
this intent has not been fulfilled. Indeed, from the moment of its enactment over
President Nixon's veto, the Resolution has itself been an object of dispute rather
than an instrumentality of cooperation.
This past year's contentious debate over the Resolution's applicability t.o the U.S.
prese~ce in the Persian Gulf has served to underscore the irony that now surrounds
this crucial law. For the motive behind the War Powers Resolution was a determination to establish a procedure that would ensure national unity. The aim was to
devise a mechanism, consistent with the Constitution, through which Congress and
the President would act together in the momentous decision to commit U.S. forces
to hostilities-so that, once committed, America would not again fmd itself rent internal division.
Critics of the War Powers Resolution continue to characterize it as an idiosyncratic product of its time-an effort to prevent another Vietnam. But that involves a
distortion. The War Powers Resolution was not intended to prevent the necessary
use of American military power, but rather to prevent the commitment of power
unaccompanied by careful analysis and the commitment of national will.
The Framers of the Constitution intended that Congress be an active participant
in th~ decision to commence hostilities. While the War Powers Resolution, in its
current form, has failed, a way must be found to give modem meaning to constitutionalJntent.
PurSuant to this purpose, the committee last December authorized the establishment of a Special Subcommittee on War Powers. Today the subcommittee begins
hearings that will provide for a full airing of the constitutional dimensions of the
question while considering practicalities as well as principles. The chairman of the
subcoqtmittee is Senator Biden, who is completing recuperation from surgery and
for whom I will sit in until he returns in a few weeks.
These hearings will extend through August and into September, and will involve
former and present Government officials, including President Ford, and a number
of eminent constitutional scholars. Upon completing its hearings, the subcommittee
will render a report with legislative recommendations to the full committee.
Let me emphasize that the committee's aims is not to satisfy some narrow sense
of congressional prerogative, but to devise a war powers mechanism that works. Let
me reiterate, too, that this is not an effort to resolve the present dispute over the
applicability of the War Powers Resolution to the current situation in the PerRian
Gulf. While that dispute has helped to give rise to this effort, our endeavor will aim
at a long-term solution to the war powers question, not a quick fix for current circumstances.
In this efTort, I urge the constructive participation of the administration. It will
not be 'enough for the executive branch simply to adopt the position that the War
Powers Resolution and any succeSBor are unconstitutional. For what is constitutional beyond doubt is the intent of the Framers that Congress-the elected representatives of people-be centrally involved in any decision that commits this Nation to
war. Our task must be to construct an executive-legislative mechanism that operates effectively; and to create that mechanism will require executive-legislative cooperation.
Let us therefore view this effort not as an institutional struggle but as a constitutional duty. Indeed, having just celebrated our Constitution's 200th anniversary
year, we could pay the Founders no greater honor than to approach this task with a
spirit of judicious obligation to fulfill the Constitution's intent.
The subcommit.tee is pleased to be able to commence its hearings with testimony
from four people who played a role in the genesis of the law we have set ourselves
to evaluate. Chairman Fascell and Congressman Broomfield have since assumed the
leadership of the House Foreign Affairs Committee. Senators Eagleton and Mathias
have gtaduated to new careers. All four have records of distinguished servit'e to our
country, and the subcommittee is honored by their presence today.
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PREPAlpID STATEMENT OF SENATOR EAGLETON-JULY 13, 1988
'I'·hi.

: , INTRODUCTION

attack"rescuing, et cetera-the President acts on his ow~~ Otherwise. if A~erican
forces are to be deliberately placed into hostilities. Congress, as contemplated by
tdadison and Hamilton, must be part of the collective decisionmaking. . '
The war ~wers legislation percolated through Congress for a couple of years as
the war in Vietnam droned on its bloody way.

r:1

';'1 ~here to make a plea on behalf of our Founding Fathers. Remember them?

!i L<,:;,::" '

;:.:

~! 11'~~t~:·
Just a year ago-during the Bicentennial of the Constitution-we said they were
:~ ~ ;;;::': .-::' , geniUses. When the nomination of Judge Bork was added to our Nation'~ 1987,con-,

.., stituti~nal

i;iiA~:~::'
;:·'.'·i~\?!:·~,-~

history platter, we often hear.d. tha~ "what this count~ needed were
more Judges who,would go back to the ongInal mtent of our Founding Fathers." I~
;l:;~:*~»~ ~; didn'~ blow that particular hom last ye~r, but a lot of good old boys ce~ly ~~.:
; '!::Ci!,: ':.. '
This year, as we now meet on the toPIC of war powers, I am the GabrIel' of ongl-'
; J:':~' ,,' ,
nw intent. ;,
,~u :"d;
Jlkl~:L,
r;Let's take a look at the Constitution.
' ;: ,,. ,0 ' ' ' ' ' i
::f; \:;:.,,::.';', ';Article 1 authorizes Congress, among other things, to "provide for the common'
.:ll~,':""'t·,',=:',,: "defense"; to "declare war"; to. "make. rules for t!te Government and regul~ti?n of
'! ;:::::',:::',
land and naval'forces"; to "r81Se anmes and naVIes"; to "make all appropnatlons'!,
,,~ !t'::';:},:"" and to make "all laws which shall be necessary and proper" for carrying out all of:
, t :";~I' ',', "these enumerated powers.
'
. ". " ' L " r! oj
jl~~};;;:'
In.article 2, the Presiden~ is ~ven power to appoint Ambassadors and he is,d~j
:; :<:' ':
: nonunated as "Commander m Chief."
r~~';:::~; :..~: . .. qne need not be a .constitutional historian ~ conclude that the Founding Fathers
:~ ~~~ :;, ' , ; decided that the busmess of war was too serious a matter to be left to one person.
•; f,:::.~~ ,,
Having experienced enough of George m, they wanted no more unilateral warm~':',
:' !:.~:,.':~ :
ing.
'
.' " .
":;'~),<~':':'
:., ,Although the Fathers could not be so omniscient as to provide exact answers to
: 1:\,:; :':::'
every question that might arise regarding the use of American Armed Forces, they
.r::,,::: ':' ,;
were. clear that the f.Ow.er to mak~. war was shared ~tween the Congr~. and ~he
!?:,: "':
PreSident. The constitutional proVlSlons were to prOVIde a framework WIthin which
,;:;'::';:"":
the Congress and the President could cooperate in the protection of the Nation from'
, ,
external threat.
"
. '''' t
.. In the 200 years of our Constitution, several Presidents have committed American'
forces without a declaration of war. For example, America has attacked pirates in l
Tripoli and has chased Pancho Villa in Mexico on unilateral Presidential authority:'
Congress sometimes sulked about Presidential adventurism, but often as not was
happy to have been spared the political burden of ticklish decisionmaking about·
war.' :'; :,'
'
:
;
'In Korea; President Truman marched us there under U.N. resolution: Congress,:
later on, did considerable secondguessing about this, but never felt the itch either to·
declare war or to stop it.
' '. : j j', ;
,We inched into Vietnam under Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy and then
'I
jumped in full force under Johnson with the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution. That resolution sounded a lot less alarming and drastic than a declaration of war, but, it had
the same legal effect. No doubt about it, Congress had legalized "Johnson's War.~:.
,During the interminable agony of Vietnam, Senators and Congressmen fIrst, in;
twos and threes, and later by the score, swore that "we should never get fooled,
again." Somehow, there had to be a framework that put Congress in a position to;
:~:. ~ ,:
exercise its constitutional obligation on the dispatching of American troops into hoa.
til·ti ' .. "
,
' ' "
1,,1 es:,"
':,
! (!~'" .', ,,: .tHo'
I
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THE CREATION OF THE WAR PO~ ACT

'"

,.,1,

,,:p

,:(\!~

One day in 1970, Frank Church said to me, "We must begin to think about what'
is going to happen when the Vietnam war is over. We've got to restore the congressional role in the decisionmaking process about how we go to war." He asked me to
work up some materials on a constitutionally proper, shared balance between .. the
, ~ngress and th,e President on the sending of American combat forces into hostillties.'
,
" t
Skippin~ all of the intermediate stef.s, Senators Javits, Stennis, and I ended up,
with the • first cut" of a war powers bil .
' , ; . : ':
S. 2956 recognized the constitutional authority of the Congress and the President
to exercise their shared constitutional powers in situations of undeclared war. It
spelled out the President's responsibility "to repel attack," "to forestall an imminent attack" on the United States or U.S. Armed forces outside the United States,
"to protect or rescue" U.S. nationals abroad. All of that was, both by the Constitution and by historic precedent, singularly up to the President. However, under S,
2956, when the President wanted to use U.S. Armed Forces outside of these timesensitive, emergency-related situations, he was to seek authorization from the Con·
gress-simple as that. Once again, in emergencies-self-defense, forestalling an

r~

!

t. ~ . .'

"

THE "COMPROMISE"
" 'tJlt~atelY," a bill as previously described,passed the Senate. A bill based on a
much, different premise passed the House. It was: "In war the President alone
knows besl" Out of the Senate-House conference, a "compromise" emerged-a totally illogical, illegitimate child. The President could wage unilateral war for 90 days
without congressional authority. After the 90 days, the war would terminate unless
Congress' authorized its continuance under such time or other constraints as Congress saw fit to impose.
.
Senator Javits and I had a rather bitter debate as to what had happened in the
conference. As I Saw it, the Constitution had been stood on its head-the President
had been empowered to wage unilateral war whenever and however he desired.
Once 'the troops were sent by the President, for all practical purposes the die was
cast-and
unalterably
so. The Founding Fathers had to be somersaulting in their
graves.
'r:,'
'
,
:i,
',Senator Javits believed to his dying day that the bastardized War Powers Act
would somehow all work out. I disagreed.
I voted against the fInal version of the War Powers Act-in a sense I voted
against what had once been my own bill. To me, it was untenable and perhaps even
unconstitutional,
in •its• ~ r attempt to give the President the sole power to wage war.
•~; ~:. -, •.

IN PRACTICE ,
The Act in practice has been a total failure. It has in no way established a sharedpower relationship in wannaking. It has in no way established any sense of consensus-building on warmaking. The original Senate bill provided for the shared decision
required by the Constitution and the consensus-building that went' with such a
"
shared decision of both the President and the Congress.
Every President has abhorred the War Powers Act, all have danced around it,
and President Reagan has blatantly ignored it-for example, Lebanon and Persian
Gulf. Congress gripes and grouses, but just stands and watches the passing parade
as the President alone dispatches troops into hostilities. The courts refuse to resolve
the constitutional issue labeling the question as "a nonjusticiable political dispute."
That means it's a hot potato-too, hot to handle.
What .to do?
. . ' '
THE WAR POWERS ACT

~

BYRD-NUNN-MITCHELL-WARNER

You have before you the Byrd-Nunn-Mitchell-Warner bill.
With great respect for these fine men, their bill is a figleaf irrelevancy.
In the interest of time, let me comment on Senator Nunn's statement when the
bill was introduced. Senator Nuon found eight shortcomings in the existing law.
Fair enough. Maybe it has even more than eight. Then he wrote this.
,-' We must remember that, under the Constitution, the Founding Fathers gave
Congress the power to declare war. We need a war powers act that applies that
power to the modem threats that our Nation faces .
, This bill will assure that the congressional leadership and the President will
consult on matters of national security. It also assures that in the event the
President deploys American forces, the leadership will meet and recommend appropriate action to the rest of the Congress. It guarantees that the recommenda, tion of the leadership will be given prompt consideration on the floor of both
the House and the senate. Finally, it r~ulres that if the Congress passes a law,
. ,no funds may be spent by the President m contradiction of that law.
Senator N unn cannot really believe that "The bill wilJ assure that the conv.essional leadership and the President will consult on matters of national secUrtt~."
On matters that are perceived as touching the turf of the Commander in Chief,
Presidents will consult with Congress only on a nominal, superficial basis. Presidents don't trust or respect Congress. Presldents do not view Congress 88 a partner
in a governmental allliince, but as a' nuisance or peril to be avoided, Thirty days
into office, President Bush or President Dukakis will hold the same view.
Senator Nunn concludes the paragraph with "Finally, it requires that if the Congress passes a law, no funds may be spent by the President in contradiction of that
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law." The President, by this new law, will be asked to obey the law. Wow. That's
getting tough. The truth is, that the Byrd-Nunn-Mitchell-Warner solution adds

.

"

: :"".....~
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I was a Member of the House of Representatives when the War Powers Res
.
as enacted into law over President Nixon's veto in 1973. I believed then ~~tbn
~eve now, that the War Powers Resolution establishes an important pr~ deSIgned to preserve the constitutional balance of power in the warmaking
~
tween the executive and legislative branches of our Government
area
For over a year.now, I.have spent a great deal of time studying-and debatin _
:~ d:be~ts
~l~ ith t~e War Powers Resolution. Unlike the largely theo~ta
PI~ce m 1873, the arguments in 1987 and 1988 have been
practl'cal andWblced.
as m rea Ity.
har I '!~~hbaw at pthose 2 YRears, 8!ld the decade and a half of experience we have
WI
•
e ar ow~rs esol~bon, there are reasons to be discouraged. Both
Demirat~ch~d Rep':l~hcan Presidents have either ignored the law or refused to
coml?fe ~t .lts p.rov1810ns. Reluctant Congresses have not aggressively challen ed
:;:-esi e!'fla! macbon. The end result has been an extraordinary shift of power fr~m
e ~ atlve bf!Ulch 1;0 the e~ec~tive in situations involving the commitment of
Amen.can
troops m foreign hostIle mvolvements.
I think the record show~-whether you are looking at Vietnam Cambodi LebS~n, Gpena.da, or the Pe~lan Gulf-that this shift in powers has ~ot served ~ well
mce ~Ident Reagan s announcement of his decision to reflag Kuwaiti vessel~
d proVlde United States protection for those vessels in the volatile Persian Gulf I
l to use the War Powers Resolution as a vehicle to force a debate ~n
t ave ~tr~gg.ed
f~!Jhli~
effort to budd a co~sensU8 for a specific course of action. I have
the
h~ hort. The c°nsequence.1s that we have been implementing a policy in
c
as never been authorized by the Congress or approved by the American peo;te:

nothing to what Congress doesn't already have under the Constitution. Of course,
Congress can alwals, through it appropriation or legislative process, enact a statute
ovel;', the President B terminating an unwanted ~tary operation.
,': .'. ', .. " :!' '

r

CAN THE WAR POWERS ACT WORK?

. In my judgment, the existing War Powers Act is an unworkable mess, but the
Byrd-Nunn-Mitchell-Warner bill would continue the mess. The congressional leadership would play an understudy, standby role in the wings, and the rest of Congress
would sit in the balcony as impotent dummies, waiting to hear the word of the leadership lords.
This is not what the Founding Fathers intended. It cannot, in all conscience, be
the role that Members of the Senate and House would willfully impose upon themselves.
For myself, I would go back to the original Senate war powers bill as refined in
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Draft No.2 of July 1977. That bill was based
on the Constitution and on the premise of shared powers and consensus-building in
warmaking.
But, as a pragmatist, I recognize that the time to enact such a bill came only
once-at the end of an exhausting, seemingly interminable war and with a beleaguered President in the White House whose veto could be overridden. That time in
history and in legislative opportunity is forever gone.
'
'
. Unable to truly correct the flaws in the existing law and faced with a proposed
cure worse than the known disease, I might, for an instant, consider repealing the
whole damned thing. I might, for an instant, consider going back to the basic words
of the Constitution and let those words speak for themselves.
Why do I use qualifying phraseology like "might, for an instant"? I do so because
total repeal of the War Powers Act might be construed by the Wall Street Journal
editorial page and Justice Scalia as legislative history supporting the President's
unilateral right to wage war however and whenever he liked. I wouldn't, of course,
like to see such a cockamamie interpretation move beyond the Journal and Scalia.
DOES CONGRESS REALLY WANT "TO BE IN ON THE TAKEOFF"?

Finally, as I observed earlier, I came to the conclusion that Congress really didn't
want to be in on the decisionmaking process as to when, how, and where we go to
war. I came to the conclusion that Congress really didn't want to have its fingerprints on sensitive matters pertaining to putting our Armed Forces into hostilities. I
came to the conclusion that Congress preferred the right of retrospective criticism
to the right of anticipatory, participatory judgment. Congress is not oRen reactionary, but it is, more often than not, reactive.
When I was in the Senate, I remember sitting in Majority Leader Baker's office
when we were trying to decide, under the War Powers Act, how much time to allow
President Reagan to wage war in Lebanon. All of us-everyone of us in Howard
Baker's office-knew it was a war and that young Americans would be killed. Here
was the opportunity for Congress to show, to use the cliche, that it wanted "to be in
on the takeoff as well as the landing." We gingerly and intentionally avoided playing any role. We voted to give a blank check to President Reagan to wage war in
Lebanon for-remember how long-a year and a half. The American war in Lebanon didn't last so long-when the mad bomber blew up the Marine barracks, President Reagan, on his own gut judgment, cut the political losses. Congress just listened and watched. Congress was in the balcony.
Since I have left the Senate, I have followed the events in the Persian Gulf. Clearly, the events there come under the operative sections of the act. But, just as clearly
there is no congressional determination to force the President's hand on the issue. If
the Persian Gulf exercise blows up, Senators and Representatives will be free to
point out how things went wrong-how erroneous policies were executed of which
they were not a part. If there had been a congressional vote authorizing a Persian
Gulf undertaking with some congressional limitations, then congressional, finger·'
prints would be on the job and failure would be a shared result.
'
. I harbor the notion that most Senators and House Members really don't have the
political stomach for decisionmaking involving war.
It is with no glee that I express such misgivings.

h

guir fhffi

In my yiew, it is a policy .of conflict which has resulted in a series of tra ic incide,:,ts which ~~v.e take the bves of American and Arab soldiers as well as tte lives
o~ mn~enh clvlhans. ~t is a p,olicy of confusi!>n which has resulted in the projection
~insr
ednt f,?relg~ policy abroad ..It. ~s a po!icy of confrontation which has
B m a n , at tunes Ignored! the posslblhty of d]plomatic solutions.
ven
the ugult
th~ who wO uld reject those conclusions and approve of our policy in
d. ,even ose peop le ought to agree that it is a policy which has been created
an Imple~ented excl~sively by the executive branch. It illustrates a polic makin
~:iliU~i~~.h, at best, Ignores the War Powers Resolution and. at worst, i~ores th~
Given
· ·1ovoled·
. Gulf operation
it'both the
to policy
d and process. ques tIons
v 10 our Persian
As 'we 18 e~y . un ~rstand why this subcommittee was fonned.
of caUtio:t thIS reVIew of the War Powers Resolution, I want to interject a note
that th Vi pre are those ~ho ~ave concluded, based on our exoeriences to date
As f e a r owers ResolutIOn 18 fatally flawed and need to be , 'fixed " this year'
concl~rated as I h!lve at times been over the past year, I have not reached t.hat
law :;:n. ~ ct, ~~ man~ way~, I have been impressed by the resiliency of the
ed that thesunP e s . ute WIth a s]mple purpose-to assure, as our Founders intendl~l t· b wa"haking power remains a responsibility shared by the executive and
.
a lye r~c es. Because. the. War Powers Resolution embodies a constitutional
lIDpe~a.~ve, ]t.18 relentless. Like It or not, we have not been able to avoid the judg
:~~ of "=i~~nUt~til~~!,,~he tact that lthe Congress did not recognize the exist:
the Act.
as year or ast week was our fault, not the fault of

i:l

r

fi

a

~~:~ror~~r:s~~~f~~.~~:::! abii~f:t J:~t:~O:r:: ~h:~~~~es~l t~!~:

he~gs, I expect that we wJlI have an opportunity to thoroughly review those au

~e:~~:?Sit~ey~~r!':ede:'II w~hldWimplY suggest that. there be no ."rush to jud;:

should:be carefully stUdied. e op

e

ar Powers Resolution and mochficntions to It.

oftheW!~t~!l K:te~~ial iodificatio~s, I.would suggest that we review them in light.
the law can w w. a see operat1Og l~ the W~r Powers Resolution. In my mind,
cannot~operate°if.!t~h~h~pgr7 ~antsd]t dto or l~ the P~esi~ent. wants it to. But. it
reluctant to· I
. resl en an a eterm10ed mmonty In the Congress are
over the past
ement It. That has been the situation we have faced all too often
b
years.
ra~~ t~a~ .f~~~:~¥ ~~ rhvi seewth President rep?rt to us "consifltent with"
questions which
.
e aw. e ave seen the Congress vote on },'rocedural
hostilities" eve 'afteamazA]ngly. enough,. saw us denying the possibility of 'imminent
,
n
r merlcan soldiers had engaged in combat.
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Making the law more permissive, rather than more automatic, does not seem to
be a reasonable response to the experiences of the past few years. At least it would
be unreasonable if we want to accept our constitutional responsibilities.
Making judgments about war and peace is an ominous and high-risk undertaking.
But it is a jud~ent which we, as U.S. Senators, swore to execute to the best of our
abilities. In domg so, we do not take power from the Executive-we share it.
We do not want to micromanage conflicts-we want to authorize them. We do not
want to use war for political purposes-we want to take politics out of the warmaking process.
In short, the task before us is not to amend the War Powers Resolution at all
costs. Rather, our task is to develop improved mechanisms if we can. If that proves
to be impossible, then our task is more limited: To resist changt'-s which would
result in the unraveling of a procedure designed to allow us to assert our responsibilities under article 1, section 8 of our Constitution.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR PRESSLER-JULY

siter lamented: "Congressmen are more likely to needle the President for inactivity
and timidity than to accuse him of acting too swiftly and arbitrarily." How things
have changed.
" .,
If I remember correctly, Professor Schlesinger was one of the sharpest academic
critics of President Eisenhower as a "do-nothing" President in foreign policy. We
still are stirred by the dramatic words of President John F. Kennedy's Inaugural
Address, when he pledged to go anywhere and to pay any price in the cause of freedom and democracy. After Kennedy's tragic assassination, the leaders of his party
seemed
to have
applied a cost-benefit analysis to Presidential powers in the area of
U.S. foreign
policy.
In the 200 years of this" Republic, the United States has been involved in approximately 200 military conflicts, beginning on the high seas in 1789 and continuing in
1988 in the Persian Gulf. Was has officially been declared a half dozen times
throughout American history. In the nine decades preceding the Constitutional Convention, the countries of the Western World fought in 38 wars, and only 1 of them
was declared. At the close of the Argentia Conference in 1940, President Franklin
D. Roosevelt confided to his soon-to-be British ally that he intended to wage war,
and not to declare it. This is exactly the distinction made by the Framers that hot
summerwar.
day in Philadelphia, when they distinguished between making war and declaring
Yesterday morning. during our first war powers hearing. House Foreign Affairs
Committee Chairman Dante Fascell asked: "How do you define 'war'?" The long history of constitutional practice provides the best answer available. The Founders
were well aware of the need for national security. That was one of the reasons the
Philadelphia Convention was originally summoned. Could it be that the men of
Philadelphia did not spend much time on the precise distinction between war and
hostilities because they knew the difference, and had no need to debate it at length?
Mr. Chairman, I do not intend to trade the history of the Republic as it relates to
the great issues of war and peace. I will leave that to our eminent witnesses. But I
do think we ought to recognize that 200 years of state practice have had some legal
meaning for the operation of our constitutional system. I don't agree with General
von Clausewitz that war is merely diplomacy by other means. I do think, however,
that the national interest sometimes mandates the use of armed force. or the threat
of armed force. And I do not think that a congressional fore!gn policy is vastly superior to an executive branch foreign policy. As Secretary of State George Shultz has
repeatedly said. "535 Secretaries of State are 534 too many."
Professor Rossiter cogently observed more than a quarter century ago: "The Presi.
dency of the future will grow out of the PreSidency of the present. • • e" We cannot
afford to make the futUre hostage to our present whims. History mayor may not
teach,bad
butresults.
it certainly provides examples. It also demonstrates that wrong choices
have
The War Powers Resolution of 1973 was a wrong choice by the Congress. Let us
the minor
damage that has already been done. before the greatundo
er political
harmconstitutional
befalls us.
I look
to the seminar that our witnesses are about to engage in. Thank
you,
Mr. forward
Chairman.

14, 1988

Mr. Chairman, this afternoon we are privileged to have before us two eminent
American historians. Their numerous publications, and their wideranging scholarship, bear witness to the vitality and relevance of the history profession. The impressive reputation of our two witnesses is well-deserved, and I welcome them to our
committee.
" It is especially fitting that on this day, so rich in historical symbolism and meaning, that we turn our attention to history-to the history of the Constitution, to the
history of the Republic, and to the history of the governing process. By examining
our historical origins and our subsequent national experience, we are, in effect, celebrating the bicentennial of the greatest of all political documents-the Constitution
of the United States.
We deal todar" specifically, with the history of the war power. How did it originate? How has It been utilized? And how has it been transformed, or transmuted, in
our time? In speaking of the war power, I am also making reference to the doctrine
of the separation of powers, for the one is closely intertwined with the other.
In their belief in the need for a separation of powers between the three coordinate
branches of Government, the Founding Fathers relied on the vision of the celebrated French philosopher, Montesquieu. As Justice Louis Brandeis observed in Myers v.
United States (1926), separation of powers-according to Montesquieu-translated
into "security for the people" and was accepted as such by the Founders. Not surprisingly, a modern-day Supreme Court in Buckley v. Valeo (1976), a half-century
later, reemphasized "the intent of the Framers that the powers of the three great
branches of the National Government be largely separate fl'om one another."
The war power did not derive from emanations or penumbras, but from the minds
of very practical men inside a hot, locked room in Phildelphia on August 17, 1787.
They carefully delineated "making war" from "declaring war," a distinction that
has confounded many ever since. Making war translates in modern-day language
into defending the national security interests of the United States. Delaring war is
exactly what that term implies: A formal statement of hostilities which, in turn,
"triggers a whole series of international legal duties and obligations. A declaration of
war, as the French came to say after July 14, 1789, involves a nation in arms, utilizing its major resources and seeking the often elusive goal of military victory over an
opposing enemy. That is why Rufus King, at the Constitutional Convention, referred
to making war as "an Executive function."
"
A noted American jurist and legal scholar in a famous essay, published at the
tum of the last century, observed that history and law were inevitably bound up
with one another. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the significant Supreme
Court cas of Bas v. Tingy (1801), decided 1 year after Congressman John Marshall's
much-quoted statement about the President being the sole organ of American foreign relations. In that case, a unanimous Court indicated that the United States
could become involved in hostilities without a declaration of war. Members of that
Court were contemporaries of the Founders, and two of the first sitting Justices
(John Rutledge and James Wilson) were themselves Constitutional Convention participants. Surely, this Court knew the intention of the Founders in such matters.
They had lived their own history.
With respect to the Commander in Chief power, historian Clinton Rossiter, author
of a landmark text, entitled "The American Presidency," has asserted that CIt i
President's power to command the [armed] forces swells out of all proportion to l'
other powers." In a revised edition, published at the end of the Eisenhower era, ROfr
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Mr. Chairman, once again we are pleased to welcome two distinguished witnesses.
A former Secretary of State and a former Secretary of Defense and Attorney General are certainly individuals who have been involved in major foreign policy and national security decisions. Both of them are distinguished lawyers and therefore
highly qualified experts on such major legislation as the War Powers Resolution of
1973. If I remember correctly, Mr. Richardson was Attorney General during the initial P~e by the Congress of the War Powers Resolution. Secretary Vance served
administration
which did involve itself in an act of humanitarian interduring an
in April
1980.
vention
Both of our witnesses have had long and distinguished careers in the executive
branch of the Government, and both of them are highly knowledgeable in the important area of congressional-executive branch relations. Given the tt'stimony we
have already heard during the last several weeks, and during the last several days,
cooperation
rather than confrontation seems to be the key to a successful foreign
policy.
I happen to believe that the War PowerR Resolution was a bad idea when it WRS
passed over the President's veto, and that it continues to be a bad idea. It exacer-
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, al P r:i~political
'dential relations.
It institutionalbates rather than ameliorates c(;mgress~on
issues which
so far have
\,izesinterbranch conflict, and r~ serious eg I t'
. .
: ::I'not been capable of eith~r a political or a leg~ r~o u Aff~rs Committee, Dante FasThe distinguished ch81rman of th~ House, orelgn this iBBue and he put it best~;~Cell/was the first, witness befo~e t~ ~O~IIl1~~h~nPresident ~d the CongreBB con'one another. When that .takes
'informal cooperatlon on a cO!ltmumg 8818.
ffide -in' one another,. they w,ill h!il! co~::e:~~ ~ they did with Vietnam and the
""place, ni~or intema~lOnal.crl8es
. no. c
".
'.'
.'
.~war in Southeast Asia, major. domestic crISes. witnesses with respect to the war
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INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
I." INTRODucrroN-THE ROLE OF THE THREE
BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT

§ 6.2 The COngress
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3P, add to footnote 31:

31. Note, The Extraterritorial Application of ,the Constitution-Unalienable
Riehts, 7,2 Va.LRev. 649 (1986),

~
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§ 6.3 . The Court
Page 3~9, add to footnote 7:
7. See generally, Glennon, Raising the
Paquette .Habana: Is Violation of Customary International Law by the Executive

Unconstitutional? 80 Nw.U.L.Rev. 321

(1986).

Page 381. add to footnote 18:
18. Boo generally, Note, The Act of
State Doctrine: Resolving Debt Situs Confession, 86 Colum.L.Rev. 594 (1986).

II. THE TREATY MAKING POWER

§ 6.5

Limitations on the Treaty Power

Page 387, add to footnote 6 (from previous page):
6, See generally, Glennon, United
Slates Security Treaties: The Commitment

<

'\.

Myth. 24 Colum.J. of Transnational L. 509
(1986).

§ 6.7 Conflicts Between Treaties and Acts of Congress
Page 393, add to footnote 5:
5. United St.!ltes v. Dion. 476 U.S. 734,
106 S.Ct. 2216, 90 L.Ed.2d 767 (1986), on
remand 800 F.2d 771 (8th Cir.1986) (Bald

33

Eagl~ Protection Act abrogated any treaty
right or Indian to shoot bald eagles).
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Ch. 6

Ch. 6

§ 6.10

1798-1800. President Adams responded to France's seizing of U.S.
merchant ships by having the navy capture 90 French ships and the
marines land on Santo Domingo.

III. THE WAR POWER

. § 6.9

THE WAR POWER

1800. The marines aided the u.s. schooner Enterprise against a
man-of-war in the West Indies.

Introduction

Page 402, to be read as new text after footnote 4

Spanis~

In fact, from 1798 to 1970, there were over 130 cases where the
President transferred arms or other war material abroad or actually
sent troops, all without any congressional authorization.4.l

1801-05. The Barbary War against Tripoli began when President
Jefferson sent warships into the Mediterranean. Several pirate ships
were sunk before Congress was informed of the mission.

4.1 See Appendix at end of § 6.10.

1808. Troops crossed the Rio Grande into Spanish territory.

§ 6.10 Historical Development of the War Power

1806-10. Gunboats fought Spanish and French privateers.

Page 403, add to footnote 8:
8. See also, Appendix at end of this
§ 6.10.

1810. Troops seized territory in West Florida held by the Spanish.
1813-14. Marines built a fort to protect ships visiting the Marquesas
Islands in the South Pacific, which were claimed by Spain.

Page 405, add to end· of page:

involvement in. . . . In addition, from 1798 throu~h 1~70 .(sho~·t1y
before the 1973 enactment of the War Powers Resolution 19. ) hlst~>rJcal
research has shown many instances-137 cases-whe~e the Presld~ntl
without Congressional authorization, has sent Amencan t!ooPS mto
imminent hostilities or transferred arms or other war matenal abroa~.
These instances are summarized in the Appendix which follows thlS
section.

..

19.1 See § 6.10.

181~. President Monroe made attacks on Spanish Florida, one
against a fort and the other against Seminole Indians.
I

1818. The Navy landed at the Columbia River in Oregon. claiming
possession of an area claimed by Russia and Spain.
1820-22. Marines protected commerce off the west coast of South
America during a revolt against Spain.

Page 405, to be read at end of page:

President Reagan justified the 1983 American intervention in Grenada.
on three grounds: a confidential appeal from the Governor ~en~ral of
Grenada; a request for United States help from. the Org~mzat1on of
Eastern Caribbean States, which relied on their collective. defense
treaty; and the need to protect approximately 1000 U.S. nationals on
the island.2O
20. Riggs, The Grenada Intervention:
A Legal Analysis, 109 Military L.Rev. 1.2
11985).

1821-22. Naval attacks against Cuba. including the burning of vessels and the taking of ~ooty, before congressional authorization.
1830. Marines helped capture slave ships off Haiti.
1831-32. Marines landed on Falkland Islands to free three seized
ships from Argentine colonists.
1833. Marines and sailors landed in Argentina to protect U.S. lives
and property during a refJolt in Buenos Aires.
1835-38. Marines landed at Callao and Lima, Peru to protect U.S.
lives and property and the consul during a revolt.

APPENDIX
EXECUTIVE ACTION FROM 1798 THROUGH 1970
Cases where the President has sent troops into imminent hostili~ies
or transferred arms or other war material abroad without Congressional authorization.·
• L. Gordon Crovitz developed this list
by extensive historical research in State
Department and Congressional reports.

1814-16. After 3.000 attacks on U.S. merchant ships, naval engagements were made against pirates throughout the Caribbean, especially off Cuba, Puerto Rico, Santo Domingo and the Yucatan peninsula.

The list is published here with permission. See Crovitz, "Presidents Have 8
History
Unilateral Moves," The Wall

0;
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1836. Armed forces occupied territory claimed by Mexico during the
Texas war for independence.
1837. Marines captured a Mexican ship after its crew seized two U.S.
merchantmen.
University 1982; J.D., Yale University
1986, is Assistant Editor of the Editorial
Page of The Wall Street Journal.

Street Journal. Jan. U5. 1987. at 18. col.
3-6. Mr. Crovitz. B.A., University of Chi·
cago, 1980; M.A. (Jurisprudence) Oxford
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1839. Forces landed in Sumatra and bombed towns to protect U.S.
lives and property after attacks on U.S. ships.
1840. A naval squadron landed on the Fiji Islands and burned a
village. after attacks on American surveying parties.
1842. The Navy occupied Monterey and San Diego, which were controlled by Mexico.
1844. Sailors and marines intervened to protect Americans at China's
Canton trading post.
1844. President Tyler deployed forces to protect Texas against Mexico,
anticipating Senate approval of a treaty of annexation that was later
rejected.
1846-48. President Polk ordered troops into disputed territory with
Mexico before the congressional declaration of war.
1849. The U.S.S. St. Louis gained the release of an American seized ?y
Austrians in Smyrna (now Izmir, Turkey) by threatening to fire lts .
guns.
1851. After a massacre of foreigners, in Jaffa. Turkey, a U.S. squadron
was ordered to display arms along the Turkish coast.
1851. The U.S.S. Dale bombarded Johanna Island (east of Africa) an?
.landed a force to punish the local chieftain for imprisoning an Amencan whaling captain.
.
1852-53. Landings of marines were made to protect U.S. lives and
property in Buenos Aires during a revolt.
1853. Marines boarded a vessel in the China's Canton River to put
down a mutiny.
1853-54. Commodore Perry led 400 men on his expedition to Japan in
1853. The following year, Perry and 2,500 men took the Bonm and
Ryukyus Islands. A commercial treaty signed by Perry was later
ratified by the Senate.
1853-55. Forces landed at Greytown, Nicaragua to protect U.S. lives
._. and property during political disturbances. After an American compa- .
ny's property was destroyed and the U.S. minister to Nicaragua assa~lt
ed and detained, the U .5.5. Cyane bombed the town, sent a land~ng
party and finally burned it. President Pierce later explained the actIon
in a message to Congress.
1854. Marines went ashore in Okinawa and seized a religious shrine
to punish the murder of an American. They also landed to enforce
treaty provisions.
1854. Part of Commodore Perry's squadron, joined by British marines,
landed off Shanghai and Ningpo.
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1855. 'Marines landed in Fiji in retaliation for injuries to wrecked
seamen, and fought skirmishes and burned villages.
1855. Forces landed in Montevideo, Uruguay to protect U.S. lives and
property during a civil war.
1855. Marines fought pirates on land and sea at Ty Ho Bay, China.
1856. Marines landed in Panama to protect a railroad during a revolt.
1856. President Buchanan ordered 280 officers and men to land in
Canton, China during hostilities between the British and Chinese and
after an unprovoked attack on an unarmed boat displaying the American flag. The U.S. destroyed four Chinese forts.
1858. Warships landed in Uruguay to protect U.S. lives and property
during, a revolt in Montevideo.
1858. After British cruisers repeatedly boarded and searched U.S.
merchant vessels in the Gulf of Mexico, President Buchanan ordered a
naval force to the waters around Cuba with orders to "protect all
vessels of the U.S. on the high seas from search or detention. . . .
War with Britain was averted when it abandoned its claim to search
ships in peacetime.
1858. Marines and sailors landed on Waia Island. Fiji to avenge the
murder of. two American traders .
1858-59. The U.S. Navy made a display of force along the Turkish
coast after Americans were massacred at Jaffa.
1859. Two hundred soldiers crossed the Rio Grande in pursuit of the
Mexican bandit Cortina.
1859. Marines landed to protect Americans in Woosung and Shanghai.
China after local disorders.
1860. Marines and sailors landed twice at Kissembo. Portuguese West
Africa, . to protect U.S. lives and property during warfare between the
natives and the Portuguese.
1863. After the Japanese fired on a small American merchantman,
the navy fired on three Japanese vessels.
1864. U.S. joined British, French and Dutch warships in an attack on
Shimonoseki, Japan to open the straits as required in a commercial
agreement.
1865. Going beyond a treaty of 1846, a landing party went ashore at
Panama, Colombia to protect U.S. lives and property during a revolution.
1865-66. Fifty thousand troops were sent to the Mexican border to
back up a protest against the presence of 25,000 French troops in
Mexico, who withdrew.
II
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1866. Marines landed at Newchwang, China to seize and punish
Chinese leaders for assaulting the American consul.
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1867. Marines landed and occupied Managua and Leon, Nicaragua.

1891. More than 100 Marines landed at Valparaiso, Chile to protect
the American consulate and to protect U.S. lives and property during a.
revolt. .

1868. Warships occupied Yoko~ama and attacked Hiago and Nagasaki
in Japan to protect U.S. lives and property.

1893. Marines landed in Hawaii to protect U.S. lives and property
durin~ a revolt against Queen Liliukalani.

1868. Marines and sailors landed at Montevideo, Uruguay to protect
U.S. lives and property during a revolt.

1894. Marines landed at Bluefields, Nicaragua to protect U.S. lives
and property dUring a civil war.

1869-71. After ne~otiating a treaty of annexation, . Presid~nt Grant
sent a naval force to the Dominican Republic where 1t remamed after
the Senate rejected the treaty.

1894-96. Marines and sailors landed in Korea and marched to Seoul
to protect U.S. lives and property during the Sino-Japanese War.
1894-95. Marines were stationed at Tientsin. China and marched as
far as Peking to protect U.S. lives and property during the SinoJapanese War.

1870. Marines landed in Honolulu to put the U.S. consulate's flag at
half·mast in recognition of a royal death after the consul refused and
the matter became a local controversy.
1871. Marines and sailors captured five Korean forts after a suryeying
party was attacked.
.
1873. After Spain captured and executed 53 crew members from an
American steamer captured off Jamaica. President Grant re.called all
available ships and threatened war. Spain paid an indemmty to the
U.S.
1873-82. Troops repeatedly crossed into Me~i~o to ~ursue cattle .
thieves and Indian marauders. Raids were legltlmated 10 1882 by a
bilateral agreement.
1874. A landing party of 150 men from two vessels maintained order
during the election of a Hawaiian king.
1876. A small force landed to preserve' order when the town of
Matamoras. Mexico was without a government.
1882. More than 100 marines and sailors landed in Ale~andria, Egypt
to protect U.S. lives and property when the city was be10g bombed by
the British.

1895-96. Marines were sent to Seoul, Korea to protect U.S. lives and
property during a revolt.
1896. Marines landed at Corinto, Nicaragua to protect U.S. lives and
proper:ty during a revolt.
1898. Marines landed at Juan del Sur, Nicaragua to protect U.S~ lives
and pz:operty during a revolt.
1898-99. Marines were stationed at Tientsin and Peking, China to
protect U.S. lives and property during a conflict between the dowager
empress and her son.
1899. Marines landed at Bluefields, Nicaragua to protect U.S. lives
and property during a revolt.
1900-01. President McKinley sent 5,000 troops to protect American
interests during the Boxer Rebellion in China.
1903. Marines landed a~ Puerto Cortez, Honduras to protect U.S. lives
and property during a revolt.
1903. Marines landed at Santo Domingo. Dominican RepUblic to pro.
tect U.S. lives and property during a revolt.

1888. Marines landed in Korea and marched to Seoul to protect l!'S,
lives and property during a revolt.
.

1903-04. Marines landed at Beirut to protect U.S. lives and property
'
during a revolt.

1888. Warships threatened Haiti until a U.S. merchant vessel was
returned and an indemnity paid.

1903-04. Marines escorted negotiators from Djibouti to Addis Ababa
as they tried to make a treaty with the emperor of Abyssinia.
1903-04. Marines landed during the independence revolution by Panama against Columbia to protect U.S. citizens.

1889. Marines landed in Hawaii to guard U.R lives and property
during revolutionary disorder.
1890. Marines landed in Argentina to protect the consulate in Buenos
Aires.
1891. A squadron seized four schooners in areas of disputed sovereignty to regulate sealing.
38

1904. Marines landed at three cites in the Dominican Republic to
protect U.S. lives and property during a revolt.

1904. A squadron was sent to Moroccan waters to force the release of
a kidnapped American. (President Roosevelt; "We want either Perdi.
caris alive or Raisuli dead. ")
39
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1904-05. Troops went to Seoul to guard the legation during the RussoJapanese War and to evacuate U.S. citizens.
1905-07. President Roosevelt put into effect a treaty guaranteeing the
integrity of the Dominican Republic despite the Senate's failure to
ratify it.
1907. Marines intervened during a war between Honduras and Nicaragua.
1910. Marines and sailors landed at Greytown, Nicaragua to protect
U.S. lives and property during a revolt.
1910-11. Marines and sailors landed at Puerto Cortez, Honduras to
prevent seizure of an American-owned railway.
1912. Troops protected diplomats in Istanbul during the Balkan War.
1912. Marines landed at Guantanamo, Cuba to protect U.S. lives and '
property during a revolt.
1912-25. The president of Nicaragua asked President Taft to send
sailors and marines to protect U.S. lives and property during a civil
war. Several battles were fought. A marine detachment remained to
guard diplomats in Managua.
1913. Marines landed at Claris Estero, Mexico to protect U.S. lives
and property during a revolt.
1914. Marines landed at Port au Prince, Haiti to protect U.S. lives and
property during a revolt.
1914. Gunships attacked revolutionaries in the Dominican Republic.
1914. Marines were sent to guard the embassy in Paris on the out- ,
break of World War I.
1915-34. Troops were sent to Haiti to forestall European intervention
to collect debts. Haiti was placed under U.S. military and administrative supervision.
1916-24. President Wilson ordered the occupation of Santo Domingo, ;
Dominican RepUblic by 3,000 marines.
1917. President Wilson asked Congress for authority to arm U.S.
merchant vessels with defensive guns. When Congress refused to pass
such a law, President Wilson acted on his own authority to equip the
ships with guns and gunners assigned to them by the Navy. War was .
declared two months later.
'
191~19. Troops pursued bandits into Mexico nine times and fought a
battle with Mexicans at Nogales.
191~20. President Wilson acted without congressional approval to
help the anti-Bolsheviks against the new Soviet regime. More than
13,000 troops were sent, and battles were fought at Archangel, Vladivostok and the Munnansk Coast near Norway.
40
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1919. At the request of Italy but unknown to Congress. troops were
sent to Dalmatia to quell fighting between Italians and Serbs.
1919. Marines landed at Istanbul to protect the consulate during the
Greek occupation of the city.
1919. : Troops were sent to Honduras to maintain order during a revolt.
1920. Troops were sent to Guatemala to protect U.S. Jives and property during a revolt.
1920-2. Marines were sent to protect U.S. radio faciJities at Vladivostok.
1921. Naval squadrons demonstrated to prevent war between Panama
and Costa Rica.
1922. A naval squadron landed at Smyrna to protect U.S. lives and
property during Turkish-Greek warfare.
1924-0. Marines landed at several points in Honduras to protect U.S.
lives and property during a revolt.
1926-33. President Coolidge sent more than 5,000 troops to Nicaragua
to put down the revolt led by Sandino, which was partly communistfunded .. Democrats in Congress called this President Coolidge's "private war" and "imperialism," but did not question his authority to send
troops. The U.S. supervised elections before recalling the marines.
1936. Marines evacuated Americans during the Spanish Civil War.
1940. President Roosevelt informed Congress that he had agreed to
deliver a flotilla of destroyers to Britain in exchange for military bases
in the 'western Atlantic.
1941. Despite express congressional limitations against using troops
outside the Western Hemisphere (Reserves Act of 1940 and Selective
Service Act of 1940), FDR Occupied Greenland at the request of local
authorities following the German invasion of Denmark.
1941. FDR ordered troops to occupy Iceland, with the approval of local
authorities. but as in the case of Greenland. in violation of congression.
al legislation against the sending of troops outside the Western Hemi.
sphere.'
1941. FDR ordered troops to occupy Dutch Guiana by agreement with
the Dutch government in exile after Holland fell to the Nazis.' Again.
this violated congressional legislation.
1941. FDR ordered the Navy to patrol shipping lanes to Europe to
protect military aid to Britain and the Soviet Union. There were
attacks on German submarines before Contrress partially repealed the
Neutrality Act.
1946. President Truman sent naval carriers to Istanbul to resist the
C)oviet Union's moves against Turkey and its straits.
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1948. Marines were sent to Jerusalem to protect the consular office
during the Arab-Israeli War.
1948. Marines were sent to the Mediterranean as a warning to Yugoslavia not to attack 5.000 U.S. troops in Trieste.

.)

1948-49. ~ Marines were sent to Nanking and Shanghai. China to help
evacuate Americans from communist forces.
1950-53. President Truman sent Corces to protect South Korea after
the communists invaded from the north. The war was made solely on
the basis of executive authority; there was no declaration of war. The
State Department said that the "president, as commander in chief of
the armed forces of the U.S.• has Cull control over use thereoC."
1954-65. Five carriers evacuated U.S. civilians and military personnel
from the Tachen Islands of China.
1956. Marines evacuated 1.500 people. mostly Americans. from Alexandria, Egypt during the Suez crisis.
1957. Marines were sent to Indonesia to protect U.S. lives and property during a revolt.
~
1958. Marines were stationed off Venezuela to protect U.S. lives and
property during a revolt.
1958. Marines and a naval squadron were sent to Indonesia to protect
U.S. lives and property during a revolt.
1958. President Eisenhower sent 14.000 marines to Beirut after a
Moslem revolt to protect U.S. lives and property.
1959-60. President Eisenhower deployed marines off Cuba to protect
U.S. lives and property during the Castro revolution.
1961. President Kennedy sent the Navy, with jet planes. to patrol the
Dominican shore during a revolt until the Trujillo brothers fled the
country.
1961-73. Twelve thousand troops were sent to the Vietnam War
before authorization by Congress or treaty. Full congressional authorization came in the 1964 Gulf of Tonkin Resolution, which approved
support of "the determination of the president. as commander in chieC.
to take all necessary measures to repel any armed attack" on U.S.
troops in Southeast Asia.
1962. President Kennedy ordered a quarantine of Cuba during the
missile crisis. He deployed 180 Navy ships and a B-52 bomber Cully
loaded with atomic bombs. Later. under a treaty, the Organization of
American States approved the move.

1963. Marines were deployed off the coast of Haiti during a revolt.
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1964. President Johnson sent military aid to the Congo and helped
transport Belgian troops so that hostages. including Americans, held by
rebel forces could be freed.
1965. President Johnson sent 4,500 troops to the Dominican Republic
to protect U.S. lives and property during a revolt.
1967. Presidl!nt Johnson sent the 6th Fleet to the Syrian coast as an
ultimatum to the Soviet Union that it should not become involved in
the Arab-Israeli war.
1967. Military aid and advisers were sent to help President Mobutu of
the Congo quell a revolt.
1970. President Nixon dispatched 1,500 marines to the coast of Lebanon to persuade Syria and Iraq not to enter into t.he conflict between
King Hussein of Jordan and Palestinian guerrillas.

§ 6.12 The War Powers Resolution
Page 411, add to footnote 2:
2. Egeland. The Legal Limitations on
the Use of Military Force Under the War
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Powers Resolution, 25 Air Force L.Rev. 146
(1985).

Military Courts

Page 415. 8ubstltute the fourth full paragraph with the following:

(c) Military Law and Its Applicability in Time of Peace
Military law refers to the legal system, including the courts, by
which the military forces are governed)· Military courts have limited
jurisdiction: they can try only persons who were members of the armed
forces at the time of the offense charged; there is no requirement.
however, that there be any "service connection" to the offense
charged. l 4.I The Court r-eached that conclusion only after travelling
down a long road. as discussed below.
14. Present military law is codified in
the Uniform Code of Military Justice, 10
U.S.C.A., ch. 47.

(1969l; Comment. O'Callahan and Its Progeny: A Survey on Their Impact on the
Jurisdiction of Courts-Martial, 15 ViII.L.
Rev. 712 (1970); Cooper. O'Callahan Revisited: Severing the Service Connection, 76
Mil.L.Rev. 165 (1977); Tomes. The Im~i·
nation of the Prosecutor: The Onlv Limita.
tion to orr-post Jurisdiction Nov.:. Fift.et>n
Years After O'Callahan v. Parker. 25 Air
Force L.Rev. 1 (1985); J. Horbaly, CourtMartial Jurisdiction (1986).

See generally. S. Adye. A Treatise on
Courts Martial (1786); 1 W. Winthrop, Mil·
itary Law and Precedents (Military Law)
(2d ed. 1896. 1920 reprint); G. Davis. A
Treatise on the Military Law of the United
States 437 (3d rev. ed. 1915); Weiner.
Courts-Martial and the Bill of Rights: The
Original Practice I. 72 Harv.L.Rev. 1
(1958); Duke & Vogel, The Constitution
and the Standing Army: Another Problem
of 'Court-Martial JUrisdiction. 12 Vand.L.
Rev. 435 (1960); Nelson & Westbrook.
Court-Martial JUrisdiction Over Servicemen for "Civilian" Offenses: An Analysis
of O'Callahan v. Parker, 54 Minn.L.Rev. 1

14.1 Soloria v. United States, _
U.S.
- . 107 S.Ct. 2924, 97 L.Ed.2d 364 (1987,.
rehearing denied _ U.S. __ .108 S.Ct. 30,
97 L.Ed.2d 819 11987) o\'l.rruling
O'Callahan v. Parker. 395 U.S. 258. 89
S.Ct. 1683. 23 LEd.2d 291 Cl969).
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Page 417. to be read as new text after second full paragraph:

The service-connected requirement led to confusion in the lower
courts, especially in cases involving drug offenses.2u Moreover, the
O'Caliahan holding does not reconcile easily with the broad power of
Congress to "make Rules for the Government and Regulation of the
land and naval Forces," 2S.2 and is not well supported by historical
understanding. Thus, in Solorio 1I. United States,2S.S the Court overruled O'Caliahan and held that it is Constitutional to convene a court
martial to try a serviceman who was a member of the armed forces at
the time of the offense charged. Military jurisdiction depends solely on
the defendant's status as a member of the armed forces and not on the
"service connection" of the offense charged.
23.1 See discussion in Cooper.
O'Ca!lahan Revisited: Severing the Service
Connection, 76 Mil.L.Rev. 165, 172-82
(1977): Tomes, The Imagination of the
Prosecutor: The Only Limitation to 00Post Jurisdiction Now, Fifteen Years After
O'Ca1lahan v. Parker, 25 Air Force L.Rev.
I, 13-31 (1985).
Compare, e.g., United States v. Wilson, 2
M.J. 24 (c.M.A.1976) (off-post robbery and
assault of a fellow serviceman held nol 10
be service connected), with United States v.
Scott. 15 M.J. 589 (A.C.M.R.1983) (serviceman's off-post murder of another serviceman held 10 be service connected because
the crime had ita basis in on· post conduct
of the participants).
23.2 U.s. Const. art. I. § 8, ct. 14.
23.3 _ U.s. _
107 S.Ct. 2924, 97
L.Ed.2d 364 (1987), rehearing denied U.S.
108 S.Ct. 30, 97 L.Ed.2d 819
(1987).
Judicial Deference to Military Judgment. The Court also relied on the fact
that the courts usually defer to military
-0
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I. INTRODUCTION-THE ROLE OF THE THREE
BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT
'-I

. The l!nited States in its capacity as a sovereign nation must.
mteract ~lth other countries in the international realm, for the ability
of a nation to conduct foreign relations is inherent in the concept of
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sovereignty.' Because specific constitutional references to foreign relations are, however, sparse, much of the foreign affairs power has
evolved from constitutionally implied powers and extraconstitutional
sources. Our effort in this section to understand the constitutional
sources of our foreign relations will be first to study the roles of the
President, Congress and the courts in foreign affairs as set forth in the
text of the Constitution. Then we shall look closer at specific areas of
foreign affairs, the treaty power, executive agreements, and the war
power. Finally, we will consider the constitutional limits placed on any
Congressional definition of "treason."

§ 6.1

The Executive

Traditionally the President has been considered responsible for
conducting the United States' foreign affairs.' Justice Sutherland, in
the leading case of United States v. Curtiss- Wright Export .Corp. ,I
acknowledged this principle in a unanimous opinion:
[T]he President alone has the power to speak or listen as a
representative of the nation. . . . As Marshall said in his great
argument of March 7, 1800, in the House of Representatives, "The
President is the sole organ of the nation in its external relations,
and its sole representative with foreign nations." 3
Blackstone had earlier recognized the historical concept of executive predominance in foreign relations indicating in his Commentaries,
"What is done by the royal authority, with regard to foreign powers is
the act of the whole nation ... •
.
Such plenary executive power is not, however, found anywhere in
the text of the Constitution. Nor will any examination of the affirmative grants of foreign affairs power in the Constitution reveal that the
President is the "sole organ" of foreign relations.
Specific enumerations of the executive's foreign affairs powers
appear in Article II of the Constitution. The President is empowered to
make -treaties, with a concurrence of two-thirds of the Senate. and to
appoint ambassadors, public ministers and consuls with the Senate's
advice and consent. 1I Additionally, the chief executive is authorized. as
the representative of the United States, to receive ambassadors and
public ministers.' The Comma.l1der-in-Chief power, constitutionally
delegated to the President, also profoundly affects United States' inter1. L. Henkin, Foreign Affairs and the
Constitution 16 (1972); United States v.
Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., 299 U.S. 304.
318,57 S.Ct. 216, 220, 81 L.Ed. 255 (1936).
§ 6.1
1•. L. Henkin. Foreign Affairs and The
Constitution 37 (1972). .

2. 299 U.S. 304. 57 S.Ct. 216, 81 L.Ed.
255 (1936).

4. I. W. Blackstone, Commentaries 252
(Cooley ed. 1871).

U.S. Const. art.

6. Id. § 3.
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national relations.' Although these provisions attest to the fact the
President has an active role in foreign affairs, the executive. in actuality, has gone far beyond these express grants in conducting interna.tional relations.
Hamilton's Rationale. What sources, in addition to express Constitutional provisions, does the President receive his foreign affair.s
powers from? Alexander Hamilton, in support of the theory of presIdential supremacy in foreign affairs, wrote under the pseudonym
"Pacifus" a series of articles published in The Gazette of the United
States supporting George Washington's "Proclamation of Neutrality,"
issued in 1793 after the outbreak of war between Great Britian and
France. In these articles Hamilton argued that the first clause of
Article II "the executive power shall be vested in a President of the
United States. . . ." was a general grant of power to the executive
and ihat the following specific grants in Article II, except when expressly limited,· serve to interpret the general grant.
Hamilton concluded that any foreign affairs power not explicitly
granted to the Congress devolves by implication upon .the p~esident
through the executive power clause.s As examples, Ha~llton cited. the
President's power to recognize governments and term mate relations
with foreign nations under the auspices of the constitutional provision
9
authorizing the executive to receive foreign ambassadors and consuls.
Although treaties are subject to the ad,"ice and consent of the Senate,
the President, by implication, is empowered to continue or suspend the
treaty on his own initiative Hamilton believed. Hamilton warned in
The Federalist of the danger of restricting the executive's powers too
severely.'o
President Washington's Position. These implied Constitutional
powers were recognized as early as George Washington's adm~nistra
tion. Washington, by receiving "Citizen" Genet in accord With the
Constitutional provisions allowing the President to receive foreign
ambassadors and ministers, recognized the revolutionary government of
France, and later, by demanding Genet's recall, ended diplomatic
relations with France without consulting Congress. 1I Washington also
esutblished historical precedent for limiting Congress's role in the area
of treaty making when he refused to comply with the House of Rep~e
sentatives' request to give to Congress papers relevant to the negotiations involving the Jay treaty in 1796. The executive's treaty negotia10. See The Fl'deralist Nos. 67. iO:
Corwin. The President. supra note 8. at 16-

7. Id. § 2.

3. 299 U.S. at 319. 57 S.Ct. at 220.

S.
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8. E. Corwin. The President: Office and
Powers 179-81 (4th Rev.Ed.1957 I. citing
flom A. Hamilton. Works 76 lHamilton.
"d.)

§ 2.
9. U.S.Const. art. II, § 3.

17.
1 I. U.S.Const. art. II. § 3: E Corwin
and L. KO('nig. The Pr(>sidt'nc~' TodrlY 30
119561: Corwin. The I'residt'nt. supra noll'
S. at 181-82.
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tion powers were, Washington believed, exclusive"! The .Preside.nt
alone was empowered to designate individuals to conduct ro~eIgn affal~
negotiations abroad and to determine what should be mcluded lD
international agreements. IS
The Supreme Court indirectly legitimized these extensions of the
constitutional foreign affairs power in Marbury v. Madison"· In Marbury the Court stated that judicia~ revie~ of conflicts betw~n the
executive and Congress over the foreIgn affaIrs power would be mappropriate, terming disputes of this nature as inherently political questions. 11I .
Theories Based on the President's Role as "Commander-inChief" and His Duty to "Take Care" that "The Laws Be Faithfully
Executed." Implied foreign affairs powers have also been extrapolated
from the Commander-in-Chief clause and the Constitutional provision
that the executive shall "take care" that "the laws be faithfully
executed." 10 The ext~nsion of executive foreign affairs power on the
basis of these two grants has not been as successful as Hamilton's claim
to the presidential foreign affairs power premised ~n the ,"executive
power clause" discussed above. IT
. . '.The power ~ttributed to the Commander-in-Chief .will be treated 1
later in section III dealing with the War Power. .
•.
The clause empowering the executive to "take care" that laws are
"faithfully executed" has been employed to justify executive action to
insure treaty provisions are faithfully adhered to.' 1 Presidents have
even authorized forceful intervention in foreign conflicts under the
auspices of this clause contending that the duty to see all laws are
faithfully executed also encompasses international law. These assertions have, however, often been thought to be un persuasive because it is
generally understood that this clause applies to international law only
to the extent it has been incorporated into the law or the United States ,
in situations occurring either within the United States or affecting
. American' citizens or the government."
The Curtiss-Wright Case. The Supreme Court acknowledged the
unique role of the executive in United States v. Cu~tiss- Wright. ExJX?rt
Co.:O This case involved a controversy surroundmg a presIdentIal
12. Corwin, The President, supra note
8, at 181-83.
13. Corwin" Koenig. supra note 8. at.
. 31.

14. 5 U.s. (1 Cranch) 137. 2 L.Ed. 60
(1803l.

15. 5 U.s.

(1

Cranch) at 166.

19. Jd. at 55. For example, troops have
been sent under presidential authority to
Panama (1882), Cuba (1903). Haiti (19161.
Korea (1950), Vietnam (196O's); Matthews.
The Constitutional Power of t.he President
to Conclude Jnternational Agreements. 64
Yale L.J. 345. 360 n. 88. 367 & n. 115-120
(1955),

16. U.S.Const. art. II. § 3.

20. 299 U.S. 304. 57 S.Ct. 216. 81 L.Ed.

11. Henkin. supra note I, at 42.

255 (1936). See generally, Lofgren. United

18. Id. at 54-55.

States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corpora-
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Embargo Proclamation issued May 28, 1934,21 prohibiting the sale of
arms to countries involved in the Chaco conflict in South America.
Authorization for this declaration was granted in a joint congressional
resolution passed earlier on the same day empowering the President to
issue a proclamation limiting arms and ammunition sales to those
involved in the conflict. 22 Revocation of the proclamation occurred in
November of 1935.23
The defendants. indicted in 1936 for conspiring to sell arms to
Bolivia, challenged the joint resolution claiming it was an unconstitutional delegation of authority. The Supreme Court upheld the resolution, finding the proclamation valid. Justice Sutherland, writing for
the majority. addressed the role of the President in international
relations:
[T)he federal power over external affairs in origin and essential
chl;lracter [is] different from that over internal affairs [and) . . .
participation in the exercise of the power is significantly limited.
In this vast external realm. . . the President alone has the power
to speak or listen as a representative of the nation. He makes
treaties with the advice and consent of the senate; but he alone
negotiates. 24
Sutherland also quoted with approval a statement issued on February
15, 1816 by the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations:
The President is the Constitutional representative of the United
States with regard to foreign nations. He manages our concerns
with foreign nations . . .. The nature of transactions with foreign nations, moreover. requires caution and unity of design, and
their success frequently depends on secrecy and dispatch. 25
Sutherland concluded that it was important to realize that presidential authority to issue the proclamation came not only from the
joint resolution of Congress but also from the "very delicate, plenary
and exclusive power of the President as the sole organ of the federal
government in the field of international relations . . .... This power
did not need to be based on an act of Congress. the Court recognized,
although it was "of course" to be exercised in subordination to express
provisions of the Constitution.26
A pragmatic look at the international scene supported this view of
the Constitutional framework. The President:
lion: An Historical Reassessment. 83 Yale
L.J. 1 (973).
21. 48 Stat. 1744.
22. 48 Stat. 811.
23. 49 StaL 3480.
24. 299 U.S. at 319. 57 S.Ct. at 220.
25. 299 U.S. at 319. 57 S.Ct. 220 quoting
U.S. senate Reports. Committee on Foreign Relations vol. 8 at 24 (1816).

26. 299 U.S. 304. 320. 57 S.Ct. 216. 221 •
81 L.Ed. 255 119361. See Nowak & Rotunda. A Comment on the Crt'ation and Rp.sc>lution of a "Non-Problem"; Dames &
Moore ,,'. Regan. The Foreign Affairs Pow.
er. and the Rule of the ('.ourt. 29 V.C.
L.A.L.Rev. J129. 1149 '19821.
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not Congress. has the better opportunity of knowing the conditions
which prevail in foreign countries. . . . He has his confidential
sources of information. He has his agents in the form of diplomatic, consular and other officials. Secrecy in respect of information
gathered by them may be highly necessary and the premature
disclosure of it productive of harmful results.2'7

In Waterman the Court therefore concluded. in a 5 to 4 opinion, that
whatever portion of the CAB order which emanated from the President
was not subject to judicial review. The CAB orders. before presidential
approval. are premature and not subject to review. After such presi·
dential approval. they "embody Presidential discretion as to political
matters beyond the competence of the courts to adjudicate." 33

Although Sutherland depicts presidential predominance in foreign
affairs, it should not be forgotten that in that case the President was
acting in accord with congressional policy. Justice Jackson in his
concurrence in The Steel Seizure Case 28 interpreted the Curtiss- Wright
decision as dealing with situations arising when the presidential actions
are in harmony with an act of Congress, not when the President acts
contrary to Congress. 29 The Jackson interpretation would place a
significant limitation on the theory of an unrestrained executive plenary foreign affairs powers.

Thus by constitutional exegesis. practical experience, and Congressional acquiescence. the executive has usually predominated the foreign
affairs sphere, but this expansive international relations power is not
plenary."

The Supreme Court reaffirmed much of the reasoning of CurtissWright as to the unique nature of the President's foreign aff~irs power
when it refused to review an executive order concerning the involvement of United States citizens with foreign air transportation in Chicago and Southern Air Lines. Inc. v. Waterman Steamship Corp.30 In that
case the Civil Aeronautics Board, with the express approval of the
President, granted an overseas air route to Chicago and Southern Air
Lines and denied it to its rival, the Waterman Steamship Corporation.
The proceedings were not challenged as to their regularity, but Waterman nonetheless sought review of the CAB decision as approved by the·
President. ;The Court recognized that Congress could delegate "very
large grants of its power over foreign commerce to the President." 31
And the President possesses his own foreign affairs power. In the
Waterman case the Court found the President drew his powers from
both sources ..

§ 6.2 The Congress

The Court in that case, where the President was not acting in
defiance of Congressional direction, reasoned:
The President, both as Commander-in-Chief and as the Nation's
organ for foreign affairs, has available intelligence services whose
reports are not and ought not to be published to the world. It
would be intolerable that courts, without the relevant information,
should review and perhaps nullify actions of the Executive taken
on information properly held secret . . .. [T]he very nature of,
executive decisions as to foreign policy is political, not judicia1.32
27. 299 U.S. at 320. 57 S.Ct. at 221.

30. 333 U.S. 103. 68 S.Ct. 431. 92 L.Ed.
568 (1948) (Jackson. J., ror the Court).

28. Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v.
Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 72 S.CL. 863,96 L.Ed.
1153 (1952).

31. 333 U.S. at 109. 68 S.Ct. at 435.

29. 343 U.S. at 63~6 n. 2, 72 S.Ct. at
870-871 n. 2 (Jackson, J .• concurring).

32. 333 U.S. at 111. 68 S.Ct. at 436.
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The continual controversy existing between Congress and the exec·
utive as to the extent of each branch's foreign affairs power centers on
whether Congress and the president act as constitutional equals in this
sphere or whether the executive initiates foreign policy while the
Congress acts merely to implement the president's policy. 1 The importance of Congressional participation in international affairs was recognized during the early stages of United States' foreign policy.
Madisonts Rationale. In response to Alexander Hamilton's
"Pacifus" articles supporting presidential supremacy in foreign affairs
James Madison wrote a series of letters under the name of tfHelvidius."
Madison stated in these writings that Congress, not the President, was
empowered to determine United States foreign policy. Hamilton,
Madison argued, was attributing quasi-monarchical powers to the Exec·
utive branch reminiscent of the role of royalty in British foreign
affairs. 2
However one would decide the Hamilton-Madison debate. the fact
remains that Congress plays a vital role in the foreign affairs scenario.
Success or failure of executive foreign policy depends, to a great extent,
on the support of Congress. Congress received foreign affairs powers
from express and implied constitutional grants.
33. 333 U.S. at 114. 68 S.Ct. at 437.
Waterman has been read not to preclude
judicial review ir the CAB's actions are
beyond its powers, so that legally it could
not place anything berore the president.
E.g., Pan American World Airways. Inc. v.
CAB, 380 F.2d 770 (2d Cir. 1967), affirmed
by an equally divided Court. 391 U.S. 461.
88 S.Ct. 1715, 20 L.Ed.2d 748 (968). rehearing denied 393 U.S. 957, 89 S.Ct. 370.
21 L.Ed.2d 369 (1968).

34. See generally. Paust, Is the Presi·
dent Bound by the Supreme Law of the
Land?-Foreign Affairs and NationAl ~t'.
curity Reexamined, 9 Hastings Const.1. Q.
719 (1982).
§ 6.2
1. E. Corwin. The President: Orne£' and
Powers (4th Rev.Ed.195;' at 184-85.
2. Id. at 180-82. citing 6 J. Madison.
Writings 138 (Hunt. Ed.1
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The specific Constitutional provisions granting Congress authority
in foreign affairs matters delegate legislative power, and Article I, § 8
defines these powers broadly: "Congress shall have Power to provide
for the common Defence, . . . " 3 to regulate foreign commerce,4 and to
define and punish Piracies and Felonies committed on the high Seas,
and Offences against the law of Nations." 5 Additionally, Congress is
empowered to declare war, to make rules of war, grant letters of
marque and reprisal,s and to raise, support and regulate an army and a
navy.' Two-thirds of the senate must consent to treaties before they
are ratified. The Senate also is authorized to advise the president on
the contents of the treaty.s
These express grants have been used extensively to validate congressionally created foreign policy.
The Power Over Foreign Commerce. The commerce clause 9
legitimizes congressional legislation regulating United States foreign
trade. With the increased importance of international business transactions in relation to the world and national economies, foreign com- . ~ .
merce has devoloped into a vital area of foreign affairs. Consequently,
Congressional control of foreign commerce has a tremendous impact on
the structure of United States foreign policy}O
Other Congressional Powers. Congress's power to declare warll
directly checks the executive's foreign affairs power. These war powers
will be discussed in more detail in section III of this Chapter. Specific
constitutional grants enabling Congress to define and punish offenses .
against international law 12 empower Congress to create legislation
regulating areas such as international air piracy, counterfeit foreign.
currency and foreign expropriations of the property of the United
States or its citizens. 13 Through these provisions Congress createS
binding foreign policy law.
I .

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

U.S.Const. art; I, § 8, cl. 1.
Id. § 8, cl. S.
Id. § 8, cl. 10.
Id. § 8, cl. 1 b
Id. § 8, cIs. 12, 13.
8. Id. art. ll, § 2.
9.' Id. art. I. § 8. cl. 3.. For a discussion
of the exclusive nature of Congress's power
to regulate foreign commerce see United
States v. Guy W. Capps. Inc .• 204 F.2d 655.
658 (4th Cir. 1953) affirmed 348 U.S. 296,
75 S.Ct. 328, 99 L.Ed. 329 (1955), discussed
.
below in §. 6.8,. in.fra.
10. Japan Line, Ltd. v. County of Los
Angeles. 441 U.S. 434. 99 S.Ct. 1813. 60
L.Ed.2d 336 (1979) (state tax on instrumen·
talities unconstitutional because such tax
may subject foreign commerce to risk of
multiple burdens and may impair federal
uniformity in an area where federal uni·

formity is essential). . Cf. Independent
Warehouses v. Scheele, 134 N.J.L. 133. 137.
45 A.2d 703.705 (1946). affirmed 331 U.S.
70. 67 S.Ct. 1062. 91 L.Ed. 1346 (l9471;
Gibbons v. Ogden, 22 U.S. (9 Wheat.l 1.
189-90, 6 L.Ed. 23 11824l; Henkin. The
Treaty Makers and the Law Makers: The
Law of the Land and Foreign Relations 107
U.Penn.L.Rev. 903, 925 11959).

11. U.S.Const. art. I. § 8, d. 11.
If:
12. Id. § 8, cl. 10.
13. E.g., 18 U.S.C.A. § 1651. 49 U.S.C.A. § 1472(i) (air piracy); United States ,'.
Arjona. 120 U.S. 479, 484-88. 7 S.Ct. 628.
,.
63~2. 30 L.Ed. 728 (1887) (Congress has
the power to define and punish the 0('
fenses which disrupt harmonious foreign
relations); The Hickenlooper Amendment.
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. § 6201el8$
amended. 22 U.S.C.A. § 23iOlei (Congress
authorizes the President to suspend foreign
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Implied Congressional Powers. Congress has expanded its foreign affairs powers by reading implied grants to influence foreign policy
into express Constitutional provisions. Article I. section 8 authorizes
Congress:

to make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying
into the execution the. . . Powers vested by this Constitution in
the Government of the United States or in any Department or
. Officer thereof.14
The "necessary and proper" clause has been used effectively to check
presidential foreign affairs power because the President relies on congressional legislation to enact his foreign affairs policy.
Congress can stymie implementation of executive international
policy by refusing to appropriate necessary funds.l s Foreign aid programs depend on Congressional authorization as provided for in the
"spending power" clause}a Congress, under the auspices of the t'postal
power" clause, has authorized international postal agreements.l 7 These
constitutionally implied foreign affairs powers provide a basis for many
of the congressional actions which influence foreign policy.
The Supreme Court has acknowledged the existence of a constitutionally implied power authorizing Congress to regulate foreign affairs.
In Perez v. Brownell IS the Court held that Congress was acting within
its foreign affairs power by stating in the Nationality Act of 1940 19 that
any United States citizen voting in a foreign political election would
lose his citizenship.20 Justice Frankfurter. writing for the Court, asked:
[WJhat is the source of power on which Congress must be assumed
to have drawn? Although there is in the Constitution no specific
grant to Congress of power to enact legislation for the effective
regulation of foreign affairs, there can be no doubt of the existence
of this power in the law-making organ of the nation . . .. [Al
federal Government to conduct the affairs of that nation must be
held to have granted that Government the powers indispensible to
its functioning effectively in the company of sovereign nations.
The Government must be able not only to deal affirmatively with
foreign nations. . . [iJt must also be able to reduce to a minimum
aid to any nation that has seized u.s. property or repudiated or nullified existing con·
tracts with U.S. citizens or businesses
when the foreign government fails to give
full compensation for such acts within a
reasonable time).

14. U.S.Const. art. I, § 8, d. 18.

18. 356 U.S. 44. 78 S.Ct. 568, 2 L.Ed.2d
603 (1958).
of

15. L Henkin. Foreign Affairs and the
Constitution 76-79 (1972).
16. U.S.Consl art. I, § 8, cl. 1.

17. Id. § 8. cl. 7, see e.g. 39 U.S.C.A.
§§ 505. 506; L. Henkin. Foreign Affairs
and the Constitution 77 09721.

19. 54 Stat. 1137 § 401 as amended Act
~pt. 27, 1944. 58 Stat. 746.

20. 356 U.S. 44.62.78 S.Ct. 568. 578. 2
L.Ed.2d 603 (1958), overruled in Afroyim v.
Rusk, 387 U.S. 253. 87 S.Ct. 1660. 18 I.. Ed.
2d 257 (1967).
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the frictions that are unavoidable in a world of sovereigns sensitive
in matters touching their dignity and interests. 21
Though the precise holding of this case was later overruled there was
no doubt cast on the reasoning and principle that Congress was constitutionally empow~red to legislate on such matters.22
A constitutional doctrine used to legitimize Congressional involvement in foreign affairs was also enunciated in Fang Yue Ting v. United

States.23
The United States are a sovereign and independent nation and are
vested bY I the Constitution with the. entire control of international
relations and with all the powers of government necessary to
maintain that control . . .. The Constitution . . . speaks with
no uncertain sound upon this subject. . . . The power. . . being
a power affecting international relations, is vested in the political
departments of the government, and is to be regulated by treaty or
by act of Congress.24
The United States, as a sovereign nation, possesses a "foreign
affairs power" which is an inherent attribute of sovereignty.2S Justice
Sutherland in the Curtiss- Wright 28 case acknowledged that the "foreign
affairs power" arising from the sovereign status of the United States
expanded Congress' legislative authority in international relations matters.
This broad t'foreign affairs power" has been used as a basis for a
wide variety of congressional legislation. Alien immigration and registration laws were promulgated on the strength of the "foreign affairs
power." 27 Congress, on the basis of sovereignty, may be able to compel
United States citizens residing abroad to return to the United States for
legal proceedings and to answer for conduct engaged. in abroad.28
Presumably under this power Congress has authorized the Court to
modify the act of state doctrine as recognized by the executive so that
some acts of foreign governments affecting United States citizens may
be challenged. fi The extent of this congressional "foreign affairs pow21. 356 U.S. at 57, 78 S.Ct. at 575.
22. Perez v. Brownell, 356 U.S. 44. 78
S.Ct. 568, 2 L.Ed.2d 603 (1958), overruled
in Afroyim v. Rusk. 387 U.S. 253. 87 S.Ct.
1660, 18 L.Ed.2d 757 (1967); L. Henkin,
Foreign Affairs and the Constitution 326 n.
39 (1972).
23. 149 U.S. 698.13 S.Ct. 1016,37 L.Ed.
905 (1893).
24. 149
1021-22.

U.S.

at 711. 713, 13 S.Ct. at

25. E.g .• Burnet v. Brooks, 288 U.S. 378.
396, 53 S.Ct. 457, 461-62. 77 L.Ed. 844
(1933).

26. United States v. Curtiss-Wright Ex·
porting Corp., 299 U.S. 304, 318-19. 57 '.
S.Ct. 216, 220-21, 81 L.Ed. 255 (1936).
27. The Chinese Exclusion Case, 130
U.S. 581. 9 S.Ct. 623. 32 L.Ed. 1068 (18891:
Fong Yue Ting v. United States, 149 U.S.
698, 13 S.Ct. 1016, 37 L.Ed. 905 (18931.
28. Cf. Vance v. Bradley. 440 U.S. 93.
103-109. 99 S.Ct. 939. 946-49. 59 L.Ed.2d
171 (1979); Kinsella v. United States ex
reI. Singleton. 361 U.S. 234, 245-46. 80
S.Ct. 297,303-04.4 L.Ed.2d 268 (1960); L.
Henkin. Foreign Affairs and the Constitu·
tion 75-76 (1972).
29. Blackmer v. United States. 284 U.S.
421. 52 S.Ct. 252. 76 L.Ed. 375119321; Ban·
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er" 'at present is uncertain. Congress has yet to exercise this power as
fully as the Supreme Court implies that it is empowered to. 3O
:!i

To What Extent Does the Constitution Follow the Flag; Does
the' Constitution Apply to the Territories? One area important
where the extent of Congressional power-and, in particular. the constitutional limitations on that power-are uncertain concerns the power
over the territories. While certainly Congress has the power to govern
its territories, it is not always clear to what extent the Constitution
follows the Flag, that is, to what extent the Constitution applies to
territories which are acquired but not incorporated into the United
States,'l
In the beginning of the twentieth century the Court held that the
requirement of uniformity of taxes imposed by Congress did not apply
to Puerto Rico." The Court at that time saw the need to grant
flexibility to Congress in administering its territories not previously
subject to common law traditions. 3S However. the Court later held or
otherwise indicated that other clauses of the Constitution do apply to
Puerto Rico.S4 Moreover. because Congress may make constitutional
provisions applicable to territories by statute even though they would
not otherwise be controlling. the Court will attach great weight to a
legislative determination that a particular constitutional provision may
practically and beneficially be applied in a territory.
co National de Cuba v. Farr, 383 F.2d 166.
182 (2d Cir. 1967). certiorari denied 390
U.S. 956. 88 S.Ct. 1038•. 19 L.Ed.2d 1151
(1968), rehearing denied 390 U.S. 1037, 88
S.Ct. 1406. 20 L.Ed.2d 298 (1968).

ment of jury criminal cases in Puerto Rico.
..... hich was not an incorporated territory of
the United States even though its residents
had been granted United States citizenships).

30. L. Henkin. Foreign Affairs and the
Constitution 74-76 (1972); Henkin, The
Treaty Makers and the Law Makers: The
Law of the Land and Foreign Relations,
107 U.Pa.L.R. 903, 922-23 (1959).

34. E.g., Balzac v. Puerto Rico, 258 U.S.
298. 314. 42 S.Ct. 343, 349, 66 L.Ed. 627
(1922) (Court applies. without discussion.
first amendment in Puerto Rico); CaleroToledo v. Pearson Yacht Leasing Co .• 416
U.S. 663, 668-69 n. 5, 94 S.Ct. 2080. 2084.
n. 5. 40 L.Ed.2d 452 (1974). rehearing dp.
nied 417 U.S. 977, 94 S.Ct. 3187, 41 L.Ed.2d
1148 (1974) (Court applies due process
clause in Puerto Rico because .. 'there can·
not exist under the American flag any
governmental authority untrammeled by
the requirements of due process of law as
guaranteed by the Constitution of the
United States.' to) (quoting Magruder. C.J.,
in Mora v. Mejias. 206 F.2d 377, 382 \lst
Cir. 1953); Examining Bd. v. Flores De
Otero. 426 U.S. 572. 599-601, 96 S.Ct. 2264,
2279-81,49 L.Ed.2d 65 (19761 (eqUAl prot('('.
tion guarantee applies to Puerto Ri('ol;
Califano v. Torres. 435 U.S. 1. 4 n. 6. 98
S.Ct. 906, 908. n. 6. 55 L.Ed.2d 65 IJ9781
(per curiam 1(Court assumes without d(>('id·
ing that constitutional right to travel ex·
tends to Puerto Rico).

31. See generally. Sutherland. The
Flag, The Constitution and International
Agreements, 68 Harv.L.Rev. 1374 (1955);
Green, Applicability of American Laws to
Overseas Areas Controlled by the United
States. 68 Harv.L.Rev. 781 (1955); Fairman, Some New Problems of the Constitution Following the Flag, 1 Stan.L.Rev. 587
(1949).
'
32. Downes v. Bidwell. 182 U.S. 244, 21
S.Ct. 770.45 L.Ed. 1088 (1901) (Art. I, § 8.
cl. 1 does not apply to Puerto Rico).
33. See, e.g., Dorr v. United States, 195
U.S. 138. 24 S.Ct. 808, 49 L.Ed. 128 (1904)
(no constitutional requirement that territorial government of the Philippines provide
jury trial in criminal cases); Balzac v.
Puerto Rico. 258 U.S. 298. 42 S.Ct. 343. 66
L.Ed. 627 (1922) (no constitutional require-
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Thus the Court concluded in Torres v. Puerto Rico 15 that Congress'
implicit determinations and long experience establish that the fourth
amendment restrictions on search and seizure apply to Puerto Rico.
The Court did not decide whether the fourth amendment applied
~irect1y or by operation of the fourteenth amendment. Justice Brennan. joined by Justices Stewart. Marshall. and Blackmun concurred.
They argued that the older cases restricting the applicability of constitutional guarantees in Puerto Rico and cited by the majority should not
be given any expansion assuming their validity in modern times.Clearly. the Constitution grants extensive foreign affairs powers to
the Congress as well as to the executive. A third party. the Court. also
is authorized constitutionally to participate in the formation of foreign
jiffairs policy. It is to the role of the Court that we now turn.
WESTLA W REFERENCES
digesl,synopsis(congress! Is foreign /8 aHair nation policy relalion)
necessary 12 proper Ip congress! Is foreign Is aHair nation
poli~ relation
hickenlooper /4 amendment

§ 6.3 The Court
Although the executive and legislative branches of the federal
government dominate United States foreign affairs. the Supreme Court
also influences foreign policy. Specific constitutional provisions in
Article Ill,. §. 2 indicate that the Court is in .a Position' to wield
substantial power in international affairs. Historically, however. the
Court frequently defers to the judgment of Congress and the executiv:e
when a conflict which may have impact on foreign relations arises.
Judicial Jurisdiction. The Article III grant of judicial ,power to
the federal courts· extends to foreign affairs by. use of the following
language:
All Cases. in Law and Equity, arising under this Constitution. the
Laws of the United States and Treaties made-or which shall be
made under their authority;-to all cases affecting Ambassadors.
other public Ministers and Consuls; . . . to Controversies to
which the United States shall be a Party• . . . to Controversies
. . . between a State or Citizen thereof. and foreign States.
35. 442 U.S. 465, 470, 99 S.Ct. 2425,
2429, 61 L.Ed.2d 1 (1979). Cr., e.g., Best v.
United States. 184 F.2d 131, 138 (1st Cir.
1950), certiorari denied 340 U.s. 939, 71
S.Ct. 480, 95 L.Ed. 677 (1951), rehearing
denied 341 U.s. 907, 71 S.Ct. 607, 95 L.Ed.
1345 (1951) (court assumes, "and we think
it probably so," that rourth amendment
extends to protect U.S. citizens in foreign
countries under oc:c:upation by our armed
forces).

36. 442 U.S. at 475, 99 S.Ct. at 2431-32.
(Brennan, J., concurring). See also § 6.5,
infra. But see Chief Justice Burger's die·
tum in Haig v. Agee, 453 U.S. 280, 308, 101
S.Ct. 2776, 2782-83, 69 L.Ed.2d 640 (1981)
("Assuming. arguendo, that First Amendment protections reach beyond our nation·
al boundaries, . . .. tt).
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Citizens or Subjects . . ., In all Cases affecting Ambassadors,
other public Ministers and Consuls . . . the Supreme Court shall
have' original jurisdiction.On the basis of these provisions the Court exercises jurisdiction in cases
involving foreign nations,2 suits by United States citizens against aliens
or foreign diplomats.! and suits to interpret and enforce treaty terms.·
The Court also hears cases arising under the "Laws of the United
States" I which include all laws made in pursuance of the Constitution.'
Because the Congress is constitutionally authorized to define and
punish international law violations, thereby incorporating international law into United States law, the Constitution thus grants the Court
jurisdiction over cases involving international law. 1 Consequently the
Court will occasionally address issues involving international law and
will make pronouncements that affect both the structure of United
States foreign policy and international law.
The Political Question Doctrine and Foreign Affairs. The
Court hesitates to exercise.any authority in the area of foreign affairs
that would exceed' the scope of these express constitutional gt'8nts.
Although the Supreme Court is empowered to review acts of the
legislature and executive to insure conformance with constitutional
provisions. the Political ttuestion doctrine. is an important exception to
this judicial review power,' and demonstrates the Court's reluctance to
take an active role in formulating foreign policy. Justice Brennan, in
Baker v. Carr.1t characterized a case involving a political question
su:- ting:
Prominent on the surface of any case held to involve a political
question is found a textually demonstrable constitutional commitment of the issue to a coordinate political department; .' . . or the
potentiality of embarrassment from multifarious pronouncements
by various departments· on one question. II
The area of foreign affairs often fits squarely within the Court's
definition of political questions:
§ 6.3
1. U.S.Conat. art. 111. § 2.
2. E.g., Banco Nacional De Cuba v. Sabbatino. 376 U.S. 398, 84 S.Ct. 923, II L.Ed.
2d 804 (1964), on remand 272 F.Supp. 836
(S.D.N.Y.1965).judgment arfirmed 383 F.2d
166 (2d eir. 1967), certiorari denied 390
U.S. 956, 88 S.Ct. 1038, 19 L.Ed.2d 1151
(1968), rehearing denied 390 U.S. 1037.88
S.Ct. 1406. 20 L.Ed.2d 298 (}9681.
3. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1251.
4. E.g.. TerJinden v. Ames. ] 84 l' .5.
270,22 S.Ct. 484. 46 L.Ed. 534 ()9201: Mar·
tin v. Hunter's Lessee, 14 U.S. (1 Wheat.l
304, 4 L.Ed. 97 (1816).
S. U .S.Const. art.. III. § 2.

6.

Id. at art. VI.

7. U.S.Const. art. I. § 8. See The Paquete Habana, 175 U.S. 677, 700, 20 S.Ct.
290, 44 L.Ed. 320 (1900).
8. Marbury v. Madison. 5 U.S. (l
Cranchl 137, 165-66.2 L.Ed. 60 1}8031 (discussion of judicial reviewi. On political
questions see generally § 2.16, supra.
9. 36~ U.S. 1~. 82 S.Ct. 691.7 LfA.2d
663 (19621. on remand 206 F.Supp. 341
(M.O.Tl'nn.19621.

10. 369 U.S. 186.217.82 S.Ct. 691. 710.
7 L.Ed.2d 663 119621. on remand 206
F.Supp. 341 tM.D.Tpnn.l9621.
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There are sweeping statements to the effect that all questions
touching foreign relations are political questions. Not only does
, resolution of such issues frequently turn on standards that defy
judicial application, or involve the exercise of a discretion demonstrably committed to the executive or legislature; but many such
questions uniquely demand single-voiced statement of the Government's views.l1
Justice Brennan continued, citing a passage from Oetjen v. Central
Leather Co.12

In that case, the Supreme Court established a doctrine which had a
profound impact on United States foreign relations: the principle
theory asserted was "Federal common law" which was binding on the
nation."

The Baker Court indicated there are some instances when the
political question doctrine will not exempt foreign affairs issues from
judicial review, but these exceptions are primarily limited to situations
where the judiciary is acting in the absence of any conclusive action by
the executive or Congress.'·
In practice the Court employs the political question rationale to
abstain from foreign affairs cases only infrequently. Primarily, in
order to maintain judicial independence and integrity the Court refrains from reviewing executive and legislative action relating to foreign affairs by deciding that the political branches are acting within
the scope of their constitutional authority.ls

11. 369 U.S. at 211. 82 S.Ct. at 707.
(footnotes omitted).
12. 246 U.S. 297,302.38 S.Ct. 309. 31011, 62 L.Ed. 726 (1918).
13. 369 U.S. at 211 & n. 31. 82 S.Ct. at
707. n. 31.
14. 369 U.S. 186. 212-13, 82 S.Ct. 691.
707-08. 7 L.Ed.2d 663 (1962). on remand
206 F.Supp. 341 (M.D. Tenn. 1962), citing
Terlinden v. Ames, 184 U.S. 270, 285. 22
S.Ct. 484. 490, 46 L.Ed. 534 (902) (Court
can construe a treaty to decide if it has
been terminated in the absence of conclusive governmental action involving the
treaty); The Three Friends, 166 U.S. 1.63.
66, 17 S.Ct. 495, 503, 41 L.Ed. 897 (1897)
(Court can construe executive declarations
to determine if American neutrality stan-

darcis have become operative); Ex parte
Peru, 318 U.S. 578. 63 S.Ct. 793, 87 L.Ed.
1014 (1943) (Judicial action regarding immunity of foreign ship is permissible in
absence of executive declaration).
L. Henkin. Foreign Affairs and the
Constitution 213-14. 449-50. n. 26 (19721.
See. e.g., Williams v. Suffolk Insurance Co.•
38 U.S. (13 Pet,) 415. 420. 10 L.Ed. 226
(1839). (It is not within the Court's pro\'ince to review actions of the executive done
in accordance with its constitutional functions); see also. United States v. Palmer.
16 U.S. (3 Wheat.) 610. 634-35. 4 L.Ed. 4;1
(18181; Gelston ". Hoyt. 16 U.S. (3 Wheat.l
246. 322. 4 L.Ed. 381 (1818).
15.

16. L. Henkin. Foreign Affairs and the
Constitution 216 (1972).
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where the Court stated: "International law is a part of our law and
must be ascertained and administered by the courts of justice . . . ." 17
Federal Common Law and the Act of State Doctrine. The
Court extended the scope of this "judicial legislation" in the foreign
affairs area. In the leading case of Banco Nacional De Cuba v.
Sabbatino '8

The conduct of the foreign relations of our Government is committed by the Constitution to the Executive and Legislative-Uthe
political"-Departments of the Government, and the propriety of
what may be done in the exercise of this political power is not
subject to judicial inquiry or decision. 13

Interpreting International Law. The Supreme Court exercises
considerable influence over foreign affairs legislation. The federal
judiciary, acting in a quasi-legislative capacity, interprets laws, internationallaw, executive agreements and treaties.l s The Court's authority
to construe. international law was discussed in The Paquete Habana

ROLE OF THREE BRANCHES OF GOV'T

I
I
f

The complex fact situation in Sabbatino involved basically a controversy between a United States commodity broker and the Cuban
government over the title to Cuban sugar sold in New York. Banco
Nacional, on behalf of the Cuban government, sued the commodity
broker, Farr~'Whitlock and Company, for conversion of bills of lading
and the proceeds from the sale of the sugar. In defense, Farr, Whitlock
argued that the proceeds belonged not to the Cuban government but to
the Cuban sugar company owned primarily by residents of the United
States. The Castro regime, Farr, Whitlock asserted, had illegally
expropriated the property of this American owned business in violation
of international law. The Cuban government's title to the sugar was
..
therefore invalid under international law.20
The District Court and the Second Circuit agreed and. holding that
Cuba had violated international law, ruled against Banco Nacional. 21
The Supreme Court reversed, relying on the Uact of state" doctrine to
bar judicial condemnation of Cuba's expropriation actions even though
the expropriation violated customary international law.22 The act of
state doctrine "in its traditional formulation precludes the courts of
this country from inquiring into the validity of the public acts a
recognized foreign sovereign power committed within its own territory." 23
Writing for the majority, Justice Harlan stated that failure to
adhere to the act of state doctrine and give effect to the expropriation
might interfere with or embarrass the executive branch's foreign affairs
policy. The United States, arguing amicus curiae, urged that the Court
reverse the lower courts on these same grounds.1t . In deciding to
17. 175 U.S. 677. 700,20 S.Ct. 290. 299.
4.. L.Ed. 320 (1900).

18. 376 U.S. 398. 84 S.Ct. 923. 11 L.Ed.
2d 804 (1964).
19. L. Henkin. The Foreign Affairs
Pow4:r of the Federal Courts: Sabbatino. 64
Colum.L.Rev. 805. 806 (1964).
20. 376 U.S. 398, 401~8. 84 S.Ct. 923.
926-30, 11 L.Ed.2d 804 (1964).
21. 193 F.Supp. 375 (S.D.N.Y.I96l1. affirmed 307 F.2d 845 (2d Cir. 19621.

22. Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbati·
no, 376 U.S. 398,427-37.84 S.Ct. 923. 93945. 11 L.Ed.2d 804 (1964).
23. 376 U.S. 398, 401. 84 S.Ct. 923. 926.
11 L.Ed.2d 804 (1964).

24. 376 U.S. 398. 432-3.1. 84 S.Ct. 923.
942-43. 11 L.Ed.2d 804 119641: see also
Argument of Deputy Attorney General
Katzenbach. 32 U.S.L.W. 3158 (U.S. Oct.
29, 19631.
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uphold the act of state doctrine, however, the Court was not arguing
that it was bound to follow the directions of the executive branch.
Harlan. protecting the judicial integrity of the Court, held that al- ,
though the act of state doctrine is not within the text of the Constitution, the doctrine does have" 'constitutional' underpinnings;" 25 "[T]he
scope of the act of state doctrine must be determined according to
federal law:' 26
The Court established the act of state doctrine as federal common
law and held that the federal judiciary will not examine expropriation
acts of a recognized sovereign within its own territory in the absence of
a treaty even if the taking violates customary international law.27
The Court's decision was made independently of congressional or
executive directives. To that extent. its decision to uphold the act of
state doctrine was based upon the Court's belief that it can ~reate
foreign relations law. This exercise of judicial power does have important limits, even though the reference to .. 'constitutional' underpinnings" was somewhat less than crystal clear. While it may hint that
the Court's definition was constitutional in origin and therefore Congress cannot change it, the language of the majority opinion suggests
otherwise. Thus, immediately after the reference to .. 'constitutionar
underpinnings" the Court stated: "It [the act of state doctrine] arises
out of the basic relationships between branches of government in a
system of separations of powers." 28 Later the Court stated:
[We] decide only that the Judicial Branch will not examine the;
validity of a taking of property within its own territory by a foreign.
sovereign government, extant and recognized by this country at the ,.
time of suit. in the absence of a treaty or other unambiguous
agreement regarding controlling legal principles, even if the complaint alleges that the. taking violates customary international
law.29
.
The better view of Sabbatino is that it exemplifies the creation of
federal common law.30 not federal constitutional law. The constitutional underpinnings of the act of state doctrine relate more to the separation of powers than to the constitutional origins of the doctrine. Thus.
Congress can change the act of state doctrine and, perhaps, by statute,
require the courts to look to "customary international law,"
25. 376 U.S. 398. 423, 84 S.Ct. 923. 938, . Treaties and Judicially Declared Federal
11 L.Ed.2d 804 (19641.
Common Law, in Legal Thought in the
26. 376 \!.S. at 427. 84 S.Ct. at 940
(footnote omItted).
27. 376 U.S. at 428. 84 S.Ct. at 940.

28. 376 U.S. at 423. 84 S.Ct. at 938.
29. 376 U.S. at 428, 84 S.Ct. at 940
(emphasis added).
SO. See. e.g .• Hay. Unification of Law in
the United States: Uniform State Laws.

United States of America Under Conlem·
porary Pressures: Reports from the United
States of America on Topics of Major Con·
cern as Established for the VJI) Congre$:O
of the International Academ\' of Comparu,
tive Law 261. 280-81. 289 (J~ Hazard & W.
Wagner. eds. 19701.
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This view of Sabbatino is somewhat supported by subsequent
events. Congress became concerned over the theories advocated in
Sabbatino. Shortly after the decision was handed down Congress
effectively overruled the Sabbatino interpretation of the act of state
doctrine by revising the Hickenlooper amendment provisions regarding
acts of stateS.'1 The Supreme Court subsequently denied certiorari in a
case involving this legislation, Banco Nacional de Cuba u. Farr,32 which
was a suit arising out of the Sabbatino sugar transactions where the
lower courts applied the new statute and not the Sabbatino decision.
. In a later decision involving Cuban expropriation of United States
citizen's property by the Cuban government, First National City Bank
v. Banco Nacional de Cuba,33 the divided Court deferred to the opinion
of the executive branch in areas touching foreign affairs. Justice
Rehnquist. writing for himself. Chief Justice Burger, and Justice White,
acknowledged that the executive had advised the Court that the act of
state doctrine should not be applied in the situation under consideration. His plurality opinion recognized. "the primacy of the Executive
in . . . foreign relations:' concluding:
where the Executive Branch. . . . expressly represents to the
Court that application of the act of state doctrine would not
advance the interests of American foreign policy, that doctrine
.should not be applied by the courts. 34

II
,

I
I
I
1

tt
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Not all of the Court was in accord with the theory of judicial
acquiescence to the executive and Congress in foreign affairs. In the
concurring opinion of Justice Powell and the dissent of Justice Brennan. the justices emphasized the importance of maintaining the integrity and independence of the judiciary.35 Brennan was particularly
adamant in his dissent, stressing that any decision should be made on
the basis of constitutional authority and not upon recommendations of
the executive.36
31. 22 U.S.C.A. § 2370(e)(2); see also
the divided Court opinion in First Nat. City
Bank v. Banco Nacional de Cuba, 406 U.S.
759. 761-62. 92 S.Ct. 1808, 1810-11. 32
L.Ed.2d 466 (l972)~ rehearing denied 409
U.S. 897, 93 S.Ct. 92. 34 L.Ed.2d 155 (1972),
on remand 478 F.2d 191 (2d Cir. 1973)
(plurality opinion of Rehnquist. J.I.
Provisions of title 28 of the United States
Code' have been enacted (in October 21,
1976 to be effective 90 days after that)
which also relate to the Sabbatino issue.
See 2s U.S.C.A. § 1330 (Actions against
foreikn states); 28 U.s.C.A. Chapter 97 (JurisdiCtional Immunities of Foreign States).
See particularly 28 U.S.C.A. § 1605 of
Chapter 97 (General exceptions to the jurisdi~tional immunity of a foreign stale).

32. 243 F.Supp. 957 (S.D.N.Y.1965'. af·
firmed 383 F.2d 166 t2d Cir. 1967). certiora·
ri denied 390 U.S. 956. 88 S.Ct. 1038. 19
L.Ed.2d 1151 (1968). rehearing denied 390
U.S. 1037. 88 S.Ct. 1406. 20 L.Ed.2d 298
(1968).
33. 406 U.S. 759. 92 S.Ct. 1808.32 L.F..d.
2d 466 (1972). rehearing denied 409 U.S.
897. 93 S.Ct. 92. 34 L.Ed.2d 155 (19721. on
remand 478 F.2d 191 (2d Cir. 19i31.
34. 406 U.S. at 767-68. 92 S.Ct. at 1813.
35. 406 U.S. at 773-76. 776-i96. 92
S.Ct. at 1815-17. 1817-27.

36. 406 U.S. at 776-796. 92 S Ct.
1817-27.
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II. THE TREATY MAKING POWER

Limitations on the Treaty Power
. Although there are no express limitations on treaty making in the
text of the Constitution the Supreme Court has endeavored to define
the scope of the treaty power. The basic Constitutional provision is:
This ~nstitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be
made In Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall
be made, under the Authority of the United States, shall be the
supreme Law of .the Land . . .. 1
This clause at on.e time had been interpreted by legal authorities to
suggest that treaties were equal to the Constitution. 2 As a consequence

Introduction

quist. JJ .• dissenting); 434 U.S. 308. 331 n.
2, 98 S.Ct. 584, 597 n. 2, 54 L.Ed.2d 563
(1978). rehearing denied 435 U.S. 910. 98
S.Ct. 1462.55 L.Ed.2d 502 (1978) (Powell J"
dissenting).
40. See 15 U.S.C.A. § 15(bl.
1.

§ 6.4
U.S.Const. art. II, § 2, cl. 1.

2. U.S.Const. art. I, § 10. d. 3; art. I.
§ 10. cl. 1.

3. U.S.Const. art. VI. cl. 2.
4. U.S.Const. art.-

m.

§ 2. cI. 1.

5. U.S.Const. art. 1. § 8. d. 18. See.
Missouri v. Holland. 252 U.S. 416. 40 S.Ct.
382, 64 L.Ed. 641 (1920).
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Constitutional provisions confer the treaty making power to the
federal government, specifically to the President and the Senate. The
Constitution empowers the President ". . . by and with the Advice
and Consent of the Senate, to make treaties provided two thirds of the
Senators present concur." 1 Other language expressly prohibits states
2
from entering, in their own right, into treaties or alliances. Treaties
are proclaimed in the text of the Constitution to be the supreme law of
the land and binding upon states.' Federal judicial power, in addition,
is constitutionally extended to encompass cases involving treaties made
under the authority of the federal government.4 Another constitutional directive relevant to the treaty power is the necessary and proper
clause,S which enables Congress to enact all law needed to implement
and enforce treaties.
37. 376 U.S. 398. 40~12. 84 S.Ct. 923,
929-32, 11 L.Ed.2d 804 (1964).
38. pfizer. Inc. v. Government of India,
434 U.S. 308, 320, 98 S.Ct. 584, 591. 54
L.Ed.2d 563 (1978). rehearing denied 435
U.S. 910, 98 S.Ct. 1462. 55 L.Ed.2d 502
(1978). The Court also cited Jones v. Unit·
ed States, 137 U.S. 202. 11 S.Ct. 80. 34
L.Ed. 691 (1890) for this proposition.
39. 434 U.S. 308, 319 n. 20. 98 S.Ct. 584.
591 n. 20. 54 L.Ed.2d 563 (1978) rehearing
denied 435 U.S. 910, 98 S.Ct. 1462,55 L.Ed.
2d 502 (1978). The dissent objected to the
reliance on this letter and argued that the
decision as to whether foreign nations
could sue should be left to Congress. 434
U.S. 308 at 329 n. 3.98 S.Ct. 584, at 596 n.
3 {Burger. C.J .• joined by Powell & Rehn·

§ 6.5

- The T~eaty-Making Process. From these provisions a specific
treaty makl~g process has developed. Generally the executive appoints
and superv!ses a team of individuals who negotiate the agreement.
After a satlSfactory agreement is concluded the executive submits the
proposed treaty to the Senate. If the treaty is approved by two-thirds
of the Sena~, t?e preside~t then ratifies it and the treaty becomes an
agreem.ent bIndIng as an International obligation. 6 Its effectiveness as
domestIc law depe~ds on its being either self-executory or, if it is
executory, there beIng the required implementing legislation.7
Interpreting Treaties. It is proper for the courts to turn to the
~e~ords of the drafting and negotiation of a treaty in order to interpret
It, and to resolve ambiguities in the text. B

Relying on Banco Nacional de Cuba v. Sabbatino,37 the Court has
deferred to the political branch and held that "it is within the exclusive
power of the Executive Branch to determine which nations are entitled
to sue." sa Ruling that foreign nations were allowed to sue as "persons"
within the meaning of the antitrust laws, allowing private antitrust
treble damage actions, the Court specifically referred to a letter from
the Legal Adviser of the State Department indicating that it anticipated no foreign policy problems from its holding allowing foreign nations
to sue as "persons" under the antitrust laws. 39 Congress responded to
this decision by amending the Clayton Act in order to eliminate, in
4o
general, the right of foreign governments to recover treble damages.

§ 6.4
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6. L. Henkin. Foreign Affairs and the
Constitution 130 (1972).
7. See § 6.6. infra.

1
\

I
l

8. Choctaw Nation of Indians v. United
States. 318 U.S. 423, 431-32, 63 S.Ct. 672,
677-78,87 L.Ed. 877 (1943): "[TJreaties are
construed more liberally than private
~ments. and to ascertain their mean·
mg we may look beyond the written words
~ "the history of the treaty. the negotia·
tlons, and the practica1 construction adopt.
~ ,b! the parties." See also. Trans World
Alrhnes. Inc. v. Franklin Mint Corp., 466
U.s. 243, 261. 104 S.Ct. 1776, 1787, 80
L.Ed.2d 273 (1984), rehearing denied _
104 S.Ct. 2691. 81 L.Ed.2d 885
U.s. _
(1984); Air France v. Saks, 470 U.S. - t
- . 105 S.Ct. 1338. 1343, 84 L.Ed.2d 289,
297, on remand 760 F.2d 238 (9t.h Cir.
:
1985).
Day v. Trans World Airlines, Inc.• 528
Fd'~ 31. 35-36 (2d Cir. 1975), certiorari
enaed 429 U.S. 890. 97 S.Ct. 246. 50

L.Ed.2d 172 (1976); Maugnie v. Companie
Nationale Air France. 549 F.2d 1256 (9th
Cir. 1977). certiorari denied 431 U.S. 974.
97 S.Ct. 2939. 53 L.Ed.2d 1072 (1977).
Fothergill v. Monarch Airlines. Ltd.,
[19801 2 All E.R. 696 <H.L.).
2 C. Hyde, International Law 72 (1922).
§ 6.5
1. U .S.Const. art. VI. cl. 2.

2. Nowak & Rotunda. A Comment on
the Creation and Resolution of a "Non·
Problem": Dames & Moore v. Regan, the
Foreign Affairs Power. and the Rolt' of the
Courts. 29 U.C.L.A.L.Rev. 1129. 1134-55
(1982); L. Henkin. Foreign Affairs and the
Constitution ) 37 419721.
See Missouri v. Holland. 252 U.S. 416.
433, 40 S.Ct. 382. 383. 64 L.Ed. 641 (19201
where Justice Holmes wrote: "Acts of Con·
gress are the supreme law of the land onl\'
~hen made in pursuance or the Constit~.
tlO~. while treaties are declared to be !IO
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the theory that treaties were not subject to any constitutional limit;a-,'
tions developed.
The Supreme Court addressed this problem in Geo(roy v. Riggs I .'
where Justice Field in often quoted dicta, discussed the constitutionally:
implied limitations on the treaty power.
. That the treaty power of the United States extends to all proper "
subjects of negotiation between our government and the governments of other nations, is clear . .. .. The treaty power, as
expressed in the Constitution, is in terms unlimited except by those
restraints which are found in that instrument against the action of
the government or of its departments . . .. It would not be
contended that it extends so far as to authorize what the Constitution forbids, or a change in the character of the government or in
that of one of the States, or a cession of any portion of the territory'
of the latter, without its consent. . .. But with these exceptions,
it is not perceived that there is any limit to the questions which
can be adjusted touching any matter which is properly the subject
of negotiation with a foreign country.·
Thus, the specific restraints of the Bill of Rights and other similar
constitutional restraints do exist. Also, it has been argued that, because the treaty power extends to all proper subjects of negotiation, it
does not include any matters ttwhich do not essentially affect the
actions of nations in relation to international affairs, but are purely
internal." 5
The definitive pronouncement on this constitutional question was
made by Justice Black's opinion in Reid v. Covert: 8
when made under the authority of the
United States. It is open to question
whether the authority of the United States
means more than the formal acts prescribed to make the convention."

604, 467 N.E.2d 245. 252 (1984), (Simons,
J.) (citing an earlier edition of this treatise)
certiorari denied _ U.S. _. 105 S.Ct.
783, 83 L.Ed.2d 778 (1985).

3. 133 U.s. 258, 10 S.Ct. 295, 33 L.Ed.
642 (1890).

6. 354 U.S. 1. 77 S.Ct. 1222. 1 L.Ed.2d
1148 (1957). Justice Black announced the
judgment for the Court; his opinion was
joined in by only three other Justices (War- ,
ren, C.J., and Douglas and Brennan. JJ.),
but none of the Qther justices. either con·
curring or dissenting. questioned his analy· •
sis of Missouri v. Holland, 252 U.S. 416. 40
S.Ct. 382, 64 L.Ed. 641 (1920). There was·
no opinion for the Court. Justice Whitta·
ker took no part in the case; Just~ce
Frankfurter concurred in a separate OPInion; Justice Harlan also concurred in an·
other separate opinion; and Justice Clark,
joined by Justice Burton. dissented.
Following Justice Black's opinion in Reid
v. Covert. 354 U.s. I, 77 S.Ct. 1222, 1 L.Ed.
2d 1148 (1957). a special U.S. court. sitting
in allied occupied West Berlin, ruled that
two East German citizens who were

4. 133 U.S. at 266-67, 10 S.Ct. at 29697; see also Ware v. Hylton, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.)
199.1 L.Ed. 568 (1796); Asakura 'Y. Seattle,
265 U.s. 332, 341. 44 S.Ct. 515, 516, 68
L.Ed. 1041 (1924).
6. Hearings on S.J.Res. 1. Before a Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on the
Judiciary. 84th Cong., 1st Sess. 183 (1955)
(testimony of Secretary of State Dulles).
Treaties dealing with and promoting
human rights are considered within the
treaty power. Restatement of the Law, 2d
Foreign Relations Law of the United
States. Reporter's Note following § 118
(1965).
See also, Islamic Republic of Iran v. Pahlavi, 62 N.Y.2d 474, 486. 478 N.Y.S.2d 597,
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[N]o agreement with a foreign nation can confer power on the
Congress, or on any other branch of Government, which is free
from the restraints of the Constitution.'
Black concluded that Constitutional provisions limit the acts of the
president, the joint actions of the president and the Senate, and
consequently they limit the treaty power. Given these limitations on
the scope of the treaty making power. the Supreme Court has found
treaties to be equal in status to congressional legislation, and, as
expressly provided in the text of the Constitution. the supreme law of
the land.'

L

~-- .~

THE TREATY MAKING POWER

Treaties and the Tenth Amendment. The states have sometimes argued that the tenth amendment imposes additional limitations
upo~..,~he treaty power. ~sserting that under the Constitution they
retaIn" control over certam matters, the states contended that the
f~deral government cannot alter these reserved powers through treatles. The Supreme Court confronted this issue in Hauenstein v. Lynham. 8
.
•
,
Hauenstein was a suit by the heirs of a' Swiss citizen who died
intestate owning property in Virginia; the plaintiffs sought to recover
the proce~ Crom the sale of the property by the local escheator. The
heirs, invoking provisions of a treaty between. the United States and
Switzerland, prevailed over the local law preventing such aliens ,from
taking property by descent or inheritance. The Court stated that
treaties are the supreme law of the land and superior to the laws and
constitutions of the individual states. IO ttIt must always be borne in
mind that the Constitution, laws, and treaties of the United States are
charged with hijacking a Polish airliner
and landing it in the U.S. military zone,

were entitled to the full protection of the
U.S. Constitution. including a trial by a

I
f

t
I

!

jury of tMir peers. The special oourt system was established by the 1945 rules of
occupation, and sitting by designation was
a U.S. District Judge (rom New Jersey.
The special court was never forced to convene berore, and under the rules of procedure applicable to it, the judge's ruling is
not appealable. Nat'l Law Jrl.. Mar. 26.
1979. at 9, col. 1; N.Y. Times. Mar. 15,
1979, at A3. col. 1-3. Thus. the Constitu.
~!' may follow the nag not only as to U.S.
CItIZens but also as to aliens. at least when
they are not enemy aliens. See § 6.2, supra.
7. 354 U.S. at 16, 77 S.Ct. at 1230. See
also. Geofroy v. Riggs. 133 U.S. 258. 267. 10
S.Ct. 295,297,33 L.Ed. 642 (1890); Holden
v.tJoy, 84 U.S. (17 Wall.) 211, 242-43. 21
L.Ed. 523 (1872); The Cherokee Tobacco,
78 U.S. (11 Wall.) 616, 620-21. 20 L.Ed. 227
(1870); Doe v. Braden, 57 U.S. U6 How.)
635, 657, 14 L.Ed. 1090 (1853); New Orle-

ans v. United 5tat~s. 35 U.S. no Pet.) 662,
736, 9 L.Ed. 573 !l836).
8. U.S.Const. art. II. § 2; Martin v.
Hunter's Lessee, 14 U.S. U WhHt.) 3M,
860, .. L.Ed. 97 (1816); Foster &: EIRm "'.
Neilson, 27 U.S. 12 Pet.) 253. 314-316. 7
L.Ed. 415 (1829); Missouri v. Holland, 252
U.S. 416. 433. 40 S.Ct. 382. 383, 64 L.F.d.
641 (1920).
Cf. Stotzky &: Swan, Due Process Meth.
"'odology and Prisoner Exchange Treaties,
62 Minn.L.Rev. 733 (19781; Robbins. A
Constitutional Analysis of the Prohibition
against Collateral Attack in the MexicanAmerican Prisoner Exchange Treaty. 26
U.C.L.A.L.Rev. 1 (1978). See Paust, The
Unconstitutional Detention of Prisoners by
the United States Under the Exchange of
Prisoner Treaties, in R. Lillich. ed., IntE:'r.
national Aspects of Criminal Law: Enforc.
ing United States Law in the World Com.
munity 204-27 119811.
9. 100 U.S. (10 Otto) 483. 25 i..FA, 628
(1879).

38'1

10. 100 U.S. 110 OUo) at 483-89.
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as much a part of the law of every State as its own local laws and
Constitution." II
.
Any tenth amendment limitation on the federal treaty power was
flatly rejected in the landmark case of Missouri v. Holland. 12 Initially'
Congress had enacted a statute to protect migratory birds in danger of
extinction. 13 This Act was subsequently held invalid by the lower
federal courts for lack of a specific constitutional provision empowering
Congress to regulate matters of this nature. l • Later a treaty was
concluded with Great Britain involving the same issues as the statute .
had covered. New statutes were passed to implement the treaty.IS In
Missouri v. Holland the state brought a bill in equity to prevent the
Migratory Bird Treaty and the regulations made pursuant to this
agreement from being enforced by the federal game warden.
Missouri claimed that the treaty and new statutes interfered with
her tenth amendment reserved rights and were as a consequence void.
Justice Holmes. writing for the Court. concluded that the treaty and
statutes did not interfere with rights r~served by states.
To answer this question it is. not enough to refer to the Tenth
Amendment . . . because by Article II. § 2. the power to make
treaties is delegated expressly. and by Article VI treaties made
under the authority of the United States, along with the Constitu- ~
tion and laws of the United States made in pursuance thereof. are'
declared the supreme law of the land. If the treaty is valid there
can be no dispute about the validity of the statute under Article I.
§ 8 as a necessary and proper means to execute the powers of the
Government . . . , It is said that a treaty cannot be valid if it
infringes the Constitution, that there are limits. . . to the treaty
making power . . .. 18
:
Holmes then rejected the state's argument that the same constitutional limitations applying to acts of Congress should also apply to
treaties. He reasoned:
An earlier act of Congress that attempted by itself and not in
pursuance of a treaty to regulate the killing of migratory birds
within the States had been held bad in the District Court. : .' . .:
Acts of Congress are the supreme law of the land only when made r .::.,
in pursuance of the Constitution, while treaties are declared to be
so when made under the authority of the United States. It is open
to question whether the authority of the United States means more
than the formal acts prescribed to make the convention. We do

I
I

"

..

14. United States v. Shauver. 214 F. ;
154 (E.D.Ark. 1914); United States ,'. Me·

11. 100 U.s. (10 Otto) at 490.
12. 252 U.S. 416. 40 S.Ct. 382, 64 L.Ed.
641 (1920).

Cullagh. 221 F. 288 (D.Kan. 1915).
15. Migratory Bird Treaty Act of
3, 1918, 16 U.s.C.A. §§ 703-711.

13. Act of March 4, 1913, C. 145. 37
Stat. 847.

16. 252 U.S. 416. 432. 40 S.Ct. 382.383.
64 L.Ed. 641 (1920).
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not mean to imply that there are no qualifications to the treatymaking power; but they must be ascertained in a different way. It
is obvious that there may be matters of the sharpest exigency for
the .national well being that an act of Congress could not deal with
but that a treaty followed by such an act could . . ... 17
What Holmes perhaps meant is that before the Treaty the migratory bird act (assuming the correctness of the earlier decisions) did not
implement any federal power. After the Treaty-which itself was
consistent with federal powers and not violative of any federal limitations-the migratory bird act did implement a federal power, the treaty
power. Observing that the provisions of the agreement did not contravene any constitutional provisions, Holmes concluded that any limitation upon the treaty would have to be based upon the general terms of
the tenth amendment. But the treaty power is specifically delegated to
the federal governments and the tenth amendment only purports to
apply to nondelegated powers.
Matters of national interest are best protected by national action
Holmes reasoned. Because the problem of protecting migratory birds
was national in scope no one state could provide as complete a solution
as the treaty and resulting statutes. IS Although Missouri could have
regulated the birds in the absence of a treaty. treaties and accompanying statutes are binding both throughout the nation and within the
territory of a state. States exercise control over most of their internal
activities but a treaty may override such power. 19
It has also been argued that the treaty must be a proper subject for
negotiation. for the treaty power does not extend to matters "which do
not essentially affect the actions of nations in relation to international
affairs. but are purely internal." 20
The Bricker Amendment. Attempts to limit federal treaty mak·
ing power by constitutional amendment have been unsuccessfu1. 21 During the 1950's proponents of the Bricker Amendment campaigned for a
legislative overruling of the Missouri v. Holland 22 decision. These
individuals were concerned that portions of Justice Holmes' dicta in
Missouri v. Holland could be interpreted to mean that treaties were not
subject to constitutional limitations as were acts of Congress. u Ulti·
17. 252 U.S. at 432-33. 40 S.Ct. at 383.

See also Hay, Supranational Organizations
and United States Constitutional Law. 6
Va.J. of Internat'l Law 195, 198 n. 10
(1966).

18. 252 U.S. at 434-35. 40 S.Ct. at 38384.
19. 252 U.S. at 434, 40 S.Ct. at 383-84.
20. Hearings on S.J.Res. 1. Before a
Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on
the Judiciary, 84th Cong.• ht Sess. 183
(1955) (testimony of Secretary of State Dul·
les).. See also. Restatement of the Law. 2d.

Foreign Relations Law of the United States
§ 117(1) (965).
21. S.J.Res. 1. 83d Cong.• 1st Sess.• 99
Cong.Re<:. 6777 11953). .
22. 252 U.S. 416. 40 S.Ct. 382.64 L.Ed.
641 (1920).
23. 252 U.S. at 433. 40 S.Cl. at 383.
Proponents of the Bricker Amendment
were specifically concerned with Justice
Holmes' statement. that "Acts of Congress
are the supreme law of the land only when
made in pursuance of the Constitution.
while treaties are declared to be so when
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mately Congress rejected the Bricker Amendment. Constitutional provisions and Supreme Court decisions were found to provide adequate
r est raints on federal power making the amendm ent unnecessa ry .Z4
The President's Power to Terminate Treaties. For a time,
efforts to limit the treaty power focused on the President's authority to
terminate treaties. If the Constitution requires a two-thirds vote of the
Senate in order to ralify a treaty. the Constitution. it was argued. must
also require a two-thirds vote before the Preside nt can abrogate a
treaty. A fragmented Court rejected this claim in Gold~'ater u. Carl·
er.7$
In that case, several Senators and others sued for declaratory and
injunctive relief against President Carter after he announced that he
planned to terminate the mutual defense treaty with Taiwan, the .
Republic of China. The President gave the one year notice whicWtli.e
termination clause of the treaty required. He also recognized the
Peoples Republic of China (the Peking Government) rather than the
Nationalist Government of Taiwan as t he Government of China.
The Court, without opinion, granted certiorari and ordered the
district court to dismiss the complaint. Justice Rehnquist, joined by .
Chief Justice Burger and Justices Stevens and Stewart, concurred in '
th e judgment and filed a statement concluding that the "basic question
presented by the pet.itioners in this case is political and thererore
nonjusticiable because it involves the authority of the President in the
conduct of our country's foreign relations and the extent to which the
Senate or the Congress is authorized to negate the action of the
President," 26 Justice Brennan di sse nt.ed and rejected the majorit.y's
view of the political question doctrine. However, he non etheless would
not question the presidential decision because it rested on the Presimade under the authority of the United
Stutes," in Missouri .... Holland. 252 U.S.
116, 433, 40 S.Ct. 382, 383, 64 L.Ed. 641
(1920).
24. See generally L. Henkin. Foreign
Affairs and the Constitution 146-47 (1972).
See also. Lockwood. The United Nations
Charter and United States Ci... il Rights Lit·
igation: 194~1955, 69 Io..... a L.Re\·. 901

(1984 1.
For a discussion of constitutional and
Supreme Cou rt case 10 ..... limitations on
treaty-making see, Association or the Bar
or the City of New York-Committee on
Federal Legislation, The Risks of the 1956
Bricker Amendment 4-7 (J956); Nowak &
Rotundo, A Comment on the Creation and
Resolu tion of a "Non problem": Domes &
Moore v. Regan, the Foreign Affairs Power, and the Role of the Courts. 29 U.C.
L.A.L.Rev. 1101 U982). Reid v. Co\·ert. 354
U.S. I , 1~17 . 77 S.Ct. 1222, 1230-31. 1
L.Ed.2d 1148 (1957 ).

Using Int e rn ational Law to Aid in the
Interpretation o f American Ch'jJ Llber·
tie" Law, For on analysis of how emerg,
ing human righLS norms in international
law mny be u5e'd to add to the de\'elopment
of domestic civil righu low, see generally,
Christenson. The Use or Huma n Rights
Norms to Inform Constitutional Interpreta·
tion. 4 Houston J . of Internat'l Law 39
119811; Ch riste nson, Using Human RighLS
Law to Inform Due Process a nd Equal Protection Analysis. 52 U.Cinn.L.Rev. 3 (l9831.
See also. O'Amato, The Concept or Human
Rights in Internationa l Law. 82 Colum.L.
Re\·. 111011982).
.
.~

'. '

25. 444 U.S. 996,100 S.Ct . 533. 62 L.Ed .
2d 428 (]979). See generally. e.g .. !\01f'.
Resolving Treaty Termination Disputes.
129 U.Po.L.Rev. 11 89 {l9Bn
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dent's exclusive power to recognize foreign governments. The Presi·
dent abrogated the treaty with Taiwan because he recognized the
Peking Government. 21
Only Justice Powell's concurrence firmly rejected the poli tical
question doctrine, either as broadly held by Justice Rehnquist or as
more , narrowly held by Justice Brennan . Powell argued that there
were judicially discoverable and manageable standards because decision
in this case "only" required the Court to interpret the Constitution. ZII
Nonetheless he concurred in the dismissa l of the case on the grou nd s
that the issue was not ripe and would not be until Congress chose Lo
"confront the President," and reached a "constitutional impasse." Z!I
He hinted that if the Senate would pass a resolution declaring that its
approval was necessary for the termination of any mutual defense
treaty and further declared that it intended the resolution to have
retroactive effect, that might then make the case ripe.
WESTLA W REFERENCES
geolroy +2 riggs I p treaty
missouri + 2 holland I p treaty
terminat! abtogat! Is Ifeafy Is presidenl

§ 6.6

Executory and Self-Executing Treaties

Although no provisions in the Constitution disc uss the nature of a
treaty, the Supreme Court has recognized that two types of treaties
exist. Treatie.s may be either executory-that is a ratified treaty which
requires implementing legislation before it tokes effect as dom estic
law-or self~xecutory-that is, a ratified treaty, which takes effect as
domestic Jaw immediately upon ratification.
This distinction was made in the case of Foster lJ. Neilsor! I where
the Court indicated that treaties are;
27. 444 U.S. at 1007, 100 S.Ct. At 539.

28. 444 U.S. at 999, 100 S.Ct. at 534-35.
cr. Roberta, J., in United SLates \'. Butler,
297 U.S. I , 62, 56 S.Ct. 312, 317- 18, 80
L.Ed. 477 (1936):
"When an act of Congress is appropriately challenged in the courU as not con(onning to the coru;titutional mandate
the judicial branch of the Government
haa only one duty,-to lay the article of
the Constitution which is invoked beside
the statute which is chollenged ond to
decide whether the latter squares with
the rormer."
Po... ell also rejected the other tests. outHned in Baker v. Carr. 369 U.S. 186. 82
S.Ct. 69 1, 7 L.Ed.2d 663 (1962), on remand
206 F.Supp. 341 (M.D.Tenn.1962) lo determin .... hether there ..... IUI a political ques·
lion. See 0 2.16, supra.

29.

444 U.S. at 998, 100 S.Ct. at 534.

Just ice Marsha ll concu rred in the dis·
missa l but without any opi nion. Justice
Blackmun, joined by Justice White. did not
reach the merits and ..... ou ld have set the
case fo r ora l argument and plenary consideration.
I 6.6
1. 27 U.S. \2 PeL) 253. 7 L.&1. 'U 5
(1829).
Compare United Statu v.
Perchem on. 32 U.S. 17 Pet.l 51. 8 L..Ed. 604
(1833" ..... here the Supreme Court held Ihat
the same trealy ..... as seIr-executing. nrter
the Court examined the Spa nish tex t and
Spanish g rammatical usage. ~ general.
Iy. Resta temenl o( the Law. 2d, Foreign
Relalions Law or the Un ited Slat~ § 154
(1965).
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to be rega rd ed in Courts of justice as equivalent to an a ct of the '
legis lature, whenever it opera tes of itself without the aid of a ny
legislative provision . But when the terms of the s tipulation import "
a contract, when either of the parties engages to pe rform a particuJa r act, the treaty addresses itself to the political, not the judicial
department; and the legislature must e xecute the contract before
it ca n become s. rule for the Court.2
Similarly, in Whitn ey u. Robertson! the Court aga in ack nowl edged that
executory treaties ha\'c no effect until the necessary legis la tion is
enacted.

'! '
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stat utory provisions deve lops. t he Co urt sta ted, " . .
sion of the sove reign will must control." ~

t he last expres-

However, as a rule of interpretat ion, n treaty "wi ll not be dee med
to have been abrogated or modified by a la ler statut e unless such
purpose on the part of Congress has been clea rly expressed." 6 The
courts will not find that ambiguous congressional aclion has impli ci tl y
repealed a trea ty. And a (o rtiorari, legislative sil ence is in sufficien t t.o
repeal a treaty."
WESTLA W REFERENCES
"chinese ell.clusion case" Ip

treaty

,m

WESTLAW REFEREN CES
~ digest.s~nopsis(lrealY I p se!l·eKeculing)
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Although the Constitut ion ex press ly confers onl y a treaty making
power upon the Presi dent, a power to be exe rcised with the advice a nd
consent of the Sena te, it does not provide th at such treaties be the
exclusive mean s by which the United States assumes an inte rnational
commitment. Thus, through the use of executive ag ree ments, P reside nts have concluded a va riety of internation a l agree me nts on th e ir
own autho ri ty with out this req uired approval.' Th ese execu tive agree.
ments, while they cannot be termed treaties as th ey lack the co nstitu ti onal requirement of consent by the Semite, frequ e ntly cove r the sa me
subject matter as treaties. 2

Conflicts Bet ween Treaties and Acts of Congress

While trea ties as well as federal statu tes a re t he su preme law of
the land , the Constitution prov id es no so lution for th e dile mm a arising
when prov isions of a self-executin g treaty confl ict with acts of Congress. 1 In Whitney u. R obertson 2 the Supreme Cou rt a ddressed th e
issue of modifying a treaty by subseq uent acts of Congress. The case
involved a dispute arising between the United States and the Dominican Republic over the terms of a sugar trade trea ty to which the two
na tions were parties.
The Court stated that constitutionally treaties a nd legislative acts
a r e eq ua l, both being the s upre me law of the land . When t he treaty
a nd statute:
relate to the same su bject, the courts will always endeavor to
construe the m so as to give effect to both , if th a t can be done
without viol at ing the la nguage of either; but if the two are inconsistent, the one last in date will control the other
.. 3
Acts of Congress passed after the date of th e trea ty. the Court held,
control over the treaty terms. Similarly, a self-executing treaty is valid
as domestic law and takes precedence over a federal law enacted
earlier.
In the Ch inese Exclusion Cose ~ the Supreme Court affirmed the
lower court's decision tha t a n act excluding Chi nese labo rers from the
United States was a constitutional exercise of legisla tive power even
though it conOicted with an existing treaty . The Court rationalized
that treaties bei ng equivalent to acts of the legislature, they can, like
statutes, be repealed or a mended. When a con Oi ct betwee n treaty and
2.

2.

27 U.S. t2 Pet.) at 314 .

. 3. 124 U.S. 190, 194, 8 S.Ct. 456. 458, 31
L.Ed. 386 (18881.
).

§ 6.7
U.S.Const. art . VI, cl. 2.

Executive Agreements

S.

130 U.S.

tit

600. 9 S.Ct. at 628.

S« also, Cook v. United SLates, 288 U.S.
102, 53 S.Ct. 305, 77 L.Ed. 64 1 (933) (be.
cause of treaty of 1924, Court in \'a lidntes
search and seizure of cc rtni n vesse ls, although such search and seizure authorized
by earlier enacted fera l la w of 1922); Diggs
v. Schultz., 470 F.2d 461 ID.C. Cir. 1972),
certiorari denied 411 U.S. 93 1. 93 S.Ct.
1897, 36 L.Ed. 390 (1973 ); 21 Op.Att~· . Den.
34 7 (1 896); R ~tate ment, 2d. Foreign Relations Law of the United States. § 14 5(2)
IA.L.I.l9S5).
6, Cook v. United States. 288 U.S . 102.
120.53 S.Ct. 305. 311.77 L.Ed. 64 1 11933).
See, Pigeon Ri ver Impro\'ement, Slide &
Boom Co. \'. Charles W. Cox, Ll.d., 29 1 U.S.
138, 160, 54 S.Ct. 361. 367, 78 L.Ed. 695
tl934 1; Menominee Tribe of Indians v.
United States. 391 U.S. 404, 41 2-13, 88
S.Ct. 1705, 1710-11 , 20 L.Ed.2d 697 (1968);
'Yo.ahington v. Washi ngton State CommE'r.
cm] Passenger Fishing Vessel Association,
443 U.S. 658. 690. 99 S.Ct. 3055. 3076. 61
~.Ed.2d 823 (1979), footnote 16 of t his opinIon modified. 444 U.S. 816. 100 S.Cl. 34, 62
L.Ed .2d 24 (19791, on remand 605 F.2d 492
19th Cir. 19791. a ppeal after re mand 64 1
F ..2d. 1311 (9th Ci r. 19811; Trans World
Airlines. Inc. v. Franklin Mint Corp .. 466

124 U.S. 190.8 S.Ct. 456, 31 L.Ed.

3P.· 18881.
124 U.S. at 194. 8 S.Ct. at 458.
Ch:le Chan Ping \". United St:U1'5.
l ~U U.S. 581, 9 S.Ct . 623. 32 L.Ed. 106....
11B891.
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U.S . 243. 26 1. 104 S.Ct. l 7iG, 1783. 80
L Ed.2d 273 (198-1). reht>8 ri ng denied _
U.S. _ . 104 S.Ct. 269 1. 8) L.Ed .2d 88S
(1984).
7. Wci n lX"rlote r \'. Rossi. 456 U.S. 2!i. 32.
102 SCI. 1510. 1516. il L.Ed.2d 71 51 1982):
cf. Bocardi Corp. of Aml'ricn v. Domenech.
311 U.S. ISO, 161-63, 61 S.Cl. 219. 226-26.
85 L.E<I . 98 (1 940).
§ 6.8
See. e . ~ .. Procla mation No. 276 1A. 12
f eod.Reg. 8863 t194il <U.S. parlici plll ion in
GA'IT. The Gene ral Ag reemen t on Tariffs
a nd Trndl'l. Weinberger \'. Ross i. 456 U.S.
25. 30 n. G. 102 S.Ct. 1510. 1514 , n.G. il
L.Ed .2d 715 (1982,. f or a discussion rega rding the number of execulh'e ag ree.
menu; concludl'<l by the president on behalf
of Ihe United States, see L. Hcnk in, for .
eign Affai rs and the Constitution 173, II . J
t1 972).
I.

2. T he history and nalurE' of execuli\'(.
ag rt'clll ents is discllssed (!X( ensi \·t' h· in:
McDougllllllld LAns. Trt'slics and Co,;g l"(!s,
sionll l·Execut h·! or Presidential Agn'e.
ments: Inlerchnngpable Inst ruments of
Nntionn l Policy: Parts 1 aud II. 54 Yule
L..1. 181. 534 (1945), and Borchard. Tr('u tiM;
and Executi,'p Agreemen u;, A Repl ~·. r,4
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The Pink Case. The Supreme Cou rt discussed the status of the
exec utive agreement in th e lead ing case of the United States u. Pink.'
Pink involved a dispute ove r the title t.o the New York assets of a
Russian insurance co mpany. Russia had nationalized all her insurance
t·.

"The United States and stnte A make
a secu rity trellty providing, among other
things. that the two Slates may make .
ndlllinistrnti\'e agreeme nts governing
t he disposition or United SllItes ro rces in
A. Pursuont to thaI pro"ision . the Pres·
ident of the United Stutes makes nn ex.
ecutive ngreement defining jurisdiction
over United SllItes forces in A. The
executi\"(, agreem('nt is constitutional.
Cf. Wilson ". Girard, 354 U.S. 524
(195 71."

3. Restatement or the u.w. 2d. For('ign
Relations of the United Slates §§ 11 9- 121
0965): Hoy. Supranat iona l Orgunil.1l tions
and United Sla tes Constitutiono l La ...... 6
Va.J. of Internat'l Law 195.204-09 119661.
4. Restatement of the Law. 2d. Foreign
Relnlions or the United Stotes, § 121
(l96!i1. See id. at comment b. A typica l
illustration:

il

I'
1

:

"The President makes on agreement
with state A whereby the Uni ted States
will transfer to A a number or destro\'ers
in exchange for the lease of areas' for
na\'ol and air bases in certain territory
of A. The agreement is "alid under the
President's powers as chier execuli"e and
com mander·in-chief. Cf. Arrangement
with Great Britain Respecting Na\'al and
Air Bases. 54 Stat, 2405. E.A.S. No. 181,
3 DppL SllIte Bull. 199 (1940). cr. 39
Ops.Atty.Gen. 484 119401,"
Jd . at Comment b. IJIustration 2. It hus
be-ton argued that the prl'Sident"s po .....e r to
"raithfully executp" the laws. U.S.Const.
art. 11. § 3. fu rnishps the president addi.
tionnl and independent power as a basis for
u{'(;uti\'e agreementa. But this view is a
minority one and is too open-ended to be
acceplllble.
5. See. e .g.. Restat.em('nt or the La ...... 2d.
For eign Rl"lalions law or the United
States. § 119. comment b. Illustration I :

6. See. e.g .. id. at § 120, Comment o.
l1Juslralion 1:
.. An act of Congress provides thai
when the Pr('sidE'nl finds that existi ng
duties or import restrictions of the United Stntps or any fore ign country are un·
duly burdening or restricting the foreign
trade of the United States. he ma:-' enter
into trade agreements with foreign gO\"
ernmpnts and procla im such modifica·
tions or existing duties nnd other impon
restrictions as may be necessary to cnrry
out nny such (oreign trade ag reemenl.
provided that reductions or increases in
any duly rate shall not excet>d 50 per
cent of nn)' existin g rate
Thi~
agreement [of the president) is consti tu ·
tional
"
7,

id . at § 12), Comment b.

8. 315 U.S. 203. 62 S.Ct. 552. 86 t .Ed .
i96 1l942 J.
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companies in 191 8 and 1919 by decrees intend ed to include the foreign
assets of all Russian in s uran ce bus inesses.' In 1933. Preside nt
Roosevelt and the Soviet government concl uded the Lit\'inov Ass ignment, an execu tive agreement whereby the United States agreed l.0
recognize the Soviet GovernmE'nt.: in return, the Soviet Union ass igned
its interests in the assets of the Russian insurance company located in
New York to the United States gove rnment. This agreement was the
first type of executive agreeme nt di scussed above: it was entered into
pursuant to the President's constitutional a uthority.
Under the terms of the executive agreement the United States
became entitled to the property; the ri ghts of the United States wE're to
be superior to the claims of t.he corporation and foreign creditors. 1II
The Supreme Court found that the New York state courl.'s policy not 1.0
recognize the Soviet government and the state's refusa l to enforce the
Litvinov Assignment ran counter to the executive ag reement made by
President Roosevelt in connection ..... ith his recogn iti on of the Government of the U.S.S.R.II Thus, the st.ate's refusa l was inv ~lid, because it
connicted with the executive agreement.

The Types of Executive Agreements. Th ere are basically four
types of executive agreements.' First. the President may conclude an
executive agreement based on his exclusive presidential powers, such as
the power as comm ande r-in-chief.of the armed forces pursuant to which
he conducts military operations with our allies. or his power to receive
for eig n ambassadors and recognize foreign govern men ts. · Second, the
President may conclude an executive agreement in pursuance of an '
authorization contained in a prior treaty.~ Third, the Presid e nt may
derive his power to conclude an executive agreement from prior Congressional authorization. That is. the House and Senate together
delegate certain powers to the President which he exercises together
with his independent powers in the areas or roreign arfairs.' Fourth,
the President may obtain Congress ional co nfirm ation by both Houses of
a n agreement negotiated by the Executive.1

Yale L.J. 616 (1945 1. ~ also. Kefauver.
The House or Rcpresenlati,'cs Shou ld Por.
tidpnte in Tn·pty Muking. 19 Tenn .L.Re\' .
H. 48 (19451.
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Justice Douglas, writing ror the Court, noted t.hat the Lil\'ino\'
Assignment was an international compact, nn executive agreement.
which did not require Senate approval. 12 Cit ing language rrom Un ited
States u. Curtiss· Wright Export. Corp.,ll Douglas st.ated th at the President is the "sole organ of the fede ral gove rnment" in roreign afroirs. H
Failure to find the Litvinov Assignment binding upon the United Slales
and conclusive on the court.s would usurp the function or the execu ti ve.
A treaty is a "Law of the Land" under the supremacy clause
of the Constitution. Such international compacts and agreements
as the Litvinov Assignment ha ve a simil a r dignity . IS
Just as state law yields to treati es, Douglas indicated. so >nust provi·
sions of the executive agreement prevai l over state policy.IS The Cour t
found that the prov isions of the Litvi nov Assignment passing the vested
Soviet right in the property to the United Stales must be recognized as
valid by New York.!'
Pink and the Fifth Amendment. The basic purpose of the
Litvinov Assignment was to settle outstanding American cl aims against
315 U.S. .at 210. 62 S.Ct. at 556.
10. 315 U.S. at 234. 62 S.Ct. a t 56i .
11. 315 U.S. at 231-32. 62 S.Ct. at 56667. See also Moscow Fire Insurance Co. \'.
Bank of New York & Trusl Co.. 280 N .Y.
286. 20 N.E.2d 758 (1939). affd by an
equally divided Court, sub noPl .. United
States v. Mosco ..... Fire Insurance Co.. 309
U.S. 624 . 60 S.CL 725, 84 L.Ed. 986 09401
(New York Court of Appea ls refused to
recogniz.e the lSuperiority of the United
Slates' claims on the basis of the Lit\'ino\'
Assignment over the claims of others I.
9:

12. 315 U.S 203. 229. 62 S.Ct. 552. 565.
86 L.Ed. i96 (942). United States \'. Bel·
mont. 301 U.S. 324. 330. 5i S.Ct. 758, 76061. 81 LEd. 1134 (]937).
13. 299 U.S. 304, 320. 57 S.Ct. 216. 221.
81 L.Ed . 255 (]9361.
14. 315 U.S. at 229. 62 S.Cl. III 56.'"1.
15.

315 US. at 230. 62 S.Ct. pt &US

18. 31:> U.S nt 230-31. 62 S Ct 0156566.
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17. 315 U.S. nl 234. 62 5 Cl a t !iG7
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the U.S.S.R. at the same time that the United States agreed to recognize the Soviet Government. The U.S.S.R. assigned to the United
States the U.S.S.R's interests in certain Russian properties expropriated by the Soviet Union but located outside of the U.S.S.R. The United
States expected to use these assets to payoff claims by the United
States and by United States citizens against the U.S.S.R., because "the
existence of unpaid claims against Russia and its nationals, which were ..
held in this country, and which the Litvinov Assignment w~ intended
to secure, had long been one impediment to resumption of friendly
relations between these two great powers." 18
I.

The U.S.S.R .• by decree, had intended to confiscate all of the assets
of the First Russian Insurance Company. This decree was intended to
have an extraterritorial effect and thus to include the New York
branch. Ii However, if the U .S.S.R. assigned the assets of this branch to
the United States. as the Litvinov Assignment intended. 20 the United
States might appear to be, in effect, confiscating property in violation of
the fifth amendment protections of due process and just compensation.
The United States. it was said, would .be taking advantage of foreign
expropriations: if the United States could not itself confiscate an
insurance company located in New York. the United States should not
be able to use its assets. Thus, many contemporary commentators
labeled Pink as proof that the Court would allow executive. agreements
to override unconstitutional takings of property.21
In fact, the Court, speaking through Justice Douglas, carefully
noted that all the claims of domestic creditors and all claims arising out ,
of the New York branch had already been paid. 22 Other creditorswho were not United States citizens and whose claims did not arise out
of transactions with the New York branch-made claims on the one
million dollars still held by the New York Superintendent of Insurance.
who was distributing the remaining assets to claimants.23 New York.
as a matter of local law. had determined a priority for unsecured
18. 315 U.S. at 225, 62 S.Ct. at 563.
For a useful discussion of the history of
nonrecognition see Anderson, Recognition
of Russia. 28 Am.J. Int'l L. 90 (1934).
19. 315 U.S. at 224, 62 S.Ct. at 562.
20.

Id.

21. See. e.g., Jessup, Editorial Comment: The Litvinov Assignment and the
Pink Case, 36 Am.J. Int'l L. 282. 282
(1942): "From the point of view of our
constitutional law, the decision lin United
States v. Pink) may well mark one of the
most far· reaching inroads upon the protec·
tion which it was supposed the fifth
amendment accorded to pri"ate property."
(footnote omitted). Note, Effect of Soviet
Recognitio~ Upon Russian Confiscatory

Decrees, 51 Yale L.J. 848, 853 (1942): "The
logical result of the Court's position is that
an international executive agreement according recognition may grant priority to
an ...one over anyone, ignoring 'due process'
lirititations on the exercise of the power."
(footnote omitted). See also Finch. The
Need to Restrain the Treaty-Making Power
of the United States Within Constitutional
Limits, 48 Am.J. Int'l L. 5;,67 119541 (arguing that Pink sanctioned \'iolation~ ~f
the fifth amendment!; Jessup, The L.t .... ·
nov Assignment and t.he Belmont Case. 31
Am.J. Int'l L. 481, 483-84 (19371..
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23.

Id.
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creditors.24 The Supreme Court simply held, as a matter of federal law.
that the United States, as a creditor, had priority over foreign creditors
whose unsecured claims did not even arise out of transactions with the
New York insurance company. Therefore, the Court concluded that
the federal government had not unconstitutionally taken property and
that the executive agreements did not otherwise \'iolate the Bill of
Rights. 25 If property had been taken, nothing in Pink suggests that just
compensation would be unavailable. Moreover, Pink did not imply that
the President had unlimited power to enter into agreements which
might have an unconstitutional effect on persons whether or not
residing in the United States. Pink merely reaffirmed the President's
ability to enter into agreements which would override state law, provided the agreement itself did not violate any provision of the Bill of
Rights. 28
The Iranian Assets Litigation. The broad presidential pow€'r to
settle foreign claims by use of executive agreements is well illustrated
by Dames & Moore v. Regan. 27 After Iranians seized the American
Embassy in Tehran on November 4, 1980, and held the occupants
hostage. President Carter, acting pursuant to his powers under the
International Emergency Economic Powers Act, issued a blocking order
that froze all the Iranian Government assets subject to the jurisdiction
of the United States. There followed lengthy negotiations and, with
the mediation of Algeria, Iran released the American hostages on
January 20. 1981 after the United States and Iran signed an Agreement concerning the settlement of claims.
That Agreement required the United Slates to terminate all suits
brought in the U.S. courts against Iran and to "nullify all attachments
and judgments obtained therein, to prohibit all further litigation based
on such claims, and to bring about the termination of such claims
through binding arbitration" before an Iran-United States Claims Tribunal.28 President Carter, and later President Reagan, signed a series
24. 315 U.S. at 211, 62 S.Ct. at 556. Cf.
Disconto Gesellschaft v. Umbreit, 208 U.S.
570, 28 S.Ct. 337, 52 L.Ed. 625 11908).

gration in the American Experiencl' 56-60
(Giuffre Milan 1982,.

25. Cf. Rogers, The Impairment of Secured Creditors' Rights in Reorganization:
A Study of the Relationship Between the
Fifth Amendment and the Bankruptcy
Clause, 96 Harv.L.Rev. 973 09831.

27. 453 U.S. 654, 101 S.Ct. 2972. 69
L.Ed.2d 918 (]9811. See generally. Symposium: Dames & Moore .... Regan, 29 U.C.
L.A.L.Rev. 977-1159 11982}-Brownstein,
The Takings Clause and the Iranian
Claims Settlement, id. at 984; Carter, The
Iran·United States Claims Tribunal: Obsen'ations of the First Year, id. at lOi6;
Miller. Dames & Moore v. Regan: A Politi·
cal Deci!'ion by a Political Court. id. at
1l04; Nowak & Rotunda. A Comrnf'lIt (III
the Creation t..ld Resolution or a "Non·
Problem": Dames & Moore v. Regan. the
Foreign Affairs Power, and the Roll' of the
Court. id. at 1129.

26. See also United States v. Belmont.
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301 U.S. 324, 57 S.Ct. 758. 81 L.Ed. 1134

(1937). Dicta in Belmont portended the
result in Pink. The actual holding in Bel.
mont was quite limited. The Court said
only that the United States had a cause of
action against the stake holders of the Russian funds. No ad ...erse claimant to those
funds was a party in the Belmont case.
See generally, P. Hay & R. Rotunda. The
United States Federal System: Legal Inte-
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Moore \'. Regan: Legislation by Acquies'
cence, 68 Cornell L.Re,·. 68 (1982).
32. The Court relied on the "plain Ion·
guage" or the International Emergency Ec·
onomic Powers Act, 50 U.S.C.A. § 1702. its
legislative history, and the legi sla ti\'e history and cases interpreting the Trading
..... ith the Enemy Act, 50 U.S.C.A.App.
§ 5("b), rrom ..... hich wns dra ..... n the perti·
nent language or § 1702.
33. 453 U.S. at 673. 101 S.Ct. at 2983.
See also, Proppe r v. Clark. 337 U.S. 4,2.
493. 69 S.Ct. 1333. 1345, 93 L.Ed. )480
(949), rehearing denied 338 U.S. 841. ,0
S.Ct. 33, 94 L.Ed . 514 (19491.
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However, while there was no evidence of co ntra ry congressional intent.
there was evidence of legislative intent to invit e broad pres idential
action, and there was 8 long history of congressional acquiescence of
similar presidential conduct. "Crucial to ou r decision today is th e
conclusion that Congress has implicitly approved the practice of clnim
settlement by executive agreement." 3~

of executi,?e orders to implement this agreement. These orders purported to nullify all attachments. liens, or other non-Iranian interests
in Iranian assets subject to President Carter's November 14,1979 freeze
of Iranian a~sets.
Petitioner sued for declaratory and injunctive relief against the
enforcement of the Executive Orders and the Treasury Department's
implementing regulations claiming that they were unconstitutional to
the extent that they "adversely affect petitioner's final judgment [on a
contract claim] against the Government of Iran and the Atomic Energy
Organization [of Iran), its execution of that judgment in the state of
Washington. its prejudgment attachments, and its ability to continue to
litigate against the Iranian banks." n
The Court, per Justice Rehnquist, upheld the constitutionality of
the Executive Orders relying in large part on Justice Jackson's seminal
analysis in Youngsto wn Sheet & Tube Co. u. Sawyer. 30 The Court's
opinion in Dames & A100re was narrowly drafted and attentive to the
civil liberties implications when it held that if the President's freeze
amounted to a taking of property. the Government must provide just
compensation. This opinion provides no support for the proposition
that the President has inherent authority to sign an Executive Agreement which is inconsistent with any of the other provisions of the Bill
of Right.s. On the contrary. the decision reaffirms the supremacy of the
Bill of Rights."
The Court first concluded that Congress, by statute, had explicitly
authorized the President to nullify the post-freeze attachments and to
direct that the blocked Iranian assets be transferred to the New York
Federal Rese rve Bank and later to Iran.» The purpose of this statute
is to "permit the Pres ident to maintain the foreign assets at his disposal
for use" as a "bargaining chip" when negotiating with a hostile na·
tion."
Independent of the attachments of the Iranian assets were the
underlying claims against Iran. The Court was not able to find any
explicit authority to suspend the claims pending in the U.S. Courts.
29. 453 U.S. at 667, 101 S.Ct. at 2980.
30. 343 U.S. 579.634, 72 S.Ct. 863, 888.
96 1..Ed. 1153 (1952), cited, e.g.. at 453 U.S.
at. 661~2, 674, 101 S.Ct. at 2977-78.
31. See 453 U.S. at 660-61, 688, 101
S.Ct. at. 2976-77. See generally. Nowak &
Rotunda, A Comment on the Creation and
Resolution or B "Non problem": Dames &
Moore v. Regan. the Foreign Afrairs Pow·
er, and the Role or the Court, 29 U.C.L.A.L.
Rev. 1129 (1982). See also, Trimble, For·
eign Policy Frustrated-Dames & Moore,
Claims Court Jurisdict.ion, and a New Raid
on the Treasury, 84 Colum.L.Rev. 317
(1984); Marks & Grabow, The President's
Foreign Economic Powenl After Domes &

THE THEA TY l\IARING POWER

The exercise of presidential po ..... er in this case did not unconst itu tionally divest the fed eral courts of jurisdiction, any Illore than a
finding of sovereign immunit y di vests the courts of jurisdiction. Hather the President has directed the federal cou rts to ~ppl y a different rul e
of substantive law. l3
Petitioner also charged that the sus pension of it~ claims constituted
a taking of their property without just compensation, but the Court
found this question not ripe for review. However the majorit y did find
rip~ the question whether petitioner would ha ve a remedy atla\\" in the
CO'1rt of Claims if in fact there was a taking. And th e Court held th nt
if there were a taking the Court of Claims would have jurisdiction 1.0
provide compensation."
When Executive Agreements Conflict with Federal Statutes.
Although cases such as Un ited States u. Pink, 31 and Dames & Moore u.
Regan sa indicate that executive agreements are as binding upon the
nation as ratified treaties, questions still remain as to what extent an
executive agreement is equivalent to a treaty. To what extent does a n
executive agreement override an earlier enacted federal statute? And
wh~n does 8 federal statute override a n executive agreement promul·
gated earlier?

United States u. Guy IV, Capps, Inc. 31 is a leading lower court
decision .discussing these issues. Capps involved all executive agree·
34. 453 U.S. at. 680, IOI S.Ct. ot 2987.

Sc-e nlso 453 U.S. nt 679. n. 8. 101 S.Ct . at
2986, n. 8: "At lenst since lhe case or the

I!

'Wilmington Packet' in 1799. Presidents
ha\'c excrcised the power to settle claims of
United States Nationnls' by executh'e
agreement."
35. 453 U.s. at 684-85. 101 S .Ct.. at
298~90.

38. 453 U.S. at 688-90, 101 S.Ct. at
2991-92. Stevens, J .. concurred and .....ould
ha\'e held that the question as to the juris.
diction or the Court of Claims was not ripe.
Powell. J .. concurred and dissc nted in part.
He would not have decided ..... hether the
president's nullification of the attachments
represented a taking. The majority. in a
footnote, had rejected petitioner's argu·
ment that although the president. when he
froze assel.5, could have forbidd en attach·
menta, "onCE' he allowed them the Presi·
dent permitted c1oimonts to acquire prop-

erty interests in their attachm ents." The
Cou rt. rather. concluded that " be-cause of
the President's authority to prevent or condition attachments. and because of the or·
ders he issued to this errect. peti tioner did
not acquire any 'property' int erest i n its
attachments of the sort that ..... ould sup port
a constitutional claim for compenSfltion ."
453 U.S. ot 6;4 n. 6. 101 S.Ct. at 2983-84.
n.6.
37. 315 U.S. 203. 62 S.Ct. 552. 86 L.Ed.
796 (1942).
38. 453 U.S. 654, 101 S.Ct. 2972. 69
L.Ed.2d 918 (l98l1.
39. 204 F.2d 655 (4th Ci r. 19531, a f·
firmed on other grounds 348 U.S. 296. is
S.Ct. 326. 99 L.Ed. 329 09551.
Sc-e Swearingen v. United State~. 565
F.Supp. 1019. 1021 ID.Colo.198J1 tMatMh.
J .). citing this seclion of an earlier editiun
or this treatise.
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ment between Canada and the United States regulating potato exports
by Canada. This agreement was the third type of executive agreement
discussed above.'o The Fourth Circuit stated:
[T]he executive agreement was void because it was not authorized
by Congress and contravened provisions of a statute dealing with'
the very matter to which it related and that the contract relied on,
which was based on the executive agreement, was unenforceable in
the courts of the United States for like reason. 4 •
The court found this executive agreement invalid because the Executive
branch had not properly exercised those powers delegated to it by
earlier federal statutes:
There was no pretense of complying with the requirements of
[the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1948]. . . . Since the purpose of the agreement as well as its effect was to bar imports which
would interfere with the Agricultural Adjustment program, it was
necessary that the provisions of this statute be complied with and
an executive agreement excluding such exports which failed to
comply with it was void.'2
. Although the Supreme Court has not ruled on this issue directly
and affirmed on other grounds,43 the Capps decision suggests that the
executive agreements might not be completely equal to treaties in all
respects. The Restatement of the Law, (second) Foreign Relations Law
of the United States, has summarized the effect on domestic law of an
executive agreement entered into pursuant to the president's constitutional authority, the first type of executive agreement described above:
(1) An executive agreement, is made by the United States
without reference to a treaty or act of Congress, conforming to the
[appropriate] constitutional limitations . . . and manifesting an
40. The executive agreement was
c:laimed to have derived its authority from
prior Congressional authorization. See
§ 6.8, supra.
41. 204 F.2d at 658. The court also
stated that no cause of ac:tion had been
created by Congress for this type of injury.
Id.
On the president's powers to regulate
international economic affairs, see general.
ly J. Jackson, Legal Problems of Interna·
tional Economic: Relations, Chapter 4
(1977~

42. 204 F.2d at 658-59. The Circuit
Court also said that the executive agreement is invalid because it affects foreign
commerce and the president does not have
the power to regulate interstate and for·
eign commerce since that power is vested
in the Congress by the Constitution. This

dictum is unpersuasive. "If the President
cannot make agreements on any matter on
which Congress could legislate. there could
be no executive agreements with domestic
legal consequences, since, we have seen.
the legislative powers of Congress has few
and far limits.
L. Henkin. Foreign Af·
fairs and the Constitution 181 (19721.
43. 204 F.2d 655. 658 (4th Cir. 19531.
affirmed on other grounds 348 U.S. 296, 75
S.Ct. 326, 99 L.Ed. 329 (1955). See also.
Seery v. United States. 127 F.Supp. 601.
606 (Ct.Cl.I955); American Bitumals &
Asphalt Co. v. United States, 146 F.Supp.
703, 708 (Cust.Ct.1956), reversed on other
grounds 246 F.2d 270 (C.C.P.A.1957I, certiorari denied 355 U.S. 883. 78 S.Ct. 150. 2
L.Ed.2d 113 (1957); Consumer's Union ",
Rogers, 352 F.Supp. 1319 (D.D.C.19731.
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intention that it shall become effective as domestic law of the
United States at the time it becomes binding on the United States.
(a) supersedes inconsistent provisions of the law of the several
states, but
(b) does not supersede inconsistent provisions of earlier acts of
Congress.·4

The position of the Restatement, (second)-that an executh'e agree.
ment entered into by the President pursuant to his constitutional
authorit~, the first type of agreement described above, does not supersede earher acts of Congress 4S-may not be entirely correct when the
president is in fact entering into an agreement pursuant to his inherent
presidential authority in the field of foreign relations.'8 The Reporter's
Notes to the First Tentative Draft of the Restatement of the Law
Foreign Relations Law of the United States <Revised) rejects the posi~
tion of the Restatement, (second) 47 and the black letter of the Restatement (Revised) also does not adopt the view of the Restatement,
(second). 48
In short, if the President has authority under the Constitution or
otherwise to promulgate an executive order, and if that order is
consistent with previously enacted federal law, then that executive
agreement is also the supreme law of the land and must prevail over
contrary state law; such an executive agreement probably also must
prevail over earlier Congressional enactments if the President is in
fact, entering into an agreement pursuant to his exclusive presiden'tial
authority in the fiel~ of foreign relations. If the President's authority
to promulgate an executive agreement does not derive from his exclusive presidential powers-if, for example, it does not derive from his
power to recognize foreign governments or his power as commander.in.
chief-then the executive agreement should not be able to override an
earlier enacted federal statute.
WESTLA W REFERENCES
di executive agreement
··litvinov assignment"
"executive agreement"
foreign

Ip claim 110 seUl!

/s' relalion policy nation affair

44. Restatement of the Law, 2d, For.
eign Relations Law of the United States,
§ 144(1) (1965).

Ip "executive agreement"

in the American Experience 59-60 IGiuf.
fre. Milan 19821.
47. Tent.Draft No. I, at 70 lRt-porler's
Notes to § 135) (April 1. 19801.

45. See text at nn. 3-4. supra.

46. P. Hay" R. Rotunda, The United
States Federal System: Legal Integration

48. Id. At 64. § 135m. See Also. id. lit
66, Comment (al.
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Historical Development of the War. Power

The nature of the executive and congressional war powers has been
the subject of a long debate-a debate which was initiated when the
Constitution was written and continues to the present day. The fram- .
ers, believing the power to declare war should be granted to the body .
most broadly representative of the people, vested the power to declare
war in Congress.·
Alexander Hamilton writing on the executive's role in the Federalist Papers endorsed a limited Commander-in.chief power.
The President will have only the occasional command of such part
of the militia of the nation as by legislative provision may be called
into the actual service of the Union. . . . [The Commander-in§ 6.9
1. U.S.Const. art. 1. § 8.
2. U.S.Const. art. 2.
3. See E. Corwin. The President: Office
and Powers 134 (4th rev. ed. 19571. See
generally, Chemerinsky. Controlling Inher·
ent Presidential Power: Providing a
Framework for Judicial Review. 56 So.Ca·
lif.L.Rev. 863 (1983).

4. 2 M. Farrand. The Records of the
Federal Convention of 1787. at 313. 318-19
(Re\". ed. 19371. See Note. Congress. the
President. and the Power to Commit
Forces to Combat. 81 Harv.L.Rev. 1771.
1773 (1968).
§ 6.10
1. C. Berdahl. War Powers of the Executive in the United States 79 (19211.
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Chief power] would amount to nothing more than the command
and direction of the military and naval forces, as first general and
admiral of the Confederacy.2

III. THE WAR POWER
Constitutional language suggests that the president and Congress
share the war power, the dominant authority being vested in the
legislature. Congress declares war and is delegated power to tax and
finance expenditures necessary for defense. Additionally, Congress
determines the rules of warfare, is empowered to raise and support an
army and navy and makes all laws necessary and proper for exercising
the war power} The President, the Constitution provides, is the
Commander-in.chief of the armed forces. 2
However, it is sometimes argued that the Commander-in-Chief
clause, read in concert with provisions vesting executive power in the
President to see that the laws are faithfully executed and peace
preserved, authorizes the President to use military force where required to protect national interests unless Congress prohibits such,
action.' After all, the Constitution does not delegate to Congress the
power to "conduct" war or to "make" war; it only delegates the power
to "declare" war. While an early draft of the CommiJtee on Detail
gave Congress the power to "make" war, the framers substituted'
"declare" in the final draft.4

THE WAR POWER

).

"

r

Hamilton believed the President was powerless to declare war and to
raise armies.' However, he expressed fear that the war power would be
construed to prohibit raising armies in peace time thereby preventing
the nation from preparing to defend itself against future invasions.4
James Madison, sharing Hamilton's apprehension, asserted that
interest in self preservation would prevail over any constitutional
barriers that limited military preparations and precautions unless
there was a war.s Although the framers intended to place a constitutional check upon the President's power to involve the nation in war,
they also wanted to be certain that the President had authority to
mobilize military forces to repel sudden attacks.G
Historical Justifications for Presidential Military Interventions. Historically Presidents have justified their authorization of
military intervention abroad without congressional approval on three
basic theories: Self defense. neutrality and collective security.7 First,
Presidents have asserted they have power to order defensive military
action in response to aggression without consulting Congress. The
second theory, the neutrality theory, was developed as a justification
for military intervention in foreign countries to protect United States
nationals and property. The executive could send troops abroad for a
limited security purpose but the troops were to be neutral to any
conflict in the foreign country. Third, presidential authorization of
military intervention without prior congressional approval. has been
justified as within the executive's power under colll'ctive security
agreements such as'the Organization of American States (O.A.S.). The
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (N.A.T.O.) and the South East
Asian Treaty Organization (S.E.A.T.O.).8
2. A. Hamilton. The Federalist Papers.
No. 69 at 417-18 (Rossiter ed. 1961).
3.

Id. at 18.

4. A. Hamilton, The Federalist Papers.
No. 25 at 162-67 (Rossiter ed. 1961).

,
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5. J. Madison, The Federalist Papers.
No. 41 at 256-64 (Rossiter ed. 1961).

6. 2 M. Farrand, The Records of the
Federal Convention of 1787 at 313. 318-19
(rev. ed. 1937).
7. The "Pacificus" and "Helvidius" letters on the foreign affairs power also reflect the sentiments of Madison and Hamilton on the division of the war power
between the president and Congress.
Madison argued the foreign affairs power
could be used to commit the nation to a
COurse of action leading to war. He con.

eluded that. by virtue of the constitutional
provision expressly granting Congress the
power to declare war. the foreign affairs
power must also be vested in Congress.
The opposing argument was adopted by
Hamilton who perceived the determination
of the direction of foreign policy to be an
inherently executive power although the
implementation of such power dependl'd
upon subsequent acts of Congress. E.
Corwin The President: Office and Powers
177-81 (4th rev. ed. 19571.
8. The "Yale Paper"-Indochina: The
Constitutional Crisis) J6 Cong.ReC' S i) liS 7123 (May 13. 1970,. See generally.
Note. Congress. the President. and the
Power to Commit Forces to Combat. 81
Harv.L.Rev. liil. 17i8-85. 119681.
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Subsequent presidents have relied on the self defense theory many
times since Hamilton made this argument. For example, during the
Mexican American War, Congress, after heated debate, upheld President Polk's orders authorizing the United States troops to attack first
in self defense if the enemy crossed the Rio Grande into disputed
' ..

The Supreme Court specifically approved of this theory in the Prize
Cases,1I a case which arose during the Civil War. The Supreme Court
found President Lincoln had the right to blockade, southern states
without a congressional declaration of war. Writing for a five to four
majority, Justice Grier stated that the President has the power to
determine if hostilities are sufficiently serious to compel him to act to
suppress the belligerency or take defensive measures:
He [the President] has no power to initiate or declare a war either
against a foreign nation or a domestic State. But by the Acts of
Congress of February 28, 1795, and 3d of March, 1807, he is '
authorized to call out the military and naval forces of the United.
States in case of invasion by foreign nations, and to suppress
insurrection against the government of a State or of the United
States.
If a war be made by invasion of a foreign nation, the President
is not only authorized but bound to resist force by force. He does
not initiate the war, but is bound to accept the challenge without,
waiting for any special legislative authority. And whether the
hostile party be a foreign invader, or States organized in rebellion ..
it is none the less a war, although the declaration of it be "unilateral." 12 j
.
The executive, the Court indicated, was also empowered to determine
what degree of force should be used to respond to the conflict. IS
9. A. Hamilton. Works or Alexander
Hamilton 746-47 (J. Hamilton ed. 18511;
Note. Congress. the President. and the
Power to Commit Forces to Combat. 81
Harv.L.Rev. 1771. 1779 (1968).

10. Act of May 13. 1846. ch. 16. 9 Stat.
9. Later, however. the House or Representatives amended a resolution or thanks
to General Taylor to include language
charging that Polk had unconstitutionally

and unnecessarily involved the United
States in a war. Note. Congress. the Presi·
dent. and the Power to Commit Forces to
Combat. 81 Harv.L.Rev. 1771. 1780 n. 50
11968).
.
11. 67 U.S. (2 Black) 635. 17 L.Ed. 459
(1863).
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12. 67 U.S. at 668. 17 L.Ed. at 4f1 ..
13. 67 U.S. at 670. 17 L.Ed. at 4;;.
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Actions of Presidents in this cent.ury have led to a steady erosion of
the congressional war making power. Under the guise of the neutrality theory Theodore Roosevelt sent troops to Panama in 1903. The
troops in reality were being used to fight the Colombian Armv.14
President Truman ordered troops to South Korea to repel the invasion
by North Korea without seeking authorization from Congress. AIthpugh Truman described involvement in Korea as a police action, not
a war, public opposition to the president's action developed as the
nation became deeply involved in a major military conflict. III During
the subsequent administration President Eisenhower was careful to
~eek congressional approval prior to authorizing military involvement
lD' Formosa and the Suez crisis. Ie
.
,

Self defense was the first theory used to justify expansion of
executive war power. Hamilton, for example, strongly criticized President Jefferson's hesitation to take aggressive action against Tripoli
without the consent of Congress after the Beys declared war against the
United States. Hamilton wrote that no congressional approval was
necessary for any defensive military action taken by the president as
long as the United States w~s not the aggressor. 9

territory .10
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A modem trend has been for the President to secure general
authorization to fall back upon in case the executive's
power to authorize military intervention in foreign conflicts is later
attacked. President Kennedy justified the adoption of the quarantine
during the Cuban missile crisis on the basis of a joint Congressional
r~olution and the United States' O.A.S. collective security arrangement. 11 The marines sent to the Dominican Republic by President
Johnson were initially justified under the neutrality theory as necessary to protect United States' nationals. Later the neutrality rationale
was dropped and the explanation was then made that the President was
authorized to order the troops to Santa Domingo under the provisions
of the Rio Treaty adopted pursuant to the O.A.S. charter. IS President
Johnson relied upon the Commander-in-Chief clause and the Gulf of
Tonkin resolution to justify his authorization of escalated military
involvement in Viet Nam. 19
~ngressional

I

fli\ WESTLAW REFERENCES
~ "prize cases" (67 + 3 635) /p war
14. S. Bemis, A Diplomatic History of
the United States 515-19 (4th ed. 1955).
15. R. Leckie. The Wars of America
850-68 (1968).
18. T. Bailey, A Diplomatic History of
the American People 834-44 (6th edt 1958).
See generally Note, Congress. the President, and the Power to Commit Forces to
~mbat. 81 Harv.L.Rev. 1771, 1791-93
(1968).

17. See Presidential Proclamation No.
3504,27 Fed.Reg. 10,401 (1962) where Kenn~y justified the quarantine and accompan~ng measures taken against Cuba and
the Soviet Union on the basis or the joint
~Iution and a resolution passed by the
~anization of American States authorizlng the quarantine.

See also 2 A. Chayes. T. Ehrlich and A.
Lowenreld, International Legal Process
1107~ (1969).
18. 2 A. Chaves. T. Ehrlich and A.
Lowenfeld. Inte;national Legal Process
1179-82 (1969). Excellent accounts or the
Dominican Republic Crisis are given in.
N.Y. Times. Apr. 29, 1965. at 1. col. 8 and
N.Y. Times. May 3. 1965. at 10. col. 1.
19. Note. Congress. the President. and
the Power to Commit Forces to Combat. 81
Harv.L.Rev. 1771. 1793 (1968) citing U.S.
Dept. of State. The Legality or the tlnited
States PartiCipation in the DerE'n~e of ViE'1
Nam. 54 Dept. State Bull. 474. 484-85
(19661.
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Economic Regulations and the War .Power

The power of the President and Congress to impose economic
regulations in times of war provides insight into the nature and scope
of the war power. In Woods v. Cloyd W. Miller Co.1 the Supreme Court
reversed the District Court. The lower court had held that Congress'
authority to regulate rent by virtue of the war power ended with the
2
Presidential Proclamation terminating World War II hostilities. The
Supreme Court found that the war power sustained Title II of the
Housing- and Rent Act of 1947.
The Court relied on a passage from Hamilton v. Kentucky Distillers 3 which had included in the war power the power Uto remedy the
evils which have arisen from [the waes] rise and progress" and continues until the emergency has ended. Thus, cessation of hostilities is not ,
necessarily the end of a war.4 Because the power to wage war is the
power to wage it successfully,S the context of a war or preparations for
a war or its winding down may justify extensive legislative and executive power.s
The Steel Seizure Case. In Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v.
Sawyer 1 the Supreme Court discussed the president's power to impose
economic regulations under the Commander-in-Chief clause and other
constitutional provisions. Apprehensive that an impending steel worker's strike would endanger national security, President Truman issued
an executive order instructing Secretary of Commerce Sawyer to seize
and operate many of the nation's steel mills,8 Truman justified the
executive order as valid under the constitutional and statutory power
vested in him as President and Commander-in-Chief.
Pursuant to the president's order, the Secretary of Commerce
seized the steel mills. Sawyer directed the presidents of the mills to
operate their facilities in compliance with regulations which the Department of Commerce issued. Truman immediately informed Con-1I
gress of these events, but the legislature failed to take any action.
World War 11. See. e.g .• Korematsu ".
United States, 323 U.S. 21~. 65 S.~t. 193.
89 L.Ed. 194 (1944), rehearing denied 324
U.S. 885, 65 S.Ct. 674 (1945). Probably
Korematsu is no longer good law as to its
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1. 333 U.S. 138, 68 S.Ct. 421, 92 L.Ed.
596 (1948).
2. Id. at 140, 68 S.Ct. at 422.
3. 251 U.S. 146, 40 S.Ct. 106, 64 L.Ed.
194 (1919).
4. 333 U.S. 138. 141, 68 S.Ct. 421,423,
92 L.Ed. 596 (1948).
5. E.g., United States v. Macintosh. 283
U.s. 605, 622, 51 S.Ct. 570, 574, 75 L.Ed.
1302 (1931); Home Building & loan Ass'n
v. Blaisdell, 290 U.S. 398, 426,54 S.Ct. 231,
235, 78 L.Ed. 413 (1934); Hirabayashi v.
United States, 320 U.s. 81, 93, 63 S.Ct.
1375,1382,87 L.Ed. 1774 (1943). Thus the
war power has been used to justify internment of Japanese-American citizens in

specific result.
6. E.g., L. Henkin, Foreign Affairs and
the Constitution. 321 n. 15 (1973).
7. 343 U.S. 579, 72 S.Ct. 863. 96 L.Ed.
1153 (1952). See generally. Freund. The
Year of the Steel Case, 66 Hal'\' .L.Re\·. 89
(1952); Lea, The Steel Case, 47 Nw.l'.L.
Rev. 289 (1952).

8. 343 U.S. at 583. 77 S.Ct. at 865. Ex·
ecutive Order 10340 April 8. 1952. Ii Fed.
Reg. 3139 (1952).
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Congress had previously enacted legislation providing methods for
handling situations of this nature but, had expressly refused to authorize governmental seizure of property.lo
The steel companies filed suit against Secretary of Commerce
Sawyer in the district court praying for declaratory judgment and
injunctive relief. The district court granted the plaintiffs a preJiminary injunction which the appellate court stayed. The Supreme Court, in
an expedited proceeding, affirmed the district court's order in a six to
three decision finding the executive's seizure order invalid. II
Justice' Black wrote the opinion for the Court in which Justices
Frankfurter, Douglas, Jackson and Burton concurred. Justice Clark
concurred in the judgment of the Court. Although the appeal was
made from the lower court's decision to issue a preliminary injunction,
Black stated that the issue of the Constitutional validity of President
Truman's order was ripe for determination.
The Court found that no express or implied statutory provision
authorized the President's seizure order 12 and rejected the argument
that the order should be upheld as a valid exercise of the President's
Commander-in-Chief power. In response to the government's contention that numerous cases have found military commanders entitled to
broad powers, Black stated:
Such cases need not concern us here. Even though "theater of
war" be an expanding concept, we cannot with faithfulness to our
constitutional system hold that the Commander in Chief of the
Armed Forces has the ultimate power as such to take possession of
private property _in order to keep labor disputes from stopping
production. This is a job for the Nation's law-makers. not for its
military authorities. 13
Black also concluded that the executive power vested in the President by the Constitution, particularly his duty to see that the laws are
faithfully executed, refuted the idea that the chief executive can make
laws.l 4 Congress has "exclusive constitutional authority to make laws
10. Corwin, The Steel Seizure Case: A
Judicial Brick Without Straw, 53 Colum.
L.R.. 53. 55-56 (1953). Congress provided
alternative solutions for similar problems
in the Defense Production Act of 1950. 50
U.S.C.A.App. § 2071 (1952); The Labor
Management Relations (Taft-Hartley I Act
of 1947, 29 U.S.C.A. §§ 141-197 (1952);
and the Selective Sen'ice Act of 1948, 50
U.S.C.A.App. §§ 451-462 11952).
11. 343 U.S. at 584-86, 72 S.Ct. at ~
66. '
12. 343 U.S. at 584-86, 72 S.Ct. at 86566. See Tribe, Toward a Syntax of the
Unsaid: Construing the Sounds of Congressional Bnd Constitutional Silence, 57 Ind.
L.J. 515, 520-21. 524-25 U982}, for a dis-

cussion and analysis of the method by
which a majority of the justices in this case
treated Congress' silence as an expression
of congressional intent to forbid the seizure
of the steel mills. Cf. Note, Intent, Clear
Statements, and the Common Law: Statutory Interpretation in the Supreme Court,
95 Harv.L.Re\·. 892 119821.
13. 343 U.s. at 587, 72 S.Ct. at 867.
14. 343 U.S. at 587. 72 S.Ct. at 867.
See generally, Chemerinsky. Controlling
Inherent Presidential Power: Providing a
Framework for Judicial Review. 56 So.Ca·
lif.L.Rev. 863 (1983); see also, Winterton.
The Concept of Extra-Conslilutional Exec·
utive Power in Domestic Affairs, 7 Uns·
tings Const.L.Q. 1 119791 (contends that the
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necessary and proper to carry out the powers vested by the Constitu-..·. j ·.
tion" in the federal government}G The "necessary and proper" clause.
applies to Congress, not to the executive branch.
. . In his concurring opinion Justice Frankfurter indicated he was not
drawing conclusions as to what powers the President would have h~d in
the absence of legislation applicable to the seizure,, 8 What was at Issue .
was the President's authorization of the steel seizure after Congress
had expressly refused to support this course of action.
In formulating legislation for dealing with industrial conflicts,
Congress could not more clearly and emphatically have withheld
authority ......,
Frankfurter warned, however:
It is an inadmissibly narrow conception of American constitutional
law to confine it to the words of the Constitution and disregard the
gloss which life has written upon them. In short, a systematic,
unbroken, executive practice, long pursued to the knowledge of the
Congress and never before questioned . . . may be treated as a
gloss on "executiye Power" vested in the President by § 1 of Art.
1

H,Ia

.

Prior incidents of industrial seizures, Frankfurter concluded, did not
indicate a past history of Congressional acquiescence of executive
authority in this area. ls
Justice Douglas stated in his concurring opinion that the branch of
government with "the power to pay compensation for a seizure is the
only one able to authorize a seizure or make lawful one that the
President has effected. That seems to me to be the necessary result of
the condemnation provision in the Fifth Amendment." 20
Justice Jackson's Three-Part Analysis. Justice Jackson, in his
separate concurrence, argued that the President's powers "are not fixed
but fluctuate, depending upon their disjunction or conjunction with
those of Congress." 21 The scope of the President's war powers, Jackson
believed, depended upon the conditions existing at the time the .executive asserted his authority. He developed a three part analYSIS.
First when the "President acts pursuant to an express authorization of ~ngress, his authority is at its maximum." 22 If the Presid~nt
had seized the steel mills pursuant to Congressional grant of authorIty
the constitutional validity of his action would probably have been
upheld.
Secondly, if the President acted:
Constitution, by express terms or reasonable implicat.ion, does not confer the broad
power claimed by some Presidents).
16. 343 U.S. at 588-89, 72 S.Ct. at 867.
16. 343 U.S. at 597, 72 S.Ct. at. 890-91.
17. 343 U.s. at 602, 72 S.Ct. at 893.
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18. 343 U.S. at 610-ll, 72 S.Ct. at 897.

19. 343 U.S. at. 613, 72 S.Ct. at 898.
20. 343 U.S. at 631-32, 72 S.Ct. at 887.
21. 343 U.S. at 635, 72 S.Ct. at 870.
22. 343 U.S. at 635, 72 S.Ct. at 870.
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in the absence of either a congressional grant or denial of authority, he can only rely upon his own independent powers, but there is
a zone of twilight in which he and Congress may have concurrent
authori~y, or in which its distribution is uncertain. Therefore,
congressional inertia . . . may sometimes . . . enable, if not
invite, measures on independent presidential responsibility.23
When, however, the President acts contrary to the express or
implied will of Congress then the executive power falls to the third part
of the analysis, an extremely low level, his "lowest ebb" of authority.
The President can then:
rely only upon his own constitutional powers minus any constitutional powers of Congress over the matter. Courts can sustain
exclusive presidential control in such a case only by disabling the
Congress from acting upon the subject. Presidential claim to a
power at once so conclusive and preclusive must be scrutinized with
caution.1t
Jackson concluded that the steel seizure order was contrary to the
will of Congress and, as a consequence, could only be upheld if such
seiZures were found to be within the power of the executive and beyond
the scope of congressional authority.a And the President's actions
were. not of that type.
Justice Burton stated in his concurrence that the seizure order was
repugnant to the separation of powers theory.- In a concurring
opinion, Justice Clar;:k indicated that although the President has extensive authority to act in times of national emergency this power is
subject to limitations prescribed by Congress.2'1
In the dissent, Justice Vinson, joined by Justices Reed and Minton,
rationalized that the President was within the scope of his constitutional authority when he ordered the steel mills seized as an emergency
situation existed.28
WESTLAW REFERENCES
regula!! control!
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402k206
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Ip commander·in-chief

23; 343 U.S. at 637, 72 S.Ct. at 871.
(emphasis added).
24. 343 U.S. at 637-38, 72 S.Ct at 871.
25. 343 U.S. at 640, 72 S.Ct. at 872-73.
The Court endorsed and applied Jackson's analysis in Dames & Moore v. Regan,
453 U.S. 654, 669, 101 S.Ct. 2972. 2981, 69
L.Ed.2c:I 918 (1981), but noted that "it is
doubtless the case that executive action in
any particular instance falls, not neatly in

one of three pigeonholes. but rather at
some point along a spectrum running from
explicit congressional authorization to ex·
plicit congressional prohibition."
26. 343 U.S.
82, 96 L.Ed. at
27. 343 U.S.
86, 96 L.Ed. at.

1209-12.

at 660-67,72 S.Ct. at 8821212-15.

28. 343 U.S. at 667-710, 72 S.Ct. at
96 L.Ed. at 1215-36.

9~9-49,
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§ 6.12 The War Powers Resolution

The War .Powers Resolution raises many interesting and un-

resol~ed questions.. I~ the ~esolution binding? If it is, who has
standmg ~ sue clalmmg a VIOlation of the' provisions? No specific

§ 6.12

l?nguage m t~e Resolution resolves the standing issue. Perhaps Justice Brennan s theory, expressed in the different context of other
case~-that the only requirement for standing is injury in fact 3-could
provld~ a basis for military personnel sent abroad in violation of the
resolution to sue the President.

1.

"1
I
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The War ~owers Resolution restricts the executivets authority to
mvolve the Umte~ States !~ foreign controversies without Congressional appro~al. SpeCific prOVISions of the Resolution, however, ensure that
the Pr~sldent has authority to send to military into combat without
requestl~g ~ut~orization from Congress if the United States or one of
her terri tones IS attacked.2
'.'
...

The ability of the executive to deploy the military to foreign
nations to fight in informal wars created a growing discontent with
what many have regarded as the Presidentts assumption of congression·
al war power during the Viet Nam conflict. To restore what has been
argued to be the balance intended by the framers. Congress passed the
War Powers Resolution over a presidential veto on November 7 t 1973.
It is reprinted in part in the margin.· .
.
REPORTING
Sec. 4. (a) In the absence of a declaration of war, in any case in which United
States Armed Forces are introducedPURPOSE AND POLICY
(1) into hostilities or into situations
where imminent involvement in hostili·
Sec. 2. (a) It is the purpose of this joint
ties is clearly indicated by the circumresolution to fulfill the intent of the fram·
stances:
ers of the Constitution of the United States
and insure that the collective judgment of
(2) into the territory, airspace or wa-'
both the Congress and the President will
ters of a foreign nation, while equipped
apply to the introduction of United States
for combat, except for deployments
Armed Forces into hostilities, or into situawhich relate solely to supply, replacetions where imminent involvement in hosment, repair. or training of such forces;
tilities is clearly indicated by the circum·
or
stances, and to the continued use of such
(3) in numbers which substantially en- .
forces in hostilities or in such situations.
large United States Armed Forces
(b) Under article I, section 8, of the Conequipped for combat already located in a
stitution, it is specifically provided that the
foreign nation:
Congress shall have the power to make all
the President shall submit within 48
laws necessary and proper for carrying inhours to the Speaker of the House of
to execution, not only its own powers but
Representatives and to the President pro
also all other powers vested by the Constitempore of the Senate a report, in writtution in the Government of the United
ing [setting forth "the circumstances neStates, or in any department or officer
cessitating the introduction of armed
thereof.
forces," "the constitutional and legisla·
tive authority" under which it occurred,
(c) The constitutional powers of the Pres"the
estimated scope and duration of the
ident as Commander-in-Chief to introduce'
hostilities," and "such other information
United States Armed Forces into hostilias the Congress may request. "l
ties, or into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated
CONGRESSIONAL ACTION . . .
by the circumstances, are exercised only
Sec. 5. . . . (b) Within sixty calendar
pursuant to (1) a declaration of war, (2)
specific statutory authorization, or (3) a days after a report is submit.ted or is .renational emergency created by attack upon quired to be submitted pursuant. to section
the United States, its territories or p0sses- 4(a)(1). whichever is earlier, the President
shall terminate any use of United States
sions, or its armed forces.
Armed Forces with respect to which such
CONSULTATION
report was submitted (or required to be
Sec. 3. The President in every possible ; submitted). unless the Congress (1) has deinstance shall consult with Congress before clared war or has enacted a specific authointroducing United States Armed Forces rization for such use of United States
into hostilities or into situations where im- Armed Forces, (2) has extended by law
minent involvement in hostilities is clearly, such sixty-<iay period. or (3) is physically
indicated by the circumstances, and after unable to meet as a result of an armed
every such introduction shall consult regu- attack upon the United States ...• ,
(c) Notwithstanding subsection (bl. at
larly with the Congress until United States
Armed Forces are no longer engaged in any time that United States Armed Force:'
hostilities or have been removed from such are engaged in hostilities outside the terri'
tory of the United States. its possessions
situations.

THE WAR POWER

If standing is found to exist, it may well be that judicial review of
cases under this law is foreclosed by the doctrine of political questions .•

I'

and territories without a declaration of
war or specific statutory authorization
such ~orces shaH be removed by the Presi:
dent If the Congress so directs by concurrent resolution. . . .
INTERPRETATION OF JOINT
RESOLUTION
Sec. 8. (a) Authority to introduce Unit.
ed States Armed Forces into hostilities or
i~~. sit~ations wherein involvement in hos.
tllitles IS clearly indicated by the circum.
stances shaU not be inferred(1) from any provision of law . . . .
(2) from any treaty . . . or . . ..
(b) Nothing in this joint resolution shaU
be construed to require any further specific
statutory authorization to permit members
of United States Armed Forces to partici.
pate jointly with members of the armed
forces of one or more foreign countries in
th;. headquarters operations of high.level
m~htary commands which were established
pnor to the date of enactment of this joint
~lution and pursuant to the United NatIO~S Charter or any treaty ratified by the
Umted States prior to such date.
(c) For purposes of this joint resolution
the term "introduction of United State~
Armed Forces" includes the assignment of
members of such armed forces to com.
mand, coordinate, participate in the movement o~,.or aeccmpany the regular or irreg.
ular mlhtary forces of any foreign country
or government when such military forces
ahe engaged. or there exists an imminent
treat .that such forces will become en.
gaged. ID hostilities.
(d) Nothing in this joint resolution-

U) is intended to ah~r the constitutional authority of the Congress or of the
President, or the provisions of existing
treaties; or
(2) s~all be construed as granting any
authonty to the President with respect
to the introduction of United Slal,'"
Armed Forces into hostilities or into situations wherein invol\'ement in hostilities is clearly indicated bv the circumstances which authoritv he would not
have had in the a~nce of this joint
resolution. . . .

2. War Powers Resolution. 50 U.S.C.A.

§§ 1541-48. § 2 031.

See generally. Franck, After the Fall:
The New Procedural Framework for Con.
gressional Control O"er the War Power. 71
Am.J. of Internat'l L. 605 (1977). Vance
Striking the Balance: Congress and th~
President Under the War Powers Resolu.
tion. 133 U.Pa.L.Rev. 79 (1984).
3•. See Ass~ia~ion of Data Processing
Sen'lce OrgamzstlOns \'. Camp, 39; U.S.
ISO, 90 S.Ct. 827. 25 L.Ed.2d ]84 119;0)
<Brennan. J .. concurring); Barlow v. Collins. 397 U.S. 159.90 S.Ct. 832. 25 L.Ed.2d
192 (]970) (Brennan. J .• concurring).
4. See. CrockE'tt v. Reagan. 720 F.2d
1355 (D.C. Cir. 19831. certiorari denied
U.S. - . 104 S.Ct. 3533. 82 L.Ed.2d 839
(1984), affirming 558 F.Supp. R93
(O.D.C.19821Iholding that the issuE' whrlia.
er a report is required to be submitted
under § 4(al(l) of the War Powers Resolu.
tion is a political question. at least in the
CDntext of EI Sah'ador cornball.
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The impact on foreign affairs of a judicial decision contrary to the
President's military actions already underway may suggest that questions regarding provisions of the War Powers Resolution should be
considered nonjusticiable and immune from judicial review as political
questions.
Even if this War Powers Resolution were reviewable and subject to
litigation, its constitutionality may be subject to a presidential claim .i
that the resolution improperly seeks to subtract from his inherent
powers. However, in that case, the War Powers Resolution should still
be relevant, for under Justice Jackson's analysis in the Steel Seizure
case, the President's war powers should be at their lowest ebb: if he
would act contrary to the War Powers Resolution, he would then have
only his own powers minus any Constitutional powers of Congress to
reduce his powers.5
Legislative Veto. Even without raising the spectre of inherent
presidential powers, it is now clear that section 5(c) of the War Powers
Resolution is an unconstitutional legislative veto and therefore invalid
in the wake of Immigration and Naturalization Service v. Chadha.·
Section 5(c) purports to allow Congress to force the President to withdraw U.S. armed forces engaged in hostilities outside the territorial
United States. Chadha requires that action having "the purpose and
effect of altering the legal rights, duties and relations of persons,
including . . . Executive Branch officials," 7 must be subjected to the
possibility of presidential veto. But section 5(c) is not subject to a
presidential veto. "Adoption of a concurrent resolution under section
5(c) would have the purpose and effect of altering the rights and duties
of the President [and thus] the majority opinion [in Chadha was also]
invalidating the legislative veto provision in the War Powers Resolution." e
~

~TLAW

~

"war power resolution"

REFERENCES

§ 6.13 Military Courts
(a) Overview
Military courts were established by Congress pursuant to its Article I power to make rules for the government and regulation of the land
6. 462 U.S. 919. 103 S.Ct. 2764, 77 L.Ed.

See generally. § 2.16 supra, for an analysis of the political question doctrine.

2cl 317 (}983). See § 10.8.

5. For further discussion, see generally,
Carter, The Constitutionality of the War
Powers Resolution. 70 Va.L.Rev. 101
(1984); Glennon. The War Powers Resolution Ten Years Later. More Politics than
Law, 78 Am. J. of Internat') L. 571 (1984);
Smolla. The Supreme Court and the Tem·
pie of Doom: A Short Story, 2 Const. Com·
mentary 41 (1985).

7. 462 U.S. at 952. 103 S.Ct. at 2;84.
8. Glennon, The War Powers Resolution Ten Years Later: More Politics Than
Law. 78 Am. J. of Internafl L. 5il. 577
(1984).
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and naval forces and its power to make laws which are necessary and
proper for implementing that power.· During war or insurrection,
military courts dispense justice to both civilian and military transgressors. In wartime, even when civil courts continue to function and try
nonmilitary crimes. enemy combatants may be tried by courts martial
under the law of war Z whether the crimes were committed in a war
zon,e or through entrance by stealth into a non-combatant zone.
, Martial law can be declared if, by reason of civil disturbance or
invasion, the civil courts cannot function. During the period of martial
law, all crimes are tried by courts martial. Martial law must end when
civil courts can again function; court-martial under the law of war can
occur at least until peace has been declared.
During peacetime, military courts play the limited role of governing members of the armed forces. Although courts-martial may try
members of the armed forces whether they are stationed within the
United States or on foreign soil, these courts do not have jurisdiction to
try those family members who accompany the servicemen. nor do they
have jurisdiction to try civilian employees. Courts-martial can only try
se~icemen while they are actively in the military and only then if the
crime is service-connected.
The United States Supreme Court has severely limited the jurisdiction of courts-martial because courts-martial are not Article III courts.
Because they are courts established under Article I. they do not need to
provide most constitutional safeguards for defendants. Courts-martial
do not have an independent judiciary with life tenure,' do not provide a
jury of the accused's peers.4 do not provide legal counsel for the accused
in all non petty offenses,S and do not require indictment by grand jury.s
Moreover, Article III courts. including the United States Supreme
Court, do not have the power to directly review decisions of courtsmartial. Military prisoners may petition Article III courts to grant a
writ of habeas corpus, but review in even collateral proceedings is
limited to ascertaining that the military court had jurisdiction and that
it considered the defendant's claims. Civil courts cannot correct errors
in the military court's procedure or conclusions. A civil court, furthermore, generally must abstain until the conclusion of the military trial
before granting the writ of habeas corpus.
found in Article III or the Constitution and
applies only to Article IIJ courts.

§ 6.13

1. U.S.Const. art. I. § 8.
2. The law of war is a branch of international law that prescribes the rights and
obligations of belligerents and other persons resident in a theatre of war. For an
explication of the law of war. see 2 Win·
throp. Military Law and Precedents. The
Law of War (2cl ed.; 1920 reprintl.
3. See. e.g., 10 U.S.C.A. § 826. ThE' requirement of an independent judiciary is

4. See. e.g .• 10 U.S.C.A. § 825.
5. Middendorr v. Henry. 425 U.S. 25. 96
S.Ct. 1281. 47 L.Ed.2d 556 (]9i61. on remand 5.36 F.2d 303 19th Cir.19761.

6. U.S.Const. amend. V; Ex parte MiIli·
gan, i l U.S. 14 Wa11.12. 18 L.Ed. 28111866/.
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(b) Martial Law and the Law of War
Martial law, when applicable, supercedes civilian by gran.ting co~
trol of persons and property to military rule and c~urt martJ~~. It ~s
not a true body of law but the principle upon which the mlhtary IS
given control of the law. As Blackstone stated:
'
[M]artial law, which is built upon no settled principles, ~ut is
entirely arbitrary in its decisions, is . . . in truth and reabty no
law, but something indulged rather than allowed as a l.aw. ~he
necessity of order and discipline in an army is the only thmg w~l1ch ,-"
can give it countenance, and therefore it ought not to be permItted
in time of peace, when the king's courts are open for all persons to
.
receive justice according to the laws of the land.'
Ex parte Milligan 8 gave the United States S~preme Co~rt the.
opportunity to discuss the parameters of the declaratIon of martlallaw. ,'"
Milligan was arrested in Indiana on the orders of.the commander o~ the
Indiana military district and tried by court-marbal. He was conVIcted
and sentenced to be hanged. He applied for a writ of habeas corpus to
the Supreme Court, contending that he, as a civilian and citizen o~ a
non-rebelling state, was not under the jurisdiction of a court-martIal.
The Supreme Court sustained Milligan's contention, hol~ing that
martial law "can never be applied to citizens in states which have
upheld the authority of the government, and where the courts are open
and their process unobstructed. . . . Martial law cannot arise from a
threatened invasion. The necessity must be actual and present; ~h~
invasion real, such as effectually closes the courts and d.eposes th: clvll
administration." 9 If the invasion has ended, there IS no baSIS for
martial law. Even if the right of habeas corpus is lawfully suspend~d,
as it may be during time of War or insurrection, ? ~~isone~ thus. demed
habeas corpus' is, nevertheless. entitled to a clvIhan trIal WIth full
Constitutional protections. lo
In 1946, the Supreme Court in Duncan v. Kah~namoku II .was fac:d
with a congressional act authorizing the declaratIon of marbal l.aw m
case Hawaii were to be threatened with invasion. The Court aVOIded a
7. 1 Blackstone. Commentaries 413.
8. 71 U.S. (4 Wall.' 2. 18 L.Ed. 281
(1866).

9. 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) at 121. 127 (emphasis in original).
10. 71 U.s. (4 Wall.l at 126. But see
Korematsu v. United States. 323 U.S. 214.
65 S.Ct. 193, 89 L.Ed. 194 (1944). holding
that Japanese-American citizens could be
subjected to military authority under Con·
gress's war power, even though civilian
courts were functioning.
Suspension or the Writ or Habeas
Corpus. The Constitution permits the

writ of habeas corpus to be suspended in
time of war or insurrection. U.S.Const.
art. I. § 9. The suspension would pr~~ent
civil courts from hearing habeas petitions
from either civilian or military prisoners.
However. Congress must declare the sus·
pension. See. Ex parte Bollman. 8 U.S. (4
Cranch) 75. 2 L.Ed. 554 USO;) 1 Win.t~rop.
Military Law and Precedents (Mlhtary
Law) 830 (2d ed .• 1920 reprint).
11. 327 U.S. 304. 66 S.Ct. 606. 90 L.Ed.
688 (1946).
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constitutional decision on Congress' power to establish martial law by
construing "martial law" in the act to authorize merely vigorous action
for the maintenance of an orderly civil government and not to authoriZe the supplanting of civil courts by courts martial.
Rules protecting civilians from courts martial while civil courts can
function, do not insulate combatants in a war from military jurisdiction. Thus, the Supreme Court in Ex parte Quirin,I2 permitted trial by
court-martial of eight saboteurs who entered the United States secretly
and without uniforms. Their status as combatants removed them
(including one claiming American citizenship) from the purview of
Milligan ~ holding that citizens of states with open civilian courts could
not be tried by court martial.
In re Yamashita III extended the jurisdiction of military tribunals to
guard against the immediate renewal of the war and military conflict
and to remedy the evils which the military operations produced. The
Court concluded that at least until peace has been officially recognized
by treaty or proclamation. military commissions can try violations of
the law of war committed before the cessation of hostilities.
The fifth amendment due process provision does not apply in these
circumstances. The Court held that such trials were not subject to the
Articles of War standards for military trials because the Articles of
War applied only to trials for members of the American army and for
prisoners of War who committed crimes while prisoners.

: (e) Military ~w and Its Applicability in Time of Peace
Military law refers to the legal system, including the courts, by
which the military forces are governed. I.. Military courts have'limited
jurisdiction; they can try only military personnel for service-related
crimes.
Military Personnel While in Service. In United States ex rei.
TO,th v. Quarles,ls the United States Supreme Court held that only
pr~ent military personnel were subject to court martial. Toth received an honorable discharge after serving in Korea; five months
later, he was arrested and tried by court-martial for a murder committed in Korea while he was in the army. The Supreme Court noted that
millions of citizens were veterans and that allowing military courts to
take jurisdiction on the basis of past association with the military
would remove from many citizens the protections 'of civil trial.
12. 317 U.s. 1, 63 S.Ct. 1. 87 L.Ed. 3
(1942). order affirmed 317 U.S. 1.317 U.S.

18, 63 S.Ct. 2, 87 L.Ed. 3, 87 L.Ed. 7 (1942).
order modified 63 S.Ot. 22 (1942).

13. 327 U.s. 1, 66 S.Ct. 340. 90 L.Ed.
499 (1946).

and Precedents (Military Law) (2d t'd .• 1920
reprint). Present military law is c:odified
in the Uniform Code of Military Justice. 10
U.S.C.A., ch. 47.
15. 350 U.s. 11, 76 S.Ct. 1. 100 L.Ed. 8
(1955).

14. For a discussion of the history of
military law, see 1 Winthrop. Military Law
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The Requirement that the Crime Be Service-Connected. Military court jurisdiction is limited to particular types of crimes as well as
to particular persons. In O'Callahan v. Parkert 21 the Supreme Court
invalidated the court martial conviction of a serviceman in Hawaii who
had attempted to rape a girl while he was on leave and dressed in
civilian clothes. The Court held that only service-connected crimes
could be tried by court martial. The Court decision noted that the fifth
amendment excepts from indictment by grand jury only those cases
, arising in the land or naval forces when in actual service in time of war
or public danger. The Court decided that a soldier on leave was not "in
actual service." at least when the crime was unconnected to the
soldierts military duties, Therefore t the soldier must be indicted and
have a civilian trial.
Two years later in Relford v. Commandant 22 t.he Court upheld the
court martial conviction of a serviceman accused of raping several
civilian women, The Court found that O'Callahan did not apply
because these crimes were committed by a serviceman on the military
base against women properly on the base; the crimes were serviceconnected,lI
Trial by Host Country. Through this series of decisions discussed
above t the Supreme Court intended to augment the constitutional
protections available to civilians accompanying the military forces, and
to the military for nonservice-connected offenses, But if military
personnel are subject to U.S. court-martial jurisdiction for offenses
while in a foreign host country, the United States may allow the host
country try the offender. After all, the host country is a sovereign
nation which normally has the exclusive jurisdiction to punish offenses
against its laws committed within its borders unless it consents, either
expressly or impliedly, to surrender of its jurisdiction.24

Family Members of Military Personnel and Civilian Employees. After an initial ruling to the contrarytthe ~?rt ex.te~de? ~he
Toth ruling in Reid v. Covert 16 to remove from mlhta~ JUrIsdlcbqn
family members who accompanied army personnel ~ ~Orelgn bases.. In
Covert the civilian wife of an air force sergeant resldmg on base WIth
him i~ England was convicted by court-martial of killing h:r husband.
The trial was held pursuant to an executive agreement WIth E~gland
that crimes committed on American army bases could be trIed. by.!
American courts-martial rather than by English courts, The Umted,
States Supreme ,Court held that t at least in cap~tal offense. cases: ~he, '
military could not try a civilian. ,Justice Blac,kt 10 a p~urahty OP1OIO?". ': '.i',
indicated that the agreement with England whIch permltt~d t~e Amen- .,.! 1.'lf
can court-martial was required to conform to the ConstItutional constraints on trials. Because civilian spouses are not members of the
land and naval forces t Congress had no power to. pro,:ide for t~eir .trial
by other than in an Article III court in conformIty WIth ConstitutIonal
restraint,l7
c
At this time, however, there was not yet a r.uling l!mitin g on
courts-martial jurisdiction in noncapital cases because Justices Frankfurter and Harlan found that only capital cases should be excluded
from military jurisdiction in these c~rc~ms~nces. Thre: years latert
the Court clarified and expanded Reld m Kmsella v. Untted States ex
rei. Singleton 18 when it excluded from court-martial jurisdict~on civilian family members being tried for noncapital offenses.
Other Supreme Court cases held that civilian em~lo~ees of the
armed forces t like civilian family members, were not wlthm the ~ur
view of military court jurisdiction in either capital cases 111 or nonca~ltal
cases.20
'
I

16. 354 U.S. 1,77 S.Ct. 1222, 1 L.Ed.2d
1148 (1957), on rehearing, reversing 351
U.S. 470, 76 S.Ct. 886, 100 L.Ed. 1342
(1956).
17. Note that Reid applied constitutional protections to the family members who
accompanied the American soldiers to for·
eign bases. The mere ract that the bases
were abroad did not serve to negate the
application of the U.S. Constitution. See
also, e.g., Best v. United States, 184 F.2d
131, 138 (}st Cir. 1950). certiorari denied
340 U.S. 939. 71 S.Ct. 480. 95 L.Ed. 677
(1951), rehearing denied 341 U.~. 907, 71
S.Ct. 607. 95 L.Ed. 1345 (1951) (' For pres·
ent purposes we assume and we think
probably so. that the protection of the
Fourth Amendment extends to United
States citizens in roreign countries under
occupation by our armed rorces. "); cr. Bid·
die v. United States. 156 F. 759. 761 19th
Cir. 1907).

j

t

See generally. Fairman. Some Ne.w Problems of the Constitution Followmg the
Flag. 1 Stan.L.Rev. 587 (1949); Green. Applicability of American Law to Overseas
Areas Controlled by the United States. 68
Harv.L.Rev. 781 (1955). Sutherland. The'
Flag. the Constitution. and International
Agreements. 68 Harv.L.Rev. 1374 (1955).
But cr. Haig v. Agee. 453 U.S. 280. 308.,
101 S.Ct. 2766. 2783. 69 L.Ed.2d 640 Il~81l
(Court assumes. arguendo. "that the first
Amendment protections reach beyond our
national boundaries . . . ").

'I'

18. 361 U.S. 234. 80 S.Ct. 297. 4 L.Ed.2d
268 (1960).
19. Grishan v. Hagan. 361 U.S. 2;8. 80
S.Ct. 310. 4 L.Ed.2d 279 119601.
20. McElroy v. United States PX re~ ,
Gugliando. 361 U.S. 281. 80 ~.Ct. 305.
L.Ed.2d 282 (1960).
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For discussions of military court jurisdiction over civilians and civilian·military hybrids. see Bishop, Court-Martial Jurisdic·
tion over Military-Civilian Hybrids:
Retired Regulars. Reservists. and Dis·
charged Prisoners. 112 U.Penn.L.Rev. 317
(1964); Everett, Military J urlsdiction over
Civilians, 1960 Duke L.J. 366; Girard. The
Constitution and Court-Martial or Civilians
Accompanying the Armed Forces-A Preliminary Analysis, 13 Stan.L.Rev. 461
(1961).
21. 395 U.S. 258. 89 S.Ct. 1683, 23 L.Ed.
2d 291 (1869).
Applicability Abroad. If the serviceman
commits his offense abroad. lower courts
have usuaUy not applied the O'Caliahan
rule. E.g., Wimberley v. Laird. 472 f.2d
923 (7th Cir.1973), certiorari denied 413
U.s. 921, 93 S.Ct. 3071. 37 L.Ed.2d 1043
(1973) See generally. Mills. O'Callahan
Overseas. 41 Ford.L.Rev. 325 (1972).

For analysis or O·Collahan. see general·
ly.
Nelson & Westbrook. Court·Martial Ju·
risdiction over "Civilian" Offenses: An
Analysis of O'Callahan v. Parker. 54 Minn.
L.Rev. 1 (1969); Everett. O'Callahan v.
Parker-Milestone or Millstone in Military
Justice? 1969 Duke L.J. 853.
22, 401 U.S. 355. 91 S.Ct. 649. 28 L.Ed.
2d 102 (1971).
23. Retroactivity. In Gosa v. Mayden,
413 U.S. 665. 93 S.Ct. 2926, 37 L.Ed.2d 8;3
(1973). a plurality of the Court held that
O'Callohan should have only prospt'Ctj\'l'
application. A majority of the Court ad·
hered to the service-connected crime rpquirement for military court jurisdiction.
24. The Schooner Exchange v.
M'Yaddon. 11 U.S. 17 Cranch' ) 16. )36. 3
L.Ed. 287. 293 (1812); Wilson v. Girard.
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(d) Limitations on Judicial Review of Military Courts by
Civil Courts
Military courts form a separate judicial system from the Article III
judicial system of civil courts. As noted previously, many constitutional protections for criminal defendants do not apply to court martial of
~ervicemen.28 Congress, 'after creating the military court system for
the governing of the armed forces, provided for many years that courtmartial decisions could be reviewed by an appeals panel within the
military and by the Secretary of Defense or the President if the offense
is capital. By statute, Congress declared that military criminal proceeding shall be final and conclusive and binding upon all departments,
21
courts, agencies, and officers of the United StateS.
The 1983 Change in the Law. This situation was changed in
1983, when Congress enacted ~he Military Justice Act of 1983.28 In one
of the provisions of this Act,29 "Congress, for the first time in our

25. 354 U.S. 524, 77 S.Ct. 1409. 1 L.Ed.
2d 1544 (1957) (per curiam).
26. See § 6.13(a). supra. See also Everett New Look in Military Justice. 1973
Duke L.J. 649 ..
27. 10 U.S.C.A. § 876. See Gusik v.
Schilder. 340 U.S. 128. 71 S.Ct. 149, 95
L.Ed. 146 (1950) (holding that the finality
of court-martial determination does not
prevent collateral attack in civil courts).
For a summary of intramilitary review
procedures. see Wacker. The "Unreviewable" Court-Martial Conviction: Supervisory Relief Under the All Writs Act from the
United States Court of Military Appeals,
10 Harv.Civ.Rights-Civ.Liberties L.Rev.
33 (1975).

28. P.L. 98-209 (Dec. 6.1983). See gen·
erally. 3 Cong. & Admin. News 2182 et seq.
(1983).

29. See 28 U.S.C.A. § 1259, which provides for certiorari review in the following
instances:
"(1) Cases reviewed by the Court of
Military Appeals under section 867(bX1)
of title 10.
"(2) Cases certified to the Court of Mil·
itary Appeals by the Judge Advocate
General under section 867(bX3) of title
10.
"(3) Cases in which the Court of MiIi·
tary Appeals granted a petition for review under section 867(bX3) of title 10.
"(4) Cases. other than those described
in paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) of this
subsection, in which the Court of Milita·
ry Appeals granted relief."
.
See also. 10 U.S.C.A. § 867(hXl): "Deci·
sions of the Court of Military Appeals are
subject to review by the Supreme Court by
writ of certiorari as provided in section
1259 of Title 28. The Supreme Court may
not review by a writ of certiorari under
such section any action of the Court of
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history, has conferred on the Supreme Court of the United States
jurisdiction to undertake a direct review of military appeals." 30 This
review of military appeals is under the certiorari jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court. However. notwithstanding this significant change, it
is important to understand the pre-1983 law; first because it illustrates
how the Supreme Court assumed a limited jurisdiction. by means of
collateral review over military cases even when the statutes appeared
to circumscribe its powers; second, because the new statutory provisions for direct review do not curtail the possibility of collateral attack;
and third, because the new provisions for direct review are selective
and limited in scope-they do not open the floodgates of direct review
in all cases.
The Assumption of Collateral Review. In Smith v. Whitney,31
the Supreme Court held that unless statutes governing the courtmartial system expressly provide for direct review of courts-martial by
civilian courts, there is not direct review; however, there is the possibility of collateral review in certain instances. This collateral attack is
exercised by means of the writ of habeas corpus.
The Distinction Between Direct and Collateral Review. The
Court distinguished direct from collateral review in Dynes v. HoolJer."
Unless a statute otherwise provides. a final court martial sentence:
is altogether beyond the jurisdiction or inquiry of any civil tribunal
whatever, unless it shall be in a case in which the court had not
jurisdiction over the subject-matter or charge. or one in which.
having jurisdiction over the subjett-matter, it has failed to observe
the rules prescribed by the statute for its exercise. . . . Persons
. . . belonging to the army and the navy are not subject to
illegal or irresponsible courts martial . . .. In such cases,
everything which may be done is void-not voidable. but void; and
civil courts have never failed, upon a proper suit, to give a party
redress. . ..31
Thus, civilian courts can review military court decisions for constitutional defects in jurisdiction; it was on this basis that the Supreme
Court limited court martial jurisdiction over service-related crimes
perpetrated by military personnel.34 Civil courts also have jurisdiction

u

The leading decision in this area is Wilson v. Girard. Girard was
a U.S. soldier stationed in Japan. He was involved in a serviceconnected incident which caused the death of a Japanese woman .. The
. United States turned Girard over to the Japanese authorities pursuant
to an administrative agreement which had been authorized by a treaty
with Japan. This agreement provided that the United States would
have jurisdiction over offenses committed in Japan by members of the
U.S. Armed Forces unless the United States waived its jurisdiction.
The Supreme Court, in a per curiam opinion, held that this waiver of
jurisdiction was constitutional.

354 U.S. 524. 529. 77 S.Ct. 1409, 1412. 1
L.Ed.2d 1544 (1957) (per curiam).
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Military Appeals in refusing to gTant a
petition for review." On this subsection
(hXl). see 3 Cong. &: Admin. News 2184

(1983).
80. Boskey and Gressman, The Suo
preme Court's New Certiorari Jurisdiction
Over Military Appeals. 102 F.R.D. 329
(1984); Boskey and Gressman. The Supreme Court's New Certiorari Jurisdiction
Over Military Appeals. 105 S.Ct. at XCII
(1984).

Law-Federal Habeas Corpus, 83
Harv.L.Rev. 1038. 1208-38 (1970); Cooke,
The Death Penalty in Courts Martial:
United States v. Matthews. 31 Fed.Bar
News &: Journal 245 (1984).
32. 61 U.S. (20 How.) 65. 15 L.Ed. 8.18
(1857).
33. 61 U.s. at 81. 15 L.Ed. at 844 (em·
phasis in original).

81. 116 U.s. 167. 6 S.Ct. 570, 29 L.Ed.
601 (1886). See Developments in the
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to review non constitutional jurisdiction issues; military courts have no
common law powers and must obey statutory limits on their jurisdiction.In Hiatt v. Brown,36 the Supreme Court held that a federal court
should not review such matters as propositions of law, sufficiency of
evidence. or competency of counsel in a court-martial proceeding.. The
federal court could review the military's exercise of discretion conferred
by statute to refuse counsel to a defendant only if a gross abuse of that
discretion had given rise to a defect in the court-martial's jurisdiction.
The Court reaffirmed this position in Bums v. Wilson. S1 In Burns,
petitioners asserted that their confessions had been coerced. A plurality of four justices suggested that some review beyond merely establishing court-martial jurisdiction was proper. A civil court should not
reevaluate evidence but should determine if the military court had
given fair consideration to every significant defense. However, even if
the court found an error in the military court's procedure or evaluation
of the evidence, it should not overturn the decision; the military court,
need only consider the defense. sa
.
~
. In Middendorf v. Henry,39 the Court heard a habeas petition in
which several soldiers complained that they had been denied counsel in
a summary court martial. The Court denied the petition on the merits,
holding that a summary court martial, which by statute cannot sen35. See McClaughry v. Deming, 186
U.S. 49, 22 S.Ct. 786, 46 L.Ed. 1049 U902);
1 Winthrop, Military Law and Precedents,
(Military Law) (2d ed .• 1920 reprint).
36. 339 U.S. 103. 70 S.Ct. 495. 94 L.Ed.
691 (1950), rehearing denied 339 U.S. 939.
70 S.Ct. 672, 94 L.Ed. 1356 (1950),
37. 346 U.S. 137. 73 S.Ct. 1045. 97 L.Ed.
1508 (1953). rehearing denied 346 U.s. 844,
74 S.Ct. 3, 98 L.Ed. 363 (}953).

::f~,

38. Before Bums. a majority of the
Court had expressed a similar view of the
limited review available on habeas peti·
tion. In Humphrey v. Smith, 336 U.S. 695,
69 S.Ct. 830, 93 L.Ed. 986 (1949). the Court
refused to consider the defendant's guilt or
innocence in a habeas action. In Hiatt v.
Brown, 339 U.S. 103, 70 S.Ct. 495, 94 L.Ed.
691 (1950), rehearing denied 339 U.S. 939,
70 S.Ct. 672, 94 L.Ed. 1356 (1950), the
Court refused to consider a due process
challenge based on insufficiency of evi·
dence and incompetence of counsel.
Whelchel v. McDonald. 340 U.S. 122. 71
S.Ct. 146. 95 L.Ed. 141 f1950l. rehearing
denied 340 U.S. 923, 71 S.Ct. 356. 95 L.Ed.
666 (1951) foreshadowed Bur1l$. with the
Court holding that the defendant must
have the opportunity to present an insani·
ty defense for a military court to retain

jurisdiction. Later the Court heard a case,
Jackson v. Taylor, 353 U.S. 569, 77 S.Ct.
1027. 1 L.Ed.2d 1045 (1957), rehearing denied 345 U.S. 944. 77 S.Ct. 1421. 1 L.Ed.2d
1542 (1957). in which the Court decided on
the merits a military review board's jurisdiction to reduce sentence imposed by
court martial. The Court. however, refused to review the sentences.
One commentator suggests that habeas
review for military prisoners is narrower
than habeas review for civilians only because a court reviewing a court martial
conviction will not find that the court mar·
tial lost jurisdiction by having deprived the
accused of constitutional rights. Weiner.:
Courts Martial and the Bill or Rights: The
Original Practice. 72 Harv.L.Rev. 1.296-97
(1958). Another commentator. however.
suggests that habeas review of court mar·
tial should be broader than review of civil·
ian courts. See Development in the LawFederal Habeas Corpus, 83 Harv.L.Re\·.
1038, 1216-25 (1970) (also suggesting that
lower courts actually do provide fuller review).

II

,
I
l

i
VI

~.

39. 425 U.S. 25. 96 S.Ct. 1281. 4; L.Et.!
2d 556 (1976), on remand 536 F.2d 303 19th

a~~7~
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tence a defendant to more than forty-five days incarceration, is not a
criminal proceeding and no counsel is required, at least when the
defendants had the opportunity to choose a type of court martial which
could give longer sentences but at which counsel would have been
provided. 40 The defendants had waived their right to counsel in writing, and the military court had not determined the constitutionality of
the waiver. Although the Court did not discuss the level of review
appropriate, Henry fits the Burns mold: a federal court may hear a
claim that the court martial has not considered.
Challenges to the Constitutionality of Military Regulations.
A civil court can also hear a challenge to the constitutionality of the
particular statute or regulation which a defendant has violated, but the
grounds for such a challenge are limited. In Parker v. Levy,41 an officer
had exhorted enlisted personnel to refuse to fight in Viet Nam. The
officer was court martialed for his refusal to obey the command of a
superior officer to establish a training program and for "conduct
unbecoming an officer" for his exhortations. The officer challenged his
convictions, claiming that the regulations were overbroad and too
vague to satisfy the due process requirement of notice .
The Court upheld the statutes on two grounds: first, that they had
been interpreted sufficiently to give notice of what type of conduct was
proscribed, and second, that the defendant could have no reasonable
doubt that his conduct was unlawful. Justice Rehnquist, writing for a
majority of the eourt, noted that because of the need to maintain
military discipline, Congress could legislate with greater breadth and
flexibility when prescribing rules for the military than it could when
legislating for civilian society.42
Abstention. Because the Supreme Court has emphasized the
necessity for comity between the civil and military COUrts,43 civil courts
should wait to review the basis of a court martial until the issues are
clear. Nevertheless, a federal court does not have to abstain from
hearing a habeas petition during a court-martial proceeding. In Parisi
v. Davidson." the defendant claimed conscientious objector status while
he was in the armed forces. His claim was denied. and he was ordered
to board a plane to Viet Nam. He refused and was court martialed.
The Supreme Court held that, under these circumstances, a federal
40. The Court relied on Gagnon v.
Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778. 93 S.Ct. 1756, 36
L.Ed.2d 656 (1972) (holding that probation
revocation was not a criminal procet'ding
for which counsel must be provided). Subsequently, the Parole Act. 18 U.S.C.A.
§§ 3006A, 4214. has been interpreted to
provide a statutory right to counsel. Bald·
win v. Benson. 584 F.2d 953 (lOth Cir.
1978). Other types or courts·martial provid~ counsel as a statutory requirement;
th~ Court did not discuss the constitutional
necessity behind the statute.

41. 417 U.S. 733. 94 S.Ct. 2547. 41 L.Ed.
2d 439 11974}.
42. 417 U.S. at 756-57. 94 S.Ct. at
2561-62.
43. Parisi \'. Davidson. 405 U.S. 34. 92
S.Ct. 815. 31 L.E<I.2d 17 119721. mandate
conformed 456 F.2d 686 19th Cir.19j21;
Gusik v. Schilder. 340 U.S. 1~8. il SU.
149. 95 I..Ed. 146 11950).
• 44. 405 U.S. 34.92 S.Ct. 815. 31 I..Ed.2d
17 U9j21. mandate conformed 456 f 2d 686
19th Cir. 19721.
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court did not need to abstain from hearing an appeal of the denial of
conscientious objector status during 'the military trial for disobeying
orders. The Court noted that the defendant had exhausted his military
administrative remedies and he had no other course by which to
challenge the decision. He could raise his conscientious objector claim',
at the court martial as a defense to the charge, but even if the courtmartial accepted his claim, the court martial would not release him
from the armed forces. The Court concluded that the two hearings'
were independent; the civil court did not need to abstain. .,. " ."
In 1975 in Schlesinger v. Councilman,45 the Court limited Parisi,
holding that <although the district court had subject matter jurisdiction
over the court martial habeas petition) the balance of factors governing
exercise of federal equitable jurisdiction suggested that the court abstain until the completion of court martial proceedings. Normally, a
federal court should not interfere with a court martial if the defendant's only injury would be standing trial at the court martial and if
the court martial could resolve the defendant's claim.

~
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IV. TREASON AND CORRUPTION OF BLOOD

§ 6.14 History and Purpose
The treason clause in Article III, section 3 is essentially definitional. Treason against the United States can take only two forms: levying
war against the United States, or adhering to enemies of the United
States by giving them aid and comfort.- The clause also expressly
45. 420 U.S. 738. 95 S.Ct.1300. 43 L.Ed.
2d 591 (1975).
§ 6.14
1. The Framers intended that the Ian·
guage "adhering to their Enemies. giving
them Aid and Comfort," U.S.Const. art. Ill,
§ 3. d. I, be interpreted as "adhering to

[the United States'] Enemies. [b~') givin~
them Aid and Comfort." 2 J. Elliot. r ••.
bates in the Several State Conventiol1! un
Adoption of the Constitution 447-51 \19371.
See also. Mayton, Seditious Libel and the
Lost Guarantee of a Freedom of Expression
84 Colum.L.Rev. 91, 115-19 (1984).
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defines the proof necessary to establish treason. The accused must
confess in open court or two witnesses must testify to the same overt
act, which alone (or with circumstantial evidence> establishes the crime
of treason. The treason clause, through definition, limits Congress' and
the courts' ability to define treason 2 and their ability to change the
requirements of proof of treason.
The inclusion of a restrictive definition of treason in the Constitution reveals a repudiation of part of the English law of treason.' The
Framers rejected the English treason statute of King Edward. which
denominated treason as ". . . the levying of war against the king in
his realm, and the adhering to the king's enemies in his realm, giving
them aid and comfort in the realm, or elsewhere. . .... 4 The English
definition also included, among other things, compassing the death of
the chief magistrate, counterfeit of the great seal or coin, and killing a
judge when in the exercise of his office.! Charges of compassing the
king's death, a type of "constructive treason," had been the principal
instrument by which treason served in England as drastic suppression
of political opposition to those in power.s
The record of the constitutional convention, ratifying conventions,
and contemporaneous public comment make it clear that the Framers
weighted the restrictive definition of treason with historical significance. The Framers chose this language to prevent divisions among
society from escalatJng into charges of treason by the stronger against
the weaker, as had often been the case in England.1 The Framers
selected two offen~es constituting treason under the English statute,
both of which applied to the sovereignty of the Government. The
highly pejorative and emotional label of "treason" should only be
applied to a limited number of acts.S Only the levying of war against
the government and adhering to the public enemy, giving him aid and
comfort, would tend to subvert the government of the United States.
2. The clause does not prevent Congress
from specifying other crimes of a subvert
sive nature and prescribing punishment.
Congress may not, however, create other
crimes merely to evade the constitutional
restrictions on treason. Ex parte BoUman.
8 U.S. (4 Cr.) 75. 2 L.Ed. 554 (1807); Wim·
mer v. United States. 264 F. 11. 12-13 (6th
eire 1920), certiorari denied 253 U.S. 494.
40 S.Ct. 586, 64 L.Ed. 1030 (1920). See
also. Mayton, Seditious Libel and the Lost
Guarantee of a Freedom of Expression 84
Colum.L.Rev. 91. 115-19 (1984).
S. See J. Madison, The Federalist No.
XLIII. 269,463 (Lodge ed. 1908); 2 J. Elliot. Debates in the General States Conven·
tions on Adoption of the Constitution, 469,
487 (1937) (treason clause praised because
it prevented the use of treason trials as an
instrument of political suppression). On
English treason trials. see Marcus. The

Tudor Treason Trials: Some Observations
on the Emergence of Forensic Themes.
1984 U.IIl.L.Rev. 675.
4. 25 Edward III, Stat. 5 chap. 2. See J.
Hurst. The Law of Treason in the United
States-Selected Essays 14. 15 (1971).
5. Id.
6. 8 W. Holdsworth. History of English
Law. 309-11 (2d ed. 1937).
7. M. Farrand, The Records of the Fed·
eral Convention of 1787. 345-50 (rev. ed.
1937); 2 J. Elliot. Debates in the General
State COnventions on Adoption of the Constitution. 469. 487 (1937).
8. Cramer v. United States, 325 U.S. 1.
45. 65 S.Ct. 918. 939-40. 89 L.Ed. 1441.
1'446 (1945); Ex parte Bollman. 8 U.S. 44
Crench) 75, 125. 127. 2 L.Ed. 554, 571
(1807).
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The other offenses regarded as treason in England had no necessary
tendency to subvert the government and thus should not constitute
treason.'
:
Thus the purpose of the treason clause in light of its historical
underpinnings is twofold. The definition of treason in the Constitution
prohibits legislative or judicial creation of new treasons, and safeguards
.!
against false testimony through the two-witness principle.
WESTLA W REFERENCES
di treason
384kS

§ 6.15

Interpretation

(a) Levying War
In Ex parte Bollman,' Chief Justice Marshall limited the definition
of Ulevying war" to the actual waging of war. "To conspire tolevy war,
and actually to levy war, are distinct offenses." 2 In order for a
conspiracy to subvert the government to amount to a levying of war, it
is necessary that "a body of men be actually assembled for the purpose
of effecting by force a treasonable purpose . . . ." 3 Shortly after Ex
parte Bollman, Chief Justice Marshall presided ov~r the treason trial of
Aaron Burr." The Chief Justice's opinion, which acquitted Burr, qualified the holding in Ex parte Bollman. This opinion did not dispute the
definition of levying war laid down in Ex parte Bollman but it set up a
procedural barrier to conviction of conspirators in the treason. The
Court held that Burr, who had not been present at the alleged assemblage of men, could still be convicted of conspiratorial involvement in
the levying of war, but only upon the testimony of two witnesses.
Because Burr's involvement was covert, such testimony was not available. After Marshall's opinion, it has become extremely difficult to
convict for levying war against the United States without proof of
personal participation in actual hostilities.s
9. See 1 G. Curtis, Constitutional History of the United States, 561-62 (1974).

§ 6.15
1. 8 U.S. (4 Cranch) 75. 2 L.Ed. 554
(1807) (The government charged two of
Aaron Burr's confederates with treason by
levying war against the United States.
The case appeared before the United
States Supreme Court on a writ of habeas
corpus).
2. 8 U.S. (4 Cranch) at 126. 2 L.Ed. at
571.
3. Id. Chief Justice Marshall was careful to state that the Court did not mean
that a person must actually appear bearing
arms against the United States to be guilty

of treason. Rather. if a body of men assemble to forcefully attack the United
States. then "all those who perform any
part. however minute. or however remote
from the scene of action. and who are
actually leagued in the genera) conspiracy
are to be considered as traitors." 8 U.S. 14
Cranch) at 126. 2 L.Ed. at 571. .
.
4. United States v. Burr. 8 U.S. (4
Cranch) 469. Appendix Cl8~71.
5. In some cases the Government obtained convictions in lower courts· on
charges of treason. The Government obtained convictions of treason against participants in the Whiskey R~bellion on lh~
basis of a ruling that forcible resistanC't' to
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(b) Giving Aid and Comfort to the Enemy
T?e ~ew treason cases to reach the Supreme Court since the Aaron
Burr mCld~nt have charged adherence to the enemies of the United
Sta~es durmg World War II, and the giving of aid and comfort. In
Umted States v. Cramer,s the Court held that treason has two elements:
a~?erence to the enemy, and rendering the enemy aid and comfort. A
cltlz.en may favor the enemy but as long as the citizen engages in no act
of ~Id or co~f0rt: to the enemy there is no treason. A citizen may take
actlo~s whIch aId and comfort the enemy-such as making a speech
oPP?smg the government-but if there is no adherence to the enemy,
no. mtent to b~tray, there is no treason.T The Court found that the
eVIdence was msufficient to show that Cramer had given aid and
comfort to the enemy and thus it reversed his conviction.s
(c) The Two- Witness Principle
The two-witness principle repeats in procedural terms the Framer's
co~cern that thoughts and attitudes alone cannot make treason. The
crlJ~e of t:eason consists of an intention to do the overt act and further,
the mtentJon. to betray the government by means of the act. No person
may be conVIcted of treason "unless on the testimony of two witnesses
to the same overt act, or on confession in open court." The Court has
addressed the question of the relationship of the procedural requiremen~ of two-witness. testimony to the definition of treason in two
leadmg cases.
In Cramer v. United States,9 the Government accused one Anthonv
Cramer of treason because of Cramer's association with two Germa~
saboteurs on a mission to disrupt industry in the United States,lo Two
enforcement of revenue laws constituted

~~~;Lt~ ~~~~~;~ 7~~: 1~,~~~ ~~~
(2 DatI.) 346, 1 L.Ed. 409 (C.C. Pa. 1795);

United States v. Mitchell, 26 F.Cas. 1277
(No. 15,788) (C.C.D.Pa.1745). See also
United States v. Hanaway, 26 F.Cas.
(~o. 15,299) (C.C.E.D.Pa.l85U (forcible reBlStance to Fugitive Slave Law held not
constructive levying of war).
P~esident John Adams pardoned the
~hlskey Rebellion rioters in 1799. He beheved their convictions imported into the
law co~cepts inconsistent with contemporary polacy. 9 Works of John Adams 58
(1856). By an Ammesty Proclamation of
December 25, 1868. President Johnson
p~~oned those who participated in the
Civil War on the confederate side. See 15
Stat. 711. cr. Young v. United States. 97
U.s. (7 Otto) 39. 65-66 24 LEd 992. 999

105

(1877).

l -A~'1

"

.

325 U.S. I, 65 S.Ct. 918. 89 L.Ed
(1945).
.

ROIunda. Nowak & Young. Conallaw Vol. 1-1S

7. 32.') U.S. at 29. 65 S.Ct. at 932. 89
L.Ed. at 1458.
8. 325 U.S. at 35. 65 S.Ct. at 935. 89
L.Ed. at 1461. The Suprem~ Court did
sustain a conviction of treason in Haupt v
United States. 330 U.S. 631, 6i S.Ct. 874:
91 L.Ed. 114511947), rehearing denied 331
U.S. 864. 67 S.Ct. 1195, 91 L.Ed. 1869
(1947). discussed below.
9. 325 U.S. 1. 65 S.Ct. 918. 89 L.Ed.
1441 (1945).
For historical background. see Hill. The
Two-Witness Rule in English Treason Tri·
als: Some Comments on the Em~rgence of
Procedural Law, 12 Am.J.Legal Hist. 95
(19681; Marcus. The Tudor Tr~ason Trials:
Some Observations on the EmprgE'nce of
Forensic Themes. 1984 U.lJI.L.R~\·. 6i5
697-98. 702.
'
10. The Gov~rnment accu~d Cram~r of
\'iolating section 1 of the Criminal ('od~. 18
U.S.C.A. § 1. derived from Act of April :10.
1790. c. 9. § I, 1 Stat. 112. which defines
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witnesses established that Cromer drank and talked with the two
saboteurs but the prosecutor offered no proof by two witnesses as to
what Cramer and the saboteurs said. nor eviden ce that Cramer fur"
nished them any aid, counselor ass ista nce. '

Cramer explained that the Government must prove that the cleren·
dant (l) gave aid a nd comfort La the enemy, and (2) gave adherence to
th e enemy.
The Government must prove that the defendant gave "aid and
comfort" by an overt act. Th e Framers required that this overt act
"must be establ ished by direct ev idence, and the direct testimony must
he that of two witnesses instead of one ." II The overt act must be
in ten tional and not merely negligent. 12
Adherence. To prove "intent., " the Governm ent must prove not
only that the defendant intended the act but that he intended to betray
by means of that act.13 In contrast to the requirement tha t proof of
overt acts be made by two witnesses, this requiremen t of an intent to
betray by means of the overt act, or what is called "adherence"-a
disloyal state of mind~ften is not susce ptible of proof by direct
testimony.l~ Only in the rare case will the overt act in itself-e.g.,
"accepting pay from a n ene my"-also prove adherence.15 Normally,
othe r ev idence must be used to prove the requisite intent, beca use "[i]t
is only overt acts by the accused which the Constitution explicitly
requires to be proven by th e testimon y of two witnesses." 16 Therefore
it is not n ecessary to prove a disloya l state of mind by the use of two
witnesses.
From duly proved overt acts of a id a nd comfort to the enemy in
their setting, it may well be that the natural and reasonable
infe rence of intention to betray will be warranted. The twowitness evidence of the acts accused, together with common·law
evidence of acts of others and of facts which are not acts, will h elp
to determine which among possible inferences as to the actor's
knowledge, motivation, or intent are the true ones. But the
protection of the two-witness rule extends at least to a ll acts of the
defendant which are used to draw incriminating inferences that aid
and comfort have been given. 17
treason in the same language as that in
the Const itution, a rt. III § 3. d . l.
11. 325 U.S. at 30. 65 S.Ct. at 933, 89
LEd . at 1458.

12. 325 U.s. at 31, 65 S.Ct. at 933, 89
L.Erl. at 1459.

15. 325 U.S. at 32. n.42. 65 S.Ct. at 933.
n.42. 89 L .Ed. a t 14 59. n,42.
16. 325 U.S. at 32. 65 S.Cl. at 934. 89
L.Ed. at 1460.
17. 325 U.S. at 33 , 65 S.Ct. a t 934. 89
L.Ed . a t 1460. See a lso, 325 U.S. at 35. 65
S.Ct. at 935, 89 L.Ed . at 1461.

13. 325 U.S. at 31, 65 S.Ct. a t 933, 89
L.Erl. ot 1459.

14. 325 U.s. at 31. 65 S.Ct. at 933, 89
L.Ed. at 1450.
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The Overt Act. The five to four opinion then held tha t "[elvc ry
act. movement. deed, a nd word of the defendant charged 1.0 constitute
treason must be supported by th e testi mony of two witnesses. The twowitness principle is to inte rdict imputation of incrim ina ting acts to the
accu sed by circumstanti al evidence or by the testimony of a sin gle
witness. The prosecuti on ca nnot rely on evidence which does not meet
the constitutional test for overt acts to create a ny inferen ce that th e
accused did other acts or did so mething more than was shown in the
o\'ert act, in order to mak e a givin g of aid and co mfort to th e enemy." 18
Applying this rule to the fa cts in Cramer, the Court then reve rsed t he
conviction of treason.
The Supreme Court, however, susta ined a conviction for treason
two years later in Ha up t v. U11ited S ta tes. I' Haupt's son was an enemy
spy and saboteur wh om th e Government caught a nd convi cted. Th e
Gove rnment charged Haupt with harbor in g his so n in hi s home a nd
helping him find and obtain a car, a ll with kn ow ledge of h is son's
mission for the German Reich.
Justice Jackson, who wrote the majority opinion in Cramer. a lso
wrote the majority opinion in Haupt . He exp lained why the overt acts
in Cramer were not suffi cient while the overt acts in Haupt were
sufficient:
[T]he minimum fun ct ion of the overt act in a treason prosecution is
that is shows action by the accused whi ch really was aid and
comfort to th e ene my. This is a sepa ra te inquiry from that as to
whether the acts we re done because of adherence to the e nemy. for
acts helpful to the enemy may nevertheless be innocent of treason·
able character.
#

Cramer's Case held that what must be proved by the t.estimony
of two witnesses is a "sufficient" overt act. There the onl y proof by
two witnesses of two of the three overt acts submitted to the jury
was that the defenda nt had me t and talked with enemy agents.
We did not set aside Crame r's convi ction beca use two witnesses did
not testify to the treasonable character of his meeting with the
enemy agents. It was reversed because the Court found that the
act whi ch two witnesses saw could not on their testimon y be said to
have given assistance or comfort to anyone, whether it was done
treacherously or not. To make a sufficient overt act, the Cou rt
thought it would have been necessary to assum e tha t the meet.in g
or talk was of assista nce to the enemy. or to rely on oth er than two·
witness proof. Here, on t.he contrary. such assumption or reli a nce
is unnecessary-there can be no question that shelterin g or hel~in g
to buy a car, or helping to get employment is helpful to a n enemy
agent, that they were of aid and comfort to Herbert Haupt in his
18. 325 U.S. at 34- 35. 65 S.Ct . at 935.
89 L.Ed . at 1461 (emph asis in original).

19. 330 U.S. 631. 67 S.Ct. 814. 91 I..Ed .
1145 (1 947J. rehenring dellil'd 3:H U.S. 864.
67 S.Ct. 195. 9 L.Ed . 1869 !l9H!.
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mission of sabotage. They have the unmistakable quality ~hich
was found lacking in the Cramer Case of forwarding the saboteur in
his mission. ;We pointed out th~t' Cr~er ~~rpished .no ,~\hel~r,
sustenance or supplies.20
.. .
'
.. ,'
In short, the requirement of an "overt act" for treason purposes is very
different than the loose requirement of an overt act needed to prove a
typical criminal conspiracy.21 For treason, the overt act must give aid
and, ,comfort to the enemy.22
The treason clause of the Constitution also requires that the
testimony of the two witnesses be to the "same overt' acton ;!'This
requirement is "not satisfied by testimony to some separate act from
which it can be inferred that the charged act took place." 23 However,
it is not necessary that the twp witnesses offer identical testimony..
The Court offered an example:
; ',. '. W
. One witness might hear a report, see a smoking gun in the hand of
defendant and see the victim fall. Another might be deaf, but see
the defendant raise and point the gun, and see a puff of smoke from"
! ','
it. The testimony of both would certainly be "to the same overt
,~. act," although to different aspects. And each would be to the overt
act of shooting, although neither saw the movement of a ?~l~et
from the gun to the victim. It would still be a remote posslbIllty
that the gun contained only a blank cartridge and the victim fell of
, ". heart failure. But it is not required that testimony be so minute as
to exclude every fantastic hypothesis that can be suggested. 24
, , .The Government in' Haupt still had to prove that these overt acts
were performed with the requisite intent. The Court then held that it
was proper for the jury to find intent because: "Intent need not be
proved by two witnesses but may be inferred from all the circumstances
.surrounding the overt act." ~
I'

.' ~

20. 330 U.S. at 634-35. 67 S.Ct. at 876.
91 L.Ed. Qt 1150 (internal citations omit..
ted).
.
.
21. See W. LaFave & A. Scott, Criminal
Law .76-78 (1972).
,~

! ::

'.-',

,:r

22.' "[T)he Government's contention
that it may prove by two witnesses an
apparently commonplace and insignificant 1
act and from other circumstances create an
inference that the act was a step in treason
and was done with treasonable intent real·
ly is a contention that the function of the
overt act in a treason prosecution is almost
zero: . . . The very minimum function
that an overt act must perform in treason
prosecution is diat it show sufficient action
by the accused, in its setting. to sustain a·
finding that the accused actually gave aid
. and comfort to the enemy." Cramer v.
. United States. 325 U.s. 1, 34.65 S.Ct. 918.

934-35. 89 L.Ed. 1441. 1460-1461 119451
(footnote omitted).
23. 330 U.S. at 640, 67 S.Ct. at 8i8. 91
L:Ed. at 1153. If the Government does
rely on different overt acts, each must ~
proven by two witnesses. Cramer v. UOIt·
ed States. 325 U.S. 1. 34,n.43. 65 S.Ct. 918.
934. n.43. 89. L.Ed.2d 1441, 1461. n.43
(1945).
.'
.
.

24.' 330 U.S. at 640. 67 s.,Ct. at 8i8. 91
L.Ed. at 1153.
' '~: ,. .
. 25. 330' U.S. at 645. 67 S.Ct. at 881. 91
L.Ed. at 1156 (separate opinion of Dou~I~.
J.I. Justice Douglas had dissented I!,
Cramer. He had contended that Cramf'r $
treasonable intention was demon~tra1ttd
through the two witnesses who tesufittd to
overt acts plus Cramer's statements ~n .!~
witness stand. See Cramer v. U n~
States. 325 U.S. 1.48-76.65 S.Ct. 918.. -i I·
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The Government could properly offer evidence of defendant's con·
versations to FBI agents and to fellow prisoners. The defendant's out
of court statements were admissible because they did not constitute a
"confession in open court" within the meaning of the treason clause.
In other words, the treason clause requires two witnesses to an overt
act or a confession in open court. The defendant's out of court
statements or confessions were not used in lieu of proof of a sufficient
overt act. . Rather, they were to supply evidence' of the necessary
intent.28
In order to avoid the problems of proof required by the treason
clause and illllstrated by such cases as Cramer and Haupt, Congress has
more typically punished conduct which might be also considered to be .
treason as another crime, such as theft or espionage.27 .

(d) Dual Nationality and Territorial Limitations
In another war·time treason case, the Court addressed the question
of dual nationality, i.e., a citizen of the United States who is also a
citizen or subject of another country. In Kawakita v. United States,28
the Supreme Court upheld the lower court findings that a dual national
was guilty of treason. It is not a defense to a charge of treason that one
is also a national of another country. An American citizen owes
allegiance to the United States wherever he may reside. The definition
of treason "contains no territorial limitations." 29
An alien can even be held liable for treason if the alien is domiciled
in the United States and therefore owes some type of allegiance to it.30
WESTLAW.REFERENCES
(a) LetJying War
treason /p levy! wag··· /4 war warfare
(b)

Giving Aid and Comfort to the Enemy

aid

/3

(e)

The

comfort

/p treason

nuo- Witness

Principle

two.wilness /p treason
topic(384) /p intent!
"overt act" /p treason

53, 89 L.Ed.2d 1441. 146S-83 (Douglas. J.
joined by Stone. C.J., & Black & Reed. JJ .•
dissenting).
26. 330 U.s. at 642-43, 67 S.Ct. at 87950, 91 L.Ed. at 1154-55.
27. See, Ex parte Bollman. 8 U.S. (4
Cranch) 75,126-27,2 L.Ed. 554, 571 (1807).
See also Cramer v. United States. 325 U.S.
1,45-46 & n.53, 65 S.Ct. 918. 940 & n.53.
89 L.Ec:1.2d 1441, 1466-67 & n.53 (1945).
E.g., United States v. Rosenberg, 195 F.2d
583 (2d Cir.1952). certiorari denied 344
U.s. 839. 73 S.Ct. 20. 21. 97 L.Ed. 652
(1962) (under the Espionage Act neither

the requirement as to overt act nor the
two-witness principle is applicable).
28. 343 U.S. 717,72 S.Ct. 950. 96 L.Ed.
1249 (1952). rehearing denied 344 U.S. 850,
73 S.CL 5. 97 L.Ed. 660 (1952,.
29. 343 U.S. at 733. 72 S.Ct. at 960. 96
L.Ed. at 1262.
30. Carlisle v. United States. 83 U.S.
U6 Wall.) 147. 154-56.21 L.Ed. 426. 429-30
(1872). See also. United States v. Wiltlx>rg·
er. 18 U.S. (5 Wheat) 76. 97. 5 L.Ed. 37. 4243 (1820) (dictum).
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UNITED STATES MUTUAL SECURITY TREATIES: THB
COMMITMBm' MYTH
MICHAEL

J.

GLENNON·

Corruption of Blood and Forfeiture

Clause two of the section dealing with treason authorizes Congress
That clause also prohibits an
attainder of treason from working "corruption of blood," or forfeiture
except during the life of the person attainted. I In other words,
Congress may not pass a law punishing treason which disables any of
the heirs of the convicted person from inheriting in fee simple.' Congress may, however, deprive a person convicted of treason of property
during that person's life.·
'
to declare punishment for treason.

~ :~~w/:~!~~~eason
§ 6.J6

1. U.S.Const., art III, § 3, cl. 2.
2. Wallach v. Van Riswick, 92 U.S. (2
Otto) 202, 213, 23 L.Ed. 473 (1875).
3. The Confiscation Act of 1862, 12
Stat. 589, passed to "suppress Insurrection,
to punish Treason and Rebellion, to seize
and confiscate the Property of Rebels," il·
lustrates some limits of art. III, § 3, cl. 2.
An explanatory joint resolution provided
that the Government could only sell a life

The values of democracy are in large part the
processes of democracy-the way in which we pass
laws, the way in which we administer justice, the
way in which government deals with individuals.
When the exigencies offoreign policy are thought to
necessitate the suspension of these processes, repeat-'
edly and over a long period of time, such a foreign
policy is not only inefficient but utterly irrational
and self-defeating.

-J. William Fulbright l
estate (terminating at the death of the
offender) in the offender's confiscated property. At the offender's death, the offender's children could take the f~ simple as
heirs without deriving title from the Unit· .
ed States. The joint resolution accompanied the Act (passed under the war power,
and not the power to punish treason) apparently to assuage the constitutional concerns of the President. Miller v. United
States, 78 U.S. (11 Wall.) 268,305,20 L.Ed.
'
135, 144 (1870).

In the early days of the Republic, perhaps because of the admonitions of respected Founders, 2 perhaps because the new nation had little military might to offer in exchange, the United States avoided
military al.liances. As the nation celebrated its bicentennial, however,
that practice had changed. Prompted by the advice of experts) and
armed with the mightiest arsenal ever assembled the United States
found itself enmeshed in a vast, interlocking netwo'rk of mutual securi~y treaties. Seven such pacts now bind it militarily to twenty-five foreIgn states.
Considerable misunderstanding has arisen concerning the scope
o~ the treaty obligat!ons undertaken by the United States. They seem
Widely regarded as Iron-clad guarantees that the United States automatically will come to the defense of a treaty partner subject to armed
attack. This confusion is exemplified by comments made during the
recent debate in the House of Representatives on an amendment
• Professor of Law, Universily of CincinnRti College of Law; former Legal Counsel
Senate Foreign Relations Commillee. The author gratefully acknowledges the research assisI:
ance of Molly Hall.
1. J.W. FULBRIGHT. TIfE CRIPPI.Eb GIANT 208 (1972).
2. George Washington, in his famous "Farewell Address," urged the c~unlry 10 avoid
entangling alliances. I J. RtCHARbSON, A COMPILATION OF THE MESSAGES AND PAPERS OF
THE PRESIDENTS 221-23 (1896 ed.). "On the subject of trealies." Thomas Jefferson wrote
"our system is to have none with any nation, as for as can be avoided." I J T. JEFFERSON:
WRITINGS 38·39 (Bergh ed. 1907).
3. See. e.g., Kennan ("X"). The Sources a/Soviet Conduct. 25 FOREIGN AFF. 561 (1947).
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prohibiting the introduction of U.S. armed forces into combat in Nicaragua. One member, opposing the amendment, opined that U[u]nder
the Rio Treaty ... the United States is under a solemn obligation to
the signatory states to come to their assistance in the event of an
attack. u4 Another opposed the amendment because it denied "to our
allies in Central America any possibility of military assistance . . .
under the Rio Treaty of 1947 in the event of an armed attack by Nicaragua against [its] neighbors.'"
Also misunderstood is the effect of the treaties upon the allocation of war-making power within the federal government. During the
Nicaragua debate, the proposed prohibition expressly exempted any
action taken "in accordance with" the Rio Treaty.6 "[O]bviously,"
the bill's sponsor explained, "an armed attack against any American
state would give authority for the President to act!" One member
echoed the views of many House colleagues when he referred to the
United States' "right to act under the full authority vested in the President by the Rio Treaty . . . ."8 Presidents also on occasion have
interpreted the security treaties as sources of authority to introduce
U.S. armed forces into hostilities. The Johnson administration, for
example, claimed that the SEATO treaty committed the United States
to defend South Vietnam and authorized the President to undertake
independent military action toward that end. 9 President Nixon, in
vetoing the War Powers Resolution,lo claimed among other things
that it contained prohibitions "against fulfilling our obligations under
the NATO treaty as ratified by the Senate."11 President Reagan
recently cited the "serious threat of Communist aggression and subversiol\" to Honduras, and told that country's visiting President that
U[t]here should be no doubt that we will fulfill our mutual defense
obligation under the Rio Treaty."12 His implication seemed clea~:'
4. 131 CONGo REC. H5079 (daily ed. June 27. 1985) (statement of Rep. Kemp).
S. Id. at HS076 (statement of Rep. Livingston).
6. Id. at HS063.
7. /d. at HS067 (statement of Rep. Foley).
8. Id. at HS093 (statement of Rep. Hunter).
9. Memorandum of Leonard C. Meeker. Legal Adviser. Department of State. to the Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations (Mar. 8, 1966). reprinted in 54 DEP'T ST. BULL. 474, 480,
48S (1966). But see U.S. Commitments to Foreign Powers: H~rings on S. Res. 151 Befort the
Senate Comm. on Fortign Relations. 90th Cong .• 1st Sess. 7S (1967) (statement of Nicholas
deB. Katzenbach, Undersecretary of State. that the treaties "cannot and do not spell out the
precise action which the Uniled States would take in a variety of contingencies. That is left
for further decision by the President and the Congress .... (NJone or [the treaties] incur
automatic response. ").
10. Pub. L. No. 93·148, 87 Stat. 555 (codified at 50 U.S.C. §§ 1541·1548 (1976».
11. Veto of the War Powers Resolution. 9 WEEKLY CoMPILATION PRES. Doc. 128S,
1287 (1973).
12. N.Y. Times. May 22, 1985. at AS. col. I.
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the Treaty empowers the President to decide what steps should be
taken, including, possibly, the use of military force. to fulfill the
United States' commitment.
These views are seriously mistaken. In mutual security treaties
to which the United States is a party, the notion of commitment is a
myth. A 1979 report of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee correctly sums up the treaties:
No mutual security treaty to which the United States currently is a party authorizes the President to introduce the
armed forces into hostilities or requires the United States to
do so, automatically, if another party to any such treaty is
attacked. Each of the treaties provides that it will be carried
out by the United States in accordance with its "constitutional processes" or contains other language to make clear
that the United States' commitment is a qualified one-that
the distribution of power within the United States Government is precisely what it would have been in the absence of
the treaty, and that the United States reserves the right to
determine for itself what military action. if any, is
.appropriate. I)
This article elaborates that conclusion by exploring three key issues
raised by those treaties.
,
First. can such a treaty constitutionally grant the President warmaking power in excess of what he would otherwise possess? Part Iof
the article reviews the Framers' intent, subsequent custom, and recent
case law concerning the delegation doctrine in concluding that a
treaty that did so probably would be unconstitutional.
,Second, do the treaties in fact confer any such authority upon the
PreSIdent? The answer depends upon the scope of the commitment
undertaken: if the United States is viewed as having bound itself auto~atically to. i~tervene militarily in the event one of its treaty partners
IS attacked. It IS reasonable to infer that the treaty in question confers
such authority upon the President, for under such circumstances any
con~ressi?nal role would be meaningless. Most frequently the specific
presIdential authority at issue is the authority to introduce the armed
. forces into hostilities, but the question also arises in connection with
other exercises of presidential war-making power, such as the first use
of "tactical" nuclear weapons. Part II of the article concludes that no
treaty conferring additional war-making power upon the President is
13. S. REP. No.7. 961h Cong., lSI Sess. 31 (1979) (Taiwan Enabling Act).
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currently in force, a conclusion bolstered by the War Powers
Resolution.
Third if as a matter of law and fact the treaties cannot and do
not repres~nt binding military commitments, what do they. represent?
Part III of the article explores the treaties' meaning in hght of the
preceding conclusions.

I.

CONSTITUTIONALITY

The text of the Constitution empowers the Presid~nt "by .and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, to make treaties, provided
two-thirds of the Senators present concur .... "14 Yet it also grants to
Congress the power "[t]o declare war,"" "[t]o raise and support
•
ttl6 "[t]o provide and maintain a navy,"" and "[t]o make
armies . . . ,
f hid d
1 forces
rules for the government and regulation 0 t e an. an nava
ttl8 Can these powers be exercised by the President and the Sen~~~ in making a treaty? Or are such powers ~eserved t~ Cong~ess,. to
be exercised either through the enactment of Implementmg legislation
to such a treaty or through a congressional-executive agreement?
In oft-cited language the Supreme Court seemed to uph~ld .a
treaty power of the broadest scope, extending to "any matter which IS
properly the subject of negotiation with a foreign cou~try."19 Frequently overlooked, however, is the Court's observatto? t~at the
treaty power does not extend to "authorize what the Const:!~t1on forbids, or a change in the character of the governm.ent ... '. . That a
treaty must comply with the Constitution was reiterated-If It could
ever seriously have been doubted-by Justice Black in Reid v. Covert,
where a plurality of the Court re-affirme? t~at. the tr~ty-makers must
"act in accordance with all the hmltatlons Imposed by· the
Constitution."21
.
war-makmg power
The issue , then , is whether a treaty conferring
the
. . 22 B
on the President would comport with the ConstitutIOn.
ecause .
:j'

14.
IS.
16.
17.

U.S. CONST. art. n, § 2, cl. 2.
Id. art. I. § 8, ct. II.
Jd. cl. 12.
Jd. cl. 13.

~:: ~~:~0~4~. Riggs, 133 U.S. 258, 267 (1890). See also Holden v. Joy. 84 U.S. (17
Wall.) 211 (1872); Asakura v. Seattle, 26S U.S. 332 (1924).
1.20. Geofroy v. Riggs. 133 U.S. 258, 267 (1890).
.
.
be
21. 354 U.S. 1,6 (1954).
22 The question occasionally has been said to be whether mulual security treaties can
"self-e~ecuting." See. e.g.• S. REP. No. 220, 93d Cong' l 1st Scss. 26 ~1973) (War Powe~ Resolution). To frame the issue in terms of self-execution, however, mlsplac~ the e~phasls. --:he
question is not whether such a treaty could be enforced by the courts without Implementing
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President cannot confer such authority upon himself, the question
does not arise with respect to executive agreements. 23
A.

Intent 0/ the Framers

"A treaty may not declare war," the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee said in its report on the Panama Canal Treaties, "because
the unique legislative history of the declaration-of-war clause . . .
clearly indicates that that power was intended to reside jointly in the
House of Representatives and the Senate."24 The events to which the
Committee referred are recorded in Madison's notes of the Philadelphia convention. Alexander Hamilton submitted a plan that would
have empowered the Executive "to make war or peace, with the
advice of the Senate."25 After the Committee of Detail recommended instead that the war power be given to Congress, Hamilton's
ally, Charles Pinckney, again proposed that the power should reside
in the Senate:
Mr. Pinckney opposed the vesting [of] this power in the
Legislature. Its proceedings were too slow. It wd. meet but
once a year. The Hs. of Reps. would be too numerous for
such deliberations. The Senate would be the best depositary
[sic], being more acquainted with foreign affairs, and most
capable of proper resolutions. If the States are equally replegislation: nonjusticiability obviously could prove an impediment to judicial ellrorcemr.nl.
Rather, the issue is how power is allocated as between Congress and Ihe trealy-makers. See
generally RESTATEMENT (SECOND) OF FOREIGN REI.ATIONS § 141 (1965).
23. In connection wilh Secretary of State Henry Kissinger's appearances before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on November 19, 1975, Senator Dick Clark submitted the
following written question to the Department of State: "Does any executive agreemenl authorize the introduction of U.S. armed forces into hostilities, or inlo situalions wherein imminent
involvemenl in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances?" The Department
responded as follows:
The answer is "no." Under our Constitution. a President may not, by mere executive
agreement, confer authority on himself in addition to authority granted by Congre!l.'i
or the Constitution. The existence of an executive agreement with anolher country
does not create additional power. Similarly, no branch of the Governmenl can
enlarge its power at the expense of another branch simply by unilaterally auerting
enlarged authority. The Supreme Court has limited the powers of the executive just
as it has restricted its own authority and that of Congress. The President, for example, could not, solely under his own constitutional authority, validly conclude an
executive agreement to exlradite a criminal to a foreign nation. See Valentine v. U.S.
ex reI. Neidecker. 299 U.S. S (1936). Also, neither an execulive agreement. nor a
treaty, may violate the Constitution. See Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1,5-6 (1957).
Letter from Robert J. McCloskey, Assistant Secretary of State for Congressional Relations. 10
Senator Dick Clark (Mar. I, 1976) (on file with author).
24. S. Exec. Rep. No. 12, 95th Cong.• 2d Seu. 65 (1978).
25. I THE RECORDS OF TIlE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787. at 300 (M. Farrand rev.
M. Farrand].
ed. 19]7) (hereinaner cited
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resented in the Senate, so as to give no advantage to large
States, the power will notwithstanding be safe, as the small
have their all at stake in such cases as well as the large
States. It would be singular for one authority to make war,
another peace. 26
Sentiment opposing the Hamilton-Pinckney position was overwhelming. Oliver Eiseworth and George Mason argued that the concurrence of both Houses of Congress should be required to declare war
because only the Senate's approval was required for peace treaties,
and it should be easier to get out of war than into it. Mason further
argued that the Senate was "not so constructed as to be entitled to"
the war power. 27 Pierce Butler added that Pinckney'S concerns about
the institutional shortcomings of the House applied equally to the
Senate. 28 Apparently Pinckney'S proposal died for lack of a second.
Speaking nine years later as a member of the House of Representatives, Madison pithily summarized his own objection to the view
embodied in the defeated proposal: "Congress, in case the President
and Senate should enter into an alliance for war, would be nothing
more than the mere heralds for proclaiming it. "29 In sum, then, it
appears that the Framers explicitly decided not to confer upon the
Senate the power to declare war.

B.

Custom

Under certain circumstances the existence of a custom is relevant
in determining the allocation of constitutional power. The case law
suggests that several conditions must be met. 30 Whether a constitu26. II M. Farrand, supra note 25, at 318.
27. Id. at 319.
28. Id. at 318·19.
29. I T. BENTON, ABRIDGMENT OF THE DEBATES OF CONGRESS 650·51 (1857). It
should be noted, however. that Madison IIlso opposed including within the treaty power any
act within the conslilulionlll aUlhorily of Congress-a view that would leave virtually nothing
on which Ihe treaty power might operale and which has long since been rejected.
30. The historical events of which the custom consists must be similar. The act consti·
tuting the custom must be repeated more than once; the greater the number of times the act
has been repeated. the more probative the custom. The period or time over which the act is
performed is also relevant: the longer the time period. the more reason to view the time period
as having the authority of custom. "Density" is also to be considered. which means tbe
number of times an act has been repeated over the course of its duration. If repetition of the
act is irregular. so that comparatively long periods of time occur in which the practice has not
been followed. less reason exists ror the act to take on the authority or custom. Finally. it must
be asked whether the act has been performed during periods of normalcy, meaning that the act
was not an aberration attributable to unique historical circumstances. These factors are discussed in Glennon. The Use of Custom in Resolving Separation of Power! Dispute5. 64 S.U.L.
REV. 109, 129·33 (1984).
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tionally relevant custom exists depends upon how these criteria apply
to the "act" in question-here, a mutual security treaty that automatically commits the United States to introduce its armed forces into
hostilities upon the happening of a specified event (probably an armed
attack against a U.S. ally by a third country). How frequently has
this act been repeated?
It is said that the United States has never been a party to such a
treaty.31 This appears to be correct; as indicated below, the United
States is not currently a party to any such treaty,32 and evidently
never has been a party.
On the other hand, presidents on occasion have argued that a
treaty conferred discretionary authority to introduce the armed forces
into hostilities to enforce the terms of that treaty. The position was
not that such introduction was required, but that it was permitted.
Although not always articulated this way, the claim might have been
that the Constitution required that the President "take care that the
laws be faithfully executed,"33 and that treaties constitute law for purposes of the Faithful Execution clause. Thus, in 1818, President
Monroe placed some reliance upon a treaty with Spain when sending
troops into Florida. 34 President Theodore Roosevelt's Secretary of
War relied upon a provision of a 1904 treaty with Cuba (the infamous
"Platt Amendment"3') when Roosevelt dispatched the armed forces
to that island in 1906. 36 And the State Department, in 1966, relied in
part upon the SEATO Treaty37 as support for military involvement in
South Vietnam. 38
As a constitutional matter, it is doubtful that the Faithful Execution clause can serve as support for presidential introduction of the
armed forces into hostilities to carry out treaties. Although a variety
of interpretations are possible,·19 the Framers apparently intended to
limit presidential enforcement power to laws resulting from legislative
31. L. HENKIN, FOREIGN AI'FAIRS ANl> TilE CONS-TIl unON 160 (1972) ("no Ireal), has
ever been designed to put the United States inlo a stale of war without a declaration by
Congress").
32. See infra lellt at notes 106. 123. 149. 178. 185. 195.
33. U.S. Const .• art. II. § 3.
34. 2 MESSAGES AND PAPERS OF THE PRESIDENTS 1789·1897. at 31·32 (J. Richardson
cd. 1897).

35. See PAPERS RELATING TO THE FOREIGN RELATIONS OF
Doc. 1. S8th Cong., 3d Sess. 244 (1905).

TlfE

UNIlED STATF.5.

36. W.H. TAFT. OUR CHIEF MAGISTRATE AND HIS POWERS 87·88 (1916).
37. See infra text at notes 194·191.
38. 54 DEP'T ST. BULl. 474, 485 (1966).
39. See Glennon. Raising the Paquete Hahana: Is Vio/alion of Customary Internali(lIIol
lAw by the Executive Unconstitutional? 80 Nw. U.L. Rev. - (Apr. I( 85) (rnrlhcomiuJ[).
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action. 40 Assuming arguendo the existence of a custom of reliance
upon the clause for such purposes, such a construction has hardly
gone unchallenged in Congress. Following President Wilson's reliance upon the clause in 1917 when ordering the arming of U.S. commercial shipping," I the Chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee argued that Wilson's construction would rob the congressional war-making power of all meaning:
I cannot consent that this clause confers, or was ever
intended to confer, power upon the President to determine
an issue between this Nation and some other sovereigntyan issue involving questions of international law-and to
proceed to employ the Army and Navy to enforce his decision. A contrary view would clearly place the war making
power in the hands of the President."2
Similar objections were voiced in Congress following executive reliance upon the SEATO treaty during the Vietnam War ...3 Because a
custom is without constitutional relevance unless, at a minimum,
acquiesced to by the other branch, and because acquiescence requires
an absence of objection,"" it is doubtful that any custom of executive
branch reliance upon the Faithful Execution clause to. justify treaty
enforcement has achieved constitutional legitimacy.
.
, Finally, the terms of the treaties themselves belie any intent to
provide such authority. As noted below, each treaty qualifies the U.S.
commitment with a reference to the parties' constitutional
processes;'" the effect is to leave the allocation of power as it would
have been in the absence of the treaty.46 It therefore seems doubtful
that any constitutionally cognizable custom has developed that would
permit an inference of presidential war-making power from either
"automatic" commitments or from the Faithful Execution clause as
applied to treaties.
40. Id. at note 94 and accompanying text. Madison referred to the President's power to
execute "the nationaJ laws." I MADISON, THE CoNSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION OF 1787, at
52-53 (Hunt ed. 1908).
41. See 54 CONGo REC. 4273 (1917).
42. 54 CONGo REC. 4884 (1917) (comments of Sen. Stone).

43. See, e.g., u.s. Commitments to Foreign Powers: Hearings on S. Res. 15/ Be/ore the
Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations. 90th Cong., 1st Scss. 205 (1967) (comments of Sens. Fulbright and Ervin).

44. See, e.g., Myen v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 163 (1926); United States V. Midwest
Oil, 236 U.S. 458, 481 (l914). See generally Glennon, The Use o/Custom in ResoMng Septll'Qtion 0/ Powers Disputes, 64 B.U.L. REV. 109, 137-40 (1984).
45. See in/I'Q notes 110, 127, 148, 178, 184, 195,206 and accompanying tellt.
46. See in/I'Q notes 154, 1S7, 191,203 and accompanying text.
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C· The Delegation Doctrine

Since the founding of the Republic, prominent members of Congress have believed that the Constitution limits the authority of Congress to transfer its war-making power to the Executive. In 1834,
President Andrew Jackson requested statutory authorization for
reprisaJs against France in the event France failed to satisfy claims
arising out of attacks on U.S. shipping during the undeclared navaJ
war between the two countries. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee, in a report apparently authored by Senator Henry Clay, recommended against Jackson's request:
Congress ought to retain to itself the right of jUdging of the
expediency of granting [letters of marque and reprisal]
under all the circumstances existing at the time when they
are proposed to be actually issued. The committee are not
satisfied that Congress can, constitutionally, delegate this
right .... Congress ought to reserve to itself the constitutional right, which it possesses, of judging of the circumstances by which such refusal might be attended ... and of
deciding whether, in the actual posture of things as they
then exist, and looking to the condition ofthe United States,
of France, and of Europe, the issuing of letters of marque
and reprisaJ ought to be authorized, or any other measure
adopted.'"

all

In 1859, President James Buchanan asked for congressional
approval to use land and naval forces to guarantee the neutrality of
Colombia and to protect the lives and property of U.S. citizens in the
area. Senator William Seward answered as follows from the Senate
floor:

Could anything be more strange and preposterous than the
idea of the President of the United States making hypothetical wars, conditionaJ wars, without any designation of the
nation against which war is to be declared; or the time, or
place, or manner, or circumstance of the duration of it, the
beginning or the end; and without limiting the number of
nations with which war may be waged? No, sir. When we
pass this bill we do surrender the power of making war or of
preserving peace, in each of the States named, into the hands
of the President of the United States."8
47. 7 J. MOORE, DIGEST OF INTF.RNATIONAI. LAW § 1095, at 127 (l906).
48. Cong. Grobe, 35th Cong.• 2d Scss. 1120 (1859).
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The Supreme Court, similarly, has long inveighed against the
delegation of legislative power to the Executive. "[T]he gene~al rule
of law," Justice Story said in 1831, is "that a delegat~ authonty cannot be delegated.""9 Sixty years later, the elder Justice Harlan reaffirmed "[t]hat Congress cannot delegate legislative power ~o the
President .... "'0 This precept, he said, is "universally recogmzed as
vital to the integrity and maintenance of the system of government
.
ordained by the Constitution."'1
Not until the New Deal, however, did the Court actually stnke
down an act of Congress as violative of the del~gation doct~~e. In
Panama Refining Co. v. Ryan,'2 the Court invaltdated a provIsion of
the National Industrial Recovery Act. Although th~ s~tute spe~led
out what action the President was permitted to take,. It did not del!n:ate the circumstances under which Presidential actIon was pemusslble. Several months later the Court struck ~own a sec~~~ statutory
provision. In Schecter Poultry Corp. v. Umted S~ates, It was .the
breadth of discretion conferred upon the PreSident that raised
problems: the President was given the. authority to impose on. the
poultry industry virtually any regulation he deemed appropnate.
"This," Justice Cardozo said in a concurring opinion, was "delegation
running riot."'"
The doctrine deriving from these cases, the "delegation doctrine" has been relied on by a number of authorities who view as
uncdnstitutional any treaty automatically committing U.S. armed
forces to hostilities. "[W]hat can't be done," the late Professor Alexander Bickel testified before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
"is a generalized commitment. You, Engl~nd or France, ~re our pals,
you are our friends, and any time you are an trouble we Will ?elp you.
That can't be done. "'5 "The attempt of Congress to transfer Its pow:r
and responsibility to make wa~ to. the President," .Professor FranCIS
D. Wormuth wrote, "is constitutIonally unauthonzed and destroys
the political system envisaged by the framers. "56
49. Shankland v. Washington, 30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 390, 395 (1831).
50. Field v. Clark, 143 U.S. 649, 692 (1892).
51. Id.
52. 293 U.S. 388 (1935).
53. 295 U.S. 495 (193S).
54. Id. at 553 (Cardozo, J., concurring).
55. War Powers Legls/ation: Hearings on S. 731, S.I. Res. 18 and S.I. Res. 59 Before the
Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations. 92d Cong., lst Sess. 565.(1979) (statement or Alexander
M. Bickel, Proressor or Law, Yale Univenity).
. ..
•.
56. Wonnuth, The Vietnam War: The President vs. the COnstItutIon, In 2 THE VIETN~M
WAR AND INTERNATIONAL LAw 799 (R. Falk ed. 1969). See also Lorgren, War·Maklng
Under the Constitution: The Original Understanding, 81 YALE LJ. 672 (1972); Berser, War·
Making by the President, 121 U. PA. L. REV. 29 (1972); Berger, War. Foreign Affairs. and

1.
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The Delegation Doctrine in Foreign Relations

In United States v. Curtiss- Wright," Congress by law had authorized President Franklin Roosevelt to prohibit the sale of arms and
ammunition to countries engaged in armed conflict in the Chaco. 58
The statute required that three conditions be fulfilled before the President may proclaim the embargo: first, the President had to consult
with other governments of the region; second, he was required to
secure the necessary measure of their cooperation; and third, he was
required to find that an embargo would contribute to the reestablish.
ment of peace in the region. 59 President Roosevelt issued such a proc60
lamation and defendant Curtiss-Wright was indicted for violating
the statute authorizing the President's proclamation. 61 On appeal,
Curtiss-Wright challenged the statute on the ground, inter alia. that it
unconstitutionally delegated legislative power to the President. Justice Sutherland, writing for six members of the Court, upheld the law
on the notion that Congress may, in the realm of foreign affairs,
"accord to the President a degree of discretion and freedom from statutory restriction which would not be admissible were domestic affairs
alone involved. "62 This conclusion was based on the theory that the
President's foreign affairs powers derive not from "affirmative grants
of the Constitution, "63 but from the "law of nations" 64 and from the
"investment of the federal government with the powers of external
sovereignty."65 However, this reasoning is entirely dicta and has been
widely and justly criticized as bad history, bad logic, and bad law.66
It is not necessary here to re-plow that ground. What is appropriate
is an examination of the case's narrow holding: that the delegation
doctrine has a more limited application in the realm of foreign affairs
than it does in the realm of internal affairs.
Curtiss- Wright does not hold that the delegation doctrine has no
Executive Secrecy, 72 Nw. U.L. REV. 309 (1978); Ca!i~r. Constitutional CorlStminn on the
Conduct of Foreign and Defense Policy: A Nonjudicial Model, 43 U. CHI. L. REV. 463 (1976).
57. 299 U.S. 304 (1936).
58. 48 Stat. 811 (1934).
59. Id.
60. 48 Stat. 1744 (1934).
61. 299 U.S. at 311.
62. Id. at 320.
63. Id. at 318.
64. Id.
65. Id.
66. See, e.g., Levitan, The Foreign Relations Power: An Analysis of Mr. Justice Sutherland's Theory, 55 YALE L.J. 467 (1946); Lofgren, United States 1'. Curtiss· Wright Export Cor.
poratlon: An Historical Rearre.srment, 83 YALE LJ. I (1973); Berger. Presidential MonopolJ'of
Forrign Relations, 71 MICH. L. REV. I (1972) reprinted in R. BERGER, EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE: A CoNmTUTIONAL MYTH (1974).
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67. See, e.g., PattCJ"50n, In re The United Slates v. Curtiss· Wright Corporation (pts. 1 &
2),22 TEX. L. REV. 286 (1944); Quarles, The Federal Government· As to Fo~ign Affain. An
Its Powers Inhe~nt as Distinguished from Delegated." 32 GEO. LJ. 375 (1944).
68. War Powers Legis/ation: Hearings on S. 731, S.J. Res. /8 and s.J. Res. .59 Befon the
Senate Comm. on Fonign Re/ations. 92d Cong., 1st Sess. 555 (1972) (statement of Alexander
M. Bickel, Professor of Law, Yale Univcrsity).
69. "Whether this assumption was valid at the time," Bickel testified before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, "is thoroughly questionable .... The [law] closely defined what
the President was to do, and where he was to do it .... This was hardly delegation running
riot .•.." Id.
70. Industrial Union Dep't v. American Petroleum Inst., 448 U.S. 607, 685 (1980)
(Rehnquist, J., concurring).
.
71. See supra notes 24-29 and accompanying text.
/./
72. Industrial Union Dep't, 448 U.S. at 685-86.
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doctrine is not unlike other provisions of the Constitution directed at
curbing the exercise of "naked preferences"-the dormant commerce,'
privileges and immunities, equal protection, due process, contract,'
and eminent domain clauses. 73 The delegation decisions require that
Congress "lay down the general policy and standards that animate the
law, leaving the agency to refine those standards, [to] fill in the blanks,
or [to] apply those standards to particular cases. tt74 The exercise of
arbitrary power is precluded. This concern seems particularly pertinent in the realm of foreign affairs. Given the broad Presidential powers in that field, additional uncircumscribed discretion-discretion
intended by the Framers to reside in the legislatur~would write out
of the Constitution any meaningful notion of separation of powers in
the realm of foreign relations.
. "Third, and derivative of the second," Rehnquist wrote, "the
doctrine ensures that courts charged with reviewing the exercise of
delegated legislative discretion will be able to test that exercise against
ascertainable standards. "75 Because the courts have traditionally
played a lesser role in foreign affairs matters, this consideration may
be less relevant, although it clearly is not without some application. 76
. The reasons for exempting foreign affairs powers from the operation of the delegation doctrine are thus less than compelling. The
Court has backed steadily away from the exception suggested by Curtiss-Wright. The first major step was taken in 1952 with Youngstown
Sheet & Tube v. Sawyer," the famous "Steel Seizure Case." President
Truman justified the seizure on the ground that the continued operation of the steel mills was necessary for the successful continuation of
the war effort in Korea and was therefore permitted under hi!; sole
powers as commander-in-chief. The Court rejected the argument and
held instead that President Truman's action represented, in effect, an
exercise of legislative authority. No examination wa!; made of congressional enactments (such as defense authorization or appropriation
acts) from which delegation might conceivably have been inferred.
Nor was any reference made to powers that President Truman might
have derived from the nation's "sovereignty" or from the "law of
nations." Indeed, no reference whatever was made to Curtiss-Wright.

application to international relations; rather, the point is that it does
not have equal application. The distinction is of obvious importance
and often has been overlooked. 67 Thus, the case could be restricted to
its facts, or at least not extended to "powers to go to war, or to use the .i
armed forces."68 But it was unnecessary to reach even that question:":
As Professor Bickel suggested, the Court could have found simply.:
that the standards encompassed in the law met delegation·· ,
requirements. 69
.
.
More important, the central policy reasons underpinning the delegation doctrine militate in favor of applying it to foreign affairs matters. Justice Rehnquist has said that the delegation doctrine serves
three important functions. "First, and most abstractly, it ensures to .
the extent consistent with orderly governmental administration· that
important choices of social policy are made by Congress, the branch
of our government most responsive to the popular Will."70 It would .::
be hard to imagine a "choice of social policy" more important than .
the choice to go to war, or the choice, once the armed forces are
involved in hostilities, to raise the ante substantially by the use of
nuclear weapons. The responsiveness of Congress (as opposed to that
of the Senate and the President) to the popular will apparently represented the precise reason that the Framers placed the decision to go to
war in congressional hands. 71 A power allocated to one branch by the
Constitution ought not be subject to reassignment to another branch
by a vote of Congress-let alone the Senate. This is why the Constitution makes provision for amendments. There is no readily apparent
reason why that should be less true of a power relating to foreign
affairs.
"Second," Justice Rehnquist wrote, "the doctrine guarantees
that, to the extent Congress finds it necessary to delegate authority, it
provides the recipient of that authority with an intelligible principle to
guide the exercise of the delegated discretion. "72 In this sense the

.i
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73. See Sunstein, Naked Preferences and the Constitution, 84 COLUM. L. REV. 16R9
(1984).
74. Industrial Union Dep't, 448 U.S. at 675.
75. Id. at 686.
76. The "foreign alTairs" cases decided by the Supremc Court are not so fcw as some
might think. See, e.g., M. GI.ENNON & T. FRANCK, V UNIl"ED STATES FOREIGN REl.ATIONS
LAW (1980) (setting forth cases).
77. 343 U.S. 579 (1952).
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Six years later the Court moved further from Justice Sutherland's
constitutional exegesis. In Kent v. Dulles,78 the Court invalidated a
passport revocation as lying beyond the statutory authority of the Secretary of State. If the "power is [to be] delegated," the Court said,
"the standards must be adequate to pass scrutiny by the accepted
tests."79 In that case, as in the Steel Seizure case, the Court indicated
its willingness to invalidate acts of the Executive in the foreign affairs
field.

2,

Current Viability of the Delegation Doctrine

78. 357 U.S. 116 (1958).

79. Id. at 129.

j
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the right purpose, the doctrine could indeed command a majority of
the current Supreme Court. 87
However, in three recent passport cases-Zemel v. Rusk,88 Hoig
v. Agee,89 and Wold v. Regon 90-the Court once again relied upon the
Curtiss- Wright notion of generalized deference to the President. Chief
Justice Warren noted in Zemel that "Congress-in giving the President authority over matters of foreign affairs-must of necessity paint
with a brush broader than customarily it wields in domestic areas!'91
The Chief Justice reiterated, however, that Curtiss-Wright did "not
mean that simply because a statute deals with foreign relations, it can
grant the Executive totally unrestricted freedom of choice. "92
The great deference shown by the Court to the independent Constitutional powers of the President in foreign affairs heightens the
doubts as to the continued viability of the delegation doctrine in the
field of foreign affairs. Nevertheless, delegating authority to the Executive to limit the international travel of private citizens is fundamentally different from conferring congressional war-making power on
the President. If the magnitude of relevant social choices represents
one criterion, then the policy considerations are manifestly incomparable: that an aspect of the foreign commerce power happens to be
delegable says little or nothing about the delegability of central elements of the war-power.
Whether there exists a war powers exception from the delegation
doctrine is unclear. In Dames & Moore v. Regan,93 the Iran claims
settlement agreement was upheld through the application of the ana- .
lytical framework developed in the Steel Seizure case. 94 The majority
opinion made no reference to Curtiss- Wright or to any notion of presidential power deriving from sovereignty or the law of nations.
. More important. perhaps, is the Court's 1983 opinion in INS v.
Chadha. 95 In invalidating use of the "legislative veto," the Court
mandated that Congress must adhere strictly to constitutionally
required procedures for the enactment of legislation. "Convenience
and efficiency"-apparently considerations foremost on Justice Suth-

The invalidation of Executive acts notwithstanding, no federal statute has been struck down through application of the delegation doc- trine in fifty years. 80 Although rumors of the doctrine's death have
been frequently reported,81 they are probably exaggerated. In the
1980 Benzene Case,82 the plurality opinion relied upon the delegation
doctrine in construing narrowly a federal statute conferring rule-mak- ing authority on the Secretary of Labor.83 Justice Rehnquist, concurring, argued that the statute should have been invalidated through use
of the doctrine. 84 He repeated the opinion the following term in the
Cotton Dust Case and was joined by the Chief Justice. 85 On at least
two occasions Justice Brennan expressed a measure of approval for
continued application of the doctrine. 86 It is one thing to use the doctrine as a canon of statutory construction and quite another to employ
it as a criterion of validity; some justices willing to do the latter would
doubtless disagree on the doctrine's applicability in a given case.
Nonetheless, it is not farfetched to believe that in the right case, for

r
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80. The reasons are not hard to guess. The doctrine smacks of substantive due process,
admitting of limited possibility for principled application and permitting statutory invalidation
for reasons having less to do with the Constitution than with gastronomically·derived nolions
of public policy. It is 8uilty by association: like substantive due process, it is remembered
largely as a tool of juridical reactionaries who sougbt to write Herbert Spencer's Social Statics
into the U.S. Constitution. (That it has also received the approbation of judicial progressives
has often escaped notice. See, e.g., W. DOUGLAS, Go EAST YOUNG MAN 217 (1974); Wright,
Beyond Discretionary Justice, 81 YALE L.J. 575,582·87 (1972».
81. See, e.g., Eastlake v. Forest City Enterprises, Inc., 426 U.S. 668. 675 (1978) (Marshall, J., concurring). See generally Schwartz. 0/ Administrators and Philosopher-Kings: The
Republic. the LaWs. and Delegations 0/ Powe" 72 Nw. U.L. REV. 443 (1978).
82. Industrial Union Dep't v. Am. Petroleum Inst., 448 U.S. 607 (1980).

87. See Note. Rethinking the Nondelegation Doctrine, 62 B.U.L. REV. 257, 311·20 (1982)
(suggesting that recent Supreme Court decisions indicate the doctrine's resurrection).
88. 381 U.S. I (1964).
89. 453 U.S. 280 (1981).
90. 104 S. Ct. 3026 (1984).
91. 381 U.S. at 17.
92. Id. Justice Black, dissenting, would have overturned the statute as an in\'lllid delega.
tion. Id. at 20-22.
93. 453 U.S. 654 (1981).
94. 343 U.S. 579 (1952).
95. 462 U.S. 919 (1983).

83. Id.
84. Id. at 687 (Rehnquist. J., concurring).
85. American Textile Mfrs. Inst. v. Donovan, 452 U.S. 490, 543 (1981) (Rehnquist, J.,
dissenting).
86. California Bankers Ass'n v. Schultz. 416 U.S. 21, 91 (1974) (Brennan, J., dissenting);
United States v. Robel. 389 U.S. 258, 272-73 (1967) (Brennan, J., concurrin8).
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erland's mind in upholding the broad delegation in Curtiss- H(rii,ht-;,
were insufficient to save a statute "contrary to the Constltutaon.
"Convenience and efficiency . . . are not the primary objectives-or
the hallmarks--of democratic government. "96
On the other hand, Chadha may be seen as reflecting the
Supreme Court's indifference to the delegation doctri~e. In so~e
cases the legislative veto was the only check on the unbndled exercise
of presidential power; its absence ~ig?t be viewed in .those i?s~an~
as a standardless delegation of legislative power. Justice White s dlSsent noted that the majority opinion invalidated a number of "foreign
affairs" vetos,91 including those present in legislation conc~rning ~ar
powers98 and arms exports. 99 A Court concerned about reJuvenatmg
the delegation doctrine might go about the task differently. 100
If the state of the delegation doctrine is confused as it applies to
domestic affairs it is thus thoroughly confused as it applies to foreign
affairs. Yet on~ thing is clear: to whatever, extent the doctrine has
continued vitality, no persuasive reasons have been advanced to
exempt from its application questions of war-making authority. And
alive or not the Framers' intent to include the House of Representatives in any'decision to go to war would raise the most serious doubts
about the validity of any treaty purporting to impose an "automatic"
commitment on the United States to use armed force.
II.,.

CURRENT

U.S.

MUTUAL SECURITY TREATIES: TEXT AND,

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY

Owing perhaps to the vexing constitutional ~uestions ra~sed by
the delegation doctrine, the mutual security treatIes entered mto by
the United States at the conclusion of World War II made clear that
no party was committed automatically to come to the .defe.nse ~f any
other party. With regard to the United States, the legIslative history
on this point underscored the treaties' text, and also made clear that
.

,,
!

96. Id. at 944.
97. Id. at 967-68 (White. J .• dissenting).

98. Id. at 971 (White. J .• dissenting). See War Powers Resolution. Pub. L. No. 93-148.
.
.,
87 Stat. 555 (1973) (codified at 50 U.S.C. § 1541 (1976».
99. Chadha, 462 U.S. at 971 (White. J .• dissenting). See Internaltonal Secunty ASSIstance and Arms Export Control Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-329, 90 Stat. 729 (codified a~ ~2
U.S.C. § 2776(b». See Glennon. The War Powers Resolution Ten Years Later: Mon Poltlles
Than Low. 78 AM. J. INT'l L. 571. 577-78 (1984).
100. It might also be pointed out that the most recent passpon case, Wald v. Regan. 104
S. Ct. 3026 (1984), was decided after Chadha. Had the Court in Chadha int~ded to resurrect
the delegation doctrine. one might have expected it to evidence that intent In a case such as
Wold, which could, one presumes. have fallen into line with Kent v. Dulles. 357 U.S. 116

I
J

(1958), rather than Zemel v. Rusk, 381 U.S. 1 (1964). and Haig v. Agee, 453 U.S. 280 (1981).
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none of the treaties was intended to confer upon the President any
war-making power that he would not have had in the treaties'
absence. Legislative intent is always problematic; 101 nonetheless, an
examination of the text and legislative history of those treaties is illuminating. Initially, however, it is worth looking briefly at the treaty
that raised the issue for the first time during the post-war period-the
United Nations Charter. 102
The concerns took several forms.103 One general concern was
that the United States constitutionally could not place its armed
forces at the disposal of an international organization, such as the
United Nations, which might cause those forces to be introduced into
hostilities without presidential or congressional consent. A variation
on that theme, which would recur in the upcoming debates on mutual
security treaties, was that a treaty could not automatically commit the
U.S. armed forces to hostilities-as the United Nations Charter
arguably did when it required member states to make available their
forces for use by the Security Council. This, it was said, could be
done only with congressional concurrence.
At least with respect to the United Nations Charter, none of
these concerns was justified. Members of the United Nations do agree
to accept and carry out the decisions of the Security Council,I04 and
measures involving the use of armed force may be undertaken by the
Security Council. 10' But absent express agreement with a given member, the Security Council is authorized only to decide upon measures
"not involving the use of armed force."'06 Moreover, the only forces
available are forces of those member states that have entered into an
agreement with the Security Council governing the use of those
forces. 101 The Charter requires that members enter into agreements
with the Security Council to make their forces available to it, lOR but
"on the initiative of the Security Council."109 It also provides that
such agreements "shall be subject to ratification by the signatory
states in accordance with their respective constitutional processes." I10
101. See Note, Statutory Interpretation. 43 HARV. L. REV. 863 (1930). for the nrgument
that it is unrealistic to talk about the collective intent of a legislative body. which is normally
undiscoverable. For a response see Dickerson. Statutory Interpretation: If Peek in th~ Mind
and Will 0/ a Legislatun. 60 IND. L.J. 206 (1975).
102. U.N. CHARTER. June 26. 1945. 59 Stat. 1031. T.S. No. 993. 3 Bevans 1153.
103. See 91 CONGo REC. 7118 (1945) (address by President Hnrry S. Truman).
104. U.N. ClIARTER art. 25.
105. Id. art. 42.
106. Id. art. 41.
107. Id. art. 43. para. 2.
108. rd. art. 43, para. I.
109. Id. art. 43. para. 3.
110. Id.
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It was this last provision on which Senate debate centered. In
testimony before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, John Foster Dulles, who had been a member of the U.S. delegation at San
Francisco, said that this provision was understood to contemplate the
use of treaties. IliOn the Senate floor, several Senators suggested that
he misspoke; a treaty, they contended, would not necessarily be
required. 1I2 Others disagreed. 1I3 The Chairman of the Senate For..;
eign Relations Committee, Senator Tom Connally, answered that it
was premature to debate the question because the issue would be
decided when such an agreement was actually concluded. I 14 A
message from President Truman, indicating that he would "ask .the
Congress for appropriate legislation to approve" any such agreement,
caused some Senators to voice concern. I 15 A statute governing U.S.
involvement in the United Nations-the United Nations Participation
Act '16-was ultimately enacted; it requires congressional approval of
any such agreement. 1I7
Finally, of course, the United States may exercise a veto against
any such action. I IS This was presented by administration spokesmen
as a constitutional safeguard, 119 and was so perceived by various Senators. 120 It has been argued that the veto is inadequate in this regard
insofar as the U.S. representative might not be present when such a
measure is voted on. This is true but irrelevant: the President might
be unavailable to exercise his veto over certain legislation, but his
absence could hardly imply a constitutional defect. Procedure can
provide only opportunity; it cannot guarantee that an opportunity
will be used.
These constitutional objections leveled against the Charter thus
appear without merit. They are usefully borne in mind, however, in
assessing the arguments made in connection with the United States'
various mutual security treaties, which are examined below.in the
order into which they were entered.
III. The Charter of the United Nations: Hearillgs Before Ihe Senate Comm. on Foreign
Relations. 791h Cong.• lSi Scss. 653 (1945).
112. See, e.g., 91 CONGo REC. 8021 (rcmarks of Sen. Lucas) (I 94S); id. at 8022 (remarks
of Sen. Fulbrighl).
113. See. e.g., id. at 802S (remarks of Sen. Tafl).
114. Id. at 8029.
liS. See, e.g., id. al 8185 (remarks of Sen. Donnell).
116. 22 U.S.c. § 287 (1945).
117. 22 U.S.C. § 287(0) (1945).
118. U.N. CHAR'fER arl. 27, para. 3.
119. The Charier of the United Nations: Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on Foreign
Relations. 79th Cong .• 151 Sess. 298 (1945) (stalemcnt by Leo Pasvolsky, Special Assistant to
the Secretary of Siale for International Organizalion and SecurilY Affairs).
120. See, e.g.• 91 CONGo REC. 6876 (1945) (remarks of Sen. Connally).
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The Rio Treaty

The first mutual security treaty entered into by the United States
after the conclusion of World War II was the Inter-American Treaty
of Reciprocal Assistance,l2I commonly called the "Rio Treaty."
Twenty-three Western Hemisphere nations are today parties. 12l
. At the time the treaty was being negotiated, classified communications within the Department of State indicated an intent to
"[s]pecify satisfactory procedures for reaching majority decisions in
the consultations called for under the treaty that will not bind the
United States without its consent." 12.1 It was recognized that
U[a]greement in principle to the inclusion in the treaty of a provision
for concrete action in event of armed attack does not make the difficult problem of wording such a provision much easier."124 It was
suggested that such a treaty would be "essentially political rather than
military. "125
The tr~ty ,!hat emerged met these specifications. It provides
that t?e parties agree that ~n armed attack by any State against an
Amencan State shall be conSidered as an attack against all the American States and, consequently, each one of the said Contracting Parties
undertakes to assist in meeting the attack .... "126 Unlike subsequent
m~tual se~urity t~eaties to ~hich the United States became a party,
thiS cOI?mltme~t IS not quahfied by language suggesting that it would
be earned out In accordance with the "constitutional processes" of
each pa.rty; the on.IY ref7rence in the treaty to constitutional processes
occurs m connectIOn with the ratification provision.127 The commitment is qualified by a provision stating that "each one of the Con!ra~ti.ng Parties ~ay determine the immediate measures which it may
mdlvldually take In fulfillment of the obligation" referred to above. U8

,
I
f

121. Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal A!I.,istsnce, (lp"tred for .s;gnatuN Sept. 2. 1947,
62 Slat. 1681, T.I.A.S. No. 1838,21 U.N.T.S. 77 [hereinafter cited as Rio Treaty].
. 122. Current parties are Argentina. the Bahamas, Bolh·ia. Brazil. Chile, Colombia. ('osta
Rica: Cub~. Ihe Dominican Republic, Ecuador. EI Sal\lador. Guatemala. liaiti, Honduras.
MeXICO, Nlcara8ua. Panama. Paraguay. Peru. Trinidad and Tobago. Ihe Uniled Stal~. Uruguay. and Venezuela. U.S. DEP'T Of STATE. TREATIF.5 IN FORCE 229 (1985).
123. Cable from Ihe As...islant Secretary of State for American Republic AITain (Rraden)
to the Under Secretary of Stale (Acheson). May 29. 1947 (Secret), reprinted;n 8 U.S. DEP'. OF
STATE, FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATF.5 I (1947).
,,24. Memorandum by Ihe Chief of the Dh'ision of Special Inter-American AITain
(DreIer), lune 2S, 1947 (Confidential), reprinted in id. al S.
I~S. Telegram from the Charge in Ecuador (Shaw) 10 Ihe Secretary of Stale. July 7, 1947
(Restnclcd), reprinted in id. at 12.
126. Rio Trealy, supra note 121, art. 3, § I.
127. "This Trealy ... shall be ratified hy the Signatory Slaies as soon as pos,ible in
accordance with Iheir respective constitutional processes." Id. art. 23.
128. Id. art. 3, § 2.
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Yet this applies only until the "Organ of Consultation" meets and
"agree[s] upon the measures of a collective character that. should be
taken."129 Such decisions are taken by a vote of two-thirds of the
parties to the treaty.'30 All parties to th~ treaty ~re bou?d t~ apply
measures comprising the recalling of chiefs of diplomatiC miSSIOns;
breaking of diplomatic or consular relations; and the i?terruption .of
economic relations or of rail. air, sea, postal. telegraphic, telephoruc.
or radio communications.13t However, "no State shall be required ~o
use anned force without its consent."m
.
This final provision set the tone for discussion of the constitu,;.
tional ramifications that took place in the U.S, Senate, although the
"escape clause" was down played in initial communic~tions to the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. The report of ~ctmg Se~retary
of State Robert A. Lovett to President Truman, which was m tum
transmitted to the Senate, stressed that each party to the treaty would
incur an obligation. 133
In response to questions from the Senate Foreign Relations Committee however, the State Department took a somewhat softer line.
Assis~nt Secretary of State Norman Annour testified in executive
session that, "[i]n the event of .. , attack, the parties to the treaty are
bound to extend such immediate individual assistance to the attacked
state as each party considers necessary .... "134 He reiterated that the
United States could not be required to use force without its consent. m The Senate Foreign Relations Committee concluded that in

T
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129. Id.
130. Id. art. 17.
131. Id.art. 20; art. B.
132. Id. art. 20.
133. [E}ach of the parties obligates itself to take affirmative .action ~o '7~ist in meeting
an armed attack. This important provision converts the right of I~dlvldual a~d ~I.
lective self.defense, as recognized in the United Nations <;harte~, mto an obllgallon
under this treaty. TIle provision for immediate assistance IS. applicable to all cases of
armed attack taking place within the territory of an Amencan state ....
Letter of Acting Secretary of State to President Transmitting Rio Treaty, 17 DEP'T ~T. BULL
1189.90 (1947) (emphasis in original). This was transmitted to the Senate by President Tru·
man. President's Message to Senate Transmitting Rio Treaty, id. at 1188.
134. Inter.American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance: Hearings Before the Senate Comm.
on Foreign Relations (Historical Series), 80th Cong., 1st Scss. 126. 127 (1947) (statement of
Norman Armour, Assistant Secretary of State).
13S. /d. at 129. Senator Connally asked General Matthew B. Ridgway. also representing
the administration. about the scope of that discretion:
Senator CONNALLY: [I}n the case of an attack by one American State against
another ... [w)hile the obligation to us is to immediately come to th~ assista~ce ~f
the altackee. we have to choose our own measures for that purpose, IS that nght? General RIDGWAY: Yes, sir.
Senator CONNALLY: In the case of an attack from without into the zone, we are
obligated. are we not. to come to the assistance of the attacked State, and use arms?

the event of an armed attack, "we would he called upon to extend
immediate assistance to the state attacked."136 But it added: "The
character and amount of this assistance would be determined by our
Govemment:· t37 "In no case, however, would we be required to use
our anned forces without our consent." 138
On the Senate floor, the scope of the treaty's obligation was further discussed. Senator Connally explained that "it is left to the discretion and wish of each of the nations to adopt such measures as it
may approve in carrying out the obligation to assist the victim of the
attack."t39 Senator Donnell was concerned with ambiguities in the
treaty's text and wondered whether a reservation might be appropriate to make clear that the United States would be under no obligation
to use armed force. l40 Senators Vandenberg and Connally assured
Senator Donnell that the treaty was clear enough. "The total option
remains with each individual signatory, without any limitation or
instruction," Senator Vandenberg said. 1.. 1 "[A]J1 through the treaty,"
Senator Connally said, "it is specific that even in the first instance
each nation shall determine its own measures of meeting attack,
which would mean that it would not have to adopt military action
unless it so desired."142 Senator Donnell then indicated that he was
content to accept the Senators' views, and no reservation was
offered. 143 Senator Millikin, who later cast the sole vote against the
treaty,l44 chided Senator Vandenberg for the apparent inconsistency
in his position,I45 but the Senate appeared satisfied with the explanation given by him and Senator Connally. The Senate consented to
General RIDGWAY: No. the sullie obligation Rllaches. sir. We can chOO8e Ihe
method by which we implement the obligation 10 assist in meeting that allack. We
are not obligated to employ armed force there. either.
Id. at 131.
136. S. EXEC. REP. No. II, 80th Cong., 1st SCS-~. 11 (1947), "printed in 1947 U.S. COIlE
CONGo & AD. NEWS.
137. Id.
138. [d.
139. 93 CONGo Rec. 11.124 (1947).
140. [d. at 11.128.
141. Id.
142. Id. at 11.129.
143. Id.
144.ld.atll,137.
145. The colloquy was as follows:
Mr. MILLIKIN. I suggest to the Senator that there is no point in having a cake if
you do not eat it.
Mr. VANDENBERG. After you have eaten it. as I understand it. it has disappeared.
Mr. MILLIKIN. It has disappeared, but if you do not e3t it what is the use of
having it?
Id. at 11.13\.
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ratification of the treaty by a vote of seventy-two to o ne.
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In his letter transm illing the trea ty to Pres ident Truman, Sec retary Acheson again emphasized th at the Uni ted States would reserve
for itself the right to det enlline what aclion the treaty required:

The NATO Treaty

The concern expressed in the Senate during consideration of the
Rio Treaty that the United Slates might be swept into war wit hout
deliberation wns reflected in the drafting of the NATO Treaty.l <l1
Unlike the Rio Treaty, the reference to "constitutional processes" in
the NATO Treaty is linked directl y to the central commitment undertaken. The treaty provides that "its provisions [shall be] carried o ut
by the Parties in acco rdance with their respective constituti onal
processes." l"S The principal provis io n referred to is undoubtedly that

The obligation upo n eac h Party is to use its honest
judgmen t as to the ac lion it deems necessary to restore and
mainta in . , , security and accordingly to take such action as
it deems necessary. Such action mi ght o r mi ght not includ e
the use of armed force dependin g upon the circumstances
and grav ity of th e a ttack, . , . Each Party retains for itself
th e righ t of determination as to whether an armed attack
has in fact occurred and what action it dee ms necessa r\' to
'
take.

of article 5:
The Parties agree that an a rm ed attac k against o ne o r more
of them in Europe o r North America sha ll be considered an
a ttack agai nst th em all; a nd co nsequently they agree that, if
suc h an a ttack occ urs, each of them, in exe rcise of the right
of individual or collective self-defense. .• w ill assist the
Party or Parties so attacked by taking forthwith .. , such
ac tion as il deems necessary, including th e use of armed
force, to restore and maintain the securi ty of the North
A tl antic area ....."

This does not mean thai the United States wo uld automati cally be a t war if we or olle of the other Parties to th e
Trealy were a ttacked . Under o ur Constitution, on ly th e
Congress can declare war. The United Sta tes would be ob ligated by the Trea ty to take prompt ly th e actio n whi ch it
deemed necessary to restore and maintain the security of the
North Atlantic area . That decision as to what action was
necessary would na tu ra ll y be taken in acco rdance with Oll r
constitutional processes, I' 1

The terms of the trea ty make it clear tha t no nat io n is commill ed to
introduce its armed forces into hostilities; it may do so if it deems
such action necessary, but such introductio n is no t required . That
this is the intend ed interp retation emerges from every level of consideration of the treaty in the United States.
The day th e text of the proposed N ATO Treaty was made public,
Secretary of State D ean Acheson add ressed the nation . Th e treaty, he
said, "does not mean that the Unit ed Slates would be automaticall y at
war if one of the nat ions covered by the pac t is subjected to armed
attack. Und er our Constitution, the Congress alone has the powe r to
declare war. "130

This analysis was transmitted to th e Senate by President Truman all
April 12, 1949. m
Secretary Acheson re-emphasized th e limited scope of th e
NATO commitment all the first day of hearings before the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, "3 Scnator Donn ell, who had opposed
151. 20 DEP'T ST, UUI.l.. 532, 534 ( 1949).
151. Presidellt's Mess:age 10 Scnale Trallsmilling Nort h AlillIlI ic T reaty. 20 Dn'r ST.
DULL. 599 ( 1949).
15] . NOrlh AI/anlir: Trt oly: JlearingJ on E.'ftr:. L BI,/on Ih e S.'n alf' Comm, on Fortig"
Rdo liotu . 815t Cong .. lSI Se;s, II (19491 (statement of Deall Acheson. Secrelar)' of Slale).

Senalor Connllll y questioned him about it:
T UECIIA IRMAN, Is there or is there not any thing in the Ireat)' thll pledges u~ to
In automatic declaration of war in an)' e\'enl?
Secretary AC HESON , There is nothing in the treaty whic h ha~ Ih'" elTecl , Senalor.
THE C IIAIRMAN. ThOst 111/1l1e/'5 ~ IiII residing in Ihe di ~ relion :and judgment of
the GOl'ernment and the Senate?
Secretary ACHESON. ThaI i ~ true.
THE CHA IRtl IAN, E\'en aner the occurrence of e ~e nt s. we would still h8"e that
freedom, would we not1
Secretary ACHESON. Thai is tru~,
Id. al IB, Senator Vandenberg asked the l'olI me questions and got the SIIllIe answers:
Senator VANDENBERG , h Ihere nn)'t hillg in the treaty which will icad aulomati,
Cllily 10 I declaration of war on our part?
Secrel.r)' ACHESON. No, sir,

146, Jd. nt 1\,137.
147. North Allanlic Tre:uy, Apr, 4, 1949,63 Stal. 2241, T.I .A.S, No, 1964,34 U.N.T's.
24) [hereinaner ci ted as NATOI. Current parlies to the treat y nre Odgium, Cnnad n, Den·
ma rk, Franct', the Federal Kepublil: {If Ocrlllllny. G rtece, Icelnnd, It aly, Luxembourg, Ihe
Netherlands, Norway, Po rl ugal, Spain, Turkey. Ihe Uni ted Kingdonl. and Ihe United State5,
U,S, DEP'T OF STATE. TREATIES 11'1 FORCE 274 (1985).
148, NATO, supra note 147, art. II.
149 . Jd , art. 5 (emphasi~ added).
I SO. Add ress by Secret:ary of St:ate Acheson delil'ered on Mar. 18, 1949, Ol'er the conI'
bined networ ks of the Columbia a nd Mut ual Broadcastillg Syslt'nu, 20 DEP'T ST. BULL 384.
88 ( 1949).
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Nothing in the treaty ... increases or decreases the constitutional powers of either the President or the Congress or
changes the relationship between them. 1'7

the Rio Treaty, pressed Secretary Acheson on the scope of the U.S.
obligation and the role of the President and Congress. In response,
Secretary Acheson commented that the "constitutional processes"
mentioned in the treaty "obviously mean that Congress is the body in
charge of that constitutional procedure."1S4 In a response that would
go directly to the power conferred by the treaty upon the President to
use nuclear weapons, Secretary Acheson said: "Article 5 ... does not
enlarge, nor does it decrease, nor does it change in any way, the relative consJitutional position of the President and the Congress."'"
These critically important qualifications were elaborated at some
leng,th in the Senate Foreign Relations Committee's report on the
treaty.·56 One passage is particularly pertinent:

v~

U.s. MUTUAL SECURITY TREATIES

These important limitations on the United States' commitment
were re-affirmed on the Senate floor by Senator Connally. the Chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, in explaining the treaty to
the Senate.158 Senator Connal1y also addressed specifically the charge
that the treaty was an "automatic" commitment:
While the treaty wa~ being drafted rumors circulated about
Washington that article 5 carried with it a commitment
which would bind the United States automatically to go to
war in the event of an armed attack. I challenge anyone to
find such a commitment. . , . Not only must we ratify the
treaty by constitutional processes, but it wilt be carried out
under the provisions of the Constitution of the United
States. The full authority of the Congress to declare war,
with all the discretion that power implies, remains
unimpaired. "9

[T]he Committee calls particular attention to the phrase
"such action as it deems appropriate." These words were
included in article 5 to make absolutely clear that each party
remains free to exercise its honest judgment in deciding
upon the measures it will take to help restore and maintain
the security of the North Atlantic area.... [W]hat we may
do to carry out [the] commitment [of article 5] will depend
upon our own independent decision in each particular
instance reached in accordance with our own constitutional
processes....
During the hearings substantially the following questions were repeatedly asked: In view of the provision in article 5 that an attack against one shall be considered an attack
against all, would the United States be obligated to react to
an attack on Paris or Copenhagen in the same way it would
react to an attack on New York City? In such an event does
the treaty give the President the power to take any action,
without specific congressional authorization, which he could
not take in the absence of the treaty?
The answer to both these questions is "No." ... In the
event any party to the treaty were attacked the obligation of'.
the United States Government would be to decide upon and
take forthwith the measures it deemed appropriate to restore
and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area....

Senator Connally noted that this was understood by all the signatories to the treaty, and included in the record a portion of a British
white paper setting forth the understanding of the United Kingdom.'60 Senator Vandenberg affirmed the correctness of Senator
Connally's interpretation of the treaty, at some length. 161
Yet opposition arose, centering around the alleged vagueness of
the treaty's commitments and the possibility that it might draw the
United States into foreign wars. Senator Jenner referred to the "garbled diplomatic gibberish"'62 and charged that even supporters of the
157. [d. at 13-15. The Committee's report proceeded to address specifically what the
term "constitutional processes" was meant to encompass:
The Committee wishes to emphasize the fact that the protective clause ... was
placed in article II in order to leave no doubt that it applies not only to article 5, for
example. but to every provision of the treaty ....
The treaty in no way aft'ects the basi... devision [sic] of authority between the
President and the Congress as defined in the Constitution .... In particular, it does
not increase, decrease, or change the power of the President as Commander in Chief
of the armed forces or impair the full authority of Congress to declare war;
Id. at 18-19.
158. "The treaty does not involve any commitment to go to war," he said, "nor does it
change the relative authority of the President and the Congress with respect to the use of the
armed forces." 95 CoNO. REC. 8812, 8814 (1949).
159. [d. at 8815
160. [d.
161. [d. at 8894-95.
162. [d. at 9553.

Senator VANDENBERG. The answer, of course is unequivocally "No."
Secretary ACHESON. Unequivocally "No."
[d. at 25.
154. Id. at 80.
155. [d.
156. S. EXEC. REP. No.8, 8 1st Cong., 1st Sess. (1949).
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treaty were divided over the "wisdom of clarifying beyond question of
doubt the real nature of the military commitments contained in the
weasel-worded clauses of this treaty."16J He and Senator Donnell
then engaged in an extended colloquy concerning what they saw as a
"military alliance" that would "sabotage the United Nations" (and,
conceivably, tie the United States to communist governments that
might become members of NATO).IM European signatories to the
treaty, Senator Donnell argued, had proceeded under the belief that .
the United States would be pledged to go to war if one of them were
attacked; he entered in the record a statement to that effect by the
Danish .foreign minister. 165 Senator Watkins later complained that
the treaty "creates an obligation to defend our allies' territory in the
event of an armed attack upon them,"166 an obligation that he
opposed.' 67 He therefore proposed a reservation, worded as follows:
The United States further understands and construes article.
5 to the effect that in any particular case or event of armed '..
attack on any other party or parties to the treaty, the. Congress of the United States is not expressly, impliedly, or
morally obligated or committed to declare war or authorize
the employment of the military, air, or naval forces of the
United States against the nation or nations making said
attack, or to assist with its armed forces the nation or
". nations attacked, but shall have complete freedom in considering the circumstances of each case to act or refuse to act as
the Congress in its discretion shall determine,168
Senator Connally described the reservation as a "complete repudiation of the treaty," under which the United States would have "no.
obligations."169 Senator Watkins responded by reading from a letter
by Charles Evans Hughes to Senator Hale, wherein the late Justice
wrote that article 10 of the treaty represented an "illusory engagement."l7o The argument had little effect, however; one Senator pro163. Id. at 9554. A Senator could be inconsistent or kid himself, Senator Jenner said, but
"let him not delude the American people." Id.
'
164. Id. at 9564.
165. Id. at 9640.
166. Id. at 9900.
167. The historic and generally accepted American view is that only Congress sitting at the time the armed attack occurs has the power, when the attack is made in
other than United States territory, to declare war and authorize the employment of
the armed forces of the United States to repel such an attack.
Id. at 9899.
168. Id. at 9904.
169. Jd.
170. Id. at 9907. The United States, Hughes'letter said. "should not enter into a guaran-
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ceeded to hail.the treaty as "the logical next step in the development
of the ~nceptlOn of the Monroe doctrine .. ,,"171 Senator Connally
entere,d In the Record a letter from Secretary of State Dean Acheson
~pposmg th~ reservation, which, the Secretary of State said, would
not o~ly ratse dou~ts as to our determination in the minds of those
who mIght be ~onslde~ng aggression, but would certainly raise the
gravest ?oubts 10 the mmds of our partners in the pact , , . ," 172 The
reservation was defeated, eighty-seven to eight.I7J The Senate then
cO,nsented to ratification of the treaty by a vote of eighty-two to
thirteen. 174
, Defeat of the reservation might be argued to represent a contrary
wall on the ~art of the Senate, i.e" a belief that the treaty did and
should con!atn an "automatic" commitment to use armed force, m A
bette,r read~ng of the Senate's will, however, and more consistently in
kc:ePlOg ~Ith the context in which the Watkins reservation was
rejected, IS that the reservation articulated a delicate but purposefully
~nexpressed el.ement of the unanimous understanding of the signa tones, an?, that a spelling-out of that element would have undermined
the poI~tt~al force of t~e treaty-thereby risking the possibility of
renegottatlon and throwmg the solidarity of the alliance into jeopardy.
Most ~enators seemed to believe, in short, that the element of noncommItment in the commitment was clear enough. And a consensus
appeared to ha~e been reached between the executive branch and the
Senate concernmg the measure of specificity required to satisfy the
demands of the Constitution as well as those of our putative ames,
C.

ANZUS and the Philippines Treaty

The Mutual Defense Treaty Between the United States and the

Re~ublic of the Philippines 176 and the Security Treaty Between AustraIta,. New Zealand, an? the United States (ANZUS)177 were next
negotiated by the executive branch and considered by the Senate on

geemocraclCS
which ~ould ellposc us. to the char8e or bad faith or having deraulted in our obligation ....
cannot promise war after the manner or monarchs." Id
171. Id. at 9911 (remarks of Sen. Smith).
172. Id. at 991S.
173. Id. at 9916.

'

174. Id.
175. Justice Jackson argued in the Stetl Seizure case, Youngstown Sheet" Tube Co
Sawye~, 343 U.S: 579 (1952), that rejection or an amendment by the Senate that would h~:~
authonzed the seIzure or the steel mills effectively represented legislative disapproval or such
act. Id. at 634 (Jackson. J., concurring).
an
T I ~~6'N Mu t ua1 D(her~se Trea!y. Aug. 3.0: 1~51. United States-Philippines, 3 U S.T. 3947.
" .. o. 2s.29 erelnafier Cited as PhIlippines Treaty).
U S t~42~UTltltlaAtesral Security Treat~. Sept. 19SI, United States-Au... tralia'New Zealand. 3
. "
, . . . . No. 2493 [hereinafter cited as ANZUS).
.

!.
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roughly the same schedule. The Senate concerns confronted during
consideration of the Rio and NATO Treaties apparently were taken
as a given during the negotiation of these later treaties, wit,h a consequence that Senate debate was far less protracted.
Nonetheless U.S. negotiators occasionally tried to soft-pedal the
significance of th~ "constitutional processes" language in explaini~g it
to their foreign counterparts-in terms that would surely ha~e rat~ed
alarm had they been used before the U.S. Senate. In a meetmg wIth
the Foreign Ministers of Australia and New Zealand, Ambassador
Dulles was asked what was meant by "constitutional processes." In
reply, he concluded that the phrase "did not ... impose any seri~us
limitation" on U.S. assistance to its allies.178
'
In intra-governmental communications, Dulles's emphasis
shifted. In a "Top Secret" dispatch to General Douglas MacArthur,
he candidly described the unfettered discretion the United States I
reserved for itself:
.
While [the draft treaty) commits each part~ to take ~ction
(presumably go to war) it does not commIt any natIon to
action in any particular part of the world. In other wor.ds,
the United States can discharge its obligations by action
against the common enemy in any way and in any area that
'
! '.
it sees fit. 179
Each party to the treaties, Dulles testified before the Senate Foreign ,
Relations Committee, would have to decide what action was appropriate "in the light of the fact that there is recognitio~ t~at it is .a,
common danger, and that each will act in accordance With Its constitutional processes to meet that danger."18o The subject was not pursued, at least not nearly to the extent it had been during hearings on
178. 6 U.S. DEP'T OF STATE, FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES 166 (197.7). ~
Ambassador Dulles' complete reply to the question, as recorded by a State Department official,
was that:
the phrase was to be found in the Unit~ ~~~ions Charter in art~cle 43. It had been
inserted there primarily to meet the SCD5lblllties of Congress, which alone under our
Constitution has the power to declare war. The phrase, which also appears in the
North Atlantic Treaty, makes clear that the President does not have this power ....
[W]hile it is quite true that under our Constitution only Congress can d«lore ~r,
the question of making war is a different matter. War can be made ~y ot~ers, leavlDg
us little choice. Congress has declared war in only one of the wars ID which the U.S.
has been engaged. In every other fase Congress has found that a state of war already
existed. Only in the unlikely event that the U.S. started a war would the phrase have
any relevance. It did not in fact therefore impose any serious limitation. Id.

179. Id. at 177.
.
180. Japanese Peace Treaty and Olher Treaties Relalinglo Securtty in Ihe Pacific: Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations. 82d Cong., 2d Scss. 62 (1952).
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the NATO and Rio Treaties. Perhaps Committee members knew the
administration's likely answers and expected to be satisfied with them.
In any event, Dulles' statement was repeated in the committee
report l81 with the simple observation that "a whole range of defensive
measures . . . might be appropriate depending upon the circumstances" and "any action in which the United States joined would
have to be taken in accordance with our constitutional processes."182
Discussion of the issue on the Senate floor was equally cursory; a
number of other issues had now captured the attention of opponents
of the treaties. Each treaty was approved overwhelmingly. The issue
of "automatic commitments" apparently had had its day. Yet three
more security treaties currently in force remained to be approved by
the Senate,

D,

The South Korea Treaty

Like the Philippines and ANZUS Treaties (and unlike the
NATO and Rio pacts), the Mutual Defense Treaty Between the
United States and the RepUblic of Korea l8 ) is without language indicating that an attack on one party will be regarded as an attack on the
other, Otherwise, although somewhat more succinct-the entire text
of the treaty is less than two pages- material obligations of the treaty
parallel those of other U.S. mutual security treaties. Each party recognizes that an attack on the other in the Pacific area "would be dangerous to its own peace and safety and declares that it would act to
meet the common danger in accordance with its constitutional
processes."184 This means, Secretary of State John Foster Dulles said
in his letter of transmittal to the President, that "[a]n armed attack by
[sic? "on "?] either party does not obligate the other to come to its
assistance,"18' President Eisenhower transmitted this report to the
Senate on January 11, 1954,,86
This was not the commitment that the Koreans sought. President Singman Rhee of South Korea had asked President Eisenhower
for a security pact under which "[t]he United States will agree to
come to our military aid and assistance immediately without any consultation or conference with any nation or nations, if and when an
181. S. EXEC. REP. No. 2, 82d Cong., 2d Scss. (1952).

182. Id.
183. Mutual Defense Treaty, Oct. I, 1953, United Slates· Republic of Korea. 5 U.S.T.
2368, T.I.A.S. No. 3097.
1&4. Id. art. III.
185. Secretary of State's Letter to President Transmitting Mutual Defense Treaty with
Korea, 30 DEP"r ST. BULL. 132 (1954).
186. Id. at 131.
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enemy nation or nations resume aggressive activities against the
Korean Peninsula."187 The commitment they got, as Secretary of
State Dulles explained to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
was a bit different. Asked by Senator George about what assistance
the United States would be obligated to give if South Korea were
attacked, the Secretary of State said:
It would be wholly within the determination of the United
States. The other party to the treaty would have no right to
make any specific demand upon us and say that we were
obligated by the treaty to do any particular thing. The
choice of means is entirely ours.188
.
In fact, Dulles went further and explained that the textual difference
between operative provisions of the Korean and NATO Treaties
derived from his personal effort to avoid the constitutional controversy that had occurred during the debate on ratification of the
NATO Treaty by making abundantly clear that no "automatic commitment" was implied. 189 In the Senate Foreign Relations Committee's report this was described as the "Monroe Doctrine" formula,
because, the Committee said, its origins traced to the Monroe Doctrine. "It has the additional advantage of never having been challenged throughout our history, from the constitutional standpoint, as
altering the balance of power between the President and Congress."l~
On the Senate floor, a thoroughly confused discussion occurred.
Several Senators addressed the issue whether the term "constitutional
processes" required congressional participation under all circumstances. 191 No agreement existed. All apparently did agree, however,
187. Letter from President Singman Rhee to President Dwight D. Eisenhower (May 30,
1953), reprinted in A Mutual Defense Treaty Between the United States of America and the
RepUblic of Korea: Hearings on Exec. A Before the Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations, 83d
Cong., 2d Sess. 57 (1954).
188. Id. al 17 (statement of John Foster Dulles. Secretary of State).
189. "I, myself, invented this new formula," he teslified, "at the time when I was negotiating the security treaties with Australia. New Zealand, and the Philippines ...." Id. at 7.
The purpose there, he said, had been the same-although rrom a standpoint of actual practice,
the dilference is "perhaps more academic than it is practical." Id. at 29.
190. S. EXEC. REP. No. I, 83d Cong., 2d Sess. (1954).
191. Senator Wiley, Chairman of the Foreign Relations Committee, was asked by Senator Stennis about the extent of the commitment Ilnd the role of Congress in its implementation:
Mr. STENNIS. [A]re we commilling ourselves now, in agreeing to this treaty,
to go to war if Korea is attacked, without any declaration by the Congress?
;
Mr. WILEY. In my opinion, very definitely the answer is no.... [WJe will do
that which we think is advisable.
Mr. STENNIS. Who is "we"? Is that the President, or is it the Congress?
Mr. WILEY. It is the Congress and the President who have 10 determine that
question .... [Ilfan overt act is committed by an aggressor upon an ally, it then rests
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that the United States would not be required to come to the defense of
South Korea if it were attacked, and that in this sense the treaty, in
the words of Senator Smith of New Jersey, did "not go beyond the
general type of commitment which we have made in our other Pacificarea security treaties." 192 The treaty was approved eighty-one to
six. 193
E.

The SEATO Treaty

The Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty,l94 like other
Pacific-area treaties ratified over the previous thirty years, omits any
indication that an attack on one party is to be regarded as an attack
on all. Its operative commitment provides that "[e]ach party recognizes that aggression by means of armed attack in the treaty area
against any of the Parties . . . would endanger its own peace and
safety, and agrees that it will in that event act to meet the common
danger in accordance with its constitutional processes."195 This, Secretary of State Acheson reported to President Eisenhower, "leaves to
the judgment of each country the type of action to be taken in the
event an armed attack occurs. There is, of course, a wide range of
defensive measures which might be appropriate depending upon the
circumstances." 196 The report was transmitted by President Eisenhower to the Senate. 197
In executive session hearings before the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, Secretary Dulles explained why the Pacific-area treaties
did not contain the provision present in the NATO and Rio Treaties
to the effect that an attack on one was to be regarded as an attack on
all. That language, Secretary Dulles said, had created "doubts and
uncertainties" concerning th~ treaties' "constitutional effect." Those
uncertainties had been resolved in the case of both the NATO and
with the constituted authority, to wit, the Congr~, to decide whether or not we
shall regard such a88res.~ion as a basis for going to war . . ..
(T]here is nothing in the treaty which would change, delimit or add to the powers of the President of the United States.
100 CONO. REC. 785 (1954).
192. Id. at 794.
193. Id. at 819.
194. Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty and Protocol, Sept. 8, 1954,6 U.S.T. 81.
T.I.A.S. No. 3170, 209 U.N.T.S. 28 (hereinafter cited as SEATO Treaty]. Current parties are
Australia, France, New Zealand, the Philippines, Thailand, the United Kingdom, and the
United States. U.S. DEP'T OF STATE. TREATIF.5 IN FORCE 229 (1985).
195. SEATO Treaty, supra note 194, art. IV.
196. Secretary of State's Letter to President Transmitting Southeast Asia Collective
Derense Treaty and Protocol, 31 DEP'T ST. Bul.l. 820. 821 (1954).
197. President'S Mes!lllge to Senate Transmitting Southeast Asia Collective Derense
Treaty and Protocol, id. al 819.
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Rio Treaties, he said, but in negotiating the treaties with Australia,
New Zealand, and the Philippines, "it seemed to me more prudent to
use the language which had been used by President Monroe ...."
That language, he testified, "commends itself perhaps to a general
acceptance by the Senate."t98 Secretary Dulles went on to describe
the effect of the treaty's obligatory provisions:

J'

..

479

Well, Article IV, paragraph 2, contemplates that if that situation arises or threatens, that we should consult together
immediately in order to agree on measure:; which should be
taken. That is an obligation for consultation. It is not an
obligation for action. t99

Secretary Dulles described the linguistic evolution of the treaties
again in open session. The NATO Treaty, he said, raised the question
whether it gave the P.resident the same power in the event of an attack
on Norway that he would have had in the event of an attack on New
York City. Dulles recalled that he had been a member of the Senate
at the time and had participated in the debate. The new formula was
devised for the ANZUS, Philippine and Korean Treaties, to avoid
reopening the constitutional debate. 2°O He reiterated, however, that
the "difference practically is not that great . . . ."20t He was thus
careful to avoid intimating that the NATO Treaty contained an
"automatic" commitment.
'
Testifying after Dulles, former Representative Hamilton Fish
recommended to the Committee that it modify the treaty so as to
make clear that the term "constitutional processes" was understood
to require a declaration of war before the armed forces could be used
to carry out U.S. obligations under the treaty.202 The Committee discussed the question in executive session and concluded that presidential powers were-or could be-broader than Mr. Fish had suggested;
the consensus was that the treaty should simply make clear that it
neither contracted nor expanded the President's powers.
Senator George, the Committee Chairman, acted as 800r manager of the treaty in the Senate. He explained that the NATO-Rio
Pact reference had been dropped because of the "constitutional con198. Southeast Asia C,llective Defense Trt!Qty: Hearings Before Executive Session of Sen·
ate Comm. on Fortign Relations. 83d Cong., 1st Scss. 1.4 (1955) (statement of John Fost~
Dulles, Secretary of State).
199. Id. at 25.
200. Id. at 21.
201. Id. at 29.
202. Southeast Asia ColI«tive Defense Tnaty: Hearings Before Senate c,mm. on Fortign
Relations. 84th Cong., 1st Scss. 50 (1955) (statement of Hamilton Fish. President. American
Political Action Committee).
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troversy" it provoked. Instead, the treaty used the formula of the
Monroe Doctrine, which, he said. left "no doubt that the constitutional powers of the Congress and the President are exactly where
they ~tood before. [The treaty] has no effect whatsoever on the thorny
question of whether, how, and under what circumstances the President might involve the United States in warfare without the approval
of Congress."20l No significant discussion of the issue occurred, and
0!l February 1, 1955 the SEATO Treaty was approved by a vote of
eighty-two to one. 204

F.

The Japan Treaty

. The Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security Between the
Untted States and Japan20S sets forth an obligation virtually identical
to the other Pacific-area mutual security treaties. The treaty provides
that "[e]ach party recognizes that an armed attack against either
Party . . . ~ould be dangerous to its own peace and safety and
declares that It would act to meet the common danger in accordance
with its constitutional provisions and processes. "206 By the year this
treaty was signed. 1960, the Senate apparently had come to have so
firm an understanding of the meaning of such language that the issue
was virtually ignored. 207
G.

The War Powers Resolution
The War Powers ResoJution 208 addresses the issue in section

8(a)(2)~ That section provides that

[a]uthority to introduce United States Armed Forces into
203. 101 CONO, REC. 1049. 1051 (19SS).
204. Id. at 1060,
205. Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security Between the United States and Japan
Jan. 19, 1960, 11 U.S.T. 1632. T.I.A,S, No, 4509.
•
206. Id. art. V.
. 207.•Compare t~e qu,:tioning of Secretary of State Christian Herter by the Sennle For.
elgn RelatIons Commlltee wllh that of other Secretaries of State testifying on previous treaties,
Trt!Q~y of Mut.ual Cooperation and Security with Japan: BMring,f Befort the Senate Comm. on
Foreign RelQtlo~s, 86th Cong.• 2nd Sess. 1 (1960) (statement of Christian Herter. Secretary of
Sta!e). Also, thIS was a "replacement" .t~eaty with Japan: at Japan's request. the treaty wn..
revised, alt,h?ugh. the commllment provISIons remained the same. Testifying on the scope of
those pro~~lons t~ 1952. Sen~tor Brewster asked John Foster Dulles what U.S. obligatiolls
would be ~f R~ssl~n troops dId move down from the islands into Japan?" He replied. "We
hav~ no obhg~tlon. The Japanese Peace Trt!Qty and Other l'naties Relating to Security in the
Pacific: Hearmgs Before the Senate Comm. on Fortign Relations. 82d Cong .• 2d Scss. 117.27
(1952) (statement of John Foster Dulles, personal representative of President on Japllnese
Treaty).
.
208: PUb, L. No. 93-148. 87 SIal. SSS (codified at SO U,S,C. §§ IS41.1S48) (IIJ76) (here.
IOafier cued as War Powers Resolution).
•
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hostilities or into situations wherein involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances shall not be'
inferred. . . from any treaty heretofore or hereafter ratified
unless such treaty is implemented by legislation specifically
authorizing the introduction of United States Armed Forces
into hostilities or into such situations and stating that it is
intended to constitute specific statutory authorization within
the meaning of this joint resolution. 109
The proscription against inferring such authority from a treaty "heretofore" ratified seems clear enough. Because none of those treaties is
implemented by legislation meeting the two conditions specified in
section 8(a)(2)-specific authorization and express reference to the
War Powers Resolution-the Resolution seems to say that no authority to introduce the armed forces into hostilities may be inferred from
any treaty.
Yet a subsequent provision appears contradictory. Section
8(d)(1) provides that "[nlothing in this joint resolution ... is intended
to alter the ... provisions of existing treaties,":!lo If an "existing
treaty"-presumably one in force at the time of the enactment of the·'
Resolution-did permit such an inference of authority, how is that
authority affected by the War Powers Resolution? Does the Resolution, as one commentator put it, talk "out of both sides of its
mouth"?:! I I
The provision originated in the Senate version of the Resolution,:!'2 which provided that "[n]o treaty in force at the time of the
enactment of this Act shall be construed as specific statutory authorization for, or a specific exemption permitting, the introduction of the
Armed Forces of the United States into hostilities ... ,"213
In its report, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee explained
its understanding of "existing" treaty commitments:
Treaties are not self-executing. They do not contain authority . . . to go to war. Thus, by requiring statutory action,
, , . the War Powers Resolution would perform the important function of defining that elusive and controversial
. phrase-"constitutional processes"-~hich is contained in
209. Id. § 8(a)(2).
210. Id. § S(d)(l).
.
.
211. A Review o/the Ope/'Qtion and Effectiveness o/the War Powers Resolution: Hearings
Be/ore the Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations. 9Sth Cong., lst Sess. 76 (1977~ (statement of
Monroe Leigh. Steptoe and Johnson, Washington, D.C.).
212. S. 440, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., 119 CoNG. REc. 2S, 119-20 (1973).
213. Id. § 3(4).
.
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our security treaties. 214
The conference report Z" set forth section 8 as it reads in the Resolution; the joint statement of the managers (appended thereto and
explaining the meaning of the conference report) says merely that the
conference committee "agreed to [the] adoption of modified Senate
language defining specific statutory authorization, and defining the
phrase 'introduction of United States Armed Forces' as used in the
joint resolution."216 No explanation is given as to the meaning of the
cryptic indication of an intent not to alter the provisions of existing
treaties.
Given this background, what is to be made of section 87 Conflicting interpretations are doubtless possible, but the most reasonable
would appear to be that the section was intended to make clear that
no treaty may serve as a source of authority for the introduction of
the armed forces into hostilities. This limitation should be construed
as applying to all treaties, ratified both before and after enactment of
the War Powers Resolution. To construe the provision as exempting
"existing" mutual security treaties would be to create a confused,
two-tier system of security treaties. Such a result would be without
support in the legislative history and completely at odds with the oftrepeated belief that no treaty in force at the time of the debate on the
Resolution did or could commit the United States automatically to
introduce its armed forces into hostilities. The apparently inconsistent reference of section 8(d)(1) to the "provisions" of "existing" treaties can in fact be read as a straightforward (if infelicitous) attempt to
state the congressional understanding that no existing treaty is altered
by the War Powers Resolution because no existing treaty does provide authority of the sort that the Resolution rules out. This is, in
fact, how the treaties were construed by both the Ford 2l7 and
214. s. REP. No. 220, 93d Cong., lSI Scss. 26 (1973). The Comminc:e said further thaI:
the war powers of Congre~c; are vested in bOlh Houses of Congress and not in Ihe
Senate (and Presidenl) alone. A decision to make war musl be a nalional decision.
Consequently, to be a Indy nalional decision. and. most imporlanlly. 10 be con!>onant
wilh the Constitulion, it must be a decision involving the President and both Hou!'es
of Congress. Id.
21S. H. REP. No. S47, 93d Cong .• 151 Sess. (1973).

216. Id.
217. In connection wilh Secrelary of Slate Henry Kis"inger's appearances before Ihe Sen.
ate Foreign Relations Commillee on November 19, 1975, Senator Dick Clark submill\.-d a
question asking whether "any lreaty authorizers) Ihe introduction of U.S. armed forces iOlo
hostilities ... 7" The administration replied:
(T)he answer is "no." Treaties of the Uniled States which express defense commit.
ments to other nations commit the United States to act only in accordance with il"
constitutional processes. Such treaties do not confer authority which would 1101
otherwise be available Ihrough Ihe constitulional I'roc~..es or lhe United Stat("\.
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III.

CONCLUSION

, As Senator Stennis reminded the Senate during the confused
debate on the treaty with South Korea, it is important to .:·k~p our
eye on the ball."219 The issue is not what procedures are Impbed or
required by the term "constitutional proce~ses;" whe.ther congressional approval is required before the President can IDtrod.uce the
armed forces into hostilities is a vast and ~mplex qu~tlon, far
beyond the scope of this article. 220 Rather, the Issue here IS whether
U.S. mutual security treaties can and do serve as a s~pplementary
source of authority on which the President can rely to IDtrod~ce the
U.S. armed forces into hostilities.
Part of the confusion has derived from a focus on the wo~d constitutional to the virtual exclusion of the word processes. Process sug221
gests deliberation; it implies procedure leading to choice.
In one
sense, of course, the question of whether Congress should choose to
leiter from Robert J. McCloskey, Assistant Secretary of State. to Sen. Dick Clark (Mar. I,
1976) (on file with author).
218. In response to a leiter from Senator George McGovern to Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance. me administration replied:
(A)lthough our mutual security agreements entail a legal obligation to r~pond to an
armed altack on another party. the nature and ~pe of that res~nse IS len to tbe
discretion of the responding party .... Accordingly. ~uch trea~l~ d~ n~t ~nfer
"Authority to introduce United States Armed Forc~ Into hosllhlles WIthin the
meaning of Section 8(a){I) of the War Powers ResoluIIOn. .
.
leiter from Douglas J. Bennet, Jr .• Assistant Secretary for CongressIOnal RelallOns. to Sen.
George McGovern (June 2. 1977) (on file with author).
. .
219. 100 CONGo REC. 779. 789 (1954).
220. The proverbial "short answer" is that the President's indeJ?Cndent constltuttonal
authority depends on a number of factors. including the purpose for whIch the for.ces are used
and whether a bona fide emergency exists. See generally Glennon. Strengthenmg the War
Powers RtsOlution: The Cose for Purse-Strings Restrictions. 60 MINN. L. REV. I (1975); Note.
Congress. The President. and the Power to Commit Forces to Co'!'bot. 81 HARV. L.. REV. 177~
(1968)' War Powers Resolution. supra note 208. § 2(c) (expressmg the understa.ndtng of ~n
gress "hat the President's independent powers to introduce the armed forces tn.to hos~lht~es
extend only to "a national emergency created by altack upon the United States, ItS temtones
or possessions. or its armed forces").
. . ,
.
221. This is illustrated by the Senate Foreign RelatIons CommIttee s use of the term In
another, similar contellt. As submitted to the Senate, the Panama Canal Treaty, Treaty on ~~e
Panama Canal, Sept. 7. 1977, United States·Panama. - U.S.T. - . T.I.A.~. No. 10.030.ongl·
nally provided that "[tllte Parties sholl conclude an agreement" concerning the exchange of
prisoners. /d. art. IX(1I). The Commiltee recommended (and the Senate later accepl~: 124
CONGo REC. 10,541 (1978» an understanding which provided that any su~h ~greement shall
be concluded in accordance with the constitutional processes of both partIes. S. ~XEC. REP.
No. 12, 95th Cong., lst Sess. 6 (1978). The Committee indicated its intent to r~ulre that the
agreement take the form of a treaty. One additional pu~se of the. understanding. the Com·
mittee said. was to clarify the substance of the international commitment undertaken by the
United States:
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act is academic, or at least in certain situations it can be. Those are
circumstances in which the President clearly possesses independent
constitutional authority to introduce the armed forces into hostilities.
There, the extent to which a given mutual security treaty does or does
not provide such authority need not be reached. Where units of the
U.S. armed forces are stationed where they have a legal right to be
and are subject to an armed attack, for example, it is irrelevant that an
applicable treaty also might provide support for the use of armed
force. The President could of course find it useful for domestic political purposes to cite the attack upon a treaty ally as further justification for using armed force in response. But as a constitutional matter
it is simply clear that, under such circumstances, the U.S. Constitution provides all the authority the President requires.
On the other hand, the issue is far from academic in circumstances where no colorable source of authority exists other than a
mutual security treaty. One respected commentator has suggested
that the question is not a serious one because the United States can
simply "refuse to honor"222 such a commitment, which is "no different from other treaty undertakings .... "223 The meaning of this
observation is not altogether clear. If the suggestion is merely that
Congress and the President have it within their power, acting
,together, to disregard international obligations of the United States,
then the point is a useful reminder that there is, when the politica]
As paragraph II has been drafted. it could be construed a~ requiring the United
States to enter into a pri~oner exchange agree-ment, and would thereby rlace the
United States in violation of this treaty should the United States elect not to do w.
Obviously, the authority of the Senate to advise and consent to a treaty i!l meaning.
less if it is required to be given; tlte authority to disaprrove is implied if our "consti·
tutional processes" are to be upheld.
Id. at II. The Committee also recommended use of the term "con~titutional proces.~" in an
amendment to a companion treaty. the so-called "Neutrality Treaty." Treaty Concerning the
Permanent Neutrality and Operation of the Panama Canal, Sept. 7. 1977, United Stalt'S·Pan.
ama, - U.S.T. -. T.I.A.S. No. 10.029. In language illuminating the meaning of the phrase in
the mutual security treaties. the Committee explained its intent:
The efl'ect of this language is to make clear that the treaty does not obligate the
United States to introduce its armed forces into hostilities or authorize the President
to do so. It thus places the Neutrality Treaty. in terms of the "automalicity" of the
United States' international commitment. in the same category as mutual security
treaties to which the United States is a party. All such treaties implicitly reserve to
the United States a right of choice in each individual situation to act, militarily. as it
deems appropriate under the circumstances. Any treaty which did not do so would.
in the Committee's opinion. unconstitutionally divest the House of Representatives
of its share of the warmaking power and would. unconstitutionally. delegate to the
President the power to place the United States lit war.
S. EXEC. REP. No. 12. 95th Cong .• 1st Scss. 74 (1978).
222. L. HENKIN. FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND THE CONSTITUTION 192·93 (1972)
223. Id. at 192.
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branches join in the breach, no corresponding do~estic rule. 224 If on
. the other hand the implication is that the Umted States n~d not
worry about international law niceties because inconvenient international undertakings can always be disregarded, then the argument
seems to disregard the damage done ~o wOrld. or~er-and to U.S.
credibility-by the violation of international oblIgations.
.
But that, of course, assumes the very point at issue: are t~e
United States' mutual security treaties really obligations? On thiS
question domestic contract law may have some wisdom to offer. No
one would argue that the parallels are exact; the ~ienna Conventi?n
on the Law ofTreaties 225 is not Article II of the Umform Commercial
Code. 226 It contains, indeed, no provision dealing with such concepts
as "illusory obligation," "moral obligation," or the requirements of a
"meeting of the minds" and "mutuality of o~ligation." Yet these ~re
subjects that have long occupied the attention ~f respected ~nghsh
and U.S. jurists, and international law doe~ denve, ~t .l~st In ~art,
from "the general principles of law recognized by cIVIlIzed natl~ns
••• .'t227 If domestic contract rules do not actually apply~ th~ pobcy
considerations underpinning those rules may at least provide a useful
perspective.
.
.
,
An illusory promise is an expression cloaked ID promlss.ory
terms, but which, upon closer examination, reveals ~hat the prom.'sor
has committed himself to nothing. 228 Illusory promises make for illusory contracts, and illusory contracts ~re void. The illusion lies in a
retained option of non-performance: If performanc~ of an appar~nt
promise is entirely within the discretion of the promIsor, the promise
is illusory.229
Closely related are requirements of certainty. A contract does
not exist unless its terms are ,reasonably certain. 230 Uncer:tainty as to
incidental or collateral matters is seldom fatal to the eXistence of ~
"
224. Where the President acts alone. however, his action does raise constitut~onal
problems. See Glennon. Raising the Paquete Habana: Is Violation o/Customary Inte,~atlonal
Law by the Executive Unconstitutional? 80 Nw. ~,~. Rev. _ (Apr. 1985) (forthcoming).
22S. Vienna Convention on the Law of Treattes, May 23, 1969, U.N. Doc, A/CONF.
39/1I1Add. 2. 8 I.L.M. 697.
. .
226. Compare article 19(c) precluding reservalions incompatible with the obJecl and purpose of a treaty.
227. Statute of the International Court of Justice. art. 38, para. I(c), S9 Stat. lOSS, T.S.
No. 993, 3 Bevans IIS3.
.
228. J. CAl.AMARI &: J. PERIl.LO. CONTRACTS § 4-17 (2d cd. 1977).
229. Id. In fact, the "promise" is merely a statement of intention to pursue whatever
course of conduct the "promisor" may choose to pursue. ~ESTATEMENT (SECOND) CoNTRACTS § 2 comment e (1982). The classic cxample is a promlsc t.o buy a~ much as the promisor may choose; there is no promise. and no contract. /d. § 77 Illustration I.
230. RESTATEMENT (SECOND) CONTRACTS (1982) § 33.
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contract. But if the essential terms are so uncertain that there is no
basis for deciding whether the agreement has been kept or broken,
there is no contract, and no legal obligation.231
The courts enforce legal obligations, not moral ones. In rare

i~stances a moral obligation may be transformed into a legal obligation, but these are almost exclusively situations involving past consid-

~ration or pre-existing benefit.232 A moral obligation, it has been said,
not worth the paper on which it is not written.
The reasons for these rules are familiar. Specificity is necessary
to determine whether the parties truly intended to form a contract. It
is ~sential, too, for determining the existence of a breach. An appropnate remedy cannot be forged unless the court can know what promise was violated. 233
IS

Under domestic contract rules, the United States' mutual security treaties would be fatally defective. Members of the Senate
repeated over and over, in debates on the treaties' ratification, that the
United States was committing itself only to do what it deemed appropriate. The United States, in its sole discretion, retained the option to
do nothing. The terms of the treaties say nothing about what the
United States must do if another party is attacked. They say nothing
about when the United States must do it. They say nothing about
how long the United States must do it. They say nothing about what
the United States will take into account in determining what it will do.
The treaties say nothing, in short, about any of the myriad factors
essential to deciding whether the United States has honored or abandoned its treaty commitment.
But so what? No domestic tribunal will ever sit in judgment of
the United States' action in responding-or failing to respond-to an
armed attack on a treaty partner. No court will ever be confronted
with the problem of "fashioning relief" for an aggrieved party. And
the formality, the solemnity, with which these commitments were
entered into leaves little ground for doubting the intent of any state to
become a party.
Why, then, should anyone care'that the "obligations" are vague
to the point of meaninglessness? The reason is clear: Because no Olle
will know. in circumstances that leave room for reasonable di.'ipute.
whether this nation has lived up to its commitments. The treaties leave
the war-making powers of each branch precisely where those powers
231. Id. comment a.
232. J. CALAMARI &: J, PERII.I.O. CONTRACTS § S.2 (2d cd. 1977).
233. RESTATEMENT (SeCOND) CONTRACrs. § 33 comment h (1982).
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would have been in the treaties' absence-and because of that, no one
'
can know what the treaties bind those branches to do.
The cost, or potential cost, of the treaties' indeterminate language is manifest. Credibility is the currency of diplomacy. Vaguely
worded undertakings may generate initial good will; the peoples of
those nations bound to the United States in mutual security pacts may
have feIt a measure of consanguinity with this country as a consequence of our seeming public-spiritedness. It was not, after all, every
nation that sent its representatives flying about the post-war globe
signing up treaty partners.
Yet what will happen to U.S. credibility if it exercises the choice
not to go to war that it has so clearly reserved for itself under the
mutual security treaties? What price will be paid by this country in
the long-term if it appears to act in bad faith-even though its act is
one that is legally sanctioned? Are not the expectations of our treaty
partners, in short, drastically different from those who would take
comfort in-to use Senator Jenner's term 234-the "weasel words" of
the treaties?
One response is of course that their actual expectations are irrelevant. AU that they might reasonably have based their expectations
upon, the argument might go, is the text of the treaty they have ratified. That is, after all, the purpose of having reduced the understanding to writing-to evidence what the parties actually agreed upon-as
weU as what they did not.
But four-cornered, sharp-penciled U.S. legalism is likely to win
little in the battle for the hearts of foreign government officials of a
country under siege. Actual expectations of relevant foreign diplomats, not the expectations of the reasonably prudent U.S. law professor, are the touchstone of whether the United States, through inaction
or too little action, would suffer an unacceptable loss of credibility.
On that, our knowledge is scant. No country-by-country study
has been conducted of the understanding of the meaning of the treaties in the foreign ministries of our treaty partners. Nor has any systematic review been undertaken to determine what those views may
be today. What is known is largely anecdotal, consisting primarily of .
foreign newspaper accounts entered in the Congressional Record at
the time of the ratification debates 23 ' and occasional foreign reaction
to official discussion of the scope ~f the U.S. commitments. 236
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In the absence of hard evidence, it is reasonable to view most
diplomatic personnel in the foreign ministries of most of our treaty
partners as moderately sophisticated realists who would share the
conclusion of a study conducted ten years ago at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. The study was directed at assessing the permissible
scope of a U.S. security guarantee that might emerge from a Middle
East peace settlement. It reviewed the form required by the U.S. Constitution; the breadth of authority that such a guarantee might confer
upon the President to "redeem" the U.S. pledge; and who constitutionally could Urenege on, or terminate," such a commitment. The
conclusion:
[E]ven treaties must be viewed as mere policy statements.
They reflect valid-indeed solemnly accepted-policy of the
moment of their adoption, but their future implementation
will be dependent on the shape of future policy .... No
American treaty incorporating a defense commitment has
failed-if only by its very vagueness and by its specific allusion to "constitutional processes"-to leave all future U.S.
options entirely open . . . . The formality of the guarantee
will most certainly not be the decisive factor in the crunch;
as in the past, the execution or non-execution of the guarantee will be determined primarily by the perceived real interests of the guaranteeing power at the "moment of truth. "237
The uperceived real interests" of the United States at the
"moment of truth" are--and probably are seen to be--extensions of
the reasons that motivate the United States to conclude security
arrangements at the outset. Like other world powers, we doubtless
explain our purposes differently to ourselves than those purposes
would be explained by an "outside observer/' Under-secretary of
State Nicholas deB. Katzenbach, for example, told the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee that the "basic objective of our foreign policy is
the security of the United States and the preservation of our freedoms,"238 which probably explains as well the perceived interest in
entering into the various mutual security treaties. Others, less
involved in policy-making than in its analysis, are perhaps more
detached. Robert Osgood has suggested, for example, that alliances
Japan is attacked" and discussing the "blind spot"· in Japanese thinking about the security
arrangement).
237. M. POMERANCE, AMERICAN GUAMNTEES TO ISRAEL AND THE LAW OF AMERICAN FoREIGN RELATIONS 3().31 (NO.9, Dec. 1974) (empha.~is in original) (roolnotes ontilled).
238. u.s. Commitments to Fortign Powers: Hearings on S.Res. 15/ Before 'he St'llate
Comm. on Fortign Relations. 90th Cong., 1st Sess. (1967).

234. See supra text accompanying note 163.
235. 95 CONGo REC. 9443, 9640 (1949).
236. Murata, Japan's Defense Delusion, Japan Times, Dec. 30, 1977, at 14 (describing

Japan's "assumption" that "the U.S. WILL come to Japan's aid AUTOMATICALLY when
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are made because they "are the most binding obligations [states] can
make to stabilize the configurations of power that affect their vital
interests."239 It is likely that the reasons why the United States (or
any nation, for that matter) introduces its armed forces into hostilities
proceed from the same general rationale under which a given alliance
is formed. And it is possible that the means that might be employed
to carry out that objective are so multifarious as to elude the efforts of
even the most skillful diplomat to reduce them to writing in a mutual
security treaty.
.
It should not be surprising, therefore, that a country such as
Israel should view with skepticism the value of a mutual security relationship with the United States. For the same reasons it should not be
unexpected that existing treaty partners might view mutual security
pacts as providing little security for themselves-apart from a generalized confluence of interests that may encourage armed U.S. intervention at the "moment of truth."
All of this suggests that the hole does not subsume the donutthat notwithstanding their gaping escape clauses, such treaties have
important benefits for both sides that should not be overlooked. If
their commitments are not absolute, they at least provide a measure of
reassurance that the parties do not stand alone in facing what could
otherwise be an overwhelming aggregate of opposing forces. It may
be a fair question whether congealed opposition is a cause or effect of
our mutual security treaties; the Warsaw Pact may see itself as having
the same defensive purposes as NATO, and may also derive some
measure of cohesion from NATO's existence.
But be that as it may, NATO's symbolic value has tangible consequences, military and non-military. It provides a congenial framework within which important planning can take place in the event its
parties should ever elect to employ armed force collectively. The
appearance and reality of military unity may deter Warsaw Pact
aggression. It may also deter foreign policy gyrations by NATO
members; when a party begins to act in ways inconsistent with the
objectives of the alliance, the alliance's cooperative framework and
diplomatic channels can provide useful leverage for the application of
diplomatic pressure by other parties. (This is probably more true in
the case of an alliance comprised of parties of vastly disparate power,
such as the Rio alliance.) A military alliance seems, in short, to provide the international analog to a "neighborhood": bonds develop
that conduce generally to the protection of multiple interests of the
parties.
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However great those benefits may be, they cannot mask the ultimate juridical unreality of the notion of commitment. If it means
anything in this context, the term "commitment" means that under
some circumstances, armed force will be required to be employed.
Yet the treaties-all of them-are clear in their express terms and
equally clear in their legislative history that under no circumstances is
any party required to take any military action. With regard to the
United States this qualification carries an important corollary: none
of the treaties confers any war-making power on the President that he
would not have had in its absence. This means that he is given no
additional power to introduce the armed forces into hostilities by any
treaty, and it also means that, once the forces are involved in hostilities, he is given no additional power to carry out any otherwise unauthorized military operation.

II

The dilemma confronting U.S. treaty negotiators was a real one.
The prime purpose of the mutual security pacts was to deter aggression. Deterrence is effective, in international relations as in domestic
criminal justice, only to the extent that it is swift and sure. Yet the
negotiators were also compelled to ensure the pacts' consistency with
the deliberative decision-making processes of the democracies they
sought to preserve. Speed and certainty are not the hallmarks of democratic procedure-particularly of the decision to use armed force.
The evolution of Anglo-American constitutionalism is in no small
part a history of the decline of the war-making power as a "prerogative" power, a history of its transfer to legislative authorities. To have
disregarded that evolution would have been-at least in the United
States-to have ensured the rejection of the pacts. An initial flirtation
with "automatic" commitments, reflected in the ambiguous language
of the Rio and NATO Treaties, was thus quickly ended when those
treaties were taken up by the Senate.
So the negotiators wrote into the treaties the fullest measure of
commitment that their domestic legal and political systems would
allow-which was zero. They rejected swift and sure deterrence in
favor of the right to decide-to weigh the facts of each incident, to
judge whether an armed attack actually had occurred, to assess
whether the attack had been provoked, to determine whether a military response was the most propitious, to consider all the factors that
go into an evaluation of what action is most appropriate. The United
States promised that it would, in good faith, consider such assistance
as it deemed appropriate if another party is attacked. But that is all it
promised.
In mutual security treaties to which the United States is a party,

239. R. OsaooD, ALLIANCES AND AMERICAN FOREION POLICY 19-20 (1968).
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the notion of commitment is a myth. To pretend otherwise is to
undennine the very constitutional processes that the treaties were
intended to preserve.
.

I.

A.
In my judgment. the country needs war powers leg1s1ation. We need It to help

solve the severe, deb1l1tatlng war powers problem that affllcts us.
The problem is not that the President Is dellberately, wickedly usurping ancient
eongressional prerogatives over war and peace. Nor is the problem that Congress Is deliberately, wickedly invading hereditary powers at the President over the use at torce.
The problem Is that the country lacks a constitutional consensus about the
process by which the President and Congress are to share authort ty over A merle an decIslons to use force.

We continue to bicker over which branch gets to decide what,

when. This bickertng occurs at profound cost to the country. Four sorts ot harm come
quickly to mind:

IJ
£

(I)

The bickering poisons relations between the President
and Congress. To be accused of constitutional usurpation Is no fun. It engenders anger, fear, defensiveness, countercharges. Constitutional theologians
from both sides - the President's and Congress' -insist with passion at truly reUgious intensity that their
view ot the Constitution Is the Only True View, that
all others are beresy. The tate ot heretics in the
harlcB at the righteous Is well known.

(2)

The bickering undermInes public confidence In the
rule at law and in the legitimacy of both the President and Congress. The poUtlcal branches at government cannot go on year atter year accusing one another at Wegallty in one at the most sensitive areas
ot American life - war and peace - without serioUSly
eroding the faith ot the people In both of these
branches of government.

(3)

The bickertng prevents focused attention to ~,
that Is, focused inquiry into what the United States

492
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ought to do about particular foreign and mWtary situations, what our reaUstic alternatives are for dealing
with them, what the costs and benefits of these alte.natives are, and which alternatives we ought to pursue to maximize our national Interest. Rather than
focusing on these R.Q!!sx Issues, the debate all too
often focuses on process Issues, on which branch Is
constitutionally entitled to decide what, when. Focused attention on whether the United States ought In
the nationallnterest to commit troops abroad Is sacrificed to bickering over the precise way in which the
President and Congress are to make whatever decistan Is ultimately to be made.
(4)

(1)

The bickering denies American war and peace decistons, flrst, the wisdom and, second, the staying
power that can come only from having both the PresIdent and Congress meaningfully involved in our decisions to ~e force. It Is unavoidable that the Constitution divides the war powers between the two
branches; thus it Is inescapable that for American
foreign and military policy to work, the two branches
must cooperate In the exercise of their overlapping
prerogatives.

(2)

When people agree on bow dec1s10ns should be made,
that Is, when they accept that a particular person or
group is entitled to make a particular sort of dec1s1on,
then they are far more Ukely to accept the decls10n
that Is ultimately made, even U they disagree with it
as a matter a polley, than they are likely to accept
sucb a dec1s1on U they believe It was made by people
not authorized to decide. Every day in countless contexts people accept and support declsions wbether
they llke them or not because the decislons bave been
made by a process that people thougbt was legitimate. In other worm, agreement on proces; helps
produce agreement on polley.
When we disagree over both process and policy over wbo gets to decide as well as over wbat the decision ought to be - a two-front struggle results, with
dismal effect for focused inquiry into what we ought
to do in our best interest. Sound policy sutfers.

In short, process matters. We badly need a constitutional consensus on bow the

President and Congress are to go about making war and peace decisions.

But walt, some say, these sorts of harm occur not because we lack a constitu-

B.

tional consensus on process but simply because the country lacks a current consensus on
We had a policy consensus from the end of World War n to sometime in the

To reacb at least minimal agreement on process, all the crucial constitutional

1960'S, they say, but now we've lost it and that'S the problem. Well, of course, when

thtea~ must be drawn together. The President's constitutional theologians m~t stop

people can agree easily on what policy to adopt (whether these people are spouses deal-

ignoring the fact that the language of the Constitution and its Framers' and Ratiflers'

ing with one another, parents and chlldren, university faculties and admlnlstrators, co.-

purposes create an enduring role for Congress in American decisions to use force. At

~.

porate officers and directors, litigants, voters, or Presidents and Congresses) - when

the same time, Congress' constitutional theologians must stop Ignoring 200 years of

consensus on policy does enst, then little attention Is pald to the nature of the

practice under the Constitution.

decls1on-maldng process. But how often do people agree easUy about difficult and im-

practice also has been central to this country'S constitutional journey. War powers

portant issues? HIstory suggests DOt all that often. And the more dilflCUlt It Is to get

practice lndlcates that, when Congress has provided the necessary toolS to the Presi-

agreement on policy the more important it becomes to have agreement on process.

dent - men, money and materiel -

Why? Two reasons:

From George Washington's admlnlstratlon to date,

and wben Congress bas not previously banned a

particUlar use of force, then the President may begin It on his own lnlt1attve. Two hundred years of practice make that clear.

.,(
.'.

It Is essential tbat we weave these tbrea~ together In war powers legislation •

It~.

"I
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We might just as well howl Into the wind as try to put in place a procE!§ that ignores ei-

concurrent resolutions can constitutionally curb their lnltia tives. But as a practical

i..

ther the country's deep-rooted constitutional expectation ot congress1onallnvolvement,

matter, U the President commits troops who remain in the field a week, two weeks,

on the one band, or the country'S equally deep-rooted constitutional expectation ot

three weekS, two months after the 1n1t1al commitment, and Congress by majority vote

presidential1n1t1ative, on the other. Both expectations must be met It we are to devel-

in barb Houses acts to 1lm1t or end the use of force, It Is most unlikely that the Presi-

op a war powers process that actually workS.

dent wtll simply disregard such an expression of congressional wtll. U he did, Congress

i

,

For now, we should focus on the irredUcible constitutional minimum: on the

h8s remedies, for instance, the power of the purse.
I

"nothing less" bedrOCk that must exist It Congress Is to be Involved consistently In deci-

In sum, the War Powers Resolution as passed In 1973 has not succeeded. It needs

sions about the use of force and It the president Is to retain the 1n1tiative that practice

to be redUced to its most basic and workable elements. These elements, together, can

has given him and that he Ell exercISe in light of the hazard, pace and complexity of

lead the way to the constitutional consensus we so desperately lack. The consensus

foreign and mllltary affairs and his greater capability than Congress to deal quickly and

would Involve less than either presidential or congressional theologians insist is their

quietly with these affairs.

branch'S constitutional due. But the consensus would work.
One final note: Some people say, it war powers legislation is to be so reduced,

What Is the irreducible minimum? In my view, it. Is:
(1)

Means to encourage the president and Congress to
consult meaningfully together before and during moments of truth;
RecognitIon that, informed by this consultation, the
President may act alone if he thinkS it in the national
interest, for instance, because he believes speed or
secrecy is crucial to U.S. success; and

(3)

Recognition that, when the president alone initiates
the use of force, it thereafter Is (or Congress to approve, disapprove or limit the use if Congress chooses
to act.

The irreducible mlnlmum

does

not Include time 11m1ts within which Congress

must either act to approve, or be deemed to have disapproved, pres1dent1al1n1tlatives.

why bother to have it? Better to kill the 1973 Resolution outright and thereby vindicate the presidential view of the Constitution, or better to beef up the Resolution to
require Congress' prior approval for any use of force, except for a few specltied sorts,
and thereby enshrine the congressional view of the Constitution. And, anyway, the irreducible minimum just described already exists. The President and Congress don't
need a War Powers Resolution In order to consult one another. The President has been

acting alone and reporting to Congress from time to time without such legisJatlon, and
Congress can already act before or during presidentiallnltlatives to block, Umlt or end
them in a variety of ways, such as cutting their funds.

q~1te cl~ that

True, but simply because most of us could exercise dally, eat sparingly and other-

Presidents w11l resist such a concept relentlessly and that Congress wU1 rarely try to

Wise see to our bodles doesn't mean that most of us do. We are more likely to do it

enforce It. Tlme llmlts won't work In the real world.

when ~hed by an action-forcing reitmen.

It Is far from clear that disapproval by inaction Is constitutionali it Is

The War Powers Resolution Is an

Is disapproval by concurrent resolution part of the Irreducible minimum? It can

actton-forcing regimen. It hasn't worked well so far because It carries too muC!h bag-

go either way. After Chadha, presidents will alSO resiSt relentlessly the concept that

gage, such as 55 2(c) and S(b). Stripped to its irreducible minimum, however, the
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Resolution just ~ght bring the president and Congress to engage one another construc-

tively on questions of war and peace - to consult, let the President act first l! he feelS

OLD CONTROVERSIES OF NEW IMPORTANCE

so compelled. but then report and let Congress 10 second, to approve or dlsapprove his
For nearly two centuries the war powers have bedevUed a host of Presidents,

1n1rtatlve U 1t feels so compelled •

. To repeal the War Powers Resolution. leave It as it is, or amend it to Impose

Cone-ressmen, and those few judges wUlll1i to deal with them in court . Throu.a;h all , the

more restraints on the president would do nothing tor constitutional consensus. Re-

nature or these powers has remained more unsettled perhaps than any other main-

pealed. the Resolution would greatly disappoint expectations that Congress must playa

stream of American constitutional law,

sustained, meaningful role In use of force declslons. Left as 1t ls, the Resolution would

The respecUve constitutional prerogatives of 'the President and Congress over

continue to work so fecklessly as to suggest that consistent collaboration between the

war and peace were of consuminr concern to Americans while Washlngton. John Adams

two branches on the use of force is hopeless. Amended to try to restrain further the

and

President, the Resolution would surely be Ignored by Just about everyone. Cut to Its ir-

nature of these prerogatives has not been debate? with some heat. Controversy has

reducible minimum, however the Resolution could lead us to constitutional consensus.

persisted In part because Americans have frequently had to decide whether to fight.

I

Madison held office. Nor have there been any administrations since in which the

Decisions to use armed force ha ve been made well over a hundred times since 1789, and

c.

decisions against its use at least as orten. Persistence alSO reflects the weighty nature

The rest of my testimony is In two parts. The first puts flesh on the conclusions

of the subject. Profound consequences may accompany the use or non-use of armed

above about what the text of the ConstHutlon, the Framers and RatUiers' purposes and

force. Disputes of corresponding Intensity have arisen over the extent to which each

twO centuries of practice have to teli us. Part m is a detalled analysis of the War Pow-

branch Is entitled to set pollcy.

ers Resolution that first appeared in my book War Powers of the President and

Passion and dogged adherence to positions aroused on thIs account have been

Wh~ Holds the ArrowS and Olive Branch? Though completed In 1981, the

(lven new edie preclsely because the disputes have concerned separation of powers.

COngress:

analysts remains telling tn most respects today.

Presidential and coniresslonal zeal in defense

..

ot

real or imagined prerogaUvE;S Is tradi-

tionally acute. And ara:ument over the allocation or war powers conjures up two or our
most cherished poUtlcal bugbears:

the fear that American democracy wlll perish,

choked by presldentlal tyranny. and the obverse dread that It will smother amId conrressional indecision and parochialism. With stakes so hJgh, partisans have been loath
to leave the constitutional fray.

T-

I
~.
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was an easy outll"Owth of

Persistence bas resulted, too, from the accumulation of unresolved controv-

,

the protection Of Americans from pirates. prlmltiv8S. or weak states and on the

Presldent and Concress have not been cured by formal amendment, and. unUke most

Times

dlc1a1 decIslons. Moreover. post-1789 practice rept'dlnr the dlvision Is often inconsis-

~.

.~

chanred

With the Spantsb-Amertcan War.

MWtarlly. plUtically,

tent. Mast plausible and many quaint alloCations of th8 war powers between the two

ldeoqtcauy, economically, and leplJy the country bas found itself lncl'eaS1nily

branehes are supported by one bit of precedent or another. Contrary dlvislons of con-

threatened since 1900. and inCreasingly forced to react to developments more numer-

trol have existed in fact, and contradictory statements have been made by different

ous, rapidly eVOlVing, and compUcated than before. The changed internatiOnal enViron-

people about what sorts of allocations are required.

me~lt has placed a

stitutional conclusions with changing times.

I

With unsettllnr frequency the

same lum1naries (Madison, HamUton and Fulbright, for example) have varied
t":

co~

quences of manuest destiny in North America.

other areas of co.titutional confusion, there bas been very l1tt1e lJ&bt shed here by ju-

:~

n.stnr American strenrth, pographlcallsolatton, modest mill-

tary technolOlY. and European balance of power. Security problems abroad centered on

ersies. Co.titutional uncertainties about the dlvtslon of the war powers between the
.~' ~

499

new premium on informed, expert dec1s1ons made In accord With

overall American objectives. It has valued rapid. llez1ble actton and a wtlllngness to

~e1r ~n-

make hard 'choices.

.'

.'

Such flux: has been encouraged by our general tendency to collapse the constl,tu-

Especially during the last three decades, we bave had a threefold change In cir-

tional question of where decisipn-maldng control lies into the policy question of what

cumstances: In our capacity and in our wUl to use force abroad and In tbe consequences

we would Uke the President or Congress to do about a pendlng situation. This emphasis

of that use. The purely physical ablUty of postwar America to commit Its mUltary

on Immediate result rather than on long-term constitutional structure has been with us

abroad in large or small numbers, swiftly or slowly, for days or years, vastly exC!eeds the

since 1789, but never so emphatically as when the Cold War went sour in Indochina,

country's contUct capacity before 1941. America's wOOngness to Intervene abroad also

curdling the prevalllng taste for presidentlal"prerogative. Inevitably, then, recurrent

stands In revolutionary contrast to a previous tradition of non-Involvement except to

disputes over the war powers of the two branches have fueled future controversy al-

trade, defend American Citizens and property beset abroad, expand our boundaries. and
poliee the Caribbean.

most as often as they have resulted in case-by-case definition of bow authority is to be

Ironically COUpled with this new capacity and wtll to use force abroad are conse-

split between them.
since the. Second

quences 01 intervention that defy pred1ction and risk catastrophe more relentlessly

World War they have presented Issues of wholly new dimenslons. True. foreign relations

than ever before. Since 1945 the pace, complexity, and hazard or foreign affairs have

were central to survival during the first generation under the Constitution... Euro~

Il'Owo exponentially.

Intervention in American affairs was an armed rea11ty through the War of 1812. At

was Safe behind its ocean moats. Even the time wben weak states might be "poUced"

times during the balance of the nineteenth century, the United States was Intel'nB:tion-

with Uttle risk of violating lnternatlOnallaw and poUtical sensibilities has passed. No

ally threatened, acutely during the ClvU War. But through most of the 1800s, security

more With relative Impunity may the American mUltary punJsh backward peoples who

Whl1e the war powers present no novel constitutional

~,

·":~·

i
.',

-i'

A misstep invites troubles unlmagined when the United States

('

r;
~
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bave attacked our c1ttzens and property, or pursue crtmlnals acrass the borders of weak

~

TIle Text of the Constitution

statal. or occupy and adm1n1ster dissolute Caribbean countries. The war powers do indeed pose old controversies of new importance. More than at any time since 1189. we

U we COUld find a man In the state ot Dature and have him first scan the

and how

war-power Provisions of the Constitution and then look at war-power practice stnce

need to underStand and order the process by wblch tb1s country decides when

1'189. be WOUld marvel at bow much Presklents have spun OUt so Uttle. On Its face. tile

to 1158 Its mWtary abroad.
:i

CONsmunONAL DETERMINANTS

There have been four main Influences on the dlvtston of authority over war and

peace between the President and Congress:

(1) the text of the Constitution's

Cat t11ts deds1vely toward Congress. ComP8l1son

~ws

at ArtiCles I and IV

that most of the specUlc irlnts ot authority

run

With Artiole

n

to Congress. Reacllni them

straJrbt through provides an 1nstght that nothing else can Into how the Constitution
Use!! diVides the war powers. The sequence In which the text assigns aUlhority to each

war-power prov1s1ons, (2) the purposes of those who wrote and ratUled the text in

lira-, Ibe """'lion of oerlaln Provisions reladv. 10 olbers, and Ibe simple .weJrhl of

118'1-88. (3) evolving bellefs slnce 1189 about what "the Constitution requires, and ..:.. ir-

the words devoted to Congress as opposed to rhe Prestdent are as teJUnr as Is the preclse language at the grants.

respective of text. purposes. and evolving beUefs - (,) the various alloeatlons of con-

In addltion, provision for SUSpending habeas corpus during mWtary emergency Is

trol over the war powers that have existed In fact between the President and Congress

let OUt In the legislative, not the executive, article of rhe Constitution. And state war

durlng the past two centuries.

Determlnants (1) and

(2)

Interpretation. Determinants

are reasonably straightforward guides for constitutional

(3)

powers are plaCed With the congressional grants. rather than In. ArtiCle IV With other
state concerns.

and (,) are more convoluted. Together they make up
Moreover, of the few spec1t1c grants of power given to the President, two of the

what Is generally termed "practice," or "usage." Practice has been shaped not only by

sen-

the constitutional text and debates but also by factors of three other sorts: the hazard,

most important (over treaties and major federal appointments) he Shares With the

paee, and complexity of America's International circumstances at any particular time;'

ate. Tbus the text SUpports argument that,ln those areas of foreign affaJrs where mak-

the respective Institutional capabWties of the President and Congress to cope with

In( POUoy and Provld1ng tools to Implement It are not committed to the legislative pro-

these cbang1ng circumstances; and the sbUting balance of political strength between

eess.

the two branches. which has helped the President at times and Congress at others to

Concress). except tor certain ministerial functions most efficiently left to one person,

they

are beld jointly

by the President and the senate (the executive element of

greater control over war and peace. It Is historical fact that all of these factors have

far Instance. mllJtary command and law enforcement. and. except for powers of Umlted

contributed to the allocation of the war powers between the President and Congress •.

war or peace importance. SUch as granting Pardons and commlssions.

More Important. they wW all continue to contribute, barring a radical change In American habits.

Provisions giVlng Congress and the President weapons with which to coerce one

~ther again run heavuy toward the legislators.

Under Articles I and

n the Executive

{I
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can try to mold Congress througb lntormation and recommendations, by the veto, and

thrOUIh call1nr or not cal.llng speclal sessions. He can attack the legislators In hJs pub-

the Circumstances and the time In which It is used." While tb1s cannot laIrly be said of

11c statements but lacks authority to remove them from office. The text. on the other

all WOrds. it certainly tits many of the crucial ProV1s1ons In the war-power text.

an of

these executive spurs. and the Presldent with

Second, doubt also exists because the tut lives certaln powers to the President

them. Under Its Article J leIIS1ative authority. Congress may supply its own informa-

and others to CoOil'eSS that can be read to COver the same areas In mutually excJUSive

baDd. alloWs Congress to negate

t1Dn aDd recommendations and override presidential vetoes. It may alSo refuse to pass

t-.

legislatlon dear to the Executive. and It can lnvestigate other branches of government

common aspects of the

preparatory to lawmaking or while overseeing the execution of existing acts. Either or

and said that the "Constitution, COnsidered Only for tts affirmative rrants Of POwers ca-

botb houses may pass resolutions censuring the President, and together they can dispose

,P8hle 01 atfectlng the issue, Is an invitation to Struggle lor the Privilege ot directing
Amencan fOreign poUcy."

of blm "and an CivU Officers of the Unlted States" through lmpeachment.

These

competlnr

rrants permit eaob branob hi eJaJm authority OVer many

war powers. Edward S. Corwin spate 01 "loe1callncompatibles"

In fairness to the text, Woglc and st","le do

But more lmportant in the real world than the congressional dominance sug-.

crants.

not have

to characterize Its affir-

Struggle rises to fever pitch only when 8%panslve readings are liven to

gested by the text has been the fact that the langUage does not unavoidably preclude

mative

broad presidential prerogative. Congressional control Is not established beyond a rea-

W-detlned Article n powers ot the President, that Is, when the clauses dealing With ex-

sonable doubt. There are three grou~ for uncertainty about the text's meaning.

ecutive power, law entorcement, and mJlltary command are construed to 1nvolve the

.'1

President tn areas Over which Article f has given Congress more expUcit grants of au-

First, many wor$ and phrases In the Constitution's provlslons on war and peace"
are genera11ty ItseU - for lnstance "declare war" and "commander in

cbler.~

thority. Competition is rreatly lessened when congressional authOrity is read rener-

They are

ously and presidential sparingly, tor the Constitution provides the Executive with tar

neither sett-deflnlng nor susceptible to one meaning appUcable in .all circumstances •.
Each generallty, accordingly, can be made concrete in many ways. And whether
panslve1y or narrowly construted, each bas a number of dUferent mean1ngs,

ex~~

retl~ting.:

the factual differences In the war-power contexts that It governs. Thus, whether an
ample reading of the declaration-of-war clause is Unked With a spare Interpretation of

,;
--

numerous gaps In the war-power Provisions. Though the text deals directly wtth SOme
of the

1ssues, it conspicuOUSly lalls to speak to others.

It says nOthing. tor Instance.

about whfcb branch controls deploying SbJps on the bigh seas, statiOning troops on foreim, soU or declaring neutrality In other nations' struggles.

vary with the type of action In question. lts purpose and costs, whether there is,a peed .•

The Constitution does Impose one Iron demand on the President and CoDgress:

for speed or secrecy, the toolS required to Implement It, and so on. "A word Is not a
~e

Thlrd, in addition to W-detfned, frequently competitive Provisions, tbere are also

;

the commander-ln-cblef proviso. or vlce-versa, the meaning gtyen both prov1s1ons wUl,

crystal, transparent and unchanged," Mr. Justice Holmes suggested. Ramer,

rewer Clearly detlDed responsfbWtJes than It does Congress.

that they cooperate f! any SUStained venture tor war or peace Is to SUCceed. Even U

sald, "l.t,

wru

through

the Ieg1s1atlve Process, and the President Is very much part of that process.

Under

coDgresstoDal authOrity Is most broadly construed. Congress must work its

Is the Skin of a UYing thought and may vary greatly In color and content according to

~
ff..
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Article B. sectiOn 3. he determtnes when to ea1l Convess lnto special session, shOUld ~t

,have veto power, how would It be chasen. for what term and With what posslbWty or

DOt be slttinl. on "utraOrdlD8rY OCcasions.If AlSO under Section 3 he may proVide Can-

,reeJactfont Tbese Issues were rarely considered With an eye to the respective roles of

"

cress wtth Information on the state of the Union and recommend such "Measures as he

the Prasldent and Congress In determinlnr Amertcan foreign policy. To a Iarp extent

&ball Judie necessary and ezpedlent." And UDder Artlcl~ I, Section " he may veto any

.they

m~

rovemment. the federalists tavortnr a stronger Executive thaD the states rtahters.

that the qislators wtsb to have beCOme law of the land. Accordingly,

t11;B

were merely another manUestatlon of

the conflict over the power of the central

text Umlts concressf.onal control by the Pres1dentts d1sCretion over spec1a1 sesslons, his

Tbat conflict was the transcendent problem for the Framers and Ratiflers. In

rlgbt to Importune the legiS18tors. and his capacity to force them to raise a twO-thlrd;

1787 It took eighteen days to move from Boston to Georgia. Economic and IOvernmen-

vote In both houSeS to overcome his oppos1tion. The constitutional role of the Execu-

tal divtstons further separated the American people. Their constitutional necessities

tive in the leg1slative process haS been sparinglY construed at times, but Its presence Is

were, first. an allocation of authority between the national government and states that

tatually assured. TOO, he baS at least an equal voice with the Senate over appolnt-

WOUld create a vtable union, and, second. a division of national authority between the

ments and treat1eS. And even were the bulk of· his rem.alnlDl constitutional ,powers

representatives of the large and small states tbat would ensure ratification of the new

seen as those of a congressional agent, the lncHspensabWty of an qent grows with the

plan ot IOvernment.
Not surprisingly, when the Framers and Ratiflers felt they had to ,rapple With

ponderousness or his master and the scope of his assignments.
On the other hand, if executive authority Is read to take maximum advantage of

questions of war and peace, the emphasis was on the states, not on congresslonal and

generality, competition among grants. and gaps, it still cannot give the president total

~ecutive

control over American war and peace. There are many important matters - trade con-

vided Important Impetus to the Constitutional Convention.

powers. Danger to the nation from state excesses In foreign affairs had proSince colonial days the

that require

states had been loath to subordinate their immediate Individual Interests to the common

With less extreme

1(OOd. They were reluctant to bear their fatr share of mllltary burdens unless actually

readingS of the constitution, of course, the mutual dependence of the two branches be-

attacked, but prone themselves to incite Indians, European powers, and their sister

trols and money. to cite an important area of policy and a crucial tool -

congressional consent under the unavoidable terms of the text.

states. Separate diplomatic actiVity by them and their Violations of national treaties

comes more pronounced.

purposes Revealed by Debates of the Framers and RatUlers

:,

the need "to make our states as one to all foreign concerns," and Madison concluded

The Constitutional Fathers spent preCiOUS Uttle time on what authority the President should have over foreign affairs, war and peace included. At issUe In

were frequent. Jefferson wrote Washington early in the Philadelphia Convention about

1787-~,8

that "[t]r we are to be one nation In any respect, it clearly ought to be In respect to
other nations."

were far more basic questions about what sort of executive to carve out of exlstlni

By the same token the Constitutional Fathers found the supremacy of national

congressional government - would it be single or plural, act with or without• a' . councU,
• ,I

treaties over state law far more troublesome than the manner In which the federal

'!F
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eovernment itself wOUld make treaties. They were also vastly more concerned· to de-

It clearly fed on fear of great-power interference in the domestic poUties of the fledg-

f1ne aat1ona1 authority over war and peace. already p-eat in theory UDder the Conteder-'

l1nr state. espeeJally

atfDD. than to spUt the war powers between the Prasldent and COJl(I'eSS. ADd they felt

tion of peaceful retreat did crtp Americans In the late 11805 - John Adams going so far

~

&9 to suaest disbanding the foreip service or reducing it from Its already meager pro-

it aecessary to grant emercency mllltary powers ezpl1cltly to the states rather than to

portions.

tile PresIdent. probably on the assumption that state mWtla would bear the first bnmt:'

Again. not supr1s1ngly. It was the neecm of domestic order, not foreign interven-

of repeWng sudden attack.
-';

,j

through bribery of federal pollt1cians. Whatever the cause. a no-

The skimpy attention given congressional aDd executive war powers in 1181-88

tion. that provided the Incentive for an executive woo COUld lead the national army and

was a byproduct as well of the relatively short sbrUt liven fore1p affairs as a whole.

navy. The demons arlslng out of that command for the Framers and RatUlers were

They were rarely mentioned in direct terms in either the Phlladelph1a or state debates •.

, tbase of 1787-88. not ours. Their abiding fear was' that the Executive would use the

.

'1

The only aspects tbat received real debate were war and treaty

ma.Idnr.

Emphasis

mWtary for tyrannical

purposes at home. possibly to make h1mself a hereditary prince.

went to treaties. though the two merged whenever -d1e Constitutional Fathers turned to

not that he wouJ~ use It for W-advlsed foreign adVentures. Controversy centered on

the termination of hostilities.

whether it was safe to allow executive command In th!! field. whether standlng armies

Predominant attention could go to treaties. because peace was expected to be

'might be used by the President for domestic subversion. and whether he should be al-

the customary state of the new nation. America would avoid aggressive war abroad and

'lowed to pardon traltors, since their crimes could stem from effor·ts to help him usurp

~y

,power. For some of the Constitutional Fathers, the demons lurking in mWtary matters

in turn "an insulated situation" from the great powers of Europe. In Alexander

"Europe Is at great distance from us. Her colonies in our vicWty will

were not executive but congressional: the legislators were said to hold both the purse

be likely to continue too much dlsproportioned In strength to be able to give us any dan-

and the sword, and thus feared as Incipient mWtary despots. For these Framers and

gerous annoyance. Extensive military establishments cannot in this position be neces-,

,Ratlflers the remedy would have been a national mllHary thoroughly dependent on state

sary to

mWtla. state officers, and state military appropriations.

Hamilton's

out

wo~:

security." this placid view of foreign relations precluded anyexpUclt con-

sideration of the use of American force abroad. except for defensive naval action to

In short. American problems and assumptions in 1787-88 dld not anticipate all of

protect the Atlantic coast and American commerce. Only Hamilton suggested that it

ours. They were those of a small. divided people eager for national unity but fearful of

Dugbt be well to intervene In the Caribbean struggles of the Old World powers. Com-

federal tyranny. Domestic rebellion and foreign Invasion were their "war" concerns.

mercial relations were to cbaracterize American relations abroad. Contacts of otber

More important for them were saf~ against mWtary usurpation at home than mil-

sorts. not mucb desired. would be discouraged by hobbUng treaty making. Gouverneur

itary preparedness during peace. Greatly more than we, they valued state authority

Morris opined that "[l]n general be was not soUcltous to multiply'" facilitate

over national, legislative power over executive. They preferred peace and poUtical

Treaties." The lsolatiorust mood was perhaps a reaction to tbe trials of the Revolution.

Isolation to a world made saIe tor America. The institutional arrangements developed
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lD 1181-88 refleCted these values and needs. A small, ellte branch of CODl1'8SS was

assumed from wbat they said amid the circumstances of the late 1180's. What 11 they

-

t,
!~

planned as a plenary participant with the President In whatever American diplomacy

bad rea11zed that peace and noninvolvement with the rest of the world WOUld not be

mflht arise. State m111t1a were .to be the bac1cbone of aat10nal defense; Conaress the

America'S customary state; that the bazards, pace, and complexity of lnternational af-

arbiter of m111tary polley, by IOverDlDl the existence of American armed forces and

fairs would burieon, aloor with the country's capaclty and need to work its w1U abroad;

thelr commitment to contllct. The states and PresideDt WOUld serve as Interim defend-

that treaties would hardly prove to be the guts of American foreign relations; that from

ers aplmt sudden attack, pending opportunity for coJ1ll'fllSlonal dec1slon; and the Ex-

the outset the Senate could not keep step with the President In diplomacy. and the mW-

~

<-

ti~i'

III

'ot{'

~~,
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:'~:

eeutive WOUld act as fIrSt pneral and admiral should the

~;~

choOse to fllbt. ';.

tla could DOt replace federal forces; that the regular mWtary would grow huge and

The Framers and Ratifiers did Intend a more effective aadonal executive than

stand durlng peace, llttle restrained by the need for Congress to raise and support It;

bad prev10usly existed lD the Confederation CODift!SS.lnfluenced by thelr UDderstandlng

and that the loyalty of naturallzed citizens, the navigation of the M1sstss1ppl, and other

of European practice and polltical theory, by prior 18ilSlative excesses in America. and

compe1l1ng Issues of the late eighteenth century would quickly fade?

-~~ :

~~ :

~ton

by the dlsmal executive record of Revolutionary and Confederation leItSlB~. They

"'~

t':'

wanted presfdentlal aid in conducting negotiations, gather1nr InteWgence, and In framing recommendations essential to pollcymaJdng.

.There are, of course, aspects of the 1787-88" purposes Dot tainted by tbe passing

s

assumptlons and problems of those years. But any attempt to move from the specifics

They hoped to obtain an executive

of the Framers' and Rat1flers' debates to resolve contemporary war-power Issues must

check on foolish or venal1eg1slators. and they sought presidential execution of national

have lts adequacy measured by reference to questions such as those above, and It must

;]:1

.~

pollcy.

~~
I,

as seen In European practice and polltlcal theory.

I
~

convincingly rebut the possibUity that the extrapolation is too speculative to be meaningful.

mentation. Thus, they rejected executive hegemony over forelgn and mWtary affaIrS,

:~'.~
~l

with rare exception the Framers and Ratlflers did not mean to surrender

coneress1onal control over setting American pollcy and providing tools for its imple-

.,~~

..... -

~t

Three other factors contribute to the hazards of extrapolating from 1787-88 .

Their model was Parllament's

Fil'st, l'eCOrcB of the drafting and ratifying conventions come In (ragments. The Fram-

seventeenth-Century steps to curb the British king, and throughout their debates ran a

ers did have an ofncial secretary, WWlam Jackson, but he restricted hlmsell largely to

~tent

recording motions and votes.

~

;

fear of executive despotJsm.

Even these spotty notes were "carelessly kept." The

Several caveats are overdue. A constant of human experience Is that our con-

Framers debated In secret, and Jackson'S Journal remained undisclosed. first in the

,·~·, ·,<·

cllldons about deSirable allocations of power change with shifts· in the basic facts on

hands of George Washington and then in the Department of State, untU It was publ1shed

wblcb thoSe aJ.locations are prem1sed. 'The Framers and Ratifiers acted on the basis of

by an order of Congress in 1819. (allowing the deaths of most of the Convention dele-

. 0.;,

many assumptions about reallry that no longer hold, and they often seemed obsessed

gates. At that point, it was largely beyond verUlcatlon or correction.
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with ephemeral economic and security concerns.

What the Constitutional Fathers

In subsequent years other accounts of the Framers' Philadelphia proceecnngs

would have thought given late twentieth-century rea11ties often cannot be confidently

were published, most importantly the notes of James Madison In 1840. But Madison as
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an old man bad Cfub10usly revised hJs account sf ter the appearance of the Journal. HIs

Philadelphia debates did not always recall them With preclston.

attempt to reconstruct events of more than thirty years before was necessatUy clouded

stances it Is DOt llke1y that a majority, much less all, of th~ who voted in the federal

Under the Circum-

by the passqe of time. S1mllarly, Charles Pinckney, attempting in 1819 to produce a

and state convent1ons for the Constitution's war-power prov1stons held

copy of the plan that he bad presented the Convention, CCUld not remember which of

common "Intent" about theIr meaning.

four or five papers in his bands was the correct version.

a rlnely drawn,

Th1rd, evidence of several sorts su.ue;ts that the Framers may ba ... e dratted with

Even when the avaUable If checkered accounts of the Philadelphia proceedlngs

a

measure
01 deliberate amblgWty.
!

Any constitutional scheme that depends on separa-

are mustered, their overlapping discussion comes to very Uttle for a convention that

t10D 1ht powers and on checks and balances necessartJy al10ca tes among the branches 01

met steadily for almost four months. The standard compilation of the debates runs to

government competing powers With vaguely defined frontiers ot authority. Also appar-

I

less than 1,300 pages; the verbatlm transcript of a proceedlng of similar length could

easily reach twenty times that volume. Records of most of the state ratifying convent10ns are even more modest than those of Philadelphia. Wben execut1ve and congres-

~

sional prerogat1ves clashed In the Steel Seizure Case, Mr. Justice Jackson lamented the
"poverty of really useful and unambiguous authority applicable to concrete problems of

ent on the face of the Constitution Is a drafting technique that escheWed detaU for

terse statement, leaving much to be

assumed.

The Constitutional Fathers were practiCal men, and their laconic drafting technique may well have reflected awareness of the dltflculty of laying down rules to govern situations

wh~ dimensions are at best dImly grasped. James Madison In remarks

execut1ve power •••• Just what our forefathers did envision, or would have envisioned

to the Vlrginta ratifying convention was quIte explicit about the need tor experience,

had they foreseen modern conditions," he said, "must be divlned from matertals almost

stating that "the organization of the general government of the United States was, In

as enigmatIc as the dreams Joseph was called upon to Interpret for Pharaoh." The situ-

all Its parts, very d1tficult.

ation Is not that grim, but available records are poor.

Everything incident to It must have participated in that dlfficulty. That mode which

Second, though attendance varied, a total of fifty-five men participated in the
four months of deliberation in Philadelphia, and many more took part In the state ratifying conventions. Divergent positions had to be compromised during the drafting of
the constitution. Compromise on one provts1on did not prevent eUorts to reassert
more extreme positions tn later provisions. interpretation of speciflc language varied

was Judged most eXpedIent was adopted, till experience should point out one more eUgt-

I

among delegates. Because the Phlladelpbla Conventlon met in secret and its participants said UUle about Its deliberations during ratUlcatlon, delegates to the state conventions were largely unaware of the previously expressed views of the Framers. Even
those Framers who were also Ratlflers and chose to tell their colleagues of the

There was a pecullar difflculty In that of the executive.

J

I
~

J
I

1

l

I"t

hie." As Washington noted, "TIme and habit are necessary to fix the true character of
governments." And though not a Framer, Thomas Jefferson suggested in 1816 what
they "would say themselves" about the need tor experience, "were they to rise from the
dead."
Some men lOOk at constitutions with sanctimonious reverence, and deem them like the ark ot the covenant, too sacred to be touched. They ascrIbe to the men of the preceding age a wisdom more than human, and suppose what they
dId to be beyond amendment. I knew that age well; I belonged to it. and labored With It. It deserved well of Its
country. It was very llke the present, but without the experience of the present: and torty years ot experience In
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pernment is worth a century of book-reading; and this
tbey would say themselves, were they to rise from the dead •
• • • Let us ••• ava11 ourselves of our reason and experience,
to correct the crude essays of our first and unexperienced,
although wise, virtuous. and we1l-meantnc councUs.
DeUberate amblgu1ty may also have been a means of producing ilireement among

,
i

i

~

my own not1ons~ would not alarm others ••••" For men whose oven1dlng objective was
ratiflcation of a Constitution promising a more viable union. the precise meaning to be
pven ambiguous but generally acceptable language could await resolution 10 practice.
It follows that all judgments about the Constitutional Fathers' purposes must be

viewed with a cold. and suspicious eye. Fragmentary evidence of the debates, the llmit-

I

I
?

and complex as the draftlng and ratlfying of the Constitution, the chance that the text
lncludes dellberately ambIguous language to be shaped by experIence, the presence of
laps 10 lntent caused by assumptions and problems pecullar to the late 1780's, and the
dangers of extending what was said then about the war powers, in respect to concrete
problems of that era, to unforeseen Issues in unforeseen times - all these call for restraint about what the Framers and Ratlflers really had in mind.
With trepidation it can be said that there do seem to be certaIn long-term ends
that the Constitutional Fathers sought by the way in which they divided authority over
war and peace between the President and Congress. They were:
1.

To ensure national defense

2.

To hinder the use of the mWtary tor domestic tyranny

3.

To hinder its use tor aggression abroad

4.

To create and maintain consensus behind American
action tor war and peace

5.

To ensure democratic control over poUcy about these
matters

To permit contlnuity in American poUcy when desirable and Its revlsloD as necessary

8.

To permit emergency action for war or peaee that
has not yet been blessed by national consensus or
democratic control

9.

To ensure American capae1ty to move toward war and
peace rapidly or secretly when necessary, and flexibly
and proportionately always

10.

To permit the etriclent setting and executing of war
and peace pollcy.

f.

i

Practice since 1789

J

Ronald Reagan enjoys far more sweeplng coDtrol over American war and peace

~

ed extent to which there Is ever common purpose in any process as long. contentious,

To encourage rational war and peace decIsions

f

fractious delerates. Gouverneur Morris, very 1nfluent1alin draftinl the flnal vemon of
the document, ap1a1ned that "it became necessary to select phrases which. expressing

6.
7.

I

I

i

i

I

than George Washington did, and Washington came to wield strlJdngly greater authority
than had been expected for the PresIdent during the constitutional convention of

1787-88. The domInant trend In war-power practice has been presidential aggrandizement. True, the process has not been linear between admInistrations or even within

,

them - compare Lincoln's war powers with those or Andrew Johnson or the preroga-

i

tives of the early Nixon presidency With those or his last year in the White House. But

,.'

i

{

i

I
i

over the course of nearly two hundred years, presidential war powers have grown radically.
The growth of presidential authority over war and peace has stemmed largely
from three factors: the evolvIng nature of those Institutional characteristics of the
presidency and Congress pertinent to the war powers; certain historical developments
that have favored the Executive's characteristics over those or Congress; and, finally,
the w1l1lngness of many Presidents, greater than that o( Congress, to exercise their
constitutional authority to the rullest and beyond.

I

During American retreat (rom Indochina. however. congressional influence over
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war and peace came Into noocl tide after a period of unprecedented ebb. The legisla-

Legislators can work privately too, communicating quietly with the President to per-

tors cba11enged the President's control over a range of action that seemed about to be-

suade him that his plans are ill-advised or subject to great potential opposition. Legis-

come permanently his by virtue of repeated convessional acquiescence. At the core of
tbe;e

matters was the commitment of American forces to undeclared combat on a large

or small scale, openly or covertly. The constitutional text and debates account for
much of this congressional resWence. They estabUsh certain bard-COre legtslative pow-

~

lators can also work In tandem with rebelllous elements In the bureaucracy to thwart

t

pres1dent1al policy.

t
r

Flnally, the door Is kept further ajar for Congress by the restraints imposed on

I
I

f

an Ezeeutlve by his own capacIty to persuade others to take steps he wishes taken.

i

ers and give rise to procongress1onal expectations which, In concert, create an enduring
base from which the legislators can reassert their hold over war and peace from time

to time.
In areas of hard-core congressional authority, Presidents have usually felt themselves able only to recommend action, sign or veto teSUlting leg1slation, and receive any
delegation or authority that Congress offered. Wblle these areas do not include most
typeS

of military action, they do cover most types of nonmilitary actlon with conse-

quences ror war or peace and most or the tools vital to implement polley oC any sort.

I•

,I
,.t
1

I•

Beyond th£"Se hard-core powers there has also been perslstent popular Ceellng

Other centers of power within the country - the bureaucracy, courts, and media in
particular - lessen his freedom of maneuver. And the electorate stanm ready to turn
against him It his policies are perceived to be unresponsive to popular needs or, worse,
Weeitimate. Intensllylng these restraints ls fear of the President as a potential despot,
a fear With us since 1787-88. In Arthur Schestnger's terms: "The theory ••• of the
President as the great moloch generating Its own divinity and about to swallow all
power can be reproduced at every stage In our history, beginning wtth those who •••
complained against the presidency of General Wash.lngton. Anti-Moloch pressures have
as thelr by-product an opportunity (or Congress to reassert its influence when In the

mood."

that the constitution requires legislative approval oC American use oC force.
Twentieth-century Presidents (unlike their predecessors) have rarely said that explicit

To date, however, the legislators have proved unable to reassert themselves once

congressional approval is needed for most military action, but the view has been

and for all by establishing enduring channels for a congressional voice In decisions about

pressed with vigor by others during this century. Even during the 19505 a remnant in

war and peace. Like most of the rest of us, legislators tend to be result-ortented. Their

Congress kept the faith, Senator Taft being their leading apostle.

concern wi th the particulars of polley of ten overshadows their concern wi th the insti-

The leg1s1ators' res111ence also reflects the fact that congresslonallnfluence can

tutional process by which it is made. Principal interest goes to what we should do

be kept al1ve even though Congress as a whole declines to vote on the merits of a par-

(whether to Intervene in Nicaragua) rather than to how we should go about decidlng

ticular policy. The power of congressional committees to investigate and oversee pro-

what to do (whether by executive fiat announced to congressional leaders shortly before

vides a means of sparking national debate, molding oplnlon, and thereby Influencing
presidential action. Activity by individual Senators and Representatives can focus

p0-

litical pressure already existing outside Congress and bring it to bear on the Executive.

the fact, by prior congressional approval, or by some intermediate method). According-

J

I
I

ly, most legislators become seriously soUeltous of their prerogatives only when they disagree with executive polley.

Then no oar is spared to set to rights presidential
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Who Holds the Arrows and Olive Branch?
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(By William Taylor Reveley)
"USUJ'P8 tion ." But once the tempest over poUey has passed. concern with the InStitutional aspects of declslon making fades alsO. to await the next tempest. The War Powers Resolution of 1973 may have signaled a ehange In congressional babits.
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IN THE spring of 1965 the United States sent troops a short distance into the Dominican Republic. Although desiring to protect Americans threatened there by civil strife, President Johnson also feared that the Dominicans might be about to go the
way of Castro's Cubans. His prophylactic intervention in Dominican affairs provided the catalyst for recent struggles between the Executive and Congress over the war powersChairman J. William Fulbright of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee ended 1965 actively disillusioned with presidential
direction of American foreign policy. The Indochina \Var massively spread his disillusionment. Spurred especially by the
Fulbright Committee, many legislators began to reconsider
Cold War assumptions about the proper roles of the President
. and Congress in control1ing American use of force abroad.
That reconsideration peaked only when President Nixon resigned.
Although attention focused on military action in Vietnam,
Laos, and Cambodia, Congress was busy on related fronts as
well. Legislators demanded that the President disclose aH existing executive agreements with other states, and they moved to
enlarge congressional control over future American commitments abroad, especially those with war and peace consequences. Efforts were made to cut foreign aid radically, including grants for military purposes, and to reduce spending
by the Defense Department for weapons and overseas bases.
Steps were taken to winnow the huge emergency authority
delegated to the Executive by statutes passed and left standing

fi19
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over the prior forty years (for instance, authority over the economy and the size of the armed forces), Legis~ators also tri~d to
prevent the President from either impoun~mg co~gresslOnal
appropriations, on the one hand, or spendmg monies not appropriated (particularly for military ends), on th~ other. Congress sought to pry information from the Execut~ve ?ranc~ on
a timely and comprehensive basis, vigorously rejecting claims
of executive privilege even as to matters said to invol:ve national
defense, There were attempts to ensure congressIOnal oversight of covert actions, whether intelligence and military o~era
tions abroad or security measures at home. Senate confumation was demanded for appointees to a number of newly
crucial executive posts, and Senate review of no~inees ~as
taken as an opportunity to scrutinize and limit exe~utiv~ P?hcy,
Then, too, the legislators moved to lessen pr,esldenhal mfluence by improving their own decision-m,akmg procedures,
especially committee and budgetary prach~e~. ,
.
All of this ferment was important to the diVISion of the war
powers between the two branches. ~Iost tel~ing were tw~ of its
aspects. First, Congress ended American mvolvement!n t~e
Indochina War by refusing to fund it any longer. The fmal m
a series of fiscal restraints came in the Church-Case Amendment to the Continuing Appropriations Resolution of }~~,
which banned outright the use of federal funds for any mlhtary or paramilitary operations" "in," "over" or "off the shores
of" the whole of Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia,l Never before
had Congress used its appropriations power to withdraw the
United States from a major conflict. Equally novel was the War
Powers Resolution of 1973. Again, never before had Congress
set out procedures for how the President and legislators are to
go .about deciding whether to fight. Together, these u~pre
cedented developments offer Congress the best chance,l~ has
had since 1789 for an assured voice in war and peace de:lslons,
Of the two, the appropriations ban suggests that the legislators
will command the Executive's attention whenever they become restless, but the War Powers Resolution ha~ the greater
potential for long-term legislative influence: Cutt10g of~ funds
is a drastic remedy not easily adopted even 10 extreme Clrcum-

;

i

,
~
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stances and one rarely conducive to thorough debate about
policy. Systematic legislative influence is more likely to flow
from procedures which cover mild as well as severe cases
which direct debate to the policy merits without fiscal distrac~
tions, and which provide unavoidable channels for COOlnlunication between the Executive and Congress.
The Constitution's necessary-and-proper clause pemlits
Congress to adopt measures such as the \Var Powers Resolution, which reiterate constitutional requirements and define
procedures for their implementation. 2 Section 2(b) of the Resolution duly recites: "Under article I, section 8, of the Constitution, it is speCifically provided that the Congress shaH have the
power to make all laws necessary and prop~r for carrying into
execution, not only its Own powers but also all other powers
vested by the Constitution in the Government of the United
States, or in any department or officer hereof."3
Congress's authority to reiterate constitutional requirements,
however, is far narrower than its power to define how they are
to be implemented. No congressionaJ discretion exists concerning the nature of the constitutional requirements (for example,
under what circumstances the President may commit troops
without prior legislative approval). So far as the necessarv-andproper clause is concerned, Congress's only option is to 'reiterate the Constitution, elaborating perhaps but not changing it.
Wide legislative discretion exists, on the other hand, over the
choice of means: The President can be ordered to give up old
methods of implementation (for instance, episodic, often untimely reporting of troop commitments) and adopt new ones
(complete, prompt reporting),
As a practical matter, of course, the legislators do have some
leeway with respect to the nature of the constitutional requirements. It comes from the same source as the President'suncertainty as to what the Constitution means. The greater the
ambiguity, the greater the difficulty in separating a definition
of constitutional requirements from the adoption of means to
implement the Constitution. War-power legislation simply
requiring the President to report his commitment of troops to
combat seems to involve "means" alone. But such legislation
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moves toward constitutional "definition" if it requires prior
congressional approval for American use of force except on
certain occasions defined in the statute; or if it puts a deadline
on any use of force begun by the President alone unless Congress subsequently approves the venture; or if it pennits Congress to end an executive use of force by concurrent resolution,
that is, by a measure not subject to veto.
Once war-power legislation moves beyond means to definition, it has no more right to automatic acceptance by the President than his constitutional claims have to automatic acceptance by Congress. If the President signs the act, he concedes its
claims, opening the way to consensus. If he vetoes it and is
upheld, then no law formally exists, but prudence may lead the
Executive to accept many of the measure's would-be requirements, and the legislators will have a concrete notion of the war
powers that they think are constitutionally theirs. If the President's veto is overridden, he may still refuse to acknowledge
the legislation, unless the courts tell him to do so. Prudence,
however, will dictate even more strongly his acquiescence in
the act's requirements, and Congress will be even more confident of its war-power role. Still, if the legislation strongly
offends the President's understanding of his constitutional
powers or of the national good, he may defy it. And he almost
surely will obey only the narrow letter of the law. In other
words, a war-power statute is most likely to foster a clear, enforceable division of authority between the two branches if it
is signed by the President. Thus, if there are a few basics on
which the two branches can agree, the legislation ought to stick
to them, leaving other aspects of the division of authority to
evolve from these basics.
It comes as no surprise, then, that the War Powers Resolution
of 1973 and its proponents took care to stress that they were
not engaged in constitutional definition. As Section 2(a) of the
measure chastely states: "It is the purpose of this joint resolution
to fulfill the intent of the framers of the Constitution . . . ." Or
in the words of Senator Muskie:
.
The bill does not undertake to impose on the President a modification
of his constitutional powers. It does not undertake to assert a restate-

229

ment of Congress' view as to the President's role with respect to the
wannaking power.
What it undertakes to do is to establish a procedure for comity as to
different views in the future, so that Congress can be brought in from
the periphery of the warmaking power to its center in order to exercise its proper role. of
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The Executive disagreed. President Nixon felt that "the restrictions which this resolution would impose upon the authority of
the President are ... unconstitutional," adding that "[t]he
only way in which the constitutional powers of a branch of the
Government can be altered is by amending the Constitutionand any attempt to make such alterations by legislation alone
is clearly without force."s While it grates to hear a President
say that constitutional change nlay come only by formal
amendment in light of our Executives' historic taste for amendment by practice, it was seemly for ~Ir. Nixon to point out that
the War Powers Resolution does attempt a bit of constitutional
definition in Congress's image. That fact has lessened the generosity with which the White House has inlplemented the
measure.
The6 steps leading to its enactment \Vere complex and contentious. They began with efforts by Senator Fulbright in the late
1960s to reduce presidential freedom in foreign affairs. On
June 25,1969, the Senate by vote of iO to 16 adopted the following proviso, a modified version of one that the Senator had
introduced ahnost two years earlier:
Resolved, That (1) a national commitment for the purpose of this
resolution means the use of the armed forces of the United States on
foreign territory, or a promise to assist a foreign country. government
or people by the use of the armed forces or financial resources of the
United States, either immediately or upon the happening of certain
events, and (2) it is the sense of the Senate that a national commitment
by the United States results only from affirmative action taken by the
executive and legislative branches of the lTnited States Government
by means of a treaty, statute, or concurrent resolution of both Ilouses
of Congress specifically providing for such a commitment. j

On November 16, 1970, by a "ote of 2J~9 to 39, the House of
Representatives took its initial step, passing a rneaSllre requir-
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ing the President to report quickly to Congress, in writing, concerning the legal basis, circumstances, and anticipated scope of
any commitment of American troops abroad, whether to enlarge forces already there, make new deployments, or fight.
Later House resolutions leading to ultimate agreement with the
Senate in the fall of 1973 became progressively more severe in
their limits on presidential freedom, but the Representatives
continued to hinge their scheme on after-the-fact reporting by
the Executive.
The Senate, to the contrary, was more interested in preventing the President from acting in the first place without prior
congressional approval, except in a few carefully defined circumstances. Thus Section 3 of the Senators· 1973 bill provided
that
[i]n the absence of a declaration of war by the Congress, the Armed
Forces of the United States may be introduced in hostilities, or in
situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances, only(1) to repel an armed attack upon the United States, its territories
and possessions; to take necessary and appropriate retaliatory actions
in the event of such an attack; and to forestall the direct and imminent
threat of such an attack;
(2) to repel an amled attack against the Armed Forces of the United
States located outside of the United States, its territories and possessions. and to forestall the direct and imminent threat of such an attack;
(3) to protect while evacuating citizens and nationals of the United
States. as rapidly as possible, from (A) any situation on the high seas
involving a direct and imminent threat to the lives of such citizens and
nationals. or (B) any country in which such citizens and nationals are
present with the express or tacit consent of the government of such
country and are being subjected to a direct and imminent threat to
their lives. either sponsored by such government or beyond the
power of such government to control; but the President shall make
every effort to terminate such a threat without using the Armed
Forces of the United States, and shall. where possible. obtain the consent of the government of such country before using the Armed
Forces of the United States to protect citizens and nationals of the
United States being evacuated from such country; or
(4) pursuant to specific statutory authorization . . . .B
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As majorities in the House and Senate struggled toward con)promise, the donlinant issue remained whether to try to define
the occasions on which the President Inight use for{'e without
prior congressional approval, and if he might, whether the
President had. independent constitutional authority to act under
those circumstances or merely delegated authority from Congress. Crucial also was the issue whether to impose time limits
on any presidential action, and if so, what deadlines (30 days?
120?), measured from which tripwire (from the time of an
executive order committing the troops? from the moment Congress receives the President's report? and if that, how long to
submit the report after the order?). Also hotly debated was
whether Congress should be able to end an executive initiative
by inaction-by siInply failing to vote one way or another on it,
as opposed to explicitly voting no. 9 Similarly contested was
whether Congress might stop executive action by concurrent
; resolution or whether it should do so only by a vote subject to
presidential veto. Finally, the nature of presidential consultation with Congress was the subject of much concern. While the
House would not touch the Senate's definitional approach, it
did warm to the notions of a deadline on presidential initiatives
and their termination either by congressional inaction or concurrent resolution. The growing militancy of the House is epitomized by evolution in the consultation language included in
the various House resolutions. The first urged the President to
consult with Congress "when feasible." The fourth and last demanded that "the President in every possible instance shall
consult with the leadership ann appropriate committees of the
Congress . . . . 10
On October 10, 1973, the Senate agreed by a vote of i5 to
20 to a compromise based on the House version. The Representatives concurred hvo days later, 238 to 123. On October 24
President N L'Con vetoed the iegislation, finding it "hoth unconstitutional and dangerous to the best interest of our Nation."
On November 7 Congress overrode the veto. The text of the
Resolution and veto appear in Appendix C. They are prime
examples of conflicting congressional and executive claims regarding the war powers.
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Congressional opinion was not mon"olithic. Though the "Var
Powers Resolution as adopted did not include the constitutional definition that Senator Jacob J avits had championed, he
nonetheless liked it: "The fact is that never in the history of this
country has an effort been made to restrain the war powers in
the hands of the President . . . . [I]t will make history in this
country as has never been made before."ll But some other
supporters of the Senate's definitional approach viewed the
Resolution "as a historic surrender:' not"a historicrecapture."12
Thomas F. Eagleton and Gaylord Nelson, cosponsors of the
Senate bill, bitterly opposed the final act. In Eagleton's tenns:
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If we are reluctant to deal with the constitutional issue of prior authority, then we will continue to be confronted in years to come with the
prospect of desperately trying to stop misbegotten wars.
War powers legislation that is meaningful has to deal with the
fundamental causes of the constitutional impasse that plagued the
Nation for the past decade. It must ... in the most precise legal
language, carefully spell out those powers which adhere to the Executive by reason of his status as Commander in Chief and his obligation to act in emergencies to repel attacks upon the Nation, its
forces, and its citizens abroad. For the rest, such legislation must
make clear that all remaining decisions involved in taking the Nation
to war are reserved to the elected representatives of the people-as
the Constitution so says, the Congress. 13
But others equally devoted to congressional prerogative
feared precisely such a spelling out of presidential authority.
Senator Fulbright had cautioned:

I
I

(

I am apprehensive that the very comprehensiveness and precision of
the contingencies listed . . . may be drawn upon by future Presidents to explain or justify military initiatives which would otherwise
be difficult to explain or justify. A future President might, for instance, cite "secret" or "classified" data to justify almost any conceivable foreign military initiative as essential to "forestall the direct
and imminent threat" of an attack on the United States or its anned
forces abroad. I ..

And, of course, a significant number of legislators saw even the
House approach, embodi~d in the adopted Resolution, as an
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unconstitutional or unwise restriction on presidential power.
These people made up nlost of the 18 Senators and 135 Hepresentatives who voted to sustain the President's veto.
"Vhy after almost hvo hundred years did Conwess bring
itself to institutional legislation on the war powers? A variety of
factors were at work, some rooted in the Constitution and
others in passing political exigencies-as is usually the case with
great constitutional issues. ~Iajorities in Congress felt a need to
reassert themselves in decisions about war and peace. President
Nixon's 1970 Cambodian incursion, sprung as suddeQly on
Congress as on the North Vietnalnese. his Christmas bonlbing
of North Vietnam in 1972, carried out in the teeth of profound
congressional disquiet, and his continued bombing of Cambodia in the summer of 1973, after Congress had forced an end
to American fighting in Vietnaln, all against a background of
presidential sway during the Cold \Var, had created serious
constitutional imbalance, so far as most Senators and Representatives were concerned.
Further, it was presidential prerogative's bad luck that the
gestation of the War Powers Resolution coincided with \Vatergate. The latter led most Congressmen to see constitutional imbalance in many aspects of executive power, not just those
involving foreign affairs. Final action on the Resolution coalesced with the dislnissal of Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox
and the ensuing resignation of Attorney General Elliot Richardson, as well as with the mushrooming \Vhite House tapes controversy.
More mundane factors were also at work. Before the vote on
Nixon's veto of the Resolution, the House in 1973 had sustained
five successive executive vetoes. Its Democratic majority was
eager to override for the sake of the party. Similarly, the 1972
election had produced numerous new members of Congress,
most of them Democrats eager to vote against anything Nixonian. There was also a successful lobhying effort to win for the
override a number of Representatives who had voted against
the Resolution on the ground that it was too \veak. Five such
votes were turned around; the override margin in the House
was four votes. Finally, rnajority sentirnent in both Congress
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and the country had decisively rejected continued American
involvement in Indochina, thereby removing the inhibitions on
votes against a President and his policy that exist when the
country is at war. Conditions were prime for Congress to stake
an unparalleled claim to the war powers.

Constitutional Definition
In the War Powers Resolution, two-thirds of the Senate and
House defined the Constitution as subjecting to legislative
control all American involvement in imminent or actual combat, except perhaps for hostilities on American territory. Thus
under Section 5(b) of the measure, the absence of congressional approval for such involvenlent compels its end after
sixty days, unless Congress extends the deadline, is unable to
meet in the wake of armed attack on America, or the President
obtains an extra thirty days of grace by certifying in writing
that our troops' safety requires their continued use during the
withdrawal process. And under Section 5(c), "at any time that
United States Armed Forces are engaged in hostilities outside
the territory of the United States, its possessions and territories
without a declaration of war or specific statutory authorization,
such forces shall be removed by the President if the Congress
so directs by concurrent resolution." In short, Congress claims
that the President may not constitutionally commit our forces
to foreign hostilities unless the legislators either explicitly authorize combat in advance or ratify it within a set time after its
beginning. Further, Congress asserts that no veto is constitutionally permissible when the legislative process runs in reverse, that is, when the President commits troops without prior
congressional authorization. In that event, Section 5(b) permits
either the House or Senate to terminate the executive initiative
simply by failing to ratify it before the statutory deadline, and
Section 5(c) permits majorities in both houses to abrogate it at
any time by concurrent resolution.
The principal parent of the Resolution, Representative
Clement J. Zablocki, described its potential in these terms:
Our purpose . . . was to provide Congress with a two-barrel approach . . . to ending a commitment of troops ordered by the Pres i-
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dent. The first of that so-called two-barrel approach involves the 60day period at the end of which the President would have to end the
commitment of troops unless Congress, in effect, exercises its exclusive warmaking powers by endorsing or approving the action
through a declaration of war or a specific authorization. . . .
The second barrel ... involves the concurrent resolution which
we regard as a statutorily legal method of ending the commitment of
troops. The thought behind the desirability of the concurrent resolution route is obvious: since the Constitution gives Congress-and
only Congress-the power to declare war, Congress had to have a
nonvetoable method of demonstrating, if it so chose, that it did not
wish to declare war, even before the expiration of the SO·day period.
We recognized that the Constitution clearly states that the President
is Commander in Chief but it also states with even greater clarity that
only Congress can declare war.
Granted, Congress may have abdicated that power over the last
few decades through inaction; as a result, Presidents began to assume
the power. In time, this assumption of power by Presidents led to the
erroneous idea that it was an inherent or implied Presidential power .15
Having claimed legislative control over American involvement in combat, Congress went on in the Resolution to read the
Constitution as requiring prior legislative approval for such
involvement except on two occasions. Thus Section 2(c): "The
constitutional powers of the President as Commander-in-Chief
to introduce United States Armed Forces into hostilities, or into
situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly
indicated by the circumstances, are exercised only pursuant to
(1) a declaration of war, (2) specific statutory authorization, or
(3) a national emergency created by attack upon the United
States , its territories or possessions, or its armed forces. In the.
legislators' view, the President on his own authority may conshtutionally commit us to combat simply to repel an attack on
American territory or on our troops abroad. IS Ironically, this
reading of executive prerogative is narrower even than the
definition in the Senate hill. quoted previously.
Congress nailed Section 2(c)'s constitutional position tighter
in Section 8(d) (2): "Nothing in this joint resolution . . . shall
be construed as granting any authority to the President with
respect to the introdu~tion of United States Anned Forces into
If
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hostilities or into situations wherein an involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances which authority
he would not have had in the absence of this joint resolution."
And the legislators apparently hoped to force the President
either to accept their reading of the Constitution in Section 2( c),
openly defy it, or to plead mea culpa, ~.ecause Se~ti~n 4(a) (B)
demands that he explain to Congress the constItutIonal . . .
authority" for any commitment of troops to combat, should he
do so without prior legislative approval.
How do the constitutional conclusions of the War Powers
Resolution stand in relation to those reached in Chapters VIII
and IX? The judgment that American involvement in combat is
ultimately subject to congressional control seems sound for reasons developed there. Equally sound is the act's provision that
Congress may end presidential initiatives by concurrent resolution, again for reasons already noted. 17
But the legislation's apparent distinction between combat on
American territory and abroad lacks merit. In both instances,
as suggested previously, Congress should ha~e ~uth~ri~ to
curb executive war making. IS Nor does the ResolutIon mdlcate
with sufficient clarity that Congress may condition, as well as
terminate, executive policy. The distinction between an absolute congressional ban on American involvement in combat
and the imposition of congressional conditions on it has already
been noted. Explicit recognition of the distinction is important
to avoid presidential pretense that such conditio~s ~re the sa~e
as strategy or tactics and therefore wholly wlthm executive
control.
The act's assumption that Congress must explicitly approve
executive use of force, if the use is to be constitutional, does
not seem ultimately sound. Defects in such a notion, especially
one buttressed by a deadline for ratification, have already been
detailed. Similarly, Section 2( c)'s severe limits on presidential
discretion to commit troops have scant merit. Under this section's constitutional definition, Presidents could never on their
own authority direct American troops to confront those of
another state in order to protect American civilians or property
attacked abroad, to assist international peace keeping or
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humanitarian rescue, to defend the territorial integrity of
Mexico against foreign attack, and the like.
While the union of Sections 2(c), 4(a) (B), and 8(d) (2), described earlier, suggests that the legislators meant their niggardly reading of presidential war powers to govern American
practice,19 other evidence exists that this was not really congressional intent. The October 4, 1973, "Joint Explanatory
Statement of the Committee of Conference" hedged: "Section
2( c) is a statement of the authority of the Commander-in-Chief
respecting the introduction of United States Armed Forces into
hostilities or into situations where imminent involvenlent in
hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances. Subsequent
sections of the joint resolution are not dependent upon the language of this subsection, as was the case with a sinlilar provision
of the Senate bill . . . ."20 Senator Eagleton dismissed the
section as .. the pious pronouncement of nothing."21 Senator
~Iuskie attempted an explanation that seems as cogent as any,
other than that the provision was included to placate backers of
the Senate bill: 22
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It is true ... that this language is not operative language.
Why was it put into the bill?
It was put into the bill as an indication that, in enacting a hill, Congress did not intend to surrender any of its constitutional powers with
respect to the making of war.
The remainder of the bill is a procedural bill. undertaken to insure
consultation by the President with Congress and undertaking to put
in the hands of Congress the procedure for tenninating any hostilities
into which the President may have plunged us, whether or not his
action in so doing confonned with our view as to what his constitutional powers might be. 23

Presidents Ford and Carter ignored the litnits of Section
2(C),24 and their successors are likely to ignore them. The State
Department has concluded that the proviso" does not constitute
a legally binding definition of the President's Constitutional
power as Commander-in-Chief. "25 And while modest as such
definitions go, the June 1975 fornlulation of that power by the
Department's Legal Adviser offered no comfort to the provision:
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Besides the three situations listed in subsection 2(c) ...• it appears that the President has the constitutional authority to use the
Armed Forces to rescue American citizens abroad, to rescue foreign
nationals where such action directly facilitates the rescue of U.S.
citizens abroad, to protect U.S. Embassies and Legations abroad, to
suppress civil insurrection, to implement and administer the terms of
an armistice or cease-fire designed to terminate hostilities involving
the United States, and to carry out the tenns of security commitments
contained in treaties. We do not, however, believe that any such list
can be a complete one, just as we do not believe that any single definitional statement can clearly encompass every conceivable situation in
which the President's Commander in Chief authority could be exercised. 28

the prudent fulfillment by each branch of its constitutional responsibilities. [The Resolution] includes certain constructive measures
:which would foster this process by enhancing the flow of infonnation
from the executive branch to the Congress. Section 3, for example,
,calls for consultations with the Congress before and during the involvement of United States forces in hostilities abroad. This provision
is consistent with the desire of this Administration for regularized
consultations with the Congress in an even wider range of circumstances.

Ironically, after the act went into effect. the most bitter congressional charges that "the executive branch proclivity is toward evasive and selective interpretation" of the Resolution
have concerned consultation. 28

To the extent that Section 2(c) does lack binding effect, its
unduly restrictive view of presidential authority is softened.
But, to precisely that same extent, the legislation takes on a
quixotic air, detrimental to the rule of law. Clear, enforceable
constitutional rules, as well as the war-power ends discussed
earlier, would have been better served had Congress foregone
the section.

Information
Legislative decisions about the use of force depend on the
timely receipt by Congress of pertinent infonnation, much of it
from the President. ~Iatters relevant to his reporting include
what sorts of circumstances require a report, how rapidly it
must be made, its content, whether it is to be periodically updated, and the mechanics for laying it before the various legislators. Sections 4 and 5(a) of the Resolution deal with these
questions:

Implementing Procedures
How does the War Powers Resolution implement the legislators' definition of the constitutional requirements? As just
noted, it provides very few means to enforce Section 2(c). The
legislation is far more thorough about obtaining infonnation
from, and consultation with, the President and about focused,
expedited congressional action on the particulars of any use of
force. President Nixon's veto message did not attack these
aspects of the act. As the State and Defense Departments
pointed out in June 1975, the message "indicated that portions
of the War Powers Resolution, includingsections5(b) and5(c),
are unconstitutional. No such position was expressed as to section 4," concerning presidential reports to Congress. 27 In fact,
one of the few provisions of the Resolution singled out for
praise in the veto message was the third, or consultation, section:
The responsible and effective exercise of the war powers requires
the fullest cooperation between the Congress and the Executive and
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Sec. 4(a) In the absence of a declaration of war, in any case in
which United States Armed Forces are introduced(1) into hostilities or into sihlations where imminent involvement
in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances;
(2) into the territory, airspace or waters of a foreign nation, while
equipped for combat, except for deployments which relate solely to
supply, replacement, repair, or training of such forces; or
(3) in numbers which substantially enlar~e United States Armed
Forces equipped for combat already located in a foreign nation:
the President shall submit within 48 hours to the Speaker of the House
. . . and to the President pro tempore of the Senate a report, in writing, setting forth(A) the circumstances necessitating th~ introduction of United
States Armed Forces;
(B) the constitutional and legislative authority under which such
introduction took place; and
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(C) the estimated scope and duration of the hostilities or involvement.
(b) The President shall provide suc~ other i?fo~ation as th~
Congress may request in the fulfillment of Its constitutional responsIbilities with respect to committing the Nation to war and to the use of
United States Armed Forces abroad.
(c) ... [T]he President shall,. ~~ long ~s su~h armed forces
continue to be engaged in such hostlhtles or SItuatIon, report to the
Congress periodically on the status of such ho~~~ities or. situ~tion as
well as on the scope and duration of such hostilIties or Situation, but
in no event shall he report to the Congress less often than once every
six months.
Sec.5(a) Each report submitted pursuant to section 4(a) (1) shall
be transmitted to the Speaker . . . and to the President pro tempore
. . . on the same calendar day. Each report so transmitted shall be
referred to the Committee on [International Relations] of the House
of Representatives and to the Committee on Forei~ Relati~ns of the
Senate for appropriate action. If. when the report 15 transmltte~, t~e
Congress has adjourned sine die or has adjourned for any penod m
excess of three calendar days, the Speaker . . . and the President
pro tempore . . . if they deem it advisable (or if petitioned by at
least 30 percent of the membership of their respe~tive Houses~ shall
jointly request the President to conv~ne Co~gress 10 order that It may
consider the report and take appropnate action . . . .

Sections 4 and 5(a) are basically sound, with several reservations. There is no reason for Section 4(a) to dispense wit~ a
presidential report if Congress has declared war, while requll'ing one if Congress has previously authorized the use of force
by legislation other than a fonnal declaratio? 29 S~ce Section
8(a) of the Resolution indicates that the PreSIdent IS to assume
authority to use force only from the most explicit congressional
statements to that effect, all prior legislative approvals should
be regarded as the same, whether they are clothed in a declaration of war or some other form.
.
There is some ambiguity in the terms used by Section 4( a) (1)
to (3) to describe what sorts of circumstances. require a re~or~.
The first answer to this ambiguity must corne m the Executive s
appraisal of the facts of each case. In October 1974 Secretary of
State Kissinger explained that
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several months ago the Office of the Secretary of Defense instituted
an arrangement whereby the Legal Adviser to the Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff informs the Department of Defense General
Counsel of all troop deployment actions routed through the Chajrman's office which could raise a question as to whether a report to the
Congress is required. In implementation of that arrangement a written instruction was promulgated establishing a War Powers Reporting System within the Operations Directorate of the JCS. Arrangements have been made for this Deparbnent's Legal Adviser to receive the same infol1l1ation as is supplied to the DOD General
Counsel. Consultations between the two departments'legal counsels
will be arranged as needed. 30

Especially open to disagreement are the meaning of "hostilities" and "imminent involvement. Legislative history of the
Resolution indicates that Congress meant for these words to
cast a broad net: "In addition to a situation in which fighting
actually has begun, hostilities also encompasses a state of confrontation in which no shots have been fired but where there is
a clear and present danger of armed conflict. ·Imminent
hostilities' denotes a situation in which there is a clear potential
either for such a state of confrontation or for actual armed conflict:'31 The State and Defense Departments adopted more
restrictive "working definitions" of these terms:
tt

U[H]ostilities" . . . mean a situation in which units of the U.S. amled
forces are actively engaged in exchanges of fire with opposing units
of hostile forces, and ··imminent hostilities" ... mean a sihlation in
which there is a serious risk from hostile fire to the safety of United
States forces. In our view, neither term necessarily encompasses irregular or infrequent violence which may occur in a particular area.
. . . Whether or not . . . rifle fire constitute[ s] hostilities would
seem to us to depend upon the nature of the source of this rifle firei.e., whether it came from a single individual or from a battalion of
troops, the intensity of the fire, the proximity of hostile weapons
and troops to the helicopter landing zone, and other evidence that
might indicate an intent and ability to confront U.S. forces in
armed combat. 32
.
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These interpretative issues matter, of course, because they
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As regards Section 4(a) (A&C), a more particularized statement of content would be desirable (since Presidents will be
prone to say as little as possible):3; for instance, requirements
that the Executive set forth (1) the precise objectives of his action, (2) the American personnel, money, and other resources
committed to it, (3)' the geographical areas affected by the
action, (4) the length of time that particular resources have
been committed to particular areas, and (5) his projection of
future developments regarding each of the above. If any of this
information might aid the enemy, procedures could be developed to make reasonably likely its submission and receipt
in confidence. Section 4(a) (B) poses other problems. As already suggested, its requirenlent that the President state "the
constitutional ... authority" under which he acted seems
designed either to force him to accept the stingy reading of his
authority in Section 2(c), to defy it openly, or to admit guilt for
having transgressed it. The Section 4(a) (B) requirement that he
state "the legislative authority" under which he acted, if any,
presumably refers to statutory approval other than declarations
of war, since no report is required under the latter. This proviso
renews the needless dichotomy between the two just mentioned. There would be merit, however, in requesting the President to justify his action under international law, including
treaties. The degree to which the action is or is not legal under
that law is an element Congress must weigh in determining
whether the action's costs to the country outweigh its benefits.
Section 4(b) is little more than hortatory, since it fails to deal
with the extent to which the President in the exercise of his constitutional war powers is entitled to withhold information from
the legislators. If the act means to suggest that the President has
no such right, even as to strategic and tactical data, it strays.
Section 4( c) has greater merit. Periodic reporting by the President during any ongoing use of force is essential to ensure that
Congress remains capable of infonned decision making and
that it is presented with recurrent, unavoidable occasions to
take a position. Whatever the content requirelnents for the initial presidential report, supplemental reports should update all
pertinent categories. Section 5(a) provides apt means for laying
the facts of American involvenlent in conI bat before those con-

I

deternline whether the President should report at all and, if so,
whether under Section 4(a) (1), rather than under Section
4(a) (2) or (3). Recall that under Section 5 of the act, only Section 4( a) (1) circumstances give Congress the power to end an
executive initiative by inaction or concurrent resolution.
This does not mean that a President can count on avoiding
the Resolution by flatly refusing to report or by declining to
report under Section 4(a) (1) even though hostilities are at
hand. Senator Javits has felt "it . . . timely to remind the
Executive Branch-as was made clear during the floor debate
on the Conference Report-failure properly to label a report
required . . . under Section 4, or even a failure to submit a
required report, will in no way delay or frustrate the triggering of the 60-day clock and the provisions of Sections 4
through 7 of the law."33 In 1975 the Legal Adviser to the State
Department did not quarrel with this view, though he noted
that the Executive is just as entitled as Congress to interpret
what the Resolution requires: "[I] t is perfectly within the power
of Congress to deCide even if we reported under 4(a) (2) that it
was really 4(a) (1) and treat that as the beginning of the 6O-day
or 90-day period trigger. I don't agree that the competency is
absolute. . . . [T]he Executive can have an interpretation just
as the Congress can have an interpretation and in the last analysis it would arise on some sort of lawsuit which the courts would
probably decide."34
Section 4(a) directs that the President report to Congress
"within 48 hours" after "any case [listed in Sections 4(a) (1) to
(3)] in which United States Armed Forces are introduced."35It
is not likely that the Executive can both manage a crisis and prepare a report in much less time. The Mayaguez report anticipated the deadline by four hours. It reached the offices of the
Speaker and President pro tempore in the middle of the night,
after the President "had to be awakened at 2 o'clock in the
morning in order to read and sign his report . . . ."36 But it is
also true that many American uses of forces will be over before
a 48-hour report makes its way to the legislators. Thus, to the
extent that the Resolution depends on congressional reaction to
formal executive reports, it concedes control over short-term
military crises to the President.
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gressional committees m~st ~ompetent .to deal with them, as
well as apt means for brmglng the legIslators as a whole together if they are out of session when crisis -develo~s and the
circumstances warrant their immediate consideratIon of the
President's action.
The Resolution does not deal with secret reporting, but its
terms implicitly accommodate it. Nothing is said, for instance,
about automatic disclosure of the President's report in whole to
all members of Congress, and certainly nothing is said about its
automatic disclosure to the public. If the President is, in fact, to
report meaningfully in all the circumstances covered by Section 4(a), he must have reasonable confidence that secr~ts told
Congress will remain secret. On the other hand, t?e legIslators
must be assured that vital information is not WIthheld from
them simply because it undercuts executive desires; and Co~
gress cannot be bound to keep pre~identi~1 secrets wh~n It
believes public awareness of them IS crucIal to the national
interest. Most of these difficulties could be met by a constructive relationship between the Executive, on the one hand, and
the Speaker, President pro tempore, and the Senate and Ho.use
foreign affairs committees, on the other. I~ ought t~ be ?osslbl~
for these legislators to receive and keep 1OfonnatIon 10 confIdence until the President agrees to its disclosure to the rest38 of
Congress or until a majority of both committees so vote.

Consultation

The War Powers Resolution of 1973
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In addition to calling for formal presidential reports, the Resolution seeks to obtain a legislative voice in war and peace
decisions by demanding that the President exchange vi~ws
with the legislators and seek their advice about ?ll AmerIcan
moves into or toward hostilities, except when Circumstances
utterly preclude consultation. Section 3 st~tes: "The President
in every possible instance shall consult WIth Con~e.ss be~ore
introducing United States Armed Forces.into h~~t~htI~s or Into
situations where imminent involvement 10 hostilItIes IS clearly
indicated by the circumstances, and after every such ~ntro~uc
tion shall consult regularly with the Congress until UnIted
States Armed Forces are no longer engaged in hostilities or
have been removed from such situations." According to the

Resolution's legislative history, this "consultation" is to be a
meaty process:
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The use of the word "every" reflects the committee's belief that
suc,h consultation prior to the commitment of armed forces should be
inclusive. In other words, it should apply in extraordinary and emergency circumstances-even when it is not possible to get formal congressional approval in the form of a declaration of war or other
specific authorization.
At the same time, through use of the word "possible" it recognizes
that a situation may be so dire, e.g. hostile missile attack underway,
and require such instantaneous action that no prior consultation will
be possible. It is therefore simultaneously firm in its expression of
Congressional authority yet flexible in recognizing the possible need
for swift action by the President which would not allow him time to
consult first with Congress.
The second element of section [3] relates to situations after a commitment of forces has been made (with or without prior consultation).
In that instance, it imposes upon the President, through use of the
word "shall:' the obligation to "consult regularly with such Members
and committees until such United States Armed Forces are no longer
engaged in hostilities or have been removed from areas where hostilities may be imminent."
A considerable amount of attention was given to the definition of
consultation. Rejected was the notion that the consultation should be
synonymous with merely being informed. Rather, consultation in this
provision meal1S that a decision is pending on a problem and that
Members of Congress are being asked by the President for their
advice and opinions and, in appropriate circumstances, their approval of action contemplated. Furthermore, for consultation to be
meaningful, the President himself must participate and ~ll information relevant to the situation must be made available. 39

Two defects in Section 3 are somewhat troublesome. First, it
does not require consultation in Section 4(a) (2) and (3) circumstances, only 4(a) (1). The Executive has carefully noted this
distinction, disclaiming any statutory duty to consult about new
deployments or substantial increases in old ones. But as the
State Department told a House subcommittee, 'Jhe President
has not made anything of that; he intends to consult irrespective
of which of these paragraphs an action may fall under."40 From
a "policy viewpoint" influential legislators have urged the
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Executive to continue to make nothing of the distinction. 41
Nonetheless, it is alive and well as a matter of law.
Second, Section 3 leaves the President significant discretion
to choose which Senators and Representatives he will consult
and when to talk with them. Obviously, the less often they
meet during a crisis, and the less the chosen legislators know
about foreign affairs, the more trivial the consultation is likely
to be. Triviality is probable when the President inserts into a
continuous process of executive decision making a few episodic gatherings with congressional leaders, chosen without
regard to their foreign affairs expertise and responsibilities.
By way of remedy, one Representative has suggested that

Relations Committee and tht' House International Relations Committee. If the President would also like to consult with the leadershipthat is fine and that is icing on the cake. n

Recall the remedy proposed in Chapter X: more delegation of
foreign-affairs authority by Congress to a few members who
would be expected to work with the Executive throughout the
course of a crisis.
~'feaningful collaboration behveen the Presid~nt and Congress, from the first through the eleventh hours, constitutes the
war-power millennium. Section 3 of the Resolution seeks it.
The section by itself, however, does little nlore than exhort, unless it is backed by a growing congressional capacity for coordinated, informed, tinlely decision making, by greater congressional will to take and assume responsibility for decisions
about war and peace, and by heightened congressional zeal to
cajole and coerce the President into consultation. As Senator
Javits said, "If Congress sits back passively and merely awaits
Executive fulfillnlent of the reporting requirements of the law,
the key policy decisions will continue to be monopolized by
the Executive Branch, as they were in the decades leading up to
enactment of the \Var Powers Resolution."44

[t]o have a really meaningful advise and counsel procedure in~olving
legislative action, I would think that it would .be almost essential t~at
[the congressional consultees] drop everythmg else they are domg
and stay with the NSC during this ~'-day period in this instance or
any other unfolding crisis to be there to consider an~ eval.uate ~he
facts as they are perceived and as they may change dunng thls perIod
of time.
Otherwise. if they are brought in for advi[ c]e and consultation at
the time of the first meeting of the NSC with the President, all of that
might be totally outdated by what happens a few h?urs later: It.might
really be well for the President in the future to do hIS best to mSlst that
the Speaker of the House and the minority leader as well as t~e ~a
jority and minority leaders in the Senate come and stay there With him
and consider this crisis as it unfolds. 42

Improved Procedures for Congressional Action

And one Senator has argued that consultation should draw on
"the expertise of the members of the committee that are pertinent to the issue":
If you call in the leadership, they don't know what they are being
called in for-some general subject dealing with the war in Southeast
Asia or the seizure of the Mayaguez. Then you consult with them and
then they have to go back and find out what their part~cular ~ons~it
uent body thinks, whereas if he consults the substantlve legts~atlv.e
standing committees he is getting the view of that body which IS
charged with making recommendations on that subject to its own
House.
So I respectfully submit first and foremost that that should be ~he
established method of consultation, that is with the Senate Forelgn
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We have already seen how Section 5 ends a presidential initiative when (1) the House or Senate fails to ratify it within 60
days, subject to certain exceptions, or (2) Congress at any point
votes it down by concurrent resolution. As is true of much of
the other implementing detail in the act, there is nothing magic
about the 60 days. They were born of the House's preference
for 120 and the Senate's for 30, and many have disagreed about
the likely effect of any particular time period. Devotees of congressional prerogative differ, for example, some finding 30
days essential lest the President have time to lock Congress into
his policy by fait accompli, others fearing 30 days wOHlrl allow
the President to win ral1y-round-the-flag support. But whatever the time period, it does encourage focused. expedited
congressional attention to the policy at hand.
The 60-day deadline, however. does more hann than good,
for reasons already discussed. Indeed. the purpose of a series of
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complex procedures in Section 6 of the Resolution seems to be
to lessen the possibility that the deadline will arrive without the
legislators' having voted yea or nay. The provisions of Section 6
do not guarantee a definitive vote, nonetheless, because it can
be blocked if either house "shall otherwise detennine by the
yeas and nays." It is also well to be clear that the 60-day proviso
is not the only means to focused, expedited congressional
action. Section 5(c), coupled with the presidential reporting
requirements just 'considered, unavoidably focuses the legislators on the pertinent executive action. And Section 7 deals
with expediting procedures not tied to the OO-day deadline but
related rather to congressional decision by concurrent resolution at any time.
The Section 7 provisions "against filibuster, or committees
pigeon-holing,"4S are a significant step toward rationalizing
Congress's handling of war and peace issues. These provisions
ensure prompt but not precipitate action in the respective foreign affairs committees, on the floor of each house, and in congressional conference deliberations, so long as majorities in
each house believe that rapid action is' desirable. When a
majority in either house does not find it necessary, the pace
slows. Thus, Section 7 is likely to achieve an element essential to
a responsible role for Congress in war-peace decisions: an end
to obstruction of legislative judgment on presidential initiatives.

Early Life
The War Powers Resolution did not get off to a brisk start.
More than 17 months passed before the first presidential report was filed under it. During the interim there was at least
one executive initiative that might well have been reported
under Section 4(a) (2), if not 4(a) (1). While Greece and Turkey
were struggling over Cyprus in 1974, the American Ambassador to that island requested on July 21 the evacuation of local
Americans. President Nixon responded the next day by sending five naval vessels to the area and by permitting 22 helicopter sorties from the V.S.S.Inchon to a British base in Cyprus in
order to remove roughly 400 Americans and 80 foreign nation-
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also On July 23 a joint British-American effort rescued another
135 Americans and foreign nationals. In Senator Eagleton's
view, the Executive's failure to report any of this activity violated the Resolution. The Senator was unable. however, to
bring others in Congress to take a similar view of the matterperhaps because no hostilities resulted, Anlerican armed forces
did not land on any part of Crprus where they were unwe].
come, and the President traditionally has had a prerogative to
rescue Americans threatened abroad. The fact remains that the
Resolution could have been read to require a report on the
operation. The President's refusal to do so, and Congress's disinclination to remonstrate with him, did nothing for a generous
view of the legislation.
Content of sorts for it carne during the last spaSIIlS of American military involvenlent in Indochina. President Ford sent
three reports to Congress regarding the evacuation of Americans and foreign nationals. The first report on April 4, 19i5,
concerned the removal of thousands of refugees from Danang,
Vietnam, to safer points south. The second on April12 reported
rescuing Americans and foreign nationals trapped in Phnonl
Penh, Canlbodia. The third followed on April 30. ahout the
evacuation from Saigon. No hostilities were involved in the
Danang operation; limited enenl}' fire seems to have he en received during the Cambodian venture, with no AmpriC'an response or casualties; some comhat was involved at Saigon and
there were American losses. The Saigon operation was tJw most
taxing of the three. A naval task force participated offshore,
70 helicopters and assorted fighters flew numerous sorties. and
865 marines landed in an undertaking that lasted 19 hours. Approxirnately 1,400 Americans. 5,600 Vietnanlese and 85 others
were removed by helicopter while 30,000 Vietnmnese were
picked up at sea. There was a palpable possibility of heavv
fighting with either comrnunist forces or South \"ietnallles~
troops desperate for rescue.
The reports submitted hy President Ford to \'ongrpss concerning these operations ",pre '\triking in several respect'\. First,
none was expressly suhmitted pursuant to Spction 4(a) (1). The
Danang and Phnom Penh reports cHen 4(a) (2). and the Saigon
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report simply "section 4,"46 Thus the President did not come to
Congress under the only provision in Section 4 that activates
the deadline on executive action and creates the possibility that
Congress may end the venture at' any time by concurrent resolution,
Second, the President was careful to claim independent
power to act. The first report was the most cautious, mixing
constitutional prerogative with statutory authority: "This effort
is being undertaken pursuant to the President's constitutional
authority as Commander-in-Chief and Chief Executive in the
conduct of foreign relations and pursuant to the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961 . . . which authorizes humanitarian assistance to refugees, civilian war casualties and other persons
disadvantaged by hostilities ... in South Vietnam." The next
two reports were more aggressive: "The operation was ordered
and conducted pursuant to the President's Constitutional executive power and authority as Commander-in-Chief of U.S.
Armed Forces." ~hird, the reports were exceptionally terse,
involving little of the detail contemplated by the reporting provisions of the Resolution. Their texts appear in Appendix C.
Fourth, by the tinle the President reported, each of the operations was over. The Resolution did receive its first substance in
the April 1975 reports, but not much.
It is significant, however, that President Ford reported,
despite the Nixon precedent on Cyprus and despite a long tradition of Executives' rescuing Americans threatened abroad.
Ford was encouraged to report because Congress had previously banned the use of federal funds for any nlilitary activities in Indochina. While it was not clear that the ban covered the
evacuation of Americans and foreigners inextricably mixed
with them, it could be read to do so (particularly if hostilities
resulted), and the ban did seem clearly to cover foreigners not
entwined with Americans. 47 Certainly the evacuation operations involved decisions with "hostilities" implications-for
instance, what nationalities were to be rescued, how many
people should be brought out, by what means, over what
period of tiIne, to what extent reliance should be placed on
diplomacy rather than military operations, and to \vhat degree
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combat would be accepted to achieve the predetemlined objectives. \Vith these considerations in mind, the President addressed the Senate and House in joint session on April 10,1975:
"And now I ask the Congress to clarify immediately its restrictions on the use of U.S. nIilitary forces in Southeast Asia for the
limited purposes of protecting American lives by ensuring their
evacuation if this should be necessary, and I also ask prompt
revision of the law to cover those Vietnamese to whom we have
a very special obligation, and whose lives nlay be in danger,
should the worst come to pass,"48
In response to the President's request, both houses passed
bills, each referring to the War Powers Resolution. On April 25
a conference committee reconciled the hvo bills as the Vietnam
Humanitarian Assistance and Evacuation Act of 1975. The
Senate promptly agreed to the conference report and sent it
to the House, where it was to be considered on April 29. But
before it reached the floor, the evacuation of Saigon was well
underway, Calling from the White House,49 Speaker Carl
Albert requested that the measure be withdrawn. It was considered by the House on May 1 and rejected. In short, the President sought explicit authority to use the military-authority
which Congress might have provided and tied to the War
Powers Resolution. \Vhen he had not received prior congressional approval nineteen days after asking for it, he acted n~ne
theless. And he acted despite a legislative ban on military
operations in Indochina, which covered at least part of his
initiative. The House then declined to take a position on the
matter, forfeiting the opportunity at least to ratify what the
President had done and to explicitly involve Congress in its
authorization.
Some in the House had feared that the measure might authorize American reentry into Indochina. By ~Iay 1 others viewed
the matter as moot or wished to avoid too close association with
South Vietnamese refugees. There was strong sentiment
among the foreign affairs leadership of the House and Senate,
however, that the measure be adopted. whether before or after
the fact, to associate Congress with the President in the use of
military force under the \Var Powers Resolution. Senator
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Eagleton's postmortem was characteristically dismal, but more
realistic than not:
Congress fumbled the ball. When the President was forced by events
to order the evacuation from South Vietnam on April 29, the House of
Representatives had not yet completed the final stage in enacting the
necessary legislation. Two days later, when the House finally had the
opportunity to express Congressional will and intent, the House
voted overwhelmingly not to act.
This unfortunate decision raises grave questions about the willingness of Congress to fulfill its constitutional responsibilities. The
President obviously had no authority to use the United States forces
to rescue foreign nationals in Vietnam. Yet our forces evacuated
thousands of Vietnamese. Asked to explain, President Ford tried to
justify his action on "moral" rather than legal grounds. Yet Congress
let the precedent stand. Future Presidents might now conclude that
the Commander in Chief had an inherent right to do what Mr. Ford
did. 50

And as the Atl ilwaukee Joumal said in a

~Iay

23 editorial:

In the spirit of partnership, Ford asked Congress to provide both
money and clear authority to evacuate endangered Vietnamese along
with Americans. While South Vietnam crumbled. Congress wrangled. Dozens of amendments filled the air. Many a lawmaker played
general, trying to link certain kinds of aid to certain military maneuvers under certain conditions. Finally, Ford was forced to rely on
inherent presidential power and order evacuation without companion action by Congress.
From all this, a pointed lesson emerges. On urgent foreign policy
issues, the presidency is still the government's decision making center
-if only because it can move with a crisp singularity that a congressional multitude cannot hope to match. 51

There was sonle congressional feeling that the President
failed to consult with the legislators during the April crises. 52
The emergencies began while Congress w~s in Easter recess.
Nonetheless, the Executive tried to notify the congressional
leadership about the Danang operation. The President spoke to
Congress about the crisis that evolved into the Saigon evacuation. Four days after ~Ir. Ford's message to the House and
Senate, he, along with the Secretaries of State and Defense and
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the Army Chief of Staff, met with the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee to discuss the situation in Southeast Asia. Other
high administration officials testified before several other congressional committees regarding the impending evacuation. 53
While the full objectives of Section 3 of the Resolution may not
have been met in April 1975, neither were they wholly ignored.
Hardly had the Indochina evacuations ended when the new
Cambodian reginle seized an American merchant ship, the
Mayaguez, on ~Iay 12, 1975. To recover the ship and its crew,
protect the rescuers, and retaliate against the aggressors, President Ford sent Anlerican troops into Thailand, used that country as a staging area, and fought the Cambodians. Eight ships,
11 helicopters, 25 planes, and 300 marines were invoh·ed in the
Cambodian hostilities, with the loss of 15 Americans dead, 3
missing, and 50 wounded. During the hostilities the United
States dropped the largest bomb in its nonnuclear arsenal on
the island of Koh Tang. to support marines in battle there.
Anlerican forces bombed a rnilitary airfield and an oil storage
depot in Cambodia, shortly after the crew of the ,\[ayaE!.uez
had been released. 54
Since hostilities were clearly involved, the Presidpnt reported to Congress on ~Iay 15 under Section 4(a) (1) of the Hesolution. But the President chose not to report also under 4(a) (3),
although his operations in Thailand were protested by its gov55
ernment. And as in April, he clahned an independent prerogative to use force. Like the Indochina reports. the l.layafl,uez
account was terse, including, for instance, no explanation of the
basis in international law for the operation. Its text is in Appendix C. And like the Indochina report, the l.fayaguez account
canle after the fact. Finally, the President was not slowed by
the statutory ban on military ventures in Indochina, apparently
because he did not read it to preclude his arnled rescue of
Anlericans attacked abroad.
According to the State n~partnlPnt. 'l·\ ]Ithollgh tlU' ,\IIl'Jaguez incident was a rapidly unfolciing emergency situation,
four separate sets of conllnllnications took place hefv:een the
executive branch and the congressional leadership. "56 Thpse
"communications" did not anlOtmt to much. Senator Javits
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accurately complained that "[t]he consultation of the Congress
prior to the Mayaguez incident resembled to me the old and
discredited practice of informing selected tvlembers of Congress a few hours in advance of the implementation of the
decision already taken within the executive branch."s7 Still, on
~Iay 14 the Senate Foreign Relations Committee announced:
"[W]e support the President in the exercise of his constitutional
powers within the framework of the War Powers Resolution to
secure the release of the ship and its men. "58 Congress as a
whole acquiesced in the level of consultation offered it. So
ended an eight-week period that has been by far the most important in the Resolution's implementation to date.

Post Mayaguez
Several months after leaving the \Vhite House, former President Ford frontally attacked the Resolution on both legal and
practical grounds. In an April 1977 speech he said that there
had been six military crises during his presidency: the four discussed already and two June 1976 evacuations of American
citizens from Lebanon's civil war. No reports under the \Var
Powers Resolution were submitted on the Lebanese ventures.
~Ir. Ford concluded that no reports were legally required
either for them or for his initiatives in Indochina, although reports were in fact filed on the Indochina and ~/ayaguez rescues: "In none of those instances did I believe the \r ar Powers
Resolution applied, and many nlembers of Congress also questioned its applicability in cases of protection and evacuation of
American citizens. Furthermore, I did not concede that the
resolution itself was legally binding on the President on constitutional grounds."s9
~Ir. Ford assessed the act even nlore grimly from a practical
standpoint." He focused first on the difficulties of consultation during the early stages of a crisis:
u

When the evacuation of DaNang was forced upon us during the
Congress's Easter recess, not one of the key bipartisan leaders of the
Congress was in \Vashington.
. . . [H]ere is where we found the leaders of Congress: two were
in Mexico, three were in Greece, one was in the Middle East, one was
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in Europe, and two were in the People's Republic of China. The rest
we found in twelve widely scattered states of the Union.
This, one might say, is an unfair example, since the Congress was
in recess. But it must be remembered that critical world events, especiaJIy military operations, seldom wait for the Congress to meet. III
fact, most of what goes on in the world happens in the middle of the
night, Washington time.
On June 18, 19i6, we began the first evacuation of American citizens from the civil war in Lebanon. The Congress was not in recess,
but it had adjourned for the day.
As telephone caJIs were made, we discovered, among other things,
that one member of Congress had an unlisted number which his press.
secretary refused to divulge. After trying and failing to reach another
member of Congress, we were told by his assistant that the congressman did not need to be reached.
We tried so hard to reach a third member of Congress that our
resourceful White House operators had the local police leave a note
on the congressman's beach cottage door: "Please call the \\'hite
House."SO

The former President then went into "several reasons" why,
.. [w ]hen a crisis breaks, it is impossible to draw the Congress
into the decision-making process in an effective way . . . ."
His reasons constitute a classic statement of executive distaste
for measures such as the Resolution. Legislators are not suited
for crisis managenlent, in f\.lr. Ford's judglnent, for a IlUlnber of
reasons:
First, they have so many other concerns: legislation in committee
and on the floor, constituents to serve, and a thousand other things.
It is impractical to ask them to be as well-versed in fast-breaking
developments as the President, the National Security Council, the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and others who deal with foreign policy and
national security situations every hour of every day.
Second, it is also impossible to wait for a consensus to fonn among
those congressional leaders as to the proper course of action. especially when they are scattered literally around the world and when time is
the one thing we cannot spare. Again, we should ask what the outcome would be if the leaders consulted do not agree among themselves or disagree collectively with the President on an action he considers essential.
Third. there is the risk of disclosure of sensitivE' information
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through insecure means of communication, partic.ularly by telephone. Members of Congress with a great many things on their minds
might also confuse what they hear on the radio news in this day of instant communication with what they are told on a highly classified
basis by the White House.
Fourth, the potential legal consequences of taking executive action
before mandated congressional consultation can be completed may
cause a costly delay. The consequences to the President, if he does not
wait for Congress, could be as severe as impeachment. But the consequences to the nation, if he does wait, could be much worse.
Fifth, there is a question of how consultations with a handful of
congressional leaders can bind the entire Congress to support a course
of action-especially when younger members of Congress are becoming increasingly independent.
Sixth, the Congress has little to gain and much to lose politically by
involving itself deeply in crisis management.
If the crisis is successfully resolved, it is the President who will get
credit for the success. If his efforts are not successful, if the objectives
are not met or if casualties are too high, the Congress will have seriously compromised its right to criticize the decisions and actions of
the President.
Finally, there is absolutely no way American foreign policy can be
conducted or military operations commanded by 535 members of
Congress on Capitol Hill, even if they all happen to be on Capitol
Hill when they are needed.
Domestic policy-for housing, health, education or energy-can
and should be advanced in the calm deliberation and spirited debate I
loved so much as a congressman.
The broad outlines and goals of foreign policy also benefit immensely from this kind of meticulous congressional consideration.
But in times of crisis, decisiveness is everything-and the Constitution plainly puts the responsibility for such decisions on the
shoulders of the President of the United States.
There are institutional-limitations on the Congress which cannot be
legislated away. 81

Mr. Ford's assessment did not move Congress to repeal or
otheJWise limit the Resolution. To the contrary, in July 1977 the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee considered amendments
whose aggregate effect would have been to tighten the act's
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restraints on presidential use of force. 62 Three days of hearings
were held on these proposals as well as on other aspects of the
Resolution's "operation and effectiveness." No amendments
resulted.
Unlike Presidents Nixon and Ford, Jimmy Carter had kind
words for the war-powers legislation. Early in his presidency
he described it as an "appropriate reduction" in the sort of control enjoyed by some Executives before Indochina. Similarly,
Secretary of State Vance indicated during his confirmation
hearings that the Resolution was compatible with the President's constitutional authority and that he anticipated no
problems with its "good faith observance."63 By the same
token, during the Senate Foreign Relations Committee's July
1977 hearings, just mentioned, the Legal Adviser to the State
Department repeated anew: "\Ve believe that con~cientious
observance of the procedures set forth in the Resolution, including effective consultation and tim~ly reporting, will assure
that both the Executive and Legislative Branches possess the
means to exercise their full and proper constitutional responsibilities."64 A year later, in August 1978, the Legal Adviser assured the House International Relations Committee of ~Ir.
Carter's continued "strong support of the \Var Powers Resolu· "65
tIon.
Congress constrained Jimmy Carter in matters of war and
peace less than it did Presidents Nixon and Ford when Indochina and Watergate coalesced, but more than has been customary in the twentieth century. Mr. Carter was required to
provide significant secret infonnation to Congress, especially
its intelligence committees. These committees and others concerned with foreign affairs and the armed forces have been
frequently infonned and consulted, often heeded, by the Executive. Despite presidential objections, the legislators have
insisted on the use of concurrent resolutions to disapprove major arms sales abroad. They have cut off or curbed both military and economic aid to certain countries that the Pn:»sidpnt
very much wished to help. Individual CongTf~ssmen have dealt
directly with foreign representatives-members of the Senate
Foreign Relations Comnlittee conferring with Moshe Dayan in
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a \Vashington hotel about proposed F-15 sales to Saudi Arabia
and Egypt, for instance, and the House of Representatives
threatening to cut off economic aid to South Korea unless its
former ambassador to this country were returned to testify
about South Korean influence buying in Congress. The Senate
has coldly scrutinized the President's treaty initiatives, especially those involving the Panama Canal and SALT II, and
many Congressmen reacted severely when the President alone
terminated this country's Mutual Defense Treaty with the Republic of China.
Influenced by such constraints and by his own predilections,
Mr. Carter used armed force very sparingly until late 1979,
even when nothing more than deployment on the high seas was
at stake. He had no need to report to Congress under the War
Powers Resolution until spring 1980. Some legislators did feel
that the administration's ~(ay 1978 activities in Zaire were reportable. At that time American, Belgian, and French citizens
were threatened by Katangan forces in southern Zaire. Upon
the request of Zaire, as well as Belgium and France, President
Carter ordered U.S. transport aircraft to support rescue operations by Belgian and French troops. From May 19 to 23 the
Air Force flew approximately thirty missions in Zaire, transporting materiel and some French troops to staging areas more
than 100 miles from the site of the fighting. In June, after the
Katangans had been repulsed, the Air Force flew the Belgians
and French out while also transporting into Zaire elements of
an African peace-keeping force. At one point during the June
flights, as French legionnaires were loading a Peugeot onto a
C-141, Zairian troops threatened to fire if the car departed with
the French. The Peugeot was left on the runway without "further incident. The American pilots and their support personnel
took no weapons into Zaire. N or did any American infantry or
fighter aircraft accompany them. 66
Under the circumstances, most Congressmen who paid any
attention to the matter concluded that American forces had not
been introduced either into a situation "where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances" or "into the territory . . . of a foreign nation, V\!hile
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equipped for combat." Thus, no presidential report to Congress was obligatory under Sections 4(a) (1) or 4(a) (2) of the
Resolution. A few Congressmen emphatically disagreed. Their
disquiet led to the August 19i8 HOllse hearings mentioned
above.
Events in the rvliddle East proved to be more trying. Oil from
that area became increasingly central to Western economies
during the late 19705. As the decade neared its end, Iran spun
from being a force for tranquility in the area to a source of acute
instability. In November 1979 the Iranians took American diplomats hostage. After the hostages had been captive for almost
a year, Iraq invaded Iran, heightening the threat to \Vestem oil.
Meanwhile the Soviets invaded Afghanistan, putting Russian
troops on Iran's border and within striking distance of the
Persian Gulf.
In response, President Carter became more active militarily.
He deployed powerful naval forces in the vicinity of Iran, sent
radar command aircraft to Saudi Arabia as well as several
hundred military personnel to operate and maintain equipment
and train the Saudis, established an American military presence
in Egypt, created a Rapid Deployment Force for the Middle
East, and declared the United States would keep the oil flowing one way or another. Carter also suggested that armed action
might be necessary to recover the hostages, and sent six C-130
transports, eight RH-53 helicopters, and roughly ninety combat
troops into Iran on April 24, 1980, in an abortive effort to bring
the captives out. American fighter aircraft from carriers off
Iran were prepared to defend the rescuers against Iranian attack had that proved necessary.
Amid this activity, the President reported under the \Var
Powers Resolution only once, on April 26, 1980. See Appendix
C. He rejected claims that other reports were necessary when,
for instance, the American military presen('e in Saudi Arabia
and the Persian Gulf increased during the Iraqi-Iranian \Var;
Senator Javits agreed with him, as Appendix C indicates.
The April 26, 1980, report was seriously flawed. It said little
and made no mention of Sections 4(a) (1) and (2) of the Resolution, under which it should have been submitted. Tenning
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the rescue effort a uhumanitarian mission," Jimmy Carter simply ignored the fact that the mission, while uhumanitarian" in
purpose, nonetheless "introduced" American armed forces into
a situation "where imminent involvement in hostilities [was]
clearly indicated by the circumstances." Combat with the
Iranians was likely had the rescuers reached Tehran. Combat
with others shch as the Soviets was possible had the rescue
degenerated into a prolonged struggle between American and
Iranian forces. ~Ioreover, the rescue effort obviously introduced U.S. forces Uinto the territory . . . of a foreign nation
. . . while equipped for combat."
The April 26 report also claimed that Carter acted "pursuant
to the President's powers under the Constitution as Chief Executive and as Commander-in-Chief of the United States
Armed Forces, expressly recognized in Section 8(d) (1) of the
War Powers Resolution," as well as pursuant to Article 51 of the
United Nations Charter. The report was certainly free to argue
that the President acted pursuant to his constitutional authority
and international law , but it was wrong to suggest that he acted
pursuant to Section 8(d) (1). In the context of the entire Resolution, especially Sections 2( c) and 4, it is clear that Section 8{ d)
(1) did not authorize the rescue attempt. Within the terms of the
Resolution, the April 26 report was misleading and inadequate
-at least as flawed as any report submitted by Gerald Ford. In
practice, though not rhetoric, Jimmy Carter gave the Resolution's reporting requirements short shrift.
He also disregarded its consultation provisions. Noone in
Congress was informed, much less consulted, before the rescue
effort began. Ironically, on the afternoon of April 24, Sen'ators
Church and Javits wrote Secretary of State Vance on belialf of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, insisting under Section 3 of the Resolution that the President consult Congress
before using force against Iran. "We write this letter to you in
the context of the grave international crisis \vhich has been
developing for some months in the region of the Persian Gulf,
precipitated by the seizure of the United States Embassy in
Tehran and the holding of American hostages there, and by the
brutal military occupation of Afghanistan by the Soviet Union,"
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said Church and Javits. They noted that Carter had refused to
exclude force as means of reclaiming the hostages from Iran
and had threatened to fight if the Soviet Union moved into the
Persian Gulf. They argued that the legislative history of the
Resolution "makes it clear that the consultations called for do
not necessarily signify at all that a decision has been Blade" to
use force, but rather "the advance consultation provisions of
the "Var Powers Resoluti9n are intended to come into play
before any such decision has been made, in order to ensure that
any such decision, if made, is a national decision jointly entered
into by the President and the Congress. . . . Accordingly, !vlr.
Secretary, we hereby request that you infoml this Committee
at an early date when consultations can begin . . . ."Ri The
Senators' invocation of Section 3 was too little, too late. 68 Subsequent congressional unhappiness with Carter's failure to
consult, however, did not lead to steps to strengthen Section3. 69

Inertia
A prior page suggested that it is up to Congress to hreak the
gravitational pull of executive hegemony over Anlerican war
and peace. The War Powers Resolution provided the necessary
initial thrust. But since the legislation has been on the hook~,
Congress has done little to generate anv slIstained thrust, ~Iost
melnbers of Congress relnain very I~luch result oriented. io
Their concern with the particulars of any specific policy still
overshadows their concern with the institutional process by
which that policy is made. So long as they and their constituents
applaud an executive initiative, they do not seriously dispnte
their exclusion from its developnlent.
Congress lost a singular opportunity to give the Resolution
substance in the congressional mold \vhen the legislators failed
to participate in shaping the Saigon evacuation. Consultation
under the Resolution has been minimal. largelv hecause Congress has not insisted that the Presidf'nt m~aningflllly implement Section 3. Executives will rarely pay much attf'ntion to
that section, especially during crises that arise suddenly, require constant, rapid~ flexible response. and end quickly, unless
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the legislators designate a small committee of Senators and
Representatives, primed to share the command headquarters
with the Executive and made acceptabl~ to him by a capacity
for informed, responsible advice and by a willingness to keep
tactical secrets. Similarly, there is little reason to imagine that
Presidents will accept Section 2(c)'s view of their authority to
enter hostilities without prior congressional approval. As with
many of their predecessors, Presidents in the future will very
probably construe the Constitution to permit them to commit
troops whenever they believe it essential to the national
welfare.
Even so, the \Var Powers Resolution retains a potent bite.
Following President Ford's example, his successors will doubtless report their military initiatives to Congress, usually having
told congressional leaders about their plans and given them a
moment to object. It is also probable that future Presidents
wiII either accept an end to their military initiatives by the
Section 5(b) deadlines or by the 5(c) concurrent resolutions, or
ask the Suprenle Court to rule on the constitutionality of these
sections.71 Equally important, future legislators will have
guaranteed opportunities to participate in deciding whether
America fights. if the combat lasts more than forty-eight hours.
\Vhile the Resolution may have slight impact on quick, surgical
applications of armed force by the President, it should ensure
legislative approval of any long-term commitment of the
country to war.
Secretary of State Haig promised more for Congress during
his January 1981 confirmation hearings. He committed the
Reagan administration to compliance with both the letter and
the spirit of the Resolution. Shortly thereafter several Senators
charged the President with skirting the act while increasing the
flow of American arms and advisers to EI Salvador's civil strife.
Plus ra change . . . .

Chapter XI: The War Powers Resolution of 1973
DepOt of Derense Appropriations Act, Pub. L. No. 93-437, § 839 (1974).
For other such limits see Clennon, Strengthening the War Powers Resolution:
The Case for Purse-Strings Restrictions, 60 MINN. L. REV. I, 13 n.30 (1975);
Spong, The War Powers Resolution Revisited: Historic Accomplishment or
Surrender? 16 WM. & MARY L. REV. 823,851 n.l64 (1975).
2. The necessary-and-proper clause receiv('d little attention at the Constitutional Convention. See, e.g., 2 THE RECORDS OF TIlE FEDERAL CONVEN110N
344-45 (M. Farrand ed. 1911). Recall, however, that a prime rederalistobjection to Confederation government was the dichotomy between its formal
1.
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powers. reasonably ampl(', and its impoverished authority u\,p.r means neCessary to impl('m('nt th('m. Antifederalists during the ratification struggle
strongly attacked the necessary-and-proper language. According to
Hamilton, it and the supremacy claus(' w('re "held up to th(' people in all the
exaggerated colours of misrepresentation as th(' pernicious engines by which
their local governments wer(' to be destroyed and their liberties exler.
minat('d." FEDERALIST PAPERS No. 33.
Madison in Federalist No. 44 examined the problem in somp. detail. He
argued that even without the necessary and prop('r languag(', Congress
would control means: "Had the constitution be('n silent on this head. there can
be no doubt that all the particular powers, requisite as means of executing the
general powers. would have resuit('d to th(' government, by unavoidable
implication. No axiom is more clearly established in law, or in reason, than
that whereve~ the end is required, the means are authorized: whf'r('v('r a
, general power to do a thing is given, every particular power necessary for
doing it is included."
Madison argued, moreover, that it would have been impractical for the
Constitution itself to attempt to deal mor(' explicitly with means: "Had the
convention attempted a positive enumeration of the pow('rs n('cessary and
proper for carrying their oth('r powers into effect; the attempt would have
involved a compleate digest of laws on every subject to which the constitution relates; accommodated too not only to the existing state of things, but to
aU the possible changes which futurity may produce: For in every n('w application of a genera) power: the particular powers, which are the m('ans uf
attaining the object of the general power, must always. necessarily vary \"lith
that object; and be often properly varied whilst the object remains the same."
Finally, Madison spoke to the possibility that Congress might att('rnpt to
usurp authority through necessary-and-proper legislation: "If it b(' asked,
what is to be the consequ('nce, in case the congress shall misconstrue this part
of the constitution, and exercise powers not warranted by its true meaning? I
answer the same as if they should misconstrue or enlarg(' any other power
vested in them, as if th(' general pow('r had been reduc('d to particulars, and
anyone of these were to be violated . . . . In the first instance, the success
of the usurpation will dep('nd on the executive and judiciary departll1('nts,
which are to expound and give effect to the legislative acts: and in the last
resort, a remedy must be obtained from the people, who can by th(' election
of more faithful representatives, annul the acts of the usurpers."
Since 1789 congressional authority under th(' necpssary-and-proper dause
has been generously r('ad in most instances. As Chief Justice Marshall said in
McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 421 (1819): "Let the end be
legitimate, let it be within the scope of the constitution, and all means which
are appropriate, which are plainly adapted to that ('nd, which are not prohibited. but consist with the letter and spirit of the constitUtion, are constitutiona}." See aho, e.g., United States v. Oregon, 366 U.S. 643 (1961): Kenn(>dy
v. Mendoza-Martinez. 372 U.S. 144. 160 (1963). Note the sup;g('stion that th('
necessary-and-proper clause is more sweepin~ in its grant or authority to
Congress than are the enforcem('nt provisions of the fourteenth and fift('ellth
amendm('nts, in Cox, Foreword: C on.ditutional Ad;udication and the Promotion of Human RiRhts, 80 HARV. L. REV. 91, 99-108 (1966). Congressiunal
power to prescribe means has been judicially restrained. as a rul(', only wh('n
e
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it impaired civil liberties, e.g., Kinsella v. United States e:c rei. Singleton, 361

U.S. 234, 247 (1960). See IZenerc!.fly L. HENKIN. FOREICN AFFAIRS AND THE
CONSTrrUTloN i8. 331-32 n.54 (1912).
. .
Many have indicated that war-power legislation would he constitutional.
Se~, e.g., Hearings on War Powers Legislation Before the Sena~e Comm. on
Foreign Relations. 92d Cong., 1st Sess. (1971),. at 7, 135 (JaVlts); 551. 554
(Bickel)· 653-54 (\\'ilIiam D. Rogers); iOB (Stenms); 774, TI9 (Coldberg). But
\,r·ll.'
P Rogers'. ',he question about whether['J
a statute.can
the
cf . Y
I lam .
. change
1
President's constitutional powers or affect Congr~ss constl~utlOna powers
is a very doubtful proposition."ld. 517. But, as Will b~ noted 10 the text, ther~
is a distinction between congressional authority to defme .the n~tur~ of constitutional powers, on the one hand, and the means for their reahz:ttlo?, on the
other. Rogers's comments seem to assume that war-power leglSlatlon does
only the fonner.
.
I
U
3. 50 U.S.C. § 1541(b) (Supp. 1975). The Resolution as a who e covers 'IY
1541-48 of the Code and is set out in Appendix C.
4. 119 CONC. REC. 36.194 (1973).
5 9 WEEKLY COMPILATION OF PRESIDENTIAL DOCUMENTS 1285-86 (1973).
Th~ text of the veto message appears in Appendix C.
, .
6 F omler Senator William B. Spong, Jr., of Virginia actively parhcI~a:ed
in these steps until January 1973. He has summarized them in two art~c es:
Can Balance Be Restored in the Constitutional War Pou:ers of the Pr~s.dent
and Congress? 6 U. RICH. L. REV. 1 (1971); The War Powers Resolution ReVisited: Historic Accomplishment or Surrender? supra note I, at 824-3y. N,otable collections of divergent views on the wisdom of war-pow~r leg1sla~lon
were compiled early in the process, during the 1971 Senate ,Foreign Re~ahOs;ts
Committee hearings cited in note 2 above and during ear her proceedmgs 10
the House. See Hearings on Congress, the President: an~ .the War Powers
Before the Subcomm. on Nat" Security Policy and SClentlfrc Developments
of the House Comm. on Foreign Affairs, 91st Cong., 2d Ses~. (1970).
i. S. Res. 85, 91stCong., 1stSess., 115CoNc. REC. S7153 (da~lyed. June 25,
1969). For further discussion of Congress and national commitments, see 48
CONC. DICEST 193-224 (1969).
'd'
..
8 S 440 93d Cong., 1st Sess. § 3 (1973). Jacob Javits was the gUi 109 SP.lflt
behind the Senate approach. See note 33 below. S:e generally J. J AVITS. \\ HO
MAKES WAR: THE PREsIDENT VERSUS CONC'~ (1913)..
.
9 The House of Representatives almost adopted a r~qUlrement ~es~gned
to ~reclude congressional inaction. It would have prOVided th~t. wlthm 120
days after the beginning of a military initiative by the Execu.hve, .Conf~s
"shall either approve, ratify, confirm, and authorize the contm~atl~n 0 ~ e
action taken by the President . . . or . . . disapprove stich ac~~ O~~~~
case the President shall tenninate [it] . . . . " 119 CONC. REC.. '
.
(Whalen amendment). But the most dyspeptic attack ~n the nohon of endmg
an executive initiative by congressional inaction came 10 the Se~ate. Sbm ~~
vin picked "invasion" to hammer home his point: "This measure IS an a su~ 1ty It says that when the United States is invaded, Armed Forces of ~e U?thd
St~tes must get out of the fight against an invader at the ~nd of 30 ay~ 1 t e
Congress does not take affinnative action within that h~le to ~uth~nze the
President to continue to employ the Anned Forces to resist the l?vaslOn. The
bill is not only unconstitutional, but is also impractical of operahon. In short,

it is an absurdity. Under it. the President must convert Old Glory into a White
nag within 30 days if Congress does not expressl)· authorize him to perform
the duty the Constitution imposes on him to protect the Nation against invasion." 119 CONC. REC. 25,093 (1973).
10. See Spong, supra note I, at 828 n.4I. 8;4.
11. 119 CONC. REc. 33,559 (1973).
12. 119 CONC. REC. 36.189 (1973); see Spong, supra note I, at R23.
13. 119 CONC. REC. 33.557 (1973). Senator Eagleton has described his
concerns at length in a book, War and Presidential Power: A Chronicle of
Congressional Surrender (1974).
14. S. REP. No. 220, 93d Cong .• 1st Sess. 34 (1973) (supplemental views of
]. W. Fulbright). See Clennon. supra note I, at 3-5 n.15.
15. Hearings on War Powers: A Test of Compliance Before the Subcomm. ou Int'l Security and Scientific Affairs of the House Comm. on Int'l
Relations, 94th Cong., lst Sess. 93 (1975).
16. Section 8(c) further narrows the meager § 2(c) discretion given the
President by its broad definition of "introduction of United States Anned
Forces" to include "the assignment of members of such anned forces to command, coordinate, participate in the movement of, or accompany the regular
or irregular military forces of any foreign cO!Jntry or government when such
military forces are engaged, or there exists an imminent threat that such
forces will become engaged, in hostilities."
17. See pages 197-98. Admittedly, there is controversy over wh~th('r
Congress may "legislate" by concurrent resolution when the legislative process runs in reverse. The touchstone for those who think not is Cinnane, The
Control of Federal Administration by Congressional Resolutions and Committees.66 HARV. L. REV. 569 (1953). Executives especial!)' have questioned
legislation by concurrent resolution. It does deprive them of an opportunit\'
to veto congressional limits on their initiatives. As a Congressman asked and
the Legal Adviser to the State Department answered in 19i5:
"MR. SOLARZ. . . . [I]s it your position that if the troops were sent in in the
first place under the Pr~sident's inherent constitutional authority that the
concurrent resolution ordering them to be withdrawn would itself he unconstitutional or do you believe that the President would be constitutionalh. ohligated to act in accordance with the provisions of the War Powers Resol~tion
and withdraw the troops?
"MR. LEICH. . . , I think it would be unconstihltional on the simple lOgic
that if the President had the power to put the men there in the first place that
power could not be taken away by concurrent resolution because the
power is constitutional in nature. There might, however, be all sorts of reasons as to why the political process would force him to wish to comply ''''ith
that concurrent resolution.
"There is a further question as to whether a concurrent resolution in this
situation would have the dignity of law under the Constitution. I think a very
strong argument can be made that a concurrent resolution in this situation
would be insufficient and that the Congress must resort to the usual process
for a statute and submit it to the President. If he disapproves it, it must then be
pas[sed] over his veto by a two-thirds vote in each House." ""ar Powers Hearings, supm note IS, at 91.
Precedent exists, however. for le~islation by concurrent resolution. For in-
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stancf'. there was provision for ending presidential action by this means in
two prominent war-power measures: the 1941 Lend Lease Act and the 1964
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution. It is also a fact of life that. if Presidents wish to
have their constitutional cake by committing troops without prior congressional approval. it is not likely that they will be allowed to eat it too by denying simple majorities in both houses the right to call a halt.
It can be argued that precedents such as those just cited are not applicable
because they "created a concurrent resolution procedure to control the
exercise of authority delegated [by Congress] to the President." while the
War Powers Resolution "does not delegate anything to the President. ...
It is . . . a procedural scheme for arranging an interchange in what is . . .
a difficult area between the two branches . . . . " Accordingly, "to sa}' that
Congress would later by concurrent resolution take back what it had previously delegated overlooks the fact that nothing was delegated." War
Powers Hearings, supra note 15. at 96-97 (remarks of Mr. Leigh); cf. Rostow,
Response, 61 VA. L. REV. 797, 800-01 (1975): "There are some instances of true
delegation between Congress and the Presidency in the field of foreign
affairs. The President's discretion to change tariffs is a good example; only a
statute could vest such authority in the President. However, in most cases a
more accurate description is that a statute combines the overlapping powers
of the Presidency and of Congress. In such instances, there is no delegation,
but a pooling of the respective powers of the Presidency and of Congress.
Thus in the Tonkin Gulf Resolution, the Fonnosa Resolution, and the Middle
East Resolution, for example, language was carefully chosen to indicate that
Congress and the President were making separate and also joint decisions,
each exercising its own authority. No one attempted to draw a line marking
the exact boundaries between the presidential zone and the congressional
zone."
It is more likely thm not, however, that Congress did delegate some
authority to the President in the War Powers Resolution. To wholly disclaim
that possibility, it is necessary to assume that the Executive has a constitutional prerogative to commit troops whenever and wherever he pleases, subject only to later restraint by a two-thirds vote of the Senate and House, overriding his veto. If, as is more probable, Congress has a constitutional right
to vote on at least some troop commitments before they are made, then the
Resolution does delegate to the President congressional approval to act in
these cases if he thinks it necessary, subject to the deadline and concurrent
resolution restraints in §§ 5(b) and (c).
18. See pages 198-99. Some assume that the President has a constitutional prerogative to defend American soil, perhaps no matter what Congress thinks. Ct. Senator Ervin's remarks in note 9 above and Legal Adviser Leigh's testimony to a House Subcommittee in 1975: "I [am] not sure
that the Congress by imposing a condition subsequent 011 an appropriation
which has not yet been fuJly expended could limit the President's power to
carry out certain constitutional duties such as to defend the United States
from hostile attack against its mainland tenitory. There is obviously no
judicial decision on this but I would think that there would be a serious doubt
as to the constitutionality of such a limitation if it were applied to prevent the
President from defending the mainland territory of the United States from
attack." War Powers Hearings, supra note 15, at89.
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19. See also Senator Javits: "If this is a statute, every part means
something, whether it is written in subsection 2(c) or in section 3. as in the
Senate biJI."119Cong. Rec. 33,557 -58 (1973).
20. 2 U.S. CODE CONe. & AD. NEWS 2364 (1973).
21. 119Cong. Rec.33,555 (1973).
22. According to Representative Zablocki, the conference included ~ 2(c)
'li]n order to satisfy the Senate conferees,,-ubut it was intended a~ a state_
ment of purpose and policy, a sort of sense of Congress ... War Power9
Hearings, supra note 15. at 32.
23. 119 CONGo REc. 36,194 (1973). For further appraisal of § 2(c)'s
mysteries, see Spong, supra note 1, at 837 -41.
24. See pages 297-306 and note 25 below; cf. the Executive's rejection of
the notion that the Resolution "delegates" any authority to him. note Ii
above.
25. 119 CONGo REC. 36,181 (1973); accord, the Legal Adviser to the State
Department in 1975: "[W]e would not agree ... that the specification of
circumstances in which this power [the President's authority as commander
in chief] might be used would be limited by section 2(c)." War Powers
Hearings, supra note 15, at 11. See also note 26 below and accompanying text.
26. War Powers Hearings, supra note 15, at 90-91.
Zl. Id.40.
28. Representative Zablocki's 1975 complaints are typical:
"Clearly, it was not the intent of Congress to be merely infonned of decisions
already made. In the fullest meaning of partnership and shared responsibility
in foreign affairs. it was the desire of Congress to have a participatory role in
th~ process of decisionmaking.
"Measured against that clear directive of intent, it is apparent ... that the
executive branch proclivity is toward evasive and selective interprf'tation of
the War Powers Resolution." War Powers Hearings. supra note 15. at vi.
29. This distinction does make sense on one score under the Resolution as
presently written. Reports by the President pursuant to § 4(a)(l) penuit
Congress to end his initiatives by inaction or concurrent resolution. That is not
justifiable if the President is acting with explicit congressional authorization
(whether by declaration of war or some other fonn of approval). Accordingly, if the Resolution were amended to require presidential reports at the
outset of any hostilities, it ought also to be amended to prevent the tennination under 5(b) or (c) of ventures previously approved by Congress.
30. War Powers Hearings,supra note 15. at2.
31. 2 U.S. CODE CONGo & AD. NEWS 2351 (1973).
32. War Powers Hearings, supra note 15, at 38-39. It does appear that the
Resolution was not directed at "hostilities" involving foreign mobs. international criminals. or the like. See, e.g., the June 15, 1973. Committee on
Foreign Affairs report on the House bill that underlay the ultimate Re'iolution: "The term 'war powers' may be taken to mean the authority inherf'nt in
national sovereignties to declare, conduct. and conclude anned hostilities
with other states." 2 U.S. CODE CONC. & AD. NEWS 2348 (1973) (emphasis
added). But so long as another nation is the adversary, Congress defined
"hostilities" broadly, as indicated in the text.
33. War Powers Hearings. supra note 15. at69. The Senator had previouslyelaborated:
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"Now it is perfectly true, that [the Senate] bill which contained an authority
test as well as a performance test was not the bill a~opted in t~e s~nse that the
House approach was adopted without the authonty test. \\ e did ad<?~t the
House approach. the methodology being that it is a p~rfo~mance test" It ~ not
an authority test. That is, did he or didn't he have constitutional authon~" ,
"The minute he puts troops into hostilities or imminent danger of hosttilhes,
the act begins to operate. And he does not have to tell us he is d,oing it~ because
the 6O-day clock starts to tick if a report is required. and even If he fads to do a
report, it still begins to operate and it is up to .us to press th~ ~utton so he los~s
all authority if we do not agree with his actIOns. Now ,thiS ~, the ~ey ~o thIS
whole legislation, If the President takes emergency achon. his action ~ only
good until Congress acts dispositively because we have the declaration of
war authority," Id.63.

34. Id.87.

35 According to the Resolution's legislative history, "[A] commitment
[or i~troduction] of armed forces comme?ces when t~~ Pr.esident ma,~es ~he
final decision to act and issues orders puttmg that decIsion mto effect. 2l .S.
CODE CONGo & AD. NEWS 2351 (1973).
36. War Powers HeaTings, supra note 15. at II.
.
37. See the terse accounts submitted by Presiden.t Ford •. AppendiX C.
"They are brief to the point of be!~g in minimal com~hance With the content
requirements set forth in the law. War Powers Heanngs. supra note 15. a~69
(remarks of Sen. J avits); cf. Thomas Ehrlich:. "No ~n~ can expect preparatlo~
of a carefully reasoned. fully-developed bnef wlthm two days after. a decision to use military force. But precisely for that reason. the reqUlre~~nt
should have a useful impact. The need for justificat~on to sup~ort a deCISion
should be a strong incentive for a broader ana~y.slS of the. Impact of t~at
decision than might otherwise be made. By reqUlnng those 10 the Exe~uhve
Branch to articulate the basis for an action, and to defend that basIS. th~
Resolution will encourage them to think through their decisions more fully.
Response. 61 VA. L. REV. 785,788 (1975).
. .
.
38. The legislators cannot expect much tactical and strategic mformatlon
from the President unless he is confident that it will not leak; e.g., Legal
Adviser Leigh's remarks to a House subcommittee about the Mayaguez
hostilities:
.
h' h .
I ed
"Now let me say a word about this Final assault aCtl.on w IC . ~nvo v
movements of troops from various parts of the Far East mto a posItion to be
effective. The President was extremely apprehensive that there be no breach
of security in advance of the time that they actually were landed. so there
were strong arguments for not revealing that information-even to a select
group of members-very much in advance of the time it was to occur.

i

Wh'e~ ~as speaking about the President's judgment of confidentiality. I was
speaking in terms of an assumption on my part. I do not know what the
President actually thought on this subject. I do know that he w.en~ to .great
pains to request the Members of Congress who came for t~e bnefmg 10 the
Cabinet room that they maintain absolute security about thiS ?ecause breach
of security might prejudice the carrying out of military operations.

"S~c~i~n 3 of the \\' ar Powers Resolution has. in my view. been drafted so as

i
I
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not to hamper the President's exercise of his constitutional authority. Thus
Section 3 leaves it to the President to determine precisely how consultation
to be carried out. In so doing the President may. I am sure, take into acCOunt
the effect various possible modes of consultation may have upon the risk of a
breach in security. Whether he could on security grounds alone dispense
entirely with 'consultation' when exercising an independent constitutional
power. presents a question of constitutional and legislative interpretation to
which there is no easy answer. In my personal view, the resolution con.
templates at least some consultation in every case irrespective of ~ecurity
considerations unless the President determines that such consultation is
inconsistent with his constitutional obligation. In the latter event the
President's decision could not as a practical matter be challen~ed but he
would have to be prepared to accept the political consequences of slJch
action, which might be heavy." War Powers Hearings, supra note 15. at 81.
100. See also Chapter VII. note 38 and accompanyillg text.
39. 2 U.S. CODE CONe, & AD. NEWS 2350-51 (1973).
40. War Powers Hearings,supra note 15, at 85. But see id. 3.
41. E.g., id. 64,73 (remarks of Sen. Javits).
42. Id.57 (remarks of Rep. Findley).
43. Id. 62 (remarks of Sen. Javits);accord. his views at 67-70, i3.
44. Id.67.
45. Id. 63 (remarks of Sen. Javits).
46. Congressional umbrage at the missing references to § 4( a) (1) was met
by Legal Adviser Leigh with various palliatives:
"There was nothing ulterior about this in any sense. We were not trying to
mislead anyone. I think the Cactual situation was different as between the first
case, the Danang sealift, and the other two. In the Danang sealift we w('re
confident that we were not going to be involved in a section 4( a) ( I ) situation
of hostilities. and in fact the President's orders required that the Corce avuid
any kind of hostilities. We felt certain that that was going to Call under.t( a) (2)
so we specified it in that case.
"Now the other distinction is that we didn't know at the time we were
required to make the report. which has to be within 48 hours. when we would
complete the task of picking up refugees. and as it turned out it went on
longer than either of the other two.
uNow with respect to both the Cambodian and the Saigon evacuations. by
the time the President made his report the last Americans and the last anned
forces had already been taken out so that as lawyers we did not sp.e that the
specification of which of the three subsections of 4(a) was involved. was
crucial to the operation of the mechanism which is established in section 5 of
the War Powers Resolution because there would be no occasion for the 60da,r period to even begin running.

b

'"It seems that the real thrust of the question is why the President in his:\ pril
30, 1975 report referred to section 4 in general. and not to any particular subparagraphs in that section. We prflsume that the President did so because the
events giving rise to that report did not seem to be limited to just one of the
three subparagraphs in section 4(a).
"Thus, although the events as known at that time indicated that hoc;tilities
may have existed between U.S. and communist foret's. l' .S. forces '('quipped
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for combat' were also introduced in the 'territory, airspace or waters' of South
\' ietnam-the situation apparently provided fo~ in section 4( a) ~2).
"Furthermore, since the operation had term~nated by the tIme the. report
was prepared, the question of possible congressional actIon under section 5 of
the Resolution was moot; thus, a specific reference to 4( a) (1) was not needed
to call attention to possible action under section 5.

,.
"i'hh~ first three war powers reports contain the phrase 'takin~ n?te

of . . . .' You inquire whether this suggests anything other than a full bmdmg
legal responsibility upon the President. This phrase c~nnotes. an
acknowledgement that the report is being filed in accordance with section 4
of the War Powers Resolution. No constitutional. challeng~ to the appropriateness of the report called for by section 4 was mtended. War Powers
Hearings, supra note IS, at 9,39, 40.
.
47. The evacuations sparked a brouhaha over w~at was.sta~tonlr permitted and over the broader question of the President s constItutional nght.to
order armed rescues. Compare. e.g., the views of Glennon. supra note ~, Wlt~
those of Emerson, The War Powers Resolution Tested: The PreSIdent s
Independent Defense Power, 51 NOTRE DAME LAWYER 187 (1975). See also,
e.g., War Powers Hearings, supra note 15. at 26-32.
.
48. 121 CONC. REC. 10,006 (1975). In making this request, the Pre~ldent
did not concede any constitutional necessity to do so. The Legal AdVlSer to
the State Department suggested that Mr. Ford "wanted the political support
of the Congress in what he saw was going to be necessary, an~ t~e f~ct that h.e
asked for it should not, in my view, be interpreted as an mdlcatlon of hlS
belief that in the absence of congressional action he could not have done the
things that he did. On the other hand. he obviously wishe,d to ~ave co~
gressional support and there remains the question of the fmancmg of thlS
evacuation." War Powers Hearings, supra note 15, at .18; cf· Woodrow
Wilson's requests for prior congressional approval of hiS Vera Cruz and
merchantmen ventures, pages 158-59 above.
.
49. The Executive disliked restrictions in the bill as it ultimat~ly ~merged,
e g its severe limits on rescuing non-Americans. See the descnptlon of the
~e~sure in Glennon, supra note I, at 17-19. and Spong, supra note 1: at 852-53.
See also Legal Adviser Leigh's obi.ections, e.g., War Powers Heanngs, supra
note IS, at 19-20,34-35.
.
SO. Eagleton, Congress's "Inaction" on War, N.Y. Tunes. May6, 1975. at
39, col. 2. See also Glennon, supra note 1. at 19-20 n.66.
51. War Powers Hearings, supra note 15. at 131.
52. E.g., id. 82 (remarks of Rep. Zablocki); Spong, supra note 1. at 855
n.lSO.
53. See Emerson, supra note 47, at 193.
...
54. On May IS, 1975, the legal adviser and leglSlative ~slstant to the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff explained the bombmg to a House
committee:
.
l'
...
"In conducting an operation of this nature, there lS on y one mlSSlon 10volved . . . : To achieve the return of the crew, the vessel. T~e~eafter you
must execute the safe extraction of the forces that were put In an order to
accomplish the two primary missions.
"The potential enemy had the capability of reinforcing from the places on
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the mainland that were struck. To strike those places . . . in the judgment of
almost every military man involved in the situation-and I sar almost
everyone because I have not talked to evel)'bod)', everybody I have talked to
shares this view-was essential to save the marines on that island.
"Now, you are forced . . . to make a judgment between using adequate
force and failing to use sufficient force to protect the men on the ground. That
judgment is a very close one . . . in almost every instance, whether it is a
platoon operation under a sergeant, a division operation under a geut'ral. or
an operation of this nature under the direct command of the Commander in
Chief. That is a tactical decision that is easy sometimes to Monday.morning
quarterback. The question has to be what would you do if you were responsi.
ble for thp men on the ground at the time the decision was made . . . .
~'We recognized that of all the manifestations of power, restraint is onl' that
is greatly recognized. That fact was constantly a consideration in the minds of
the military planners involved in this operation. Restraint was a goal, but
pr!?tecting American lives . . . was the first goal.
··Mr. \\'I1...50N. I would like to comment that as far as the air strikes on the
mainland were concerned, the milital)' judgment was made apparently that it
was necessary, but I think that the strikes on the mainland, and I would like to
hear the Coloners response, probably in addition to their military
significance served to let the Khmer Rouge know we were serious about this.
"MR. ZABLOCKI. It would serve as a deterrent to any further intentions of
any country, including Cambodia.
"COLONEL FINKELSTEIN. We certainly hope it will have that effect."
Hearings on the Seizure of the Mayaguez Before the House Comm. on In([
Relations, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. 33-34, 34-35 (1975).
It seems likely that the bombing was meant both to protect American
troops and demonstrate that America" cannot allow U.S. vessels to be seizPd
with impunity" (remarks of Secretary of Defensp Schlesinger in a Mar 21
interview).ld. 130. See also id. 42-43.49.
55. According to May 14 testimony of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of
State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs: "The Thai Prime Miuister has called
in our Charge in Bangkok . . . and has in effect given us an aide rnellloire
asking that our marines leave Thailand immediately:' Mayap,uez Hearinl1.S.
supra note 54, at 16. The President had sent approximately 1,200 marines
from Okinawa into Thailand when the crisis broke. Two hundred of them
had then moved from there to the Cambodian theater. Id. 16,43,58.
56. War Powers Hearings, supra note IS, at 78. But cf. note 38 above. and
Mr. Leigh's recognition that "the congressional leadership under the circumstances of the emergency action had been given an opportunity to
express dissent or contrary views before the [President's] orders were executed [not before they were givenJ."Id. 8) (emphasis added).
57. Id.6!.
58. Id. 51; N.Y. Times. May 15, 1975, at 18, col. 7.
59. Address by Gerald R. Ford, l'niv. of Kentucky, John Shennan
Cooper Lecture, April 11, 1977, reprinted in Hearin(!.s on a Revieu' of the
Operation and Effectiveness of the War Powers Resolution Before the Senate
C~mm, on Foreign Relations, 95th Cong.,1st Sess. 32i (1977).
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60. Id.328.
61. Id.328-30.
62. See id. 338-48. Perhaps most important among numerous proposed

changes was thp amendment that would have given operative effect to ~
2(c)'s prespntly inoperative view that prior congressional approval is required for American use of force except in very limited circumstancps. The
impact of this amendment would have been softened only slightly by its
expansion of the existing ~ 2(c) occasions in which the President may act
alone to include (1) protecting Americans endangered abroad and (2)
forestalling dirpct, imminent threats of attack on this country.
63. See id. 187,322.
64. Id.I90. See also 126CoNc. REC. S4114 (dailyed. April 23, 1980).
65. Hearings on Congressional Oversight of War Powers Compliance:

Zaire Airlift Before the Subcomm. on Int'l Security and Scientific Affairs of
the House Comm. on Int'l Relations, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. 15 (1978). See also
Editorial, The War Powers Skirmi3h, N.Y. Times, May 2,1980, at A26, col.l.
66. See Zaire Hearings, supra note 65. at 24, 16,32.
ai. The full text of the Church-Javits letter is in Appendix C. See also,
e.g., Cwertzman. Senators BidCarterConsultoveriran Under '73 War Curb,
N.Y. Times, April 25. 1980, at AI, col. 6; 126 Cong, Rec. S4109-16 (daily ed,
April 23, 1980);id. S4192-93 (dailyed. April24,I980).
68. The State Department's Assistant Secretary for Congressional Relations, however, did write soothingly to the Chainnan of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee. The Assistant Secretary said in part:
"As you know, your letter was received after the commencement of the
rescue mission in Iran on which the President reported to the Congress on
April 26. For that reason, the letter has in a sense already been overtaken by
events.
'jhe President did not find it possible to consult with the Congress before
commencing this rescue mission. in view of its extraordinary nature which
depended upon absolute secrecy. Nevertheless, let me assure you that this
Administration remains fully committed to the effective implementation of
the consultation provisions of the War Powers Resolution to which you refer.
and to the maximum possible cooperation between the Executive and Legislative branches in decisions which might involve the United States in hostilities." Letter from J. Brian Atwood to Frank Church, May 6,1980.
69. Ct. Editorial, The War Powers Skirmi3h, N.Y. Times. May 2.1980, at
A26,co1.2:
"Congress adopted the \Var Powers Resolution to remind Presidents of
their accountability for the use of troops. It created a fomlal procedure for
consultation and an as }'et untested requirement that Congress consent to
hostilities lasting longer than 90 days.
"But for all its bark, Congress has always been reluctant to bite. Successive
Presidents have committed forces to emergency operations on eight occasions without real consultation with key committee chairmen. President
Ford reported after the fact on the military airlift of Americans out of Southeast Asia and on the rescue of the crew of the Mayaguez. But he did not report on the evacuation of civilians from Cyprus and Lebanon, nor did Mr.
Carter report on airlifts into Zaire during an insurgency in 1977,

.'
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"The war powers debate actuaJly flared up before the rpscue mission. in
response to Mr. Carter's threats of a blockade against Iran. That is scared)' a
minor matter; it could involve a direct challenge to a warship, includill~ a
Soviet ship. As Senators Church and J avits of the Forpign Relations Comlllittee asked even before the rescue raid. the military options the President keeps
threatening clearly should be discussed with leading mpmbers of Congress.
That view will have a sympathetic advocate in Senator Muskie, Mr. Carter's
nominee for Secretary of State.
'jhe legal scholar Edward Corwin once observed that the Constitution is
'an invitation to struggle for the privilege of directing American foreign
policy.' In that struggle, Congress too often confines itself to tactical detaiis,
ignoring strategic design. If the will is there, Congress can now insist on a
larger role and give real meaning to its War Powers Rpsolution."
70. Eugene V, Rostow has been among the most compelling critics of
war-power legislation, the 1973 Resolution included. Such measures treat an
"imaginary disease," in his view, one that resulted when congressional result-orientation was misdiagnosed as "presidential usurpation":
''That popular thesis [that the rules of constitutional balance were somehow violated in Indochina} is a myth. There was no presidential usurpation
of Congress' war power in pither Vietnam or Korea. . . .
"In the Korean War, and to a much greater extent during the war in Vietnam, we experienced naked political irresponsibility. First, thp President and
Congress, acting together in a constitutional mode that'goes back to the time
of Washington, made a series of decisions involving us in the wars. Later,
when the wars became unpopular, many of the congressmen who had voted
and voted and votpd for them suddenly began to say that they were all the
President's fault. They claimed that the President had involved the country in
war through stealth and concealment. They argued that the difficulties w'ere
the result not of human mistakes in carrying out policies duly authorized and
pursued, but rather of some structural imbalancp in the Constitution. These
representatives told their constituents, jhp President has stolt>n our clothes
while wp werp swimming; we have never really authorized this Presidential
war.' Then. having created the myth of presidential usurpation, Ccmgrpss
passed the War Powers Resolution to cure the imaginary disease.
"These events have had a significant pHect on the spirit of cooperation between the Executive and Congress. Whpn the Executive Branch dpals with
congressmpn and senators who continue to vote for a war and then sav,
jherp's no one here but us chickens' after the war becomes unpopular,' a
mood of suspicion develops which is rathpr hard to allay. I personally have
dealt with congressmen and senators about Vit>tnam. often reminding them
that the Administration had long bpen trying to achieve goals which they
had recommended in political speeches-reconvt>ning thp Cpneva Conference, for example. Typically, their rpsponse wa~. 'I know that, hut ,you
must remember that I have to bp electpd in mv district, The Presidpnt has to
do what must be done. I mlJst takp care of ~\' reelection.' In short. a ~reat
many men slithered off tht> deck when the ~oi~sz szot TOuszh. This is liimply a
fact, not a reproach, sompthin~ that happens in life.
"It is thp ultimate reason why the War Powt>rs Resollltion and othE'r
structural rpmedies we havp hepn considprinllt arp so IJllrealistic and unreal.
President Johnson was very conscious of President Truman's experience in
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Korea and of the political fact that Korea became 'Truman's War: President
Truman did not seek the support of a formal congressional resolution. President Johnson had the advantage of the SEA TO Treaty, . . . the Tonkin Gulf
Resolution, and a number of other congressional actions expres.sly desi~ed
to approve the decisions of four Presidents under the Treaty. !hlS expene~ce
is what President Johnson had in mind when he observed, I knew that If I
wanted Congress with me at the crash landing, they had to be with me at the
take-off. But I forgot about the availability of parachutes ...' Response, 61
VA. L. REV. 797, 801-03 (1975).
..,
71. But ct. the executive views in note Ii above. It 15 qUite concelva~l.e
that the Supreme Court would agree to decide such a case if asked, and It 15
probable that the President would obey a decision against him. See pages
206-17 above.

I WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE COMMITTEE FOR THE OPPORTUNITY
TO TESTIFY ABOUT THE PROPER SCOPE OF THE PRESIDENT'S WAR POWER.
DUE TO THE TIME LIMITATIONS, I WILL SUMMARIZE MY VIEWS BRIEFLY,
AND PRESENT THE COMMITTEE WITH THE MORE DETAILED ANALYSIS
CONTAINED IN MY ARTICLE.
THE FRAMERS OF THE CONSTITUTION CONSIDERED THE POWER TO
INITIATE WAR FAR TOO IMPORTANT TO ENTRUST TO THE PRESIDENT ALONE,
AND THEREFORE THE FRAMERS INTEHDED THAT THE UNITED STATES REMAIN
AT PEACE UNTIL THE CONGRESS AS WELL AS THE PRESIDENT AGREE THAT
WAR SHOULD BE INITIATED.

FROM 1789 THROUGH JUNE 25, 1950,

WHE1~

WITHOUT ANY CONGRESSIONAL AUTHORIZATION PRESIDENT TRUMAN
COMMITTED AMERICAN FORCES INTO COMBAT IN THE KOREAN WAR, THE 32
PRESIDENTS AND 80 CONGRESSES ADHERED TO THE FRAMERS' INTENT.
DURING THIS 161-YEAR PERIOD, EVERY PRESIDENT SOUGHT AND RECEIVED
CONGRESSIONAL AUTHORIZATION BEFORE HE SUBJECTED THE NATION TO THE
DEATH AND DESTRUCTION OF WAR.
PRESIDENT TRUMAN'S DECISION TO FIGHT A MAJOR WAR IN
KOREA AND HIS CONCOMITANT CLAIM OF AN UNLIMITED POWER TO MAKE WAR
ON HIS OWN INITIATIVE CONSTITUTED A COUP D'ETAT AGAINST THE
CONSTITUTION.

TRUMAN'S USURPATION OF POWER HAS BEEN FOLLOWED BY

HIS SUCCESSORS, SO THAT TODAY THE AMERICAN PRESIDENT POSSESSES
SUBSTANTIALLY MORE POWER TO DECIDE THE FATE OF THE NATION AND THE
WORLD THAN ANY ROMAN EMPEROR OR ABSOLUTE MonARCH EVER EXERCISF:D.
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FRAMERS' INTENT

FOR EXAMPLE, AFTER DEFENSE OF ITS m-lU TERRITORY,

THE FRAMERS OF THE CONSTITUTION GRANTED A WAR POWER TO
THE CONGRESS THAT WAS EXPLICIT AND BROAD.
CONSTITUTION STATES THAT
DECLARE WAR."

ARTICLE I OF THE

"THE CONGRESS SHALL HAVE POWER • • . TO

MODERN ADVOCATES OF BROAD PRESIDENTIAL WAR-MAKING

POWER CLAIM THAT THE CONGRESSIONAL POWER "TO DECLARE WAR"
CONSISTS MERELY OF THE AUTHORITY TO ISSUE A FORMAL "DECLARATION
OF

WA..~."

MAINTAINING THE BALANCE OF POWER IS THE MOST SIGNIFICANT IUTEREST

THE RECORDS OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION SHOW THAT

OF ANY NATION.

~

YET PRIOR TO TIlE KOREAll WAR, DESPITE REPEATED AUD

SUBSTANTIAL THREATS TO THE BALANCE OF POWER, NO PRESIDENT EVER

I

CLAIMED HE HAD ANY AUTHORITY TO USE THE AIUIED FORCES TO PROTECT
THE BALANCE OF POWER WITHOUT FIRST OB'rAINING COnGRESSIONAL
AUTHORIZATION.

IN FACT, IN HAY 1940 WHEN THE UAZIS WERE ON THE

i

VERGE OF CONQUERING ALL OF EUROPE, FRANKLIN ROOSEVELT, CITING

THE FRAMERS INTENDED THAT THE "TO DECLARE WAR" CLAUSE WAS A GRANT

CONSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS, REMAINED NEUTRAL III THE MOST

TO CONGRESS OF THE AUTHORITY TO AUTHORIZE WAR AND ALL OTHER

MOMENTOUS BATTLE THE WORLD HAD EVER KNOWN.

MILITARY ACTIONS.

THAT ONLY THE COMMITMENT OF M1ERICAll MILITARY POWER COULD SAVE

ALTHOUGH ARTICLE II OF THE CONSTITUTION SAYS THAT "THE
PRESIDENT SHALL BE THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF OF THE ARMY AND NAVY OF
THE UNITED STATES ••• " (EMPHASIS ADDED), THIS CLAUSE WAS NOT

I
~

FRANCE FROM AN IMMINENT NAZI CONQUEST.

ROOSEVELT UNDERSTOOD

HOWEVER, HE ALSO

RECOGNIZED THAT UNDER THE CONSTITUTION HE WAS POWERLESS TO
COMMIT AMERICAN FORCES.

HE SPECIFICALLY ACKNOWLEDGED HIS LOYALTY

INTENDED BY THE FRAMERS TO CONFER UPON THE PRESIDENT THE POWER TO

TO 'CONSTITUTIONAL GOVERNMENT' WHEN HE SOLEMNLY AND SORROWFULLY

MAKE WAR ON HIS OWN INITIATIVE.

DECLARED:

IN THE FEDERALIST PAPERS,

ALEXANDER HAMILTON WROTE THAT "COMMANDER IN CHIEF" WAS NOTHING
MORE THAN A DESIGNATION OF MILITARY RANK.
C.

HISTORICAL PRECEDENT 1789-195Q

"ONLY THE CONGRESS CAN MAKE A MILITARY COMMITMENT."

SINCE CONGRESS WAS UNWILLING TO AUTHORIZE AMERICAN INTERVENTION

I
;

<
I

TO PRESERVE THE BALANCE OF POWER, THE UNITED STATES REMAINED
NEUTRAL AS FRANCE FELL.

I

FROM 1789 UNTIL THE KOREAN WAR -- A 161-YEAR PERIOD
WHICH WAS FREQUENTLY MARKED BY SIGNIFICANT THREATS TO THE
NATIONAL SECURITY -- PRESIDENTS CLAIMED ONLY THE MOST NARROW
POWER TO UNILATERALLY INITIATE WAR:

THE AUTHORITY TO PROTECT

AMERICAN TERRITORY AND CITIZENS FROM ATTACK.
PRESIDENTS LACKED THE AUTHORITY TO PROTECT

~~Y

THE PRE-KOREAN WAR
OTHER NATIONAL

I
i

D.

TRUMAN'S KOREAN WAR COMMITMENT

AND~lCECUTIVE USURPATIO~

THUS, ROOSEVELT WAS OBEDIENT TO CONSTITUTIONAL
PRINCIPLE DURING THE BATTLE OF FRANCE, EVEN AT THE PRICE OF
LOSING A VITALLY IMPORTANT NATION TO THE MOST AGGRESSIVE,
TOTALITARIAN, AND GENOCIDAL NATION IN HISTORY.

INTEREST.

J

I
i
;
i

I
j

IN CONTRAST, A
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MERE TEN YEARS LATER, IN THE KOREAN PENINSULA -- AN AREA THAT THE
DISPUTE, AND PROTECTING THE OIL EXPORTS OF KUWAIT.

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT HAD NEVER BEFORE CONSIDERED VITAL, OR

UNFORTUNATELY, CONGRESS ACQUIESCED Itl THIS PRESIOEU'fIAL

EVEN RELEVANT -- PRESIDENT TRUMAN ACTED WITHOUT ANY LEGISLATIVE

PRACTICE DURING THE 1950'S AND 1960'S.

AUTHORIZATION, AND COMMITTED AMERICAN FORCES TO A MASSIVE

CONGRESS ATTEMPTED TO REGAIN ITS POl'lER.

CONVENTIONAL WAR WHICH COULD HAVE EASILY ESCALATED INTO A NUCLEAR
CONFLICT.

HOHEVER, III THE 1970'S

EVEN THOUGH THE TRUMAN ADMINISTRATION ACKNOWLEDGED

E.

THAT SOUTH KOREA WAS COMPLETELY IRRELEVANT TO THE DEFENSE OF

IN 1973, CONGRESS PASSED THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION.

AMERICAN TERRITORY OR THE MAINTENANCE OF THE BALANCE OF POWER,

CONGRESS HAD CONSIDERED, BUT THEtI REJECTED, AU ALTERNATIVE \~AR

TRUMAN IMPETUOUSLY DECIDED TO COMMIT AMERICAN FORCES TO SUPPORT
SOUTH KOREA IN ITS WAR WITH NORTH KOREA.

POWERS PROPOSAL: THE JAVITS DILL.

THUS, FOR THE FIRST

PRE-KOREAN WAR PROCEDURE.

WITHOUT ANY CONGRESSIONAL AUTHORIZATION.

CONSTITUTIONALLY PERMISSIBLE CATEGORIES OF PROTECTING AMERICAN

FALSELY CLAIMED THAT THE COMMANDER IN CHIEF CLAUSE GRANTED THE

TERRITORY AND AMERICAN CITIZEUS.

PRESIDENT THE POWER TO USE FORCE TO PROTECT ANY "INTEREST OF

UNFORTUNATELY, THE JAVITS BILL

WAS DEFEATED IN CONFERENCE COMMITTEE.

THE ALLEGED POWER TO EMPLOY FORCE TO

THE nOUSE BILL, WHICH

PERMITTED THE PRESIDENT TO EXERCISE UNLIMITED WAR POWERS FOR A

PROTECT ANY "FOREIGN POLICY INTEREST" IS SO BROAD THAT IT IS

60-DAY PERIOD, WAS ENACTED INTO LAW.

VIRTUALLY LIMITLESS, BECAUSE EVEN THE MOST UNIMAGINATIVE

NOT ONLY DOES THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION FAIL TO REVERSE

PRESIDENT CAN ALWAYS FIND A "FOREIGN POLICY INTEREST" WHICH NEEDS

TRUMAN'S USURPATION, IT ALSO CONFERS LEGITIMACY UPON THIS

PROTECTION.

UNCONSTITUTIONAL PRACTICE BY CODIFYING IT INTO THE STATUTE FlOOKS.

TRUMAN'S SUCCESSORS IN THE OVAL OFFICE HAVE CONTINUED
HIS USURPATION, AND HAVE BEHAVED AS THOUGH THE ARMY AND NAVY WERE
THEIR OWN PERSONAL PROPERTY.

MORE SPECIFICALLY, THE JAVITS BILL

RESTRICTED THE PRESIDENT'S AUTHORITY TO COMMEtlCE WAR TO THE

IN AN ATTEMPT TO JUSTIFY HIS ACTION, TRUMAN

AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY."

THE JAVITS BILL WOULD HAVE

REPUDIATED TRUMAN'S SWEEPIIlG CLAH1 OF WAR POWER BY RESTORING THE

TIME IN ITS HISTORY, THE UNITED STATES BEGAN FIGHTING A MAJOR WAR

MOP~OVER,

THE WAR POWERS RI;..$OLUl'ICtl AND THE JiWITS fil.lJJ

POST-KOREAN WAR PRESIDENTS HAVE

ARROGATED UNTO THEMSELVES A POWER TO USE FORCE TO ADVANCE SUCH
MARGINAL INTERESTS AS PROTECTING DEMOCRACY IN UNDEMOCRATIC LANDS,

I
~

,I

THIS IRRESPONSIBLE SURRENDER BY THE CONGRESS OF ITS
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS AND C~STIrJLTIONAL DUtIES IS THE GREATEST
DEFECT OF THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION.
THE SECOND GREAT DEFECT OF THE WAR POl-lERS RESOLUTION
IS THAT IT PERMITS A PRESIDENT TO RADICALLY ALTER THE

AIDING THE ANTI-COMMUNIST FACTION IN ANY PETTY THIRD WORLD

INTERNATIONAL SITUATION BEFORE CONGRESS EVEn HAS THE OPPORTUnITY
!

I
~
I

I

I
I
J
(
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TO EXERCISE ITS POWER TO DECIDE UPON WAR.

LEGISLATION WHICH RESTRICTS PRESIDEUTIAL WAR POWER TO THE

THE PRESIDENT'S

CONSTITUTIONALLY PERMISSIBLE CA'rEGORIES OF PROTECTING AMERICAn
COMMITMENT OF AMERICAN FORCES PUTS OVERWHELMING PRESSURE ON
TERRITORY AND LIVES, SHOULD BE ENACTED INTO LA\'l.

CONGRESS TO CONTINUE THE COMMITMENT, EVEN IF CONGRESS WERE TO
DECIDE THAT THE PRESIDENT'S ACTION WAS UNWISE AND DANGEROUS.
THIS IS BECAUSE IF CONGRESS WERE TO REPUDIATE THE PRESIDENTIAL
COMMITMENT, THEN ALL OTHER COMMITMENTS WILL BE DOUBTED BY ANXIOUS

,

ALLIES AND CHALLENGED BY AGGRESSIVE ENEMIES.
THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION IS FLAWED FOR STILL A THIRD
REASON.

IN MODERN WARFARE SIXTY DAYS IS FAR TOO LONG TO GIVE THE

PRESIDENT AN UNRESTRAINED LICENSE TO MAKE WAR AGAINST ANY NATION
WITH ANY WEAPONS.

RUSSIAN MISSILES CAN DESTROY AMERICAN CITIES

IN JUST THIRTY MINUTES.

NUCLEAR WAR CAN OCCUR NOT ONLY AS A

RESULT OF A DELIBERATE RUSSIAN ATTACK BUT ALSO, AND MORE
PROBABLY, AS A RESULT OF UNINTENTIONAL ESCALATION FROM A
CONVENTIONAL WAR OR SUPERPOWER CRISIS.

I
\

EVEN IF NUCLEAR WEAPONS

WERE NOT EMPLOYED DURING THE FIRST 60 DAYS OF THE WAR,
CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS CAN INFLICT MILLIONS OF CASUALTIES WITHIN
WEEKS, IF NOT DAYS.

THUS, CONGRESS ABDICATED ITS RESPONSIBILITY

TO PROTECT THE MILLIONS OF AMERICAN SOLDIERS AND CIVILIANS WHO
COULD BE KILLED DURING THE FIRST 60 DAYS OF A PRESIDENTIALLYINITIATED WAR.
IN CONCLUSION, THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION nLEGALIZEsn
TRUMAN'S USURPATION AND FAILS TO PROVIDE ANY EFFECTIVE RESTRAINT
ON PRESIDENTIAL WAR POWER IN AN AGE OF WEAPONS OF MASS
DESTRUCTION.
REPEALED.

ACCORDINGLY, THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION SHOULD BE

IN ITS PLACE, THE JAVITS BILL, OR SOME OTHER

I
~

I

I
~

THANK YOU FOR GIVING HE TilE OPPORTUUITY TO PRESENT MY
VIEWS ON THIS IMPORTANT TOPIC.
QUESTIONS.

I WOULD BE HAPPY TO ANSWER AllY
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WAGING WAR AGAINST CHECKS AND BALANCES--THE CLAIM OF
AN UNLIMITED PRESIDENTIAL WAR POWER

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Framers of the United States Constitution created a system of checks and balances! applicable to the decision to comI See ,entral'y Tu FaoIJW.IST NOI. 4i·51 (J. Madison); W. GWYN. THa MaANING or
THI SIPARATION or Powus 1·8 (1966): L. HiNJUN, FOUIGN AnAma AND THI CONSTmJTION

31·35 (1972); A. SorA.lJl. WAA, FOIlllGN AlrAlM AND CONSTITUTIONAL POWEll SO (1976): Cu·
per. COr&ltitutionol Corutroint. on the Conduct of FOl'ei,,, and Deferu, Policy: A Nonjudicial Model, 43 U. CHI. L. Rav. 463,486-91 (1976). Checb and balanc:et is a meana to ensure the proper maintenance of a separation of powen. W. GWYM, .upra, at 3. Punuant to checks
and balances, each branch is granted some power over the same activity, alon, with the
cOMtitutiona! me&l1l necesaary to avoid interbranch encroacbmenL TID F'BDIRALIST. supra,
No. 51, at 356-59 (J. Madison) (B. Wricht edt 1961). In tbia lD&DDer. the checka-and-balanCOl syetem lerves to create a lAle and effective method for the diatribution of power while
avoiding the potential .. bUM of power. See A. So'AD, ,upra, at SO.
At the foundation of th.iI division of power 'NU the Framen' attempt to saCeJU4ld the
"mersent republic ..aiDat buman falliMlity. TIm FmDALlST, .upra, No. 70, at 451 (A.
Hamilton); ide No. 31, at 237 (A. Hamilton); ide No. 73, at 468 (A. Hamilton). Above all, the
Framen were concerned that man'. ambitioUi nature would result in an intentional abuse of
power. IndHd. in the worda of James Madiaon: "Ambition mUit be made to counteract
ambition." Id. No. 51. at 3S6 (J. MadiJon).
The Framen oricinally considered two theari. of government: a pure separation of
pcnren 'yatem aDd a IOparation of powen I I moc:lified by checka and balanca. A. SO'AD,
,upra. at 60. In adoptiq the latter theory, the Framen attempted to ensure penona! freodom by impoeina .WIlcient reatraiDu on ,overnmental action. thereby preventing esceuive
authority in one inatitution. T. EAGUTON. Wu. AND PuamBHTIAL POWIlR 4 (197.):.u Myers V. United States. 272 U.S. 52. 293 (1926) (Brandeis. J .• m.ontins). In Mye". JUitice
Brandeis. employiq the popular term separation of powen inatead of the more technical
phrue checka and balaDces, .tated:
The doctrine of the separation of powen w.. adopted by the Ccmvent:on of 1787,
not to promote officiency but to preclude the eserciae of arbitrary power. The purpoee WU, not to avoid friction, but. by mea.ua of the inevitable friction incident to
the distribution of the ,overnmentai powers among three departments, to save the
people from autocracy.
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mence war.1 Specifically, the drafters intended that the nation remain at peace until both Congress and the President agreed that
the national interest at stake justified the suffering caused by war.
Underlying the selection of this standard were three premises: first,
that war was a tremendous evil. an event to be avoided if at all
possible; second, that the decision to wage war was difficult and
thus readily subject to error; and third, :~1at the possibility of such
error would be reduced if congressional participation in the decision were mandated.
For over 160 years, the executive and legislative branches acted in accordance with this three-premise theory, and the attendant system of checks and balances. Despite grave threats to the
United States itself and American interests abroad, American
Armed Forces did not engage in any major military operation without prior congressional authorization. More importantly, throughout this period no President claimed any power to initiate combat
in the absence of legislative approval, with the sole exception of
authority to protect American citizens and territory. This practice
changed radically with the Korean war and since then the practice
of Presidents is to claim the authority to employ American military forces to protect any alleged threat to the "national security."
Not only have courts rejected the claim of unlimited executive.
war power, but the present presidential practice is inconsistent
with checks and balances. The first premise of the Framers is as
relevant today as it was in the 18th century, since the number of
casualties in any modern war ranges from high to cataclysmal Second, Presidents Truman through Reagan have adopted a foreign
policy of global containment, resulting in 90 broad a definition of
national interest that a virtually limitle88 number of nations and
events purportedly threaten national security. Third. con tempo-

:.
t

My.,.., 272 U.S. at 293 (Brandeis. J., diaaenting).
• Many commentators Dote that the issue of wu-initiatina power was of deep conceru
to the Framen, and therefore wu intended to be controUed by the .yatem of cbocD and
ba.lancn. See T. EAGLITON,IUpra note 1. at 10-11. The Framen IOUIht to create a proce·
dure whereby neither the executive nor the legislature alone eould make a war·iDitiatirac
dociaion, and thUi establilhed a system which required approval of both branches to put the
nation at war. Id. at 10; It. Cuper, lupra note I, at 489-91: Ratner. The Coordinoted
Warmo_i", Power-Le,ulativf, Eucutivf. and Judiciol Ro~•• 44 S. CAL L Rav. 461. -'61
(1971) ("divided allocation of wannakins authority reftecta the familiar chocD·and·b4la.nc:et
motif'). See ,,,,,rally L. H&NIUN, .upra note 1. at 31-36; A. SorAD, .upra note 1. at 60.
Notably. aven advocates of broad esecutive power concede that warmaJdng authority is
,bared by the President and Congress. S~f. f.,., Roetow. Grlat Cal" Ma_. Bod Low: Th.
War Pow." Act, 50 To. L Rav. 833. 834-35 (1972).
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rary Congresses are certainly capable of making a positive contribution in the decision to commence war,
Moreover, a foreign policy of global containment in an age of
highly destructive weapons has resulted in American Presidents
jeopardizing upon their own initiative the paramount national interest-preservation of the nation-state-for far lesser national interests. This Article argues for the abolition of unlimited executive
war power and the restoration of procedure that is both less menacing and more in accordance with the constitutional principle of
checks and balances.

II.

ApPLICATION OF CHECKS AND BALANCES TO THE
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WARMAKlNG

The Three-Premise Theory
Evidence that the Framers intended the war-initiating power'

• The coDititutionai authority to conduct war mUit be diatincuiahed from the power to
initiate war. The power to initiate war require. the approval and consent of both the Con·
JreU and the President. S~. L. HUlltIN, .upro note 1, at 106-08: A. ScHL&SINGU, TH. I....•
I'UAL PuamllNcy 5·7 (1973). One commentator bu DOted that the power to iDitiate war it
one of "joint poIHtIioD." A. ScHL&SINGU, ,upro, at 7; ••• W. Rava..rt. W AI'. POW&R.8 0' TH.
PUSIDKHT AND CONQaua-WHO HoLDS TIm AMows AND OLIn BRANclus? 63·64 (1981).The SecoDd Circuit on a number of occuioDi b.u obeervod that the power to initiate war it
a power that it abarecl by both political brancha. and. therefore. both branch. lDUit par.
ticipate in the war·initiatins decitioD. Su, •.,., Holtzman v. Schlesqer, 434 F.2d 1307,
1309 (2d Cir. 1973), (,n. d.ni.d, U6 U.S. 936 (1974): DaCoeta v. Laird, ...a F.2d 1368, 1370
(2d Cir. 1971): OrlaDdo v. Laird, «3 F.2d 1039, 1043 (2d Cit.), c.n. d,ni,d, 404 U.S. 869
(1971): 80rt v. Laird, 429 F.2d 302, 306-06 (2d Cit. 1970).
In contrut, the power to conduct war belonp ezclUlivel)f to the President. L. IUNKlN,
.upro note 1, at 51.62; If' Manin v. Mott, 2S U.S. (12 Wheat.) 19, 30 (1827). In a diaeuuion
of the Preaident', riPt to conduct war after an invuion OCCUJ'I, the Supreme Court ,teted
that "the authority to decide. . . beloDp OJ:ciuaively to the President, and . . . hiI decision
is conclUlive upon all other persoDl." 25 U.S. (12 Wheat.) at 30. Requirilll leaialative approval for ,ucb dedaioDl u determining the movement of troop', weapons, and equipment.
where and wben a bettIe would be foUCht, whom to name u officen to direct each opera·
tiOD, or whether to open a new theater of operatioDi. would undoubtedly cripple the Execu·
tive in conductinl war. S" G. StJTH.UI..UfD, CONsnnmONAI. Pow. . AND WORLD N.AJAS 76·
77 (1919): Wa11a~, TM Pre'ident', E:ccUuiue For'iln A/fain Powe" DUff Foreiln Aid (pt.
2). 1970 DUD L.J. 463, 463.
Delpite e&clUlive presidential control over the conduct of war, it it clew that the Fram·
en intended to apply checu and balancM to the decision to commence war. Sit Wallace,
,upra, at 462-63. Th. debates at the Philadelphia Convention, I f . infra note 5 and accom·
panyiq test, the Ratification Debatea. ,It infro note 6, judicial decisioDi throUChout the
nation', hiatory, If. infro notes 100·08, and many commentaton, .,e L. HaNIUH, ,upro note
I, at 33·34: G. SUTHIUU.AND, .upro. at 72, .tate unequivocally that the war·commencirll
power it a.bared power. Notably, Juatice SutherlaDd, a 6nn advocate of .inclenell of com·
mand and concenuation of power in the President once war hu been authorized. wa
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equally. e~phat~c .i~ recognizing that the Framen intended to apply checu and bal4ncet to
~e deciSion to Initiate war. Justice Sutherland atated that "[tlhe Framen of OUI Coostitu.
tlon ... concluded. ~d [ think wisely, tbat such a power in the bands of a lingle pe~n
wu not coDIOnant WIth the genius and Dpirit of a republic luch U oun." G. SUTHIIUU.AND,
,upro, at 72: .It A. SO.UR• • upra note 1, at 56.
• Advocates of a broad presidential power to commence Wll have ll(Ued that the Com.
mander in Chief clause, U.S. CONST., an. II, I 2, cl. 1. is an wuestric:ted grant of power to
the President to utilize the armed foreet u he '"' 6t. Sit U.s. Dep't of State. Tht Legality
0/ United Stat" Participation in th, Defenl' of Vi.t-Nam, M o..'T ST. BULL. 4;4. 484
(1966) [hereinalter cited u 1966 Stat' Ikp'c Memo): U.S. Dep't of Stete. Authority 01 tht
p'~,iclenl to R'IH' tlat Atto('~ in Korea, 23 Omt'T ST. BULL. 173 pGI.im (1950) (bereinafur
cited u 1960 Stat, Dep't Memol. TheM advocates, therefore, coDitrue the Comm.ander in
Chief clauae expansively. and narrowly conatrue the clauae IflDtinc Conareu the power to
declare war. U.S. CONST.• art. I, I 8, cl. 11. ThiI interpretation of the interplay of theee
clauaes. however. is contrary to the oriainal meaniq of th. . claUiel. In fact. the Framen
intended tho function of Commander in Chief' to be notb.iq more than tho supreme com.
mander of'the American Army Uld Navy. TIm Fmu..u..m, .upro note 1, No. 69. at 4-C6. 4bO
(A. Hamilton): ..~ E. CO. WIN, TIm PuaIDIUn': Orne. AND POWDI 1787·1957, at 228 (4th
rev. ed. 1967). Profeuor Corwin .tated that the only power the Framen intended to lI'ant
tho President under the Commander in Chief' clawae is the authority to be
top ,eneral and top admiral of the fOteel provided by Coqreu, AO that DO one can
be put over him or be authorized to pve him orden in tho direction of the laid
f'orca; hut otherwiH he will have DO powen that any hich military or Daval com.
man~er not also Preaidont micht not have.
£. CoaWUf, 'upro, at 228.
Clearly, a IfUIt of authority to commence war unilaterally wu Dot contemplated. Id.
Rather, the claUie ezpreuee the Framen' intent that the President. once war baa been au.
thorizod by Conpeu, wu to posIHI an untrammeled power to command and to direct the
movementa of the Daval and land forCDI.lcl. Moreover. deapite c1aima by advocatet of broad
neeutiv~ warmakiq powen that the pet of the power "to declare war" it the authority
only to lllue a formal declaration of' war, it it evident that the Framen undentood "de.
clare" to ~eaD authorize, make. or commenee. L. HmcJmt, .upro note 1, at 80.81; Lofgren,

War-NoIe,,,, U""'M COnltitution: '1"M Dr-iIin.o1 Unthratandi"" 81 YALII L.J. 672,695
(1972): ,ft TalbcX v. Saman, 5 U.s. (1 Crauch) 1. 28 (1801); Sa v. 'nqy, 4 U.S. (4 Dall.)
37, 43 (la». III MMucbuaettl v. Laird. 461 F.2d 28 (lit Cir. 1971), the Fint Circuit cited
8M v. Tiqy with approval and quoted the foUowinc laqu. from that early cue: "The
baIdliti. apinat Fruc:e in 1799 were . . . an authorized but UDdecland .tate of warfare."
Id. at 33.
To be aun, the claUM "to declare war" initially wu worded to ~t "[tlhe LetUlature
of the United Stete. •.. tho Power . . . ~ make war . . . ." 2 M. FADAHD, TIm RacOIlDS
or TIm FJDaAL CONYmmON 0. 1787, at 167-68 (rev. eel. 1937). Th.ia claun ... coDiideted
by the tun Convution 00 AUCUIt 17, 1787, ill. at 318-19. and ameoded by deleti.nc "mak,"
and iDlertiq "dedan" in it. place. ide Accordiq to MadiIon, tbl. lanauap chance was
~ed to leave "to the Esecutive the power to re~l.udden attacu," rd. at 318. Delqatet
Kine and E1Jnortb propou.nded an additional reeaoo for tlUa alteration: that "make" Will'
micht be UDdentood to meaD "conduct" war which wu an OItr.bUahed esec:utive function.
ld. at 319. ThUl, the chane, ... not desisDed to take the warmakiq initiative from Can1"11, but wu intended instead to permit the President .imply to def'end American territory
and to direct movement of the armed (orcee, f'oUowinc coacreaionaJ authorizatioD of war.
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Philadelphia Convention' and the state ratification conventions. e It
appears that imposition of the checks-and-balances standard to
the war-initiating decision was founded upon three premises.
The first premise is derived from the Framers' attitude toward
war. As opposed to viewing war as an ennobling event, the Framers
regarded war as an event of grave consequence. Indeed, many commentators have concluded that statements of the Framers made
during the constitutional debates manifest an unequIvocal revulsion toward war's destructiveness.'
Second, the Framers perceived that defining national interests
worthy of protection was not objective and error-free but a subjective and difficult determination.' Further, even assuming universal
• Sf. DDATU U. TIm FlDIBAL CONYW.HTION OP 1787. at 418-19 (0. Huut " J. Scott ed.
1920) (hereinafter cited u DaATU IN TIm hDUAL CoNYBHrlON). S"e .ff Lofgren. '''pro
note 4, at 675 (lithe DWlDor iD which the Dation Ibould be coDllDitted to war wa not ODe of
the chle( concoma o( the deleeata [at the) Philadelphia Convention").
• The ratifton ezprellld view. oa the war-initiatiq dociaion 1imi1ar to those put forth
at the Philadelphia Convention,
'''pro DOte 6 aDd aecolDPUyiq telt. conc:ludinc that
the war powen Ihould be ahand,.ff A. bAD. '''pro DOte 1. at 48-61. According to James
Wilaoa:
ThiI l)'Item will DOt burry UI iDto war; it ia calculated to I'J.U'd .,ainat it. It will
DOt be iD the power o( a liqle mao. or a IiDcle body of mon, to iDvolve ua in such
diatreu; for the important power of dec:IariDI war it velted iD the leaialature at
'Alie: and thia declaration mUit be made with the concurrence of the HoWIe of
Repraentativee: from tb.ia circumataDcl . . may draw a certain conclUlion that
DOlbina but our natioaal intercat c:ao draw UI iDto a war.
II Tn DaATU IN TIm SIrVUAL Sura CoNVD'nONa ON TIm ADornON 0' TIm FanIJW. CONSTlTVnON IN 1787. at 628 (J. Elliot 2d ed. 1838) [beniDAfter citod u DDAnsl. Sipi6caotly,
tho COID.IIWIder iD Chief power ncaivecl "utraordiD.uily abort treatmont." A. SorA.&R,
'''pro DOte 1. at 48, S.., '.,., Berpr. War-AlMi,., by eM PraltUru. 121 U. PA. L. Rri. 29, 36 (1972). The
Framen' a.eniOD to war. accorcI.i.q to Raoul 8erpr, iD8ueoced thoir deciaion to split the
warmaki.q ponrL/d. Similarly, JUltiCi Story reeapiHd the Fnmon' attitude toward war
u barioa upon tIM diviaioa olwarmaki.q power.
pcwu of declarinc war is ... 10
critical ud c:a1amitouD, that it requ.iret tba utmcm del1beratioa. and the lu~ive review of
all the COUDCiIa of tIM nation ...•tt Id. at 82 (quot.iq 3 J. SToRY. CO.....HTARIU ON TO
COHl'mVnON 0:7 THB Utanm STATU 11186. at 60 (1833); ,., 1 M. FAIlItAHD, s"pra note 4.
at 318; Raveley, Prauunlud War-Ma4inI: COlUeitutioMI PrfrofGlWt or U.urpationl, 55
VA. L Rav. 1243.1284 (19G9) ('·(tJh. Framen rempired the potent.iaUy momentoUi conaequeDCel of (oreip coDflic:t aDd wiIhed to cbr..k ita UDilatenl iDitiatioa by any linsle individual or 1fOUP"). S,. ,.rwrolly HoItow, '''pro note 2. at au (diIc:uuioc whether the draCten
of the CODititutioa iDteaded "to make it bard to 10 to war. and oay to m.ake peace").
• Note. Co,.,,..... eM Pr••
and eM PO&Hr Co Co",,"" Forefl eo Combat. 81 HAav.
L. iQv. 1771. 17&1 (1988). A nation caD decide that IODla iDtereata are important enouc h
that aafecuarcliq them it worth the coe\ o( \lV. Ifl.. 8. Baoom. WAIl AND POLmCS 3-42.45
(1973). 10 addition to the paramount IQIJ o( retai.oiDa the independence and integrity of the
United Statee. the maiJltelWlce o( a baJuce of power. the adVaDCement of the import and
uport of trado. and the promotion of ideolocica1 aima abroad wore deemed to be legitimate
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agreement as to the scope of national interest, the Framers re~ized
that the decision as to whether any given national interest out·
weighed the potential misery of war was similarly subject to error.'
Third, the Framers believed that congressional participation
in a decision to initiate war would reduce the probability that
American citizens would be required to fight in an unnecessary
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objectives of tae National Government. Su TIm FmDA1J.lT. '''pro Dote 1. No.6. at 111·13
(A. Hamilton); W. RoaTOW, To Dlft'US10N OP Po. . . 607-10 (1972). S«, ,«Mrolly F.R.
DULLB8, ~CA'8 RIa TO WORLD Po. . . 1 (19M).
At III times, the proper aeope of the national intereet is lubject to debate. A. ono commentator noted:
We bear mucb ,lib talk about thole interesta, u if the lpeabn knew euctly wbat
they are or oUCht to be. Yet they are not filed by Datwe DOr identifiable by lOy
lenerally accepted ltaociard of objective criteria. They are iuttad the produc:ta of
fallible human judplent, on matton conc:eraiDc which qnement witbiD the Dation is UluaUy leu t.bao univenaL
B. BROom, '''pro, at 343. Some have de60ed aatiooal iatereet broedly. For eu.mple. in 1812,
Speaker of the Houae Henry Clay and Senator JohD C. Calhoun .,..ued that the United
Stata had an intor.t iD maiDt.ainiDa ita trade NlatioDi with every aation and had an iDter..t in defendiDa the intematioaalillal principle of freedom of the ..... R. FDam..t.. AIaJu·
CAN DIPLoMACY 136-38 (3d ed. (975). Other m.mben of Coacr-. however. failed to adopt
IUch a broad deilDition o( national iDtertlt. Id. at 139. More CODtemporary UICIUIIleDti of
natioaal objectlv. mayor may DOt iDclude avoidaDce of auc1ear coa8.1c:t, creation of a more
.table world order. or maintenance of the credibility of a promiae to defend other natioaa
from attack. S,. R. CLOUOH. £An Mu. AND U.s. Sacuarn 29 (197&); W. RoeTo•• '''pro, at

606-11.
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• Tho fact that a national intoreet II at .take dOlI DOt eDd the iDquiry u to wbether a
war should be commenced. Indeed. the queation remaia whetbar the aatiooal iDtereot ~
worth the ,uB'riaI o( war. Tbia decilion II more lubjoc:tive, mON cWBcu1t, and more prone
to enor t.bao the deciaion o( defiDiDt the scope of national iDtereit. TI» Framen waN detormiDed to avoid the milery attendant to war UDlaI the laiD to the oatiooal intenet outweiched the caeta. Sa Well' Powc" u,illGlion. 1913: HNI'inf' Oil S.
Be/o,.. elN Stnat.
Comm. Oil Fom,n R.ltJtiolU, 93d CoDl•• lit
23 (1973) (atem.nt of Prof. 'Bickll)
[berei.Datter cited .. H.",.., on Well' Powe,., iAfi,llaeiolll. S. RIIP. No. 797. 90th Cone., lit
7 (198'7) [hIniDafter cited u NATIONAL CoIDIITMIINTI ftaooIrr). W. rt.vsuY, '''pro
Dote 3. at 102; a.v.Jey, 'I'M Power to MaM Well'. iD TIm CoICl'mVllON AND , . . CoNDUCT or
'OUION POLICY 9S·N (1978) (hereinafter citod IS Rawley, TM Powfr Co MaM Warl. Ber·
Pl• ..,pro DOte 7. at 82; RtYeley. '''pro Dote 7. at 1284 • 0.138; Note, '''pro DOte 8, at 1784.
DuriDa the Rate ratiftcation debetee. Jam. WikoD. ODe of the mod actiw participanta
in the Philadelphia Coavendoa, commeated that the Framen IQUlht to 0DIUrt that war
would be initiated only after the President and Co. . . coacurred that t.M national iDtereat at Itab warraated military iDvolvement. 0 DaAftI. '''pro DOte at 628. Coo COlDlDOntator notod:
PrM~ly• •y I'IIOrt to war ••• II jultifted only becauao in 101M . . . . Uaitcd
Sta_ MCUrity £a thotJlht to be at ItIb.... That decia10D (to cHI.ad) will d.·
pend oa • variety of faeton-prozimity to the Uaited Stat.; the value of th3
c:owitly . . . ally: olbar Unitod States iDt.ereN iDvolY8d. IlXh u military ~
and 'military liter. ad the natUle of the agremioD and the agnaeor.
Note, '''pro DOte S. at 1783.
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war. Indeed, Alexander Hamilton noted that hit cannot be
doubted that Uoint] participation would materially add to the
safet>: of the society,:t~' and regarded congressional participation as
reducIng the probablhty of erroneously defining the national interlt
est. • From these three premises, the Framers concluded that con~r~~slonal as well as presidential authorization is to be required to
Initiate war. II

B. Assumed Authorization
Although the system of checks and balances articulated in the
Constitution applies at all times to the decision to commence war
in certain instances the imperatives of the system can be fuUilled
, •• ~e late AJeunder Bickel. an eminent coDititutiODallawyer, ltated that the Fram.
en requirement ot collifeuionai participation reduces the pouibWty that the nation micbt
Ib~ ita bJ~ in ~oiu. He obeerved that IICOnpell and the Preaidont an iDdeed capable of
acuq UDWlNly, IlDIly or tocether. but bopetully leu likely toptbet tha.a aiDaly." H.ariq,
on War Pow". u,ulation, .upra Dote 9. at 23. Similarly, Prote.or Reveley recopiud
that democr~cy llrequiree federal officiall to take clear reaponaibiUty for natiolLllac:tion and
acco~t for It to the Yoten. all OD the ...umption that the full play of repreMntatiye democ.
racy II moet likely to produce poUcy ill the pneral illterat." Revet-y, 'I'M Power to Male.
WCII', .upro note 9, At 93. FiDally. th. Report of the Senate Foreip ReJatioDi Committee
lta~ ."~iziq the impouibWty of lllwi.ns the wile uereile 01 power by any ODe IIWl
?r ~ti~ution. the Americ:an CODititution divided that power Ulonc DWlY men and leveral
IDititUtiODi and. in 10 doiq, limited the ability of anyone to iJDpoae tyranny or diauter on
lbe country." NAftoNAL COMMJTIGHTS RaPoBT. ,upra note 9, at 26.27.
.. 'rNa F'DDALIBT, .upro note 1. No. 75, at 478 (A. Hamilton).

;
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without actual congressional authorization: l • that is, a legislative
grantj of authority to the President to wage war at times can be
assu~ed. This assumed authority can be invoked only when the
following condition is satisfied: a congressional vote in favor of war
is a foregone conclusion. 'o Clearly, the circumstances in which it
can be properly asserted that congressional approval is a foregone
conclusion are rare. l'
Only a single case occurred to the Framers in which the requirement of legislative authorization can be fulfilled without an
actuaJ. statute: surprise attack against the United States when Congress is not in session.l1 The Framers' decision to esempt this category and the decision's underlying rationale provide guidance in
identifying other situations, if any, in which assumed authorization
can fulfill checks-and-balances requirements.
Inherent in the exemption of an attack on American territory
is thei recognition that defense of the American state is a national
" The Framen beUeved that a unilateral preaidential power to deC.nd the natioD'1 ter·
ritory from attack wben CoDifOll wu out of Naion could be Uirdled without ezpUcit
colllleuional authorization. NATIONAL COIOllTlmHTS RIrPoaT, .upro DOte 9, at 8-~ 2 M.
FAJUWm• • upro Dote 4. at 318·19; LoflfOn, .upro Dote 4, at 700; Van AWtyue. Co,..,.~ .., tlte
Pr"id~nt. and til. POrHr to Declare War: A Requiem for Vietnam. 121 U. PA. 1.. RIIv. I; 9(1972).
.1

Note • • upro note 8. at 1783.

·'/d.

.l/d.

.. The rnmon clearly and ezpUcitly intended to roncloao unilateral eucutive action
to commence war. NAftONAL COIIMJ'I'MIUft"S Ra:PoRT• • upro note 9, at 8-9; T. EAOLftON,
.upro note 1, at 11-12; W. Ravm.rt, .upro DOto 3, at 16-18, M-a8, 314 n.14; Seller, ,upro
note 7, at 82; RnaJey, ,upra note 7, at 12&t n.138. At the Nortb CaroliDa Conventioa.
Spoabr Jam. IndoU Hated that "[t)he PrelideDI. baa DOt the power 01 dec:lariDi war by bit
own authority •••." IV DaA...... •upro note 8, at 107. Major PIerce Butler, a deleeate to
the Federal CooYIDtioa. voiced similar concerna at the South CaroIlu CcDYlDtion. Set id.
at 283. Aa a Coqnauum. Abraham Lincoln reiterated the iDtent of the Fralun that DO
ODe branch posaeu the power to commeDce war. A. ScIa..ulNoa., .upro DOte 3, at 42--'3.
The ~~titutloD w.. framed, Lincoln DOted. 10 .. "that 110 OM IMII abouId bold the power
of brinciDI thia oppnMiOD UPOD UI.' .. Letter from Abraham LiDcolD to W.H. Hemdon (Fib.
15, 1848), quot.d ill A. Saa.aaNGU, .upro Dote 3, at 43 (emphuia ill oriIiDal). U Concnu
,bowd rayor war whilo the PraideDt oppoea it. Conpesa Iimilarly would be without power
to put the nation at war. Se. C. BuoAHL, WAIl POWD8 ow 1118 Euc:trrIQ IN 1118 UNIT'ID
STATU 93-96 (1921). Set ,eMrally Baldwin, TIM Sharf 0/ tIN PraUUnl of tIN United
Sta~,. in a Declaration 0/ War, 12 AM. J. lNT'L L 1, 7, 10-11 (1918). Coqreu, however.
typically baa been the leu militant branch. Set FOUNDAftON8 0' AlaauCAN DIPLoMACY 17751872, at 261-62 (R. Ferrell ed. 1968) [bereiDaCter cited u FOUNDA110N8 OW AMalCAM DIPLoMACY) (IUllntilll that the President iI more apt to Cayor war thaD Conpeu).
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.f Mitchell v. Laird. 488 F.2d 611. S13·14 (D.C. Cir. 19'73); Note• • upro note 8. It 1784:
,n U.S. CON8T. art. n, I 2. cl. 1. lD TM Priu CGI.., the Supreme Court ltated that c.be
President poGMIIeI a unilateral authority to protect tM political iDdlpeDd.ace of tIM atate•
S •• The Prize
67 U.s. (2 Black) 636. 688 (1863). At iaue ill TM PrU. CalU wa the
vaUdity of ProIidlDc Lincoln', unilateral deciaion to bIocbde the porta of the reboWOUI
South. See id. at 686-86. In dictum. the majority opiDioa ICCePtid the pNmi.co that ill the
cue of lurprile attack qaimt Amerlcao territory, coqrasiolLll authorization it conclulively preaum.ci. ItatiDc that "(i)f war be madl by iDvlAioD of • roroip nation. the Ptai·
dent it not only authorized but bound to naiR rorce. by rorcs." Id. at 688. Therefore, iD
lucb ciicumstance, the Preeidlnt Deed Dot a.ait lpeciallecWatift authorisation. rd.
Th~ unquaWled rec:opition of the lecality of UDiJaten1 \1M of rorce by a Preaideut in
defend.iDc the territorial illtepity and political iDdlpendlDQt of the United Stateswu reel·
firmed duriq the UtiptiOD concernins the conatitutioaality of the Vietnam war. For tum·
pl., iD Mitch.ll v. Laird. 488 '.241 611 (D.C. Cir. 19'73), the Court of Appeall for tIM Diotrict
of Columbia .tated:
[Wle an w:wWnoualy of thl opinion that tbtre are tome typM of war which with·
ou~ Co~ona1 approval, the Preaident may becin to vase: for IUDlpt., ht may
reapoDd immediately without IUeh approval to a beUipreat attack . . . . Other·
wiN the country would be paraly&ed. Before the
could ad the nation
miabt be defeated or at leut crippled. . . . My other coDitruc:don 01 the Collolti·
tution would makl it aelf-deatruc:tive.
[d. at 613.
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interest of the highest order. 1. Only the American state can defend
the lives and rights of the American people. I. Absent this protection,· the foreign invader would subject the American people to its
unrestrained power. IO The unique importance of this interest led
the Framers to conclude that every legislator certainly would have
voted in favor of a war to defend the American state. II
The conclusion to be drawn from the foregoing discussion is
that checks and balances is the principle' • and actual authorization
by statute is the rule." Naturally, any exception to the rule must
be drawn narrowly 80 as to ensure consistency with the principle of
checks and balances.
Although the Framers considered only a single case in which
assumed authorization could be invoked," they decided to rely
upon governmental practice to establish any additional exceptions. to The claims and actions of successive Presidents, the responses of the Congresses, and judicial review of the political
branches' interpretation of checks and balances were to be used to

u.s.

II Sff
CONST. art. IV, I 4. Punuant co article IV of the CODititution. the United
States IUAflfttea "co every State in (theJ UniOD a RepubliCaD Form of Government. and
. . . protect[ll each of them qa.m.t InvuioD . . . •" Id. In additioD CO protectin8 the live..
liberty, and propertiOi of ita citizem hom eztemal th.reata of invuioll, tho state provides •
internaJ protectioD and IeCUrity f,om iDdividuala within the state. S~e R. GILPIN. WAR AND
CHANG. IN WORLD POLmC8 15·18 (1981); J. Huz, TIm NATlON·STAn AND TO CRISIS or
WORLD POLma 126·28 (1976). SiDce tho ltate providOi ita citizens with theN euential ben·
efita-protection from. both irternal and uwrnA1 threltl-it may be argued that the Fram·
en uaumed that aay reuonable IIWI would be willinc to live bia lifo to preserve the state.
II E.,., J. Has. ,upra note 18. at 1()O.()f. Accordiq to ProfeNOr GilpiD: "The state is
IOvoreip in that it lDuct anlwor to no hiPsr authority in tho international Iphere. It alone
defines and protec:ta tha richta of individuala and poupe. Individuala pouaa no righta u·
copt &hOM ,uannceed by the .tate itlelf; they ba"e DO aec:urity ..ve that lJI'orded by the
ltate." R. GILPIN. ,upro cote 18, at 17.
.. E.,., J. Haa. ,upra note 18, at 100-04. 126-28.
2 M. FAUAND, .upro DOte 4. at 318; Note. ,upro note 8. at 1783.
II Sft ,upro
2·12 andaq:ompan)'iq tot.
II S•• ,upro DOta 13 and aC1:CiiJpaDyiq ten.
.. Se. ~upro note 17 and accompanying test.

.1

no_

• S., Reveley. Corutitutionol Alloc.atio" 0/ War ~,.. &tw"" th, President arad
Co,..,..,,: 1787-1188. 15 VA. J. bn'L L 73. 82-83 (1974). It 11 appueDt that the Framen
deliberately relraiDed froID providiDt aa anawer for every lituation that milht arise. Id.
RealWaa the ditJicu1ty in foreaeeiDa aad out1ininc all pouihle esipnciOi. the FrlllDen ob·
Hrved that IOlDe area would be better .."oct by practice and esperienC8. Id.1n McCulloch
v. Maryland, 17 U.s. (4 Wheat.) 316 (1819), Chief Juatice Man.ball ltated that the function
of a conatitutioD ia to .tate fundamental principl. and not to provide an exect answer to
every IItuatioD. la. at 407. Chief Juatico Man.ba1I'I analysil. althouch directed It the rela·
tionship betweeD a national bank and the conareuional commerce power, may &lao be ape
pUed CO the &IIumption of 10000lative authorization and the principle of checa and balancn.
See id. at 407·13.
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flesh out the checks-and-balances system. 11 It is important to remember, however, that in implementing this authority. there must
forever be compliance with constitutional principles.'"
III.

THE CLAIMS AND ACTIONS OF THE POLITICAL BRANCHES
BEFORE AND AFTER THE KOREAN WAR

In examining the distribution of the warmaking power between the executive and legislative branches, a number of fundamental constitutionel principles must be borne in mind. I. The relevant authorities in determining the Constitution's allocation of the
war power are the claims and actions of the executive branch and
Congress," judicial review,so and the Framers' intent." Although
.. S~e infra nota 29·31 .and accompanyiDl tert. The Framen wore very collKious of
the interrelationship amoDl the th.reo branches of ,ovenunenL Madilon'l view of the "in·
tentionally 'mised' powen" Hrved &I an insigbt into the purpoMl of the ambiguity. See A.
SO'dR, ,upra note 1, at 58. By not havilll a linsle superior branch. the interpretations of
each branch are valued aad checked ..einlt the other two. thualOrvinI I I the fulcrum of
the balaaco of power. Id.
n Se~ Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Craneb.) 137, 177·78 (1803). II the Congress were
permitted to act in • awmer CODtrary to the CODititUtiOD. "(i)t would be living to the
lecWature a practical and real omnipotence, with tho IADlO breath which profesaes to. reo _
strict their powen within narrow limitl. " Id. at 178. It is therefore accepted that the officlals
of the esecutive aad lecia1ative departmeDta can utilize. but not esceed, tho specific powen
accorded them by the CoDititUtiOD. McCulloch v. Maryland, 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316. 405
(1819).
.. S~~ infra notes 29·34 and accoDlpaayilll test.
.. Su RoItow, ,upra DOte 2. It 846·"- GeDerally. courtI regard the practice of the
political braachee .. a relevant .uthority lD int4rpretinc the ConatitutioD. S~e cd. at 850;
YounplOWD Sheet 6 Tube Co. V. Sawyer, 343 U.s. 579. 810 (1962) (Fn.n~urt.er, ~ .. conc~.
rlnc); Miaouri Y. HolIaDd. 262 U.S. 418, 433 (1920); UDited Slatea v. Mid_OIt Od Co., 236
U.s. 439. 472·73 (1tl6)•
.. S•• RoatDw. ,upro Dote 2, at 8150. The Supreme Court. throush judicill interpreta·
tioo. baa formulated ruI. of coDltitutionality. and theM rulel "have dominated conatitu·
tioDal UNlI and doctrine." Id.
I' Bell v. Maryland. 378 U.s. 226, 288-89 (1964) (Goldbell, J., concurrilll)' In Bell.
JUltic:. Gold", .tated that, "[o)ur lworn duty to coDitlUe the ConstitutioD requires ...
that . . read it to etrectuate the intent and purpoee of the Framen." Id. (Goldberg. J .•
coacurrinc). Other CUll abo bave .tated thia ,.nflal propositioD tbat the orisinaJ under·
ltandiq it a rel.vut authority in COl1ltitutional interpretation. Sft Powell v. McCormack.
396 U.s. 488. 532-41 (1969) (conaideriaa the Framen' intention to deDy Conar"' the power
to vary lDembenhip quaWicatioaa); AdamloD v. CaliComia. 332 U.s. 46, 89 (1947) (Blllck. J .•
diAentiq) (d,termiJIiq the on,inal purpoee of the fowtt:tnth amendment); The Sla~h.
ter.HOUM C.... 83 U.S. (18 WaD.) 38,71·72 (1872). TbiI propoeition certainly baa apphea·
tioD in cletennininI the proper allocation of warmakinc authority. S,. A. Sc~nSINGEft.
,upra DO~ 3. at 13-23. Only lDveatiaatioD into the intention of tIM Framen can dISclose thl!
true m~ of the CODititution. Id. It 13; Ite LoCIfOIl, ,upra note 4. at 673; Van Alltyne.
.upra note 14. at 6-13.
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the questio~ of. whether. ju~icial ~recedent overrides the original
understandIng In constItutIonal Interpretation is largely unsettled,31 the initiatives of the political branches must yield to both
p.recedent3S and original understandingS4 when in conflict with
either.

A. Pre-Korean War Practice
The thirty-two Presidents and eighty Congresses of the preKorean war period were presented with continual threats to a wide
range of important national interests, including the political independence and territorial integrity of the United States,s. the main~. Se~ len.rally Perry. Noninterpretillf Review in HUInlJn R;'ht. Cal,,: A FUMtionol
Jw.tl/icatlon, 56 N.Y.U. L. Rav. 278. 278·362 (1981). The el1lqement in noninterpretive
rev~ew ~y the Supreme Court wbeD it looD "to a value judpleDt other t.han the one CODltitutionabzed by the Framen" ia a .ubject of controveny. ld. at 279; I f . J. ELy, DaWOCRACY
AND DISTRUST 1 (1980).
.. W. ~, .upro Dote 3, at 206. It hu been noted that uUJudca are ... better
a.ble than pob~C:lana to avoid the daacen ac:companyiq C:ODltitutional evolution by prac·
tice. When rublll on the authority of the President or Conpeu, c:ourta are leu likely to
adopt aell·'.'rviDc interpretatioDl." ld. Moreover, the Supreme Court hal held the practice
Of. the Prelldent or Coqreu unC:ODltitutioDAl in a number of c:uea. E.,., United State. v.
NIXon, ·U8 U.s. 683. 713 (197-4); Powell v. Mcf'-ormack. 396 U.S. 486, ~ (1969); Younp·
town Sheet 6 Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 679. 687·89 (1962).
.. S~•. Monqhan. ~ Perfect COl&ltitution. 56 N.Y.U. L. R8v. 353. 374·87 (1981)
(Fremen Intent rub bieher in c:oaatitutional hieruchy than practice). In Powell v. Me·
Cor~ack, 39~ ~.S. 486 (1969), Representative Adam CJaytoD PoweU. Jr. of the 18th Con·
greu~onal Daatrlct of New York claimed that he wu unlawfully ezc:1uded from taking bit
... t an the Ho~ of Repraenta~ves. ld. at 489. AlthOUlh Powell met the .tanciinc require·
~enta of qe, c:auzenabJP. ud resadenCl contained in article I. aec:tion 2. o( the CODititution.
,d. at 489. the HOUN clAimed that it had the power to ezclude him for certain acta of mia·
c:onduct. a IfOUDd which ia not mentioned in article I. MCtion 2. id. at 491. John Mc:Cor·
a:aack. S~er of the HOUle of Representativel ud named u a defenda.a~ claimed that
since pnYloua C9qraaeI had esc:1uded member-electa OIl the IfOWld of miac:onduet. the
coDlf'lSllional practice ... authority for a power to ezclud. on pounda other than thOle
.pecidod in article I. Sc. id. at 644·-45. Moreover. the HOUle defendaata aJ'IUed that in the
event of a ~ between practice ad 0ricina1 undentancliq, practice abould take prec:e.
denco .o~er oricinal UIldontanc:liDc. Rejec:tiq thia aJ'IWIl'n~ the Supreme Court .tated that
the on,uw undlntandi.Dc ia a bieher authority than the prac:tjce of previoua Coapaaea.ld.
at S48-t7. The brc&d uduaion practice. thtnfore, wu UDCODititutional beca..... it c:onfficted
with the orfljnaJ undlntaDdinc. Id.
. . Sipific:antly. Profecoor William Vu Alstynl DOted: '"The claim that C:ODltitutional I,·
iltlmacy m~y be Mttled by the theer weitbt of an UDeUJDined lovemmental pnctice . . .
oucht not Uahtly be accepted. ••. (R)ec:en, practice ia perhape the leut iDltructive lOurce
of CODititUtiOnaJ lqitimacy." Van Alstyne• • upro note 14. at 3 (empbaia in orilinal). Van
Alatyne obeerved that the euc:utive ud lqiaJauve bruch..• reliance on the~ own behavior
U authority wu upreu1y and UIlequivocally rejec:ted in Pow.ll aDd Yourll.town. ld. at 4-5.
M.S. f R. Lac~ Tu W AU 0' AMDICA 222·29 (1968). Duriq the period immediately
foUOWlni the formation of the American nation. the very esiatence of the National Govern·
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tenance of the balance of power.s. the export and import trade,"
ideological concerns,sa and the protection of American citizens.1e
ment wu threatened by a lack of funds .• lack of administrative guidelines, and a lack of
armed forces. ld. a' 222.
In 1814, the British planned I major invasion of the United Statu which might have
permane~t1y detached larae portiOD8 of ~rritory from the American .tate. R. WIIGLBY, Tu
AM&lUCAN WAY 0' WAle A HISTORY 0' UNITBD STATU Mn.rruy STRATBGY Al4D POLICY 51
(1973). The
ill·equipped IUld uncoordinated American force wu in real daD80r of
beins defeated by the Britilh with the conaequeDt suneDder of AmoriclUl ~nitory and reo
linquishment of the newly WOD indepeDdence. In fact. when British (orcea attacked the DA'
tion', capital in 1814. the defeDdinc militia fled WuhiDaton, D.C. The British then took
control of the national capital. c:onvened a mock . . .ion of CoDllell. and debat.d wbether
they thould "bum the Yankee capital down?" R. FuuLL • • upro DOte 8. at 143. The motion
pa.ued and the Britiah did juat that, aettina 6re to tho Capitol and to the White Houae. Id .
• Sft R. LacIUll• • upro note 36. at 627·29, 677-707. Napoleon. who ruled France from
1799 to 1816. lOucht to dellroy the balance of power in Europe and make FrllDce predomi·
nant. R. FauLL. .upro note 8. at 125. Hia attempt to upeet the European balance of power
duriq these critical yean in our nauoD'. hiatory meant a potential or actual threat to the
American ltate. ld. The period between 1815 and 1914 wu ono of relative peace and stabil·
ity in Europe. Tbia permitted the United State. to c:oac:entrate on ita domestic polic:iea.
Americana embarked upon a DlUIive aettJement and development of the .tata weat of the Miuiaaippi River. onseaed in a war with Meuc:o over TeJ.U and other territory in the
SouthWel~ R. LacKD. .upro note 36. at 320·24. and esperienced a civil war to rllOlve such
iuues u
richta and slavery. ld. at 382-86.
The Dest 'Ufle of activity involvinc the world balance of power caJU with the Spaniah.
American War in the late 1800'.. Sf. &d. at 542--49. World baJaDce received ita peatest
threat duriq the periods ac:companyinc the two World Wm wben German foreet were on
the verae of Gb.iftiDc the entire European power .truc:ture to an unbUaac:ed domination by
Germany. Sft &d. at 627·29. 677·707.
.. FOUNDATION. 0' AwaJuCAN DIPLoMACY, .upro note 13. at 11. From 1775 to 1872,
"(p)rotec:tion ud increue of c:ommerce wu an end of American diplomacy aecond only to
independence." ld. at 9. Moreover, in tho poIt·World War II world. tho beelth and proaper·
ity of the American economy ia increuinc1y dependent upon interutional trade and invest·
ment. R. K801WCa. J. No. Po... AND lH11UtDanNouca 8-19 (1977). It ia rec:opiJed that
intemational trade ia u important determinant of the level of ProducUoD. employment. and
inflation. Sc'••.,., W. Sctucamu. FOOD, FOUlON P~LlCY. AND RAw MAT1IIUALI CA.R1llL8 39SO (1978).
• SH r.R. Duu.u. ,uP"" aote 8. at 1. Hiltorian FOiter Rhea Dull.. obeerved that the
IIlCOUraPmont of freedom thoUChout tho world bu boen a conCOrD of American foreica
policy ainc:e the formation of the Republic:. Id. America', commitment to advanc il1l freedom
within loreip aatioDi illfOUDded in both altruism and eell·intel'tllt. S. HO"MANN, DtmU
BrtOND 80aDaa 108·20 (1981). Under the premite that all human beinp are equal and
eDtitlecl ~ protection for their liv.., liberty and property. Amenca baa IOUIht to bri l1l th.e
benefit. of democracy to people evel}'Where. S,. id. at 97. 108-10. In additiOD, America lw
eoucht to promote hUllWl rithtD in order to create more moderate and .table aatioD8. It ia
araued that a lovemmont which miatreata ita OWD people ia &lao Ubly to be an It.8ITe;Dive
nation. Tbua. the promoticD of human ",hta .ould diminiah tM propensity of the dictato·
rial r.-e to c:ommit aeta of violenc:8 ..aiDat ita own c:itUeDi and ita aliahbon. ld. at 110·

,man,

."teI'

11.

maddition to tho desire to brine democracy and buman riahta to DIltiona leu fortuDAte
than our OWD. the United State. hu declared that it baa an m!ereat in preaerviD8 pooee
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Yet, with the sole exception of the protection of American citizens,40 no President ever claimed that congressional authorization
throughout the world. B. BRODIE. supra note 8, at 62. To be sure. it has been stated that
.. 'an orderly world requiret a sin,le durable Structure of world security, which must everywhere be protected acaintt qgreaaion: if qgreaaion were permitted to go unpunished in one
place, thit by infection would lead to a general destruction of the system of world order.'
[d. at ll6,
.. Wormuth, Th~ Nizon Theory of tM War POWtT: A Critique, 60 CAL. L. REv. 623.
655-56 (1972). Since the late 1700's, there bave been rouahly 80 caaes oC military operations
to protect citizeDi abroad. Su id. It 8M. In t.biI retard, Chief Justice Marshall has stated:
The Am~ricon citizen who goa into a fore ian country, altholl8h he owes local and
temporary allC1Jiance to that country, it yet, if he performs no other act changing
hit condition. entitled to the protection of our ,overnment: and if, without the
~olation of any municipal law, he should be oppreued unjuatly, he would have a
nlht to claim that protection, and the interpoeition of the American ,overnment
in hit favour, would be conaidered a juatifiable interpo.ition.
Murray v. The Charminc Betty, 6 U.S. (2 Crancb) 64. 120 (1804) (emphuie in orisina1).
.. Se~ Wormuth, .upra note 39, It 668-59. Under certain conditiona. throughout the
pre-Korean war period Pretidenttand Coarrell conceded and couru endoned aaaumed authorization for the purpoae of reacuinc American citizeDi who were in immediate danaer of
100illl their liva. The conditioDl under which Pre.idenu protected American citiuDi were
that no rescue mission could be dilpatched unleu the maximum Dumber of American lives
to be 100t were zero or de minimil and that theM low euualtios could be predicted before
the miaaion wu dispatched with nearly complete certainty. R. RuueU. The United States
Co~rreu and the Power to Uao Military Force 2-42-43, 312 (1967) (unpublished Ph.D. thesia
aVl1lable from Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy Library); ,~~ J. JAV1T9. WHO MAW
WAlt 51 (1973). The prlctice of PresideDti complied with thiI atriDaent condition on all
occuiona when military force wsa UJed to protect American citizeDi. Even though the armed
forcos. of th.e. United S~tea frequently landed on foreian lOil for the purpose of protecting
~encan CltWl~. Pres.ldenu DeVer lent an American force to rescue endanaered Americana
In a. Itrone nation wbich could fisht ~ck and indict heavy casualties on the American
~ldlen. Sft J. JAYm, '''pro, at. 106-11. Rather. they dilpatched landias parties &lainat
either weak ltates, R. RuueU, '''pro. at 312, or people who were not eveD oflanized into a
state, ill. It 242..c3.
The re.polllO of IUccalive COlliJ'e&aeI to theae presideDtial rescue miuiona wsa app.roval. .Moreover, in the cue of protecti.nc American citizeDi in primitive, ltateleu territoor ID ltala with weak. impotent military forca the judicial branch endorsed the presidential claim and conareuional Icceptance of the ezecutive practice. In The Slaughter
HOWIe C..... 83 U.s. (18 Wall.) 38 (1872), the Supreme Court, in dictum. stated: "Another
priYilcp of a citizen of the United Sta'" iI to demand the care and protection of the Federal Government over biI Ufe, Uberty and property wheD 00 the hich Ie8I or within the
jurisdiction of I foreip lovernment." rd. at 79.
In additioD, the practice of the poUtical branches wu coDliatent with the Framers'
three.~remiae theory. The Framen' concern about the luirerinc cauaed by war w.. DOt violated m the cue of conductin~ military oper.tiona qaiDlt an impotent eaemy. The maximum number of American cuualtiet uauredly would be emall lince the American landi.nc
party poueued overwhelminl military superiority. Moreover, without the deployment of
the rneue party, the American citizena very probably would have been killed. Conaequently,
the net effect of dilpatchiDi a rescue party wu the savina of American lives.
The fact that the pretidential practice of claiming a power to protect citizenll ",.'.\11 delib.
eratelyand repeatedly accepted by succeaaive Congresaes, wu eDdoned by the courts. and
It
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could be assumed until Prp.~ident Truman did so in June 1950. u
Successive Presidents, Congresses, and courts agreed that the
scope of assumed authorization extended no further than the protection of American citizens in certain circumstances and the defense of the American state. 41
It may be argued, however, that the modern world poses far
greater threats to national interests than those faced by pre- Korean 'war Presidents. It is useful in this connection, therefore, to
wsa conaittent with the checka·and·balances l)'Item. lead. to the coDclUlion that legilllative
authorization can be properly Illumed in the caee of prot«ti.nc American citizens in state1\!Sa territorie. and powerleu stata. J. JAY1TI, '''pro. at 105-11. Con.aequently, the executive
branch· acquired the unilateral authority to commence military operationa in this narrow
situation.
In .ummary. before the Korean war. Preaidenu' unilateral warmaking authority was
limited to the narrow cateaorie. of protection of the ltate and ciliuDl Wlder limited
conditioDi.
.. See A. SCHLuncou. '''pro note 3, at 135-36. Senator William Spo"" a member of
the Senate Foreip Relationa Committee, obeerved that. "(tlhe aoDdine of armed rorces to
Korea in 1950 by PresideDt Truman without consreuionalluthorization or cOfllluJtation is the fint iDitance of • Preajdent claiminc an inherent power to act 'in the broad interest of
American foreipl policy.' SPOD8, Can Balance & R~.tortd in tM Co"'titutiofUJl War
Powel'l of tM Prflid~nt and COIII""l, 6 U. RlCH. L Ibv. I, 7 (1971) (footnote omitted).
It w important to empbuize that althOUSh many PntlideDti actually w~d the armed
forca for purpoaa other than the protection of ltate and citizeDi prior to the Korean war. no President ever claimed a power beyond the narrow authority of defeDding state and
citizen. IDlt.ead, Pretidenta veiled their true purpoees with a claim of protection of American
territory or citizena. J. JAVrn. '''pro note 40, at 86-96. ~or eumple, in 1846 President Polk
rationalized aD attack on Mexico by claiminc he wu defendins American t.enitory. specifi·
cally TeIM, from Mezican attack. [d. Similarly, President McJGnJey'1 avowed military aim
in China duriD.c the 1900 Boser Rebellion wu to protect American ciWDI in Peking. E.
CORWIN, .upro note 4. at 212. Perha.,. the greateat obfuacation of the true purpoee of a
military operatioD wu Franklin r.ooeevelt'. unauthorized naval deploymentl against Germany in 1941. Sf' A.. Scaa.ulNou, .upro note 3, .t 111-13. ID the lummer ad fall of that
yur, Preaident RooMV81t ordered the American navy to convoy Britiab veuola into waten
wbich were patlollecl by German lubmariDa, ad to "Ihoot-lt-Iicht" any Gerulan subma·
rine which IOUIht to attack the American co~voy. [d. at 112. Altbouch done to aid Britain
and preserve the European balance of power, Rooaevelt ....rted that biI convoy and "shootat·li&ht" orden wen daiped to protect American territory ad citiztn,; he never claimed
any w8J'lD&ldoc power beyond the traditionailuthority. Id.
•• S~, .upro notal 39... 1 ad accompanyiq tnt. Political acieDtiot FranciJ Wormuth
and noted biltoriaD Arthur M. Schlesincer. Jr., both coDcluded that. it WOl DOt until Trumen
made I ~ of leDera! w8J'lD&ldoc power It the outbreak of the Korean war that any Presi·
dent had claimed • unilateral power beyond the two traditional aDd unow categories. A.
SCHLUltlOU, .upro note 3, at 138: Wormuth• • upro DOte 39, at 664. Conpeu. after theroUChly studyiq the biltory of presidential warmakiOl. also concluded that Truman', daim
of a ,eneral war power wu without precedent. A 1967 Senate Report ill refenilll to Truman'. claim I"tea. "here, clearly upoatulated, iI a doctrine of pneral or 'inherent' Pruidential power-eomet.hiDf which had not been claimed by previoua Presiden ...... NATlOHoU.
CoanuriaHns RaPoItT, '''pro note 9. at 16; .e~ Spong, ,upra note 41. at 7.
It
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examine the dangers that confronted Presidents and Congresses
for a period of over 150 years. Despite glib assertions of the novelty
and gravity of the post-Korean war period, the threats confronting
the United States during the first quarter century of government
under the Constitution imperiled the very independence and survival of the nation. fa The United States Government fought wars
against France and England, the two greatest powers of that period, to protect its existence, preserve the balance of power, and
defend its commerce. 44 Notably, both conflicts, the Franco-American War46 and the War of 1812, were authorized by statute.
The Monroe Doctrine, which proclaimed that the United
States Government would view any attempt by a European nation
to deprive a Latin American state of its newly won independence
as a threat to the security of the United States, was announced by
President Monroe in 1823.·· Certainly, maintenance of a balance of
.. Sff ,up,.a note as and inf,.a note ....
•• R. LlcKIa. .up,.a note 35, at 223·29; Ife ,upro nota 35-38. DuriDc the early yean of
the United States Government. the envirooment of war .un oziotec:l. Briti.h in.6uonco wa
• till beina folt in the Northwest .ince BritaiD had not removed the troo.. from levon posta
u it originally had qreed. Id. at 223. At the 1AlD0 time, the Revolutionary French Government _ked the United Statea to Uve up to the Treaty ot AlliaDc:e which the United States
had .iped with the French monarchy in 1778. R.
.upro note 8. at 75. AI a rault,
BritaiD hosan dotaiDilll French·boUDd American veaaela in order to prevent American suppliea from reachilll France. Id. at 224. Tb'!l world balance of power wa endangered a a
result of the cataclysmic wu between Britai.n :md France which beian in 1793. Sft id. at
223; A. SorUR. .upro note 1. at ISO.
•• For a dilc:uaaioD of pnllidentw actiona duriDi the Franco-American Wu and tho
War of 1812. 1M R. Ru88IDJ., '"pro note 40. at 89-102. 130-·41. &~ ,tne,.ally C. BUDA.HL.
,upra note 13. at 103; inlro Dote 52In the early day! of the RepUblic, the decision to fiaht to protect American honor
acaina' Franc. in 1798 ad Tripoli in 1801 wu authorised by joint raolutioD. A. SorAU.
,upro note 1. at 139-64. 214·16. In 1797. France iu,~ed a decree which chaqed any Amorican wolkinc u a c:rewm.ember on a ship ot an eDomy nation ot France with piracy. France
&lao becan Mi.IiftI AmtricaD merchant vec.aell that did DOt comply with the edict.ld. at 139.
Evutually. "Co:1lftll8 trawormed the national poUcy from peace to war. without a formal
declaration." Id. at 1".
.. E. TAro... Ttm UNInD STATU AHn Euaon 2SO (1967). The "UDMttled atate" of Eu·
rope duriq the period pncecli.Dc the Monroe Doc:triJM wu a coutaDt threat to the United
Stata. ain.:. any meldeDt involviDa Eqland inevitably would diaturb American intereata.
Id. at 262-53. CoDCOmitant with the IfOWth ot I'aOntmont qaiDlt Europe wu a 80uriahiq
of an Amorican apirit of nationaliam. Fueled by "(t)be foeq that the United Statea and
the New World were . . . diJrerent from Europe ud EqlaDd•... AmericU polic:ymakon
looked to maintaiDiq the .tatus quo amidlt tho turmoil of Europe. Id. At the IUDO time.
Spaniab colonia in South and Contral America were laiDiDc indepeDdence a emortiDI republiCi. Id. at 260-61. The instability of theae Oed,lina natiou lave rUe to the pouibillty
that France would intervone in their aJfain. Id. at 253-56. TbUi. the United Stata bured
aU (onlln natiolll from South America. Preaident Monroe enunciated the doctrine which
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power within the nation's own hemisphere is a crucial interest. Yet,
when Colombia asked Monroe's Secretary of State, John Quincy
Adams, whether the United States would defend Colombia from a
Spanish invasion, Adams replied that congressional authorization
could not be assumed, and therefore statutory authorization was
required before the United States would implement the doctrine
wi th force. 41
One of the greatest threats to the global balance of power and
to the, American state occurred when Nazi Germany attacked
France' and was on the verge of defeating the French Armed Forces
and of'occupying France,·' On June 14, 1940, French Premier Paul
Reynaud made an urgent request of President Roosevelt to commit
American Armed Forces to aid France, The French leader pleaded:
" 'The· only chance of saving the French nation, vanguard of democraCies, and through her to save England, by whose side France
could then remain with her powerful navy, is to throw into the balwarned "Europe qaiDlt interference _crOll sea .... PerkillJ, D~tfr tht Continental AIlift in 1M Weet"n H'mUpM1", in TIm MONRO. Docrauq 19 (A. Rappaport ed. 1964) .
Althoush at tho time, the United Statealacked tho ooceuary power to implement effectively
the doctrine, the admonition novenheleu bore aD impact. primarily becau.e the British,
anxious to maintain atability in South America, wera able to patrol the "'aton of both North
and South Amorica aDd ward off potential iDtrulion. Sf~ E. TAT1J .., .upra, at 263.
., Set Nerval, E,oiatic from It, PronouMfmtnt, in Tu MONRoa DOCTlUNE 92, 93 (A.
Rappaport ed. 1964). In July 1824. the Colombian Minister to the United Slates. expressed
his joy" 'that the lovernment of the United States (bad) undertaken to oppoee the policy
and the ulterior detipa of the Holy Alliance.'" rd. at 93. The Colombian Minister then
inquired a to the nature of resistance the United Stat,.,. would UIO qsinat any interference.
10 his reply. Soc:retary of State Adami .tated that ,. 'by the coutitution or the United
Statel, the ultimate dec:iaion of thia quation belonp to the Lqialative Department of the
GovemmeDL' .. Id.
.. Sf~ R. DmM!I. TIm Ra.UCTAHT BlLUolUUUtT 83 (1966). After conquering Poland in
September 1939. Hitler waited UDtil the .prine of 1940 to mumo lUI campaip of military
agraaion. W. S..... THa RIa AHD FALL or TIm THuto RIIIeH 916-62 (1960). On April 9,
1940. German armiee invaded DeDJIWk and Norwoy.ld. at 697. Denmark wa defeated that
very IUD. day. ld. at 6S8. Norway wa conquered by the end of April. Id. It 706·12. The
Fahrer then tumed bia atteDtion to the WaL Id. at 713. On May 10. Nui umiet attacked
BeJ,ium. the Nethlrlu~ and FraDce.ld. at 770. The Dutch .urnndered by May 15. Id. It
tt

948Whil. the Freach aDd Britiah moved to reinforce 8elcium. the Nais readied (or the
peDetration o( Franc» by . .y of the Aldeon.. Id. at 723. Thla IOUIh-tonained area wu
considered the mOlt UDlikely invuion .ite. SCI it:I. When the Nam tore a SO-mile· wide lap
in the Allied front on May 13. the GermaD breakthrouih w.. mot with little. if any. retialance. Fran.:.'s Itratqie rae"e wu virtually nonexistent. an inc:ndible condition consider·
iIlI that the condict bad buely bqun. Id. at 726. So powerful and .wilt wore the blitzkriegilll German forca. that within a week after the lnvuion had beiun. it wa obvioUl that the
French Army wu ,oina to be d.feated by the revolutionary chane- in weaponry and SUlll·
eo that the Nuia had developed and deployed. Sfe id. _t 723-28.
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ance, this very day, the weight of American power.' "n Reynaud
and Roosevelt both fully understood the grave consequences of a
Nazi conquest of France-complete German control over continental Europe. The Fuhrer could then direct his attention and his
armed forces against Great Britain and ultimately the United
States.
Roosevelt replied to this urgent request with what came to be
known as the Utmost Sympathy Speech. 50 Roosevelt praised the
French soldiers for their heroic resistance to German aggression
and expressed his utmost sympathy for their plight, but refrained
from committing American military power. Recognizing that it was
a foreign state that was to be defended and not the territory of the
United States, Roosevelt concluded: "These statements carry with
them no implication of military commitments. Only the Congress
can make such commitments. "151
While American blood was shed in the pre-Korean war period
to protect such essential national interests as the balance of power,
economic concerns, and ideological commitments, it was not shed
unless and until Congress concurred. Thus, the naval war against
France, the War of 1812, the Mexican War, the Spanish-American
War, World War I, and World War II were all authorized by statute. 1I In all of these instances, the definition of the national inter•• R. DIVlN&. '''pru note 48, at 84.
.. E. CORWIN. '''pro note 4. at 246.
1& Id.
I I Su C. BUOABL. '''pro note 13. at. 103; R. UcKD• • "pra note 35. at 327. The deci·
sion to 80 to war with France wu a joint. judament.. C. BUDABL• • "pro Dote 13, at. 103. The
legislative authorization WII espreued in the form of a joint resolution. A. So'AD, ."pro
note 1. at 139·M. The 1812 war qai.nat Britain wu authorized by declaration of war. [d. at
287.
Alter tho War of 1812. a IeDM of nationalism crew m the United Stat.- which
culminated in the Monroe Doctrine of 1823, R. LacKD. '''pro note 3&. at 318-20; Ie, ."pro
note 46 and acc:ompmyinc test.. and manifetted itlell m the westward espanaion of the
United Statet. This ezpanaion relulted in I con8ict over the territory of Teua ~tween
Corpua Cbriati and the Rio Grande River. Sf(! T. F1wcCI(" E. W8WWm. FOUIGN POLlCY
BY CONGUS8 6S (1979). Two weeki after Mezico bad ambuabed an American camp ICI'OII
the Rio Grande, President Polk approached Conpeu and received a formal declaration of
war and I 110 million appropriation. for war purpoea. R. LacKD. '"pro note 3&. at 327.
The Spanish·American War found ita oricW m the Cuban revolt qai.nat Spaniab nale.
American sympathiet demanded intervention on beball of the revolutionaries. Alter the de·
struction of the American battlelhip U.S.S. MaiM in Havana harbor. President McKinley
"uked Congresa for authority to UN force to intervene . . . . " Id. at 546. On April 25. 1898.
Congresa declared a state of war between Spain and the United States. Id.
StiU another eumple of congreuionaJ participation in the warma.kins decision came
with the Selective Service Act of May 18. 1917, which authorized the President to raise the
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est and the decision to wage war to protect it were joint determina·
tions of the President and Congress.
,

B. The Korean War and the Cold War Claim of an Unlimited
Unilateral Power to Initiate War

In the early morning of June 25, 1950, the North Korean Oem·
People's Army launched a massive offensive in an effort to
reunite the northern and southern portions of Korea.1SS That evening :the Truman administration decided to commit American air
and sea forces to the support of South Korea.a. On June 29, Tru·
man decided to make a commitment of ground forces." Thus, for
ocrat~c
t

to

I
If

nClCftaary number of men needed
fight in World War I. Sft C. BDDABL. '''pro note 13. at.
107. AJtho\lih Pretident Wilson initially attempted to remain out of the war with Germany.
he eventually concluded that "(tJhe world muat be made life (or democracy" and uked
Congresa for a declaration of war on Germany. Wilson receivoci the authorization on April 6.
1917. R. LaCKD, '''pra note 35, at 629, Fina.Uy, after the Japanese Ittack on Pearl Harbor
on December 7, 1941, Roosevelt called upon Coqreu to declare a ltate of war to counter
"the unprovoked and dllwdly attack by Japan," F.R. DUI.LU. '''pro noto 8, It 207.
.
.. 3 S. MOIUSON. Tim OX'ORD HIsToRY 0' TKa AMulCAN hen. 432 (1972). Prior to
the concluaion of World Wu n, Korea wu divided at the 38th parallel. The North wu
occupied by the Soviet (orca, wbich helped eltabliah a pro-Sovillt Communj8~ re,ime. The
lOuthem sector wu occupied by American (OfCel which helped eltablish a pro· American
,0vemmenL By 1948, both tho United Statea and tho Soviet Union withdrew the vat ma:
jority of thoir troop' from the area, leavina the two bitter Korean rivals with radically diver·
lont pbi1oeopbiel to resolve their c:lliferencel by theauelves. Id. at 432·33. Border skirmish"
besan almoet immediately after the withdrawal, threatenilll an outbreak o( a full·leale civil
war. S. WAIUUIN, THII PusmlNT A8 WORLD w.ou 336·37 (1964). On June 25, 1950. an
eltimated 90.000 Northern Korean troopl presaed acroll ~he 38th parallel usinS hundreds of
Soviot.,uPPUed armored tanu. The Nonh Koruna launchod the iDvuion in an attempt to
unify tIW peDiDaula UDder one lovornment. R. Lacxm, '''pro note 3S. at 850·51.
M R. Lac:IrD, .upra note 3&. at 863. Wbib tht Security Council of the Unite<! Nation.
wu prepariq to mitt for a dilcuuion on the Korean c:riais. President Truman inatructed
General Dou,Ia MacArthur to take collUllADd of Americ:aD military forctl and to use his
best etlon. to defeat th, aareuors. 3 S. MOIUSON, '''pro note 53. at 434·35. Alter eumin·
iDe the mOIl productive avenuel of lIIi1tanc:e available. it wu concluded that an immediate
lupply of arma and equipment to the defenders wu imperative. It wu Chua necessary to
omploy Am.rican WP' and aircraft to protect the lupply liDea u well u to aafesuard Amer·
ican citizeua,.t unable to escape (rom South Ko..... Tho Praident., moreover, positioned
tht Stvtnth Fleet iD the Formota Straita in order to doter both Communiat and Nationalist
China from enteriDe the con8ict. R. l..Ic1ua. '''pro note 36. It 863; If_ S. WAIUWf. '"pro
note 53.: at 336·3'7.
.. R. LlcKD, '''pro note 35, at 867. Tho United Nations ordered a ceue·Are with an
accoIDp&nyiq withdrawal by the Nonh KOnIDI from territory below the 88th parCLlIel. This
wu ipored by the mvadine army, and the United Nations c:alltd for ita mombers to lend
IUpport throuchout the conJlict to the South Koreaua. 3 S. MOIUSON. '''pro nato 53, at 435.
Whil, tIiia IUpport wu heine orlanized, tho South Korean troop' were bem, puahed IOUth·
ward. It, became appannt to the Preaident. throuch advice nceived Crom General MacAr·
thur. that the South Korean military ... not capable of thwarting the North Korean tbruat.
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the first time in its history, the United States began fighting a sustained and major war without any congressional authorization. S.
In an attempt to justify this action, the Truman administration claimed that the President, as Commander in Chief, possessed
the authority to begin a war to protect any Uinterest of American
foreign policy" without seeking and receiving legislative approval. ST
This novel theory of presidential power was supported by the
claim that Presidents throughout American history had employed
the Armed Forces not merely for the protection of state and citizens, but for the protection of any national interest. M As has been
The President. therefore, ordered into Kore. 83,000 IlOUDd troop' with which MacArthur
could confront the approaching aurellOr and protect South Korea ..sinat conquest. R.
LEcKla, supra note 35, at 857 -58.
.. Address by Senator Fulbriaht. Yale Univenity (March 3 to 4. 1971) r~print~d in 117
CONGo Rac. 10.355 (1971) [hereinafter cited u Sen. Fulbricht Add.resa)i.n A. ScHLUINGD.
supra note 3, at 137.
It S~e 1960 State Dep't Memo •• upra Dote 4, at 173 poaim. The 1950 Department of
State memorandum stated:
The President, I I Commander in ChiGf of the Armed rOlC* of the United
States, hu Cull control over the use thereof. H. aIIo bu authority to conduct the
foreign relatioDi of the United Statll. Since the bePzmi.DI of Unitod State. hil·
tory, he hut upon numeroUi occuiona. utWud lh.. powan in oenclJq armed
(orces abroad. The preservation of the Unit.d NatioDi for the aWntelWlce of
peace i. a cardinal interest of the United Stat-. Both tnditional international law
and article 39 of the United NatioDi Charter and the nIIOlution punuant thereto
authorize the United State. to repel the armedaar-ion qainat the Republic of
KareL
The basic: inter8lt of the Unit.d Statal II iDternatiooal peace and security.
The United Statel hu, throUlhout ita hiatory. upon ord.n of the ColllDWlder in
Chief to the Armed Forces and without coacnuiooal authorization, acted to pre·
vent violent and unlawful ac:tl in other ltatal from deprivi.ac the United States
and ita natiouta of the beneSta of .uch pace aDd eeeurity. It hal taken
action both unilaterally and in concert with otbon. A tabulation of 86 inataDca of
the UI8 of Americ:a.o Armed Forcee without a dldaratioD of war .... incorporated
in the Co".,....iorusl Rrcord for July 10. 1941.
Id. at 173·74.
The memorandum reprinted the list of 86 iDltaDeee of presidential tIM of American
foree. Id. It 177.78. The memo lIMned that althouch DIlDY of tIM 8& iDltaDca were for the
PUl'pOM of reecuinc Americ:a.o citizens. in lOme of the cuea the Armed rofCOl were uaed for
the purpoee of advancinc .. the broad interesta of Am.ric:a.o foreip policy." rd. at 174. It iI
true that in I Cew iDitanceI before the Korea war. Pncidenta actually tUrd the Armed
Forc.. Cor PW'pOHl other than the protection of ltate and citboa. N.ither tbcee Presidenta
nor any other pre· Korea war President. however. ner elailfNd a power beyond the narrow
authority of defendilll .tate and citizen. Sre .upra note 41•
.. Id.; .tt U.S. CONIT. art. II. I 2: U.N. CIWI'IU art. 39. The 1960 memorandum cites
resolutioftl paued by the Security Council punuant to ardde 39 of the United Natiom
Charter I I authority for unilateral esecutive intervention into the KOreaD war. S" 1960
State Dep't Memo •• upra note .c. at 176. This claim. however. ia IpuriOUISince United Na·
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demonstrated. historical precedent supports the very opposite conclusion. No President from George Washington through Franklin
Delano Roosevelt ever claimed any authority beyond the defense
of state and citizens.''' Like the commitment of forces itself, this
claim of presidential power was without precedent in American
history.
Truman's successors claimed and exercised authority to employ the full military power of the United States without limitation.~o For example, the Johnson and Nixon administrations made
tions resolutiona puaed pursuant to article 39 cannot accord the President war power Myond that which he already pouesaea. It is article 43 of the United NatioDi Chaner that
makes provision for member nationa of the international ol1anization to "undertake to
make available to the Security Council. on ita call and in accordance with a s~iaJ qreement or qreementa. armed fom!t. uai.taDce and facilities. includlna riahta of paaaqe nec·
euary for the purpoee of maintaininl international peace and MCUfity." •
art.
43. para. 1. ~ order to "prncrib[eJ. t.he ~o~~tic, inte~ arrllll.ementa wit
. ' vern·
ment for pVUtf efreet to our partICipation m the Umted NauoDi. Co
.~ •
the
United NatioDi Participation Act of 1945 (the Act). Sft 2 B. ScHWARTZ, A CO ....KNTAJlY ON
TKa CON8TlTtT1'ION 0' THa UNrnD STATU 190 (1963). The Act permita tbe Pl'ftident to eler·
cile unilateral war power pursuant to authority granted to him under an article 43 military
qreement. id. at 191-93, but prohibita him from eserciliq unilateral war power under any
otber United NatioDi provision. S~e United Nauona Participation Act of 1945. 16, Pub. L.
No. 79:264, 59 Stat. 619, 621. Sectien 6 of the Act ezprealy decJ.ara that "nothin, herein
containoci .hall be coDitruod I I an authorization to the Preaident by the COllireso to make
available to the Security Council. . . armed forca. facUiti-. or uaiitaDce in addition to the
foreet, Cacilities. and UliataDce provided for in .uch lPOC:W qreement o~ qreem.nta." Id.
The 10000lative hiatory reiteratea the prohibition qainat the Preajde~'c~?QJiring any new
power throuch the United Nations Charter. The House Committee o~ r~ilft Affain userteci that the United Natioftl Charter did not create an inroad on "tJie.,xdUlive power of
the CODpell to declare war." H.R. RaP. No. 1383. 79th CoDe., lit Sea: 8. r~print~d in 1945
U.S. CODI COHO• • AD. NIWI 927, 934.
Punuant to the Act. before the President can c:ommit any troopI to an international
peace force. be mUit nqotiata I military &p'eOment with other membon of the United NatioDi and mun lubmit thiI international qreement to Consrea for ita approvaL Id. at 191·
92. At the time of the Korean war, DO article.a military ","menta had been concluded. Id.
at UN. Conaequeatly. President Truman could not, aDd in fact clJd DOt. rely on enide 43 u
a IOW'eI for unilateral war power. Id.
• Sa .upra nota 41-42 and ac:companyin, tort.
.. S.r T. EAoLaON • • upra note 1, at 72. 76; A. Scm.aJNGD. supra note 3. at 159. 170·
76. Preaident Eilenhower worked clOMly with Concreaa with reaud to the use of military
(orce. T. EAGUTON, .upra note 1, at 72. He often .tated that h. would tIM hia authority to
commit troop' in emerpDCY .ituatioDi but only withiD hia conatitutional limita and only to
protect Americ:u people and property. Id. at 72·75. ThiI II evidenced by hia coft8....ional
requat for pormiuion to UN force to defend Form. . and ita neilhboriq illandJ lIainll
attack by Communilt ChiDa if it became necaaary. S•• id.: SpoOl• • upro DOte 41. at 7. In
1968. hOw.ver, EiMnhowe, Mnt 14,000 American troop' into lAbuon to .tabilize a tenN
.ituatiOD and prevent I civil war. Eisenhower jUitified thia huardoua military venture on
1M 1"0000d that the President poIletled the authority to employ tbe Armed Forta to protect
national HCUfity. A. ScHLaSlNOall. .upra note 3, at 162.
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explicit assertions of presidential power to use force against any
nation for any purpose. In a 1966 State Department memorandum,
prepared by Legal Adviser Leonard Meeker, the Johnson administration asserted:
Under the Constitution. the President. in addition to being Chief
Executive, is Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy. He
holds the prime responsibility for the conduct of the United
States foreign relations. These duties carry very broad powers, including the power to deploy American forces abroad and commit
them to military operations when the President deems such ac·
tion necessary to maintain the security and defense of the United
States.-l
President Kennedy wa even more bold in claiminc and in eserciaing a capacious presidential prerogative. T. EAGL&TON• • upro note 1. at 76. On b.ia own authority, he ordered an
invuion of Cuba in 1961 (the "Bay of Pip" invuion) and went to tho brink of nuclear war
with the Soviet Union in order to compel the Sovie.. to remove misail. that they placed in
Cuba in 1962 (the "Cuban milaile" criaia). President Kennedy did not believe that congrea·
sional authorization was neceuary to take thae military actioDi. Id. at 76·77; A. ScHUll·
fNGIR, supra note 3, at 170-76.
• 1 1966 Stat~ D~p't M~mo. supra note 4. at 484. To equate the interest of defending
the state with defending the national security iI. of coune, fallacioua. It hal been concluded:
There are a number of difficulties with tho theory that, for PUfPOMl of presidential warmakinc power, an attack on another cou.atry-oven if under circumstances specified by a mutual defenM treaty-ia equivalent to an attack on the
United States. Presumably, any retOrt to war-even where authorized by Congresl
-is juatified only boc:auao ill some IMIDJe United States aecurity II thought to be at
stake. Hence, the fact that "sec:urity interes.... are involved does not in itaelf alter
the normal procesaea for docidina whether aucb interate are worth defending at
the price of war. That dociaion. wbere a foreip atate iI attacked, will depend on a
variety of facton-proaimity to the United Statee; the valu. of the c:ou.ntry as an
ally; other United States intereate involved. aucb a military bueI and military
sites; and the nature of tho agreuion and the agreuor. In eacb cue difficult
political and military docwona mUle be made which may weD lead reasonable men
to dijferent condUliona in determininl whether eM intefOlt involved iI necesauy
to the deC.UM of the United StatIJ:L Where, on the other band, the attack ia
qainat the United States itaolf. there can be no question presumably that the
"security interest" involved warrante defend.inc at ~e COle of war if neceuary; to
require the Pretident to await what amounte to an obvioua, forotone conchllion
on the part of Concreu ia at bat a noecll. . formality. aDd at wont may occuion
danaeroUl delay.
Note, Jupra note 8, at 1783. Bernard Brodie oblerv. that the defeae of atate ia an interest
of a different character than the defellM of the national MCUrity. B. BaoDIa, ,upro note 8, at
344, 347; ,e~ supro nota 1'·24 and accompanYina ten.
The unilateral esecutive power to protect American territory II a power granted to the
President. S~. The Prize C.... 67 U.S. (2 Black) 636, 668 (1863). In contrat, the Framen
did not lP'&nt the Pretident a unilateral power to defend the "national aec:urity." Younp·
town Sheet" Tube Co. v. Sawyer. 343 U.S. 579,641 .... 2 (1962) (Jacklon, J .• concurriq); The
Prize Cases. ~- •:.S. (2 Black) 635. 668 (1863); Talbot v. Seeman. 5 U.S. (l Cranch) 1, 28
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The 1966 memorandum broadly construed the power granted to
the President at the Constitutional Convention" 'to repel sudden
attack.' " The memo then continued:
In 1i87 the world was a far larger place and the Framers
pro'bably had in mind attacks upon the United States. In the 20th
Century, the world has grown much smaller. An attack on a country far from our shores can impinge directly on the nation's
security.
, The Constitution leaves to the President the judgment to de·
termine whether the circumstances of a particular armed attack
are so urgent and the potential consequences so threatening to
the security of the United States that he should act without formally consulting the Congress.·'
Similarly, President Nixon justified bombing attacks on Laos and
Cambodia by claiming authority to send troops into foreign territories on his own initiative."
According to the 1967 National Commitments Report of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, "every President sinceWorld 'War II has asserted at one time or another that he had the
authority to commit the armed forces to contlict without the consent of Congress."" Moreover, even when no claim was asserted,
these Presidents have undertaken military action as though they
possessed this authority." Despite variations in the forcefulness
(1801). Indeed, unlike the concept of defenae of atate. which £I rec:opiJod ill judicial deci.
siona u we!1 a in the oricinal undentandinc, the concept of deftUM of "national aocurity"
ia without any CODltitUtiOnai roote. The phtue "national aeeurity" wa not eveD coined until
1945. D. YUOIH, SIIATIUIlD fuca: THJI OIuGuca (W THII COLD WA& AND TIm NAnOHAL Sa·
CUIUTY STAn 194·98 (1971). '
.. 1966 Stat. Ihp't M~mo••upro note •• at 484-8&.
.. S~, A. 8cHLUlNCD, ,upro nota 3, at 190-94; Wormuth. ,upro note 39. at 623-25,
660-51. Preaident NisOll faced the docilion of whether to continue military action in South·
eat Alia after eM termination of the Vietnam war via the Puis qreomenL The iuuo arOll
in roapo.u.. to North Vietnam'. refusal to withdraw ita forca from Cambodia and LaOi U
wa ltipulated in the ratified qreoment. The Praident, claiminc an inherent power to order
bombinc attacb punuant to the Paril qreoment, authorised auch bombinp at an estimated COlt of "'.800.000 per day. T. EAOUTON, .upro note 1. at 154-59.
.. NAnONAL COIIIIITItI.HTS ftapoltT, .upro noc. 9, at 21.
.. An eumple of unilateral preaidential Ktion wu eM diapatcb of troope to Lebanon
in 1958 by Proaident EiMnhower. Thi.a followed the withdrawal of French and Britiah troopa
from the Middie Eat a a result of the Sues c:ri.aia. Furine • Communist incunioD &I a
result of inatability of the retion, the United Statea took an active role in providins both
economic and military aid. A. G&OftG• • R. SIIOo. D8TIuuI.aN.... 1M AJaa.tCAH FOlWGN POLICY 309-10 (1974). In July 1968, Presidont Eiaonhower employoci military intervention in an
attempt to atabilizo a civil war in Lebanon. Id. at 349. It iI believed that Preeident Eiaen·
hower committed troops not only to prevent Soviet lubvenion, but aI.ao to improve the
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with which modern Presidents have put forward their claim of unlimited war power. not a single one has repudiated Truman's theory.·e To the contrary, all have acted as though Truman's usurpaimage of the United States in the eyes of ita allies and to impreu upon the Sovieta that the
United States backs ita commitmenta. Id. at 353.
In addition. during the Cuban miaaile criaie, President Kennedy committed naval forces
to a blockade of Cuba in 1962 to compel the Soviet Union to witbdraw the medium and
intermediate range ballistic miaailes which they hed lent into the country. The SO\···ta in·
tended to supply Cuba with an anew capable of penetratinl fal into the United Statft.
See id. at .... 7·48, 460; R. KaNNaDY, THlIlTDN DAYS 5 (1971).
Other namples of unilateral presidential action include President Johnson's deploy.
ment of marinn into the Dominican RepubUc in 1966, Ife B. Buex...uc 4: S. KAPuN,
FORCB WITJlOUT WAR-U.S. ARMD FoRCU AS A POLmCAL 1H8TIlUW&NT 289·3<t2 (1978),
President Nison's coercive diplomacy during the 1973 Yom Kippur Wal, see M. K.u.a 4: B.
KALa, KISBINGIlR 450·99 (1974), and the VIal in Vietnam• • D. HALausT.ua, TIm BUT 4HD
THE BRIGHTEST 805·09 (1973). More recently, President Reqan collllDitted 800 marin., U
part of a 2.000·member peacekeeping force, to Beirut to aid in the evacuation 01 the Pal.tine Liberation Organization forces from that city. ThiI peacekeepinc force wu comprised
of American, French and Italian troop', Alter acc:ompliahiq their tuk in Lebanon, they
withdrew on September 10, 1982, only to be ordered beck to that COUDtry by President
Reagan foUowinc a bloody muaacre 01 PalestiniaDa by the ChriatiaD Militia (orces in Weet
Beirut. U.S. Pre"e, I,roel to Let UN T,.oop. Move Into &irut, N.Y. Tim., Sept. 20, 1982,
at 1, coL 6. A senior State Department official indicated that Concr- would be info,.,,~d of
the deployment of the combat force. U.S. Pkuu to Send Marine. Bacia into Beirut; RIGlan
Tlrma I,,.aeli Pullout 'E"entilll,' N.Y. Tim., Sept. 21, 1982. at 1. coL 6.
The United States alIo hu adopted a .isnific:ant commitment to E1 Salvador. President
Reagan hat asked for over 1100 million in both economic and military aid to that country.
U.S. I. Said to Plan 1100 Million Rile in Saluadoron Aid, N.Y. Times, Jan. 31, 1982, at 1.
col. 6. This c;)untry also hAl top military advilen in E1 Salvador anr.. aJiJlOUSb President
Reqan baa .tated unequivocally that the United States will not lend troop' into that coun·
try, id., he hu not ruled out a blockade to stop the Bow of U1DI to the lUerrilla forces, id. at
12, col. 3.
- See J. J,\YITI, ,upro note 40. at 251·52, 272·73. Truman'••ucceaon bave enc:ourqed
the myth that the office of the President poueuea a virtwilly UDlimited war power. Id. at
251. "Many advocates of pre.idential prerotative in the field of war UId roreip poUcy . . .
[arsue) that the Prelid.nt'. powen u Commander in Chief an wbat the President aJone
defina them to be." It! at 272. III 1967, the Senate repudiated .uch • broed readiDc of the
ColllllWKler in Cbief ciaUM. NATIONAL CO ....11'IDNT8 RI:PoIlT, .upra noto 9. at 23.
ID addition, the Supreme Court baa rofUNd to accept .uch a coutructiOD. Se, Flemine
v. Pap. 50
(9 How.) 603, ~1" (1850). In F,.mi",. the Supreme Court .tated:
[Tho Praident'.) duty and Ilia power are purely military. A. collUlWlder·in-cbief,
he iI authorized to dUec:t tho movementa of the naval and military forca placed
by law at hie command. and to employ them in the IIWlDCI' he may deem mo.t
eft'ec:tuaI to bar. . and conquer and subdue the enemy.
Id. at 615.
In a more recent cue, Younptown Sheet 4: Tube Co. v. Sawyer, :w3 U.s. 579 (1952),
Juatice JaekBon rejected the idea that the Commander in Chief claUM Jl&Dta the President
the authority "to do anythiq, anywhere, that CaD be done with an army or navy." Id. at
&n~2 (JackBon. J., concurrinc). Moreover. Jutice Jacbon characterized TNDWl', ,weep·
inc view of preaidential power u ".iniater and a.l.armiq," id. at 6C2 (Jackson, J .• con~ur·
rin,), and endoned the Fremen' narrow interpretation o( the CODllllUlder in Chief fune·
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tion of power was legal. t1
The congressional response to this presidential claim of a unilateral. unlimited war power during the height of the cold
war-the period beginning in June 1950 and ending approximately
by 1965-was generally one of acquiescence." The National Commitments Report identified the perception of recurrent crises as
the most important cause of the presidential claim of unlimited
war power and congressional acquiescence in this usurpation. This
1967 report states that "crisis has been chronic and ... has given
rise to: a tendency toward anxious expediency in our response to it.
The natural expedient-natural because of the real or seeming
need for speed-has been executive action. ''II The report concluded that the feeling of "anxious expediency" during the period
of peak cold war tension had caused Congress to disregard constitutional procedure.10
tion. id. at 842 n.10 (JacUon, J., concurring).
'" See supro note 66.
.. Sf!. NATIONAL CowwrrlDHTll RaPon, ,upm note 9, at 6. Coacreu iI at leut partially
to blame 'for tbe shift in the balance betwoon tho leaia1ative and executive braaches on the
iIIue of war powen. Se, Spong, .upro note 41, at 10. BecinniDI with President Truman'.
commitment of combat troop' in Korea. Conan- baa been unmindful of the proc~url!
whicb the Conatitution provided for the initiation 01 vu. T. EAGU'I'ON, ,upro note 1, Ilt 76- •
74.
Despite the Ulual ~ponae of acquieacenC8 durilll the 1950-1966 period. voices o( dis·
sent were railed in Coner. . from time to time. For eumple, in January 1951 Senator Taft
said that Preaident Truman had DO authority wbataoever to commit American troopt to
Korea without conaultiq Conpesa and without concrelllional approval. ''The President," he
stated, ",imply Ulurpeci authority in violation of the Ia.. and the Coutitution. when he
lent troop' to Kona .. , ." NATIONAL COIllMl'11mJlt'l' Ri:PoIlT, ,upro DOte 9, at 16-17.
Th, peatelt reaiataDce to unilateral eucutive action duriq the 1950·1966 period OCt
cuned in 1961 wb.n Truman indicated bit intention to lind four more divieiona to reinforce
the AmeriCaD Army in Europe without referriq th.ia mOlllGntoua matter to COI!Ife8I. Sft A.
SCHLIIUCGa. .upra note 3, at 138-.&3. Since many memben ol Coqrea and presidential
advilen beUeved that the Soviet Union wu poiled OD an all-out . . .ult on Europe. the
Plaident ... claimiq the authority to commit troope to a potentially major war qainat a
very larae and powerful enemy. Set id. at 139. Repreeentative Coudert objected to Truman's
c:onception of limitleu war power, ,tatiq, "(ilf the Preaident alone iJ allowed to lend any·
when abroad. at any time, hundrecb of thouaanda of American troop' without. declaration
of war . . . then, indlld, there iJ little loft of Amoricu conatitutiow.oyomment." [d. Ilt
138. Coudell remarked that if Truman', theory of pnaidential power were accepted. then
the fate of Americu IOldien would be ,ubject to the whim of preaidontial decree./d. at 140.
Tbi, Great Debate of 1951 ended inconchwvely. 1d. at 143. The Conan- did not forbid
Trum.an to Hnd the lour diviaioDl to Europe, but the Senate did pua • "HDIe of the Sen·
ate" raolutioD in which the Senate approved the ..ndinc of the four diviaiona but .tipu·
lated the necaaity for future consnuiow coRlent to additional troop movementl. Id.
- NATIONAL COMIOTIDNTI fb:poltT. supra note 9, at 6.
t. Id. Senator Fulbricht, a former advocate of unlimited pr=aidential power, dilCUSN<t
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Congressional acquiescence must be understood in light of the
Korean war's influence on substantially expanding the objectives of
American foreign policy interests l1 and on creating a perception of
continual crises involving the forces of the free world, led by the
United States, and the forces of international communism, controlled allegedly by the Soviet Union,T2 The world which existed in
1945 was undoubtedly a different world than the one which existed
before World War II. The invention of nuclear weapons, the collapse of the balance of power in Europe, and marked improvehow quickly procedure is cast aside when a crisis is perceived and quick and decisive action
is allegedly needed to meet an actual or potential threat. He eKplaineci that the cold war
crises had "one common attribute: the subordination of col1ltitutiow process to poUtica!
expediency in an atmoephere of urgency and seeming daDIer. raullins in elch cue in an
expansion of presidential power at the ezpense of Congreaa." Sen. Fulbri&ht Address. supro
note 56, at 10,355. Arthur Schlesinger agrees that the presidential perception of global
threats and the propagation of a policy which committed American military power to the
containment of these threats utirpated the procedure of checlu and balances. which wu
believed to have become an obstacle to the a1lesed need (or quick and decisive presidential
action. A. SCHL&SINCBR. supra note 3. at 168·69. He proffered:
(TJhe Constitution could not eaily suataiD the weitht of the indiscriminate
globalism to which the Korean war gave birth. It wu hard to reconcile the separa·
tion of powen with ... (the poet-Korean war) (oreip policy ... nor with an
executive branch that saw everywhere on earth interest. and threat. demanding
immediate . . . American commitment and action, This vilion of the American
role in the world unbalanced and overwhelmed the Constitution.
rd.
n Set A. GEORC. & R. SMOU, supra note 65. It 14&. A. ScHL&SINCBR, supra note 3, at
135·3;; ct. W. LAi'D8" AMa1UCA. RUSSIA AND THB COLD WAlt 107·14 (4th ed. 1980) (diacuaa·
ing events triglerin, chAnset in foreign policy objectivel and luategies). Profesaon George
and Smoke oblerve that the Korean war cauaed the ,lobalization of containment. A. G.ORC.
& R. SMOU• • upro Dote 66. at 140. Arthur Scbletinser, Jr.• aIIo concludes that the Korean
war marked the lbandonment of the previoua foreiaD policy of prudent and limited contain·
ment and the adoptioD of au overzealous and ambitious policy of contaiDinl Soviet aggrea·
sion throughout the entire world. A. ScHusINGD, .upro note 3. at 168-69.
,. A. ScHLaucoa. .upra Dote 3. at 163-66. The new American collllDitment to interna·
tional containmeDt of Soviet agreuion created the ever· present 18DH of impending con·
flict. The new objective wu to preserve the non·Communist .tatua of every non·Communilt
nation. fd. It 164. Wubiqton appointed itself the leader of the "Free World" and "endowed it.lelf with worldwide reaponsibility ud I worldwide charter." fd. The United States
adopted increuiqly IllIe military budget. ud uperaded it. forces in size and technolocical
achievement in order to be able to counter a Communiat move asaiDat any non-Communilt
nation anywhere in the world. By 1952. the United States had 3.6 million men trained to
wqe war. fd. at 165. This ract alone served to increue the presidential ability to take mili·
tary action since a larae. efreccive fightiq force wu placed at the diapoeal or ~t·KorelD
war Presidents who could UII the great standing llIDiet. navies, and air (orea without any
additional congreuional action. rd. America. (or the fint time. "poueued a standing army.
sufficiently large, sufficiently weU·eatabliahed, and sufficiently mobile to make poeeible.
through presidential action clone and on very short notice. con1lic:ta of unforeseeable dimen·
sions anywhere in the world." Note, supra note 8. at 1791.
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ments in the range, firepower, and mobility of conventional weapons, presented novel dangers to the defense and security of the
United; States. T3 Yet, these changes did not cause an abandonment
of checks and balances during the period between the end of
World War II and the outbreak of the Korean war. 74 In fact, for 5
critical years, the Truman administration collaborated with Congress to devise and implement 8 policy of containing Soviet expansionism. 71 Commitments were made to defend Britain, France, and
other Western European nations vital to American security, but
" J. SPANID. GAMES NAnON8 PLAy 116-20 (1972). The invention of the atom and hy·
drogen bombs, coupled with the development of intercontinental·range vehicles to deliver
the weapon, rendered American territory completely vulnerable to eKtenaive and immediate
destruction. The fatalitiea from a nuclear attack c:ouJd eui1y reach 100 million within 1
month. Orrlc. or OpUAnONII ANALYSIS. U.s. AaMa COHl1lOL • DI.SAA.IIIAIGHT ACIHCY, THI
ErrECTS or NuCUAa W,... 18·28 (1979). MillioDi mon would periah from diaeue, starvation
and radiation. fd. at 18. The deltruction o( the European balance of power preaented a
second novel threat to the United Sta_ J. SPANID. .upra, at 9-17; R. W. TucUR, A Nsw
laounoNlsM: THUAT OR hoMm. 39·44 (1972). From the end of the Napoleonic wan in
1815 until 1945. a balance of power bad emted in Europe. No .iqle nation wu powerful
enough to control Europe. J. SpANma, 'upro, at 10. Slnce no European power wu ever able
to dominlte or deatroy il1l of it. riv.... there wu little or DO chance that the United St4t.e1
could be menaced by a European nation. rd. ThUi. the balance of power had provided the
United Stltea with it. fint line of security.
By 1945. the balance 01 power .... deatroyed. W. MIu.BR. A Nil. HIsToRY or THE
UNITED STATU 430·31 (1968). The Soviet. emerpd (rom World War II u the predominent
power: Erigland and France had beeD weakened lubitaDtiaUy. and defeated Germany wu
destroyed and divided. J. SPANID, .upro. at 12·17. Couequently. the United States could
not depend on other European powen to iDluJate it from attack.
The second line o( defenae wu provided by the vat diat.tnce between the continent o(
Europe and the euterD aho... of t!1e Ullited States. Set IlW. TueDa. :upro. at 41; O.
VERGIN• • upro note 81. at 200. The inwntion of lone-rap bomben and lubmarines reo
duced the military protection that the Iqraphic bWrer previoualy provided. fd.
,. Sft W. LAFaa. .upro note 71. at 75. Durinc the 1945-19150 period. American inter·
estl were gravely threatened by actual or potential CommUDilt agreaioD. ID addition to
the risk that the Semet Union would emp!oy ita military power .,aiDat Western Europe and
the United States. Communist lUerrillu bed attacked the pro·American ,overnment in
Greece. Yet. the collllDitmll!nt. to Greece and to the North Atlantic recion were not made
without leaialative authorization. Sft infra noteo 75-78. In 1948. however. "a united admin·
iltntion. injoyinc ItronelUpport on foreip poUcy (rom a Republic:aD Coacreu• ..,t off with
nempiary sinel' mindedn-. to destroy the CommUDi.tt thnat that loomed over Europe."
fd.
,. Sft R. BAIlNft. bnuV8N110N AND RavOLtmON 97-128 (1988). The policy of conwll'
in, Soviet: eKpanlioniam betau with President TNIIWl'1 adcUe:. to • joint _ion of Con·
greII in March 1947 In which the President reqU8lted authorization to provUle economic aid
and to Hnd military penonnel (or the PurpocMl o( COUDtariq the Communiat perrio. move·
ment in Gre«e, E. MAy. "LaaoNS·· or TH8 PAIT 43-44 (1973). Thia sipaleci tho besinnina
of the implementation of the Truman Doctrine. I policy baaed on the commitmeot of the
United States to aid free peoples in maintainina their political independence and territorial
integrity againlt aal"8Uive. 'otaUtarian movementa. S~. R. BAANIT• • upro, at 97·128.
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·only after congressional consultation and approval."
The Korean war was a seminal event in American foreign policy as well as in American constitutional law. T1 Prior to the outbreak of the Korean war, the United States had adopted and followed a limited and carefully considered containment policy.
Before the Korean war, the United States Government had identified only one nation, the Soviet Union, as its enemy." In addition,
only nations such as Britain and France, which were intrinsically
vital to the American national interest, were considered worthy of
American military protection. T. As a result of the Korean war, both
" Sfe J. JAvrr8, ,upra note 40, at 242-"'. The United States commitment to defend
W.tem Europe in the event of aD armed attack baa not been brought about by unilateral
pro.idential initiative.. Rather, these defeue arraqemeDtI have alwa)'l been Iubject to
conpeuionallCrUtiny. In June 19-t9, whon tho Truma adminiatration wu '"kiDs puaage
of the NATO treaty, Secretary of State Dean AchCllOn aclmowledaed thAt the Framen had
d.iped a l)'Item in which concreuional power would check presidentW power. He ltated
that "(ulnder the Conatitution, the Concreu alonl baa the powQr to declare war:' Sft S.
RaP. No. 123, Slat CODl., lit Sell. 1337 (1960). Moreover, he defined the term "war"
broadly, and lubmitted that independent preaidentW power esiated only with recard to the
traditional calet0ri. of defenae of ltate ad citizou. Se. itt.
The Report of the Senate Committee on Foreip Ralationa which conaidered aDd then
approved the NATO treaty reaflirmed the ~ of unilateral esecutive authority:
"Would thl United Statea be oblicated to nAC1 to aD attack on Paril or Coper..hqen in the
laDle way it would react to aD attack on New York City? . . • The UIIW8r iI . . . 'No: " S.
RaP. No.8, 811t Cone., lat Stu. 8 (19&0).
" Su .upra note 71. Th, effect of tho KoreUI war on United Statel foreicn policy haa
been noted by John Letwia Gaddil, a leadine diplomatic biatoriaD, who obtorvod:
By the end of Trumm'1 adminiat.ration the United Statea had moved rrom
implementation of a reatrained ad caUtiOUI poUey with limited objectiv. toward
a new and far mon Iweepm, program of acticm that poaited the challenee to
United Statal eecurity AI worldwide and made DO re&l diltiac:tion between varieti. of commUDiam. Containment became 1l0ba1izocl; it wu at th.iI point that the
lap betweeD WabiDctoD'l commitmentl and ita reaourcera for meetiac them began
to widea.
Gaddia, Harry S. Trwnan aM eM Origi,.. of Containment, ia MAuaI cw AMulCAN DIPLOMACY 207-08 (1974).
fa Sc.
LAFaa. .upra noto 71, at 27. TrMtmtDt of China duriq the 1~5-19SO
period ia Wuatrative of pn-Koreaa war poliey toward leftwiDc couauia other thUI the Soviet UDioa. No polley ... implemented to check Chin... qpeIIion on a permanent buil,
even thouch Pnaid.nt Trumu ospected tho ChiD... Commuaitta to invade Taiwa and
defeat Cbiaq I(ai-ah.k'i forca See A. G.oao8 • R. SMOU, .upra Dote 65, at 140. The
United Statal contaia.maat poUey remained rocuaoclaolely upon Soviet agreuion until the
period immediately pnc:ed1q Cbineeo intervention in Korea. at which time United Statel
poUcymaken rea1izecl the Deed to contaia Commuaitt Chiaa u woll u tho Soviet&. Id. at
ISO. It wu not until November 30, 19&0 that President Trum.aa intimated that "tho United
Stata would UN all ita power to contain the Chinese." W. I...A.hDa. .upra note 71. at 119.
ft See Gaddia, .upra noto 77, at 206-07. See ,fMrally R. BAJlHft, .upra Dote 75, at 2324: 8. BRODm. ,upra note 8, at 343-65. Arthur Schleem,er wrote that prior to the Korean
war the United Statea had adopted a policy of retponaible and IOlective containment. which
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tenets of American foreign policy-perceiving the U.S.S.R. as the
sole state that threatened the national security and defending only
intrinsically important nations-were altered radically.
After the Korean war, President Truman and his successors
abandoned the policy of limited containment and adopted a
sweeping policy of global and indiscriminate containment. As are.
sult of the new containment policy, Presidents began to claim that
the threat to national security came not only from the Soviet
Union, but from any nation or any guerrilla group that was a participant in the alleged worldwide conspiracy of international Communism, directed by, from and for the Soviet Union. 'o American
Presidents adopted extremely broad criteria to determine whether
a war fought solely by the citizens of a sovereign nation-state was
in fact authorized by the Soviet Union," The application of these
wu "addresaod to the hiltoric intereatl of the United Stata, committed only to regions of
the world where American security wu direc:tly and vitally involved. . . .~' A. ScHL&8INCD,
,upra note 3, at 168. Another author baa obeerved that the "Cold War &rOM over the rate of
Central Europe, but it hu boon rOUlht alma.t everywhen ello." R. BAaNft, ,up,.a note 75,
at 13.
• Sn R. BAIlNft, .upra note i5, at 26-27. 8eiiaainc with the Truman admini.etration,
American. Pre.idlntl have conduc:tecl foreip policy on t.be . .umption that aDY Communllt
or leftwiaa nation which maintains beneficial relationa with the Soviet Union i.e an qeDt or
puppet of the Soviet ltate. Duri.nc the cold war era. Preaidentl have auortod that Mao Taotuna aDd Ho Chi MiDh wen DOthinc man thaD Soviet paWDI. 8ft ide
Both the beUef that every Communilt nation is part of a linele international CommuDilt COltlpirac:y, ide at 60: ue Pate non, The Sore" for Mtani"l: Gee,.,. F. K~nfUJn and
American Fonifra Policy, in MAuaa 0' AlaJuCAN Dm.oMACY 264 (1974), aDd the view that
the KremJia iaaticatea aDd controla the military activitia of revolutionary third world countri., R. BAANft, ,upra note 75, at 60, have been UIOd to jUIt1fy the IUrciJo of wide-rangins
powen by the Pntid.nt. G.tdia, .upra note 77, at 212-14; Truk. The Co"*".. OJ Cl4uroom: J. WiWam Fulbn,#at and 1M Crilu of Anwrican Powr, in MADa or AiwuCAN
DIPLOMACY 3&1-52 (1974).
.. S.c R. 1WumT••upra DOte 75, at 7. The foUowiDc criteria have been UNCI by Pft!8identa to identify whether a aoemiqly aovereip nation iI actually DO mon than aD .,ont ror
the SoviIt·priaciJMII:
a) wbether a nation wu ruled by a powerful Communist Party;
~) eYeD if the Communilt Party did not control the IOVCIfDDlent. whether a
nation adopted Commuailt or leftwinc policl. IUch .. nationalization, land reform. or "autarchic trade practic:el": or
c) reprd1. . of • Dation'l political l)'Item and domeatie pollciOl, whether the
nation took pro-SoyMt acUoDi in itl fonip pollcy, luch .. lip.i.nc a truty of
alliance with the Soviet Union, aceeptinc weapoDl from the Soviet.. or even acceptinc economic aiel.
Id. at 9; G.tcn. ••upra note 77, at 212. 214: Patonon. .upra note 80, at 264: Truh, ,upra
note 80, at 361. 3&8; u. Head, The Hot D.ala and Cold WCII'I of H~nry KiNi",er. iD AT
laaua: PounClIN 'rIG WOaLD AuNA 249-52, 254-5&, 280 (1977); Rulria, An Ame"('on Mett~micla: Henry A. Kia""er and 1M Global &lGlK~ of PotHr, in MADIll 0' AlmnsCAN
DIPLOMACY 379, 381 (1974). ThUl, Sukarno'l IndonMia and Mouadoq'l Iran, have been in·
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standards has led to the unreasonable conclusionl,of the executive
branch that when such nationalistic states as Mao's China, Sadat's
Egypt, and Indira Gandhi's India attack their enemies, these states
are no more than Soviet agents.
In addition, the Presidents of the global containment era have
declared that nations which have no intrinsic relationship to the
national interest are nevertheless vital to national security.1t For
example, the United States fought in Vietnam" and may fight in
El SalvadorM even though these nations 08tensibly add little if
anything to the defense of the United States, the balance of power,
or American trade and investment. This seeming paradox of declaring peripheral nations vital to national interests is based upon
Truman '8 dubious logic, enunciated at the outbreak of the Korean
war and maintained by his successors, that the United States must
cluded withia MOICOw'. dOmelDO. R. BAlUfft. '''pra DO~ 75. at 9.
a S" B. BaooDl, ."pra Dote 8. at 341-'2, 351·66; Gaddia, .upra note 77, at 205-09.
Brodie .tat.:
ID the iDltaDc:ee both 01 Korea and 01 Vietnam, the citizeary repeatedly demanded
Ulurance that the purpoee of the iDterveDtioaa ... iDdeed to enhance Americ:an
eec:urity. aDd thoy repeatedly received that aaurance from their aatiODalleaden.
who DO doubt sincerely meant iL Wo saw the same tb..iDc happeDiq iD the cue 01
PreaideDt FranJdin RooMvelt &ad bit UIUlI.Dc:eI. but tb.1e are .ipificant diJJer·
eDc:eI iD dimeuioDi betweeD the meaace poeed by a Hitler OIl the rampqe iD
combiDatioD with Japaa and Italy, and a Ho Chi Minh rachiDc lor the coDtrol of
South VietDam. It iI a .traap appro&ch to iDterutioaal aBairi that IMD to u..n that all thnatl to the peace are all OD the same plane. alib DOt only iD character but a1Io iD mapitude of daqer; but tbia iI wbat lOme of the more doctriaaire purwyon of the "iDdiuolubWty of peacott would have had UI believe.
B. Baoom. 'UPI'D DOte 8. at 363 (empbaia iD oriciDa1).
• R. 8A&N11'1'. ,upro note 75, at 29·31; 8. Baoom. '''pra DOte 8. at 347. The leaden who
committed Americu forcee to the deleDle of South VietlWD, it ia .ua-ted. did Dot believe
that the CODq,*t of South Vietaam would either make aD attack qaiut Americ:u territory
more libly. iDcreIM the military power of tb Semet UDioa.. or ilDpar American trade and
iDYeItDWlL VietDam ... merely a IYlDbol iD the .t.ruate bmreeD the forcee of the Free

World aDd iDterDatioDal Commu.o.iam.
• See PropoMJllor Aid Co SGluodor Cue By S.lVJlePaMI, N.Y. Times. May 27, 1982.
at 1. col 2. It 11 cWBcult to coaceive of a more .uategically iD:tipi8cut natioD thaD E1
Sclvador. It iI ODe 01 the 1IDAll..t, POOrest.. leat powerful aatioal iD the world. SuctioD.
Tenor. Rillal and wft, 1'Da. March 23. 1982, at 28 (per capita iDc:ome iI 1870 a year: the
Salvedorua AnAy couilta of only 14.000 meD, twice .. awly U the leftilt perrillu). The
Reqan aQaiaiatntioa may be willlnc to coDc:ede tbia. but it probably would l.fIUe that
wbat iI at
ill El Salvador iI tho "worldwide Soviet mtervUltioDiam that poIet aD uaprecedeDted cbaJleaco to the free world." rd. at 18 (quotiDc Secretary of State Aluaader
Hail). HIDca. iD El Salvador, UDitod Statel aid and military perlODDeI an beiDc UNCi to
COUD~r political fol'CCl which an perceived u tbreateDiDc UDited Statel Inter.ta. In E1
Salvador alone. oyer S80 milliOD will be appropriated (or mWtary aid iD 1983. delpite lOme
limited coapeuioaal .~ iD reduciDc .ucb up8Ddituree. PropoMJl For Aid Co SollJGdor
Cut by S,RGt. Panel, '''pro, at 1, col. 2.

.tak.
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be able and willing to respond with armed force to defend a rela·
tively insignificant nation from aggression so as to render credible
the American commitment to defend more important nations.
Thus. it is contended, critical American allies are reassured of
American support and the Soviet Union and ita "co-conspirators"
are deterred from further aggression." Hence, the hysteria unleashed by the Korean war and reinforced by the solemn pronouncements of successive Presidents led to a foreign policy of potentiaJIy defending any nation in the we rid... The broad definition
of Communist or Soviet-controlled, combined with an expansible
area to be defended from the Kremlin-led conspiracy, resulted in a
foreign policy of global and indiscriminate containment. It is with
this in mind that the congressional response of acquiescence to the
executive claim for power must be viewed.
In 1970, Congress used its financial power to prohibit the ex.. St. ,'Mrally B. BRODm, '''pra DOte S, at 201.()2; R. BAIUaT, .upra Dote 75, at 28.
One justificatioD commoDly relied UPOD for the uae of Americaa (orcea to CODtaia tho .pread
or Commuaiam iD peripheral &real it that the perceptioD of UDited Statee' reluct&Dc:e to
participate ill any coDffict micbt eDcou.rqo RuasiaD aan=siOD e1Mwban. Accordinc to
Richard'J. Bamet. United Stacea poUc:ymabn view the Third World IS "'the teltiaa ,roUDd
ror the Commuaiat .trateIY o( Wan of Natioaal LiberatioD. If t,b,y wiD beret they will .trike
elMwbere. U they loee, they will Dot be 10 ready to .tart aDO&bar." R. 8AanT, '''pro noM 75, at 28. Goo,..e KeDlWl. the iDteUoctual a.rcbitec:t of toM coataiDmeDt poliey, deecribed
Soviet policy u teDdiq to fill "every Dook and c::rumy awilable to it iD tM bum of world
power." G. KulHAN. AlaIuCAN DIPLOMACY 1900-1960, at 118 (1961). KeDDaD believed that
Soviet upanaiOD mUit be mot wherever it iI direc:c.d:
[I)t win be dearly NeD that tho Sovi.t Pl'elZlun ~t the Ire:t laaUtutiona or the
Westem world it eom.t.hiq that caD be COIltaiDecl by the edJoit aad vicilant ap·
plicatioD of COWIter·forc. at a ..rieI 01 ccwataDtly IhiNDI popapbical aDd political poiDta. cornapoadiq to the
ucl IIWINftn of Soviet policy • • • .
rd. at 120.
Daniel YeqiD coDdud.. that aatJoDa ud rleDta which haft. ill !at:C, a minimal and
remote effect or enD DO dect UPOD our aatiolW eecurily an paceiftd .. aipiftc:ant and
UlIeDt, tbreateDiq our MCUrity immediately. dinc:tly. aDd IDOIDtDtouIly. H••catoe:
ADd what c:barac:terts.. the coac:ept of aadoaal MCUrity? It poauIatte the InternlatedD. . oleo awly diJJ,reDt political. ecoDOIDic. aDd mWtuy (acton that devel·
opmeDu halfway UOUDd toM Ilobe an MID to haft automatic aad direct impact
OD America', con iDurcllta. Virtually IYWY dnUopmut in the worlella perceived
to be poteDtiaUy c:rudal. AD aclvene turD of nata l1lywben eac:laqon the
Uaited StateL Problema iD foreip nlatiou an viewId M urpat and im.modi.Dt.e
tbrUta. Thua. deeirabl. fonicD poUcy ,ocala are trualatecl iDto _ _ of natioaal
sur:vival. and tba nap of tbreatl becomee llmi&lell. 1'bI doc:triDe ia c:barac:terizod
by ;eapanaiveDeU, a tandlDCY to puah tIM IUbjectiva bouDdarieI 01 MCUrity out·
wald to mon aacl mon ....., to eacomput IDON and men aocsrapby and more
and mon problema.
D. YaltClM, '''pra DOte 61. at 196.
• $" PaterlOD. '''pra Dote 80, at 279-81.
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penditure of appropriated funds to support American groundtroops in Laos and Thailand, and to effect a complete cutoff of any
combat activity in Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam." During the
1950's and 1960's, however, the response of Congress was
acq uiescence.I I
It is important to recognize that this acquiescence did not
render the presidential practice legal nor permit the President to
acquire an unlimited power to use force to defend any national interests. Rather, congressional acquiescence during this 15-year period of crisis-induced fear is entitled to little interpretative weight,
since the precedents created during this interval were not based
upon a reading of the Constitution, but instead were based upon a
knowing disregard and abandonment of checks and balances. Despite attempts to legitimize the Chief Executive's seizure and exercise of power in the 1950 and 1966 State Department Memos,'· the
presidential theory of war power and the congressional acquiescence in it can most accurately be viewed not as a good-faith attempt by the political branches to apply the Constitution to the
changed conditions of the post-World War n world, but as a design to avoid constitutional limits on executive war power. The ad" See A. Saa.aucoa. lupra note 3, at 293. The June 1973 vote to prohibit the further
01 IuDda clearly demolllltrated concraaional oppoIitioD to the war. Id. At that time,
however, there wu an iuWBc:ieDt Dumber in Coacraa to overridl PresideDt NisoD'. veto of
the fuadia, cutoW. United Statel Diltrin Coun Judp 0rriD Judd DOted that it the COurti
were to rule that Coapeea wu required to oyerride pretidential votoe. in order to terminate
UDaUthoriled military ac:tiollll, Presidentl could .uataiD wan with the .upport of only "onl
third (phil ODe)" of the mlmbenhip of either HOUle. s.. id.
• Sec Sa. Pulbript AddreM. lupra note 58, at 10,386. No ofBcial coapeuioaal action
wu takeD to cbeck tbt unilateral commitment of troop8 abroed unti11970. For eumple.
WMI

wheD Pre.idlnt Truman committed United Statll air and Ma fOJal ill Korea without teek.
ine collpelliODal authoriaadoD or advice. CoDlJ'lll. .. a wbole. remained idle. T. I!'.AoI.ftoH.

lupra DOCe 1. a~ 11. Some iDdiYidual memben of Coupe.. however. were quite voc:ilefOUL
Senator Robert Taft, tor iDltaace•• lated that the Preeidot bad "limply Ulurped authority,
ill vioIatioD of the laWi &Del the CoDoltitutiOD." Id. Similarly, Seaator Arthur Wat.ki.u con.
teaded that "the Unitad Sta_ [w..] at war by ordar 01 the Prelident." Ill.
• Sft 1968 Stot. Dep't M,mo, lupra Dote 4. at 474: 1950 Stot. Dep't Memo, lupra
Dote 4. at 173. The 19&0 State Department Memo eoqht to jUltity Prelident Tnmws'. UN
of Americu t.roopI ill Kana by UIIn.m, that prmoua preRdantial pnctiee aod a United
NatioDol Security CouDci1 ReIoIUtiOD were authority for thia actioa. 1950 Stote Dep't M,mo,
IUpro Dote 4. at 173: , •• ,upra DOtli 57·59 md accompaDJiDI ten. The 1988 dCJCWDent wu
prepued for a IimiIar purpoee-to formulate a lepJ juatiJlcation ror Prelident Johnaon'.
UDaUthoriled \III of miUtuy power ill Vietnam. Se. 1966 Stot. Dep't M.mo, lupra note 4.
at 474: "elupra 110"'81-66 and accompauyiq tert The 1968 memo. however. U'JU8Ci that
the President'. unilateral war power should be extended from a power to protec:t tM .tate
to a power to protect thl national aecurity. S,. 1966 Stat. Dep't M,mo, IUpl'G DOte 4. at
474.
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vocates of abandoning constitutional principle attempted to justify
this action by a claim of "necessity."
The "necessity advocates" believed that a Chief Executive capable of taking Quick and decisive military action on his own initio
ative was necessary to contain effectively Soviet expansionism. In
1951, Truman's Secretary of State, Dean Acheson, claimed that in
time of crisis, constitutional procedure can be ignored in order to
permit the President to act. He suggested that U[wle 8r2 in a position in the world today where the argument as to who has the
power to do this, that, or the other thing, is not exactly what is
called for from America in this very critical hour."" In 1961. Senator J. W. Fulbright, then chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, argued that the ability to act is the sole issue, and that
it is irrelevant whether the procedure chosen for initiating the action is constitutional." He advocated abandoning what he termed
"18th century procedures of measured deliberations" in order to be
better able to counter Communist aggression."
In conclusion, notwithstanding that Congress did not repudiate the claim of broad warmaking power during the period of acute
cold war tension but acquiesced in the presidential practice, Con" A. SCHLISINGIR, .upra note 3, at 138 (quotWc S. RIP. No. 797, 90th COrti., lat Sese.
17 (1967)).
II Fulbright, Am,rican Forti,n Policy in tM 20th Cfntury Unchr on 18th-Ctntury
Corutitution. 47 CORNnL L.Q. I, 7 (1961). &lnator Fulbricht admitted thot conpesaional
acceptence of executiye primacy in utilWna American military power .11 incolUliotent with
the conatitutional syatem of checlu and balances, yet QlIUId that collltitutiooal princ:ipln
in thia conten abocld be abandoned:
[TJbe price of democratic Iwvival in a world of acpemive totalitarianism ill to
liye up lOme of thl d.mocratic huuries of the pat. WI abould do 10 with DO
ilIUliOIlll I I to tIM reaGDoI for iu Decaaity. It it diDtatetul and dancerous to Ve3t
the executive with powen unchecked and unba1anc:ed. My quoation it wbether we
haYe any choice but to do 10.
1d.
• lei. A decade after he ....ned that collltitutional proceduree .ere inappropriate in
the modem iIltemational arena. &lnator Fulbright recanted Ilia l1ec:eG1ity UJUDltnt. The
Senator recopized that the Dotion that neceaaity outweicha the ConatitutioD 19&1 iUe,al,

unwite, and dueefOUl!
In thOle daya [of the 1950'. and 1960'.] ... it ... poaiblo to forpt the wUdom
~f the Foundinc Vathen who had taucht UI to miaLluat power, to check it and
baJance it, and neyor to yield up the m04lll of thvortins il Now, aftor bittar upe·
rience, we are haYiq to lcwn all over qain thot DO ainale man or inatitutiuo can
ever be counted upon u a reliable or predictablo repository of trisdom ClOd bonn·
(donce: that thl pouesaion of great power ean impair • man'. Judlmont and cloud
his perception of reality; and that our only protection qailllt tho miaUDO of power
ii the inatitutionalized interaction of Il divenity of indopendoDt opiDiooa.
Sen. Fulbrilht Addreu, lupra note 56, at 10,356.
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gress' response must be interpreted in light of the surrounding circumstances of continual crises and the consequent demand for
quick executive action. Presidents have promulgated a foreign policy theory of a ubiquitous Communist chimera which Congress accepted, along with the fallacious argument that in times of danger
constitutional procedure must be ignored and abandoned so that
Presidents can act,·' Hence, little weight is to be accorded both the
claims and actions of the Chief Executive, as well as acquiescence
by Congress. Furthermore, the claim of necessity has been denounced as an illegal and dangerous theory by the Congress of the
1970's.M Finally, the practice of the political branches during this
IS-year period is inconsistent with two higher ranking constitutional authorities-judicial review and Framers' intent.

IV.

JUDICIAL REJECTION OF THE CLAIM

or

19831

that all of the provisions of the Constitution will continue to function during every exigency,a, Justice Jackson's concurring opinion
in Youngstown contains a cogent repudiation of the claim of necessity, warning that enlarging the power of the President during a
period of alleged peril is dangerous as well as unconstitutional.
Justice Jackson wrote:
[The Framers) knew what emergencies were, knew the prt'S9ures
they engender[edJ for authoritative action. knew, too, how they
afford a ready pretext for usurpation. We may also suspect that
they suspected that emergency powers would tend to kindle
emergencies. Aside from suspension of the privilege of the writ of
habeas corpus in time of rebellion or invasion, when the public
safety may require it, they made no express provision for exercise
of extraordinary authority because of a crisis. I do not think we
rightfully may so amend their work, and, if we could, I am not

UNLIMITED EXECUTIVE

.. s~~ A. ScHLUINO&a. lupra note 3. at 141·52. 168-70.
.. N4noNAL COaooTK&Jln'S R&PoIlT• • upra note 9, at 7; .~~ Sen. Fulbright Addresl.
.upra note 56, at 10.366.
.. S" C. Rourru. CONSTrTUTIONAL DICTATORSHIP 212·13 (1948). III a dilcuaaion oC
"CNia iaatitutiona and procodUlel," Rouiter ,tated that the Framen bad considered the
theory that the Preaident', powen should OJlpand duri.u.c an em!lrtency, but they rejected
tho notion. Ill. at 212. A. he oblerved: "Emel'lency doee not create power. . . . The Conati·
tution wu acloptacl ill a period of .,ave emertency. Ita IfUta of power to the Federal Gov.
emment • . • '"Ie det.ll'lDined iD the licht of emersency and they are not altered by emer·
lency." Id. at 213 (quo&, Home Blct,. 4: Lou MI'n v. BlaiId,U, 290 U.s. 398, 42A (19!W)).
.. 71 U.s. (4 WalL) 2 (i866). lD hia opinion. JUitice Davia rejected the contention that
the abandonment of conatitutional proceduree WIS jUitified u a coasequence of emel'lency
CODditioQl .&iatiq duriq the Civil Waz. /d. at 120-21. Referriac to the conatitutioaal
tem formuJatacl by tM FlImIen. the Coun ,tated:
TboM IfUt and ,ood men foresaw that troubloua tim. would 1I'iIe, when rulen
and I*)I)le would become rative under ratraiDt. and aeek by Uwp IDd deciaive
m.....,. to accompliab eDelI deemed jUit and proper; and that the principles of
constitutional Ubany would be iD peril, unl.. eetabliahed by irrepealable
law..•. The Collititution of the United State. ia a law for ru1era and people.
equally iD vaz and iD peace. and coven with the weld of ita protection . . , all
cirCUlDltaDcee ••.. [T]h. ,ovemmcnt. with.ia the CoDititution. baa all the pow·
en Ifanted to it. which aze neceuary to preserve ita ,Kiltence . . . •

')'I-

Id.

Durinc the Great Depreuion. a Minnesota ,tatute wu enaeted which impoeed a more·
torium on lUong.,e CoreclOluret in the eveot of debtor deCaulL Home Blq. &: Lou Au'n v.

24;

& Tube Co. u. Sawyer," the Supreme Court unequivocally has held

POWER

The Supreme Court has rejected the claim that a crisis empowers the President to disregard the Constitution in order to pursue allegedly essential emergency action." From the Civil War case
of Ez parte Milligan" to the steel seizure case, Youngstown Sheet
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BlaiadeU. 290 U.S. 398. 415·16 (l~34). Althousb the Supreme Court upheld the statute. the
Court reiterated the Milligan doctrine. stating: "Emergency does not create power. Emer·
gency does not increase granted power or remove or diminish the ratrictiolll imposed upon
power granted or reserved. The Constitution was adopted in a period oC ,"ve emergeocy.
III greta of power ... are not altered by emersency." Id. at 426.
In another Great Depression case, the Supreme Court struck down the validity of the
National Industrial Recovery Act. S~, A.L.A. Schecter Poultry Corp. v. United States. 295
U.S. 495, 528-29 (1935). The ScMct,,. CoUlt reaffirmed tho principle that no criais, no mat·
ter how IIvere or eztr&ordinary. can juatify the abandonment of c:oaatitutioaal proc<iMlwe:
The Constitution ettabliahed a national lovernment with powen deemed to be
adequate. IS they have proved to be both in Will and 1m) peace. but theae po9len
of the natioaal,overnment an limited by the conatitutiolW panta. Tboae who art
under theeo panta are not at liberty to trU2KOnd the impoaed limitl bec:auae they
believe that more or ditJerent power ia nec:euary.

rd.

" 343 U.S. 579 (1962). Holding that Preoident Truman', seizure of ,teel factories wu
uncoDititutional, the YOU118.town CoUlt rendered IOven sopan... OpiniO~1 overwhelmingly
rejectiq the view that a ,tate oC emel'lency juatifill the ezereile of powen DOt authorized
by the Constitution. Id. at 582·614. JUitice Dou,lu. reaffi.rminc the MilU,a"·BlGud~1l doc·
triM. IC• • upra note 96, ,tated that. "It)here CIUl be no doubt that the emel1ency which
caUMd the President to seize these steel planta Will ODe that bore hMvily on the country.
But the emertency did Dot create power lin the ezec:utive branch) .. , .tt Id. Ilt 629 (Douc'
la, J .• concurriq). JUitice Douclaa nuoned further that upedieocy cannot justify reinter·
pretatioq oC ntabliahed conatitutional doctrine, St.Dtmc "[iJC we aaaetic.neci the present eser·
cile of power by the Preaid.nt, we would be espandinc Article U of the ConstitUtioD and
rewritin, it to ,uit the political convenienc:et o( the present emel1oacy." Id. -'632 (Douglas,
J .• conairriq). The Framen' rejection oC the theory that .m0rtency can enlarJt ez~tive
power ia._ fOCOIDized ed endoned by the opinion oC the CCNrt writteD by Juatice Black.
id. at 588-89, in JUitico Frankfurter', concurrint opinion. id. at 593 (Frankfurter. J .• concur·
rtn,). and in JUitice Jacbon', concurring opinion. id. at 649-&3 (Jacbon. J., conc:urrinc).
.. S,~ C. RoaslTU, .upra note 95. at 211·15.
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convinced it would be wise to do so . . . ."
With respect to the warmaking authority specifically, every
court which has addressed the claim raised by post-Korean war
Presidents of an unlimited, unilateral war power has rejected it. In
addition, contemporary courts, citing with approval pre-Korean
war precedent, have not endorsed unilateral executive authority
beyond the traditional categories of defense of American territory
and protection of American citizens. 100
.. 3-f3 u.s. at 860 (Jacbon. J .• concurriq) (footnotes omitted). In hi. You",stown can·
currence. Juatice Jacbon rendered a ,trona repudiation of inherent power. See id. at 649-50
(JacJEaon, J., concuninl). Havina coDiidered the cue of Nazi Germany, which had adopted
the theory that neceuity cauaed by criail can expand the power to cope with an alleled
emer,ency, Juatice Jacbon ltated:
Thia contemporary foreicn experience may be inconc1uaive u to the wisdom
of lodainc omeflenC)' powen IOmewhen:: in a modem ,ovemment. But it Sug,OIti
that emefloncy powen are coDliitent with freo ,ovemment only when their con·
trol iI lod,ed elMwhere than in the Ezecutive who exercilee them. That is the
aaf'quard that would be nullified by our adOptiOD of the "inhereDt powen"
formula. NothiDc iD my esperience coDviDceI me that IUch rita are wananted by
any real neceuity, althoUCh IUch powen would. of coune. be an eucutive
conveDieDce.
Id. at 652 (JacUoD. J., coDCUrriDc).
,.. Sn A. Sc~Ga. ,upra DOte 3, at 288-96. Sch1eaiacer correctly obaerved that
even thoUCh the couru did Dot declare the VleUWD war UDcoDititutionaJ, no judge sui· tained the war on the theory that the President poueuoa the power to protect the natioDal
security. Id. 4t 290. lnatead, the COUJ1I relied upon the political qUestiOD doctrine, or found
coll(l'euional authorisatioD in tho Gull of TonkiD ReaolutioDo military appropriation billa
and selective I8rvice Ie... [d. at 278-80&.
The followiDc ia a nonuhauative lilt of cuu iD which the coDititutionaiity of the
United Statel iDvolVGmeDt iD the ViebWD war WGI qu_tioned. Mitchell v. Laird, 488 F.2d
611 (D.C. Cir. 1973). DaCoeta v. Laird, 471 F.2d 1146 (2d Cir. 1973); Muaachuaettl v. Laird,
327 F. Supp. 378 (D. Maa), aR'd, 461 F.2d 26 (lIt Cir. 1971); Mottola v. NizoD, 318 F.
Supp. 538 (N.D. Cal 1970), rtu'd on other ~, 464 F.2d 178 (9th Cir. 1972); Orlando v.
Laird. 317 F. Supp. 1013 (&D.N.Y. 1970), aR'd, 443 F.2d 1039 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 404
U.S. 869 (1971); Bert v. Laird, 317 F. Supp. 715 (E.D.N.Y.), aR'd, 429 F.2d 302 (2d Cir.
1970), c,re. cU,,"d, 404 U.s. 869 (1971).", New York Tim_ Co. v. United Statel, 403 U.S.
713, 722 (1971) (DoqIu., J., conCUl'fiq).
ID HoItmwl v_ Sc:hleeiqer, 381 F. Supp, 563 (£.D.N.Y. 1973), rtu'd, 484 F.2d 1307 (2d
Cir.), c,rt. "'£Md, 416 U.S. 938 (1974), it wu allecod that the military activities of the
UDitM Stat. iD Cambodia violated article I. aec:tioD 8, of the CODititution. inamucb u the
activitiee bad not beeD authoriled by Coqreu. Jd. at 564. After an initial victory wu ob·
tained by coqreuioD&i opponeDta of tho war iD Cambodia iD tho form of an injunction
qainat further bombiDI, tho iIIuo wa eventually diapoaed of on the pound that it waa a
political questioD, and therefore Dot a matter for tho COUI'tI to decide. A. ScHL&8INGD,
• upro note 3, at 293·94. AlthOUCb tho Supreme Court iD HoltllnGn deDied certiorari, two of
the Juatica rejected the claim of broad ezecutive war power iD opinioDi iMued in chamber!
Se, Holtzmu Y. Schl_iqer. 414 U.S. 1304, 1315 (1973) (Manball. J.) (applicatioD tc \ "-cate ltay): id. at 1316-18 (Douclu, J.) (reapplicatioD to vacate lcay). For an uc:ellent
description of the complicated procedural hiltory of the Holt2mtJn caae. aee Note, The I,,·
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In New York Times Co. v. United States,lOI Justice Douglas.
in a concurring opinion, stated: "The Constitution by Art. I, § 8,
gives Congress, not the President, power '[t)o declare War.' Nowhere are presidential wars authorized."lol In Holtzman v. Schlesinger,103 Justice Douglas reiterated judicial opposition to the post·
Korean war claim of unlimited executive power, citing The Prize
Cases lcu for the proposition that the President "has no power to
initiate or declare a war . , . against a foreign nation:'loa Justice
Dougl$S observed that even though it has become popular to think
the President has the power to initiate war on his own authority,
"there is not a word in the Constitution that grants that power to
him. It runs only to Congress. "1M
In Holtzman v. Schlesinger, Justice Marshall stated that the
scope .of unilateral executive authority is limited to the case of a
pressing emergency, supporting this narrow construction by citing
the holding of Talbot v. Seeman 10' that the war power was vested
by the: Constitution in Congress. Justice Marshall then rejected the
argument that the situation in the modem world required an increase in executive power, stating that nothing in the 172 years
since the Talbot decision was rendered altered the requirement of
congressional authorization.
Additionally, the lower federal courts uniformly have repudiated the assertion in the 1966 State Department Memo that the
President's authority should be broadened to include the power to
protect the national security, and have refused to recognize unilateral executive power in any situation other than an actual invasion
of the United States. loa
dochitS4 WCII' Ca•• in the Unit,d Stat" Court of Appear. for til. Second Circuit: Th~
COIIICitutiotS41 Allocation of War p~", 7 N.Y.U.J. lHr'L L -' POI.. 137. 147-60 (1974).
403 U.s. 713 (1971).
•• [d. at 722 (Dou,Iu, J., concurring).

.e.

... 414 U.S. 1316 (1973);

If'

,upra note 100.

... 67 U.s. (2 Black) 635, 668 (1862);

Iff

,upra note 17.

•• 414 U.S. at 1317-18.

•• Id. at 1317.
... 5 U.S. (1 Crucb) 1 (1801) •

•• Bark v. Laird, 429 F.2d 302, 304-06 (2d Cir. 1970); Mottola v. NboD. 318 F. Supp.
538, 541~ (N.D. Cal. 1970), rfu'd on OeMI' ,I'oundl, 464 F.2d 118 (9th Clr. 1972); Orlando

v. Laird, 317 F. Supp. 1013, 1016·17 (E.D.N.Y. 1970), aR'd, 443 F.2d 1039 (2d Cir.), cerro
denied, 404 U.S. 869 (1971).
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The cold war practice of an unlimited executive war power is
in conflict with the Framers' theory of checks and balances. Contemporary Presidents and their advisers, ao. as well as Congressmen,"0 foreign policy experts,111 and commentators 1l1 have argued
that the three premises underlying the checks-and-balances standard are not relevant in the modem world.
Though the consequences of war are immeasurably graver today than in 1787, the advocates of the abolition of checks and balances often appear indi1lerent to the potential casualties of modern
warfare. For example, during the Cuban missile crisis President
Kennedy stated that he found 150,000,000 American deaths an acceptable level of casualties. HI Second, proponents of broad presi-

A. Premise One: War Is Infinitely More Dangerous in the Modern World Than in the World of the Framers
War is immeasurably more dangerous in the modern world
than in the world of the Framers, and thus the first premise is as
relevant today as it ever was. The number of casualties in any contemporary war-whether conventiona}1" or nuclearll'~an range

... S,' Unit,d Stat" ComtrJtment, to For~i8n Pou/«"'. Hnri,.,. &/ore th, S'1I4t,
Comm. on Fore;,n R,l4tioru. 90th Colli., lit Seu. 108. 140-M (1967) (.tatoment of

1"",

&CUTIYa 2<10 (1981).
au In hit adclreu

aDDounciq the decilion that the United Statee Govemment would
seek to colDpel the Soviet Union to withdraw iu nuclear IDiuU. froID Cuba. Preaident Ken·
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dential power assert that the decision to go to war is objectively
deter~ined by the international environment. Thus, the argument
is ma'de that if the President is informed as to international reality, then he alone can decide when war is necessary.u. Finally,
presidential power advocates assert that the members of Congress
invariably lack the requisite information, expertise, and judgment
to render a sound warmaking decision, III and that Congress as an
institution is too slow and inflexible to make effective and timely
determinations in a world of nuclear arms and other powerful,
fast-moving weapons. UI It can be demonstrated, however, that the
cited. objections are palpably inaccurate, and that the three-premise theory is still relevant, indeed essential, in today's world.

THE CONTINUING RELEVANCE OF THE FRAMERS' THREEPREMISE THEORY or CHECKS AND BALANCES

Nicholu deB. Katzen bach. Undonecntary of State to PnllidlDt Jo!maon) (hereiDaftor cited
u H~Gri11l' on U.S. Commit"..,nt, Abroad]; 1966 Stat, lhp't M,mo. ,upra note 4. at 484
(Praident baa very broad powell eublina him to deploy AmeriCUl forcel abroad wben be
deema it neceuary to maintain the MCUrity aDd defenae of the United States); Rosen. Con·
th, Pre,id,nt, and th, War Pow,rt, 59 CALD. L. Rsv. 1194, 1207·12 (1971) (recocniz·
inc fuadam.ntal hittorica1 chaDe. iD the world which IDUit be coDiidered iD defining war
powen); &.tow, ,upra note 2. at 900 (.,.uiq that a teDM aDd unatable world requires that
the Praident poueu the power to tate immediate aDd 8emble military action iD order to
preserve the peAe»).
lie SIt Fulbricht., .upra note 91. at 7 (quatiomn, the adequacy of the "18th-century"
CODititution ill lbapiq (oreip pollcy ill a dynamic 20th century); Goldwater. The Prlli·
d~nt" Ability to Prot• .:t America', Fre,doml-'TM Warll1GAi11l Poult"', 1971 LAw" Soc.
ORO. 41.3, 444-'6 (the Pre&ident baa the richt to take military .moDi which he believea
necouary without heiDI natraiDed by Coqreu); Goldwater, The Pr"UUIll', Corutitutional
Pritn4cy in Fore;". Rcl4tioru and NotialuJl D,f,me, 13 VA. J. INn. L. 463, 464-67 (1973)
(the Pl"IIident mUit have IOIU depet of iDd.peDd.nC8 iD foraicn dain).
III G. ALuIoM, EIIII:Nca or o.cwOH: Exft..uNuco nm CUBAN MII8IU CIUlla 1"-26.32·
35 (1971) (a proceM aadoned by foroip polley 1Cb0w. u the belt method (or deciding
rortieD polley ucl deflDM iIIu. ia that the lovlmment act u a rational, unitary deci·
lionmaku): It. 8c:Ja..aIKoa. .upra note 3. at 166, 169·70; J. SPANID " E. UlLAND. How
AJalUCAM FOUION POLlCY Ia MAR 5<1-62. 88-78. 132·61 (1978).
II. CI. Matben, TM Corutitutio1l41 Pou1cr 01 tM Pre,ident to COMIud~ Intern4tional
"""."..,nt" 64 YAU U. 346. 359-66 (1966) (the Prtlident CUl UN hit warmakiq powen
when the iDtenati of the Unitod Statee 10 require); Monqhan. Pre,uuntiGl Wa,..MoAi""
50 B.U.L. Rav. 19.33 (1970) (tlw apparently unlimited powen eurciMd by the President iD
the Vietum "wu" were Dot unCODItitUtiOnal); Ratner. ,upra note 2, at 487 (in modem
world. Preeident IDUit be pven power to defend alii. who have been attacked). S" "ne"
ally R. HDlacHnlLD, TIm Po. . . Of 11m Puam&NCY 206 (1968); L. Komao. THa CHIU Ex·
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nedy aclmowledted that hit poUcy could rault iD an all-out nuclear war. In hia October 22..
1962 addraa to the nation. the Preeident It.ated; ··We will DOt prematurely or UDIleceuarily
riak the COIta of worldwide nuclear war in which oven the trWtI of victory would be ahea in
our 1D0uth-but neither will we Ihrink from that riak at aDy tiID, it mUit be faced." R.
KaHNDY, ,upra note 86. at 156. The President atimated the probability of a nuclear war
occurrinc u "between one out of three aDd even." T. SoUNSD, KuNmY 706 (1965).
l i t Set J. SPANtD, .upra Dote 73, at 60. :J86.87. It bu beeD Io!Jerted that the interna·
tional Iy.tom h .. the behavior of a nation. Id. at 60. The Preeident and Conpell do not
have a choice in dec:idinc that war abould be initiated, Iinct the iDtemational InviroDIDent
requira the United Statee to flcht. ThUl, the lJ'IWDent
IiDce the dtciaion to 10 to WU'
ia objectively determined by the estemal reality, every Americ:&D leader would reach the
lalDe conclUlion u to whether a war ahould be (oUlht. Id. at 60,386. Hence. the Pteeident
need only be adequately informed u to the neecia of the United Seatel iD order to utilize the
power to make war correc:tly. Id. at 386·87. But II' 8. BaoDEm, mpra note 8. at 343·<15
(UIUinI llaiDat tb thoory that the decision to initiate war II objectively determined and
unive~y accepted).
II. lS•• It. ScHUSlNOD, ,upra note 3. at 1".
II. J. SPANID " E. UILAHD. ,upra note 111, at 138. When confronted with a criaia
lituation. it ia aqued, Coqreu nec:euarily will be bypuMd becaUM of the need for a rapid
deciaioD iD order to prtvent further C:OlDpUcationa.ld. Duriaa the Cuban misai1e criaia. Preo·
ident Kennedy perceived a blockade u the proper COUlM of actioD. Mia id..... to ltart low
on the '"tIC&lation ladder" and control the 1D0vement upward 10 u to pve the opponent
lu.tIicient time to weish the riab aDd COIta and thUi prevent Dueleu war. Id. at 139; ".
infra note 188. The President ltated that "{t]htIM
muat be carefully timod. coordi·
nated. and calculated. for the rilb of miacalcu1atioD art ever p..... nt." J. SrA!fID " E.
USLAMD, ,upra note lU. at 139.
U9Modern weapoDi are hiibly dettrurtive. exceptionally mobile. and of ,nat range. W.

,OIl.
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from high to catastrophic. I I . What is intended as a minor war
against a relatively weak nation may result in a major war against
an able, determined enemy.110 Vietnam provides a vivid illustration. The small, technologically primitive nation of North Vietnam,
a nation without an air force and with ground forces woefully inferior to the United States Army, inflicted over three hundred
thousand casualties !In American forces. III Since the Soviet Union
KO&NIG. WEAPONS or WORLD WAft 11124 (1981); J. SPAHIU, .upro note 73. at 117·19. Thil is
exemplified by the 1941 German attack on tho Soviet UDion. J. SPAJIiII&R, .upra Dote 73, at
116.19. It ia estimated that the Soviets suffered "at leut three million" cuualties during tho
first 3 montbi alone. P. CALVOCOMSSl 6 G. WIH1'. TOTAL Wu 183 (1972). Adding the ODe
million German cuualties to thia &,ure indicates a total of four million dead or wounded
durina the fint 3 montha of that campaip. ld. at 182.
Since today'll weapona are .wifter and more powerful and accurate than thoee of World
War II, Ginlburah. Th~ Unit~d Stat~. Air Force, in Tu U.S. WAA MAcKINa 150 (1978); ...
L. MAATlN. AJtMS AND STlt.ATmY 61 (1973). it CaD reaonably be ltated that the cuualties
produced by an all·out conventional war today, such u a NATO·Warsaw Pact conflict,
would euily lurpUi thoee of 40 yean 610••~. H. OW'&N 6 C. ScHUL'I'D. S.-mNG NAnONAL
PUOIUT1&8 67 (1976).
1.1 S •• ,upro Dote 73 and accompanyinc ten.
.. I It is impoaible to predict with certainty wbether a particular UN of the armed
forces in a noncombat situation will c:u1miDate in war. B. BI.&CKMAN &: S. l<APt.AH• • upra
note 65. at 230; H. KAHN. ON EscALAnON 9·13 (1966); Note• • upro note 8. at 1795. Deter·
rence Itralepll advocate Ulinc the armed forcee in situationa abort of 6abtinc. luch u the
deployment of 1'I'0und forca into a troubled nation. a navallbow of force. or airUftiq per· •
IOni and equipment acrou di.aputed and bOltllo territory. It ia arauod that this will demonItrlte that the UDited States is prepared and wil1.inc to 10 to war to defend an ally. A.
GaoKGa It R. SMOD••upra Dote 65. at 58-60, ad thereby lead • potential aggreuor to
conclude that the beneSli to be derived from contemplated agreuiOD are DOW outweighed
by ill COlli. id. at 97·103. If this favonble outcome reaulta, then it is Mid that the American
military action bu deterred the outbreak of war. Id.
The AmeriCaD military move. bowover. miabt DOt felult ill the prevention of war. but
rather may lead to ita outbreak. Note, .upro Dote 8. at 1796. Furthermore. auumins there ia
an outbreak of war. then ia tho difticu1ty of llmit.iDc the c:uualtill IUld durltion of the
con.8ict. R. I..8cKm. .upro DOte 3&. at 863; Reve1ey, .upro DOte 7, at 1288-89; Note••upra
note 8, at 1798. OM Q)JDIDentator oblervee that in the modem WOIld "it CaD DO loqer be
Mid with any decree ot Ulurance that the commitment 01 troos- to combat under any
coaditioaa ia wWbly to rault iD major conflict." Note, '''pro DOte 8, at 1796 (empbuia in
oritUW). AlIo, ProflllOr Reveley concludes: "In any \1M of force today. unlike the niDo·
teenth century, it ia cWBcu1t to predict the ultimate price. What ia initially inteDded to be a
minor effort, perhape iavolviDa only a bloodleu thaw of (orce. CaD euily II'OW into • IDGjor
war. even a nuclear on.... Reveley• • upro Dote 7. at 1288-89•
• 11 Praident TrumaD intended tho American commitment to Korea to be amalI and of
IIhort duration. with minimal American cuualtiea. R. I..IcKm. aupro note 36. at 860·68.
Moreover. the UDited Statel ruefully UDderestimated the ability and dotermination of the
Vietaamue CommUDiali. Note. ,upro note 8. at 1796.
II. American military luperiority forced the Viet.aamae Communiall to rtlIOrt to lUer·
rilla warfare. Se. R. LaCIUK. ,upro DOte 35. at 943·.... The Communiat forcee were weaker.
poorly equipped and fewer in number relative to the American and South Vietnamese
forces. S,. id. at 972·73. Despite bavinl a relatively weaker military. the CommUDiit regime
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and other technologically advanced nations have provided Third
World countries with powerful weapons, even the most backward
nation in the world is capable of killing tens of thousands of Americans. ~21 Furthermore. an even greater risk than the danger of a
relatively weak nation using its own military forces to inflict massive casualties on American troops is the ever-present possibility of
such a nation becoming allied with the Soviet Union. II. Such intervention would present the prospect of Soviet conventional and nuclear forces being employed against American soldiers and civilians. For example, during the October 1973 war, Egypt sought and
received a Soviet commitment that the U.S.S.R. would use Soviet
conventional and nuclear power to preserve the cease-fire and to
save the encircled Egyptian Third Army, even though Egypt's alliance with the Soviet Union was tenuous at the time. II. President
killed 58.000 AmeriC4Dl. Naw9wux. Dec. 27. 1982. at 38.
The Soviet Union baa supplied modem weepoaa to lueb Third World countrie:a u
India, At,haniata.n. EcYPt. Iraq. Alcolr1a. Cuba and Guinea. J. S'AICID, .upra Dote 73, at .
448·49; ,~e Smolanaky. TM Soui.t Union and tIM Middle Eoat Empin in ExPANSION 4:
DmEN'B 2s..·68 (W. Griffith ed. 1976). If the United States were to enter into a coalilct with
one of these leuer·developed nationa. American foreet doubtlouly would be confronted with

.1.

IIOme of the mOlt modem weapon l)"Item&. S•• CONQUllJOIW. QUAJrIULY. 1Hc., 11m Mm·
DLa EAST 47·49 (5th eeL 1981) (bereinafter cited u Mmou EAsT).
III Soviet interventioD on beb4lf of Third World DGtioaa baa DOt *n Umitbd to tnlaty
allies or CommUDist rqimes. For eumpl•• the non·Communiit IOVel'llmeDt of EcYPt had
neither signed a mutual defenae treaty. rrantec:l hue nabll to tho Soviet military, Dor other·
wise aided Soviet military poliey wben the Soviet Union threatened to \1M ill forces on
behalf of EcYPt duriq the 19&6 Sun criDiI. S~. A. GIIODa 6 R. Swou, .upro Dote 66. at
319; W. LAFa.u, .upro Dote 71. at 192; A. ULAM. TIm RlvAU 2S7·68 (1971). On October 29,
1956. llraol invaded the Sinai Peni.naula and quickly routed the J?ayptiaD Army. W.
LAFuu. .upro Dote 71. It 191. The nlu day. the Britiah and Fnnch ~ the atuack on
the SUII Canal. Id. The air att4cu wore followed by an Anclo-FnDch landins OD November
4. A. ULAM • • upro. at 257. At this JUDcture. the Soviotl thnGteaod to lend troops to aid
EiYPt and to attack Britain and France with nuclear 'II_ponD. R. Ji'Duu.. .upra Dote 8. at
748. SeventeeD yean later, the Soviet Union ..ain threatened to \1M it. military power on
bebalf of a Don-Commuaiat. DOaallied nation. S•• infra nota 124·26 IDd accompanyina
ten.
.N Anwar el.Sadat IUc:ceoded Gcmel Abdel NGCler in 1970, and IhortJy thereafter
EoPtian·Soviet relatioM becan to deteriorate. MmDIA BAn• •upro DOte 122, It 75. Pred·
deDt Sadat became iDcreuinaly diaillUlioned with tho Soviet Union. H. KIsmfoD. WHJ'n
Housa Y&ARS 1278 (1979). 00 July 18. 1972. &ciat ordered more than 16.000 Soviet military
advillen out of EiYPt. ld. at 1296. In additioD. tho Soviet huoa and equipment Nt up in
Emt were to become EcYptWt property. ld. DcIopite this diacord. the Soviet Union WI&I
prepared to employ it. milit.uy power on beiulll of EoPt durin« tho October 1973 WCU'. Sf.
M. I<ALB 4: B. KALa. aupro note 65. at 489·92; R. NIXON. TIm Mlwoma or RlCHAaD NIXON
938·40 (1978).
In that war. the breelia encircled the beGt fi6htins force in the Ecptilm Anny. the
Third Army. M. KALIl 6 B. KAu • • upro Dote 66, It 489·92. Cut off from AnY reouS;J.'ly. the
Third Army wu at the mercy of the waeu.. [d. Sadat feared that the cream of the £cyp.
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idents from Harry Truman through Ronald Reagan have recognized that although Soviet nuclear forces assuredly could destroy
the United States, American nuclear forces likewise could destroy
the Soviet Union. and thus, American Presidents have employed
the threat of nuclear war to influence the behavior of Soviet lead·
ers during various crises_ 12' While the probability is virtually nil
that an American President who is in control of events would
choose to implement the threat, ISO world history in general and the
much briefer history of nuclear brinksmanship indicate the everpresent danger that events may elude the control of the superpower leaders and consequently, the threat may escalate into a nuclear war intended by no one. lSI

Nixon, who had decided to counter any Soviet intervention with
the deployment of American conventional forces and the threat of
striking the Soviet Union with nuclear weapons, recognized that
his decision to use American military power might have led to a
nuclear holocaust. III In his memoirs, the President states: "We
neared the brink of nuclear war."'"
The prospect of nuclear war is both real and substantial. It is
most likely to occur through a process of unintended and un·
wanted escalation during a conventional war or superpower cri·
sis. a., While this has not occuned to date, success at a lottery in
the past is no guarantee of success in the future.· .. American Pres·
tian Army would be dettroyed and hil rerUne overthrown. Id. at 490. When the October 24
cease-fire went into effect. Sadat uraently appealed to BreduHtv aod Nixon to tend a joint
Soviet-American peacekeepq foree to the Middle But to eD!JUle compliance with the
ceaae-6re. [d. at 489. The Sovietl accepted the Sadat propoul, wbile the United Stata
oppoHd a joint Soviet-American peacekeepq force. Id.
... A metlqe lint by Premier Brahnev to President NixoD wu characterized by the
Prelident u repreteDtiq "the mo.t NrioUi threat to U.s_-Sovi.t relationl linee the Cuban
miuile criail eleven yean before." R. NIXON, .upro DOte 124, at 938. Brezhnev charsed that
lIrael wu in violation or the
There(ore, be uraed the United States to join the
Soviet Union in dilpatcbiq military forc:ee into the Middle But to emoree the ceue-fire.
[d. The Soviet loader coupled hit request for joint adie with a thrut or unilateral Soviet
intervention it the United Stata failed to comply. Id.
President Nixon reiterated hit OppolitiOD to joint adioD aod, U part of a Ittateo to
deter the Sovietl rrom Nnding forca to racue the eDcircled Ec;yptiaa Third Army, increued the alert ltatUi o( all American conventional mel nuclear forces. M. KALa " B.
KALB, lupra note 66, at 492. In additioD. NixoD HDt a letter to BrezhDev in which he called
the Soviet plan (or unilateral military adioD "a matter of the IfAvat concern" and implied
that it would be oppoeed by American m.Uitary forc:el. iDdudiDc Duclear weapoDi. R. NIXON,
.upro Dote 124, at 938. Tbae adioDl were tak.D duriq the Dicht of October 24. [d. The
NixoD COUDter-threat lubotaDtially inc:reaecl the probability of a confroDtation betweeD
American mel Sovi.t (oraL
•• R. NIXON, 'UpI"G DOte 124. at 922. The criIia mdod in the late momi.aa of October
25. wbeD the Soviet UDioD qreed to an Americaa peacekeepiDa propouL The propoul ape·
cifically ucludecl the rorcee of the two IUperpowen. but eallecl for the United NatioDi to
&end a force to IUpervile the
M. KALa 6 B. KAu• • upro note 65, at 496.
I . . Se. fl KAHH, ,upro DOte 119. at 3·15.74-82; J. SPAHID, ,upro note 73, ,t 170-71; T.
SCHIIUJHG, TIm SraADOY 0' CONNer 19C·91 (1960). It baa beea American poUcy to run
the riak or aca1atiOD to Duclear war in order to wiD a IUperpower criaiI or ccDveDtionai war.
SCf infra Dote 129. Pneid.Dt NisoD uploitecl the Soviat fear of Duclear war duriDc the
October 1973 c:riail,'ff .upro Dota 124·26 and accompuyiq test. aod PrelideDt KeDDedy
employed the rilk or aca1atiOD duriq the Cuban miui1e criaiI. Sf. infra Dote 131. la addition, the praeDt NATO .tratqy requ.iree the United Statet to \lie Duclear weapoDi in order
to prevent the defeat or EUIOpeaD allia in a conveDtional war. B. Baoo... • upro note 8. at
399-405.
•• Kenaeth 80uldinc baa developed a very UHful viaual imqe or nuclear riak-takilll
du.rinc a luperpower crWa. The criaia lituation may be dramatized by concept.ualizq it u
", bat containq one black ball amid maay white ba11a • • • ." K. 8oULDINo, Tim MuMmo
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C&NTtIIlY 91 (1964). The black ball iJ nuclear war. When the leaden of
the two superpowen engage in nuclear risk·taking. they must dip their hand, inw the bq.
Up to now. the leaden have alway a drawn B white ball; and the world goes smUjly on. But
the poaaibility of nuclear warfare. represented by the black ball. is always present. Herma..,
Kahn concludes: "(W]hen one competes in riak·taking. one mtakin, rialta. If one takes riaka,
one maybe unlucky and loee the ,amble." H. KAHN • .supra note 119. at 15.
..e J; KAHAN. SECURITY IN THII NUCL&AA AGI 14·15. 18·25. 18-79, 80-84 (1975): M. KALB
" B. KALlJ, .upra not.e 65. at 484·99; J. SPANIlR• ... pra note 73, at 121·24. 146·56. ProfeMOr
Gilpin correctly observet that "(al major and disturbing consequence of the advent of (nuclearl weapona . . . is that they have enhanced the threat of war sa an instrument of pol.
icy.'· R. GILPIN. supra note 18. at 214.
... See J. SPANtu. .supra note 73. at 118-20. President Eisenhower recognized that if
the United States ever initiated a nuclear strike againat the U.S.S.R., the Soviets wouJd
certainly r~t.a.liate and llDIlihilate the Uaited SI4t.es. Su J. 1<.utAH. supra note 129. at 15.
m ~ lonll ago u the 5th century B.C .• it we recognized that in time of war. ri,k of
miaca1culation ia hiJh And an initial limited move can eaca!ata inuor.bly into a much more
violent. conftict thaD any adversary desired. R. GILPIN, .upro note 18. at 200-02. One commentator noted that u war continues. it Ie nerally becomes an aII.ir of chanee for both
aides_ Jd. at 202. Moreover. many hiltoriaDI and politicalscientiatl beUeve that World War I
resulted rrom a competition in riak-takinc in which eaperienceci and able 'tatesmen of the
European powen lo.t control over eventl. Su ,fMrolly B. TuCHMAN, TID GUNS
AUGUST
71-97 (1962).
Sc:holan and ltatetmen have rec:oguiud that whenever the United States iuues a nuclear threat, or taket or threatena a hiahly provocative conventional action. the Soviet
Union IIlitht not back down u it did durins the 1962 Cuban miuile crilil and the 1973
Middle Eat war. but iDltead iaaue a counter-threat. Then. (rom a process that is not entirely roreseeable, from reactioDi that ere Dot rully predictable, and from dec:iaiona that Ire
not wholly deliberate. that thrut milht be implemented. Sft T. ScHKLUHG. ARMS AND INPLUaNC. 98 (1966). Duriq the Cuban miaaile c:riaia. Prnident Kennedy we aWlre or lind
concerned about nuc:lear war eruptiDc inadvertently either by a miataken interp~tation of
enemy intent or by an irrevenible series of limited movel on each aide. J. KAHAN. lupra
Dote 129, at 81. S~f ,fnerally H. K.utN. ,upro note 119, at 9-15. For eumple, if Khrushchev
would have reached the conc:lUlion that the United Stam wu preparina to launch a nuclear
attack Blainlt the Soviet Union. then he might have decided to "ttack 6nt in order w
prevent the American strike from destroyina hie miaailes. S~~ G. ALuSON. lupra note Ill. at
141.213. While President Kennedy had made no auch plana or preparationa to attack Soviet
0' THIl TWENTIBTH
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B. Premise Two: An Erroneous Decision to Commence War is
More Likely with a Foreign Policy of Indiscriminate Global
Containment

Proponents of broad presidential power assert that the decision to go to war is objectively determined and universally accepted. More specifically, they argue that the international environment compels every American decisionmaker to conclude, in
certain situations, that war is the correct policy choice. Since the
decision is objectively fixed by international reality, it is argued
that if the President is adequately informed as to the needs of the
United States, then he alone can correctly make the decision to go
to war. For example, it was contended that any reasonable man
who was aware of the requirements of the global balance of power
would have to conclude that the United States had to fight in
Vietnam. 1I1
The Framers of the Constitution, however, clearly held a diametrically opposed view. They knew that the decision as to the
scope of the national interest is neither objective nor capable of
universal acceptance. Even if Congress accepted a presidential definition of the extent of national interest, the drafters' logic ran,
Congress nevertheless could conclude that the national interests at _
stake were not worth the costs of war .118
territory, f{hruahchev bad no way 01 knowm, thia and, in interpretiq American inteDt,
micht have ac:cepc.d at real what were only luapicioDi and lean. Sce H. KAHN, ,upra Dote
119, at 10. When aD American U·2 plane accidentally wudered into Soviet ainpace,
Khruahchev interpreted the pl'tl4iDce of the American plaDe U aD American recoDD&i.uaDce
plane whOle million va to lurvey tarseta in the Soviet Union in prepuation lor aD immi·
nent American DUclear attack. G. AIJJaoN••upra Dote Ill. at 141. ThiI interpretatioD, com·
biDed with the am&tIiDc of aD invuion loree in Florida ud aD uaautboriJed
from the
State Departmlnt threateDiDc "further action" if work coDtinued on the Cuban m.iuile bat
Me, nearly prompted Khrushchev to IaUDch a Soviet preemptive .trike. Id. at .7..ca, 64-68.
hi addition to miac:alcuiatioD. a _ria of limited conventioaal mOYee may compel fl·
lpoDMI until the Duclear fWlI on the -=alatiOD ladder it reached aDd croued. G. Au.IIoN.
'''pro aote 111. at 56-62. PnlideDt Kennedy prodicted that aD American aintrike or inYl·
aiOD 01 Cuba woulcl bave kUlecl many Sovittl and thua forced Khruahchev to have mad. Ilia
own nonnuclear mew.. "U they don't take action in Cuba. they certainly will in BerliD." the
PraideDt ltated. R. KaocDY. '''pra note 66, at 14·15,98. ThUl. after the ant round. the
United St4tea would haVI won in Cuba. and the Soviet Union would have uaecl it. convlD'
tional luperiority around BerUn to IUcceed there. Tho 1C8~0 thua leacll to thl queetiOD
whother the comrontation would have ended after each lidl .mployed it. conventioaal
power, or proceeded to all-out nuclear conAict. Se~ ,fMrally R. GIU'1N••upra Dote 18, at
214: ShribllWl, Ezpcrc. FeGl' ThtJt Unpredictable Chain 01 ElM"" Could Sri,., Nuct.GI'
Wo,., N.Y. Tima. JUDI 24, 1982, at A10, eol 1.
.11 S" .upra Dote 114 and accompanying tezt.
.11 Su ,upra DOtee 8·9 and accompanyinl telt.
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More significantly, the logic employed by the advocates of unbridled presidential initiative generally has been refuted by his·
tory. Pre-Korean war Congresses and Presidents did not wage war
unless and until agreement was reached on the definition of the
scope of national interest and the determination that the benefits
to be derived from the war outweighed its costS.1I4 It is specious to
conten;d that such decisions were clear-cut and without controversy. "From 1945 to 1950, for example, Western Europe lay ravaged aiJ a result of 6 years of total war, and was completely vulner·
able to the victorious and powerful Red Army.11I The 108s of
Weste ..n Europe to the Soviet Union would have impaired signifi·
cantly three fundamental interests of the United States: the balance of power, since one nation would be in complete control of
Europe; the territorial integrity of the United States, in that the
Soviet Union could then or at some future time attack the United
StatP.s; and trade, in that a market for American products and a
source of Americrul imports would be lost. 1M Yet, despite the urgency and magnitude of this Soviet threat to the most vital of American interests, no commitment to defend Western Europe was
made prior to securing legislative authorization. 111
Moreover, if legislative authorization could not be assumed in
the caSe of protecting intrinsically important nations against a major and unambiguous Soviet threat, then, a fortiori, legislative authorization cannot be assumed in the case of defending an unim·
portant nation against more minor and ambiguous aggression in
which the harm to the interests of the United States is unlikely,
remote, and speculative. lu South Korea was in the latter category.
s~~

.upra nota 36·52 and accompaoyinc ten.
.upra Datel 74·76 and accompaDyinc tezL
S~f id.
S" id.
•• SIt B. BaODm. .upra Dote 8, at 355, 368-59. Sff ,fMf'Glly A.

.M
...
...

S~f

.n

ScHL&8INGD. THI
8ma HurrAGa 117·26 (1966). Tho futility of practiciq ,lobed containment by committinlJ
American foreet to are&I 01 minor UDited StAtes interat it evideDced by the recent conflict
in Vietn.uD. ScbJ_iDler contend. that the praidential judcmeDt bAd been warped by .b1o.
lute, ~ited. and unchecked power to make war. A. ScIf1.UlNOBZl., supra DOte 3, at 183-84.
It it indisputable that throuchout the lat 32 yean, Presidents have made lOme miaguided
detenninationJ that the natioaal interest It stake Wat IWficieDtJy important and threatened
that Wit wu DecetIU)' and wile.
"
The zelult wu a policy of indixriminAte Sloba.l intervention which baa noither ad·
vanced Dor ItrenctbeDed the Dational intereat. Inatead. it hu .eakened the nation'. security
by involv~DI tho United States in remote. danaeroua. and potontinlly altaclyamic confront4·
tiOnJ and" wan.. A. ScHL&8INGU. supra note 3, at 168-69. MOleover, while the United States
hu devoted ita attention, reeources and blood to marginal problems in periphercJ nreoa, the
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strategically'" and economically valueless. 140 In fact, before the
outbreak of the Korean war, Truman and his advisers calculated
American interests in Korea and concluded that in the event of a
North Korean attack, the best policy for the United States was
neutrality.I.1 Moreover, Congress had considered this contingency
American commitment to the partl oC the world whicb are truly vital to tbe national interest
hu been neglected. Sft A. SCHLUINGU, supra, at 142-43.
Two eminent achol.,. oC international relatioDl, Alelander George and Richard Smoke,
identified and criticized the Calae premilet and CailaciOUI tocic that the Presidenta oC the
1950', and 1960'1 employed, atatina that "the Cold War bad beeD dominated by • belieC in
the necessary indivuibility of
with Clverytb.inc somebow CODDected with everything
else . . . . '. A. G.OIlG. " R. SMOU, supra note 66, at 598 (emphuis added). The advocates
of containment perceived the Soviet ruler II poueaina an almOit compulsive desire for
expanaion in order to enhance Soviet inBueDce and ultimately briq the reat oC the world
under Soviet hegemony. The Soviet Union WII viewed II the bead oC an international Communiot movement, deaicned to upaet the atatUi quo or eKploit any takeover by a reformist
or revolutionary l1'oup. The perception oC the Soviet rulen II malevolently and ruthlessly
efficient l1'adually hu liveD way. bowever, I I the Soviet Union ewbit. caution and a lack
of SUCct!ll in expandios it. inBueDC8. Moreover. the beDefici.ari. of Soviet economic and
military aid display an unupected independence of their beDeCacton. Id. at 597.
Sft R. UCIUB, .upra Dote 35. at 849 (Secretary of State AchesoD and Chairman of
the Senate Foreip RelAtiona Committee CoDDAlly commonted that Korea was unimportant
to the defense of American tenitory or to the balance of power); E. MAy. supra Dote 75. at
58-62. DuriDi lucceuive careCul and hich-Ievel deliberatioDi ovor a 2-year period before the
North Korean invasion, there W&I .. 'fairly WUlDimOWI qreement to ab4ndon the Korean.e to
their fate: tbe l1'OunclJ beiDI 'that Southern Korea is without Itrateaic value to us, is, in
fact. a atrateaic liability. . . : .. Id. at 59.
S.~ R. UCKm• • upra Dote 35. at W--47. In 1946. the Soviet Union occupied northern Korea and establisbed the 38th parallel sa the demarcation line between the industrial
nonh and the qricu1tural IOUth. Id. The Soviet. then isolated the south by ahuttiac oft'
electric power and cuttiq off railrOGd acceaa. Id. at 847. Trade between the two halves of
the country became Donemtent. Id. The south lacked coal and cbemica1a and Iuft'ered from
apiralin, inflation. Id.
ata E. MAY• • upra note 75. at 59-67. Whenever "American officiala reBected . . . upon
the pouibiUty of North Korean agre&Iion. they apparently took it g a foregone conclusion
that the United States mould not and would not retiat with force." Id. at 64. Moreover.
Profeaor May atates:
It WII the pollcy of the United States in June 1960 to avoid Ulinc American
military rorca in Korea. ThiI bad been the conailtent poIition of the Joint Chiefl.
twiCl comidered by the National Security COUDCil. aocl on both occ:uiODI approved by the Pnaident •... [TJhe government c:aD be said to have coony g.
aeued the natioDal interett aDd decided wbat decilion oUlht to be made in the
ev~nt of a [North Korean attack I . . . .
Id. at 67.
Presently. an analogoUi lituation exist. in EI Suvador. Sf' The Puleaboo Off~"'irJ~,
N.w8WUIt, Mar. 15. 1982. at 36. AlthoUih the United StGCeI contiDuea to lupply military
aud economic aid to E1 Salvador. former Secretary of State Hail denioci any intention of
Nndine United States around troope to the Central American oation./d. at 36. The diati';ct
pouibility. however. that Reqan win send troop' ahould the Salvadoran Government k1 ter
is evident. Id.
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and was firmly behind the policy of nonintervention in the Korean
civil war. UI Yet, the decision was made to intervene. us
In a world where any commitment of American military forces
may lead to a major war or even to nuclear holocaust, a requirement of congressional authorization is necessary to prevent the
President from unnecessarily endangerl.1g the lives of American
troops and civilians. Since any President who adopts a foreign policy of indiscriminate global containment perceives a virtually limitless range of threats to the national interest,'·· there is a very high
probability that a decision will be made to intervene in a foreign
conflict which has only a slight, indirect, or illusory effect on the
defense of American territory, the balance of power, and American
economic interests. This foreign policy of limit.less containment,
combined with the destructiveness of modern weapons, may resuit
in AmericaJl Presidents risking survival of the state and countless
American lives, for interests that, by comparison, are trivial.'"
Thus, congressional participation is required now more than at
14. S~e E. MAy, .upra Dote 75. at 66·67.
at. Id. at 89, 81·82. "'Communism WII actinc in Korea JUDt II Hitler. Muaaolini. and
the Japanese bad aeted ten. 6.ftoen. aDd twer.ty yean earU...... If th.iI "II allowed to go
unchalleOSedo''' p,.ident Truman concluded. "'it would mean a third world WU, juat u
aimilar incident. bad broqbt on a second world war:" Id. at 81-82 (quotinc 2 H. TRUMAN,
MaMOuls 332-33 (1966)). Acain and .,aiD t.brou8hout the post-Korean period or glob4.1 and
indiac:riminate containment. the IOI&IOD of Munich wu cited II the authority for interpretilll
event. and determ.iDiDc American policiea. B. BIlODm •• upra Dote 8. at 70.118,351.353.432.
The notorioUi "domino theory" wu based OD the Municb ul1ocy. rd. at 144-53. Every
commitment or AmeriCUI rorcel durinc the lat 32 yean "31 bued. at leat in part, on the
notion that Sovitt fonip policy ,oali and mothoda were ideDtieal with Nazi ambitionA and
todmiqu•. For .umple. Cormer Seentary of State Haic auened that the war in EI Salvador is not really a civil war. but ooly the latest move in "worldwide Soviet interventionism."
Isaacson. A Lot of Show But No T.". 'I'DD. Mar. 22, 1982. at 18.
... Sft B. BaoDm. .upra DOta 8. at 344. 3150; J. SPAHID. .upra DOte 73. at 216. It .hould
be ltated that the CooatitUtiOD permita tU adoptioD of any (onip poUcy. includin, india·
criminate
COIlWnment. Article I of tho CODititution lives Conpaa the power to declare war, U.S. CONIT.• art. I. I 8. cL 11. while articlo U mak. the Pretident the Commander ill Chill of the Army and Navy and . .cow. OD him the power to ~e t.reatiH with
the advice and CODMDt of the Senate. id.• art. U, I 2. clI. 1-2. No lpecifiC Coreian policy is
mentioned in. much .... mandated by the Coaatitution. Wblle the ConatitutioD permim the
adoption of any foreip poUcy. the ?retident ",baD take care that the La.. be faithrully
executed." U.s. COMIT. art. U. I 3. It follawa that. if the Prelident cbOOIeI • poUcy of alob41
coDta.iJui:aeDt. the I"!'UDI by which be implemeDta that poUcy muat be comittent with. and
faithful to. the la.. puaed by Conpeaa and th. Constitution itlelf.
I •• 8. BSODm. .upra DOta 8. at 344. 350: A. ScHLUINCD, .upra Dote 3. at 168·70, 18386. 273-75. 288-89; J. SPANIU. .upra Dote 73. at 218; cf. NAno..AL COMW'I'IIDHTS RuoRr.
.upra Dote 9. at 28 (UCoqnu hu permitted ita war power to be tranat.rrect to the hands of
an executive which. thouch I... luaeeptible to IOIf-doubt than tU Conpeu. is no less suaceptible to .nor").
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anytime in our history .•••
C. Premise Three: Congressional Participation in the War-Commencing Procedure Can Reduce the Probability of an Erroneous
Decision

Proponents of presidential power have asserted that congressional participation in the war-commencing process would not
make a positive contribution, but would only burden the process
with error and delay.'·' It is submitted that this criticism, that
members of Congress lack sufficient information, expertise, and
judgment to define the national interest and determine whether
the national interests at stake justify the dangerous risks of modern war,'·' is meritless. Although some Presidents and their advisers may be more experienced and educated in foreign affairs than
some members of Congress, a comparison of the lulo~'ledge and
skill of Senators and Representatives with Presidents and their advisers reveals that executive branch individuals are in no better p0sition to make such decisions than members of Congress. H • U either branch contains more informed and experienced members, it
is probably the Congress. Senators and Congressmen who are on
the Foreign Relations or Armed Services Committee, for example, _
presumably have had more extensive involvement in analysis of
American interests and commitments than the more transient
Presidents and their advisers. lao Legislative participation in fact
will reduce the probability of engaging in an unnecessary war by
playing the role of a constructive adversary. II. Congress can pre... Sft .up,." DOteI 133--46 ud Iccompuyiq tezt.
.t7 & ••up,." DCMI 11&.16 IDd accompanyiq ten
... Sf' IUFO tat accompaayiIJI note 116.
... A. 8c:HuaINaa. .up"" aote 3. at 282-84. 328. 462 11.94.
... ID 1914. tho IUCUtive branch wu headed by Gerald Ford who hGd aever held uy
fon~ dain pGlitioa. ID coatra&' the Senate Foreip RelatioDi Committee flU compri.led
of m&Ily .zperieDCOd foreip policy decilion.maken. aame1y Senaton Fulbricht. Manmeld.
Chureh, Symiqtoa. McGovlm. MUlm., Humphrey, Cae. Javita IDd Percy. A. Scm.uIHOU. .up,." DOte 3. at 462 11.94•
••• R. DAHL. CoNOUII AND FOIIIIION Poucy 104 (1960); Revtley• • upro DOte 7. at 1296.
Profeuor Revel.y ltata:"TIM determmation thAt military actioa ia in our national iDt.erata
requires tho Itttma of prioritiee in Ucht of emtiq nlWII." Reve1ey, .up;.a aote 7. at 1295.
Coapeu iI certainly u able u the .zecutive branch to malt. that deciaioll. rd. Political
ICientiat Robert Dahl ohaerve. that in decidiq what elementa to include in national iDterat
ADd wheth.r the national interest iI worth war. lqiaJaton are u qualified u tho Preaident
and his Idviaen. Accordinc to Dahl. "(tlhe more important the questioDi of preference become, the I... competent becomes the elpert. . . . [AJt the top of the pyramid. the ,killa of
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vent the President from defining the national interest over broadly
or from reaching an erroneous determination as to whether the
gains to be derived from a military involvement exceed the costs. lU
Moreover. Congress is in a better position than the President to
gauge the willingness of the American people to suffer the misery
of war. lIS In conclusion, Congress can reduce the probability of
fighting an unnecessary war by scrutinizing presidential policy and
by ensuring the representation of public sentiment in the warmaking decision. IN
an Acheson [former Secretary of State) and I Vandeabeli (former Chairman of the Senate
Fortirn Relationa Committee) may be of much the laDle kind." R. DAHL, supra, at 104.
Dahl apeab of "brinc(iaeJ the hiah..t competeace of the fntil'f .killlfoup to bear upon the
makilll of policy." rd. (emphuia iD on,inal).
... Set Younptowu Sheet. Tube Co. v. Sawyer. :w3 U.S. 579,613-14 (1952) (Frankfurter. J., coacurrinc)~ id. at 629-30 <Oouclu, J., conCUl'l'inc): id. at 652-63 (Jackson. J.,
concuninc): N"'noNAL CO~ ftaooltT• • upro note 9, It 7: T. FLucClC • E. WIlSBAND,
supra note 52, at 32. fa You",'tocun. JUitice Fruldurter in I concurrence obeerved that the
American acheme of ,ovemmeat "cb the power to Ict with complete, .wiftly movins authority. The price of thia restriction. bowever. accord.inc to JUitice Frankfurter. it outweighed by the lAIecuarda it a1rorda. rd. at 613-14 (Frankfurter, J. t concurring). He cited
Myen v. United Stata. 272 U.S. 52, 293 (1926) (Brandeia. J., diaentinc), in which Justice
Brandeil ltated that th. doctrine of the aeparadon of powen wu adopted by the Conatitutional Convention not to proD\ote efficiency. bu&. tIuouch the ineviteble friction among the
three brancb. of ,0vel'DDleat. to prevlnt the .tabliahmlnt of autocracy. 343 U.S. at 613·14 (Frankfurter. J., concurriq).
Senator William Fulbricht DOted that American poUcymaken, from Korea to Berlin to
Cuba to Vietnam. implemeDtod e policy of containmeat bued on uaumption. that rew really queetioned. The premilee of containment were never reeumined by the architei=lI of
our foruip policy. nor were thae prelDila aub;.ct to criticiam in constructive advefUl}'
proc:eedinp. H. NAIH. AMlDuCAN FODlGN POUCT. RuPoNG TO" SlINg or THREAT 2 (19731.
ProfOllOr Bicbl perceiftd the mod.m rolevllD~ aDd lipificance of preventing the
Praidlat from commitUq huty ud W-conceivcd military mova by the check of congre.·
.ional qu..tioDiq. coatluctive criddam. aad c:neti.,. initiative. He ltated:
There iI no . .uran~ of vildom in Concreu. aad DO IUch UlurUCl in the pretidency . . . . The only Ulurance then is U. iD procell, iD the duty to uplain,
jUltily and penuad•• to delia. the aational iDte....t by IVOkiq it. and thUi to Ict
by coDllnt. . . . SiDcly. either the Praideat or Coacre:e can fall into bad enon
.... So th.y caD toelthlr. too, but that ia lOme_hat lea Ukely, and in any event,
qether they an all we've IOL
Bickel. TM N"d for a War-Po"",.. Bill. New RepUblic, Jan. 22. 1972. at 18. Profeaor
Reveley conceded that "th. mere proceu of artic:ulatinc and debatm, goala and Itrate,iet
micht lead all coacemed to a full., UDdontandiq ol the iDterata and aJtemativet at
.take." Reveley• • up"" DOte 7. at 1301.N Bell'" .up"" DOte 7. at 86: Note, .upra DOte 8. at 1776.
... 128 CONG. Rae. S1706-07 (daily tel. Mar. 8, 1982) (Itatement or Sen. Byrd): Berger,
.upra Dote 7. at 84; R..vellY••upra note 7, at 1296: '.f Roberta. A Majoriey in Poll "'ont
U.S. eo Stay Oue of Salvado,. Wa,.. N.Y. Tim•• Mar. 21. 1982. at 1. col. 2: Byrd S~~lti", to
&,. U.S. Combae Troop. fram SalvadoNJII Wev. N.Y. Tim•• Mar. 7. 1982. at 17. coL 1. On
Much 8, 1982. Senator Robert Byrd, the leader of the Democratic Party in the SenQ~.
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THE RESTORATION OF CONSTITUTIONALISM

A. The War Powers Resolution: The Failed Attempt to Restore
Checks and Balances

The Vietnam war caused many legislators to reexamine cold
war assumptions concerning the respective roles of Congress and
the President in committing American military forces abroad. llli
Between 1969 and 1973, Congress considered various bills that
sought to reverse presidential usurpation and restore checks and
balances. llle In the fall of 1973, the War Powers Resolution became
law. 1111
The resolution is a hybrid of two different concepts of limiting
presidential power. 111. The House bill required the President to terminate hostilities automatically by the end of a given period unless
Congress had declared a war or otherwise authorized the use of the
military, III. and permitted Congress to terminate hostilities at any
announced that he wouJd introduce leaWation whicb would bar the Prnident (rom orderina
combat troops to El Salvador witbout aeek..ini a prior ltatUtory authorization (rom Congreu.
The biD. an amendment to the War Powen Resolution of 1973. would rntore coDtltitutional
prCJCe<iutel at leut in regard to the deciaion to ficbt ill El Salvador. Byrd S~~lci,., to Bor
Combat Troop. from Salvadoran War••upro. at 17, coL 1.
'M W. RaVUBY, .upra note 3, at 225; Spong, TIN War
R••olution R~vilit~d:
Hi3toric Accompluhm~nt or Surr~nd~r?, 16 Ww. cl MARy L. Rav. 823, 823·24 (1975); .~~
Firmage. Th. War Pow~" and th~ Political Qtu.tion DodriM, 49 U. CoLO. L. Rav. 65, 89·
90 (1977). Pro(ef.lor Berger criticiz~ the extemion or prelidential warmakiq power:
Througb presidential conduct or roreip polley. . . . we hove become entan·
gled in a auc:ceseion o( great wan. U we are to ronend IUch cataatrophea we mUit
begin by demMdina to be cODluJted-Cor eumple. doea the DAtion want to rilk a
confrontation with the Soviet Union to balt ita eSpaDlion into Mrica? Perbape it
Ihould. but the dec:iaion CIllDot be left to Mr. Kiuiqer and Mr. Ford. Too many
calamitoUi eucutive deciaiona COUDHI ..aiDat makinc them the 101e and leeret
arbiten oC roreip polley.
Berger.
TUIJ-of- War &twun Co,.,r••• and tIN Pn.uuncy-Foreign Policy and the
Pow.r to Mole, War. 18 W ABHBuaH W. I, 8 (1978).
,.. Spons• • upra note ISS. at 824.
'" Pub. L. No. 93-148, 87 Stat. 555 (1973) (codified u amended at 50 U.S.C. II 1Ml·
l~ (1978 " Supp. IV 1980».
,.. Spolll• • upro note 156. at 827·33. Compare S. 440. 93cl ~nc.• lit Seu. II 2·5 (1973)
(Senate attempt to avoid unauthorized prnidential wan by definiqlCOpe or unilateral asec:utive authority) and S. RaP. No. 220. 93d CODl.• lit Sea. 2.... 21·27 (1973) (report on
propoeeci biD !ttemplin, to delineate the cirCWDIt&ocee (or unilateral presideatial war
power) with H.R.J. Ret. M2. 93cl CODl., lit Sea. I 4 (1973) (HOUle propoul allotting Prnj·
dent greater authority than Senate propoul••ubject to .ubeequent coogreuional approval)
and H.R. Ru. No. 287, 93cl Cons., lit Sea. 5·7, rtprint.d in 1973 U.s. CoDa CONO. & AD.
NEWS 2346. 23-C9·51 (providilll (or coDlultation between Conpeaa and the PrMident priO? to
war); ,~~ infra notes 159·63 and accompanying test.
H.R.J. Ita. 5042. 93d Cong., 1st Seaa. § 4b (973): .~~ Spong, ,upro note 155, at 829.
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time if a majority of the members in each house voted by concur·
rent resolution to end the war. leo
In contrast to this "performance" test of the House, the Senate adopted an "authority" approach .. " The Senate war power
proposals sought to define the circumstances, such as attack
against American territory, armed forces, or citizens, under which
the President could commit the military to hostilities.'S2 In all
other ~ircumstances, the President could not initiate war on his
own authority. liS
Essentially the compromise bill which emerged from the joint
House-Senate conference committee embraces the House "perrorm~ce" test,l" The resolution does not confine presidential
,.. H.R.J. Ret. M2. 93d CODl., lat Saa. I 4c (1973). Concurrent resolutiolUl neither
require the Prnident'l lignature nor are aJfec:ted by bit veto. SPOOl• • upro note 155, at 829
n.43. Such resolutions bave been uaed to terminate bOitilities in the put. Additionally, Con·
areu hu incorporated these resolutioDl iD lubaequent lecWauon. Sft, f.,., Foreign AJaia·
taDce Act or 1981. Pub. L. No. 87·196.1617.75 Stat. 424, ....; The Lend Lease Act, ch. 11,
I 3 (c), 56 Stat. 31, 32 (1941); Reo'1anizatioa Act of 1939. cb. 36, I 5 (.), 53 Stat. 561, 562..
'" SPOI!I, ,upro note 155, at 832·33, The characterization of the House approach u
"performaace tat" and the Senate approech u "authority" ia Senator Spong's. Id. It il
IUlinted that these labell are derived from the ectual nature of the richtl afforded the
President under the diBerent billa. In th. Senate biD the Prelident ia Riven specific situa·
tiona under whicb he will bave unilateral "authority" to commence war. Set infra note 162
and accompaayins test. In the HOUle bW, the Preaident it (iven unilateral authority to
iDitiate or to "perform" th. initiation of war iD aIm·lIt every lituation and nec:utive power
it merely lubject to later ratification or approval by CODIf8IL Sf. H.RJ. Res. 542. 93<1
CODl., lat Sea t 4b (1973).
,n S. 440, 93d Cone.• lat Sett. I 3(1)·(4) (1973). Section 3 providM in pertinent pan:
(T]b. Armed Forces of the United Stat. may be iDtroduced in hoetilities . . .
oo1y-(1) to repel an armed attack upon the United Stata ...; (2) to repel an
armed attack ..aiDat the Armed Forcel or the United Stata .. ,; (3) to protect
. . . citiMnl aacl nationab from. . . any aituatioa ... iDvolvine a direct and im·
mm.at tbnat to (their] livea ...; or (4) punuant to .peciftc statutory
autborilatioa.

Id.

,.. Id. I 3. The Bill limited th. conditiou under which the President has unilateral
authority to initiate war and reserved all other lituatiODI for concreuional approval through
the UN of the introductory pbrue: "la the ablence 0( a declaration or war by ConveY." Id.
,.. T. !AoLftON• • upro note 1. at 206-25; T. ~J( 4\ E. WUUAHD. ,upro note 52. at
88-71; , •• •"pro DOta 181 and accompanyiaa test. The Senate appro.c:b of definill8 the
circ:umtt&.Dcee under whi·:h the President poueaoeI the Ie;alluthority to commence military
operatioli. wu rejected by the comerence committee. SPOOl, ,upro note 155, at 833. AI·
thou,b the Repretentativel in th. comerence committee wbo rejected the Senate approach
permitted the laDcu.1 o( the authority appro.ch to f1I:u.aiD in the bill. tba authority Ian·
CUBI' wu ao lonser in the lecally bindinc portion or th. bilL ThUl, the authority section o(
the law, sec:UOD 2(c). plac:es no leaallimitl on the Preaident'. power to commence war. Id. at
834·35. 837 ... 1; T. EAOLftON, .upro note 1. at 202-06.
The War PORn Resolution produced by the cootennce committee wu approved by
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warmaking to the circumstances under which the Chief Executive
has authority under the Constitution, .1' but instead, effectively
permits Presidents to continue to claim and exercise an unlimited
warmaking power,'11 The only limit placed upon the presidential
power is durational-the President must receive congressional authorization within 60 days after the war begins·'" and he is oblithe Senate by a majority of 75 to 20. 119 CONGo RK. 33. 569·70 (1973). The confe~ence
report was approved in the House by a 238 to 123 vote. [d. It 873·74. Although Presldent
Nixon vetoed the Wu Powen Raolution, H.R. Doe. No. 171, 93d Cone., lit Sea. 1·2
(1973). Congress subsequently overrode the President', veto, Sponc. ,upra note ~~, at 836·
37. At least one commentator hal noted that deapite loneral concreuional op~ltlon to the
conference committee biU, many memben voted to override the prelidentW veto becau.e of
transient political conaiderationa. [d. It 836; T. EAoLaON, .upra note 1, at 214·15. The
Indo-China wu. Watergate. and partiIan politiCi inBuenced lqialaton more than the merita
of the law. Id.; T. FRANCK" E. WIlDAND, .upro note 52, It 70.
'M See T. EAGUTON, .upra note 1, It 203·06. Senator Eqleton voiced his vie ..... on the
possible resulta of congressional failure to Idopt the '"Iuthority" .pp~ch. [d. The ~ult .?f
this omission, Eqleton concluded, wu that the War Powen Raolutlon would proVIde I
legal basia for the President'l broad claima of inherent po~r to initiate w~." Id. at ~3.
Moreover, Eagleton cautioned, the War Powen Raolution 11 a danproua p.ece of 10000la·
tion which could "effectively eliminate Conpeee' coDititutionai power to authorize wu." Id.
at 204. Othen bave joined Eqleton'l pbiloaophy, attemptinc to re.tore coDltitutio~ to
the wu·deciaion procedure by lug-tiDe amendment of the War P09:8n Raolution. Sff.
e.,., Byrd Sfflci", to Bar U.S. Troo". From Salvadoran War, .upro note 154, at 17. col. 1.
... Sef T. EAGUTON, .upro note 1, It 213; Sponc•• upra note 1M, It 841; .upro note
165. Senator Eagleton atated: "What thiI bill OIya ia that tho President can Mnd ua to war
wherever and whenever he wanta to. . . . Oeapita what baa been written and uid about it,
it does not limit the power of the President of the United Stata to trap wu by himMlf.
Quite to the contrary. It attempta to emblazon into law, that unilateral declaioDJDakini pro·
cna." 119 CONG, Rae. 36,177 (1973).
Ourine the 800r deb.te in the HOUle, maDy repraHntativa ltated that the W u Powen
Resolution failod to deprive the esecutive branch ot the power it eeizod du.ri.Dc the cold war,
and that the bill', failure to undo tho usurpation ~rmittod Pnmdentl to continue to per·
petuate the uncooetitutional practice. For eumr", Repretenta~w. ~reen lta~ that ",
careful readins ot the bill iDdicata . . . an 8J:peDlioll of Praidential warma.kinc .PO""
. . . . Thua, the net rault could be abaolutely no l~tive CODltraiDt on the PTfJeld.Dt •
claima to conatitutional '"armaking authority." 119 COHO. Rae. 36.204 (1973). Furth.r. RIp·
resentative Abzua said that the War Powen ReIolution pva the Pneident power that b4
did not already bave under the Constitution. rd. It 36,221. She Itleaod ~t the rMOlutlOO
gives the President "90 doya in which to commit our forces anywben In th, world, MI,
requirine that he repon to the Conpea within 48 houn on what be baa done." Id. Rlp~
sentative Culver rebuked h.ia coUeques of the 93d Co.- for failinc to lDDul the COOlW1,;
tional procedure and to rntore checa and balances. Itre:oinc that the reoolulion.·· t.,",'
the President a blank check to wace war anywhere in the world for AllY reason of hi.a (boo:.
illl for a period of 60 to 90 daya." Id. S~UarIY. RePreM~tative I?eUuma ohN.rv.d ~.'
"m8JlY Concreumen wiU live to 100 tho mlltab they mod. In allOV1Dl any PTfJeldtal
(thia type of power)." [d. at 36,220.
•.., 50 U.S.C. I 1S«(b) (1978). Section lS«(b) provida:
Within sixty calendar daya after a repon it .ubmitted or ia required to be lIu~mlt.
ted punuant to section 1543(11)(1) of tbiD title, whichever it earlier, the PrMld.nt
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gated' to end the war before the SO-day grace period expires in the
event that Congress passes a concurrent resolution ordering the
President to end hostilities,·" Thus, there is no restraint on the
initiar presidential exercise of war power, and the War Powers Resolution does nothing to reverse the usurpation. I •• The failure of
Congress to reclaim its rightful authority has left the unconstitutional practice intact to the present day. ITO
shall terminate any use of United Statal Armed Forca with retpect to which such
repon wu submitted (or required to be submitted), un1esa the CODCfesa (1) hu
declared war or hal enacted I specific authorization for such use of United Statet
Armed Foren, (2) bu utended by law such .iny-day period. or (3) ia phYlica1ly

rd.

unable to meet u a rnult of an armed attack upon the United Statel. Such liltyday. period .hall be utended for not more than an additional thirty daY' if the
Pretident det.erminn and ceniBn to the Concreu in writinc that unavoidable
military neceuity reapec:tiJll the safety of United Statel Armed Forces nquira
the continued UJe of luch armed forca in the coune of briDcinc lbout a prompt
removal of such forces.

•.. Id. , 1U.(c). Subiertion (c) .tat.ee:
NotWithatandiq aubiection (b) of thia eectiOD, It any tim. that United Statal
Armed Forces ue engaged in hOitillties outaide the tenitory of the United Statel,
ita poueuionl and territories without a declaration of war or .pec:iBc .tatutory
authorization. IUch forces .hall be removed by the Pntident if the COIlIftII 10
directa by concurreDt raolutioD.

[d.
... [d. t 154Uc) (1976). Section 154Uc) providfll:
Th. conatitutional powen of the President u ColDIDIDder·in·Cb.ief to introduce
United Stata Armed Forca into hOitiliti-. or into IituatioDl where imminent
involvement ill hOitiliti. ia clearly indicated by the circumJtaDceI. IN 81ereiled
only punuaot to (1) a declaration of war. (2) .pocific .tatutory authorizatioD, or
(3) a natioaai .mel1ency created by Ittack upon tIM United Statal, ita territori"
or ~DI, or ita armed forcel.
rd. The conl.nllCl committee did DOt iIltend eection 1541(c) to be IJl.ID.datory. but only
Prtcatoty. T. B!AG.uTo... • upro noe. 1, at 202.00.: SpotSJ. ~prtl DOc. J50.5 •• c 83i-41. n.&.
c:oodcaioo it derived liom tM conf.,..~ I'tpon "b,ereitl it ....taced chat "tl/ubNquenc
eecUoaI 01 the joia& raolution are not depend.nt upon the Ian,uap 01 (lOCtion Is.&Uc»."
H,R.
'No. 541, 93d COlli., 1,t Sea 8 (1973). The .ifect of tb.ia atatement, Senator
too c;Wma. DOt only diminilhes the authority of lDCtion 154l(c). but "now even ita
~ I I I.tatement of policy . . . [ia) queationabl.... T. EAOU'l'ON, .upra note 1, at 203.
AI\.tr c:an;uJJy analyzine the 1anguqe of the law, the lquqe ill the Houee and Senae.
t.Ba. Lbt lbrfaJative hiatory, and principl. of atatutory coDitruction. Senator Sponc conrt.aded IMt NCtion 2(c) ia not mandatory and thUi placa no 1.,11 limits on the Praident'l
,......, to commence war. SpoDl. lupra note 155, ae 840.
... S" 50 U.s.C. I 1547(d) (1976). Section 1547(d) NteI:
Sothinc in tb.ia chapter-H) ia intended to alter the conatitutional authority of
tbe Concreu or of the President, or the proviaioDl of esiatm, treatiDl; or (2) .hall
be conatrued u Ifantinc any authority to the Preaident with respect to the intro·
duction of United Statel Armed Forcel into bottilities or into aituationa wherein
Lft yolv.mlnt in hOitilitiea it clearly indicated by the c:ircumatIDCII wbich luthor·
Ity be "ould not bav. had in the abeeDC8 of thia chapter.
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As this Article has demonstrated, the legitimate scope of independent executive authority is quite narrow. At most, the President can act when American territory or American citizens are in
danger of attack. IT' In all other circumstances the Constitution
does not permit a unilateral executive power and therefore prohibits the President from acting in these circumstances absent congressional authorization. It has been argued that the application of
checks and balances to the war-commencing decision, although indisputably required by the Constitution, is misplaced in the postWorld War II world of highly destructive and swiftly moving conventional and nuclear weapons. It is submitted, however, that the
restoration of checks and balances will not impair the ability of the
United States Government to protect itself or its vital interests.
Three factors-the development of a means of immediate mass destruction;'l1 a vehicle that can deliver this weapon between continents in a matter of minutes;'1l and the absence of effective defenses lT4 -all of which are fundamental changes in the technology .

a.c.

I"

26,

of wa~, have led military strategists to conclude that since the
United States is vulnerable to complete destruction 111 American
. 1'7'
strategy should not be to fight a nuc Iear war but to deter It.
The strategy of deterrence requires the President to maintain
American nuclear forces in a permanent state of readiness so that
American missiles and bombers can retaliate immediately in the
event that the Soviets would launch a surprise nuclear attack.1'71
According to deterrence strategy, if the President were able to ?rder an immediate, devastating retaliatory strike, then the Soviet
Union 'could be totally and assuredly destroyed. With this in mind
Soviet leaders will refrain from launching a nuclear attack against
the United States.
Conversely, if the President lacked the authority to order an
immediate retaliatory strike, the Soviet leaders might question the
ability' and the willingness of the United States to retaliate efficaciously, and thus might be tempted to launch a first strike. n • The
President, however, can order an immediate retaliatory strike
without exceeding the authority granted him under the Constitution. It is clear that the President has always possessed the authority to protect the territorial integrity and political independence of
the United States from armed attack.'T' Thus, the invention of nuclear weapons and the changed strategic requirements of protect-.
ing United States territory do not in fact require any modification
of traditional war-commencing procedure.
Opponents of a restoration of the checks-and-balance3 system

B. Checks and Balances and Modern International Exigency

[d. Since Preaidenta had claimed broad power to make war for any nGaOD of national inter·
est before the bill became law. section 1547{d) hu heeD iDterpreteci u permittinc the can·
tinuation of that claim. See 119 CONO.
36.204 (1973) (remaru of Rep. Green); id. at 36.189 (remarks of Sen. Eagleton): T. EAGUTON• • upra note 1. at 202·03.
171 See lupra nota 40-.2 and a~mpanyina ten.. Durinc the pre· Korean war period.
Presidents acquired the unilateral power to rescue Americaa citizens who were in danger in
statelesa terri tori" and weak states. In the modem world. bowever. it appears that the Prea.
ident can never ezerc:iIe the power to protect citizens iD foreip territories. since there are
no longer any state leu territories or weak ltates. Whereu natioD8 in which our citizens were
endangered in the put were too weak to iDffict anyt.hiDc more thaD minimum casualties.
now. even the lmaller nationa of the world poIieII the military capability to inftict maasive
caaualtia on Americaa troop' which land OD their lOll. See J. S'AHID. .upra note 73. at
267 ·68. Second. in the put, natioDAliatic feeliDp were DOt u pronounced u they are today.
Cunently. natioD'itates 10 value their IOvereipty that they would rep.rd the landinc of
American troop' to reecue American citizelll U aD invuioD of their IOvereip territory. See
id. at 11.-1&.
". J. SPAHIIll. .upra note 73. at 70-72: D. ZmGua, WAA. PbCII AND INRRNAnONAL
RaunoN8 343-'" (2d ed. 1981).
Turner & ChalleDer. Strategic and Politicallmplicatioru of MiNil«•• iD NAnONAL
SacuRITY 'N TO NUCLUA Aoa 83·87 (1960). Profeuon Challener and Tumer obeorved that
the
sharply increaaed velocity of •.. milailea .•. [ill cauam, military uperta to reo
cast some of their mOlt modem concepts of military policy mel Itrategy. . . . The
advent of milaila baa greatly intensified the compreuion of the time scale for
modem warf........ (T)he United Stata, protected by oceana .•• (baa) bad to
adjust radically to the new situation.
[d. at 83-M.
1ft Despite extensive research and development by both the United States and the So·
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viet Union. neither natioD baa yet developed ar: effective antiballistic misaile (ABM) system.
B. BROom••upra Dote 8, at 379: D. GoMPUT. M. MAlma.aAUM. R. GUWlN a: J. BARTON.
Nuct.L\1l WIAPONI AND WOItLO POLmCS 34. 91 (lm); J. K.uwt • • upra note 129. It 257 ·59.
"Knockinc down an incomilll milaile with us interceptor vehicle ia a compJjca~ undertake
illl. . . . PresideDt KeDDedy described it u tantamount to bittinl a buUet WIth another
bulJet." D. GoMI'DT, M. MANO&LBAUW. R. GAilWIN & J. BAJn"ON • • upra. It 34.
m J. S.AH1D. .upra note 73. at 124. With the .dveDt of Duclear tecbn~IOlY. ':(n!~c1far
weapons now ensure that any total war wiU rilk the very lubitaDc:e of national hre. ld
Itt See J. S.ANtP. lupra note 73. at 124·30. S~t ,eMMlty 8. BROOm. .upro note 8. at
375.432: R. GILPIN• • upra note 18. at 213·30.
an Sft. t.,., J. K.utAH, .upra note 129. at 3&-47.
I" Set J. S.AN.... • upra Dote 73. at 12•. It bu beeD .tsled that "(t)be actual appliea·
tion of force to beat the enemy (baa been) replaced by the uploitation 0/ pot~nt"d rorce to
dissuade the potential aqreseor from strikiDc." rd. at 130 (emphuia in.oricin IU ,.
". Se~ lupra DOtes 1•• 2. and acc:ompanyinc test. ProCCIGIOI' Henlun. an emanen~ au·
thority on the war powen. ltatea: "In our day of instant war. aU IMume that the Pretlldl!.nt
would have the power to retaliate qainst a nuclear attack. if oaly on the theory that retalla·
tion wu a form of defenae and miaht prevent or deter a. • . atrike.·· L. IUHlUti. Iupro noto
1, at 52.
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to presidential war power also argue that improvements in conventional weapon systems require the President to rely on a response
system which is speedier than legislative authorization in order to
mount an effective defense of an ally nation. An aggressor nation,
the argument is made, could conquer another nation with a devastatingly swift attack. laG Once again, history belies this assertion.
While it is true that the development of artillery, tanks, and aircraft has given an aggressor nation the capability to inflict the
jame number of casualties in a week that would have taken a year
in 1787,1'1 it is also true that these weapons were invented and
utilized long before the cold war era. l ' . Yet, in the pre-cold war
era, no President ever claimed that the increased fire power and
mobility of foreign armies justified a commensurate increase in
presidential power. Again, reference is made to when Nazi Germany launched a devastating blitzkrieg attack against France.
Within 1 month, Hitler's forces had routed the French forces l "
and French Premier Reynaud appealed to President Roosevelt for
assistance in defending against the moat rapidly moving attack
then known to mankind. President Rooeevelt~ however, regarded
the mobility and firepower with which German Armed Forces
could destroy the French as constitutionally immaterial, and refused to commence war in the absence of congressionalauthorization. 114
Further, with respect to expeditious response, Congress presently can convene and legislate quite rapidly. Unlike Congresses of
50 or 150 years ago, the contemporary Congrees is in session
throughout the year, and, even if the memben of Congress are in
recesa, modem transportation enables them to be present at the
Capitol in a matter of hours.·" Once assembled, Congress can au,. Ramer. '''pra DOte 2. at 466-67.
II. Sf. ,'M1Olly R. GILPIM, .upra note 18, at 62.
,. Sf. ,tM1Olly id. One commentator notel that the development or modern tank war·
ran and tactical aircraft permitted a nation to employ a hiPly effective off.nse .trateo by
1939-mote thaD G docade before the KOreaD war. rd. at 62. Therefore, neither the i.nc:reue
in our offeuit.. capabilities nor thoee or our actUal or potential foea abould heave an intlu·
eDce OD the ICope or willateral ezeeutive power to iDitiat.e war. Set infra notel 183·84 and
accompuyiq tot.
'II Set W. SH..... • upra note 48, 4t 731J.39.
... Set '''pra 1l0ta 49·51 and aecompuyiq test.
,.. 5 .. W. Ravnrt, .upra note 3, at 162-63. ProfllllOr Kewley observa that in the
put there were many upodl of concreuional procedure that probibited .peedy dK'inioD·
makin,. rd. He concedea. however, that "(tJelephon.. and airplanes. in caddition tc Lrie(er
recesaee. now enaure the physical pouibiUty of consresaional in8ueDee durinc moat crUea. ..
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thorize war as Quickly as a rollcall vote can be completed. For ex·
after the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor. President
Roosevelt's request for a declaration of war was granted that same
day ...e, Additionally, 1 day after President Eisenhower asked Congress for authority to use American Armed Forces to protect Taiwan from attack by mainland China, lIT the Chairman of the House
Rules Committee called up the resolution under a closed rule permitting only 2 hours of debate and no amendments. I . . The House
passed the resolution that same day. I . . Three days thereafter, the
Senate approved what has become known as the Formosa resolution. ltO Furthermore, despite executive assertions to the contrary,
there is abundant evidence that there was sufficient time for President Truman to seek congressional authorization before he uniJaterally committed American forces to the defense of South Korea." 1
Thus, it is suggested, Congress can assemble and consider a war
resolution with sufficient speed for the United States to respond to
any attack anywhere in the world. I t .
ample~

I
J
~

I,
I

rd.

at 163.

,.. R. RuueU. '''pra note 40. at 370.
Rae. 600·01, 626·26 (1956). For the hiatorica1. political and military
cauaes of the Taiwan Strait Criais, lee A. G80aoa " R. S ..oo, .upra DOto 66, at 266·92. for
conpeuional debate on the Taiwan Strait Crisis. lee 101 COHO. 1Uc. 735-69,813·52 (1955).
,. 101 CONG. 1Uc. 659 (1956).
,. R. RuueU • • upra Dote 40. at 410·13.
,n 101 CONGo

,.. rd.

at 680·81.
II. Reveley, .upra 1l0te 7, at 1294; Note• • upra note 8. at 1791. Profeuor Revel~y ad·
mitl that "Us th. Korean aituation. coDlftllional autboriJation could bav. been obtained
sinee Concreu wu in MIIioD and the lqialatorl are capable or rapid action when con·
fronted with an act luch u the North Korean invuion." Reveley, .upra Dote 7, at 1294.
," HistoriaD Ruhl Bartlett contended:
Th. world, it II Mid, bu moved in tM .pace qe when tho weapona of destruction
are .witter and deadlier thaD ever before, wblre deciaiODl on national deCeDle may
Deed to be 10 immediate that no time caD be allowed ror the alow and poeaibly
falt.eriDc deUberatiou or democratic usembliea. This UJUIDIllt bu been affirmed.
and repeated and repeated until people are meamtrized by it. and it it fundamen·
tally .peeioua. Tha Prelidont hu-and al••ys had-the duty to \1M the armed
fo~ at hia dilpooal to repel .uddeD armed attacb on tU United Statel, and
then bu never been a CUI in the .hole hiatory or the Unitod Statel wbon the
immiaeac:e of clanpr to the NatioD wu 10 IfUt that the dec:iaioD to do more thaD
repel attaca could not be entrulted to tIM Coner-H~ari"" on U.S. CommitnwnU Abroad• • upra not.e 109. at 20. Similarly, in 1971 Senator
Fulbrich~ ....rted that the alllled need for \III.Dt and immO'.liata action is merely I falM
eJ:CUM ror willateral presidential war power. Son. Fulbricht Aden... .upra noto 56. at
10,355. P.roreaor ReveilY dllCribod the claim that IfMt speed it nccouary in mott dociaiorw
respKtinc war u dubioUl: "[Thel neceuity (of speed) durinc tho lut twenty·five yean hu
been euuerated." Reveley, .upra DOto 7. at 129-C. Revelty stated thet .inee World W~.II.
there are only t.o inatancea in whicb it piAUlibly CAD be arped that the procesa of roqulrllll
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Many military strategists have argued, however, that the
United States Government should be capable of not merely defending an ally, but of deterring the aggressor from attacking the
ally. ~1J3. ?ince the success of deterrence strategy depends upon the
credibilIty of the commitment to defend other states from aggression, 1t4 the President must have the power to respond to acts of
aggression with certainty and promptness. Under a "new" constitutio.na~ ~ystemt the credibility of the American commitment might
be diminished because the potential aggressor would regard a deterr~n.t threat that was contingent upon the President seeking and
receivIng an after-the-attack statutory authorization as less credible than a deterrent threat that could be immediately and definitely executed by the President.
A threat issued under a restored constitutional system, however, could retain the same credibility as one issued under the present system, if the President and Congress were to make use of a
~tatute authorizing the President to commence military operations
10 the event of an attack against an American ally. This beforethe-attack resolution will have been considered by Congress before
the enemy strikes his blow, and would grant the President the
po~er to ~o.mmence speci~ed military operations without having to
seel(. addItional congressional authorization. Consequently, the·
PreSident would possess the legal authority for immediate employment of American military capabilities.
Some might question whether the before-the-fact resolution is
sufficient to protect the national interest in all circumstances. lao As
legislative authorization was too alow to protect natioual eecurity. [d. Thoee two cues were
~he Korean ~nfti~ and tho Cuban miaaile cmia.ld. He concluded. however. that there was.
I~ fa~, suffiCIent time available to the PrHident to aeek and to receive legislative authoriza.
tion an both C8IeI. Id.
... See J. SPAHID, .upra not., 73, at 124. Recosniziq bow deterrence pervades Ameri.
can foreign policy. two commentators have concluded:
The problem for American foreign policy ha been that o( "projectiq" detenence
berond her own borden to cover other part3 of the world, aeekinc to protect some
thud party-an a1~y•.or a neutral we wish to aateguard. Accordi.ncly, theory about
~he dete~nce o( IUDlt~. threa~ to the U.S. hu (0CUHd almcat ellcluaively upon a
three· nation problem tDvolVlIl8 U1 88lf8S1Or nation, the U.S., and lOme smaller
nation which i. the object of the aggressor's desipa and which the ·U.S. aeeka to
pro~.The goal o( this theory baa been to diacover how the U.s. can luccesafully
project lta detemnt power to protect a third Dation or IfOUP of natiolll.
A. GEORGI 4: R. SMOu. .upra note 65, at 58-59; .~e Snyder, Dete"~nc~ and D~f~Me. in
THI USI or FORa 66-76 (1971).
... A. GIORCI 4: R. SMOKE• .tupro note 65, at 64.66.
... Sf!~. e.,., Wallace, The War-Makin, PoweN: A Corutitutio1UJ1 Flawl. 57 CORNaLL L.
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Alexander Hamilton observed: "[T]he circumstances that endanger
the safety of nations are infinite. "1M It is true that not every specific threat can be anticipated by Congress. '" Congress, however,
can determine the scope of national interest in advance of the particular threat, and can foresee the general category of threat. For
example, the United States has important economic and security
interests in the Middle East. IN In addition, the identity of potential aggressors is known in advance of the attack. l . ' Thus, even
though one factor, the specific nature of the threat, may not be
known to the Congress at the time it is considering a before-theCact resolution, all other considerations can be foreseen and contemplated by Congress: the nations to be protected, the identity of
the enemy, and the type of aggression. loo If, for example, Congress
determines that the United States needs to protect a large number
of Middle Eastern nations from a wide variety of enemies and
types of aggression, the Congre88 could pass a resolution akin to
the following:
The President of the United States is hereby authorized to
employ the armed forces of the United States for the purpose of
protecting American allies and friendly nations in the region of
RIV. 719, 759 (1972). While all conceivable relevant facton cannot be foraeen by COngTesa•
• be(ore·tho·attack raolution can be uaed by the Praident and Conan- to protect effec·
tively the utioual security. See infra notAII 197-201 and accompanyiJII tellL
... TKI f'lDBALIIT• • upra note I, No. 23, at 200 (A. Hamilton).
." S •• Wa1.lace, .upra note 19&. at 759. Then are lOme lpecific threeta that cannot be
anticipated. For eumple, on July 14, 1968, Iraqi G.aenl Abdul Karim Q...im overthrew
tho lovenuaenc of Kine Faiaal aDd Prime M.i.ni.ter Nuri Ee-Said. A. GIOaO. 4: R. SMOO,
lupra not.' 65, at 347. Quaim'. lucceaful coup d'etat came u a complete lurprise to the
United Statee. Id. WhiI. Failal and EI-Said loverned Inq. Iraq had adopted conaervative
dom.tic poUciaI aDd a pro-United Staw. (onip poUcy. Set id. The W.tem leaden were
unable to determiDe tIM poUtica1 compolitioa of tIM QIIIim Icmnunent and many American poUcymaken feared that th. Iraqi coup would jeopa.rdiM American interestl in the
qoiq LebUlae civil war. S~e id. at 348-49; R. BADWT, .upra note 75, at 144-46.
,.. Sft Campbell. The Middle EOIt: A Horua of Containnwnt Built on SlUfting Sandi.
60 FOIlllON An. 593. 598 (1981).
,.. Three potential qpOllOn thruten the Middle Eat: the Soviet Union, radical na·
tiona, and radica1IfOUPI within coDlOrvative UtiODL Radical aationa that threaten Ameri·
can L"tefOl~ include iraq, Syria, Libya, and Iran. Sft MmDUI £AIT, .upra note 122, at 14369; .ff 01.0 A. GmBO. ell R. S ..oo. .upra note 66, at 328. 332. Radical (rOUp. include the
Palestiniaril reaidlq within Jordan and Lebanon. Sft Mmou EAIT, .upra note 122, at 31.
Set ,fMrally H. 01raN 4: C. ScHUL1"a• • upra note 117, at 17.23,
- It it lubmitted that "8QftUion," althoUSb variOiDted, conaiata of finite and fonee·
able typea. "Aareaion" may include the (oUowiq (Orml: conventional invuion, ruerril.l4
warfare, erma tranafer, internal violence and instability, and nuclear attack and
intimidation.
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VII.

CONCLUSION

The United States has possessed and continues to possess significant extraterritorial economic, political, and security interests.
Admittedly, the variety and complexity of these interests have increased since World War II. A growth in overseas interests, however, does not compel the elimination of congressional participation m determining the scope of national interest and the threats
that are important enough to justify commitment of American
lives. Furthermore. the institution of Congress can move quickly
enough and is flexible enough to foresee and respond to any threat
to the national interest, and the members of Congress certainly are
able to reduce the probability of fighting an un.uecessary war.
Therefore. it is urged that the practice of waging war in contraven•• On January 23,1980, duriq a State or the Union Addrecs. Pt.ideDt Carter warned
that the Unita Stata would ,0 to war. it Dec:esury. to protect the Penian Gull oilaupply.
S" MmDU Bur.
DO~ 122, at 239. SimiIuly. on October 1, 1981. Pre:lideDt Reqaa
aDDOWlc:eci ill a Deft comOHDce that the United Stata would DOt allow Saudi Arabia to
become anothor Iran. S,. id. at 246. He pledced military actiOD it the Penian Gull oil .upply nre tbrMteIlecL Ill. Wblle Praident Carter'. threat wu direc:ted. IOlely qailllt the Soviet Union, Pftaident Roqu', threat ... directod "AiDat rcdical Arab or Penian nationa

'''pro

or radical Arab (orcee within Saudi Arabia who were conaideriq iDvadlq Saudi Arabia or
overthrowmc the Saudi monarchy.

2-:3

tion of checks and balances be abruptly halted. and the constitutional procedure restored.

the Middle East from international and internal aggression from
any source.

This authorization is indeed broad. Congress, if it so desired, could
narrow the scope of the authority by identifying the friends, foes,
and type of aggression.
For example, the Congress could decide that American blood
should be shed only if the Soviet Union invaded the territory of
any nation in the Middle East, and could draft a resolution accordingly.loa Pursuant to this· resolution, intraregional wars and internal conflicts would be excluded and therefore the President would
be without power to intervene unilaterally in these conflicts. Thus,
this resolution would empower the President to interpose American forces to defend Iran from a Soviet invasion, but would leave
the President without authority to intervene in an Iraq-Iran war, a
Lebanese civil war or an Arab-Israeli v:'ar. Of course, after a war
erupts in the Middle East the President is free to seek congressional authorization, and if Congress authorizes war the President
can then act.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PETER WEISS

r
I

CCR is a public interest law firm which has, for
the past twenty years, sought to advance, through
litigation and education, the cause of constitutional
government in this country. To this end it has, inter
alia, represented members of , Congress a~d religious and
civic groups in cases involv1ng separat10n of powers
questions concerning foreign affairs, as well as the
duty of the executive and legislative branches to
observe, and of the courts to enforce, ~he mand~tes of
the constitution in the conduct of fore1gn affa1rs.

3. Over time, the war-making power has increasingly
been seized by the executive and correspondingly
relinquished by the legislative branch.
4. This unconstitutional shift reached its height
during the Vietnam War, resulting in the passage of
the WPR in 1973.

5. The WPR is not a constitutional amendment; it
seeks to implement the War Powers Clause by
providing a mechanism for reminding both Congress
and the President of their constitutional roles and
for terminating a Presidential war unless Congress
expressly sanctions it.

CCR litigated two of the only three cases brought
under the War Powers Resolution (WPR) so far, Crockett
v. Reagan, 558 Fed. Supp. 893 (D.D.C. 1982), aff'd per
curiam 720 F.2d 1355 (D.C. Cir. 1983), cert. denied 104
SC 3533 and Sanchez-Espinosa v. Reagan, 568 F.Supp. 596
(D.D.C. 1983), aff'd 770 F.2d 202 (D.C. Cir. 1985,
involving United states activities in El Salvador and
Nicaragua, respectively. CCR also participated in
Conyers v. Reagan. 578 F.Supp. 324 (D.D.C. 1984), appeal
vacated as moot 765 F.2d 1124 (D.c.Cir. 1985), a case
arising out of the invasion of Grenada but brought under
the War Powers Clause of the Constitution rather than
WPR.

1. The Framers intended the War Powers Clause
of the constitution, Art. 1, Sec. 8, Cl. 11,
to vest the power to commit the country to war
solely in the Congress, leaving the President
only the power to repel sudden attacks and to
conduct wars as Commander-in-Chief once they
1

are declared or approved by Congress.
2. Neither the President's duty to conduct the
foreign affairs of the United States, nor his
responsibility as Commander-in-Chief of the armed
forces, nor the relatively new, pernicious
doctrine of "national security" give him the
power to make war without the consent of Congress.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Panel: I appreciate
this opportunity to appear before you on behalf of the
Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR).

For purposes of this presentation, I shall take the
following propositions for granted, fully aware that
there is a measure of disagreement in legal, academic
and political circles on some if not all of them:
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6. The WPR has not worked.

I

I

For an extensive, documented exegesis of these
points I respectfully refer the members of this
Committee to the excellent article, "The Force of Law:
Judicial Enforcement of the War Powers Resolution", by
my CCR colleagues Michael Ratner and David Cole. It
appears at 17 Loyola of Los Angeles Law Review 715.
There are a number of reasons why the WPR has not
worked. They include the misguided notion, held by a
succession of Presidents, that there are certain alltranscending powers "inherent in the Presidency"
(sometimes this is put as "the constitution is not a
suicide pact U ) : the reluctance of Congress to stay the
hand of the President when American lives are, or are
perceived to be, at risk ("the rally round the flag"
syndrome): .and the varieties of abdication to which
courts have resorted when called upon to perform their
power-balancing function, i.e. to correct the
overzealousness of a President or the timidity of a
Congress. In the remainder of this statement, I shall
concentrate on the role of the courts.
The most recent example of the varieties of
judicial abdication is the decision of the United States
District Court for the District of Columbia in Lowry v.
Reagan, 676 F.Supp. 333 (D.D.C. 1987). This case arose
2

I,
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out of the President's failure to submit to Congress the
report required by section 4(a)(1) WPR once it had
become clear that his decision to intervene actively in
the Persian Gulf had introduced united states armed
Forces "into hostilities or into [a situation] where
imminent involvement in hostilities [was] clearly
indicated by the circumstances". Plaintiffs, 110
members of the House of Representatives, sought a
declaration that events in the Gulf had triggered the
Presidential reporting requirement and, consequently, an
order that the President submit the required report to
congress.
The President, without discussing the merits of the
complaint or the constitutionality of the WPR, moved to
dismiss the complaint on grounds of, inter alia,
standing, equitable discretion and political question.
Judge Revercomb, without deciding the question of
standing, granted the motion on the second and third
grounds. Equitable discretion is one aspect of the
larger doctrine of remedial discretion, a relatively new
doctrine favored by the District of Columbia circuit,
which holds that both declaratory and injunctive
(equitable) relief should be denied where members of
Congress seek the aid of the courts in a dispute with
the executive branch with respect to which they have not
exhausted their legislative remedies. The more ancient
and more widely (i.e., in other circuits as well)
followed political question doctrine counsels judicial
abstinence in any of six circumstances described by
Justice Brennan in the leading case of Baker v. Carr,
369 U.S. 186, 217 (1962).
In ~, Judge Revercomb based his reliance on the
remedial discretion doctrine on the fact that, in the
period preceding the filing of the suit, a number of
resolutions seeking to compel the President to comply
with the reporting requirement had been introduced in,
but not acted on by the Congress. Similar results were
reached by the Circuit in Sanchez and Conyers.
As to political question, Judge Revercomb held that
a judicial holding that a situation of hostilities or
imminent involvement in hostilities existed in the Gulf
would risk "the potentiality of embarrassment
from multifarious pronouncements by various departments
on one question", one of the Baker v. Carr tests. He
did, however, concede that if Congress had enacted a
joint resolution stating that 'hostilities' existed in
the Persian Gulf
but if the President still
refused to file a section 4(a) (1) report, this Court
would have been presented with an issue ripe for
3
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judicial review." similarly, in crockett, Judge Green
held that the fact-finding in which she was being asked
to engage, as to whether u.S. military advisers in El
Salvador were actually or imminently involved in
hostilities, was precluded by "a lack of judicially
discoverable and manageable standards for resolution",
but that "a case could arise with facts less elusive
than these". In such a case, she said, a court might
well order the President to file a report, perhaps even
without a congressional finding that a report was
required.
The appeal in the ~ case has been pending in
the D.C. circuit since last February. When it is
decided - on any basis other than mootness, which,
despite the recent cease-fire, would probably not be
appropriate as long as u.S. warships patrol the Gulf it may shed additional light on the role of the
judiciary in enforcing the WPR.
In the meantime, what are the lessons to be drawn
from the relatively brief history of WPR litigation?
The principal lesson is that the courts, while
recognizing the importance of the War powers Clause, and
of the WPR as reinforcing the War Powers Clause, have
been disinclined to play their constitutionally mandated
role in what they typically refer to as "this sensitive
area." Furthermore, they have done so on grounds which
sometimes strain credulity:
Judges do not hesitate to find facts in the most
prolix antitrust, tax or discrimination cases. Do
they really lack the ability, or the standards, to
decide, for instance, whether a marine receiving
hostile fire pay is actually or imminently involved
in hostilities?
Every decision of the judiciary which is in
conflict with a decision or position of one of the
other two branches risks some "embarrassment from
multifarious pronouncements". But the function of
the courts, in the time-honored phrase of Chief
Justice Marshall, is "to say what the law is", not
to "avoid embarrassment". Besides, in the Lowry
case, the embarrassment would have resulted, not
from a "multifarious pronouncement", since the
daily headlines hardly made it possible for the
President to deny that hostilities were taking
place in the Persian Gulf, but from ordering the
President to comply with the consequences of the
undeniable facts and make his report to Congress.
4
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That is not the kind of "embarrassment" Justice
Brennan had in mind in Baker v. Carr.
The application of the equitable discretion
doctrine to the WPR would create a perpetual game
of catchup~ with Congress having to pass laws to
remind the President what his duty is under
previously passed laws and then passing additional
laws to remind him to comply with what the second
set of laws asked him to do, all of these second
and third-phase laws being possibly subject to
Presidential veto. That is not the way things are
supposed to happen under a government of laws.
What does all this tell us about whether the WPR
should be repealed, left alone or amended?
In an ideal society, one in which Presidents
proceed strictly along constitutional paths and courts
do not hesitate to bring them back when they have
strayed ~rom those paths, the WPR should be repealed.
Its mach1nery is cumbersome, it gives the President
greater leeway than he would have under the Constitution
alone, i~ deflects attention from the central question _
are we 1n, or about to enter, a shooting war? - to such
ancillary questions as when and whether the President
should file a report, how that report should be worded
and whether Congress should pass a concurrent
resolution. But since we live in the so-called real
world - albeit one which, at times, seems to be made of
the stuff of nightmares and hallucinations rather than
reality - we need the WPR, or something like it to
close the gap between constitutional restraint ~nd
Presidential impulse.
For real world purposes, there is nothing
intrinsically wrong with the WPR. What is wrong is
Congress' failure to use it and the courts' failure to
enforce it.
.
Could it· be improved? Yes, probably, but the
attempt to do so would also risk its weakening or
demise, as shown by the variety of resolutions both pro
and con WPR, introduced following the President's
Persian Gulf reflagging decision. Neither I nor the
Center for Constitutional Rights have any special
expertise in assessing those risks. However, if a
decision were made at some point to try to strengthen
the WPR, the following suggestions might be worth
considering:
1. Provide for an expedited judicial review
5
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procedure, along the lines of that contained in
Gramm-Rudman, 2 USC 922. Subparagraph (a) (3) of
that section reads as follows:
Any Member of Congress may bring an action; in
the united states District court for the
District of Columbia, for declaratory and
injunctive relief on the ground that the terms
of an order issued under section
252 [2 USC 902] do not comply with the
requirements of this title.
The operative part of a similar clause in the WPR
might read tI • • • on the ground that the President
has failed to submit a report or terminate the use
of United states Armed Forces as required by this
resolution." Provisions for the convening of a
three-judge court, for direct appeal to the Supreme
Court and for expedited consideration by both the
District court and the Supreme Court could also be
adopted from 2 USC 922.
Such a clause would not
courts from refusing to
equitable discretion or
but it would dispose of
and would - one hopes incentive to the courts

of itself disentitle the
deal with WPR cases on
political question grounds,
the question of standing
provide a powerful
to abstain from abstaining.

2. Provide that the awarding of hostile fire pay to
members of the Armed Forces constitutes prima facie
evidence of the existence of hostilities or
immediate involvement in hostilities, within the
meaning of section 4(a) (1) of the WPR. This would
reduce the fact-finding difficulty advanced by some
judges as a reason for abstaining. The weakness of
any such provision would, of course, lie in its
easy circumvention by the Armed Forces by simply
failing to award hostile fire pay in circumstances
where they would normally do so. However, spelling
out this kind of criterion - along with others for interpreting the term "hostilities" would.
probably be useful overall, subject to a prov1so
that ultimately the required determination is to
rest on a consideration of all the circumstances
and not the meeting of any mechanical test.
3. Provide for a funding cutoff coterminou~ with
the date on which the President is required to
terminate the presence of united statess Armed
Forces.
6
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4. Substitute the secretary of Defense for the
President as the author of the reports. This would
be a purely psychological ploy, based on the fact
that courts are notoriously more reluctant to
tangle with the President than with his deputies,
even though whenever they order any member of the
executive to do or omit something, that order is,
in effect, addressed to the President.
Amendments such as these may marginally reinforce
the constitutional war powers scheme. It goes without
saying that such reinforcement is badly needed in this
still very nuclear age, when every war threatens to be
the last, because every war now is an incipient nuclear
war. Ultimately, the framers' foresight in writing the
War Powers Clause into the constitution will be
vindicated only by a change in the attitude of all three
branches: More restraint by the President, less waffling
by the Congress, fewer copouts by the courts. We at the
center for Constitutional Rights believe that the
constitution belongs, first and foremost, to the people.
Along with this priceless possession goes the people's
duty to hold the government's nose to the constitutional
grindstone. Another Grenada or Persian Gulf and you
will probably hear from them, loud and clear.

t
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHNATOR MATIiIAS

The Administration has stated that in its opinion the War
Powers Act is unconstitutional.

The President has resisted its

invocation by raising serious political opposition to it.
Given the extent of the powers delegated to the Congress to
define policy in a whole spectrum of situations, it is hard to
take. these claims of unconstitutionality as serious.
It can be argued that the War Powers Act is unsound, that
it is. unworkable;;- that it" is ineffective.
arguments,.but they are not irrational.

disagree with such
When the Senate

debated the War Powers Act at the time it was adopted by the
Congress, vetoed by President Nixon and then passed over the
President·s veto, such arguments were made by serious,
reasonable men and women.

I do not think, however, that it is

reasonable to argue that it is beyond the constitutional
authority of the Congress to enact legislation of the nature of
the War Powers Act.

One of the arguments made against the Act

is that it authorizes the President to act recklessly because

7
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Lebano.n.

The fact that escalation was inhibited and restrained

it gives him an initial period in which he can act without

by the War Powers Act helped to keep that tragedy from being

further congressional authority.

larger than it was.

I would reject that as an

The best confirmation of the effectiveness of the War

argument because it is clear that any President must be
expected to repel attack on the United States, or to repel

Powers Act is the volume of loud complaints about it during the

attack on any serious United States' interest wherever

Lebanon action and the resistance to invoking it in the Persian

located.

Gulf.

Certainly, an attack on the soil of the United States

itself must be repelled immediately.

If the Act were the nullity that many people say it is,

there would be little occasion to moan and groan about it.

To argue that a President

lacks that much discretion is to misread the whole purpose of

fIlct. ·that it has evoked such hostility from the Reagan

the constitutional provisions for defense.

Administration is the evidence that it has had an effect.

The War Powers Act is a proper exercise of legislative

Powers Act, but.the experience in Lebanon is one of the

power; it is a constitutional enactment and it ought to be

There was an adjustment

of the time period for authorized activity as the Act was
invoked in Lebanon.

It

is always the shoe that binds that gets attention.

There are some who have questioned the value of the War

examples which proves its usefulness.

The

invoked at this time.
The words of the Constitution itself reveal how it was

In fact, American forces withdrew within

the time period originally contemplated by the War Powers Act,

intended to operate on issues of foreign policy and national

although the Administration had succeeded in getting authority

defense.

to extend the time.

But the important thing in the Lebanon

experience was that the War Powers Act was an inhibition
against escalation.

There were periods during the Lebanese

I

episode when the Administration seemed strongly tempted to
increase the number of forces and the size of our commitment in

".

i

I am neither a strict constructionist nor doctrinaire about
original intent, but I am still old-fashioned enough to think
it is useful for lawyers to occasionally read the law.

"
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Given the kind of operations contemplated in situations

-The Congress shall have power ••

that justify invoking the War Powers Act, that provision

• to define and punish piracies and felonies committed on the
high seas and offenses against the law of nations.-

These are

i

interesting words that have not been given much attention in
recent

years:,~"-lf

we could look into the minds of the members

of the Constitutional Convention in Philadelpia in 1787, we
find- -that they- were thinking about what we call acts of
terrorism today.

Secondly, there is the ultimate power in

I

that. It is not just the power to proclaim that a state of war
exists
it is the power to also -grant letters of marque and

It is the Congress under Section 8 which has the power to
raise and support armies, -but no appropriation of money for
that use shall be for a longer term than two years.-

The

Founders provided that the Congress should -provide and
maintain a Navy·; not merely raise a navy, but provide and

D

maintain a navy; and finally, that the Congress should make

~

rules for the government and regulations of the land and naval
forces.

It was clearly more than merely passing a bill to

authorize the recruitment of troops that was intended.

reprisal and to make rules concerning capture on land and
If that means anything at all, it means to me that the

Constitutional Convention wanted the Congress not only to have
jurisdiction over the subject of general war, and the existence
of a state of war, but also over questions of limited war.

standing alone would lend powerful support.

~
~

foreign policy, the power -To declare war-I but it goes beyond

water.-

contemplated hostilities at a lower level than a general state

and reprisal.

grant of war power was given to the Congress, not to the
Section 8 reads:

5 -

of war; and therefore provided for granting letters of marque

Looking first at Article I, Section 8, we find the first

President.

-

i

i

It

I

I

The

Congress was clearly envisioned as having a continuing
relationship with the government and the regulation of the land
and naval forces.

646
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Senate to make treaties.-

Section 9 of Article I of the Constitution guarantees the

Read comprehensively, it becomes

Congress a role, not only in foreign policy but in everything

clear exactly what the Founders had in mind:

else that happens in government, because it is provided that no

policy.
That the President -shall have power by and with the advice

money shall be drawn from the Treasury but in consequence of
appropriations made by law.

coordinated

of the Senate to make treaties- means that the President makes

Since everything the government

does, or virtually everything, costs money in some amount,

treaties, but not alone.

The Senate is guaranteed a

congressional approval of appropriations is an invitation to

conSUltative and disposative position with respect to any
treaties, with the additional provision that two-thirds of the

... make a poliCY., determination on whether the appropriation is .
justified', whether it is wise, whether it is prudent, whether

Senate present.must concur.

The Constitution further includes

it is in the best interest of the United States.

one of the most extraordinary provisions in any constitution
anywhere in the world, resulting in the dilution of the

In Article II, the Constitution makes further provisions
that affect the power to make foreign policy and the power to

appointive power of the executive.

make war.

with the advice-and consent of the Senate, the President shall

Article II, Section 2, provides that -the President

It provides that -by and

shall be Commanderin-Chief of the Army and Navy of the United

appoint ambassadors, other public ministers and consuls, judges

States.-

of the Supreme Court and all other officers of the United

That, following the provision in Article I that

authorizes the Congress to make rules for the government and
regulation of the land and forces, requires some
interpretation.

Further, Article II provides that the

President ·shall .have power by and with the advice of the

f

f

States.-

The impact of this provision on foreign policy is

incalculable. If the President can appoint ambassadors and
military officers after consulting the Senate and also only
with the concurrence of the Senate, the whole question of the
policies those ambassadors and military officers execute
becomes a matter of some discussion.

By making the same

f'

r
,it

.j
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provision with respect to all other officers of the united

fi~al

States, the Secretary of State and the Secretary of Defense are

the American nation is left for events to

included in the perimeter of the Senate's jurisdiction to

resolve.

advise and consent.

In confirmation proceedings, the question

of policy does arise, and arises both properly and
constitutionally.

Nominees are questioned about their views.

I

I
~

voice in determining the course of

I am more positive than Professor Corwin:

the Constitution

mandates a coordinated policy in every conceivable situation.
The President must give the command for armies to march; the

There is a clear implication in some cases that if the

President must give the command for ships to sail, and by

candidate's views are not in harmony with the majority of the

implic~tionfor

.Senate he or she is officially on notice if not at risk.

The

airplanes to fly and for missiles to launch •

But the policy that justified the command clearly has to

influence on policy as a result is very apparent to anyone who

involve the Congress.

follows confirmation proceedings with care.

about that, there is no ambiguity.

Professor Edward

S. Corwin wrote a book some years ago, which he entitled
President;

.~

Only the Congress can declare war and
On the question of limited

war and on the questions of terrorism, piracies and felonies on

Office and Powers·, in which he said that

the high seas, it is equally clear that those subjects are

what the Constitution does and all that it

within the ambit of congressional authority.

does is to confer on the President certain

Congress have the right to act, it has the duty to act.

powers capable of affecting our foreign

War Powers legislation addresses that obligation.

relations, and certain other powers of the

J

same general kind on the Senate, and still
other such powers on Congress, but which of
these organs shall have the decisive and

Not only does the
The

In the various experiences through which we have passed,
without exception, the Congress has had a proper interest

I
I

!

beyond the mere power of the purse, or control of
appropriations.

It is an interest which springs from a

specific delegated power, and it validates the War Powers Act.

. !

{
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The issue before the committee goes beyond

-

8

review of the

thirty days from when?

11 -

This gets to the heart of the problem

history of the War Powers Act and a confirmation of its

with a recalcitrant president who will not voluntarily invoke

constitutionality.

the Act by submitting the report that it requires.

The Committee must express its views on

The answer to this question should be one of the primary

proposed amendments to the Act that are patently genuine
efforts to resolve some of the disputes that have risen

goals that the Committee pursues in this series of hearings.

concerning it and to lay to rest the constitutional objections

The shaping of a solution that would gain presidential

raised against it •

approval, or at least survive a presidential veto, is the
greatest contribution that the Committee could make.

. As I read the amendments, however, the approach to the
constitutional question is simply one of avoidance.

respectfully suggest that there is a duty as well

By

8S

I
an

repealing crucial language in the War Powers Act it is possible

opportunity to find the correct, coordinated constitutional

to reduce the area of conflict between the Executive and the

balance that eluded us on our first attempt in drafting this

Legislative by failing to come to grips with the subject.

complex legislation.

This

would abdicate a clear responsibility imposed by the
Constitution on the Congress and would be wrong.
An

alternative would be to merely reduce the time allowed

There is a caveat that must be added in addressing this
whole subject.

The questions that hedge the basic issues of

war and peace are among the most painful and fateful of all the

for the President to act on his own initiative to thirty days,

dilemmas that human beings must confront.

which incidentally, is the period originally approved by the

questions that try our souls and test our character.

Senate.

inevitably touch the raw edge of human nature and stimulate

That amendment does, I admit, then propel another

vital question to the forefront of the debate; that is,

They are the

pride, anger, envy and other less admirable emotions.

They

r
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF

formula can be devised to lift such a burden from the shoulders
I have personally been skeptical about the

attempts to devise mathematical equations that would
automatically produce balanced budgets without blame or
sacrifice on the part of governors or governed.

The essential

( PETER)

LAKELAND

Mr. Chairman, it is clear that the War Powers act has not
worked in the manner intended and expected by its architects,
and this review is both timely and desirable. It is equally
clear that the refusal, or inability, of the executive branch
to comply with the law (rather than any inherent flaws in the
law itself) is the reason for the disappointing result. It is
a verity of our constitutional democracy that no President
can succeed for long in his role as Commander-in-Chief when
he is at loggerheads with the Congress.
At the time the War
Powers act was adopted, it was widely believed that the
Presidency had acquired such overbearing strength in national
security matters as to disrupt our constitutional system of
checks and balances
in a vital
area,
with
dangerous
consequences to our society. This problem
one of a
Commander-in-Chief no longer accountable for his actions was re'garded as the root problem which needed correction. I
must confess that I shared that view in 1973.

ingredients to success in political affairs are courage and
common sense on the part of men and women entrusted with
power..

ALBERT

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your invitation to testify
before this special subcommittee charged with the task of
reviewing the War Powers act. As you know, I was intimately
involved in the enactment of this law, as the principal
draftsman of the final legislation which emerged from the
House-Senate conference on October 4, 1973 as well as of the
precedent Senate bill. It is from this perspective of firsthand involvement in the shaping and passage of the War Powers
act, as well as from the perspective of a twenty-five year
government career in national security affairs, that I offer
my comments today.

There is no guarantee that any totally painless, effortless
of mankind.
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If they are missing, no set of rules or guidelines,

however clever and ingenious, will serve to save the state.

i

I

I have now come to a somewhat different conclusion which I
believe is highly relevant to the inquiry being conducted by
this subcommittee. Baldly stated, I think that the problem is
one of weakness rather than strength. The Commander-in-Chief
function is broken within the executive branch and it is this
breakbown which incapacitates our Presidents from marshalling
the great benefits which the War Powers act was intended to
confer on the President in the difficult and awesome conduct
of his special function as our nation's Commander-in-Chief.
So far as the War Powers act itself is concerned, I believe
that it remains eminently workable. However,
until
the
problem of the
broken Commander-in-Chiefship
which is
rooted in conceptual and institutional incoherence within the
executive branch - is repaired, the War Powers act will not
work as intended.
Mr. Chairman, this is a thesis which I intend to develop
in some detail during the co~rse of my testimony. Before
that, however, I think it would be useful, in my capacity as
someone who was very much present at the creation of the War
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Powers act, to relate some of the circumstances and thinking
which went into its making. I have read most of the recent
debate and listened to your earlier witnesses
in these
hearings and I
fear
that
many
misrepresentations and
misapprehensions have crept into the current debate. First
is the false idea that the War Powers act was some hasty and
ill-conceived measure directed at the ongoing Vietnam War.
This is wrong on all counts. The dwindling Vietnam war was
specifically exempted from the act's provisions and many
leading supporters of the Vietnam war, preeminently Armed
Services Committee Chairman
John
Stennis,
were staunch
proponents of the War Powers act. Moreover, the charge of
hastiness is blatantly false. The War Powers act was the
reflection of a very broad national concensus worked out over
a period of three and half years. There were exhaustive
hearings and extensive floor debate. These facts cannot be
glossed over: the Senate voted 72 to 18 for the original
Senate bill, 75 to 20 for the House-Senate conference bill
and 75 to 18 to override President Nixon's veto
the only
law passed over Nixon's veto that year.

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee in 1971 and 1972
held many months of landmark hearings on every aspect of the
issues involved, beginning with the constitutional framework.
The printed record of those hearings continues to be the
great compendium on the subject.
The War Powers act was
drafted with close attention to the framework established in
the Constitution itself. In fact, the easiest defense of the
War Powers act is one argued solely in terms of "original
intent", a doctrine much in vogue today. However, as I sh~ll
explain, while "original intent" was indeed the star~lng
point for the drafting of the War Powers act, a conSCiOUS
effort was made to translate that original intent into a
legislative framework reflective
of
the
exigencies and
realities of America's current status as a twentieth century
superpower and leader of a worldwide coalition
of free

The principal sponsors of the War Powers act were Senator
Javits and Senator
Stennis,
both
men
of
judicious
temperament, outstanding lawyers and brilliant legislators
with decades of experience in the national security field.
They were hardly members of the Woodstock generation as some
would imply today but rather were unabashed patriots and
lifelong proponents of
American
strength
and
world
leadership. They had always
in their minds the crucial
importance to America of a strong and successful Presidency.
At the same time, they were appalled by the quagmire of
Vietnam, by the breakdown in relations between the President
and the Congress and by the dangerous isolation of the
Presidency - factors which collectively had precipitated the
gravest national and constitutional crisis of this century.
They were determined to enact a statutory framework to induce
and facilitate a
functioning
partnership
between
the
President and the Congress as the sine qua ~ of national
effectiveness in a dangerous world.
The sponsors of the War Powers act had very much in mind
this famous constitutional prescription set forth by Justice
Jackson in the ~ Seizure case:
When the President acts pursuant to an express or
implied authorization of Congress, his authority is at
its maximum, for it includes all that he possesses in
his own right plus all that Congress can delegate ••••
When the President takes measures incompatible with the
expressed or implied will of Congress, his power is at
its lowest ebb, for then he can rely only on his own
constitutional powers minus any constitutional powers
of Congress over the matter.
pg 2
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To understand the War Powers act it is necessary to
examine the Constitution itself and its "original intent"
- what we call today "legislative history". It is clear from
the actual wording of the Constitution,
and
from
the
contemporaneous explanations of the Framers themselves, that
the Framers intended to vest the war power in the Congress.
The Constitution is notably terse and sparse. Nonetheless,
Article-I, section 8 enumerates the war
powers of the
Congress in some
detail:
e.g. "provide for the common
defense", "raise and support armies", "provide and maintain a
navy" "make rules for the government and regulation of the
land ~nd naval forces", and, most importantly, "declare war".
In addition, as Senator Mathias pointed out in his testimony,
the Constitution also gives to Congress the power to respond
to terrorism and irregular attacks short of war. This power,
as expressed in the vocabulary of the time, is to: "define
and punish piracies and felonies committed on the high seas
and offenses against the law of nations", and to "grant
letters of mark and reprisal".
Over against these plenary and cummulative war powers
given to the Congress, Article II, section
2
of
the
Constitution states tersely:
"The
President
shall
be
Commander in Chief of the army and navy of the United States,
and of the militia of the several states, when called into
the actual service of the United States."
In 1976, under a commission from the
American
Bar
Association, Judge Sofaer, the current Legal Adviser,of the
State Department, published an historical study entitled War,
Foreign Policy and Constitutional Power. Sofaer's conclusion
with respect to~e constitutional convention's decision to
designate the President as Commander-in-chief is stated as
follows:
The Commander-in-Chief power received extraordinarily
short treatment, considering its subsequent importance.
pg 3
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What was said contained no hint of any authority based
on this provision to use the armed forces without
legislative approval.
While
Sofaer
is
correct
in
this
conclusion,
contemporaneous records actually do shed more light of the
question than he indicates.
The historical record shows
clearly that designation of the President as Commander-inChief was intended not to strengthen the President vis a vis
the Congress (whose agent he was in these matters) bur-rather
to strengthen him against the governors of the thirteen
states who were the commanders-in-chief of the respective
state militias, for it was those state militias which, when
called to national service by the Congress, constituted the
whole of the armed forces of the county at that time. A
corollary reason for designating the President as Commanderin-Chief was, of course, to assure civilian supremacy over
the military and thus to guard against the spectre of the
proverbial 'man on
horseback'
who
had overthrown
the
governments of so
many
European
nations
in preceding
centuries.
The writings of Alexander
Hamilton
are particularly
instructive on the question of the Commander-in-Chiefship.
Everyone at the Constitutional Convention knew that George
Washington would be elected as the first president and the
Presidency was shaped with Washingtin very much in mind.
Hamilton had been
Washington's military aide during the
Revolution. Moreover, early in the Convention Hamilton had
put forth his own plan of government, one unabashedly built
around an all-powerful President-for-life. Hamilton's plan
was decisively rejected. Against this background of having
personally fought for something much more but having lost
decisively, what Hamilton
has to say in the Federalist
Papers, No. 69, carries special weight in explaining the
meaning and scope of the commander-in-chief clause. Here is
Hamilton's explanation:
The President is to be commander-in-chief of the army
and navy of the United states. In this respect his
authority would be nominally the same with that of
the king of Great Britain, but in SUbstance much
inferior to it. It would amount to nothing more than
the supreme command and direction of the military and
naval forces, as first general and admiral of the
confederacY1 while that of the British king extends
to the declaring of war and to the raising and
regulating of fleets and armies - all which, by the
Constitution under consideration, would pertain to
the legislature.
In addition, having been Washington's military assistant
and close confidant during the Revolutionary War, Hamilton
was very familiar with the wording of the actual written
pg 4
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Commander-in-Chief commission which Washington had received
from the Continental Congress
and under which he acted
throughout that war. The final paragraph of that original
Commander-in-Chief commission states:
And, you are to regulate your conduct in every
respect by the rules and discipline of war (as
herewith given you) and punctually to observe and
follow such orders and directions from time to time
as you shall receive from this or a future Congress

I

It is thus clear from the contemporary evidence that the
Framers of the Constitution, in glvlng the Comrnander-inChiefship to the President, did not intend it as a grant of
authority in diminution of the war powers they had granted so
specifically and in so plenary fashion to the Congress.
Rather, it was a measure to assure the supremacy of the
federal authority over the authority
of the constituent
states.and in this equation the President, as Commander-inChief, was to be the agent of the Congress and not its rival.
It is very important to understand an additional nuance of
constitutional drafting that is often overlooked today. If we
read carefully, we can see clearly that the designation of
the President as Commander-in-Chief in section 2 of Article
II is intended as an adjunct function of the Presidency
something not otherwise included in the broad "executive
power"lgiven-to the President in the preceding section I of
Article II.
But this adjunct function as Commander-in-Chief
was intended to
be
something quite limited, amounting,
Hamilton assures us, to "nothing more" than being "first
general and admiral of the Confederacy".
With this in mind, we can proceed to divining the meaning
of the authority given to Congress to "declare war".
(Some
house lawyers of recent Presidents have tried to suggest that
Congress was given the mere ceremonial role of "declaring"
war after the President has made a decision to initiate one).
Our previous discussion
as
well
as
some
additional
legislative history effectively refutes this canard.
The penultimate draft of the Constitution gave Congress
change in final wording
the power to "make war".
The
resulted from an amendment offered by James Madison. Madison
explained this amendment in the record he kept, and later
of
the
Constitutional
published, of the
procedings
Convention. Madison's verbatim explanation is as follows:
"Madison then moved to insert "declare", striking out
"make"; leaving to the Executive-1he power to repel
sudden attacks."

P9 5
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Even putting aside the constitutional niceties, it is
politically untenable for a President unilaterally to wage a
sustained war. Both Lyndon Johnson and Richard Nixon were
driven from office for trying - not by the Congress but by
the American people.

This terse
sentence
is
of
great
importance
to
understanding constitutional
intent
and
thus
to
understanding the rationale of the War Powers act, w6ich
flows directly from this road map provided to us by Madison
in his explanation of his amendment. First, it is clear that
"declare" in the parlance of the day meant "decide": Congress
has the power to decide the question of war or no war.
Second, Madison's explanation spells out, albeit cryptically,
the crucial nature of the interface intended between the
President, in his limited, adjunct role S! Commander-inChief, and the Congress as the decider of ~.

Great care was taken in drafting the War Powers act to
give ample leeway
to
the President to take
~mer~ency
defensive action within
the
underlying
consltutlonal
framework. The original Senate bill set the duration of such
an "emergency" situation at thirty days. This was lengthened
in the final bill to sixty days. Hostilities lasting more
than sixty days are presumed to have crossed over from the
category of "emergency defensive action" (which Madis~n's
amendment left the President "free" to undertake) and Into
the realm of "war" which is to be decided by Congress. On
this very point I commend to you the lucid testimony of
Congressman Phil Crane before this very subcommittee a few
weeks back.

What Madison tells us with his amendment is that while the
Commander-in-Chie normally was an authority only to carry
into execution a prior Congressional decision to make war, he
was intended also to be "free to repel sudden attacks".
'Free' from what? Free from the requirement of a prior
Congressional decision. 'Free' to do what? Free to "repel
sudden attacks".
What we have here, buried cryptically within the words of
the Constitution itself, is the vesting in the Commander-inChief of a limited but essential power to undertake emerqency
defensive actions on his own authority. This provided the key
to the drafting of a twentieth century War Powers act that
would be in literal and spiritual consonance
with
our
eighteenth century Constitution.
Accordingly, the sponsors of the War Powers act started
from the premise
that the
"original
intent"
of
the
Constitution was to vest in the President, as Commanderin-Chief, the authority and indeed the responsibility to take
emergency defensive action to safeguard the nation, pending a
considered decision by the Congress (doubtlessly influenced
heavily by the President's own recommendation) to go to war
if so required by duration and gravity of the circumstances.
The whole essence of the War Powers act was to delineate in
clear statutory language the procedures and institutional
mechanisms to be
followed
in
circumstances
where the
Commander-in-Chief undertakes
emergency
defensive action
without prior congressional
authorization.
Having
such
arrangements in place is absolutely essential. Not only the
Constitution but bitter experience has taught us that the
cojoining of the powers and responsibilities of the Congress
with those of the President is a prerequisite to succ~ss however much of a pain in the neck it may be considered by
the unelected national security bureaucracy in the executive
branch. The War Powers act states, quite reasonably in my
judgment, that this cojoining must be accomplished within
sixty days or
the
President would be left
naked
of
constitutional authority to contlnue. He would no longer be
taking emergency defensive
action
as
permitted by the
Constitution and the War Powers act.

It is useful at this point to make one more reference to
the wording of the Constitution
itself - wording which
unequivocally empowers the Congress to legislate the War
Powers act. I refer here to the final clause of section 8 of
Article I. After the long list of specific powers given to
Congress we find the ultimate, summary power:

J

To make all laws which shall be necessary and proper
for carrying into execution the foregoing powers, and
all other powers vested ~ this c~nstitution in the
Government of the United States, or ~ ~ Department
~ Officer thereof.
I will not take the subcommittee's time to go through all
the provisions of the War Powers act.
Indeed, the drafting
may not be perfect but certainly it is an eminently workable
law, if the disposition .to be law abiding is there. The law
has not worked because of defects in the War Powers act but
because the executive branch has refused to comply with the
law, in direct violation of the Constitution's injunction
that the President "shall take
care
that the laws be
faithfully executed".

Mr. Chairman, I stated at the outset that a primary
motivation for enactment
of
the War Powers act was a
perception of dangerous and
overweening stren?th i~. the
Presidency as regards
matters of war, resulting
1n
a
profoundly 4isruptive constitutional imbalance. Certainly our
nation witnessed, within one six-year period, the painful
spectacle of two exceptionally "strong" Presidents (Lyndon
Johnson and Richard Nixon) being ~iven from office on the
very issue of attempted unilateral Presidential war making.
During the

Constitutional Convention, Madison anticipated
P9 7
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The Commander-in-Chiefship
today
lacks conceptual and
institutional coherence within
the Executive Branch. The
breakdown is so severe that Presidents have been deterred
from using the War Powers act because they are unable to
provide the information required of him in the mandatory,
initial War Powers act report, i.e., "the
circumstances
necessitating the introduction of United States Armed Forces~
the constitutional and legislative authority under which such
introduction took place; and the estimated scope and duration
of the hostilities or involement."

that there might be a future problem in this direction. He
offered a drafting amendment to the treaty clause, which he
later withdrew. It is instructive to read Madison's own
account of the
matter,
recorded
in his notes of the
procedings as follows:

Mr. Madison then moved

to authorize a concurrence of
two-thirds of the Senate to make treaties of peace,
without concurrence of the President. The President,
he said, would necessarily derive so much power and
importance from a state of war that he might be
tempted, if authorized, to impede a treaty of peace.

Madison proved to be prophetic. Let me quote from a toast
which President Nixon made to Lyndon Johnson in April of

1972:
Each of us in his way tries to leave (the Presidency)
with as much respect and as much strength in the world
as he possibly can - that is his responsibility -.and
to do it the best way he can .•• But if the Un1ted
States at this time leaves Vietnam and allows a
Communist takeover, the office of the President of the
united States will lose respect and I am not going to
let that happen.
For all the bravado of Presidents Nixon and Johnson about
Vietnam and their Commander-in-Chief powers, they both failed
miserably and tragically and at great cost to our nation.
And, not incidentally, our country lost the only war in its
history - a defeat attributable not to inferior military
power but to leadership failure. The War powers. act is
designed to make it mandatory, and as easy as pOSS1ble, for
the President to marshal congressional
legitimation
and
support for a united national effort. Success for him and
success for the country is otherwise impossible.
Some critics on the left have criticised the War Powers
act on the grounds that it is too much of a homerun ball
served up to the President. Taken as a whole, the War Powers
act is a good deal for the President and was intended as
such. I have long been puzzled as to why Presidents have
shied away
from
exploiting in manifestly pro-President
features.
In retrospect, the spectre of an 'Imperial presidency: bas
proven to be a mirage. The root problem lies els:where 1n ~
judgment The President has become too weak a f1gure with1n
our nati~n's sprawling national security establishment. Under
present circumstances it is the profound disorder in his own
house that disables the President ~rom effective.perf~rman~e
of his special
constitutional
commander-1n-Ch1efsh1p
function.
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Presidents cannot provide this information because the
executive branch is not organized to think and function in
such terms and because the Presidency itself is not organized
to command the requisite agreement and cooperation from
the executive branch departments and agencies concerned. The
President needs someone
specifically
charged
with
the
authority and responsibility to assure that Commander-inChiefship actions are performed in conformity
with
the
constitutional and statutory parameters of that office.
The conceptual and institutional incoherence within the
executive branch - which is the nub of the problem - was most
graphically illustrated by the Iran-Contra affair. A small
coterie of NSC staff, acting perhaps in league with the
Director of Central Intelligence, initiated extremely farreaching activities which were intentionally kept secret not
only from the Congress but also from the Secretary of State
and the Secretary of Defense
and, can you believe it,
secret from the Commander-in-Chief himself! Those activities
were, of course, at cross purposes with the stated policies
of the President.
The acute embarassment caused by the Iran-Contra affair
revelations was the immediate proximate cause of the hasty
subsequent decision to assign the U.S. Navy to escort duty
for Kuwaiti oil
tankers
in
the
Persian
Gulf, where
involvement in military hostilities
was
inevitable. The
escort decision was deemed necessary by the State Department
because Kuwait, alienated
by
revelations
of U.S. arms
shipments to Iran, had threatened to enlist soviet naval
protection. Of course, the Joint Chiefs of Staff were not
consulted about this portentious military decision and the
civilian leadership of the Pentagon, as well as the CIA, were
reported to have had a view of the strategic situation
significantly different from that of the State Department,
which was narrowly focussed on mollifying the Arab states
offended by the clandestine sale of U.S. arms to Iran.
After a period of initial consternation, the Congress was
soon dying for an opportunity to e~dorse the Persian Gulf
naval deployment decision and virtually begged the President
to let it do so by sending up a report under the War Powers
act. But nobody in the executive branch was in a position to
pg 9
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get interdepartmental agreement
on
the
answers to the
questions required by a War Powers act report. It was this
chain of events that led directly to the War Powers act
review being conducted by this subcommittee.
Mr. Chairman, there is an underlying systemic problem
which is not new or unique to the Reagan adminstration. The
problem is there and needs to be fixed. The President, as
Commander-in-Chief, is not
the
master of his own vast
national security establishment and this, more than anything,
disables him from
interfacing
constructively
with
the
Congress, as mandated by the Constitution and blue-printed by
the War Powers act.
The problem has had obvious military consequences as well
as political consequences. Despite our awesome military power
we have witnessed
defeat in VietnamJ the failed Carter
adminstration Iran hostage rescue mission; had our Marines
blasted out of
Lebanon;
had difficulty occupying
tiny
Grenada; and, most recently, experienced the chagrin of the
embarassing performances of the U.S.S. Stark and the U.S.S.
Vincennes in Persian Gulf combat.

f
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one member of either house needed to sustain a veto.
The new
consultation
proviSions of the Byrd-Warner
amendment offer little promise
of working and create a
hierarchy of three classes of Senators in matters in which
all Senators share the same constitutional responsibilities.
Moreover, the amendment
would
seriously
undermine
the
established committee system of the Senate and the House. The
leadership group, already overburdened with political and
administrative responsibilities and
lacking
substantive
expertise, is exactly the wrong group to judge such matters
on their merits - especially with no provision for staff, for
record-keeping, and for consultation with and disemmination
of sensitive information
to other Senators, among other
things. Moreover, the proposed special legislative powers of
the leadership group
are
discriminatory
and
perhaps
unconstitutional. My high regard for Senators Byrd and
Warner notwithstanding, their proposed amendment to the War
Powers act is an invitition to mischief and danger, in my
judgment.

Mr. Chairman, I suggest that, as a matter of highest
priority, this Committee invite our next Presiden~ to join
with the Congress to enact legislation that will establish
conceptual and institutional coherence within the executive
branch in national security matters. Until this happens, we
cannot expect our President to be a successful and effective
Commander-in-Chief, nor is there much prospect of him being
capable of clasping the helping hand of Congress extended to
him by the War Powers act.
What needs revision is not the War Powers act but the
National Security Act of 1947. I think consideration should
be given to redefining the position of National Security
Advisor. It could be upgraded and transformed by statute into
a position that might be called Deputy to the President for
Commander-in-Chief Affairs. Such a position could help bring
a conceptual focus and a constitutional coherence to the
Presidency in a vital area where focus and coherence are now
lacking. It should be a civilian position,
subject
to
confirmation and located
in
the
White House in close
proximity to the Oval Office.
In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me state what must by now be
obvious. I oppose the proposed Byrd-Warner amendment to the
War Powers act.
That
amendment,
in my judgment, would
exacerbate each of the problems it professes to alleviate.
And, it would create a number of serious new problems. The
most fundamental flaw of the Byrd-Warner amendment is that it
would stand the Constitution on its head by empowering the
President to wage war unilaterally.
Instead of congressional
concurrence he would need only the support of one-third plus
P9 10

P9 11
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Fifteen years after the War Powers Resolution was passed, it
continues to influence our government's policy-making processes.
of its effects were intended; others were not.
been achieved; others have not.

Some

Some of its goals have

Wary of the time limit on the commitment

provisions of section S(c), a President contemplating armed action must

power in the hands of anyone individual.
believe that the "consultation" required by the War Powers
Resolution means, first, that the congressional leadership should be

policies involving the use of force overseas must garner support beyond

given all information about a planned action that is material to a judgment
about its advisability; second, that the congressional leadership should

the short-term.

receive that information sufficiently in advance of the planned action to

There is one important aim, however, that the War Powers
That aim is to require the

President to consult with Congress "In every possible instance" before
introducing forces into hositlities or into situations where hostilities are
imminent.

\ystem of political principles including especially effective "checks and

The Resolution reinforces

presidential self-restraint and serves as a constant reminder that

Resolution has singularly failed to achieve.

Framers' conviction that, while sometimes awkward and inconvenient, a

balances" Is a necessary precaution against the abuse of unfettered

of troops unauthorized by Congress and of the congressional veto

weigh in advance the likely political reaction.

That goal, it seems to me, is a contemporary reaffirmation of the

History demonstrates that Presidents have repeatedly failed

to consult meaningfully with Congress or the congressional leadership
about actions that could lead to involvement in hostilities abroad.

Implications, and form a judgment before irrevocable decisions are made
by the President; and third, that the congressional leadership should
have a real opportunity to communicate its views to the President or at
least to his closest advisors.
Presidents are served by officials who, for a variety of

In

short, the goal that the President and Congress should form a "collective
judgment ll about the wisdom of such actions has not been realized.

permit a reasonable opportunity to absorb the information, consider its

understandable reasons, sometimes find it difficult to express frank
and forceful disagreement with the President's views.

Presidents,

despite themselves, sometimes have difficulty separating national security
considerations from domestic political considerations in assessing proposed
military actions.

And Presidents, mired in the executive responsibilities

of government, sometimes lose touch with the tide of domestic political
opinion.

The unadorned views of wise individuals outside the executive

branch can play an important and useful role.
In my view, the War Powers Resolution is sound in concept.
With minor modification, it could more effectively achieve its goal of

i
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requiring genuine consultation between the President and Congress.
have four specific recommendations.
First, I would add a statutory definition of the term "consult"
as it Is used in section 3 of the Resolution.

The definition would make

clear that what is required is the timely sharing of information and
views among the President and the congressional leadership concerning
a proposed deployment.

favor a definition along the lines originally

I!
I
~

f
f

congressional leaders.

In my opinion, the group of congressional

leaders to be consulted should be composed of the Speaker of the House

I
'I
l

,
:.

and Minority Leaders of both houses, and the Chairpersons and ranking

I,

do not share the judgment of those who argue that genuine
consultation is not feasible because congressional leaders may be
unavailable during a crisis, because they will breach the secrecy on
which an operation's success may depend, or because they will merely
respond to the President's plans in terms of partisan politics.
experience has persuaded me that such fears are unfounded.
Jill'

"...

..,..".:. .. ,

My
A group

ajf....l kc....rn" •. " "\-IJw~ .J

of leaders such as I have mentioned will almost always be within reach
of the President and will keep confidences.

responds accordingly.
In addition to defining IIconsultation, II I would make two
further amendments to the Resolution, both designed to broaden the
category of cases in which the President is required to consult.
Presidents have often avoided the prior consultation obligation of section

clearly Indicated by the circumstances."

The Danang, Phnom Pehn,

\

and Saigon evacuations and the Grenada invasion. for example, were
all styled as humanitarian rescue or evacuation operations rather than

of Representatives, the President Pro-Tem of the Senate, the Majority

committees of both houses.

for himself or herself with the best interests of our nation in mind and

or as not being "situations where imminent Involvement in hostilities is

f

minority members of the Armed Forces, Foreign Relations and Intelligence

4

3 by construing planned military actions as not involving "hostilities"

proposed by Senator Eagleton, which would require the President to
"discuss fully and seek the advice and counsel" of a defined group of

667

as the introduction of troops into potentially IIhostile" situations.

I

I would make the section 3 consultation obligation applicable
to all of the actions now listed as reportable events under section
4(a) (1), namely, (1) the introduction of forces into hostilities or
imminent hostilities, (2) the introduction of forces Into foreign territory,

I
ii

air space, or waters when such forces are equipped for combat, and
(3) the introduction of forces in numbers that substantially enlarge US
forces equipped for combat that are already in a foreign country.
I also support the suggestion others have made that section
4(a)(1)'s recitation of reportable events be amended to add the
requirement that the President consult before and report after introducing

Moreover, in my experience

US forces "into any situation in which there is armed conflict."

Whether

partisanship is not the characteristic response of congressional leaders

an action is subject to consultation and reporting should not turn on

whom the President takes into his or her confidence on high matters of

whether other parties to an existing conflict take it on themselves to

state.

As I have observed it, on those occasions each leader thinks

I
I

f

f
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attack US forces when our forces are placed In their midst.
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No narrow

interpretation of our forces' mission should disguise the fact that there

I.

are hostilities and that our forces have been introduced into those
hostilities, if only by physical proximity.
Finally, I recommend an amendment designed to withhold funds

INTRODUCTION.
It has been 15 years since the War Powers

Resolution

!I was enacted over a Presidential veto.

~

Since

then, the United States' foreign policy has grappled -- with

that have already been appropriated from any presidential use of force

varying degrees of success -- with this unique law, which

that lacks congressional authorization under the War Powers Resolution.

seeks to legislate the processes and relationships between the

Funds could be used, however. to remove forces already deployed in

President and the Congress with respect to the use of armed

such a situation.

force in situations short of war.

The effectiveness of the

War

~owers

!I

Pub. L. 93-148, 5 2, 87 Stat. 555, (codified as 50
5 1541, et seg. (1973».

y

H.R.J. Res. 542, 93d Cong., 1st Sess., 119 Congo Rec.
24,707-708 (1973). President Nixon vetoed the bill
Oct. 24. "Veto of War Powers Resolution," 9 Weekly Compo
Pres. Doc. 1285 (Oct. 29, 1973). The Bouse overrode the.
veto (284-135), 119 Cong Rec. 36,202, 36,221 (1973) as dld
the Senate (75-18), 119 Congo Rec. 36,198 (1973).

Resolution has been problematic at best,

~

and its

u.s.c.

Turner, liThe War Powers Resolution: Unconstitutional,
Unnecessary and Unhelpful," 17 Loyola L.A. L. Rev. 683
(1984).

I
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future remains clouded by lingering questions as to its

Congress is not helpless, of course, even in
situations short of war.

It has many powers to influence the

partisan concerns, nor are they confined to any single branch

use of the armed forces.

Accommodation and cooperation

of the government.

between the Executive and Legislative Branches is thus a

constitutionality.

And I hasten to add that these are not

At its core, the concern is how the

practical necessity.

President and the Congress can cooperate with respect to the
use of armed force abroad.
Profoundly important issues of public policy like

J

It demands a spirit of comity.

Indeed,

one way to look at the War Powers Resolution is as a powerful
hint to the Presidency that more cooperation is in order.

those surrounding the War Powers Resolution commonly provoke

There has been a failure of leadership on the part of the

attempts to attribute clearcut differences of kind to

President or the Congress -- or both -- when cooperation gives

situations involving only shadings of degree.

way to a wrangle over their respective constitutional powers.

In the real

world there are no bright lines between acts short of war and
acts amounting to war.

There are no sharp constitutional

However that may be, Mr. Chairman, the War Powers
Resolution is on the books, and I understand that we have been

distinctions, therefore, between what the Congress can do and

invited to give you and your colleagues our views with regard

what the President can do.

to its constitutionality as well as its wisdom.

The real questions are (1) what

My testimony

should the President, as a practical matter, be able to do

is divided into three parts.

without having to seek Congressional authorization and (2) to

the constitutionality of the War Powers Resolution.

what extent and in what ways should he, where such

second will deal somewhat more fully with the constitutional

authorization is not required, consult with Congress.

division of powers between the Legislative and Executive

There comes a point at which the intensity of our

The first will briefly explore

Branches concerning the use of armed force.

The

The last will

engagement with an enemy calls for invoking the full weight of

outline my thoughts on how to address Congress' legitimate

the nation under constitutional and international law as well

concerns in this very sensitive area of government power and

as the full-scale mobilization of resources backed up by solid

public policy.

public support.

The juridical step called a "declaration of

war," which only Congress can take, is then appropriate.

.

,
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II. CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION •.
A.

Background of the War Powers Resolution.
The War Powers Resolution was born of Congressional

frustration over the United States' prolonged military
involvement in Vietnam,
in our history.

!I the second most divisive conflict

The Resolution was the culmination of

Congressional efforts to ourtail Presidential authority to
commit American troops to combat, beginning with the 1967
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Hearings

2/ and Report. !/

Under the stewardship of Senator J. William Fulbright, then
Chairman of this Committee, a sense of the Senate Resolution
was adopted in June 1969 proclaiming that "a national
commitment by the United States results only from affirmative
action taken by the executive and legislative branches of the
United States government by means of a treaty, statute, or

!I

J. Javits, Who Makes War: The President Versus The
Congress 268-71 (1973).

~

U.S. Commitments to Foreign Powers: Hearings before the
Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations on S. Res. 151, 90th
Cong., 1st Sess. (1967).

!I See Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations, National

Commitments, S. Rep. No. 797, 90th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1967).

concurrent resolution of both Houses of Congress, specifically
providing for such commitment. 1I

Y

This country's involvement in Vietnam continued,
however, as did Congressional attempts to control the
President's discretion to commit U.S. forces in Southeast
Asia.!/

Following the announcement of the 1973 ceasefire

agreement, Congress passed the Cooper-Church amendments
the Mansfield amendment.!Q/

~/

and

These amendments forbade use of

government funds for American military activities in Indochina
"unless specifically authorized" by Congress.

The Congress

then approved a measure to cut off all funds for U.S. combat
activities in Cambodia and Laos.

II

This measure, however, was

On the effects of a concurrent resolution, see infra notes
19-29.

y

See A. Thomas & A. Thomas Jr., The War-Making Powers of
the President 119-28 (1982).

~/

The Cooper-Church amendment to the Department of Defense
Appropriations Act of 1970, S 643, 83 Stat. 469, provides
that "none of the funds appropriated by this Act shall be
used to finance the introduction of American combat troops
into Laos or Thailand." See also The Cooper-Church
amendment to the Special FOreign Assistance Act of 1971,
§ 7, 84 Stat. 1942.
,

10/ See also The Mansfield amendment to the Military
-- PrOcurement Act of 1972, § 60l(a), 85 stat. 430.

I
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vetoed by President Nixon and an attempt
failed.

~o

override the veto

States had emerged as the first Superpower.

!!I President Nixon was compelled, for political

Moreover, it was

the only western democracy in a position to halt Soviet

reasons, to agree to a "compromise" on July 1, 1973 in which

expansionism in what remained of war-torn Europe and in other

funds for military activities in Laos and Cambodia were cut

areas of the globe.

off on August 15, 1973.

government, 1't was the Presidency that was best equipped to

~

The President agreed thereafter

to seek congressional authorization for further military
activities in Indochina.

meet the challenge of and to respond quickly to political and

!11

,
military crIses.

During this period, a more subtle and yet infinitely

swelled on all things touching foreign policy.

The United

The Constitution provides for an override of a
Presidential veto by a two-thirds vote of the Members
present in each house, U.S. Const. art. I, S 7, cl. 2,
provided there is a quorum. Missouri Pacific Railway Co.
v. Kansas, 248 u.s. 276 (1919).

!£/ Act of July 1, 1973, Pub. L. No. 93-50, S 307, 87 Stat.
The Act provided:

None of the funds herein appropriated under this Act
may be expended to support directly or indirectly
combat activities in or over Cambodia, Laos, North
Vietnam and South Vietnam or off the shores of
Cambodia, Laos, North Vietnam and South Vietnam by
the United states forces, and after August 15, 1987,
no other such funds heretofore appropriated under any
other Act may be expended for such purposes.

!lI

See 87 Stat. 99.

Prior to Watergate, it was not the Congress but the

During Franklin

Roosevelt's Presidency, the American Chief Executive's powers

99, 129 (1973).

Branch on matters affecting foreign policy.

A waning Presidency was under

siege by an assertive and powerful Congress.

Congress watched from the sidelines as the

Presidency grew increasingly independent of the Legislative

more important struggle was taking place -- a struggle for
control of u.s. foreign policy.

Of the two political branches of

Supreme Court that checked the growth of presidential power

II
I
;

over foreign affairs.

!!I

The Congress became frustrated as

Presidents committed this country to a series of controversial
policies, including the Berlin airlift, Korea, NATO, the Bay
of Pigs, the congo rescue operation, intervention in the
Dominican Republic, and the Cuban missile crisis.

It was not

until the Nixon Presidency was confronted with the dual
political crises of Watergate and Vietnam that the Congress
was able to reassert itself.

Thus was the stage set -- with

an active and increasingly powerful Congress confronting a
President whose personal and political powers were waning.

w

~,

!.!.9:.'

579 (1952)

Tube Co. v. Saw er, 343 U.S.
as Steel SeIzure Casel.

;

,
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B.

Operative Provisions of the War Powers Resolution.
The heart of the War Powers Resolution,

!21 which

Professor Gerald Gunther characterized as "an unusual, quasiconstitutional variety of congressional action, delineating
not substantive policy but processes and relationships,"
is contained in two provisions.

!!I

Section 5(b) requires the

President to withdraw U.S. forces from hostilities or
situations of imminent hostilities within 60 or 90 days,
unless Congress either declares war or specifically authorizes

I
I

Section 5(c) requires the

President to withdraw U.S. forces if so directed by a
concurrent resolution.

!II It should be emphasized that the

drafters deliberately chose the device of a concurrent
resolution in order to get around the presentment process and
thus avoid having to muster the two-thirds vote of each house

!if The War Powers Resolution is generally considered to have
been conceived by Senator Jacob K. Javits, who wrote
extensively on the subject. See,~, J. Javits, Who
Makes War, supra note 4.

!§/ G. Gunther, Constitutional Law 371, n. 4 (11th ed. 1985).

!1/ A concurrent resolution is to be distinguished from a

joint resolution in that the former is intended to become
operative after it is approved by each house of Congress
while the latter is subject to Presidential disapproval
and Congressional override. See generally Jefferson's
Manual and Rules of the Bouse-ol Representatives 55 39697, B.R. Doc. 403, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. (1979).

directive would otherwise certainly draw.
C.

Section 5(c).
a.

~

I

!!I

The War Powers Resolution Is Unconstitutional.
1.

I,
f

I

continued military activities.

required to override the Presidential veto that any such

Section 5(c) violates the
Presentment Clause.

Section 5(c), which has never been invoked by
Congress, is clearly unconstitutional. 19/

Article I, S 7,

c1. 2 of the Constitution requires that every bill passed by
the Congress "shall, before it become a Law, be presented to

1

~

the President of the United States."

~

Since a concurrent

G

+

'.

I

!Y See Spong, "The War Powers Resolution Revisited: Historic

I

w

See infra text accompanying notes 21-34. See also Lungren
&Krotoski, "The War Powers Resolution After the Chadha
Decision," 17 Loyola L.A. L. Rev. 767, 777 (1984);--Turner,
"The War Powers Resolution: Unconstitutional, Unnecessary,
and Unhelpful," supra note 3, at 684; Glennon, "The War
Powers Resolution Ten Years Later: More Politics Than
Law," 78 Am. J. Int'l L. 571, 577 (1984).

f

£QI

A concurrent resolution, for purposes of constitutional
analysis, would be considered a bill. But even if it
weren't so considered, clause 3 provides:

AcComplishment or Surrender?," 16 Wm. & Mary L. Rev. 823,
844-49 (1975). During the debate on the War Powers
Resolution, Rep. Zablocki observed that, were it
otherwise, "[olne-third of either body will thwart the
will of the majority." 119 Congo Rec. 24,689 (1973). See
also War Powers Resolution of 1973, H.R. Rep. No. 287, 93d
Cong., 1st Sess. 11 (1973).

,!
~

,t
i

I
t

I

Every Order, Resolution, or Vote to which
the Concurrence of the Senate and House
of Representatives may be necessary
[Footnote cont'd on next page]
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course, the War Powers Resolution itself, ·having been

resolution purporting to have the force of law is a

enacted over the President's veto, met the r eq u iremen ts

unilateral congressional action, not presented to the
President, it violates the Presentment Clause.

~

Of
[Footnote cont ' d from previous page)
In Chadha, the Court relied on an 1897 Senate
Committee report to determine what action constitutes an
exercise of legislative power thereby necessitating that
a bill be pres ented to the President. 462 U. S. at 952.
In the report, the Senate Committee on the Judiciary had
been directed by the Senate to , among other things,
report whether concurrent resolutions must be submitted
to the President. "The Constitutlon," the report notes,
"looks beyond the mere form of a resolution • • . and
looks rather to the subject matter." S. Rep. No. 1335,
S4th Cong., 2d Sess. 1 (1897). Thus, i t is the
legislative substance of the resolution, not neces sa ril y
the legal form, which is controlling. The report
continued , "every exercise of 'legislati ve powers'
involves the concurrence of the two Houses; and every
re solution not . . . involving the exercise of
legislative powers, need not be presented to the
President." Id. at 8.

[Footnote cont'd from previous page]
(except on a question of Adjournment)
shall be presented to the President of
the United States; and before the Same
shall take Effect, shall be approved by
him , or being disapproved by him, shall
be repassed by two thirds of the Senate
and House of Representatives. according
to the Rules and Limitations prescribed
in the Case of a Bill.
Clau~e 3 was inserted precisely to prevent a
measure from being enacted by Congress without
Presentment to the President. See infra text
accompanying notes 25-27. The process-Qf law creation
was intended to be cumbersome, with certain built-in
time constraints, to prevent Congress from encroaching
upon the President's powers. See,~ , 2 The Records
of the Federal Convention of 1787 301-02 (M. Farrand ed.
1911). Presentment ~s also more than a procedural
nuisance , since the Framers wanted the Congress to be
apprised of the President's reasons for a veto and then
to reconsider their actions in this light.

21/ The Supreme Court noted in Chadha that
[nJot every action taken by either House
is subject to the bicameralism and
presentment requirements of Art . I.
Whether actions taken by either Bouse
are, in law and fact, an exercise of
legislative powers depends not on their
form but upon whether they contain matter
which is properly to be regarded as
legislative in character and effect.
Chadha , 462 U.S. at 952. Any action legislative in
character must be performed by passage in both houses
and presentment to the Preside n t. E.E.O.C. v . Ingersoll
Johnson Steel Co., 583 F. Supp. 883 (S.D. Ind. 1984).
[Footnote cont'd on next page)

II

The Senate Committee found that, for an action to
be an exercise of legislative power, the measure must
"contain matter" which would be properly "regarded as
legislative in its character and effect." Id . Chadha
found that the immigration statute had a legrsla~
effect because it altered the "legal rights, duties , and
relations of persons, including [executive branch
officials and others], all outside the legislative
branch." 462 U.S. at 952. Utilizing this st andard,
S S(c) has undoubted sign if icance in altering the legal
rights , duties, and relations of persons" outside the
legislative branch.
It must next be shown that S Sic) can be regarded
as legislative in character. According to Chadha, "the
legislative character of the . . . veto •• ---:----IS"
confirmed by the character of the Congressional action
it supplants." 462 U.S. at 9S4 . It is clear that
S 5(c) is legislative in character because in the
absence of S 5(b), a congressional order to the
[Footnote cont'd on next pa g e )

iffit
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of the Presentment Clause.

armed forces upon demand. 23/

But 5 S(c), if given effect,

would amend the Presentment Clause

~

Thus, 5 S(c) is

unconstitutional on its face.

by granting to

b.

Congress the power to decide, by simple majority, without
presentation to the President, that he must withdraw U.S.

Section 5(c) violates the separation
of powers and institutions.

Equally important, S S(c) subverts the balance
between the Executive and Legislative Branches. 24/

(Footnote cont'd from previous page)
President to terminate use of United States Armed Forces
could only be accomplished through a proper exercise of
legislative power. Therefore, since the concurrent
resolution in 5 S(c) is of legislative effect and
character, it is an exercise of legislative power which
is subject to the Article I requirement of Presentment.
It should also be noted that 5 S(c) does not fall
"within any of the express constitutional exceptions
authorizing one house to act alone"; actions concerning
impeachment, presidential appointments, consent to a
treaty, or a constitutional amendment. Chadha, 462 U.S.
at 955; u.s. Const. Art. II, 5 1 & Amdt. 12.
~

Although only recently addressed by the Supreme Court,
the debate surrounding the Presentment Clause has been
with us for some time.
The issue was raised in connection with a proposed
reservation to the Treaty of Versailles authorizing
American withdrawal from the League of Nations by
"concurrent resolution." Although the proposal was
accepted by a majority of the Senate, several
senators expressed the view that it was
unconstitutional, and President Wilson wrote in a
letter to Senator Hitchcock, "I doubt whether the
President can be deprived of his veto power under
the Constitution even with his own consent."
Clearly, neither a treaty nor an Act of Congress
can amend the Constitution, and an alteration of
the procedure provided in the Constitution for
making any "order, resolution or vote" effective,
'would be such an amendment.
Wright, "The Power To Declare Neutrality Under American
Law," 34 Am. J. Int'l L. 302, 307-08 (1940).

f

I
i

I

I

The

Presentment Clause plays a key role in maintaining this
balance.

As the Supreme Court has noted, "[t)he records of

the Constitutional Convention reveal that the requirement
that all legislation be presented to the President before
becoming law was uniformly accepted by the Framers." W
The Court then observed:
Presentment to the President and the
Presidential veto were considered so
imperative that the draftsmen took
special pains to assure that these
requirements could not be circumvented.
During the final debate on Art. I, 5 7,
cl. 2, James Madison expressed concern
~/ It might be argued that Congress has the power without

S S(c~, based on its constitutional mandate, to require
the wlthdrawal of U.s. forc~s. But if this were true
why did Congress believe it necessary to promulgate '
5 S(C) to begin with? Why not simply pass a resolution
mandating withdrawal? And why was it viewed as
necessary to circumvent the Presentment Clause?

~ ~ infra notes and text accompanying notes 86-96.

I
,

"

f

~ Chadha, 462 U.S. at 946, citi~9 1 J. Story, Commentaries

on the Constitution of the Unlted States 611 (3d ed.
1858); The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787,
supra note 20, at 21, 73-74, 97-104, 138-40, 181, 30105.

f

1
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that it might easily be evaded by the
simple expedient of calling a proposed
law a "resolution" or "vote" rather than
a "bill." As a consequence, Art. I, S 7,
cl. 3 • • • was added. 26/
Writing in The Federalist No. 73, Alexander Hamilton pointed
out that the President's veto power
establishes a salutary check upon the legislative
body, calculated to guard the community against the
effects of faction, precipitancy, or of any impulse
unfriendly to the public good, which may happen to
influence a majority of that body •••• The
primary inducement to conferring the power in
question upon the executive, is to enable him to
defend himself; the secondary one is to increase
the chances in favor of the community, against the
passing of bad laws, through haste, inadvertence,
or design. W
~

Chadha, 462

u.s.

at 946 (citations omitted).

The Federalist No. 73 (A. Hamilton), in The Federalist
Papers 372-73 (Bantam Classic ed. 1982), gho~7d in
Chadha. Of the 85 Federalist Papers, whic
lrst
appeared on October 27, 1787, 26 discussed defense or
foreign policy. Alexander Hamilton wrote 51 papers,
James Madison 29, and John Jay 5. For a fascinating and
well written account of the events leading to the
publication of The Federal Papers, see R. Morris,
Witnesses at the creation: Hamilton, Madison, Jay, and
the constitution (1985).
The Federalist papers were written to persuade the
people of New York State to ratify the Constitution.
One observer has noted that
[t]heir practical wisdom stands pre-eminent amid
the stream of controversial writing at the time.
Their authors were concerned, not with abstract
arguments about political theory, but with the real
dangers threatening America, the evident weakness
of the existing Confederation, and the debatable
advantages of the various provisions of the new
Constitution.
3 W. ChurChill, A History of the English-Speaking
peoples: The Age of Revolution 258 (1957).

I

I
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During the constitutional debates, James Wilson stated that
"[w]ithout such a self-defence, the legislature can at any
moment sink [the Executive] into non-existence." 28/

Presentment Clause was thus central to the Supreme Court's
decision holding the legislative veto unconstitutional.

'j.

In

Chadha, the Court said that "[t]he decision to provide the
President with a limited and qualified power to nullify
proposed legislation by veto was based on the profound
conviction of the Framers that the powers conferred on
Congress were the powers to be most carefully
circumscribed."

12.1

~

5 Debates in the Several State Conventions on the
Adoption of The Federal Constitution 151 (J. Elliot ed.
1845). Accord ld. at 347 (Mason): ide at 344
(Ellswor~d:-at 345 (Madison). --

~

Chadha, 462 U.S. at 947 (citations omitted). The Court
went on to observe that lI[i]t is beyond doubt that
lawmaking was a power to be shared by both Houses and
the President." Id. (citations omitted).

j

t

The

The Founding Fathers assumed that the Congress
would become the "first among equals" in the federal
government. For instance, based upon his experience,
Madison believed there was "a tendency in our
governments to throw all power into the Legislative
vortex." He observed that legislative encroachment "was
the real source of danger to the American
constitutions," and suggested that this justified lithe
necessity of giving every defensive authority to the
other departments that was consistent with republican
principles. II 5 Elliot, supra note 28, at 345. ~ also
L. Fisher, President and Congress: Power and POI1CY 2122 (1912). Of course, lt lS the Presidency which has
emerged as the single most powerful institution of the
federal goverment.
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Of course, Chadha dealt specifically with the one-

in functions between branches, even though powers may be

house veto, 30/ while S 5(c) may be seen as a two-house
veto.

~

based, however, was that there must be a clear division

w

1lI

shared.

The fundamental ground upon which Chadha was

Therefore, the issue of bicameralism was also presented
in Chadha. However, the issue in Chadha revolved around
the legislative veto of a certain express delegation of
congressional authority to an administrative agency.
See generally Ratner & Cole, "The Force of Law: Judicial
Enforcement of the War Powers Resolution," 17 Loyola
L.A. L. Rev. 715, 738, n. 99 (1984).
Sec. 5(c) requires the President to withdraw troops if
so directed by a concurrent resolution of the Congress.
This clearly is a two-house veto. It is not clear,
however, whether S 5(b) is a one- or two-house veto.
Sec. 5(b) requires the President to withdraw troops
after 60 days, subject to a 30-day extension, unless
Congress (1) has declared war, (2) passed a concurrent
resolution authorizing continued activities or (3) is
physically unable to meet as a result of armed attack
upon the country. Thus, joint action is required by the
Congress.
It should be noted, however, that S 5(b) also may
be a one-house veto. For instance, if the Senate
approved Presidential action and the House rejected it,
the President would be required (under S 5(b» to
withdraw O.S. forces by virtue of the action (or
inaction) of one house of Congress. Lungren & Krotoski
found that
Section 5(b) has a significant effect because the
action or inaction of one Bouse can terminate the
use of armed forces abroad. While it is true that
section 5(b) does not contain express language
providing for a one Bouse legislative veto, this is
irrelevant since the operational force of the
section is the fundamental equivlent [sic] of a one
Bouse legislative veto.
Lungren & Krotoski, supra note 19, at 785-86.

On this basis a two-house veto was held

unconstitutional in Consumers Onion, Inc. v. FTC.

I
!

~

In a

E!! curiam order affirmed without opinion by the Supreme
Court,

111 the District of Columbia appeals court,

~

banc,

held unconstitutional S 21(a) of the Federal Trade

I

Commission Improvements Act of 1980, which provided that an
FTC regulation would become effective unless disapproved by
concurrent resolution of both houses of Congress.

The court

found that S 21(a) violated both the separation of powers
and "the procedures established by Article I for the
exercise of legislative powers.,t

1!1 Section

5(c) is a

legislative veto, since its only effect as a legislative act
is to override executive action.

I
I
I
~

1

t

t
~

f

~

Consumers Onion, 691 F.2d 575.

~

Onited States Bouse of Representatives v. FTC, 463 O.S.
1216 (1982).

~

Consumers Onion, 691 F.2d at 578.

,
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Section 5(b).
vote or by failing to address the issue.

A more detailed analysis is required to demonstrate
that

§

In Chadha, the Court found the legislative veto

5(b) violates the doctrine of the separation of

unconstitutional because it has Itthe purpose and effect of

powers and institutions. 35/

altering the legal rights, duties, and relations of persons,

Section 5(b) requires the President to withdraw

including [executive branch officials], all outside the

U.S. armed forces engaged in hostilities or imminent
hostilities within 60 days, subject to a 30-day extension,

III

unless war has been declared or both houses of Congress
specifically authorize an extension.

Thus, both houses of

Congress must take affirmative action, by a simple majority

~

vote on a concurrent resolution, to authorize the continued
deployment of U.S. armed forces.

Or, to put it the other

way, the President is required to withdraw American forces
if Congress fails to act.

~

Moreover, either house may

block the use of American troops by a simple majority

II

Lungren & Krotoski, tiThe War Powers Resolution
After.the Chadha Decision,1t aupra note 19, at 782-83
(argulng that Chadha has ren ere § 5(b)
unconstitutional per ~).

~ ~ ~

~

~

Unless Congress is physically unable to meet, in which
case the President may continue to act.

i

Arthur Schlesinger asks: "If one house of Congress could
prevent the declaration or authorization of war, why
should not a single house be able to prevent the
continuation of undeclared or unauthorized war?tt A.
Schlesinger, The Imperial Presidency 306 (1973). This
presupposes, of course, that the President did not have
the original authority to commit u.S. armed forces to
combat -- a thesis with which I disagree as a matter of
constitutional delegation of powers, and to which two
centuries of practice stands in opposition. Moreover,
the termination of hostilities is distinctly different,
from a constitutional law perspective, from a
declaration of war. Cf. 2 J. Story, Commentaries on the
Constitution of the UnIted States, f¥pra note 25, at
S 1111 ("It should therefore be dif lcult in a republic
to declare war; but not to make peace.").
It is widely accepted that the President, as
Commander in Chief, has the power to negotiate and enter
into armistice agreement without Congress' consent. See
L. Henkin, Foreign Affairs and the Constitution 52
(1975). Similarly, the President has the constitutional
authority to make executive agreements, while treaties
require consent of the Senate. See,~, United States
v. Belmont, 301 U.S. 324 (1931).~inally, the
Constitution is quite precise as to the law-making
process, a fact Prof. Schlesinger's reasoning overlooks.

J
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legislative branch."

l!I The legislative effect of

!
~

S 5(b)

War Powers; the Congress has delegated to the President only

express approval by both houses within a short time frame.

a portion of these powers to do with as he wishes for

This can be done through Congressional inaction or by the

60 days and for whatever additional period the Congress may

"veto" of one house.

authorize.

Perhaps the only way to interpret S 5(b) consistent
with the prohibition against the legislative veto is to
assume that the decision to use American troops is assigned

1!1

As one

former chief counsel of this Committee put it, under S 5(b)
"the president's authority to act in emergencies simply runs
out in 60 days if Congress does nothing."!Q/

Under this

l!I 462 U.S. at 952. The Court went on to state that "(t]he
one-House veto operated in these cases to overrule the
Attorney General and mandate Chadha's deportation;
absent the House action, Chadha would remain in the
United States. Congress has acted and its action has
altered Chadha's status." Id:-'The same may be said of
the effect of one house votIng against continued use of
force, or inaction by either or both houses, under
S 5(b).

w

21

view, the Constitution vests the Congress'with the requisite

is to terminate the use of armed forces in the absence of

by the Constitution solely to the Congress.

689

See, ~, the comment of Representative Clement
Ziblock1 that "under the Constitution, Congress is given
the exclusive power to commit troops into hostilities.
Congress does not delegate this power to the President
in the War Powers Resolution." Zablocki, "War Powers
Resolution: Its Past Record and' Future Promise," 17
Loy. L.A. L. Rev. 579, 590 (1984).

!Q/ Tipson, "The War Powers Resolution Is Constitutional and
Enforceable," A.B.A.J., Mar. 1984, at 10, 14.

I

,
I
II

This construction of the War Powers is premised

upon the assumption that the separation of powers accords
the Congress, rather than the Executive, the preponderance
of those powers.
To put it mildly, this is implausible.

Once

Congress has raised an army, appropriated funds for its
support, approved pay scales and appointments, and
promulgated rules for military conduct, it then falls to the
President to use the armed forces in the exercise of his
capacity to conduct foreign policy in situations short of

q

war.

1

constitutional interpretation under which the President's

~

Because the War Powers Resolution is based upon a

function is deemed to derive from this legislation, it
entails a usurpation by the Congress of the President's
power.
III. THE CONSTITUTIONAL ASSIGNMENT OF THE USE OF FORCE IN
SITUATIONS SHORT OF WAR.
In domestic affairs, the Constitution's provisions
for the sharing of power and responsibility are reasonably
clear.

"In foreign affairs, (the Constitution) was often

691
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cryptic, ambiguous and incomplete."

W

Like the other

principal functions of national government, the War
Powers

~

comprise a "pattern of shared constitutional

authority • • • not an hermetic separation of powers, but a
scheme of divided power -- what Hamilton called an
intermixture of powers, the only effective way to prevent a
monopoly of power in anyone branch of government." 43/

!!I

It is axiomatic that the Constitution divides the

A. Schlesinger, supra note 37, at 2.
War has been defined as an international legal "state of
armed hostility between sovereign nations or
governments." 7 J.B. Moore, Digest of International Law
154 (1906). The War Power of the federal government 1S
more difficult to define. "This power is tremendous,"
said John Quincy Adams; "it is strictly constitutional;
but it breaks down every barrier so anxiously erected
for the protection of liberty, property and of life."
Quoted in United States v. Macintosh, 283 U.S. 605, 622
(1931) •
The war power of the national government is "the
power to wage war successfully." It extends to
every matter and activity so related to war as
substantially to affect its conduct and progress.
The power is not restricted to the winning of
victories in the field and the repulse of enemy
forces. It embraces every phase of the national
defense, including the protection of war materials
and the members of the armed forces from injury and
from the dangers which attend the rise, prosecution
and progress of the war.
Hirabayashi v. United States, 320 U.S. 81, 93 (1943).
[T)he war power of the Federal Government is not
created by the emergency of war, but it is a power
given to meet that emergency. It is a power to wage
war successfully, and thus it permits the
harnessing of the entire energies of the people in
a supreme cooperative effort to preserve the
nation. But even the war power does not remove
constitutional limitations safeguarding essential
liberties.
Home Building and Loan Association v. Blaisdell, 290
U.S. 398, 426 (1934).

War Powers between the Executive and the Congress. 44/

The

Constitution does not address explicitly the issue of which
branch of government has the power to decide to deploy u.s.
armed forces in situations of hostilities or imminent
hostilities.

The Congress' War Powers are specifically

enumerated in the Constitution.

With respect to the use of

force, Congress has the power to declare war,

~

to raise

and support armies, 46/ to provide and maintain a navy,
to make laws regulating the armed forces,

!!I

!11

and to support

the militia of the several states. !2/

43/ Rostow, "Great Cases Make Bad Law: The War Powers Act,"
50 Tex. L. Rev. 833, 847 (1972). See also Buckley v.
Valeo, 424 u.S. 1, 121 (1976).
44/ Hirabayashi v. United Stat~, 320 u.S. at 93 ("The
Constitut10n commits to the Executive and the Congress
the exercise of the war power").
45/ U.S. Const. art. I, S 8, c1. 11.
46/ Id. at cl. 12.

!11

Id. at cl. 13.

~

Id. at cl. 14.

!2/ Id. at cIs. 15 & 16.
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The President's powers, by comparison, are
described vaguely but are hardly less important.
"executive power" is vested in the President.

And, very early in our history, John Marshall observed that

The

W

-[t]he President is the sole organ of the nation in its

He is the

external relations, and its sole representative with foreign

Commander in Chief of U.S. armed forces, 51/ as well as the
militia when called into federal service. ~

The President

has "declared peace" Wand proclaimed neutrality.

W

W

Id. at art II, S 1, cl. 1.

2l/ Art. II, S II, cl. 1. See infra notes and text
accompanying notes 112;-115-127.

52/ Id.
~

W

This is a non-exclusive power which has been exercised
unilaterally by the executive. The Supreme Court
observed that "'[t)he state of war' may be terminated by
treaty or legislation or Presidential proclamation."
Ludecke v. Watkins, 335 U.S. 160, 168 (1948). See also
HamIlton v. Kentucky Distilleries Co., 251 U.S.-ri6;-I6l
(1919): McElrath v. Un1ted States, 102 U.S. 426, 438
(1880): The Protector, 79 U.S. (12 Wall.) 700 (1871):
United States v. Anderson, 76 U.S. (9 Wall.) 56, 70
(1870) .
In 1793, when revolutionary France declared war on
England, President Washington proclaimed U.S.
"impartiality." (The international law term
"neutrality" was avoided, Letter of Jefferson to Monroe,
July 14, 1793, in 7 J.B. Moore, supSC note 42, at 1004,
just as the international law term
lockade" was
avoided in President Kennedy's "quarantine" of Cuba
during the missile crisis. Address of October 22, 1962
of Pres. Kennedy, 47 Dep't State Bull. 715 (Nov. 12,
1962); Public Papers of the Presidents of the United
States: John F. Kennedy, 1962 806 (1963).) Several proFrench members of Congress vehemently denounced the
action as infringing Congressional power. However,
President Washington -- outraged by the conduct of the
French minister, the notorious Citizen Genet, who sought
to entangle the fledgling nation in the European war
and, among other things, issued letters of marque and
reprisal from his American legation to U.S. merchantmen
[Footnote cont'd on next page)

I
I

I
t

II

nations."

~

Indeed, the President may obligate the

[Footnote cont'd from previous page]
and established Prize courts in French consulates, B.
Ziegler, The International Law of John Marshall 183
(1939) -- believed the power was at least 1n part vested
in the President. See H. Lodge, Alexander Hamilton 17274 (1882). This dispute sparked the well-known
Pacificus-Helvidius letters initiated by Alexander
Hamilton and acrimoniously replied to by James Madison.
See generally Letters of Pacificus and Helvidius on the
PrOclamat10n of Neutralitr of 1793 (1845, reprInted In
1976). SImIlarly, follow ng the outbreak of the F1rst
World War in August 1914, President Woodrow Wilson
issued a proclamation of neutrality.
The statement was made in the House of Representatives
when Marshall was a Congressman debating the Jonathan
Robbins affair. 10 Annals of Congo 613 (1800),
reerinted in 18 U.S. (5 Wheat.), App. 1, at 26 (1820).
This phrase-has been invoked repeatedly by the Supreme
Court. See,~, First National City Bank v. Banco
Nacional-ai C~ 406 U.S. 759, 766-68 (1972): ChIcago &
Southern Airrrnis v. Waterman Steamship Corp., 333 u.s.
103, 109 (1948) (paraphrased); HIrota v. MacArthur, 338
U.S. 197, 208 (1948) (per curiam) (Douglas, J.,
concurring): United States v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203, 229
(1942); Ludecke v. WatkIns, 335 U.S. at 173
(paraphrased) (Black, J., dissenting): United States v.
Belmont, 301 U.S. at 330: United States v. CurtisswrIaht Export Corp., 229 U.S. 304, 319-320 (1936):
Gol water V. Carter, 617 F.2d 697, 707 (D.C. Cir. 1979),
revid on other grounds, 444 U.S. 996 (1979). See also
Rep. o~the Sen. Comm. on Foreign Relations, Fib7 15,
1816 Compilation of Reports, 1901, 56th Cong., 2d
sess:, Sen. Doc. 231, Vol. 8, p. 24 ("The President is
the constitutional representative of the United S~ates
with regard to foreign nations."), quoted in Curt1SSWright, supra, at 319.
[Footnote cont'd on next page]
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United States to other States through executive agreement,
It is clear that the Congress may prohibit the use

including certain military agreements, without the advice
and consent of the Senate.

of U.S. armed forces in certaIn areas by statute through its

~

spending power.

who orders deployment of troops.

[Footnote cont'd from previous page]
Hamilton characterized this power as "the
constitutional agency of the president[] in the conduct
of fore~gn negotiations." The Federalist No. 75
(A. Ham1lton), supra note 27, at 381. But see L. Tribe
American Constitut onal Law 164-65 (1978)1 ~Henkin, ,
sh pra note 37, at 45-50, criticizing this
c aracterization of the President's powers as too
sweeping and without constitutional foundation. Cf.
Dames & Moore v. Regan, 453 U.S. 654, 661, et seq.
(198l)! LevItan, "The Foreign Relations Power: An
analysls of Mr. Justice Sutherland's Theory," 55 Yale
L.J. 467 (1946)~ Lofgren, "United States v. CurtissWright Export Corporation: An Historical Assessment,"
83 Yale L.J. 1 (1977)~ Berger, "The Presidential
Monopoly of Foreign Relations," 71 Mich. L. Rev. 1, 2633 (1972).
~ ?nde~ the Constitution, of course, the Senate must

adv1se and consent" to a treaty before the President
may ratify it. U.S. Const. art. II, S 2. The Supreme
Court has held that a treaty must involve an issue
"properly the subject of negotiations with a foreign
country." Geofroy v. Rig9S, 133 U.S. 258, 267 (1890).
~ ~ WeInberger v. Rossi, 456 U.S. 25 (YEAR).
However, all Internat10nal compacts are not treaties
which require the "participation" of the Senate. United
States v. Belmont, 301 U.S. at 330-31. See also U~
States v. pInk, 315 U.S. at 230. The parameters of the
ExecutIve'S power to make international agreements are
unresolved. L. Tribe, supra note 55, at 170. See also
State Dep't Circular No. 175, Dec. 13, 1955, reprrn~
in 50 Am. J. Int'l L. 784 (1956)~ Restatement (Second)
01 the Foreign Relations Law of the Un1ted States S 119,
Comment (1965).

One of the most important executive agreements was
the "Destroyers for Bases" arrangement of Sept. 9, 1940,
between the United States and Great Britain, prior to

It is also clear that it is the President

I

Nowhere, however, does the

Constitution specifically set forth which branch of the
government has the power to decide to deploy Anler ican forces
in situations of hostilities or imminent hostilities.

We

must, therefore, indulge in constitutional interpretation.
There are two methods of inquiry: first, to analyze the
intent of the Founding Fathers: second, to examine the
theoretical structure of the government

the separation of

powers and institutions -- to determine where the power

II

I

should repose.
A.

Any attempt to discern the original intent

of the

[Footnote cont'd from previous page]
the U.S. entry into the Second World War. E.A.S. No. 181
(1940). See 39 Op. Atty. Gen. 484 (Aug. 27, 1940). The
U.S. tradea-SO destroyers for 99-year leases on military
bases in eight British possessions from Newfoundland to
the carribean. In his memoirs on the war, Winston
Churchill characterized the arrangement as a "decidedly
unneutral act by the United States. It would, according
to all the standards of history, have justified the German
Government in declaring war upon them." 2. W. Churchill,
The Second World War: Their Finest Bour 404 (1949).

I

~

I

~

Founding Fathers as a method of constitutional interpretation

1

(Footnote cont'd on next page)

Original Intent.

Reference to original intent is instructive on the broad
structure of the government. On issues of detail,
however, original intent is as often misleading as it is
informative.

f
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is, at best, a dubious affair.

I

The futility of discerning

29

status (with its many ramifications), in itself a

original intent is exemplified by the continuing debate over

constitutional law issue -- was of a clearly legislative

the substitution of the phrase "declare war" for "make war"

character and, thus, belonged to the Congress.

during the drafting of Article I.

~

The debate usually

starts like this: under the Articles of Confederation,
Congress had the power to declare and make war.

i!I

The

original draft of the Constitution gave Congress the power to
"make war," which was changed during the Constitutional
Convention to "declare war."

This is significant because "one

of the chief purposes of the Convention was to separate the
legislative from the executive functions."

~

The inference

is that the power to declare war -- that is, to mobilize the

~

~

~

"make war," however, was considered an executive function and,
thus, belonged to the President. §!/
Another view is that the Founding Fathers themselves

.~

"

I

intended a more narrow meaning.
often-quoted

observed:
The draft Constitution assigned Congress
the power to "make" war. Charles Pinckney
sought on August 17 to vest the power in
the Senate alone; the Senate would be
familiar with foreign affairs, it already
had the power to make treaties of peace,
and action by both houses would take too
long. Pierce Butler responded that, if
informed judgment and efficiency were the
relevant criteria, he was "for vesting
the power in the President, who will have
all the requisite qualities, and will not
make war but when the Nation will support

traditional view is that the change from "make" to
1lI The
"declare" war was intended to give the President

significantly greater powers. See,~, Emerson, "The
War Powers Resolution Tested: T~Presraent's Independent
Defense Power," 51 Notre Dame Law. 187, 209 (1975). See
also Lungren, Krotoski, "The War Powers Resolution Alter
~Chadha Decision," sapra note 19, at 769-72.
But see
Lofgren;-"War-Making Un er the Constitution: The orIgInal
Understanding," 81 Yale L. J. 672 (1972).

Articles of Confederation art. 9.

!QI Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 115-16 (1926) (Taft,

C.J.). The Court did not alter its reasoning on the
separation of powers as it relates to this argument in
Humphrey's Executor v. united States, 295 U.S. 602 (1935)
and We~ner v. un~ted States, 357 U.S. 349 (1958).

treatments of the debate on the War Powers

Sofaer, now Legal Adviser to the Department of State, who

~ Changes in language between the Articles of Confederation

~

~

Of late, one of the most

during the Constitutional Convention is by Judge Abraham

country and to alter the United States' international legal

and the Constitution may be significant. In McCulloch v.
Maryland, for example, Chief Justice Marshall noted that
the word "expressly" does not appear in the Tenth
Amendment, although it was contained in the Articles of
Confederation. "The men who drew and adopted this
amendment had experienced the embarrassments resulting
from the insertion of this word in the Articles of
Confederation, and probably omitted it, to avoid those
embarrassments." 17 U.S. (4 Wheat.) 316, 406-07 (1819).
See also Knowlton v. Moore, 178 U.S. 41, 85 (1900)
rrecognlz~ng the "dlst~nction between the Articles of
Confederation and the present Constitution" for purposes
of discerning the meaning of words within the
Constitution).

The power to

W

See, !!..:Jl..!.., Lakeland, "The War Powers Resolution:
Necessary and Legal Remedy to Prevent Future Vietnams," in
Congress, the President, and Foreign Policy 153, 153-54
(5. Soper ed. 1984).

J
~
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it." Madison then "moved to insert 'declare,'
striking out 'make' war; leaving to the
Executive the power to repel sudden attacks."
Sherman apparently assumed the President
already had power to repel attacks. He thought
the clause "stood very well. The Executive
shd. be able to repel and not to commence war.
'Make' better than 'declare' the latter
narrowing the power too much."
Elbridge Gerry from Massachusetts, who
seconded Madison's motion to substitute
"declare" for ftmake," attacked Butler's
suggestion: he "never expected to hear in a
republic a motion to empower the Executive
alone to declare war." Ellsworth then spoke
against Pinckney's notion to give the power of
war to the Senate. "[T]here is a material
difference," he said, "between the cases of
making war, and making peace. It shd. be more
easy to get out of war, then into it. War also
is a simple and overt declaration. Peace
attended with intricate & secret
negotiations." George Mason of Virginia also
was for clogging war and facilitating peace,
and therefore "was agst giving the power of
war to the Executive, because not (safely) to
be trusted with it; or to the Senate, because
not so constructed as to be entitled to it."
Be added that "he preferred 'declare' to
'make,'" and Rufus King concurred because
"'make' war might be understood to 'conduct'
it which was an Executive function."
Pinckney's suggestion that the Senate be
given the power to make war was rejected
overwhelmingly, but Madison's motion to change
"make" for "declare" was approved. The change
was intended by Madison and Gerry to enable
the President to respond to "sudden attacks"
without a declaration of war, and by King and
others to leave the conduct of war in
executive hands. They therefore appear to
have intended the clause to authorize the
President to defend the United States from
attack without consulting the legislature, at
least where the attack is so "sudden" that
consultation might jeopardize the nation. But
nothing in the change signifies an intent to
allow the President a general authority to
"make" war in the absence of a declaration;
indeed, granting the exceptional power

I

31

suggests that the general power over war was
left in the legislative branch. ~
Judge Sofaer suggests that the Founding Fathers intended by
"make war" only to give the President power enough to repel
sudden attacks.
Now that is a powerful argument to draw an opposite
inference.

But this conclusion is historically incorrect and

raises more questions than it answers.

For one thing, it does

not consider what the Founding Fathers meant by "war."

There

is some reason to believe that the Founding Fathers had in
mind something more akin to the international law
distinction

~

W between "war" and "peace" §y than to the

~

A. Sofaer, War, FOreign Affairs and Constitutional Power:
The Origins 31-32 (1976) (CItations omitted).

~

"International law had unobtrusively been woven into the
fabric of our national existence." Raymond & Frischholz,
"Lawyers Who Established International Law in the United
States, 1776-1914," 76 Am. J. Int'l L. 802, 803 (1982).

W

"War is an aspect of a nation's international relations
and must therefore be seen from the perspective of the
international as well as the domestic order." Wallace,
"The War-Making Powers: A Constitutional Flaw?", 57
Cornell L. Rev. 719, 720 (1972). This has been a
recognized and well-settled proposition at least since
Penhallow v. Doane, 3 U.S. (3 Dall.) 54, 83-84 (1795).

~

As Grotius observed, "inter bellum et pacem nihil est
medium" (between war and peace there is no other
category). H. Grotius, De Jure Belli ac Pacis III, xxi, 1
(1625).

v\'"
~
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practice of using armed force without declaring war,

!II

such

as the French intervention in the American War of

§1/ Among other things, the declaration of war alters the

declarant's international legal status, empowering the
declarant to take action, i.a., against certain shipping,
and forcing other States to-aiclare war or neutrality -- a
fact the Federalists, mostly from northern trading states,
were keenly aware of. Indeed, it was in Massachusetts that
the first American Prize court was established. 1 J.B.
Scott, Prize Cases Decided In The United States Supreme
Court 1789-1918 2 (1923). In the 1807 Br1t1sh Prize case
The Ne~tune, STr William Scott (Lord Stowell) observed that
"[1It IS well known that a declaration of hostility
naturally carries with it an interdiction of all commercial
intercourse~ it leaves the belligerent countries in a state
that is inconsistent with the relations of commerce." 165
Eng. Rep. 978, 979, 6 Rob. 403, 405-06 (1807). See also
Hanger v. Abbott, 73 U.S. (6 Wall.) 532, 535-36 TIS6~it
is un1versally accepted that "the immediate and necessary
consequence of a declaration of war is to interdict all
intercourse or dealings between the subjects of the
belligerent states."): The William Ba9aler, 72 U.S. (5
Wall.) 377, 405 (1866) (IiWar necessarIly Interferes with
the pursuits of commerce and navigation, as the belligerent
parties have a right, under the law of nations, to make
prize of the ships, goods, and effects of each other upon
the high seas.")J Jecker v. Montgomery, 59 U.S. (18 How.)
110, 112 (1855) ("The consequence of this state of
hostility is, that all intercourse and communication
between (belligerents) is unlawful."); The Commercen, 14.
U.S. (1 Wheat.) 382, 395-407 (1816) (Marshall, C.J.,
concurring) (declaring war between the U.S. and Britain
gave the U.S. the "direct right" under international law to
capture as Prize Swedish vessel where Sweden was a cobelligerent with Britain against France, a war in which the
U.S. was neutral); The Nereide, 13 U.S. (9 Cranch) 388, 418
(1815) ("[W)ar gives a full r1ght to capture the goods of
an enemy, but gives no right to capture the goods of a
friend.")~ The Rarid, 12 U.S. (8 Cranch) 155 (1814) (A
state of war prov~es states with the right to authorize
capture of enemy vessels); The Julia, 12 U.S. (8 Cranch)
181, 193 (1814) ("[I)n war, all 1ntercourse between the
subjects and citizens of the belligerent countries is
illegal"); The Sally, 12 U.S. (8 Cranch) 382 (1814)
(Property of enemy nationals as well as citizens of U.S.
trading with the enemy, captured on the high seas, is prize
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I~

Independence, or limiting the Executive from using armed force
short of war in pursuit of the then-recognized international
law rights of self-help and reprisal. 68/

It was perhaps in

this sense that Oliver Ellsworth observed during the
constitutional debate that "[wlar • . . is a simple and overt

[Footnote cont'd from previous page)
of war under international law): Hannay v. Eve, 7 U.S. (3
Cranch) 242, 247 (1806) (during a declared war,
international law authorized the U.S. government to allow
the crew of an enemy vessel to submit their ship and
collect the Prize). See general1y The Paquette Habana, 175
U.S. 677 (1900)J 10 M:-Wh1teman, Digest of Internat10nal
Law 791-913 (1968): 7 G. Hackworth, D1gest of International
LaW 1-341; A. Verzijl, Le Droit des Pr1ses de 1a Grande
Guerre (1924): 7 J.B. Moore, supra note 42, at 342-858.

I

Because of this, the War Power was linked to the
Commerce power, which is specifically assigned to the
Congress. U.S. Const. art. I, S 8, cl. 3. One respected
scholar has observed that "[n]eutral merchants had very
profitable possibilities connected with the carrying trade
of belligerents, while merchants operating as privateers,
or others exercising belligerent rights had quite different
opportunities which called for a careful readjustment of
mercantile rights." A.P. Rubin, "Foreign policy by
Congress: Book Review," 4 Fletcher For. 283, 284 (1980).
See also L. Atherley-Jones, Commerce In War (1907)J F.
Upton, The Law of Nations Affect1ng Commerce Durin~ War 1636, et ~. (3d ed. 1863). It was, perhaps, 1n thIS vein
that-Pres1dent Washington urged in his Farewell Address
that "[t)he great rule of conduct for us in regard to
foreign actions is, in extending our commercial relations
to have with them as little political connection as
possible." G. Washington, "Farewell Address," in ~
Documents in American Histor 70, 77 (R. Morris ed. 1965).
The 1 nkage 0
war, peace and commerce" is also made in
The Federalist No. 64 (J. Jay), supra note 27, at 325.

~
K

~

I
~

t

i

w

(Footnote cont'd on next page]

t

See, ~, A. Hindmarsh, Force In Peace: Force Short Of War
rn-International Relations 85, passim (1933, reprInted in
1973). The eminent international law scholar Judge Slr
Hersch Lauterpacht observed that self-help and reprisal
"are not necessarily acts initiating war." 2 Lauterpacht,
supra note 66, at 203.
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declaration."
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Similarly, when Elbridge Gerry said he

the Prize case of The Active, 72/ illustrating their under-

"never expected to hear in a republic a motion to empower the

standing of and concern for the international law of war. 73/

Executive alone to declare war," he apparently contemplated a

Finally, Rufus King appears to say that he agreed that

declaration, not the use of force in situations short of

Congress' power should be restricted to a declaration of war

war.

1!1

It should be recalled that it was Gerry who, in June

because making war "was an Executive function."

1775, proposed the establishment of the first American Prize

This

distinction (between making war and declaring war) was
\

Court,

1!1

while Ellsworth had served as an appeals judge in

recognized in Bas v. Tingy
States.

!!I
1!1

Quoted in A. Sofaer, supra note 63.
John Bassett Moore noted that:

Il

Much confusion may be avoided by bearing in mind the
fact that by the term war is meant not the mere
employment of force, but the existence of the legal
condition of things in which rights may be prosecuted
by force. Thus, if two nations declare war one
against the other, war exists, though no force
whatever may as yet have been employed. On the other
hand, force may be employed by one nation against
another • • • and yet no state of war may
arise. • • • The distinction is of the first
importance, since, from the moment when a state of
war supervenes third parties become subject to the
performance of the duties of neutrality as well as to
all the inconveniences that result from the exercise
of belligerent rights."
7 J.B. Moore, supra note 42, at 153-54.

1!1 1 J.B. Scott, supra note 67, at 2.

In November 1775,
General Washington urgently.requested the Continental
Congress to set up a system of national Prize courts.
"Washington to the President of Congress, Nov. 8 and 11,
l775!" in 4 The Writings of George Washington From The
Orig1nal ManuscrIat Sources, 1745-1799 73, 81-82
(J. F1tzpatrick e • 1931-1944). On Nov. 25, 1775,
Congress responded by establishing Prize courts for a
trial period. 3 Journals of the Continental Congress 37175 (W. Ford ed. 1904-1937).

~

1!1 and Montoya v. United

In both cases the Supreme Court found that a

declaration of war was a profound legal act by the

1!1 in contrast to the use of force in armed
conflict. 12/
Congress,

1Y

Bourguignon, "Incorporation of the Law of Nations During
the American Revolution -- The Case of the San Antonio," 71
Am. J. Int'l L. 270, 295 (1977).

W

Id.

1!1 4 O.S. (4 Da11.) 36 (1800).

t

~

180 U.S. 261 (1901).

1!1

"We by no means assert that Congress can establish and
apply the laws of war where no war has been declared or
exists. Where peace exists the laws of peace must
prevail." Ex parte Milligan, 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) 2, 140
(1866) (concurrIng opinIon of Chase, C.J., and Wayne,
Swayne and Miller, J.J.).
Hague Convention III of 1907, 36 Stat. 2259, provides in
article I that: "The contracting Powers recognize that
hostilities between themselves must not commence without
previous and explicit warning, in the form either of a
reasoned declaration of war or of an ultimatum with
conditional declaration of war."
This statement may have been more a reflection of
prior rather than contemporary practice. See,~, Moore,
who noted: l'It is universally admitted that a rotrnal
declaration is not necessary to constitute a state of war."
7 J.B. Moore, suPaa note 42, at 171. Nevertheless, the
practice continue. See the British ultimatum to Germany
initiating hosti1ities-In the Second World War.
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The Founding Fathers surely were 'concerned over the
effects of a declaration ~ !!! on commerce.

best evidence of this distinction is the Supreme Court's

1!1 Perhaps the

opinion in Bas v. Tingy.

12 U.S. (8 Cranch) at 160-62.
In The Aurora, Pinkney argued that "[t]he rule, that
trade with the enemy is illegal, results necessarily from
the declaration of war, and is included in it: there was
no necessity for any subsequent law to enforce the rule."
12 U.S. (8 Cranch) at 213. He went on to argue that "this
principle was decided to be correct as early as 1704 and
1707: and it is presumed, that those decisions were founded
upon former cases." Id. at 213-14.' Lauterpacht found the
origins of this rule In the 15th century. 2 Lauterpacht,
supra note 66, at 261.
Moreover, it ~as "settled doctrine" that the
declaration of war extinguished commercial relations
between citizens of belligerent. states. "The doctrine is
not at this day to be questioned, that during a state of
hostility, the citizens of the hostile states are incapable
of contracting with each other." Scholefield v.
Eichelberger, 32 U.S. (7 Pet.) 586, 593 (1833). Accord
Brown v. United States, 12 U.S. (8 Cranch) 110, 126 (1814)
(Declaration of war authorizes Congress under international
law to enact legislation to seize enemy property within the
territorial U.S.): Jecker v. Montgomery, 59 U.S.
[Footnote cont'd on next page]

The case grew out of a dispute

involving the prize owed in the recapture of the Eliza during

1!1 declarat~on
In The Rapid, the Supreme Court noted that, upon a
of war
a new state of things has occurred -- a new character
has'been assumed by this nation, and confers on it new
rights • • • • The nature and consequences of a state
of war must direct us to the conclusions which we are
to form in this case • • • • The universal sense of
nations has acknowledged the demoralizing effects that
would result from the admission of individual
intercourse. The whole nation are embarked in one
common bottom, and must be reconciled to submit to one
common fate. Every individual of the one nation must
acknowledge every individual of the other nation as
his own enemy -- because the enemy of his
country • • • • The law of prize is part of the law
of nations. In it, a hostile character is attached to
trade, independently of the character of the trader
who pursues or directs it.

1!1

~

l

f

the undeclared "war" with France between 1798-1800.

A

unanimous Court observed that the united States could wage
hostilities without a declaration of war, because the
declaration of war was a distinct constitutional act affecting
commerce and relations with other States.!Q/

The Court thus

recognized that the government could wage armed conflict
(
'f

{Footnote cont'd from previous page]

I

(18 Bow.) at 112 (During a state of war, "all intercourse
and communication" between the belligerents' citizens is
prohibited by "the law of nations"): The William Baaaley ,
72 'u.S. (5 Wall.) at 405 ("Public war, duly declare or
recognized as such by the war-making power, imports a
prohibition by the sovereign to the subjects or citizens of
all commercial intercourse and correspondence with citizens
or persons domiciled in the enemy country."); Hanger v.
Abbott, 73 U.S. (6 Wall.) at 535 (It is a universal
principle of international law that when war is "duly
declared or recognized" all commercial transactions are
extinguished): Coppell v. Ball, 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 542, 557
(1868) (Under international law, contracts made during war
are "utterly void").

1

i

!
!

,
i

!
f

W

4 U.S. 37.

!Q/ 4 U.S. at 40. See Talbot v. Seemans, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 1,
18-20 (1801) (ThE!U.S. and France were in "partial war").

1lI

I

!!I

Professor Franck has noted that "(s]ince the decision of
the Supreme Court in Bas v. Tingy in 1800 and in the Prize
cases in 1862, and up to and including the Vietnam cases of
1971 to 1973, the courts have refused to sustain the
proposition that the use of force by the President is
unconstitutional except after a formal declaration of war
by the Congress." T. Franck, Constitutional Practice Until
Vietnam: Congress, the President and Forelgn_~oli~ 16
(1984).
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absent a declared war.

~

This distinction was also drawn by Daniel Webster, who
noted that:
This act [of May 28, l798}, it is true,
authorized the use of force, under certain
circumstances, and for certain objects,
against French vessels. But there may be acts
of authorized force; there may be assaults;
there may be battles; there may be captures of
ships and imprisonment of persons, and yet no
general war. Cases of this kind may occur
under • • • the laws and usages of nations,
and which all the writers distinguish from
general war. !11

~

~

But even this persuasive distinction is blurred by the
ambiguous use of "war" at the time of the Constitutional
Convention. "War," at that time, usually was perceived in
its international legal sense, which could not have escaped
notice by the Founding Fathers. On the other hand, "war"
was sometimes used colloquially to mean "combat." This
ambiguity was reflected in the Articles of Confederation,
which provided that "[t}he United States, in Congress
assembled, shall have the sole and exclusive right and
power of determining on peace and war • • • ," and that
"[tJhe United States • • • shall never engage in a
war • • • in time of peace •••• " Art. 9, paras. 1 & 6.
This ambiguity has led at least one author to equate,
erroneously, the power to "declare war" with the power "to
authorize the international use of force. tt Note, "The
Future of the War Powers Resolution, tt 36 Stan. L. Rev.
1407, 1417 (1984).
Speech on French Spoliations, 4 The Writings and Speeches
of Daniel Webster 164 (1903). webster went on to note that
[oJn the same day in which this act passed, • • •
Congress passed another act, entitled IAn act
authorizing the President of the United States to
raise a provisional army: I and the first section
declared, that the President should be authorized, lin
the event of a declaration of war against the United
States, or of actual invasion of their territory, by a
foreign power, or of imminent danger of such
invasion, I to cause to be enlisted ten thousand men.
Id. at 164-65.

I
i
I
i

The original intent of the Framers appears to have
been to regard the declaration of ~ as distinct from the use
of armed force, such as the numerous Indian "wars" and the two
Barbary "wars," and even the French intervention in the U.S.
War of Independence.
It is impossible to state with certainty, however, the
intent of the Founding Fathers.

As Justice Jackson noted in

the Steel Seizure Case, the "partisan debate and scholarly
speculation yields no net result but only supplies more or less
~

~

I
I

apt quotations from respected sources on each side of any
question." ~

In fact, it is quite likely the Founding

Fathers disagreed among themselves on the nature of the War
Powers, preferring for the sake of political expediency to
leave the issue unresolved and to let future generations
grapple with the question. 85/

K

i

~ Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co., 343 U.S. at 634-35 (Jackson,

J., concurring).

I

85/ Another view is that much of the "foreign affairs power" is
not mentioned in the Constitution because the Founding
Fathers assumed the new government had the powers any State
possesses under international law. Justice Story observed
that powers in the Constitution flow not only from the
aggregate of enumerated powers but also "from the aggregate
powers of the national government." For instance, story
argued, since the Constitution omits reference to extending
jurisdiction over conquered territory, one must look to the
nature of government (and not Amendment X) for this power.
"This would perhaps rather-si a result from the whole mass
of the powers of the national government, and from the
nature of political society, than a consequence or incident
of the powers specially enumerated." 2 J. Story, supra
note 25, at 148. ~ also Jones v. United States,
[Footnote conttd on next page)

./

i

~

t
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One thing that is clear is that advocates can muster
authority for almost any interpretation of original ~ntent on
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the War Powers.

Perhaps the more reliable path to an

understanding of the constitutional division of the War Powers
is to analyze the structure of the Constitution itself to

[Footnote cont'd from previous page]
131 U.S. 202, 212 (1890). Cf. Carter v. Carter Coal Co.,
298 U.S. 238, 294 (1936). rn-The Chlnese Exclusl0n Cases,
the Court noted that Congress possessed Jur~sd~ctlon over
and could, therefore, exclude aliens (even though there is
no specific constitutional authority) since

(j)urisdiction over its own territory to that extent
is an incident of every independent nation. It is a
part of its independence • • • • (T)he United States,
in their relation to foreign countries and their
subjects or citizens are one nation, invested with
powers which belong to independent nations, the
exercise of which can be invoked for the maintenance
of its absolute independence and security throughout
its entire territory.
130 U.S. 581, 603-04 (1889). See also Burnett v. Brooks,
288 U.S. 378, 396 (1933): MacKenzie-Y7 Hare, 239 U.S. 299,
311 (1915).

Perhaps the most radical exposition of this thesis was
by Mr. Justice Sutherland in United States v. CurtissWright Export Corp., where it was stated that
the investment of the federal government with the
powers of external sovereignty did not depend upon the
affirmative grants of the Constitution. The powers to
declare and wage war, to conclude peace, to make
treaties, to maintain diplomatic relations with other
sovereignties, if they had never been mentioned in the
Constitution, would have vested in the federal
government as necessary concomitants of
nationality. • • • The power to acquire territory by
discovery and occupation, the power to expel
undesirable aliens, the power to make such
international agreements as do not constitute treaties
in the constitutional sense, none of which is
expressly affirmed by the Constitution, nevertheless
exist as inherently inseparable from the conception of
nationality. This the court recognized, and • • •
found the warrant for its conclusions not in the
provision of the Constitution, but in the law of
nations.
299 U.S. at 315-18 (citations omitted).

determine, from an architectural perspective, where the power
should reside.
B.

The Constitutional Separation of Institutions and
Powers.
It has been observed that ours is a government of

separated institutions sharing powers.

The Supreme Court has

noted that "(t]he principle of separation of powers was not
simply an abstract generalization in the minds of the Framers;
it was woven into the document that they drafted in
Philadelphia in the summer of 1787."

W

"This separation is

not merely a matter of convenience or of governmental
mechanism.

Its object is basic and vital, namely, to preclude

a commingling of these essentially different powers of
government in the same hands."

~

In this regard, the

W Buckley v. Valeo,

424 U.S. at 124. The separation of
powers "lS at the heart of our Constitution •••• " Id. at
119. Accord Chadha, 462 U.S. at 951-52, 962: Springer-v.
Philipprne-!sranas; 277 U.S. at 201. Cf. Hiller & Knapp,
"The Congressional Veto: Preserving the-Constitutional
Framework," 52 Ind. L.J. 367, 390 (1977) ("It is doubtful
that the concept of separation of powers can really have
any objective meaning.").

!ZI

O'Donoghue v. United States, 289 U.S. 516, 530 (1933).

J.

~
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:'"1

Framers were profoundly influenced by Montesquieu,

~

this, that where the whole power of one
department is exercised by the same hands
which possess the whole power of another
department, the fundamental principles of
a free constitution are subverted. 91/

whose

injunction against the concentration of political power in any
single branch of government was reflected in the Constitution's
balance of powers. 89/

The Framers were pragmatic individuals who concluded that

Montesquieu observed:

political powers should not be divided completely among

When the legislative and executive powers
are united in the same person, or in the same
body of magistrates, there can be no liberty.
because apprehensions may arise, lest the sa~e
monarch or senate should enact tyrannical
laws, tO,execute them in a tyrannical manner.
, ,~ga1n, there is no liberty, if the
Jud1cIary power be not separated from the
legislative and executive. Were it joined
with the legislative, the life and liberty of
the subject would be exposed to arbitrary
con~roul; for the judge would then be the
legIslator. Were it joined to the executive
power, the judge might behave with violence
and oppression. !21

branches, only that the branches should be independent of one
another.

2£1

Thus, said Madison, the three branches of our

government "ought to be kept as separate from, and independent
of each other as the nature of free government will admit; or
as is consistent with the chain of connection, that binds the
whole fabric of the constitution in one indissoluble bond of
unity and amity."

211

The powers of government, however, were to be shared,

In The Federalist No. 47, Madison found that when
Montesquieu said that governmental powers should be separated,

so that each branch would have a check upon the other.

"Even

he (Montesquieu) did not mean isolated or fully independent.

!!I The Federalist No.

[H]e did not mean that these departments
ought to have no partial agency in, or no
controul over the acts of each other. His
meaning • • • can amount to no more than

(emphasIs deleted).

~

Madison observed that "[t]he oracle who is always
consulted and cited on this subject is the celebrated
Montesquieu." The Federalist No. 47 (J. Madison), supra
note 27, at 244.

W

"Montesquieu's view that the maintenance of independence
as between the legislative, the executive and the judicial
branches was a security for the people" and had the "full
approval" of the Framers. Meyers v. United States, 272
U.S. at 116.

!Q/ Quoted in Constitutional Law: Cases and Other Problems
~d. P. Freund, M. Howe & E. Brown eds. 1977).

649

47 (J. Madison), supra note 27, at 245

This concept is often misunderstood. See,~, Vance,
"Striking the Balance: Congress and the-preSIOent Under
the War Powers Resolution," 133 U. Pa. L. Rev. 79, 84
(1984) (Arguing that the war power does "not fit neatly
into the classic concept of the separation of
powers. Instead, the area is one of shared and
overlapping responsibilities •••• ").

2l/ The Federalist No. 47

(J. Madison), ~upra note 27, at 246,
quotIng wIth approval the New Hampsh1re Constitution
(empfiasis-aileted).

The Supreme Court observed in Buckley v. Valeo that
there is "common ground in the recognitIon of the 1ntent
of the Framers that the powers of the three great branches
of the National Government be largely separated from one
another." 424 U.S. at 120.

li
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a cursory examination of the Constitution reveals the
influence of Montesquieuls thesis that checks and balances
were the foundation of a structure of government that would
protect liberty. II

W

Madison argued in The Federalist No. 48

that the political powers of each department should not be
"wholly unconnected with each other"
unless these departments be so far
connected and blended, as to give to each
a constitutional controul over the
others, the degree of separation which
the maxim requires as essential to a free
government, can never in practice, be
duly maintained.
It is agreed on all sides, that the
powers properly belonging to one of the
departments, ought not to be directly and
compleatly administered by either of the
other departments. It is equally
evident, that neither of them ought to
possess, directly or indirectly, an
overruling influence over the others, in
the administration of their respective
powers. It will not be denied, that power
is of an encroaching nature, and that it
ought to be effectually restrained from
passing the limits assigned to it. After
discriminating therefore in theory, the
several classes of power, as they may in
their nature be legislative, executive,
or judiciary: the next and most difficult
task, is to provide some practical
security for each against the invasion of
the others. What this security ought to
be, is the great problem to be
solved. W

2!1

Bowsher v. Synar, 478 U.S. 714 (1986) (Striking down the
Gramm-Ruaman-Bollings Balanced Budget and Emergency
Deficit Control Act of 1985).

W

The Federalist No. 48 (J. Madison), supra note 27, at 250.

71:~

I
I
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Perhaps the quintessential example of this blending
is the War Powers, which are divided between the political
branches.

W

It may be that one can discern the

constitutional repository for the power to decide to deploy
u.S. armed forces into hostilities or imminent hostilities

"

Rostow, sapra note 43, at 847. See also E. Keynes,
Undeclare War (1982): A. Sofaer, supra-note 63, at 1-60.
rn-AtIee v. Laird, 347 F. Supp. 689, 705 (E.D. Pa. 1972),
aff'd memo 411 U.S. 911 (1973), the district court noted
~"thi courts that have considered the war-making power
of the United States have all agreed that such power is
shared by the executive and legislature to the exclusion
of the courts. II See also Mitchell v. Laird, 488 F.2d 611,
613-14 (D.C. Cir.-yg7~Massachusetts v. Laird, 451 F.2d
26, 32 (1st Cir. 1971): Berk v. La1rd, 429 F.2d 302, 305
(2d Cir. 1970), affld sub nom., Orlando v. Laird, 443 F.2d
1039 (2d Cir.), cert. diniea; 404 U.S. 869 (1971): Drinan
v.• Nixon, 364 F. Supp.~859 (D. Mass. 1973).
--The conduct of foreign relations is generally
reserved to the political branches. Banco Naciona1 de
Cuba v. Sabbatino, 376 U.S. 398 (1964). "The conduct of
the forelgn relations of our Government is committed by
the Constitution to the Executive and Legislative • • •
Departments." Oetjen v. Central Leather Co., 246 U.S.
297, 302 (1918). See also Chicago & Southern Airlines v.
Waterman Steamship-CO.;-J33 U.s. 103, III (1948). This
does not mean, of course, that "every case or controversy
which touches foreign relations lies beyond judicial
cognizance." Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 211 (1962). It
is clear that
[t)he courts have the authority to construe treaties
and executive agreements, and it goes without saying
that interpreting congressional legislation is a
recurring and accepted task for the federal
courts •••• We cannot shirk this responsibility
merely because our decision may have significant
political overtones.
Japan Whaling Association v. American Cetacean Society,
478 U.S. 221 (1986).
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from an examination of the theory and practice of the

includes all authorities essential to its
due exercise. But neither can the
president, in war more than in peace,
intrude upon the proper authority of the
Congress, nor Congress upon the proper
authority of the President. Both are
servants of the people whose will is
expressed in the fundamental law. 99/

separation of powers or, put another way, :'by their nature,
and by the principles of our institutions."

W

There are two paths toward finding the
proportionality of this sharing.

The first is the "more like"

a.

line of inquiry: Is the power to decide to deploy U.S. armed
forces into hostilities or imminent hostilities more like the
power to raise and support the army, or is it more like the
power to command the forces once deployed?

This is a

theoretical inquiry involving an analysis of specifically
enumerated war-related powers.

The other line of inquiry is

to look for constitutional analogies to determine where this

Congress' powers include the raising of armed
forces, 100/ appropriating funds to support them, !Q!/
prescrib in 9 rules to regulate their conduct 102/ and, most
importantly, the power to declare war.!Ql/

armed services. 104/

See Ex parte Milligan, 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) at 139
(concurring opinion of Chase, C.J., and Wayne, Swayne and
Miller, JJ.).

Constitutional Division of War-Related Powers.

As noted previously, the Constitution specifically

In his veto message of the War Powers Resolution,
President Nixon stated: "The authorization and
appropriations process represent one of the ways in which
such influence can be exercised." "Veto of War Powers
Resolution," supra note 2. See also Glennon,
"Strengthening the War PowerS"Resolution: The Case for
Purse-String Restrictions," 60 Minn. L. Rev. 1, 28-38

assigns certain powers to Congress and others to the
President.

!!I

The power to make the necessary laws
is in Congress~ the power to execute in
the President. Both powers imply many
subordinate and auxiliary powers. Each

(1975) •

ill! U.S. Const. art. I,

!21

parte Milligan, 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) at 139 (concurring
opinlon of Chase, C.J., and Wayne, Swayne and Miller,
JJ.) •

2!1

Moreover, a fundamental constitutional distinction exists
between powers exercised in domestic and foreign affairs.
See, ~, United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp.,
299 U.S. 304.

Ex

Moreover, the

Senate must approve Presidential nominees for promotion in the

power most properly resides.
1.

The Congress.

S 8, cIs. 12

!Q!/ Id. art. I, S 8, cIs.

ill! Id. art. I,

S 8, cl. 14.

!QY Id. art. I, S a, cl.

ill!

12 & 13.

11.

Id. art. II, S 2, para. 2.

&

13.
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The War Powers Resolution appears to rest on only
one of the Congressional powers enumerated above: the power to
declare war.

It is clear, or at least well-settled by custom

The historical basis of this theory is shakey at
best.

At least in the 20th century, this country has run

little or no risk of becoming embroiled in a declared war

and usage, that the President may send U.S. armed forces

because of the use of American troops without Congressional

anywhere in the world, at any time he pleases, !Q2/ subject

approval.

only to restrictions in the law, !Q!I including (arguably) the

Korea and Vietnam, !Q!I the Congress willingly and

War Powers Resolution.

continuously exercised its power in support of the use of

The theory underlying the War Powers

Resolution is that the use of force

~

catapult the united

States into a war, depriving the Congress of its power to
decide whether or not to declare war.!Q1/

Thus, the

In the two largest military actions short of war,

troops in combat by raising armed forces through conscription
and supporting them with ongoing appropriations. In the minor
,
incidents in which the President has ordered troops into

President's use of force may on this ground be
restrained. 108/

[Footnote cont'd from previous page)

105/ See supra note 90.
106/ Such as prohibitions to spend funds for combat forces in
a certain place. See,~, Act of July 1, 1973, supra
note 12.
107/ Professor Henkin offers an alternative and interesting
theory. He sees the policy aspect of the use of force as
a source for Congressional war powers. See Benkin, "'A
More Effective System' For Foreign RelatIOns: The
Constitutional Framework," 61 Va. L. Rev. 751, 764
(1975).
This reasoning also ignores the fact that in the conduct
of contemporary diplomacy, a wide variety of factors not
involving the use of U.S. military forces might lead to
war, such as food embargoes, economic sanctions, economic
assistance to a State involved in an armed conflict and
so forth. For instance, it is widely believed that the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, which triggered the
(Footnote cont'd on next page)

u.S.' entry into the Second World War, was caused in part
by U.S. economic policies towards Imperial Japan. See
generally B.B. Liddell Bart, History of the Second World
War 199 (1970)~ G. Prange, At Dawn We Slept: The Untold Story
or-Pearl Harbor (1981). Surely, the Congress may not control
or 1nterfere with the President in these areas based upon its
power to declare war; therefore, Congress' War Power has
limits. Based upon the writings of the Founding Fathers,
international law at the time and Revolutionary War-era Prize
cases, there is little reason to doubt that the phrase
"declare war" meant anything other than what it says.
109/ Professor Henkin observed that
[o)f the numerous recent 'uses' of force, only Korea
and Vietnam would have been clearly covered (by the
War Powers Resolution). Bad such legislation been in
effect, President Truman would perhaps have acted
anyhow, but might have been impelled to seek
Congressional approval within thirty days. Vietnam
was expressly authorized, and, presumably, any
Tonkin Resolution would have clearly authorized
hostilities beyond thirty days as well.
L. Benkin, supra note 37, at 103.
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hostilities, such as the Dominican Republic in 1965-1966 and

51

A President may act upon the sum of his powers,

Grenada in 1983, there was little risk that the situation

while Congressional action requires a specific

would escalate.

constitutional provision, sweeping though it may be

b.

The President.

The President's powers flow from his broad mandate.

(consider the "commerce power, I' for instance).

Thus, a

theoretical analysis may be reduced to a single question:

He is vested with the "executive power," 110/ Commander in

Does the power to decide to deploy u.S. armed forces into

Chief, !.!y and the "sole organ" for the conduct of foreign

areas of hostilities or imminent hostilities flow to

relations.

!!£I

These are amorphous but extremely substantial

powers, which led the Supreme Court to observe that "(tJhe
difference between the grant of legislative power under
article 1 to Congress, which is limited to powers therein

Congress from one of its specific powers, or to the
President under his broad mandate of executive powers?
1.

Commander in Chief Power.

It has been stated repeatedly, and wrongly, in my

enumerated, and the more general grant of the executive power

view, that the font of the President's war power is his

to the President under article II is significant." !!1/

constitutional appointment as Commander in Chief.

!!!I One

former Chief Executive and Chief Justice of the Supreme
110/ U.S. Const. art. II, S 1. "The executive power was given
in general terms, strengthened by specific terms where
emphasis was regarded as appropriate, and was limited by
direct expressions where limitation was needed." Myers
v. United States, 272 U.S. at 118.

Court observed that "[t)he President is the Commander-in-

See infra text accompanying notes 115-127.
--- Alexander Hamilton distinguished between the broad
language of article II, S 1 and the specific grants in
article I, 5 1. "All legislative Powers herein granted
shall be vested in a Congress of the United States."
7 Works of Alexander Hamilton 76 (B.C. Lodge ed. 1851).
Ham1lton concluded that U[t)he [article IIIJ enumeration
(in 55 2 & 3J ought therefore to be considered, as
intended merely to specify the principal articles implied
in the definition of executive power; leaving the rest to
flow from the general grant of that power; interpreted in
conformity with other parts of the constitution." Id. at
80-81.

the army and navy anywhere he will, if the appropriations

112/ See supra note 55.
113/ Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. at 128.

Chief of the army and navy, and the militia when called into
the service of the United States.

Under this, he can order

In his concurring opinion in the Steel Seizure Case,
Justice Jackson observed that the Commander in chIef
power implies "something more than an empty title. But
just what authority goes with the name has plagued
presidential advisers who would not waive or narrow it
by non-assertion yet cannot say where it begins or
ends." 343 U.S. at 641.
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furnish the means of transportation."!!21

This is probably

not the power upon which the President properly may ground a
decision to decide to deploy

u.s.

armed forces into a new

armed conflict, although it is the power to wage war
effectively.

!!!I It is, therefore, a very substantial power.

For example, it was in the exercise of this power that
Franklin Roosevelt agreed with Winston Churchill during the

53

the "unconditional surrender" of the three Axis powers

!!11

a decision of profound significance for the war effort.
Similarly, President Lincoln based the Emancipation
Proclamation upon his role as Conunander in ChIef, claiming it
was justified by military necessity.!!!/

Further, it was as

Commander in Chief that President Truman decided to drop the
atomic bomb on Japan but not to use it in the Korean conflict.

Casablanca Conference in January 1943 that their countries
would demand

W. Taft, The President and His Powers 94-95 (1916).
During the debate surroundIng the Congressional approval
of the Act of March 3, 1909, 35 Stat. 773-74, requiring
the President to maintain a complement of marines on Navy
capital ships and cruisers of not less than 8 percent of
the enlisted strength, Senator Borah stated:
Congress has not the power to say that an army shall
be at a particular place at a particular time or
shall manouver in a particular instance. That
belongs exclusively to the Commander in Chief of the
Army. The dividing line is between the question of
raising, supporting and regulating an army, and
commanding it. It is difficult to define, for the
reason that is is difficult to tell where the
dividing line is. But when ascertained, there is no
question about the constitutional provision covering
it.
43 Congo Rec. 2452 (1909).

116/ T. Eagleton, War and Presidential Power: A Chronicle of
Congressional Surrender 113 (1974): Wallace, supra note
65, at 744-52 et ~.

!!11 For an interesting and well-researched account of this

momentous decision, see 7 M. Gilbert, Winston S.
Churchill: Road to Victory, 1941-1945 309 (1986): H. Feis,
Church~ll Roosevelt Stal~n: The War They Waged and the
peace They Sought 108-11 (2d ed. 1967). Roosevelt stated:
Peace can come to the world only by the total
elimination of German and Japanese war power • • • •
The elimination of German, Japanese, and Italian war
power means the unconditional surrender by Germany,
Italy, and Japan. That means a reasonable assurance
of future world peace. It does not mean the
destruction of the philosophies in those countries
which are based on conquest and the subjugation of
other people.
Quoted in ide at 109.

118/ See infra note 119.
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frequently quoted passages of The Federalist, Alexander

The designation of the President as Commander in

Hamilton opined that the power of the Couunander in Chief

Chief was intended to insure civilian control of the

"amount{ed) to nothing more than the supreme command and

military 119/ and, once hostilities erupted, to vest the power
to wage the struggle in him.

~

direction of the military and naval forces, as first General

In one of the most

and Admiral •••• "

power is broad and involves policy-making in war (and,

119/ lOOp. Att'y Gen. 74, 79 (1861). See also L. Henkin,
upra note 37, at 50: A. Schlesinger; supra note 37, at 6.
By making the Commander in Chief a civ1l1an who would be
subject to recall after four years, the Founders doubtless
hoped to spare America tribulations of the sort that the
unfettered command and consequent political power of a
Duke of Marlborough had brought to England." Id.

e

perhaps, in high-intensity armed conflict), 122/ it was
neither intended to nor does it carry with it the power to
commit U.S. armed forces to combat, except for such

The Commander in Chief power may and, in fact, has
crossed the threshold and become a substantive power.
Perhaps the best example of this is when President Abraham
Lincoln used this power as his constitutional authority
for the Emancipation Proclamation. Lincoln claimed that
this was a necessary military measure to shorten the Civil
War. W. Whiting, War Powers Under The Constitution Of The
United States 66 (10th ed. 1864, repr1nted 1n 1971). See
also G. Milton, The Use of Presidential Power 1789-194-3-118 (1965). tlhether or not the Emanc1pat.lon Proclamation
was needed for military reasons, it certainly aided
Lincoln politically in the northern states. Of all the
Presidents, Lincoln made the widest and most frequent use
of this power. Id. at 316.

[Footnote cont'd from previous page]
on war. This power necessarily extends to all
legislation essential to the prosecution of war with
vigor and success, except such as interferes with
the couunand of the forces and the conduct of
Campa1gns. That power and dutJ belongs to the
Pres1dent as commander-ln-ch1e •
Ex parte Milligan, 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) at 139 (Chase, C.J.,
and Swayne, Wayne and Miller, JJ., concurring) (emphasis
added). In Swaim v. United States, 28 Ct. Cl. 173, 221
(1893), aff'd, 165 U.S. 553 (1897), the Court of Claims
noted th~lthough Congress may increase the Army, or
reduce the Army, or abolish it altogether • • • so long
as we have a military force Congress can not take away
from the President the supreme command."

120/ The Founding Fathers wanted to assure that control of
military activities was not vested in the Congress because
of the experience of war by committee during the war of
independence. It was in this vein that Hamilton wrote
that "[o)f all the cares or concerns of governmnet, the
direction of war most peculiarly demands those qualities
which distinguish the exercise of power by a single hand."
The Federalist No. 74 (A. Hamilton), supra note 27, at
376.

121/ The Federalist No. 69 (A. Hamilton), supra note 27, at
350. See also Fleming v. Page, 50 U.S. (9 How.) 603, 618
(1850)-rThe Commander in Ch1ef power did not "extend the
operation of our institutions and laws beyond the limits
before assigned to them by the legislative power.").

It has been observed that
Congress has the power not only to raise and support
and govern armies but to declare war. It has,
therefore, the power to provide by law for carrying
[Footnote cont'd on next page)

ill! Although the Commander in Chief

~

I

This includes certain powers affecting citizens within
the United States. See E. Corwin, The President: Office
and Powers l787-l984-z31, 242 et ~. (5th rev. ed.
1984). Cf. Youngstown Sheet &'T~be Co., 343 U.S. 579.
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limited purposes as self-defense. ~ Justice Jackson, in his

function.!1!I

The President 129/ is responsible for sending

concurring opinion in the Steel Seizure Case, rejected the

and recalling ambassadors, opening and closing embassies,

notion that it vests the President with the "power to do

formulating and coordinating geopolitical strategy,

anything, anywhere, that can be done with an army or

negotiating trade agreements, entering into executive

navy." gy

agreements, presenting and prosecuting international claims,

The Constitution, Chief Justice Stone observed in

the Nazi Saboteurs Case, lIinvests the President as Commander

and a host of other activities inherent in the foreign policy

in Chief with power to wage war which Congress has declared,

power.

There is no question that the projection of military

and to carry into effect all laws passed by Congress for the
conduct of war and for the government and regulation of the
Armed Forces."

~

In United States v. Sweeny,

~

the

Supreme Court observed that the Commander in Chief power "is
evidently to vest in the President the supreme command over
all the military forces, -- such supreme and undivided command
as would be necessary to the prosecution of a successful
war."

!lV
ii.

Foreign Policy Power.

The decision to use American troops, in situations
short of war, is clearly related to the conduct of u.S.
foreign policy -- an executive, rather than a legislative,

123/ See L. Benkin, sUPla note 37, at 53. But see Rehnquist,
VThe Constitutiona Issues -- Administration-position,"
45 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 628, 631-32 (1970).
124/ 343 U.S. at 641-42 (Jackson, J., concurring).
125/ Ex parte Ouirin, 317 U.S. I, 26 (1942).
126/ united States v. Sweeny, 157 U.S. 281 (1895).
127/ 157 U.S. at 284.

~

The State Department took the position at one point that
the President's use of force in foreign policy is outside
the Congress' direct power to control.
Not only has the President the authority to use
the Armed Forces in carrying out the broad foreign
policy of the United States and implementing
treaties, but it is equally clear that his authority
may not be interfered with by the Congress in the
exercise of powers which it has under the
Constitution.
Assignment of Ground Forces of the United States to Duty
in t e European Area: Bearlngs Before the Senate Corom. on
ForeIgn Relations and Armed Services, 82d Cong., 1st
Sess. 92-93 (1951) (statement of Secretary of State Dean
Acheson), reprinted in The Powers of the President as
Commander In CfiIer-or-the Army and Navy of the unIted .
States 66, 71 (D. Schaffer & D. Mathews eds. 1974). The
implication of this testimony appears to be that the
constitutional restraints on the use of force in the
conduct of foreign policy are the same as those which
apply to the normal conduct of diplomacy.
In foreign policy making, Americans tend to adopt an
anthropomorphic view. Of course, the President does not
single-handedly make foreign policy decisions; rather,
there are any number of departments of the Government
which daily contribute to the foreign policy proces~.
For instance, there are 26 federal government agencles,
departments, and offices which regularly participate in
international trade policy making.
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power is a means of conducting foreign policy.!lQI

Diplomacy

President

Woodrow Wilson's Fourteen Points also had profound

and the use of force "are complementary aspects to
the • • • art of conducting relations with other states." 131/
Thus, "foreign policy and war are on a continuum."

This became known as the Monroe Doctrine. ~

ill!

Consider, for example, the "Carter Doctrine."

consequences for American foreign policy.!1!I

As

historian

Arthur Schlesinger noted, "{t)he Fourteen Points were of
In

critical significance to the war and peace, but this was

his State of the Union address on January 23, 1980, President

entirely a presidential initiative, without congressional

Carter declared: "An attempt by an outside force to gain

consultation or clearance." !111

control of the Persian Gulf region will be regarded as an

Other notable instances where Presidents have set

It will

American foreign policies which implied the potential use of

be repelled by use of any means necessary, including military

force include: the stationing of combat troops in Iceland in

force."!W

July 1941, the Atlantic Charter of August 14, 1941, and the

assault on the vital interests of the United States.

Similarly, in his State of the Union address on

December 2, 1823, fearing the reconquest of Spanish America by

Truman Doctrine of March 2, 1947, from which sprang the policy

the Holy Alliance in favor of the Bourbons, President James

of containment. On October 23, 1962, President John F. Kennedy

Monroe declared that the united States "should consider any

issued the Proclamation of a Quarantine of Offensive Weapons

attempt • • • to extend [foreign intervention] to any portion
of this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace and safety." 134/

130/ Clausewitz observed that the use of force is yet another
means of conducting politics. K. Clausewitz, On War 101
(A. Rapaport trans. 1968).
--131/ R. Aron, Peace and War: A Theory of International
Relations 24 (1966).
132/ Wallace, supra note 65, at 733.
133/ "Transcript of President's State of the Union Address to
Joint Session of Congress," N.Y. Times, Jan. 24, 1980, at
A12, col. 3.
134/ The Monroe Doctrine, reprinted in R. Morris, supra note
67, at 99.

In his State of the Union address on December 2, 1845,
President James Polk reasserted the Monroe Doctrine,
expanding it to prohibit diplomatic intervention by
outside powers in the New World. He concluded that
"[t)he people of the United States can not, therefore,
view with indifference attempts of European powers to
interfere with the independent action of any nation on
this continent." Admittedly, the Monroe Doctrine was
transformed from a defensive measure to a justification
for intervention by President Theodore Roosevelt.in his
State of the Union address on December 6, 1904, 1n what
later became known as the Roosevelt Corollary to the
Monroe Doctrine, during the heyday of American gunboat
diplomacy.
136/ The Fourteen points, reprinted in R. Morris, supra note
67, at 153.
137/ A. Schlesinger, supra note 37, at 93.
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during the Cuban Missile Crisis. ~

President Kennedy

delegations of authority -- the Executive'power.

thereupon ordered the U.S. navy to blockade the shipment of

axiomatic that the Constitution was created to supersede the

offensive weapons to Cuba, using force if necessary, and

Articles of Confederation, that practical necessity demanded a

clearly bringing this country to the brink of war.

stronger and more effective national government.!11I

Moreover, is there any doubt that the decision

raison d'etre of the constitutional blueprint was to replace

whether or not to recognize another country, to establish an

administration by legislative committee (and not much of an
adminlstration, at that) with a government of defined though

Could the Congress block the President's recognition of a
country?

The Supreme Court answered these questions with a

clearcut "no" in United States v. Pink ~ and United.States
v. Belmont, ~ holding that as the "sole organ of the

(

The

embassy and to exchange ambassadors, is an executive function?
Could the Congress order the President to recognize a country?

fl

It is

I

separated powers.

Whether or not the Founding Fathers

originally intended that the President would have the power to
decide to deploy armed forces into areas of hostilities or
imminent hostilities, it is beyond question today that, as
among the three branches of government, this is appropriately

federal government in the field of international

an Executive function.

relations," !!!/ these powers, either explicitly or

is made clear by the fact that Congress may control the

inherently, belong to the President.

President's use of the armed forces, among other ways, simply

iii.

Executive Power.

Particularly within the foreign affairs context, the
President is vested with perhaps the broadest of all

That it is not an unfettered function

by placing limitations upon appropriations.

Moreover, the

Executive Branch is continually held accountable to Congress'
oversight function.

On a polItical level, moreover, the

President is obliged to maintain a working relationship
138/ "Interdiction of the Delivery of Offensive Weapons to
Cuba," Pro~lamation No. 3504, 27 Fed. Reg. 10,401,
reprinted ~ 47 Dep't State Bull. 7l~ (1962).
139/ United States v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203.
140/ United States v. Belmont, 301 U.S. 324.
141/ United States v. Curtiss-Wright Corp., 299 U.S. at 320.

142/ See generally The Federalist No. 70 (A. Hamilton), supra
note 27.
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with Congress in the politico-military area, lest he find

policy." 146/

political obstacles placed in the way of other objectives.

upon the President's power?

Admittedly, Congress' checks against Presidential action

raise the armed forces, to provide for their support, to

cannot be implemented quicklY.!!1I

define the qualifications for its members, to approve

But then again, the

How far can the Congress go without infringing
The Congress has the power to

constitutional checks and balances were not intended to act

appointments and promotions of officers, and to prescribe

speedily.

rules for its conduct.

It ultimately can control the use of

the arm~d forces through the appropriations process.

That this system of division and
separation of powers produces conflicts,
con(usion, and discordance at times is
inherent, but it was deliberately so
structured to assure full, vigorous and
open debate on the great issues
affecting the people and to provide
avenues for the operation of checks on
the exercise of governmental power. !!!I

It does

not follow, however, that the Congress may direct the
Executive when and how to use the armed forces directly or
through a legislative veto.
instructive.

The Chadha parallel is

In Chadha, the Attorney General was delegated

However, "Congressional unwillingness to use its constitu-

certain powers, subject to a Congressional veto.

tional powers cannot be deemed a sufficient reason for

found that the ability of Congress to direct a different

inventing new ways to act."

~

result following the Executive's decision violated the

Professor Corwin characterized the Constitution's

doctrine of the separation of institutions.

lack of precision with respect to the power to deploy armed
forces abroad into situations of hostilities as Itan invitation
to struggle for the privilege of directing American foreign
143/ The Supreme Court observed that the strength of Congress
lies in its thorough -- and time-consuming -- "step-bystep, deliberate and deliberative process," weighing the
facts, debating the issues, before acting. See Chadha,
462 U.S. at 959. See also Consumer Energy Councrr-v:~, 673 F.2d at 464.
144/ Bowsher v. Synar, 478 U.S. 714.
145/ Consumer Energy Council v. FERC, 673 F.2d at 477.

The Court

The same

reasoning applies to the War Powers Resolution, which allows

~

I
I
r

Congress to veto the President's decision to deploy the armed
forces.

To my mind, the conclusion is inescapable that the

War Powers Resolution violates the separation of powers and
institutions upon which our Constitution is based.

!!!I E. Corwin, supra note 122, at 171.

I
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EXECUTIVE AND CONGRESSIONAL COOPERATION IN THE DECISION
TO DEPLOY ARMED FORCES INTO HOSTILITIES.

of political problems, especially in a crisis, requires comity
between the coordinate branches.

While the foregoing discusses the constitutional

amorphous concept.

principles involving the War Powers, at the en d 0 f t he day the
question of how to deal with the use of force should not be
approached as if we were preparing a brief for an appellate
court.

The constitutional principles provide us with an

But comity itself is an

It rests not on a definition of roles, but

on a constructive relationship between the President and the
Congress.
t

J

How is comity achieved?

Several subsidiary

abstract understanding of the powers of each branch of our

questions immediately spring to mind.

government.

consulted?

But our system works well only when its

What

Suppose Congress does not approve

the President's decision to deploy armed forces abroad in a

complementary manner, and this depends upon each branch's
recogni tion that the other has a job to do. Where the
use of
armed force is concerned, the Executive should embrace
the
affirmative responsibility of bringing the Legislature
into
the decisionmaking process.

Who in Congress should be consulted?

constitutes "consultation"?

components interact in a mutually-reinforcing and

When should Congress be

hostile situation?
A.

When Should Congress Be Consulted?
As a general principle, Congress should be consulted

before the President makes a final decision to deploy O.S.

If a confrontation arises as to

where the line should be drawn between the respective War

armed forces in a hostile situation.

Powers of the President and Congress, someone has been

impossible to prescribe precisely the extent of such

shortsighted or stubborn or both.

consultation.

There are, broadly speaking, three types of

scenarios, each of which would point to a different result.

One writer has observed that "the problem addressed

First, there are circumstances in which the

by the War Powers Resolution is at least as much political as
it .
1S constitutional •••• " 147/ The successful resolution

President intends to use very limited force for a single
stroke.

!!II

It is, of course,

P. Bolt, The War Powers Resolution: The Role of Congress
In U.S. Armed InterventIon 1 (1978).
-

In this case, speed and surprise are essential to

success.

The u.S. air strike against Libya is one such

example.

Without entering into a debate on the merits or

demerits of that action, the success of the mission and the

I
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safety of the American troops involved haa to be taken into

informed, in the first instance, through its leadership and

account.

through the committees having primary jurisdiction, then it
Second, there are circumstances in which the

should be possible in due course for the leadership and the

President is confronted with a rapidly changing situation

administration to agree that the time had come for broader

where the time between the decision to deploy armed forces and

consultation, up to and including hearings and debate.

the actual deployment may be a day or two or three at most.

C.

In such circumstances, the scope of advance consultation must

What Constitutes "Consultation"?
The word "consultation" is, I think, an appropriate

necessarily be very restricted.

term for the process that should take place between the

Finally, there are those situations where the

President and the Congress where the involvement of u.S. armed

President has a relatively longer period in which to decide

forces in hostilities short of war is concerned.

whether or not to deploy u.S. armed forces, in what manner,

meaning of "to consult" is to ask advice or opinion, to

and in what numbers.

deliberate together.

I am thinking here of Vietnam, where the

The common

It is more than "to notify," which is

introduction of combat forces and the escalation of their

merely to inform, and less than "to seek advice and consent, It

involvement was the outcome of very conscious and deliberate

which implies the need for approval.

action over a long period of time.

Clearly, in situations

For the reasons discussed earlier, I believe the

such as this, the President should consult with Congress every

President has the constitutional authority to decide to deploy

step of the way.

u.S. armed forces abroad in situations of hostilities short of

B.

Who in Congress Should Be Consulted?
The conclusion that congressional consultation is

necessary or appropriate raises, of course, the question of
who should be consulted.

As a general proposition, the

shorter the time available and the greater the need for
secrecy, the narrower the scope for consultation.

At a

minimum, it would include the leadership of both houses and
the chairmen of key committees.

If the Congress is kept fully

I

a declared war.

However, our government does not function

well when one political branch stubbornly asserts its own
power in defiance of the other.

The solution is comity, and

comity demands consultation -- a dialogue in which neither
branch is subservient to the other.
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Once having consulted congress and having failed to
D.

Must Congress Approve the President's Decision
to Deploy Forces in a Host~le situat~on?

win its support, any President would have to be extremely

I do not believe that Congressional approval is a

confident in his assessment of the necessity for and benefits

prerequisite to a Presidential decision to deploy u.s. armed

of military action if he went ahead anyway with the deployment

forces abroad.

of U.S. armed forces.

As I have stressed, it is important that the

The President is the Chief Executive;

President should, to the extent possible, consult with the

as such, he must make tough decisions.

Congress in advance.

would do so only most advisedly if the Congress disapproved of

"advice and consent."

But consultation is not a request for

his action.

This is an important distinction since

But the President

Indeed, one would think that the President would

one can envision a circumstance where the President comes away

almost have to believe that his actions would demonstrate the

with the sense that Members of the Congress are divided upon

correctness of his decision and persuade Congress to alter its

the use of force, and the President nevertheless concludes

view.

that the deployment of forces is the best alternative for the
United States.

In such a case, what purpose does consultation

serve?
The answer, it seems to me, is that a very important
function is served by the process of consultation itself.
Before a President consults with Congress on the deployment of
armed forces into hostilities, he would have to have a high
degree of confidence in the correctness of that decision.
Presidents do not lightly undertake the introduction of u.S.
forces into hostilities.

However, the initial process of

consultation certainly exerts a salutary effect on
Presidential decisionmaking.

At the same time, it can blunt,

neutralize, or result in increased support from the Congress.

1

I

V.

CONCLUSION.
congress has a major and ultimately decisive role

to play with respect to the decisionrnaking process of using
U.S. armed forces. The successful conduct of u.S. foreign
policy, and particularly the use of American armed forces,
depends upon close cooperation between the President and the
Congress. Our real protection must ultimately depend on the
willingness of each branch to respect the responsibilities and
prerogatives of the other -- and that is a spirit which does
not lend itself to legislation.

I
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PRBPARED STATEMENT OF ABRAM CHAYES

The constitution does not specify the precise line of
In the 18th century, the functional importance of

division.
Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee:

a declaration of war was much greater than it has become
since, and the Framers relied heavily on that device to

It iq, is always, an honor as well as a pleasure to
appear before you.

ensure

I have a brief statement, including what

I hope is a practical suggestion.

I

the

will of course be very

believe

the

War

Powers

Resolution

of

1973

case.

requirement

of

a

declaration

not

should

The purpose of the scheme of shared and divided power

is

was to ensure that, as in the case of ordinary legislation,

constitutional, except for Section S(c), which, as I think
everyone agrees,

technical

fundamentally alter the constitutional structure.

glad to answer any questions you may have.
I

The erosion of

that Congress had a co-equal role.

both

is invalid under the rule of the ~

of

the

political

branches

of

government

were

agreement as to any major military action by U.s.

It is Obvious from the text of Articles I and II of

in

armed

forces, save perhaps for self-defense, wh~re such agreement

the Constitution that the design of the Framers divides the

could

power to use the armed forces of the United states between
. the President and the Congress.
I believe even Executive
Branch lawyers Would recognize that.

be

Agreement

I pr~sumed.

necessary today.
commitment

of

is

not

less,

Bitter experience has

U.S.

troops

to

action

but

more

shown that the

abroad

cannot

be

sustained over any significant period without widespread
public support,

1

I
I

I

~egistered

through Congress.

The War Powers Resolution,

I

believe,

establishes a

reasonable, simple and workable procedure for exercising the
shared powers of the two branches.

I would be opposed to

amending

its

either

tighten

them.

operative
I

don't

provisions
believe

there

to
is

loosen
a

or

political

consensus for more stringent limitations on the President's
powers.
this

And in any case, the proposals for accomplishing

goal

increase

the

complexity

2

and

detail

of

the

740
procedures under

the Resolution and raise many new

and .

I

difficult questions of interpretation.

present

War

Powers

Resolution

by

eliminating

branches,

if they were prepared to operate in accordance

The reason the Resolution has not worked as
with its terms.
it was intended is not that either branch is out to usurp
It is that each occasion for invoking the Resolution
power.
becomes an occasion for a battle between the branches about

Likewise, I would oppose relaxing the requirements of
the

741

the

automatic 60 day period for withdrawal of troops in the

the constitutional allocation of power between them.

absence of congressional approval.

absence of an authoritative outside decision maker, there is

The draft put forward by

In the

to

not way to resolve this controversy, except for one side or

mandate the withdrawal of troops committed to action by the

It is understandable that, in such
the other to give in.
circumstances, neither side is willing to do so, because

Senator

Byrd

President.

would

require

legislation

But there is no need of a special resolution to

accomplish that result.
to

affirmative

enact

binding

that might be to abandon power that rightfully belonged to

In my view, the power of Congress

,

legislation

forbidding

deployment

it under the Constitution.

or

requiring withdrawal of troops from foreign combat springs
were

,

prepared to ignore such legislation, he would:surely not be

1

directly

from

the Constitution.

If

the President

You

i

refused

~ill

to

recall

seek

that

formal

Harry

Truman,

congrressional

on

principle,

approval

of

the

commi tment of troops at the outset of the Koraan War.

deterred from doing so simply because c~ngress had acted

feared

pursuant to a·previously adopted resolution.

that

it

constitutional

would

power

set
of

a

the

He

precedent

diminishing the
A number of
presidency.

declaration of war envisions is something more: affirmative

\

congressional resolutions have been enacted since then
In all of them, the
Formosa, Lebanon, cuba, Tonkin Gulf.

concurrence by Congress in any commitment of U.S. forces to

1

object of executive branch lawyers at the drafting level was

What

the constitutional

provision

for

congressional

major military action, other than in self-defense.

Senator

Byrd's draft does not effectuate that requirement.
More broadly,

I

years cannot be cured by tinkering with its substantive
The

Resolution

would

provide

an

effective

framework for joint exercise of the war powers by the two

recourse

in

our system when

there

is

a

1t

controversy over the division of governmental powers is to

I

to resolve interbranch conflicts, particularly in the area

~

3

approval was constitutionally necessary.
The usual

believe the difficulties that have

arisen under the War Powers Resolution over the past twelve

provisions.

,

to make sure the language did not imply that congressional

I

I
1

the courts.

But the judiciary has on the whole been loathe

4
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It is a controversial question whether a congressman
of military and foreign affairs.

It has been content to let

has standing to sue to enforce a statutory on the basis that

the Executive and congress work out their own accomodation

not worked in the context of the War Powers Resolution.
fact, it has made matters worse.
has

been

invoked,

it is necessary limitations to prevent dilution of his/her

This prescription has

and resolution of the ambiquities.

vote.

such actions.
establishing a

Every time the Resolution

it has unleashed a debate about

the

rather than about the wisdom or

Freedom of

propriety of the particular military action.

Resolution

is

to

for

provide

that judicial abstention in the war powers cases reflects,
:

for the most part, not inherent limits on the judicial power
III

of

the

Constitution,

"prudential" considerations.

but

so-called

Congress can by legislation

resolve those considerations in favor of adjudication.
might even be that

th~ ~xecutive

It

Branch would agree to such

an course of action in order to avoid the debilitating

1

I

I
I

I

effort to invoke the War Powers Resolution.
Byrd's

proposal

points

in

that

favor

of

by

particular

Information Act,

which

establishes

in

every

of Congress to sue to enforce certain limited provisions.

Similarly, the pational Environ-

citizen

~ction

that,

in

turn,

supplies

the

standing

requirement.
Some of the war powers cases suggest a more stringent
standing or "ripeness" requirement.

They look for evidence

of a genuine conflict between the branches,

not just a

settled by votingGoldwater's effort to
president
Defense

Carter
Treaty

Justice
test

the

unilaterally

with

powell

rejected

constitutional
to

Nationalist

terminate
China

on

Senator
power

the
this

of

Mutual
ground.

Again, it is not clear whether the courts have seen this

direction.

Section Sec) of his draft resolution authorizes any member

s

in

simply

difference AmQDS members of congress that can and should be

constitutional arguments that have attended every previous

Senator

Congress,

mental Policy Act seems to give rise to a private right of

I

think this can be done by statute, because it seems to me

Articl4

of

action

in the documents sought.

judicial

determination of the consitutional questions it raises.

under

of

Act

not that person has any special or particularized interest

,

Powers

cause

an

person a right of access to government documents, whether or

I believe therefore that the best way to improve the
War

But

persons, can create standing where none existed before, at
That was the case under the
least in some circumstances.

respective powers and duties of the President and Congress
under the Constitution,

On the whole, the courts have not been hospitable to

In

requirement as of constitutional dimensions or as merely

;

J
1

prudential.

I
I
~

6
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In any case, institutional action would clearly fulfill
such a requirement.

Congress, by concurrent resolution,

could authorize suit to resolve any controversy arising
under the War Powers Resolution.

A single house resolution

could authorize su·it to bed brought in the name of that
House.

In either case I think it clear that standing to

raise the issue would be present.
be

true

if,

by

legislation,

I believe the same would
an

appropriate

group

or

committee of members were empowered to authorize suit on
behalf of the Congress.
established

in

section

The permanent consul tati ve group
3(c) (1)

of Senator

Byrd's draft

resolution would be such a group.

I

I
II
f

I

745
tive issues arising under it and to indicate generally that
Congress

(and the President by approving the amendment)

invited judicial resolution of these issues, I believe the
with the courts
courts would be prepared to adjudicate.
available to settle these otherwise irreconcilable issues,
the executive and legislative branches would be free to move
forward and actually operate under the War powers Resolution
to secure the necessary common a 1 i ty of. purpose in those
grave and difficult situations where u.S. military action is
a possible response to foreign policy problems.

1
~

In
example,

~

33

v. lU.J.M, 759 F.2d 21 (D.C.Cir. 198_), for

individual congressmen sued to challenge an

asserted exercise of
allowed to

the pocket veto power.

The Senate was

intervene under a resolution authorizing the

Senate Legal Counsel to take the necessary steps.

The

Speaker of the House and the House Bipartisan Leadership
Group, made up of the majority and minority leaders and
whips intervened successfully to

"assert the

privileges of the House of Representatives."

rights

and

In that case,

the court suggested, as I have here, that the usual judicial

I

prescription to let the two branches fight it out between
them might be worse than the disease.

14. at 29.

If the War Powers Resolution were amended so as to
establish standing to raise constitutional and interpreta-

7

I

8
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ADM. WILLIAM J. CROWE. JR.

HAVE GAINED OVER THE LAST THREE YEARS AS CHAIRMAN

MR.

OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF.

CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE, IT

IS A DISTINCT PLEASURE FOR ME TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU

AT THE OUTSET, I WANT TO STATE FOR THE RECORD

THIS MORNING IN RESPONSE TO YOUR INTEREST IN

THAT I AGREE WITH SECRETARY CARLUCCI'S STATEMENT

REEVALUATING THE EFFICACY OF THE WAR POWERS

AND HAVE CONSCIOUSLY ATTEMPTED TO AVOID A

RESOLUTION OF

1973.

I MUST BEGIN BY CHARACTERIZING MY VIEWS AS
THOSE OF A PROFESSIONAL MILITARY MAN, AND NOT THOSE
OF A CONSTITUTIONAL SCHOLAR OR LAWYER.

I WOULD

I

I

LIKE TO OFFER THE BENEFIT OF MY OWN EXPERIENCES AND
OBSERVATIONS, PARTICULARLY FROM THE PERSPECTIVE I

..
'J
.. ~
~

I
~

1

DUPLICATION OF HIS COMMENTS.

I STRONGLY SHARE THE DESIRE FOR CONSULTATION
BETWEEN THE EXECUTIVE AND CONGRESS ON IMPORTANT
ISSUES AND POLICIES--ESPECIALLY DECISIONS TO COMMIT
OUR ARMED FORCES.

I
•

As A RESULT OF MY OWN EXPERIENCE

IN VIETNAM I INITIALLY SUPPORTED THE WAR POWERS
RESOLUTION, BECAUSE I BELIEVED IT WOULD NOT ONLY
FACILITATE CONSULTATION BUT ASSIST IN BUILDING
SUPPORT FOR OUR FIGHTING MEN WHENEVER THEY WERE

,

1

COMMITTED IN DANGEROUS SITUATIONS.
CONSEQUENTLY, I HAVE FOLLOWED THE USE OF THE

2

I
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CONSULTATION HAS BEEN A TOTAL SUCCESS.

WAR POWERS RESOLUTION WITH GREAT INTEREST AND MY

THERE IS NO DEFINITION, EITHER FOR~mLLY OR

PRESENT RESPONSIBILITIES HAVE BROUGHT ME DIRECTLY
IN TOUCH WITH THE OVERALL PROCESS.

PRACTICALLY SPEAkING, OF CONSULTATION AND IT MEANS

UNFORTUNATELY,

DIFFERENT THINGS TO DIFFERENT PEOPLE.

THIS EXPERIENCE HAS LED ME TO REVISE MY ORIGINAL

IS USED FOR A VARIETY OF PURPOSES, SOME OF WHICH

I NOW BELIEVE THAT THE WAR POWERS

VIEWS.

IN TURN, IT

RESOLUTION HAS NOT FUNCTIONED AS ORIGINALLY

HAVE LITTLE TO DO WITH THE SUBSTANCE OF THE ISSUES.

ENVISIONED AND HAS DEFINITELY HAD SOME

I NOTICED THAT GENERAL SCOWCROFT EMPHASIZED THIS

UNANTICIPATED ADVERSE IMPACTS.

DEFICIENCY AND ELABORATED ON THE UNRESOLVED

ON BALANCE I WOULD

STRONGLY RECOMMEND THAT THE CONGRESS SEARCH FOR
OTHER WAYS TO ACHIEVE THESE HIGH PURPOSES.

I DO BELIEVE THAT CONSULTATION HAS TWO HEALTHY
EFFECTS.

FIRST, IT IS MY IMPRESSION THAT THE

CONGRESS HAS BEEN kEPT BETTER INFORMED THAN IN THE
PAST.

MOREOVER, I SUSPECT IT HAS MADE THOSE ON THE

EXECUTIVE SIDE THINk MORE DELIBERATELY ABOUT
PLANNED ACTIONS.

THIS DOES NOT MEAN, HOWEVER, THAT

3

\I

I

QUESTIONS IN HIS TESTIMONY.

I WOULD CERTAINLY

ASSOCIATE MYSELF WITH HIS COMMENTS IN THIS REGARD.
THE BOTTOM LINE IS THAT IT IS NOT CLEAR AS TO WHAT
A PRESIDENT IS EXPECTED TO DO OR AS TO WHAT THE
CHARACTER (PARTICULARLY LIMITS) OF CONGRESSIONAL
INVOLVEMENT SHOULD BE.
SIMILARLY, IT IS GRAPHICALLY CLEAR THAT THE
RESOLUTION'S REPORTING SCHEME AND THE ATTENDANT

4

I
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DEBATE HAS NOT PRODUCED THE DESIRED CONSENSUS.

THE

CONGRESS SPEAKS WITH A RELATIVELY UNIFORM VOICE IN
FAVOR OF CONGRESSIONAL-EXECUTIVE BRANCH PARTNERSHIP

I

CONTEST HAS ON TWO GROUPS OUTSIDE THE UNITED
STATES; OUR ALLIES AND OUR ADVERSARIES.
THERE IS NO QUESTION IN MY MIND THAT THE WAR

WITH RESPECT TO THE COMMITMENT OF OUR ARMED FORCES.

POWERS RESOLUTION, AND IN PARTICULAR ITS AUTOMATIC

HOWEVER, WHEN THE DEBATE WAS FOCUSED ON THE PERSIAN

WITHDRAWAL PROVISION AND THE HEATED DEBATES

GULF, THERE WAS A LOUD CHORUS OF CRITICISM OR

CONDUCTED IN ITS NAME, HAVE HAD A DELETERIOUS

PRAISE OF THE EXECUTIVE'S POLICY BUT LITTLE EFFORT

EFFECT ON OUR RELATIONSHIPS WITH OUR FRIENDS.

TO COME TO A FINAL AGREED DECISION AS TO WHETHER OR

HAS INEVITABLY CREATED A CONTEXT FOR THEIR DOUBTS

NOT THE POLICY SHOULD BE PURSUED.

ABOUT OUR ABILITY TO MAINTAIN A CONSISTENT AND

To BE BLUNT, TOO

IT

MANY MEMBERS OF CONGRESS WERE CONTENT TO DEBATE

CONTINUOUS COURSE OF ACTION WITH REGARD TO MATTERS

,.

ABOUT THE WAR POWERS PROCESS AND WERE HAPPY TO

CONCERNING THEIR AND OUR VITAL INTERESTS.

~

AVOID BEING HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR APPROVAL OR

I

,

DEBATE

T~NDS

THIS

TO HAVE A SUBTLE, BUT NONETHELESS

l

DISAPPROVAL OF THE POLICY.

I DO NOT SEE THIS AS

HELPFUL TO THE DECISION-MAKERS OR THE COUNTRY.
IN FACT, IT MAY BE COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE.

I

f

I
,

THINK THIS IS BEST ILLUSTRATED BY THE EFFECT SUCH A

5

I

REAL, EFFECT.
WE TEND TO SEE THE ROBUST GIVE AND TAKE OF OUR
POLITICAL SYSTEM AS ONE OF OUR GREATEST STRENGTHS,
AND IT IS.

BUT WHEN SUCH DEBATES CENTER ON

6

752
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SPECIFIC FOREIGN POLICY INITIATIVES, AND WHEN THE

ENCOURAGES OUR OPPONENTS TO USE THE U.S. POLITICAL

PRESENCE AND/OR THE UTILIZATION OF OUR ARMED FORCES

PROCESS FOR THEIR OWN ENDS.

IS A CENTRAL FOCUS OF SUCH DEBATE, THEN THE

POWERS REPORTS OR LACK THEREOF AND DEBATE BECOME

IIAUTOMATIC WITHDRAWAL PROVISION" OF THE WAR POWERS

PART OF THE ADVERSARY'S TACTICAL CALCULUS AND MAY

RESOLUTION FORMS A BACKDROP WHICH MAKES IT VERY

GIVE HIM A LEVER FOR INFLUENCING U.S. POLITICAL

DIFFICULT FOR OUR FRIENDS TO INTERPRET SUCH DEBATES

WILL.

AS ANYTHING OTHER THAN A LACK OF RESOLVE.
THAT BRINGS US TO THE EFFECTS OF THE WAR
POWERS RESOLUTION UPON THOSE WHO ARE NOT OUR
FRIENDS.

WHETHER OR NOT THERE IS A WAR POWERS

RESOLUTION, THERE WILL BE EXTENDED POLITICAL
COMMENT AND DISCUSSION IN OUR COUNTRY REGARDING ANY
COMMITMENT OF U.S. TROOPS.

NEVERTHELESS, THE

CONFRONTATIONAL FORMAT OF THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION

II
i

I
I!

7

FOR EXAMPLE:
THE EXISTENCE OF A WAR POWERS RESOLUTION, WITH

THE ATTENDANT DEBATE, MAY ENCOURAGE THOSE WHO WISH
US ILL TO TEST WHETHER WE WILL CONFRONT THEM.

By

THIS I MEAN THE POLITICAL DIALOGUE MAY PROVIDE AN
ADDITIONAL REASON TO PERCEIVE US, HOWEVER WRONGLY,
AS A NATION THAT IS TENTATIVE OR GROPING.

THIS CAN

BE CRUCIAL AT THE OUTSET OF A CRISIS, WHEN THE

,

PROSPECT OF DECISIVE ACTION COULD DETER A FURTHER

INSURES A PARTISAN POLITICAL DEBATE ON EVERY ASPECT
OF THE CRISIS AND A TIME WINDOW FOR ACTION WHICH

IN OTUER WORDS THE WAR

I

SPREAD OF HOSTILITIES.
ONCE UNITED STATES FORCES HAVE BEEN COMMITTED,

8

~

n

y"
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;

~

~

THE WAR POWERS DEBATES MAY PUSH OUR OPPONENTS TO

i

REPORTING PROVISIONS OF THE RESOLUTION MAY ALSO

H

'"

MAKE A MAXIMUM EFFORT AT THE OUTSET WITH THE

~

OBJECTIVE OF EITHER ELICITING A CONGRESSIONALLY
MANDATED WITHDRAWAL OR PREVENTING THE FORMATION OF
PUBLIC AND LEGISLATIVE SUPPORT FOR THE COMMITMENT
BEYOND THE RUNNING OF THE SIXTY DAY LIMIT ON SUCH
INVOLVEMENT.
ON THE OTHER HAND, THE WAR POWERS DEBATE MIGHT
HAVE AN OPPOSITE BUT EQUALLY DAMAGING EFFECT.

OUR

i
g
~

I

!

I

IMPACT OUR OWN MILITARY TACTICAL DISPOSITIONS AND
INITIATIVES.

WHILE I DON'T BELIEVE THIS AFFECTS

THE MAJOR DECISIONS TO COMMIT, ONCE OUR FORCES ARE
DEPLOYED THERE ARE OFTEN SUPPORTING MILITARY STEPS
THAT COULD BE TAKEN TO IMPROVE OUR POSITION.

IF

THESE ACTIONS COULD BE INTERPRETED AS PUTTING
PEOPLE AT RISK, THE POTENTIAL NECESSITY TO FORMALLY
NOTIFY CONGRESS INEVITABLY BECOMES PART OF OUR

I

ENEMIES COULD PERCEIVE A GREAT ADVANTAGE TO

I

OPERATIONAL DECISION-MAKING.

IF THE DEPLOYMENT HAS

THEMSELVES IN DELAYING ANY DECISIVE ENGAGEMENT ON

BEEN POLITICIZED, THEN PROVOKING FURTHER

THE BATTLEFIELD WHILE UNITED STATES DOMESTIC DEBATE

CONGRESSIONAL CONTROVERSY MAY TEND TO OUTWEIGH

WAS ALLOWED TO FESTER AND, AGAIN, THE RUNNING OF

MILITARY JUDGMENT.

THE SIXTY DAY LIMIT BRINGS US CLOSER TO A DOMESTIC

WHAT SOME DESIRE, BUT I DON'T BELIEVE THAT

POLITICAL CRISIS.

DISCOURAGING MOVES THAT COULD IMPROVE THE

f'"

J

:T

:,:~

,

I

IT IS IMPORTANT TO REALIZE, HOWEVER, THAT THE

9

THIS OUTCOME, OF COURSE, MAY BE

U.S.

MILITARY POSITION (AND PERHAPS SAVE AMERICAN LIVES)

10
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WAS PART OF THE.ORIGINAL RATIONALE FOR THE WAR
POWERS RESOLUTION.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THAT COf.1PLETES MY STATEMENT.

CERTAINLY, FROM MY PERSPECTIVE

WILL BE HAPPY TO ADDRESS ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY

THIS IS AN UNFORTUNATE BY-PRODUCT.

HAVE.

I AM CONFIDENT THAT THERE ARE WAYS TO ENSURE
THAT THE CONGRESS IS ADEQUATELY INFORMED WITHOUT
ALL OF THE ACCOMPANYING BAGGAGE WHICH THE WAR
POWERS RESOLUTION CARRIES.

I WOULD STRONGLY

RECOMMEND THAT YOU FOCUS YOUR EFFORTS ON WORKING
WITH THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH TO ENSURE A FLOW OF
~

INFORMATION TO THE CONGRESS ON MILITARY DEPLOYMENTS
OF MAJOR POLICY SIGNIFICANCE.

I WOULD EXPECT THAT,

ONCE THE INFORMATION ISSUE IS SEPARATED FROM THE
WITHDRAWAL PROVISIONS OF THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION,
A MORE MEANINGFUL AND FOCUSED DEBATE ON THE POLICY
ISSUE CAN ENSUE, IF SUCH IS NECESSARY, WITHOUT
UNDULY JEOPARDIZING THE OPERATIONS THEMSELVES.

11

n
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LOUIS HENKIN

2
There may be elements in the present resolution that raise seriOUS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
constitutional questions; surely. the Chadha case. which invalidated the
My name is Louis Henkin.

am a professor at Columbia University,
legislative veto in sweeping terms. casts a heavy shadow on Section S(ci.

have held chairs in both Constitutional Law and International Law. and
(I shall address that below).
have written extensivelY on foreign affairs and the Constitution.

But, in general and in principle. in mv

I was
view, Congress had constitutional authority to enact the War Powers

pleased to be invited to join in your deliberations.
Resolution. and therefore has the power to amend or rewrite it in the same
The subject yOU are considering is large and controversial.

I shall
spirit.

make some brief general comments on the constitutionality of war powers
My view can be stated simply.

The power of Congress to declare war

legislation. address some of the difficulties with the present text of the
gives Congress the power to decide when. and where, and whether, the
War Powers Resolution, and make some suggestions for its improvement.

Of
United States shall go to war.

Congress can direct the President to fight

course, I will answer any specific questions if 1 can.
a war; Congress can direct the President not to fight a war.
the President in what circumstances to fight a war.

It can tell

Congress can direct

the President to end a war.
In my view, Congress can also act "prophylactically" and direct the
J begin with the Constitution.

Mr. Nixon vetoed the War Powers
President to refrain from activities that though themselves "short of war"

Resolution principally on the ground that it was unconstitutional but his
are close to war or create a reasonable likelihood that they may lead to

veto message did not detail which provisions of the Constitution the
war.
Resolution violated.

Congress in fact exercises this kind of prophylactic war power in

He said only that it would "take away • • •
much of its defense legislation. which is within the power of Congress

authorities which the President has properly exercised under the
because it is necessary and proper to carry out the war powers of
Constitution for almost 200 years."
Congress.
War powers legislation. I am satisfied. fall clearly within the war
powers of Congress; the Question is whether it is prohibited or limited bv
other Constitutional provisions.

In this case. the argument which

Presidents in effect raise is that Congressional power may not usurp or
infringe on powers granted to the President by the Constitution.
assume. is the unarticulated argument of the Nixon veto message.

That.
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Nothing in the Constitution limits the power of Congress to forbid
war-making by the President.

The Constitution does not give the President

power to make war and no President has ever claimed such power;
therefore, Congress can deny him such power without infringing any
Presidential authority.

But over 200 years. Presidents. without

authorization from Congress, have engaged in activities involving uses of
force "short of war."

And it is presumably those activities to which the

Nixon veto message referred when it said that the Resolution would "take
away ••• authorities which the President has properly exercised under the
Constitution."
It is unnecessary to reopen now and here debates as to whether the

,
I
f

Congress over the matter."·
repeat:
amount to war.

Congress can prohibit or reQulate any activities that
There is a strong case that Congress can regulate

Presidential resort to hostilities "short of war" when involvement in such
hostilities is likely to lead to war.

~

I
t

II

On this view. one can reduce and perhaps even render irrelevant the
controversy about the President's constitutional authority that has
swirled around Section 2(c) of the War Powers Resolution.

hundreds of instances of the use of force short of war.

declared that in its view:

History has

confirmed the general practice and neither Congress nor the courts have
It

:.:

f

upon his own constitutional powers minus any constitutional powers of

President had constitutional authority to engage in some or all of those

!~

:t

I

4

challenged any particular use of force.

If historic practice contributes

There Congress

"The constitutional powers of the President as Commander-in-Chief to
introduce United States Armed Forces into hostilities. or into situations

to the development of constitutional authority. Presidents can surelY

where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated bv the

claim to have acquired some" authority to use some force in some

circumstances, are exercised only pursuant to <I) a declaration of war.

circumstances.

(2) specific statutory authorization. or

But the most that History has confirmed is the President's

power to act when Congress is silent and acquiesces.

There is no relevant

history to support the view that the President can act when Congress

(31

a national emergencv created

by attack upon the United States. its territories or possessions. or its
armed forces."

denies him the power.
In the terms that we have come to use, the most the President can
claim, I believe, is a concurrent power. one he can invoke when Congress
is silent.

When Congress acts to regulate Presidential activity. when the

President presumes to flout the will of Congress. his power is -- as
Justice Jackson put it -- "at its lowest ebb, for then he can rely only

Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer. 343 U.S. S79. b3i-38
(1952). Justice Jackson continued: "Courts can sustain exclusive
presidential control in such a case only by disabling the Congress from
acting upon the subject. Presidential claim to a power at once so
conclusive and preclusive must be scrutinized with caution, for what is at
stake is the equilibrium established by our constitutional system."

i,
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As a statement of Presidential authority. Section 2(c) is too narrow for

the circumstances indicated. by authority of Conqress (if not of the

some and too broad for others.

Constitution): but he could not lawfully enaage the United States in War-

Presidents see it as denying them

constitutional authority to do what they have done in hundreds of cases.
Others have argued that the Framers contemplated only one situation in
which the President can go to war on his own authority -- "to reoel sudden
attacks~

on the United States.-

I

like hostilities in any other circumstances unless specifically authorized
by Congress.
am suggesting that Congress assume responsibility for the exercise
of war powers by authorizing their exercise in some defined circumstances.

Section 2(cl, it is argued, seems to

recognize Presidential authority not merelY to "repel" an attack but to
wage war.

attack on its "armed forces" opens a wide looohole:

it might be construed

to permit Presidential war not only when an enemy begins a war by
attacking U.S. armed forces but

e~en

in response to a terrorist incident

in which a few U.S. soldiers were killed.
in 1986).

III

Moreover. it is argued. to permit Presidential war in case of

(Compare the incident in Berlin

On the other hand. even some who see little room for

I,
~

Congress should also attempt to redefine the kinds of "use" of the
armed forces it seeks to regUlate.

That is not easy to do.

The War

Powers Resolution attempted to do that by regulatinq the introduction of
U.S. forces "into hostilities. or into situations where imminent

Presidential war-making think that the President ought to be able to use

involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances."

reasonable and proportional force to extricate U.S. nationals who are held

That formula has proved unsatisfactory.

hostage or are

force that do not plausibly court war and whose links to the war power of

oj

otherwi~e

in danger. even if such use of force.puts them

"Hostilities" may include uses of

"into hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in

Congress are not intimate: e~en if Congress could constitutiona\Jy reach

hostilities is indicated."

every "involvement" in "hostilities." the formula used may reach some

Instead of engaging in difficult debate as to what the President may

deployments of forces that Congress does not wish to requlate.

A

less

do under the Constitution on his own authority, Congress should consider

sweeping definition may reduce constitutional objection and Presidential

laying down guidelines as to the circumstances in which force may be used

reluctance to comply.

(and improve the procedures for monitoring such uses. which
address below).

wi 11

Then the President could clearly use force lawfully in

I suggest that:
1.

Conqress redefine the kind of activities that triaoer
regulation.

At the Constitutional Convention. Madison and Gerry moved to
change the previous draft text 50 as to leave to "the Executive the power
to repel sudden attacks." See The Records of the Federal Convention of
1787, Farrand ed., vol. 2. Yale University Press. 1937, p. 318.

One way of doing that would be by addino a section

defining "hostilities." perhaps by linkina them to acts of war
under international law. or "activities that will probably

J!
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involve U.S. forces in war or warlike activities."

It will be

In the War Powers Resolution, Congress declared that the President's

diff~cult to write a good definition but it is worth trYing and

powers to use force were strictlv limited. then proceeded to regulate

will be better than what we have now.
2.

Congress should authorize the President to introduce forces into
hostilities (as defined), in specified circumstances or for

I

It is not clear whether the regulations apply

to the few circumstances in which Presidential uses of force would be

I

within his constitutional powers as indicated in Section 2(cl. or whether

specified purposes, ~~, to repel attacks on the U.S. or on its

the regulations apply even where Congress thinks the President is not

armed forces: to extricate U.S. hostages or other U.S. nationals

acting within his powers.

in danger,
3.

Presidential uses of force.

That ambiguity should be eliminated.

Declarations of constitutional limitation on the President are undermined
Improved definitions are necessary. but will not be sufficient

if Congress proceeds to assume that he will violate them and prescribes

to achieve effective Congressional control of and participation
in war-related decisions.

In my view it is n~cessary for

I
I,

procedures for such violations.

(The ambiguity would largely disappear if

Congress were to redefine the President's authority as I have suagested.)

Congress and the President to establish a continuing. regular
body, including Executive and CongreSSional representation at
the highest levels. to review world affairs. anticioate
situations that might lead to U.S. involvement in hostilities.
consider any uses of force that the President may be
contemplating and monitor the progress of any such involvement
if it is initiated.

Deliberations in such a body could lead to

wider Congressional consultation or formal CongreSSional action
where necessary.

Consultation.
Section 3 of the War Powers Resolution reauires that the President
"in every possible instance shall consult with Congress before introducino
armed forces •••• "
implement.

The provision is ambiauous. as well as impossible to

"In every possible instance" might bl? intl?roreted a!J meanino

whenever the President thinks it would not be undesirable; "before
introducing" might mean a half hour before. when consultation could not
influence the decision.

Consultation "with Conaress" means, strictly,

with both houses of ConQress formal Iv.

If there is to be meaningful

IV
consultation. it must be with a small. select Congressional body.
be suffiCiently in advance of the contemplated military action.

It must
In many

I offer now some comments on the present War Powers Resolution.
Regulating Lawful Uses of Force

circumstances consultation should be such as to give Congress a voice in
the decision.
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cont i nuation (or is physical l y ullable to meet be c all s e o f an a rme d a t t ack

Reporting .

on the United States).

The bO-day period beQi ns to run (rom the da t e o ( a

The reporting r e quirement of section 4 ra i ses few constitutional
Presidential reeort under Sec tion

Ques t i cns .

It

0"

fr o m the time the Presi d ent should

It has suffered from the fact that Presidents have not
reported a s required . perhaps becau c Q of

have reported under that section .

unc ertainti~s
as

parti cu lar instances "triggered"

to IoIhether

the reporting reqUirement.

Congressional participation in ad vance. as I ha ve

sugge~ ted.

requirement might be less import ant.

Th erefore. t he wedkness es in the

reporting secti o n infect the terminati o n secti o n a s well.

If trle

I f there is

President does not report because he bel ieves the circumstances d o no t

the reporting

reQuire i t. he wi l l deny that the termination reouirement apolie s .

but it is desirable to keep it . with

The

definition of "hostilities" that I ha ve proposed mi ght reduce thi s

redefining the circumstances that trigger It.

difficul t y as we l l.

Termination of hostilitie~.

Some have claimed tha t this o rov i s i o n violates the President ' s
author i ty as Commander - i n - Ch i ef ,

I do no t th i nk so.

ConQres s , wh i ch ha s

Section 5 is orobably the most c o ntroversial sec ti o n of the
Resolution .

the power to decide for

There ha ve been challenges to the constitutionalit y
of its

various Subsections.
'! '

Section S(c) lOo ks like a leqislative

~ithin the sweep of Chadha, unless the war

veto and ~ o uld s e em to fall

Oowers were constitutional l v
different for this purpose from other. leQislahve Po wers
of Co no r ess .
The arQument for the validity of Section 5(c)
in the face of Chadha is

~ar .

can decide for peace.

It can direct

te r mination of a war by re s olution : it c an do so in ad v a nc e b y se t ting a

I

time lim i t .
The desirabilit y and eff ec ti v e ne ss o f s uc h a o rov ision are a no t h er
matter.

Section 5 reflects the un h appiness of memb ers of Cong r e s s during

the Vietnam Wa r who did not have the votes ( and perhaDs the n o liti c a l
courage) to termi na te the war.

Th i s s ec t i on seeks to sh i f t

the bu rde n 0 f

that Chadha invalidates efforts to circumvent the oresid e ntia l veto . but _
taking act i o n to end a war .

With o ut Se c tien 5. h os tiliti(! s b eau n b y th e

- it is argued-- declarat i ons o f war and deciSions as to war and peace are
P r es i dent continue as l ong as the Pr e sident wi s he s . unle ss Co ngres s

n ot legislative in cha r acter and are not subject to v e t o .
The arQument
has been made:

I do no t know how to reso I ve the issue.

J n any e vent. thE'
prOvision seems to address an unreal pr o bl em "nd a h Yp o thetical
si tuation
not l ikely to arise.

affirmatively directs that they be terminated.

hostilities end after a prescribed time unless the President oer s uade s
Congress to act to a u thorize their continuation.
Questions of "legislative veto" aeart.

Section Sib) reouires the President to terminate
U. S . involvement in
ho s til i ties within bO (or 90) days unless ConQress
acts to authoriZe

Und er Se c ti o n 5 ,

I t hink termination c l au ses

a re consti t utional. but prima facie undesirable and o f oues t i o nab l e
utility.

I think that we hav e t o imo ro ve the process es o f oo vern ment s o

'\
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that vital decisions are not made bv one Branch alone.
purposes, the

For constitutional

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT F. TURNER

E~ecutive Branch is the President but decisions to engage in

hostilities and to continue them are sometimes made in effect by
unelected. unaccountable, often unidentified, officials.

There must be
effective participation in those decisions by Congress _ through

RESTORING TilE "RULE OF LAW":

Reflections on the War Powers Resol,tlim. at Fifteen
Robert F. Turner

institutions and procedures that will have the effect of bringing to bear
the judgment of CongreSSional leadership before. during. and after,
commitment of U.S. forces into war and near-war.

If that was done.

Constitutional as well as political difficulties would be sharply reduced.

Mr. Chairman, it is a great pleasure to be here this moming-on this fiftieth
anniversary of the infamous Munich Peace Conference-to assist this special subcommittee
in its important work of reviewing the 1973 War Powers Resolution. I have prepared a
rather lengthy fonnal statement, which with the committee's permission I will simply
submit at this time for the record. It consists of five sections. which I would propose to
summarize very briefly before addressing any questions you might have.

Pan one seeks to set the War Powers Resohuion in historical perspective. It
•• ,1

suggests similarities between the current efforts in Congress to preserve peace by
legislative constraints on the foreign affairs powers of the President and those in the late
1930's which, while equally well-intentioned. contributed ultimately to further foreign
aggression and the involvement of the United States in World War II.
lt notes the successes of bipartisan foreign policy in the aftemmth of that horrible

conflict and traces several steps in the decision by the American Govemment to help defend
the peoples of Indochina from communist aggression. In particular. it notes the specinl role
played by such distinguished former members of this committee as Senators Mike
Mansfield, Hubert Humphrey, and J. William Fulbright. in that commitment
And commitment it was, first with the Senate voting its consent to the ratification of
the SEATO Treaty with only a single dissenting vote. and then with a combined m3r!!in of
504 to 2 in the enactment of a joint resolution authorizing the President. as he detemlined
necessary, "to take all necessary steps, including the use of armed force, to assist" victims
of aggression in Southeast Asia requesting our help. In explaining this important new law
to their colleagues, the Chairman and Ranking Republican of this Committee had the
following colloquy:
MR. COOPER •••• (L]noking ahead, ir the President decided
that it was necessary to use such rorce as could lead into war,
we will give that authority by this resolution?
MR. FULBRIGHT. That is the way I would interpret it.

1
'J
t
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In the years which followed, both houses of Congress reflected the strong public
support for the conflict by time and again appropriating billions of dollars by overwhelming

771
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kicking and screaming into unpopular foreign wars against the wishes of Congress.
Representative Paul Findley, of Illinois, was perhaps typical of this group. In stressing his
opposition to the conflict, he neglected to remind his constituents that as early as 1961 he

majorities. When an erfon was made in the Senate in 1966 to repeal the statutory

had denounced Vice President Johnson and President Kennedy (who had been perhaps the

authorization for the conflict, it was overwhelmingly rejected by a vote of 92 to 5. During

most prominent Senate supporter of South Vietnam during the 1950's). for refusing to

that debate several Senate leaders observed that a formal "declaration of war" was both

send combat troopS to South Vietnam. For example, on 23 May 1961, Representative

inappropriate and unnecessary, and Senator Javits-who later led the Senate effort to enact

Findley said on the House floor:

a War Powers Resolution-asserted "It is a fact, whether we like it or not, that by virtue of
having acted on the resolution of August 1964, we are a party to present policy." The
following year, when the American Bar Association issued a lengthy legal brief affinning
the legality of the President's conduct of hostilities in Vietnam pursuant to the Gulf of
Tonkin Resolution, Senator Javits introduced a lengthy excerpt from the brief in the

Congressional Record and said:
In my own thinking there can no longe.· be any doubt about the
legality of our assistance to the people of South Vietnam in
view of the report to be distributed today by the American Bar
Association . • •• I have never doubted the lawfulness of the
U.S. assistance to the Republic of Vietnam. Today, it is my
privilege to present to the Senate and the American people a
document which, I believe, supports this proposition beyond
any reasonable doubt.

I

U.S. combat forces are the most effective deterrent to
aggression, and we should publicly offer such forces to Soulh
Vietnam without delay . . . . No patriotic American will ever
criticize President Kennedy for committing combat forces to
protect freedom-loving people from aggression. Every patriot
has the right and duty to critici7.e ineptitude and the too-liltle,
too-late policies which invite aggression.
This is not to say that the Congress was completely devoid of courage during this
time. The late Senator Sam Ervin. for example. who was widely regarded as the foremost
constitutional scholar in this body and served as chairman of it .. Judiciary Committee.
asserted in 1970:

I am certain that when Congress passed the Gulf of Tonkin
joint resolution, it was aware of what authority it was granting
to the President . . . . I contend that the Gulf of Tonkin joint
resolution is clearly a declaration of war.

In November 1967 this Committee issued a repon which concluded:

The committee does not believe that formal declarations
of war are the only available means by which Congress can
authorize the President to iniliate limited or general hostilities.
Joint resolutions such as those pertaining to Formosa, the
Middle East, and the Gulf of Tonkin are a proper method of
granting authority .•..

While enacting a series of stututory constraints which ultimately guaranteed :I North
Vietnamese victory and delivered the people of non-communist Indochina to a Stalinist
tyranny and a bloodbath which may have taken more lives in two years of "peace" than
were killed on all sides during thirteen years of comhat. the Congress enacted the War
Powers Resolution over a presidential veto in November 1973. Ironically, by its own

This view was in keeping with decisions of the U.S. Supreme Court dating back to the

tenns, it recognizes the power of the Commander in Chief to commit United States amled

year 1800.

forces to foreign hostilities pursuant to "specific statutory authorization." In other words,

In the months and years which followed, however, American public opinion turned
against the conflict in Vietnam. In order to avoid being held politically accountable,

by its own teons it clearly would have had absolutely no effect in preventing the tragedy we

members of Congress began pointing to the fact that Congress had never "declared war";

know as "Vietnam."
In' the last fifteen years, the cong.ressional attitude towards the Resolution'S

and with the election of a president from the minority party in 1968 it became even easier

implement&ltion has been charncterized ahove all hy a rte~ire 10 avoid heing held accountahle

for the congressional majority to denounce the conflict as "Nixon's War." This effon to

for any policy failures. President Ford's Ma)'aglll'z rescue. which violated hoth 'he

avoid accountability was not limited to Democrats. A number of Republicans, who had for

existing Cooper-Church statutory prohihitions against sending U.S. comhat forces to

years been strong supporters of the conflict, joined in assuring their constituents that they

Cambodia and several provisions of the War Powers Resolution, was greeted by this

would promptly act to prevent future "Imperial Presidents" from dragging the nation
iv

v
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Committee with a unanimous resolution of approval. When President Carter tried a similar

I
I
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constitutional convention gave 'executive power' to the President. the foreign relations

effort in Iran, the Chainnan and Ranking Minority member of the Committee denounced

power was the essential element in the grant .... "
But the Founding Fathers departed somewhat from the Lockean model. vesting

him for violating the War Powers Resolution. From my perspective the constitutional

certain powers "executive" in their nature in the Senate (such as a "veto" over the

I

issues were the same--the difference was that President Ford's rescue effort was perceived
by the voting public as a success, while President Carters effort failed.
This same element of political expediency characterized the reaction of many

I
J

i
i

congressional leaders both before and arrer the students returned from Grenada and the

operation as "gunboat diplomacy," announced that he had "reconsidered" the matter and felt

"postponed"-and has yet to be rescheduled.
The resolution has proven to be a very safe way for members of Congress to avoid
accountability during a dangerous national crisis-but this has not been without cost to the
nation. In Lebanon, for example, shortly after a bitter nnd highly partisan Senate debate,
our intelligence people reportedly intercepted a message from Islamic terrorists telling their
forces: "If we kill 15 more Marines. the rest wiJJ leave." Days after this report was
published, a terrorist attack killed 241 Marines. From my perspective, Congress deserves
a great deal of the responsibility for that attack.

II

Relying on the "executive" power clause of article

n. section 1. Thomas Jefferson

The transaction of business wilh foreign nations is executh'e
altogether; it belongs, then, to thc head of that dcpartml'nt,
except as to such portions of it as are SIJecially submitted to
the Senate. Exceptions are to he construed striclly.

on Grenada. The Speaker of the House, who had only hours earlier characterized the
President Reagan's actions were "justified." A special hearing called in the House Foreign

against another State). These were important checks against possible executive abuse.

wrote in 1790:

polls showed better than 90 per cent support for the operation in the United States and also

Affairs Committee to examine the legal implications of the operation was quietly

ratification of treaties) and the Congress (such as a veto over a dedsion to launch a war

I

Writing in his Diary three days later. George Washington noted that he had shared
Jefferson's views with Representative James Madison. and that Madison "agreed"' with
Jefferson and John Jay.
Jefferson is undoubtedly the most frequently quoted Founding Father by those who
argue for expanded congressional war powers. For example, Senator Mark Hatfield
recently quoted Jefferson's 1789 letter to Madison which stated:

We have already given in l'xample one effl'clunl check to the
Dog of war by transferring the puwcr of letting him loose
from the Executive to the Legislative hody, from those who
are to spend to those who are to pay.
But consider that statement for a moment. Ahhough the Articles of Confederatioll Iwd
given the Continental Congress nil war-related powers. Jefferson asserted that the new

Part two of my statement presents a theoretical discussion of constitutional

Constitution had "transferred" this power from the Executive to the Legislative branch.

separation of national powers. It discusses the tremendous influence of such separation of

This reflects his understanding-in the tradition of Locke. Montesquicu. and Blnckstone-

powers theorists as Locke, Montesquieu, and Blackstone on the Founding Fathers-and

that all "war" powers were by their nature "Executive." And thus. using Jefferson's earlier

notes that each of them argued that legislative bodies lacked the competence to deal with

analysis (which was also shared by Madison)--as an exception to the general grant of

war and foreign affairs. Such matters could not be effectively regulated by antecedent

Executive power it was intended to be construed "strictly."
Jefferson's chief rival was Alexander Hamilton. who wrote in 1793:

"laws," and they required for their successful conduct the qualities of unity of plan,
secrecy, and speed and dispatch-all of which were attributes of Executive power.
Scholars who seek simply to "count up" the enumerated powers of Congress and
the President-and conclude that the Constitution is "an invitation to struggle"-tend to
overlook the first section of article two of the Constitution. vesting "the executive power"
in the President. As the late Professor Quincy Wright-who served as President of the

It deserves to he remarked. that as the participntion of the

Senate in the making of treaties, and the power (tf the
Legislature to declare war, are exceptions out of the J!eneral
tI executive power"
\'ested in the I'residl'nt, thcy are to hc
construed strictly, and ought to he extended no further than is
essential to their execution.

American Political Science Association and the American Society of International Lawobserved in his 1922 classic study. Tire Control of American Foreign Relations: "when the
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World War II. You have tied the President's hands, surrendered the initiative to the most
The power of Congress to "declare war" was thus seen as a very important but also

radical anti-American elements around tlte world, and essentially informed the Kadaffi's of

very narrow "check" on one aspect of the President's control of foreign affairs. The

the world that if they can kill just one American soldier abroad they can at minimum

President could not launch an
Congress.

~ffensive

war without the approval of both houses of

Clearly, in Indochina, Congress played its full constitutional role.

provoke a major constitutional crisis between Congress and the American President-and

It

with any luck they can start the "war powers" clock running and ultimately cause the

perpetrated a political/raud on the American people in pretending that the terrible conflict
had been imposed on the nation against the wishes of the legislative branch.

withdrawal of all American servicemen from their area of the world. You lun'c-

intentionally or otherwise-placed a bounty on (he Ih'es of our servicemen
and women.

The Founding Fathers vested the exclusive "command" of whatever military forces
Congress saw fit to create in the discretion of the President. From the earliest debates it is
clear that Congress understood that it had no control over troop deployments. Even
Senator William Borah, a prominent isolationist and powerful chairman of this Committee
between the two world wars, recognized that Congress had no power to compel the
President to withdraw troops from Europe in 1922. TIlis is not to suggest that Congress is
powerless in the even the President abuses his authority by using his discretionary

I

IV
Section IV examines some of the provisions of SJ. Res. 323. the War Powers
Resolution Amendments of 1988. I commend Senators Warner. Nunn, and the other cosponsors of this legislation for attempting to correct at least .wme of the more flagrantly
unconstitutional provisions of the act. It is a good start, but it doesn't go far enough.

command to launch a war on another country without congressional approval-the

I have long favored the establishment of a loint Committee on National Security to

impeachment power is perfectly adequate for such a situation. But the belief that recent

engage in regular consultations with the Executive branch-particularly during periods of

American presidents have been out launching "wars" against the will of Congress is a

imminent crisis, but also on a variety of long-tenn policy issues.

myth. And for Congress to atlempt to seize control of the Commander in Chief power as a

Constitution, Congress has no more legal right to compel the President to "consult" Ihan he

means of "preempting" a possible abuse by the President is simply unconstitutional.

has a right to send a detachment of Marines to the Majority Leaders office and drag him
back to the White House for a "meeting."

III
The third pan of my prepared statement looks in some detail at the 1973 War

But under the

Both Congress and the Executive are

independent, co-equal branches of our Government; and il is both unseemly und

unconstitutional for Congress to attempt hy law 10 force Ihe President to consult.

Powers Resolution, and concludes that several important provisions are clearly

Furthermore, such a statutory provi!'ion is entirely unnecessary. If Con~ress will

unconstitutional. At least one of these, section 5(c), has already been struck down by

learn to safeguard national security information, and will deal with the President in a spirit

implication by the Supreme Court in its 1983 INS v. Chadha decision. Section 5(b),

of comity displaying the dignity and respect appropriate to his high elected office, it will

which pretends to deprive the President of his constitutional Commander in Chief power in

likely find that the President realizes the critical importance of a hipartisan cooperative

a dangerous crisis if Congress can not agree whether he is right or wrong-in essence

relationship. For political rather than legal reasons, congressional understanding and

trying to establish a legal presumption in the event of imminent armed conniet that the

support of foreign policy initiatives are essential if the American people are going to stand

elected American President is wrong, and our enemies right-is equally unconstitutional.

behind their government

It is also extremely dangerous-coming from the same intellectual tradition as the 1938

Section five of the proposed amendments would invoke the "power of the purse" to

Munich Agreement and the Neutrality or so-called "peace" laws of the same era-and both

strengthen the effort by Congress to deprive the President of his independent constitutional

undennines the confidence of our friends and encourages the forces of international
aggression.

powers. It adds nothing of value to the resolution. The power of the purse, like all other

If the American voters ever realize what Congress actually did in enacting this law,
some of its most outspoken advocates are likely to go the way of Senator Gerald Nye and

constitutional powers, must be exercised in such

1946 when the Supreme Court, in United State.r;

other prominent isolationists when the public watched their "neutrality" laws lead us into
viii
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manner as not to connict with other

provisions of that great document. I had thought the Congress understood this message in

ix
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rejected your assertion of a
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law"-but I am talking about a higher law, the Constitution of the United States. Severnl
provisions of the 1973 War Powers Resolution are in flagrant violation of the Constitution,

"plenary" and unreviewable right to place unconstitutional conditions on Executive branch

and. you betray your oath of office when you continue to pennit such provisions to remain

appropriations.

on the books. In an era of heightened public concern about the "rule of law," it would

Consider also the 1872 case of United Slales v. Klein, in which the Coun

seem to me that Members of Congress ought to be more sensitive to their legal duties under

recognized your complete control over the jurisdiction of the Coun of Claims, but
nevenheless struck down as unconstitutional your effon to limit its jurisdiction for the
purpose of denying effect to a presidential pardon. The power of pardon is vested in the
President by the same sentence which makes him Commander in Chief, and the legal reality
is you can not deprive him of such powers without going through the detailed procedures
set fonh in anicle V to amend the Constitution.
Much of the confusion in this area resuhs from the fact that Congress regularly, and
properly, places "conditions" on how appropriated funds for domestic purposes are to be
spent. But in these cases the President is exercising domestic powers delegated to him by
the Congress. When the President is acting in the area of foreign or national security
affairs, relying upon powers vested in his office directly by the American people through
the Constitution, Congress has no right to seize control of those powers by conditional
appropriations.
Were this not the case, it would follow that you could also destroy the
independence of the Judicial branch. While the Constitution prohibits the lowering of
judicial salaries, it provides no guarantee of adequate appropriations to pay rent, utilities,
printing costs, clerk and staff salaries, and the other costs essential to the effective
functioning of the third branch of Government. ]f you can seize the Commander in Chief

&

I
f

the supreme ]aw. Put simply-you are breaking lhe law.
Finally,1 would suggest that so long as sllch laws remain on the books-and while
the War Powers Resolution may be the worst offender. it is but one of scores if not
hundreds of statutory provisions which would have shocked the Founding Fathers-the
President will have no option but to resist the attack on his powers. Despite his desire to
improve relations with Congress, he can not legally do so by simply surrendering his
powers to an irresponsible and Imperial Congress. Because in a larger sense. they are not
his powers at all-they are but powers of the American people which have been entmstcd
to his care during his tenure in that high office.
As the great Harvard legal scholar Charles Warren wrote more than half-a-ccl1tllT)'
ago:
Under our Constitution, each branch of the (;o\'ernment is
designed to be a coordinate representath'e of the will of the
people • • • • Defense by the Executive of his constitutional
powers becomes in very truth, therefore, defense of popular
rights-defense of power which the people granted him. • . .
In maintaining his rights against a trespassing Congress, the
President defends not himself, bul popular government; he
represents not himself, but the people.

power by simply providing that "no funds" shall be available to deploy ships to the Persian
Gu]f-or for that matter no funds shall be available unless the President orders the third

Thank you Mr. Chaimmn-that completes my statement.

squad of Company C of a specified unit to attack Hill 40] at dawn-it would seem to
follow that you could also condition funds for the workings of the Judicial branch (other
than salaries for judges) upon no coun holding any of a long list of newly enacted laws to
be unconstitutional. You can be confident that the Coun would not use the political
question doctrine to avoid that panicular inter-branch confrontation.

v
Mr. Chairman, my final section expresses some broad conclusions and policy
recommendations which I thought might be of interest to the subcommillee. In the interest
of time, I shall not dwell upon them at any length now. Let me only make two points.
I have entitled my presentation "Restoring the 'Rule of Law': Reflections on the

War Powers Resolution at Fifteen." My most imponant conclusion is that Congress is in
fact breaking the law. Some may wonder how that could be, since Congress "makes the
x
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RESTORING THE" RULE OF LA W": .
Reflections on the War Powers Resolution
at Fifteen

Virginia, and at several other colleges and universities. I also prepared the separation of
powers section of a soon to be published law school casebook on National Security Law.
After leaving the Institute of Peace last November, I accepted a joint fac.

,

Robert F. Turner

1

Introduction

1

~

Mr. Ch~~an, i~ is a great pleasure to appear before the subcommiuee this morning

it

Center for Law and National Security at the School of Law; but I also teach courses on
"U.S. Foreign Policy," "International Law," and "Foreign Policy and the Law" in the
Woodrow Wilson Depanment of Government and Foreign Affairs. The War Powers
Resolution is addressed in each of these courses. I would empl.a.du, however, lhal
all of the views which I express today are mine alone, and should not he
attributed to the Center, the lJnh'ersily, the ABA. or any other groul) or
organization with which I am or have been associated.

to address the cnUcally Important subject of the 1973 War Powers Resolution.
This is an issue that I have followed with keen interest for a decade and a half
Having seen the horror of war first-hand during two Anny assignments in Vietnam,

appointment at the University of Virginia. My primary work is a.. Associate Director of the

an~

fifteen years later had the honor of serving for twenty months as the first President of the
congressionally-established U.S. Institute of Peace, I have a deep concern about issues of
war and peace-and a soong personal attachment to the lauer.
During the first five years following the enactment of the War Powers Resolution I

se~ed as principal national security legislative assistant to a member of this Committee; and

I
1

With the subcommittee's pennission, I would like to divide my testimony this
morning into five sections. First. I will endeavor to place the War Powers Resolution in
historic perspective-to discuss its origins and briefly its implementation during the past
fifteen years. I would then like to spend a few minutes discussing the relevam underlying

~

constitutional theory of separation of national security powers-with special emphasis on

11

those powers of each branch relating to the use of military force.

l

,
,

In part three, I would like to examine some of the specific provisions of the 1973

dunng one of the initial tests of the Resolution, the April 1975 evacuation of Saigon, I was

statute both in the light of the constitutional separation of powers and on broader policy

the last congressional staff member to lenve SOllth Vietnam. In the yenrs which followed I

grounds. Pan four will briefly consider some aspects of Senate Joint Resolution 323. the

spent sevemJ years in a variety of positions in the Pentagon, the White House, and the Sta'te

proposed War Powers Resolution Amendments of 19RR. which have been introduced by

Department-each involving at least some responsibilities relating to the War Powers
Resolution.

Senators Warner, Nunn, Byrd, and Mitchell. Part five will set forth some of my own
conclusions and policy recommendations.

I have also devoted a good deal of time to this issue as a scholar and active member
of the .Iegal pr~fession. For three terms I chaired the Committee on Congressional-

I

Executive RelatIOns of the American Bar Association's Section of International Law and

Congress, Peace, and the \Var Powers Resolution
in Historical Perspective

Practice. I am currenlly one of eleven members of the ABA Standing Committee on Law
and Natio~al Security, on which I serve with one of your former members, Senator
Charles Mathias.

Commemorating the Munich Conference of 1938

My 1983 study, The War Powers Resolution: Its Implememation in Theory and
Practice, has been used as a text at Harvard, Georgetown, by two of my colleagues at

Mr. Chainnan, today marks the fiftieth anniversary of the start of the infamous
Munich Conference of 1938 at which fearful British and French prime ministers pressured
the government of Czechoslovakia to yield the Sudetenland to Hitler as a means of securing
"peace for our time."l
I

As you know, six months later Hitler seized the rest of

See generally. T. BAILEY. A DIPL.OMATIC U1!;TORY OF TIm AMERICAN PEOPI.E 10R (10th cd. 19RO).

2
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Czechoslovakia-and within a year World War II was engulfing Europe. Historians now
look back with disdain at what they call "the Munich sellout,"2 but there is little evidence to

,
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I peop1es' wars . . . ."6 He
many of the dangers of our country being drawn .mlO oller

explained:

qUGstion the sincerity of Prime Minister Neville Chamberlain's belief that he could secure
"peace" by what he acknowledged was his policy of "appeasement" of Hitler and
Mussolini. 3 In 1938 he returned to London to a heroes welcome.

Congressional "Peace" Efforts and World War II
In a similar way, I don't doubt the sincerity of Senator Gerald Nye and his
isolationist colleagues who believed that the United States could avoid the coming war by
simply tying the President's hands with a series of what historians would later characterize
as "head-in-the-sands Neutrality laws"4 and other constraints on the President's conduct of
foreign affairs. Historian Cecil Crabb explains some of the impact of congressional
policies on the efforts by Presidents Hoover and Roosevelt (and Secretary of State
Stimson) to deter Japanese aggression in its early stages:

Stimson knew very well-as did the Japanese governmentthat the isolationist sentiment in Congress would preclude
strengthening American bases or naval strength in the Pacific.
••• As one student of Sino-American relations has observed,
during the early 1930s "Congress indicated no willingness to
consider Japan's actions [in invading Manchuria 1 a threat to
any interests of the United States and in the Senate, especially,
there was strong opposition to an American stand against
Japan." . . •
Subsequently, Congress reduced military
appropriations, and Senator Borah announced that he would
never" "support any scheme of peace hased upon the use of
force. . •.
8y 1937, leading congressional isolationists called upon
the Roosevelt Administration to evacuate China, to relinquish
the Philippines, and to avoid any step which might lead to a
conflict with Japan. S
For one who has read the lengthy "neutrality" debates of the late 1930's, a review
of the post-Vietnam congressional "war powers" debates brings a sad sense of dejd vu.
Senator Nye spoke of the need "to write a pennanem neutrality law that will do away with

21d. a1707.
3 J. DOUGUERTY & R. PFAL17..GRAFF. JR .• AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY: FOR lU REAGAN 22 (1986).
4 BAILEY, supra nOle 1 al701.
5 C. CRABB.1ltE DOCTRINES OF AMERICAN FOREIGN POUCY 82.84, 87·88 (1982).
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[T]he purpose of the stay-out-of-war law is. to prevent ~!ny
President from being forced by the necessity of chooslIIg
sides, and, as far as it is in the power of this Governm~nt, to
starve wars .••• The neutrality law prevents any comnlltment
by the Executive to either side until Congress h.as expres~ed
the will of the people. . . • (T]he power to comnut the .Natlon
to war is the greatest power in the world. The neutrahty Inw
keeps it where the Constitution put it-in the hands of
Congress. . • . [T)hose who wish us to act as policemen for
the world, oppose the neutrality law. The passage of that ,law
had the overwhelming support of the people for the ,"cry
reason that it protected the country against war for !he sake of
Profits for a few individuals, and prevented the (,overnment
from forcing the country into the role of wor Id po I•Iceman. "7
A few days laler, when Senator Nye was asked in a radio interview whether it was
true his law would in fact favor Japan, he responded that "I should like to state very
definitely that the purpose of the neutrality legislation was to keep this country out of war.
The question of whether its application in any given instance would work to the greater
disadvantage of one belligerent or another has nothing to do with this main purpose."B
Senator Nye was hardly alone in his view thut trying the President's hands woulci
guarantee peace for America. Representative Hamilton Fish. a sixteen year veteran of the
House Foreign Affairs Committee, explained:

We are prepared to spend millions fo~ defense but. not
one dollar to send American soldiers to foreign lands to light
other people's battles.
•
We are opposed to all enta~gling alliances, ~ntrance mto
the League of Nation~, war sa~ctlons, an.d conllllltments. We
propose to avoid taklllg part 10 all ancient hlood feuds and
boundary disputes, or "picking the chestnuts out of t~e fire"
for foreign nations. Our policy is and must be to mllld our
own business, stay at home, and try to. solve our own
problems for the best interest of all the American people: . . .
The preservation of peace should be the contllluous
policy of our country. There are many. th~nki!lg people who
sincerely believe that another world war IS lI1evllable and t1!at
we cannot escape being drawn into it. I do not agree With
either the logic or the reasoning of such argument~.. In the
World War •••• [w]e became involved because we IIIslsted on
6 Reprinted in 81 CONGo REC. APP. 121 (1937).
7 ld. at 2187.
Bid. at 2257.
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adheri!1g to the ancient principles of international law
governmg the freedom of the seas, neutral ships, and neutral
cargoes••••
Both the President and Secretary of State Hull are
internationalists and former supporters of the League of
Nations.
I am unalterably opposed to giving either one
unnecessary discretionary powers to entangle us in the League
or involve us in European disputes.
. I .am also opposed to the Congress delegating its
constitutional power to declare war to the President, whether
he is a Democrat or a Republican •••• We should give the
President a minimum amount ?f discretionaloy power, as it is
generally passed on to subordmates in the State Department
who love to have their finger in the foreign pie and are more
apt to involve us in war than to drag out a plum.
The Congress should prescribe the rules and regulations
by. law, an~ not leave them to the State Department, which
enJ~Ys nothmg ~eUer tha!1 meddling in the affairs of foreign
nations and makmg commitments for us that might involve us •
•• eventually in war•••• The American people want peace,
and we .propose, through mandator~ neutrality legislation, to
help mamtam and preserve peace With all nations even if we
must relinquish some war profits in order to keep out of war.9
On July 8, 1937, Representative Jerry Voorhis gave a speech at the University of
Virginia in which he explained: "The American people want peace. In overwhelming
majority they are determined that this Nation shall keep out of other people's wars.
Unless, therefore, this will to peace is stifled, broken down, and destroyed, America will
keep the peace."10 He explained that whether "American boys once more fight and die on
foreign battlefields" would "depend":

Now during the late 1930's these "voices for peace" did not go unchallenged. Like
the Towers and Warners of the post-Vietnam era, there were men of courage and vision

[I]f we conceive it our duty to rush to the aid of France
Russia, and England in any future war in which they may
become engaged; if we insist upon the complete freedom of the
seas for all our commerce all the time; and if we cling to our
essentially imperialistic policy in the Pacific and hang on to
the Philippines after promising to let them go-then the chance
of America remaining at peace is indeed slight.
On the other hand, America can remain neutral and keep
the peace •••.
First, then, we must write into our Constitution the
Ludlow amendment, which, excepting the case of armed
inv~sion gives to the American people the right to decide by
national r!ferendu!n whether they choose to go to war or not ••
•• American ShiPS, moreover, should be prohibited from
entering zones of active war" I

91d. at 231·32.
10 [d. at 1734.
11 Id. at 1735.

who recognized the dangers inherent in "tying the President's hands" during a period of
growing international crisis. Senator Henry Cabot Lodge noted the problem with respect to
the 1937 Neutrality Act-which was labeled the "Peace Act of 1937"-recounting that "A
colleague who also voted against it received a telegram on the following day saying,
'Extremely disappointed to see that you voted against peace."'12 This same prohlem exists
in the 1980's, when those who question whether permitting international aggression to
continue unchecked is likely to promote long·term peace are accused of heing
"warmongers" (and, thanks to the War Powers Resolution, "lawbreakers" as well).
Discussing the 1937 biB, Lodge observed:
The cash-and-carry theory would have you helieve thot if you
lead with your chin your opponent will not hit you. All hunum
experience seems to be against it. Give up SOIne of your riJ!hts
and it becomes harder to hold on to the others. I hope I am
wrong, but I fear that this bill will give fresh stimulus to every
swashbuckler and jingo the world around,, 3
The separation of powers prohlems with some of the neutrality provi!:ions did nof
go unnoticed. Consider this exchange from the Senate floor dehate of April 29, t 937:
MR. Co N N ALL Y. • • • Under the Constitution. the
President is given very wide powers to deal wUh intcl'natiomll
matters; and whatever we do is tn a certain extent an
infringement on this discretion and on his constitutional
function.
MR. ROlliNSON.
The Senator from Texas hllS with
almost complete accuracy anticipated the next statement I
intended to make.
Under our Constitution and under our practice from the
beginning of the Government, the Executive, and not the
legislative, conducts our foreign relations; and the carrying on
of foreign relations is intimately associated with the problems
involved in this legislation. We all know that as Commander

12 Id. al973.
131d. An American strategy of "Peace Through Strength" dales hack to Ihe earliesl days of our counlry. A
few years before taking oUice as our first Secretary of Slate. ·lbomas Jcrrerson wrote in a lellcr 10 John Jay:
"Justice ••. on our part. will save us from those wars which would have been produced by It C()IIUary
disposition. But how can we prevent those produced by the wrongs of other nations? By "lining ourselves
in a condition to punish them. Weakness provokes insult and injury, white a condilion 10 punish. often
prevents them .... I think it to our inlerest to punish Ihe first insult; Ilecausc an insult unpunished is the
parent of many others." 5 TIlE WRrnNGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 95 (Mcm. cd. 19n-t). 4110I('d in Tumer.
"International Law, the Reagan Doctrinc, and World Peace." The U'a.{hinRton Quarterly. Aulumn IQRR. r·
120.
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in Chief of the Army and Navy and as Chief Executive a
President, if he is disposed to do so, may at times contrib~te
to the endangerment of the peace of the country.
In the
performance of his duties in carrying on the foreign relations
of the country, he may so conduct them as to cause anger and
resentment on the part of other governments and thus in a
measure jeopardize the peace of the country.
• We also know, on the other hand, that in the discharge
of his normal functions u~der t~e Constitution he may, and
usually does, pursue a pohcy which is calculated to preserve
the peace of the nation ••••
MR. CONNALLY. The Senator said that ever since the
Government began we had Presidential control of our foreign
relations.
Is it not true, however, that under the
Confederation and during the Rel'olution the Continental
Con~ress un~ertook to exercise the function of carrying on our
!orelgn relations, and made a lamentable failure of it, and that
IS one reason why we vested such large powers in the
Executive?
MR. ROBINSON. Without doubt.
It would be very
difficult for my associates III the Senate and myself to carryon
the foreign affairs of this Government effectively however
muc~ c~nfidence we may have in ourselves, and how~ver much
adnllrahon we may feel for one another; and the difficulty
would be augmented when we take into consideration the 435
other individuals at the other end of the Capitol who
t~,:mselves h!lve a measure of responsibility . . . • Many of our
cItizens believe, and some of our great writers express
themselves as believing, that it is possible hy passing a law
through Congress to accomplish almost anything, and that it is
possible by merely declaring neutrality to guarantee the peace
!1f the country for all time to come••.• In my judgment, there
IS no way in which by law we can make it impossible for our
people to be drawn into war •.•.
MR. CON N ALL Y • • • • I wish ••• to dissent from the
expression of the views of the Senator from Michigan [Senator
VandenbergJ that we can and should anticipate by legislation
every conceiv~ble situation, and have ~ mandatory act to
enf~rce our edicts, and to compel the PreSident to sit up in the
White House merely as an automaton to register the will of
Congress with regard to international situations which we
cannot foresee, which nobody e\'er has foreseen and which
never will be foreseen.
'
It is sound to invest the President, as the Constitution
does invest him, with a very large discretion with regard to
international affairs.14
But these voices were not heeded, and Congress enacled one neutrality law after another.
In May of 1939, a desperate President Roosevelt and Secretary of State Cordell

785
of peace and isolationism and Congress agreed to only minor revisions. In a fit of anger,
Secretary Hull told Congress that the coming war in Europe would not be just "another
goddam piddling dispute over a boundary line," but of "vital" concern to the United States.
The neutrality laws. he said: "substituted a wretched lillie bobtailed, sawed-off domestic
statute for the established niles of international law" and in the process were encouraging
the aggressors.1 S
When Secretary Hull predicted war in Europe by the end of summer. 1939. Senator
William Borah, the Chairman uf this Committee, contradicted him-implying Ihat he had
more reliable sources of infonnation about events in Europe than was possessed hy the
State Depanment. t6 Even after the War began in Europe. Congress refused to give the
President the authority he requested to strengthen the United States and Ilssist the victims of
Nazi aggression.
Presidential "Lawbreaking"
Finally, in frustration, when Churchill appealed to Roosevelt in July 19110 for the
loan or lease of fony or fifty old World War I-vintage U.S. Destroyers-which were tied

up in US shipyards and not in active service-·Roosevelt decided to ignore Congress anrl
provide the ships. He entered into an executive agreement with Churchill, ancl in return for
fifty Destroyers the U.S. received certain military basing rights in Rermurla and
Newfoundland. Isolationists in Congress charged that the President had "hroken the law."
and the St. Louis Posl-Di.lipalcl, asserted in a headline: "Dictator Roosevelt Commits an Act
of War." Does this sound familiar to anyone?
Mr. Chainnan, I don't doubt the sincerit), of the Senate isolationists who helped
bring us World War II. They were simply mistaken about how best to preserve peace. But
their "mistakes" had tragic consequences for the cause of world peace. As Stanford
Historian Thomas Bailey has observed, "I t Ihe storm-cellar legislation of the 1930's
presumably encouraged the dictators by serving notice that their victims could expect no aid
from the rich Uncle Sam.... Such legislation ... tended to accelerate World War II. into
which the United States was ultimately sucked."17 Put simply, your predecessors forgot
that. war can result from the actions of foreign countries as easily as from those of an
unconstrained American president: and in tying President Roosevelt's hands they removed

Hull urged Congress to repeal the neutrality laws, but public opinion was strongly in favor
IS A DECONDE, A HlsmRY OF AMF.RICAN FOREIGN POLICY 576 l2d cd. 1971).
161d,
17 BAILEY. supra note 1 at 703.

14 81 CONGo REC, 3945-46 (1947).
7
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one of the few incentives which might have led Japan and Gennany to have second
thoughts about continuing their aggression.

I

I
I
i

polls. Many of those who survived. like Arthur Vandenberg of Michigan. emerged from
the experience with a far more realistic approach to world peace.
Indeed. Senator Vandenberg played a critical role in the negotiation and Senate
approval of the United Nations Charter in 1945; and in the years which followed-as
Chainnan of this Committee-he worked closely with Presidenr Truman and Secretary of
State Acheson in forging a successful bipartisan foreign policy. Abandoning the pre-war
spirit of isolationism. the Congress gave strong approval in 1947 to the Truman Doctrine
and helped serve notice to potenrial aggressors that the combined strength of the free world
would confront further violations of the non-use-of-force provisions of the U.N. Charter.

favor of it."2o

Nevertheless, Taft and Representative Frederick Coudert of New York

proposed a "war powers resolution" of sorts to give Congress some control over future

New York Times, Professor Schlesinger denounced Senator Taft's position as

When the attack on Pearl Harbor established that placing a straight-jacket on the
Senator Nye and several other prominent isolationists fell victim to public outrage at the

"if a joint resolution were introduced asking for approval of the use of our amted Forces
already sent to Korea and full support of them in their present venture. I would vote in

commitments of U.S. troops abroad; but they were quickly attacked by prominent liberal
historians like Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., and Henry Steele Cnttlmager.21 ]n a letter to the

WW II and the Shift to Bipartisan Internationalism

American president was scant protection against war imposed by foreign aggressors.
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"demonstrably irresponsible," and argued:

I

I

From the day that President Jefferson ordered Commodore
Dale and two-thirds of the American Na\'y into the
Mediterranean to repel the Barbary pirates, American
Presidents have repeatedly committed American armed forces
abroad without prior Congressional consultation or approval.
••• Until Senator Tart and his friends sllcceed in rewriting
American history according to their own specifications these
facts must stand as obstacles to their efforls to foist off their
current political prejudices as elernal American verities.l l
The subcommittee may wish to consider Professor Schlesinger's recent testimony of June
14--in which he told you that the theory hehind President Truman's commitment of forces
to the Korean conflict "rests doctrinally on an extravagant interpretation of the commander
in chief clause" which

War in Korea
In January 1950 Secretary Acheson made the mistake of announcing that South

WilS

"an interpretation rejected by the Framers," in the light of his

prior scholarly assurances to the contrary.

Korea was outside the American "defensive perimeter" in Asia, and this contributed to the

As an aside, I would note that I have far more concerns ahollt thc propriety of

North Korean invasion which followed five months later. Pursuant to a decision of the

President Truman's actions in 1950 than Professor Schlesinger and most others expressed

U.N. Security Council. President Truman-without seeking congressional approval-

at the time. I find it an arguable case on either side. but helieve in such a situation the

responded by sending combat troops to help defend SOllth Korea. The initial public

President should have promptly gone to Congress for approval by joint resnlution.

opinion polls showed that more than 80 per cent of the American people supported the

Because he did not, when the puhlic ultimately turned against the "no win" conflict. it

commitment. and few in Congress questioned the President's constitutional authority to act

became easy for members of Congress (especially Repuhlicans) to denounce it as

immediately to meet the danger. ls

Indeed, a 1973 report from this Committee

acknowledged that "[wJhen President Truman committed the armed forces to Korea in

"Truman's War." Professor Alexander DeConde provides an accurate summary in his A

History of American Foreign Policy:

1950 without Congressional authorization, scarcely a voice of dissent was raised in
Congress .... "19
One of the few isolationists who did question the President's constitutional
authority was Republican Senator Robert Taft. of Ohio-and even he acknowledged that
18

I discussed this period in greater detail in my pr('parcd testimony before the House Subcommittee on

Arms Control. International Security and Science, on August 4, 19HH.
19 119 CONGo REC. 1406 (1973).

9

20 Quoted in 4 THE DYNAMICS OF WORLD roWER 375 (A. Schlesinger. Jr. ed. 1973).
21 "Whatever may be said of the expediency of the Taft·Coudert program this at least can he !'.1id of lhe
principles involved --that they have no SUpJXlrt in law or in history: Commager. "Prc.'iidential Power: The
Issue Analyzed," New York l'ime.t Magazint!, January 14, 1951. at 23-24. Like Schtc.'iinger. Pr()res~or
Commager later decided that Truman's use of troops was "if nol wholly unprecedented. clearly a dCl'mture
from a long and deep-rooted tradilion." 119 CONGo RF.C'. 14()6 (1973).
22 New Yor/r.1"imes. January 9.1951.
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At first the American people, and even Republican
critics of the administration's Far Eastern policy,
overwhelmingly supported Truman's prompt action. They
approved the intervention, seeing it as a necessary effort to
save a small country from Communist aggression and to show
allies, or potential ones, that the United States would help
defend them•••• Later, as the war budget mounted and the
casualties multiplied, critics denounced the President for
allegedly usurping Congress' power to declare war and for
involving the country in a perilous fight outside the national
interest. 23
The Vietnam Commitment
The belief that Acheson's statement that South Korea was outside the American
"defense perimeter" was a major factor in the stan of the conflict led to a renewed emphasis
on collective security agreements. In 1955, with only one dissenting vote, the Senate
consented to the ratification of the SEATO Treaty-which provided in anicle IV:

Each Party recognizes that aggression by means of armed
attack in the treaty area against any of the Parties or against
any State or territory which the Parties hy unanimous
agreement may hereafter designate, would endanger its own
peace and safety, and agrees that it will in thaI even act to meet
the common danger in accordance with its constitutional
processes. 24

expect of us, and in failing to disabuse him of assumptions
which might lead to a miscalcuhJtion of our intentions. 2s

II
I
l

When Secretary of State Dulles was asked during the SEATO hearings what the
tenn "constitutional processes" in anicle IV of the treaty meant. he responded that "the
nonnal process would be to act through Congress." but suggested that the President might
act on his own if "the emergency were so great that prompt action was necessary to save a
vital interest of the United Stales. "26 This led to a proposed reservation to the treaty during
committee markup which would have prohibited the use of U.S. armed forces to carry out
the treaty in the absence of a "congressional declaration of war."

TIIC

proposal was rejccted

by the committee. 27
The attitude of Congress during this early period is accurately reflected hy Leslie
Gelb and Richard Betts, in their book The Iron), of Vietnam, which was puhlished by the
Brookings Institution. I sllspect most of

YOIl

know these two gentlemen; and, whatever

else may be said about them, neither could be accused of being an apologist for Rich:mJ
Nixon or a fan of Ronald Reagan. 11ley wrote:

As for Congress, in early J955 two senators, Mike
Mansfield and lIubert Humphrey . . . initiated a save·SouthVietnam drive by supporting the Diem campaign. Mansfield
said the United States had no choice but to support Diem.
Humphrey accused U.S. policymakers of "wa,·cring," saying
that this was no time for "weakness," and that the fall of the
South would threaten the rest of Asia. 2R

An accompanying "protocol" to the treaty "unanimously designate(d] for the purposes of
Anicle IV of the Treaty the States of Cambodia and Laos and the free territory under the
jurisdiction of the State of Vietnam."

Another strong supporter of aid to SOllth Vietnam was Senator John F. Kennedy.
who told a meeting of the American Friends of Vietnam in September 1956:

When the Senate was asked to consent to the ratification of this treaty, it clearly

Vietnam represents the cornerstone of the Free World in
Southeast Asia, the keystone to the arch, the finger in the
dike. Burma, Thailand, India, Japan, the Philippines and
obviously Laos and Cambodia are among those whose security
would be threatened if the red tide of Communism overnowed
into Vietnam • • . . The fundamental tenets of this nation's
foreign policy, in short, depend in considerable measure upon

recognized that it was undenaking a major new commitment. Senator Mike Mansfield had
been a part of the negotiating delegation, and this Committee's Report on the treaty stated:

The committee is not impervious to the risks which this treaty
entails. It fully appreciates that acceptance of these additional
Obligations commits the United States to a course of action
over a vast expanse of the Pacific. Yet these risks are
consistent with our own highest interests. There are greater
hazards in not advising a potential enemy of what he can

23 DECONDE. supra note 15 at 706-07.
24 6 U.S.T. 81.83 (1955).

25 U.S. Senale, Executive Report No. I. Senate ('ommiuce on Foreign Relations, 84th Congress, 1st
Session. January 25, 1955, at IS. The Commiuee no dOllht had in mind the expericnce of Korea, where the
Communist invasion had come shortly after Secrctary or State Acheson had publicly suggested thal the
United Slates would not fight to save South Korea.
261d. all2.

271d.
28 L. GELB & R. BElTS, TIlE IRONY OF VJF.TNAM: l11E SYSTEM WORKED 207·m~ (1978).
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a strong and free Vietnamese nation . • .. Vietnam represents
a test of American responsibility and determination in Asia .•
•• As President Diem recently wrote a great friend of
Vietnam, Senator Mansfield, "It is only in winter than you can
tell which trees are evergreen." And I am confident that if this
nation demonstrates that it has not forgotten the people of
Vietnam, the people of Vietnam will demonstrate that they have
not forgotten us. 29

Let me stress that it is not my purpose to criticize Representative Findley-either for
his initial enthusiasm for sending American combat troops to Vietnam or for his later
conviction that having committed troops was a mistake. He is a decent individual; and he
was probably in the majority on both occasions. But as we try to understand what really
happened in Vietnam, I think it is important that we realize that the American Congress was
not "dragged kicking and screaming" into the conflict.

Still another early supporter of U.S. support for South Vietnam was J. William
Fulbright. who chaired this Committee during most of the Vietnam conflict. Gelb and

The Gulf of Tonkin Resolution

Belts note: n[lnJ 1959, as conservatives began to charge,misuse and waste of American
funds by the Diem government, Senator J. William Fulbright rose to the defense, saying
that although the aid may have been misused. it was still vital to continue in the long-term
interests of the Free World. "30

Typical of the early congressional attitude was that of Representative Paul Findley,
who later played a major role as a Republican co-sponsor of the War Powers Resolution.
On 23 May 1961 he arose on the floor of the House of Representatives to respond to a
report that Vice President Johnson had told the press during a visit to Saigon that he did not
intend to recommend that President Kennedy send combat troops to South Vietnam. Mr.
Findley warned:

For all of his faults, President Johnson understood the need to involve Congress in
major foreign policy initiatives. He had, after all, served as Senate Majority Leader. In his

I
;

autobiography, President Johnson wrote:

believed that President Truman's one mistake in
courageously going to the defense of South Korea in 1950 had
been his failure to ask Congress for an expression of its
backing. He could have had it easily, and it would have
strengthened his hand. I had made up my mind not to repeat
that error.32
As the situation in Vietnam deteriorated and it looked more and more likely that

Mr. Speaker, there is an ominous parallel between a
recent statement made by Vice President Johnson and the
speech of Dean Acheson as Secretary of Slate shortly before
the Communist invasion of South Korea.
In this speech Acheson placed Korea beyond America's
defensive perimeter. It was an invitation to trouble, and
trouble came.
In Saigon the Vice President said he would not
recommend that U.S. combat forces he stationed in South
Vietnam. This, too, is an invitation to trouble.
Today nobody knows how far the United States will go,
and the Vice President has added to the uncertainty.
U.S. combat forces are ti,e most effective deterrent to
aggression, and we should publicly offer such forces to South
Vietnam without delay •••• No patriotic American will ever
criticiz.e President Kennedy for committing combat forces to
protect freedom-loving people from aggression. Every patriot
has the right and duty to criticize ineptitude and the too-little,
too-late policies which invite aggression) I

29 [d. at 144, 147.

30 GELD & BElTS, supra note 28 at 208.
31 107 CONGo REC. 8581 (1961) (emphasis added).
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U.S. troops would be necessary, LBJ decided to hring Congress fonnally on board. 1Je
asked for and promptly received statutory authority-a joint resolution. which is the same
mechanism used by Congress to "declare war."33 This "Solltheast Asia Resolution"
provided in part:

SEC. 2. The United States regards as vital to its nat ional
interest and to world peace the nmintenance of international
peace and security in southeast Asia. Consonant with the
Constitution of the United States and the Charter of the United
Nations and in accordance with its obligations under the
Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty, the United States is
therefore, prepared, as tire President determines, to take all
necessary steps, includi11g tire lise of armed force, to assist
any member or protocol slate of the Soulheast Asia Collective
Defense Treaty requesting assistance in defense of its
freedom.3 4

32 L. JOHNSON, TIlE VAtffAGE POINT: PERSPECfIVES ON TIlE PRESIDENCY 116 (1911).
33 The utility or a rormal "declaration or war'· wa~ discussed in my lIouse testimony last month. and is
addressed more brieny infra, at notes 83·91 and accompanying text.
34 Pub. L. 88-508, 18 Stat. 384 (1964) (emphasis added): rep('(J/('(1 hy Puh, I.. 91·672 § 12 (1971),
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This law was better known as the "Gulf of Tonkin Resolution" of August 1964.
There has been a great deal of controversy over the naval engagements which occurred of
the coast of Nonh Vietnam two dozen years ago. but both North Vietnamese admissions
after the end of the war and recently declassified intelligence intercept traffic leave little
doubt that an attack did take place.3S Furthennore. the reality is that the "Gulf of Tonkin"
incident was no more than a convenient occasion for congressional action-and the attitude
at the time was such that any of a number of other incidents could have served the same
purpose. I shall therefore not dwell on that issue at this point.
Now there are those who suggest that the Congress really "didn't know what it was
doing" when it enacted this statutory authority for the President to use armed force in

~

,q

I
,
!

contents of every bill they approve many of our laws would be quite suspect. But in fact
the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution received more lengthy consideration than most prior
congressional authorizations of anned conflict. and its sponsors were quite candid in
explaining what the legislation would accomplish. Consider. for example. this exchange
on the Senate floor between the resolution's principal sponsor-Foreign Relations

Southeast Asia Collective Defense treaty? In other words, nre
we now giving the President advance allthority to take
whatever action he may deem necessary respecting South
Vietnam and its defense, or with respect to the defense of any
other country included in the treaty?
MR. FULBRIGHT. I think that is correct.
MR. COOPER. Then, looking ahead, if the President decided
that it was necessary to use such force as could lead into war,
we will give that authority by this resolution?
MR. FULBRIGHT. That is the way I would interpret it. If a
situation later developed in which we thought the approval
should be withdrawn, it could be withdrawn by concurrent
resolution.3 6

I

Southeast Asia. Those of us who have spent time on the Hill might be tempted to smile at
this suggestion; because if it were necessary that all members of Congress knew the full
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Suppon for this statute and the policy it authorized was overwhelming. The vote in

I

Congress approving the new law was 416 to 0 in the Ilouse. and 88 to 2 in the Senate. In
the month surrounding the vote (and the accompanying bombing of North Vietnam),
President Johnson's "approval" rating in public opinion polls shot up from 42 to 72
percent-a thiny point jump in one month. And U.S. policy ill Vietnam was dearly the
reason.3 7
Even as the war intensified, congressional support renlClined overwhelming, In

Committee Chainnan J. William Fulbright-and this Committee's ranking Republican.

March 1966, one of the two members of Congress to vote ugainst the 1964 Gulf of Tonkin

Senator John Shennan Cooper:

Resolution. Senator Wayne Morse of Oregon, introduced an amendment in the Senate to

MR. COOPER. Does the Senator consider that in enacting this
resolution we are satisfying that rCfluirement [the
"constitutional processes" requirement] of Article IV of the

repeal the statute. His effort was overwhelmingly rejected-by a vote of 92 to 5.:18 During
the debate. Senator Javits-who. as you know, went on to become a principal co-sponsor
of the 1973 War Powers Resolution-said "I agree with (President Johnson'sl policies lin
Vietnam] to date:' and argued that "a declaration of war would he most inadvisnhle at this

3S Douglas Pike-who essentially traded jobs with me in Vietnam twice, now serves as direclor or the

Indochina Studies Program at the University or Calirornia at Berkeley. and is in my view without question
the most knowledgeable Westcrn expert on Vietllamc.w communism-wrote in a 1987 book review or 2
THE UNITED STATES NAVY AND THE VIETNAM CONFLICT (Naval Historical Center: Government
Printing Office, 1987): "TIle 'nada notion'-that nothing happened and the Gulr or Tonkin Incident was the
product or inexperienced sonarmen and the ovcrworked imagination of young deck-watch offict'.s-can no
longer be sustained. The electronic intcrccptlrnffic cited here is too voluminous 10 permit a conclusion that
somehow everything was the figment of the collective imaginations of both sides. And there is the ract or
Vietnam's position today. Arter the war. Hanoi oriici:lIs not only acknowledged the event but deemed it
important enough to dc.<;ignate iL<; date. Aug, 2, as the Victnamese Navy's Anniversary Day. 'the day our
heroic naval forces went out and chased away Maddnx and Turner Joy.' ... The conspiracy theory has been
dying ror severnl years. and this work will probably be a stake through il<; hc.art. To have a Tonkin Gulr
conspiracy means lhatille several hundred National Security Agency and naval communications cited have
been doctored,. In tum, that means a minimum or several hundred persons were party to a plot that has
remained watertight in sieve-like Washington ror two decades. And who is going to believe thai?" Pike,
"What Really Happened in the Gulr of Tonkin: Washington Post Book World, May 3. 1987. p, 10.
Further, it might be added that even ir it wcre established that the reporL<; rrom the Gulr or Tonkin were
mistaJcen-in Pike's words, "the product or inexpericnced sonarmen"-it seems clear that officials in both
the Exccuti~·e and Legislative branches accepted them as accurnte and made decisions accordingly. I am
unaware or even any credible charges that President Johnson or his starr "staged" the incident to "trick"
Congress inlO giving authorization ror an expanded American role.

15

time .... " He concluded: "It is a fact, whether we like it or not. that by virtue of having
acted on the resolution of August 19M. we are a party to present policy."39
Senator Richard Russell. the Chairman of the Armed Services Committee.
announced that he had intended to introduce language reaffirm;,,!! the Tonkin Resolution,
but the vote on the Morse Amendment would serve his purpose. Discussing the 1964
Resolution. he said:

36 110 CONGo REC. 18049 (1964) (emphasis added).
37 GELD & BElTS, supra note 28 at212.
38 112 CONGo REC. 4404 (1966).
39 112 CONGo REC. 4374 (1966). Anolher strong critic or thc war and advoc<llc or war powl~rc: Ir.!:ic:laticm
was Senator Thoma'! F. Eagleton, who acknowkdgcd before Ihis sUI"-'ollllllillee during his IC~liIllClII)' (In
July 13, 1988: "That [Gulr of Tonkin] Rc.'!olution soundcd a IOllcss alarming and drastic Ih;u1 a declaration
or war, but it had the same legal errect. No doubt about it, Congress had Icgali7.cd 'Johnson's War.'"
Prepared testimony. p, 2.
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I saw how broad it was in its terms. . • • I cannot plead
ignorance. I knew that the joint resolution conferred a vast
grant of power upon the President. It is written in terms that
are not capable of misinterpretation; and about which it is
dirficult to become confused. • •• Personally, I would be
ashamed to say that I did not realize what I was voting for
when I voted for that joint resolution. 4~

another $700 million request in its entirety by a vote of 408 to 7 in the House and 88 to 3 in
the Senate.47
In 1966 a $13 billion supplemental appropriations bill for Vietnam passed the
House 389 to 3, and the Senate 87 to 2.48 The following year. a $12 hillion Vietnam
supplemental appropriation was approved 385 to 11 in the House. and 77 to 3 in the Senate
(a combined margin of greater than 30 to 1).49 During House debate on this bill. an

Majority Leader Mike Mansfield-also a member of this Committee-reaffirmed
his support for the 1964 Resolution,41 and he was followed by Minority Leader Everet

amendment to prohibit expenditure of funds for military operations in or over North
Vietnam was rejected by a vote of 18 to 372. s0

In my House testimony last month I describe how a variety of factors contributed to

Dirksen, who said: ". wish to make clear that the position of the (Republican] minorityand I think I speak for most of them-is that we completely separate ourselves from the
views expressed by the distinguished Senator from Oregon [Senator Morsej."42
Later that year some House Republicans spoke critically of President Johnson's
handling of the conflict, and Represenlative Edward Boland quickly came to the President's
defense. 43 A year later, in 1967-when there were in excess of 400,000 American soldiers
in Vietnam-Representative Boland called the attention of his House colleagues to a poll
taken in a high school in his Massachusetts district. Congressman Boland said that the poll
showed that the students "overwhelmingly supported-by over 80 percent-the
commitment of the Johnson administration to Vietnam." He said the poll "not only shows
strong suppon for the U.S. presence in Vietnam, it also shows strong support for a gmdual
escalation of the war effon." According to Mr. Boland, the poll renected "a national trend"
and "demonstrated that most voters suppon present policies in Vietnam."44
Congressional suppon for America's commitment to Indochina was reaffinned time

a shift in American public opinion on the conflict. and how "Vietnam" soon became a
political liability for members of Congress. When President Nixon was elected-and there
was no longer any pressure on congressional Democrats to show loyalty to the policies of
their party's President-many Democrats acted just as their Republican counterparts hnd in
the early 1950's. Just as an unpopular Korean conflict became "Tmman's War." by 1969
Vietnam was "Nixon's War." The fact that Congress had overwhelmingly supported the
initial commitment. and had played a full constitutional role in authorizing the conflict. was
simply ignored. After all. there had been no formal "declaration of war" in those termsand. besides. who in Congress wanted to he held accountable to an angry eleClorate over an
obviously collapsing policy?
Some of the more principled veterans could not tolerate this revisionism. Senator
Sam Ervin-perhaps the most respected constitutional scholar in Congress at the timetold the Senate in 1970:

Now, Mr. President, I maintain thaC Ch(' Gulf of Tonkin
resolution, which is technically known as 1Iu.' Southeast Asia
resolution, constitutes a declaration of war in a constitutional
sense. • •• I am certain that when C()n~ress passed the Gulf
of Tonkin joint resolution, it was aware or what authority it
was granting to the President of the lJnited States . . •• I
contend that the (~ulf of Tonkin joint resolution is clearly a
declaration of war. s I

and again by the appropriation of new funds for the connict by strong bipartisan
majorities. 4S For example, following the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution the Congress
considered an Administration request for $125 million in additional funds for South
Vietnam-and provided instead $400 million. 46 In April of 1965. Congress approved

40 112 CONGo REC. 4370-71 (1966).

41 112 CONGo REC. 4376 (1966).

rd.

42112 CONGo REC. 4377 (1966).

47

43 112 CONGo REC. 23709 (1966).
44 113 CONGo REC. 36460 (1967).
4S Alth.ou~h sc:ction. 8(~)( I) of. the .War ~owers Resolulion seeks 10 discount the imporlance of

48 Pub. L. 89-375 (1966).
49 Pub. L. 90-8 (1967).

app~opnations 10. ralJfYI~g

5 I 116 CONGo REC. 15925-26 (1970). Senator Gale McGee. a highly principled veleran of this
Committee. remarked that same YC.1r: "I havc no douhl Ihal in terms of this war. Ihat. had it hccn
successfully concluded in a yc.'U' or 18 mOlllhs. Members of Ihis txl<ly would have been hlagging ahnul how
the Senate of the United States approved Ihe Gun of 1 ol1kin resolulion and partiripalrtl in 111;11 Ilcd~illn. and
they would be seeking the credit for Ihat resolutiun." Id. at IS730.

preSIdential acllons. Ihe Supreme Court has frequenlly recognized its
slgm(jcance-partlcularly m thc area of "foreign policy and national security." See. e.g .• Dames & Moore
v. Regan. 435 U.S. 654. 678-79 (1981); The Prize Cases. 67 U.S. (2 Black) 635. 670-71 (1863); and lIaig
V. Agee. 453 U.S. 280.291 (1981).
46 J. Emcrson. "Congress and the Commilmcnt 10 Vielnam." in AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION,
CONGRESS. THE PRESIDENT, AND FOREIGN POUCY 65 (1984).

so 2 CONGRESSIONAL QUARTERLY. CONGRESS ANDlllE NATION 1965-68 at R2 (1969).
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But political courage was in short supply as opposition to the war intensified. Instead,

797
Implementation of the War ()owers Ite:mlution

Members of Congress assured their constituents that Congress certainly deserved no
responsibility for "Nixon's War," and that they would act promptly .to guarantee that no

Mr. Chainnan, five years ago I wrote a book about the War Powers Resolution

future "Imperial President" could drag the nation kicking and screaming into an unpopular
foreign war against the wishes of Congress.

which looked in some detail at about a dozen incidents which might arguably have come
under its purview. This is not the time to review all of those cases. But I have detected un
alnnning theme in the way many memhers of Congress have reacted to these situationsand this might be an appropriate time to register my concern.

The 1973 War Powers Resolution
Mayagutz Rescut

After prohibiting further U.S. combat activity in Indochina with the Cooper-Church
Amendment,52 Congress enacted the 1973 War Powers Resolution-over President
Nixon's veto. As Senator lavits-who seven years earlier had concluded: "It is a fact,
whether we like it or not, that by virtue of having acted on the resolution of August 1964,
we are a party to present policy"53-explaincd in the Senate:

~

I

Put simply, the War Powers Resolution was essentially a fraud (although many
who voted for it no doubt did so in innocence). Congress had played a full role in getting
the United States into the Vietnam conmct-and, indeed. some of the strongest supporters
of the War Powers Resolution had earlier been sharp critics of the Executive for not
sending combat troops earlier and escalating the war quicker. SS Its primary purpose was to
keep Congress from being held politically accountable by an angry electorate-and in the
process to pin all of the blame on an unpopular president of the minority party. And as I
will explain later, it had the additional characteristic of being flagrantly unconstitutional.

52 Actually there were a series of such amcndmenlc;.
53 112 CONGo REC. 4374 (1966).
54 119 CONGo REC. 1394 (1973).
55 See. e.g .• supra note 31 and accompanying text.
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incident. 1 was working in the Senate at the time. and it was clear to me that the Ford
Administration did not really "consult" with Congress. A handflll of leaders-my hoss
among them-were "informed" or "notified" of the rescue operation ufter it had alremly

,

been set in motion und U.S. comhat forces had entered Camhodian territory. Shots had

r

already been fired before these "notifications" took place.51 Trying to put the best light on

I

The War Powers Act would assure that any future decision to
commit the United States to any warmaking must be shared in
by the Congress to be lawful . . . • By enumcrating the war
powers of Congress so explicitly and extensivcly in article I,
section 8, the framers of the Constitution took special care to
assure the Congress of a concurrent role in any measures that
would commit the Nation to war.
Modern practice,
culminating in the Vietnam war ..• has upset the balance of
the Constitution in this respect.54

I will beginS6 with the May 1975 rescue of the crew of the S.S. MtJyagllez from

their Cambodian captors. A few years have passed, but I'm sure most of you recall the

it, Senate Republican Leader Hugh Scott asserted: "We were informed. We were alerted.
We were advised. We were notified. We were telephoned. It was discussed with

liS.

I

don't know whether that's consultation or not. We were advised that certain actions would
be taken using the minimum force necessary."5!! This hardly satisfies my sense of what
real "consultation" ought to be-and even this "notification" did not occur until after the
"introduction" of U.S. forces into the danger zone.
Furthennore. section 2(c) of the War Powers Resolution makes no provision for
the President to rescue endangered American citizens in the absence of a dec1amtion or war
56 I am tempted to first address the evacuation of Indochina-in part because I was one nf the evacuees who
would have been abandoned when Congress adjoumed iLo; conference cnnlluiuee had Presilicnt Funl nut
decided to authorize the evacuation on his own authority. This was not one of the Legislalive Branches
more impressive pcrfonnances. President Ford had gone' herore a join! session of Congress on 10 I\pril to
ask Congress "to clarify immediately its restrictions on the use of U.S. militmy forces in Southeast Asia
for the limited purposes of protecting American lives by insuring their evacuation, if this should be
necessary.· He said "I hope that this authority will never have 10 he used. but if it is nceded. there will be
no time for congressional debate. Because of the gmvity or the situation, I ask the Congress to complete
action on all of these measures not later than April 19." Quoted in R. TURNER, THE WAR POWERS
RESOLUTION: ITS IMPLEMENTATION IN TIIEORY ANt> PRACTICE 52 (1983). Four days after the
President's "deadline," the Senate linally approved a bill. The House approved a difrerenl bill shurtly
thereafter. After a lengthy conference, the Senate aJlProved the report blltthe I louse dccided to delay a vote
until after the wcekend-during which time the appmach of N(lrth VieUlalllc.c;e tanks forced the P,esiticntlo
either abandon the Americans in Saigon or act on his own authority. FOrllUliltcly for those of us ill Saigon
at the time, he had the courage to acl. The "clarification" the President has courteously rrqu('o;trd hom
Congress was never approved. As Senator Eagleton later observed: "Congres.c; fumhled the ball." Id. at 58.
57 rd. at 62.
58 Quottd in id.
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or other statutory authority. In this, and other. respects it is clearly unconstitutional.S9

difference was that in Iran there was

But the fact remains, President Ford clearly violated the language of the "law."

of U.S. combat troops.

flO

"Clloper-Church" law prohibiting the deployment

Funhennore, the Cooper-Church Amendment was still theoretically in force-

Given the similarities between the two situations. however, one might have

although it, too, in my view was unconstitutional-prohibiting the use of appropriated

expected the Congress to react similarly in both instances. After all, Presidents were doing

funds for combat operations "in or over or from off the shores of '" Cambodia. "60

their best to rescue Americans who had been seized by rather unsavory foreign groups.
But whereas Senate Majority Leader Mansfield had virtllnlly apologized for President

One might therefore have expected an angry Congress to take the occasion to
But that did not happen. Senator

Ford's lack of prior "consultation" during the Mayagucz rescue: in 1980 Majority Leader

Mansfield rejected a reporter's characterization that the War Powers Resolution had been

Robert Byrd said he was "furious" over the lack of prior noticef'" This Committee didn't

confront the President for his "illegal" conduct.

"to a slight extent, bent or violated," responding that "maybe he didn't have the time.61
Senator Church told the press:

"From beginning to end, he had my full support."

Senator Clifford Case added: "I don't want anyone saying that we liberals or doves would

i

1

follow illi earlier precedent of passing a supportive resolution, either, instead. the Chairman
and Ranking Republican issued a joint statement denouncing the President for violating the
War Powers Resolution. 65

prevent the President from protecting Americ3nlives in a piracy attack."62 Ultimately, this
Committee passed 3 resolution that said in part: "We support the President in the exercise of
his constitutional powers within the framework of tire War Powers Resolution to security
the release of the ship and its men. "63
Iran Rescue

I

Grenada

Another illustrative example is the October 1973 Grenada rescue mission. When
news first broke of the operation, the initial reaction by many in Congress-particularly
members of the opposition party-was strong and hostile. House Speaker Tip O'Neill. for

Five years later, after Iranian militants had seized the American Embassy in Tehran

example. called the operation "gunboat diplomacy." Numerous references were maclc to a

and more than 50 hostages, a different President tried another "rescue" operation to save

violation of the War Powers Resolution, and my collel'guc Professor John Norton

American lives. As in the case of the Mayagllez, President Caner did not "consult" with

Moore-one of the nation's foremost experts on national security law-received an urgent

congressional leaders until the rescue forces were lliready on Iranian territory. The

call asking whether he would appear on a panel before the House Foreign Affairs

Administration stressed that it had planned on discussing the operation with Congress prior

Committee the following week to discuss thc legality of the Grenada operation. He agreed.

to the final stage-and apparently concluded that deploying U.S. combat forces to an

A few hours later. airplanes began landing at an Air Force Rase in Soulh Carolina

isolated desert landing site in Iran did not meet the "imminent involvement in hostilities"
standard of section 3-the consultation provision.

and the evening news showed pictures of American stlldents from Grenada kissing the

There were, of course. differences between the Mayagllez rescue and the attempt in

reports began arriving from Grcnada tlwt thousands of people had turned Ollt in the streets

ground and praising President Reagnn for saving their lives.t.fi About the same time, news

Iran. Given the disorganized condition of Cambodia in May 1975, and the relative

to cheer and thank the American soldiers for the rescue operaliOlL ti7

isolation of the island thought to be holding the Americans. one could argue that there was

American public opinion sponsored by the ABC News "Nightline" program received more

A call-in poll of

a somewhat greater need for "secrecy" in the Iran rescue. This would be a close call. and
both Presidents decided not to inform Congress until the last minute. A significant

59 See infra, note 231 & 242 and accompanying texl
60 See infra, note 264 and accompanying text.
61 Quoted in 11JRNER, supra note 56 at 63.

64ld. a173.
651d.

621d.
631d. (Emphasis added.)

67 See, e.g .• "Message From Grenada: 'Yankrcs

66 Ward Sinclair. "Student Evacuees Return. Praising U.S. Rcsclle Errorl," \Va.~/linRlnn rO.tl, Oclr,hCf 21,
1983. p. AI.

no"'1 Go Bomr ...· U.s.

1983, p. 33.
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than 300,000 calls in one hour, indicating almost 90 percent approval of the operation. 68
A CBS poll of residents of Grenada reponed even greater suppon.69
Shonly thereafter, Speaker O'Neill "changed his mind." Along with many of his
Democratic colleagues, he concluded after a more careful look at the facts that the operation
was "justified."70 Discussing the Speaker's change of position, the New York Times
reponed: "His switch marked what some Democrats acknowledged was 'a strategic retreat'
politically. It came amid strong public support for the United States-led invasion .... "71
Another journalistic account asserted:

What finally persuaded most Democrats in Congress to switch
and back Reagan on the invasion of Grenada? It wasn't what
lawmakers found on their visit to the island, insiders report,
but an avalanche of mail from voters back home heartily
endorsing the President's action. Veteran politicians had no
trouble following that weather vane.72
Professor Moore subsequently received a telephone call explaining that the Foreign Affairs
Committee had decided to "postpone" its investigation of the legality of the Grenada
operation. Nearly five years later, he had still not been called to testify on the matter.
Several things can be observed about this situation.

First of all, a political

environment in which senior congressional leaders denounce foreign policy initiatives first

i :~. ,
• J

:

• r

and then look at the facts is unhealthy. It would have been virtually unheard of during the

i
~

~

initial concerns about insuring that the President was "oheying the law."13 That, too, is
unhealthy. These examples suggest that Congress has heen just as unprincipled in dealing
with the implementation of the War Powers Resolution as it was in disclaiming its actual

~

role in authorizing the commitment of United States anned forces to Indochina in 1964.

~1

Lebanon

f

These are but three of many examples in recent years in whkh mt"mbers of

!

Congress have approached important national security problems in a partisan and unhelpful

f

way. Another example that could be cited was the deployment in 19K2 of a contingent of

~

l

I
)

U.S. Marines to Beirut, Lebanon, as a component of a multi-national peace-keeping force.
The international force was invited into Lebanon by the government of that country and
with the approval of neighboring States and major parties to the dispute that had nearly
decimated the once beautiful country. The mission was to take up positions between
feuding factions-without engaging in hostilities-as a means of promoting confidence.
restoring order, and encouraging negotiations among the parties. By no stretch of the
imagination could it be seriously charged that. in committing the force to I.ehanon, the
President had deprived Congress of its constitutional alllhority to "declare wur" against
another State.

It was understood that Beirut was a city in turmoil, and Ihat there

MIS

a signilil'lllli

years between U.S. entry into World War II and the early days of the Vietnam
commitment.

chance that Marines would be the target of terrorist :lets or even the vktims of accidental

More imponantly, when the Grenada operation is considered along with rescue

when a J55-mm Israeli artillery round exploded during a clean-up opemtion at the airport.

i.:

injuries--which proved to be the case as one Marine was killed and three others injured

missions in Cambodia and Iran, the one common thread in the legislative response has not

According to the press, this accident led

been high constitutional prinCiple but clear political expediency. From a constitutional

were clearly involved in "hostilities" so as to hring into force the War Powers

YOll,

Mr. Chairman, to ch:lrge that the Marines

standpoint there were few obvious differences between President Ford's rescue of

Resolution.74 Since the accidental death of the Marine resulted indirectly from an Israeli

merchant seamen in Cambodia and President Carter's effort to rescue American diplomats

artillery shell, and underlying your assertion was an apparent assumption Ihat the President

in Iran. The difference is that one succeeded and was strongly supported by the American

was impermissibly treading upon the power of Congress to "declare war," I could not help

public, and the other failed and was not. When members of Congress realized that the

but wonder at the time whether you were of the view that the President had without

public was behind President Reagan's Grenada mission, many seemed to abandon their

legislative authority launched a "war" against Israel by his conduct in the mailer.
On the merits, however, the deployment generally received little critidsm fmm

68 "An ABC Call-In Poll Shows 90% Support Invasion of Grenada: New YorA: Times, Octorer 30, 1983,
p.22.
69 Washington Times. Nov. 15, 1983, p. 2C.
70 Hendrick Smith. "O'Neill Now Calls Grenada Invasion 'Justified' Action." New YorA: Times, November
9, 1983. p. 1.
711d.
72 "Washington Whispers," U.S. /'Jews & World Report. November 14, 19RJ. p. 23.
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Congress. The situation was probably summarized accurately when St"mlte Assistant
Majority Leader Ted Stevens remarked: "I'm sure the president will get the support of the
73 I would contend tlmt the Grenada operation was conducted in compli,mce with applkahte law. Sff' nn
this subjectJ. MOORE, LAW ANn 11m (iKENA[)A ~IISSIf)N (IIJH-t).
74 Washington POSI, Oclorer I. 19R2.
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Senate, but a lot of us are going to hold our hreath. "7S Although often a sharp critic of

The acrimonious and partisan public debate which followed-ostensibly motivated

President Reagan, even Senator Thomas Eagleton publicly took the position on the merits

not by opposition to the peace mission on the merits, but by allegations that Congress was

that the risk must be taken, and said "Congress undoubtedly would approve the

protecting its constitutional power to "declare war" against another State (and during the

committnent of troops as part of the multinational force. "76

entire debate no member of Congress actually advocated declaring war, or even jndicated

However, recognizing the risks involved in the deployment and still smarting from

against what State they were being deprived of their right to approve such a declaration)-

the Vietnam experience, many members of Congress began looking for "insurance

was followed with interest abroad by America's friends and foes alike. Syria's President

policies" in case the worst came to pass. Few wanted to criticize an effon to promote

Hafez ai-Assad was quoted as saying that the Americans were "short of breath."

Middle East peace on the merits, but many were happy to insulate themselves from ultimate

Last Friday the Center for Law and National Security hosted a seminar on the War

accountability by raising procedural objections to the deployment. Once again, the vehicle

Powers Resolution at the University of Virginia. While not unanimous, there seemed to

was the 1973 War Powers Resolution. House Foreign Affairs Committee Chainnan

me to be a general consensus both that the Resolution is not "working" very well. and also

Clement Zablocki charged in the Washington Post that the President's failure to invoke the

that at least some of its provisions are unconstitutional. But a former Chief of Staff to this

War Powers Resolution was "eroding the integrity of the law" and threatened to precipitate

Committee suggested that, whatever its shortcomings, it really didn't do any serious harm

a "constitutional crisis. "77 Neither Chainnan Zablocki nor his many colleagues who joined

to leave the statute on the books. He specifically referred to the deployment of Marines to

the chorus addressed the question of what signal would be sent if, after announcing to the

Beirut to illustrate this point. I strongly disagree.

world that the Marines were being sent to Lehanon on a mission of peace to encourage

Marine Commandant General P.X. Kelley--a man of exceptionally uncommon

negotiations, the President then turned around and submitted a public repon to Congress

integrity and courage--went so far as to warn Congress in mid-September 1983 that any

announcing his expectation that the Marines would likely soon be involved in anned

use of the War Powers Resolution to set an artificial deadline for the withdrawal of the

combat. This would hardly have been compatible with the operation's objective of

Marines from Lebanon "could encourage more hostile fire ann endanger the Marines

reassuring the rival factions and promoting a non-violent resolution of the dispute. Indeed,

there. "79 A few weeks later, six days before a terrorist bomb killed 241 Marines asleep in

having received no indications that the Marines were coming to fight on t!reir side, it would

their battalion landing team headquarters building. U.S. News & World Report carried a

not have been surprising to have nervous factions from various sides welcoming the

story about an increase in sniper attacks on the Marines and noting that "a radio message

Marines with automatic weapons fire--on the mutual assumption that their group must be
the intended target of the "war" the American President had told Congress he was initiating.
Writing in U.S.A. Today, Senate Minority Whip Alan Cranston suggested that on
the merits the Senate "might well authorize" the deployment of Marines if the President

I

!,

between two Moslem militia units" had read: "If we kill 15 Marines, the rest willleave."Ro
When 24 I Marines were killed at the end of that week, members of Congress immediately
began a search for a scapegoat so they could assure the voters that they were not
accountable. Given the outcry that had come from some members at th~ disclosure months

would tell them "exactly how and when we proposed to extricate them."78 Indeed, it

earlier that some Marines were carrying loaded rines on patrol, there was a certain irony in

became increasingly apparent that a request by the President for formal legislative

the indignant charges from congressional investigators following the bombing that the
Marines were inadequately armed. RI But the ultimate objective was apparently achieved:

endorsement of the mission would be met with demands for detailed micromanagement of
the operation by legislative constraints. Members not only wanted to know on what day

t

the Marines would be removed, but whether additional Marines could be deployed, what
rules of engagement would authorize them to defend themselves, whether they were
permitted to cany loaded weapons on patrol, and the like.
75 Washington Post, October I, 1982.
76 New York Times. November 17, 1982.
77 Washington Post, October 3, 1982.
78 U.S. A. Today, October 22, 1982, p. 8.
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79 Walter Andrews, "Marine Corps head cautions Congress," Washington Times, September 16. 1983. p.
7.
80 "Marines Draw a Bead on Snipers," U.S. News & World Report. October 31,1983, p. 13. This issue
went on sale the day following the Sunday morning bombing of the Marine barracks.
81 It is clear from my personal observations from within the various department<; of the govemmenlth~t
the existence of the War Powers Resolution crc."ltcs pressure on policy makers to keep U.S. armed lorces In
potentially dangerous areas as lightly armed as possible to avoid "tri~gering" the Resolution'S. clock. For
example, in 1981 a decision was made to deny U.S. advisors and techOical personncl thc prolectlOn of M-.16
rifles on the theory that Congress would be Icss likcly to complain if the Jll'rsonllcl were only anncd With
handguns.
26
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the voters did not hold Congress responsible for the failure. The fact that a few very good

805
congressional authorization by joint resolution. As this COlllmittee observed in its 1967
Report on the "National Commitments Resolution":

Marines had their careers destroyed in the process was, well, unfortunate. 82

Joint Resolutions vs. Declarations of War

Mr. Chairman, perhaps I should digress at this point to deal with a legal issue
which has been a major source of confusion and misunderstanding, but which ought to be
a "non-issue" and ought to be put to rest. That is the question of whether Congress can
authorize offensive hostilities by joint resolution without formally "declaring war."
Put simply, a declaration of war has two aspects. Under International Law it is

i,
I
i
:

essentially an anachronism. Such declarations have historically been associated with

I

offensive uses of force, which are now outlawed by the U.N. Charter. No country in the
world has formally "declared war" in more than forty years. (I dealt with this issue in
greater length in my testimony last month before the House Foreign Affairs Committee.)
The second issue is one of U.S. constitutional law. The use of "joint resolutions"
to authorize the President to initiate armed connict against another nation dates back at least

I

The committee does not believe that formal declarations of war
are the only availahle means by which congress can authorize
the President to initiate limited or general hostilities. Joint
resolutions such as those pertaining to Formosa, the Middle
East, and the Gulf of To,.ki" are a proper method or granting
authority.87
Indeed. the War Powers Resolution itseU concedes this point when it asserts in section 2(c)
that

The constitutional powers or the President as Commander-inChier to introduce United States Armed Forces into hnstilities,
or into siluations where imminent ilnolvement in hostilities is
clearly indicated by the circumstances. are exercised only
pursuant to (1) a declaration or war, (2) specific staWlory
authorization, or (3) a national emergency created by attack
upon the United States, its territories or possessions, or its
armed forces.

to the Administration of John Adams, and was upheld by the Supreme COLIn in 18()()83 and
again in 1801.84 While a major debate has existed over the years about the precise dividing
line between those uses of force which could be authorized by the President in his capacity
as "commander in chief"S5-widely recognized to include at minimum "defensive"
responses to foreign attack and the protection of endangered U.S. citizens abroad and on
the high seas-and those which require formal congressional 3uthorization,86 no genuine
dispute exists over the constitutionality of uses of force pursuant to affirmative

It is, furthermore, clear that the issue of a formal "declaration of war" was discussed by
congressional leaders when the initial authori:wtion to usc amled forces in Indochina was
given-and it was emphatically rejected as heing untlecesslIry.RR

Instrumental in

reaffirming this view was a massive legal brit'f--occupying more than 50 pages when
reprinted in the CmlgreJsimrai Rec()rd1l9_~drafled hy my colleague Professor John Norton
Moore and two other distinguished legal scholars on behalf of the American Bar
Association in June 1966. I would commend it still today--more than twenty years Interfor anyone who harbors any doubts ahout the legality of the U.S. commitmrnt of troops to

82 Commandant Kelley, who had been the subject of spoculation that he might become the first Marine
officer selected as Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Starf, caused considerable offense in Congress by
defending the conduct of his men and refusing to provide a scapegoat. In so doing, he vircually surrendered
any chance he might have had at being selected Chairman. Colonel Timothy Geraghty, who had been
selected to command the Marine contingent in Beirut because of his outstanding record in Vietnam and other
assignments, quietly accepted the uninformed congressional criticism--which was perhaps relatively painless
compared to the anguish of losing so many fine Marine'! under his command, many of them good friends-and retired from active duty in late 1986. A book 011 the Lebanese conniet by New York l"imes writer
Robin Wright reported that Geraghty "waf! considered by dilllomats and other [Multi-National Force]
commanders to be the coolest and most thoughtful of the three Marine commanders to serve in Beirut •..
." R. WRIGHT, A SACRED RAGE 78 (1985).
83 Bas v. Tingy, 4 U.S. (4 Dall.) 37 (1800).
84 Talbot v. Seeman,S U.S. (I Cranch 1 (1801) (Marshall, C.J.).
8S "The President shall be commander in chief of the army and navy of the United States ...." U.S.
CansL, art. II, sec. 2. For a discussion of the scope of this power, see J. Moore & R. Turner, The ugal
Structure ofDefense Organization 87-94 (1986).
86 "The Congress shall have power .•. To declare war, grant tellers of marque and reprisal, and make rules
concerning captures on land and water ...." U.S. CONST.• art. I, sec. 8.

Indochina.
While inserting excerpts from this study in the Rt'cord. Senator J:lcoh Javits-- who,
as you know, years later would become the principal Senate sponsor of the War Powers
Resolution-told his Senate colleagues:

Mr. President, now, for the first time, we have an
authoritative analysis of the legal basis ror U.S. assistance to
the Republic of Vietnam. In my own thinking there can no
longer be any doubt about the legality or our assistance to the
87 Sen. Rept. No. 90-797, 90th Cong .• 1st Sess. 25 (1967) (empha.. is added).
88 See. e.g., 112 CONGo REC. 4374 (1966) (statement by Senator Javits).
89 112 CONGo REC. 15519 (1966).
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people of South Vietnam in view of the report to be distributed
today by the American Bar Association . . •. I have never
doubted the lawfulness of the U.S. assistance to the Republic
of Vietnam. Today, it is my privilege to present to the Senate
and the American people a document which, I believe,
supports this proposition beyond any reasonable doubt.90
Three weeks later, while inserting the entire text of the ABA legal brief in the Record,
Senator Russell Long of Louisiana added: "I think it is time for the Hanoi regime to know
that

so far as we are concerned we have declared the war we are fighting. We declared a

limited war. We did that at the time of the Gulf of Tonkin incident."91
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manages to champion a theory of inherent presidential
prerogative in foreign affairs that would ha\'e appalled the
Founding Fathers.
This theory of presidential supremacy has only
crystallized in recent times. 93
I do not wish to be discourteous to the good professor, but the stakes in these
hearings are critical to the security of Ihe nation and the subcol1111liltee deserves better from
a gentleman of such obvious learning. Certainly there is room for disagreement among
scholars about the "original intent" of the Constilution. and for that reason I have sought to
include sufficient authority and citations to assist the

subl~ommillee

or its staff to verify my

assertions. Professor Schlesinger did not do so, for reasons which I believe will hecome
obvious as you consider the testimony which follows. You may wish to consider inviting

II
Constitutional Theory of Separation of
National Security Powers

\:r

I

him to flesh out his assertions in future testimony.

Analytical Approaches to the Separation
of Foreign Affairs Powers

Mr. Chairman, I have had a chance to read over much of the testimony you have

Mr. Chairman, there are a variety of an:llytical approaches to the separation of

received during these hearings, and with all due respect I believe the Subcommittee has in

foreign affairs powers under the Constitution, and it might be helpful if I identified and

many instances been very poorly served. Indeed, as much as I commend you for your
intentions in these hearings, I fear that some of your witnesses have so misstated the facts

commented upon a few of the most popuhlr contemporary approaches.

and the law that you may be like the readers of the irresponsible American press of 1807,

The Duty to "faithfully execute" the

tt

Laws"

of whom Mr. Jefferson lamented: "the man who never looks into a newspaper is better
informed than he who reads them; inasmuch as he who knows nothing is nearer to truth
than he whose mind is filled with falsehoods and errors."92

There is a great deal of talk these days about Executive abuse of the Constitution
and laws in the field of foreign affairs. Some find these questions simple, and note that

To give you just one example, as you consider my testimony, keep in mind the

under the Constitution the President is required to "take Care that the Laws he faithfully

assertion you received on 14 July from the very distinguished Professor Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr:

executed .... "94 Since Congress has the "legislative" power-that is, the power to

One would think that this historical recital might impress
an administration devoted to what the late [sic] attorney
general has called "the Jurisprudence of Original Intention"
and thereby settle some of the arguments that assail us today.
For no one can doubt that the original intent of the Framers
was to assure Congress the major role in the formulation of
foreign policy . • . • Yet the present administration somehow
90 Id. at 13870.
91/d. at 15519.

92 11 TIlE WRmNGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 225 (Mcm. cd. 1903).

29

"make" laws-it would seem to follow that the duty of the President in foreign affairs is to
"execute" whatever "laws" Congress finds it "necessary and proper"9S to enact. However,
this approach ignores the fundamental difference between the role of Congress in domestic
93 Testimony of Arthur Schlesinger. Jr.• Special Subcommillee on War Powers, Scnate COl1llllillce on
Foreign Relations, 14 July 1988, p. 4 (typescript).
94 U.S. CONST. art. II, sec. 3. Professor Louis Uenkiu writes: "In regard to foreign. ac; to domestic arrairs
(our characterizations. not the Constitution·s) Congress was to legisl:ltc and the presidcnt was to takc CalC
thalthe laws be faithfully executed." Hcnkin. "Foreign Arfairs and the Constitution." 66 Foreign Affi1irs,
284,287 (No.2, Winter 1987-88).
95 U.S. CONST. art. I, sec. 8: "The Congress lIhalJ have Powcr ... To m:lke all Laws which lIhall be
necessary and proper for carrying into Exc.culion the fOlclloing PllwCrs. a"d all u\Jlcr I'nwcls velllCtI hy thit;
Constitution in the Govcrnment of the United SUlles, or in a"y DeparulIcnt or Orrker thereor:·
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and foreign affairs; and, more imporrantly, it begs the question of "what is the Law."
Cel1ainly the Constitution itself is superior to enactments of Congress, and when the two
are in conflict the President would seem to have little option but to ensure that the
Constitution is "faithfully executed"-even if that requires that a statutory enactment be
read narrowly so as not to conflict with constitutional principles. This line of analysis is
therefore not panicularly helpful.

Foreign Policy as a "Shared Power"

809

r.

,
~

I
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approved treaty into international legal effect by transmitting it to the United Nations, is
simply wrong. It would be akin to saying that, since both the President and the Senate
have a "role" in the appointment process, the Senate may assume the function of

nominating cabinet officials and then appointin~ them over the President's objection. A far
more useful analysis, in both instances, is to recognize that the President, the Senate, and
the Congress each have certain specific powers which innuencc United States relatiolls
with the external world.
It should be kept in mind that in foreign affairs the relationship between the
branches is reversed from that which prevails in domestic affairs, One of the great
American scholars of this century in this field was the late Quincy Wright-who served as
President of the American Society of International Law, the American Political Science
Association, and the International Political Science Association, and authored mort' than

Another approach is to view "Foreign Policy" as "s shared power."96 Cert.'linly it
is true that both the President and Congress have constitutional powers that may be
exercised in such a way as to affect foreign affairs. The President is given the "executive"
power through article II, section 1,97 and designated "commander in chief' and given other
expressed powers. But Congress is given a vet098 over a decision to launch a war against
another State, and the Senate is given a veto over diplomatic appointments and the
ratification of treaties.
Article I, section 8 of the Constitution also expressly vests other important powers
with foreign affairs implications in the Congress. such as to "regulate Commerce with
foreign Nations," to "raise and support Armies." to "provide and maintain a Navy," and the
like. (But not, despite a contrary suggestion by one of your witnesses. a broad power to
"provide for the common defence."99)

But the suggestion that these are "shared"

powers-while in some respects not technically inaccurate 10°-invites imprecise and

I

twenty books during his distinguished career. III his classic 1922 study, Tile COlltrol of

American Foreign Relations, Professor Wright explained:
In foreign relations • • • the President exercises discretion,
both as to the means and to the ends of policy. lie exercises a
discretion, very little limited by directory laws, in the methods
of carrying out foreign policy..•• Though Congress may by
resolutions suggest policies its resulutic)IIs al'c not mandatory
and the President has on occasion ignored them. Ultimately,
however, his power is limited by the possibility of a veto upon
matured policies, by the Senate in the case of treaties, by
Congress in the case of war . • . , In fOl-cign affairs,
therefore, the controlling force is the reverse of that in
domestic legislation. The initiation and development uf details
is with the President, checked onl\' hv the veto of the Senate
or Congress upon completed pr()p;)sal~ ... tol

misleading analysis. To conclude that, because hoth the President and the Senate have a

role in the treaty-making process, it is constitutionally permissible for the Senate to assume
the negotiation function, to "interpret" the international effect of a treaty,101 or to bring an

Elsewhere in the same study, Professor Wright explains: "IWlhiJe

~lctin!!

independent constitutional position, and is not suhject to Ihe direction of Congress. 103 He
II

writes:
96 U.S. CONGRESS, REI'ORT OF TIlE CONGRESSIONAL COMMITTEES INVESTIGATING THE IRANCONTRA AFFAIR 391 (H. Rep'- No. 1(10-433, November 1987).
97 For a discussion of the meaning of this provision. see injra. notes 108-32. 158 and accompanying text.
98 See infra, notes 102, 126 & 132 and accompanying te:<1.
99 Article I, section 8, provides that "The Congress shall have Power To law and collect Taxes, Duties,
Imposts and Eltcises, to pay the Debts and provide ror thc corn ilion Defence and general Welfare of the
United Stales; but all Duties, ImposL.. and Excises shall be uniform through the Unitcd State...." The
reference to "the common Defencc" is clearly a "purpose" for which "Taxes" and other revenues may be
raised, and not a general vesting ill Congress of substantive powers.
100 The President, for example, docs have a role in all of Congress's article I, section 8 powers (such as the
power to 'declare war") by virtue of his qualified veto over legislative proposals. U.S. CONST. art I, sec. 7.
101 Of course, this is currenUy being attempted. See Turner. "Beware the Tyranny of the Senate," Wall
Street Journal, Feb. 22. 1988, p. 20.
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as the

representative organ of the government in foreign relations," the President "has an

Declarations of foreign pulicy may he made by Congress in the
form of joint resolutions, hut slIch resolutiuns are nnt binding
(in the President. They merely indicate a sentiment which he is
free to follow or ignore. Yet they are often couched in

102 Q. WRlmrr, THE CONTROL OF AMERICAN FORF.I(;N RElATIONS J41)-~O (1922).
103 Id. at 350.
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mandatory terms and in defense of his independence the
President has frequently veloed lhem.l o4
This view that the President might ignore some congressional initiatives (including
statutes) which clearly infringe upon his independent constitutional foreign affairs
powers has been embraced by other writers as well. lOS

Totaling "Enumerated" Powers

t

The Grant of "Execulh'e Power"

j

li

I;

:
"

j

Advocates of broad congressional "war powers" like

10

portray the Constitution as

a source of great ambiguity and uncertainty-a!: if the Founding Fathers really didn't think
much about the business of dcfenciing the new nation or weren't very concerned allollt
trivial details like "separation of powers." Perhaps it was hecause they didn't consider
defending the new nation to be important, or perhaps thcy simply couldn't agree upon how
best to divide the powers; but by this version they gave most of the power to Congrcss, a

Still a third approach is to count up the enumerated powcrs of Congress dealing
with foreign affairs--the power to "regulate Commerce with foreign Nations," to "declare

small amount to the President, and invited the two political branches to "stmgglc" over thc
remainder of the power.

war," to "raise and suppon armies," and the like-and to comparc these with the

I believe there is a great deal more clarity and wisdom inherent in our cunstitutiolllli

enumerated powers of the President in this area, such as the power to be "Commander in

separation of foreign relations powers than is commonly perceived in the post-Vietnam era.

Chief of the Army and Navy," and the power to "make Treaties" with the approval of two-

In my view, the key to understanding the division of powers in this area is contained in the

thirds of the Senate. For example, my friend and colleague W. Taylor Reveley III, who

first section of article two of our Constitution. which provides that "The executive Power

honors us with his presence here this morning, has written: "On its face, the text [of the

shall be vested in a President of the United States of America."

Constitution] tilts decisively toward Congrcss. Comparison of Anicles I and IV with
Article II shows that most of the specific grants of authority run to Congrcss."I06
This analysis tends to lead to two apparently reasonable conclusions: (I) the bulk of

It is imponant to remember that this constitutional grant of "cxecutive pC)\I,:er" to the
President is in broad terms, conditioned only hy specific constitutional grants to the Senatc
or Congress and the rights guaranteed to the people; while the gmnt to Congress in artide I.

the "foreign affairs" powers are vcsted in Congress and the Scnate; and (2) there is a great

section 1, is limitcd to "faJlllegislative powers Iwrein Rranted . .. Iemphasis adclcdl." As

deal of unspecified territory-a finding which in turn le<tds to the conclusion that the

Jefferson. IOB Hamilton. I09 and Madison IJn ohserved. the "exceptions" to the executive

Constitution was intended to be "an invitation to struggle for the privilcge of directing

power that are vested in the Senate and Congress were intended to be construed nricrly.

American foreign policy."I07 I believe this approach results from a misperception of article
II, section I, of the Constitution.

Since the powers vcstcd in the President hy the Constitution may not be laken llway by
simply statute. I I I a statute which pretends to compel the President to yield the independent
powers of his office to the Congress would not be a part of the "supreme law of the
land."1l2 Since the President is required hy the Conc;titution to take an oalh of office

10

"preserve. protect and defend the constitution of the United States,"113 and since the
Constitution is the preeminent "law" that the President is required hy the Constitution to
104ld. at 278.
lOS E.g., Professor John NOrlon Pomeroy wrote more than a century ago: "Congress may pass
resol(utions] in relation to qUC5tions of an intcrnational chamcter," but such actions "can only have a ccnain
moral weight; they have no legal effcct; they cannot bind the Executive." J. POMEROY, INTRODUcnON 10
THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF THE UNrrED STATES § 672 (1868). See also, L. HENKIN, FOREIGN
AFFAIRS AND THE CONSTITUTION 113 (1972), who writes: "Even when Congress is frcc not to
appropriale. it ought not be able to regulate Presidential action by conditions on the appropriation of funds
to carry it out. if it could not regulate the action directly. So, should Congress provide that appropriated
funds shall not be used to pay the salaries of State Department officials who promote a particular policy or
treaty, the President would no doubt fcel free to disregard the limitation, as he has 'riders' purporting to
instruct delegations to international conferences."
J06 W. REVELEY, WAR POWERS OFTHE PRESII>ENT AND CONGRESS 29 (19KI).
107 E. CORWIN, ruE PRESIDENT: OFFlCE AND POWERS 171 (4th rev. ed. 1957).
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108 See infra, notes J30-56 and accompanying text.
109 See infra, notes 157-67 and accompanying text.
110 See infra, noleS 168-84 and accompanying text.
III U.S. CONST. art. V.
112 "This constitution, and the laws or the United St:llCS wlJirh .tholl be made in (lllr.tuance {hereof: and nil
treaties made, or which shall be made, under the authority or the United Sl.atc.II, shall be the SUPICIIIC law of
the land ••.. " Id. art. VI (emphasis added.). Any stalute which soughl to deprive the Presidellt of his
independent powers under the Constitution would exceed the pmpcr authority of Congress, and OlliS !!I't he a
"law ... made in pursuance" of the Constilution.
113 U.S. CONST. art. II, sec. I.
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"take care" is "faithfully executed." I 14 even a cooperative President would not have the

federative Power in the well 01' ill management of it be of great
moment to the commonwealth, yet it is much less capable to be
directed by antecedent, standing, positive Laws, than Ihe
Executive; and so must necessarily be left to the IJrudence and
Wisdom of those whose hands it is in, to be managed for the
publick [sic] good. For the laws that concern Subjects one
amongst anothl'r, being to direct their actions, may well
enou~h precede them. But what is to he done in reference to
Forel~ners, depending much upon their actions, and the
variation of designs and interest. must be left in great part to
the Prudence of those who have this Powcr commitled to them,
to be managed by the best of their Skill, for the advantage of
the Commonwealth.
148. Though. as I said. the Executive and Federati\'e
Power of every Community be r('ally distinct in thelJ1sel\'(~~,
yet they are hardly to be separated, and placed, at the sallie
time in the hands of distinct Persons. Fur both of th(,1lI
requ'iring the force of the Society for their exercise. it is
almost impracticable to place the Force of the Commonweallh
in distinct, and not suhordinat(' Iwnds . . . . 117

legal option of acquiescing in such an unconstitutional procedure. I IS

The Intent of the Founding Fathers
The Theories or Locke, Montesquieu,
and Blackstone
If "original intent" is not the only step in understanding the Constitution, at least it
provides us with a useful starting point. 1I6 Many legal scholars try to examine to the
debates of the Federal Convention of Philadelphia in an effort to understand the
Constitution; but I propose beginning a little earlier still. If we want to understand what
"executive power" meant to the men who gathered in Philudelphia in the summer of 1787,
we should begin with the scholars and theorists whose works most influenced our
Founding Fathers on separation of powers questions-Locke. Montesquieu. and
Blackstone.

I

Montesquieu distinguished between the "legi"lative" power, "the executive in
respect to things dependent on the law of nations: and thc exe<:lllive in regard to matters that

All three of these writers viewed the control of foreign affairs to be the exclusive
They argued. in essence. that legislative bodies were

depend on the civil law."t1R Blackstone argued that the handling of all aspeel" of Ihe
"national intercourse with foreign nations" was an "executive" prerogative. tl9 Professor

incompetellt to manage foreign affairs because they lacked the essential qualities of unity of

William Goldsmith observed in volume onc of his stully The Growth of Prcsidctltial Power

province of the executive.

design. secrecy. and speed and dispatch. Locke. of course. distinguished between the

that the Founding Fathers "were obviously greatly innucllccd hy Rladstone's definition of

"executive" power to "execute" the laws enacted by the legislature. and what he called the

executive powers, and gave their dClllocratic monarch many of the same

"Federative" power over "War and

Pe~lce.

Leagucs and Alliances, and all the Transactions.

responsibilities."120

with all Persons and Communities without the Commonwealth .... " But he explained:

147. These two Powers. Execlltive and Federative,
though tbey be really distinct in themselves. yet one
comprehending the Execution of the Municipal Laws of the
Society within its self, upon all that are parts of it; the other
the management of the security alld interest of the publick
without, with all thuse that it may receive benefit or damage
from, yet they are always almost united. And though this
1141d. art. II, sec. 3.
115 This is nOlto say that a cooperative President could not waive his privilege to deny sensitive national

security inrormation to Congress. Every President in reccnt decades has done so in the large majority or
occasions. But it would be improper ror one Presidcnt to conspire with the Congress to deprive a
subsequent President of his constitutional executive privilege. A stalute to Ihat errcct, even ir signed into
law and endorsed by a sitting President, would still not be a valid legislative act under the Constitution.
116 The Supreme Court has oflen emphasized the value of ·conlemporaneous constructions" in interpreting
constilUtionallanguage. Set!. e.g .• Cooley \/. PorI of Philadelphia. 53 U.S. 299, 313 (1851).

In vesting "the executive Power" in the Preshknt Ihrough artkle lI, c;eetion 1, the
Founding Fathers intended to grant the President exclllsive control over foreign affairs,
subject only to cenain very important but limitcd exre"timls spclled out in Ihe t(.'xt of the
Constitution. Writing in 1922 in his classic study. The Colltroi of Amerkan Foreign

Relatiolls. Professor Wright characterized "the works of John Locke, Montesqllieu. and
Blackstone" as "the political Bibles of the constitutional fathers," and asserted !hat "when
111 J. LOCKE, SECOND TREATISE OF GOVERNMENT § 141·4R (empha<:i!l in original). In 1790, Jerrcrson
wrote that "Locke's lillie book on Governmcnt ... is pcrfect . . .... 5 THF. WRITINGS OF THOMAS
JEFFERSON, supra note 1 at 113.
118. MONTESQUIEU, TJlESPIRITOF LAWS 151 (r. NII!!cnt tmns .. rcv cd. 1')00). Sceah(l Ff.t>I:R,\1.IST
NO. 41. quoud infra. nOle 182 and accom(l'lIIying lext.
119 See. e.R •. Bcstor, Separatinn of Pnl\'rr.f in till' nomtlin nf FnrriRn Affllir.f. 4 SEATON IIAI.L L. REV.
521.532 (1974).
120 I W. GOLDSMrrn, TIIF. GROWTH OF PRE."IOF.NTIAL POWER 5(' (1914).
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the constitutional convention gave 'executive power' to the President, the foreign relations

example, this excerpt from the testimony ocfore this subcommillee of Senator Charles

power was the essential element in the grant .... "121 Similarly, Professor Louis Henkin

Mathias:

has observed that "The executive power . . . was not defined because it was well

I am neither a strict constructionis~ nor doctrinaire ~hnt!1
original intent, but I am still old·fasJlloned enough to tllIn~ It
is useful for lawyers to occasionally read the Jaw. LU(lkrng
first at Article I, Section 8, we find Ihe first grant of wur
power was given to the Congress ••..
In Article II, the Constitution makes further provisions
that affect the power to make foreign policy and the power to
make war. Article II, Section 2, provides thul "Ihe I'resident
shall be Commander[-]in.Chief •.• ,128

understood by the Framers raised on Locke, Montesquieu and Blackstone." 122

If. as its natural meaning would seem to suggest, the language in article II. section
1, vesting "the executive Power" in the President was intended to have that effect. it
clarifies some of the confusion which results from "counting up" the constitutional powers
of Congress and the President in the foreign affairs area. Note again the distinction
between article I, section I-which provides that "All legislative Powers herein granted
shall be vested in a Congress of the United States. , ."123- and the much more
comprehensive grant in Article lito the President of not "All executive Powers herein

grallled." but instead "The executive Power .... "124 Thus, in view of this difference in
wording, it was necessary for the Founding Fathers to enumerate every foreign affairs
power of Congress, while conveying the bulk of the Executive foreign affairs powers to
the President in the first sentence of anicle II.
The President's broad "executive" power over foreign affairs was not identical to

,!

I must confess that I am somewhat fonder of "original intent" than some others. bllt

,

i

I

I strongly agree in the benefits that can result when lawyers "read the law." My primary

suggestion for Senator Mathias would he to read the entire law-induding in this instance
the first sections of artkles I and II. Along wilh some others. Senator Mathias apparently
finds the first section of Article II to be of no value in understanding the separation of
foreign affairs and war powers.
Put simply, I think they are mistaken. Their view was expressly reJected by the
Supreme Coun in the 1926 case of Myers \'. U"ited StatCJ.12Q and finds little stJppon from

that of the King of England; because cenain very specific and important "checks" were

the Records of the Federal Convention. the contemporary writings and statements of such

included in the American system to guard against abuse. TIllis the Senate was given a veto

diverse preeminent thinkers of the era as Jefferson and Ilamilton. or the actual practice of

over imponant diplomatic appointments (to insure that no "unfit" person was appointed by
the President l25 ) and over Treaties,t26 and Congress was given the power to "declare

the First Congress-two-thirds of whose memhers had served either at the Philadelphia
Convention or in State rarific<tlion conventions.

war," "regulate commerce," "raise and support annies," and the like. But, as I will
demonstrate in a moment, these were viewed hy the Founding Fmhers to be exceptions out

Early Conslitutional Interprcfatinns

of the large grant of "executive" power to the President, and as exceptions they were
intended to be narrowly construed.

Tlromas Jefferson

Advocates of legislative branch preeminence in this field like to dismiss article II,
section 1. of the Constitution as not granting any power to the President. 127 Consider, for

Volumes could (alld have 1w ) been written about early constitutional
interpretations; and quotations can he found

121 WRIGIIT, WE CONTROL OF AMERICAN FOREIGN RElATIONS ,fupra note 102 at 147.
122 L. HENKIN. FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND THE CONSTITUTION 43 (1972)
123 Emphasis added.
124 Empha.~is added.
125 Set. e.g .• 3 WE WRITINGS OF TIIOMAS JEFFERSON 17 (Mem. cd. 1903): and TIlE FEDERALIST
NO. 76 at 509.513 (J. Cooke cd. 1961) (A. Hamilton).

126 T. JEFFERSON, A MANUAL OF PARLIAMENTARY PRACfICE FOR THE USE OF THE SENATE OF
THE UNITED STATES 169 § 52 (2e1 cd. 1812).
127 See, t.g.• Henkin. "Foreign Affairs and the Constitution." Foreign Affairs vol. 66, no. 2 (Winter

1987-88) at 292.
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support a variety of viewpoints. My (\wn

study of this field over a number of years Ims led me to conclude that. while there were
differences of opinion, there was a suhstantial consensus with respect to the distribution of
"foreign affairs" or "national security" powers.

Statement of Senator Charles McC. Mathias. Jr., July n. 19RR. 31 J-4, 6.
129 272 U.S. 52, 128. 151 (1926).
130 See. e.g., A. SOFAER. WAR rORF.J(iN AFFAIRS. AND CONSTITI rrlONAt. POWER (197(,).
128
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Coming from the University of Virginia. it is perhaps not surprising that I am fond

nominations, was entilled to detennine the appropriate destilltltion or gralie for an individual

of quoting our University's founder, Thomas Jefferson. Indeed, my fondness for our
third president was more of a factor in my decision to seek employmem at the University of
Virginia than the other way around. However, I shal1 emphasize his views this morning
not only because of my special admiration for his analysis; but also because he is the
Founding Father most frequently quoted by advocates of broad congressional "war"
powers)31
On April 24, 1790, Jefferson wrote in a careful1y drafted legal opinion prepared

817

nominee. Jefferson concluded:

f.

i.,

'q"
\

for President Washington:

The Senate is not supposed by the Constitution to he
acquainted with the cOllcerns of the Executh'e department. It
was not intended that these should be communicated to them;
nor can they therefore he qualined to judge of the necessity
which calls for a mission to any particular place, or of the
particular grade, more or less marked. which special and secret
circumstances rnay call for. All this is left to the President
They are only to see that no unnt person be employed. 1J4
Once again we see the view expressed that the Senate (much le~s the Iiollse of

The Constitution has divided the powers of government
into three branches, Legislative, Executive and Judiciary,
lodging each with a distinct magistracy. The Legislalive it has
given completely to the Senate and House of representath'es; it
has declared that 'the Executive flowers shall be vested in the
President,' submitting only special articles of it to a negative
by the Senate; and it has vested the Judiciary power ill the
courts of justice, with certain exceptions also in favor of the
Senate.
The transaction of business with foreign nations is
executive altogether; it belongs, then, to Ihe head of that
department, except as to such portions of it as are specially
submitted to the Senate.
Exceptions are to be construed
strictly.13l
Note Jefferson's use of the ternl "negative" to describe the Senate's foreign affairs

Representatives) was not expected to know the secret "concerns" of the Executive
department. 13S

I

Now Jefferson's view is enlirely inconsi~tcnt with the idea e:-;pre~scd hy some
modem commentators that the President in the sphere of foreign affairs was intended to he
a "junior panner"t36 in foreign affairs-something of an "errand hoy" for the all-powerful
Congress-to be allowed a certain leeway when he behaved himself. hilt to he slapped
down quickly when he displeased his masters. Furthermore, it is clear that the opinion
reflected more than just Mr. Jefferson's personal thinking. Jefferson wrote in the margin
of his file copy: "endorsed by Washington."137 And as I will disclIss in a few moments.
three days laler President Washington wrote in his diary that Madison and Jay also agreed
with Jefferson's views on this issue. 13K

role. Although it has fallen into disuse in the modem era, the tenn was frequently used by
the Founding Fathers to describe what we today cal1 a "veto." Indeed, in his rules manual

In a recent Senate floor deh,tte respecting the War Powers Resolution. Senator

for the Senate Jefferson described the Senate's power to consent to the ratification of
treaties as a "negative."133

Mark Hatfield quoted l39 with assurance Mr. Jefferson's Septemher 17~9 letter to James

Madison, in which the then· Minister to Paris wrote:

Lest there be any confusion about how limited the role of the Senate was perceived
to be in foreign affairs, it is useful to examine Jefferson's 1790 memorandum more
carefully. At issue was whether the Senate, hy virtue of its power to approve diplomatic

131 "Advocates of the War Powers Resolution tum to [Jefferson I perhaps more uften than to any other
rounder as authority for their opinion that the president's war power was limited to meeting attack."
Scigliano, "The War Powers Resolution and the War Powers," in J. BESSETI"E & J. TULIS, llJE
PRESIDENCY IN TUE CONSTITUTIONAL ORDER 138 (198 I). For example. a.. will be discussed, Duke Law
School Professor William Van Alstyne once quoted the same lengthy paragraph from Jefferson's nrst annual
repon to Congress twice in one law review artic/e. The rcal irony of this is thai in the statement in
question, Jefferson actually misled Congress about his actions. See, infra nole 149-53 and accompanying
text.
132161l1E PAPERS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 378-79 (1. Boyd, ed. 1961) (emphasis in original).
133 T. JEFFERSON, A MANUAL FOR PARliAMENTARY PRACTICE FOR nlE USE OF TilE SENATE OF
THE UNITED STATES §52 at II 0 (3d ed. 1854).

39

We have already given in example un(' efr('clnal check In the
Dog of war by transferring the power of Il·tting him louse rrum
the Executive to the Legislalive hody. rrom Ihuse who are 10
spend to those who are to pay.1411

134 Id. 8t397.
13S See infra, note 190 and accompanying lexl
136 See, e.g., the testimony presented to this subcommittee

on 14 July

19~8

by Arthur Schlc5inger, Jr.. p.
Iht' cunduct of

3 ("The Framers, in shon, envisaged a partnership between Congress and Ihe presidt'nl in
roreign afrairs wilh Congress as the senior partner.")
137 Id. 8t380 n.

138 See infra. note 184.
139 134 CONGo REC. S. 7176 (daily ed., June 6. 19RR. S('nalnr IIntficltt)
140 15 THE PAPERS OFTIfOMAS JEJ:FERSON 391 O. Royc!, N.).
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The Senator apparently found this supportive of his own view of broad congressional
"war" powers with respect to the current Persian Gulf situation.

the "evil" of the legislature becoming involved in "the details of execution."J.t6 and two
years later warned of the "tyranny of the Legislatures"141-but it cenainly would huvc
displeased him.

I disagree. Two versions of this letter exist in the archives of the Library of
Congress. The one found in Madison's files (quoted by Senator Hatfield) mentions the

Perhaps the most frequently quoted statcment from Mr. Jefferson relied upon by

power "of letting (the Dog of war) loose". while the copy Jefferson kept for his own

advocates of broad congressional "war" powers was his First Annual Message to Congress

records refers instead to the power "to declare war."141 Both expressions seem to have the

of December 8, 1801. (Indeed. one highly respected constitutional scholar was so

same meaning. But the most remarkable thing about Jefferson's choice of words is his

enamored with the statement that he quoted it at length twice in a single law review

assertion that the power to "declare war" had been trails/erred by the new142 Constitution

anic1e.t48) Discussing a naval engagement with the Barhary Pirates, President Jefferson

from the Executive to the Legislative branch. Under the Articles of Confederation. since

told Congress:

there was no "Executive." all "war powers" were expressly vested in the Continental
Congress (with consequences widely rccognized to be disastrous). And yet Jefferson
clearly indicated that the new Constitution had lralLiferred the power to "declare war" (or, if
you prefer the Shakespearean metaphor. let loose the "dog of war"}-that is. that this
power was by its nature Executive.
I suggest that this was no accident. Like the other educated men of his era-raised

as they were on the writings of Locke. Montesquicu. and Blackstone-Jefferson had been
raised to consider (in Locke's language) "the Power of War and Peace, Leagues and
Alliances, and all the Transactions, with all Persons and Communities without the
Commonwealth"143 to be the exclusive province of thc Executive. l44 And thus, when he
referred

10

"exceptions" to the control of foreign affairs being construed "strictly," it is clear

that he viewed the power of Congress

10

"declare war" as such an "exception." A vinually

identical position was taken three years later by Jefferson's chief rival of the time
Alexander Hamihon. 145 TIle idea that Congress would attempt to aggrandize its power b;
interpreting the limited power "to declare war" to encompass the power to seize control

,

I sent a small squadron of frigates into the Mediterranean, with
assurances to that power [Tripoli) of our sincere desire to
remain in peace, but with orders to protect our commerce
against the threatened attack. The measure was seasonable and
salutary. The bey had already declared war in form. His
cruisers were out.
Two had arrived at Gibraltar.
Our
commerce in the Mediterranean was blockaded. and that of the
Atlantic in peril. The arrh'al of our S(IUadron dispelled the
danger. One of the Tripolitan cruisers having fallen in with,
and engaged the small schooner Enterprise, commanded by
Lieutenant Sterret, which had gone as a tender to our larger
vessels, was captured, after a heavy slaughter of her men,
without the loss of a single one on our part .••• Unauthorized
by the constitution, without the sanction of Congress. to go
beyond the line of defence, the vessel being disabled from
committing further hostilities, was liberated with its crew.
The legislature will douhtless cunsider whether, by authorizing
measures of offence, also. they will place our force on an
equal footing with that of its mh·ersaries. 149
Several things can be noted about this report. Although Jefferson

w,,~.

indrcd,

over decisions regarding troop movements or other "core" commander-in-chief authority

very deferential toward legislative authority to authorile the commencement of offcnsive

might not have greatly surprised Jeffcrson-who warned Madison in 1787 to guard against

hostilities, there is no indication that his decision to deploy a squadron of anned U.S. naval

141 Id. at 397.
142 A th . t
"
h
.
no cr!n erprelatlOn IS ~ at. Jefferson recog",7.e(~ lhat the decision to "transfer" this executive power
~urred not an the new ConstItutIOn but under the Articles or Confederation. Since that documeni rererred
anstead .to ~e power "to ~ake war,~ and in his own .copy of the leller to Madison Jerferson used the
e~prcsslon to declare war -the preclsc language u~ed In the new Constilution-I have concluded that was
hIS reference. For our purposes, however, this point is irrelevant. What is significant is that he recognized
~e power to "declare war" as in il'l nature an "executive· power.
3 J. LOCKE, THE SECOND TREATISE ON CIVIL GOVERNMENT § 146.

144. Locke actually coined the tenn."fedcrnLive" to describe this power, but he noted that it required the same
aunbuICS ~f secrecy, speed, and unuy of plan as were necessary for the execution of the municipal laws that
~?' were hardly to be separated, and placed, at the same time, in the hands or distinct Persons."
See infra, note IS8 and accompanying text
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146 In a leiter to Edward Carrington rrom Paris, d:Jtcd August 4. I7R7, Jerrl~($On wro\(': "I think it very
material, to separate, in the hands of Congress. the executive and legislative powers. as the judiciary ahc<ldy
are, in some degree. This I hope, will be done. the want of it has been the source of more evil than we
have experienced rrom any other cause. Nothing is so emharrassing nor so mischievous, in a great
assembly. as the details of execution. The smallest trine 01 that kind occupies as long as the most
important act of legislation. and takes place of everything else. Lei any man rreollcct. or look over, the
files of Congress; he will observe the most import.1l1t propositions h:mging over. from wCt'k to week, :tnll
month to month. till the occasions have passed thcm. and lhe things never done." 6 TIlE WRITINGS OF
TIIOMAS JEFFERSON 228 (Mem. cd. 1903).
147 In a March 14, 1789, letter to Madison. Jerrcr~nn warned: '''nle executive, in our gOYl'rnmcnts. is 1I0t
the sole, it is scarcely the principal object or my jealuusy. TIle tyranny or the legislaturrs is the IlIU~t
formidable dread at present. and will be ror many YC:I($." 7 id. al 312.
148 See supra, note 131.
149 3 THE WRmNOS OF THOMAS JEFfERSON 12K· 2Q (Melli. cd. I QCn).
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vessels to the Mediterranean to protect American commerce-in a situation where he must

purely "defensive" nature. By authorilY of Congress, in 1929 the Office of Naval Records

have perceived "imminent involvement in hostilities was clearly indicated by the
circumstances," to quote the War Powers Resolution-was preceded by "consultation" of

and Library published the first volume of a collection entitled Na\'Q/ Docllmefll.f Related to
tire United States Wars with tire Barbary Powers. The documents it contains, rcprinle.d

any kind with Congress.

from official government archives, suggest Ihal Mr. Jefferson was being less than candid

Since this issue is analogous in some respects to the present deployment in the
Persian Gulf, which some members have suggested infringes upon the power of Congress
to "declare war," it is worth a moment or two of extra consideration. By the time Jefferson
took office the issue had been considered and resolved in the Congress. In 1798 the House

with Congress about his conduct in the Medilerranean.
Consider, for example, this excerpt from a message fwm the ACling Secretary of
the Navy to Captain Richard Dale (commander of the American S()uadron in the
Meditemmean):

had approved a bill "for the protection of tmde." Section four of the bill was written in
such a way as to "authorize" the President to use the Navy to protect U.S. convoys.
Speaker of the House John Dayton-the youngest man to sign the-Constitution-objected
to this provision as both unnecessary and potentially establishing a misleading precedent.
While recognizing the power of Congress to "declare war," Speaker Dayton argued (as
summarized in the Annals of Congress):
[W]hether the declaration should he made, or refused to be
made, the military and naval force was not the less under the
direction of the President, to be used as should appear to be
most likely to promote the general welfare, having regard to
the existing state of things, whether peace or war. That the
Commander-in-Chief possessed the Constitutional power of
employing these armed vessels as con\'oys in time of peace, he
himself had no doubt • . • . It was, therefore, nugatory to
enact, in the words of the section, "that the President of the
United States be authorized and empowered to employ the
armed vessels as convoys." or in any other manner for the
purposes of defence, since he already possessed that power
and authority. del'ived too from a higher source, the people
and the Constitution.
It might, indeed, he worse than
nugatory, it might be of dangerous precedent, and considered
as carrying a strong implication that, without this law, he
could have no such authority . . . . . so
Taking a similar approach, Representalive Samuel Sewall added Ihat, "with respect to the
Army, he believed no instance had ever occurred in which the President had been directed
to employ, or restricted from employing, the amled force in any particular manner."lsl
The section in question was then deleted from the bill by voice vote.

I am ••• instructed by tire Preside"t to direct, that you
proceed with all possible expedition, with the slluadron under
your command, to the Mediterranean ••.•
[S]hould you find on your arrival at Gihraltar that all of
the Barbary Powers, have declared War a~ail1st the Uniled
States, you will then distribute your force in such manner, as
your judgment shall direct, so as best to protect our commerce
& chastise their insolence-hy .f;lIkillg, bllr1li"g or destroyi"g
their ships & Vessels wherever YOll shall find t/,em.t S2
Although Jefferson made much of the fact that the Tripolit"'l warship had been "disahlcd
from committing funher hostililies, land thenJliherated with its crew," the official Naval
documents establish that this was nol in any way connected with the perceived powers of
Congress and the President to aUlhorize military force. The orders given by Captain Dale
to Lieutenant Sterett directed Ihal Ihe Enterprise proceed "with all posseble IJirJ dispatch for
the Island of Malta. there to lake in is (sicl mllch waler as you can possiblcy Isirl hring
back," and "make every Exertion 10 Join mc again as soon as possihle." It continucd:
In your Passage to and from Malta you will not chare Isic] out
of your way particlliarly in g";,,g, as you ha\'e not much waleI'
on board •••• [S]hould you fall in with any of lhe TriJJOlian
Corsairs that you are confident, you can Manage, on your
Passage to Malta you will heal'e all his Guns (her board Cut
away his Masts, & leave him In a situation, that he can .Just
make out to get into some Port, hut if com;IIg back you will
bring her with you if you think you can doe [sic] it with safety
but on no account run any risque [sic] of your vessel or the
health of your Crew •••• 153
Whether Jefferson was simply trying to get Congress fommlly on hoard "at the takeoff." or

But I digress. Let me return to President Jefferson, and the assertion he made to

had other reasons, it seems clear from the records Ihat he authorized a far more "offensive"

Congress that he had authorized the U.S. naval squadron to limit ils actions to those of a

response to Tripolitan aggression than was evident in his report to Congress. Furthermore,
152 1 NAVAL DOCUMENTS REt.ATEDTO TUE flNITED STATES WARS

150 8 ANNALS OF CONGo 105 (1798).
ISI'd. at 1457.

465.467 (1939) (emphasis added).
153 Id. at 534·35 (emphasis added).
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it is wonh noting that his narrow statement of presidential authority in responding to a
foreign attack was sharply denounced by others at the time l54-and both Congress l5S and
the Supreme Court 156 appeared to accept the view of his critics that his Commander in
Chief powers permitted the President to engage in "offensive" military action in response to
a foreign attack.

Alexander Hamilton
Although Alexander Hamilton does not appear to have been consulted by
Washington on Jefferson's 1790 memorandum asserting that "the transaction of business
with foreign nations is executive altogether"tS7-and thus belonged to the President by
virtue of the grant of "Executive" power in article II, section I of the Constitution-he
made an almost identical observation three years later in his first Pacijiclls leller. when he

823
different mode of expression employed in the constitution in
regard to the two powers the Legislative and the Executive
serves to confirm this inference. In the article which grants
the legislative powers of the Governt. the expressions a~e
"All Legislative powers "erein grallted sllal1 be vested In a
Congress of tl,e UStates;" in that which grants the Executive
Power the expressions are, as ulready (,tloted "The EXECU .... VE
Po (w E R) shall be vested in a President of the USlates of
America." ••••
The general doctrine then of our constitution is, tl,at tl,e
EXECUTIVE POIVER of the Nation is vested in tile Preside"t;
subject only to the exceptions and qulaJlifications wl,;el, are
expressed in the instrument. . •
It deserves to be remarked, that as tI,e participation of
the Senate in the making of treaties, and tI.e power of tile
Legislature to declare war, are exceptions out of tl.e general
'executive power' vested in tile 1'resident, tlley are to be
construed strictly, and ought to be extended no furtller tlrml is
essential to tlleir execution" 58

wrote:
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The second Article of the COllstitution of the UStates,
section 1st, establishes this general Proposition, That liThe
EXECUTIVE POWER shall be \'ested in a President of the United
States of America.
The same article in a succeeding Section proceeds to
designate particular cases of Executh'e Power. It declares
among other things that the President shall be Commander in
Cheif [sic] of the army and navy of the UStates and of the
Militia of the several states when c~'lIed into the actual service
of the UStates, that he shall ha\'e power by and with the advice
of the senate to make treaties; that it shall be his duty to
receive ambassadors and other public Ministers and to take
care that the laws be faithfully executed.
It would not consist wilh the rules of sound construction
to consider' the enumeration of particular authorities as
derogating from the more comprehensive grant contained in the
general clause, further than as it may be coupled with express
restrictions or qualifications; as in regard to the cooperation of
the Senate in the appointment of officers and the making of
treaties; which are qualirica{tions} of the general executive
powers of appointing officers and making treaties: Because the
difficulty of a complete and perfect specification of all the
cases of Executive authority would naturally dictate the use of
general terms-and would render it improbable that a
specification of certain particulars was designd [sic] as a
SUbstitute for those terms, when antecedently used. The

Hamilton was a principal author of the Federali.'il Papers, and advocates of a
narrow interpretation of the "commander in chief' power nre fond of quoting from essay
number 69. Consider this excerpt from rhe testimony you received a few weeks ago from
Arthur Schlesinger. Jr,:

The Framers understood Ihe commander in chief clause,
however, as conferring a merely ministerial function, not as
creating an independent and additional source of executive
authority. The commander in chief clause definitely did not
bestow war-making power on the chief executh'e. It meant
only, in Alexander Hamilton's words, that the president
should "have the dil'ection of war when uuthorized or lJrgult."
Hamilton contrasted this strictly limited assignment with the
power of the British king -- a power thai, as Hamilton suitt,
"extended to the declaring uf war and to the raising and
regulating of neets and armies, -- all which, hy Ihe
Constitution under considcrution, would apPfrtain to the
legislature. II
Professor Schlesinger has combined rwo separare quotations here, and I shall
discuss them in order. In the first. he quores Hamilton as saying the Presidenr should
"have the direction of war when authorized or begun." It is worth noting that Hamilton did
not say that the President should have the direct of war only when autllorized h.,' Cnnl(rcJS.
The qualifying words "or begun" renect Hamilton's widely shared view that in rhe event of
a "war" imposed upon the United

IS4 See infra. nOle 160 and accompanying lexl
ISS See infra, nOle 161 and accompanying lexl

IS6 See infra, nole 162 and accompanying texl.
IS7 Quoted supra, nole 132 and accompanying text.
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hy the decision of ;morher Country the President

158 1511-fE PAPERS OF ALEXANIlEH IIAt.fIt;J'()N :n, :W. 42 (II. Syrl'u, cd., 1%9) (cmphm.is added).
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would by the Constitution be empowered as Commander in Chief to defend the nation

825
that of the King of Great Britain and of lhe Governor of NewYork. The most material points of difference are these - .••
• Secondly, the President is to be Commander in Chief of the
army and navy of the United States.
In this respect his
authority would be nominally the s;une with that of the King of
Great.Britain, but in substanc(' much inrerior to it. It would
amount to nothing more lhan the supreme command and
direction of the militarv and naval forces. as first General and
Admiral of the confederacy; while that of the 8ritish King
extends to the declaring of war and to the raising and
regulating of neets and armies; all which by the Constitution
under consideration would allp('rtain to the Le~isluture.16J

without awaiting authorization by Congress.
This point was made again by Hamilton in the first of his "Examination" articles in
the New York Evening Post under the pseudonym Lucius Crassus, in criticizing
Jefferson's suggestion (discussed above) that following a declaration of war against the
United States by the Barbary Pirates the President was limited to "defensive" measures
until Congress authorized more. As I have already noted, Jefferson-having already
authorized the American naval squadron to sink Tripolian vessels "wherever you shall find
them"159-misstated the situation to Congress. His narrow definition of the Commander
in Chief power outraged Hamilton, who wrote on December 17, 1801:

Note that Hamilton compares the President's power of "supreme command and
direction of the military and naval forces" to that of the Rritish King (and the Governor of

IThe Constitution provides that] liThe Congress shall have power to
declare War;" the plain meaning of which is that, it is the
peculiar and exclusive province of Congress, wilen Ille nalion
is at peace, to change that state into a state of war; whether
from calculations of policy or from provocations or injuries
received; in other words, it belongs to Congress only, 10 go 10
War. But when a foreign nution declares, or openly and
avowedly makes war upon the United States, they are then by
the very fact, already al war, and any declaration on the part of
Congress is nugatory; it is at least unnecessary.160

New York-who was the most powerful chief executive of any of the Slates). This is
hardly a "ministerial function," as Schlesin!!er asserts--if by that term Professor
Schlesinger means that the President was to "lack discretion" in his decisions on where
troops were to be deployed in peacetime, or hmv they were to be used during war. The
exceptions to the King's power Hamilton enumerates art' both unremarkable-being in
each instances expressly provided in article I, section 8. oftht' constitutional text-and also
fully consistent with the view that the Congress had no authority to override the President's

While it is difficult under normal circumstances to eswblish the "winner" in such debates,

judgement on military deployments. (The impeachmefll power was a check against the

in this instance, not only did Jefferson act in lIccordance with Hamilton's theory, but a

President intentionally initiating a foreign "war" without the s:mction of Congress.)

study by the Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress also concluded
that "Congress apparently acceptledl Hamilton's view."161

It is very clear that Hamilton favored a very powerful executive in the new

Even more importantly,

Constitution. Consider this excerpt from Ihe transcript of one of Hamilton's proposals

Hamilton's view was also embraced by the Supreme Court in 1863 in Tile Prize Cases. 162

made at the Constitutional Convention by Rohert Yates:

Let us now take a closer look at Hamilton's assessment of the "commander in
chief' power in Federali.'it No. 69-which is the source of the remainder of the quotation I
extracted from Professor Schlesinger's testimony:
The President is to he the "Commander in Chief of the
army and navy of the United Stales[" J •••• In most of these
particulars the power of the President will resemble equally
t59 See supra, note 152 and accompanying text.
160 2S THE PAPERS OF ALEXANDER HAMILTON 455-56 (empha...is in original).
161 CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE. LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, WE CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 327 (92d Cong., 2d. Sess, Senate Doc.
92-82, 1973).
162 "If a war be made by invasion of a foreign nation. the President is nOl only authorized but bound to
resist force by force. He docs not initiate the war, but is bund to accept the challenge without waiting for
any special legislative authority.... The President was bound to meet it in the shape it presented itself,
without waiting for Congress to bapti7.e it with a name: and no name given to it by him or them could
change the facL" The Prize Cases. 67 U.S. (2 Blk.) 635 (1863).
47

The executive to ha\'e the power uf negativing all laws-to
make war or peace, with the a(h'ice of the senate-to make
treaties with their advice, hut to have the sole direction of all
military operations, and to scnd amhassadors and appoint all
military officers, and to pardon all offenders, treason
excepted, unless by advice of lhe senate,l64

I
I
j

Two points relating to this excerpt deserve comment.

First. many of Hamilton's

provisions were ultimately incorporated in the Constitution. Second, it can hardly he said
to support the view that the Congress may direct the President where to deploy military
forces.

163 THE FEDERAUST NO. 69 at 4f14-65.
164 Reprinted in 4 THE PAPERS OF ALEXANDER IIAMII:roN 201.
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Returning to the Federalist Papers. Hamilton emphasized to the American people
the wisdom of the decision by the Constitutional Convention to establish a "·vigorous
executive"--consisting of a single President who could act without needing to obtain the

827
Similarly, in Federali.u No. 74. Hamilton noted that the Constitution's
concentration of "military authority" in the President was consistcnt with the practice of
most of the colonial State constitutions. lie wrote:

approval of even an executive "council"-and to invest the office with certain exclusive
powers relating to the national security. For example, Hamilton wrote in Federalist number
70 in March of 1788:

Energy in the executive is a leading character in the definition
of good government. It is essential to the protection of the
community against foreign attacks ••••
That unity is conducive to energy will not be disputed.
Decision, activity, secrecy, and dispatch will generally
characterise the proceedings of one man, in a much more
eminent degree, than the proceedings of any greater number;
and in proportion as the number is increased, these qualities
will be diminished.
• This unity may be destroyed in two ways; either by
vestmg the power in two or more magistrates of equal dignity
~nd authorit?,; or by vesting it ostensibly in one man. subject
10 whole or 10 part to the controul and co-operation of others
in the capacity of counsellors to him. • . •
'
In the legislature, promptitude of decision is oftener an
evil than a benefit. The differences of opinion, and the
jarrings of parties in that department of the government
thought the~ may. sometime~ obstruct salutary plans, yet ofte~
promote dellheratlon and circumspection; and serve to check
excesses in the majority. When a resolution too is once taken,
the opposition must be at an end. That resolution is a law and
resistance to it punishable. But no favourable circumst~nces
palliat.e or atone for the disadvantages of dissention in the
executive department, Here they are pure and unmixed. There
is no point at which they cease to Ol)erate. They serve to
em~arrass and weaken the execution of the plan or measure, to
which they relate, from the lirst step to the final conclusion of
it. They constanUy counteract those qualities in the executive
,,:hich are the m?~t necessary, ing!edients in its composition:
vigour and expedition, and thiS Without any counterbalancing
good •• In. the conduct of war, in .which the. energy of the
executive IS the bulwark of the nahonal security every thing
would be to be apprehended from its plurality.t6S

The President of the United States is to be It Commander
in Chief of the army and navy of the United States ••••It The
propriety of this provision is so e,·ident it itself; and it is at
the same time so consonant to the precedents of the Slate
constitutions in general, that little need be said to explain or
,enforce it. Even those of them, which ha\'e in other respects
coupled the Chief Magistrate with a Council, ha\'e for the most
part concentrated the military authority in him alone. Of all
the cares or concerns of government, the direction of war most
peculiarly demands those qualities which distinguish the
exercise of power by a single hand. The direction of war
implies the direction of the common strength; and the power of
directing and employing the common strength, forms an usual
and essential part of the definition of the executive
authority,l66

In arguing against giving the House of Represcntatives any role in the fonmllion of treaties,
Hamilton wrote:

The fluctuating. and laking its fuilln- increase into tit" al'l'ount,
the multitudinous composition of thut body, forbid us to
expect in it those qualities which arc essential to the proper
execution of such a trust.
Accurate and comprehensive
knowledge of foreign politics: a steady and systematic
adherence to the same ,-iews; a nice and uniform sensibility to
national character, decision, secrecy and disJHltch; are
incompatible with the genius of a body so variable and so
numerous,I61

One can only imagine how Harnihon would relict to the present suggestion that Congress

has a right to "veto" the President's decisions with respect to military deployments.

165 THE FEDERALIST NO. 70 at 471-73,475-76 (1. Cooke, ed. 196I)(A. Hamillon).
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166ld. No. 74 at 500.
167/d. No. 75 at 507 (emphasis in original).
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James Madison
In fairness, it should be noted that, at Jefferson's urging,I68 Madison took up his
pen and strongly disagreed with Hamilton's assertion in his Pacificus letters of broad
executive powers in foreign affairs. For a variety of reasons, I would agree with scholars
such as Myres McDougal and Asher Lans, who have concluded that Madison's Helvidius
letters were deeply influenced by his "desire to befriend the French Republic .... "169
Both Jefferson and Madison hoped that the United States would side with France in its war
with Great Britain. Professor Marvin Meyers, editor of The Mind of the Founder: Sources
of the Political Thought of James Madi.r;on, notes that Jefferson and Madison were
unhappy with Washington's neutrality proclamation because they believed it neglected
"America's moral, political, and treaty obligations 10 revolutionary France,"170 and that
Madison "saw a better chance of settling policy decisions his own way in Congress than in
the executive branch. as his relations with Washington deteriorated."171 Put simply.
Madison was "forum shopping" in his lIelvidills letters. (As we have already seen,
Hamilton's view of Executive power over foreign affairs virtually paraphrased Jefferson's
arguments of three years earlier l72-and yet it was Jefferson who urged Madison to
chaJlenge him.)
Funhermore, Madison's HelvidillS letters were in many respects in conflict with his
own earlier views of relevance to this issue-statements made on occasions when he had
no obvious policy preference to influence his analysis.
Under the Articles of
Confederation there was no "executive" and the power "to make war" was expressly vested
168 Jefferson's preoccupation with the welrare of France is apparent in his leller to Madis()n of July 7.
1793, enclosing copies of two of Hamilton'S Paci/icll.r lellers. and urging his friend to respond. Jerferson
wrote: "Nobody answers him. & his doctrines will therefore be taken for confessed. For God's sake, my
dear Sir, take up your pen. select the most striking heresies and cut him to pieces in the face of the public.
There is nobody else who can & will enter lhe lists with him.-Never in my opinion. was so calamitous
an appoinunent made. as that of the prescnt Minister of Flrance) here. Hot headed, all imagination, no
judgmcnt. pas.c;ionate, disrespectful & even indcccntiowards the P.IPresidelll Washington] in his written lIS
well all verbal communications. talking of appeals from him to Congress. from them to the people ... .'.
6 nlE WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON. (Fonl cd.) at 338. This paragraph suggests thai Jefferson, who
had served as U.S. Minister to Paris and was known to favor the French position in its dispute with Great
Brilain, may have been motivated more by his aflcction for Fmnce (and dislikc ror Brilain) than by concents
about Hamilton's constitutional theory. This conclusion is reinforced fly the fact that Hamilton's basic
conclusion about the control of foreign affairs Wa.Il eS$entially p:!mphmscd from Jefferson's memorandum of
three years earlier. See supra, text accompanying lIotes 132 & \34.
169 McDougal & Lans. Treal;~s and Congres.r;onal·Execulive or Presidential Agreem~nts: Interchangable
Instruments 0/ National Policy. 54 YALE L. J. 181.249 (1945).
170 THE MIND OF THE FOUNDER: SOURCES OF THE POLITICAL TIJOUGUT OF JAMES MADISON 199
(rev. ed. 1981).
171 Id. aI200.
172 Set supra, nole 132 and accompanying text.
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in the Continental Congress. That language was initially carried over into the new draft
Constitution, but Madison and Gerry moved to replace "make" with "declare." It may be
useful to recount that decision at this time, as reflected in rvladison's own nOles from the

I

Convention:

!
{,

,

~

r

I

"To make war"
Mr. Pinkney opposed the vesting this power in the
Legislature. Its proceedings were too slow. It wd • meet but
once a year. the 115. of Rep!!. would be too numerous for such
deliberations. The Senate would be the best depository, being
more acquainted with foreign affairs, and most capable of
proper resolutions. • • .
Mr. Butler. The Objectiolls agSI • the Legislature lie in a
great degree agst • the Senate. lie was for vesting the pow('r in
the President, who will ha,'e all the requisite qualities, and
will not make war but when the Nation wiII support it.
Mr. Madison and Mr. Gerry moved to insert "declare,"
striking out "make" war; lea\'ing to the Executive the power to
repel sudden attacks.
Mr. Sharman thought it stood very w('11. The Executive
shd. be able to repel and not tu commence war. .It'Make" is
better than "declare" the latter narrowing the power too much.
Mr. Gerry never expected to hear in a relJUhlic a motion
to empower the Executh'e alone to declare war. . ..
Mr. Mason was ag SI • gil-jug the power of war to the
Executive because not safely to be (r'ustcd with it; or to the
Senate, because not so constructed as to he ('nlitled to it. lie
was for clogging rather than facilitating war; but for
facilitating peace. lie preferred "dec/are" to "make."
On the motion to insert "declare"-in place of "make," it
was agreed to.l 73

I

Madison notes that the initial vote was 7 to 2 in favor of the change to "dcc\(lre," hut

I
~

l

adds in a footnote that "On the remark hy Mr. King that 'make' war might he unriersto(ld to
'conduct' it which was an Executive function, tvlr. Elsworth gave up his objection, and the
vote of Con. was changed to a),."174 From this excerpt it :Ippcars retlsOIHlhly clear that the
Founding Fathers drew a distinction between "offensive" and "defensive" uses of anned
force, and that they did not intend Congress to be involved in the actual "condllct" of
military operations.

I
I

During the Constitutiomtl Convention Madison argned that "Itlhe Presidenl ...
would necessarily derive ... much power and importance from a state of war .... "175
\73 4 THE WRITINGS OF JAMES MADISON 227-28 (Ci. flunl rd. t9m).
174 Id. at 228.
17S Id. at 400.
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In our Government it is, perhaps. less necessary to
guard against the abuse in the Executive Department than any
other; because it is not the stronger branch of the system, but
the weaker.
It therefore must be levelled against the
Legislative, for it is the most powerful, and most likely to be
179
abused, because it is under t he least control.

Later, during the Virginia Ratification Convention, he even used an analogy to the power of
the British King in explaining the separation of "war" powers under the proposed new
Constitution. On June 14, 1788, Madison argued:

Mr. Chair,!,an, the honorable gentleman has laid much stress
on the maXim, tha~ the p~rse and ~w~rd ought not to be put in
the ~ame ~ands, wl!h a view of pomhng out the impropriety of
yestln~ thiS power. In the .general government. But it is totally·
Inapphcable to thiS question •••. The only rational meaning
is, that the swor~ and purse. ~re not to be given to the sam~
member. Apply It to the British government which has been
mentio!1ed. The sword is in the hands of the British kin~. the
purse In the hands of the parliament. It is so in America, as
far as any analogy can exist • . . . [T]he president is to have
the command; and, in conjunction with the senate, to appoint
the office~s. The means o!lght to be commensurate to the end.
The end IS general protection. This cannot be effected without
a general power to use the strength of the union. . . . [W]here
power can. be safely lodged, if it be necessary reason
com~ands Its. cession. In such case it is imprudent a~d unsafe
to w!thhold It. •.• • I can see no danger in submitting to
practice an expernnent which seems to be founded on the best
theoretic princi ples. 176

Madison also shared Jefferson and Hamilton's view that "exceptions" to the
President'S article iI, section I, "Executive" power which were vested in the Senate or the
Congress were intended to be construed "strictly." On June 17. 1789. when he introduced
a bill in the House of Representatives to establish the Department of Foreign Affairs, a
debate arose over whether the President needed the approval of the SemIte to remove the
Secretary of Foreign Affairs (later that year redesignated Secretary of State). Madison
argued that the President should be free to dismiss memhers of his cabinet despite the fact
that the Constitution required Senate "advice and consent" to their appointment, and
reasoned:

To give Congress-which already control!: the "purse"-the power to decide ultimately
upon the deployment of military forces would clearly be to violate Madison's theory of
separating control of the "purse" from control of the "sword."177
Furthermore, Madison's speeches to the Virginia Raiification Convcntion establish
that he shared Jefferson's concern about the "tyranny of the Iegislatures."178 In proposing
that the Constitution be amendmem by adding a Bill of Rights. Madison noted on June 8,
1789:

In the declaration of rights which that country [Great Britain]
ha~ establish~d, the. truth is, they have gone no farther than to
raise a .barner .agalnst the power of the Crown; the power of
the Legislature IS left altogether indefinite. . . . [I]t may not be
thought necessary to p~ovide limit.s .for the legislathe power in
that country, yet a different opinion prevails in the United
States •••

176 5 id. 195.97.
177 In. a J~ne 8, 1.189.speech to ~Ie Virginia Convcnlion, Madison proposed a series of amcndmcnlS to the
Consllluuon whlc~ mcluded: The powers dclcgatcd by this Constitulion are appropriated to the
dep~ents to which they. are respectively distributed: so thaI thc Legislalivc Dcpartment shall never
g~rclse the powers vested m the Executive ...." rd. al 379.
Su supra. nole 147 and accompanying tcxt.
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The doctrine .•• which seems to stand most in opposition to
the principles I contend for. is, thal the power to annul an
appointment is, in the nature of things. incidental to the power
which makes the appointment. I agree that if nothing more
was said in the Constitution than that the IJresident, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate. should appoint to
office, there would be a great force in saying that the power of
removal resulted by a natural implication from the power of
appointing. But there is another part of the Constitution no
less explicit • . . ; it is that Imrt which declares that II. e
Executive power s"all be vesled ill a Pre.~idellt of '''e Ulliled
States. The association of the Senate with the president in
exercising that particular function. is an exception to this
genera) rule; and exceplio"s to gelreral rflles, I conceive, are
ever to be taken strictly." no
As Helvidius Madison spoke disdainfully of Locke and Montesquicu (of necessity.
since. as he acknowledged, their theories of "executive" power undercut the position he
advocated in 1793), arguing at one point "Writers ... such as Locke. and Montesquieu ..

.. are evidently warped by a regard to the particular government of England. to which one
of them owed allegiance; and the other professed an admiration bordering on idolatry."18t
And 'yet, in Federalist No. 47, in expounding the meaning of the Constitution for the
American people, he referred with favor to "the celehmted Montesquieu" as "[tJhe oracle
1795 TIlE WRl1lNGS OF JAMES MADISON 380·82.
180 I ANNALS OF CONGo 496-97 (I 789)(l'l1lphasis addrd).
181 TIlE MIND OF THE FOUNDER, supra notc 170 al 2113.
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who is always consuhed and cited" on the subject of separation of powers.l 82

[TJhe President shall account specifically for all such
expenditures of the said money as ill I,;s jlldgment may be
made public, and also for the amollnt of such expenditures as
he may think it advisable not to specify.187

Not

surprisingly, Madison subsequently stated that the task of replying to Hamilton's essay
was "the most grating one I have ever experienced .... "183
To take just one further example, consider Representative Madison's reaction to

Within three years, this Contingent Fund of Foreign Intercourse had grown flOm $40,000

Washington's inquiry as to whether the "advice and consent" power of the Senate allowed

to $1 million-about 12 per cent of the entire federal budget.

that body to place conditions on the destination or grade of diplomatic nominees. As
Washington recounted in his diary:

The uniform practice in appropriating funds for foreign affairs during the first

Had some conversation with Mr. Madison on the propriety of
consulting the Senate on the places to which it would be
necessary to send persons in the Diplomatic line, and Consuls;
and with respect to the grade of the first-His opinion
coincides with Mr. Jay's and Mr . .lcfferson's-to wit-that
they have no Constitutional right to interfere with eilher, and
that it might be impolitic to draw it into a precedent, their
powers extending no further than to an approbation or
disapprobation of the person nominated by the President, all
the rest being Executive and vested in the President by the
Constitution. 184

fifteen years under the new Constitution was summari7.cd by 1110mas Jefferson in a lencr to
Treasury Secretary Albert Gallatin in 1R04:

I

I

The Constitution has made the Executive rhe organ for
managing our inlercourse with foreign nations. . . . The
Executive being thus charged with the foreign intercourse, no
law has undertaken to prescribe its specific duties • . . . [I]t
has been the uniform opinion nnd I)raclice that the whole
foreign fund was placed by the Lcgislature on the footing of a
contingent fund, in which they undertake no specifil';ltiol1s,
but leave the whole to the discretion of the president.' 88

This view is hardly consistent with the idea which has recently become vogue that
When the Senate first established a standing Committee on Foreign Relations in

the Constitution made Congless the "senior partner"185 in the field of foreign affairs.

1816, one of its first reports stated:

Traditional Congressional Deference

The President is the constitutional represrntali\'e of the United
States with regard to fon·jgn natiuns.
lie manages our
concerns with foreign natiflns and .. , , Irlor his conduct he i.,
responsible to the Constitutiun.
. . . . The nature of
transactions with fureign nations. morl'u'·cr. rellllires caution
and unity of design, and their success frequl'ntly depends on
secrecy and dispatch.' 89

When members of the Constitutional Convention served in the early congresses,
they established a strong practice of deference to the President in foreign affairs. For
example, when the Department of Foreign Affairs was established in the First Congress the
Secretary was charged simply with carrying out the directions of the President l86-in
sharp contrast to the Secretary of the Treasury, who was required to make regular reports
to Congress.

The Need for Secrecy

Similarly, when funds were first appropriated for foreign affairs, the statute

A key reason for limiting the participation of the SelHite and the HOllse of

provided that:

Representatives in the business of foreign affairs w:ts the FOllnding Fathers' ~elicf that
legislative bodies were not good at keeping secrets-and that secrecy was r.Ht'lIlial to the

182 THE FEDERALIST No. 47 at 324 (J. Cooke, cd. 1961) O. Madison). Su al.fa. 11IE MIND OF THE
FOUNDER, supra note 170 at 183.
183 Quoted in GOLDSMITH, supra note 120, at 404.
184 Quoted in 16 THE PAPERS OF 1110MAS JEFFERSON 380 n. (J. Boyd, cd. 1961).

187 rd. at 129 (1790)(emphac;is added).
188 11 WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON (Mem. eel.) at 5,9, Hl.
189 Quoted in E. CORWIN, 11m PRESIDENT: OFFICE AND rOWERS. JII/lra 1101(' 10731441 11.114.

18S See. e.g.. testimony of Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., berore the Special Subcommittee on War Powers, 14
July 1988, p. 3 (typewritten).
186 1 Slal 28 (1789).
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conduct of an effective foreign policy. This lesson had been reinforced during the

Federalist No. 64, explained this dilemma during the debate over ratification of the

experience under the Anicles of Confederation, when the Continental Congress had been

proposed Constitution:

responsible for the exercise of Executive powers in the absence of an Executive.

It seldom happens in the negociation or treaties of
whatever nature, but that perrect secrecy and immediate
dispatch are sometimes requisile. There are cases where the
most useful intelligence may he obtained, ir the persons
possessing it can be relieved from apprehensions of disco\·ery.
Those apprehensions will operate on thnse persons whether
they are actuated by mercenary or rriendly motives, and (here
doubtless are many of both descriptions, who would rely Oil
the secrecy of the president, but who would not confide in (hat
of the senate, and still less in that of a large popular assemhly.
The convention have done well therefore in so disposing of the
power of making treaties, that ullhnugh tile president must in
forming them act hy the a(I\'ice and consent of the senate, yet
he will be able 10 manage the bllsiness of intelligence in SlIch

Indeed, as early as 1775, the control of foreign affairs was largely delegated to a
five member Committee of Secret Correspondence-chaired by Benjamin Franklinwhose sensitive proceedings were kept from most other members of Congress. When
France agreed to provide covert assistance to the American Revolution,190 Benjamin
Franklin and Roben Morris (also a member of the Committee of Secret Correspondence)
agreed that it was the committee's "indispensable duty to keep it a secret, even from
Congress." Indeed. they observed: "We find. by fatal experience. the Congress consists
of too many members to keep secrets."t91 (It is perhaps worth noting at this point that the
Congress of 1988 has approximately ten times as many members as the First Continental
Congress of 1774.)

manner as prlldence may sllggest.

The records of the debates in the Constitutional Convention establish Ihat it was felt
necessary to keep some legislative proceedings relating to foreign and national security
affairs secret from the American people. Article I, section 5, provides in pan that "Each
House shall keep a Journal of its Proceedings, lind from time to time publish the same,
excepting such parts as may in their Judgment require Secrecy .... " Madison notes that
an early version of this language provided "except such as relate to treaties & military
operations."t92 When an effort was suhsequently made to limit this clause to protecting
only the journal of the Senate. it was noted that "cases might arise where secrecy might be
necessary in both Houses. Measures preparatory to a declaration of war in which the
House of RepS. was to concur, were insttlnced."193 Further, a major reason why the

I
i

•i

~

They who have turned their attention tn (he affairs of
men, must have perceived that there are tides in them. Tides,
very irregular in their duration, stren~th and direction, and
seldom found to run twice exnctlv in the same manner or
measure. To discern and to profit by these tides in national
affairs, is the business of those who preside o\'er them; and
they who have had much experience on this head inform us,
that there frequently are occasions when days, nay even when
hours are precious. The loss of a bailie, (he death of a Prince,
the removal of a minister, or other circumstances intervening
to change the present posture and aspect or affairs, lIIay turn
the most favorable tide into a course opposite to our wishes.
As in the field, so in the cahinet, there are moments to be
seized as they pass, and they who ,)reside in either, should be
left in capacity to improve them. So often and so essentially
have we heretofore suffered from the want of secrecy and
dispatch, tl.at the Constitutioll would l,a5'e beell illexcusably
defective if no attelltion lind hUll paid to those objects. 19S

power to consent to the ratification of treaties was limited to the Senate was that "the
necessity of secrecy in the case of treaties forhade a reference of them to the whole
Legislature."194
The Founding Fathers believed that the new nation's interests could best he served

Indeed. the need for secrecy in certain governmental activitie~ was seen as being so

if the Government had access to sensitive intelligence information about other countries;

obvious that the delegates to the Fedentl Convention "readily adopled"t96 a series of

and they realized that foreign sources would he unlikely to share their infonllation with the

"secrecy" rules, prohibiting members from taking copies of resolutions and providing that

United States if it would be disclosed even to a Senate of 22 members. John Jay, in
190 Roughly 90 per cent of the gunpowder usr.d by the Americml revolutionaries during the fIrSt two years
of the war came from covert a~siSlance from France, Sl1ain. and lither European enemies of the British.
See. e.g., A. DECONDE, A HISTORY OF AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY 25 (2d. cd. 1971).
t 91 Quoted in Sayle, l'he IliSlOrical Underpinillgs of the U.S. Intelligence Community. I INT'L J.
INl'EllJGENCE AND COUNfERINTELUGENCE 5 (Spring 19R6).

192 4 WRffiNGS OF JAMES MADISON 166.
1931d. at 450.
1941d. at 397 (Mr. Shennan).
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"nothing spoken in the House be printed, or otherwise publ ished or communicate.d withollt
leave. "197 James Madison made two noteworthy observations ahollt the convention's

I

extensive precautions to guarantee secrecy: (1) although the puhlic was dearly anxious to
learn what was taking place in Philadelphia. Madison saw no evidence of any puhlic
195 TIlE FEDERALIST NO. 64 3t432, 43:\-35 O. Cook cd. 19(1)(J. Jay) (ellJphasis added).
I96C. ROSSITER. 1787: TIlE GRANO CONVENTION 168 (1966).
197 J. MADISON, NOTES OF DERATF_c; IN TilE FF.DF.RAJ. CONVENTION OF 17R7 31 28 (19M).
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committee should instruct their chairman to III(H'e the House to
address the President. 203

"discontent ... at the concealment"t98; and (2) Madison was convinced that "no
Constitution would ever have been adopted by the convention if the debates had been
public."199

Jefferson "agreed ... to speak separately to the members or the IHouse] committee, and
bring them by persuasion into the right channel. "204 As a result, the House rephrased its

As in so many other areas, recent experience has affirmed the wisdom of the
original scheme. Recent disclosures attributed to the former Chairman of the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence and the Speaker of the House of Representatives-to cite but
two of many examples-suggest that George Washington's lack of confidence in "the

request--directing it to the President. The practice of addressing such requests to the
President with the qualification "if not incompatible with the public interest" became
standard procedure with respect to inquiries concerning national security matters. 2OS
It is perhaps worth noting that the Washington Administration's unanimous

secrecy of the Senate"200 was not simply paranoia.

viewpoint on what is now called "Executive Privilege" was not inconsistent with most of
the views expressed in the House of Representatives at the time. When the St. Clair

Executive Privilege

resolution, discussed above, was first introduced it waS challenged by legislators

liS

incompatible with the Constitution. In its defense. Representative Boudinol explained:
Related to the historic legislative deference in foreign affairs and the need for
secrecy, is the constitutional doctrine of Execlltive Privilege-which the Supreme COllrt
has recognized is at its strongest in the national security realm.2ot
The initial debate over a national security executive privilege occurred in late March
of 1792, after the House of Representatives called for documents on the failed military
expedition of Major General St. Clair. Washington, who was concerned that his response,
"so far as it should become a precedent, ... should be rightly conducted," called a meeting
of his cabinet. 202 Discussion continued over a two day period, with Washington
concluding that he "could readily conceive there might be papers of so secret a nature as
that they ought not to be given up." The cabinet met again on April 2 and reached
unanimous agreement on the issue. As Jefferson expJ:lined:

"The p.resent proposition goes no further than a simple request. Having signified the wish
of the House, the President may adopt such memmres in relalion

~

~

198 MadL..on letter to Jefrerson. July 18. 1787, reprinted in 11 THE PAPERS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON.
supra note 132 at 600.
199 Quoted in ROSSITER. -'''pra note 196 at 167.
200 111IE WRITINGS OFTIIOMAS JEFFERSON 190·91 (P. Ford. ed. 1892).
201 United States v. Nixon. 418 U.S. 683, 705-0R. 710·\2 (1974).
202 Among many sources that discuss this incident, .tee Younger. Congressional Inve.ftigations and
Executive Secrecy: A Study in tile Separation of rowerJ. 20 U. rrlT. L. REV. 755 (1959).
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the subject as he may

such parts of the said correspondence as in the judgment of the Executive shall he deemed

I
1
l

We had all considered and were of one mind, first, that the
House was an inquest, and therefore might institute inquiries.
Second, that it might call for papers generally. Third, that the
Executive ought to communicate such papers as the public
good would permit, and ought to refuse those, the disclosure
of which would injure the pUblic: consequently were to
exercise a discretion. Fourth, that neither the committee nor
House had a right to call on the Head of a Department, who
and whose papers were under the President alone; but that the

10

see proper. "206
The issue arose again in 1794, when the Semite sought copil"s of corre~pondence
prepared by the United States Ambassador to Fmnce. Consistent with established practice,
Attorney General WiIliam Bradford wrote that "it is the duty of the Executive to withhold

j

I
t

I
)

unsafe and improper to be disclosed. "207
When the House in 1796 requested documents relative to the Jay Trealy in
connection with an appropriations bill to implement the treaty. it was widely acknowled1!ed
in the House debate that the President had discretion to refuse to provide any sensitive parts
of the requested information. Indeed. only one memher of the HO\l<;e appeared to argue
that the House had an absolute constitutional right to the documents. 20R

203 1 WRmNGS OF WOMAS JEFFERSON 303·()4 (Mem. ed.,.
204 Id. at 305.
205 See. e.g.• United States v. Curti.tS-Wright Export Cor/) .• 2()9 U.S. 104,321 (1936). quoted infra nnle

92 and accompanying text; and CORWIN. supra note 107 at 113.
206 3 ANNALS OFCONG. 490 (1792).
207 QUoted in A. SOFAER, WAR. FOREIGN AFFAIRS. ANDCONSrrnmONAI. pOWER R4 (1916). S"facr

notes that Washington "accepted the view cj;poscd by hi~ Cahinet that he could withhold inrornmtion in the
public interest," and in his reply to the Senatc'~ re(llIest for documents the President asserted that he hall
"directed copies and translations to be made Ifor the Senatel; excepl in those particulars which. jn my
judgment, ror public considerations. ought not to be communicated: These induded IJolitically scnsithe
and highly critical commenL.. by Gouverneur Morris aholll French political It'ader~. Sofaer note~ tIm! "lin
further Senate action was taken to obtain the material withheld." Id.• at H-1·85.
208 5 ANNALS OFCONG. 601 (1796) (Rep. Lyman).
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candor & integrity to which the nation has in I.i~e manner
trusted in the disposal of ii's lsic) judiciary authorilles. 2lO

In a strongly worded message, President Washington refused to make the
documents available to the House of Representatives. Although James Madison-who had
introduced the initial request for the documems-criticized the President's message, in the

One of the great Senate debates over separation of powers in foreign affairs

process he recognized the existence of a national security executive privilege. His objection

occurred in 1906, when Senator Augustlls Bacon proposed a resolution ('alling upon

was not that the President had denied infonnation to Congress, but that the President's

President Roosevelt to provide the Senate with negotiating instructions and other

justification for so doing had involved a determination not of the sensitivity of the
documents but of the need of the House for such infonnation. As reported in the Annals of
Congress. Madison argued:

background materials regarding Morocco. Bacon's motion was opposed as an invasion of
the President's constitutional powers by Senator John Coit Spooner, a three-ternl veteran
of the Senate and one of the best constitlltionallawyers of his time. 21 t In a major statement

lie thought it clear that the House must ha ve a right, in all
cases, to ask for information which might assist their
deliberations on the subjects submitted to them by the
Constitution; being responsible, nevertheless, for the propriety
of the measure. He was as ready to admit that the Executive
laad a right, under a due responsibility, also, to withhold
information when of a nature that did not permit a diSclosure
of it at the time. And if the refusal of the President had been
founded simply on a representation, that the state of the
business within his department, and the contents of the papers
asked for, required it, although he might have regretted the
refusal, he should have been IiUfe disposed to criticise it. . . •
It belonged, he said, to each department to judge for itself. If
the Executive conceived that, in relation to his own
department, papers could not be safely communicated, he
might, on that ground, refuse them, because he was the
competent though a responsible judge within his own
department. 209

on the power of the Senate and the President in foreign affairs. Sen:l1or Spooner told his
colleagues:

I

Mr President the three grent coordinate branches of this
Go;ernment a;e made by the Conslitution independen! of eae.h
other except where the Constilution provides othenYlse. We
have no right to assume the exercise or :lI1Y executive power
save under the Constitution .•.. We as the S.enate, a part of
the treaty-making power, have no more right under the
Constitution to invade the prerogntive of the President to ~eal
with our foreign relations, to conduct them, to negoh!lte
treaties and that is not all-the conduct of our foreign
relation~ is not limited to the negotiation of treaties-we h~\'e
no more right under the Constitution to invade that prerogative
than he has to invade the prerogative or legislation.212
At the end of Spooner's lengthy presct1l:lIioll, which eiled a weallh of historic preeedeni
and legal authority, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge-a Harvard Law School gradu:1Ie who

In June of t 807, Thomas Jefferson wrole:

ultimately served six terms in Ihe Senate, hecame its Majority Leader, chaired the

All nations have found it necessary, that for the advantageous
conduct oC their affairs, some of these proceedings, at least,
Should remain known to their executive functionary only. He,
of course, from the nature of the case, must be the sole judge
of which of them the public interests will permit publication.
lIence, under our Constitution, in requests of papers, from the
legislative to the executh'e branch, an exception is carefully
expressed, as to those which he may deem the public welfare
may require not to be disclosed • . "
The respect mutually
due between the constituted authorities, in their official
intercourse, as well as sincere dispositions to do for everyone
what is just, will always insure from the executive, in
exercising the duty of discrimination confided to him, the same

209 5 ANNALS OF CONGo 773 (I 796)(emphasis added).
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Committee on Foreign Relations, and was a leader of the Senate's successful effon to reject

,

the Versailles Treaty (thus keeping the t 'niled Stllles

0111

of Ihe Leaglle of Nations)213-

observed: "Mr. President. I do not think that it is possible for anybody to make any
addition to the mac;terly statement in regard to the powers or the President in treaty making.
. . which we have heard from the Senator from Wisconsin
afternoon.,,214

I Mr.

Spooner I this

210 9 TIlE WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON •.wpra note 200 at 57 n.1.
211 Senator Spooner declined invitations to serve as U.S. Allorncy General in the McKinley
Administration. and 10 serve as Secretary of State under President Taft.
212 40 CONGo ROC. 1420 (1906).
213 Although in retrospect politically controversial. the Sc~at~'!\ rt('cision to refuse to consent to thl'
ratification of the Versailles Treaty wac; clcmly withiu its C(lllstltutulIlaJ powers.
214 40 CONGo REC. at 1431.
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the instructions, correspondence and doculllents relating to the
negotiation of the Jay Treaty-a refusal the wisdom of which
was recognized by the House itself and has l1e\'er since been
doubted •••.
The marked difference between foreign affairs and
domestic affairs in this respect is recognized by both houses of
Congress in the very form of their requisitions for information
from the executive departments.
In the case of every
department except the Department of State, the resolution
directs the official to furnish the information. In the case of
the State Department, dealing with foreign affairs, the
President is requested to furnish the information "if not
incompatible with the public interest." A statement that to
furnish the information is not compatible with the public
interest rarely, if ever, is qlleslinned. 217

The late Professor Edwin S. Corwin noted that, during this debate. even Senator
Bacon "conceded that 'the question of the President's sending or refusing to send any
communication to the Senate is not to be judged by legal rights. but [is] ... on~ of
counesy between the President and that body ......, Corwin concluded:

The record of practice amply bears out this statement ••.• So
far as practice and weight of opinion can settle the meaning of
!he Con~titution it is today established that the President • • •
IS final Judge of what information he shall entrust to the Senate
as to our relations with other governrnents. 2lS
Consider also this excerpt from volume three of Professor Westel Willoughby's
classic treatise. The Constitutional Law o/the United States:

§ 968. Information to Congress.

The constitutional obligation that the President "shall
from time to time give to the Congress information of the state
of the Union, and recommend to their consideration such
measures a~ he ~hall j!ldge necessary and expedient," has,
upon occaSIOn, given rise to controversy between Congress
and the President as to the right of the former to compel the
furnishing to it of information as to specific matters. As a
result of these contests it is praclically established that the
President may exercise D full discretion as ,to what information
he will furnish, and what he will withhold.
TI!e discretionary right of the President to refuse
.
mformatlon to Congress hus been exercised from the earliest
216
times.
The Supreme Court,

100,

The Powers to "Declare War" and Servr as "Commander in Chier'
I

has recognized the existence of a constitutional power of

the President to deny national security infonnation to Congress. In the landmark 1936 case
of United States v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., the Court noted:

[The President], not Congress, has the better opportunity of
know!ng t~e c~ndition~ w~ich prevail in foreign countries, and
espeCially IS thiS true III hme of war. lie has his confidential
s?urces ~f information. lie has ~is agents in the form of
~Iplomat.lc, consular and other offictals. Secrecy in respect of
mformatlon g~thered by them may be highly necessary, and the
premature disclosure of it productive of harmful results.
Indeed, so clearly is this true that the first President refused to
accede to a request to lay before the lIouse of Representatives
21S CORWIN, supra note 107 aI211-12.
216 3 W. WlUOUGHBY, TIlE CONS1TTtrrIONAL LAW OFTUE UNrfED STATES 1488 (2d ed. 1929).

Before moving on to part III of my testimony, let me briefly address the
relationship between the power of Congress "to dcdare war" and that of the President to be
"commander in chief." It is critically important that the Congress understand that its role in

I
I
I
t

~
"

the process of "war" was intended to be

:1

limited one. As Hnmilton explainect in the

Federalist Papers. "Energy in the executive is .... essenlilll to the protection of the
community against foreign attacks."21!! Congressional powers pemlilling interference with
the conduct of foreign affairs by the Executive were set forth in srecifir terms and were
intended to be construed strictly.219 Madison moved during the Constitutional Convention
to change the initial draft language-dntwn from the Articles of Confedenttion-giving
Congress the power "to make war" to the more limited power "to declare war" in order to

(

leave the President free to defend the new nation against foreign aggression ("sudden
attacks") and to make it clear that the "conduct" of war was "nn Execlltive function. "220
Only Congress could create an Anny, btlt once established it was the President's
constitutional discretion to deternline how it was deployed-with the sole exception that he

I.

I
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could not "declare war," and that would clearly include not only the diplomatic act but also
the substantive act of initiating offensivc221 hostilities against another State in stich a
manner as to commence a de/acto "war"-without first seeking the affinnative approval of
217 Uniled Slales v. Curtiss-Wright Export Corp., 299 U.S. ~04. ~21 (lQ~6) (cmpha!li!l in original),
218 FEDERALIST No. 70 at 471 (J. Cooke, cd. t96I).
219 See supra, noles 132. 158, & 180 and accolllpanying lexL.
220 See supra, nole 173, and accompanying text.
221 Declarations of war have not hislOrit;<tIl), hcrn <tssocialrd wilh "drrcnsivl'" US4.'S or rorcC'. Su supra note
83 and accompanying text
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both houses of Congress. Thus, for example, when President Jackson decided it would be

multiplied were the Senate penniltcd to "second guess" the President's decisions on troop

wise to use military force to compel France to pay its debts a century and a half ago,
Senator Henry Clay was fulfilling his proper constitutional role in objecting to and

deployments.
22S
Paraphrasing Chief Justice John Marshall's decision in Marbury v. Madison.

ultimately blocking the President's plan.

Justice Story adds: "In the exercise of his political powers he (the President( is to use his

The reality is that the type of hostilities which the Founding Fathers were trying to

own discretion, and is accountable only to his country, and to his own conscience. His

insure would be subject to a veto by Congress have essentially been outlawed by the
United Nations Charter. 222 The widespread practice of the eighteenth century of launching

decision, in relation to these powers. is suhject to no control: and his discretion, when

wars to conquer new territory or resolve political or economic differences is now
forbidden. And that is primarily what the Founding Fathers were seeking to control-not
"defensive" uses of force resulting from aggression by foreign states or terrorist bands.
The power of Congress to "declare war" was understood by the Founding Fathers
to be in its essence a "veto" or "negative"223 over a presidential decision to initiate a war;
and not an indirect way of vesting in Congress such "commander in chier' functions as
deciding where to deploy troops during peace or war.

In the 1833 edition of his

Commentaries on tire Constitution of the United States, Justice Joseph Story said of the

commander-in-chief clause:

!

:~

foreign negotiations, he emphasizes time and again "the utter impossihility of secrecy"227

!!

~

i
~

I
t

The command and application of the public force, to
execute the laws, to main/ain peace, and to resist foreign
invasion, are powers so obviously of an executive nature, and
require the exercise of qualities so peculiarly adapted to this
department, that a well-organized government can scarcely
exist, when they are taken away from it. Of all of the cases
and concerns of gOl'ernment, the direction of war most
peculiarly demands those qualities, which distinguish the
exercise of power by a single hand.
Unity of plan,
promptitude, activity, and decision, are indispensable to
success; and these can scarcely exist, except when a single
magistrate is entrusted eXc/llsiJ'ely with the power. Even the
coupling of the authority of an executive council with him, in
the exercise of such powers, enfeebles the system, divides the
responsibility, and not unfrequently defeats every energetic
measure.214

l:

exercised, is conclusive."226 And in discussing the President's exclusive power to conduct

};

Here Justice Story makes it clear that the President's "command" is not limited to times of

in "a large assembly" such as the Congress. Story notes that the Founding Fathers could
have vested these powers in Congress and given it the option of "employ(ing( the
president" as an "agent," but this was ullsatisf<lclory because (I) the Congress ·'would also
have the option of refraining" from relying on the president. ilnd (2) "Nor could it he
expected, that the president, as a mere ministerial agent of sllch branch, would enjoy the
confidence and respect of foreign powers to the same extent, as he would, as the
constitutional representative of the nation itself: and his interposition would of course have
less efficacy and weight."228 Thus, this approach was rejected.
In 1868, Professor John Norton Pomeroy wrote an excellent Introduction to tile
Constitutional Law of the United Sfmes in which he st<lted:

I
I

t

[T]he disposition or the navy is left l'ntirely tn him (Ihe
President] as Commander in Chief. , •. Congress raises and
supplies armies and navies, and makes rules ror their
government, and there its power and dllty end; tht' additiunal
power of the President as supreme commander is indclJendent
and absolute ••••
Even the gem'ral clause or Artit-Ie I, Sect inn VIII. § 18,
which authorizes Cnngress tn nmke all laws necessary and
proper to carry into exel'utinn the powers conferred upon any
department or the governmenl. emlllot permit ti,e Congress to
assume t/ae capacities and dllties of Commander-in-Chief· .••
[11n time of peace he (the President) has an independent
function. lie commands the army and navy; Congress docs
not. He may make all dispositions of troops and ofrkcrs,
stationing them now at this post, now at that; he may send out

declared war, but is necessary, inter alia, to "maintain peace." And the power is vested
"exclusively" in the President-the arguments against an "executive council" would be

222 See U.N. Charter, article 2(4).
223 See supra, notes 102. 126. 132 and accompanying texl.

J. STORY, COMMENTARIES ON THE CONSTITUTION OF TilE UNITED STATES § 768 at 54647
(reprinted 1988) (emphasis added).

224

I

225 Consider these excerpL" from Marshalrs opinion: "By the constitution ... the President is invested
with certain important political powers. in the exercise of which he is to usc his own discretion, allll is
accoW1table only to his country in his political character amI tn his own conscience...." "They rcsp(~ct the
nation, not individual righlS, and being intruo;ted to the executive. the decision or the executive is
conclusive." "[WJhatcvcr opinion may he entcrlnined of the m:mncr in which executive discretion nmy be
used, still there exists. and can exist, no power to controllllllt discretion:· Marbury v. Mddiwn. 5 U.S. (I
Cranch.) 137, 165-66 (1803).
226 STORY, COMMENTARIES ONTIIF. CONSTrnrnON § RI4 at 579.
2271d. § 779 at 555.
228/d. § 781 at 556.
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naval vessels to such parts of the world as he pleases; he may
distribute tlte army, ammunition, and supplies in such
quantities and at such arsenals and depositories as he deemed
best. 229

"demonstration" in order to obtain desired actiun em Ihe pari of
the State thus overawed. 232
Historically, Congress has recognized time and again that it has no constitutional

Yale Law School Professor William Howard Taft (who also, of course, served as

authority to dictate where the President deploys whatever militllry force is placed at his

President and a member of the Supreme Court), wrote in Our Chief Magistrate and His

command. Consider, for example, this 1922 exd,ange from the CnngressifllJai Record

Powers in 1916:

between Senator William Borah and Senator Jllmes Reed. who had proposed that Congress
direct the President to withdraw U.S. soldiers from Gennany following World War I:

The President is the Commander-in-Chief of the Army and
Navy, and the Militia when called into the service of the
United States. Under this, he can order the army and navy
anywhere he will, if the appropriations furnish the means of
transportation. • • .2 30

In 1920, Professor Quincy Wright added in an article in the Columbia Law Review:
Authority supported by practice shows that the President has
independent power under the Constitution to employ the
military or naval forces of the United States at home or abroad
except as restricted by international law, in time of peace to
enforce the laws and treaties, to protect officers of the United
States••• to protect the privileges and immunities of American
citizens, to prevent foreign aggression and to protect inchoate
interests of the United States ahroad. . . . It is true that
Congress can authorize the use of Armed Forces either by
declaration of war or by joint resolution in time of peace •••
but Congress cannot impair 'lie concurrent power of the
President to allthorize tile lise of forces as given by tile
constitution. 131

I
I
j

I

,

Professor Westel Willoughby, in his classic treatise Principles of the Constitutional

Law of the United States, noted that "(tlhe President's military powers exist in times of
peace as well as during war," and explained:

[U]pon his own discretion, the President is able to send
American vessels of war to whatever ports he sees fit, whether
for the purpose of friendly visits, or furnishing protection to
American citizens or their property, or of making a

229 J. POMEROY, AN INTRODUCTION TO TilE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF THE UNITED STATES 569,
588-9 t (1868) (emphasis added).
230W. TAFT,QURCHIEF MAGISTRATE AND HIS POWERS 94 (1916).
231 Wright, Validity o/the Proposed Reservation 10 Ihe Peace Treaty. 20 COL. L. REV. 135-36 (1920).
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MR. REED of Missouri. Does the Senator think and has he not
thought for a long lime that the American troOI)S in Germany
ought to be brought home?
MR. BORAH. I do.
MR. RE ED of Missouri. So do I ...• \Vuuld it 1101 be easier
to bring the troops home than it would he to hu\'e the propllsl'd
[disarmament] conference?
Mn. BORAH. You' can not hring them home, nor can I.
MR. REED of Missouri. We could make the I)resident do it.
MR. BORAH. We could not make the President do it. lie is
Commander in Chief of the Army and Na\'y of the United
States, and if in the discharge of his duty he wants to assign
them there, I do not know if any power Ihal we can exert 10
compel him to brillg them home. We may refuse to create an
Army, but wIre" it is created lie is tIre commander.
M R.REED of Missouri. I wish to charlge my statement. We call
not make llim bring tlrem IlOme. 23J
Those of you who have studied history know Ihal William Rorah. an isolalionist. was one
of the most powerful foes of the League of Nations and a strong advocate of the
prerogatives of the Senate in foreign affairs. lIe went on to serve for many years as the
Chairman of this Committee-and. in the view (If m:lny historians. contriblllt'd to the
outbreak of World War II by his efforts to curtail the powers of the President to keep
America out of war during the 1930's.234 And yet he rC<llized full well that under the
Constitution the Congress had no power 10 direct the movement of troops-during wartime
or when the nation was at peace. A similar dialogue occurred on the Senate floor on the
eve of World War II, when other isolati(lnists acknowledged that the Senate lacked the
power to prevent the President from sending dmftees to Europe. 235

232 W. WILLOUGHBY. PRINCIPLES OF THE CONsnrUTIONALI..A WOr-TilE UNrrED STATES 234 (2d cd,

1934).
233 64 CONO. ROC. 993 (1922) (cmpha.'\is added).
234 See supra. notes 5 & 16 and accompanying texl.
235 See R. TURNER, TIlE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION: ITS 1MI'I EM ENTATION IN TIIEORY AND
PRACTICE 28-29 (1983).
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Another pre-World War II isolationist, Senator Arthur Vandenberg, had undergone

I do not think ••• that it is reasonable to argue that it is'
beyond the constitutional authority or the Congress to enact
legislation of the nature of Ihe War Powers Acl. 239

a major transformation by the time he became the distinguished Chairman of this
Committee. In April of 1948, while serving as Foreign Relations Committee Chairman,
Senator Vandenberg said on the Senate noor:

and

[N]o one can doubt that the original intent of the Framers wus
to assure Congress the major role in the formulation of foreign
policy ••• Vet the present administration somehow manages 10
champion a theory of inherent presidential prerogative in
foreign affairs that would have appalled the f'olJl1ding Falhers.
This theory of presidential supremacy hus only
crystallized in recent times. 240
Believing as I do in the validity of Mr. Jefferson's admonition that "he who knows nothing
is nearer to truth than he whose mind is filled with f:tlsehoods and errors." perhaps you
will understand my concern that on the basis of such testimony you may emerge from these
hearings worse off than you were when you entered them.24t

There is a general constitutional power resident in the
President of the United States as commander in chief which
has been exercised a hundred or a hundred and twenty-five
times in the last 150 years, to lise the armed forces of the
United States externally for the protection of American life and
property and the national interest withollt the direct license and
direction of the Congress of the United States. 236
Nor, for that matter, is there a lack of judicial commentary on this point. In 1866
Chief Justice Chase wrote in Ex parte Milligan:

Congress has the power not only to raise and support and
govern armies, but to declare war. It has, therefore, the
power to provide by law for carrying on war. This power
necessarily extends to all legislation essential to the
prosecution of war with vigor and success, except such as
interferes with the command of the forces and the conduct of
campaigns. That power and dilly belong to the President as
Commander-ill-Chief. • •. (N]either can the President, in war
more than in peace, intrude upon the proper authority of
Congress, nor Congress upon the proper authority of the
President. Both are servants of the people, whose will is
expressed in the fundamental law. 2J7

III
The 'Var flowers Resolution
and the Constitution
Mr. Chainnan, with the Committee's pcnnissioll I would like at this point to take a
quick look at some of the specific provisions of the current War Powers Resolution.
As you know, it consists of ten sections. In the interest of time. I sl1:111 focus upon
the provisions which I find to be constitutionally suspect, and then make a general
comment about the underlying standard of "imminent involvement in hostilities."

The United States Coun of Claims took a similar position in the case of Swaim v.
Umted Stales:

Congress may increase the Army, or reduce the Army, or
abolish it altogether; but so long as we have a military force
Congress cannot take away from the President tile supreme
command • ••• Congress cannot in the disguise of "rules for
the government" of the Army impair the authority of the
President as commander in chief. 23K
And yet, despite this powerful collection of authority, this subcommittee has heard
witness after witness reassure you with statements like:
236 94 CONGo REC. 4747 (1948).
237 E:x parte Milligan, 71 U.S. (4 Wall.) 2 (1866) (emphasis addcd).
238 Swaim v. United States, 28 CL CI. 173, affd 165 U.S. 553 (l897)(cmphao;is addcd).
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Section 2(c)
Section 2(c) appears to limit "Hlhe constilUtional powers of the President as
Commander-in-Chief to introduce United St:lles Armed Forces into ho~tilities. or into
situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated hy the
circumstances," to three circumstances: "(I) a declamtion of war, (2) specific statutory
239 Statement of Senator Charles McC. Mathias. Jr .. July 1J. 19RR. p. I.

I

240 Statement of Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., July 14. 198K. p. 4.

241 Let me emphao;ize that I am basing my Commrnl clltirely upnn thc prcpared wrillen testimony that 1
have been able 10 obtain-which 1 realize may not rel1{~l·t thc quality of the nraltcslimony nr suhsequent
dic;cussions. In addition, some of thc prepared sMcmcnts I have re~l(I. SUl:h as those by Judge SOr<ll'r -who
as a Columbia Law Professor was cnmmis.o;iclOCd hy Ihe Amcrican Bar Association 10 prcp:uc whal tumed
out to be a superb book on this subject. and Ihus is olle of Ihe natioll's Illrelllost ~hlliarty :llIttmrilirs in
!his area-and Senator John Towcr.lmve reen {Illilc (,,<("(·11l-1l1.
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authorization, or (3) a national emergency created by attack upon the United States, its

cenainly implies a legal duty. As a mailer of law, of course. such language docs not alter

territories or possessions, or its armed forces."

the constitutional distribution of powers and is thus without effect.

If this provision is intended to have the effect of law-and the language would

There are great benefits for the President in a cooperative, bipartisan (or

cenainly suggest that-it is unquestionably unconstitutional as an infringement upon the

nonpartisan) relationship with Congress; and the President should realize that without the

independent constitutional power of the President. In December 1984 I shared a panel with

understanding and approval of Congress nnd the American people his foreign policy

Senator lavilS (and my colleague here this morning, Mr. Reveley) in New York City under

initiatives are unlikely to be viable over the long run. This reality may be a political rather

the auspices of the American Branch of the International Law Association, during which

than a legal check, but it is just a.<; important.

Senator lavits acknowledged that this language did not recognize such independent

In a sense, there is a form of "checks and balances" inherent in this relationship.

constitutional authority as the President's power to rescue endangered American citizens

The President needs your understanding and support, so he has an incentive 10 coopcrate

abroad or on the high seas.242 Under the Constitution, so long as Congress provides the

and keep you infonned. (He also, of course, needs appropriations for many nctivities.)

Commander in Chief with an Amly or a Navy, it is his to deploy and utilize as he deems

The Senate and the Congress want infom13tion, and if the-y b~have responsiblY--:lI1d don't

necessary-with the single exception that if he concludes it is necessary to initiate offensive

continually "leak" our nation's secrets to the world-··-il is in the President's J('/f·imere.'iI to

"war" against another State he must first obtain the statutory approval of both houses of

keep you informed. But when you word your request as a directive, prctending by statute

Congress.

to compel the President to comply, you provide the President with a strong diJ;"('t~"'ive to

,

Section 3

~

the Department of State fought hard to replace the all too frequent practice of "informing" or

?

,
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cooperate-lest he appear to acquiesce to the uncollstitulion,.1 demnnd-withnut in the
process altering in any manner the underlying constiltltional realities. The simple fact is

I am a .urong believer in the importance of "consultation," and during my service in

that you can't alter the constitutional sepamlion of powers by a simple stature.

~

t··

~ ;'!.

"notifying" Congress of decisions <.Iready made with a policy of seeking the wisdom of

Section 4

congressional leaders prior to decisions being made. The way it is worded, I am not

Again, as a matter of political wisdom I strongly favor a responsible ~ongress and

opposed to the principle renected in this provision. For political if not legal reasons, it is

Senate being kept up to date about major foreign policy initiatives-to the extent consistent

essential that the President keep Congress infomled about major foreign policy initiatives-

with operational success. The Founding Fathers clearly did not intend for Congress to be

consistent, of course, with the need to preserve the operational security of the mission and

given the more sensitive secrets of military or foreign policy-and the beh:wior of both

the safety of our military forces and other personnel.

Houses during the past two decndes has served 10 confirm the wisdom of the original

However, consultation ought to be a process engaged in between co-equal branches
of our governmrnt out of mutual self-interest and a spirit of comity. It is not a process that
either branch should impose upon the other. As a matter of constitutional law, it is well
established that Congress may not compel the President to provide national security
information which in his judgement should be kept secret. 243

I

The President of the United States is not your "agent," but a co-equal representative
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invasion dllring World

War II. Congress has no responsihility for the operations of war, and the dangers to the
lives of our troops and the success of such operations which would result from even
in the chain-of-command with a genuine "need to know."

the President to consult about sensitive mailers l'onfided by the Constitution to his

242 See, e.g., Slaughterhou.ft Ca.fc.f. R3 U.S. (16 Wall.) 36, 79 (IR73); and In Re Neagle 135 U.S. 1,6364 (1889).
243 See supra. notes 190-200 and accompanying (ex\.

Congress were informed in advance about the details of the

inadvenent disclosure justify a decision to limit advanced operational infomlation to those

of the American people. It is both unseemly and lmcollstiwtio1la/ for Congress to "direct"
discretion-and the language of the current bill ("The President ... shall consult")

scheme.
I haven't studied the issue, hut my expectation is Ihat few (if any) memhers of

On the basis of fifteen years of prartice I think the detailed "reporting" requirement

,

is on balance a bad provision-at least in the current political atmosphere on the Hill. If
you will recall, both Jay and Locke observed that the details of war and forei!!n policy
could not be managed effectively by antececlent "law," And yet, when you demand thai the
President provide you with such details as the "scope and c1uration" of military operations.
72
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hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances"-even if not a single shot has been

and then Ileat them essentially as legally binding commitments, you require the Executive to

,

851

establish precisely the sort of artificial constraints in advance of developing situations that

fired and the American forces are in a purely defellsive setting and "in hann's way" simply

Locke and his contemporaries recognized were incompatible with the effective conduct of
military operations.

by virtue of possible foreign aggression or terrorist attack. (Deploying anned forces on
your own territory, on the high seas, or on the territory of a friendly foreign country in

Part of the problem with section 4 may result as much from current attitudes in

such a manner that they may be attacked hy a dctcnllined n!!gn~ssor has never been viewed

Congress than from the language of the provision itself. If it were understood that the

as an "act of war," and does not infringe the power of Congress to veto a presidential

details in a "war powers" report were simply good faith "estimates" which could be

decision to initiate a "war" against another State.)

departed from by the President when necessary to respond to changes by other participants

This is a direct effort by Congress to exercise the "Commander in Chief' power

in the conflict or newly perceived strategic or tactical opportunities, the only serious risks

vested exclusively by the Constitution in the President. The situation is not in my view a

would be public disclosure of the information and thus perhaps a military edge for our

close call.

The way the Constitution was designed to work is clear. If the President

adversaries and an increased risk to the lives or safety of some of our forces. Those, of

decides that the national interests require commencing a "war" against another State, he

course, would be serious risks indeed. But in tOOay's political environment. the President

must obtain the approval of both the House illld the Senate in advance of initiilling sud, a

can be confident that whatever "rules of engagement" (or "scope ... of the hostilities or

conflicl. Like other exceptions to the President's "Executive" powers, the power "to

involvement") he provides to Congress will be viewed by many in Congress as legally

declare war" was intended to be construed n:mowly. It gives Congress a "veto" over a

binding commitment-precisely the sort of antecedent restrictions which Locke and others

presidential decision to launch an offensive "war," hut it cloes not empower you to seize

were trying to avoid-and we can be reasonably certain that if a shift in strategy by our

control of the President's independent constitutional powers on the theory that the

adversaries leads the Presidcnt to depart from the "game plan" provided to Congress, the
President will promptly be accused of "lying to Congress" or "breilking the law" by his
political opposition.
But these are policy considerations, and there is a more fundamental legal problem
with this section. Put simply, I don't bclieve you have the constitutional power to compel
the President to provide meaningful "reports" about ongoing hostilities. If you conduct
yourselves honorably, as a co-equal branch of the narional government, and treat the
President with the respect and dignity appropriate to stich a relationship, r don't believe you
will need a statute to receive cooperation. History demonstrates that the cooperation which
characterized the early years of the Vietnam conflict broke down not because of the
Executive but because members of Congress-who had played a full pannership roll in the
"takeoff'-sought to find "parachutes" before there was a crash landing.

•!
I

t
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!
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Section 5(b)

!

Section 5 contains in my view the mostj1a~ranll)' unconstitutional parts of the War

President's management of military deployments might lead another State to commit
aggression against the United States.
Vinually any military deployment is aCl"Ompanicd hy some risk-many experts
believe President Truman's decision to pull U.S. combat forces out of South Korea in
1949 was a significant factor in the North Korean decision to invade the South the
following year. That is precisely the kind of judgment call that the Founding Father.; left to

the uncontrolled discretion of the President.
While it is b'Ue that the President might use his COlllmander ill Chief powers in s\le-h
a way as to increase the likelihood of involvement in war, the experience of the Neutrality
Acts of the 1930's demonstrates that when his hands arc tied the prospects of war from
foreign aggression increase subst3nrially. Recent history--for example the so-called
"Clark Amendment" of 1975, which prohibited the President from assisting the noncommunist majority in Angola to resist Soviet and Cuhan intervention; and in the end led to
the introduction of more than 50,000 Cuban combat troops in Angola and other parts of
Africa before being repealled by a wiser Congress-confirms that lesson. Should the

Powers Resolution. Section 5(b) provides that if Congress does not act to authorize the

people elect an evil President who seeks to initiate offensive "war" without first consulting

continued presence of U.S. forces within 62 (or 92 244 ) days of the initial commitment, the

Congress, Congress has a "check" in the power of impeachment.

President must withdraw forces from any situation in which "imminent involvement in

Apart from its legal infinnities, consider for a moment what section 5 of the War
Powers Resolution actually does in practice. Consider the signal it sends to ollr friends and

244 If necessary to protcclthc safety of the troops.

adversaries alike. Countries which might wish to associate themselves with the United
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States in deterring intemational aggression are told tlmt the American Commander in Chief

But there is also the "grand prize" to be won. With real luck. killing a few

only has pennission to function for sixty days. After that, he is at the mercy of a

American might start the war powers clock and result in the withdrawal of all American

disorganized legislative establishment which has demonstrated the most incredible

military forces from the region. That would be worth some serious effort, (Recent

irresponsibility time and again in the recent past. (Consider, for example, the Clark

precedent suggests that if a terrorist can kill 241 American servicemen he will not only get

Amendment and the "on again, off again" votes to resupply the so-called "Contras" in

the American troops out, but may hring down one of America's most capable four-star

Central America.) To make it even more outrageous, the statute tells our friends (and our

generals as well.) And Governor Dukakis has reportedly already declared that he will if

enemies) that Congress has determined in advance that, in the event it can't make up its

elected abide by this "law."246 The big question in my mind is what the American voters

mind whether the President is right or wrong, it will assume as a matter of law that the

are going to do when they realize that their elected representatives have placed a hounty

President is wrong. Inaction by Congress means the President loses his independent

upon the lives of their sons and daughters serving in unifoml ahroad. (Senator Nye might
have some advice on that.)

constitutional power-a "silent veto" works to accomplish something otherwise achievable
only through a constitutional amendment.

Don't misunderstand me. I recogni7.e that there are reasonahle individuals who

And what signal do you send the most radical anti-American terrorists around the

l

I

~
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honestly believe that world peace can he best preserved hy tying the hands of the President

world? Whenever an American soldier is injured around the world, at least someone in

of the United States.

Congress goes after a headline by charging that "hostilities" have begun and the War

Chamberlain, or many of those who today believe the War Powers Resolution will promote

I don't question the sincerity of Senator Nye. or Neville

Powers Resolution must be implemented. (And if you believe this is far-fetched, recall the

"peace." I think all three are incredibly wrong-but quite possibly sincere. And more

call for the Resolution's implementation by Representative Findley in 1978 because

importantly, with respect to those who gave

unanned U.S. ainnan were at the LlIbllmhashi nirpnrt in Zaire when Belgian and Zairian

kee~ it on the books, I think they are hreaking the law, This provision is n nagrant

troops got into a shoving match (no shots were fired) over ownership of a Peugeot

violation of the Constitution, and members who support it are in my view violating their
oath of office.

automobile the Belgians claimed had been a "gift" from a local businessman. Findley

liS

the War Powers Resolution and continue to

charged in an alanned speech on the House floor: "It is difficult to conceive of a situation
where hostilities could have been more imminent without actually breaking

Section 5(c)

out."24S

Actually, I could probably think of 41 few. Wlmt I probably could not do is come up with a

This is the "legislative veto" provision. and it is ohviously a direct vioilltion of
article I, section 7. of the Constitution. which provides in part:

more ridiculous factual situation which might prompt someone in Congress to suggest that
the President was infringing upon the power of Congress to "declare war"--ostensibly the
underlying foundation for this statute.)

1

In the process, of course, you send a signal around the world that Congress has
essentially delegated broad legal authority to any ami-American foreign crackpot who can
aim a rifle or toss a grenade at an American Glto set the "war powers" clock in motion.
You have told them that all they have to do is "kill a few Marines" and the opposition party
in Congress will reflexively go after the President's throat. At minimum, the American

t
1
1

Every Order, Resolution. or Vote to which the
Concurrence of lhe Senate and lIuus(' uf Hepresenlath'es may
be necessary (except on a queslion of Adjuurnment) shall he
presented to the President uf Ihe United Stales; and before Ihe
Same shall take Effed, shall he apprtn-ed by him, or being
disapproved by him, shall be repassed by two Ihirds of the
Senate and House of Representatives, according to the Rules
and Limitations prescribed in Ihe Case of a Hill.

government enters a crisis and the American people-told by their legislators that their
President is a "lawbreaker"-becomc further confused and demoralized. What a wonderful
reward for an anti-American terrorist, and all he has to do to "win" is to attack an American

GI.
24S llJRNER, THE WAR POWERS RESOLlfIlON 69.
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246 One hopes that, once the election is over, if he is elecled. expericnce will persuade Mr. Dllkakis to alter
his views on this subject-as Prc...ident Carter did. Fcw Ihings w(luld l'C more dmlgclolL<; 10 OUI
constitutional separation ofpowcrs lhan scclcing to hal:lIIcc;l rencgade "11II1X'rial ('(lngrc.~<;" wilh a weM and
inexperienced President seeking above all to avoid oflcrulillJ.: thc olht'r hr3nch,
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unconstitutional. Second, the concurrent resolution described
in section S(c) is not, strictly speaking, a tllegislative veto". A
legislative veto occurs when the Congress has granted the
president explicit statutory authority and then seeks to re\'oke
that authority through the instrument of a concurrent
resolution. The War Powers Resolution does not grant the
president, explicitly or implicitly, any authority he does not
already have under the Constitution.
In fact, section S(c) is
operative only if there has been no prior legislathe grant or
authority (i.e., in the absence of a declaration of war 01'
specific statutory authorization).
Since the Congress has never tested its power und('r
section S(c), I would be very cautious about abdicating th~t
power simply because of a presumption held hy some that It
may be in error.

This is not panicularly complex language, and Members of good faith must
recognize that it prohibits the procedures of section S(c) of the War Powers Resolution,
which provides:

(c) Notwithstanding subsection (b), at any time that
United States Armed Forces are engaged in hostilities outside
the territory of the United States, its possessions and
territories without a declaration of war or specific statutory
authorization, such forces shall be removed hy the President ir
the Congress so directs by concurrent resolution.
Unlike a Joint Resolution, which must be submitted to the President for his signature
before becoming "law," a concurrent resolution requires only the approval of simple
majorities of each House of Congress. Concurrent resolutions are perfectly acceptable for

I have great personal respect and affection for Chairman foascell. and in this cm;e I

expressing "opinions" of Congress or dealing with "housekeeping" matters within the

can only assume he relied excessively upon creative staffwork. He is hy academic training

independent authority of the legislative brunch, but they are not a constitutional means of

an attorney, and he must cenainly understand the doctrine of Jrllre deci.dJ. When the

giving binding direction to the executive branch.

(Furthermore, for this particular

Supreme Coun tells Congress that it may not "legislate" in violation of article I, section 7.

"legislative veto" provision to be valid one would have to conclude that Congress may

of the Constitution, it is unnecessary for it to list every conceivable piece of legislation

amend the Constitution by concurrent resolution, since all decisions on deploying armed

which will be affected by its mling, However. of the many hundreds of statutes containing

forces are vested by the Constitution in the exclusive discretion of the Commander in

unconstitutional "legislative vetoes." it is perhllps noteworthy that Justice White. in his

Chief.)

dissent, expressly did mention the War Powers Resolution as his first example of laws
In the aftermath of the Supreme Court's holding in INS v. Chadha,247 there

which were struck down in part by the Chadha decision. He complained that the COllrt had

appeared to be a consensus that section S(c) of the War Powers Resolution was

not only invalidated the provision in the Immigration and Nationality Act challenged in the

unconstitutional. I shall not dwell on this at length, because it is my understanding that the

Chadha case, "but also sounds the death knell for nellrly 200 other statutory provisions ...

bipartisan leadership of this commillee, on the advice of your chief counsel, "conceded that
the coun decision removes" this section of the law, but did not strike down the entire
statute because of the separability clause. 24ft
I must say that I was deeply troubled by the attempt by House Foreign Affairs
Committee Chairman Dante Fascell, in his July 13 testimony before this subcommittee, to
defend section S(c) as within the powers of Congress. He argued:

Finally, a word of caution about section S(c).
Following the Supreme Court decision in Chadha y. I.N.S., a
common point of view had evolved that section S(c) must be
unconstitutional because it provides for a "legislative veto."
First, the Supreme Court, indeed no court, has ruled
that section S(c) of the War Powers Resolution is
247 Immigration and Naluralization Service v. Chadha. 462 U.S. 919 (J9R3).
248 Goshko. ·War Powers Act Secn Surviving Jligh Court Ruling. lVoJhington ro.fI. June 28. 1983. p.
A4.

. operating on such varied mailers as Wilr powers :lnd agency rulemaking .... "249
i
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i
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For

Chairman Fascell to say that "no court ... has ruled that section 5(c) of the War Powers
Resolution is unconstitutional" is akin to saying thm "no stature or court decision has stated
that Dante Fascell may not commit munier," Under our legal system. it is not necessary
that criminal law statutes identify by name every individual to whom its provisions apply;
and by the same principle the Court need not identify every statute by name which is
affected by a clearly defined principle of law.
Chairman Fascell is correct in his second observation that the War Powers
Resolution does not seek to use a legislative (or concurrent resolution) veto to revoke
authority it has vested in the President; but this "victory" hardly strengthens his case. The
reason his statement is correct is because control over military troops deployments is
already vested in the President by article II. section 2. of the Constitution-which
249 462 U.S. at 967.
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to Clearly spelled out "checks" vested in Congress and the Senate253-and to the couns

designates him "Commander in Chief." Congress doesn't possess that power in the first
place. and thus can not possible "delegate" it to the President. But to reason from that

they gave "[tJhe judicial power. "254 To establish the ultimate authority of the Constitution.

reality that it is permissible for Congress to deprive the President of his independent

they required "[tlhe senators and representatives ... and all executive and judicial officers"

constitutional power by concurrent resolution--a mechanism clearly invalidated by the

to ~e "bound by oath or affirmation. to support this constitution"; and they declared that

Chadha decision when used to "legislate" on mallers otherwise confided to the discretion of

"[tlhis constitution. and the laws of the United States wlrich shall be made in pur.manee

Congress-is to conclude that Congress may effectively amend the Constitution by a

thereof; and all treaties made ... under the authority of the United States, shall be the

simple majority vote in both houses. It follows afortiori that if Congress may not use a
legislative veto to withdraw portions of its own constitutional powers which have been
delegated by statute to the President. it may not use such a procedure to deprive the
President of authority vested directly in his office by the American people through the
Constitution-and thus denied to Congress under the doctrine of separation of powers.
If there is any doubt about this issue I ..... ould be happy to address it in more detail
for the record.

The Legal Standard is "War," Not "lIustililics"

r
?

In an effort to make the War Powers Resolution as comprehensive as possible. the

...t:.

drafters came up with the basic sHlIldard thm it would apply "to the introduction of United

'.

States Armed Forces into hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in

~,

i~ ~

hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances . . . . "250 This is an interesting
fonnulation. and has led to hours of legalistic debate at both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue

supreme law of the land ... ."2.'iS It follows that statutory enactments which are contrary

\.

!
~

I

to the Constitution are not the "supreme law" of the lalld.256
So if you wish to be faithful to your legal duty under the Constitution and your oalh
of office. I would urge you to aballdon the standard "hostilities" and return instead to Ihe
proper constitutional standard of "war." The fact that tht' importance of the congressional
power "to declare war" has been reduced hy the prohihilion in the U.N. CharIer of the
types of war with which such declarations have historically heen associated should nol he
viewed by you with dismay but with joy. You have "lost" nothing to the President-you
have both gained by developments of law which seek to provide a more peaceflll world.
Your diminished authority to approve "war" is h:mlly justification for an effon to sei7e
other constitutional powers which were clearly denied to you by the Founding Fathers.
Finally, I would again urge

I

about whether the President was "violating the law" in the latest foreign policy crisis.

YOll

to keep in mind th:ll the congression:lI role in

initiating "war" was viewed fly the Foundin~ rat hers to he an "exception" to the general
vesting in the President of control over relatiolls with other states-and thus (as Hamilton
put it) was "to be constmed strictly. and oughl to he extended no further than is essemial to
[its] execution."

Without wishing to deprive either bmnch of the intellectual exercise this standard promotes,
I strongly believe a new standard is necessary. Put simply. this one is iIIega/.
Some may wonder how it can be "illegal" for Congress to set such a standard.
After all, everyone knows that under our Constitution Congress "makes the law." And
while that may be generally true, it is important from time to time to keep in mind that
Congress is not the ultimate sovereign in the United States. 11mt authority remains in the

,
i

American people.
When the Founding Fathers met in Philadelphia two hundred years ago, the
established a government of limited powers. To Congress they gave "[a)1I legislative
powers herein granted,"251 to the President they gave "(tlhe executive power"252-subject

250 This and similar language appear throughout the statute. heginning with section 2(a).
251 U.S. CONST., art. I, sect. I.
252 rd. art. II, sect I.

I,
1

253 Such as the power of the Senate to conscnl In the r:ttifkalion of trcalic<; (it/., article". sectinn 2) and
the appoinunent of "ambassadors" and "officers III Ihe llnited StaICs·· (id.), and the power 01 CClIIglCSS "'n
declare war" (id. article I. section 8).
254 Id. article III. section I.
255 rd. article VI (emphasis added). (The distinclion in I:lIIgungc hclw('en "laws" and "treatit's" wao; 1I0t 10
suggest that "treaties" could be made cOlltrary to the Constitlllion, bUI In preserve in force several vcry
imponant treaties which had been ratified under the Articll'S of Confetlcrali()n and thus,lechnically. w('re not
made "in pursuance" of the Conslitution.
256 Stt, t.g .• Marbury v. Madi.Ton. 5 U,S. (I Cranch) 137, 180 (IlWl): "JI is also not entirely unworthy
of observation, that declaring what shall be the supreme law of Ihe land. the cOJlstilllliCln itsdf is first
mentioned; and not the laws of the United Slates gcnemlly, but those unly which shan be macle in
pursuance of the constitution. have thaI rank. 11IUs, the particular phrasculogy of Ihe ronstituliclII "I the
Uni,ted Slates confirms and strenglhens the principle. supposed 10 he ('so;cnlialto all WI ill en conslitulions,
that a law repugnant to the constitution is void .... "
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IV
S.J. Res. 323
War Powers Resolution Amendments of 1988
Senators Warner, Nunn, Byrd and Mitchell have introduced a series of amendments
to the War Powers Resolution in the Senate-and I understand Representative Hamilton

~t
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passing a "law" or by the President sending over the Marines to compel such a mecting---is
to belittle the constitutional authority of a co·equal branch and is incompatible with our
doctrine of separation of powers.
As Judge Sofaer has observed,258 even if Congress had the power to compel the
President to consult, the provision pernlitting this power to be etercised by majority vote of
the proposed permanent consultative group would conflict with article I, section 7, of the
Constitution as interpreted by the 1983 Chadha decision.

has introduced essentially the same language in the House-which in my view constitutes
an excellent step in the right direction. If enacted, they would eliminate some of the most
clearly unconstitutional and otherwise objectionable features of the initial statute. I
commend all of those responsible for this positive series of proposals.
But in my view this still does not solve a1\ of the constitutional or political problems

Section 5

of the existing statute. As I have already discussed, the term "hostilities" is far too broad to

r

withstand constitutional muster. There are many uses of armed force which lead to

Section five of Senate loint Resolution :123 seeks to give Congress cuntrol over the

involvement in "hostilities" which are clearly within the independent authority of the
Commander in Chief and are not subject to congressional regulation. (The Mayaguez
rescue is but one example.) Unless Congress is willing to again violate the "law" and the
oath of office each of its members took to uphold the Constitution, some solution is going
to be necessary to resolve this problem.

President's Commander-in-Chief powers by use of the "power of the purse." This
power-and the anicle I, section 8, power to "raise and support annies"--gives Congress
the power to deny the President any "army" to command, and thus effectively to destroy
th~ Commander in Chief power. And should you choose to deny the President an Army
(or Navy) to command, that would be within your constitutional power.

Section 3(2)
Another difficulty I have with the amendments is they continue to take a "legalistic"
and confrontational approach. ror many years I have favored the establishment of a "Joint
Committee on National Security," to be composed of essentially the same congressional
leaders who would make up the "permanent consultative group" provided for in section
3(2) of the Nunn-Warner bill. It is an excdlent idea in my view, and would facilitate the
genuine consultation that is so essential to a real bipartisan foreign policy.
But it is both illegal and in my view ullseemly for Congress to attempt by law to
compel the President of the United States to "consult" on a timetable established by
Congress. The President is the head of a great co-equal branch of the American
Government, and he (or she) deserves to be treated with the dignity and respect appropriate
to that high office. 2S7 Congress and the President should seek to cooperate in a spirit of
comity out of the mUlual realization that the safety and security of the nation require a joint
effon. But for either side to demand that the other "appear on call"-either by Congress
257 Given the number of legislators who seem to want some day to become President. I can'l help but
wonder why they work SO hard on the way up to weakcn the authority of the oUice. As a voter, I would be
very wary of a presidential candidate who had a subslllntini rC(:ortl of disrespect for the powers of the office.

81

But it does not follow that you may place "conditions" on the lise of appropriated
funds which have the purpose or effcct of seizing control of the exercise of the Commander
in Chief power. Such an effort would he a violation of the principles of separation of
powers set forth in article I. section 1. and ftl1kle II, se<:lion 2, of the Constillltion.
It seems clear from the language of the proposed addition to the War Powers

Resolution that its authors thought the "power of the purse" would give them some "higher
authority" than a simple statute in their effort to constrain the President's Commander in
Chief power. The provision reads in part:

t
~

iI

SEC. 6 (a) No funds appropriated or otherwise made available
under any law may be obligated or expended ror any activity
which would have the purpose or dfect or violating(1) any provision of law enacted pursuant to •.. (this
law].

!

258 Testimony of Abraham D. Soracr. St.'lll' D<'p:JruncnI LCJ!al Advi~r. Scplcmhcr 15. 1988.
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A recent stud y2S9 by Raymond J. Celada of the Congressional Research Service of
the Library of Congress quotes a variety of inferior court opinions-in situations not at all
on point with the current situation-as concluding that the "power of the purse" is
essentially unlimited. An 1880 U.S. Court of CI:airns case asserted that "The absolute
control of the moneys of the United States is in Congress. and Congress is responsible for
its exercise of this great power only to the people. "260 More recently. a federal district
coun assened in 1945 that "The purpose of the nppropriations, the terms and conditions
under which said appropriations were made, is a matter solely in the hands of Congress
and it is the plain and explicit duty of the executive branch of the government to comply
with the same."261 However, none of these cases involved an effort by Congress to use its
"power of the purse" to take control of a power vested elsewhere in the government by the
Constitution.
The "great principle" that "what cnnnot be done directly because of constitutional
restrictions cannot be accomplished indirectly by legislation which accomplishes the same
result"262 has been affirmed time and again by the Supreme Court.263 For example,

r

?

~

when Congress sought to use its legitimate control over the jurisdiction of the Coun of
Claims-which is admittedly exclusive and complete-to deprive the President of his
pardon power by saying that the coun could not accept cases brought by pardoned former
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When in past years Congress has sought to abuse its "power of the purse" to
accomplish unconstitutional ends, the Court has not hec:itated to strike the measure down.
During World War II, when Congress enacted a statute seeking to use what it claimed to be
its "plenary" power over appropriations to deny funds to pay the salary of three named
alleged "communists" in the Executive branch, the Supreme Coun in United
Lovett struck down the measure as an unconstitutional Bill of Allainder. 265

SlatC.f

v.

The "power of the purse" is imponant, but it is not a 1001 through which Congress
may properly seize control of all powers of government.

Like all other powers of the

Government, it may not be used in violation of any specific constitutional prohihitions.
Implicit in the language designating the President "commander in chief' is the prohibition
against Congress acring in that capacity.
Much confusion results from trying to compare the constitutional seplmltion of
powers in domestic affairs with that in foreign affairs. They are differelll. In domestic
affairs, where Congress "delegates" authority to the President, it has a wide ranJ!e of
flexibility to direct-by conditional approprimions or otherwise-the manner in which
those powers are to be exercised. The cases relied upon by Mr. Celada were of this
character. But in foreign affairs, with respect to powers vested directly and exclusively in

southern sympathizers seeking to reclaim their property, the Court held that Congress had

the President by the American people through the Constitution-Congress may not sei7.e

"inadvenently" violated the separation of powers doctrine. TIle Coun explained:

control of those powers by placing "conditions" on appr<'priations.

It is the intention of .he Constitution that each of the
great coordinate departments of the government-the
legislalive, the executive, and the judicial-shall be, in its
sphere, independent of the others. To the Executive alone is
intrusted the power of pardon; and it is granted without limit.•
Now it is clear that the legislature cannot change the effect
of such a pardon any more than .lIe Executive can change a
law.
Yet this is attempted by the provision under
consideration. 264

259 Raymond J. Celada, 'The War Powers Resolution (WPR): Some Implications of S.J. Res. 323, War
Powers Resolution Amcndmenlo; or 1988:" Congressional Research Service, Library or Congress, Report
88-464 A, p. CRS-II.
260 lIort's Case, 16 Ct. CI. 459,484 (1880), which Celada notes was "Quoted anprovingly in Harrington v
l!usb. 553 F.2d 190, 194 note r by the D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals.
261 Spaulding v. Douglas Aircraft Co., 60 F.Supp. 985,988 (S.D. Calir. 1945), affd, 154 F.2d 419 (9th
Cir. 1946).
262 Fairfax v. United States, 181 U.S. 283, 294 (1901).
263 See Turner, "The Power of the Purse: Controlling National Security Policy by Conditional
AOCOPriations," The Atlantic Community QUQrterly, Spring 1988, p. 79, and sources cited therein.
2 United States v. Klein, 80 U.S. (13 Wall.) 128, 147·48 (1872).

If the use of conditional appropriations measures

Congress to direct the

Constitution, the same vehicle could be used to deprive the third hranch of its inch-pendent
powers as well.

The same logic which would pennit Congress to deny funds (either

directly or for payment of staff salaries) to the President to control the d<,ployment of
I

American military forces other than as dictated hy the legislative branch could he turned on
the Supreme Court with equal ease to shut down its operations if any measure (any statute

t,
\

on a lengthy list of new legislation) were held to be unconstitutional. Article III, section I,
of the Constitution protects judges from having their "Compensation ... diminished
during their Continuance in Office," but it does not expressly guarantee them sufficient
funds to hire clerks, pay their rent, publish their opinions, or provide for numerous other
essentials without which their effectiveness would cease. To argue that the "power of the
purse" permits Congress to seize either Executive powers or Judicial Review is to argue

I
;
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manner in which the President exercised his discrctionnry responsibilities under the

265 United States v. Lovell. 328 U.S. 3n3 (194(1).
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monographs dealing with the subject-who in his book Im';tatioll to Struggle (coauthored

that the Founding Fathers did not establish three co-equal, independent branches of

by Professor Cecil Crabb) wrote:

government. but ultimately vested all powers of government in the legislature. Such a view
is both wrong and dangerous. 266

The problem that the War Powers ~esol!llion add .. es~ed
was in many respects analogous to the situation confronting
the United States during the 193()s, when C(!ngress sought .to
keep the nation out of World War II by passlllg the neutrahty
legislation. In the end, that effort failed, primari~y because
legal efforts to keep America out of hostilitie~ were. made'luate
to protect the security of the United States m an Increaslng!y
dan~erous external environment.
Supp~rted by pubhc
opiDlon, Franklin D. Roosevelt frequently clr~umvented an~,
in some instances, ignored legal. constramts upon IllS
diplomatic freedom of action - and III the process placed the
blame on Congress for the nation's lac~ of prepare~ness after
the Japanese attack upon Pearl flurbnr III 1941! • As In the ~re·
World War II period, perhaps the only effective constraints
upon the president's reliance ul)On the arm~d furces for
national security and diplomatic ends is the creatIOn of external
conditions that make such reliance unnecessary,26R

The issue is not all that different from the situation addressed by Jefferson in 1790,
with respect to the power of the Senate to control the destination or grade of diplomatic
nominations. Jefferson wrote:

,...
I

It may be objected that the Senate may by continual
negatives on the person, do wha' amounts 10 a negative on the
grade, and so, indirectly, defeat this right of the President.
But l!lis would be a breach of trust; an abuse of power
confided 10 tI,e Senate, oj wlzich that body cannot be supposed
capable.
So the President has a power to convoke the
Legislature, and the Senate might defeat that power by
refusing to come. This equally amounts to a negative on the
powe~ of convoking.
Yet nobody will say they possess such a
negative, or woul..,d be. capable of usurping it by such oblique
means. If the Conshtuflon had meant to give the Senate a
negative on the grade or destinatiun, as well as the person, it
would have said so in direct terms, and not let it to be effected
by a sidewind. /I could ne~'er mea" to give them tI,e use oj
one power through tIre abuse of allolher.2 67

I have stressed on more than one occasion that I do not doubt the sincerity of most
of the isolationist legislators who sought to "Iegishlle peace" in the 1930·s. Many of them
learned an important lesson during that period. and in the years immediately following the

V
Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

I
i

War people like Arthur Vandenberg-a distinguished chairman of this Coml11illce-helped
forge a successful bipartisan foreign policy whkh served the nation and the cause of
international pe.1ce very well.
In the mid-1950's, internationalists like Senator John F. Kennedy, Senator Mike

Mr. Chainnan, I began my testimony by noting that we meet here this morning on

Mansfield, Senator Hubert Humphrey. and Senator J. William Fulhright took up the cause

the fiftieth anniversary of the infamous Munich Conference of 193R, and by quoting from

of South Vietnam and pressured the Eisenhower Administration to help the people of that

some of the statements by some of your Senate and I louse predecessors half-a-century ago

small country resist communist aggression. The Senate overwhelmingly consented to the

about the importance of tying the President's hands in the field of foreign policy as a means
of preserving peace and keeping America out of World War II. In so doing, I realize that
some of you may find the analogy a bit strained.
Lest I be accused of appropriating someone else's work, full disclosure is in order.
The analogy is not mine. Among the other sources from which I harrowed it was a highly

I

ratification of the SEATO Treaty. which embodied that commitment. As the level (If Nonh
Vietnamese aggression increased, the entire Congress voted by a m~lrgin of more than 500
to 2 to authorize the President to use American military force in Indochina. In so doing.
Congress fulfilled its proper constitutional role in authorizing "war."
Sadly, as the war became less popular members of Congress sought to avoid

respected gentleman who spent more than thirty years on the staff of this distinguished

accountability for their decisions-and the War Powers ResolUlion was en:tcted to deceive

Commiltee--ending his service as your Chief of St:lff. I nm spe<lking, of course, of Pat

the American people into believing th,1t Congress

Holt-an ex pen on the War Powers Resolution and the author of several books and

the years, Congress has demonstrated time and

266 I am currently cngaged in rc!:earching a Ixmk on this subjcct. For somc preliminary vicws, .fee supra,

notc 263 and sourcc.o; ciled therein.
267 3llfE WRITINGS OFllfOMAS JEFFERSON 17-18 (Mem. cd. 191m (emph<1sisaddcd).
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not responsible for Vietnam. Over

~lg:lin

that it is far more concerned with

rre.ti~t.'nt. and ~oreiRn ':(~/ic:Y ~4-'i5
(1984). I am also indebted 10 Pruf('sS(l.r W!lillle J,~lh,,,s~(III. Ilr Ihe \~'(,l('lJr(lW \\ ,lsUIl J)cl',UIIIICllt ur
Government and Foreign Arfairs allhe University of "lfgll,m lor the IfIct.:11· hnr.

268 C. Crabb & P. Holt, Invitalion to Slrm:g1e -- Conwt.'.u. lire
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political expediency and avoiding accountability of policy fails than with constitutional
principles. The differing congressional response to the Mayagllez and Iran rescue efforts

This same theme was picked up by John J:ty ill the Ft'tieraiisl Papers-explaining
the need for Executive discretion in the negotiation of treaties,270 With an obvious

illustrates this well, as does the shift in congressional attitude toward the Grenada operation

criticism of the conduct of foreign affairs by the Continelltal Congress under the Articles uf

following the release of public opinion polls. And I would note that a similar conclusion

Confederation. Jay went on to observe:

was reached by your fonner colleague. Senator Thomas F. Eagleton. when he told this
subcommittee on July 13 of this year that he would "seriously consider repealing the whole
damned thing." After watching example after example of congressional unwillingness to
be held accountable in use of force situations, Senmor Eagleton explained:

,.,

J:
~.

I

Finally ••• I came to lhe conclusion fhat Congress
really didn't want to be in on the decision-making process as
to when, how, and where we go fo war. I carne to the
conclusion that Congress really didn't want to have its
fingerprints on sensith'e matters pertaining to putting our
armed forces into hostilities. J carne to the conclusion that
Congress preferred the right of retrospecth'e criticism to lhe
right of anticipatory, participatory judgment. • • • If the
Persian Gulf exercise blows up, Senators and Representatives
will be free to point out how things went wrong---how
erroneous policies were executed of which they were not a
part. If there had been a Congressional vote authorizing a
Persian Gulf undertaking with some Congressional limitations,
then Congr'essional fingerprints would be on the job and
failure would be a shared resull.
I harbor the notion that most Senators and House
members don't have the political stomach for decision-making
involving war.

J

They who have turned their attention to the affairs of
men, must have perceived that the"e are tides in them. Tides,
very irregular in their duration, strength and direction, and
seldom found to run twice exactly in the same manner or
measure. To discern and to profit by these tides in naticmnl
affairs, is the business of those who preside over them; and
they who have had much experience on this head inform us,
that there frequently are occasions when days, nay e\'cn when
hours are precious. The loss of n baltic. the death of a Prince,
the removal of a minister, or othl'r circllmstances intervening
to change the present posture and aSI)ect of affairs, may turn
the most fa\'orable tide into a course opposite to our wishes.
As in the field, so in the cahinct. there are moments to be
seized as they pass, and th<,y wlto presid<, in either, should be
left in capacity to imIJrO\'<' them. So often and so essentiall)'
have we heretofore [under the Articles of ConfederntionJ
suffered from the want of secrecy and dispatch, that the
Constitution would have been inexclIsahlv defecth'e if no
attention had been paid to those ohjects. 27t .
What I am saying--or, if you will. what Lode. Jay. Hamilton. and others have
told us--is that legislative hodies simply lack the competellce to manage the rlctnils of war
and foreign affairs. The Founding Fathers rcali7ed that tryill/! to regulate such matters with
st~tutory

As J said, the implemcntation of the War Powers Rcsolution demonstrates time and

constraints would leave the nation weak and incapahle of preserving its frredllm.

And yet, with the War Powers Resolution the Congress seems intent on doing eXlIctly that.

again that Congress is far more concemed with avoiding political accountability than with
constitutional principles. But ConstitutiolHtl principles are important. The reason that

You are demanding that the President submit detailed reports. telling you (and. in the

Locke and other thinkers on the subject of of separation of powers argued for Executive

process. our nation's adversaries) such details as how many troops he is (It-plnying. what

control over foreign affairs was not that these matters were not of vital importance to the
society, but that they were not capable of being regui;lIed in advance by law. Locke wrote:

[A]lthough this • , • Power in the well or ill management of it
be of great moment to the commonwealth, yet it is much less
capable to be directed hy antecedent, standing, positive Laws,
than the Executive; and so must necessarily be left to the
Prudence and Wisdom of those whose hands it is in, to be.
managed for the publick good.21l9

269 LOcKE, supra note 117 § 147.
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their "mission" is, what weapons they will carry. how many days they will remain in the
danger zone, and so forth.21 2 An enemy intelligence officer or military commander COttld
not nonnalty dream of such a gold mine of information.

~t
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270 FEDERALIST No. 64 at 434·35. quotc" .{I~flT(lI\(Itc 1()5 mill aCClll1ll'unyin~ tellt.
271/d. at 435. Many in Congrc!>s clearly do nllt understllul thai a m~ljor impetu" for thc new Constitution

was the almost universally hcld belief that the Contlucl of foreign affairs under thc Articles 01 CCllllcdwlIiulI
had been a disaster. Consider, for example. Senator Dale Bumper's confidcnt reliance upon the instructions
of the Continental Congress to General Washington that he "o\lserve (md follow such orders and directions
from time to time as you shall receive rrom this or any ruturc Congrcss of these Unitcd Colonies or a
committee of Congress for that purpose appointed." after which Senatur Bumpers cunfidcntly rcmarked:
"That sheds a little light on the role of the Commandcr in Chief frllm the perspectivc of our Founding
Fathers." 113 CONGo REC. S 12358 (daily cd .• September JR. 19R7).
272 See e.g., supra. note 78 and accompanying tell\.
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And. sadly. the situation has been made even worse by the politically expedient
(and not infrequently partisan) manner in which Congress has reacted to the implementation
of the Resolution. Once the President is on record as saying he intends to deploy X
number of troops with the mission of Y. he may well have lost all flexibility to respond to

~~~

accurate summary of the facts. Congress was a full conslitutional panner in the decision to
commit U.S. forces to combat in Illdochina--and at Ihal point its constitutional role under
its power to "declare war" was complete.
The spirit of the War Powers Resolution, anti literally hundreds of additionul

unforeseen changes in the enemy's conduct. If the enemy escalates its own activities. and

constraints placed on the President in the national security realm in the wake of Vietnam. is

the President tries to counter by moving in an additional warship or modifying a unit's

one of confrontation. Congress is treating the President as if he were simply its

original mission. he can expect that at least one of his congressional critics will be on the
evening news denouncing him for having "lied" to Congress and for "violating the law of

misbehaving minion-subject always to the whim of its dictates.

the land." It is hard enough for the President to defend the nation against foreign

~

aggressors. without having to fight a cowardly and irresponsible Congress at the same

~

~

time.
Most of the most bitler fights over the War Powers Resolution have had nothing to

r.

~ !
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American people. and in the field of foreign affairs he is vested with vast authority which is
be)'ond the control of Congress.
Mr. Olainnan. having seen legislative-executive rclmiom; from divcrse I~rspl·l~tives
over nearly fifteen years, I am convinced that the anscnce of a genuine nipnrtis:ln foreign
policy is one of the major impediments to pC<lce in the modern era. I helieve it is important
for both political branches of government to work closely together in an effon to reestablish
such a relationship, and to that end--as a mattcr of comity--I believe it is desirahle for the

do with "war" in a constitutional sense. When the President deployed Marines as part of an
international peace force in Lebanon-nt the specific request of the Government of that
country-it was not even argluzhle that he was committing an act of "war." Sending the
Navy to protect innocent victims of possible arnled attack in the Persian Gulf is similarly
not an act of "war." It may be risky. and it may even arguably be had policy-but under
the Constiturion the American people have vested such decisions in the exclusive discretion
of the individual they have elected to be their President.
One of the saddest side-effects of the War Powers Resolution has been the signal
Congress has given to the world's aggressors and terrorists. By tying the trigger of the
statute to "hostilities." you have gone a good way toward surrendering the initiative to the
most radical anti-American forces around the world. Whereas once they knew that killing

But under the

Constitution. that is not the President's status. He is a co-equal representative of the

~

~

i
f~

~~

an American Marine would likely bring down the wrath of God (supported by a few

President to provide adequate national security information to Congress to assist it in its
important work.
During my service in the Department of State I was a frequent critic of the :111 too
common practice of "notifying" Congrcss (If Exet'utive decisions in the guise of
"consultation." Genuine consultation Ollghlto involve a sincert~ solicitation of views about
broad policy options and specific problcm areas, wilh a summary of congressional views
and recommendations being shllred with Ihe President. the Secretllry of State, or other
decision makers prior to the formulalion of policy. This is not 10 say thatlhe President
should yield ultimate decisionl1laking authority in the Congress (lleyond that already

thousand Marines and whatever other force might be necessary to accomplish the mission).

contained in the Constitution). hilt that he should Imve the henefit (If congressional thinking

today they know that by killing American soldiers they can possible start the clock ticking
to force a withdrawal of all American soldiers in the area. At minimum. they can start a
divisive controversy between Congress and the President-which by itself weakens the
United States in the eyes of much of the world. It may well have been unintentional. but it
seems to me that Congress has put a "bounty" on the lives of American servicemen around
the world. As I have already mentioned. I think you deserve substantial responsibility for

and should carefully evaluate it with the realization that major policies which do not have
the support of Congress and the American people are unlikely 10 succeed. Thus, regardless

I

national security policy issues.
Obviously. these considerations must he weighed against the risks of congressional

the tragic terrorist attack which killed 241 fine young Marines in Beirut in October 1983.
As you continue with your examination of the War Powers Resolution. I would
make one final point. The original statute was essentially shoved down the throat of an
unpopular President by an angry Congress which at least pretended to believe that he had
usurped its constitutional authority in Indochina. In reality. I would argue, that was not an

of the constitutional prerogatives of the two tmll1ches. there are strong prudential
considerations which mitigate in favor of keeping a responsible Congress infonncd about

irresponsibility. Ideally, an informal sort of "checks and halances" should exist based on

I

these principles:

;
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(1) Both Congress and the President should recognize the dangers to the nation
which are present in the modern world, and should in the name of peace.insistthat
"politics" stop at the water's edge.

(2) Although he has a great deal of independent constitutional discretion in national

security affairs which is beyond the direct control of Congress, the President
should recognize a self-interest in cooperating with Congress and keeping a

responsible Congress adequately infomled to facilitate rational cooperation and
support.
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The benefits to both branches-and, more importantly, to the Nation-of a genuine
bipartisan cooperation in the national security field should be so obvious as to require no
elaborate discussion. However, a president who is virtually rlIIder ,dege from a Congress
which seems detennined to grab all powers of government for itself is hardly in a position
to make further concessions to improve the overall relmionship. The primary fault for the
overall deterioration of legislative-executive relations in the natiol1:ll security field lies with
Congress, and it is Congress which must, of necessity, make the first steps if the situation
is going to be corrected. Repealing the War Powers Resolution would be an excellent fin;t
step .
To provide a rough idea of how active Congress has bel'Ome in trying to micro-

(3) l1te Congress should recognize the imporlance and special nature of national

manage foreign affairs in the post-Vietnam era, in the less than twenty-five years since the

security problems, should insist that these be handled on a higher level than simply

Gulf of Tonkin Resolution was enacted into law in August 1964. Ihis committee's

"politics as usual," should display a due respect for the independent constitUlional

compilation of Legislatioll 011 Foreign Relations has increased from a single volume of 659

powers of the President--even in circumstances where individual members believe

pages to three volumes averaging about 1.50n p:tges each.

they might well exercise that discretion differently and more effectively were they

be shocked at this development. They placed great value on unity of derision in foreign

President-and should recognize that responsible congressional behavior is a

precondition for substantial Executive cooperation with respect to sensitive national

1

security infonnation.

i1

. ':~

~

I
I

The Founding Fathers would

affairs, and this simply is not possible when we have 536 individuals who want to play
Secretary of State,273

l

~

,
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273 The modem errort by Congrcss to cn:lctlhc mosl dcttilcd laws to '·prolel't" Ihc nation nJ~ainst evcry
conceivable ronn or executive misconduct is reminiscellt of a shmt-livcd (lIUposal by Elbridge (3ellY. illlhc
Constitutional Convention. to fix the maltimum SilC of Ihe pcacclimc army in thc nalion's fundamental
law. As described by Harvard Professor Charles Warren: "IGerrY)lhought an army in time IIf pcacc In be
dangerous, and he movcd that 'ill time of peacc Ihe army shall 1101 cOllsist of more tha/l ~_ mCIl',
suggc$ling that 2,000 or 3,000 should be surricient. LUlher Martin supported him. AI lhis (I(.illl ill Ihe
Convention, as latcr narrated by Gencral Merccr, General Wa.... hinglon. who was in the Chair and Ihcrcfure
could orrer no mOlion, turned to a delcgate who stood ncar and in n whisper made Ihe satiric.. l sug~estion
that hc move to amend the motion so as 10 provide Ihal 'no foreign cncmy should invade Ihe 1I11itl'd SUltcS
at any time, with more Ihan three thommlld troops.' '" Gerry's llIolion was unanilllllusly r<'jel"lctl." C
WARREN, TIlE MAKING OF TilE O>NSTITlITION 4R2 ·R3 ( I!)J 7).
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Let me conclude by retuming to the underlying constitutional issues. I have argued
Even if the attempt by Congress to limit the President's constitutional power as

that recent legislative initiatives to constrain the President's independent constitutional

commander in chief were not in conflict with the Constitution. it has had detrimental

powers are unlawful and in violation of the oath of office each of you took upon assuming

consequences for the security of the nation. To mention just one example. early in the

your present station. I have urged that Congress restore the "rule of law" by repealing

Reagan Administration, Ambassador-at-Large Vernon Walters was sent on a secret mission

provisions of law which are in conflict with the Constitution.
I am well aware that there are those in both political branches of the Government

to Havana to put Cuban President Fidel Castro on notice that his efforts to engineer the
forcible overthrow of EI Salvador and other Latin American States would not be tolerated.

who say that "what is done, is done," and-regardless of the intent of the Founding

After listening quiedy. Castro responded: "I understand how your government works. and

Fathers and the text of the Constitution-the President must simply accept the new

I know that none of your congresses will allow any of your presidents to do to me what

congressional role and try to reach an accommodation with the Congress under new ground

they would like to do to me. "274 As a result, Castro was not deterred and Cuban efforts to
overthrow non-communist governments in Latin America continued. A similar effort in
Nicaragua-which as a matter of law 275 Congress has found to be guilty of unlawful
international aggression against its neighbors-to provide incentives for peace has also
been undermined by legislative micromanagement. If not ultimately deterred, the United
States may soon find itself forced to choose between watching one country after another to
our south fall to external aggression or sending in another generation of young men to
repurchase our national credibility with their lives.
Mr. Chainnan, I don't wish to be misunderstood.

I

I

members of Congress who seek to restrict the constitutiolml authority of the President are

obligation to "take care that the Laws be failhfully execlllcd"276 But here I've used the
wrong pronoun. The powers of the presidency are not really "his," at all. if by "his" we
mean Ronald Reagan. 111ese are powers of Ihe American people. And if the Presidentany President. whether he be Democral or Rcpuhlican. Liheral or Conservalive-is to
uphold the "rule of law" he must defend his constitution:ll powers.

Professor Charles Warren:

was Prime Minister Chmnbcrhlin fifty years ago today, or the isolationists in the Congress
Roosevelt America need not fear the expansionist regimes in Germany and Japan. What I

a violation of his oath of office to "defend the COIIstituti<lIl," and his COllstillltiollal

Let me close with a short quotation from the distinguished Harvard Law School

evil or that they intend to do other than promote "peace." They are no less honorable than
of the 1930's who thought that if they could just get handcuffs on the adventurist President

acquiesce to congres!;ional efforts to seize his independent constitutional powers would be

\(

~

I am not suggesting that

rules. But I would leave you with the thollght that for the President to continue to

I

am suggesting is that-like similar critics of the past-you are mistaken; and your
misguided actions are endangering world peace and freedom.
Obviously, I may be wrong. But you invited me to give you the benefit of my
thinking. and given the seriousness of the st<lkes involved-and because of my great

Under our Constitution, each hranch of the G{)\'ernment is
designed to be a coordinate rellresentati\'e of the will of the
people. • . . Defense by the Executive of his constitutional
powers becomes in vcry truth, therefure, defense of popular
rights-defense of power which the people granted him_ . - .
In maintaining his rights against a trespassing Congress. the
President defends not himself. hut popular go\'ernment; he
77
represents not himself, but the people.2

respect for this institution and this C0l11llliuee-1 concluded that I would serve you best by
being fully candid.

I

274 I first learned of this conversation in a personal convcrsation with Ambassador Walters during my
service in the Department of State. I include it here because it hcts now appeared in print. See "Now you
understand," Washington Times, July 31, 1985. p. 3A col. I.
275 Congress has found that Nicaragua "thlas committed and refuses to cease aggression in the form of
anned subversion against iLo; neighbors in violntion of the Churter of the Unitcd Nations, the Charter of the
Organization of American States, the Inter-Amcric.. n Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance. and the 1965 United
Nations General Assembly Declaration on Intervention." Intcrnational Security and Development
Cooperation Act of 1985, sec. 722(c)(2)(vi), Pub. L. 99-R3, 99 Stat. 149. For a detailed account of
Nicaraguan aggression. see R. TURNER. NICARAGUA V. UNITED STATES: A LOOK AT THE FACTS
(1987).
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Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared remarks.

276 After a\l, the first "law" mentioned in the SlIprcnl:lcy clause is the C(ln~titution iLo;c\r.
277 Warren, Presidential Declaratinn.f of t,ldrprndrllcr. to BOS-ION U. L. REV. 1.35 (11)-'(1).
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INTRODUCTION

Report of the Committee on Federal Leqislation of the Association
of the Bar of the City of New York

The War Powers Resolution 1 , passed in 1973 over
President Nixon's veto, represents an effort by Congress to
SUMMARY

right by procedural means a perceived imbalance in the

The Committee on Federal Legislation of the

exercise of warmaking power between the Congress and the

Association of the Bar of t~e City of New York has

Executive.

reviewed the mechanisms of the War Powers Resolution in

legislation reflects the intent of the Framers in giving

light of separation of powers and justiciability

Congress a concurrent role with the President in decisions to

concerns.

C?mmit and sustain U.S. forces in hostilities or imminent

We have focused in this report on underlying

Proponents of the Resolution have urged that the

constitutional and legal issues, reserving to a later

hostilities. 2 Opponents have asserted that the Resolution's

date our comments as to specific amendatory provisions.

provisions, most notably Section 5(b), under which the

For the reasons stated below, we recommend that any

President is to terminate use of the Armed Forces in

proposed legislation to modify the Resolution:

hostilities within 60 days unless such use is specifically

(1)

amend Section 5(c) of the Resolution to
provide for troop withdrawal by joint
rather than concurrent resolution in light
of the substantial constitutional issues
raised by INS v. Chadha as to current
Section 5(c);

(2)

leave intact as constitutionally
appropriate the 60-90 day cutoff provisions
of Section 5(b) of the Resolution;

(3)

reject the concept of inserting an
authorization to institute jUdicial
proceedings as a substitute for Sections
5(b) and 5(c), but consider such
authorization as an alternative open to
Congress; and

(4)

consider expanded consultation provisions
as supplemental to, but not replacements
for, Section 5(b) and an amended Section

5 (c).

,
:r

1

Pub. L. 93-148, 87 Stat. 55, codified at 50 USC
§§1541-58 (1987) (hereinafter "War Powers Resolution"
or "Resolution").

2

War Powers Resolution Section 2(a). See also 119
Congo Rec. 36,187 (statement of Sen. Javits),
cited in Lowry y. Reagan, 676 F.Supp. 333, 334
(D.D.C. 1987), appeal pending, No. 87-5426 (D.C.
Cir.); War PowersjS. Rep. No. 220~~company
~, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973)
(hereinafter
"S. Rep. 220") (S. 440, as discussed below, was the
1973 Senate version of war powers legislation. The
1973 House version, H.J.Res. 542, amended in
conference in certain respects to coincide with or
incorporate concepts from, the Senate version,
became the final legislation); Statement of Prof.
Archibald Cox, ~wers. Li~nd StateSponsored Terrorism: Hearings before the
Subcommittee on Arms Control. International
Security and Science of the House COmmittee on
Foreign Affairs, 99th Cong., 2d Sess.
(1986) (hereinafter "1986 House Hearings),
reprinted in T. Franck & M. Glennon, l2!~
Relations and National Security Law (1987
ed.) (hereinafter "Foreign Relations Law") at 616618.
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authorized by Congress, and Section S(c), under which

ot Libya,S and the engagement of U.S. forces in the Persian

Congress can require termination of such use by concurrent

Gulf. 6

resolution, are an unconstitutional limitation on the

passed supplemental legislation addressing the circumstances

President's Commander-in-Chief power and his prerogative to

of introduction of U.S. armed forces into those particular

defend the national security.3

regions and circumstances.

In the cases of Lebanon 7 and El Salvador 8 , Congress

The Resolution has now been tested in practice for

Throughout this period, discussions as to the

fifteen years. Presidents have sent reports to Congress under

constitutionality of the Resolution have continued, and both

the Resolution in connection with the evacuations of Pnomh

the Resolution and its implementation have remained the

Penh, Danang, and Saigon, the Mayaguez incident, the Iranian

subject of controversy.

hostage rescue, the 1981 multinational peacekeeping force in
the Sinai, Lebanon in 1982, Chad, Grenada,4 the 1986 bombing
3

r.!I·-,:

?

r .•

: ,:

I".

4

See, e.g., Minority Views of Representatives
Frelinghuysen, Derwinski, Thompson & Burke, ~
Powers Resolution of 1973: Report to AccoMPanY
H.J.Res. 542, House Rep. No. 93-287, 93d Cong., 1st
Sess. (1973) (hereinafter "House Report"); President
Nixon's veto message of October 24, 1973, 9 Weekly
Compo Pres. Doc. 1285, reprinted at 119 Congo Rec.
34,990; Statement of Sen. Barry Goldwater, ~
of the Operation and Effectiyeness of the War
Powers Resolution: Hearings before the Corom. on
Foreign Relations, 95th Cong., 1st Sess.
(1977) (hereinafter "1977 Senate Hearings") at 2021; Statement of Hon. Monroe Leigh, 1977 Senate
Hearings at 78-83; Statement of Mr. Abraham Sofaer,
1986 House Hearings, reprinted in Foreign Relations
Lm! at 618-19.
For summaries and analyses of these incidents, see,
e.g., Vance, Striking the Balance: Congress and the
President under the War Powers Resolution, 133
U.Pa. L. Rev. 79 (1984); Note, the Future of the
War Powers Resolution, 36 Stanford L. Rev. 1407
(1984) (hereinafter "Wald"); Note: A Defense of the
War Powers Resolution, 93 Yale L.J. 1330 (1984);
Ratner and Cole, The Force of Law; Judicial
Enforcement of the War Powers Resolution, 17 Loyola
L. Rev. 716 (1984) (hereinafter "Ratner"); Franck,
After the Fall: The New Procedural Framework for
Congressional Control over the War Power, 71
- 2 -

I
1

t

In addition to the constitutional

issues raised at inception as to the proper allocation of
warmaking power between the legislative and executive
branches, the Supreme Court's 1983 decision in INS y. ChaQb~9
raises the issue of whether Sections 5(c) and 5(b) violate
the presentment clauses in Article I, Section 7 of the
Constitution.

Legislation has been introduced at various

Am.J.Int'l L. 605 (1977).
5

,

i
l

6

See generally Rep. Robert Torricelli's commentary,
The War Powers Resolution After the Libya Crisis, 7
Pace L.Rev. 661 (1987) (hereinafter "Torricelli").
For a summary of Persian Gulf notices, see Lowry,
676 F.Supp. at 336-37.

~,

7

Pub.L. 98-119, 97 Stat. 80S, October 12, 1983.

8

pub. L. 98-525, Title III, §310, 98 Stat. 2516,
October 19, 1984; Pub.L. 98-473, Title I, §101(h),
98 Stat. 194, October 12, 1984.

9

462 U.S. 919 (1983).
- 3 -
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times to amend, modify or wholly replace the Resolution; most
(i)

Whether Sections 5(b) and S(c) of the Resolution

recently, S.J.Res. 323, introduced on Hay 19, 1988 by Senators Byrd,
are constitutionally appropriate in light of
Nunn, Warner and Mitchell, would delete current Sections 2(c), S(b)
separation of powers concerns as expressed in
and S(c) entirely, substituting detailed procedures for consultation
and subsequent cases;
between President and Congress and reliance on judicial enforcement.
(ii)

Whether enforcement of the Resolution in the

In the judicial arena, Congressmen have challenged the
courts is a viable substitute for Sections
adequacy of the President's compliance with the requirement of
5(b) and S(c); and
Section 4 (a) of the statute that reports be made to Congress of the
(iii)

Whether the consultation provisions of

nation's military involvement in El Salvador and the Persian Gulf and
Section 3 of the Resolution should be
have raised other war powers issues with respect to the Grenada
invasion and U.S. involvement in Nicaragua. 10

expanded so as to serve as a substitute for
The latest such
Sections S(b) and S(c).

action, Lowry v. Reagan, is currently pending before the Court of
Appeals of the District of Columbia.

Citing considerations of
I. Constitutional authority, the Resolution and the

~

justiciability, the courts to date have declined to rule on whether
,.

any given Executive Branch response is in compliance with the
requirements of the Resolution.
It is the intent of the Committee to comment not on the
merits of the foreign policy issues which the War Powers Resolution
I.

has been invoked to address, but rather on certain constitutional and

.,
I

~

In order to analyze any proposed revisions to the
Res~lution,

it is critical to examine the underlying

Constitutional positions of the executive and legislative
branches; the background of the statute itself; and the

legal issues raised by bhe Res~lution in its present form, in

nature of the separation of powers analysis in

particular:

10

decision

~
~~ (Persian Gulf); Sanchez-Espinoza v.
~, 568 F. Supp. 596 (D.D.C. 1983), ~, 770
F.2d 202 (D.C. Cir 1985) (Nicaragua); Conyers v.
~, 578 F. Supp. 324 (D.D.C. 1984), ~
dismissed, 765 F.2d 1124 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (Grenada);
C;ockett v. Reagan, 558 F. Supp. 893 (D.D.C. 1982),
~, 720 F.2d 1355 (D.C.Cir. 1983), cert. denied,
467 U.S. 1251 (1984) (El Salvador).

- 4 -
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and

subsequent Supreme Court decisions touching on separation of
powers.

:

I
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A. Constitutional Sources of Authority

The Constitutional grants of authority to Congress
and the President relevant to the war powers and the
legislative veto can be briefly summarized.

879

Congress has the

power to legislate, provided that legislation shall be
presented to the President, and if vetoed, passed by two-

~
""
~

~

I
~

Aside from matters textually committed to one
branch or the other and the critical political objective of
the Framers to create a balance of authority among the
branches of government 12 , it is difficult to discern
original intent as to how the war powers would actually be
exercised in war, near war and the placement of troops for
security purposes.

The motion of Madison and Elbridge Gerry

thirds of each house; to declare war; to raise and support
to substitute "declare war" for "make war" in Article I,
armies and a navy; to appropriate funds for these purposes;
and to make all laws necessary and proper to carry out these
powers, and all other powers vested in the U.S. government.
The President is to have the executive power; to be the

r:

; :i

t

..

~

Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy; to make treaties and
to send and receive ambassadors; and to faithfully execute
the laws. 11

the foregoing powers and all other powers vested by
this Constitution in the Government of the United
States or in any department or officer thereof",
cl. 18. Article I, § 9 includes the requirement
that no money may be drawn from the Treasury "but
in consequence of appropriations made by law."

I

As to the President, Article II, § 1 provides that
the executive power shall be vested in a President.
Article II, § 2, cl. 1 declares that the President
shall be Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy of
the United States, and of the militia of the
several states when called into service of the
United States. Article II, § 2, cl. 2 gives the
President the power, by and with the advice and
consent of the Senate to make treaties (with the
consent of two-thirds of the Senate), and to
appoint ambassadors and consuls; Article II, § 3
empowers the President to receive ambassadors and
other public ministers, and to take care that the
laws be faithfully executed.

''';

"

l.l

Article I, § 1 provides "All legislative powers
herein granted shall be vested in a Congress of the
United States, which shall consist of a Senate and
a House of Representatives." Article I, § 7 cl. 2
and 3, provide that every bill which has passed the
House of Representatives and the Senate, and every
order, resolution or vote "to which the concurrence
of the Senate and House of Representatives shall be
necessary" shall be presented to the President; if
he disapproves, it shall become a law only upon
approval by a two-thirds majority in both houses.
Article I, § 8 gives Congress the power to collect
taxes, pay debts and provide for the common
welfare, cl. 1; to regulate commerce with foreign
nations, cl 3; to declare war, cl. 11; to raise and
Support armies, cl. 12; to provide and maintain a
navy, cl. 13; to make rules to govern the land and
naval forces, cl. 14; to provide for calling forth,
organizing, arming and disciplining the militia,
c1. 15, 16; and to "make all laws which shall be
necessary and proper for carrying into execution
-

12

t
:.

f

The Federalist Papers, No. 51 (Madison) (Mentor ed.
1961): "the great security against a gradual
concentration of the several powers in the same
department consists of giving to those who
administer each department the necessary
constitutional means and personal motives to resist
encroachments of the others." The importance of
the checks and balances on each branch has been
reemphasized by the Supreme Court in Bowsher v.
~, 478 U.S. 714, 721-27 (1986); ~, §YE~,
462 U.S. at 951; Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 at
120-124 (1976).

6 -
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Section 8, "leaving to the executive power to repel sudden
attacks,"13

an executive function,16 and wished to encourage the maximum

haa been used by advocates of both Presidential

amount of deliberation before the nation entered into war. 17

and Congressional authority to bolster a view that their

Debate remains, however, over the intent of the Framers as to

branch has preeminent authority in the war powers area. 14

procedures to be followed in the area between the clear

It is clear that the Framers were concerned by the potential

grant to Congress of the power to declare war and the clear

for overreaching by both the executive ("Mr. Gerry never

grant

expected to hear, in a republic, a motion to empower the

to the executive of the power to defend the nation

against attack. 18

executive alone to declare war") 15 and the legislative

The historical record similarly provides

branch, insofar as the conduct of a war was perceived to be

arguments for both Presidential and Congressional authority
to exercise war powers.

Proponents of a strong view of

Presidential power have argued that the taking of
13

5 Elliot, Debates on the Adoption of the Federal
Constitution 438-39 (1845) (hereinafter "Elliot"),
reprinted in Lungren and Krotoski, The War Powers
Resolution after the Chadha Decision, 17 Loyola of
Los Angeles L. Rev. 767 at 770 (1984) (hereinafter
"Lung"ren It) •

Presidential initiative in hundreds of actions involving use
of U.S. troops abroad is a gloss giving the President
constitutional authority to respond to circumstances
",

14

For a discussion of the varying interpretations,
see, e.g. Lungren, ~ at 771-72.

15

Elliot~. As to the concerns of the Framers as
to overreaching by the executive, see The
Federalist No. 69 (A. Hamilton) (Mentor ed. 1961):
"The President is to be commander-in-chief of the
army and navy of the United States. In this
respect his authority would be nominally the same
with that of the king of Great Britain, but in
substance much inferior to it. It would amount to
nothing more than the supreme command and direction
of the military and naval forces, as first general
and admiral of the Confederacy; while that of the
British king extends to the declaring of war and to
the raising and regulating of fleets and armies -all which, by the Constitution under
consideration, would appertain to the legislature."

- 8 -
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16

As to the concerns of the Framers as to
overreaching of the legislature, see The Federalist
No. 48 (Madison) (Mentor ed. 1961) at 310; The
Federalist No. 71 (A. Hamilton) (Mentor ed. 1961)
at 433 ("the tendency of the legislative authority
to absorb every other has been fully displayed and
illustrated ••. ")

17

Elliot, ~ note 13 (statement of George Mason);
The Federalist No. 69.; see also Thomas Jefferson's
statement that "We have already given in example
one effectual check to the dogs of war by
transferring the power of de~laring war from the
Executive to the Legislative body, from those who
are to spend to those who are to pay," 7 ~J.I!9§'
of Thomas Jeff!lUQll at 461 (Lipscomb & Bergh ed .
1903), reprinted in Statement of Myron P. Curzan,
1977 Senate Hearings at 141.

18

Compare for instance, the constitutional arguments
advanced in Statement of Hon. Monroe Leigh, 1977
Senate Hearings at 77, with those in Statement of
Prof. Raoul Berger, 1977 Senate Hearings at 304.

I
.,

I
;
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independently of congress 19 ; others have argued that an
unconstitutional act cannot be sanctioned by repetition; that
early authorities support the view that the entry into
offensive wars was solely the prerogative of Congress; and
that in fact in many of the instances cited, Congress
acquiesced in or subsequently ratified the President's
initiative. 20
Finally, there are strong constitutional arguments
for a shared concept of Presidential and Congressional

~

k
t

II
¥.

~;,

reciprocity.,n23
~~~e

Buckley Court noted for example that President

i1rticipates in the lawmaking process by virtue of his
"Jthority to veto bills enacted by Congress (foreshadowing
~b~~)

rrocess by virtue of its authority to refuse to confirm
,·orsons nominated to office by the President (foreshadowing
'he "inaction" argument raised as to Section 5(b) of the

fJ"!Jolution) •
In Youngstown, Justice Jackson states the thesis

authority, based on the concept both of checks and balances

'hat Presidential powers are not fixed, but fluctuate,

and the concept of "clogging rather than facilitating war."21
As

r .:;
t;

~

-!opending upon the related powers of, and actions taken by,

the Supreme Court indicated in Buckley y. Vale2, "the

Constitution by no means contemplates total separation of
(the three) branches of Government. 22

Citing Justice

Jackson's concurrence in Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. y.
~,

the Court observed:
'''Wbile the Constitution diffuses power the
better to serve liberty, it also contemplates that
practice will integrate the dispersed powers into a
workable government. It enjoins upon its branches
separateness but interdependence, autonomy, but

t
I,

19

See, e.g., Statement of Sen. Barry Goldwater, 1977
Senate Hearings at 19-54.
.

20

See, e.g., Statement of Myron P. Curzan, 1977
Senate Hearings at 117; statement of Prof. Raoul
Berger; ~ at 304.

21

Elliot,

22

424 U.S. at 121.

~ongress24:

r

"I.

i

~

I
I
I

~

I
f

When the President acts pursuant to an
express or implied authorization of Congress,
his authority is at its maximum, for it
includes all that he possesses in his own
right plus all that Congress can delegate. In
these circumstances, and in these only, may he
be said (for what it may be worth) to
personify the federal sovereignty. If his act
is held unconstitutional under these
circumstances, it usually means that the
Federal Government as an undivided whole lacks
power. A seizure executed by the President
pursuant to an Act of Congress would be
supported by the strongest of presumptions
and the widest latitUde of judicial
interpretation, and the burden of persuasion
would rest heavily upon any who might attack
it.

23

424 U.S. at 121, citing 343 u.S. 579, 635 (1952)

24

343 U.S. 579 at 635 (1952).

note 13 (statement of George Mason) .

- 10 -

and that the Senate participates in the appointment
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When the President acts in absence of either
a congressional grant or denial of authority,
he can only rely upon his own independent
powers, but there is a zone of twilight in
which he and Congress may have concurrent
authority, or in which its distribution is
uncertain. Therefore, congressional inertia,
indifference or quiescence may sometimes, at
least as a practical matter, enable, if not
invite, measures on independent presidential
responsibility.
In this area, any actual
test of power is likely to depend on the
imperatives of events and contemporary
imponderables rather than on abstract
theories of law.
When the President takes measures
incompatible with the expressed or implied
will of Congress, his power is at its lowest
ebb, for then he can rely only upon his own
constitutional powers minus any
constitutional powers of Congress over the
matter. Courts can sustain exclusive
presidential control in such a case only by
disabling the Congress from acting upon the
subject. Presidential claim to a power at
once so conclusive and preclusive must be
scrutinized with caution, for what is at
stake is the equilibrium established by our
constitutional system."25

The shared powers concept has been applied to the
war powers by numerous commentators as consistent with the
j"

'f'.:ii:
~·i
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I

I
I
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Intent of the Framers. 26

record, future State Department Legal Advisor Abraham Sofaer
testified before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee in
1977 that the existence'of mixed powers comported with his
'ietailed study of practice under the Framers, and that he had
found no instance in this study in which a President had
ignored an unambiguous legislative prohibition. 27

~

B.

I
~

The War Powers Resolution

The provisions of the Resolution critical to our review
are Section 2(c), which provides:
26

~

I
;

25

343 u.s. at 635-36: The Court ruled in Youngstown
that President Truman's seizure of the steel mills
during the Korean War by Executive Order was
unconstitutional. Justice Jackson found the
seizure to be in the third category, inconsistent
with three legislative pronouncements, and
unjustified by the President's inherent powers as
Commander-in-Chief. His three-part analysis of
Presidential warmaking powers was recently adopted
by Justice Rehnquist in Dames & Moore v. Regan, 453
u.s. 654 at 674 (1981).

with respect to the historical

i

,
27

See, e.g., Statement of Prof. Abraham Sofaer, 1977
Senate Hearings at 84-116; L. Henkin, Foreign
Affairs and the Constityt!Qn (1972 ed.) at 101
("Presidents cannot use the armed forces for long
in substantial operations without Congressional
cooperation; surely any action that can be properly
called war depends on Congressional appropriations
and other forms of approval, expressed or
implied"); Wald, ~ at 21; Glennon, The War
Powers Resolution: Sad Record, Dismal Promise, 17
Loyola of Los Angeles L. Rev. 657, 661 (1984)
(hereinafter "Glennon"); Qyt U~ Turner, The War
Powers Resolution: Unconstitutional, Unnecessary
and Unhelpful,. 17 Loyola of Los Angeles L. Rev.
683, 695, (1984) citing United States v. Curt~~
Wright Export Corp., 299 U.S. 304 (1936) (note
however that the broad statement in Curtiss-Wrig~
that the President is the "sole organ of the
Federal government in the field of international
relations" was distinguished by Justice Jackson in
Youngstown as based on a factual situation in which
the President had received Congressional
authorization, 343 U.S. at 635, Note 2.)
1977 Senate Hearings at 91-92.
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"The constitutional powers of the
President as Commander-in-Chief to
introduce united states Armed Forces into
hostilities, or into situations where
imminent involvement in hostilities is
clearly indicated by the circumstances,
are exercised only pursuant to (1) a
declaration of war, (2) specific
statutory authorization, or (3) a
national emergency created by attack upon
the United States, its territories or
possessions, or its armed forces,"

(A) the circumstances necessitating the introduction of
United States Armed Forces;
(B) the constitutional and
legislative authority under which such
introduction took place; and
(C) the estimated scope and
duration of the hostilities or
involvement,"
Section 5(b), which provides:
neb) Within sixty calendar days after a
report is submitted or is required to be
submitted pursuant to section 4(a) (1),
whichever is earlier; the President shall
terminate any use of United States Armed
Forces with respect to which such report
was submitted (or required to be
submitted), unless the Congress (1) has
declared war or has enacted a specific
authorization for such use of United
States Armed Forces, (2) has extended by
law such sixty-day period, or (3) is
physically unable to meet as a result of
an armed attack upon the united States.
Such sixty-day period shall be extended
for not more than an additional thirty
days if the President determines and
certifies to the Congress in writing that
unavoidable military necessity
respecting the safety of United States
Armed Forces requires the continued use
of such armed forces in the course of
bringing about a prompt removal of such
forces,"

section 3, which provides:

r~
~i'
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"The President in every possible instance
shall consult with Congress before
introducing United States Armed Forces
into hostilities or into situations where
imminent involvement in hostilities is
clearly indicated by the circumstances,
and after every such introduction shall
consult regularly with the Congress until
United states Armed Forces are no longer
engaged in hostilities or have been
removed from such situations,
Section 4(a), which provides:
"In the absence of a declaration of war,
in any case in which United States Armed
Forces are introduced -(1) into hostilities or into
situations where imminent involvement in
hostilities is clearly indicated by the
circumstances;
(2) into the territory, airspace or
waters of a foreign nation, while
equipped for combat, except for
deployments which relate solely to
supply, replacement, repair, or training
of such forces; or
(3) In numbers which substantially
enlarge United States Armed Forces
equipped for combat already located in a
foreign natio~;
the President shall submit within 48
hours to the Speaker of the House of
Representatives and to the President pro
tempore of the Senate a report, in
writing, setting forth -- 14 -

and Section 5(c), which provides:

I
t

"(c) Notwithstanding subsection (b), at
any time that United States Armed Forces
are engaged in hostilities outside the
territory of the United States, its
possessions and territories without a
declaration of war or specific statutory
authorization, such forces shall be
removed by the President if the Congress
so directs by concurrent. resolution."
A concurrent resolution, unlike joint resolutions and bills,
is not presented to the President for his signature.
Sections 6 and 7 of the Resolution establish expedited
procedures for consideration of, respectively, joint
resolutions or bills introduced pursuant to Section 5(b) and
- 15 -
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concurrent resolutions introduced pursuant to Section 5(c).
1969 of the National Commitments Resolution,29 to control or
Section 8(a) provides that authority to introduce U.S. armed
halt the continued U.S. presence in Vietnam, which efforts
forces into hostilities shall not be inferred from any
were resisted b'" the Johnson and Nixon administrations. 30
provision of law, including any provision in any
This history explains both the Congressional anxiety to
appropriation act or from any treaty unless the act or
regain a sense of participation in the process and the
treaty specifically states that it is intended as such an
reliance on enforcement mechanisms such as the 60-day cutoff
authorization. 28

Section 8(d) provides:
and the concurrent resolution procedure to influence an

"Nothing in this joint resolution -(1) is intended to alter the
constitutional authority of the Congress
or of the President, or the provisions of
existing treaties; or
(2) shall be construed as granting
any authority to the President with
respect to the introduction of United
States Armed Forces into hostilities or
into situations wherein involvement in
hostilities is clearly indicated by the
circumstances which authority he would
not have had in the absence of this joint
resolution."

.\:

,
~

executive reluctant to consult.
Second, the legislation is a compromise between

I

two distinct schemes.

The House version provided,

~

UiA, for prior conSUltation "in every possible instance";
reporting by the President in three situations (commitment of
troops to hostilities 31 outside the U.S., to a foreign
nation, or as an increase to troops already stationed in a
foreign nation); a 120-day automatic cutoff requiring removal

Section 9 is a separability clause.
of troops with respect to which

~qy

report was submitted

There are two critical points to note about the
Resolution as enacted.

First, the Resolution followed a

29

S. Res. 85, 92nd Cong., 1st Sess. (1969), a sense
of the Senate resolution that the executive branch
and legislative branch must jointly make national
ccmmitments to a foreign power, see discussion in
S. Rep. 220, reprinted in 1977 Senate Hearings at 220.

30

S. Rep. 220, reprinted in 1977 Senate Hearings at
241.

31

Hostilities is defined in the House Report as
follows:
"The word hostilities was substituted for the
phrase armed conflict during tbe subcommittee
drafting process because it was considered to be
somewhat broader in scope. In addition to a
situation in which fighting actually has begun,
hostilities also encompasses a state of
confrontation in which no shots have been fired but
where there is a clear and present danger of armed
conflict. "Zmminent hostilities" denotes a
situation in which there is a clear potential
either for such a state of confrontation or for
actual armed conflict."

series of efforts by Congress, including repeal of the
Tonkin Gulf Resolution and the adoption by the Senate in

,
28

This section of the Resolution attempts to close
off certain theories relied on by the executive
branch to justify involvement in hostilities (the
treaty power relied on by President Truman in the
Korean War, see Henkin, ~, Ch. IV, Note 27) and
by courts in justifying the constitutionality of
the Vietnam war (e.g. the ruling in Orlando v.
~, 443 F.2d 1039 (1971); ~~, 404 U.S.
869 (1971) that Congressional approval of U.S.
involvement in Vietnam could be inferred from
defense appropriations) •
- 16 -
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unless Congress declares war or specifically authorizes the
troops; and a cutoff within a lesser time period by
concurrent resolution. 32

The Senate version listed

situations in which the Armed Forces could be introduced
without a declaration of war; required reporting of any
introduction of troops in such circumstances; cut off use of
troops in such circumstances in 30 days unless authorized by
Congress, or unless the President certified that safety of
the troops required more time for the process of
disengagement; and provided for termination by act or joint

i
~

I

4(a) (1», a fact taken advantage of by successive Presidents
in refusing to specify the section under which reports are
submitted to congress, thus avoiding an explicit triggering
of the 60 day cutoff provisions of Section 5(b) .35

Finally,

;'"
U

the disconnection of Section 2(c)

1

~

absence of any other binding description of what congress

!i

seeS as the ~ of instances in which the President can

if

i.

from the enforcement

mechanisms of the 60-90 day cut off in Section 5 (b)

(and

introduce troops into hostilities without a Congressional
declaration of war) gives rise to the argument that despite

resolution of use of troops prior to the 30 day period unless

the language to the contrary in Section B(d), the Resolution

the President had made a safety certification as above

as enacted is an authorization to the executive branch to

described. 33

freely take action independent of Congress for such 60-90 day

r...
·t;

''=

~;

The legislative compromise reached in the
t

Resolution shows the inconsistency of its parts in some
respects.

Section 2(c) of the Resolution adopts the Senate

concept of listing Presidential authority, but omits certain
obvious items included in the Senate bill (rescue of
nationals abroad, forestalling an imminent attack)34 and is

but which becomes relevant in assessing the impact of ~

I
!:

set forth as a nonbinding statement disconnected from the
Resolution's mechanics.

Section 4 of the Resolution requires

reporting in three instances (like the House bill), but
provides for the 60-day cutoff to apply only to reports
submitted in connection with the introduction of troops into

H.J. Res. 542,

33

S. 440, supra.

34

See, e.g., statement of Hon. Monroe Leigh, 1977
Senate Hearings.

~.

- 18 -

on the Resolution.

C. The

~

decision

In ~, the Supreme Court considered the

,

hostilities or imminent hostilities (Resolution Section
32

period,36 -- a position with which the Committee disagrees,

I
~

!i
~.

35

See ~, §YP~; and discussion of Presidential
reports in Ratner, ~, Wald, ~~ and Lungren
~; for a discussion of the consultations which
have actually occurred, see also Statement of
Thomas M. Franck, 1977 Senate Hearings at 61-71;
Torricelli, ~.

36

The point was raised in Congress at the time of
passage of the Resolution by, among others, Sen.
Eagleton, see generally discussion in Ratner,
~, and Torricelli, ~, and was one of the
concerns underlying proposed amendments to the
Resolution considered by the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee in 1977, see 1971 Senate
Hearings.
- 19 -
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constitutionality of Section 244(c) (2) of the Immigration
and Nationality Act 37 which authorized either the Senate or
the House of Representatives, by resolution, to invalidate a
decision of the Executive Branch with respect to the
immigration status of an alien.

Chadha, a Kenyan holding a

British passport, had overstayed a student visa and was
eligible for deportation. The Attorney General, acting under
authority delegated by Congress in Section 244(a) (1) of the
Act, carried out a character investigation, conducted a

.r:"

893
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~~

i
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It
~

~
"
~

procedure "will not save it if it is contrary to the
Constitution";39 second, that the appearance of the veto in
numerous statutes over a fifty-year period would not be
dispositive of its constitutionality;40 and third, that where
the Constitution explicitly prescribes and defines the
respective functions of the Congress and the Executive in a
process in which they each participato, those explicit
definitions will be given full effect.

The Court proceeded

to analyze the presentment clauses in Article I with

hearing to determine Chadha's eligibility under defined

particular emphasis on the desire of the Framers to

statutory criteria for a suspension of deportation, and

circumscribe the broad powers given to the Legislature, first

determined that Chadha's deportation should be suspended on

to protect the constitutional role of the executive branch

hardship grounds. Pursuant to section 244(c) (1), the Attorney

itself, and further to protect the community at large from

General reported this action to Congress. Eighteen months

hasty, inadvertent or designedly bad laws. The Court noted

r ";

"~

later, as the time period for Congressional action under
Section 244(a) (2) was about to expire, the House, acting on
the basis of an unprinted resolution passed without debate or

I.,

recorded vote, reversed the Attorney General's decision.
Chadha then challenged the constitutionality of the

I

legislative veto. The Court of Appeals determined that
section 244(a) (2) was unconstitutional and the Supreme Court
affirmed. 38
In reviewing the constitutionality of the legislative
veto, the Court laid out some important guidelines: first,

I

that the efficiency, usefulness or convenience of the
37

8 USC §1254 (c) (2) •

38

The Court let stand the remainder of the statute,
relying on the Immigration and Naturalization Act's
severability clause, 462 U.S. at 931-32.
- 20 -

also the importance of the bicameral legislature as
protecting the smaller states and further splitting the
concentration of power. The Court found that the Article I
requirements for legislative enactment represented a "single,
finely wrought and exhaustively considered, procedure."
Having considered the constitutional mechanism at
issue, the Court then analyzed the nature of Section
244(c) (2) and the actions taken under it in light of the
constitutionally required procedure.

The Court acknowledged

that there would be institutional pressures to modify the
procedure, but cautioned:

I
~

The hydraulic pressure inherent
within each of the .separate
39

462 U.S. at 944.

40

Id. at 944-45.
- 21 -
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Branches to exceed the outer
limits of its power, even to
accomplish desirable
objectives, must be resisted. 41

The Court specifically noted that durational limits on
authorizations and formal reporting requirements would lie

The Court noted that when any branch acted, it is

within Congress' constitutional power,45 as would a "report

presumptively acting within its sphere i.e. that the House's

and wait" provision of the type used with respect to the

action in overruling the Attorney General could be presumed

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and Rules of Evidence

to be legislative.

(giving Congress an opportunity to review the rules before

The Court then reviewed in full the

nature of the House's action and determined that this veto

they became effective and to pass legislation barring their

was legislative in character and effect because it t'had the

effectiveness if the rules were found objectionab1e).46
The Court did not specifically apply its holding on the

purpose and effect of altering the legal rights, duties and
relations of persons, including the Attorney General,

Immigration and Naturalization Act to any other statute;

Executive Branch officials and Chadha. ,,42 The Court concluded

however, Justice-White's dissent, in listing legislative veto

that a legislative delegation by Congress to a coordinate

provisions which he considered invalidated by the majority

branch such as that found in Section 244 43 cannot be

opinion, specifically listed Section 5(c) of the War Powers

subsequently altered except by further legislative enactment,

I

1

and that the one-house legislative veto enacted by the House

Cases subsequent to

was therefore unconstitutional. 44
462 U.S. at 951.

42

Id. at 952.

43

Note that Article I, § 8, c1. 4 gives Congress the
power within its legislative authority to
"establish a uniform rule of naturalization."
Since the Constitution does not textually provide
for a sharing of the authority in this area between
branches, Congress' departure from its earlier
practice of passing private bills governing waivers
of deportation orders amounts to a delegation of a
power textually committed to Congress to the
Attorney General to make such determinations.

44

~

have reaffirmed the

importance of separation of powers analysis in reviewing

I

41

Resolution. 47

legislatively-directed interaction between Congress and the
Executive Branch.

In Bowsher v. Synar 48 , the Court ruled

that the specification in the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act that

The Court further observed that when the Framers
had ~n~ended either House to act alone, they had
spec1f1cally so provided, noting such instances,
462 U.S. at 955-56. Note, however, that while the
reach of ~ is to one house legislative vetoes
the Court subsequently disapproved on
'
Constitutional grounds a two house veto in ~
~ouse of Representatives v. FTC, 463 U.S. 1216 (1982).
- 22 -

spending reductions be specified by the Comptroller General
violated separation of powers principles in that Congress
cannot execute the laws and cannot grant to an officer under
its control the authority to execute the laws.

,

I
t

I
.

In Morrison

45

462 U.S. at 955, note 19.

46

Id. at 935, note 9.

47

Id. at 971. Note that Justice White did
Section 5(b).

48

478 U.S. 714 (1986) •

- 23 -
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v. Olson 49 , the Court considered a challenge to the

III. Analysis of Sections 5(b) and 5(c) of the Resolution in

independent counsel provisions of the Ethics in Government

light of

Act on two separation of powers issues:

provisions, which limited removal of a special counsel to

We believe that read in light of the specific holding in

instances where "good cause" can be shown, interfere

~ as to the validity of the legislative veto mechanism,

impermissibly with the President's Article II fl'.nctions; and

Section 5(c)'s authorization of removal of troops at the

whether the Act as a whole violates separation of powers by

direction of Congress by concu~rent resolution in less than

reducing the President's control over the powers of the

the 60-90 day period set forth in Section 5(b) is so

independent counsel.

questionably constitutional that its procedures should be

On the first issue, the Court, relying

on Humphrey's Executor v. United States 50 and Weiner v.

amended or replaced to provided for passage of a bill or

United States 5l , determined that a "good cause" standard for

joint resolution in the "report and wait" pattern approved in

removal does not by itself unduly trammel executive

~. Section 5(b), on the other hand, when analyzed with

authority. 52

separation of powers concerns in mind, creates a valid

with respect to the second issue, the Court

reaffirmed that the Constitution does not require "absolute
independence" of the three branches, 53 decided that the
special prosecutor legislation was not an attempt by
Congress to increase its own powers at the expense of the
:.,
I

~

whether the removal

Executive Branch,54 and ruled that under the Act, the
President retained sufficient control, including the "good

durational limit after which Congress must be seen to have

j

I

disapproved of the use of troops in hostilities.
In ~, the Court's analysis looks to the textual
commitment of authority between the branches and the
importance of separation of powers in the political theory
underlying the work of the Framers.

The Court, echoing

cause" removal authority confe,t;red on the Attorney General,

Buckley v. Valeo, recognized that separation of powers

to perform his constitutionally assigned duties.55

between Congress and the President is not total, but

49

_ _ _ U.S.
,
S. Ct.
, 56
U.S.L.W. 48~. 87-1279, decided June 29, 1988).

emphasized the need to resist encroachment by anyone branch
on the authority and responsibility of another.

If the

50

295 U. S. 602 (1935).

textual commitment test in ~ is strietly applied, both

51

357 U.S. 349 (1958).

the Resolution and any coneurrent resolution passed under

52

56 U.S.L.W. at 4845.

Section 5(c) are legislative in character, as eaeh affect the

56 U.S.L.W. at 4846, citing United States v.
Nixon, 418 U.S. 683 at 707 (1974).

rights, powers and duties of both the President and any

53
54

56 U.S.L.W. at 4846.

55

l£.... at 4846-47.

troops committed by the President to hostilities or imminent
- 25 -
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hostilities; Congress cannot take a legislative act or
be restricted in subsequent effect to the type of delegation

reverse previous legislation without presentment; and Section

found in the Immigration and Naturalization Act, whereas the
5(c) is therefore unconstitutional.

If

~

is read more
~esolution

necessarily involves shared powers whose

broadly as a separation of powers decision that the

implementation is not delegated by the express terms of the
legislative veto device (but not other Congressional
Resolution.

oversight mechanisms) is an undue encroachment on the

We are not convinced, however, that these

arguments conclusively rebut a strict application Of Chadha's

Executive Branch's constitutional authority, a Section 5(c)

analysis to Section 5(c).

concurrent resolution, involving no presentment to the

As to the first argument, we agree that the form of

President, is either unconstitutional or so arguably
Congressional authorization or lack of authorization
unconstitutional that its constitutional weakness must
recognized in Youngstown and Dames & Moore is varied and
inevitably detract from the substance of any position taken
could include a concurrent resolution as well as legislation
by Congress in any resolution passed in accordance with its
formally presented to the President. But what is offensive

procedures.

r':;:

We note that there are substantial arguments to be made
for a narrower reading of

~'s

application to the

Resolution and a different conclusion as to how the
separation of powers concept would be applied to Section
5(c).

First, a concurrent resolution passed under Section

5(c) could be analyzed as an expression of Congressional
intent as per Justice Jackson's formulation in Youngstown,
and as such need be in no particular form to have
constitutional effect. 56
56

Second, the ~ decision could

In Dames & Moore v. Regan, the Court determined
Congressional intent as to suspension of claims by
U.S. c~tizens against Iran in a Youngstown-based
analys1s from both the general tenor of
Congressional statutes giving the President broad
latitude in the area of hostage negotiations and a
history of congressional acquiescence in similar
types of settlements entered into by executive
agreements, 453 U.S. at 677-680. In Youngstown,
Justice Frankfurter suggested that in addition to
specific legislation, Congressional approval could
be inferred from "long-continued acquiescence by
- 26 -

~
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~1

about Section 5(c) under

Qn~'s

separation of powers

analysis is that it provides for Congressional decision
without presentment to the President in an area where
Congress does not have exclusive constitutional authority,
but rather shares the warmaking powers of the nation with the
President.
With respect to the delegation argument, for the
Resolution to be distinguished from the Immigration Act it
would in effect have to be determined that Congressional
authority to declare war and regulate troops is
nonlegislative in character, an interpretation which we think
is unlikely in light of ~~QP~57.

Further, we think the

question of whether the Resolution delegates power to the
Congress," 343 U.S. at 613.
57

In this respect, we note that the Congressional
plaintiffs in ~~, supra, conceded that Section
5(c) does not have the force and effect of law
after~, 676 F. Supp. at 333.
- 27 -
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President to engage the armed forces of the nation in hostile

I

acts is only relevant to the issue of whether the authority

~'

,

to approve or disapprove engaging the United States in
hostilities is Presidential or Congressional58 , an issue we
think must be answered,

in the Constitution of war-related powers in both Article I
and Article II, that constitutionally the authority is

numb~r of powers

r.:~'
? ,i
r :

~'s

separation of powers analysis, followed by a 60-90

day breathing space in which both Congress and the President

-:'-'
,

~

The 60-90 day period is consistent with Congress'

j

constitutional responsibility to authorize war, the

~

President's constitutional responsibilities of national

as rescue and efforts to forestall imminent attack asserted
elsewhere by the President. If the President has terminated

I

in which the President is acting in conjunction with
Congressional disapproval. We view this as the equivalent of
a durational limit, not on a power delegated by Congress to
the President, but rather on the period of time within which
Congressional inaction could be argued to be approval or
acquiescence 59 • This durational limit was presented to the
President and passed by Congress over the President's veto.

light

of~.

This is not to imply that Section 5(b), if given full
effect, would be constitutional in all respects.

We

removal of troops after expiration of an arbitrary time
period 60 •

But we similarly reject the argument that Section

5(b) is the equivalent of an unconstitutional legislative

no

conflict will arise between the shared powers of the

59

We do not mean to imply that Section 5(b) nor
Congressional inaction during the 60-90 day period
amounts to authorization of any Presidential
military initiative.

60

We note also the questionable wisdom of such an
application in all instances of military engagement
and the obvious military difficulties raised by a
pre-set cutoff period.

If it appears that the use of troops will not be

terminated, and Congress approves such use and/or grants a

See, e.g., Wald, ~.

one

if read to mean that Congress can in all instances direct the

additional Presidential constitutional responsibilities such

58

~

strongly disagree with the constitutionality of the statute

defense recognized in Resolution Section 2(c) and the

branches.

I2Y~~,

W~ do not believe this interpretation is unconstitutional in

j,

the use of troops by the end of the 60-90 day period,

of the troops on grounds of national emergency, rescue of

of falling within the third category in

I

reviewing the wisdom and efficacy of a military initiative.

"

spoken, the President must constitutionally justify the use

I

can consider their respective constitutional functions in

t:~

If such use is not terminated and Congress has not

nationals, military necessity, etc. and with the heavy burden

f-'

required reporting, a requirement specifically approved in

function.

ij

l;I

Sections 3, 4 and 5(b) in particular, is that Congress has

legislation, each branch has carried out its constitutional

..

i

which impact on such military engagements.
We believe that a better view of the Resolution, and

further extension of time, as occurred with the 1983 Lebanon

-.

in light of the textual commitment

shared, in the sense that each branch has a

901

,
J
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veto, or unconstitutional "action by inaction", or

and overreaching by those in power.

unconstitutional per se because it limits the President in an

obligation no less than the President to uphold the

area where as Commander-in-Chief he has sole or predominant

Constitution, and we think Congress may validly indicate to

authority. 61

Congress under the Constitution has the sole

authority to declare war. 62

Congress has an

the Executive how Congress intends to carry out its
constitutional functions. 64

Where the decision involves

Whether Congress can enforce its view on the

considerations of national defense, the President's duty as
Commander-in-Chief and under the executive power to preserve

President is another matter.

the nation coincides with Congress' obligation to debate,

requirements set forth in the Resolution requirements have

consider and authorize a sustained military engagement.

Any

In practice, the procedural

been complied with only in part 65 and the Executive has

unilateral decision by the President would be made at the

reserved its position on the constitutionality of such

lowest ebb of his authority, difficult to justify

procedure. 66

constitutionally and in practical terms virtually impossible

Congress' setting forth its view of how shared power is in

to sustain over any period of time. 63

64

This can be analogized to the setting of standards
for removal viewed as a constitutional limit on the
President's removal authority in Morrison, ~,
and Humphrey's Executor, ~.

65

The only Presidential report which specifically
referenced subsection 4(a) (1) was the report filed
by President Ford with respect to the Mayaguez,
reprinted in 1977 Senate Hearings at 332. Of the
13 publicly available reports sent to Congress by
President Reagan, only one, the Sinai report,
refers to a specific section of the Resolution
(Section 4(a) (2», and most contain only a general
reference that the report is being submitted
"consistent with the War Powers Resolution".

We also reject the argument that Congress cannot
legislate procedural requirements in an area of concurrent
responsibilities.

The Constitution

~

procedural: it is

informed throughout by the viewpoint that procedural
mechanisms can form a safeguard against self-aggrandizement
61

62

63

Arguments for the President's sole or predominant
authority in the warmaking area have been based
predominantly on readings of the historical record
and on considerations of military necessity and
efficiency. While recognizing the usefulness of
these factors in the analysis, we note that ~
emphasizes the preeminence of analysis of the
intended political function of each branch under
the Constitution.
A position recognized by the courts which
considered challenges to the U.S. presence in Viet
Nam, see, e.g., Orlando v. Laird, 317 F. Supp. 1013
(E.D.N.Y. 1970), ~, 443 F.2d 1039 (2d Cir.
1971), ~~, 404 u.s. 869 (1971), ~;
Massachusetts v. Laird, 327 F. Supp. 37B (D. Mass.
1971), aff'd, 451 F.2d 26 (1st Cir. 1971).
See, e.g., statements of Rep. Steven Solarz and Lt.
Col. David Graham, City Bar Forum, ~.
- 30 -

However, we see no constitutional defect in

Speaking at the City Bar Forum on April 27, 19B7,
Lt. Col. David Graham of the Judge Advocate
General's office gave it as his personal opinion
that the reference in ~ President's report to
Section 4(a) (1) of the Resolution was a mistake and
would not happen again, Cit~ Bar Forum at 55.
66

See· statement by President Reagan in his September
24, 1987 Persian Gulf report to Congress, 23 Weekly
Compo Pres. Doc. 1066; Statement of Abraham Sofaer,
State Department Legal Advisor, 1986 House
Hearings; President Reagan's signature message with
respect to the Multinational force in Lebanon
Resolutions, 19 Weekly Compo Pres. Doc. 1422
(October 12, 1983).
- 31 -
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practice to be shared, especially since, as required by
~,

Congress' view was fully presented to the Executive

Branch in accordance with Article I procedures.
Finally, we note that in practice, the triggering
mechanism of Section 5(b) has not proved self-executing,
despite clear legislative intent to the contrary.

Whether

the courts will make determinations as to when the

60-90 day

I

i

I
I

The Byrd bill proposes the substitution of enhanced
consultation procedures, provisions for passage of subsequent
authorizing legislation and an authorization to Members of
Congress to bring enforcement actions in the courts as a
substitute for present Sections 5(b) and 5(c) of the
Resolution.

We have discussed above our recommendations as

to previous Sections 5(b) and 5(c).

We turn now to a

period commences, as sought by members of Congress,

discussion of judicial enforcement and enhanced consultation

unsuccessfully to date, in Crockett v. Reagan and Lowry v.

procedures.

~67 or whether triggering of Section 5(b) will require a
Congressional statement as in the Multinational Foree in
Lebanon Resolution is not at the present time clear.

A.

The

need for a "second trigger" may not be in accord with the

.,

~

;'"

.to

;>

j

.

Judicial enforcement

Section 4 of the Byrd bill would authorize any Member of

statute or its legislative history.68 Its existence, however,

Congress to bring an action for declaratory judgment and

further mutes the concerns raised with respect to Section

injunctive relief on the ground that the President or the

5(b) that the President could unconstitutionally

be forced

armed forces have not complied with any joint resolution

to withdraw troops on the basis of Congressional inertia or
inefficiency.

Because they do not violate

~

passed by Congress authorizing the use of forces or requiring

or broader

the President to disengage forces from hostilities.

Such an

separation of powers concerns, we recommend that the 60-90

action would be a derivative one on behalf of Congress, 69

day cutoff provisions of Section 5(b) be left intact

and because of the prior legislative authorization, different

3S

constitutionally appropriate.

IV. Judicial Enforcement and Consultation

I
I
I

in type from the suits brought by Members of Congress to
date. 70

Despite this difference, however, we believe the

instances in which courts will reach the merits of any such

I

67

Notes 2 and 10,

68

See Zablocki; The War Powers Resolution:
Its Past
Record and Future Promise, 17 Loyola of Los Angeles
L. Rev. 579 (1984); Berdes & Huber, Making the War
Powers Resolution Work: The View from the Trench
(A Response To Professor Glennon), 17 Loyola of Los
Angeles L. Rev. 671 (1984); Glennon, ~,;
Ratner, ~.

~.
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69

See, e.g., the analysis in Dessem, Congressional
Standing to Sue, 62 Notre Dame L. Rev. 1 (1986)
(hereinafter "Dessem") and cases cited therein,
including Kennedy v. Sampson, 511 F.2d 430 (D.C.
Cir. 1974).

70

See, e.g., Synar v. united~A, 626 F. Supp.
1374 (D.D.C.), ~~. 112m. Bowsher v. United
~, 478 U.S. 714 (1986), and discussion at note
88 !nfxA.
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action will be limited at best. 71

907
We therefore do not

describing Judge Green's decision as based on the equitable

recommend such authorization to bring actions in the courts

discretion doctrine counselling judicial restraint where a

as a substitute for Section 5(b) and an amended Section 5(c).

congressional plaintiff's dispute is primarily with his or
her fellow legislators. 73

Since the enactment of the Resolution, two cases have
reviewed direct challenges to the Executive Branch's
compliance with the Resolution, two others have raised war

consider the merits of a claim by certain Congressional

powers issues and one has raised related issues of the

plaintiffs that the invasion of Grenada violated the war

allocation of foreign policy authority between the Executive

powers clause of the Constitution, Article 1,

and Legislative branches.

the basis that collegial remedies, including the War Powers

In Crockett v. Reagan,

congressional plaintiffs sought, among other things, a
declaratory judgment that the presence of u.S. troops in
hostilities in El Salvador violated Article I,
and the Resolution.

§

8, Cl. 11

l,

Judge Joyce Green concluded that the

fact finding necessary to determine whether
.~

In Conyers v. Reagan, the district court declined to

t~oops

§

8, Cl. 11, on

resolution, were available to members of Congress, that two
of the members of Congress had in fact unsuccessfully
initiated Congressional action adverse to the Grenada
situation, and that in such circumstances, legislators should
not be heard in court. 74

were

In Sanchez-Espino;a v. Reagan, the

engaged in hostilities in El Salvador was beyond the

court declined to exercise its jurisdiction on

expertise of the Court, but would be appropriate for

equitable/remedial grounds in a challenge by Congressional
plaintiffs to assistance to the contras in Nicaragua. 7S

congressional determination;72 the Circuit Court affirmed,
71

72

In Lowry v. Beagan, members of the House sought a

For the suggestion that such cases will be heard
in the event of a constitutional impasse, see
Crockett, ~, 558 F. Supp. at 899, citing
Goldwater v. Carter, .. 444 U. S. 996 (1976)
(concurrence of Justice Powell). Judicial
resolution may, however, be avoided in this area on
political question grounds, see Goldwater, ~,
(concurrence of Justice Rehnquist) and war powers
cases discussed ~.
558 F.Supp. at 848. Judge Green also ruled that
the issues presented to the court were not
non justiciable due to potential interference in
foreign affairs, since plaintiffs sought to
"enforce existing law concerning the procedures for
decisionmaking" rather than relief that would
dictate foreign policy, ~; and that the 60-day
automatic termination provision of Section 5(b) is
not operative unless a report has been submitted or
required to be submitted by Congress or a court,
!Q.... at 896.
- 34 -

declaration that the President was required to file reports
concerning certain incidents in the Persian Gulf and an
injunction directing the President to file such reports as to
ongoing escorts of Kuwaiti oil tankers in the Gulf, and the
district court declined to rule on both equitable/remedial
discretion and political question grounds.

As to equitable

discretion, the court noted the numerous bills introduced to

I,

73

720 F.2d. at 1355.

74

578 F. Supp. at 326-27.

75

770 F.2d at 210.
- 35 -
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compel the President to invoke Section 4(a) (1) in connection

dismissal on standing grounds, 80 suggesting that even if the

with the Persian Gulf activity, as well as the introduction

court were to abandon the equitable discretion formulation,

of bills to alternatively repeal and strengthen the

the plaintiffs should seek to influence the President by

Resolution,76 and determined that the lawsuit was a "by-

seeking relief in Congress, not the Courts.

product of political disputes within the Congress."77

These cases illustrate that the courts are reluctant to

On the

political question issues, the court determined that a

exercise authority in this area on both Article III and

decision on the issue of whether U.S. forces were engaged in

prudential 81 grounds, and that, if the ~~ decision is any

hostilities or imminent hostilities in the Persian Gulf could

guide, the courts will continue to decline to exercise

potentially contradict legislative statements and impact on

jurisdiction until they determine that a constitutional issue

statements by the Executive and thus under the Baker v. Carr
analysis risk the embarrassment of multiple pronouncements of
the various departments on one question. 78

80

For other cases on the issue of Congressional
standing, see ~ke v. Barnes, 479.U.S. 361, 55
U.S.L.W. 4103 (1987) (the Court avoided a
ruling on the standing of Members of Congress to
bring the action, since it dismissed the action on
mootness grounds; the footnote at 55 U.S.L.W. at
4104 assumes arguendo that a House of Congress has
a judicially cognizable injury if a statute is
nullified by action of the Executive Branch);
Bowsher, ~, 478 U.S. at 719-21 (avoiding a
decision on Congressional standing); Goldwater ~
~, ~ (avoiding a decision on Congressional
standing); ~~gt v. O'Neill, 699 F.2d 1166
(D.C. Cir. 1982), ~~, 464 U.S. 823
(1983»; Riegle v. Federal Open Market Commit~e.,
656 F.2d 873 (D.C Cir.), &~~, 454 U.S.
1082 (1981); Crockett, §~, 720 F.2d at 1357
(dissent of Judge Bork).
In Lowry, the Court did
not decide the issue of standing, analyzing first
the other justiciability challenges raised, 676 F.
Supp. at 337, n. 26.

81

That is, judicially self-imposed limits on the
exercise of Federal jurisdiction rather than the
constitutional component of standing, mootness,
ripeness and the political question doctrines; see
~, Allen v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737, 751 (1984);
Valley Forge Christian College v. Americans U~~g
for Separation of Church and state. Inc. , 454 U.S.
464, 475 (1982); Synar v. United States, 626 F.
Supp. 1374, 1382 (D.D.C), aff'd.~.n2m.Bowsher v,
~~, 478 U.S. 714 (1986).

In pornan y. U.S. secretary of Defense,79 the Circuit
Court for the District of Columbia reviewed the district
court's dismissal of a complaint brought by fifteen members

~

:'.

of the House and one Senator of an action seeking a
declaratory judgment that the President had unconstitutionally abdicated his Article II foreign policy
responsibilities by failing to support the contras in
Nicaragua and an injunction against further compliance by the
President with the Boland Amendments.

The court affirmed the

76

676 F. Supp. at 336-338.

77

xg.

78

Id. at 340, citing Baker v. Carr, 309 U.S. 186 at
217 (1962).

79

851 F. 2d 450 (D.C. Cir. 1988), summarily
affirming the decision of the district court at
676 F. Supp. 6 (D.D.C. 1987).

,
R

at 338.
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within their province has been presented to them. 82

instance reach the merits might become moot. 86

It is

not clear that specific legislation on the point by Congress

We do not mean to suggest that Congress should in no

will ensure judicial resolution of disputes between the
executive and legislative branches over the war powers.

event consider a statutory provision authorizing suits by
Members of Congress with respect to violations of the

An

action seeking enforcement of a joint resolution passed by

Resolution.

Congress directing troop withdrawal would presumably not

behalf in judicial actions to a member or committee so long

raise concerns that a Congressional plaintiff had avoided

as this delegation does not impinge on separation of powers

collegial resolution of the policy issue involved, since

concerns,87 and courts will recognize the standing of such

first, the action would have been brought by the member of

plaintiffs so long as the requisite Article III and

Congress pursuant to authorization specifically granted by an
act of Congress, 83 and second, the action would be brought to
enforce a bill passed by both houses of Congress.

Issues of

compliance by the President with the statute, including

I

separation of powers considerations are satisfied.

~roops,

however, might be ruled by the courts to be nonjusticiable on
political question or prudential grounds,84 and the President
might well challenge the constitutionality of the judicial
enforcement section itself on separation of powers grounds. 85

enforcement action by Congress which did not in the first
82

Lowry, ~ at 341. On the issue of caution in
exercising Article III authority over disputes as
to executive power in the foreign affairs area,
see Pames & Moore, ~, 453 u.s. at 660-662;
Goldwater v. Carter, ~, at 997 (concurrence of
Justice Powell) .

In Synar v. United Sta~, 626 F. Supp. 1374, 1382
(P.P.C.), ~~g~ ~ ~ Bowsher v. Syna;, 478
U.S. 714 (1986), the court recognized that Section
274 of the Gramm-Rudman-Ho1Iings Act, providing for
suits by Members of Congress seeking declaratory
and injunctive relief, eliminated the court's
equitable discretion to deny relief to Members,
leaving only Article III considerations. Congress
or its delegated representatives have frequently
intervened in cases contesting constitutionality of
legislation, as did the Senate and the House in
~, 462 U.S. at 930, note 5.

88

For the concept that standing includes Article III
considerations, see ~len v. Wright, 468 U.S. 737,
750-52 (1984); Valley Forge Christian College v.
~~n~d gor Separation o~hurch and ~~~~,
454 U.S. 464, 471-76 (1982). For the concept that
standing includes separation of powers concerns,
see ~, ~; Crockett, ~, 720 F.2d at
1357 (dissent of Judge Bork); ~ M~~~
Federal Open Market COmmittee, 836 F.2d 561, ~
~
U.S.
, 108 S. Ct. 2034, 56
U.S.L.W. 3831 (l988')lConcept that "equitable
discretion" includes separation of powers
concerns).

I

I
'.

83

Making the action a derivative one on behalf of
Congress itself, see Pessem, ~.

84

As in Crockett,

85

E.g. as interfering unduly with the carrying out of
the Executive Branch function by forcing political
.disputes into the courts.

~,

and

~,

~.

I
I
I
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~.

87

.

I

For summaries and analysis of the many cases in
which individual Members of Congress have sought
individual relief, see Cessem, ~; Note, The
Burger Court's Unified Approach to Standing and its
Impact on Congressional Plaintiffs, 60 Notre Pame
L. Rev. 1187 (1985); Note, The Justiciability of
congressional-Plaintiff Suits, 82 Colum. L. Rev.
- 39 -
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We do

As in Burke v. Barnes,

~

Moreover, given the time necessary to perfect appeals, any

88

86

\

timing and military necessity of protecting the

Congress can delegate authority to act on its

913

912
suggest, however, that judicial enforcement provisions

Committee on Foreign Relations, Committee on Armed Services

directed at future legislation mandating troop withdrawals

and Select Committee on Intelligence, with the smaller of the

are not the most effective means with which Congress can seek

two groups

to enforce the Resolution.

the President.

to establish a schedule of regular meetings with
Other proposals to amend the Resolution have

also included the establishment of a defined group to consult
with the Executive Branch on fast-breaking developments.91

B. Consultation

As

There is no doubt under

~

members of Congress and the Executive Branch, accompanied by

expression of a Congressional wish to be kept informed as to

appropriate security measures, but notes that these are not

actions taken by the Executive Branch 89 , and we believe this

substitutes for the carrying out by each branch of its

would apply a fortiori to the consultation requirements of

assigned constitutional functions.

The issue raised by Section 3

is rather whether its procedures are sufficient to lead to
meaningful consultation between the branches. 90

P~ocedures

suggested to augment Section 3 include the suggestion in S.J.

"

);

endorses the concept of regular meetings between designated

that requirements of the

type found in section 4 of the Resolution are a valid

Section 3 of the Resolution.

t, :

a matter of general principle, the Committee

Res. 323 that Congress specify two consultative groups, a
smaller group consisting of the Speaker of the House, the
President

~ ~

;

{
I

As noted by Professor

Henkin, the Congress must authorize--not simply consult, or
receive reports--when the nation goes to war. 92

.'

i

CONCLUSION

"t

The exercise of war powers by the President and the
Congress is a matter which necessarily involves

of the Senate, and the Majority and

Minority Leaders of both houses, and a larger group including

constitutional issues as well as political choices.

the chairman and ranking minority members of the House

reviewed the enforcement mechanisms of the Resolution and

Committee on Foreign Affairs, Committee on Armed Services and

conclude that while Section 5(b), the 60-90 day cutoff, is

Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence and the Senate

I

We have

not an invalid legislative veto under the Supreme Court's
decision in INS v. Chadha, the concurrent resolution

526 (1982).
89
90

mechanism of Section 5(c) is cast into doubt and should be

462 u.S. at 935,n. 9 and 955, n.19.
Other nonconstitutional concerns include the
security of communications made to Congress and the
practicality of attempting to communicate with
Congressional leaders: see, e.g., President Ford's
description in connection with evacuations from Da
Nang and Lebanon, 1977 Senate Hearings at 328.
- 40 -

91

See, e.g., proposals reviewed in 1977 Senate Hearings.

92

City Bar Forum, supra, at 94-95.

00002281
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modified or removed from the Resolution.

The Committee on Federal Legislation
Howard J. Aibel, Chair
Charles N. Goldman, Secretary

The inclusion of

authorization for actions brought in the courts by Members of
Congress does not seem to us to be a satisfactory substitute
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for section 5(b) or an amended 5(c) due to the constitutional
and prudential reluctance of the courts to hear such
disputes.

The Committee would additionally favor the

modification of the Resolution to include more detailed
consultation

procedures, but does not see such measures as a

substitute for the enforcement mechanisms contained in
Section 5 of the Resolution.
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Th. lull on figh.;",

in Zahle. H.1ig denounced the Syrian shelling
lasted nearlr a year.
while he was in JerusaThen. un JUlie 6. i Q 82.
Israel im'.1ded Lebanon
lem. In addition. Haig
asked U.S. Ambassador
followin~.l resumption
of hostilities l-t'tween
to Lebanon. John Gunthe PLO .md Israeli
ther Dean. to confer
with Lebanese Presiforces along Israel's
dent Sarkis and to innorthern border. The
reasons for failure
form him that the U.S.
magnitude and extent
included
divisive
was intent on helping
of the Israeli invdsion
leadership and
took everyone by surthe country. In Europe.
Haig expressed his supprise. The immediate
bureaucratic conflict,
port for a French proU.S. concern was to
strategic misjudgment,
posal to send French
stop the war This was
poorly executed military
not easy. The Israeli
troops to lebanon under the cover of a muladvance continued and
operations, ambiguous
tinational force in order
there was fear that the
signals to allies and
war would fatefully
to separate the Phaadversaries alike,
lange and Syrian forces.
damage U.s. relations
with the Arab world.
Concrete steps by
and bad luck.
During the first days
the U.S. Administraof the war. Israeli airtion were not taken uncraft swept the Syrians
til a Syrian-Israeli military confrontation befrom the skies in one uf
the most stunning air
came imminent. On
April 28, Israel shot down two Syrian helivictories of modern times. Habib was dis(opters and Syria responded by deploying
patched to Damascus to arrange a cease fire
but his arrival coincided with Israel's decision
Soviet surface-to-air missiles near Zahle. The
United States made urgent appeals to Israel to
to move beyond the 30 kilometer line towards
Beirut. Hafez el-Assad was convinced Habib
show restraint and to allow for diplomatic
had misled him as to Israel's intentions and
means to resolve the so-called "missile crisis."
President Reagan apPOinted Philip Habib as a
from then on he was persona non grata in
Syria, even though he remained Mideast envoy
special U.S. envoy to try to prevent an Israelifor another vear,
Syrian war.
In Aug~st 1982 the United States. in
The United States had two concerns recooperation with France and Italy, dispatched
garding the Syrian-Israeli crisis. First. the
Administration desired a peaceful settlement
a peacekeeping force to Lebanon to assist in
(If the crisis, and secondly, it sought to reinstate
the evacuation of the PLO and their leader
Yasir Arafat from Beirut and therebv forestall
the status-quo-ante in the region. A cease fire
~tween Gemayel and the Syrians was reached
an Israeli invasion of thecitv. This mission was
successfully accomplished "and all the multion June 8 and the Siege of Zahle ended three
weeks later. However, this was followed by
national forces had departed Beirut by early
September. This action coim:ided with the
~Kalating encounters between Israeli forces
.and PlO positions in southern lebanon. On
launching, on September 1. 1982. of the
Reagan Mid-East peace initiative on the Arab·
July 17, Israel conducted a major raid against
Israeli conflict. and the election of Bclshir
headquarters in Beirut. Alarmed by the
Gemayel to the Lebanese presidencv. In the
urgency of the situation. Habib's mandate was
early days of September there was c;Jutil'us
L hanged. He now had to arrange a cease fir~
optimism in tht> White House Ihat Iht' crisis
~tween the PLO and Israel. This was done
might be coming to an end and wuuld be
~uickly and Habib received important help
replaced by a more constructive phase in Mid·
tfllm Saudi Arabia. The cease fire took effect
East politics.
n luly 24.

l:e
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LESSONS OF LEBANON: A GUIDELINE FOR FUTURE U.S. POLICY
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etween 1981-1984 the United States
became ~~l~nvolved in an effort to
resolye th;ilJ)anon crisis. The policy
ended in failure. The political goals t~at t~e
Administration sought to accomplish In
Lebanon were never met. These included the
withdrawal of all foreign forces, the est~b
Iishment of a strong central government With
control over all Lebanese territory and good
relations with Israel, and the reform of the
Lebanese political system.
.
The Administration's efforts collapsed In
the spring of 1984 when U.S. m~rines. were
"redeployed" from Beirut lnter~atlonal. airport
to U.S. navy ships, thereby endmg an eighteen
month presence on shore as part -of a U.S.European multinational force (MNF). . . '
The reasons for failure inclu~ed d'v,s,~e
kadersh;p and bureaucratic conflict, strategic
misjudgment. poorly executed ~ilitary o~ra
tions. ambiguous signals to allies ~nd aversaries alike. and bad luck. The experaence was a
personal defeat for the secretary of state,
George Shultz, and was to influence in. a
negative way his views on Middle East policy
for the next three years. The consequences of

Geoffrey Kemp is a Stnior ~ssocialt of Iht
CArntgit £ndowmtnl for lnltrnatlonAI PtAU. St·
tw«n 1981.84 h, was Smjor Dirtclor for NtAr
East and Soulh Asian Affairs on Iht NSC Sta~ and
2ptcial ASSifla"' prtsititn' Rtagan (or National
Stcuritv Affairs.

'0

the lebanon encounter may not have been as
disastrous as some thought at the time but
there are lessons to be learned from the
experience which a new Administration should
take into account when venturing into the
dangerous waters of Middle East diplomacy.
Background
When the Reagan Administration came
into office in January 1981, the Middle East did
not rank high on the White House agend~; an~
the problems of lebanon were on fe~ adVISor s
minds. The priorities were to rebUild the U.S.
economy and strengthen U.S. military forces.
In order to delay a procession of Mideast
leaders to Washington, Secretary of Sta!e
Alexander Haig decided to visit the region 10
April. His itinerary included Egypt, Israel,
J{·.,dan and Saudi Arabia, but not lebanon or
Syria. Syria was left off the agenda prima~ily
for logistical reasons, but Haig's fail~re to v~s~t
Damascus was seen by many, includmg Syna s
leader, Hafez el-Assad, as a de~iberate snu~.
While Haig was in the reglo", o~ Aprlll,
1981, the Syrians launched a massive bo~
bardment of the Christian tbwn of Zahle an
the Bekaa Valley which Phalangist forces
under Bashir Gemayel had infiltrated. The
• Syrians feared that Israel, in cahoots with
Bashir Gemayel, would be able to threaten
Damascus from lebanon as well as,~cross th~
Golan Heights if they established a presence
Middle EAst
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This was not to be. On September 14,
Bashir Gemayel was assassinated. The next
day, September 15, Is rae l's Minister of
Defense. Ariel Sharon. o rdered his troops to
enter West Beirut to "prevent chaos." Under
thecove r of Israel's milit ary presence Christian
gunmen entered the Palestinian camps of
Sabra and Shalila in West Beirut and ma ssacred men. women dnd child ren. Television
cameras brought the pictures to a global
audience and because of the ,lppcarance of
Israeli complicity, the outrage was particu larly
intense. including in Israel itself .
After a series of meetings in the White
House over the weekend of Septembe r 18 and
19 it was decided to send the MNF back into
Beirut. There was little argument about th is
decision. It was all immediate and reactive
response to a tragic even t and was s trongly
influenced by the belief tha t the United States
had assumed responsibility for the safe ty of
the Palest in ians and that our friends , the
Israelis. had il llowed the worst to happen.
Anger against the Is raeli gove rnmen t in
general, and General S haron in particular. was
sha red by a ll senior Adminis trat io n officials.
Sending back the MNF was the least the
United States could do.
Thus began the second. and ultimately
disast ro us mission of the MNF in Le banon .
The pe riod of the second MNF deployment.
from September 1982 to March 1984. can be
broken down into five distinct time frame s
Summtr 1988

during which key decisions oreve nts occurred:
1. September 19. 1982 - Oclober 1982

2.
3.
4.
S.

November 1982· May 17. 1983
May 17. 1983 - Aug ust 29. 1983
Au,;ust 30, 1983· October 23, 1983
O<: lober 23, 1983 - March 1964

September 19, 1982 - October 1982
In the immedia te afterm3th of Sabrasha til3 th ree conditions were present which
mig ht have led to a different outcome to the
Lebanon tragedy if the United S tates had
responded in 3 diffe r ent way. First, the
Lebanese were ex tremely weak and v ulnerable; the e lection of Bashir's bro ther Amin to
the presidency 3S his s uccessor was more an
act of desperation than resolve. Beca use of the
traumas of the past six years and the specia l
ho r rors of the past sum mer. Lebanese politicians of all confessions see med prepared to
give Amin a chance. a t least for a few months
o r so. Amin. howeve r. was weak a nd inexperienced and was strongly influen.ced by his
Chris tian advisors and, most especia lly. by the
United S ta les.
Second. Syria. which had the greatest
s takes in lebano n . was also in a very weak
"position . It had lost a high pe rcentage of its air
force during the fighting wilh Israel and was in
no position to la unch a s trong co unte roffensive against the forward Israeli positions.
Third. Israel's morale and leadershi p was
Middlt Enl tn".f
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" 'ukened ilS a result of sabra-shatib and the
Incre.lsingly bitter domestic arguments over
thl' wisdom of the lebanon war.
For a few weeks a serious, .1nd at times
he.lIed. debate took place w it hin the Administril tio n over how th e U.s. shou ld exploi t this
oppor tunit y and use it s clout as a superpo\... er
10 put leb,1I\0n together again and secure the
withdrawal of all foreign fo rces . Severa l strong
roints of view were voiced . The NsC staff was
ill favo r of attempting .1 bold move to assert
American influence. Thi s required putting
(Creat press ure on Israel and Sy ria to agree to
troop withdrawals and for Amin Cernayel to
agree to internal reforms in Lebanon. Furthermore, quick Israeli and Syrian withdrawa ls
from Lebanon were considered essenti"l if the
Re.1gan Peace Plan was to stand a chance.
The problem was that such " post ure could
{lot be implemented unless the u.s. and its
MNF pa rt ners were to assume a much wider
I~.lc«·keeping role throughou t lebanon. It
'~"u ld have meant introducing U.s. a rmy
uni ts. as dis ti nct fro m Marines . and being
rrep.ned, if necessa ry to give an ultimatum to
the Syrians and the Israelis to wit hdraw. A key
element to the proposals was close coope ration
.llt1o ng the allies in order to es t"blish a fair and
sensible division of la bor fo r ex tending the ro le
dT1d miss ion of the MNF.
This viewpoint was strongly opposed . but
fur very different reasons. by the Dcp.lft ments
of State .1Ild Defense. The State Department 's
positio n, vigor o usly pressed by Phil Habib,
Wd S that negotiations between the local parties
for troop w ithdr.lwal had 10 be the priority,
beginning with an Is raeli -Lebanese agreement .
In serting more U.S. presence a t this time
would be count e rpr<;x!uclive. and. anyway .
would be resisted by the Congress .
The Defense Department officia ls also
o pposed any expansion of the U.S. mission
si nce their priorities were elsewhere: they had
dlways been the m os t reluctan t partners in the
MNF concept. They believed that the most
st'nsible U.S . approach was to get tough w ith
Israel and demand unilateral Israeli withdrawal
from Lebanon . Denial of arms did should be
usrd as a leve r to get the Israelis out. The
Defense Department fe ll that close U.s. associ.Hion with the Is raelis was compromising ou r
relJtions with the moderate Arabs whose
supporl was so necessary fo r ou r expandf'd

defen se plans fo r the rersi.1n Culf dlld the
protection of oil supplies. It was also clear that
the Republican leadership in Congress \,'as
opposed to a ny expansion of the MNF mission .
III these circums tan ces it was impossible
for the Presiden t 10 override the wishes of
these powerfu l par ties . Ye t in retrospect this
was the one window of o pportunity the United
S ta tes had to make a bold initiative. In stead.
what happened laid the founda tion fo r the
eventu., 1 tragedy: the priority est.,blished by
the end of October 1982 was to secure a quick
.1greemen t on Is raeli \·."ilhdrawa l "in.l matter
of weeks" and thE'1l proceed to negotiate wilh
the Syria ns. If this had beell done in wl'eks. the
future might havE' been very different bu t.
predictably. the diplomatic negotiations got
into deep trouble fr o m the very stMI.
Novembe r 1982 - MJY 17, 1983
Throughout the fd ll of 1982 the mood in
the White House was one of intense frustra·
tion . The RC3g.1n peace initiat ive had received
a good hearing among mos t of the Arab
count ries .1nd visits from Arab le.lde r s to
Washington led to expec tations Ih at the
Reagan pl'lIl mig ht h,we a future provided. of
course. Lebanon was. settled . Until the Israelis
were out of l ebdnon no Arab leolder was going
to invest capita l in the Reagan pla n . But si nce
the Begin governmcn t h.ld an~rily It>jected Ihe
Reag.l n plan. it became clear th.lI the longer
the Leb.lnOIl proble m lingered , th e less the
chancE'S for its .ldoption . At numerous White
House meetin~s t h.l l fall the question of a d.lte
fur Israeli withdrawal w.'s rili sed \"ith increasing irri tation at wha t appeared to be Isr.l£'li
sta lling. This was a very low period in U.s.·
Isr.leli relations. They did not significantly
improve un til e.1 r1y 1983 when Sharon was
fired dS a result of the Kdhane Commission
Report o n Sabra and Shatila and Mas he Arens.
the Isr ae li AmbaSS3dor to Wash ington, returned to become Minis te r of Defense .
The Is raeli gO\'ernment ; under increasing
pressu re to justify it s act ions in Lebano n and
the high number of caSU3!ties. obvious ly
wished to nhlke Ih e best possihle de.,1 \o,;ith
AlO in Cemilyel. ISfa e l pr ese nt ed .1 list l·f
dellldllds that undermined G('I1lJyel's frar-ile
poli ti ca l consensus and infuria ted Hafcz l'I +
Assad . While H.,bH, was engaged in intensi\·t>
S Ul1mll"' 19 t1S
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negoti.ltions with the Israelis tlnd the lebanese,
the only contact the U.S. government had
with Syria was thro ugh the U.S. Ambassador,
Bob Pa'ganelli.
By the fall of 1982 two important events
had occ urred concerning Sy ria. First. the
Soviet Union h.ld decided to quick ly resupply
and rebuild the Syrian .lir defenses . Second.
Hafez el-Assad, playing upon the con fe ssiona l
connicts within l ebanese society, had m'1nipulated the Druze leader, Wtllid Jumblatt, to the
poin t whe re hi s cooperation wi th the Gemayel
regime \\ltlS non-existent. At the same time,
Asstld \\las send ing mi x~d signals to Gemayel,
saying. in effect, negotiate the bes t dea l
you can.
As the weeks of negotiations wi lh the
Israelis dragged into months. the inevitable
happened . So much human capittl l tlnd so
mtlny egos had been invested in the Isr.1e[iU.S.-lebanese negotiations that an)' alternative policy approach was ruled out by the Sta le
Department as "counterproduc tive." even
though mos t u.s. Mideast specialists were
convinced the Sy rians wou ld never accept the
i1greemen t. The State Department negotiat ors
believed the re had to be a withdrawal i1greePrfsldfnl RU8~n with Prlmf Mlnislu Bfgln ~I Ihf
Whllf Housf In 19112.
men t between Israel and Lebanon before
anything else cou ld happen. Fu rt hermore, by
t he time Sharon had gone, the expectation was
p.1fties. No one unde rest imated the difficulties
that the Israelis would be more .lccommodatahead but it looked as tho ugh there might be a
ing and sensitive to lebanese needs and theresil ver lining.
fo re a speedy tlgreement cou ld be re"ched.
When George Shu ltz .1frived in the Middle
Howeve r. it was not until April 1983, when
Eas t in April. Syrian opposition to the proposed
Shultz made his fi rst visit to the M id -East as
.lg reement was becoming more .1Ild more
voca l. The two basic Syrian concerns were,
Secretary of State, that a fina l piece o f paper
was agreed upon.
£irs!, that Syria and Israel were being t reated
as "co-equal" occu piers of Lebanese territory
By now the poli tical la ndscape had changed
for the worse: The U.S. Embassy in Beirut was
when, in fact, SY ria had been invited in 1975
bombed by terrorists on April 18, 1983, and 17
(w ith tacit U.s . and Israeli support at the time)
Ame ricans, including Shuhz's close adviser,
to protect the C hristians. The Syrian "peace·
CIA specialis t Bob Ames. were killed; the
keeping" ro[e h.ld been authorized ex post
Reagan plan stagnated: the Sy rians rearmed:
fact o, by the Ar,lb League . Thp. second Sy rian
and Gemayel seemed incapable of rebuildi ng
concern was that Israel not be allowed to profit
domestic consensus as he attempted to satisfy
from its invasion of Lebanon by undermining
the Israelis. the Ame ricans, and his own conthe essentially Arab character in Lebanon and
stitu en ts . This last point is especially poignant
it s dose hi storic ties wit h Syria .
because throughout the Fall o f 1982, up to and
Syria's hostile reaction to the lebaneseincluding Christmas. there had been genuine
Israeli negotiations was made abundantly clea r
hope in lebanon for the first time since the • to Shultz when he visited Damascus on May 7.
civil wa r broke o ut. The manifestation of this
the day after the Israeli cabinet agreed "in
was the mood in Beirut during the Christmas
princip[e" to the proposed agreeme n t. On May
holidays: expatria tes came home: there were
17 the agreement was signed. The Syrians
Summfr 19811
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rejected it out of hand J.nd sought to influence
other Arab Countries, especi.llly Sa udi Arabi,l ,
to do likewise. Syria now did everything in its
powe r to make life difficult for the Gem"yel
government ,lnd put pressure on the regime .
This included violence.

May 18, 1983· August 31. 1983

I

Th e si t uation in leban on con tinued to
worsen during the summer . T he m,lior issues
were: continued S)'rian hostili ty 10 the May 17
dgreement; growing tension wi thin leba non
as the lebanese armed forces prepared to
expand their role in .1n ticipat ion of a tactit'tll
Israeli redeployment; growing frustratioll s in
Israel ove r the coolness and lack of cooperation
between th emselves and the Gern.lyel govern men t. By Ju ly it was dear that without some
level of cooperation from Syria there was no
hope o f reconciling the various conflicts between the lebanese confessiona l groups.
('speci,lIly the riva lry between the Druze and
the Maronites in the Shuf mountains. The
Druze militia, armed by Sy ria, but a[socourt ed
by the Israelis, held the high ground in the
mountain ove rlooking Greater Beirut. The
only fo rce that stood between them and other
anti-Gemayel forces in Wes t Beirut W.15
the IOF.
As the summer wore on the Is r'l(~lis (oul1d
themselves acting as "peacekeepers" between
Ihe Oruze, the Phalange militia s and the lAF.
This was not a role that Israel had in mind
when the May 17 agreement with Gemayel
was reached . Israel 's patience with lebano n
was beginning to wear thin. especia ll y since
th(' Israelis themse lves realized that Hafez elAssad was right .1nd that the May 17
Ag reement was "s til[born."
Aga in st a back-drop of a deterior.lIing
milila ry situation in the ShuE mountain s.
Shultz visited Beirut and Da ma scus on Jul y 5
.lnd 6 for meetings with Gemayel and Assad .
The Lebanese cabinet was preoccupied with
secu rity issues and the Syrian threat. Assad.
on the other hand, WclS ca lm and reasoned in
his approach to the U.S. delega tion . He kn('w
that the Israelis were no longer in the mood to
stay indefinitely and that in the absence of a
Ufong LAF capa bility the Gemayel govern- .
ment would become increasingly rel iant upo n
liI(' Un ited States to protect it. This meant th,,!

direct U.s .-Syri.,11 negotiations would be nect'ssary tn resoh'e the impasse.
The next significant event wa s the replacement of Phil Ha bib as the U.S.-t>.lid .E.l sl
negotiato r by Robert McFarltlllt'. Bi ll Clark's
deputy at the NSC staff. Un like H" l-ib,
McFtl flane W,lS acceptable to the Svri.lIlS and
during his brief tenure in the job I;ad sever,, [
long meetings wi th them. However, by the
end of August dialogue with Syria was not
enough to prpvent t he War in the Mountdin
which took place in Septe mber.
The immediate cause of the War in the
Moun tain WOIS the precipitous. unililteral
withdrawal of the Israe li army from the Shuf
Mountains. [t had bee n McFarl"ne's hope th.lt
an .lg reement between Jumbldtt ,md Grlll., ),el
could be reached which would .lilow tht' LAF
to g radually rerl.lce Ihe IOF in the pe,lC"ekeeping role in the Shu f \'I.·it hout pusi:l): .l
direct threat to either the Druzt' or Ph.l[tlnr,t'
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militias. For this to work, close, detailed cooperation between the (OF and lAF was necessary.
For a host of reasons, many of them personal.
Gemayel and Arens never got to meet each
other. Exasperated, angry and conscious of the
unpopularity of the occupation at home, Arens
decided to pull back and bring many of the
Israeli soldiers home for the Yom Kippur High
Holiday without coordination with the lAF
and in spite of U.S. pressure to delay the
process. Fighting began almost immediately as
the Druze and Phalangists sought to control
the mountain. At this point the American
MNF contingent began to take its first
casualties.
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small village called Suq el Gharb and as cease
fire negotiations accelerated in pace and content so did the intensity of the fighting. On the
evening of September 10th there was a fierce
battle and the military report the next morning
suggested that the lAF line might collapse
leaving an open road and a 20 minute drive to
Yarze and the Presidential Palace. McFarlane
urged the NSC to consider modifying the rules
of engagement to include the use of firepower
to protect the Americans and MNF presence
(including the Residence) from hostile acts.
On September 19 the U.S. navy began to
use naval gunfire support to protect the lAF

September 1 - October 23, 1983
The United States' role in lebanon now
changed Significantly due to the escalation of
the confessional fighting and the direct involvement of U.S. forces in retaliatory military
action. The period climaxed with the bombing
of the Marine headquarters at Beirut airport
on October 23, 1983, an event which virtually
assured that the MNF would be withdrawn at
an early date.
The immediate U.S. response to attacks on
the MNF in late August was to step up efforts
to get a cease-fire among all the parties. This
could not be done without the help of the
Syrians. One interesting twist was that at this
point the Saudis decided to become actively
involved and dispatched Prince Bandar Sultan
to act as a go-between and broker for the
various Syrian and Government of lebanon
proposals for a cease fire. This took place
against a backdrop of increasing Druze and
Shia attacks on the MNF and stories about the
impending massacre of Christians at a village
called Deir el Qamar.
This, in turn, generated fear for Christian
reprisal against Gemayel for not doing enough
to protect his own supporters. On the ground
the most salient feature of the fighting was the
vulnerable forward position of the lAF which
was located on a high ridge line in the foothills
of the Mountain about three miles from
Ba'abda and Yarze, the locations of the Presidential Palace and the American Ambassador's
residence, which served as McFarlane's
headquarters.
The battle for this ridge line centered on a
Summer 1988
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a strong president were to
be elected in Lebanon,
the United States should
recommit itself to help
rebuild Lebanon's
institutions.

between the lebanese factions.
When McFarlane finally left lebanon in
mid-October to replace Bill Clark as National
Security Advisor there was a glimmer of hope
that the cease-fire would hold and the
Lebanese would get their domestic act together. However, it was clear that without the
MNF presence to supervise protection for
meetings nothing would happen. The unanswered question is to what extent the ceasefire could have held if Gemayel had been more
Imaginative about power-sharing and the
eventual-disaster to the MNF on October 23
had not occurred.'
It is risky to speculate in situations like this
but an argument can be made that up until
October. 1983. the MNF had played a useful
role in holding lebanon together. However if
it is believed that the MNF itself. especially the
American action in September automatically
led to October 23. another interpretation is
possible. The point is that the scale and
magnitude of the attacks on October 23
against the U.S. and French MNF virtually
assured that it was only a matter of time
before they left. At that point the Syrians
knew that time was in their favor. Had
October 23 not been so murderous it might
have been another story.

October 24, 1983 - March 1984
and the American residency from the attacks
along the ridge line which were intensifying
day by day. This was a crucial decision and
clearly represented a major change in the rules
of engagement. To those in the residence
under constant artillery and rocket attack, it
was regarded as a minimal effort to protect
Americans. To the world, however, it was
seen as a deliberate military move to protect
Gemayel and a dangerous escalation in the
U.S. involvement in lebanon. .
Nevertheless a cease-fire was arranged
and went into effect on September 26. It was
seen as a sincere effort by the Americans, the
Saudis and the Syrians to prevent a more
dangerous conflict. The problem now was to
monitor it and for this purpose McFarlane
sought to establish a wider peacekeeping role
for the MNF by bringing in an observer team
and to help organize reconciliation meetings
Middle East Inslg!-' •

From the U.S. perspective the bombing of
the Marines meant that it was not a question
of would the MNF leave. but when 7 The
domestic pressure in the U.S. to pull the
marines out coincided with the Defense
Department's long standing wish to re-deploy
the troops back to ships. It was clear to the
President's domestic advisors that when the
Congress returned in January from the long
Christmas recess grass roots support for keeping the marines in lebanon would be zero.
Hence if any use was to be made of the interim
time period it had to be well thought out. By
now Donald Rumsfeld had replaced McFarlane
as Mid-East negotiator and it was his unfortunate role to preside over the demise of the
MNF and to be part of the exceedingly acrimonious argument that took place in Wash-·
ington over the wisdom of continuing to use
American military power to influence events
in Greater Beirut.
.• • 'f,ddle East InSight

Syria and Iran denied any involvement in
the October 23 attack. On October 27.
President Reagan said that the United States
would stay in lebanon and that it would be
dishonoring the dead marines to engage in an
untimely pull-out. But the bombings led to
growing tension, including Syrian anti-aircraft
fire against U.S. reconnaissance aircraft.
A climax of sorts occurred on December 4
when four U.S. fighter bombers were shot at
while attacking Syrian anti-aircraft positions.
Two of the aircraft were downed; one pilot
was killed and the navigator of one aircraft.
lieutenant Robert Goodman. was captured by
the Syrians.
On December 13. the Syrians again fired at
U.S. aircraft but there were no casualties.
American warships retaliated by opening fire
on Syrian anti-aircraft batteries. On December.
14. two more U.S. aircraft were fired on. This'
time the USS N,w Jtrsty opened fire for the first
time in retaliation for the Syrian actions.
Much the same action/reaction involving
reconnaissance missions and anti-aircraft fire
and U.S. warship response with gunfire continued throughout December and the war of
words between Syria and the United States
persisted. Then. on December 30. Hafez elAssad agreed to meet with the Reverend lesse
Jackson to discuss the fate of lieutenant
Goodman. who was in Syrian custody. Four
days later on January 3, the Syrians released
lieutenant Goodman "in response to the
humane appeals of the Reverend Jesse Jackson."
On January 14. Hafez el-Assad said that
Syria would not move out of lebanon until the
United States did. Within the U.S. Congress.
there was growin'g concern about the vulnerability of the marines and increasing pressures
by democrats to force legislation or other
action to bring home or withdraw the marines
from the airport. On February 8. the Ntw Jersty
opened fire on Druze positions in the heaviest
shelling yet. The 16-inch guns were used and
the targets were "in Syrian-coQtrolled lebanon" where guns had been firing on the city of
Beirut. This was interprettd as a new definition of the rules of engagement since U.S.
forces were now permitted to hit at any units
attacking the city of Beirut.
On February 14. the lebanese army be~"n
to suffer serious defeats as concerted pressure
both around the perimeter of Beirut and
5ummer IQlll.
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within West Beirut it·
By the middle of
self mounted . By this
Ma r c h t h e Un it ed
time. U.S. warships
States was. in effect ,
were openly firing into
out of Lebanon and the
Syrian<ontrolled terri·
Administration policy
lory leolding Secreta ry
had collapsed . The re.lof the Navy John lehsons we re not only beman to say th a t the
cause of the collapse of
ships were firing in supthe Leba nese arm y, but
port of the Lebanese
becau se. in the last re .1 rm y. This was denied
sort. th e U.S. Congress
are lessons to be learned
by th e White House
and the Pentagon were
and ot her Pentago n offrom the experience
not prepared toou twait
ficials . The Whit e
the Sy rians and inwhich
a
new
House was st ill insislcrease military pressure
Administration should
ing that "whateve r we
to the poin t where
do is in suppor t of the
take into account when
Syria wou ld withdraw
mdrines" and the Pentait s forces .
venturing into the
gon spokesman Micdangerous waters of
ha el Busch said "we are
The Six lessons of
not providing Fire in
Middle East diplomacy.
lebanon
support of the Lebanese armed forces. Such
The list of things
mis unders tanding and
tha i went wrong with
confusion betwee n the
th e U.s. ope ra tion in
se rvices and the offl- '----- - -- -- - -- - - - - - - Lebanon IS long . Stracials in the Pentagon and the White House as to
tegic and tactical mistakes ha ve been well docu what we really we re doing in Lebanon was now
mented in Cong ressiona l hearings and the
common. The fact of the m.llier was thai the
Long Commission Report (the o ff icial investirules of engagement had been changed and the
ga t ion into the bombing of the Ma rine barne t effec t was to support the Lebanese army.
racks). Tho ugh most of the mistakes are by
The collapse of the Lebanese army pasi·
now of in teres t prim,Hily to his torians, si.:
lions in West Beirut mean t that the marines
lessons can be identified that have rele vance
were now surrounded on three sides and on
for future American policy.
February 16 it was announced by the White
• The nrst lesson
b"k militm
House that they would begin redeploying in
two o r three days to ships at sea . While the
Ad minist ration slill claimed that there was a
role for them to play in Bei rut and that they
might indeed go back. th e real ity was that the
change in t he military situa tion on the ground
had forced the Adminis tration to advance its
ti metable for wit hdrawal. in face of imm inent
colla pse of the pos itio n.
; and the
As the marines wi thdrew. the U55 Ntw
1 th"
Imty opened up massively in the largest barrage ye t. Tnt Nrw Y ork Timt5 reported on
·ted
February 25 tha t military officers had found
that shelling by 16-inch guns of Ihe battlesh ip
Nrw ItrSry was far le ss effective than h oped.~
The biggest problem according to them was
that the political leaders did nol clearly enough
define the military mission .
o JS
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Tup I'h u tu:The bO/llbing ul "'brine
h udqulT lrn

~t Br iru! Airpor t,
Oclobr r 23, 1981.

lown Itlt: Sign ruds: Du no t bring
t:lplu~IYn or mints to us! lU'/f it
whur you find it! .and Irll us
whrT r it i~!
lown riRhl: Two m~rin~ luuk .I I ~

lrb.lnrn m.lp.
the mandate o f the MNF . u.s. milil ary
leaders have learned the lessons of Vietnam
and art= reluct']nl 10 endorse new commit ments that il}volveopen-ended deployment s
of U.S. ground fo rces.
• The second lesson is Ihat the Americ.ln
defeat in Lebanon did not end the U.s.
military role in the Middle East o r mortally
weaken Ih e credibility of American power.
Consider. fo r instance. wha t has happf'ned
in th e G ulf since the U.S . wil hdr,lwa l from
Lebanon. O n Much 30, 10 84, vessels of th e
Sixth Fleet ca rrying the U.S. marines \..,110

were committ ed to the M Nr fnrce in
Lebanon withdrew from Leb,'t tese wale rs
10 re,ume dul ie, el,rwhere in the Mediterranean.
The depa rt u re from Leb,tnon coincided
wit h a dramatic escalation of the lI .llt- lraq
wa r. While the N tUI Imry was firing ils \6inch ~uns into the foolhi llsilf Crf'aler Bei rut.
U.S. ships in the I'ersi.m Gulf were t iring
w.uninf: shots ilt Ir.lnian ships .lite! .1i, cr"ft
deemed hi be saililtg and flying too d ose to
U.S. vessels,
On M"y 13 the T anker WM erupted in
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earnest in the Gulf with Iranian attacks
what U.S. preferences and goals were. This
against commercial shipping. On May 23, in
resulted in a most divisive and acrimonious
response to "an urgent request from Saudi
atmosphere and impinged on the entire
King Fahd for military aid to defend against
range of Mideast policy.
the Iranian threat to Saudi shipping", the
The lesson is that the more united the
United States notified Congress it would be
U.S. government's own position on policy
asking for approval for the sale of Stinger
questions that concern Israel, the less chance
surface-to-air missiles for the Kingdom.
for misunderstanding and lengthy political
It was clear that whatever humiliation
squabbles over the relationship. The most
the United States may have suffered in
healthy situation is one when both parties
Lebanon, the Iranian threat to the Gulf Arab
know exactly where the other stands and
states was far too serious to allow the Gulf
can adjust policy accordingly. Ambiguity
Cooperation Council (GCO countries to
creates its own demons and has never served
"distance themselves" from America's proeither side well.
tective shield. The Gulf Arabs realized that • The fifth lesson concerns domestic politics
and crisis management. Once a risky but
the only country that had the capacity to
important policy initiative reaches a pojnt
protect them was the United States. Bewhen the egos and prestige of senior advisors
moaning the fate of the Gemayel regime
are on the line, it is difficult to change
might be understandable but when the chips
direction irrespective of what the intelligence
were down one still had to rely on the
community and common sense may say,
Americans. The continued U.S. role in the
unless the preSident himself plays a strong
Gulf suggests there has been no wish by the
role. In the case of Lebanon the President
Arab regimes for the United States to go
never once ordered the Secretary of Defense
home.
to playa more assertive role in supportiQg
• The third lesson is that Syria has the capacity
U.S. policy in Lebanon. Indeed, at the height
to upset any U.S. initiatives in Lebanon or on
the broader issue of an Israeli-Arab peace.
of the debate within the White House over
Ignoring Syria from deliberations that have
whether or not the marines should be redf.a vital impact on Syrian interests is bound to
ployed to ships in February 1984, Reagani
encourage Syrian intransigence and belliown viewpoint was difficult to discern. Tn!
gerence and assures that Syria will playa
decision in favor of withdrawal was made by
spoiler role in any negotiations that require
a simple majority within the inner circle of
its concurrence. The corollary-that no
advisors. Once it became dear that the Only
agreement on Lebanon, or for that matter
way for the United States to stay in Lebanon
the Arab-Israel conflict, is possible witho~t
was to embark on an agonizing public debate.
Syrian approval-is not necessarily true, as
the president had the wisdom to cut losses
Camp David bears witness. But unless there
and not be swayed by apocalyptic visions of
is an important Arab player such as Egypt or
the collapse of American power and prestige
perhaps the Soviet Union who can block the
throughout the Arab world.
more negative effects of a Syrian veto,
Lebanon has left its mark on the White
dealing Damascus out of regional negotiaHouse in other ways. The experience c~!!:
tions is poor policy.
,vinced some senior NSC staff that because
-• The fourth lesson concerns U.S. relations
~ Shultz and Caspar Weinberger h.1~
with Israel. Between the summer of 1981
such basic disagreements on' how to J.Jl'
and late 1982 the Administration was at
~n power, especially military power.:
logger-heads with the government of
there would always be gridlock if risky poh9'
Menachem Begin concerning many Mideast
initiatives were to be considered. It was 111 ..
issues including arms sales to the Arabs,
concern that helped to create the conditions
Lebanon, and the peace process. Within the - for the Iran-Contra scandal and the reporteJ
executive branch there were different opinconversations between Oliver North and
ions as to how to handle the relationship
William Casey about creating an organil~'
and, as a result, mixed and ambiguous signals
,tion for conducting covert operations ,lout·
were sent to the Begin government as to
side the system".
Summer 1988
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• The sixth lesson relates to future U.S. relations with Lebanon itself. Both countries
have presidential elections this year. Lebanon's president is chosen by the sitting
members of parliament, not by popular
ballot. By tradition the president is always a
Maronite Christian.
If a strong president were to be elected in
lebanon, the United States should recommit
itself to help rebuild Lebanon's institutions.
A new American effort should capitalize on
one of the few benefits to have emerged
from George Shultz' recent visits to the
region, namely the beginnings of a better
U.S.-Syrian dialogue on Lebanon. So long as
the United States and Syria have sought
opposite goals in Lebanon, no progress has
been possible. But if Syria and the United
States can work to end Lebanon's divisions,
the L~banese economy could be revived
which, in turn, would be a great benefit to
Syria, whose own economy is in deep trouble.

There remains the problem of Israe!"s
continued military occupation of an enclave in
Southern Lebanon. Israel, too, has elections
this year, but it is doubtful if any new government will withdraw forces until the authority
and power of the legitimate leaders of the
various lebanese communities is enhanced.
The tragic experience of 1981-84 is that no
outside power-Syria, Israel or the United
States-has been able to impose its will on
Lebanon. What is equally true is that no one
group within Lebanon is capabll' of using p.uamilitary force or terrorism to dominate the
country. Unless one's goal is the partition of
Lebanon or the promotion of another SyrianIsraeli war-goals the United States, Syria.
and Israel should strongly resist-reconciliation must be given another chance. Whether
this can happen may well depend on how the:
new governments in Lebanon, the United
States, and Israel manage relations with Svria
.
in the early months of 1989. •
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Hr. Chairman, I am honored to appear before the Special
Subcommittee on War Powers to discuss the War Powers Resolution.
Your hearings are timely and important.

demonstrate that commitment.

What emerges from this

(Appendix 1 lists the war powers

hearings held by the House Committee on Foreign Affairs and its

scrutiny of the War Powers Resolution will greatly influence

subcommittees since 1973.

preservation of the delicate balance of war powers between the

Appendix 2 is a press statement

released by the Committee on Foreign Affairs relating to the

executive and legislative branches as demanded by our Founding

publication of "The War Powers Resolution--Relevant Documents,
Fathers in the Constitution.
Correspondence, Reports", May 1988.)
The War Powers Resolution of 1973 was the product of
three years of debate and the passage of several predecessor
bills.

This law is no stranger to us on Capitol Hill.

It has

"

I want to commend Senator Biden for his continuing
dedication to the rule of law in this country and join my
colleagues in wishing him a full recovery.

He, along with

been exhaustively examined since 1973 by the Congress and by

Chairman Pell and a decisive bipartisan majority in both the

legal scholars.

senate and the House, has upheld that principle courageously in

The Committee on Foreign Affairs and the

Committee on Foreign Relations have consistently exercised their

the face of unprecedented efforts by the executive branch to

oversight responsibilities, including frequent hearings.

unilaterally reinterpret the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty of

This

particular set of hearings, as well as the h~arings which the
House Committee on Foreign Affairs will hold later this month,

t
j

1972.

In a similar fashion, various efforts to reinterpret the

War Powers Resolution of 1973 have distorted the public's
understanding of the law, which nonetheless has had a powerful
impact on the use of military force overseas.
Along with my distinguished colleagues at the witness
table today, I hope to offer you a perspective on the original

I

purpose of the War Powers Resolution and on how that purpose has
been served during the last 15 years.

I also intend to examine

some of the common misperceptions and misinterpretations of this
law which continue to plague its effective implementation.

i

I
!

•
{

i

!

I
J
~

18 years ago I introduced the first war powers
resolution in Congress.

It was May 1970 and President Nixon had

committed U.s. Armed Forces to combat in Cambodia without prior
congressional consultation or authorization.

For five years

930
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this country had been racked with one of the most divisive

~n

debates ever waged over the commitment of U.S. Armed Forces

overseas.

whether the War Powers Resolution grants Cong res s a broad,

unconstitutional allo cat ion of war powers.

Despite, or perhaps because of, that controversy,

President Nixon took the extraordinary step of ordering the

requirements o f the law.
Yet during the war powers debates of t il e early 1 970 's,

We were not

consulted; we were excluded from making any contrib ution to the

Executive's judgment.

The time had c le arly arrived to

powers and to obtain the executive branch's commitmen t to that
c her isil cd principle.

to clarify the r espec tive r es ponsibilities of Congress and

.:

;"

:.:
•
"

the

P(e~ident

under the Constitution to initiate, to conduct.

and t o conc lud e arm e d hostilities with other nations.

H.R.

17 59B serv ed , as I hop ed it wou l d, as the star ting point.

We were trying to reaffirm, in fact rediscover,

and to establish procedures that would help imp!ement those
The vietnam War and , in particular, the Cambodian

incursion had left many o n Capitol Hill wondering whether
Congress would have any role to play in committing U.S. Armed
f o r ces in armed con fli cts in the future .
far fr om attempting to expand Congress' war powers, we

The

bill was soon eclips ed by other l egislation and, after three
years o f debate in the Iiouse of Representatives and the Senate,
the War Powe rs Resolution of 1973, which I co-sponsored , was
enacted over President Nixon's veto.
It is very important to recognize that the purpose of
the War Powers Resolution never was to change the
constitutionally-mandated powers of either the President or the
Congress.

We were not aiming to

the war powers that the Constitution allo ca tes to the Cong res s

powers .

My intention in introducing H. R. 1759B on May 13. 1970,
'>

the perspective was quite different.

create power for the congress where nOne existed under the
Constitution.

re-educate ourse l ves on the constitut i ona l allocation of war

r:

That focus in tile

debate has encouraged the executive branch to evade the

invas ion o f a foreign country without any recognition of
Congress' responsibilities under the constitution.

~

The purpose was to affirm these powers and to clarify

the procedures under which the President and the Congress would
exercise their re s pe c tive powers.
I find it ironic today that the debate so often centers

had to rebut strong l y-held co nvictions of many members

th~t

the

War Powers Resolution, as finally passed, expands the war powers
o f the preSident. The Se nate bill, S.

~40,

listed a c ti o rls that

the president co uld take absent a declaration of war.

Senator

Eagleton made a strong case for defining those circumstances
where the president could commit u.s. troops, an exercise which
he believed would properly limit the president'S authority.
argued against such a list because I believed it would further
expand the president's authority as commander-in-chief.
Specifica lly defining the president's authority, as the Senate
bil l did, would have give n the president statutory authority he
did not have then and does not have now.

The War Powers

~;.
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Resolution avoids that checklist and specifically provides, in
section 8(d), that the law is not intended to alter the
constitutional authority of the Congress or the president or to
add to any existing powers of the president.

now, on the procedures set out in section S(b) of the War Powers
You may recall that former Congresswoman Elizabeth

Holtzman (D-N.Y.) believed that section S(b) would grant the
president a power he does not have under the Constitution,
namely to commence hostilities and to continue those hostilities
for up to 90 days even if they are unconstitutional and illegal.

r~

I

'1

I.!
\~

:.!

conference bill and against overriding President

Nixon'~

veto.

She was joined on the senate side by senator Eagleton, who also
voted, for similar reasons, against the conference bill and

operation.

,

Section 3, the consultation provision, is, in my

~~

I

opinion, the most critical procedure established by the War
Powers Resolution.

branches for a bipartisan policy on the commitment of U.S. Armed
Forces overseas.

~

On the floor of the House in 1973 I said, "I have urged
throughout our committee's consideration that the strongest

I
!

possible provision be made requiring consultation.
twofold purpose.

"

commander-in-chief, rather than the growing perception today,
even on Capitol Hill, that compliance with the law would
restrain and even diminish the president's constitutional power
as commander-in-chief and his authority to conduct the foreign
relations of the United States.

That latter perception has

encouraged non-compliance by the president and has led to
proposals to amend the law.
what procedures does the War Powers Resolution establish

I
I
.,
~

i

~

¥

I
t(

1/

§

It serves a

Not only do we have the benefit of all the

facts, but I believe, we as members of Congress could make a
significant contribution to the Executive's judgment."
am even more convinced in that viewpoint today.

1 emphasize this because there was strong sentiment in

Resolution would expand the president's constitutional power as

It offers the opportunity for building and

sustaining a consensus between the executive and legislative

i

Congress at the time that compliance with the War Powers

I want to reexamine

:t

'{

against overriding the veto.

respective powers under the Constitution?

sections 3, 4 and 5 and explain their purpose and practical

~

She felt so strongly about this point that she voted against the

,-,

to guide the Congress and the president in the exercise of their

~

I{

Nonetheless, the debate focussed then, as it often does

Resolution.

~

Appearing before you today are Mr. Broomfield, the ranking
Republican on the House Foreign Affairs Committee, and myself,
the chairman of that committee.

we have worked together on the

Foreign Affairs Committee for 27 consecutive years.

We were

young Congressmen in 1958 when U.s. troops were deployed in
Lebanon.

We were still here when a terrorist bomb killed

hundreds of U.S. Marines at Beirut airport in 1983.

In the

1970's we imposed and then later removed an arms embargo against
Turkey in connection with the invasion of Cyprus.

Together we

supported arms control--from John Kennedy's atmospheric test ban

935
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treaty to Richard Nixon's SALT I agreement to President Reagan's

with the consultation requirement as it was originally

INF accord.

conceived.

exception of the Persian Gulf, has the Congress been consulted

For nearly three decades, Bill and I have served
together in a genuinely bipartisan fashion.

In no instance, with the possible (though qualified)

in the manner which the original authors of the War Powers

Together we have

lived through the terms of seven presidents, nine secretaries of

Resolution envisaged when section 3 was drafted, debated and

state, and more than a dozen national security advisers--all of

enacted.
"Consultation" does not mean notification immediately

whom come and go while we remain.

prior to military engagement.

Far more than any senior executive branch official

We paid considerable attention to

the meaning of "consultation" during the deliberations on the

today, Bill and I have lived through and participated in the
conduct of American foreign policy during the last 30 years.

War Powers Resolution.

The purpose of section 3 of the War Powers Resolution is to tap

Affairs (House Report No. 93-287) put it succinctly: "Rejected

that experience.

was the notion that consultation should be synonymous with

Our Founding Fathers were quite insightful and

The report from the Committee on Foreign

wise when they incorporated into the Constitution the principle

merely being informed.

of advice and consent between the executive and legislative

means that a decision is pending on a problem and that Members

branches of government.

of Congress are being asked by the President for their advice

The War Powers Resolution embodies and

Rather, conSUltation in this provision

and opinions and, in appropriate circumstances, their approval

honors that principle.

of action contemplated.

Before 1973 there was no effective consultation between

Furthermore, for consultation to be

the president and the Congress prior to or even during the

meaningful, the president himself must participate and all

introduction of U.S. Armed Forces into hostile situations

information relevant to the situation must be made available."

overseas.

Everyone knows that intention has never been fully

It was the absence of consultation prior to the

Cambodian incursion that concerned so many of us.

honored by any president, Democrat or Republican.

It was the

But progress

absence of any statutory requirement for consultation which

has been made, and we are in far better shape today than we were

encouraged the president to ignore the

before 1973.

Con~ress.

military commitments in the Persian Gulf since mid-1987 has been

Since 1973 the president has had to recognize and

good.

respond to a statutory requirement to consult with the Congress
before introducing U.S. Armed Forces into hostile situations.

The degree of consultation we have had on our

I

am the first to acknowledge that no president has fully complied

It could and should have been better, especially in the

early stages last year, but the consultative process was
recognized and implemented, and it continues.

It is a far cry

~.

!i
~
\0;
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from the dog days of vietnam.
I believe that the consultative process can be improved,
but that we do not necessarily have to amend the War Powers
Resolution to achieve that improvement.

For over a year I have

called for the establishment of a leadership consultative group.
(Appendix 3 describes the structure and purpose of such a
group.)

This group, which could be established ad hoc tomorrow

I)
l
~

provision, unfortunately has become the procedural obstacle to

Armed Forces into hostile situations.
Section 4 of the War Powers Resolution, the reporting

effective implementation of the law.

This is a very

straight-forward set of procedures designed to inform the

foreign policy advisers within the administration and senior

Congress of the facts relating to the introduction of U.S. Armed

members of the Congress; meet informally but regularly to

Forces into one of three types of situations.

Powers Resolution .

"

u.s.

of

by the president and the Congress, would: consist of senior

as an informal consultative mechanism as envisioned in the War

i

of this country and for building a consensus on the introduction

:f:

The president not only would consult regularly with the
leadership group to forge a bipartisan foreign policy, but the
group would be readily identifiable and available for
consultation in connection with war powers incidents.

The

consultation on short notice without necessarily signalling the
press that a crisis is pending.
I have noticed that recent legislation to amend the War
Powers Resolution proposes the creation of a congressional
leadership consultative group.

~

iI
I
I
~

frequency of its meetings with the president would permit

I simply would emphasize that

you do not have to legislate the creation of such a group.

It

is in the interests of both the executive branch and the
Congress to form a consultative group in a collaborative spirit,
because consultation cannot be forced down anyone's throat.

Yet it has been

distorted by every president in a word-game.

discuss major foreign policy developments and ideas; and serve

. "'$
y.

Both branches have to recognize the necessity and benefits of
consultation both for purposes of the long-term foreign policy

~

I,
~

The Speaker of the House of Representatives and the
President pro tempore of the Senate, which section 4 designates
as the duly-authorized recipients of a war powers report, have
received 18 reports since the first one was submitted on April
4, 1975, in connection with the evacuation of Danang.

The

latest report was submitted only last week in connection with
the 'actions taken by the USS VINCENNES in the Persian Gulf on
July 3, 1988.

Every report (except one submitted on March 26,

1986, describing a military engagement in the Gulf of Sidra)
states that it is being submitted "consistent with" the War
Powers Resolution (or section 4 thereof) or "taking note of"
section 4 or 4(a)(I) or 4(a)(2) of the war Powers Resolution.
No report states that it is being submitted "pursuant to" the
war Powers Resolution or any particular subsection of section 4.
These war powers reports merit close scrutiny.

Every

president has diligently submitted war powers reports following

1r

§:
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war powers incidents.

They have done so within 48 hours after

the introduction of U.S. Armed Forces into section 4(a)(1)
situations.

That in itself is an improvement over the situation

we found ourselves in before 1973 when the president was under
no statutory obligation even to communicate with the Congress.
Both the president and many members of Congress maintain
that these reports do not constitute formal war powers reports

~

'i
I

I
I

that the reports have any consequence under the law.

If these

are not war powers reports, then what are they, and why are they
always submitted within the statutory time-limit of 48 hours?
In this connection, I think it would be useful to insert
In the record two recent documents: the memorandum of law filed
on September 29, 1987, in the U.S. District Court (D.C. Circuit)
by the plaintiffs (110 Members of Congress) in Lowry et

~ ~

submitted pursuant to section 4(a)(I), and therefore the

~eagan,

provisions of section 5 remain inapplicable with respect to such

Appeals (see Appendix 4), and Rep. Berman's amicus curiae brief

reports.

in the same case (see Appendix 5).

The president usually argues that the requisite

which is currently on appeal to the U.S. Court of

They should provide this

circumstances do not exist to classify the report as a formal

subcommittee with an enlightening discussion on the dilemma

section 4(a)(I) report; members of Congress usually argue that

posed by the reporting requirement.

those circumstances do exist but that the president has not
',~

r

followed proper form or included required information or
evidenced clear intent when submitting the report.
Several senators have taken a different point of view in
connection with the Persian Gulf and considered the president's
reports as sufficient to activate the provisions of Section 5.

I
~
~

t

Rep. Howard Berman, who sits on the Committee on Foreign
Affairs, also has argued that form should not dictate substance
in these reports, and that they should be read for what they are

section 4.

I note, for example, that S.J.Res. 323 does not

propose any amendment to section 4.

The real problem is the

president's unwillingness to affirmatively comply with both the
form and substance of the law, and Congress' reluctance to
recognize the reports as legally significant documents.

j

under the law.

Section 5 of the War Powers Resolution, which pertains
to congressional action in response to a section 4(a)(1)
situation or other engagement in hostilities outside the united

I do not consider these war powers reports to be mere
scraps of paper.

The War Powers Resolution, then, is not really the
problem when it comes to enforcement of the requirements of

The president is responsible for complying

with both the form and substance of the law.

He cannot use the

cloak of the War Powers Resolution to baptize his reports in an
effort to appease the Congress, and then turn around and deny

j
I

I
,
~

~

i

I
*

States, has evoked unwarranted concern by both the president and
many members of Congress.

The common misinterpretation of this

provision is that first, a section 4(a)(1) war powers report
must be submitted by the President, and second, that any such
submission would trigger a 60-day period at the end of which

940
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Armed Forces must be withdrawn from the area of

covers those situations where the president, for whatever

hostilities.

reason, chooses not to submit a section 4(a)(1) report.

The wording of section 5(b) is clear.

It refers not

Perhaps the greatest fallacy that distorts our

only to the actual submission of a section 4(a)(1) report but

understanding of the War Powers Resolution is the notion that it

also to a report which "is required to be submitted pursuant to
section 4(a)(1)".

mandates automatic withdrawal of u.s. Armed Forces from

The Committee on Foreign Affairs was quite

specific in 1973 as to what the latter requirement means.

hostilities within 60 days.

The

requires that "the President shall terminate any use of United

committee reported that "(t]he language '***or is required to be

states Armed Forces with respect to which such (section 4(a)(1»)

submitted ••• ' takes into account a situation in which the

repor t . was submitted (or required to be submitted)," unless one

President for whatever reason may decide not to submit a report.

of several exceptions exist, including the enactment of specific

In that case, the l20-day period [up to 90 days in the

authorization for such use.

conference report) would begin after the 72-hour period [48-hour

The language "***shall terminate any use· •• " is not

period in the conference report) referred to in section 3

synonymous with withdrawal.

(section 4 in the conference report]."

much more flexible choice of words than has been understood by

begins only after the president has submitted a section 4(a)(1)
Rather, "[t)he conferees agreed on a 60-day period

following the 48-hour period in which the president is required
to report under section 4."

Whether or not the president

reports is not the determinative factor.

The requirement to

report is the determinative factor.
I never discerned any intention on the part of the
conferees in 1973 (and Bill Broomfield and I were there) that
the Congress was supposed to remain impotent and blind to all
reality simply because the president refused to submit a section
4(a)(1) report.

To "terminate any use" may require

partial or full withdrawal of u.s. Armed Forces, but it is a

Nor did the conferees state that the 60-day period

report.

The language of section 5(b)

I simply cannot interpret the language "* •• or

is required to be submitted*.*" in any way other than that it

.

of!.

proponents and critics alike of the War Powers Resolution.

If

we had intended to mean complete withdrawal, we would have used
those words in 1973.

I
~

.~

Further, to "·.·terminate any use ••• " is directly tied
to the circumstances described in the section 4(a)(1) report, or
those circumstances which should have been described in a
section 4(a)(1) report where one is required to be submitted.
That report, like so many that have been received from the
president, could describe hostilities which commence and end in
one day, and which therefore do not continue for any 60-day
period.

We cannot translate every military incident overseas

into a war powers imbroglio.

Many of them will merit war powers

1Jr
~~

W
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reports submitted under section 4(a)(1).

But our experience has

shown that only occasionally will those initial incidents
persist for 60 days or more.
The Congress has acted under the War Powers Resolution
in two significant situations where the
promised to last for more than 60 days.

u.s.

military presence

First, after the

situation began to deteriorate in Lebanon in 1983 and the

I
~

I

'. I!,

war powers situation that has persisted for far more than 60
days.

But how the Congress has responded to the situation in

the Persian Gulf has far more to do with the character of the
President's policies in that region and domestic public opinion
than it has to do with any perceived weaknesses in the War
Powers Resolution.

of that year, we exercised our authority under section 5 of the

J

I believe, however, that the Persian Gulf is a classic

.1-:

Congress received a report from President Reagan on August 30th

.':~

the self-government of Grenada.

The War Powers Resolution has not prevented nor is it

War Powers Resolution and authorized continued participation by

intended to prevent the president from using his constitutional

u.s.

power as commander-in-chief to exercise the right of

Armed Forces in the Multinational Force in Lebanon.

Although the law worked, the President's policy in Lebanon

self-defense in hostile situations.

suffered crippling setbacks.

that the Congress is properly consulted, that it is properly

We need to remember that the War

Its intent is to insure

Powers Resolution is no substitute for a wise execution of

informed, and that its approval is properly rendered in those

foreign policy by the executive branch.

circumstances where such approval is required.

-.~

The second significant situation was Grenada.

Following

Finally, a word of caution about section s(c).

submission of President Reagan's october 25, 1983, report on the

u.s.

Following the Supreme Court decision in Chadha

invasion of Grenada, the House and the Senate passed

4(a)(1) became operative on october 25 (the date of the
But all

u.s.

I.N.S., a

common point of view has evolved that section S(c) must be

similar measures declaring that the requirements of section

action).

~

unconstitutional because it provides for a "legislative veto".

u.s.

First, the Supreme Court, indeed no court, has ruled

combat troops were removed from Grenada

that section S(c) of the War Powers Resolution is

within 60 days (by December 15, 1983), and therefore the

unconstitutional.

Second, the concurrent resolution described

Congress was not confronted with the choice presented by section

in section 5(c) is not, strictly speaking, a "legislative veto".

5 of the War Powers Resolution.

A legislative veto occurs when the Congress has granted the

Nonetheless, the law (and its

GO-day requirement) clearly influenced the president's decision

president explicit statutory authority and then seeks to revoke

to restrict the Grenada operation to the prudent objectives of

that authority through the instrument of a concurrent

protecting American lives, restoring stability, and enhancing

.,

.ji

.~

I
f

resolution.

The War Powers Resolution does not grant the

IT

~

a
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president, explicitly or implicitly, any authority he does not
already have under the constitution.

In fact, section 5(c) is

operative only if there has been no prior legislative grant of
authority (i.e., the absence of a declaration of war or specific

Since the Congress has never tested its power under
section 5(c), I would be very cautious about abdicating that
power simply because of a presumption held by some that it may
be in error.
I would submit that the War powers Resolution is a
worthy law, carved out of years of debate and consideration in
What some perceive as

weaknesses in the War powers Resolution has more to do with

.

!l
~

issues that reach far beyond this particular statute.

Those

issues involve distrust between the executive and legislative
branches and the great difficulty we have had in this country
with efforts to create a bipartisan foreign policy.
In a sense, these are intangible issues that cannot
necessarily be remedied with legislative tinkering.

The

breakdown in trust and even credibility between the two branches

Page 18
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I

succeed it is the result of consultation and mutual recognition
of each branch's proper constitutional role in foreign policy
and national security policy.

The Marshall Plan, our

~

participation in NATO, our commitment to the security of Israel,

fi

our support for the Afghan resistance, and the INF Treaty attest

I

making of foreign policy.

~

statutory authorization).

the congress during the early 1970's.

945
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to the potential for a constitutionally-sound approach to the

Fortunately, the War Powers Resolution already provides
the procedures for consultation and collaboration in the
exercise of war powers by this government.

Those procedures are

well-suited for the making of bipartisan foreign policy, but
only if those intangible elements of trust and credibility are
also present.

No amendment to the War Powers Resolution can

inject those characteristics into the process.

Before we rush

to amend the War Powers Resolution, we should look long and hard
at the broader problem that confronts this government: the
making and sustaining of a bipartisan foreign policy.
A bipartisan foreign policy is exactly what former
Secretaries of State Henry Kissinger and Cyrus Vance call for in
their article in the summer issue of

Foreig~

Affairs.

Relevant

of government, and the failure to forge a bipartisan foreign

to this hearing, they astutely observe: "The legislative branch

policy reach far beyond the exercise of war powers.

has clearly defined constitutional responsibilities in

In four other major areas of foreign policy--arms

overseeing and funding u.S. foreign and defense policies.

control, foreign aid, human rights, and international trade--we

Congress must be well informed about the plans and actions of

have had major difficulties over the years in developing a

the executive branch, and no foreign policy is sustainable if a

collaborative, bipartisan relationship between the executive and

majority of the Congress, reflecting public opinion, is

legislative branches, and even within the Congress.

adamantly opposed."

Where we do

~
~

~
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AppendiK.

1. Oversight of War Powers Resolution: Hearings by House Foreign
Affairs Committee and Subcommittees, u.s. House of
Representatives, 1974-1987.
That being said, I view with keen interest legislation
to amend the War Powers Resolution.

2. Press statement dated June 5, 1988, by the Hon. Dante B.
Fascell, announcing the release of the May 1988 edition of "The
War Powers Resolution--Relevant Documents, Correspondence,
Reports".

The Committee on Foreign

Affairs will continue to examine proposals as they evolve.

We

3. proposal for the Creation of a Leadership Consultative Group,
the Hon. Dante B. Fascell, Chairman, Committee on Foreign
Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives, March 1987.

also will follow closely what is said in these hearings which

by

are serving such an important purpose.

i
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4. Plaintiffs' Memorandum in Support of Motion for Summary
Judgment, Michael ~ Lowry, ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Reagan, united
States Distr~ct Court for the Distr1ct of Columbia, Civil Action
No. 87-2196-GHR, September 29, 1987.

s.

Brief Amicus Curiae of Representative Howard Berman, Michael

~ Lowry, et ~ ~ Ronald ~ Reagan, United States District

Court for the District of Columbia, Civil Action Ho. 87-2196-GHR,
November 9, 1987.
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Appendix 2

July 11, 1988

OVERSIGHT OF WAR POWERS RESOLUTION

FORRELFASB
sunday, June 5, 1988

HEARINCS BY 1I0USE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE AND SUBCOMMITTEES
War powers:
a test
evacuation of Phnom
incident.
Hearings,
Washington, U.S. Covt.

FOR FURnlER INFORW\TIaf

Ivo Spalatin
(202) 225-8926
Michael Poloyac (202) 225-8929

of compliance relative to the Danang sealift, the
Penh, the evacuation of Saigon, and the Hayaguez
94th Cong., 1st sess.
Hay 7 and June 4, 1974.
Print.Off., 1975. 136 p.

Seizure of the Hayaguez.
Hearings. 94th Cong., 1st sess. Washington, U.s.
Covt. Print. Off., 1975-1976. 4 v. Hearings held Hay 14-Sept. 12, 1975.
Deaths of American military personnel in the Korean demilitarized zone.
Hearing, 94th Cong., 2d sess., September 1, 1976.
Washington, U.S. Govt.
Print. Off., 1976. 40 p.

Representative Dante B. Fascell (D. Fla.), Olainwl of the House Ccmnittee
on Poreign Affairs, today released the Hay 1988 editiCll of "'ltIe

Resolution- Relevant DocUDents, COrrespoBience, Reports,· and observed:
This carmi.ttee print is belnq released as part of the
Poreign Affairs CCmIIittee's active oversight of the
applicability of the war Powers RssolutiCll to U.S.
military operaticns in general and in the Persian
Qllf in particular.

Congressional oversight of war powers compliance:
Zaire airlift. Hearing,
95th Cong., 2d sess. August 10, 1978. Washington, U.S. Covt. Print. Off.,
1978. 38 p.
The U.S. Supreme Court Decision concerning the legislative veto.
98th Cong., 1st sess. July 19, 20, and 21, 1983. 371 p.
Statutory authorization under the War Powers ResoLution--Lebanon.
Harkup, 98th Cong., 1st sess., September 21 and 22, 1983. 120 p.

Hearings.
Hearing and

Crenada War Powers:
Full compliance reporting and impleCllentation.
98th Cong., 1st sess., October 27, 1983. 40 p.

war Powers

In view of the recent and siCjnificant expansion of the U.S. Rules of
Engagement in the Penian Gulf and penistent attacks against U.S. ancl other
Shipping in the reqion, Chai.rman rascell said:
COngress rec:oqnizes our lollCj-Stand.i.nc; strateg~c,
economic and political interests in the Persian Gulf
and supports our carmi.tment to ensuring the freedc:m
of navigation tbrou<jh international waters in the
Persian Qllf, as wall as our clipla:natlc efforts to
bring the Iran/Iraq war to an end. Congress also
realizes that cur presence in the Persian Qllf has
resulted in circunstanc:es in which U.s. military
personnel am CXlIlfrcnted with situations in which
i:rm1nent involvement in hostilities is a harsh
reality. CCJnsequently, it is time for the Congresa
and the administratial to act together and dedsively
in support of our interests in the Persian Gulf and
the law of the land.

Harkup,

War Powers, Libya, and State-sponsored terrorism.
Hearings, 99th Congress.
2nd sess. April 29, Hay 1 and 15, 1986. Washington, C.P.O. 1986. 382 p.
Overview of the Situation in the Persian Culf.
lIearings and Markup, 100th
Congo 1st sess. Hay 19 and June 2. 9. 10, 11 and 23, 1987. 334 p.
U.S. policy in the Persian Culf.
lIearing, 100th Cong., 1st sess., Dec. 15,
1987. Washington, C.P.O., 1988. 62 p.

Accordingly, O1airman Fascell instructed cazmi.ttee staff to:

•

review all legislative initiatives relative to U.S •
military activities in the Persian Gulf and the War
Powers Resolution;
update the ~rehensive "War Powers: A Special
Study,· [last released in April 1982) to include
materials relevant to U.S. military actions and naval
escort operations Wic:h.have ocx:urred in the Persian
Qllf since the U.S. decision to reflag 11 Kuwaiti oil
tankers;

Section 1 of the War Powers Resolution envisions the establishment of a
joint COngressional-Executive ccnsultative group in its provisicn that the
President shall consult with COngress before introducing U.S. armed forces into
hostilities or into situations in which imninent involvement in hostilities is
indicated. In describing the utility of such a group, which Olaiman Fascell
has been enc:curaging the deve10pnent of sinoe the Hay 1981 Stark incident
Fascell stated:
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The War PowerS ReSOlution is a Uving docuDent Woee
1qIortanca to the ClClnduct of United States foreign
poUey cannot be dismissed, discounted, or denied.
Its elegant .s1q:»Ucity restores the cawtitutional.
balance that was created between the Presidmt and
Congress on questions of peace and war, and affims
our mutual partnership in such matters. Under
present ci.rc\INJtances, the need is not necessarily
for Congress to amend the War Powers Resolution but
rather for the executive branch to caaply tllDre fully
with the spidt and intent of its provisions.

,.
I

As one reflects upon the formulation and implementation of
our country's national security and foreign policy -- be it the
use of u.s. military forces and capabilities, or arms control, or
anti-terrorism activities -- there is an urgent need to restore an
effective and meaningful consultative relationship between the
executive and legislative branches of our Government.

In its oversight capacity, the Subcalmittee on Arms Control, International
Security and SCience MS pericdical.ly publishocl cx:ami.ttee prints of relevant
doc\.lnents, pertinent c:o.rresplndenca and appUcable reports sutm1tt.ed by the
President in cc:apliance with the War Powers Resolution. The last edition of
this camd.ttee print was issued in.December 1983 and included .six reports
related to the Sinai, Lebanon, ctud and Grenada. Noting the case of Lebanon,
Fascell stated:

It is critical for us to restore and sustain a national
security and foreign policy that has bipartisan support in
Congress. Such a development would then have the support of the
American people and command respect from our friends and
adversaries alike around the world.

a direct result of u.S. puticipation in Lebanese
peacekeeping operations, the executive branch far the
first and only t.im9 to date, engIlged in consultat.iona
with COngress to gain legislative authorizaticn for
the deployment of U.S. mllury force. under tho
provisions of the War Power.. R:esoluticn. 'ftmt
pt0ee8S- consultations- is especially relevant to
present U.s. operations in the Persian Gulf and
ultimately to the success of those operations.

AS

~

,

PROPOSAL rOR TBB CREATION OF A LEADBRSHIP CONSULTATIVB GROUP
BY BOH. DANTB B. FASCBLL
HArch 1987

:

,

Accordingly, I propose the establishment of a Leadership
Consultative Group to serve as a structure for executive branch
consultations with Congress on major foreign policy and national
security issues that impact on our constitutionally-granted
foreign policy and,national security obligations and rights.

Calmenting on both the release of the 1988 edition of the ccm:nittee print
on the War Powers Resolution and the c:cmnittee's planned agenda, Pascell
concluded:

our IDOat

successful' Jioreign poUey efJiorts have been
those in which the President and Congress have worked
together in developing. The .implementation of such

policiea has enjoyed bipartisan

I

in Congress
Marican people.
attention and
respect of both our friends and adversaries.
Authorization of U.S. military ectivities in the
Persian Gulf W1der provisions of the War PowerS
Resolution and establlstlnent of the Joint
Consultative Group would underline the continued
vitality of the war Powers Resolution, as well as
ensure the successful implementation of such policies
in the future.

Doc\.Inent?, Correspondenc:e, Reports- can
Arms

be obtained

-30-

Consist of a maximum of 18 senior Members from both
the House and the Senate;

•

Hold regular (quarterly) closed meetings with the
senior policy decisionmakers within the executive
branchJ

•

Engage in discussions on major foreign policy ideas
and developments and not day-to-day management
considerations; and

•

Serve as an informal consultative mechanism
offering both senior congressional and executive
branch personnel opportunities for candid exchanges
and assessments on the direction of our country's
national security and foreign policy.

1

Relevant

through the Subc:armittee

Control, International Security and SCience at 225-8926 in Rocm 2401-A

Rayburn Building.

•

J

s~rt

Powers Resolution-~

?
1/

and gained broad ~ with the
Those policies have CXIIIDISnded the

COpies of the Hay 1988 edition of -The War

This Leadership Consultative Group would:

at

j
t

Two common characteristics of foreign policy initiatives
that go astray are (1) secrecy; and (2) lack of congressional
involvement and concurrence.

952
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As a practical matter, secrecy in international affairs is
simply a necessity and that option must be preserved. This
reality, however, cannot and should not preclude a congressional
role in major foreign policy initiatives.

r
~

ii

•
•
•

By convincing the President that it is not a
viable policy;
By concurring with it and standing behind it
thereby enhancing its ultimate success; or
By modifying it to reflect congressional
concerns.

An informal Leadership Consultative Group would:

,,,
T"'

•

Enable the Congress to give its advice and
consent;

•

Preserve secrecy; and

•

Avoid the establishment of a new legal structure.

"

i

APPENDIX 4

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COUR'r
FOR TilE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
MICHAEL E. LOWRY, a Representative
from Washington, gt ~,

Avoiding congressional involvement is inconsistent with our
Constitution, our traditions, and our democratic form of
government.
A Leadership Consultative Group could help avert foreign
policy fiascoes. How? In three different ways:
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v.

Plaintiffs,

Civil Action
110. 87-2l96-GHR
(Revercomb, J.)

RONALD W. REAGAN, President of the
United states,
Defendant.
PLAINTIFFS' MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION
~OR_SU~1ARY~UDGMENT

The question presented in this case is whether the President
of the United States is obligated to file a report with the
Congress pursuant to section 4(a)(1) of the War Powers Resolution
regarding the escort activities of the United States Armed Forces
for reflagged Kuwaiti ships in the Persian Gulf.

Because all of

plaintiffs' evidence in this case comes directly from high
Administration officials or official government reports, there
can be no doubt about any of their factual assertions, thereby
making the case ripe for summary judgment.

Therefore, the only

question in the case is whether, on these undisputed facts, the
President was required to file a report under section 4(a) (1)
when he, in effect, took sides in a war in which the United
States was offically neutral, by offering military protection to
ships of a close ally of one of the belligerents.
fACTS
On November 7, 1973, Congress overrode the veto of thenPresident Richard Nixon and passed the War Powers Resolution,
Public Law 93-148, 87 Stat. 555, 50 U.S.C. §§ 1541

~ ~

The
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(A) the circumstances necessitating the
introduction of United states Armed Forces;

constitutional authority under which the Resolution was passed
included Article 1, section 8, clause 11, which empowers Congress

(8) the constitutional and legislative
authority under which such introduction took
place; and

to declare war, and Article 1, section 8, clause 18, which
empowers Congress to make such other laws as it deems necessary

(C) the estimated scope and duration of
the hostilities or involvement.

and proper to carry into execution its enumerated powers, including the power to declare war, as well as other powers granted

Thus, if the Court agrees with plaintiffs that United states

to the government in the constitution.

Armed Forces were "introduced •.• into hostilities or into

As stated in section 2(a)

situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly

of the Resolution, its purpose is

indicated by the circumstances,w then the President was required

to fulfill the intent of the framers of the
Constitution of the United states and insure that the
collective judgment of both the Congress and the
President will apply to the introduction of united
states Armed Forces into hostilities, or into
situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is
clearly indicated by the circumstances and to the
continued use of such forces in hostilities or in such
situations. 50 U.S.C. § 1541(a).

to file a report under section 4(a)(1) within 48 hours of the
introduction of the Armed Forces.
The trigger language of section 4(a)(1) -- the introduction
of u.s. Armed Forces Rinto hostilities or into situations where

more fully described in the argument section of this memorandum,

imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the
circumstances R -- is identical to that in section 3, which

along with their relevant legislative histories.

provides that the President "in every possible instance shall

The Resolution contains several provisions which will be

provision here is section 4(a), 50 U.S.C.

§

The key

consult with Congress" before such introduction.

1543(a), which

Therefore, in

determining congress' intent regarding section 4(a) (1), the

provides as follows:

legislative history of both provisions will be helpful.

(a) In the absence of a declaration of war, in
any case in which the united states Armed Forces are
introduced --

There are two other provisions of the War Powers Resolution
which, while not involved in the present lawsuit, are necessary

(1) into hostilities or into
situations where imminent
involvement in hostilities is
clearly indicated by the
circumstances;

to

~n

understanding of the reporting requirement and its

evolution.

The first is section 5(b), 50 U.S.C.

§

1544(b), under

which the President is required to terminate the use of Armed
Forces engaged in hostilities within sixty days "after a report

the President shall submit within 48 hours to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives and to the
President pro tempore of the Senate a report, in
writing, setting forth --

is submitted or required to be submitted under section 4(a) (1),"
3

2

I
,

W
.11
~:
.:j
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unless Congress declares war, approves an extension, or is unable
to meet due to an attack upon the united states. 1
section 5(c), 50 U.S.C.

§

Second,

1544(C), requires the President to

remOVe the Armed Forces from the area of hostilities if congress
so directs by a concurrent resolution, for which the President's
signature is not required, passed prior to the expiration of the
sixty days provided in section 5(b).

However, this provision has

been effectively nullified as a result of the ruling in
~,

~

462 U.S. 919 (1983), although its precise effect on the

rest of the Resolution is not clear in view of the severability
provision in

s~ction

9.

In addition, although President Nixon

and others have contended that both the sixty day limitation and
the required withdrawal of the Armed Forces based on a concurrent
resolution are unconstitutional, there has never been such

Q

claim regarding the reporting provision.
p"1

,

.
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was triggered by the commencement of escort activities on July
22, 1987.

On September 22, 1980, the Republic of Iraq invaded the
Islamic Republic of Iran.

Since that date, a state of war has

I~

existed between the two countries in which the United states is

I

partly shared by the two countries known as the Persian (Arabian)

t&

I
~

i

officially neutral.

In addition to incursions by the

belligerents into each other's territory, the war has led to
numerous military incidents in and around the body of water

Gulf, which has become a war zone.

In 1984, Iraq began to attack

tankers carrying Iranian oil, and Iran retaliated with actions to
make the Gulf unsafe for non-Iranian Shipping.
International shipping in the Gulf primarily carries
petroleum from such Middle East producing centers as Kuwait, to
Europe, Asia, and the Western Hemisphere.

Ships transporting

both petroleum and other commercial products have been menaced by

Plaintiffs' principal contention is that the reporting
-requirement under section 4(a) (1) of the War Powers Resolution

under Rule 108(h) and may be briefly stated. 2

one side or the other since early in the war, whether such

I

The facts supporting that claim, along with plain-

traffic is going to or from the belligerents, or to and from
other countries in the Gulf.

As of July 22, 1987, more than 300

vessels carrying the flags of various nations had been attacked

tiffs' claim that the U.S. attack on an Iranian Navy ship on

in the Gulf by one side or the other.

September 21, 1987, also required a report under section 4(a)(1),

areas is the Strait of Hormuz, which is the narrow entrance to

are contained in the accompanying statement of undisputed facts

lThe final sentence of section 5(b) allows the President to
extend the sixty days by no more than thirty days if he certifies
that ·unavoidable military necessity respecting the safety of
United States Armed Forces requires the continued use of such
armed forces in the course of bringing about a prompt removal of
such forces.·
4

,

Among the most danqcrous

the Gulf in which mines can be easily placed and froln which
passing ships are subject to attack from weapons based in Iran.

~

;

,
i
~

2For additional background, plaintiffs have also included in
this memorandum quotations from press accounts of certain persons
involved in these matters, together with the source of the
quotation. None of the facts in the statement under Rule lOB (h)
is based on such press accounts.
5
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Kuwait has been a particular target for the Iranians in

{i

their protracted war with Iraq because of Kuwait's financial

:~

It
i\
II

support of Iraq and its willingness to use its territory for the
trans-shipment of Iraqi war material.

Since 1984 when the tanker

war began, ships bound to and from Kuwait have been special
targets of the Iranian military forces, and between September

~

t:

j
f'

rt

~
j

1986 and May 1987, Iran attacked at least 24 vessels serving
Kuwaiti ports.

~

On December 10, 1986, Kuwait made an informal request of the
united States for reflagging or other protection for its
petroleum tankers from the hazards in the Gulf arising from the
Iran-Iraq war, and on January 13, 1987, Kuwait formally requested
U.S. protection for its tankers.

Reflagging is a process by

vessel that was formerly registered under the flag of another
~ ';'
\

.

nation (here Kuwait), and thereby confers on that vessel all of
the attributes of sovereignty to which a vessel of that nation is
entitled, including protection by the navy of that nation.

I
~

which a nation (here the united States) confers its flag on a

··,:;t
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After

U.S. authorities informed Kuwait that the reflagging of its

I

of threats, stating that, in effect, the U.S. is protecting the
ships of Kuwait, which Iran views as allied with the enemy Iraq.
For example, the speaker of Iran's parliament Ali Akbar Hashemi
Rafsanjani, reiterated on July 27,

198~

his country's plans to

attack the Minstallations of Iraq's partners,· or regional allies
of Iraq, including Kuwait, on the Persian Gulf.
July

~8,

1987, p. A7.

Washington Post,

In addition, on July 28, 1987, Iran's

Foreign Minister, Ali Akbar Velayati, reiterated Iran's plans to
attack Gulf shipping, saying that MAny country which supports
Iraq is subject to our retaliatory measures. M New York Times,
July 29, 1987, p. AlO.

Iran has also acquired and moved into

place near the Strait of Hormuz SILKWORM anti-ship missiles with
a range of 50 nautical miles that are capable of covering the
entire strait and of sinking or, at a minimum, causing serious
damage to a ship.

I

In addition, in the interim, on May 17, 1987, an rraqi
warplane attacked the USS STARK with an Exocet-type missile while
the STARK was patrolling in the Persian Gulf.

Since the attack

on the STARK, in which thirty-seven U.S. seamen were killed, U.S.

tankers would take up to six months, Kuwait then approached the

military patrols in the Gulf have been ordered to shoot first

soviet Union, which agreed to Kuwait's request for some form of

when potentially hostile forces act in a threatening manner.

protection for Kuwaiti ships in the Gulf.

The President then

formally offered to reflag eleven Kuwaiti tankers on March 7,
1987, and Kuwait accepted the offer.
Since the announcement of U.S. plans to provide military
escorts for Kuwaiti tankers, Iranian leaders have made a number
6

I
I

1
~

I
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~

~
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~
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~
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On July 22, 1987, at the direction of the defendant, and
without a declaration of war by Congress, three United States
Navy warships, in a state of military readiness prepared for
attack, began escorting the first two of the reflagged tankers
through the Persian Gulf to Kuwait.
7

On July 24, 1987, the S.S.

r.;,:~

f
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Bridgeton, one of the reflagged tankers being escorted by U.S.

ti

warships in the Gulf, struck a mine and was seriously damaged.
The captain of the destroyer USS KIDD, one of the warships

(c) ordering, as of early September, at
least twenty warships and more than 10,000
U.S. Armed Forces personnel to the Gulf to
conduct and support the U.S. escort
operations; and

accompanying the Bridgeton, stated that "If we had hit that, it
would have done enormous damage to the Kidd."
July 26, 1987,

§

4, p. 1.

New York Times,

Administration officials have stated

that they believe Iran intentionally laid the mine which damaged
the Bridgeton directly in the sea lane being used by the ships in
that first Navy escort convoy.

On July 25, 1987, the commander

of the first convoy escort, capt. David Yonkers, stated, "I'm
very thankful now that we managed to get out safely. • • • Right
now, certainly, I wouldn't want to go back through the area."
New York Times, July 28, 1987, p. A22.
Following the Bridgeton mine incident, the President and

25, 1987, for an indefinite period of time to
approximately 10,000 U.S. Armed Forces
personnel in the Gulf and in the strait of
Hormuz at a cost of approximately $1 million
per month;

I
.

(d) ordering that U.S. warships in the Gulf
be at a high state of readiness at all times,
that all ships be at General Quarters, which
is the highest condition of battle readiness,
when passing through the strait of Hormuz,
and that no announcements be made of the
dates and hours of escort operations, in
order to protect the safety of u.S. Armed
Forces personnel.
The Defense Department estimates that the increased military
activities arising from the escort operations for the reflagged
Kuwaiti ships will cost taxpayers an additional $70 million

others acting under his direction ordered a substantial number of

beyond the regular costs of maintaining the Armed Forces by the

activities to take place which confirm that U.S. Navy and other

end of september 1987, and that these additional costs will

u.S. Armed Forces personnel in the Gulf are in a situation of

average $15-20 million per month for as long as the escort

hostilities or where their imminent involvement in hostilities is

operations continue at current levels.
On August 7, 1987, the complaint in this action was filed by

clearly indicated by the circumstances and that therefore the
reporting requirements of section 4(a)(I) of the War Powers

113 members of Congress.

Resolution apply.

relief under section 4(a)(1) of the War Powers Resolution and in

Among the confirmatory activities are the

fol~owing:

(a) urgent efforts to locate and destroy
mines, including the ordering in~o the Gulf
of U.S. minesweeping ships and helicopters
and appealing to other nations to send
minesweepers to the Gulf;

I

It sought declaratory and injunctive

the alternative a declaration that the reflagging was unlawful.
On September 29, 1987, an amended complaint was filed, with
jurisdiction based on 28 U.S.C.

§

1331, retaining only President

~

Reagan as a defendant, and dismissing the action against the two
other defendants, Caspar Weinberger and Elizabeth Dole.

(b) the awarding of "imminent danger" pay
pursuant to 37 U.S.C. § 310, effective August
8

9

t

I
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Prior to the filing of the amended complaint, several
significant events occurred.

the refusal of the President to submit the required report,

The most important of these took

because they and other members of Congress have been denied the

place on September 21, 1981, when two u.S. helicopters, using

information, analysis, and judgments which the President is

machine-qun fire and rockets, attacked an Iranian Navy ship that
was laying mines in the Persian Gulf.

required to include in that report, and which are needed by them

As a result of the attack,

three Iranian sailors were killed, and the ship was disabled.
The next day, as a direct follow-up of the attack, the u.S. Navy
seized the Iranian ship and the 26 surviving Iranian sailors,
including four who were wounded.

to carry out their official duties and responsibilities.

j

1981, a supply ship was sunk by a mine in the Gulf of Oman, which
is just outside of the strait of Hormuz, killing six people.
The amended complaint contains two causes of action.

The

first alleges that the President was required, pursuant to
section 4(a)(1) of the War Powers Resolution, to submit a report

·estimated scope and duration of the hostilities involved," as
?

I
1
l
~

subparagraphs

(8)

and (C) of section 4(a) also require.

The second cause of action is similar to the first, except
that it focuses on the September 21 attack by two U.S. helicopters on an Iranian Navy ship which was laying mines.

In that

claim, plaintiffs assert that, once the September 21 attack took
r1ace, there can no longer be any doubt that the President is
r~quired

to submit a report to Congress containing the

information required by section 4(a).

to Congress under that provision, relating to the U.S. Navy's

In addition to seeking a

declaratory judgment regarding the President's obligation to file

escort operations for reflagged Kuwaiti ships in the Persian

a report under section 4(a) (1), they also seek an order

Gulf, no later than 48 hours after that escort operation began on
July 22, 1987.

of section 4(a»,

authority under which such introduction took place,· or the

at what appeared to be a hostile warplane, and in the second,

In addition to these acts by u.s. Armed Forces, on August 15,

(A)

nor has it been provided the "constitutional and legislative

first episode, a u.S. Navy F-14 Tomcat fighter fired two missiles

, III

of the circumstances surrounding the hostilities in the Persian

Armed Forces· into the Gulf (subparagraph

In the

two small sailing vessels that were approaching the Navy ship.

while they, along with members of the public, are generally aware

analysis of "the circumstances necessitating the introduction of

instance in which u.S. military units in the Gulf have opened

a u.S. Navy destroyer fired machine-gun blasts across the bows of

Thus,

Culf,·Congress has still not been provided with the President's

This U.S. attack is the third

fire since the escort operations began on July 22, 1987.

963

re~liring

the President to file such report -within 48 hours of the Court's

The complaint further alleges that the plaintiffs

(now 110 Representatives and one Senator) have been injured by
10

11

f

i
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4(a)(1) of the War Powers Resolution is the sole issue in this
judgment, the same time frame provided in section 4(a).3
case.
The President is plainly aware of the requirements of the

However, in order to understand what congress intended in

that provision, it is necessary to understand the context in
War Powers Resolution and of the contention of plaintiffs that
which the Resolution was passed and its evolution through the
section 4(a) (1) applies to the situation in the Persian Gulf, as
legislative process.

While prior to 1973, both Houses of

evidenced by the brief letter that he sent to Congress on
Congress had passed their own versions of War Powers Resolutions,
September 23, 1987.

Nonetheless, he has refused to submit the

they had been unable to reach agreement between the different

report which plaintiffs contend is required under the law.

versions.

Accordingly, the question before this Court is whether on the

Nixon from watergate, and the increased congressional

facts and circumstances in this case, in Which the President has

dissatisfaction with the war in Vietnam and the bombing of

voluntarily taken sides in the Iran-Iraq war by agreeing to

Cambodia, war powers legislation became a priority in both

escort reflagged Kuwaiti ships, the reporting requirement of
section 4(a)(1) has been triggered.

Houses.

In order to answer that

commitments lilte the Tonkin Gulf Resolution, the bills that were

Powers Resolution to make clear what Congress sought to

approved in the two Houses had quite different structures, a.nd

accomplish overall and how section 4(a) (1) fits into the process.

this affected the reporting requirements contained in each.

Thereafter, we will demonstrate that section 4(a) (1) applies to

Under the provision entitled "Emergency Use of the Armed

the undisputed facts in this case.

Forces,· the Senate bill, S. 440, 93rd Cong., 1st. Sess.,

ARGUMENT

specified only four situations in which the President could, in

THE PRESIDENT IS REQUIRED TO SUBMIT A
REPORT TO CONGRESS UNDER SECTION 4(a) (1) OF THE
WAR POWERS RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE ESCORT ACTIVITIES
OF UNITED STATES ARMED FORCES IN THE PERSIAN GULF.
History of the War Powers Resolution.

The application of the reporting requirements of section
3In plaintiffs' view, in order to be of maximum utility to
Congress and to comply with the purpose of the War Powers
Resolution to keep Congress fully informed, the report to be
filed should be comprehensive and contain the requisite
information as of the date of filing, not just as of the date
on which the report should have been filed.
12

Despite their unity in recognizing the necessity of such

legislation, and their determination to avoid open-ended

question, we will first review the legislative history of the War

A.

But in 1973, with the increased pressure on President

the absence of a declaration of war by congress, introduce United
States Armed Forces "in hostilities, or in situations where

I
f

im~inent

involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the

circumstances."

~

119 Congo Rec. 25119 (1973) (§3).

Three of

these involved what can fairly be characterized as defensive
measures -- two of which dealt with repelling armed attacks and
the other with rescuing U.S. citizens -- and the last involved a

I
I

I

13
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and 119 Congo Rec. 25051-120), and was approved by a vote of 72prior specific statutory authorization from Congress, which also
18, with ten members not voting.
contained rules precluding the President from inferring such

Thus, under the Senate approach, all involvements of

Armed Forces in hostile circumstances required some form of
explicit congressional approval, a requirement which would not
have been satisfied here if S. 440 had become law.

t

i

It
l

Furthermore, even if the introduction of Armed Forces was

l

authorized, the President was required under section 4 to report
such involvement "promptly in writing" with information similar
to, although different in form from, that now required in section
4(a).

However, under S. 440, Congress could still require the

President to pullout the Armed Forces in less than 30 days if it

at 25119.

The principal

contentions in opposition to S. 440 were that it improperly tied

authority based on laws or treaties that hnd been relied on in
the past.

~

I
~

the President's hands and in certain respects was an
unconstitutional restraint upon his powers as the Commander-inChief.
~.

~

119 Congo Rec. 25098-100 (remarks of Sen. Criffin):

at 25103-04 (remarks of Sen. Tower): jg. at 25109-11 (remarks

of Sen. Hruska).

But there were also those who opposed it

because they believed it gave the President too much authority to
wage war without congressional approval.

~

Senate Report at

33-38; 119 Congo Rec. 25094-96 (remarks of Sen. Fulbright).
The House bill, H.J. Res. 542, 93rd. cong., 1st Sess., which
was reported out by the Committee on Foreign Affairs on June 15,
1973, H.R. Rep. No. 93-287, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess. (1973) ("House

passed a joint resolution to that effect which would, in effect,
Report"), took a different approach.

It began with the

require the vote of two-thirds of both Houses in the face of an
"I

almost certain presidential veto.

~

S. 440

6.

requirement of presidential consultation with the lenders and the

Furthermore,

appropriate committees of congress "in every possible instance

with two narrow exceptions, the President could continue the

before committing United States Armed Forces to hostilitip.s

involvement of the U.S. Armed Forces without additional congressional approval for only 30 days.

MI.

or to situations where hostilities may be imminent
well as continuing consultation thereafter.

The bill was reported favorably on June 14, 1973, by the
Foreign Relations Committee.

" as

§ 5.
~

119 Congo Rec.

24681 (1973) (§2).5

S. Rep. No. 93-220, 93rd Cong., 1st

Unlike the Senate, the House did not limit the introduction
Sess. (1973) ("Senate Report").4

It was debated on the floor of

the Senate on July 18 and July 20, 1973 (119 Congo Rec. 24531-96

4The Senate Report contains the fullest statement of the
basis for congressional action, as well as a detailed explanation
of the constitutional justifications for the limitations placed
on the power of the President to engage in hostilities.
14
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I
i
f

of Armed Forces to specific circumstances, but set forth three
categories in which, if the President did use U.S. Armed Forces
5The version printed as pages 24681-82 is as introduced:
immediately thereafter, the House approved the Committee's
amendments which are set forth on page 24682.
15
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without a declaration of war, he was required to report that fact
to Congress within 72 hours.

Thus, under section 4 the President

wnuld have had to report when he
(1) commits united states Armed Forces to
hostilities outside the territory of the United states,
its possessions and territories;

I

969
committee, a "central purpose of the reporting requirement is to
cause the president, in the process of decisionmaking, to take
into account the legal and constitutional foundation for his
actions, as well as the constitutional role of the Congress in
warmaking.·

(2) commits United states Armed Forces equipped
for combat to the territory, airspace, or waters of a
foreign nation, except for deployments which relate
solely to supply, replacement, repair, or training of
United States Armed Forces; or

House Report at 7. 6

The House then gave the President 120 days to obtain
congressional approval to continue the use of the Armed Forces
(the Senate had given only 30 days), with the time running from

(3) substantially enlarges United States Armed
Forces equipped for combat already located in a foreign
nation.
.

the time that the report was required to be filed.
4(b).

~

section

On the other hand, the House provided for a different

As the Committee stated, the President is required to report

mechanism for requiring earlier presidential disengagement than

"whenever • • • he takes significant action committing U.s. Armed

the statutory time frame:

Forces to hostilities abroad or the risk thereof • • • ," House

Armed Forces was required if both Houses of congress voted to do

under H.J. Res. 542, disengagement of

Report at 5, or "where there is reasonable expectation that

so by concurrent resolution (section 4(c», whereas the Senate

American military personnel will be subject to hostile fire."

allowed for early termination of the use of Armed Forces only if

~

a joint resolution could be enacted.

at 7.

Finally, while the Senate bill allowed the President to keep

A report under the House bill would have been required to
contain four specific categories of information.

troops in hostile situations beyond the normal 30 days with no

The first three

further congressional authorization, provided that he certified

are similar to those set forth in subparagraphs (A)-{C) of
section 4(a) of the War Powers Resolution as enacted.

that it was necessary "in the course of bringing about a prompt

The fourth

disengagement from such hostilities"

-- an estimate of the cost of the commitment of forces -- was
eliminated by a voice vote on the floor of the House, because of
concerns about providing important information to the enemy and

,
(

doubts about the ability of the Administration to provide

t

meaningful figures within 72 hours after the engagement had

I

commenced.

119 Congo Rec. 24695 (col. 1).
16

As explained by the

S. 440, section 6.

~

I

I

(~),

the House bill

6Th ere was an additional provision that told the President
to submit such other information as he "may deem useful to the
Congress in the fulfillment of its constitutional responsibilities with respect to committing the nation to war and to the use
of united states Armed Forces abroad." That provision, which was
nei~her a requirement nor a necessity since the President could
always provide that added information if he chose, was ultimately
dropped in conference.
17
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j

contained no such escape clause.
BecauSe the House bill had no provision limiting the
President's right to initiate involvement of u.s. Armed Forces in
hostilities, some of the opposition came from those who said that
it created a presidential license to declare war, when that

I

•

~ 119 congo Rec. 24681.

However, as enacted, section

4{a)(1) of the War powers Resolution not only applies when
.United States Armed Forces are introduced • • • into
hostilities. but also when they are introduced winto situations

function was the sale right of Congress under the Constitution.

where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by

~

the circumstances •• •• w

119 Congo Rec. 24697-98 (remarks of Rep. Abzug);

24698 (remarks of Rep. Holtzman).

~

at

This is the same language used in

section 3 of the conference agreement setting forth the

However, other House opponents

believed that the bill unduly restricted the President.

requirements for Presidential consultation with Congress, which

~

House Report at 18-20: 119 Congo Rec. 24662-63 (remarks of Rep.

is important because of the history of that provision discussed

Ford, including telegram from President Nixon).

~

The House first

and continued debate and voted on July 18.

~

48 hours from the 72 hours contained in the House bill and

at 24653-708.

The vote on final passage was 244-170, with 19 not voting.

at 23-24.
The conferees also agreed to shorten the reporting time to

considered the bill on June 25, 1973 (119 Congo Rec. 21205-36)

rejected the Senate's requirement that the report only be made

~

.promptly.w

at 24707.

.. ,

the President ·commits United states Armed Forces to hostilities.

The matter then went to conference where the two different
approaches had to be reconciled.

They further compromised on a period of continued

engagement without congressional approval to 60 days, which falls
between the 30 in the Senate bill and the 120 in the House, but

Ultimately, agreement was

achieved by taking the House approach, which did not contain

accepted the Senate's desire to accord the President some leeway

sUbstantive limitations on initial involvement of u.s. troops,

before terminating all use of Armed Forces.

but taking other elements from the senate bill to provide greater

additional time was limited to 30 days, and it may be used only

protection for Congress.

~

However, the

if the President certifies that "unavoidable military necessity

H.R. Rep. No. 93-547, 93rd Cong.,

1st.Sess. (1973) (WConference ReportW); 119 Congo Rec. 33549

respecting the safety of U.s. Armed Forces" requires a slower

(col. 3, remarks of Sen. Javits);

withdrawal of U.S. Armed Forces.

of Rep. Zablocki).

~

at 33859 (col. 1, remarks

one of the changes adopted by the conferees

directly bears on this lawsuit.

A report to Congress under

section 3(a)(1) of the House-passed bill was required only when
18

section 5(b) (final sentence).

Finally, in conformity with the House bill, the conferees
retained in section 5(C) the right of Congress to require the

I
I
&
l
~.

1

t·

4

J

President to remove Armed Forces immediately if congress passes a
19
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concurrent resolution to that effect.

I

One other feature of the conference agreement is worthy of
note.

The House version had no provision setting forth the

purpose and policy behind the bill, whereas section 2 of the
Senate bill contained such provisions.

The conferees decided to

include two provisions from the Senate bill -- a brief statement
of policy and purpose -- which became section 2(a), and the
constitutional basis for the legislation, which became section
2(b).

Then in section 2(c) they included a statement describing

the situations in which the President was authorized to involve
United states Armed Forces in hostilities in a format more like a
statement of law than a declaration of policy and purpose.
The Conference Report, H.R. Rep. No. 93-347, 93rd Cong., 1st
Sess., was filed on October 4, 1973.
(1973).

~

119 Congo Rec. 33036-38

It is only ten pages, including the agreed upon

I

I
I

statutory language, and four pages of it contain the joint
explanation by the managers, which merely describe the changes
made, but offer little additional guidance.

I

The compromise was

t

!

described by one of the conferees as "fair and practical" in part

119 Congo Rec. 33860 (col. 1, remarks of Rep. Broomfield);
33868 (col. 1, remarks of Rep. Fascell).

~

in the Senate on October 10, 1973 (119 Congo Rec. 33548-69) and

33569.

~

123, with 73 not voting.

~

at 33873-74.

On October 24, 1973, President Nixon vetoed the War Powers
Resolution.

In his veto message to Congress, which appears at

119Cong. Rec. 34990-91, the President underscored the two
provisions that he regarded as unconstitutional and which he
strongly opposed:

the automatic termination of the use of Armed

Forces in hostile circumstances after 60 days and the provision
authorizing Congress to terminate U.S. troop involvement by a
concurrent resolution.

He did not suggest any constitutional

infirmities in the reporting provisions, and indeed referred to
the Resolution as including "certain constructive measures which
would foster this process [of cooperation between Congress and
the Executive) by enhancing the flow of information from the
executive branch to the Congress," specifically citing the
consultation section, which has triggering language identical to
that in the reporting provision.

119 Congo Rec. 34991 (col. 2).

On November 7, 1973, both Houses voted to override the veto.

The

voted in favor of the override by 284-135, with 14 not voting.

"

~

at

The report was debated

was adopted by a vote of 75-20, with five not voting.

Congo Rec. 33858-74), and approved it with a final vote of 238-

House debated the matter first (119 Congo Rec. 36202-22), and

because it was opposed "by one group claiming it shackles tho
President while another says it gives him expanded powers

973

i
~

at

at 36221-22.

Thereafter, the Senate debated the issue

at 36175-98) and voted to override by 75-18, with seven not
voting.

~

at 36198.

Several points are worth noting about this history as it
bears on the reporting requirement at issue in this case.

The House then considered the matter on October 12 (119

(~

First,

there was never an objection by the President or anyone else on

20

21
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~

i
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constitutional or other grounds to any reporting requirement.
Everyone agreed that Congress has the right and the need to be
informed, both early and often, about
situations.

u.s.

involvement in hostile

Indeed, President Nixon in his veto message

specifically referred to the information-sharing provisions as
-constructive measures."
Second, as noted at page 16-17,

~,

I

combat.-

of hostilities or a "reasonable expectation" that there will be

On the Senate floor

But perhaps the

observation that best captures the mood of Congress was that of

at 9, a

Representative du Pont during the debate on the veto override, in
which he was responding to the charge that the bill would tie the

The issue was also discussed in the House by, among others,

President's hands in an emergency:
Representative Findley who was a member of the Committee and,
In describing the reporting provisions,

he assured his colleagues that reports are required, and Congress
will thereby be "involved in decisions which place our forces in
circumstances where armed conflict may later develop."
Rec. 21218 (col. 3).

119 Congo Rec. 33859 (col. 1).

and 25101-2) and Eagleton (~ at 25080).

threshold plainly met here •

eventually, a conferee.

(col. 3).

reporting requirement were made by Senators Javits (~ at 24541

Indeed, the Committee's

section by section analysis observed that there "may be instances

• I

~

similar expressions of the broad reach and purpose of the

hostile fire were seen as enough to trigger the reporting

~

influence far closer to the points and moments of great decision"
than it has been in the past.

-after having introduced u.S. forces to combat or to danger of

Thus, the "risk"

when a report is filed on a relatively minor action,"

requirement and observed that it "would place congressional

Report, he pointed out that the President is required to report

provision to be a very important one and that actual hostilities

House Report at 5, 7.

Finally, he explained the purpose of the

Committee Chairman Zablocki when, in discussing the Conference

give a number of indications that it considered the reporting

requirement.

21219 (col. 1).

119 Congo Rec.

Similar views were expressed by House Foreign Affairs

the House Report did

are not required before a report is mandated.

-armed conflict or the definite risk thereof."

119 Congo

He then explained the importance of an

~

I

lr

What it does do is two things. One, it requires the
President to keep us informed, and how can we be
against that? Second, it requires that the Congress be
a participant in a decision to send America to war.
119 Congo Rec. 36206 (col. 1).

Indeed.

Yet that is precisely

what this lawsuit is all about.
Third, as noted by the House Report, a subcommittee of the

early congressional role in the process and pointed to a number

Committee on Foreign Affairs changed the language in section 2 of

of instances in our history where reports would have been

the House bill, dealing with consultation, by substituting the

required.

word "hostilities" for the phrase "armed conflict," because it

In his view, a report is mandated whenever there is
22

was "considered to be somewhat broader in scope."
23

House Report

~

t

~
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;~

at 7.

The Report further observed that
in addition to a situation in whiCh fighting has
actually begun, hostilities also encompasses a state of
confrontation in which no shots have been fired but
where there is a clear and present danger of armed
conflict. Imminent hostilities denotes a situation in
which there is a clear potential either for such a
state of confrontation or for actual armed conflict.
19. (emphasis in original).

While that language is in the part of the section by section
analysis dealing with the requirements of consultation, it
obviously has SUbstantial impact on the reporting provisions
which, as finally passed, have the identical triggering phrases
to those used in the consultation provision in the House-passed
bill.

Moreover, in several other places in the debate where the

reporting requirements were mentioned, no one indicated that any
thing less than full reports would be provided at the earliest
stage of u.s. involvement in potentially escalating circumstances.
'"

While none of the participants dealt directly with the

facts of this case, all of those statements are entirely
consistent with plaintiffs' reading that the reporting require-

~

ment of section 4(a)(1) applies to the present situation in the

t

I
,
~

I
~~
~

i

I1

wartime circumstances without congressional involvement in the
process.

Congress also recognized that this involvement often

occurred in small steps.

See,~,

119 Congo Rec. 21228 (col.

2, remarks of Rep. Fascell) (WHe must never again let our country
go to war, piece by piece, as we have done in southeast Asia. W)
As a result, the United States was placed in a situation where
retreat was difficult, if not impossible, perhaps not militarily,
but in terms of the commitment of our country.

See 119 Congo

Rec. 33550 (col. 3, remarks of Sen. Javits regarding difficulty
of using funding cutoff): ~ at 33567 (col. 1, remarks of Sen.
Mathias): ~ at 36208 (col. 3, remarks of Rep. Bingham).

The

clear overriding purpose of the legislation was to prevent the
President alone from involving our nation in a war or hostilitie~
short of war and to assure that Congress has the information
needed to be able to carry out its role at the beginning of our
involvement, not when it is too late to alter the course except

~

by extraordinary efforts of the kind that it took to end our

I

involvement in Southeast Asia.

!

Persian Gulf. 7
Fourth, it is absolutely essential to recall the purposes of
the entire legislation of which the reporting provision is one
element.

I,

presidential practice of moving United states Armed Forces into

Congress was very concerned about the continued

7section 8(c) further supports a broad reading of section
4(a)(1) by defining "introduction of United states Armed Forces"
to include the assignment of them to the regular or irregular
forces of any other government where there exists an imminent
threat that such forces will become engaged in hostilities. 50
U.S.C. § l547(c).
24

t

I

Indeed, had S. 440 become law, there can be little doubt
that the President's decision to volunteer our Navy to escort
Kuwaiti ships would not have been authorized (See p. 13,

~).

Nonetheless, the President claims that under the War Powers

11

,~

Resolution as enacted, he does not even have to inform Congress

~

of his activities.

~

I
ia
~~

".l

t

1

It is hard to imagine that all that effort

and a veto override would produce so little, yet that is the
25
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thrust of the President's position.
It is for all these reasons that the reporting requirements
of the Act impose upon the President the duty to inform the
congress of "the circumstances necessitating the introduction of
united states Armed Forces in hostile circumstances."

While, in

this case, Congress is aware generally of the facts regarding the
reflagging and the escort activities, the reporting requirement

official statement of the reasons for the use of u.s. Armed
Forces so that Congress may make its own assessment of the wisdom
Moreover, under subparagraph (B) of

section 4(a) the President is required to set forth the
"constitutional and legislative authority under which such
involvement took place" so that Congress can determine whether or
not the President acted lawfully.
• !

But most important of all is the requirement of subparagraph
(C), under which the President must include "the estimated scope
and duration of the hostilities or involvement."

t

It
f

t

of section 4(a) (1) serves the added function of having an

of the President's decision.

I

This analysis

I
~

i
,
I

?

and "judgment" from the President "about the direction in which
the situation is likely to develop," senate Report at 27, is

to the President's decision to involve United states Armed
Forces, and to make a timely decision as to whether to approve or
disapprove of the involvement and how to proceed in the 60 days

Judge Joyce Green observed in Crockett v. Reagan, 558 F. Supp.
26

893, 899 (D.D.C. 1982),

~,

720 F.2d 1355 (D.C. Cir. 1983),

the purpose of the War Powers Resolution "was to give Congress
both the knowledge and the mechanism needed to reclaim its
constitutional power to declare war."

Thus, Congress intended

that it "would be informed at the outset of any involvement that
could potentially lead to war" and that the "President is not to
wait until our forces are actually engaged in combat before
informing Congress."

~

Therefore, the information in the

required report is essential if Congress is to do its job
(Conference Report at 8), and it is counter-productive to the
entire thrust of the statute to interpret the reporting
requirement of section 4(a)(1), as the President has done here,
in a narrow, begrudging fashion and to deny Congress the
information needed to become a co-participant in the process, as
the War Powers Resolution and the constitution plainly
contemplate.
B.

No later than July 22. 1987. United states
Armed Forces in the Persian Gulf were
introduced into hostilities or into a
situation where their involvement in
hostilities was clearly indicated by t~
circumstances.

The President has made it clear, most recently in his

essential for Congress to fulfill its responsibility, to respond

before the automatic termination of involvement is required.

979

As
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,
~

~
~

September 23rd letter to congress, that he does not consider that
the reporting requirements of section 4(a) (1) were triggered by
the use of U.S. Navy ships to escort the reflagged Kuwaiti
tankers beginning on July 22, 1987, or even by the September 21st
attack by U.S. helicopters on the Iranian ship laying mines.
this case, unlike others such as Crockett v. Reagan,
27
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extensive discovery from the defendants was essential to enable

. One of the nations menaced by this war is Kuwait which has

the plaintiffs to prove their case, the material facts cannot be

sided with Iraq and which has been the subject of escalating

disputed because they are established by the official statements

attacks by Iran.

of high officials in the Administration, or from official

concerned about the matter in late 1986 and sought protection

government publications.

These facts, along with the references

The Kuwaiti government became increasingly

trom the United states and the Soviet Union for its commercial

to the Exhibit numbers and pages where they appear, are contained

~cssels.

in the statement of material facts not in dispute filed pursuant

States to allow Kuwaiti tankers to transfer to united states

to Rule 108(h) which accompanies this memorandum.

registration and carry the United states flag, after which, under

The question

In particular, it made a formal request of the United

becomes, therefore, based on these established facts, is the

rnited states policy, the united states Navy would afford

President required as a matter of law under section 4(a) (1) to

protection to such reflagged vessels in international waters such

file a report with the information set forth in subparagraphs (A)

as the Persian Gulf.

to

ee).

"pproved the reflagging policy, and on July 22 the first U.s.

As the review of these facts below makes clear, when

Navy escort operations began for three reflagged Kuwaiti ships.

considered in light of the purposes of the War Powers Resolution,
and in particular the goals of the reporting requirements
described above, it is clear that the President was obligated to
file a report no later than 48 hours after the escort activities
of the reflagged Kuwaiti tankers in the Persian Gulf began on

t

I
tf

July 22, 1987.

In early March 1987, President Reagan

!

since 1980, Iran and Iraq have been engaged in a state of

In the interim, several other events had occurred in the
area that provide additional support for the conclusion that the
commencement of escorting activities would involve actual
hostilities or the clear likelihood that hostilities were
imminent.

First, Iran took the public position that the escort

operations of the United states were protecting the ships of

war, and the United states is a neutral party which has not

Ku~ait,

declared war on either side.

Iran acquired surface to surface SILKWORM missiles and moved them

di~ectly

In recent years, the war has

affected neutrals and allies of one or the other

belligerents through attacks on shipping in the Persian Gulf and
the strait of Hormuz.

Thus, by mid July 1987, more than 300

commercial vessels had been actually hit by hostile fire in this
area.

which Iran views as allied with its enemy Iraq.

Second,

to the strait of Hormuz where they are capable of hitting any

I

ship that traverses the strait and of doing serious damage if not
sinking such vessels.

Third, an Iraqi airplane attacked

1

~ctually

r

the USS STARK on May 17, 1987, killing 37 seamen, thereby

f

underscoring the state of heightened tensions in the Gulf area.
28
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Finally, any doubt as to the likelihood of hostilities in the

will be enough."

Washington Post, August 5, 1987, p. AI.

Persian Gulf was eliminated on July 24, 1987, when a mine,

Furthermore, all u.S. warships in the Gulf are constantly at a

believed by the Administration to have been laid by Iran,

high state of readiness, and when passing through the strait of

exploded and did serious damage to the S.S. Bridgeton, one of the

Hormuz are at General Quarters state of readiness, which is the

reflagged vessels being escorted by the u.s. Navy.

highest condition of battle readiness in the Navy.

As the

captain of the destroyer USS KIDD, accompanying the Bridgeton,

Most significant of all is the decision of the Defense

said, ~[i]f we had hit that, it would have done enormous damage

Department to award "hostile fire or imminent danger" pay to

to the Kidd."

10,000 Armed Forces personnel in and around the Gulf area and the

That sentiment was echoed by the commander of that

convoy, captain David Yonkers, who stated on July 25, 1987, nI'm
Right
very thankful now that we managed to get out safely •

strait of Hormuz pursuant to 37 U.S.C.

now, certainly, I wouldn't want to go back through the area."

whether to award nimminent danger" pay was a difficult one for

Subsequent actions of the Administration further reinforce

§

310, effective August

25, 1987, for an indefinite period of time. 8

the Administration for several reasons.

The decision on

First, Congress was

the conclusion that the reporting requirements of section 4(a)(1)

putting pressure on the Administration to provide such pay, and

were triggered no later than July 22nd.

given the circumstances in the Persian Gulf, especially the

Thus, the united states

has undertaken urgent efforts to locate and destroy mines,

existence of mines, it was plainly a situation in which there

including ordering u.s. minesweepers and helicopters into the

were substantial dangers from reflagging and the escort

Gulf and seeking the assistance of mine sweepers from other

operations.

nations.

applicable, section 310(a)(2), allows extra pay where the

It has also increased the size of the naval operation

The portion of section 310 that is most

clea~ly

in the area so that as of early September, at least twenty u.S.

individual "was on duty in an area in which he was in imminent

warships and more than 10,000 Armed Forces personnel had been

danger of being exposed to hostile fire or explosion of h05tile

ordered to the Persian Gulf region to conduct and support the

mines and in which, during the period he was on duty in that

escort operations.

area, other members of the uniformed forces were subject to

As Defense secretary Weinberger said on

August 4, 1987, in amplification of his response that he did not

hostile fire or explosion of hostile mines."

But a finding under

know how long the military build-up in the Persian Gulf will
continue: "We try to put in the resources that deal with the
requirements.

That changes. That varies.
30

I don't know when it

8By making the effective date August 25th, Armed Forces
personnel who served at any time during that month are entitled
to full imminent danger pay for the month of August. ~ secti.on
310(a).
31
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t

that provision would plainly have been too close to the language
of the reporting requirements of section 4(a)(I), and the
President could hardly have avoided filing a report if that
provision had been invoked.
Therefore, the Defense Department invoked section 310(a) (4),
which authorizes imminent danger pay for an individual who was
·on duty in a foreign area in which he was subject to the threat
of physical harm or danger on the basis of civil insurrection,
civil war, terrorism, or wartime conditions.·

It is highly

I
!
I

a clear recognition on the part of Defense Department officials
that our Armed Forces are in imminent danger and should be given
additional compensation for that risk.

requirements to this case.

required to report to Congress under section 4(a) (1) within 48
hours after he began the $15-20 million per month escort
operations on July 22, 1987.

c.

individuals on duty in high risk embassies to receive imminent
danger pay without requiring the President to invoke the War
(H

5678, daily ed., July 26, 1983),

applies at all since virtually all of the Armed Forces personnel
are on duty in international waters, not "in a foreign area."

[or] terrorism

Thus, unless the Administration suggests

that the extra pay is based on being subject to "wartime
conditions," the only other option under subparagraph (4), it is

At least by Septemb~3. 1987. the President
Was Required to file a Report pursu~
Section 4(a) (1).

If there were any doubt about the applicability of section

I

4(a)(1), it was eliminated on September 21, 1987.

On that date,

two U.S. helicopters attacked and disabled an Iranian Navy ship
that was laying mines in international waters in the Persian

Moreover, they are clearly not subject to threat of harm or
imminent danger ·on the basis of civil insurrection, civil war

And in combination with the remainder

of the undisputed facts, it is clear that the President was

doubtful that that section, which was added in 1983 to enable

Powers Act, 129 Congo Rec.

This, as much as anything

else, confirms the applicability of the War Powers reporting

I
r

Gulf.

The next day, as part of a follow-up to the attack in

which three Iranian sailors were killed, the U.S. Navy seized the
Iranian ship, which had been set afire by the attack, and
captured twenty-six Iranian sailors.
Despite these combat activities, and the continuation of the

difficult to justify the specific invocation of this part of

escort operations for the reflagged Kuwaiti ships which

section 310.

pr~cipitated the laying of mines by Iran, the President continues

It is therefore apparent that the specific

paragraph relied on is simply a device to avoid the War Powers

to refuse to file a report under section 4(a)(1) of the War

Resolution's reporting requirements.

Powers Resolution.

Thus, what is most

important about the decision to award imminent danger pay, beyond

We simply do not understand what he believes

would require a report if this latest incident did not.

its estimated cost of $1 million a month, is that it constitutes
32
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, the Court should conclude that
the President was required to file a report pursuant to section
4(a)(1) of the War Powers Resolution no later than 48 hours after

University of California,
Davis
School of Law
Davis, California 95616
(916) 752-2355

the escort activities by the United States Armed Forces for
reflagged Kuwaiti vessels began on July 22, 1987.

Accordingly,

plaintiffs request that the Court enter a declaration to that
September 29, 1987

effect and an order directing the President to comply with
secti~n

4(a)(1) within 48 hours of the Court's order.

order to that effect is submitted herewith.

A form of

At the very least,

the President was required to submit a report under section

David C. Vladeck
(D.C. Bar No. 945063)
PUblic Citizen Litigation
Group
suite 700
2000 P street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 785-3704
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
MICHAEL E. LOWRY,

~

al.,

Plaintiffs,

v.
RONALD W. REAGAN,
President of the United states,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

pursuant to section 4(a)(1) of the War Powers Resolution
Civil Action
No. 87-2196 (GHR)
(Revercomb, J.)

)
)

events in the Persian Gulf and, if so, whether the

Representative Howard Berman's sympathies in this
Both Representative Berman

and plaintiffs agree that events in the Persian Gulf
require the President to submit a report to the Congress
pursuant to Section 4(a)(1) of the War Powers
§

1543(a) (1) (1983).

President can defeat the purpose of the War Powers
Resolution by refusing to acknowledge that he has
submitted such reports pursuant to the law.

INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

Resolution, 50 U.S.C.

The real issue in this case, as Representative

to the Congress War Powers Reports in connection with

BRIEF AMICUS CURIAE OF REPRESENTATIVE
HOWARP BERMAN

pl~intiffs.

(a "War Powers Report").
Berman views it, is whether the President has submitted

)

-------------------------)

case lie with

- 2 -

They differ

only in that plaintiffs' motion for summary judgment
seeks to compel the President to make such a submission,
whereas Representative Berman seeks a determination by
this Court (as the basis for granting defendant's motion
to dismiss) that each of the reports submitted by the
President to the Congress on September 23, October 10
and October 20, 1987, legally constitutes a report made

Plaintiffs are not satisfied that any War Powers
Reports have been submitted, and for good reason.

The

Executive Branch refuses to confirm that what the
President has submitted to date legally constitute War
Powers Reports.

In fact, when plaintiffs' complaint was

first filed in August 1987, the President had not
submitted any report to the Congress under his own name
with respect to events in the Persian Gulf.

The

President apparently did not interpret events in the
Persian Gulf up to that date in the same way that
plaintiffs did.
That situation changed beginning with a report
submitted by the President to the Congress on
September 23, 1987, regarding a military incident in the
Persian Gulf in which u.S. Armed Forces were involved
(attached as Exh. 1).

Although it will be argued in

this amicus brief that the september 23 report, along

997

996
-

- 4 -
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with two reports submitted in October 1987 (attached as

from those argued by defendant.

Exhs. 2 & 3), constitute reports submitted pursuant to

believes that plaintiffs do have standing to bring this

section 4(a)(1) of the War Powers Resolution,

action and that plaintiffs' complaint is not a non-

plaintiffs understandably continue to object to the

justiciable political question.
Plaintiffs' complaint, however, has been mooted

President's performance (or, in their opinion, failure
to perform).

The President and Executive Branch

Representative Berman

as a consequence of the President's submission of three

officials refuse to admit that the President has done

War Powers Reports to the Congress since september 23,

anything pursuant to section 4(a)(1) of the War Powers

1987.

Resolution.

requirements of the War Powers Resolution.

~,

~,

§.g., Reagan Won't Invoke War Powers

Wash. Post, October 11, 1987, at A4, col. 3

(attached as Exh. 4).

If plaintiffs accept the

The president's reports satisfy the statutory
Although he

refuses to use certain terminology in those reports, and
a1t~ough

he refuses to admit that he is submitting

President at his word, which is the normal presumption

anything to the Congress which may "trigger" other

of a Member of Congress, then they feel compelled to

provisions of the law, the President cannot circumvent

seek a court order to force the President to represent

the clear import of the reports and of the law.

affirmatively that he is submitting the kind of report

It is critical that this Court declare, in

plaintiffs believe is legally required by the

granting defendant's motion to dismiss, that the

circumstances.

If the President refuses to make such a

President has complied with section 4(a)(1) of the War

representation, then no Act of Congress, even one which

Powers Resolution and that the provisions of that law,

has been paased over a Presidential veto, can make that

notably section 5 of the statute, 50 U.S.C.

representation on behalf of the President.

operative as a consequence of the President's compliance

Believing that the President, whether he wishes

with the law.

§

1544, are

Without such a declaration by this Court,

to admit it or not, in fact has complied with

the President will continue to comply with the law in

section 4(a)(1) of the War Powers Resolution,

form only, and continue to deny the substantive

Representative Berman finds himself in the perplexing

operation of the law.

position of asking this Court to grant defendant's
motion to dismiss, but on grounds entirely different

The court is competent to review the evidence of
Presidential reporting in connection with the Persian

998
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Gulf situation arld determine whether such reporting

"pursuant to the War Power Resolution" or tlin compliance

satisfies the statutory requirements of the War Powers

with the War Powers Resolution" or "under the War Powers

Resolution.

Resolution. I'

The Court need not reach any determination

No particular terminology must be employed

regarding the alleged facts about the introduction of

by the President in his report in order to satisfy the

United states Armed Forces into hostilities or into

statutory requirements of section 4(a) of the War Powers

situations where imminent involvement in hostilities was

Resolution.

clearly indicated by the circumstances, evidence which

President even refer to the War Powers Resolution in his
report. 1

is in dispute between the parties.

There is no explicit requirement that the

The legislative history of the War Powers
Resolution shows that the

ARGUMENT
The issue in this case is two-fold: (1) what is

pri~ary

concern expressed by

legislators with respect to the form of a section 4(a)

the proper form, SUbstance and timing of a report by the

report was that it be in writing.

During its exhaustive

President under Section 4(a)(1) of the War Powers

mark-up of the War Powers Resolution in 1973, the

Resolution, and (2) has the President complied with

Subcommittee on International Security and Scientific

those requirements in the instant case?

Affairs of the House committee on Foreign Affairs only
briefly considered the consultation and reporting

I.

THE WRITTEN FORM OF A SECTION 4(A) REPORT
IS NOT MANDATED BY STATUTE BUT HAS
EYOLVED THROUGH PRACTICE
A report filed by the President under

Section 4(a) of the War Powers Resolution, 50 U.S.C.
§

1543(a), must be in writing.

Aside from this

requirements of the resolution and engaged in no
particular discussion on the form of the report.
on Foreign Affairs. The War Powers

~~

Resolution~

Special Study of the COmmittee on Foreign

Affai~

123,

97th Cong., 2nd Sess. (Comm. Print 1982) (prepared by

statutory requirement, the War Powers Resolution does

John H. Sullivan).

not further delineate the form (as opposed to the

Resolution 542, the War Powers Resolution, the committee

substance) which the President's report must take.

1
~. International Emergency Economic Powers Act, 50
U.S.C. § 1703 and National Emergencies Act, 15 U.S.C.
§ 1622 (both containing detailed requirements for
reports made thereunder).

There is no requirement that the President explicitly
state in writing that he is submitting the report

In its report on House Joint

1000
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on Foreign Affairs stated in 1973:

8 -

119 Congo Rec. 33551 (1973) (emphasis added).

(2) lQIm.-- The report by the President
is stipulated to be in writing.
Moreover, to the maximum extent
possible, it is to be unclassified. If
the President desires to make
classified information available to the
Congress as additional justification
for his actions, he is free to do so.
The procedure of submitting the report
to the Speaker of the House and the
President pro tempore of the Senate is
a normal one for receiving such reports
on behalf of Congress.

It is

doubtful that Senator Javits was directing his comments
toward a situation where the President submits a report
in compliance with the requirements of the War Powers
Resolution but then denies that he has submitted any
report under Section 4(a) of the War Powers Resolution
. (the dilemma in the instant case).

Rather, Senator

Javits was clarifying that the failure of the President

Staff of House Subcomm. on International Security and

to designate the particular subsection of section 4(a)

Scientific Affairs of the Comma on Foreign Affairs,

pursuant to which he was submitting a report does not

Relevant Documents. Correspondence. Reports on the War

defeat the legal effect, or the Congress' power to

Powers Resolution, 98th Cong., 2d Sess., at 24 (Comm.

decide the character of, such report.

Print 1983) (attached as Exh. 5).

In practice, the form of written reports provided

The conference report of October 4, 1973, makes

by the President in connection with the introduction of

no mention of the form of the section 4 report.
Relevant Documents at 14.

During the Senate and House

united states Armed Forces abroad has varied with

i

floor debates on the conference report, only Senator
Javits spoke briefly on the form of the President's
report.

He was of the view that the Congress could

determine whether the form of the report satisfied the
requirements of section 4(a)(1), even if the report did

respect to identifying the section and SUbsection of the
War Powers Resolution under which the report is being

I
e

not refer explicitly to section 4(a)(1):

submitted.

Ideally, the Congress would be best served

if the President explicitly confirmed in his report that
it is being provided "pursuant" to one of the following
provisions of the War Powers Resolution:
Section 4(a)(1), 50 U.S.C.

At that stage where the President does
report, Congress may well decide that
the report is one covered by
section 4(a)(1) of this particular
measure, and therefore does trigger the
60-day period, even though he may not
think so. That is critical • • • •

§

1543(a)(1):

reporting that u.S. Armed Forces have been introduced
Uinto hostilities or into situations where imminent

I&
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- 10 Such specificity, however, rarely has been the

involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the
circumstances";
section 4(a)(2), 50 U.S.C. 01543(a)(2):
reporting that u.s. Armed Forces have been introduced
"into the territory, airspace or waters of a foreign
nation, while equipped for combat, except for
deployments which relate solely to supply, replacement,
repair, or training of such forces";

,
I

case in the l2-year history of Presidential reporting
following enactment of the War Powers Resolution.

The

following chart shows the varied terminology used to
describe the different reports provided by the President
to the congress:
Terminology

President
Apr. 4, 1975

Ford

Danang

"taking note of
the provision
of section 4(a) (2)
of the War Powers
ResolutiQn"
~ Exh. 5 at 40.

Apr. 12, 1975

Ford

cambodia

"taking note of
Section 4 of the
War Powers
Resolution"
see Exh. 5 at 42.

Apr. 30, 1975

Ford

South
Vietnam

"taking note of
the provision of
section 4 of the
War Powers
Resolution"
~ Exh. 5 at 43.

Hay 15, 1975

Ford

Hayaguez

"taking note of
Section 4(a)(1) of
War Powers
Resolution"
~ Exh. 5 at 45.

Apr. 26, 1980

Carter

Iran

"consistent with
the reporting
requirements of
the War powers
Resolution of
1973"
~ Exh. 5 at 47.

section 4(a)(3), 50 U.S.C. 01S43(a)(3):
reporting that u.s. Armed Forces have been introduced
"in numbers which substantially enlarge United states
Armed Forces equipped for combat already located in a
foreign nation";
-- section 4(b), 50 U.S.C. I 1543(b):

providing

"such other information as the Congress may request in
the fulfillment of its constitutional responsibilities
with respect to committing the Nation to war and to the
use of United states Armed Forces abroad"; or
-- Section 4(c), SO U.S.C. I l543(c)

1

reporting

"periodically" (but in no event less often than once
every six months) on the status of the hostilities or of
any situation described in Section 4(a) in which u.s.
Armed Forces "continue to be engaged," "as well as on
the scope and duration of such hostilities or
situation. 'I

1004
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Mar. 19, 1982

Reagan

Sinai

"consistent with
section 4(a) (2) of
the War Powers
Resolution 't
see Exh. 5 at 57.

Aug. 24, 1982

Reagan

Lebanon

"consistent with
the War Powers
Resolution"
see Exh. 5 at 60.

sept. 29, 1982

Reagan

Lebanon

"consistent with
the War Powers
Resolution ll
see Exh. 5 at 62.

Aug. 8, 1983

Reagan

Chad

"consistent with
section 4 of the
War Powers
Resolution"
~ Exh. 5 at 64.

Aug. 30, 1983

Reagan

Lebanon

"consistent with
section 4 of the
War Powers
Resolution"
~ Exh. 5 at 65.

Oct. 25, 1983

Reagan

Grenada

"consistent with
the War Powers
Resolution"
see Exh. 5 at 84.

Mar. 26, 1986

Reagan

Gulf of
Sidra

(no mention of War
Powers Resolution)
§ g Exh. 6.

Libya

"consistent with
the War Powers
Resolution"
~ Exh. 7.

sept. 23, 1987

Reagan

Persian
Gulf

"While being
mindful of the
historical
differences
between the
Legislative and
Executive Branches
of government, and
the positions
taken by all of my
predecessors in
office, with
respect to the
interpretation
of certain of
the provisions of
the War Powers
Resolution, I
nonetheless am
providing this
re10rt in a
sp rit of mutual
cooperation toward
a common goal."
~ Exh. 1-

Oct. 10, 1987

Reagan

Persian
Gulf

"consistent with
the War Powers
Resolution"
~ Exh. 2.

Oct. 20, 1987

Reagan

Persian
Gulf

"consistent with
the War Powers
Resolution"
see Exh. 3.

The established practice since enactment of the
War Powers Resolution has been for every report by the
President with the exception of one (March 26, 1986), to

Apr. 16, 1986

Reagan

make affirmative reference to the War Powers Resolution.
Whether that reference is in the form of the President
"taking note of" or reporting "consistent with" the War

i
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Powers Resolution, or Itbeing mindful of • • • [disputes

Before the Subcomm. on International security and

over] the interpretation and constitutionality of

Scientific Affairs of the House Corom. on International

certain of the provisions of the War Powers Resolution,"

Relations, 94th cong., 1st Sess. 9-10 (colloquy between

the fact remains that the intent of section 4(a) of the

Rep. Clement J. Zablocki and Monroe Leigh, Legal

War Powers Resolution has been met, Iteven though,n in

Advisor, Department of state), 37-39 (Monroe Leigh's

senator Javits' words, "[the President] may not think

response to Question No. 2 in letter from Rep.

so.t,

Zablocki), 69 (statement by Senator Jacob K. Javits)

119 congo Rec. 33551 (1973).

clear:

That intent is

that the congress receive a report from the

(excerpted pages attached as Exh. 8).

It is an

President in a timely manner providing three categories

important point.

of information.
Absent explicit statutory guidance as to the form

connection with the action described by section 4(a)(1)

of a War Powers Report, there is no need in such

hostilities or into situations where imminent

circumstances to elevate "form over substance" in

involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the

determining whether the President has submitted a report

circumstances") activates the provisions of section 5 of

in compliance with the requirements of section 4(a) of

the War Powers Resolution, which explicitly empower the

the War Powers Resolution.

Congress to determine the future use of U.S. Armed

~,

See §.g., Beacon Products v.

814 F.2d 1, 3-4 (1st cir. 1987) (refusing to

Only a report which is provided in

(i.ji!., the introduction 'of u.s. Armed Forces "into

Forces in the situation reported on by the President.

elevate "form over substance" in determining the legal

The War Powers Resolution does not so empower the

sufficiency of the President's notice of a national

Congress when the President reports about actions

emergency with respect to Nicaragua pursuant to the

described by section 4(a)(2), 50 U.S.C.

procedures set forth in the National Emergencies Act).

section 4(a)(3), 50 U.S.C.

Through the years, members of the Congress have

§

§

l543(a)(2), or

l543(a) (3).

If a report were to clearly state that it is

questioned the ambiguity in some of the reports relating

being provided pursuant to section 4(a)(1) of the War

to the subsection, or even section, of the War Powers

Powers Resolution, then the provisions of Section 5 of

Resolution under which the President is reporting under.

the War Powers Resolution, 50 U.S.C.

See, ~.g., War Powers:

unquestionably would apply to the report.

A Test of compliance:

Hearings

§

1544,
without such

1008
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- 15 specificity in the President's report, the congress must

need to address the issue of taking action under the War

interpret the report in light of statutory requirements

Powers Resolution subsequent to receipt of the

and the circumstances of the incident and make the

President·s report.
Only in the case of Lebanon, following receipt of

"critical" decision Senator Javits argued might have to
be made.

Any imprecision in a report may make the

the President's August 30, 1983 report, did the Congress

legislative process more difficult, but would not defeat

determine that the requirements of section 4(a}(1)

it.

became operative in connection with the incident
In nine of the above-listed incidents (excluding

described in that report.

Exh. 5 at 78.

The Congress

those pertaining to the Persian Gulf), the circumstances

exercised its authority under section 5 of the War

giving rise to a report by the President were resolved

Powers Resolution to authorize continued participation

prior to the end of the 60-day period following the date

or u.s. Armed Forces in the Multinational Force in

of submission of the report.

~ Reports dated April 4,

Lebanon.

Exh. 5 at 79.

In the case of Grenada, the

12 and 30, 1975, May 15, 1975, April 26, 1980, August

House passed H.J. Res. 402 in 1983 by a margin of 403 to

24, 1982, August 8, 1983, March 26, 1986 and April 16,

23

1986.

November 1, 1983», and the senate passed a similar

Exh. 5 at 40, 42, 43, 45, 47, 60, 64 and

Exhs. 6&7.

Therefore, no legislative action (or

(Exh. 5 at 86, 129 Congo Rec. H8933 (daily ed.

measure by a margin of 64 to 20 (129 Congo Rec. S14876

inaction) was necessary to render a definitive

{daily ed. october 28, 1983}}, each declaring that the

interpretation of the President's report.

requirements of Section 4(a)(l} became operative on

In two of the

above-listed incidents (excluding those pertaining to

october 25,1983 (the date of the u.s. action).

the Persian Gulf), the circumstances giving rise to a

Congress did not have to confront the choice offered by

report by the President did not unambiguously fall under

section 5 of the War Powers Resolution because by

the category of Section 4(a)(1).

Oecember 15, 1983, all u.S. combat troops had been

March 19, 1982 and Sept. 29, 1982.
~n

See Reports dated
Exh. 5 at 57, 62.

fact, they more clearly fell under the category of

withdrawn from Grenada.

But the

Exh. 5 at 86.

Neither the legislative history of the War Powers

Section 4(a) (2), which does not cause the provisions of

Resolution nor the statute itself requires that the

section 5 to apply.

Presiden~'s

Therefore, the Congress did not

report must set forth the information

1011
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- 17 required by section 4(a)(A),
format.

(8)

& .(C) in any particular

I I.

For example, there is no requirement that the

THE TIMING, RECIPIENT AND COlt TENT REQUIRE~IENTS
OF A SECTION 4CA) REPORT ARE MANDATEP BY STATUTE
The War Powers Resolution is very specific about

President precede his discussion of the circumstances
necessitating the introduction of united states Armed

the timing, recipient and content requirements of a

Forces with the words, "The circumstances necessitating

report submitted by the President in connection with

the introduction of united states Armed Forces

Section 4(a).

are

. . . ."

He simply can state the circumstances and

The written report must be submitted to

the Speaker of the House of Representatives and to the

describe the necessary introduction of u.s. Armed

rresident pro tempore of the Senate within 48 hours of

Forces.

the introduction of U.S. Armed Forces into any of the

Nor is there any requirement that the President

employ the words "scope" or "duration" in his

situations described in subsections (1), (2) or (3), and

description of the scope and duration of the hostilities

the report must set forth:

or involvement.

CA) the circumstances necessitating
the introduction of United states Armed
Forces;

The important issue is whether the President in
fact provides the information required by section 4(a).

(8) the constitutional and
legislative authority under which such
introduction took place; and

The written form of a Section 4(a)(1) report, then, is
not statutorily mandated, but has varied and evolved

(C) the estimated scope and
duration of the hostilities or
involvement.

through practice in such a manner as to encourage
Congressional criticism of its typical brevity and
ambiguity.

Nonetheless, there never has been any

50

U.S.C.

§

l543(a) (A), (8) & eC).

The bare words of the statute are clear and need

congressional determination that any of the above-listed

no further elaboration.

reports were not provided pursuant to, or did not

'B-hour deadline with a report to the designated

satisfy the requirements of, Section 4(a) of the War

Congressional leaders, and sets forth the type of

Powers Resolution.

information described in subsections (A),

Either the President meets the

(B)

and (C) of

Section 4(a), or he has failed to comply with the law.
It is instructive that the conference report in 1973 did

1012
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not even discuss subsections (A), (B) and (C).
at 14.

Exh. 5

The report by the House committee on Foreign

Affairs in 1973 stated:

20 -

and possible action concerning the commitment of u.s.
A~med

"A central purpose of the

Forces by the President."

Exh. 5 at 25.

section 4(a) of the statute does not require that

reporting requirement is to cause the President, in the

sny Presidential report set forth tithe estimated

process of decision-making, to take into account the

financial cost of such commitment or such enlargement of

legal and constitutional role of the Congress in

r~rcesft.

warmaking."

report to set forth "such other information as the

An

Exh. 5 at 23.

interesting development occurred, however, on

the way to final passage of the War Powers Resolution.

Nor does it require the President's initial

President may deem useful to the Congress •

"

Section 4(b) of the statute, however, stipulates:

The original House-passed requirements for information

(b) The President shall provide
such other information as the Congress
may request in the fulfillment of its
constitutional responsibilities with
respect to committing the Nation to war
and to the use of united states Armed
Forces abroad.

to be provided in a War-Powers Report were more
expansive than what finally appeared in the statute.
The President was to include in his initial report not
only information concerning the three criteria set forth

50 U.S.C. § l543(b).

in section 4(a) of the statute, but also lithe estimated

other information" depend upon the making of a request

financial cost of such commitment or such enlargement of

by

forces" and "such other information as the President may

the President's initial report.

deem useful to the Congress in the fulfillment of its

The timing and content of Itsuch

the Congress, which normally would follow receipt of
Therefore, lacking two of the five criteria which

constitutional responsibilities with respect to

the Committee on Foreign Affairs believed were essential

committing the Nation to war and to the use of United

to obtain "adequate information tt on which the Congress

states Armed Forces abroad."

could "base its deliberations and possible action," the

The House report

concluded, "It is the belief of the [Committee on

President's initial report under section 4(a) of the

Foreign Affairs] that a report which fulfills the [five]

statute may not necessarily include the "adequate

criteria set forth above will provide the Congress with

intormation tt necessary for the Congress to reach

adequate information on which to base its deliberations

judgment.

Those who justifiably want more information

trom the President may not obtain, and have never been

I
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provided with, a tome on such matters within the

than his words.

statutory 48-hour period.

case.

Obtaining more information

That is certainly true in the instant

from the President subsequent to the submission of an
initial report is the purpose of section 4(b).

III.

The fact

that more information may be required for the Congress
to fulfill its "constitutional responsibilities" does

The situation in the Persian Gulf since May 1987

not mean, however, that the President's initial report

has attracted a great deal of media attention.

necessarily fails to comply with the requirements of
section 4(a).

situations of imminent hostilities have not existed in

have to act under section 4(b) to fill any informational

the Persian Gulf during this period, or deny that United

fi

report.

describe what has occurred in the Persian Gulf.

require much insight to recognize a War Powers Report
report to the statutorily designated congressional
leaders within 48 hours of the introduction of united
states Armed Forces abroad, has acknowledged that his
report is being provided in connection with the War
Powers Resolution, and has provided the information
(however minimal) required by subparagraphs (A), (B) and
(C)

of section 4(a), he has provided a War Powers

Report.

Even though the President may not necessarily

deem it a report submitted under the War Powers
Resolution, his actions traditionally have spoken louder

The

parties in this case, however, do not agree on how to

with the War Powers Resolution such that it does not
Where the President has submitted a

states Armed Forces have been introduced in large
numbers into the Persian Gulf since May 1987.

In short, there is enough precedent associated

when you see it.

One

would be hard pressed to argue that hostilities and

It simply means that the Congress may

gaps which may exist after the submission of the initial

THE COURT IS COMPETENT TO DETERMINE, AND
SHOULD DETERMINE, WHETHER THE REPORTS
SUBMITTED BY DEFENDANT COMPLY WITH THE
REOUIREMENTS OF THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION

Nor do

they agree on whether certain facts confirm the

~

existence of a situation of hostilities or a situation
in which imminent hostilities was clearly indicated
existed or that United States Armed Forces have been
introduced into those situations.

Compare Plaintiffs'

statement of Natural Facts to Which There is No Genuine
Dispute ~ Defendant's opposition to Plaintiffs'
statement of Material Facts as to Which There is No
Cenuine Dispute.
Representative Berman does not believe that it is
necessary for the Court to undertake this difficult

1016
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review of the facts as they have been presented by the

action taken by the President.
Plaintiffs seek only to compel good
faith performance of a statutory duty.
Such relief is unquestionably within
judicial competence. The case before
this court does not require any
assessment by the Court as to the
accuracy of the data reported by
plaintiffs to the Attorney General.
The sale issue is whether the report is
sufficient to trigger the preliminary
investigation plaintiffs contend is
required by the Ethics in Government
Act. The limited task requested of the
Court is thus judicially manageable,
unlike those requested in Crockett and
Sanchez-Espinoza.

parties in this case.

It is not necessary for the Court

to determine whether these facts require a submission of
a report pursuant to section 4(a)(1) of the War Powers
Resolution.

Rather, the more proper question before

this court is whether the three reports already
submitted by the President on the activities of u.s.
Armed Forces in the Persian Gulf constitute valid War
Powers Reports in compliance with the requirements of

pel1ums v. §mith, 573 F. Supp. 1489, 1502 (N.D. Cal.

section 4(a)(1).
such an examination would be entirely appropriate
for judicial consideration.

Indeed, the question before

the court is similar to that presented in the case of

1983),

~

9D other grounds, 797 F.2d 817 (9th Cir.

1986).
Courts traditionally have undertaken tasks of

De11ums v. smith, in which a u.s. district court was

reviewing the legal sufficiency of Executive Branch

asked to determine if the Attorney General had received

reporting to the Congress.

information that federal officials violated the

Products v. Reagan, 814 F.2d at 3-4 (review of legal

Neutrality Act by supporting paramilitary operations

sufficiency of Presidential notice to congress under the

against Nicaragua which was sufficient to constitute

uational Emergencies Act).

grounds to conduct an investigation pursuant to the

Court is unquestionably competent to review three

Ethics in Government Act.

documents:

The court determined that the

~,

~.g., ~

In the instant case, the

the President's reports to the Congress, one

case did not present a non-justiciable political

each dated September 23, october 10 and October 20,

question:

1987, which were submitted following military incidents

Unlike the complaints in Crockett
[Crockett v. Reagan, 558 F. supp. 893
(O.O.C. 1982)] and Sanchez-Espinoza
[Sanchez-Espinoza v. Reagan, 568
F. Supp. 596 (D. ~.C. 1983)], the
complaint in the case at bar does not
directly challenge the legality of any

1n the Persian Gulf (Exhs. 1, 2, 3).

The Court's review

ot these reports does not require any review of the
underlying facts upon which the reports are based.

The

Court only needs to examine the form, timing and content

~'4

~~
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- 25 crewmen were found dead.

of each report to determine whether the report complies

Twenty-six surviving crewmen

vere recovered from the water and from lifeboats.

with the requirements of Section 4(a)(1) of the War
Powers Resolution. 2

cperations were launched to find and clear a number of
=lnes allegedly laid from the IRAN AJR prior to the U.S.

IV.

action.

DEFENDANT'S REPORTS TO THE CONGRESS COMPLY
WITH THE REQUIREMENTS OF SECTION 4(A)(1)
OF~'rHE WAR POWERS RE_S~QLUTION

Constitutional and legislative authoritv
"These limited defensive actions have been taken by our

On three occasions in the last two months, the

~rmed

President has submitted to the Congress a report
concerning a military incident in the Persian Gulf.

pursuant to my constitutional authority with respect to

The

the conduct of foreign relations and as Commander-in-

following summary of the three reports categorizes the

Chlef."

information contained in the reports in terms of the

Estimated scope and duration of the hostilities

requirements of the War Powers Resolution.
A.

Qr involvement -- "U.S. forces in the area have returned

Rgport dated September 2]. 1987 (Exb. 1)

to their prior state of alert readiness.

Starting time and date of incident -- 4:00 p.m.

They will

remain prepared to take any further defensive action

(EDT), September 21, 1987.
Circumstances necessitating the introduction of
U.S. Armed Forces -- U.S. Armed Forces engaged and
disabled an Iranian landing craft, the "IRAN AJR," which
had been observed laying mines near U.S. forces in
international waters of the Persian Gulf.
craft was boarded by U.S. forces.

Forces in accordance with international law, and

The disabled

It was found to be

manned by reqular elements of the Iranian navy.

Three

I¥

If

I

necessary to protect U.S. vessels and U.S. lives from
unlawful attack."
Reference to the War Powers Resolution -- IIWhile
being mindful of the historical differences between the
Legislative and Executive Branches of government, and
the positions taken by all of my predecessors in office,
with respect to the interpretation and constitutionality
of certain of the provisions of the War Powers

2 This Court is not required to interfere with the
conduct of foreign relations or to declare any
Presidential action illegal. See Dellums v. ~, 573
F.2d at 1502 ("But not every case involving foreign
affairs lies beyond judicial cognizance.") (citing
~ v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 211 (1962».

Resolution, I nonetheless am providing this report in a
spirit of mutual cooperation toward a common goal."
B.

Report pated October 10. 1987 (Exb. 2)

W'

I
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starting time and date of incident -- 2:50 p.m.

incident as closed."

Further, "I look forward to

cooperating with Congress in pursuit of our mutual,

(EDT), October 8, 1987.
circumstances necessitating the introduction of

overriding aim of peace and stability in the Persian

united stAtes Armed Forces -- Three U.S. militAry

Gulf region.

helicopters, while on routine nighttime patrol over

presence of u.s. Armed Forces to be essential to

international waters in the Persian Gulf, were fired

achievement of that aim."

upon without warning by three (possibly four) small
Iranian naval vessels.

The helicopters returned fire

with rockets and machine quns.

Three Iranian vessels

were hit; one subsequently sa~~.

Two of six recovered

Iranian crewmen subsequently died.
Constitutional and legislative authority

"The
limited defensive action described above was taken in
accordance with our right of self-defense under

In this connection, I regard the continued

Reference to the War Powers Resolution

"In

accordance with my desire that Congress continue to be
tully informed in this matter, I am providing this
report consistent with the War Powers Resolution."
C.

Report Dated october 20. 1987 (Exb. 3)

starting time and date of incident -- 7:00 a.m.
(EDT), October 19, 1987.
Circumstances necessitating the

~roduction~

Article 51 of the united Nations Charter, and pursuant

United states Armed Forces -- U.s. Armed Forces

to my constitutional authority with respect to the

attacked, and u.s. Navy ships fired upon and destroyed,

conduct of foreign relations and as Commander-in-Chief."

Rashadat Platform, an Iranian armed platform located in

Estimated scope and duration of the hostilities

international waters equipped with radar and

or involvement -- "U.S. forces • • • have returned to

communications devices which is used for surveillance

their prior state of alert readiness in carrying out the

and command and control.

standing Peacetime Rules of Engagement for the Persian

helicopter and small boat attacks and to support mine-

Gulf region.

laying operations targeted against non-belligerent

Although they will remain prepared to take

It was used to stage

any additional defensive action necessary to protect

shipping in the Persian Gulf.

It is believed that this

U.s. forces and U.S. lives, there has been no further

platform also was the source of fire directed at a U.s.

hostile action by Iranian forces and we regard this

helicopter on October 8, 1987.

The report also

describes the October 15, 1987, incident in which a

1023
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silkWorm missile fired by Iranian forces from Iranian-

section 4(a)(1).

occupied Iraqi territory struck a U.S.-flag tanker in

hostilities and the introduction of United states Armed

Kuwaiti territorial waters, and notes the "series of

forces into those hostilities.

acts by Iranian forces against the United States, as

introduction of United states Armed Forces either into

described in my letters of september 23 and October 10,

the territory, airspace or waters of a foreign nation,

1987."

while equipped for combat (Section 4(a)(2», or in
Constitutional and legislative authority -- The

The reports describe actual
They do not describe the

numbers which substantially enlarge United states Armed

actions were taken lIat my specific direction in

Forces equipped for combat already located in a foreign

accordance with our inherent right of self-defense, as

nation (Section 4(a)(3».

recognized in Article 51 ot the United Nations Charter,

described in the reports and which involved united

and pursuant to my constitutional authority with respect

States Armed Forces occurred in international waters.

All of the activities

It is also clear from the face of each of these

to the conduct of foreign relations and as Commander-in-

reports that they were submitted by the President within

Chiet."
Estimated scope and duration of the hostilities

48

hours of the incident described therein, and that

or involvement -- "United states forces have returned to

they were submitted to the Speaker of the House of

their prior state of alert readiness in the Persian Gulf

Representatives and to the President pro tempore of the

region.

senate.

They will remain prepared to take any

Each report provides information addressing the

additional action necessary to protect U.s. forces,

three criteria set forth in Section 4(a):

U.S.-flag vessels, and U.s. lives."

the circumstances necessitating the introduction of

Reference to the War Powers Resolution -- "I am

they describe

United States Armed Forces, the constitutional and

providing this report consistent with the War Powers

legislative authority under which such introduction took

Resolution."

place, and the estimated scope and duration of the

It is clear from the information provided in
these three reports that the only category of action

hostilities or involvement.
Although some of the information provided by the

under section 4(a) of the War Powers Resolution which

President may indeed be ambiguous, as shown above, the

would pertain to the reports is that described in

War Powers Resolution does not require the President's

1025
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initial report to satisty any statutory standard of

or the War Powers Resolution."

detailed information.

t'

The initial report's practical

Armacost Declaration,

20, 21.

Richard L. Armitaqe, Assistant Secretary of

purpose is to lay the issue before the Conqress and, it
the Conqress believes turther information is required,

oetense, International security Affairs, states in his

it can request such information pursuant to section 4(b)
ot the War Powers Resolution. 3

declaration in support of defendant that, "The Executive
Branch has carefully reviewed each incident invo1vinq

u.s. Armed Forces in the context of the War Powers

This de facto compliance with the requirements of
section 4(a)(1) is confirmed by statements of hiqh-level

Resolution, includinq classified intelligence

state Department officials intimately involved in, and

information, and each time has provided Congress in a

responsible for, the makinq and implementation ot u.s.

timely

policy in the Persian Gulf.

«(a)(l) of the War Powers Resolution.

In his declaration in

m~nner

with information fully consistent with
Indeed, the

support ot defendant, Michael H. Armacost, Under

totality of the information provided to Congress would

Secretary of state for Political Affairs in the United

8eom to exceed that information required by

states Department of state, freely admits that the

Soction 4(a) (1) of the War Powers Resolution."

reports of september 23 and October 10, 1987, "provided

~oclaration,

the very information that is required by section 4(a)(l)

Points and Authorities at 8-9.

'37.

~

Armitage

Al!Q Defendant's Memorandum of

Indeed, Under Secretary Armacost describes the
rresident's compliance with the three criteria of
3

Althouqh all of the criteria are addressed by the
President, concern could be raised about the President's
silence regardinq any explicit "legislative authority"
under which the introduction of United states Armed
Forces took place (Section 4(a)(8». That silence can
be readily interpreted to mean that he may believe there
was no specific legislative authority, as 0lPosed to
constitutional authority, required for himnitially to
introduce United states Armed Forces into hostilities or
a situation where imminent involvement in hostilities is
clearly indicated by the circumstances, especially where
such introduction was an act of self defense under
international law. However, if the Congress requires
further clarification on that point, it could lodge a
request under section 4(b).

information set forth in Section 4(a).
Declaration, "

20, '21.

Armacost

Also, defendant admits that the

September 23, 1987, report contains "all of the
intormation required by paraqraphs (A), (B), and eC) of
Section 4(a) of the War Powers Resolution."
~rposition

t 16.

,

,

Defendant's

to Plaintiffs' Statement of undisputed Facts,

1026
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The october 19, 1987, incident which prompted the
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Representative Berman is not asking this Court to

submission of the President's report of October 20, 1987

"trigger" the provisions of Section 5 of the War Powers

(Exh. 3), occurred at the approximate time of the filing

Resolution, or to coerce the President to do so .

of defendant's pleadings.

Re presentative Berman is simply asking this Court to

presumably defendant would

take a similar view of the October 20 report.

do termine, as a matter of both fact and law, whether the

with such clear evidence before the court, the
real issue in this case is unavoidable .

The President

has submitted to the Congress three reports since

Prosident 's r eports are legally SUfficient to constitute
roports under Section 4(a) (1) of the War Powers
Res olution.

If they do constitute War Powers Reports,

September 23, 1987, which comply with the requirements

then defendant's motion to dismiss should be granted on

of section 4(a) (1) of the War Powers Resolution.

the grounds that this case is moot because such War

The

President effectively admits to this, but protests that

Fowers Reports evidence the President's compliance with

such reports cannot be construed to "trigger" the

Soction 4{a) (I) of the War Powers Resolution.

consequences ot compliance with the law

(i.~.,

of section 5 of the War Powers Resolution).

operation

Such

protests are inconsistent with the evidence and are
unsupportable as a matter of law.

The President cannot,

by refusing to use certain terminology in his reports
and by protes ting the legal consequences of such
reports, circumvent the clear intent of the law, which
is that the submission of a section 4(a) (1) report by
the President invokes the procedures set forth in
section 5 of the War Powers Resolution.

The President ' s

novel strategy is to do factually what he has to do in
deference to the law, but to deny that his actions have
any consequences under the law .

CQNCIJJSIQN

The amicus curiae respectfull y requests, for the
reasons given above, that defendant's motion to dismiss
be granted .
Respectfully submitted,
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Bari Lee Schwartz
(D.C. Bar No. 217620)
Legislative Director for
Representative Howard Berman
137 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
(202) 225-4695

MR. CHAIRMAN, MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

I AM VERY PLEASED TO APPEAR BEFORE YOUR COMHITTEE THIS
MORNING TO TESTIFY ON THE ISSUE OF THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION OF
1973 -- THE NEED FOR IMPROVEMENTS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO THE
AMBIGUITIES OF EXISTING LAW.

ALO~G

WITH MY GOOD FRIEND, CHAIRMAN FASCELL OF THE FOREIGN

AFFAIRS COMMITTEE, I WAS ONE OF THE ORIGINAL COSPONSORS OF THE

Attorneys for Representative
Howard Berman
Dated:

November 9, 1987
Washington, D.C.

WAR POWERS RESOLUTION IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

HOWEVER,

OVER THE YEARS, I HAVE FOUND THAT THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION HAS
NOT WORKED AS ORIGINALLY ENVISIONED.

THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION

AS YOU KNOW, THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION WAS DRAFTED TO
CONFRONT THE ISSUES OF THE ENTANGLEMENT OF U.S. ARMED FORCES IN
THE INDOCHINESE CONFLICT.

CONGRESS NEVER DECLARED WAR ON VIETNAM

OR TOOK ANY DEFINITIVE ACTION CONCERNING THE DEPLOYMENT OF U.S.
COMBAT FORCES TO INDOCHINA.

THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION WAS INTENDED TO PREVENT A
RECURRENCE OF THIS PROBLEM.

AS A RESULT, THE RESOLUTION CONTAINS

THE REQUIREMENT THAT U.S. FORCES BE WITHDRAWN WITHIN 60 DAYS IF
CONGRESSIONAL APPROVAL HAS NOT BEEN OBTAINED FOR THEIR
DEPLOYMENT.

THIS WOULD APPLY TO ALL CASES IN WHICH u.S. FORCES

ARE ENGAGED IN HOSTILITIES OR INVOLVED IN ANY OTHER SITUATION IN
WHICH IMMINENT INVOLVEMENT IN HOSTILITIES IS CLEARLY INDICATED BY
THE CIRCUMSTANCES.

I
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THE ADMINISTRATION'S DECISION TO PROVIDE PROTECTION TO TilE

IN ADDITION, THE PRESIDENT IS REQUIRED UNDER THE WAR POWERS

KUWAITI TANKERS OVERSHADOWED SIMILAR OFFERS BY THE SOVIETS,

RESOLUTION TO CONSULT WITH CONGRESS IN EVERY POSSIBLE INSTANCE
BEFORE INTRODUCING U.S. FORCES INTO HOSTILE SITUATIONS.

THEREBY LESSENING THE POTENTIAL FOR GREATER SOVIET INFLUENCE.

WHEN THE

THE PROTECTION OF THE TANKER CONVOYS, AND SUBSEQUENT NAVAL

PRESIDENT ACTUALLY INTRODUCES FORCES INTO SUCH A SITUATION HE IS

OPERATIONS, HAS ALSO STRENGTHENED THE SOLIDARITY OF TUE WESTERN

REQUIRED TO REPORT TO CONGRESS WITHIN 48 HOURS.

ALLIANCE IN THE FACE OF THE THREAT TO FREEDOM
THE GULF.

THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION WAS PASSED OVER PRESIDENTIAL VETO.

or

NAVIGATION IN

FINALLY, UNITED STATES ACTIONS HAVE SENT AN IMPORTANT

SIGNAL OF U.S. DETERMINATION TO OUR FRIENDS AND ADVERSARIES

AND -- WHILE PRESIDENTS HAVE BY AND LARGE FULFILLED ITS REPORTING

ALIKE.

REQUIREMENTS -- NO PRESIDENT HAS CONCEDED THE CONSTITUTIONALITY
OF THE REQUIREMENT TO WITHDRAW FORCES IN THE ABSENCE OF

DESPITE THEIR OVERALL SUCCESS, ADMINISTRATION ACTIONS IN THE

CONGRESSIONAL AUTHORIZATION.

PERSIAN GULF HAVE CAUSED CONSIDERABLE CONCERN IN CONGRESS.

WHILE

THE PRESIDENT HAS CAREFULLY REPORTED ON ALL MAJOR ENGAGEMENTS

PERSIAN GULF SITUATION

INVOLVING U.S. FORCES, MANY MEMBERS OF CONGRESS HAVE FELT THE
NEED FOR GREATER CONSULTATION ON POLICY.

CURRENT CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENTS TO THE WAR POWERS
RESOLUTION RESULT FROM THE ONGOING U.S. NAVAL OPERATIONS IN THE
PERSIAN GULF.

AMENDMENTS TO WAR POWERS RESOLUTION

SOME IN CONGRESS FEEL THAT THERE HAS BEEN

INADEQUATE CONSULTATION BY THE ADMINISTRATION NOT ONLY ON THE
THE MILITARY OPERATIONS IN THE GULF HAVE POINTED OUT THE

COMMENCEMENT OF THESE OPERATIONS BUT ON CHANGES IN POLICY OVER

DIFFICULTIES THAT FACE CONGRESS IN CLAIMING A ROLE IN THE

TIME.

DECISION PROCESS OF DEPLOYING U.S. MILITARY FORCES OVERSEAS.
THESE OPERATIONS HAVE LED TO SEVERAL PROPOSALS TO AMEND THE WAR

I MYSELF EXPRESSED RESERVATIONS REGARDING THE

POWERS RESOLUTION.

ADMINISTRATION'S DECISION LAST YEAR TO PERMIT THE REFLAGGING OF
KUWAITI TANKERS SO THAT THEY WOULD QUALIFY FOR U.S. NAVAL
PROTECTION.

THE CHIEF PROPOSAL CURRENTLY UNDER CONSIDERATION IS S.J. RES.

SINCE THAT TIME, HOWEVER, I HAVE COME TO BELIEVE

323, BEING CONSIDERED BY THIS COMMITTEE, AND ITS COMPANION BILL,

THAT THE U.S. MILITARY OPERATIONS IN THE PERSIAN GULF HAVE BEEN

H.J. RES. 601, BEFORE THE FOREIGN AFFAIRS COMMITTEE IN THE HOUSE.

SURPRISINGLY SUCCESSFUL IN MEETING THEIR LIMITED OBJECTIVES.

I
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UNDER THE BILL, THE PRESIDENT COULD LIMIT CONSULTATION TO A

THIS MEASURE, INTRODUCED BY A DISTINGUISHED BIPARTISAN GROUP or
SENATORS, WOULD ELIMINATE THE 60-DAY TROOP WITHDRAWAL REQUIREMENT

GROUP OF SIX LEADERS

OF THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION.

PRESIDENT PRO TEM OF THE SENATE, AND THE MAJORITY AND MINORITY

IN ITS PLACE, IT WOULD ESTABLISH A

LEADERS OF BOTH HOUSES.

PROCEDURE FOR THE EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION OF RESOLUTIONS TO

THE SPEAKER OF TilE HOUSE AND THE

BUT UNDER THE SPECIFIED PROCEDURES,

THESE MEMBERS COULD REQUEST AT ANY TIME THAT THE FULL GROUP BE

APPROVE OR LIMIT THE DEPLOYMENT OF U.S. FORCES.

BROUGHT IN.

THIS COULD BECOME A SOURCE OF TENSION AND AN

IRRITANT TO PRESIDENTIAL CONSULTATION IN EXTREMELY SENSITIVE

MECHANISM FOR CONSULTATION WITH CONGRESS

SITUATIONS.
THE MOST NOVEL ASPECT OF S.J. RES. 323, HOWEVER, IS THAT IT
ALSO -- LIKE MOST CONGRESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS -- THE

WOULD CREATE A PERMANENT CONSULTATIVE GROUP OF THE LEADING
MEMBERS OF CONGRESS TO SERVE AS THE FOCUS OF CONSULTATIONS

CONSULTATIVE GROUP COULD BEGIN TO ACQUIRE ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

REQUIRED UNDER THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION.

AND PREROGATIVES, INCLUDING STAFF.

THIS GROUP OF EIGHTEEN

MEMBERS WOULD INCLUDE THE BIPARTISAN LEADERSHIP AND THE CHAIRMEN
AND RANKING MINORITY MEMBERS OF THE RELEVANT AUTHORIZING
COMMITTEES.

I AGREE WITH THE THRUST OF THIS APPROACH, WHICH IS DESIGNED
TO ENCOURAGE FULLER CONSULTATION BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT AND

J

I
]
£

:

MEANINGFUL CONSULTATION AND DIMINISH THE ORIGINAL PURPOSE OF THE
GROUP TO PROVIDE A BRIDGE FOR CONSENSUS AND ADVICE.

EXPEDITED PROCEDURES FOR CONGRESSIONAL CONSIDERATION

ONE OF THE FUNCTIONS SPECIFIED FOR THE CONSULTATIVE GROUP IN
THE BILL WOULD BE TO INTRODUCE A JOINT RESOLUTION rOR EXPEDITED

CONGRESS ON POTENTIAL DEPLOYMENT OF U.s. FORCES OVERSEAS.
HOWEVER, I DO NOT ENDORSE THE CONCEPT.

THIS COULD FURTHER IMPEDE

PROCEDURE.

I FEEL THAT IT COULD BE

SUCH A RESOLUTION WOULD APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE A

PARTICULAR MILITARY DEPLOYMENT.

COUNTERPRODUCTIVE TO FORMALLY ESTABLISH THE ·CONSULTATIVE GROUP"
CONTAINED IN THE BILL.

WITH ALL DUE RESPECT, MR. CHAIRMAN, I WONDER WHETHER IT IS
APPROPRIATE TO RESERVE THIS FUNCTION FOR ANY PARTICULAR GROUP OF

THE LEADERSHIP AND SENIOR MEMBERS OF THE RELEVANT COMMITTEES
SHOULD BE CONSULTED WHENEVER POSSIBLE.

CONGRESSMEN.

THE LEADERS, CHAIRMEN AND

IN MY OWN VIEW, IT WOULD ~E PREFERABLE TO REQUIRE

RANKING MEMBERS OF BOTH HOUSES SHOULD BE CONSULTED BECAUSE OF

THAT A PARTICULAR NUMBER OF THE MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE IN WHICH THE

THEIR ELECTED LEADERSHIP RESPONSIBILITIES.

RESOLUTION WERE INTRODUCED COSPONSOR IT.

BUT CREATION OF A

REGULAR GROUP FOR THIS PURPOSE WOULD ESTABLISH POTENTIALLY
CUMBERSOME MACHINERY THAT COULD ACTUALLY IMPEDE TRUE
CONSULTATION.

I

~

I
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IN VIEW

NEED TO RESTRICT DEBATE UNDER SPECIAL PROCEDURES

or THE FACT THAT IT WOULD TAKE TWO-THIRDS or THE

MEMBERS OF BOTH HOUSES TO OVERRIDE A PRESIDENTIAL VETO, PERHAPS
S.J. RES. 323 WOULD PERMIT CONSIDERATION OF A RESOLUTION OF

IT WOULD BE APPROPRIATE TO REQUIRE THAT ONE-THIRD OF THE MEMBERS
OF EITHER BODY COSPONSOR A RESOLUTION BEFORE IT WOULD BE GIVEN

APPROVAL OR DISAPPROVAL AT ANY TIME -- PROVIDED THE RESOLUTION

EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION.

WERE INTRODUCED BY THE CHAIRMAN OR VICE CHAIRMAN Of THE

THE QUESTION WHETHER THE RESOLUTION IN

CONSULTATIVE GROUP OF CONGRESSMEN.

QUESTION MET THIS TEST COULD BE EASILY DETERMINED BY THE

IN THIS RESPECT, S.J. RES.

323 SHARES SOME OF THE DEFECTS OF THE ORIGINAL WAR POWERS

PRESIDING OFFICER, AND SHOULD NOT BE A SUBJECT FOR DEBATE.

RESOLUTION.
LET ME MAKE IT CLEAR THAT I UNEQUIVOCALLY FAVOR THE REMOVAL
ONE OF THE KEY PROBLEMS WITH THE ORIGINAL RESOLUTION WAS THAT

OF THE TROOP WITHDRAWAL REQUIREMENT FROM THE EXISTING WAR POWERS
RESOLUTION.

IT TENDS TO LEAD TO ENDLESS DEBATE IN CONGRESS CONCERNING

THIS PROVISION CASTS A SHADOW OVER ANY DEPLOYMENT OF

U.S. FORCES INTO A HOSTILE SITUATION OVERSEAS.

IT INEVITABLY

PRESIDENTIAL AUTHORITY TO COMMIT U.S. FORCES OVERSEAS.

NOT ONLY

UNDERCUTS THE APPEARANCE OF DETERMINATION BY THE UNITED STATES

DOES SUCH DEBATE TEND TO DIVIDE THE COUNTRY.

IT ALSO TENDS TO

AND THEREFORE COMMUNICATES AN UNCERTAIN SIGNAL.

LOWER THE MORALE OF U.S. FORCES AND HAY COMMUNICATE A MESSAGE OF
UNCERTAINTY TO OUR FRIENDS AND ALLIES, AS WELL AS OUR
ADVERSARIES, OVERSEAS.

IN ADDITION, I BELIEVE THAT EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION OF A
JOINT RESOLUTION REGARDING THE DEPLOYMENT OF FORCES COULD BE AN
ACCEPTABLE ALTERNATIVE TO THE AUTOMATIC WITHDRAWAL REQUIREMENT.
I BELIEVE, HOWEVER, THAT THE PROCEDURES CONTAINED IN THE BILL
UNDER CONSIDERATION MAY BE INADEQUATE IN THIS REGARD AND SHOULD
BE CLARIFIED.

i

i

I TRUST THAT THE DISTINGUISHED GROUP OF CONGRESSMEN WHO HAY
BE MEMBERS OF THE PERMANENT CONSULTATIVE GROUP WOULD REFRAIN FROM
ACTIONS THAT WOULD CAUSE ENDLESS DEBATE CONCERNING THE DEPLOYMENT
OF U.S. FORCES.

BUT NEVERTHELESS THE POSSIBILITY IS THERE THAT

THE GROUP COULD RECOMMEND DEBATE ON A RESOLUTION AT ANY TIME IN
RESPONSE TO CHANGING CIRCUMSTANCES.

IN VIEW OF THIS PROBLEM, MR. CHAIRMAN, I BELIEVE THAT A
LIMITATION SHOULD BE PUT ON RECOURSE TO THE EXPEDITED PROCEDURES
PROVIDED FOR IN THE BILL.

DEBATE UNDER THESE PROCEDURES SHOULD

NOT BE AVAILABLE AGAIN AND AGAIN.
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FOR THIS REASON, I BELIEVE THAT THE BILL SHOULD BE AMENDED TO
CONCLUSION~

SPECIFY THAT ONCE A QUALIFIED RESOLUTION HAS BEEN GRANTED
EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION NO OTHER RESOLUTION CAN BE ACCORDED

IN SUMMARY, LET ME SAY THAT I BELIEVE THE AUTOMATIC TROOP

SIMILAR TREATMENT FOR A SPECIFIED PERIOD OF TIME -- PERHAPS FOUR
MONTHS.

WITHDRAWAL REQUIREMENT OF THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION SHOULD BE

DURING THE INTERIM, THERE COULD OF COURSE ALWAYS BE A

ELIMINATED.

DEBATE UNDER THE USUAL RULES.

I AGREE THAT THE CONGRESSIONAL ROLE IN THIS AREA IS

PROPERLY EXERCISED THROUGH JOINT RESOLUTION.

I ALSO AGREE THAT

CONSIDERATION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO ESTABLISHING EXPEDITED
DEFINITION OF JOINT RESOLUTION

PROCEDURES FOR THIS PURPOSE.

FINALLY, MR. CHAIRMAN, I WOULD COMMENT THAT THE CONTENTS OF

ON THE OTHER HAND, I HAVE DOUBTS ABOUT THE WORKABILITY OF THE

THE RESOLUTION SPECIFIED IN THE BILL APPEAR TO BE INCOMPLETE.

CONSULTATION MECHANISM

THE BILL SAYS THAT SUCH A RESOLUTION WOULD EITHER REQUIRE THE

THE PERMANENT CONSULTATIVE GROUP

THAT WOULD BE ESTABLISHED BY THIS BILL.

PRESIDENT TO DISENGAGE U.S. FORCES, OR PROVIDE SPECIFIC

CONSULTATION CAN BE

MEANINGFUL ONLY TO THE EXTENT THAT IT IS FLEXIBLE, AND THIS COULD

AUTHORIZATION FOR CONTINUED ENGAGEMENT.

BE LOST THROUGH ESTABLISHMENT OF SUCH MACHINERY.

FINALLY, MR. CHAIRMAN, I COMMEND TO YOU THE SPECIFIC IDEAS
ACTUALLY I BELIEVE THE RANGE OF CHOICES AVAILABLE TO CONGRESS
IS 'GREATER.

THEY SHOULD INCLUDE AT LEAST THE rOLLOWING:

UNQUALIFIED AUTHORIZATION FOR CONTINUED DEPLOYMENT;
PROHIBITION ON CONTINUED DEPLOYMENT OR A SPECIFIC TIME LIMIT
ON DEPLOYMENT; AND
AUTHORIZATION FOR DEPLOYMENT UNTIL A PARTICULAR TIME OR UNTIL
A PARTICULAR CIRCUMSTANCE OCCURS.

t
\

II
~

REGARDING CONGRESSIONAL PROCEDURES THAT I MENTIONED EARLIER.
WOULD GREATLY ENJOY WORKING WITH YOU TO DEVISE PROCEDURES THAT
WOULD BEST CARRY OUT THE INTENT OF THIS LEGISLATION.

I CONGRATULATE THE COMMITTEE FOR ITS EFFORTS ON THE WAR
POWERS QUESTION.

I GREATLY DOUBT WHETHER THERE WILL BE ANY

RESOLUTION OF THIS ISSUE DURING THE CURRENT CONGRESS.

BUT

CLEARLY THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION DESERVES ANOTHER LOOK.
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O"E:"

:15 Jimmy Carter quoted Harr\'
,Trum:m in the recent camp;li!:n, he
ne\'er menttoned Truman's f:l\oritc Illaxim:
''Thert: is nothing new except thc hi~tOf\ \OU
cIon't 1;now:' As a Born·Again 8,lptist, the I'res'
ident,e1ect may belie\'e thaI the 8ihle contains all
the history he needs 10 know. :lIId perhaps he is
right. With al! due respecl. howe\'er, I su!:gest that
he and we might both benefit if he took a little
time to bone up on American history, and e~pecial.
Iy the history of the Presidenc)'. For openers, I
oller the following obsen·ations. derh'ed from
stud~ of our firsl and third Presidents,
The Presidencies of George \\'ashington and
Thomas Jefferson. to be sure. were as different as
those of John F, Kennedy and Richard Nixon,
The IWO men represenred fiercel~: hostile parties.
their ideologies were polar opposites. their admin·
istrative methods were studies in coorras!. their
styles were strikingly antithetical. Apart from be·
ing Virginians. they seemingly had nothing in
common but their red hair. and even on that
score t~ey di~ere~. for Washington never appeared m pubhc without a powdered wig and Jef.
ferson saupulously disdained that affectation.
,If. h~w~er.. th~ir periods of incumbency are
VIewed an InsUtutlonal penpective-if one consid·
ers, their Presidencies not as administrations but as
experiences in the office-one is mud~ by similari·
ties rather than differences. Moreo\'er. certain in·
herent and enduringly relevant characteristics of
the Presidency itself become manifest.
On~ such charact~r!stic is that the Presidency is
dual an nature. enwhng two functions so different
from one another that the abilit)' 10 perform them
both is rarely to be found in a single penon. One
function is administrative and executh·e. and is in·
\'ol~ed in the formulation and implementation of
poltcy. The other is ritualistic and ceremonial.
and though we think of that part of the Presi·
dency as being of secondary importance when we

Falun, ~fcDoNAU). h~r~ malting hal tint ~pp~~unce in
CO)UIlSTAAY. is 'profcuor of hillOI'l al Ihe l'nhenily
of ~labalDa and the author of n',. th, P,oplt. Tht
Prellcltrt~ 01 Gtor,t lV,uhirt,'on. and. mall recentlr.
Tht Prrslcltrtty 01 ThomlU }e6erJort (Unhenil) of Kanw
Prcst).

hot her to thinle. aboul it at all. it is ;II least as im·
portalll a< the ~o\'crning function-Jnd poS\ibh a
good deal more \0, Indeed. scholan hne oficn
mi\ullllcr\lClod the Presidenc\ hecame the\' ig'
nored or undcrestimated the pureh' cerellloni;1 a5pect of the office: and no small numher of !:ilted
men ha\'e failed as President because the\ did like·
wise. or were adept at one of the function, but not
the other.
To justif,' and explain that obsenaliOll, it is
necessar\' to begin with colonial and e\ en pre,coloni~1 times. \\'e derh'ed our perception of Ihe eltec·
Ull\'e branch of J:o\'ernment from the English,
who unfortunate!)' were not at all gifted in deal.
ing with executh'e authorit~'. For some centuries
before the accession of the Tudors in 1-185. the
English tried to get along with home·grown kings.
and they underwent a continuing succession of reo
bellions. ch'i! wars. regicides. and usurpations,
The Tudors. who were Welsh. not English. provi,ded stability in the Crown until 160!. though
With a great deal of attendant social, reli~ious.
and economic upheaval. Then came the Stuarts
and along with them another century of rebellion.
regicide. civil war. and revolution. At last. in 1714
the English found a king they could live with~
George I of the small German principality of
Hanover. who undentood neither the English goVernment nor the English language. and spent his
entire reign unhappily wishing he could return to
his beloved fatherland, The Hanoverians h:1\'e oc·
cupied the British throne e\'er since. down to and
including Elizabeth II.
T WAS under the fint two Hano\erians
(George I and George 11. 1714·60) that
the English worked out a permanently \'iable
monarchy-and. significantly. it was then that
Anglo·Americans came to political maturity. The
English solution to their problem was at once
ingenious and ingenuous: they simply dh'ided the
two sets of royal functions and entrusted them to
two \ep:arale \ets of persons. Those functions that
h.1I1 10 d.o with t~e exer~ise of power-defending
tlte n~uon against alten enemies, enforcing
~omest.. c o!der and justice. and formulating and
Implemenllng governmental policy-became the
province of the ministry, which was composed of

I

memben of Parliament and headed by the
Chancellor of the Exchequer. The ritualistic and
ceremonial functions remained the province of
the Crown. Removed from the actual work of
government. the ~.ish Crown became the sym·
bol of the nation~ mystical embodiment-and
as such the objecC ot'reverence. awe. veneration.
even love. In English America. things were some·
what different: whereas the ministry in the mother
country was recognized and obeyed as the govern·
ment. tension continued to exist in the colonies
between executive authority. as embodied in the
royal governon and their councils. and the
colonial assemblies. representing the colonial
subjects. But the Americans professed as much
re"erence (or the Crown in the person of the King
as did their brethren in the home country. and
except in parts of New EnglaDd those profeuions
reflected deeply felt sentiments. On hoth sides of
the water. a people formerly gh·en to killing their
k.ings had now become willing to fight and die
for them.
Then came an aberration. the third George.
who attempted to reunite the two royal functions
-with. for a time, a considerable measure of suc·
cess: The Anglo-Americans reacted strongly
agaInst that effon. and the Slory of the American
Presidency. as well :IS the independence of the
United States. begins with their reaction. The
Americans' sense of betrayal is reflected in the
Declaration of Independence: apart from a bit of
stirring propaganda at the beginning and end,
that document is little more than a recitation in
dreary detail of George IIl·s alleged abuses of e:c·
ecutive authorit~·. The same sentiment was ex·
pressed more tangibly in the revolutionary consti·
tutions: the gO\'ernon of tlle several states were
mere figureheads. and the Confederation Congress
had no excutive arm at all.
Yet the Americans did not abandon their habit
of ceremonial rel'erence toward the Crown. de·
spite the Founding Fatlten' fen'ent protestations
in fa\'Or of republicanism. To ha\'e done so would
have been to Cast off generations of social condi·
tioning overnight. if indeed not to deny a basic
human need. Instead. the Americans kept the man·
archical habit ali\'e through \'ario\l\ 'iurro~ates.
Thus. for instance. they vested the state ~o\ernots
with responsibility for performin!: man\' 01 the
traditional rO~'al rituals: in lieu ul lC~lebralinlt
George's birthday they celebrated Ihat o( their
"deli\'erer." louis XVI of France: ,lIId when the
French dauphin was born in the 17"0', thc\ cele·
br:ued the event with public lillI., firill~ of (all'
non. displays of fireworks. and d.lllcimt in the
Streets.
Meanwhile. the political experiencc of Ihc im·
mediate postwar yean convinced 1110\1 thillJ..ill~
Americans that they had o\'erreaCleti ,lltlill\t CXt'l'
utive power in 1776-and, indeed. th:1I go\ern·
ment without an executive branch is no go\ern·

ment at all. The subject was still so touchr. how.
ever. that the delegates to the Constitutional Convention of 1787 spent more time debating the
proper construction of the executive branch than
they did on the legislative and judicial branches
combined, In the end. they merely sketched the
duties and desaiption of the office in broad out.
lines. and left it for the fint incumbent to fill in
the details.
HEY

were willing to do 50-and. in fact.

T were willing to create the
at :til-only because George Washington was :n'ail.
rr~~idellC\'

ahle to sen'e as the lirst President, The ,ir!IIJI
deification of Washinllton in his own time. not
merelv b,' the multitudes but by sophisticated :1Il<i
hard, nosed polilicians and businenmen as well. is
something of a wonder. Part of the e:cplanatioll is
thaI he was the lIation's militlrv hero, tholl~h
some other Amerkall commanders were abler alld
had beller records. He also looked like a 1«:'I<lrr'
he \~as cool and aloof. and tall. broad·shouldered.
and narrow.hipped: and in a country P('pulall'd
mainly by people who were hot·tempered Jlld
overly confidential. and short and fat. such ami·
butes were not to be taken lightly. :'Ioreo\'er. he
quite self·consciously played the part of the im,
peccably upright Father oE his Country, And.
finally. there was the unspoken (and unspeahble)
but ne\'enheless very real popular craving for a
king.
Therein lay Washington's greatest contribUlion
to the Presidency and to the perdurance of r('pub·
Iican institutions in America. He provided a half·
way house between monarchy and republicanism:
he made it possible (and safe) for Americam to
indulge their traditional reverence for the Crown
without reneging on their commitment to a republican (orm of go\ernment. The way he played his
role was a product of studied design. and he dc·
voted far more time and thought to matters of cer·
emony than to mailers o( slate, From all alh'isen
that he trusted he solicited suggestions for rules of
conduct that would strike a b31ance hetweell "too
(ree an intercourse and too much famili.ll il\ '
(which would reduce the dignity of the "lIIeel
and "an Q\tentatiuu! show' of mon3rchical .lloof·
ness (which would he improper in a repuhlit),
Rules were worked out. and so effeui\eh .Jid
Washilll;ton follol\' them that no len \kepliClI a
penon than .\bi~ail .\dJms. wile of the \'ice Presi·
dent ;lIId a \eu:r:1I1 of receptions at \'ersailles Jill!
the Court of St. James. was almost moonstruck.
upon meetinlf the Prcsident. \\'ashinll!On, ,he
~thhetl, mo\ed ami handled himself "with 1 t;rlce.
01 i;:l1It\'. Jlld eJse that lea\'es Royal Georse !ar be·
h,,"I'lim."
.h to lJff\in\t out the executh'e functioll\ of
I;O\erlllnent. Washingt'," looked to the COlI\titu·
tion .u a guide lOti tl)ok the document quite liler·
alh. almost as if it tvere a manual of instruuiolU.
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For several years. for instance. he did not meet
with his department heads in cabinet sessions:
rather. as the Constitution directed. he "required
their opinions iiJ writing." e\'en on the most triv.
ial of mallers••~ch added greatl)' to their work
loads. As to the formulation of legisl:Ili\'e policy.
Washington scrupulously noided h3\'inlt :my p:ut
of it. for that. he belie\'ed. ,,'ould hne in\~h'ed :m
improper \iolation of the doctrine of the separ3'
tion of powers: he li'ould no more hal'e propo\ed
a law. fo .. example. than he \\'ould 11:l\e \etoed a
bill on I:rounds of poliq. E\'en in ret::Ird to lor·
eign albin he tried for a time to fo II 11\\' the Celli'
stitution literally: ollce. he l:\Ilmered inlo :1 ,e~'
sion of the Sen3te to seek its "ath'ice anti consent"
rell3rJinl: some Indi3n treaties. ami 0((;15ioned a
great de:. I of confused embarra'~l1Ienl in the
doing.
Such methods of procedure left a considerable
\'oid in the actual wielding of executh'e power.
and under those circumstances the l'nited States
mo\'ed rapidl)'. albeit tempor:ltily. toward a \'er,
sion of the ministerial s~stem then used in Eng·
land. Secretary of the Tre:lSur~ ,\Iexander H3mil·
tion-acting. it will be recalled. neither on his own
initiath'e nOr on orders from the President. but
upon instructions from Congress-submitted his
two great reporu on the public debt. then his reo
port on the Hank. and then his report on manu·
factures. and accompanied them all with lengthy
drafu of proposed legislation. Moreover. he
worked intimately with congressmen in steering
his proposals into law; and. with congressional cooper. tion. he continued to formulate and see to
the enactment of legislation throughout his tenure
as Secretary. Clearly he conceived of his "ministry"
as the "government," and thought of himself as
the prime minister. Even after he retired. Hamil·
ton continued (or some time more or less to direct
the government, more or less through a ministry.
HE Jeffersonian
Republicans objected to the FederaHsu' approach to
government on quite a number of grounds. central
among them being the Federalists' conception of
the executive. Jefferson and his followers not only
believed Hamilton to be a monarchist but even reo
garded him as the agent of an international monocratic conspiracy. They castigated Washington for
indulging in royal pageantry and for wallowing.
kinglilte. in popular adulation: they denounced
Hamilton for introducing, extra·constitutionally.
the corrupt British ministerial s~stem, And yet the
Republicans' own conceptiOn of :I proper execu·
tive branch was curiowly mixed. On the one
hand, thu insisted that executhe power was alld
should be strictly limited by the written Constitu·
tion, and that it should be absolutely separate
from the legislative branch. On the other hand, in
eir hearu they did not trust paper Constitu·
uons. and they looked to Jefferson to be an elected
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\ersion of what the English Tory. Viscount Bol.
in~broke. had called a patriot king: one who
would rally the entire nation to his banner. and
then. in an act of supreme wisdom :and \'inue. \'01·
untatily restrain himself and dius restore the an·
eient '~'stem of the separation of powers.
When the Jeffersonians came to power in IROJ.
the~' prompth, refashioned the execUlh'e in ac·
cordance \\'ith their ideolo!:ic31 precepts, ,\s to the
ceremonial-or what we miltht properly call the
lIlonJrchical-hilictions of the office. Jeffer~on seem·
ill!-(h I('jected them entireh', "'h31 he actualh did.
III'h'{'\'er. \\'a\ to republicanize them, He o~tent:\·
tiOlhh forswore mtentation and ,li'p!:J\, pomp
;11111 PIOtocol. He !!:\\'C no public hall, :11111 held no
le\ ees, :lIld no one celebrated his hirthd;u, He
ahandoned the monarchical ritual mhich had
heen lollo\\'ed h~ \\'3shinllton and Adam, :llId all
\tate !-!o\'ernors) or appcarinll in persoll hdl)l'c the
le/:i\lath'e hranches. and afterward c'l:ch:lll!:ing
rOI mal messages :lbout the executi\e 1I1I·".I!!e: ill'
stead. when Jefferson had anything to \a\ IU Con'
gre\s he sent a wriuen note. and kept it a, hrie( as
possible, He staged no entertainments for the pub·
lic: ilUtead. his doors were open to e\'er\ citizen at
all times, Finally. he ne\'er held "court" ror gov.
ernment officials or foreign ministers, Imtead. he
held a continuous succession of small. informal
dinner panies. 31 which the wines were \uperb
and the cuisine was prepared by a French chd.
but the atmosphere was one of studied casu31oess,
Unwigged. dressed in frayed homespun and run·
down slippers. jefferson captivated his guests with
the folltsy. open hospitality of a country squire
and with dauling conversation that ranged from
art, architecture. and archeology through mathematics and music to philosophy and zoology.
This was not merely a repUblican affectation
adopted as a counterfoil to monarchical affecta·
tion. nor was it a form of reverse snobbery.
Rather. it reRected a calculated design on Jeffer·
son's part. and accomplished just what he ex·
pected it to accomplish. By stripping e\'er~one of
the possibility of pretense and the tt:lppinlts 01 sta·
tus. and by dealing with people only in intimate
Itatherings ,.'here he was host and master of the
house. he e$lablished a selling in which he was ut·
terly ,,'ithout peers. In those circumstances he
stood towering as the first among equals.
By that means-and through the instrumental·
ity of a well-organized Republican preu. "hich
had only to describe him as he truly wa5-Jeffer·
son became immensely popular. He became. in
fact. quite as popular as Washington had been at
the time of his inauguration. belore partisan at·
1.,,1..\ began to tarnish his previously spotless repu·
:;uion, There was. however. a crucial difference
between Jefferson's popularity and that of Wash·
ington, Whereas Washington had been revered as
a demigod and the symbol of the nation. Jefferson
made the transition from monarchy to republican.

ism complete by humanizing the Presidency and
serving as a symbol not of the nation but of the
people. That was an achievement of profound sig·
nificance. for as the American people became demo
ocratized and spread their society over a vast
continent, they sor~J_needed a symbolic monarch
if they were to rSifJain a single nation. and yet
they could tolerate one only if he bore the pecu·
liarly democratic stamp that jefferson had coined.
s
the executive function. the "Re\'o·
lution of 1800." as Jefferson called it.
A
took place on se\'eral levels and in se\'eral stages,
TO

Administratively. the government was purged of
"irreconcilable monarchists" (that is, staunch
Hamiltonians) and in choosing their renlacements
Jefferson employed an artful blend 01 palrona~e
and meritocracy, The actual conduct of adminis,
tration was put mainly in the charge of Secret3ry
of the Treasury Albert Gallatin. who had the
twin tasks of dismantling Hamilton's elaborate
fiscal machinery and of instituting methodical
procedurC!$ and strict accounting in place of the
slipshod and cnalier ways that had been followed
by the Federalists. Gallatin also served as the
middleman between the President and Congress,
That made it possible for Jefferson to inRuence
legislation without interfering directly in the
legislative process. and thus to preser\'e the form
of strict separation of powers: and it ga\'e jefferson
all the Bexibility of Hamilton's independent
ministerial system while lea\'ing the President in
command;
jefferson presided over the administration with
the easy. relaxed. inf~rmal manner that he em·
ployed at his congressional dinner parties. and
with equal success. He conducted cabinet meetings
as a demoaacy of equals. and allowed Congress to
operate with no overt presidential direction and
only the gentlest of presidential guidance; and yet.
until almost the \'ery end. he ran Con~ress more
successfully and more completely than Hamilton
had e\'er done and few succeeding Presidents e\'er
would do. and the c:abinet always reRected his will
except when he had no firm opinions on a mailer.
Moreo\'C!r. he did so without using all\ of the tech·
niques that are usually associated wilh "1uon!:'
Presidenu-popular pressure. naked pll\\er. hrib·
ery. Hattery. cajolery. blackmail. or ,hre\HI u;lll·
ing. Rather. his achie\'ements :III 1I0\\ed Irom the
force of his intellect. his character. ami his persoll'
ality.
,
But that. pen'ersely. was a grne \\c .. J..lle~\ in the
Republican scheme of things: .1111l1lIli~trati\(~h.
the s~stem could be matle to WOIl.. lin" wilh a
Thomas jefferson at the helm. alld 'II 1;11' we h;1\ e
ne\'er had another. When JeJ{cnoll hillhCI( 1..1,
tered, as he did on se\'er:1! oCC;"iUlh dill ing hi,
~residency. go\'ernment almost ,toppctl I UlIllioll'
~g except in the routine operatiolls O( G.lllalins
reasury machinery. When Jelfcr)()n left office.

'uml2.NTS,,,

, the shortcomings of his method o'f administration
rapidly became manifest. The cabinet became the
center of petty bickering and continuous cabaliz.
ing. and Congres; split into itTecondlable (:actions
and rep~atedly asserted its will against that of the
President.
In other words. the jeffersonians destroyed the
English·cum. Washingtonian/Hamiltonian split sutern of the Presidency. and erected no viable :liter·
native in its place. The resulting problem has
plagued us throuethout the nation's hinory The
mOil popular PrC1idents in their own time-those
who most succesdulh fulfilled the mon3rchic;tl
function of the office-were men like Theodore
RO(J\e~elt anti john F. Kennedy. who ohdou\ly
put on a swell show but never accomplished Rluch
of an) thin~. or like Andrew Jackson. who won
popular adulation while wreaking irreparable dc,
struction, Others were extremely able at gtlting
thine;> done-I InJke no comment here ahollt the
merits of what the~ were doing. and h:1\e in mind
such Presidents as Taft. Hoo\'er. Johnsoll, ;lIId
Nixon-but were so totally incompetem ill 1.. lfill,
ing the mon3rchical function of the !'re\idenn
that they were \-irtually ridden out of the offi~e on
a rail. The big winners in the history books are
those who-like lincoln. Wilson. and Hal r\ Tru·
man-were shrewd. devious. unscrupulou~. and
successful oper:alors. unlo\'ed and unlo\ able in
their own times. but whom the historians can en·
shrine as reuoaClh-ely 10\'able after all memOf\ of
their personalities has disappeared.

s

o

:\Il;CH for the first characteristic of
the Presidency. A second characteristic
has to do with the exercise. structure, and PSlchic
cost of presidential power. and is a bit more ill,
\'olved. Although in this case too 1 shaU confitle
my discussion primarily to the Presidencies of
Washington and Jefferson. I mean my obsen3tions
to pertain in general to administrations that ex·
tend for 1\\'0 terms. ,\5 it happens. both Washing·
ton anti jellerson could ha\'e been reelected for a
thirtl term had the\ ~o chosen. hut it took a ~reat
deal of pcrsuasiollto I;ct \\'ashine;toll to \tne 1'\1'11
a \econll term ..11111 '('Ilel~on announced ,llIIrth
after hi) reelcClioll .hat he \"ould follo\, \"."hille:,
ton\ plI:~ellelll ,11111 leliae at the end of hi, 'C'''1Il1.
Ih \Ialli)oll\ tillle the nU),term limit 11;111 ,llrl'Jlh
hardened illto:a hr.,II\ "adition,
Gi\'en th:n traditilln. the relations he"\c!'n :a
['resident ;11111 hi, P;lrt\ ;JIIII Cotll:less chJIII:c 1110.
fOllllllh 11('1\\t'en hi. flht, ;anti ~econtl term\, r"lili.
c31.. thc\ are illlclcll'pcndent dmine: Ihc lint
term, lor eJch (,III hdp the other to reelectioll,
,\ltcr Ihe !'re)ident j, reelected. the\' no lon~cr
11,"t' ,11th a relJtiomhip: the Presitle~t. not (om,
'II:,: "1'111" .1 thilll el('(tion. ha\ 110 ruuher ,1'.lili<31
nl:l'll II)I the COII'~Ie'\IIICn IIf his palt\. :amI hc i, of
110 1IIIIIIe political .he to them. The re\uhilll; IOU.
tual estrangement is exacerbated by :l peculiaril)

,
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of American political histor~', That is, though the
President is cut 011 from his power base in go\'ern·
ment b~' reason o( his lame-duck st:1I\I5. he almost
invariably has..ahe illusion of increased power because he almO\r.,ifl\'3riabl)' wins bigger when running for reeleetiiit than he did \"hen hcing elected
the first time,
This shifting of political relationship, has
major implications. one of which is that the President's (ollowers, no maller how 10,,,1 and honora.
ble the" mOl" ha\'e been durin!: thc first term. tcnd
to start jocke"ing for positio~s in Ihe race 10 be·
come his successor four \ears hCIICC-CH'1I IlIom:h
such acthity mOl)' be c1~arh inimic;11 to Ihc I~a.
tional illlerest, Throughoul "':I,hill!!lCJn', filSI
lerm. for instance, Jefferson ;11111 Hamilton he·
hned wilh some ch'ilit\, toward (IIIC anolher in
Iheir roles as Secretaries ~f State allli Ihe Treasur":
hut during the second term the\ ,,'ell' Ihe lea(li~g
ri\'als to succeed him. and all restr;lint \,';1, aban·
doned. Hamilton spent more lime allad,ing (or,
actualh, counter-attacking) jeifer'On Ihan he did
attending to his duties, and e\'entualh he more or
less forced jefferson to resign, ~Iean\\'hile, .Iefferson entireh' neglected his duties in the St:lte Department, attempted to sabotage the administra·
tion's foreign policy, \'ilified his rh'al incessantly,
and linall)' destroyed Hamilton as a presidential
prospect with a lurid expose of his extramarital
indiscretions.
A decade later, after Jefferson himself had been
elected (or a second term, he was a hapless witness
to an even more destructh'e "ersion of the game_
His Secretary o( the Navy, sus-portet' by (actions
in the House and the Senate, sought to undermine
the administration's foreign policy so as to discredit Secretary of State james Madison as a prospective successor to the Presidency, They backed
James Monroe. who was then minister to Eng·
land; and Madison. (or his part. deHberate1y
, hewed to a policy that created a serious danger of
war with Britain rather than allow Monroe to negotiate a treaty that would insure peace but also
greatly increase Monroe's pretensions to the Presidency. Toward the end of jeffenon's second term,
the maneuvering (or (uture ad\'3ntage toolt on extreme proportions: for instance. William Branch
Giles o( Virginia. who for fifteen \e3rs had been
an unwaveringly loyal Republican. began to sabotage Gallatin'S Treasury administration when he
learned that Gallatin (in~~ead of himself) might
be Madison's own choice (or Secretary of State.
THER. implications of Ihe shifting of

O relationships in the second term more
directiy affect the President and the Presidency,
One is that the President, no mailer how humble
his behavior before, tends to emerge from his
triumphant reelection with a sense of power that
borden on arrogance. if indeed he does not suffer
delusions that he is God or superman. To a gen-

eration that hns witnessed the Presidencies of
bndon Johnson and Richard Nixon, such an
obsen-ation will hardly elicit a raised e~ebrow: but
it may come a\ a surprise to learn that "'ashington
and .Jeffenon, in Iheir second terms, also tended
to set Ihem\ehes abo\'e Ihe Ian' :tnd to re~ard
opposilion :lOll e\'en critichm :15 being tnntamonnt
10 trenson, The phenomenon is indiltenous to the
presidential office,
\\';"hill~ton, shortly :tfter his reelection, was
laced with mounlinlt criticism from informal op'
f>o~ilionisl political clubs c:alled Democr:atic,Re·
pllhlicnll ,ocicties, He re~arded the ,ocielie' much
;I~ the latc SCIl:1l0r Joseph ~lcCarth\ rel::mlcd
"cclls" of the ,\metic:1O Communi" J1JrI~
nameh, a, a!!enh of a foreiltn power and of :111 in·
Icrn,:llional rc\olutionary conspirac\-hul \\':I~ al
first unaillc 10 do much 10 nlppress thcm Then a
J;roup of moonshiners in the moulll:lins 01 Pcnn'
s)h'ani;1 tarred ami feathered a "re\'enOOl'r: -0 10
spcak-actual" Iher besieged and IJllrtlcd the:
house of a collector o( the federal exci,c I;lX on
whislte} -and Washington proclaimed Ihc ,!Ction
10 he the handiwork of jacobin sub,'eni\'cs, the
Democralic,Republican societies, He am:mbled a
force of 15,000 militiamen and penonaJl~ mJrched
at their head to crush the so-called insurrection,
That episode was typical of his toleration (or po·
litical opposition during his second administra·
tion.
.
But if Washington's second administration was
intolerant, that of the Father of American Liberty,
Thomas jefferson, was a nightmare of repression,
Among other things, jefferson attempted to have
the Supreme Court purged o( Federalisu through
impeachment on purely political grounds; he sanctioned the suspension of hobeos COf'pw. the wholesale arrest of citizens without charges, and the fordble removal of accused persons from the district
in which they had a constitutional right to trial;
he declared large regions in insurrection and
under martial law for the legal violations of a
handful o( persons: he became the only President
prior to modern times who b~'passed the courts
and used the army in 'the routine enforcement of
the laws: he sought, received, and personally en·
forced legislation depriving "'hole classes o( people of their property, not onh without due process
of law but without even the possibility of a trial:
he denounced a critical press ",ith an almost paranoid sense of persecution, and attempted by legal
and extra.legal means to suppress newspapers
which opposed him, Finally, he attempted during
his last year in office to supen'is~, with minute and
penonal attention, not only what his feIJow citi·
leni should eat-this is quite literally true-but
how much they should eat as well.
In the face of all th:' his party became iplit
into two ideological wi, ;5, One, concentrated in
the House and led by john Randolph of Roanoke,
veered to the extreme positioD of the doctrinaire

libertarian who would abide the subversion of
government and of society itself beCore willfully
jeopardizing the rights and liberties o( a single cit.
izen, The other, concentrated in the Senate and
led by William BraaCh. Giles, adhered to a form of
Republicanism tharliiigbt be styled tot3lit:uian
libertarianism: believing that government in their
hands was dedicated to preserving human Iiherty,
they saw legal protection of the civil righti of ac.
cwed persons only as sublerfuges behind which
traiton and other enemies of liberl\, cOllld hide,
Jefferson almost uniformly sided wi'th tId, lallt'r
group, Among the fruits of their lal)()h \\'a, a hill,
passed in the Senate but rejecled in Ihe I lUll\\!,
which would ha\'e prescribed the dca"l Pl'IUI!\
for any person who "resisted the gener:ll l''\;l'( III i')II
of any public law,"
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IT another implication III I hc 1'1 l',i,
dencv of the rt'election';lIlel,I,lIl1c"h" k
l~ndrome is relat~lI to the pre\iam onc, It i~ in
the nature of the Presidenc\' that rn;IIICI\ IIf clomeslic reform, howe,'er engr~ning Ihe\ 111;1\ hc lor
the President initially, lose their appeal ;,her a
time, The chore of manipulating or curning fa\'or
-'ith congressmen, necessary though it is, groh" teo
dious and even demeaning, and the attraction of
dealing with foreign affairs, wherein one has a
mllch freer hand. becomes well.nigh irccsistihle, So
it was with Washington by the winter of li9295, and so it was with jefferson b~ the winter of
1804,05, Each man found the prospect o( c10'l: (,,lure dealings with Congress entirely dislaileful. to
\01,. the least: and neither wOllld hne heen human
if. in the afterglow of a triumphant reelection. a
'oice deep inside had not whispered Ihat he had
now e:Jmed the right to stand abo"e that ron of
thing,
In :Jny eVent, though neither of them pluliRed
loully into o\'erse:as ad"enturing upon beilu; reo
In;augurated-as many of their successon were
WOnt to do-both entirely neglected IIomestic relorm for the sake of foreign affain in thcir \ccond
tmos, Since I ;rm not concerned hert' \.ith tlte hh101\ of their administrations, bur wilh ~ellerali/;l
Il(ms about tJle Presiden,,' that can he elra\\"n from
IJ~m, I shall not dwell ~n this ,"hicCI It i, !:cr.
aune. howe,'er, to point out that \\"hhim:1U1I \,as
much more successful in hanclJillt: JOIl'i::n Icl ...
l.onl than Jefferson waS. and lu '"t.:~C't ,I Ica.

·'n,

\\'~JhinloCtoll ,\,'as go\'erned c"r1",hch 11\ hi,

of the n:Jtional illlel C'I. 1\ hill' rdler,
~~, policy "':IS tempered (if lI .. t ,liel,lIcel, 11\
eorl\lIlerations of ideolog~, Hi_turf.tlh h,l\e ~enl'r,
all, held that Jefferson's approad\ \\;1, Ihc IIUII\.'
C-olueui\e, enlightened, :tnd hlllllillle, ,11101 Ihal it
-at merely bad fortune that hh pulic \ 1,11111.:111
~.Iu\e, ecollo!1lic ruin, and IIltim;lIch \\,:lr.
_tl(,QS Washington's had brought peace ancl
~otPttity, I de\'outly disagree with that jull&:.
e gnt('Ption

ment. To the extent that ideology and not interest
governs a nation's policy, the nation sacrifices its
ability to compromise, to admit it was wrong, and
to cJlanRe-for when the true believt:r, in polilics
or in religion, compromises or recants. he has com.
miued the mOrlal sin of making accommodations
with the infidel or the devil. The Jeffcrsonians,
provine( to be ullable 10 make accommodaliolls
with Iho~e they reltarded ai wicked, locked Iltcm\t:he) illlo a r~rei;m,policy slrait jackel, and Ihe
inexorable re\uh was jefferson's r:alalllil.)u\ last
'car in olfice ill which, to avoiel ""ar in £UI .. " .. ,
Ihe "nilcel <ilalt'~ I:'}\crnlllcnt "irlually \'3~ccl \.,Ir
Jt:aill\1 il\ o\\'n cili/cm,
Jllolhcr a'peel of Ihe pr,.I.ll'ITI i,
S rn,L
Ihal ill hi, ,cconcl ICI'III Ihe 1'!l'\idclIl

hC(Ullll'\ fail p'e' rut e\er)' manner of \ililie ,!inll:
Ihe rC3lil' 01 hi, I;IIT1c,duclt Slalll\ 11I"~ilh In
pl'IlClrale Ihc popular c:olIsciousne", PIC'" ,!II,I
polili£ian\ 1fI0\e: in like so man\' h'ellas t.:;IrlitI illl:
,I"ollnt! a '\'olllldl'ci Iilln, It has been ~o .in,,' . !.c
ht't:illnin!:, \\'a\hiut.:IOII, who had heen II II t" " ,,l(
ro~anCl helore, had \carcel), been reelrClt'el h Itl'lI
Ihe persollal :llIack\ bCt.:an, Earl~ in li'I:! l'l.ilip, '
fleneau's Sa/ioml' G.,:t'lU (an oppo~ili()n 111'\\'\,
paper 'l:C reI ", financcd bl' .Jefferson Ollt 01 'illle
nepallmCllt fllnds) opcnrd the harra~e ii, de,
\cribinr;: the celebration of 'VashiOl;lon's billhcl.t.
a, a "monarchical farce." and by sneering Ih;)t hi.
\\'copltants fa', lied IIpon him as if he were
"\'irtue's self:' The attacks mountcd in \hrillnt'H
alld iruc:nsit}, in Ihe ensuing months, and b, 'car s
end a New YOlk Republican journal \,'as em.
holclened 10 charge th:1I Washington's educ3tion
had consi51eti mainh' of "gambling, rc\elillg.
horse r:tcing, and horse whippinS"; that he ' ..as
"infamousl,.. niggardly" in private dealings: and
that, despite bis pretended religious picty, he was
:t "most horrid ll\'earer and blasphemer:' Be(ore
lOll!:, if lohn ,\dams's recollections arc: 10 he be,
lie\cd, "ten Ihousand people in Ihe slreen or
rhil:adelphia .• 1." after da". Ihrealened 10 .Irl!:
\\-ilshin~lon Ollt 01 his hOllse, and ellcn ;1 rewlll'
lion ill Ihe ~o'erlllnent." For the next "'0 'l'J",
;1\ Ihe alt:lcks eomilluccl ,lIId incre:a\ed lilt, ".I,
,I{(",eeluf ,leal ill:': hom Ihe I'le3\1II' ,lIId c.:\l'n of
h,l\'illlt -eetell, In:t'll ,I Ir;liwr elurill~ Ihe Rnlllll'
limn, \\',I,him:loll Icpcalcdh illlerruplcd c,dullt:t
lIu:etillltS 10 illtlll!!:e hilllsel( in lir;ules ;11;01""1 Ihe
PIt'S' fIr in fil\ 'lI ,elf,pin, When he finalh I~h
u/licc, lkllj:lmill 1I,IC'he-t.:randson 01 franklin ,,,"I
cclilor til Ihe I'hal.teldphia Altmrl\-penneel Ihis
'Iitrill~ l'ulo!:,' "If C'CT Ihere was a pcrinel lor
Il'I·II. ill~, Ihi, h 1111: IIIOlllelll. [\'Cl\' hcart (IIt'\I i'l
ill '111".. " I\ilh Ihc Irccelom and h:appinr:\i ul Ihe
,,, .. "It: ..1It.:11l 10 he,ll hil:h wilh c:'Ctrhalion Ih.1l
lI.t' II,IIIIC of \\';hhillt.:lOn hom Ihis dn cea\cs 10
J;he .1 IIIIICIIC' 10 polilic;'!1 iniquit\' alld 10 IC~ll,
ilcd lOlfllplion,"
Jellerson's ,101\ was -ollle\llhat dilIerent, for he
UIIU'
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had been exposed to some pretty jllic~' scurrilit),
through much of his public c:!reer, '\Iread~ before
he bec:ame President he h3d been widel~' caui,
Jr.ItW :15 3n atheist, a coward, :I bloodthir~t~ re\'ahllionar~. :. I!~crite. a liar, :t demaj!o):lIe, alld a
fop: and durinj; his first term hi\ improper at!,
\':mce\ loward the wife of a close h iClld \,'cre I c'
\'ealed in the new~papen, and it wa_ ch:u!:ed 101'
cxposed, IICPClldillj! llpoll which hi\torialls \011 hc,
Iie\'e) that he h:1I1 Ion): had a ,Ia\e a' a cOllcuhille
and had ,iled ~e\'eral childu:1I h' hCI. ThWII!!hnlll
all Ihi~, hOI,'e\er, he maint:linc,1 hi, ,lpllll1ll ... 11111
:U least publich 1II:lintainetl hi, PO"IIII' ;h Ihr 1111·
qualified Ch:llllpioll or freedom of t hI: I" t:"
It 1,':\- in the ~e(ond term th:lI IIl""lupel ;11·
lack, finalh ant! deeph' heC::1II til ""ul1Il hilll-oi.
to put i! :lIIother Wa\, that hi\ critic, )'('callle '0 \i·
ciOIl' thaI the\ were al la~t ahle 10 fintl hi, IIIIIICI·
able ~pot\. Cl'lriously, he proled 10 he Iclati,el~
insellsilhe 10 :ttlack\ 011 hi, per\tlllal hl'll;" iOI 01
moralit\ bllt h~persensith'e 10 ch:ar!:e.. lecanlill!:
his pllblic conduct. Charges Ih:at he I,'a\ an :lI~cnt
or lackel of ~apoleon, or wa\ excc\,hch ,ecrelhe,
or dict:lled to Conj:ress sent him into fib of laJ;C
or fit) of depression, :\lId hi\ enelllit'~. oncc Ihe\
J.:ot the knife in. twisted it IInmerciflllh. ,JeUCI"
son's response waS much a\ \\'ashin~IOn'\ had
been. except perhaps that it was morc \0, He had
ollce wrillen that a free press was more \'ilal to
public happiness than ~ood j:o\ernment, and Ih3t
faced with a mutually exclush'e choice he would
readih opt for the press: no\\' he resurrecled the
oppressi\'C ancient doctrine of common·law indict·
ment for seditious libel. and attempted to whip
the press into line by institutinG what he called "a
few wholesome prosecutions," When that failed to
stop the onslaught. he could only fulminate and
whimper and nge. "Nothing can now be belie\'ed
which is seen in a newspaper." he wrote again :md
again. He remarked repeatedh' that it \\'as a "melancholy truth" that suppression of the press would
be no worse than the press's own "abandoned
prostitution to falsehood," He wailed that "our
printers ra\'en on the agonies of lheir \ictims, as
woh'es do on the blood of the 13mb:'
b~'

with attacks
Ihe press. there
A is usually.
toward Ihe elld.
LONG

~ome \Ort

of open rebellion by Congress, This does not ai,
ways apph. but it is almost in\'ariable with wh3t
political scientists used to call "stronq" Presidents.
Thus. during Andrew Jackson's Ia\t \e:ar in office
and in Theodore Roosevelt's ;1\ ',cll. COUlnes)
formally resolved that it would 1101 t'\cn rccci,e
any further messages from the Pre,i,lt'llt ~ortn.llh
the congressional rebellion emall.llt'\ hom 1111:
Senate. which is attempting 10 re~Jin \ome 01 IltC
inHuence in the conduct of foreij:n relations which
it believes the President has usurped. fhe
phenomenon can work witb either or both homes.
however. and the Presidencies of Washington :and

A PoUR-R-OR FOR PR!.SWWTS/41

Jefferson offer i11l1str:uions 01 each of the possible
romhill:llions,
With Wa~hill~ton. the rebellion (:arne in 1796.
and alo\e in lh'c Home of Rcpre,entati\'~, The
kc\\tollc ill \\,:\\hington's forei~n polic~ was .J3\'"
trcal, I"ilh C;Icat Bril:lill, ,i~ncd in thc winter of
I i!II·9,-, :lIld ;IIII>IOICd h\ I:IC Senale, after an in·
Icn\ite rampaio;:n and by Ihe narrowe\l of constitu·
lional map.:im, in a \pecial \e, .. ioll ill Ihe \Ummer
{II li~I~" \\'hclI the full Con;:rc~' Iccomcncll in
J)c\t'llIh(' ... HUII'c Repllhliran\ Iwho 1c!lclllemh
"p,KN·tI tll(, \I cal'l ~OllChl to cha\ti\c Iltc :Illmill'
1'11;1111111 :11111 <III Ihc Homc ill on itlll'i!!II'pllliCl
til( i,ioll, ill IIlIlIIe. Takin~ the po~ilioll th:!1 Ihc
Ifr.~"c' nelll,in' !lOI,'CI to illitiate applopri:lliom
"'lIltolll '''Iirh 110 Hcat' (ould bc implcl\I('nlcd)
:.:a'e il ;0 ,,,in.' ill fOlci!:n polin <{I,cclnal I.. 11t('
"rll;lIc\ PIII'l'1 III :IPPl"o\C or rcjl>" !ll'atic' tltl
Home dt:III:tlldcd tlt:lt the I'l'e~itlclll 111111 mCI ,til
\1"\1CI' relatin!: 10 .Ia"~ mission, Tho\!' p.lp.... ' (111\'
1;linell "JUll' politicalh tlallla~ill;: ,1111\1111(111- ,11111
Iqllill' in addilion to his objection to lit.: ('''''tilll'
liollal challell~e) \\'ashin!lton \\'as loath III 'llfren'
tier them. He brooded o,'er the demand: :lIlcl then,
'"mmOllin~ what 1"3\ left of his t;reat penonal
,lil:llit~, he )ellt his answer, The paper" hc \aid.
were 1I0t "relnli"e to an~ purpose under Ihe cog·
nizance of Ihe HOllse of Representalh'es. C:l.Ct·pt
th:al of an illlpe:achment: which the resolution h:ad
nOt expre~~ed," :ami on that ground he refu\etl,
Despite e,'epthing. no congressman ,\'as willing
to go that far, and the matter died,
•
Jrfferson, for his part. did not fare as well, Our·
ing the last congressional session of his Presidency.
the Senate rose to reassert its claim to a role in for·
eign affairs. particularly in ways designed to pre·
\'ent Jefferson's successor from having a free hand
in continuing Jefferson's policies. Then both
houses decided to scuttle the embargo. on which
Jefferson had st:aked his all as an instrument of
foreign polic~', and they did so in a wa~' th:al was
:at le:aSI partl\ a deliber:ate insult: the)' \'oted lhat
the emb:afgo \hould expire on :\Iarch 4. so that
Jefferson's Presidency :and his fa\Orile policy
\hould die toJ;elher. Finally, lhe Senate look a
cheap )hot that \\'as 3 matter of calculated cruelty
:aimed at the fallen Pre\idcnt. Some months eallier
/cller\on h:ad appointed an old friend. \\'illi:am
Short. 10 a le!::ll). nonexistent post as minister to
Russia, el(pl.'(lin~ that the Senate would routinely
((Illfirm the ;Ippoirnmcnt and Ihus support a pet
project Ihat he had wOlked long 3nd clili!lently
• fliT, Ihe IIpenin~ of (Iiplom:atic rel3tions with Czar
\I(,':1l11ler I, For political rcasons. he held back an
'"""""(Cmenl of the appointment until the I:nt
11I;1I1I1t:: :and \"hen Ihl.' Senators receh'ed it, they
'"l11l1tarih' and unanimously rejecled it.
~

'IY\'ious,
final point should by now he ob·
It is simply that the burden

1V.

of presidenti31 power over a period of two terms

-the psychic cost of the office-is greater than any
reasonable man can be expected to bear.
The Presidency left Washington a broken and
beaten man:-CJ!lbitterecf. given to 31most insane
rages. PO~ 41 little memory or judgment. and
convinced that it conspiracy had undermined his
Presidency and was hounding him to his gra\'e.
Perhaps the most telling testimony as to what Ihe
office had cost him is the angry, defensh'e. and
self'pitying draft of a final message lhat he com.
posed early in 1796-that is, before Hamilton
Wrote for him the immortal document which was
actually released as his Farewell ,\ddre\\, This i~
how Washington's oWn version read:
.\S this address. fellow citizens, will be the J:t\1 1
shall ever m:ake to you. and as \ome o( Ihe
gale lies of the United States ha\'e let'mcd wilh
all the in\'ecth'e that disappointment, ignor:ancc
of facts. and malicious falsehoods coulll ilaent.
to misrepresent my politics and affcclions-to
wound m~' reputation and feelinlts-and to
";eaken. if ,not entirel)' destroy. the confidence
lOU ha\'e been ple3Sed to repose in me: it might
I~e expected at the parting scene of my public
h.(e that I should take some notice of such
\'Irulent abuse. But. 3S heretofore. I shall pass
them over in utter silence.

The rest of the draft was an itemized denial of the
charges.
~nd if Washington's Presidency ended in angUIsh. Jefferson's ended in agony. Jefferson had remarked that Washington suffered during his sec.
ond term "more than any person I ever ,'et met
\~ith," but Jefferson's own suffering in the same
circumstances was e\'en greater, He came to regard
each session of Congress as an unbearable ordeal;
he repeatedly referred to the Prcsidency :15 his
prison: during his last two years in ollite he \\'as
periOl/i(Jlh afflictecl with migr:aine head.111les Ihat
kept him shut alone in a d:ukened room for wreks
on end; in his final lear he collapsed under what
med to be called :a nen'ous breakdown-a lotal
par:al~\i\ of "'ill :\t I... t the orde:al ,\'35 clOIlC, an,l
011 ~Iarch I. 1809, he was at )ladison', ,icle as
Chid Justice John ~Iarshall 3dmini5ler('cl Ihe ",lIh
of office to Ihe President·e1ecl, He Il'lII:lilll',1 ill
W:ashinqlon :a week. parking his beloll\:ill::, hI"
fore Qllitlim; Ihe place fore\er. Then dll,' ,i,t,.
fi\'e'~ear,olcl Falher of ,\meric3n l.ibell\ 1I111"lIll'"
a hone, to ride tillou~h mow and SIOIIII 1"1 tillet:
d:a~s and niSh" until he regained Ihe \3I1Cttl:lt\ of
his home at :\lonticelJo, In the se"cnteell \~:ars
that ~emained of his life. he never :agaill It'lt Ihe
foothIlls of the Blue Ridge Mountains,

f
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I am honored to have the opportunity to present this

The iatense debate generated by the War Powers Resolution

distinguished Committee with views of the Executive branch
concerning the War powers Resolution.

ts part ot our beloved system of government.

I am also prepared to

~eorge

offer some general comments on current proposals to amend the

extended description of either.

Constitution.

President washington's declaration of

spawned a debate on the relative powers of the political
branches over foreign policy and war.

seem in order, however, to place into proper context the

Legal argument has been

a national pastime, particularly over the crucial powers of war

Resolution's key provisions.

and foreign affairs.

The War Powers Resolution has been controversial from the
day it was adopted over President Nixon's veto.

u.s.

neutrality in the war between England and France, for example,

I see no need to offer an

Some general observations do

We must expect it to continue.

Debate about the war Powers Pesolution has focused on

Since 1973,

particular· requirements of the Resolution rather than on the

Executive officials and many Members of Conqress have

principles that govern Executive/Congressional relations, which

criticized various aspects of the Resolution repeatedly.

has tended to divert the attention of ConQress from the wisdom

Furthermore, it is widely regarded - by its critics and its.
supporters alike - as ineffective.

Washington become President when debates commenced about

the relative powers of the three branches under the

Resolution.
This Committee is intimately familiar with the provisions
and the history of the p.esolution.

No sooner had

and effectiveness of policies to the legal niceties of this

Presidents "ispute its

subject.

constitutionality in certain fundamental respects: and congress

It has led, and will continue to lead, to unnecessary

and undesirable legal faceoffs between Congress and the

has failed to enforce its most questionable provisions.

President, at times when the nation most needs to formulate and
tmplement policy effectively and wisely.

The issues this

Committee is addressing are therefore of the greatest
tmportance.

The crucial question in any war powers situation

should be how the political branches can best cooperate in the
nation's interests, not which ~ranch is right or wrong on
particular legal issues.

I

Ii

ti
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':"he notion that this P"soilitior; ;s

This.Administration recognizes that Congress has a critical

who claim

power

~residents

which the united States' should commit its forces to actual or

ttl

potential hostilities.

to ",y.ercise exaggeraterl claims of pewee 1:0 act in tIlt> face of

area can have any hope of success in the long term unless

use force is incorrect.

~egislative

constraints.

No

A.~

·i"her~n~-

nr uni

role to play in the determination of the circumstances under

No Executive policy or activity in this

unli~ited

to rur"

n'~cPssctr'"

"re~ident

hlS

I~t~ral

h"en

~h'p.

for lonq

"'arison stateli in cHgU:lIg for a

Congress and the American people concur. in it and are willing

halance among the branches: -In repuhl ican govI"rnment the

to support its execution.

legislative authority necessari19 prenominates.-

We also believe, however, that the

rongress has

War Powers Resolution has not made a positive contribution to

powers that enable it to curb any Fxecutive pretension,

Executive-Congressional cooperation in this area that would

including the power to declare war: to raise and support

justify the controversy and uncertainty it has caused and seems

armies; to tax and spend: to regulate foreign commerce; and to

certain to cause in the future.

adopt measures necessary and proper to implement its powers.

It incorporates a view of the

relative powers of the political branches of our government,

President Johnson did not make war in Vietnam: the United

and of their proper roles, that is at odds with the

States made war there, until Conqress decided to

Constitution's scheme and with over two hundred years of

support.

relatively consistent experience.

It is, ~oreover, based on

erroneous assumptions about the power of ~ Congress and the
President.

It underestimates the power of Congress in the

its

en~

Indeed, it is ironic that the Vietnam War was the

purported basis for the War Powers Resolution when Congress was
in fact a full player in that war.

President Nixon

reqar~ed

repeal of the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution as insufficient to

sense that it is not needed to make clear that Congress has

prevent him from continuing the war.

substantial power undec ~he Cpnstitution in matters concerning

context of Congress continuinq to pay for - and thereby to

war.

authorize - his actions.

And the Resolution is also unnecessary in that it can

grant congress no more power in such matters than the
Constitution allows.

Once

Rut this was in the

~ongress

denied funds for

certain military activities, President Nixon
complied.

u~timately

President Ford properly regarded as a strategic

catastrophe Congress' insistence that we completely abandon
Indochina, and later take no action in Angola to offset Soviet
and Cuban intervention.

He complied, however, as did

Presidents Carter and Reagan in Angola, until the Clark
Amendment was repealed.

1050
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The Resolution is intended to prevent the President from
acting unilaterally, beyond a limited time period, even when
Congress has not ordered him to stop, and even though the
President is acting for purposes traditionally regarded as
appropriate.

This constitutes, as former Legal Adviser Monroe

Leigh put it, a procedure by which Congress attempts -to
restrain the Executive without taking responsibility for the
exercise of that restraint in time of crisis.-

Presidents have used military force without first obtaining
In our system

of government, explicit legislative approval for particular
uses of force has never been necessary, and the War Powers
Resolution cannot and should not be permitted to make it
necessary.

Presid~nt

viII use the military forces placed by Congress at

his disposal for long-recognized purposes, including the
defense of the United States, its bases, its forces, its
citizens, its property, its fundamental interests, and its
allies.

This is true even with respect to the most serious

forms of military power - the use of nuclear weapons.

In

placing such weapons at the President's disposal, Congress has

In a great many instances over the past two hundred years,

specific and explicit legislative authorization.

Congress and the American people in fact expect that the

recognized that the President must have the authority to use
them without prior approval, in order to deter effectively an
enemy attack.

I

1052
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Conversely, however, Congress must recognize and respect
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section 2

the role which the President plays under the U.S.
constitutional scheme.

1053

section 2(c) of the Resolution states the view of Congress

As repository of the Executive Power of

as to circumstances under which the President may introduce

the United states, Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces, and

u.S. Armed Forces into actual or imMinent involvement in

the officer in charge of the diplomatic and intelligence

hostilities.

resources of the United states, the President is

clearly incomplete, however.

responsible

The list of

circu~stances

in section 2(c) is

As my predecessors as Legal

for acting promptly to deal with threats to U.S. interests,

Adviser have advised this Committee, the list fails to include

including the deployment and use of U.s. forces where necessary

several types of situations in which the United States would

in defense of the national security of the United States.

clearly have the right under international law to use force,

Congress should not, as a matter of sound policy, and cannot,

and in which Presidents have used the armed forces without

as a matter of constitutional law, impose statutory

specific statutory authorization on many occasions.

restrictions that impede the President's ability to carry out

specifically, Section 2(c) omits, for example, the

these responsibilities.

protection or rescue from attack, including terrorist attacks,

It is against these basic concepts that the adequacy of the
key provisions of the War Powers Resolution should be judged.
If the Resolution is repealed, this Administration would
certainly continue to consult and involve Congress in decisions
involving the introduction of u.S. forces in hostilities.

And

I
4

of U.s. nationals in difficulty abroad: the protection of ships
and aircraft of u.s. reqistry from unlawful attack: responses
to attacks on allied countries with whom we may be
participating in collective military security arrangements or
actiVities, even where such attacks may threaten the security

if some future Administration attempted to behave otherwise,

of the United States or its

Congress could compel it to mend its ways.

forces to unlawful attacks on friendly vessels or aircraft in

•

*

their vicinity.

*

My remaining remarks will focus on those

featur~B

Resolution that have led Presidents to criticize it.
also comment on proposals to amend the Resolution.

of the
I will

a~med

forces: and responses by U.s.

1054
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to provide the President with their views.

It i. not clear whether Congress really intended section

Consultations are

2(c) a.' an exclusive enumeration of the President's authority,

not intended to enable Congress to review or approve the

but in any event such an enumeration is neither possible not

detailed plans of a military operation.

desirable.

The Resolution requires consultation -in every possible

Any attempt by Congress to define the

constitutional rights of the President by statute is bound to

instance- and thus recognizes that consultation may be

be incomplete and to engender controversy between the

impossible in particular cases.

branches.

the merits of the statutory obligation to consult: the statute

The solution to this problem is to delete section

2(c) altogether, as proposed by Senators Byrd, Nunn and

Warner.

t

No President has challenged

leaves to the President the discretion to decide whether
consultation is possible, and if so, to determine the form and

The only way that the character and limits of such

fUndamental constitutional powers can be defined and understood

substance of the conSUltation according to the circumstances of

is throuqh the actions of the two branches in coping with real

each case.

world events over the years.

forces into Egypt to participate in peacekeeping operations,

No convenient shortcut exists.

In some instances, such as the introduction of u.s.

detailed conSUltations were held with many interested members
of Congress well in advance of the action contemplated.

section 3

other instances, conSUltation was limited to a smaller number

Section 3 of the Resolution requires the President to
consult with Congress -in every possible instance- before

of members, and was less extensive.

introducing u.s. Armed Forces into actual or imminent

rescue mission, President Carter concluded that prior

hostilities.

consultation was not possible because of extraordinary

Over the years,

~oth

before and after the

operational security needs.

Resolution was adopted, the Executive branch has engaged in
consultations with the Congress in a variety of circumstances
involving the possible deDloyment of u.s. forces abroad.
Consultations have taken place whether or not called for by the
Resolution.

In

Consultations are intended to keep Congress

informed, to determine whether Congress approves of a
particular action or policy, and in the period immediately
before an action to give Congressional leaders an opportunity

(:

~

In the case of the Tehran

1057
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On the other hand, secretary Shultz has long indicated his

The President's flexibility respecting the number of
persons consulted and the manner and timing of consultation

support !Dr ways of encouraging ongOing consultations between

must be preserved.

the leaders of the Executive branch and Congress on national

Any requirement for a schedule of regular

meetings (as in the Byrd-Nunn-warner bill) that does not

security issues generally.

preserve this element of flexibility would impermissibly

Byrd-Nunn-warner bill, however, creates an unwieldy

interfere with the exercise of the President's Article III

cabinet-like institution, thereby eliminating necessary

powers.

flexibility on the most sensitive and vital issues before the

Further, the Byrd-Nunn-warner bill could result in the

The procedure proposed in the

two branches.

President being required to engage in prior consultation with
18 members, except in ·extraordinary circumstances affecting
the most vital security interests of the United states.·

Section 4

The

Section 4 requires that the President submit, within 48

Administration regards this as excessively burdensome and
undesirable in many cases even if ·vital security interests·

hours after the introduction of U.S. forces, a written report

might not be affected.

to the Congress in three circumstances: where U.S. forces are

An additional constitutional problem arises from the

introduced into actual or imminent hostilities: where U.S.

provisions of section 3(2) of the Byrd-Nunn-Warner bill

forces are introduced into foreign territory, waters or

regarding the proposed permanent consultative group.

airspace ·while equipped for combat·, with certain exceptions;

Under

that proposal, the requirement that the President consult with

and where such forces are introduced in numbera which

the group is triggered by a majority vote of that group.

·substantially enlarge· the combat-equipped U.S. forces already

is inconsistent with the
~,

which

preclu~es

~upreme

This

Court's decision in INS v.

the congress from taking actions having

legal effect on the Executive branch except by approval of both
Houses and presentment to the President for signature or veto.

I

located in a foreign country.
Presidents have uniformly provided written reports to the
Congress with respect to U.S. deployments abroad, as a means of
keeping the Congress informed, while reserving the Executive
branch's position on the applicability and constitutionality of
the Resolution.

Indeed, the Executive branch has provided

information to the Conqress in many cases where no relevant
statute applies.

~

I'
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The SO-day provision presents serious problems under our

The Izecutive branch's administration of this section has
satisfiel.any special need for information that Congress may

constitutional scheme, in which the President has the

have in this area.

constitutional authority and responsibility as

section 4 does not require the President to

state the particular subsection under which reports are made,

Commander-in-Chief and Chief Executive Officer to deploy and

and no President has felt compelled to do so.

use U.S. forces in a variety of circumstances, such as in the

A definitive

judgment at the outset of a deployment as to whether

exercise of our inherent right of self-defense, including the

hostilities will result is often difficult to make.

protection of American citizens, forces and vessels from

Furthermore, this practice is a useful way for the Executive to

attack.

avoid unnecessary constitutional confrontations over whether

would require the withdrawal of u.s. forces by reason of the

section 4(a)(1) is applicable, or whether -- even if its

mere inaction of Congress within an arbitrary 60-day period.

conditions are met

it can properly be deemed to trigger an

The prOVision is particularly troublesome because it

The Resolution itself appears to recognize that the President
has independent authority to use the armed forces for certain

automatic termination under Section 5.

purposes; on what basis can Congress seek to terminate such
section 5
section 5 of the Resolution purports to require the

independent authority by the mere passage of time?

President to withdraw u.s. forces from a situation of actual or

provision has several harmful effects:

In addition to this general, constitutional objection, this

o

imminent hostilities in two circumstances: where 60 days have

The imposition of arbitrary and inflexible deadlines

elapsed without specific Congressional authorization for the

interferes with the effective and successful

continuation of their use, with some specific exceptions; and

completion of the initiative undertaken by the

where the Congress at any time enacts a concurrent resolution

President.

requiring such withdrawal.

~t,

t

~
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Such limits may signal a divided nation, giving our

following a pattern of government in which Congress

be forced to desist, or at least feel pressured to do

withholds final judgment on Executive actions until

so.

their outcome becomes more clear.

As Senator Tower recently testified: -The

Senator Tower said: ·Congress is not structured to

to act with dispatch, and that the policy that we

maintain the day-to-day business of the conduct of

action.-

o

o

Once again, as

important thing is that we be perceived as being able

Congressional debates or nitpicking Congressional

o

The nation has successfully defended its interests by

adversaries a basis for hoping that the President may

employ will not be picked to pieces through

o

o

Such limits could increase the risk to U.S. forces in

itft·

diplomacy.

Congress is not structured to devise and

maintain a long-term, comprehensive, reliable foreign
policy. The concurrent-resolution aspect of Section 5 is clearly

the field, who could be forced to withdraw under fire.

unconstitutional under Chadha v. INS.

In that case, the

Debates over the time deadline provide an undesirable

Supreme Court held that Congress may not regulate matters

occasion for interbranch or partisan' rivalry,

beyond its own internal affairs other than through legislation,

potentially misleading our adversaries into assuming

subject to the veto.

an absence of national resolve, thus escalating the

restrictions relating to military action, it can only do so by

military and political risks.

legislation subject to a Presidential veto.

The automatic nature of the deadline, if obeyed, would

Powers Resolution's concurrent resolution procedure violates

result in the termination of Executive protection of

this prinCiple, it is unconstitutional and should be repealed.

the national interest without any Congressional action

Moreover, Section 5(c) contemplates Congressional action that

To the extent congress can impose

Because the War

taking full responsibility for that termination.

may intrude on the President's authority as Commander-In-Chief

The deadline also reduces the effectiveness of

and Chief Executive Officer.

potential role of Congress by placing unnecessary

Sections 5(b) and (c) should be stricken, as proposed by

pressure on Congress to act where the President has

the Byrd-Nunn-Warner bill.

not sought specific legislative approval to continue

with the Constitution and with U.S. national interests.

an action beyond the designated time limits.

This course would be consistent

1063
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Congress has broad power to control the expenditure of

Section 8 ..

funds.

section 6 of the Resolution contains procedures for the

restrict or usurp the independent constitutional authority of

expedited consideration of joint resolutions introduced
pursuant to Section 5(b).

Congress, however, may not use its funding power to

~nother

Since we favor repeal of Section

hranch.

For example, Congress could not require the

Supreme Court to decide a case in a particular way as a

S(b), we likewise favor repeal of this provision.

condition on the use of funds hy the judiciary.

The Byrd-Nunn-warner bill contains a somewhat different set

~eny

By the same

of expedited procedures from those set forth in the War Powers

token, Congress could not lawfully

Resolution and are designed to serve somewhat different

forces to compel the Presirlent to cease exercising fUnctions

purposes.

that are lawfully his as Commander-In-Chief, such as the

Under that bill, expedited procedures·would apply in

~efense

either of two situations to any joint resolution approved by a

funds for the armed

of u.S. vessels from attack on the high seas in a

majority of the permanent consultative group authorizing the

particular region.

President to continue a particular deployment of u.s. forces or

ordering the President to conduct a particular type of military

prohibits him from doing so.

operation in a specific manner: the power to control spending

The two situations are where the

Congress would also exceed its authority by

President has reported to Congress under section 4(a)(1', or

cannot properly be used to interfere with the President's

where a majority of the IS-member permanent consultative group

discretion over the conduct of military operations.

finds that he should have done so.
The Byrd-Nunn-Warner bill would add two other provisions
that would create undesirable consequences as a result of the
adoption of a joint resolution opposing or disapproving
Executive action.

One provision would automatically prohibit

the use of funds for any activity which would have the purpose
or effect of violating any provision of such a joint
resolution~

the other would give standing in u.s. District

Court to any Member of Congress to seek declaratory and
injunctive relief on the ground that any provision of such a
joint resolution had been violated.

We oppose both of these

proposals for both constitutional and policy reasons.

I

~

i
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We believe the proposal to permit suit by any Member of

This prOVision fares no better when viewed from a policy

Congress would be inconsistent with current case law, and a

perspective.

grave setback for the system of separation of powers

Congress might enact a joint resolution authorizing

established by the Framers.

continuation of the President's use of the Armed Forces,

The federal courts have prudently

For example, under the Byrd-Nunn-Warner proposal,

decided that they will not exercise jurisdiction over suits

subject to certain conditions, and the Congress as a Whole

based on the War Powers Resolution.

might be perfectly satisfied with the President's compliance

The courts have held that

such suits raise non-justiciable political questions which
should be resolved by the political branches.

Congress has no

institutional interest in having the courts pass on such
questions.

As the courts have concluded, judicial supervision

~

L'

~

.~

is inherently unsuited to monitoring military actions outside

particularly troublesome is the concept that any single
Member of Congress would have the right to sue.

This provision

their respective constitutional powers, ideally in a spirit of

f

prOVision purports unconstitutionally to expand the
jurisdiction of the federal courts to litigation not presenting
an Article III case or controversy.

We believe that membership

in Congress, without more, is insufficient to confer standing
under Article III.

The amendment purports to grant standing to

members of Congress merely for the purpose of enforcing a
generalized grievance about governmental conduct: but this is
insufficient to confer standing on a member of Congress, just
as it is for a member of the general public.

cooperation and concern for the national interest.

whether or

m~nner

1:'

not Congress as a whole would act in a partisan

1

Situations, the risks of partisan ~otivation are great indeed

!

when a Single Member is authorized to sue.

:i
~

is objectionable both from a legal and a policy perspective.
As a legal matter, we believe the Congressional standing

President in his direction of U.s. Armed Forces in a situation

by the Congress and the Executive branch in the exercise of

ample power concerning the President's use of military forces.

fUnction.

courts with the objective of obstructing or disrupting the

The Constitution intended that such situations be resolved

Congress, as we have seen, has

It shoulrl not resort to the courts to perform its proper

of Congress would be authorized to bring the matter into the

of actual or potential hostilities.

the United states, or resolving political controversy over the
propriety of such actions.

with the resolution: and yet, one or more dissatisfied Members

I

in such
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section 8(a)

If arngr,ess chooses to adopt a statutory provision which

section 8(a) of the Resolution purports to instruct future

autborlz.- the President to act, but fails to mention the

Congresses on the manner in which they may choose to authorize

Resolution, that authorization is nonetheless valid and

the introduction of U.S. Armed Forces into actual or imminent

effective, whatever the Congress may have said to the contrary

hostilities.

in 1973.

Specifically, it states that no law passed - or

Indeed, the passage of such a law would properly be

treaty ratified - can ever authorize such action unless it

regarded as the equivalent of an amendment of the War Powers

contains an explicit statutory statement that it is intended to

Resolution, since subsequent statutes are controlling over

constitute specific authorization within the meaning of the

earlier ones that contain inconsistent prOVisions.

Resolution.

if Congress supports an Executive initiative to the extent

This provision appears to be a response to the fact'that

In short,

Congress supported the President in Vietnam, the initiative

the Tonkin Gulf Resolution, contemporaneous appropriation

WOUld, we believe, be upheld in court as lawful.

legislation, and the SEATO Treaty were construed by courts in

favor repeal of Section 8(a), to remove any misunderstanding as

the 1970's to authorize conduct of the Vietnam war.

to its constitutional effect.

In our

We therefore

view, Section 8(a) ineffectivelY attempts to restrict the
rights of future Congresses to authorize deployments in any way
they choose.

Conclusion.

This review of the key provisions of the War

Powers Resolution makes clear that the Administration has
constitutional and policy objections to various provisions of
the Resolution in its current form.
repealed altogether.

We believe it should be

we particularly urge repeal of Sections

2(b), 5(b), 5(c) and 8(a).

The Byrd-Nunn-warner bill would

properly'~elete three of these sections, but contains other

provisions which the Administration could not accept.

i!
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In the last analysis, we cannot solve the problems which
the Resolution seeks to remedy merely by adopting new, more
detailed statutes or restating general principles.

WAR POWERS RESOLUTIONIU.s. Response to Iran
ptrfectin& amtI:lI!meDt

War Powers Act CompliaDce ••• S.J. Res. 194. Helms

SUBJF..n":

The only

October 20. 1987. 3:14 pm.
Paae 5-14578 (ftmp. Record)

Vote No. 340

~No.1014.

effective solution for these problems is for the two political

No. 1022 to Helms

ACIlON: AMENDMENT AGREED TO. 93-2
Penincnt votes OD this legislation iIlclude Nas. 316e317 and 338·347.
The Helms amcndmcut No. 1022. a perfecting amendment to !he HeJms amendment No. 1014. would
authorize the U.s. Navy to sink any Iranian vcsscl, destroy any Iranian misme baaery or neuttaliz.c any lraniaD
Installatio:Il whidl dIrcateus the safe passage of America.u warsbips or odIer ¥eSSe1s mown to have U.s. citizens on
board.
SYNOPSIS:

branches to work together in pursuit of common national
interests, to communicate ~ore effectively with one another on
their particular concerns and ideas, and to utilize their

NOTE: SeDawr Helms offered this almost identical second-degree amendment to his underlying amendment No.
1014. presumably to prevent further amendmeuu from being added. For debate on these amendmenlS, see vote No.
34L
•
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WAR POWERS RESOLUTION/Support of Presidential Actions

WAR POWERS RFSOLUTION/President's Constitutional Powers

War Powers Act Compliance • • • S.J. Res. 194. Boren amendment No. 107U to BynI-Wamer
amendment No. 951.

SUBJECT:

War Powers Act ComplIance ••• S.J. Res. 194. Dole et at amendment No. 1017 to the ByrcHV:zmer
ameadment No. 95l.

SUBJECf:

ACI10N: AMENDMENT AGREED TO, 92-1

ArnON: AMENDMENT AGREED TO, 94-0

SYNOPSIS:

Pertinent votes on this legislation include Nos. 316-317 and 339-347.
In response to an Iranian auack on a U.s.·flagged ship in Kuwaiti waters. the Preiident authorized
retaliatory actions against Iran on October 19. The Boren et at amendment would express the sense of the Senate
endorsing the President's actions in this incident and conveying our resolve that the Iranian government cannot take
military action against the United States with impunity.

SYNOPSIS:

Pertinent votes on this legislaIjon include Nos. 316-317 and 338·347.
The Dole et aI. amendment would state that nothing in SJ. Res. 194 should be construed as Umiting
the President's constitutional powers as ColDDWlder-in-Cltief to use American miliwy fo~ in self'defense
operations. Also, nothing in the resolution should be interpreted as urging the withdrawal of American military forces
from the Pasian Gulf.
Those faToriq the amendment contended:

Those faToring the amendment contended:
The Senate must send a clear signal to the Iranian government that this country stands united behind the
President's actions. Such an expression would indicate that the United States will not hesitate to use similar actions in
the future if the siblation warrants it. This amendment should help to discourage further Iranian hostilities against the
United States.
No

arzumcnts were expressed in opposidon to the amendment.

This amendment is intended to limit the amount of damage that will be done by invoking the War Powers
Resolution or passing similar legislation. Whether or not we admit ir. the resolution will at least inadvertently bun
American credibility and American interests in the Persian Gulf region. We are tteading on very delicate and
dangerous ground. and some Members have oftCred potentially very detrimenral legislation. This amendment would
have a positive influence by reafJinning that we do not wish to Umit the President's constitutional powers or urge him
to withdraw U.s. fom:s from the Gulf.
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INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE USE OF FORCE

2 -

Abraham D. Sofaer·

legitimate political interests.

Legal adVisers in the United

States have, since the adoption of the U.N. Charter, in general

Few legal issues are of greater significance to the
interests of the United States, and of people everywhere, than

provided such adVice, taking a ·common-Iaw· lawyer's approach

the rules and the practices o{ nations concerning the use of

that rests on a case-by-case application of widely accepted

force.

our conduct in international affairs -- including the use of

principles of international law to the particular facts of each
situation. This approach has worked well to the extent lawyers

force -- must be subject to law.

have in fact been consulted for their advice.

The united States is committed to the principle that

The rule of law requires

individual nations to subordinate their perceived needs to
The deCision of the International Court of Justice in

accepted standards of conduct based on the practice of nations.

Nicaragua v. United States casts considerable doubt on this
approach to the law relating to the use of force, particularly

Lawyers play many important roles in connection with

with regard to the right of collective self-defense.

determining when and under what conditions nations may lawfully
resort to the use of force.

The ICJ
has formulated and applied impractical and counterproductive

Among the most important of these

themselves lawyers -- on the legal principles applicable to

rules, having little or no hasis in accepted international
practices.
These rules may be intended to reduce the worldwide

proposed uses of force.

To be effective in performing this

use of force, but in fact they reduce only the right to defend

role, lawyers must provide credible and practical guidance,

collectively and effectively -- against uses of force short

roles is the function of advising government leaders -- often

of conventional warfare, which are in fact the most pernicious

based on the actual practice of nations, and consistent with

and widespread forms of aggreSSion in the world today.
Furthermore, the rules created by the ICJ for this purpose are

*t.egar ACWIser;

u.S. Department of State. This article is
based on an address to the American Society of International
Law on April 22, 1988. The author is grateful for the able
assistance of Steven Ratner and Peter Spiro.

so artificial, impractical, and counterintuitive, that they
threaten accepted prinCiples of international law, as well as
the stature of the ICJ itself.

I
ff
.1

I
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The Lawyer's Role in Use of Force Decisions

To have any hope of influencing the political and military
leadership, the lawyers in a government

Lawyers play important roles 1n the development and
applicat10n of the law relatinq to the use of force.

any government __

must have both a coherent and a convincing message.

In

We must be

able to explain why nations are bound by certain rules, and to

addition to the judqes and advocates that handle specific

demonstrate that the rules we propose as authoritative are

cases, scholars and the bar take a deep interest in this

reasonable, commonly accepted, consistent with prior practice,

suoject.

and fair in terms of the strategic challenges our leaders
face.
As Larry Hargrove recently put it: The ·primary rules

view.

We write, lecture, and lobby to advance our points of

Legislators, many of whom are also attorneys, express

their views through laws, resolutions, 1n hearings, or as

(governing the use of forcel, in order to work, must therefore

influential individuals.

be readily perceivable, by people bearing the actual

responSibilities.

Government lawyers nave special

We are sworn to uphold the law, and that

includes international law, whicn is the law of the land.

responsibilities of government, to reflect the practical
We

requirements of the world in which states must survive and

have the duty to alert our leaders to applicaple international

conduct their affairs.-

rules of conduct, and to arque that the proper rules be

will fail to convince if they offend "the rough intUitions of

respected.

responSible politicians· concerned with the safety of their
citizens·11

In doinq so, however, we must rely on our ability

j

to convince our clients to consult us, and to accept our
advice.

We can issue no writs: we can only seek to persuade.

J
Political leaders are not always eaqer to talk to lawyers

The United States Position

The prinCiples which the United States believes govern the

even their own lawyers -- about planned uses of force, and

use of force are in fact straightforward, senSible, and
enlightened.
The U.N. Charter contemplates an end to the

Legal Advisers throuqh the years have occasionally been
bypassed, or consulted inadequately, in such SitUat10ns.

II.

The rules we advance as authoritative

Even

threat or use of force by states against the territorial

when we are fully involved 1n the decision-mak1ng process, our

jntegrity or political independence of other states, unless the

adVice is sometimes rejeCted in whole or in part.

Security Council has authorized SUch action.ll

f

f

I

This represents

IF

f
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a bold scep toward peaceful relacions among scaces by bringing,

the extent the term -armed attack w i~ relevant in use-of-force

as Lou Henkin PUC it, ·wichin the realm of law those ulcimace

issues that it should be defined to include forms of aqgression

policical censions and incerescs chac had lonq been deemed
beyond the concrol of law.wl/

hlStorically reqarded as JUStifying resort to defensive
measures.
Furthermore, tne U.S. has assumed thac it may

The Charcer expressly reserves in Article 51, however, che
·inherenc right of indlvidual or colleccive self defense. W
!/

which the nation assisted is enticled to aCt, and to che same

lawfully engage in collecclve self-defense in any sicuation in

excent.

While chac provision is wriccen in cerms of defense againsc

On the ocher hand, we recoqnize chat force may be used

only to deter or prevenc agqression, and only to the excenc it

warmed atCack,w che -inherenc w righc of self-defense

lS

necessary and proportionate.

necessarily includes the riqhc to defend chose fundamencal
interests cuscomarlly procecced.

The United States has tried

The accions of Presidents of the United States, and che

repeatedly co gain approval for collective U.N. action in using

oositions taken by their lawyers, have consistently

force, but thac OPtion became unavailable as a praccical matcer
after Korea.

demonstrated this prinCipled but praCtical aoproach to
use-of-force rules.
In requestinq aid for Greece, President

Nevertheless, che United States has always

assumed thac Charcer principles provide a workable set of rules

Truman announced the Truman Doctrine, which recognized the
co deal with che array of needs chac potentially require the
amportance of che peaceful development of natlons under the UN
use of force, includinq such chreats as scate-supported

system, but called for the protection of free nacions from
w
"aqgressive movemencs seeking to impose tocalitarian regimes.

terrorism and insurqencies, even if chey are deemed not co
amounc to an warmed attack. w General Assembly incerpretive

°Tnis is no more than a frank recognition,w he said, wthat

declarations make clear thac -force w means physical Violence,
not other forms of coercion.

totalitarian regimes imposed upon free peoples, by direcc or

Buc they also indicate that

andirecc aggreSSion, undermlnes the foundations of

agqression includes boch direcc and indirect complicicy in all
lnternational peace and hence the security of the United
forms of violence, noc JUSt convencional hoscilicies.i/

Our

S~aces.W!/
~~banon in

pOSicion has been that che inherenc rlght of self-defense
potentially applies agalnSt any illegal use of force, and to

When President Elsenhower sent U.S. forces into
1958 at President Chamoun's request, both the United

States and Lebanon asserted a realiStic definition of Warmed

I
I

~

»
i;;
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Secretary of State Dulles said:

-(W]e do not think

that the words 'armed attack' preclude treating as such an
armed revolution which is fomented from abroad, aided and

I
tl
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This flexible but
~ad

~rincipled

strong support among leading scholars of the day.

Professor Stone had CritlCized efforts to determine a
-mechanical test of aggressLon, insulated from the merits of

assisted from abroad.-l/

:he situation in which States act
In the wake of the Bay of

approach to the use of force

?lqS

p~sh-button

debacle, which apparently

device.-!!/

., (a) juristic

McDougal and FelicLano in fact

went forward Without leqal scr~eninq of any kind, President

exolained the issue in terms strikinqly similar to those used

Kennedy was careful to consulc qovernment lawyers durinq the

~y

cuban Missile crisis.

chayes:

Then Leqal Adviser Abe Chayes argued
It is no more desirable to attempt to define
aggression -once and for all- than it is so to define
any other legal term or concept of international or
municipal law. For observers with full awareness of
the factors realistically affecting decision, the task
of -defininq aqgression- is not appropriately
conceived of one as searchinq for a precise, certain,
and final verbal formula that would abolish the
discretion of decision-makers and dictate specifiC
declsions. It is rather, in broad outline, that of
presenting to the focus of attention of the various
officials who must reach a decision about the
lawfulness or unlawfulness of coercion, the different
variable factors and policies that, in differing
contexts and under community perspectives, rationally
bear upon their decislons; of indicatinq the
interrelations of these factors and policies in
conteXt; and, perhaps, of making some lower-order
generalizations about the relative weighting of
pertinent factors and policLes in d1fferent contexts.
The task, again, is not so much to abolish, with
quasi-magical arrangements of words, conflicts of
national interests (more or less myooically perceived)
as it is to clarify common, long-term interests in the
maintenance ot m1n1mum public order.~/

successfully for an approach that treated the matter as a
threat warranting a quarantlne, but not amounting to an armed

Profes~ors Wriqnt ana Henkin criticized Chayes for
auack. ,!!/
his reliance on the Rio Treaty, out Chayes' response reflected

;{

an approach to use-of-force declslons chat aptly describes what
U.S. practice has been, when cne lawyers have been
consulted.!/

Chayes rejecced che not Lon that law relatinq to

the use of force was -a set of fixed, self-defininq categories
of oermissible and prohibLced conducc.·~/

He proposed instead

what he called a -common-lawyer- approach in which

~

~

international law is lett open to a broad range of
Lnterpretation and emphasis, Wltn terms that do not dictate
conduct so m~ch as orlent dell~eratLOn, order priorltLeS, and
quide within broad limits.

When President Johnson intervened 1n the Dominican

USLnq this practical and flexible

common-law approach, Chayes arqued the quarantine was a

.f

justlfied response.

~eDublic,

no attack of any kind had occurred on the U.S. or its

·ltlzens.

The danqer to Americans tnere was serious, however,

,~d

I
i
~

a Communist takeover was seen as a real possibility.

Legal
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Adviser Leonard Meeker defended the intervention as justified

view.

to protect Americans -in imminent danger of life and limb from

judgments about -legality- Should oe aVOided in international

rioting mODs,- and he argued tnat a continued
necessary to prevent anarchy.

u.s.

While purporting still to believe that -absolUte-

law, his analysis became hiqhly teChnical and much less

presence was

oriented to the specific facts.

He rejected criticLsms based on

He properly criticized the

what he called -fundamentalist views about the nature of

Government for failing co conslder the incursion'S leqality

internat10nal law,- as such views were -not very useful as a

Drior co its implementation.

means to achieving praCtical and just solutions of difficult

controlled by what had become 1n h1S -view the essential

political, economic, and social problems.-

quiding principle of world law and world order: to confine

He called for

But his judgment on legality was

wpractical idealism,- in which international law could be read

within the narrowest limits the sltUatlOns in which we are

as consistent with efforts to prevent bloodshed and Communist

prepared to condone or legitimate unilateral decisions to

takeovers.

resort to force.

He said an -international law which cannot deal

!!/ This guiding principle radically altered

W

with facts such as these, and in a way that has some ho~e of

~he

settinq a troubled nation on the path of peace and

considered proper as Leqal Adviser, and which served the nation

reconstruction, is not tne kind of law

~nd

believe in·-ll/

practical approach and deliberative process Chayes

world order so well at that critical time.

President Johnson added explicitly the justif1Cation of
intervening to prevent revolutLons by -evil ~ersons who had

President Ford relied on Article 51 in ordering U.S. forces
to

been trained in overthrowing governments and establishing
communist control.wli/

!

~ttack

vessel Mayaquez and its crew.
~essel

The seizure of a U.S. merchant

was deemed wa clear-cut illegal use of force- which UN

~mbassador

The Viet-Nam conflict generated a great deal of legal

Cambodian naval assets to secure release of the

Scali asserted justified appropr1ate measures in

debate about the use of force, and the Leqal Adviser's Office

self defense.!1/

found the U.S. intervention to assist South Vietnam legally

attempt to rescue American hostages in Iran, argu1ng that the

justified under the doctrine of collective self-defense.!1/

~nLted

Further debate was prompted by tne U.S. incursion into

lbroad -where the government of the territory 1n which they are

Cambodia.

located is unable or unwilling to protect chem.-lS/

By this time, Abe Chayes had changed his point of

I
~

Similarly, President Carter used force in an

States is entitled to seek to crotect its citizens

Carter
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received the support of Professor Reisman,!!1 and limited uses
of force to rescue citizens have strong support in customary
practice and scholarship.lQl

invasion of

Afghanistan,I~/

and ochers critlcized it, includinq

the ABA Section on International Law.

Legal Adviser Davis

Nonetheless, the President was
Robinson's defense, rescinq on the combined effecc of all che

condemned by some international law experts, who argued that by
unique circumstances supporting lntervention, is an exemplary
no stretch of the imagination was the seizure of Americans as
hostages an armed attack, and therefore that the u.s. was

lllustration of tne U.S. common-law

tradieioll.~1

As Edwln

Yoder commenced ae ene time:

precluded from using force to secure their release.l!1

All ehe Grenadlan op~raClon nas in common
with recene SOVlet elltorcements of ehe
Brezhnev doctrine, so-called, is the
unpleasane use of mllltary eorce. If force
~er se is to be condemned, if tne legitimacy
of its use under lnt~rnatlonal law has
nOthlng to do with Lntent or result, then it
is anarchy merely dlsq~lsed as law.l!1

President Carter later confirmed his belief in
counterintervention, moreover, by warning that the United
states would intervene by any means necessary, including
military force, in response to -an attempt by any outside force

We relied on ehe same approach in exercising our righe of

to gain control of the Persian Gulf region.-111

self-defense by attacking faCllLtieS in Libya used to support
The Reagan Administration has continued to adhere to the

terroriStS.

Before December 1985, we had exhausced virtually

practical but principled approach to use-of-force rules which

every measure short of force to convince Libya to StOP

has in general characterized United States policy since the

supporting cerrorists in actacks on Americans.

Charter's adoption.

mindlessly cruel ateacks at che Rome and Vienna airporcs in

The President has repeatedly made clear,

Then came che

moreover, that he will continue the policy of assisting nations

~hich

in preventing nondemocratic takeovers conducted by outside

Natasha Simoson.

forces (as in Afghanistan) or fomented and aided by them·lll

chat were eraced to Libyan officials, and Qadhafi praised the

The Grenada operation involved no armed attack on the U.S. but

killers as heroes.

was justified as necessary to protect U.S. lives and to respond

use force at that OOlnt, but lnstead to exhausc all remalninq

to invitations of the Governor General and of members of the

economic sanccions and co warn

Organization of the Eastern caribbean States.

invokinq our view of tne qovernlnq law.

Chayes suggested

that this action could not be distinguished from the Soviet

seven Americans were

klll~d,

including II-year old

Tunislan oaSSDOrtS were found on the killers

Nevertheless, the Presldent declded noe co

~lbya

one more tlme, expllcicly
He sald:

1084
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By providing maeer1al suppore co terror1SC
groups which aetack U.S. cieizens, Libya has
engaged in armed aggression againsc che
United Scates under estaolished principles
of 1nternat10nal law, just as if it had used
ies own armed forces·III

of force in self defense.

They persisted, openly asserting

that they would make us suffer.

For what?

riqhc to navigate in international

wat~rs.

layinq mines and sank ehe vessel involved.

For exercising our
We caught Iran
Aqain Iran aceed,

Secretary Shultz explained our position in greater detail
thlS time flring a missile at a U.S. vessel.

We destroyed a

olatform used for ehese milltary operations.

Iran persiseed in

in January 1986, at che NatlOnal Defense University:
laying new mines, and one serlously damaged a Navy frigate, the
A nation actacked by cerror1ses is permiteed
co use force to prevenc or preempt future
ateacks, to seize terrorlstS, or to rescue
its citizens when no other means is
available. The law requires that such
actions be necessary and proportionate. But
this nation has consistently affirmed the
righes of states to use force in exercise of
their right of individual or collective
self-defense. The UN Charter is not a
suicide pact.~1

U.S.S. Roberts, injuring 10 crewmen.

We destroyed tWO

olatforms, and then responded to Iranian attacks by sinking
vessels of Iran's navy.

If we deferred to such threaes, we

would nave no end of Khomeinis and Qadhafis ordering us to give
UP

exercising our rlghts.

President Carter adopted the

prlnciple tnat we would exercise dnd defend our rights in
DeSplte tnese warninqs, Libya organized and supported

lncernaclonal wacers, includlnq che Persian Gulf.

President

additional attacks, lncluding the bombing of a Berlin disco in

Reagan is determined to uphold that bipartisan policy.

which tWO Amer1cans were killed and over 100 people injured.

limited scope of our aCtions, at each pOlnc, was wholly

We reliably knew that Libya was planning several more attacks.

consistent wlth the legal advlce the President received.

The

The purpose of the limited air strlke was to convince Libya to
halt this support for terrorist operations.

III.

Most recently, we have used force in defensive actions in
the Persian Gulf.

Nicaraqua v. United States

The rules and expectations on which the United States has

Iran reoeatedly engaged 1n placing mines in

consistently relied in making use-of-force decislons have been

sea lanes with the intention of attacking U.S. public and flag

cast into grave doubt by ehe Internaeional Court of JUStice in

vessels.

Nicaragua v. United Scates.291

We warned Iran that we regarded such mininq as an

armed attack chat juscif1ed tne necessary and proportionate use

well Known.

f

The background of this case is

El Salvador, unable to defend ltself effectively

i
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against Nicaraguan-supported guerrillas, asked the U.S. to help
in its defense.

We assumed that Nicaragua's support of

The ICJ's opinion articulated a siqnificantly different
view of international law.

While refusinq unequivocally to

guerrillas for the purpose of destroying the Government of El

determine that Nicaraqua's conduct amounted to aqqressLon, the

Salvador was a form of aggression against El Salvador, and that

Court nonetheless found or assumed that Nicaraqua had Lndeed

necessary and proportional responses, including force, could be

supplied arms to the rebels in El Salvador at least throuqh

taken collectively against such actions.

early

This was precisely

1981.1.1.1

President Sinqh was willing to assume that

the position taken by Secretary of State Dean Rusk, in

Nicaragua's flow of arms to the rebels In El Salvador had -been

defending the legality of our actions against North Vietnam

both regular and substantial, as well as spread over a number

before the American Society of International Law in 1965.

He

of years and thus amOUntlng to lntervention.-1l1

The Court

concluded, however, that a limlted interVentiOn cannot justify

said:

resort to self-defense.
in resisting the aggression against it, the
Republic of Viet-Nam is exercising its right of
self-defense. It called upon us and other states for
assistance. And in the exercise of the right of
collective self-defense under the United Nations
Charter, we and other nations are providing such
assistance.
The American policy of assisting South viet-Nam
to maintain its freedom was inaugurated under
President Eisenhower and continued under Presidents
Kennedy and Johnson. Our assistance has been
increased because the aggression from the North has
been augmented. Our assistance now encompasses the
bombing of North Viet-Nam. The bombing is designed to
interdict, as far as possible, and to inhibit, as far
as may be necessary, continued aggression against the
Republic of Viet-Nam.1QI

According to the Court, customary

la~

only allows the use of force in self-defense against an -armed
attack,-lll and an armed attack does not include -assistance to
rebels in the form ot tne prOV1Slon of weapons or logistical or
other support.-]!I

This ruling was without support in

customary international law, or tne oractice of nations, which
could not rationally be read to deorive a state of the riqht to
defend itself against so seriOUS a form of aggression.
Recognizing this, the ICJ came

UP

wlth the following solution:

A state is not permitted to resort to -self defense- againSt
aggression short of armed attack, but it may be able to take

Significantly, Nicaragua did not disagree with us in these
legal assumptions.

what the Court called ·proportionate countermeasures.-121

Rather, it claimed it was innocent of

having aided the insurgents in EI Salvador, and therefore that
our actions in aiding the contras had no justification.

ThlS rulinq arguably should not alone cause qreat concern.
So long as a nation's tnnerent rlght to orotect itself

1S

I
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recognized, wheeher one calls ehe actions ·self-defense· or

had failed to meet these new procedural requirements, and that

.couneermeasures· need make no real dlfference.

this failure deprived U.S. actions of their potential

Sue the verbal

play in wnich the court engaged had a purpose, egregiously
eransparent.

justification as defensive measures.

Had ene court C311ed the defenslve actions ie
Whether actions of the United States were necessary and

allowed ·self-defense,· tnen Articlp. 51 would explicitly have
allowed such aceions cO be tdk~n collectlVely as well as
individuallY.l!1

proportional was treaeed by the Court in a sinqLe

But by charlct~rlzlng permissible defensive

paragraph.il/

American actions were pronounced unnecessary

actions as ·couneermeasures,· toe Court created a tautological

because ehey were undertaken ·several months after the major

rationale that enabled it to deny the right of joint action.

offensive of the armed opposition against the Government of El

.Countermeasures,· the Court found, can only be undertaken by

Salvador had been completely repulsed (January 1981), and the

the victim state, not by any otnee state, because such measures

actions of the opposition considerably reduced in

do not constitute self-def~nse·12/

consequence.·

Thus, ehe Court said, -it was Possible to

eliminate the main danger to the Salvadoran Government wiehout
The Court went further 1n narrowlng the righe to collective
self-defense.

the United States embarking on aCtiv1ties in and aqainst

To be entitled to exerCise colleceive self

Nicaragua.

-,!Y

defense, the Court suggested, tll~ vlctim must openly declare
that it 1S under armed attack at the time of the attack, and

The Court's treatment of proportlonality was similarly

must formally request asslStanCe from the state seeking to
justify its aCt10ns.l!/

The facts Showed that the Government

curt.

t

Ineerestingly, the Court made no findinq that aid to the

contras failed this test; in fact, United States aid to the

of El Salvador nad repeatedly and openly complalned of

contras was the same sore of aid the evidence demonstrated was

Nicaragua's support for the reoets 1n that country.~/

extended by Nicaragua to tne rebels in El Salvador.

FUrthermore, the uncontroverted Declaration of InterVent10n of

the Court said it could not reqard the actions relatinq to the

El Salvador, filed with the Court, confirmed that its President

mining of Nicaraguan ports, and attacks on port and oil

nad asked the United States to come to his country's

lnstallations, as satisfYlnq proport10nal1ty, and that United

defense.40/

States help to the contras contlnued iong after any aggresslon

BUt the Court nonetneless ruled thae El Salvador

Rather,
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by Nicaragua could reasonably have been presumed co have

more than the success of El salvador and the United States at

continued.

preventing, chrough the accs condemned, further and more

Judge Schwebel detailed in his oPlnion, however,

the similar measures of depredation engaged ln by the

seriouS aggression.

insurgents in El salvador,ill and he explained that an accion
is proportional when it lS needed to halc and repulse an

IV.

Effects of tne lCJ's DeciSion

attack, not JUSt wnen lt corre~ponds exactly to the acts sought
to be defended against.!!1

The mlning of harbors could be

Many lnternational law academics and practitioners strongly

expected to restrict the flOW of arms from Nicaragua's

believe that lethal support of the contras by the United States

suppliers, which were belng passed on to the rebels in El

was inconsistent with our international obligations.

Salvador, and the attacks on oil installatlOns could similarly

P.Ven chose who cake such a view, however, to consider whether

be expected to dimini~n Nicaragua's capacity to continue its

the lCJ's conclusions are properly based, or seem likely to be

aggression.

effective in reducing resort to force in the world.

I ask

In my

View, the ICJ's rulings concerning the use of force create
The decision, ln short, ignored actual custom and practice,

A

artificial distlnCtlOns and mechanical rules that are

and relled on rules that were seemingly derived for the purpose

fundamentally inconS1Stent witn the principled but flexiole

of depriving tne United States and El Salvador of inherent

dpproach followed by the United States Slnce the Charter's

rights.

Aggression, though undeniaoly present, was deemed

adoption.

irrelevant oecause it did not amount to an ·armed atcack.·
Defensive measures, though undenlably justified, were deemed

The Court's restrlctive approach in defining -armed attack-

.countermeasures. so they would not be joincly exercisable.

could deprive states of the rlght of self defense against the

Collective self-defen~e, though undeniably intended, was found

~OSt common and dangerous forms of aggreSSion in the ~orld

lmperfect for laCK of unprecedented procedural requirements.

today.

Necessity and proportionality, though demonstrated by the

reasonably be expected to and will not accept tne notion that

desperate situation in which El Salvador found ltself, were

self-defense applles only to armed attacks across borders in

found lacking for reasons that might have reflected nothing

the formal sense, wnen the prlncipal vehicles for competition

Our political leaders and military strategists cannot

f
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Once the issue becomes tne desirability of one set of rules

aggressor on the latter's territory, conflict would oe limited

over another, rather than their legitimacy, political leaders

to the territory of the victim state.

will feel free to challenge the Court's premise that

interests of peace would seem most clearly served by rules

intervention and force would be minimized by its approach.

having a measured, deterrent effect on such aggression.

They could reasonably conclude, in tact, that the Court's rules

Similarly, one is at a loss to understand what interest is

are more likely to encouraqe conflict, intervention, and the

served by the formalistic requirements that a state declare it

unlawful use of force tnan are the rules and practices which

is under attack and openly invice assistance from its ally.

reflect accepted norms of conduct.

Apparently the Court seeks co promote the qoal of limiting the

To construe restrictively

the meaning of -armed attack,· for example, would do wonders

number of actors in a conflicc.

for the world if as a result unconventional forms of aggression
became less frequent or more benign in their consequences.

If anythlng, the

Once a state is forced to

declare itself as under armed attack, however, and openly to

The

inVite an ally's assistance, the Chances for diplomatic

Court's rulinq could nave no such effect; rather, lt can only

reSOlution may be reduced.

limit -- and is designed to limit -- the use of force in
responding to sucn forms of aggression.

To the extent it

The prOblem of controlling conflict in thlS contentious

succeeds in this objective states which now sponsor terrorism

world

and insurgencies will feel less real pressure to StOp.

international lawyers, assume.

The Court's limits on collective selt-defense are likely to
have the same adverse effects.

Refuslng to allow an ally to

~

1S

not so easily dealt With as the Court, and some
Political and military

strategists intensely dispute which sets of rules and forms of
conduct are most likely to preserve ceace.

The use of force is

a central element in these calculations, and respected thinkers

join in ·countermeasures· in tne territory of an aggressor

have cautioned against a world in WhlCh force can only be used

would not reduce tne tendency of aggressors to sponsor internal

in conventional war.

subversion: rather such a rule would only diminlsh the capacity

example, that ·in the missile aqe, the side which can add

of relatively weak states to defend against aggression by

another increment of powerwlchout resortinq to all-out war

relatively strong states.

or which can threaten to do so -- wlll qain a perhaps decisive

Where the victim state is not strong

enough to use ·proportional countermeasures· agalnSt the

H~nry Klsslnqer has suggested, for

advantage over an opponent who does not have tois aOilitY.-111

f
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Ronald Reagan and George Shultz have made a similar point:

tolerance for pointless destruction is so monumental it can be

-diplomacy not backed oy strength is ineffectUal.-!!/

explained only in pathological terms; or who are outrLght

adapt

~ower

We must

criminals -- murderers, drug dealers, thiefs.

to political circumstances to compete effectively

In dealing WLth

with opponents who treat force as a continuation of politics by

the actions of such states, our leaders will continue to Lnsist

other means.

upon use-ot-force rUles that offer them, in clear and

Once it is establLshed that state-sponsored

terror1sm and 1nsurgencies can achieve their political

comprehens1ble terms, a sutficient degree of latLtude to plan

objectives, their practitLoners will qet bolder, and the threat

and act effectively to deter aggressors who would phYSically

to our interests greater.

harm Americans or America's allies.

The Court's severe and artificial

limitations on the right of self-defense would serve to
The most predictable result of the decision in Nicaraqua v.

encourage aggreSSion by diminish1ng the capacity lawfully to

United States will be a dimLnUtion Ln respect for the ICJ's

deter.

pronouncements, and in ies future potential as an instrument of
reason in the cause of peace.

The concepts of -armed attack- and ·selt-defense- are

At one point In his opinion,

limitat10ns which world leaders have accepted, and they provide

President Singh explained that the Court could not allow itself

a SUfficient basis Lf

-to miss a major opportunity to state the law so as to serve

r~asonably

construed to satisfy

legitimate nationdl security planning.

the best interests of the community.-ill

But the right to

Yet, tne ICJ's place

self-defense is too fundamental for leaders to allow it to be

in history will depend, not upon LtS selzinq opportunities to

SUbordinated to any scheme of world order based on theory and

Lssue rulings attempting to narrow the inherent riqht of

wLshful thinking, however enliqhtened.

self-defense, but rather upon LtS development of a

Self-defense is not a

production of lawyers to be modi fLed as we please, but a

jurisprudence that retains the flexibllity of the Charter's

concept lawyers have used to descrioe the situations and manner

deSign, and leaves to Statesm~n the taSk of achieving the

Ln which civilized natLons have traditionally used force.

Charter's goals Within the oounds of principles based on the

It

actual praCtice of nations.

is a reflection of the fact that, despite the UN Charter, we
still live in a world 1n Which states are controlled by leaders
who claim to get their marching orders directly from God; whose

I
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The case against the ICJ's involvement in Nicaraqua v.

Perhaps the most dramatic evidence of this ooint

United States was cogently expressed oy Abe Chayes in his
earlier days.

~erits.

Chayes llkes to say that he nas -already made a meal of
those words in the Haque,-i21

where he successfully persuaded

the ICJ to risk the erosion of

)~dlcial

predicted.

Congress' action after the court had issued its judgment on the

He wrote:

I suggest that most great disputes between states,
even when they lnvolv~ Important legal elements,
are not justiciable - and for much the same reason
that most disputes oetw~en organs of our government
not involvlng invasLons of prLVate right are not
justlciable. Courts do not exist to answer legal
questions JUSt for tne sake of having an answer.
They are speciallzed LnStltUtions. Acceptance of
their judgments de~ends on a SUbtle complex of
factors. InstitutLonal characteristics limit the
range in which they can effectively exercise
authority. If Judges go oeyond those limits, the
result is likely to De not vindlcatlon of the law,
but erosion of jUdlCldl a~thOritY.i!/

aUthorlty he had

Presumably, Chaves dt some point also decided to

was

While some legislators criticized the U.S. on the

oasis of the ICJ's ruling, Congress orovided $75 million in
lethal aid for the contras.

The reaction of the international

oar -- consiSting on the whole of lawyers devoted to the rule
~f law -- is also instructive.

It has produced a range of

commentary that is as divergent as it is impassloned.SO/

The

deCiSion has been halled as -a positiVe model of judicial
stYle,· whose -quality of legal reasoning is admirable-;1!/ and
It

has been denounced as -a tragedy for world order.-S2/

The

Judgment has been said both to misunderstand, and to uphold,
International law.

It has been characterized as both

-authoritative-,S3/ -extremely persuasive,1i1 and -a misfortune

eat his words about the common lawyer approach to use-of-force

?f some magnitude- in its imoact on the Vitality of the law of

decisions.

the United. Nations Charter governing force and

But the reasons he gave for the ICJ to decline

jurisdiction remain valid.

Tney go beyond separation of powers

self-defense.~/

Policy makers are particularly unlikely to

objections, and in the final anaLYSIS relate to tne kind of

1efer to rules WhlCh are not only inconsiStent with prior

international law the ICJ seems lnclLned to produce when it

oehavior, but also evoke such intense differences among persons

becomes involved in such issues, a law that this nation's

~xpert

in the field.

leaders -- of both parties and Ln Doth branches -- WLll refuse
to accept as the final word on protecting essential national

".

Conclusion

security interests.
The United States properly refused to participate in the
~erits stage of the Nicaragua case, because the President

1V
"
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na~ion could no~ aLLOW i~s righ~ ~o exercise

declded this

fUDNOTES

self-defense to be regulated oy the ICJ without i~s consent.
Th1S nation remains

commi~~ed

to

~he

to the appropriate use of tOe ICJ.

John Lawrence Hargrove, ·The Nicaragua Judgment and the
Future of the Law of Force and Self-Defense,· The American
Journal of International Law, vol. 81 (1987), p 137.

1.

rule of law, however, and
our continuing support for

Article 2(4) of the charter obligates all members -to
in their international relations from the threat or use
of force against the territorial integrity or political
independence of any state.- Articles 39, 41, and 42 provide
for collective action under security Council auspices in
r~sponse to unlawful uses of force.
2.

r~frain

the court 1S demonstrated oy our willingness to take to
chambers within it a maritime boundary dispute with Canada.

We

alsO continue to have over 60 treaties vesting the court with
jurisdiction over disputes;

).
Louis Henkin, How Nations Behave: Law and Foreign Policy
ltIew York: Columbia Unl versi ty Press, 1979), p. 131.

we are presently before a chamber

of the Court in a commercial dispute with Italy arising under
one such treaty.

4.

We welcome the idea, moreover, of attempting

See, e.g., Declaration of Principles of International Law
Concerning Friendly Relations and Cooperation Among States in
Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations, U.N.G.A.
Pes. 2625 (1970).

which all permanent members of tne securi~y council would

6.
·Special Message to the congress on Greece and Turkey:
:he Truman Doctrine, March 12, 1947,- Public Papers of the
Presidents of the United States: Harry S. Truman 1947
(Washington: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963), p. 178
(emphasis added).

We are, 1n short, desp1te our rejection of the court's

Jurisdiction in the Nicaragua case, determined to work to
preserve the cour~'s role in the areas we believe it functions
with aUthOr1ty and

U• N. Cha r te r, Ar tic 1 e 51.

~.

to work out agreed areas of jurisdiction for the Court, to

adhere.
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effec~iveness.

Department of State Bulletin, vol. 34, no •. 995 (July 21,

1958), p. 105.

See generally Abram Chayes, The Cuban Missile Crisis:
rnternational Crises and the Rule of Law (New York: Oxford
rnlverslty Press. 1974)
9.

Meanwh1le, with respect to the use of force, ~he United

s~ates will continue to follow a pr1ncipled but flexiole
approach:

~.
Quincy Wright, -The Cuban Quarantine,· The American
Jounral of International Law, vol. 57 (1963), p. 546; Louis
Henkin, Comment, in Chayes, The Cuban Missile crisis, pp.

one that requires policymakers to grapple with and

149-54.

be guided by the traditional limitations on the use of force,

!!).

while recoqnizing the legitimacy of protecting, effectively,

Cuba~

Missile Crisis 101.

Julius Stone, Aggression and World Order: A Critique of
Nations Theor1es of Aggression (Los Angeles: University
of californIa Press, 1958), pp. 10-11.
11.

not only American territory, but American citizens, intereSts,
and allies.

Chayes, The

--

~nited

Lawyers must play an ac~ive role 1n the

decision-making process, not by attem~ting to force policy to

Myres S. MCDougal & Florentino P. FeliCiano, Law and
World public Order (New Haven: Vale UniverSIty Press,
1961), pp. 151-53.

11.

~inimum

particular resultS through the assertion of artificial rules,
but by insisting on the thorough evaluation of and respect for
limitat10ns, based on accepted community praCt1ce.
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Hr. Chairman,
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We very much appreciate this opportunity to testify on

ment
55.
John Lawrence Har9rove, -The Nicara9 ua Jud9
and the
FutUre of the Law of Force and self-Defense,- The American
Journal of International Law, vol. 81 (1981), p.0in135. At least
one commentator has decried the court for not 9
9 far enough
in its denunciation of United States activitieS in central
America. See Francis A. Boyle, -Determinin9 U.S.
Responsibility for Contra operations Under International Law,The American Journal of International Law, vol. 81 (1981), p.
86 (ar9
9 that U.S. should have been held responSible for
uin
contra violations of laws of war).

behalf otthe American Civil Liberties Onion on the War Powers
Resolution.
250,000

The ACLD is a non-partisan orqanization of over

members dedicated to the defense and enhancement of civil

liberties guaranteed by the Constitution and the Bill

o~

Rights.

Congress passed the existing War Powers Resolution in order
to ensure its constitutional role in any decision to use military
!orce.

On~ortunately,

the Resolution has failed that objective

both in its letter and in practice.

As

written, the War Powers

Resolution gives the President virtually unlimited discretion to
initiate the use ot military force.

In practice, neither the

President n2X Congress has been willing to invoke it in any
situation that would trigger the 60/90 day time limit.

Thus, the

War Powers Resolution has tailed t? achieve its intended purpose.
To remedy this situation, we propose that the Congress
establish a regime of prior notice~ consultation, and approval
!or All uses ot military force.

Furthermore, we believe that the

same proceaures required for the use of overt military force
should also be applied to covert uses of force, i.e., covert
paramilitary action.

This regime would require the President to

consult with (through a special conSUltative body of the type
proposed by the Byrd, Hunn, Warner, Kitchell bill) and seek the
Ipproval of Congress on all decisions to use force now covered by
the

War Powers Resolution (except for those specific situations

involving the President's inherent power to act in emergency
1

i
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f.
situations) and the Intelligence OVersight Act.

In addition, it

only does

o~

democratic system demand, as a matter of

would require the President to consult on any military-type

constitutional law, that the government make all major policy

action that does not clearly fall into either the overt (war

decisions--especially decisions concerning war--publicly and

powers) or covert (intelligence oversight) categories in order to

through the legislative process, but it is also the case that no

determine exactly which procedures should apply for securing

major military policy will succeed without public and

congressional approval.
Presidents assert that they turn away from congress in

congressional approval.

matters of war because of constitutional prerogative or national

latter tenet when he articulated predicate standards requiring

security imperative.

clear Congressional and public support before the engagement of

Former Secretary of Defense Casper Weinberqer accepted this

But the underlying reason for this

phenomenon has a more telling label:

power politics.

simply

any O.S. troops. _ His standards should apply equally to covert

put, presidents refuse to include conqress in the process because

paramilitary operations as it does to overt war.

they do not want Congress involved, because Congress will ask too

standards should be secured in a legal framework that ensures

many questions and might actually oppose the operation.

Robert

McFarlane said it pointedly when he testified at the Iran-Contra
hearings:

the President and his advisors "turned to covert

But these

some form of Congressional participation in every kind of
Bilitary involvement.Thus, it is essential that Congress develop a comprehensive

action [in Nicaraqua] because they thought they could not get

.ystem to cover all situations involving the use of force.

conqressional support for overt activities."

qaps in the system will inevitably be exploited by some future

Rarely is it the.

~y

case that congressional participation would jeopardize the

administration looking for a way to engage O.S. forces without

success of the operation or undermine the effectiveness of our

the consent of Congress.

foreign policy.
On the contrary, we assert that congressional participation

loopholes lead to violations of the law, it also encourages the
administration to employ ever mora extreme methods in order to

enhances, and is essential--constitutionally as well as

avoid legal compliance.

practically--to a successful American foreign policy.

Not only does the existence of such

The Iran-Contra affair is but the latest

example of this problem, where the administration used the NSC,

The

benefits of public consensus on military activity far outweigh

and then the "Enterprise," as a means of avoiding the

the conceivable loss of some opportunities because of the

proscriptions of the Boland

re~irement of public debate and congressional approval.
2
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Amendm~nts.

In addressing this issue, it is worth considering briefly
3
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the constitutional and historical record of the war power.

view that the President is limited to executing the foreign

The

Constitution, while often vague and imprecise, unambiguously

policies made by Congress, 'except for repelling attacks upon u.s.

confronted the question of which branch should have control of

territory and for negotiating treaties and appointing ambassadors

the war power: "The Congress shall have power • • • to declare
war." Of course, the precise meaning of that power has been

bistorica1 evidence favors the President as the dominant, if not

under dispute ever since the constitution was ratified.

sometimes exclusive, authority over foreign policy, due both to

the meaning is clear:

(the latter two of which still require senate approval).

We think

the President may not introduce the United

states into a military'situation without the consent of Congress.
This applies whether the war is declared or undeclared,lI whether

,

the practical necessity of having a single representative for the
country in the world community and, until recent times, to
congress's general deferral to the president, save when he

it is gradual or immediate, whether the commitment is with money

commits a blatant blunder.

or blood.

precedent and political convenience cannot override the

Just as the conduct of war is too important to be left

to the generals, the decision to go to war is too important to be

The

But even 200 years of historical

Constitution.
Thus do the words of Justice Jackson in the 1952 Steel

left to the President.
The foreiqn affairs,power struggle has raged for two

Seizure case ring equally true today to this

cons~itutional

centuries and come no closer to resolution than when it began.

logjam:

The general structure of the foreiqn affairs power was laid out

result, but only supplies more or less apt'quotations from

in the constitution; it has subsequently been refined through

respected sources on each side of any question. n

legislation, executive order, and institutional practice, as well

resolution will likely ever emerge, just one look at the

as through the attestations of the founding fathers, the

Constitution is enough to inform us that the foreign affairs

Federalist Papers, and the exchanges of Madison and Hamilton (and

power was divided between, and is to be shared by, the executive

their alter egos Pacificus and Be1vidius) •

and legislative branches.

The documentary evidence -- the Constitution itself and the
favors congress's
records of the constitutional conventioneers

the conduct of our foreiqn relations; it merely requires that all

"partisan debate and scholarly speculation yields no net

While no clear

A shared foreign affairs power does not 'Of its own inhibit

BUch conduct be properly authorized -- i.e., approved by
11 congress's power in the constitution to "grant letters of
marque and reprisal" is the historical and legal equivalent of
the present day practice of low-intensity conflict. It is
military action short of war, like a paramilitary action. The
Framers were not unaware of the phenomenon of undeclared war.
4

Congress.

Many "foreign policy" conflicts between the President

and congress have much less to do with the substance of the
5
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inherent powers to act in self-defense, in true national

poliCY being pursued than with the procedure through which it was
carried out.

emerqencies, and in protection of American citizens.

The War powers Resolution is the case in point.

congress' s attempts to invoke the War Powers Resolution whenever
the President engages

u.s.

stated:

troops in hostile situations has

[T]he war powers bill is not a tipping of the balance
in favor of conqress~ it is a reestablishing of the
balance outlined in the Constitution, but it is a
reestablishing of that balance in keeping with the
necessities and requirements of the modern world. It
is a bill to make clear to a future Executive that he
is authorized by Congress to act in a situation of real
emergency, but if he should try to move from that
emerqency situation into a nightmarish situation of war
without the consent of Congress, not only will he have
to abuse the Constitution: he will have to violate the
mandate of law.1I

caused more divisiveness between the two branches than the actual
troop engage=ent.

For example, even after the

u.s.

ships came

under attack in the persian Gulf, Congress generally agreed that
the president should continue to help protect the shipping lanes
from attacks by Iraq and Iran.

A major conflict arose, however,

when the President failed to report the incident in accordance
with the War Powers Resolution.

As Senator

Hathaway, one of the co-sponsors of the original Senate bill,

Ironically, as finally put into law, the War Powers

Such compliance would have given

congress its due role in formulating our Persian Gulf policy.

Resolution ended up relinquishing as much of congress's war power

(See the attached articles by Allan Adler from First Principles.

as it sought to reclaim.

Attachments 1 and 2)
congress enacted the

The Resolution is most remarkable for

the amount of flexibility it gives the President.

war

In effect, the

War Powers Resolution is a permanent, advance 90 day declaration

powers Resolution in 1973 over

President Nixon's veto in order to reassert its exclusive

of war.

constitutional responsibility of declaring war.

any military activity short of war, any where in.the world for

Many castigate

It lets the President unilaterally engage in war, or in

~e Resolution as a knee jerk reaction to the experience of the

any reason at any time, for up to 90 days (60 days, plus an

Vietnam war, where Congress found itself unable to check the

additional 30 days to withdraw the troops).

President's incremental escalation of involvement in that

~at

conflict. Vietnam certainly sparked the Resolution's genesis.
But its substance grew from a much deeper source. Its drafters

yhenever possible, and that he report to Congress the reasons and
~~e

legal authority for doing so, and the duration and scope of

sought to rearticulate for the 20th century "the originally

~~e

involvement.

intended relationship between congress and the President in
matters of war.

It requires only

he consult with Congress prior to making such a move,

Finally, of course, it requires that the

11 Congo Rec. S13875 (July 18, 1973): see also attached
article by Gary M. Stern, "Who's in Control? The Constitutional
Struggle Over War Powers," in First Principles, Vol 12, No. s.
Attachment 3.
.

They want~d to bring~ress back into the

decision making process, while'preserving the President's

7
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, President withdraw the troops within 90 days it Congress has not

itself provides expedited (tast-track) procedures to ensure that
Congress will vote on the bill within 60 days after the President

passed a bill extending the authorization.
The claim that the 60/90 day withdrawal requirement is an
unconstitutional legislative veto is wholly untounded.
Powers Resolution does include a legislative veto.

The War

section 5(c)

tiles his report.)
It a majority of Congress cannot come to agreement with the
President to continue his use of military forces in

would require the President to remove the U.s. forces at any time

"hostilities," then perhaps the troops simply should not be

"the Congress so directs by conourrent resolution."

there.

That is an

As the congressional Report accompanying the Resolution

unconstitutional legislative veto, and there is very little

stated:

dispute over that.

specified time period respecting emergency ac,tion to repel an

But the 60/90 day requirement is a completely different

"Refusal to act affirmatively by the Congress within the

attack could only indicate the most serious questions about the

matter: it is simply an affirmative, statutory authorization

bona tides of

capped with a kind of sunset provision.

attack."

time.

Congress does it all the

In the same way that Congress can authorize the President

to perform any given action tor a specitied period ot time,

~e

alleged [sic] attack or imminent threat of

Moreover, the adversary does not need the War Powers
Resolution to play a wait-and-see game.

Any unilateral action by

subject to Congress's reauthorization when the time runs out, the

the President will invite a challenge from Congress as soon as it

War Powers Resolution authorizes the President to engage in war

becomes known.

for a specified period of time (90 days), likewiae Subject to

action on ita merits in any event.

Congress's reauthorization.

objections to the operation, it is tully capable ot undercutting

Ninety days is plenty of time tor the President to persuade
Congress of the merits of his actions and tor Congress to
consider his policy and vote t~r or against it.

critics of the

Congress can support or oppose the President's
It Congress has serious

the President through its normal legislative powers, even without
the War Powers Resolution.
But it is inconceivable that the Congress would fail to

War Powers Resolution claim that it actually foments hostilities

support any reasonably prudent action taken by the President.

because it encourages the adversary not to settle the dispute on

Indeed, the whole point of the War Powers Resolution is to

the hopes that the troops will have to be withdrawn within 90

lncorporate the perspective of Congress into military policy as

days.

It is being formulated.

But the troops will be withdrawn only if a majority of

Congress votes against the authorizing bill.
8

(The Resolution

Congress, of course, need not accept the

President's view at face value, especially since it is congress's
9
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very tunction to formulate policy for the President to execute.
As with the budget or any other policy proposal initiated by the

the decision making process to use military force.

,

That refusal stems from a penchant within the executive

President, Congress will certainly give due deference to the

branch to carry out its policies impervious to outside scrutiny.

executive's desire, but it will retain the option to make

Secrecy is maintained for as long as possible to avoid domestio

modifications.

political scrutiny, criticism, or opposition.

In nearly every episode implicating the War Powers

The longer the

President can keep congress and the public in the dark, the

Resolution, congress has been fully prepared to sign on to the

easier he can proceed with his policy and program.

President's policy.

after the actual' engagement of troops reveals the program, most

In Lebanon, Grenada, and the Persian Gulf,

And even

congress challenged the President only with respect to his

Presidents would still prefer to proceed unimpeded indefinitely:

refusal to recognize congress's right to have at least some sort

hence the continued refusal to accept the Resolution, even though

of say in the process.

the Resolution already gives the President uninhibited discretion

Members voiced very little objection to

the actual substance of what he was doing in those places.

tor up to 90 days, as well as unlimited authority to act in

Indeed, invoking the War Powers Resolution would likely have

situations of self-defense.

brought more support to the President's actions than he already

Not only is congress constitutionally entitled to an equal

enjoyed, albeit perhaps with some greater clarity of purpose.

role in

And it also would have provided an additional means for

necessitates that the President not take any military action

disengagement--at the behest of Congress--should that have ever

without Congress's participation.

been necessary

President a much needed "second opinion n before he proceeds with

When the President introduces military forces into

th~

decision making process, but sound foreign policy

a risky operation.

Congress can give the

The decision to go to war requires the

hostilities without a declaration of war or without consulting

greatest reflection, deliberation, and contemplation from all

and reporting under the War Powers Resolution, he is conducting

perspectives.

an unauthorized war.

It will have been conceived and conducted

When surrounded only by handpicked advisors, the

President is too easily insulated from views not consistent with

in the dark recesses of the executive branch, without any

his own.

congressional authorization.

increases when the number of alternatiVe views narrows.

point.

And there lies the fundamental

The President has consistently refused to abide by the

War Powers Resolution precisely in order to keep congress out of
10

The potential for making mistakes or abusing power

The legislature, and the people of this country, have a
right, if not an obligation, to be skeptical when the President
11
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takes it upon

himse~~

other military action.

1119

to commit the united states to war or any
While he may

u~timately

have good cause

exposed.

While Congress may still have voiced strong objection

to the intent and effect of the Iran operation, the President

to do so, racant history-the Vietnam war and the Iran-Contra

would have at least satisfied all of the existing leqal

affair alone--invitas us to exercise significant caution before

requirements.

Of course, We believe that the existinq legal

supporting such a commitment.

~equirements

are deficient because they allow the President to

If the President cleared his

action with Congress before carrying it out, he could avoid the
rancorous and disruptive reaction that could otherwise ensue.

proceed with a military operation even in the face of
By

overcominq internal division in advance, the President can more
effectively focus attention on the military objective at hand.
Advance conqressional approval also leqitimizes the policy

Congressional opposition.
When the senate

pass~d

its version of the War Powers

Resolution in 1973, it intended the law to prevent the President
trom using force without Congressional approval except in

to the outside world once an operation has actually bequn.

certain, defined emerqency situations.

Policy makars have always striven for a bipartisan foraign

time articu~ated the only three exceptions where unilateral

policy.

Presidential action was to be permissible:

It allows us to present to allies and adversaries alike

a unified front fully committed to achievinq its goals.

And it

would further undermine any attempts by the adversary to try to
defeat the President through

~e

The senate bill at that

to repel attack upon

U.S. territory, to repel attacks against u.s. armed forces
located outside u.s. territory, and to rescue U.s. citizens.
The Senate saw these three exceptions as the limit of

Congress.

Finally, advance approval will help to prevent the political

presidential discretion in the unilateral use of armed force.

backlash from Congress that invariably follows upon a foreign

They were seen, in essence, as the broadest interpretation of the

policy failura.

Framers' original intent to preserve for the President the

Indeed congress's investigation into the Iran-

Contra affair focussed extensively on the President's failure to

inherent power to repel SUdden attacks upon United states

keep Conqress informed about the Iran operations, as was required

territory.

under the intelligence oversight procedures in effect.

tram, "make warl' to "declare war" simply to le~ve lito the

(The

(As James Madison noted, Congress's power was.changed

President's violation of the funding restrictions on the

Executive the power to repel sudden attacks.")

Nicaragua operation was a wholly separate problem.).

situations where there was no declaration of war and no specific

Had the

In all other

appropriate members of Conqress been so informed, they would have

statutory approval, the President would be precluded from

had far less to complain about once the ensuing operation was

committing u.s. troops without congressional approval.

12
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We believe that this original senate

langua~e

is the best

vehicle for instituting a prior approval requirement on all uses
of overt military force.

It puts the

wa~power

back where it

The bill introduced in May 1988 by Senators Byrd, Nunn,
Warner, and Mitchell contains an effective mechanism in setting
up a "permanent consultative body" (a leadership committee) of
a~d

belongs, in the congress, but it leaves the President the

six persons--the majority

necessary leeway to take immediate action in defense of the

the Speaker of the House and the

united states and its citizens.

Senate--whom the President must always consult prior to using

These same requirements should

also apply to the use of covert paramilitary action:

advance

force.

minority leaders of both Houses,
~resident

pro tempore of the

(We note however that we oppose the effort of that bill

congressional approval, except to repel attack and rescue

to repeal the automatic termination requirement without

hostages.

Congressional approval.)

Indeed, all military action--whether overt or covert,

direct or indirect--should be treated on the same terms.
And even in those situations where the President does not

To this structure, we would add simply

that the President must also consult with the conSUltative body
about any contemplated covert paramilitary action or support and

need advance approval from congress, the President should consult

any other mission (hostage rescue, ally assistance program, etc.)

with a special leadership committee of Congress in advance both

that does not clearly fall into one category or another.

to give notice of whatever kind of operation he is contemplating

would then require that the whole" Congress approve the measure,

and to get feedback about it.

unless it is one of the specific exceptions established in the

Consult means, in the words of

Senator Byrd, "the exploration of a consensus prior to a decision
to commit u.s. forces in a situation."

The President should also

We

original Senate War Powers Resolution.
The requirement that covert paramilitary operations, as

consult this committee about any ambiguous operation that could

instruments of war, should not be initiated or supported without

conceivably fall through the crack between war powers and covert

public debate and Congrr.ssional approval on the substantive

action, in order to determine to which category it belongs.

objectives of the proposed policy would not prevent the President

Under no circumstances, except when time is of the essence,

trom conducting military operations whose operational details

should the President carry out an action with~ut at least

need to be kept secret.

consulting the leadership committee in advance.lI

tor the policy objective of the operation.

11 We note that this was the standard intended under the
Intelligence oversight Act of 1980, and it 1ft the standard as
written in the pending Intelligence Oversight Act of 1988. The
new law will require ~ notice of All covert operations. The
48 hour exception will apply only when time is of the essence and

tor no other reason. It will not apply for even the most supersensitive-risky-daring operation where there is more than 48
hours to act. For those sensitive operations, the only option
available to the President is to report to the "Gang of Eight"
rather than the full Intelligence Committees.
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a democratic

basis

The quantity and
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quality of the assistance, as well as the names of third,

operations, and received public approval only afterwards.

countries who do not want their identities revealed can remain

congress gave its assent only with the momentum of the operations

secret, or, at least, not be officially confirmed.

already in full swing. The Administration presented Congress with

The same

standards that currently apply to all other national security

a fait acggmpli, and left Congress with the ominous burden of

secrets--a balance between the government's legitimate interest

bearing the blame for whatever

in secrecy and the public's right to know, with a presumption in

stop the operation.

favor of disclosure--should apply here.

failure " might ensue should it

As is also the case when U.S. forces are overtly committed

The three most recent paramilitary operations, at least in
their latter stages, comport with this approach.

It

abroad, it 'is very difficult for Congress to pull the plug once

The united

U.S. commitments and resources are on the line. The proposed

States conducted major paramilitary operations to overthrow or

prohibition, like the War Powers Resolution before it, is

repulse aitting governments in Afghanistan, Angola, and

designed to give Congress its opportunity to act before the

Nicaraqua.

Although

ther~

were initial attempts to keep each

operation begins and before the political pressure mounts.

operation covert, in whole or in part, they were quickly revealed
in the media and by the foreign operatives themselves.

Indeed, the present and proposed intelligence oversight statutes

All three

then continued unhindered from an operational perspective,

require

r,

although they did experience public and Congressional opposition.
Those local governments who wished to assist us without
officially revealing their involvement were not constrained to do
so, even though their involvement was well known.

In all, no

~

notification of all covert operations, except in

the most extreme circumstances, fur precisely the same reason.
Congress has the constitutional authority and the statutory

f
~r

operational purpose was served in pursuing any of these

means to prohibit the qse or support of covert paramilitary
operations for conducting major foreign policy initiatives. What
it lacks is the political will. The present sentiment on capitol
Hill continues to favor retaining the covert option. So concluded

operations "covertly."

the Iran-Contra Report.

While the operations in Afghanistan, Nicaraqua and Angola

Even the strongest advocates of tighter

congressional oversight have not been willing'to go the next step

are useful models for instituting a prohibition on covert

in support of a procedural ban on paramilitary operations. That

paramilitary operations, they are also indicative of the problems

reluctance stems in part from the fear of giving up a policy tool

endemic to the existing system of conducting covert ope~~~~ns.

that has come to be seen as a middle ground between military

Both the Contra and Afghan operations were initiated as covert

intervention and diplomacy. But as David Aaron, former Deputy

16
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N.-mbefl December

Assistant National Security Adviser to President carter, stated,
"one ot the traqedies about covert action is that it is otten an

War Powers and Lebanon:
Doesn't Congress Remember?

excuse tor doinq somethinq without really doinq it. It is
somethinq that a policy maker does because he does not have
by A1Ian Adler

anythinq else [to] do • • • • ft

T

This practice, reinviqorated by the Reaqan Administration,
violates the Church Committee conclusion that covert operations
should only be used in extreme situations.

We assert that once

covert paramilitary operations are removed from common practice
and releqated to last-resort status, requirinq that they be
publicly approved will not seem so drastic.

Moreover, public

authorization will not necessarily eliminate the "middle option II
from our foreiqn policy retinue; it will simply place it in the
public sphere where all major policy decisions of a democratic
society belonq.!1
We feel that these hearinqs are critical in developinq a
constitutional framework for decidinq when our nation qoes to
war.

We appreciate this opportunity to testify and welcome any

questions you may have.

f
~

~

!I For further elaboration on this issue, see the attached
article by Gary M. stern, "Covert Paramilitary Operations:
Without Conqressional Approval, They Should not be Attempted," in
First Principles, Vol. 13, No.1. Attachment 4.
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he present ....., powas- deba:c CMr u.s. IIIilit.zry opel'-

aUons in tile Peni.m Gulf (see "In the Congrcs' bears a
Slriking resemblana: to tIw which oa:um:d oYer the deployment
or u.s. military forces ill LcbaDon in 1983. CoIIIJaS would be
wise to review its "n:solulion" or tIw inla'br.mch conflict bcCon:
con:siderina whclhcr it will once again aa:ommodlte the White
Huuse by compromising iD own obligations under the law.
In August 1982, Pn:sident Reagan displ1ldlr:d 1,200 U.S.
Marines to Lebanon as pan or a multinational peal%keeping
rem! to oversee tile evacuation or PLO guenilIas rrom tIw
strife-tom CCWlUy. Although be rormany notUJCd Coqr= or
this GOa. Reagan swed tIw bec1id so only "ill IIClCOrdana: with
(his] desire tIw the Ccmgrcss be fully ill!onncd on thi1 ma!Let'. and
consistalt witb"-aOl '"pllftWU1t to"--dJe War Powcn ResoIutioa.
Like his prcckca.1olS, Reapn wanta! Congress to note tbal
his compliana: with the War Powen Rc:solusion was suictJy
volUlltaly. The implicalion tIw lleqa:I considmd submission
or tbe report mon: or a courtesy than an obliption was cleu ill
his swement tbal the troops were deplo)U1 "pwsuanl to the
Pftsidcnl's constitwioaal &Uthority with respect to the coaduct or
romp n:I&tions and as Commander-iD-Chid or the Uniud
S~ Armed Forces. "
Most disturbina 10 many Conan:ssional obscrven. howeYCr,
was Rcqan's r.Hun: tosipif'y undcrSc:aion4(aXI) or the War
folmS Resolution tbal the Marines bad been introdua:d into a
liuwion "wben: immiDcal invoMmem in hosW.itics is dearly
indicated by the c:imzmswxa. More than • month earlier, when Pn:sidcm Reqan rust
pubJidy mentioned that U.S. troops might be sent to Lel-.anon.
the dIairnwI or the House Fon:iaD Main Committee bad
-amcd that "any common semc &JSCSSIJICnt of the situation in
Lebanon-would conclude then: was a serious risk of involYement
in flostilitics and that Illy other dlaral:terization of the situation
-could only be interpi'ctcd a an atlcmplto avoid capriciously!he requimnentlhat Congrcsa authorize the exteNbf presence
of U.S. troops in a war zeoe. A similar message wa sent to the
President by tbe ehaimJan and nuWna minority member of tbe
Scnar.e Foreip Relations Committee in Auguu. Still., the
President demurred. insistiua that the U.s. aan:emcnt with the
Lebanese government "expressly rules out any combat n:sponsibiliti£s (or the U.S. rorces- and "all armed clements in the area
have given &JSUI'aIIQ:S that they wi1I take no Klion to itUerl'ere
with the implementation of tbe dcpUlUn: plan or the aqivitic:s or
the multinational rorcz.. - •
This pauem was n:pcatcd late in September 1982 when the
President reported to Congress on his decision 10 base the
Marina in Beirut in response 10 the Lebanese GOverTll1lettt's
1!qUC:U roUowina the assauinadon orthe Lebanese president and
!he ItIaSSKn: or hundmls or Palestinian civilians. Once apin.
Reapn skirted the issue or whether the deployment was being

II

.(!)

IIIlXh: under provisions or the War Powcn Resolution whic:b
would requin:!tim to sed: c:un~na1.qJrrova1 to mai:I!:Iin the
pn:scncc or the troops ror more t1wI60 days. R:apn n:i1er.lUd
his assUl'll!K:C that "then: is no intention or expcctllion that U.s.
Armed Forces will become im'olvuJ in hostilities."
Although tbI: Prc:sidcnt's report iDdic:ar.ed that the troops "will
be needed oaly for • Iimitcd period to IJIeCt the urgmt
n:qui.n:mcnts posed by the cunatl silU&lion. " the likr.lihood or
rapid withdnlwal disappeared on NtWetIlber 29 when Lebanon
offICially requested that lhe United States double the Dumber of
troops pIII1ic:ipating in :he Multinational Fon::c that would
remain in Lebanon until all roreign rorces. includina Isneli and
Syrian combaWlts. quit the country. The dat.c was <;jgnil"1I2II1
bec:awe. on the previous day, the Lebanon deploymem bad
bcccmc the lim case in the ninc-ycar history of the War Powcn
Resolution in whieh U.s. forces equipped ror combat had been
iIItroduced iDto. polCtltiaUy hostile covironmmt aDd IDIIiIltaincd
tbcn: ror more than 60 days.

17u! presem "war powen" ckbale OWl' u.s. mjJJtI1Ty
PersiDn Gulf bun a saiJcing
nsnnblaMe to tIuu which oc~d OWT the
ckploymmz of u.s. milbary forca in Lebonon in

OpmllioIU in lhe

1983.
On December IS, two ~b afr.er a tenior SIaU: Dcp&rUtlCllt
offu:iaJ had appeared bdon: the Scnar.e Foreign Relations
Committee to discuss the d..-ploymcm. lhirtcell members of tbe
Committee wrote to President Rc:apn that 1ijndividuallllClnben or Contpt:SS. including members or cur Commitlft. have
c1iszaRed with your :weumcDt of the risks inhcn:nt in the Beirut
operation and. thcn:fun: with your iIIr.erptdation of the War
Powers Resolution in tlUs QSe •• Notina ttw -no member has
chosen to conleSl Ih. is.\1IC through Congressional ac:tiun ,'It this
time. -tbcSCnalOI'S went onto~ theirexpec:tation-tbat romUl!
Con~ional iluthoriwion would be sought before undertaking Ions-tcrm or expanded commitments or exr.endina indefInitely the present Ievd or opcr.uions. --In the longer term. "they
conduded. "if may be appropri;ue to consider mon: gmer.zJ
legislalion to clarify the respective roles of the PresideDt :and the
Congress in undcnakinathe commitment or U.S. armed forces to
suc:b opcWions.•
lronit:ally. on the day that Lebllnon made its provoc::tti\'C
requcst ror a larger, extended U.s. military eommillntnt. the
N~ York 1im'$ had published a leller rrom ronner Senator
Jac:ob Javits which took issue with the need for su!;h darifying
legislation. Javits.. one of the authors of the War POImS
Resolution. :ugucd that it a1rc:Idy contained the authority Con8fCSS needed to resolve the ambiguity c:n:ated by the Pn:sidmt'~
(Y)IIllnlMd on pag' 12)
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railUl1! to repon WIder one of its specific provisions. Rd'errin& to
a section of tbe Resolution th:l rcquin:d the termination or
deployment unIcss it is authorized by Congress within sixty days
-after a repon is submitted or is rcquin:d to be submitud- under
section 4(a)( I), Javics construa:l the phmsc -rcquin:d to be
submitted- as awhority -cnabWza the Congrrss .•. to stan the
6(kIay clock running as effectively as if the Pftsidem bad Iilcd a
section 4(a)(l) report.Scnalor Charks Pm:y. then chaimwt oC the Scna.te Forcigo
Rdations Committee. alluded to Javics' intcrpmalion wben be
placed the Committee's letter to President Reagan into the'
CongrusionaJ RmmiofDecember lB. Heconc!udcd, however,
that Javics' pn::scripdon was not yet appropriate bcr:ausc "Ute
PRSident's onginal hope oC avoiding involvement in hostilities
has so rF been reaIizaI. The situation changed in Jll.lltwy and February of 1983 when
a seria or dose encounters between U.S. Marines &lid IsnIdi
fona genemed further disgruntlcmmt in Coa&JCSS. Mtlllben
continued to hold bade specific legislative proposals to avoid
potentia.! disruption of negotialions for l1.li agRCIJICUt on the
withdmwal of lsrzIi troops. Bul, when more thaD 50 people died
in a tr.rrorist bombing Zlthe U.S. Embassy in IIeinu in April.
brightened prtSSUI1! (or IqWative action rcquin:d a. more
tangible response lIwI mere complaint.
The vdUde for Congressional action was a biD authorizina
more than S2SO million in military and economic aid to Lebanon
forflSCalyar 1983. Following simiI&r actions in April by botbthe
House Foreign Affllirs Committa: and tIte SenaIe Foreign
Relations Committee. Congress pasrcd the Lebanon Emcrgeney
Assisl4llClC Act in June with a provision staUns thal the Pn-sidcnt
·shall obtllin statUtory authorization from the Congress with
respect to any substantial expansion in the number or role in
Lebanon or United SUtcs Armed Fon:cs, indudil13 any inuoduction of United SlateS Armed Fona in10 Lebanon in
conjunction with a.gn:emcncs providing for the withdmwal of all
foreign troops from Lebanon and (or the crealion of a new
multiDlllional peacekeeping fora: in Lebanon.
W

Congress would be' wise 10 rt'VWw iu Nresolution 0/
[1M Lebanon compromise1belore COIUidui!t..r
.
wMIMr it will ona again accommodtu~ 1M White
Houu by compromising its own obligations Ul'rlkr
IMU,W.
N

-

Conaress thus made clea.r ics determination to have a say in;:ny
number or role of the

prospc:cti~ -Substantial expansion W of the

u.s. (orces in Lebanon. but It had failed to confront the President

on the applicability of the War Powcn Resolution to the ClIisting
situation. Instead. it sought only to maintain the ambivalent
stallu quo by providing that 1nJothing in this section is intended
to modify • limit. or suspend any of the standards and ptocedures
p=cribed by the War Powen Rcsolutio!, o( 1973.·
It was not until August 29. when two Marina wen: ki!led and

founr:en others were wounded by anillery ftre rrom Druse
Moslem rorces, that the year-long "War powcn· dcbalt: readied
ics turning poinL
.
In notifying Congress oC the casualtil3, Pt1:sident ReapD
conc:cded only that the Marines were encountering Nsporadic
lightiq. - Based 00 the auenion that the anilIery fire was dircctcd
at Lebanese ChrisUaIl (on:cs, r.WJer thaa the Marines. he
src:zdfastly refuted to adaIowlcdge that U.s. pcrsotutd risked the
"immillent inwlYC:lDCl1 in bostilitics· wilich would have triga1:d
a SpecifIC timeCramc (or their withdrawal WIder the War Powcn
Resolution.
The situation did not makecongrc:ssiolW lcadersany less wary
of the polilic:aJ risks involved in ca.lling for withdrawal aftcf" their
n:pc:ar.cd SWCIJIenIS of general suppon (or the P=ident~
Lebanon policy. However. it did make thcm morecletermincd to
(ora: the pn:sidcnt to invoke the War Powers Resolution. Their
aim WtIS to do it by agn:emct1l, in order both to avoid the
proc:cdwul risks and ma:hani=l consequences of a din:cl
confrontation and to aclline a COI1lCllSUS between the two
bntl1dtcs on the pwpose and duration orthc Marines'pn:senc:e in
Lebanon.
Negotialions proca:dcd amidst cvenCS that colUinued to raise
the stakes for both braDchcs.. In carty September. some 2,000
M&rincs -rc aaigu.cd to a U.S. naval squadroosWimlccl orrtbc
LcbaDese com Allbougb lbiI action wu gmenIly perccM.d II
ZDlicipating an increase of U.s. (orces baed in Lcttaaoa. the
President maintaillt:d that tbcse troops -rc DOt pan oC the
pcza:keeping deployment and did not require swutory authorimtion under the Lebanon Emergency AssisuDcc Act. Then.
after two more Marines were ki1Ied by rocket ftre, U.s. warships
began a bombardment oC Druse Moslem attilJcry positions and
the Pu:sidcntauthorimt Marioecomml.DdcBtocallindcCemi~
air strikes on their own WtWive (rom the warships offshore.
The inability oC Congress and the While House to pIIa: lbiI
~n within a mutually acx:cptable rramework for consultalion and decision-making wa rurther complical£d by disagRcmenCS between the House and Senate, which, in tum, were
aagmvlU.ed by disagftemencs bct_ House and Sena.!C Democrats. Each camp, ho~'CI', recognizxd that ics own weakndscs
would eventually requi:lc a compromise.
While the President remained adamant in his refusal to invoke
the War Powers Resolution and indicaIc the antic:ipau:d dwa.tion
of the deployment, Admini.stntion officials ~ that the
White House could not afford to jeol*1lizc the gczlCraI wi1lingness that Congress had thus Car sbown to back the President's
policy in Lebanon notwithstanding the "war powers" debate.
And, dcspile their determination to Woke the Ptaident aa:qn
Congress u a panner in shaping lhat policy. Congressional
leaders round themselves (ragmented in proposing the substance
and procedUl1! by wh~ the Administration wCJUld be forced to
do so.
The legislalon, who wanted a decision on duration bwlacked
a consensus on a reasonable timdramc.. understood tIw the
prospect of a ~o baltle made it vinually impossible to invoke the
War Powen Resolution through legislation. TI!cy also understood. however, that both present and future political consider·

alions ClIIdc it abscluWy impoaiblc Cor tbaD to coacede
impoteDCC on the DIIIlaI .hicb bad led Co1raR:u to mac:t the
War Powm Raohitioa in die filii pIaa:.
ID tcnm of die Ialu:r~ tbe cwmuaIcompromite
in We Scp!I:mbcr bctwI:eD Coap:ss aad die PraIdmtembodial in the Mu!tina!ional FORlII ill LcbaDon Resolution
(Public Law 98-119)-caa hardly be coasidcn:d a display cI
IlmIglb, let alone a vi::l=y, Cor CongrcD.
The gist of the compomic raolulioll wu ~ struigblCCJfWlld: WbiIc swiq that CDG!inaa:I U.s. panidpadon in tbc
pcaccta:pinaCormwu aca:sary to IICbi.cv.: "lID ascmia1 Uailcd
SWI:s Coreign policy objcdive in the MiddIa Eat,.. ConeraI
rctroxtm:ly dt.cIan:d the War Powen ResoIuIion to be-opeI'ative" as of August 29, 1983, aDd, punumt to ill requirements.
proWled spccilic stUtIlOry authorizaUOIl Cor U.s. forces to
ranai.n in Lebanon Cor molbcr cigIItcas months.
But IDIIDy mcmbcn of Congress bdiJ:wd that the eighteenmoatb aulborizaSion wu a lCrious misaak.e, aMnI the Prc:ridatt
a "b1lDkc:br:ct-taIIWIIOWIl to auotber TCIGkiD GulfResolutioa.
And aD IMIl more \'ainI qar:saion Cor IZWIY IDI:IDbcrs of
theCoastinzliotlas Prc:sidmtaad IICc~ of the
Congrrss wu whether the ccmpromise 8I:lUaIly vindicat.cd the
War Powers RcsoIution, in Ii;Izt of the oegotWon' admission
that the Pn::sidenl would only agree to sip the Lebanon
resolutioo with the UIIdem.aIdiq that be would coatiaue to
reject lIlY oblipdon WIder the War Powas Resolutiou iudf.
House leaders pasaiocIIdy cIdeod.cd die compromDc as
dlin!Iina tbc vialrilhy of the War Powm RcsoluJioo aid dcaicd
thII my of its proYisicm could justiIy the kind of c:aI&Ii.oa of
U.s. miIisaJy ~ in Lebccm tha1 0CCI.Imd in V'1CUWIl
following' passage o( tbc ToolWl 0uIf Reso!utioa. Two days
before final paDI&C of the legislation in botb the HOIIIC and
Senate., Speaker O'Neill buttn:ssed theIc &rgWDCDCS with a IcUtt
Crom ~ Reaam providina spec:ific n:&U\IIZlICII:S or his
-inteation-to abide by lbC Lcbancm Emc:rgency Assi1tIInI:c Act if
subsaaatia.I ClIpansion of the number or role of U.s. Con:cs is
required. and to "work toaubcr with the Congrrss with a view
toward taking adio!J on mutually aI:ICeplablc Immw if deployIIICIIt beyond the cigblCCHDCatb period became DCICCSIaI)'.
Upon signiug the Lebanon Resorutioa. President Rcqan left
DO doubtthat be ~ lbiI "War powers"compromise u having •
no amc:lionating effect on the basi.c -cl.i(f_" betMen ConJI'I:St and the Chid Executive over "institutional preroptives. The White House ten of his reawks is 1I10re adWribc apimt
the War Powers Resolution than anendorsement of the Lebanon
compromise. Wamina of the -in.berent risk and imprudencl: of
lICtlingany pm:iteConnula-Cormaldng~ underthe
reponing requin:ment of SCdion ("XaXI). the President qued
once apin that "the initia.tioo of isoWcd or infrequent KIS o(
violence apinst United Slates AImed Forces does not ncce:ssariIy
constitUIe actual or imminent involvement in hostilities. Questiooing the -wjsdom and conuiwtionalilyw or the tiJDe..
t&bIe for withdrawal under section 5(II),the President stated that

"'the impositioa of S1dI ubiuuy and in1Iaible deadlines ae=a
UDwiJc Iimiwioas CD pn:sidential authority to deploy Uniud
Stau:s Fon:c:s in the iDterests of Uait.cd States naIionai sccwity.FmaIly, Pn:sidem Ragm made dear thal his signing of the
resolution did DOt -cafe my of the authority w:sud iD me WIder
Uai!cd Staus Amtr:d Forces.- nor could it be ~ as lI.IIy
actaowlcdgcmatt that tbc Pn:sident's COIISIiwdonallll1hority
caD be impr:rmissib:Iy imriD&cd by statute. that COIIFUioa.a1
authcIrimIion would be n:quirl:d if and wta the period specified
in aaioll 5(11) of* War Powas lU:solIWon migbt bedl:::mcd to
have been trigp:ral and the period bad c:xpiRd, or that ... the
MuI!inatioaal Fon:c in LebanoIl Resolutioa may be intcrlImed
to revix:the Ptaidcnt'sconstitutional 3U1horityto deploy United
States Armed Forces.-

The Smat~s timid action in m4nly requiring
PnsidIf1u &agan 10 repnr' 10 COngrt!3J on his
policy 01providing U.S. naval escorts lor reflagg~d
Kuwaiti uznken cannot evm rise to the prtlertW 01
an eJfon 10 vin.dkIIu the War Powm Resolution.

If the Pn:sidc:t's Sb:teIDCntS doudcd the iauc of ",hat
CoDSJaoS had pined by vinue of ics compromise, su.bxq1lClll
IMnIl quietly prcMkd evidaa: thal it bad pmr.d lIOUbIe and

1iuJcds::.
On October 23, 1983,just dnea~ aftu Pn:siI!= Ragan
bad made Consrcss an offic:iaI partner in the Lcba.non deploy1DOlt, a terrori1I vdlidccanyinatons of cxplosivesdec:imalt:d the
Marine barracks zt the Beirut &Upon. killlng mon: than 240
Mari.ncs. The CragiIe consensus on deplo,ment quickly Ixc:unc
another c:asua1ty of the blast.
Twodays Wer, Pn:siden1 Reapn put the "warpowcn" dcb3te
bact to square one wben be IauodIcd aSllqJrise military invaion
of the Caribbean isIaDd of Grenada. Stwuxd legisIalon could
only sputter a mixture of suppon and constcmatiO!1, wondering
wbethcr the Lebanon Resolution had -compromisedw their
ObjectiOIll to yet another military venture by the Commnnderin-Chid.
Today, with U.S. military forces already involved in ~osti..
itics- in the Persian Gulf, one can only mana a1 the Senate's
irmalutioo after repea!Cd disavowab by Pr1:sidcnt Rapn and
yet another CX1eDded "war powets- debate. This time, ics timid
action in lDCIdy requiring President Reapo to repon to
Coagras on his policy of providing U.S. naval =On! for
rdlaaged Kuwaiti tankers cannot even rise to the pretense of :to
dJon to Yindic:ate the Will Powers Resolution. And the history of
the Lebanon Resolution eliminates all but.lack of will and loss of
memory ajustirlCalionsror the Scrwe'sdccision to sidestep once
apia the responsibilities of Conpss WIder the 1973 law.•
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Senator Adams' Gambit Paves the Way
for Vote on Tanker-Escort in the Persian Gulf
by Allan Adler
hen S.I.Res. %17 was a1Ied up before the SeNte
on December4lut yur. it teemed thatthnponsorof
W
tht'mt'.l5urt'. SeNtor Brock Adams (()'Wash.), Nd pulled off
dn t'"traordin.try ft'at of parli.1mentary legercielNin. After
months of evasion through procedural wrangling ~ extended deb"e, the SeNte suddenly appeued to be confronted with an uNvoidable "war powers" vote on authoriling the U.S. tanker-acort operation in the Peni.an Culf.
How hul this come to put7
The £nSwer lies in prvvisiON of the War Powers Res0lution, the statute enwed over a presidential veto in 1973 to
help Congress exerdse it. constitutioNl responsibility for
detennining whether U.s. Armed Fon:et will engage in war.
Relying on thew provisions u they Mel been interpreted
during the 1983 de~te over authorizing the continued
deployment of U.S. Armed Forces in ,trife-tom ~
Senator Adams sought to trigger a procedure which would
force the SeNte to vote on applying the War Powers
Rewlution to tht' Pf'fS~n Culf escort operation. Though the
stratagem did nut succeed, it may h.1\1t! bid the groundwork
for future success if ~ts warnnt another such effort in
connection with U.S. forces in the Penian Culf or elMwhere.

The "Hostilities" Issue
The basic premise of the War Powers Resolution is that
the President is nquired to.submit a report to CongrHI
within 48 houn aftrrU.s. Armed Forces are introduced "into
hostilities or into si~tioN where imminent involvement in
Mhlilies is clearly indicated by the cimlmstance."ISection
.&l0I11Il! Congress then ".19 six ty day, "aftrr a report is
submitted or is nquired to be submitted" to decbre war or .
specilicaUy authorize the continued use of such forces: if
Congress does not ~, tht' President must termiNte their
deployment. 15«lion S(bl! See FirV Prilrlil'itJ. Novemberl
December 1487 for the text of the sutute.nd more detailed
.ru"ysis.
M • general rule, Congress may have assumed that it
could depend upon the President', c:oopention and andor in
reporting whether U.s. Armed Forces h.1ve been deployed in
the face of "hostilities." But what if the President refuses or
othrrwise fails to mUe such a report. despite facts that
would dearly Sftm to require one?
This contingency i••ddressed by the requirement that
.uthoriution or withdrawal of deployed forces must ottur
within sixty days "after a report is submitted oris rrqllim"'f,r
,,,,,,""'m by the President (emphasis added). Acconling to the
btt' Senator Jacob /avit. (R.N.Y.I. one of the authon of the
War Powen Resolution, the phrue "required to be submitted" wu intended for thOR ,ituations where the Pres-

ident has not submitted a report md Congress must resolve
an unbiguity or dispute resarding the conditions of deployment. In such cases,lavit' explained. section Sib) "enabllesl
the Cungress ... to start the sixty-d.ly dock running ..
effectively .. if the President h.1d filed a section "(.11m
report.-

The LebanOli Precedent
In the de~te over Lebanon, u in the debate over the
Pen~n Culf. Congrets was confronted with President
Reagan', repeated refuu1 to «knowledge that the U.S.
forces at is.ue were confronting "hostilitta" or "Imminent
involvement in hostilities." Despite biputiMll entreaties
from the SeNte Furrign RelatioN CommitUe in September
and December of 1982. the President denied that the U.s.
troops were at risk and that the War Powen Resolution had
any .pp!iation to their deployment in the volatile Beirut

area.
This impute continued until August 29. 1983 when U.s.
M.rine positioN came under mortar. rocket and ,nWIanns
fire. resulting In a toU of 4 Marines killed and 24 more
injured. In notifying Congress of the cauaJties. President
Reagan conceded only that the Muines were encountering
"sporwic fighting. "This proved too much for then·Senator
Ch.IrIes Mathw IR-Md.l. a senior member of the Foreign
Relations Committee and an original sponsor of the War
Puwen Resu/ution.
On September 12. 1983. SeNior Mathiat inttoduced a
joint resolution ror the purpose of trigsrring the War Powen
Resolution and authorizing a continuation of the Lebanon
deployment for ,ix months. The resolution provided that the
Sixty-day ~riod for authoriution or withdrawal had begun
on August J 1-18 buun oIfter the triggering "hostillties- occurred and immediately upon expiration of the time period
for submission of the President's report.
The basic thrust of the Mathias measure wu supported by
then-SI!Ntor Charles Percy (R-UL). chaimwI of the Foreign
Relations Committee, who had anticipated it in a December
1982 Rourspeech conEinning th.1t "the wu powers resolution
. provides an expedited procedure for the consideration of
such a resolution and any Member of Congress an i~titute
this ptoces.•."
The "priority procedures" set forth in HCtion 6 of the Wu
Powers Resolution were designed to ensure that Congress
can tne ~sary oICtion under section SIb) within the
requisile sixty-day ~riod. It provides that a joint resolution.
having been introduced at leut thirty days before the
expiration of the sixty-day period triggered by the -hostil-lties" reporting nquirement. would be referred to the

l
f

fOfl!lgn. Relations Committee for oICtion no later than
IWf'nty·four day. before expiration of the sixty-<lay ~riod.lf
Iht' (ommittee acts on the bill, or fails to take timely action
~nil i. ilischarged of further oblfsoltion, it would beconle the
~ndin8.business of the SeNte and be voted on within three
JAy•. If passed. the resolution would go to the House Foreign
A,bln Committee for House action under a similarly
f.~ittd time-frame designed to faciliute final action by the
C..rnSn!Ss prior to the expiration of the Sixty-day ~riod.
For the Lebanon de~te, which was thl!n bogged down
",,1 h inler- .nd intra-branch haggling over policy and tactics,
Ihf Significance of triggering thesixty-day time-fnmeof the
W"r rowen Resolution quzddy became apparent. Three
.uys "heir SeNtor Mathias had introduced his resolution.
Sen~te Democrats introduced their own legisbtion to trigger
Ihe sjlttY.-day ~riod under the War Powers Act without
prOViding .ny specific authoriution for elCtended ilpployment. Faced with thf' prospect that the ml!e".hanicaUy-driven
,I.tutOry procedl.ln!S could force an imminent vote under the
War Powen Resolution. the Reagan Administration began
Mgotiolting with legislaton in earnest. and devised a comprumise resolution which President Reagan signed into bw
un O<tober 12. 1983. Though the President and Congress
rontinued to publidy disagree about whether the Wat
Puwen Resolution imposed any obligations on the President
With respect to U.S. forces in Lebanon. the pnctial effect of
Ihot compromise resolution was to achieve the basic objecti\lt!
of the joint resolution inttoduced by Senator Mathin-

Congress was am{ronlal with Pnsidml Rttlgan's

rtfusal to achwuJltdgt thal U.S. forus rom

am{ronfing "hosfilifits" in Btinlt.
congressiunal invocation of the War Powen Resolution and
fnolctment of specific authorization for the lebanon deployment within the statutory 6O-<Iay ~riod.
.

I
~

Senator Adams and the Persian Gulf
The lesson in this bit of recent history mu.t have struck
home with Senator Adam. after he and SeNtur loweU
Weicker IR-Conn.) Iud labored unS\lCCe$.fuUy for nearly
two months lut fall to invoke the Wu Powen Resolution in
connection with U.S. military operations in the Penian CutE.
On November 10. a bttle more than two weeks after their
efforts resulted in the SeNte', anticlimactic uloptlon of the
Byrd·Warner amendment (see finl Prillliv/ts, Novemberl
December 1987), Senator Adam• .sought to trigger the
priority procedures of the War Powen Resolution by
ontroducin"g S.l. Res. 217.
Structurally similu to the Mathw proposal of four yean
~go, 5./. Res. 217 Slated that the sixty-dolY time-frame for
Authoriution or Withdrawal of U.S. forces used to escort oil

tanken in the Pl!nian Gulf had begWt on October 14-the
date on wl-.ich U.S. forces fired upon and destroyed an umed
Iranian pbtform in retaliation for an Iranian missile attack on
a U.S.·fIaggl!d tanker four day. earlirr.1t specifically .uthor·
ized the continued use of U.S. forces in escort duties for only
another six months utet the expiration of the 'ixty-dily
period. Sincl! President Reagan has never submitted a
Section 4(011(1) report in connection with the Penian Cuff
o~ratlon, S.I.Res. 217 wasdearly premised on the ;assertion
that such a report was "required to be submitted" .uter the
events of October 19. Upon introduction. it wu rpfl!rred to
the Senate Foreign Rl!btions Committee.
On November 30, the committee', failure to act upon
S./.Res. 217 within the requisite priority timl! limils of Ihe
War Powt'n Resolution resulted in .In order which discharged the committee from further action .and placrd the
measure on the Senate calendar fur consideration befort' tht'
end of the sixty-<lay period. Under .the tt'rms of Section O.
S.I,Res. Z17 would then becomt' the pending busin"' for
"equ.t!1y-divided- de~te and a vote within Ihr~ days.
By agreement, on December 4, S.I.Res. 217 W.I. ,.tUed up
on the5eNt';f1oorsubject toan immedlatl! pvinl,.f urdrrby
Senate Mo!jonty Leadrr Robrrl Byrd ID-W VoI.I. The b.ui.
for Byrd's procedural challenge was th.t Juring t'ulil!r
attlltnpts 10 invokP the War Powt'n Resolution "the Senate
declined to decide th.1t hostilities exi.t,- Byrd claimed that
"1g1tU1ting thit resolution privileged status under the law
would negate those previOUS actiON of the Senatt'. Accordingly, I r.aiH the point 01 order that this resolution is not
entitled to the expedited procedures created by the law "
The majority leader', motives in seeking to thw.u t Senoltor
Adams' plan may have been b.ued more in Sl!nate expediency
than on any real objection to the procedure involved. ~aring
n!!puRsibwty for planning and. moving the Senate', It'gislattve agenda. Senator Byrd had previously acted-in de·
~ising his Cetom compromise with Senatur lohn WoIrnl!r,
(R·Va.l-to prl!Vent the controversial Persian Culf -war
powen- debatl! from blocking other Sl!nate floor business.
Now, under pressure to romplelt' work on buJ~etary
legisbtiun in ordrr to uljourn before Chrislm~5. ht' w.u nut
likely to oIUOW the priority nquirements of tile Wolr rowers
Resulution to consume KoIllt timt' oiInd biputisan .pirit in
both houses.
Even so. the point 01 order was sulistantivrly grounded in
a procedural o.,radox which explAins why congressional
action under the War Pow en Resolution is so dif&ult 10
initiate in the absence of a presidential-hostilities- report.
like the traveler who is given impossible directions. the
legis/ator seeking 10 !rigsl!t the Wat Powen Resolution may
learn that "You can't get ther(' from here."
This is the "point" 10 Senator Byrd's objection. Although
the "hostillties" detennination is clearly a condition preudent oInd silll , .... M'I for activating the Wolf POWl!rs Resolution, it is not" aU clear lunD the e'tistence af-hostilities- is
detennined when the President h.u not submitted a report .u
nquired by the ,tatutt'. Although Senator lavUs I!xrbined
that Congress an start the ,iltty·d.ty clock for oJulhoriUllion
or withdrawal if it isdet~rmined tholt a "hCHlilitif'S- It'pc..rt -it
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~\lm to be; tu.bmitted.. ~ neither ho: nor Ulyonlr ~ hu
o:.pwned who or whlt will det=ine tNt such ~ rrpon if
~ui.trd. Evid.t!\r.iy. ... 5fly.tor Byrd ob;«trG. it is not
I.lINfxUlf')' for Ih.1I de,wminlt!ol'l to tu.v. ~ ~ by the
'pontor of lrsisu.tion tftlr.ing to .&lIlhoriu the continued
deployment of the foTU5 " issue. Moreovu. it doe 1\01
'ppe.ar th.J,t.wop1ion ol such.l dct~rion by the fom&n
Re~tions Commit!H would be ~Ie. since Pftdxly
IN.! ~n inJUMof WI yurwu n<JICQIU~Cllndwi".
At.l minimum. it would ~ IN.I the cielnmimtion woWd
tv.". to be m..de by.l VOle of the howe in which the IoUtheri.Jing !rgisLation it to be itltroduced..
Given II:. imponua of this d.te:rmirv~ to effect1.iding the PUIl'Of<! of the W.r Powers RHOiurion. it ~
nn.ns'l' 1tu.1 Coo~. would FfO"ide .. J~ npditrd
procrss for \esid.llrivc M;tion """...'" 1# such.l detwmiNtion
but not provxIe .I proo:~1 to insun WI .I timely detenni-

By "&"""ml•.. . S.J.Res. 117 was calW "P
on tJu SDmtL floor 5ubjtd tv an immtdiau point
Df onltr by Smabl, BynL
n.l lion ;1 nu.de. Yet, u Xnl.lor A.ums hu dis(QVe~. the
pnoriry pl"OCedurftof 'he W.r Power! RHOlurjgnannot be
uH<i lo .. void fililn".lcr Mod deLio, in d~g the "h<»tilil in"
isille bea.~ they oaly come into PUcy ofi'rr th~ d~ion Ius
IIftn nude . ThWi. the ,uthori..z.Jtion provilio nl of S.I.RH.

211 could not be MX"Ordrd "pnvde-ged , t lrus - in th~ ,bHnCe
of, previoWi - hottiUtic:l - d~termin.jltion, -ind Ihe -ho!otWtI"ckl~tion.. whid\ h.ad been Ihw,ned by ~dlHI deb.lte
.nd procedunl suit.. eould not be ~Y-inced IhfOUlh expeditr:d coruidu:ltlon II' PI" of S·I·R".l.11.
In "'y event, the point of order II luted by Senllor BynI
WII submitted to the Senile wilhoul ~te or Nnhu
dloontion.uwi.. by vola YQlt . wu COlUidered "wdl uIr.tn.BUI this '~I. procedunl ro&dbkO. h.Mi been c:utfulIy
UT1JIied betwren 1M pu"tic:l br:~ Sm.Itor hWru.
thoulh denied his "W" powlfn- YOte on this pa.rt:EWu diy,
hi<! I«1.Ind in "chanle tht SeNte', commitment 10 •
procedure which wou1d ,Uow tht -hoItiJjtid" isI~ 10 be
IddrnHd by the Serule 'I • futu~ time durinl tht tooth
Cunl,,"l. wilhout fint h.aYing 10 o;IVermme fUibwttn uu:I
p"xr:du~ mOltKm' for delsy . By uru.nimOIll COOMI"lt, it w .....
CKUered ltur. for th ~ ~rof thisConSftlJ,·' point of
orou nile.:! by .:lnY Se""lor '&liMlthe priVl[qd II-iNlof,
mUlun thll Ius ~n lsid before Ihe s..n.u~ IIld inirWIy
idmtifnd u pri~·i1e-ged for I;OMidentign upon its in troduction W>dtr th~ Wu PO~r1 R~ution . .. stull be
lubminrd dire:tly 10 th~ SeNte- ,nd decided by YOte dter ~
hour1 of -rqIl.l.Dy-dividtd" deblle.
The fsle of Ihe U.S. forus still enl~led in eI(On duty in
the Penl,n Gulf ClnnOI, of count. be prediclrd. 'tet, it is nol
unli~!y th;at the Serut! procedure .Copln.! on ~mber ..
will be employed 10 ~tnle .nolhu retQlution introduad
by Sen.-tor Adim, sometime befon the end of Ihe looth
ConITe". A, IUd! time. it wiD be uen whethuCoogre,.u.n
find " wl y to gel on with it. ,,"polUibtlitiH undu Ihe Wu
Power1 ResolUTion. be-ginning.. u It must; with " d~lermi
n.-tion Ih;at the mjuislle -hostilitiet- e><isl . •

.",

... - ...

.~

'.'

It 15 at ~/J t.' mes. necessary. and mort' partlcu/arty so during the progress of a revolution
(HId .un~'l nght Ideas confirm themselves by Stabit. that we frequently refresh our
patriotism by reference to
.
~

First Principl~§AI~
Who's in Control?
The Constitutional Struggle Over War Powers
by

Guy M. Stem

hi: eommitlDClll of United Sw.a fOra::! ilIlbe Penian Gulf
10 prolt:Ct the sea Iano:::s Dna: :apm ~ \bI: ilsuc of th£
liI.won of n:iponsibiliry bttwttn the Conan:u and t.ho:: Ptaidc::zt
ID d.cci,.ions \0 1"11 to wac. This issue prome., )':C anothn Ic:uoo 10

T

stdcoundinllhc Constilution upon i1$ 200th anni~. But
\b:; dcboile u~ tqond mc:rdy undasWldiq and ineofl'O"
the Framet1' intmt; it cuo;omplWC:l the proc:aIun:s and
...~ for canyins OUI 0111 nation" romp! policy in tho::

.u.n,

..".,.jcm .... orld.

The CurutiluUon distribute the war mU.inJ powers bdwcm
'hi: ~ti,'C and 1M c.xcr;utive brat.ll:ha.. Tho: Conpas w the
~ 10 da:lue W"II and 10 nix and suppon \be:&llllilld rem=;
Lhr Praidmt is \ht; CommaDdcr-tn-oud (with the ~pan::nl
"Ihrttnt .whonly \0 Kpcl sudden ;utao::u apinst U.s. tnritory
&.lid penoru). YctthcRiI ~ttlc~tonbo wlhisdl.·isionor
•• thurity should IYWIt.
TIle inlenl o(the Fraoxrs on this issue: hat been debated lono
'rd. wilho.ut 2Jly (leu «:3OJution. llIc hisloriaJ record pn:sCllts

c:vKIaK% for UJIlmCIlU equally pcnliaUvt no ather !ide.. No
J ustice J.:l$on COlIWllC:Qtcd on this vcy issue ill lID CIDCIiCUIl"mOe
10 the StttI Seimn: c:zso:::
J IISI .. haI 0lIl

fotd"aIhrn<lid~(W-.ldb.o.... ............

h.ad !My f<lf"C::lml II>OdcnI __ liti<>N. m.... be eli ........ from

~ .~ as ~ .. lho drams J....po. '" alkd
Uf"IlI 10 onlCI"JI=. for Vbaroah. A onuury -...I • half (IIoOW '''0

cmluna] 01

p~

dcllalc

rovlt.. 1M only ... pplia
IOUlta 01\ oadI
caned DCb other.'
nC\

rapcetal

w

dlutuly.pecuWi.oa yiclW

IDI>n:

.as. 01

1\0

or lo::u apt qu.oualortl from
any quo=ion.
~Iy

n..,-

I~ wIullitLII: .1.1la1tiolllbqdid pay to fumltll ;&ffain. the IHX
xnum:cnl the F..-.= lJUde da.r was IIx dttp dimwt of
e.u;1u.s1'~ UCCUtL,"C contl OI of the wu powen; Ittnr a'·cnio n
5lmlmcd from lhrir upn-icncc under 8rilW\ colonial rulc..1Jld in
particular under !be 8dtW\" ppointed w.u, I O'"CTOOD. TIle
((Q"''''''''' <)II PO! ' 1)
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Who's In Control? The ecnstltuUonai struggle Over War Powers, mruinutdfromptllr I
CouIiDemaI Ccmgrc::"J. .,-'1 ., most of the aewIy dra£tcd Slate
constilutioas, provided for cm:::nsM: IqpsIaIM: CD1IInI1 Ova'
foRigo aDd aUli1ary affairs. Tbc dnClas oS !he ~
Ihcrcfon:. sougbl co provide a baIaIx:c bcrMaI the IIJIZIIIFIICZIl
of war ODICC begun (ck:ady ID c:u:cuUve fuDtUoo--lqislalM:
coauol OYCI' GcDeraI Wasbizlpn in the carty pans or the
Rc:volulionary War prowd disasuous) IDd the iJIjJialclccision 10
CUSU&C in Will' (a rigbt rt:SC:rWd for the repl'C:SlCDUliva of the
people). The n:suIt caIkd for shmd collbOLz
Tbc SaWc Fordp Rdations Com:uitr= anic:WataI this
. coaclusion in 1973 in ilS rqIOn on the War PO'iftn ResOlution:.
['IlbcCommincc muma iu W:w dw \beCoasUtulioa is cot a
all impra:iIa ill aIIoc:ama \he war powerI; an the COIIUVY. \be
Coasti1Won is ctUitc spa::ilic-a \be Frmxn intmdcd it 10
bc-iD Pica CoqJaS tile &IIlbority 10 cIcI:idc ad pIiDa to _
&lid ill siWIa the PraIdaIl :be audiority... Comm&IIdI:r-iDo
Qid. 10 Iapoad 10 &/I c::arpIICY m1 to COI1IIIIIPd tbc amcd
rcm:aona:acollflicl is UIIIIcr1ny.m brid.theComtinzDoa~
Coupaa tile audIority to lab tile II&Iioo iIII.o _ . wbr:lbcr by
rormal dcdaRIioa 01_ or by ocba IqjsWM Dam, mel tbc

Praldcnt \.be CAbGrUy to conducl iLl

bucmeriul

Whal
siDCC the raaifu:aticn of the Constitution is a
general coaccssioa by Coaaress of iIS shan: of tbe
powers
10 the PraidcaL Over tbe lICKI ISO yean. Congress bas come to
yield tis powa' 10 the Presidcul in virtually every miliJary
enga&ICIIJCIU of IrOOps iniliaud by the PtaidetIt, c:uIminazina with
the ViI:uIam W:v:.

war

This SUlC oi affairs deYdopcd as anx:h rrom congressional
deferral to the Praidcat I I from presidentW "Usurpation" of
Congress" role. The point. however. is Dot who is 10 blamefor the
c:hanSIC of swus: ra1bcr. the point is bow Coagrcss em IDd
should ItICS1Ablish ilS role in the war making uea.

Congrea Reaaertllta War Power R~Ues

situatioas _); ihc resolution n:quirI:d thai the Pn:sidCDt
coa.\UI1 witb Cougrcss wbeneYc:r reasible before S£Ddiq IrOOps
inIO armed con£lict.s
HeariDp and dcba&r:s CDII%inucd in Coagrcss CMt the IICX1
lhn:c JQIS&S the
Vicuwn pcni.ucd. £IICb home paaaI iu
own 'Ja'IioD of a war powers act in 1972, but the two houses were
lmable 10 r=dI acompromiscdurUza thai sc:ssiotL' 141973. with
the Pn:sidcnt having withdr;avm U.s. troops from V"ICCIWD,
Congress n:convmcd cIetCImincd to aD:rt its authority iDendiDa
III U.s. iIl'IoMmml in 5ouLhea1l Asia-U.5. IIIi!iWy involvement still eontillual in Cambodia. July I. 1973. saw the lint
IcgisIaIiOIl e\'a" pwcd 10 Iimi1 Unill:d Swcs military accivity ill
SoU1hcasl Asia; a biD 'HI passed requiring the Pn:sidcm to a=c
III bombing of lIIdochina by August 15. 1m: House I!Id Scnale
theu took up battIc Ova' how to control the PrtsidClll dwina
flllUn: military ~

~GlConvaaCllWllll:l'llallOcolII~iDlI1idel.
.uon 80ftbc ConsIiIWon.

or

~ 5 ~uim1 Congress's panicipatioo and approval ror
!be~ of ~ aDd ewsy usc of miIiwy fOlQ:. tbc only
CltI:qJUOIllIo this reqwn:mau \1ia'C 10 allow for the IICCCSIily of
~1I&I.~waJ amidst hoi c:ombaI beyoad tbiny days and
!be ~ty Conarcss to mcmble due 10 an anDId I1Iac1.
Critics daimcd the bill was cowardly bcc:awe it aUo'4'tid
~asn::u 10 (ora: ~ ~ 10 IICl without ~ IIDY action
iIxU'-if~cmgn:ssdid DOthins. the JOday period would end and
!he ~t. would haw 10 witbdraw. Bul the aI1cmaliw,
reqUllUli a maJority vote 10 order. withdrawal. would be IIIhjcct i
!O the P:~" WID; thaua:uano would have Icfi Ibc PrcsidClll :
In ~Y the same positioll as be would be without the '
1qisWion.ll would dfcail'dy BIll Ccqn:ss.. po-=n.
:
More aa:uraldy, the bill simply n:pracnUd a CIWliOUl, and ;
OQC could say a skeptic's, ~
all uses of fora:. 1bc bill
presumed apinu such usc. and put the burda:I CD the President ~
todcmo~trau: ilS ~ty. The biD WID IIDI mew to CIlCC\IrQjp: I'
~II&I.
~ ~n. Oa the ccmuaty. it was -IQ
~~! 0b.icc.tive of this biU to brinathe COIJ8RSI ••• inIO 1.11
IIll£Al.iOIl IIlvolVUla U.5.lorccs in hoatiIitia allD C&rty
lDO~t. so that Conarcsa.. &I:lions em be CDeaaiD&fuJ and I
::r~~ terms of alWiotW da:isioa n:spa:tinatheCll1}iDa 00

"!

Senate BID 440

440-_1

u.;rua

Congn:ssiocal opposition to prcsidcnIiaI WIt matins bdghlent;d as the WIll' in Vicmamcontinucd tocsalasc throusb the la:c

1960s. In 1969. the Senate passed the "NaU.mal Commitments
R.c:soIUlion." a 1I0n-bindina "sense of the Scnau:" resolution
asscrtina Ihe need rorjofm legislative and executive Ilpproval(by
tmUy. stalUtc, or cooc:urmu resolutioll) before the engqelIlClll
of any U.S.lrOOps ouISide of u.s. t.emtory."
In 1970. the House overwhelmingiy passed a war powers
resolution !hal n:cogniml the Praidcnt's authority to use (oree
without prior congn:slional authorization only in extraOrdinary
and cmCfacneY siluations (allhough it did nOI s~y. w~t W.

I

CfJDuJ I

or

Mr. Pn:Iidcm. the warpowus bill iI DOlatippiPaGlthe bUDce ill

ravw

ofConpal; itil_ ~Gl \be baII!II:e 0IIdiDId ill
tile ComIiwlion, but " is _ ~1ishiDa 01 tIW baIanc:o ill
tcqMl witb \be IXIIlCailicI mel ~ 01 tile IDOdctu
world. It is a bill to maR dI:ar 10 a r= EzI:cwiw dw be is
IIIIhoriml by CoDaraa 10 ct ill alituaion of ralCIIIaFIICY. bul
if bc should \I)' 10 _
!rom tIw ~ sWatioa iDto a

. Rcspond~ 10 ~ qucsUeniua of -.babcr Coapa:s could
IDlpo$C Iny time limicWon on the President .. power to n:pcI, or
fon:stall, In attack on the UniUd States. the Couuaiucc Report
res~.
The .bill rcja:u \be bypcKhais dw \be ~ if it _
ph~ able 10 IIXCt, oniIfU noc IUppon fully all na:asary
~ to Iq)CI an mad. "POll \be naian. Rdual to &:I
ur~wdy by tile ColIp:SJ ..utzln the specified time period
I:pCIClUIlcmasmcy aaioa 10 rqxI &/I auct COttId onIJ indiQIc
the most ~ quouioos &bow \he bona rlClcs olille aIIkpd(sicl
&ltadr. at" unnunml tluw of an altacIL II

~sWatioaof_wishout\beClClGXlltofCoqraa.DIII

only wiD hi: haft 10 abuIe \be CoIlSlitution; be wiD ha-..: IOviow.c

In 1969. mcmben or Congress began to deYdop 1egisWi0D

rmal

I

or

The 5cna%C vasion or the Waz Powcrs AI:l-S.
cra.ftod by 5cuatDn JavilS, £asIcton. aDd SICIUIis. Like so many
qislalive ttams, the lhn:c brousht tosctbcr a aU oS ideology.
~ aDd mociw indraftiaa tbcir biD. But they &D qru.d CD
the DCCd ror the ~ to rcauat ill ~ role in the
maId:Ia proczss. 10 the ~ words
SaIalcr
HBShaway durina the Door debate CMt the 5aJa:c biD:

\be~of\aw.t

that would clarify aDd 5lADdardizc !he wu po\W:r relationship
bcrwcaI the two brancbcs. The result was the War Powers
Resolution of 1973. The
bill. as passed illlO law ~
PresidClIl Nixon.. veto on Novc:mber 7. 1973. was the result or a
siSllifICll11 compromise between the two houses that coaadcd as
much lIS it U1CIUd Congress.. authority mel ability to restrict the
Prc:sidc:nt's UI1iIa&cruI WIt powas.

I=s IllIiady and IIII'IttIy

bIIm:c wbic:ta baa ba:a~ by pnaice ill 0IIr 1Iistory .....
c:IimaicaiJy (sic). ill _
dradc:t.II

warm

war

Scmoa'

011 tile wonts. mazziq aid imaIt 01 tile COtISIiIutioa and thu
IqIrQI:NI, .iII lID hiu.oric K1Ufl, • ~
tile ClOrISIilurion

Thc Senate biD WIll designed as an articuIaIion of the origiually
intCllded n:IaIionship between Congress I!Id the Pn:sidcm wbilc
PrC:SCninS the President's inherent powers. In funaion. the biD
pve prior congressional approval for lhe PR:sident lIIIiIatcraIIy
lO.commit U.S. forers into bosti1i1ir:s in a limiud l1umba of
~ situations COas1s=l1 with the PrtsidCIII's inhcmu
powen. III all other situations wbcrc tbcrc was 110 c!cdanUion or
war IDd DO specific statwory Ilpproval. the Pn:sidCDt was
pra:luclcd from committing U.S. troops without c:oup:ssional

The Rcpon n:r~ 10 a IWmlcnt by Abraham Lincoln in
1848 I I pcrlulps the c:lca=t admonition of Ihis problem:
AIJow the ~ 10 illYlIic -l!Ci&hborina IIIboIl. whennu lie
~ deem It DCClCIW)' 10 Iq)CI an iIIvuion. lAd you wiD allow

him 10 do 10• •~ lie azay ~ 10 RY be dcam it
him 10 maItc.., a
plcaswe. Study to sa: if you CID rill &/Iy WM to his ~ in tllis
ta~ •.• If. today. hesbollJd "'-toRY belhinbillBaSUy
10 IOYIde Canad~ 10 ~ the British from imadin.1IS. how
coWd ~~u s~op ~1 You may say 10 him. 1_ no prubability or
~ ':t~ iDvadUII us bua he wilJ RY 10 you be silcm: 1 sa: it. if

approval
1bcrc were thftc operational sections to S. 440.

IICCCSWy ror sucll purpo.-&IId you allow

Sudoa 3: Section l of lhe biU articulated three exceptions 10

WIiIatcnI pRSidcntial action: .

..

(I) to Rpd &/I mxIt "POn \.be Unilat SWcs at" ita tcniuIrics or

poacssioas: 10 tate IICICICSSItY and appropriate IUIliat4Iy aaions
in the ~I or sudI &/I aur..k; and 10 ron:sull the cIim:t &lid

•.• the ~ and eon: or lbe bill. It is the cnzciaI cmboc!imcnl r
in lhe war powas rlCld. based on ~

COllpaSlonal &llthorily

. The biUaIso provided rorellpcditcd procedures in-botb houses
In ~rder 10 nWcc the war po"en issue the pending order 01
buslrJCSS as SOon as il is introduced and 10 prevenl it rrom beina
(ClJfIlinwt/ CIIf ~.
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Who's In Control? The ConsUluUonai Slruggle Over War Powers,

bcsynoft'- wiIb mmIy bciftainlorma1 Rab£r.coasuIWioa
in IhiJ prvriI;ioa mana tIIat a da:isioa is pendina OD a problem
-S tIIat Mcm6cn of Coapas lire bcifta &Wd by Ibe PraidcnI
for their .tvia: aad opinions -So in appraprial£ c:izcwmwICICS.
tbcir apptO¥&l of ICIion ~1Ctnp1&tcd. FurIbcmIme, Cor collS\lJ.
wioR to be IDCaIIiIIgflll. Ibe i'raidcnt !Jimsc!( must puUcipac
-S aD inlonuatioD rdIMDl 10 Ibe situalJOO cnUSl be IIIIdc

avaiI&blc. lt

Allhouab this m(uimIxnt is DOl meant to iDdudc aU 535
IDCIIlbcrs of Congrtss. tbcrc is 51iIl no formal or comistcnt
suuaun:in pllcl::tocarryolilthecomulwicnpracripL In 1975,
Scna&or Eagleton introduad a biD to c:sablish such a procatwc
by amcndinS the War Powers Resolution: his bill would have
substituted lhe phrase Mscelt the advic:e and coumd of the
CongmsR for the words ·consult with Congn:u.· and then
dd"uxd the new pfuusc IS foUows:
For ~ of this 1ICCIion. Ibe _nil 'sed: Ibe .svia: -S
COIIIIXI of_tllatlbe I'raidaII. bcfon: WWtaUly~ wbich
would rumly COIIIIIIiI Ulliud S(aza Annal f1InD to bosWiIia.
sb&!l ia cwry pc=ibIcu-discua ruDy Ibe pcaposcddClcisioa
for usia, 5IICb I\mxd FORa wilh Members of Conpas.
incIudina bill not limited 10 the 1IIIj0rily and minority leaden of
the ScMIC -S the HolIICof RcptClllllwiw:s.lbedlairmm oflbe
Armed ScrW:a and IDfCrIWiomI RdsUoIl1 Commitla:s of Ibe
HOllIe or Rcprr:salWiws and sb&!l fuDymmlda tbcir.svia:and
coumd bcfon: CIXI1IIIiUiII& Ibe Uniud SIaUS Armed FORa to
any sucII propoICd cIccision..
ThcbiDwas~

When the Praident does report to Congress under scc:tion4 of
the War Powers Resolution, tJw report does not acceuarily
invoke 1CClioo 4(aK I). whil:b in tum uig:n -=00 5(b) and allows conpssioaal Idioa. Of \he lhina:a tqIOns made siam
1973.oaly ODC oflhanactualJy referred 10xaioo4(a)(I).1I All of
\he other rqJCIt1S refa cithcr 10 section 04(0)(2) (inuocIlldion of
(orca Duo noa-hosIiIc forcisn territory) or SUIioa 4 in gmcraI.
acitbcr of whil:b uisau the 6CkIay Iimil unda section 5(b). The
issue ClCllters on whether \he given situation is one of hostilitia or
imminent bostilities. The phrase Will ItICaIII 10 be over- rather
than underindusivc.
.
Tbc -nt hoztilllin was subWtuud (or Ibe pluu: tInfWd

mnflkt dwiq tbcsubc:ommina: drallilla procas br:caI.Ic it __

considcmS to be ~ btoIdcr in .:ope. In adcIUion to a
situa1ion in w!zicb fi&bIiIII acruaDy hIS bcpn. hoItiJiIia abo
cncompasa a_of conIronwiOD in which 110 sIIoca bPc been
but whac thae is a dc:u -S pcaaII cfao&a' of anmd
coaflia.. -/mminmllrD:tilJlin-dmou:Ia situaion in which Ihaa
is adcv pocetItiaI cilbu for sucb • stale of confrollwioo or (or
aclUII umrd ccm!IicL IZ

rlRd

Until section S(b) is trig:rcd. Congress is prevented !lam
actina under \he Wu Powe~ Resolution. It was originally
&1Swncd that no Ptcsident would fail to report aa:unudy WIder
scaion 04(aK I). In the words of Sc:nator Javits:
Any Pn:sidem who dcrlCS this would be in jeopanly not just
ba:ausc COngres1 c:aII de) lhis. but because if his acrioll1 ani
IIClUIIIy illcpl. 111m he is chaIIcnpd in any COIItxt (Of procuteo

- . be is cItaIIa!scd as to amscripcioa.lIId he is cbzIkopd II
to an,. aaion tatca ponuant to whal cnay be coasidcn:d to be the

-powa-.
1do not bdiIM tIw my Prt:sidcat it Poa to Ily iI:i tbI: C- of
thai wMout baaina 10 C)'I:.u

Similarly, ProCcuor Alcxaader Dickel ICswted to Ibis same
seatimenc -rberc is no way ODC em ddioc [hostililil:s or
immincn1 bostiIitia) adler than a good railh UIIdcnlaDdina of it
and the assumption th&1 in the CIIlWC Prc:sidcaIs will act in good
raith to clixIwp tbar dill)' to ClICCUIC tbc law•..,.
The pracmcxpcricaa: involviDa the PersiaD Gulfbas demonstrated that the Praidcnt CII2 iadca1 bat his eye and By in the faa:
of Consras by refusinB to report. But the President's intransigena: should not end the issue; SCdion S(b) is uigcmi when a
teport "is lUluircd to be submiu.cd. • The c:ircumsutacc. not the
report itsdl. is whal is supposed to criger \he Wu Powers
Resolution. BUI Consrcss has not bccu wiIlinB to as.xn. nor baYe
\he couru been wiIlinB to determiac. th&1 the Waz Powers
Rcsohllion is setr-initialins. Therefore. withoUiIl report from tbe
Pn:sidenl, Coasrcsa's oDly available r=cwsc is to YOU: to set it in
action. To cIaIc. no Congress bas been Ible to invoke a biD to
trigger the SO day dea4liae. And cmmshould it do so. tha1 yote is
sUIl subject to the Pn:sident's veto.
Thus, DOtWithstandina the intcm of \he dnt&rs of the bill,
Conpsa n:m&ias althe ~ of the P1aidCI1t to be b:ousht into
\he dCIcisiolHDllldns proc;css. CoIIIfCU is bdd in limbo if \he
Prc:sidcnt cbooscs not to report of bostilmcs or imminent
bostilliks WIder 4(11)( I) or irbe vetoeS acoagrc:ssicmd iDvocIIioa,
cmm when: the cin:umstanc:es would cIcarty fan withid the
ia\Cl1dcd 111CU111I8 "r that scdion.

C&nfng tho Problem
1"hcR have been scveraI aucmpu since 1973 to cure Ibe
problems or \he Wu Powas Raotutioa by amending the biD

and by rdnuoduciag the oriainal Scna&e version. Scnaso~
EaaIctoa and Cranston tried in the ~ in 1975 and 1983."
Numerous bilh have been introduced in the Ho\IIC. But suffICient
sup pan hu not been rorthcomias. Now, with the congressionaJc.~tive imp4S1C ova invoking the Wu Powas Resolution
over the U.s. practXC in the Persian Gulf. scvcnl Senato~ have
raised qaia \he pouibility of complcu: r=cnsideratioa of the war
powers issuc.- Such an effort could qu:U the coafusioa by
SIJaIglhcains or Congress's role zlons \he lines of the orip
ScIwc~on..
~

I.

r......,,_

I.
S1wr IIIId n. 0>. •. SGw,.... )11 u.s. 579. 634-15 (19521
(J..u- J~ IIXIL"UIriII&I (f_ _ ocoiu<d).
Z. ~~. w.
Will" I'owtrs 0/
I'midtmIIIIId Conpna:
If700 HoItb
Anows IIIId IIw Ofiw sr-It 1151.116(1911); A. Sot.r. W••

r.

Acvat,..

~A/lcnlllldc- ___ I'bwor.I~(l976~

•

t.

3. S. F4 %2II.9le1 Coa:pas. ~ DflhcCommiII<Ieoa Farrip ItdIbona
(1O~S.~.Ia.I9(1973).
4. ~ A.v. Tbo_ A .\oJ.
7Jw W_M_iIrf I'owtrs
1"ruidtIu: C_1lUnDItIII1IIId r-r-ioIwII trw ~ 1l13)(I932)(fIcrcin.

n-.u.

alter 7Jw W"..MaA:M:r I'b---.)

0/

f..""iIruftJ UI't pqr 17)
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N~,Oea:mIxr

F1RST PRINOPLES: NATIONAL SECURrTY AND OVIL. UBERTIES
Aus. II. 1982 The Sawt 1d0pUd all ~t by Sm.
Bumpas 10 the supplcmmtal ap;Wpria1ious
bill. stalin8 tbal the Symms IIIlCDdmCIIt it b.Id

Chronology of Events Concerning the War Powers Resolution

~~~:~='s:

EiIJItI''$ Nou: 77w/~chronDIooindudar"/Jrq1OnIinnf_,or" War Powm Rnoiurltlll (1IlIIicts#d1nmtllfitl byrrwrtMr)tmd
14 bIs:Grxa wlttnarrpon sItouJdhtMbfm mtJdI{fndktIUdinJnllPllftbylm#), Mt116W:JIM rlli#drrottcIoo _~/fOIft ~
rc-m SInD. War Powm RaoMiDII: ~ Comp/lIIIKr. mw &W{. No. IBlI(Jj() (Mardi 9. 19M and S q . - - 10. 1987),
Ncw. 7, 1973

Coap:ss pmaI tile W.r PoMn RaoIutioD
(P.L 93-148) OWI'tl!nGoofPmidcat Nixon.

(5) April 26, 1980 PraidcntCantrtqlONd. wilbaaSrdcma:1O
!he Was Powm Rc:scIuIiIm. tbc \DC of aiJcnft,

(7)

Hdicopca1 &om five u.s. aanI w:ads CY8P>

10 taCQC Amaic:aD bosIqa Cram IraD
April24. .

1.lascd~~~aDdf_

1974

cian IIIIicmab Cram baaiIiIXs ill CJPIUS. No
rcpon_1IIIIIc.

(I) April 4, 1975

Prr:sldaU FonI reporud, without ciIiIls tile
W.r Powm Raolu1ion. !he me of amxd
f _ in tbc ~ of rdu;r.a Cram
Da:lq aDd olber apons 10 safer _
of

senttbcredwia8theCancrAd~)iII

or

Prr:sidcm Ford I'qIOrUd. wi1boul ciIiIls !he
Was Powm Rr:soIIIIion, CIII!he me of umcd
fcm:a ill tlleCYKU&1iocoCU.s. auiooab fram
Cambodia.

AI)'

JWlC 4, 1975

(4) May

1~,1975

PmidcDI FonI IqIOIUd. witbout QIiq the
Was P _ Rc:soIutica. 011 !he me of zmxd
f _ in !he CVKUUioa of U.s. ciIiz=s aDd
The H_ hdd bariJIp todacrmi:lewbctbcr
the Praidcnt bad complied with lbe Was
~ Raollllicm when he rqlOrud to CoDIfCIS em the Duwla IC&Iift, the mII:IlaIioa of
PIuIom Pad!. the C'l¥\Wiem of Saiaon. azxI
the Mayarun inl:idenL

May 1.1981

PtaidmtFonlrepono:l.~lIOIeohcCliaa

4(aK I) of the W., Powcn Rc:ooIuUoa.-the usc
01 umcd Corea 10 raaII: !he CleW 01 tbc ship
Mayapn. whid! bad bccD sci:zd by CambodiaD naval paual boaIs. This is tbc 0II!y
imwIa: wbm.aica 4(al(l) has ever bcm

A U.s. Nawy

lan4ina

crall n&CIII%aI 263

.~~~~d:
ovaIand COIIYOY ~a 10 Damascus had
becII blocked by hostililies. No rcpon was riled.
(e)

Aup 1976

Two American miliwy pcI1CInneI __ kiIIcd
wllea lhey mum! a dc:IIlilllarim! zone ill
Itora 10 CW down a tree. Reinfcmanmu wac
added 10 the area in lbe mulIina umsion. No
rqlOn _

Id) May 19June 1978

rlkd.

The U.S. IMdc available tnnspon lin:raft 10
provide Iopital suppon COl' BtI&ian azxI
FrcncII _
opmliom in Zaire. No n:pon
was submitud. The Haux bdd bcarinas 011
whEther tbc Pmidcnt had complied willi the
Was PO'*Cn Raolution. A biIl_ inuoduccd
rcqUCSIinllhc Pn:sidcnt to rile a Rpon. but no
Cunbcr acticm ... taka! 011 this taOIution.

01'

DOC

bcina

sinIaIionI of

Aaislam Sccma:y fOt' Coap:aioaaI R&
lions RicIw11 FaUbInb _
CbaitmaI 01
!he HCIIDC Coatmitue 011 foftiF ...". aDd
tbc Sawt COIIIIIIittat 011 Forcilll Rdasi=s,
dacribinaduties oftbc U.s.1IIi!iwy IIIisIioa in
a Salvador aDS "UI &IIIIftI ibis !be ~
mmts of !be W~ Powas Raol1Itioa wiD be
complied with ill a a-ty _1IIDUId tbcy
become appIlcabIc.-

III CrodcIrr II. RftIpL 558 F. Supp. 893
(D. D.C. 1982). dcwn memben or ConIfClS
Illcd IUlt apimt the PftSidcIll. cb&IlcIIaWl his
Klioas of scndin8 .,visas 10 E1 Salvador 011
srounds t1us hi: bad vioWlid the ComIitwioa
aDd the Was Powen Resolution. EWIIUIaIIy.
lheft wac 29 ~ but by JWlC IS.
19II,&IIcquUllUlllbcroflllClllbal(13_
and 16 rcprescnwi_) rtlcd a mOIioa 10
~ in the sull. COIIlCCldiDa tball cumber
of IcaisWM measuftS wen: tbcII peadinl
bdon: ~ UId tIw C~ had had
ample opponUftity to VOle to md millwy
~ to E1 SaMdor if it had 10 wished.

iuvokcd 10 as 10 IrimIcr the ~y dadIine
in scaioll ,<bl.

(b) June 20, 1976

u.s. penolUld -

~bostilitir:s.

odxn fna South V'1GIIaID.
May 7.t.

bcICausc

iDsrodlllZd into bosriliUcs
April 6, 1911

(3) April 3D. 1975

(a) Sept. 29, 1982

ment mcmonndumsaid arqlOn_1IIIlXII:a-

(I)

All&- 19, 1981

U.s. plaaa based 011 tbc curler Nimiu shoe
down 1_ Libyan jcu OWl' the Gull of Sidra
aftu oae of the l..ibylIn jets bad fImI a btas"
-kina mDsiIe. No rtpOft was 1lIcd.

(6) Mu. 19, 1982 President Rrapn IqIOftCd IhI: dcploymmt or
miliWy penoMCI and cquipmm110 tbc Multi1Wi0aal Force and Obscrvm ill thl: Sinai
"amsimm with scctioII ~.K2) of the W.,
PowaS RcsoluUon.. June 9. 1912

The Sea ate Foreilll Rclatialll Committcc
swaI ill its rqIOn 011 SJ. Res. 158 IS. Rept.
97~70) t1us il had spcc:if1Cd in ScaiOII UI of lbe
~ raoluUolI tIw tbc PTaidcnt bas-I
~ obIipsioll under the Was Powcn RcsoIubOIl 10 coasWt with COllpa3 prior to ally
CUlUIe decision 10 commit combas lon:a 10 E1
SalYad«.-

Oct. 4. 1982

PrcsX!eat Rapn rcponcd. "comi1lall wi1b
!he W~ P _ RcsoIu1icm- (but DOl ciIlna
lIlY lCCIioal. !he cIispau:b 011.200 Marilxs 10
Lebaaoa lo_iIIa_ MwtiJwioDa! Force
Cormed 10 help ItIIimaia order iIIl..cbmcm. 011
N_ber 2S. at the cad of the IiJaNay
period. !he Mazitlcs _ stiD in Lct.aoa.
u.s. Districs Coart JDdp: J~ Hem G_
ctismistaI Oodat v. ~ " ' F. Supp.

193 (O.D.C. 1912).

M.,. 9. 1913 'Rep. Gccqe Crodtm rtlcd &1S appcaI of
•
CIOdn, v. RqGn ill !be u.s. Coun of
Appeals COl' the Districs 01 Columbia.
(a)

M~. lB. 1983 The AdlllinistmiOll cIiJpatched AWACS 10
Eupt aftu I Libyan plane bambui a cisI' ill
Sudan, aDd StJdaa aDd Eupc appealed 10 tbc

U.s. fOf assiswxe. No rcpon ... made.

June 23, 1913 TheSupruaeCounSUlXkdowa!belqislali~
device ill INS •• 0!tMJJrd. 462 U.s. 919
(1983). nuDifyiDa ICCIioa ,<e) of tbc W.,
Powas RcsoIWcm wftldI wouJd ba\III rcquUaI
wit.bdJawaJ of IJOOSB IIpOft a CDIQlImIt . - .
Iutioa.

JIIIIC 77. 1913

Jwy 26, 1983

Conar-aa paar:d tbc Lebanon Emcrpuc:y .....
IisWlIle Acl 011913 rcquirirllswutDI'Y author. iuaioa fOl' lOY ~ expansiOD in tbc
IIW11l1er 01' role ill Lcbaaoll of U.S. fora:!.
(P.L-.o).·
The House ~ an &IDCIIdmcnt 10 tbc
Dd"_ AutborizaIiOll bill (aR. 2969) IIw
limit Iht number of accive duty
nilliwy Idvisas in E1 Sa1vad0l' to ". WIlcss
Ibc Pn:sideat reponed tbcm UIIdtr ICCIion

planes _

UlYoMd. No repon

Reapndid 1IOIci!.c tile w., Powm Re!oIuzioa
at tIw rime. IDd raid tbc ~Il with
LcbaaoarulcdoutlOYcombat~

(10)

Au&. 3D. 1983 Pn:sidcnt Rapa sent a tr:amd rqlOI1. " _
sisum ~ !he Wu Powcn Raoluli<lQ.- 10
Conpasahout tbcpWcipationof U.s.1nIDJ
forao iD the Mullilwional Fora: iIIl..dw!ot!.

swina tIw the prniuw da, MIriDe positiom

hadc:ome under rue met lwo Muiacs had bcm
kilIr:d.
SepL I. 1983

Pn:sident Reapo onlcrcd a navallUl; rom:.
iIldudiol !.WI Manna. lilhter plants. IDd
aniDny 10 Ihe sIlora oC 1.ctIaDon.

Sept. 12. 1913 ~ Ratulllllloriza! MariacI in IkiJus
10 call ill aU stnkcs apimI fon:cs shdIiDa tbci.r
posi1ioQ.

Sept. 13, 1983 TheAdmiaisuasionlDIIOunealtbatdd_oC
the Marinos could indudc: tbe . . of u.s. _
JnWa" and aniIIcy 10
cxbcr!Delllbm of
tbe MullillatioaU Force Or the Lebaocsc
InIDJ Con:a ill c:aWa ~

-=

SepL 20. 1983 ~ leaden and I'raldcns Rt:apa
qmd ill pria:iple au. COlIIpI<JalilcmolllliDo
iuvolWta Scaioa 4(aKI) aDd &IIIbormna tbc
Marina 10 mIIIia fOl' 18 IIIOftI!Is. The Pn::s).
deal RilJ maU.taiocd, bowc-vcT, tIw be _ IlOl
baWld by tile W., Powcn Resolution.
SepL 21, 1913 ·The House pasxd HJ. Res. J6t by a VOle 01
270-161. rqcaiaa &II amcndmmt tIw -wei
bawan alfrUllds r« tbc 1Iuop~ in
Lcbaaoll rmleu tbc Praidcnt iIIvokcd scaioa
~a)(11.

ScpI. 29. 1983 Ccm&reSS paucd SJ. Res. 159, ckunniaiq
tIw tbc ~nu of I'Ction ~a.I)1Iad
become <>peraU\'e 011 Au;. 29, 1913 COf tbc
Mari:tc:s pan~ ill tbc MuIIinaIioaaJ
-Fo= ill lebanon wlautborizina the putD.
puiolllO ClUftliauc Cor IBIIIOIIIht. The Scna!c
ICjeaal Staator Byrd's ~ 10 requin:

tbc Pn:sidmllo submillo Ccmp-ess the rcpon
Rquiftd WIlla sa:tion 4(8)( I). This _ lbe
only oocasion wbne Conpas has~ in
iII"Otmg tbc War Powen Resolulioa iIsdC.

1 0 . to

f~ At:.. I, 1983

r\lhln

Au&- 25, 1983 Mariar:s bcpa 10 land ill '.dIaDem. I'Iaidcut .

Sept. 20. 1982 The.coad dispau:h of MariDCs to l.cbaaoa
bqm. The Pret.idcm aIIllOIUICai I amllinatioaaI Coree COIISisIiaa oC fon:a fl"Olll !he
United Stua. lilly. aDd Frua: 10 blcp peIIZ
j ill I.dIaaon.

(el I'cbnIaIy 1911 The ~ of Swc I:UIGIIIICICd the dbpaICh of 20 millwy advisen (10 UIpIIIl tbc 19

V'ICIIWD.
(2) April 12. 1975

011

a Salvldor. By MudlI4, the Admiaisualion
had aulhorized a 101&1
~ Idvixn. The
President did not rqIOn the auwioll WIder
any war powns pnMsion. A SWc Dtpan-

aDd

Au&- 21. 1982 Praid:n1 R=am reponed. without rdCI'tIICIC
10 the W.r Powas R.c:sohIIion.!he disp&tdl of
SOOMarimslOpaniCpucilltheMIIlIizIaioaII
Fon:e &ms!izIa the -..noD of PLO _
ben from emus. L.ebaDon.

Am U.S. 11001" arriw rOl'tbc izIitW sa'cs of
III&IIIMcn CAlled -Di, Pine" ill Hand!UU
5cYmJ thUUlAlld pvuud Ugo", plus wuships

_riled.

Armed Forces coatcmplatcd by Ibe War
Powcn RooIuti=.•

lIeticopun.aDdlllCllillm~~

(I) July l2.t. 13.

(h) Aus. 8. 1983

4(aKI).

Oct. 13.1983

Pmidcat Reqaa rqIOned, "comisuat with
1CCIi01l4 of tbc War Powen RcsoIuUoa."!he
dcploymcm of'- A WACS dcaroaicsumiJ.
IalIoe planes azxI ciaht F·l.5liaJ!tcr pIa:ICI and
pound loaistic:aIsuppOn Con:e 10 anit1 Clu:d
qaiIISt Libya met rdId Ccmz:s.

Oct. 23,1983

ell) Oct. 25,1983

PmidtllIREapll sisncdS.J.Res.I59.butsaid

be did not I&Rt witb all of it and lhillbe w.,
Pa.en Rewlution did IlOl apply.

Momthan.llOMarincs_kilIedillBciMin
acar-bolllb iliad q.insllbe buildinaacar tbc
&Upon wIleR lilt Marines wen: bous:cd.

Pn:sidem

R~ ~ed. -cocWsItm. witb

•

I•

the Will P".cn RaoIUllcln, "Ihal U.S. rom:!
had landed in Omlada. .
(nHIIIIIWd ...., pqr 1011

i
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If is at all timtS
~ntil

Chronology of Events Concemfng the War Powers Resolution, tonIfIaIIdfromper9
Dec. IS. 1983 All cambaa

IIOOpi _ _ nmcMd (rom

IDCIIIbcn: Ibi: Spcaka' or IbI: H_ IIId IbI:
PraidaIt Pro T_ of IbI: Sca&u:; IbI: M.;omy
II1II MiDoriIy Ladcnoflbl: H_IIIdSallle;
II1II \be Cb&inDaD II1II rIIlkiDa 1IIiDoriry_
bas alibi: H_ Foteip Aff&ira II1II Scaau:
Fon:ip RdIIioIll Commiw:a aid thct HOUIIII
II1II Scuat.c Amxd Scma:a aid IcIcIIi;cD

G_

a.da; 300 IUppOI1 (OI'CCI IaI1Iimd.

(i)

r-dl. 7. 1984

Praidmt R.cIpzlIZlllClWllXllf be bid ordcRd
Ibi: MariDcs panici;IaiDa lIS !be MIIIriIIIIioaal
Fon:o III LcbaIloD I'CICIeplo)'Qi co . . off Ibc
sboIa of LcbaDoa, CIIIIiDa IbD US IIIi!iIary
praax.c i:I LcbaDon.

Apr.i . .

The
Uni:cd
SI&II:I' aid
IIIizIiq
01_NicanpzI
IIartIan
_ n:w&Icd
r.aat
CMI'
~-poMD.

Dec. 1986

Nov. 23. I.. F1Iur axmbc:n 01

~ _
Pn:sidcDl
itapI nqllCSlillathllbe tqICIIt 1IIXkI'-oaa
4(a)OII Ibi: PIacDCI: oflnlOpl i:I HaadlnL No
npcx1I bid bcI:Q IlIcd. .

(It) 0cL

(I)

JIdJ' 14, 1916 Unilcd SWa II:IIUnllY pcnoand lad ain:nft
co BoIiviar« IIIIMIrua usisIaIxc. AdmizIisua.
tioD oUic:iab dcI:idcd lhII\heopcn1ioa did aac

10. 1985

N&WJ piIoa izIu:rcIepad m Emtim
~ aid fonxd it 10 l&Dot i:I SiQIy. 1hc
ai:rtiua_c:anyip11bD IIijKKq altll: llalim
c:ruDa sIIip AcJr;i& Uaro .tao hid amnImd
ID AmaicIn citizcJ dIIriD& Ib:ir c:oauoI 01 D
ship. No report _ filed.
Amcricm~aboard

baualion of Hoad~ InIOpI co Ibi: I'f'_
quaD bonier _
co rqJd Nicuqum IIaOpL
Norcpon_1IIcd.

~

ImOrist
Ihcque.

Ubya

10

Coqraa

May 1.1987

Sen. Bynl and OIbcn inuccJuccd SJ. Res. 340
Wit Powcn Rcsohwoa 10 add a
subsection CSI&bIisIIinla pcrmancaI consllllauvc body. The body wollld ~nsist or II

10 amend lhe

_

or
ror

(III May 17. 1987

=~=~~~
Ilc:apu'l ICIYixn

ina

to ~ Praideal

dcbaIcd wIxtIu Ibc situatioa RqUiRd a repon.
bul dcQdcd aaaWt iL aIlhoucb ClOIlSUII.Itioa
« brid'1IlP would OClaIr.

May 20, 1m Scaaary of Swe SllIlIaSllbmincd a report to

~~:::u~::,==
Po.cn ItcIoIIZIioa. II dcmibcd &IJ iDcidat ill
!be PaIi&zI Gulf &lid swallhlllbI: US bid
IDIiaIaiDcd a l1&'l&I pracIIlI: Ihcn: f« ncatr 40
,an II1II tbllthis bad boeIl done pwsuam co
thct IIIIhoriIy of !be Pn:sidcm a ~

air saikc apiIIIl
with Ibi: Wit

~1IyL

The SaI&fc pmaI &IJ IIIIICIXImmt CO IbI:
SupplcmaualApproprillioaa BiD(H.R.11I27)
nqllirina Ibc Sa:reIary of DdcmolO IIIbmila
report coCQapaa prior 10 thct impIemmwicm
any qracmcnt bclwcm thct USIIId ItIlWlUt
U.s. p1'OUII2icm of Itll'nili shi~

izI.OIid.

-~

Po.cn RaoIuIioa. - He said !be saW: _
c:oaduaed ill Ibi: cun:ise of d-<ldcmc wxIcr
Article 51 of Ibc U.N. CIwur. He abo ~
potted IbIIIbc ao;ticn _ a prMIDpUw suite
diRCICd qai!:sl the Ubym =rori1t~
1':111 &lid dcsipxd 10 dCICf lEU or =rorism by

ccmistcat with a bID Ot\ US pasoaad
20 mila al

Mar.ll. 1987 AQ Amerieu milituy adviser. Stall Sat.
Orqgry A. Frooim. _ kiIIrd wbaa \be E1
PIriIo raiIil&ty buc _1IIaUaI by pniIIa
rona ill E1 Salvador. Her _\he fin& :dviIcr
10 be kiIlr:d iIIacombll sinIIIion. &IIhoIzab 1M
ocbcr miIiIary IDI:II ill E1 Salvador hid bam
sIIin. oae oa allllivcnity CIIIIpUa ill 1983 II1II
four ill a czrc ill 1985.

AIrIcric:II1 saviI:aDco _
tilIcd by a
bombina of a West IIatiIl di:sv..

(13) April 16, 1986 The Praidcns reponed m

May I. 1986

_

u.s. rORa, whiII: ~ i:I rl'ClCdoca of
aavipaion acrcisci ItOUIId til: OWf of SidJa,
wmI u&ar:tat by Ubym aIisIiIa OIl Mu:b lAo
111 n:spoax. til: u.s. fUat IIIiaiks II Ubym
vas:b IIId II Surt, Ibi: Ubym IIIimk Ii:c
i:lyolwd. A White HOIQII SWCZIICIIl said tbII
us rOl'CCl _ ocIy proccaiaa Ibi: 12-mi1c
imanalorW _
IIId &inp:II U'IIIIIId Ibi:
owr or SidtL I'rI:sidau Rcapa pro¥idal a
rqIOrt (without IllCllticaina Ibc Wit Powas
RaoIutioa)-iII ~with IDJdaiR 1hII.
!be Conpus be infomat on this 1DIIIa.-The
US ships ended QQ'Cixs ill til: area dzimcd
. by ~"bya 011 Mardi 17.

April 5. 1916

THOMAS PAINE

~GIIRnI~af~JaIy 1195

JIIIIe I'. 1987

n. Sa:muy or Ddcmc submlIud thct

roo

~~~~:=tSiGuIf.-

Ocl.

21. 1m
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us sol:!icn IIId aiIII: hdiaIpIen 'MIl:
irmIIvut ill CenyiDa Hondunm troops wiI!IiII
approaimaldy 20 mila al IbI: Nicalqum

MIiIIiaa i:I .aiWia wiIhiII
Nanp.

u.s.

MIt.25.I916 FOW'U:I:IIUllatllDlmililarybc!ic:apa:rnil!l»
_ _ corerrya

(12) Mit. 17. 1986

First Principlese

SWy

~ wbcn rlClWal- occurriDa bc:nIcm
!be SiIIdiDistas II1II \he COCIUa. lbD aaioa

The ScaIIc approwd a comptOlllise _
reqlliriDI lite Pmideal 10 report to Ihe
Ccnpas oa Ibc \ISO or US l1&'l&I fOfCCl in thct
Pcnian OWf. The bill boIdsoU OIIdcrcrmiAiq
wlxlbcr \he PR:sidaIt can coruinue 10 ra&imaiD
rOr=! in Ibc OWf aDd delays for siltly days a
c:on&rcsaional YO Ie on invotiDI lite War
P_RcsoIIllioft.

\..:!)

<r{""", '"

f&ll1IIXkI'tll:WItP_~

JIIIIII II, 1984 111: Supreme COWl rd'lDCd co tar m appeal
of Ood:m v. RIapI. 467 US 1251 (1984).
(j)

Commiuus.
(m)

rltCtSSary, and mart particularly so during the progress of a rtrJolution and
right ideas confirm thtmstlotS by habit, that Wt frequently refresh our PaJri~

: N'

Covert Parantilitary
Operations
~Vithout Congressional
Approval, They Should
Not Be Attempted

V~U.No.l
1SSN~7

by Gary M. Stem
or It leut the put four yean the CA hu been
funnellnS hundnlds of millions of dolbn of -KCn!tmiliw-y usittanat to rebel fvza:t-th. -muj.ahcddln~ins tho Soviet Invulon of AEshanlstan. 0c-taiI. of the
operation-tOW'Qtt mel methodJ, shipment times, mel the
mcans of imp\emcntatlon-a1! secret. but tho fact of U.s.
ll'lvolycment i3 woO known to Conpa., the media. the
public. the Savitt Union, tho sovemment &nd people of
Alglunistan and CYayonO else in the world who wants to
~ Ibout it. Similarly, Paldstan·. putidp&tIon In the
rifort. while not offid.aIIy acknow~ by the American
pcmment.1I wideJy known. Capite the aMrtion tNt this
II
COYat activity, the CIA op.ntIon _publicly
,,,thonzcd on October 4, 1984, by a cona&m!nt racJutfcn of
C"ngress (5. Con. Res. 74) that oppotcd the Soviet Invasion
~f Aig!wUsun and called for -cffmIve sv~ rot the
.t.l&han rebe!s.
Tho"sh the Afshm u,!stance began IS • true covert
opcntion shordy aftuo the Soviet invulon in 19'19, it
pruvidC!1l vseful Insishts Into the proper means throush
which the United Sutn should enpSt In or support

F

,tiD.

Consra.

paracnilltuy opcntioru. Wlut 11 slgniElant iI tNt
debated the luue and pvbUdy authorized the Reasln Admin(tlllllilrual /IfI pelJr 101

Covert Paramilitary OperatiOt1S·:·:.~~~;;.
Cover Star, ••••••••••••••••••••••••• pp. i. 10.14
Ramd LcgisbtI". Aaf.aa •••••••••••••• " pp. ~13
CIIaI Pai:d of vr.w ....•••.••••..•••. -::;'-f ~}~ ~.
an PoUtical Spying
:' ~.:;~~iit:~~.

The cIbdasunt ccnamina th. FUr. sv.rwil1anca-~ paisn qaizut OSPES show, tNt IUtulory monm an!
needed ••.•• :••••••••••••••••••••••••••.;. pP: w

War Powers Gambit in the ~te··~:·

.

A raoNtion introduced by Senator BnXk ~ ~ •
paved the way
a "war powen- vote ~ ~~~:::
~~In~CulE •••• _•• ~~~ •• ~.;;..~:~ ..

Eo:

In ~ coUrts ........•.... :~~~·;~~t-6~.
fOIA Confer
':':.~I,o(; •. ~.
ence
..'~.~=r-~~

.

Attald a two-iby Ieminar on how to ~~~~i ...:.
alent rKDnfs; on:Ier alpiet of th. 1988 FOIA ~ ••.
Ma..J ......................... ; ••• :f~ril::{

In the Congress ........•........7:-. SIP- 5-9.~
PubUcations ................... ;.~ii~~~;t
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FirsI~

Covert paramilitary Operations, Cl'lIIIiu_
istration to ~ the rebels who opposed the Soviets: this
public cleb.te .and authorization. far &am prewntinS the
United States from supponing the IIIUjahcddin. led to I
~ .and men effective opention. Consra- should now
take the neltt step .rid require prior public: debate .rid
congretliond luthcrization for zIl U.s. support or enpgement in military 01' puunilitary open~
,
•
Publil: approval of this type of m.JCr foreign policy
objective not only COU\potU with constituticnl!ly-m.andated
procedure. it also nubs for more effectiw fonrign policy. ,..
former Secretuy of DemIse Casper Weinberger lnd othca
hIve assened. the United Stltu should not engage Its armed
fon::es in comblt unless there is dear suppon for thll polley
within Congral .and mumg the public. The sune logic
applies II weD to coven paruni1itaryopentionS: theysbaWd
not be attempted without c1eu publi&: md congresslGzW
support.

A Near Constitutional Crisis
The recent \ran-Contra sandal is • vMcI illustration of
whAt CUI..and IllCIYitably doe. Nppen when I Ptesidant tria
to circUmvent the need for publi&: debate ~ .pprovd. The
cffon to supply the Contral. in the face of an opma
consrnslozW b&n on sIKh activity. led to a nell' canstitutiorW~

A comentone of our democ:ncy is that the govemmmt
sh&D be UCOW\table to the people f01' all it don. Pnzsident
R.agan fostered a poUcy.and envircHUnent where hll wu not
&ccountabie to th. ContptiS 01' the people• .and whlln his
..,istants In the National Security Council (NSO Wft'It not
even accountlble to kim. The NSC operated outside of the
law.and the Constitution toimpiementlpclicy thAtCongresa
had spectfiaDy r.jccted through its unGbputed power of the
pune.And theNSCstaff~ ~~~~!
not beallM the foreign policy objectives .~-- ....t ~
u.s. role renWn undetected: rather. they bpt it c:overt to
Uep Conpas from laming about
Robert McFaNne
conceded in his testimony It the Inn-Contra hellinSS. the
Pl"I!Sident .and his advison -turned to tOV'I!tt acdon lin
Niarqual becaUJe they thought they could not pC ConpnsIozW suppon f01' oven activities.,
When. in November 1966. the covert divenlon .and
UJistanea to the Contru did become public. u all II\llor
covert opentloN eventulDy do. the AdrnirUstration'l polley
toward Niangu.a wu hardly U&cted. The operation not .topped: the aid continued: &nd n_ lid .approved.
The obviwl lesscn from this. the AfsNnist.an Ufort and
other urllcr experimCa is thAt public exposure and, Con~lozW .approval do not hinder foreign polley objectlva
(wm though these facton lI\ly dwtge the means by which
those objectives ue punued) where thC!TII.1s adcqUlte
polltlal support for thAt policy; but where there Is no such
public suppon. a cov'ert operation simply QIInOt IU~
Robert McFaNne Ieuned the truth of this talon the bud
way when he testified thAt "it wU deuiy unwiM to my on
coven activity II the core of our poIi&:y •• , (becausel you

it.'"

annat 8fl popuI.u .and Congnssiond support for such
policy. -This is 10 beaUJe"it is virtUlIly impossible. dmost ..
A matter of definition. to rally the public behind a polley you
cannot CYal talk .about..

McftuUmt: "If is f1irtually impossib~ ••• flI raIl"
I1u publk behind " policy you amnof tOtn bU1c
tIbout."
The Inn-Contra scand.U hu resurfaced the issue of
whether all coven oper.ltionl should be banned. For its pm.
the Report of the CongresliozW Conunittft'l Investiptlng
the lnn-ContraAfbir. while raisinS thequestionoE whether
-coven action (ani buuthorizedand concIucted inalll&nn~
compatible with the American system olf demcXntic gov·
ernment &nd the rule of bw; never .analyzed that funda·
mental ~ Instead. the Repon simply usertI that
"c:overtopeRtionIuea necess.uy cumP\lnent of \IW' Nation·,

fomp policy."

A Total Ban is Not Simply Dtafted
A prohibition on zIl covert panmilltary operation. is
entirely consistent with the conclusionl reached !n 1976irr
the Smale Select Committee to Study Governmental Oper,
ltionl with Respect to InteWscnee Activities. commonl)
known II the Chwdt Committee. wh.n it investigllte!(
widesprNd abuse. both .at home and.broad. by thlt CIA. th.
FBI &nd other U.s. intelligence ,gcndes.
In its find report. the Church Committee considered bu
fell just shon of propo5UtS -a ban on all Forms of cover
action.- In preserving the covert operation option. th,
Committee stressed. II its -lIIOSt blSic c:ondusion." tha
-coven Ktion must be seen II an naptlonal act. to b
undertdr.en only when the national security ~ it an·
when overt II\CIlm wiII not suffice.- This sm.all end in th
door. however•• Was opmed wide by the Reagan Admin.
stntion. which sponsored a new wave of precisely thos
kinds of operations the Church Committee had sought t

prevenL

Though it did not caI1 for I bln on all covert xtion. tt
CXl1nJnittee amdwfed. bued on its review of almost 30 yea
of c:overt parmWituy oper.ations. that -loin bd.ance•••• tl
evidence points toward the failure of puamilltuy activity
I technique of covert action.•
The Churdt Committee conclusions &Iso ind!ate tho
reganllesl of the effect plramilitary operation' have on 0
fomgn rebtlons. from a constitutiozW penpective• su
operations ue objectionable if only because they fail
adhere to the procedures established In the Constitution IIguuant" an open &nd accountable system of governmlt'
Slncecovert pvamilituyoperationllll1! by theirvcry na~
scawt. they ue not open to the nonnal ptoCIIII of full pul

de&.arlt by the people. the Cansras. and the ~ they
~VOid preciMfy the democmic proc:aI in this countty thAt
most of them ue at Ieut ostenIibIy daisncd to pnIZDOR in
the alWttna towudt which the covert lI:tivity iI tvptaI.
Clar{y. it wu not Intended. nor Is it ncc:e:uuy, that - . in
the warda of the Church Committee. -adopt tactia unworthy of a d.estIocncy fori ••• ~t of the tactia of
totalitarian rcsfma- in _ _ to INifttain our nation&!
MCUrity.
fblt Aau be1Inu thAt the Implementltlon of the
Churdt Committee's sugpstion of I COIIIpIete prohibition
on aD coven operations would stiD be the ddinitive antidote
.8lin.t funher d&m.ase from cowrt opentlons by wntureklmlt and unchecked presidents. Yet. institutinS such a ban
poses serious ItSiNtive. not to mention political. d1fficultfa.
Moreover•• complete ban is not so simply cfrafud. •

However.

*-

I

prohibition on covm ~ operatioN

legislative difficulties .and is feDihle now.
opa-atlons c:Iurty iDspIlab! Congress's power
todcd.arewu. thus n!quirinstMtConpashaveuay u to
",hen and how they lI\ly be UKd. UnfcrtwweIy. awat
~tuy operatIoN haveCOlJU! into favor in !up part to
,votd Bivins Consras any such control over tMt cIcdsian.
For the llIaIe reuons thAt Conpesl passed the WAr Powers
RaoIution-to reston! its constitution&! role. which had
bftn dhninished II .a result of presidential end-nuw-it is
imp.rative that Con8fllll take seep. to institute full control
oY~ par.uniIlWy operations.
The common wulcrstandlns of a prohibition on panmlliUry operattons foaIsa on the operationd level: stoppins
th. CIA (or .2ny other inteUlpmce agency) from enpginsln
COYlrn par.unWtuy activities. Howev~. one an abo .apo
prwch the
from a procedunJ stlndpoint: RqUirins thAt
any "coven panmWWy activity- be constitutionally £Uthoriud by ConsreSl and the PresidenL The new pbenmnenon
of -oven covert- panmiliWy operaticrw-u In NlaragUl
U1d Alghanistan-comp!les In gener;d with this undentlndin~ to the ntent thAt the opentiond details hrIe been bpt
Ma'et while th. policies hAve been publicly debated and

poses

Impact on Foreign Policy

P~ramiliWy

is,,,.

of tire u.s. CDf1m apmdbm ", ~
leahsl
in 1954. 1M prrss dismissttl illlS crmununist
Whtn

nerDS

G~ PrrsiJmt ]lWIbo Arbmz

prapagamitL •••
Seamdly. notwithstanding the CPrUin~ of such npolW"t.
not s~ simply braUH they .an
made public: thq .... stopped only when they ha". no

covert opnations an!

~ or Con~ support.

When: .uppon

w ..

widespread. or opposition indifferent. exposure did not
undermine the outl:Otne of the project. For example. when
news of the U.s. covert opention to ranove CuatmWan
President Jacobo Arben% IaJccd in 1954. the prest olitmisscd
It II communist p1'OF&Pncb: due to the poIitfaJ c!lm.tle .t
thAt time. the pub1ic and policy-m.-bn supported r.:tIvity
aglinst pcratved communist regimn !n t!tis bemkphere and
did not hlrbor suspicion of our govft1Ullent'. denWJ.
Consequently. the operation roUird dong unscathed.
Pl"I!Sident Kennedy is often quoted II having said tNt hlr
wished the 8&y of PiSS operation had been leaked to the pres.
10 that it lillY hAve been prevcn~ But. u with the
Guatan.ala operation. evm though enough public inEor·
mation did nilt prior to the Bay of PIp invasion to npent
lamtircwd '" 111ft rl
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Covert Paramilitary Operations, a:enu.af
Utd let the Republlc awnble simpfy because the only muns
01 defense is WICCnIbtuticn.aJ or iIIep/: fer. u the Supreme
Coun hu sulal; the CDnstttution it not , -sWCde ~ Where the President fceb he must tab paramilitary ICDon in
an tmerBenc:y situation. he c:oWd do so in amiotmity with
lhe War Powers Ractutlon or wu:feT his im~ amstitu~ power to - . sudden .attacb.-

C~tRdVnnsFallShort
result of Iran-Contr:a. Congn!SJ hu been given .an
gpporttUlity to reionn the In~ Ov~t Act. Much
of that I1!fonn rella on YnsuaBe deveJcped £Or the N.tiona1
InleWgmce Reorpniutton md RefonD Act of 1978 (the
CIA Charter bill. the flnt eifcn to codify the I'1!C01MICI1cbbOnS of the ChW"eh Committee) and incmpcnted into
becutive Ordan of Praidmts Cvter md Rapn. ExistinS
IftleUismceovenisht IqiJYtion md the pmdiq reform billa
IS. tnl uuJ H.R. 38U1. hawevu. bIl shott of ~
;mer public .approvAl fer covert puamiliruy opcRtiGN: S.
1711. fer instance. stata -nothins contained herein shaD be
CIInItrU&d u requirins the ~ of the intelllsma:
axnmittees oU ~ amdlticn precalent to the initiadcn of such
«1lvities. - <The \esIslative status of these two billa Is
~in thebcxenpasa U-13.)
A pubUc .approvzJ requirement u hC!fl!in proposed would
st1ll.I\ow thlt Presldent to conductteeret operations without
axnprcmlsins his constitution.d responsLbillties toth. people
and the Consresl. Thlt three cm-soinS paramilitary operilIOn• .altelt to this usenicn. In Afshanistan. An80~ and
Niar'glU. the United Stites hu conducted IMjw ~ra
IlUlituy opc!ratioN to overthrow ot repube sittinS pemIIImti oppcMd by thlt Administration. While each operation
WoU initi.l!ly covert. they have been revrWed in whole or in
put in the media .and by the foreisn opcratM!s themscWa:
IftCreover. ~ threlt Mve retained the !nvolvanmt of third
aNntria who wished to aWnt&in .a fiction of non-involvecnmt.1!'Ven thou&h their complicity _ opal knowledge. In
.a. no policy purpoM wu Hr\'ed in J'U"uIns II1Y of these
~ticns covertly.
While the onsoins operatioN in AlgIwaIstan, Nicaragua
and Ansob are UNfui models for institutins ~ pzohibition en
COVert par:amilIruy operations. they.are &Iso indiative of the
problems endemic to the existing systan of CDtKlUC1lnS
_err operations. 80th the Contra md Afshm operatioN
___ inili.1ted .II CIWUt opentlons• .and n:aived pubIlc
&pproVd only literwanb. Ccnpat pve itl.aaenton!y with
the momentum of the operatioN already in fuD swing. The
AdminisJration presented Consres. with ~ (rtil _ _ .and
Ieh Consres. with the ominous burden ofbearinS the bImIlt
few WMtl!'Ver -~Uft- might ensue should it ,top the
As

Admittedly. ~ prohibition en aJVtn puamilltary ~

tIcnI does Mn'QW the polley opftcnl .av~ble to the Pra!dent. bcause it would preclude the 'pursuit of ~t very
sm.aD pem:nuge of femsn polIcy obj«diVel Wt an II.
Khieved only through coven ~r:amillW'y mans. But the
Chun:h Committee md th. lran-Ctolntra invc:stlptionl
Ihuuld have taught lIS tNt lI'Ven the strictest provision.

controlUng the lISe of coven operations are ineviubll'
abused. The only way to stop this partem of ,buse is 10
impose an .absolute requirement of puo1ic .1pprovd.
But such , prohibition dOel not mem th~t _ have to
teand by in the face of ~ re~ thre~t to o)ur n.tion&i security
,C#1Iti'u.... ~~I.a1

I

~tIon.

As is .usc the ClIH whm U.s. fom!S.are overtly committed
.abrwd. it is very difficult fer Congress co pull the plus once
U.s. cornutitments .and resources .are en the line. ThIt
proposed ptUhibiticn.1ib the War POM!n ResoIulion befoft
it. is desisned to give CcngnsI its cppcttunity to ~ before
the operation begins.andbefore the poIitial preslUI1! mounts.
Indeed. the present md proposed intelligence cwnight
stltum 1'1!qu1re prior notifiation of .aD coven operallOnS.
napt in the most extmrle cin:umstances. for pm:isely the
s.am.I1!UO~

ThIlS • .a bill to prohibit covert puamilibry opentlons
would pmrent the United Stues from mgqing in any
puamillwy operation until the policy is openly KMowl·
edged. publicly debated. .uuI.approved by a joint l'1!IO!uticn of
Congress. (The Bndley biD aInCI!ming AlIso!. mentioned
~S. 1474-provicfa .&9FOPri&te Yn8lY3e fer this
JIWlICIM.IThIt biD shcWd further I1!qUire !Mt fw1din3 for the
openticn be .annu.all y .approprilted. .although the cIo11ar
.a=ount IMY be kept secret along with other opentton.U
dewb. where neamuy. ThIt I'1!pCIf"tins ~ts of the
InteJllpnca Oversight Act would still .appfy to .aD panmilitary operations contre!led by this new proposal.

Conclusion
Ccnsnu da6nitely hu the CDftStitutional .authority Uld
the ltatutvry means to prohibit the UN or support of covert
paramllltuy operations for ccnductins tMjor foreign pcUcy
initiatives. What It bcb is thlt pclltial wilL ThIt pnsenl
sentiment en Ctpitol Hill continues to Eaver I'1!t&ining the
coven optlo~ So concluded thlt Ir:an-Ccntra Report. Evel\
thlt strongest Mlvoata of tighter consressiond OVItnlsh~
Mye net been wUllns to SO the next step in suppott of I b.t~
on ~r:atnillt&ry openticlu. ~t n!luctznce stems in "",1
h-otn the fear of gimg up ~ policy tool tMt hu corne to ~
used oU I middIc pound between military intervention UlL
dlp/otnaq.ButufonnItrCeputyAslisuntN.1tionAlSecuri~
AdviMrtoP~tCuur.D~vidAMon.J~ted. "oneofth•
trasediel .about covert action is IMt it is often UlItllCUSC! fo
doins somethinS without ruJiy doing iL It is something J,oI
.a pollcy.m.Ucr- does because he does net MYe anything eJs.

ltol do. ..•.
This pn.cticc. reinvlgcr.ated by the Reapn Administratlc~
counters the Church Comalittft usesunent Wt cove
operations should only ~ used in extreme situations. 0
covert par.unilItuy operations are I1!IJIOWd from commo
practfcc md mepted to lut reort sutus. ~ tho
they be publidy approved will not seem sodrastfc. Monove
public IUthoriution will net n«as&riIy ~te the"midd
option- from our lol'1!ign po1icy retinue: it will simply place
In the public sphere where all Il"IoIjor policy decision, of
democratic society belons..

I
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C. CARLUCCI
Mr~

Mr. Chairman, thank you and the distinguished members of

Chairman, the War Powers Resolution is a failure and

the Committee for the opportunity to discuss the War Powers

should be repealed.

Resolution and the proposed legislation to amend it, S.J. Res.

intended to serve have not been served, while in practice, it

323.

has directly undermined other important national objectives.

I applaud the sponsors of S.J. Res. 323 as well as the

Chairman and Committee members for taking the initiative to
address this crucial national security issue.

The Committee has already received testimony from Judge
Sofaer of the State Department which conveys the legal views

Fifteen years have elapsed since the War Powers Resolution
was passed by the Congress.

Whatever worthy goals it may have been

As meaningful deliberations by

of this Administration.
views.

I fully and strongly endorse those

The War Powers Resolution has failed a reasonable test

the Executive and the Congress on this profoundly important

of time, as four Presidents, representing both parties, have

subject have occurred only rarely during this period, I submit

judged it to exceed the mandate given to Congress under our

that we who now have this opportunity to reconsider the fundamental

Constitution.

legal and operational aspects of war powers are duty-bound to

arguments presented by Judge Sofaer, I will offer a personal

be completely candid with each other.

view based on my own pxperience and expertise and my present

We owe as much not only

to ourselves and to the public we serve, but to every man and

Rather than recapitulate the Constitutional

responsibilities as Secretary of Defense.

woman who wears the uniform of our military services and faithfully
Like many members of the Committee, I have served in
answers to the call of the Commander-in-Chief.

Washington long enough to acquire some perspective on the War

What I have to say today about the War Powers Resolution
may displease some members of the Congress.

I offer no apology,

however, because I will say only what I truly believe.

On this

subject, perhaps more so than any other, bureaucratic or political

Powers Resolution, both its origins and its track record since
1973.

It seems crystal clear from the vantage point of 1988

that the War Powers Resolution was the product of several
myths that have since been dispelled.

self-interest must be set aside, and we must let the unvarnished
One myth prevalent in 1973 was that the Presidency had
truth be our guide.

become too powerful, exceeding the intentions of the founding
fathers~

Looking back on that time, it is now more readily

apparent that Presidential ability to exercise discretion over
the affairs of the nation has, if anything, declined in recent
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decades, as the revolution in communications and information
As the years have passed, Vietnam-era attitudes have
technologies has brought about a level of public and congressional
participation in the daily Executive decisionmaking process
unimaginable in earlier decades.

evolved with the times.

In this decade, Americans have come

to appreciate anew that the use of military force can be a
prudent, fully legitimate, and successful tool of our national
A related myth from 1973 is that the Congress, because of

policy, as in Grenada, Libya and the Persian Gulf.

But the

the so-called "imperial Presidency," had been powerless to

unhappy legacy of the War Powers Resolution as an attempt by

stop the White House from pursuing the Vietnam conflict.

the Congress, in a transitory moment of Presidential vulnerability,

This

argument was premised on the fact that no Declaration of War

to increase its power while decreasing its political responsibility,

against North Vietnam or its allies was ever passed by Congress.

has stayed with us.

Now, thanks to the far-sightedness of those

in Congress who are willing to face up to the failure of the
The fact is that the Congress had the power to stop
War Powers Resolution, including many members of this Committee
America's military involvement in the Vietnam conflict, using
its Constitutional power of the purse, but did not choose to

assembled here today, the Congress may at last correct its
misstep by removing this bad law from the hooks.
exercise this power to constrain and wind down the u.s. effort
until the early 19705.

One need only chronicle the many

Congressional enthusiasts of the War Powers Resolution

appropriations bills passed by the Congress in support of our

do not describe it as I have.

They cite the desirability of

Vietnam operations, and the frequent Congressional visits to

having the President draw upon congressional wisdom as he decides

South Vietnam during that period, to grasp the reality that

whether to commit u.S. military forces abroad.

They also point

Congress, no less than the Executive, lent its Constitutional

to the benefit to our nation's foreign policy of having the

powers in support of the Vietnam effort.

American people, through their representatives in Congress,
endorse a military operation initiated by the President.

It is also useful to recall the American public's
disaffection and disillusionment with the use of military
force by 1973.

In voting for the War Powers Resolution, the

I wholeheartedly support both of these objectives.

The

problem with the War Powers Resolution is that it serves neither.

Congress promoted the view -- a misleading and politically

Instead of encouraging the President to seek out the views of

self-serving view, in my estimation -- that an excessive

Congress, it confronts him by purporting to deny his constitu-

concentration of power in the presidency was to blame for

tional authority as Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces

the controversial embroilmerit in Vietnam.
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A President would be no less accountable for the risks
after sixty to ninety days of a military operation.

Instead

of showing the world the will of the American people, the tlar
Powers Resolution could, according to its terms, implement

and consequences of failing to employ force where the defense
of the national interest required l't.

Th'lS responsl'b'l'
1 lty is

a burden which we put on every President, without exception.

itself without a single vote being cast in the Congress.
The War Powers Resolution formula, by which Congress could
This latter flaw, as much as the unconstitutionality of
seek to invalidate the action of the Commander-in-Chief after
the War Powers Resolution, offends me and seems particularly
sixty to ninety days through the simple expedient of doing
out of step with the times.

Public preoccupations have
nothing, is the very antithesis of the accountability which

changed since 1973.

Today the accent in government is on
lies at the heart of participatory democracy.

accountability, competence and efficiency, and the immense
war powers responsibility places a premium on all three of
these objectives.

I believe such

a formula shortchanges the American people, who deserve and
expect to have their collective will expressed in a time of
international duress: and I find it unconscionable that any

Accountability is a basic concomitant of war powers.

elected officeholder would seek to participate in the exercise

No President can evade full responsibility for the risks and

of war powers without full public accountability, when our

consequences of employing U.S. military force -- nor has any

forces in the field have pledged their very lives and sacred

President tried to do so.

honor to the national interest.

Franklin Delano Roosevelt was

accountable for committing the United States to the war in

That is why the no-fault formula in the War Powers

Europe, as was Harry Truman for defending South Korea.
Resolution, wherein no member of Congress is required to stand
President Eisenhower sent 17,000 Marines into Lebanon, while
up and be counted, is unacceptable.

As President Nixon stated

Kennedy, Johnson and Nixon all accepted the risks and the
in his veto message of October 241 1973, "[O]ne cannot become
responsibilities for their decisions in the Vietnam conflict.
a responsible partner unless one is prepared to take responsible
President Ford did what he felt he had to do in the Mayaguez
action," meaning "full debate on the merits of the issue and •.•
incident, as did President Carter in the aborted Iran rescue
each member taking the responsibility of casting a yes or no
mission.

President Reagan has continued this unbroken tradition
vote after considering those merits."

of full accountability with the actions in Grenada, Libya,
Lebanon and the Persian Gulf.
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The successful employment of

Mr. Chairman, since the debate over war powers arose in

U.s. military forces may
~lat

the early 1970s, the focus has been almost exclusively on

hinge upon the ability to act quickly.

"powers."

defend our national and international interests is governed

This time, let us give equal consideration to the

we must do to

subject of "war," for there is much more to this issue than

to a great extent by external forces and events over which

sorting out Executive and Legislative authorities.

we have no control and which seldom wait for us to act.

It does

Yet,

not surprise me that congressional commentary on the subject

for sixty to ninety days, or longer, the War Powers Resolution

of war powers invariably emphasizes the importance of

would leave in suspense the question of whether a military

congressional support for

u.s.

deployment was authorized.

military actions: who can deny

that the imprimatur of the Congress confers greater legitimacy
and force to the acts of the Executive?

Think about the factors upon which success may depend:

Certainly not I.

high morale of our forces: high confidence in our resolve on

But legitimacy, while necessary, is not the only factor

the part of our allies: and -- most of all

involved in the government's responsibility to preserve the

on the part of our adversaries that the United States has

national interest.

the willpower, the means, and the intention to achieve our

Efficiency and competence are also central to the mission
of government.

The framp.rs of the Constitution recognized

this when they created the Executive, which has its own unique
and vital purpose.

In the framers' language, the prime

characteristic of the Presidency is "energy," or the capacity
for prompt action.

The Congress, by its very design, is not

capable of effective executive action.
When

u.s.

military force must be used, the American people

not only want the action to be legitimately authorized -- they
also want it to succeed.

They want the tactical military

objective to be accomplished with a minimum loss of life, and
they want the underlying foreign policy purpose to be served
by that action.

the perception

I

goals despite their opposition.
I cannot overstate the importance of this last objective
convincing our adversaries that we as a nation intend to
prevail on whatever point of contention has placed us at odds.
Military strategists from Sun Tsu to Clausewitz to Admiral
Bill Crowe all agree that the most successful battle is the
one which never needs to be fought because one's adversary
recognizes the futility of further confrontation.
Yet look at the signals the War Powers Resolution would
have America send to allies and adversaries alike at the
critical moment when our national resolve is being measured
abroad.

The first thing a President is asked to do is judge
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whether hostilities are imminent.

If he says "yes," he is

breaking a cardinal rule of military strategy by forfeiting
the advantage of tactical surprise.

or wait to see whether War Powers disagreements in Washington
will unr'avel the President's approach to a problem abroad.

One can only imagine
Deadlines constrain our military planners from fashioning

the casualties Israel might have sustained in June 1967 had
an optimal response to the threat.

One wonders whether President

Prime Minister Golda Meir been obliged to engage in extensive
Kennedy would have regarded a naval blockade as a viable option
War Powers consultations with the Knesset signalling Israel's
in the Cuban Missile Crisis had the War Powers Resolution
imminent preemptive attack upon neighboring forces which it
deadlines and reporting requirements been in existence.
knew were poised to assault Israel.
Kennedy's misgiving would have had nothing to do with the
If the President expresses the judgment that hostilities

Congress; obvi6usly, all Americans rallied around their President

are not imminent -- assuming, as I do, that Presidents would

in that terrible confrontation.

report truthfully to the Congress even while forfeiting another

concern himself with Nikita Khrushchev's perceptions about the

key military advantage, that of deception -- our adversaries

War Powers Resolution.

can breathe more easily.

Rather, he would have had to

They know from the experience since

1973 that the Executive-Legislative disagreement over the

War Powers Resolution slows down the decisionmaking process
in Washington and renders major tactical military surprises
by the United States almost inconceivable.

In my: view, we are fortunate that no such thing existed in
October 1962.

In those tense circumstances, the White House

wisely left it entirely to the Kremlin's imagination and intelligence capability to judge what sorts of forces the United
States was deploying, where, how they were armed, their mission

The sixty-day deadline, extendable to ninety days, is the
feature of the War Powers Resolution formula most debilitating

and rules of engagement, whether we anticipated hostilities,
and how long we intended to maintain our escalated force posture.

to the pursuit of strategic success in an exigent situation.
The very notion of setting deadlines, however short or lengthy,
plants seeds of doubt in the minds of our own forces as to
whether their acts of courage are backed by their own nation.
It plants seeds of doubt in the minds of our allies as to
whether they shOUld join in our military operational efforts,

Americans are, to put it mildly, gratified that President
Kennedy prevailed in that test of wills -- that the other side
"blinked" first.

It is a mystery to me that anyone could

expect a future President to engage successfully in a similar
test of wills under the ticking clock of the War Powers Resolution
deadlines, when an adversary could reasonably conclude that the
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United States is unilaterally pre-programmed to "blink" after
outset, the Kuwaitis might well have invited the Soviet navy

sixty days of a deployment of forces.

to take up a major role in the Persian Gulf for the first
The plain fact is that whether the challenge to our security

time.

The British, French, Dutch, and Belgians might well

takes the form of nuclear brinkmanship, armed conflict, terrorism

have refrained from following our leadership in providing

or any other type of threat to our national interests, deadlines

naval protection to shipping in the Gulf.

simply encourage adversaries to wait us out until our own
political system accomplishes for them what their own forces

Most of all, the regime in Teheran might havp. held off
from its historic decisl'on t o en d 'ltS war wlth
,
Iraq, believing

or terrorists could never achieve.

that if it only waited for the Americans to reach their time
Nor is the problem with deadlines a matter of their length.
It took, after all, several decades for the Ayatollah Khomeini
and his clerical comrades to seize power in Iran.

Khomeini

himself waited in exile for fourteen years before settling his
score with the Shah.

limit, it would again be able to exert effective pressure on
the Gulf Arab states and weaken Iraq's leverage.

When the United States initiated the

reflagging operation in the Persian Gulf, the threat in the
Gulf to U.S.-flag shipping, international commercial traffic

Thank goodness everything came out as it did.

Our allies

and adversaries believed us when we pledged that the United
States would not back away from the defense of its national
interests: and today, there is the hope of peace in the Gulf
region.

and the security of Gulf states friendly to the United States
emanated from the Iranian regime.

Given the Ayatollah's

Now let us recall how the U.S. Congress responded to the

mindset, any sort of self-imposed deadline on the enhanced

President's actions.

U.S. Navy presence in the Gulf -- whether days, months, or

resolution concerning our policy in the Gulf.

years -- would surely have been self-defeating.

which passed, after initially being defeated, did nothing more

Indeed, the formula of the War Powers Resolution was
entirely incompatible with the needs of the United States in
its Persian Gulf deployment strategy.

The purpose of increasing

our forces was not to engage in hostilities, but to deter them.
Had we imposed a deadline on the reflagging operation at the

In October 1987, the Senate debated a
The resolution

than to schedule a Senate vote again several months later on
a resolution not yet written.

Senator Bumpers said that this

resolution had been carefully designed "to do nothing."
In the House of Representatives, meanwhile, 110 members
attempted to sue the President, claiming he had not fulfilled
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his obligations according to the War Powers Resolution.

On

December 18, 1987, Judge George H. Revercomb of the U.S.
District Court for the District of Columbia dismissed the
suit, saying, "The President must have flexibility in executing
military and foreign policy on a day-to-day basis."

There is nothing deficient in Congress' Constitutional
power of the purse, as every Executive agency head knows from
painful experience.

Schemes to inhibit the Constitutional

powers of the President, or to SUbstitute self-enforcing
legislative mechanisms for the exercise of responsible
leadership, only serve to obscure the real source of many

Had the 110 members of the House of Representatives been
able to persuade a total of two-thirds of the House and Senate

members' frustration

namely, their inability to persuade

their own colleagues to agree with them and to vote with them.

of their position on the President's Persian Gulf policy,
there would have been no reason to solicit support from the
courts.

As Judge Revercomb stated when he dismissed their

suit, their action was a "byproduct of political disputes
within Congress:" and for him to rule on the issue would have
been to "impose a consensus on Congress" that it had not achieved
on its own.

Congress, he said, is "free to adopt a variety of

positions on the War Powers Resolution, depending on its ability
to achieve a political consensus."

with the War Powers Resolution is enough to see that it is
incompatible with the Constitutional scheme set out by our
The Executive branch, by design, is a

hierarchy, ultimately responsive to a single Commander-in-Chief
elected by all of the people.

It alone is capable of immediate,

clear, coherent and consistent action.

The Legislative branch,

by design, brings 535 independent actors into a deliberative
process which hears the voices of Americans everywhere on
every issue.

believe that the President's policy must be reversed, the
Congress will reverse it.

The simple test of whether the

American people genuinely hold to this view is to count the
votes in Congress.

If the votes are not there, neither is

the popular mandate.
A former Chairman of the Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations, the late Senator Frank Church, offered some candid

Mr. Chairman, I believe that fifteen years of experience

founding fathers.

When the American people overwhelmingly and strongly

observations about the War Powers Resolution in a hearing much
like this one held in July of 1977.

An original supporter of

the legislation, he subsequently came to doubt the utility of
such a statute.

Senator Church gave the following explanation

for his change of mind:
"First, if the President, as Commander-in-Chief,
uses the Armed Forces in an action that is both swift
and successful, then there is no reason to expect the
Congress to do anything other than applaud.
"If the President employs forces in an action which
is swift, but unsuccessful, then the Congress is faced
with a fait accompli, and although it may rebuke the
President, it can do little else.
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"If the President undertakes to introduce American
forces in a foreign war that is large and sustained,
then it seems to me that the argument that the War
Powers Resolution forces the Congress to confront
that decision is an argument that overlooks the fact
that Congress in any case must confront the decision,
because it is the Congress that must appropriate the
money to make it possible for the sustained action to
be sustained.
"So I wonder really whether we have done very
much in furthering our purpose through the War Powers
Resolution. I say that very respectfully because I
appreciate the difficulty, and I also fully supported
the motive ••••
"I think that this whole exercise is something
like trying to :ount how many angels can stand on
the head of a pln. It is elaborately interesting
and absorbing from a lawyer's point of view, and
certainly is a good subject for a lot of learned
writing in the constitutional field; but, as a
practical matter, I think it is going to come down
to the arena of politics and the tug of war between
the two branches in the self-assertion of their two
powers. There is no neat formula that can accommodate
the needs of the future in this respect."
That is why I believe that the most prudent step the

I will comment briefly on aspects of the proposed legislation
for the record, again emphasizing that I fully endorse the
Administration's legal views that have already been provided.
Section 3 contains a proposal for an IS-member consultative
group.

My record demonstrates my strong commitment to close

consultation between the branches.

I also believe, however,

that the Executive is entitled to maintain the integrity of
its own deliberative process, just as Committees of Congress
frequently mark up their bills and hold conference sessions
behind closed doors.
That said, for the sake of better consultation I hope
that the Congress will begin to look closely at the need to
streamline its own internal management in the field of foreign
affairs and national security.

Thirty years ago, a President

Congress can take to clarify the issue of war powers and to

or Cabinet member could consult with a mere handful of senior

maximize the effective and legitimate exercise of authority

members of Congress and be assured that their positions and

by all three branches of government is to repeal the War

pledges would be upheld, and their confidences maintained,

Powers Resolution and return to the only formula I know of

within the halls of Congress.

which will withstand the test of time, namely the Constitution.

Congress has expanded the committee system and given far

Those days are gone, as the

greater voice to all members, regardless of seniority.

*************
Mr. Chairman, I recognize that the Committee is interested

I think the broadening of responsible participation in
Congress was a good thing.

One consequence, however, has been

in exploring the merits of specific proposals embodied in 5.J.

that the Executive has never been certain whether a given

Res. 323.

Member or Committee of Congress was speaking for the whole.

Although I see no necessity for war powers legislation,
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From a management standpoint, this has led to uncertainty in
that in many situations this would not be feasible.

the Executive as to how much consultation is enough on any
given issue.

of thumb would be that the President will make best efforts at

It has frequently led to tremendous duplication

all times to consult adequately with the Congress, recognizing

of effort, as several Executive departments or offices have

that no 'single format is likely to be satisfactory.

been asked by different Members or committees to provide similar
testimony, briefings, written reports and responses to the

Section 4(a)"(c)" would purport to give any member of

same questions.

Congress standing in a court of law to obtain an injunction
against the President's pOlicy.

Usually, this inefficiency is regrettable but tolerable,

by the founding fathers.

But in a crisis, when the President

Bluntly stated, if a member of

Congress cannot persuade his own branch of the government to

must act and the reactions of our adversary must be monitored,

vote as he desires, there is no justification for enabling

analyzed and factored into the U.S. effort on a real-time

him to bring another branch into the process.

basis, open-ended and duplicative reporting requests ~rom all

Obversely, if

a member can persuade the Congress to vote as he desires, he

quarters on Capitol Hill can be a difficult burden on the

will have no incentive to involve the courts.

senior policymakers and experts in the Executive branch.

As I have said, the Constitution already gives the Congress

It is an unfortunate irony, in this regard, that those

ample power to assert its collective will.

situations which most urgently require the Executive branch to

requirement: it must have a collective will.

focus its finite energies on a national security problem tend

There is only one
The authors of

S.J. Res. 323 would appear to have recognized this when they

to stimulate the greatest volume of congressional requests for

drafted Section 6, requiring a majority of both Houses to pass

high-level testimony and written submissions from the Executive
branch.

This proposal seems to me

utterly inconsistent with the system of government set out

and can be viewed as the price of having coordinated policy
between the branches.

My rule

a joint resolution of disapproval which, if vetoed by the

Because I believe that success of our national strategy

President, would then require two-thirds of both Houses to

in a crisis requires efficiency and competence, I hope that

become law.

the Congress will take this into account in the future.

Section 5 contains prohibitions on the use of funds.

As to the feasibility of contacting or assembling an

would like to state for the record my complete agreement with

eighteen-member group in a crisis, it is a virtual certainty

I
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Judge Sofaer's statement that the power to control spending
Constitutional amendment could change it.

cannot properly be used to interfere with the President's

not require this or any other statute to authorize him to

discretion over the actual conduct of military operations,

p.xercise his Article II powers as Commander-in-Chief.

such as by ordering the President to conduct a particular type
of military operation in a specific manner.

The President does

If the policy

Although Section 6 deals with internal congressional

direction charted by the President is definitively rejected by

procedures to consider joint resolutions, there is one aspect

the Congress -- even when Congress overrides his veto -- the

to this provision which may reflect a lack of realism about the

President still retains his powers and responsibilities as

ability of Congress to participate as we all WOuld like it to

Commander-in-Chief to determine the most prudent and effective

in decisions to employ U.S. forces.

way, in operational military terms, to give effect to the new

time limits, measured in minutes, hours, and calendar or

policy direction mandated by Congress.
Section 5 also purports to give Congress the power to

I refer to the proposed

session days, which are to govern congressional deliberations
on these matters.

place future occupants of the House and Senate on collective

Mr. Chairman, I have not added up the minimum time it

"auto-pilot" by enjoining them from funding activities

would take both Houses to vote against a Presidential action

inconsistent with any aspect of war powers-related legislation

nnd override his veto under the terms of S.J. Res. 323.

already on the books.

I

naive.

This strikes me as curious, if not

A central flaw of the War Powers Resolution was its

But

do know that in the event of a warning of nUClear attack, a

President would not be able to wait twenty hours before issuing

attempt to preordain legislative action thenceforth, at the

Qrders to U.S. forces: he might only have twenty minutes, if

expense of responsible contemporaneous action by the sitting

that much time, to respond.

members.

Surely the authors of S.J. Res. 323 do not wish to

repeat the mistake.

The nuclear scenario is not just a rare exception meriting
~n asterisk in the grand catalogue of war powers exigencies.

The presumption, embodied in Section 6, that a Presidential

My in-basket is frequently graced with reports showing that

action to deploy U.S. forces is authorized unless and until

the threat environment of the future will include deadly

Congress takes effective action to alter that policy, is correct.

conventional, chemical, space-based, and even more exotic

As the Constitution already makes that presumption, only a

technological threats which will afford very short warning
times to the President.
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National security analysts are heard from time to time
exhorting the Pentagon's planners not to fight "the last war."

PREPARF.D

STATF~NT

OF MICHAEL J. GLENNON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
Let me begin by thanking the Subcommittee for inviting me

This advice is particularly germane to the issue now before

to be here today.

I wish to note at the outset that, although I

the Congress, as

serve as counsel to the congressional plaintiffs in Lowry v.

am certain no member intends to advocate
passage of a law which is transparently obsolescent. If we

Reagan, the views I express here today do not necessarily

are serious about revisiting the ground rules for Executive-

represent those of my clients in that case.

Legislative action relating to war powers, we must be realistic

case, challenging presidential non-compliance with the War

about the likely nature of "war" in the years, decades and

Powers Reosoltion in the Persian Gulf, was dismissed by the

I

centuries ahead.

federal district court.

Our action in that

The appeal was argued before a panel of

the D.C. Circuit on February 29, and we are awaiting the court's
Having tried to do so myself, I have come to the conclusion
that no conceivable statutory scheme regarding war powers can
improve on what we have had all along= an Executive which can
act, plan, command and manage efficiently and successfully:
and a Legislature which can use the power of the purse both to
steer the broad direction of national policy and to terminate
any Executive endeavor requiring an appropriation of funds to
which the American people overwhelmingly object.

judgment.
My remarks will be directed at the constitutionality of the
War Powers Resolution and also of the draft "Use of Force Act,"
which is set forth in Committee Print No. 1 and which, as I
understand it, Senator Biden prepared not as a proposal but as a
focal point for discussion and analysis.

I believe that each of

its provisions is constitutional, but I am less convinced that
certain of those provisions are wise from a policy perspective.
If the Subcommittee wishes to consider it, I would thus suggest
that primary attention be devoted to policy considerations.
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that governmental seizure of the steel mills was necessary in
order to assure the continued availability of
stee1. 1

THE LEGAL ADVISER'S TESTIMONY

In discussing issues of constitutionality it seems appropriate

President Harry S Truman consequently issued an executive

to begin with a comment upon the September 14 testimony of the

order directing the secretary of Commerce to take possession of

state Department Legal Adviser, Abraham Sofaer.

In that testimony

most of the mills and keep them running, arguing that the President

and in his answers to the Chairman's written questions, Mr. Sofaer

had "inherent power" to do so. The companies objected, complaining

launched a broad attack upon the congressional war-making power,

in court that the seizure was not authorized by the Constitution

referring throughout to "independent" power conferred upon the

or by any statute.

President by the Constitution and reiterating the proposition,

. Congress had not statutorily authorized the seizure, either

transposed in various forms, that independent presidential power

before or after it occurred. Congress had, however, enacted three

is not subject to statutory limitation.

That observation is of

statutes providing for governmental seizure of the mills in certain

course true, and, indeed, truistic: what his claim comes down to

specifically prescribed situations, but the Administration never

Yet Mr. Sofaer

claimed that any of those conditions had existed prior to its

is that Congress cannot act unconstitutionally.

repeatedly overlooks the fact that there is a second category of
presidential

powe~

concurrent power.

that is subject to congressional regulation:
This is constitutional power that may be

action.

More important, Congress had in fact considered, and

rejected, authorization for the sort of seizure Truman actually
ordered.

exercised initially by the President in the face of congressional

Justice Hugo Black delivered the opinion of the Court. The

silence, but which Congress may nonetheless subsequently choose to

President, Justice Black wrote, had engaged in law-making, a task

restrict.

assigned

by

the

Constitution

to

congress. 2 The

seizure

was

It is this class of power to which Justice Jackson referred

therefore unlawful, since the "President'S power, if any, to issue

in his famous concurring opinion in the 1952 Steel seizure Case.

the order must stem either from an act of Congress or from the

That case presented the Supreme Court with a stark choice. A

Constitution itself. ,,3 Yet Youngstown is remembered mostly for the

nation-wide strike had broken out in the steel industry. According

concurring opinion of

to the Youngstown court:

strikingly reminiscent of Marshall's in Little, Jackson wrote that

The indispensabili ty of steel as a component of substantially all weapons and other war materials led the
President to believe that the proposed work stoppage
would immediately jeopardize our national defense and

Justice Robert Jackson.

In reasoning

"[p)residential powers are not fixed but fluctuate, depending upon
their disjunction or conjunction with those of Congress. ,,4 Because
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The opinion is thus notable for its unwillingness to decide

of the importance of Jackson's opinion, key portions are set forth
without paraphrase:
Presidential powers are not fixed but fluctuate,
depending upon their disjunction or conjunction with
those of Congress.
We may well begin by a somewhat
over-simplified grouping of practical situations in which
a President may doubt, or others may challenge, his
powers, and by distinguishing roughly the legal
consequences of this factor of relativity.
1.
When the President acts pursuant to an
express or implied authorization of Congress, his
authority is at its maximum, for it includes all
that he possesses in his own right plus all that
Congress can delegate. In these circumstances, and
in these only, may he be said (for what it may be
worth), to personify the federal sovereignty. If
his act is held unconstitutional under these
circumstances, it usually means that the Federal
Gover~~ent as an undivided whole lacks power.
A
seizure executed by the President pursuant to an
Act of Congress would be supported by the strongest
of presumptions and the widest latitude of judicial
interpLetation, and the burden of persuasion would
rest heavily upon any who might attack it.
2.
When the President acts in absence of
either a congressional grant or denial of authority, he can only rely upon his own independent
powers, but there is a zone of twilight in which
he and Congress may have concurrent authority, or
in which its distribution is uncertain. Therefore,
congressional inertia, indifference or quiescence
may sometimes, at least as a practical matter,
enable, if not invite, measures on independent
preSidential responsibility.
In this area, any
actual test of power is likely to depend on the
imperatives of events and contemporary imponderables
rather than on abstract theories of law.
3. When the President takes measures incompatible with the expressed or
implied will of
Congress, his power is at its lowest ebb, for then
he can rely only upon his own constitutional powers
minus any constitutional powers of Congress over
the matter.
Courts can sustain exclusive
Presidential control in
such a case only by
disabling the Congress from acting upon the subject.
Presidential claim to a power at once so conclusive
and preclusive must be scrutinized with caution,
for what is at stake is the e~ui1ibrium established
by our constitutional system.

the case by reference to "independent" presidential power, and in
the weight it accords congressional will.

It remained for a former

Jackson clerk, Justice William Rehnquist, to give Jackson t s opinion
the force of law.
analysis in Dames

The Supreme Court formally adopted this mode of
&

Moore v. Regan,6 in which Justice William Rehn-

quist applied Jackson's approach to uphold President Jimmy Carter's
Iranian hostage settlement agreement as having been authorized by
congress. 7

In so doing, Rehnquist wrote that Jackson's opinion

IIbrings together as much combination of analysis and common sense
as there is in this area. ua Rehnquist then quoted from Jackson a
passage that, today, is as significant as it is timely.

He said:

"The example of such unlimited executive power that must have most
impressed the forefathers was the prerogative exercised by George
III,

and the description of its evils in the Declaration of

Independence leads me to doubt that they were creating their new
Executive in his image. 1I9
This, then, is the mode of analysis pursued by the United
States Supreme Court in the assessing the reach of presidential
foreign affairs power.

It bears repeating: "Presidential powers

are not fixed but fluctuate, depending upon their disjunction or
conjunction with those of congress. ulO
measures

"When the President takes

incompatible with the expressed or

Congress, his power is at its lowest ebb ••

implied will of
,,11

,
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The War Powers Resolution}placed certain presidential use of
armed force in third category of Justice Jackson's analysis, where
is at its lowest ebb.
his power
Under this analytical approach, the time limits of the War Powers
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constitutional function as Commander-in-Chief.
The
practical effect of the GO-day limit is to shift the
burden to the President to convince the Congress of the
continuing need for the use of our armed forces abroad.
We cannot say that placing that burden on the President
unconstitutionally intrudes upon his executive powers.
Finally, Congress can regulate the President's
exercise of his inherent powers by imposing limits ~
statute. is

Resolution, as well as the "prior restraints" set forth in the
earlier Senate version, seem clearly constitutional. The scope of

well as that of the Justice Department, and proceeds to challenge

the President's concurrent power is a function of the concurrence

the validity of the core of the Resolution, the GO-day time period.

or. non-concurrence of

He can barely list the parade of horribles set to march by the time

the

Congress;

Mr. Sofaer ignores the learning of Steel Seizure, however, as

once congress acts, its
That analytical
case.
,,12
negative provides "the rule for the
framework provides a general foundation for the Resolution's
mandate of consultation and reporting as well as the time limit

adversaries a basis for hoping that the President may be forced to

imposed upon the use of force abroad -- all of which, in the

desist"; they provide "an undesirable occasion for interbranch or

limits: they interfere with the "successful completion" of the
President's initiative; they "may signal a divided nation, giving

absence of a statement by the Congress, might fall within a "zone
of twilight. "ll This was Corwin's analysis, too: "Clearly such

partisan rivalry •••• "

legislation did not require a constitutional amendment, since it

them is an argument, not against the War Powers Resolution, but

only spells out how a power already granted to Congress is to be

against

[O} n the basis of the precedent of the ~

The curious thing about these arguments is that everyone of

constitutional

limitations on

presidential war-making

exercised.
seizure case . • • it is probable that the Court would uphold the

power.

act of congress. ,,14

and for whatever purpose the President may choose.

In an important but largely unnoticed opinion

Everyone of these arguments is an argument for untrammeled

presidential discretion to use the armed forces whenever, wherever,
Indeed, on

of the carter Justice Department, the Office of the Legal Counsel

close analysis it becomes clear that that is precisely his view:

agreed:

"explicit legislative approval for particular uses of force has

We believe that Congress may, as a general
constitutional matter, place a GO-day limit on the use
of our armed forces as required by the provisions of
[section 5(b)} of the Resolution. The Resolution gives
the President the flexibility to extend that deadline
for up to 30 days in cases of "unavoidable military
necessity." This flexibility is, we believe, sufficient
under any scenarios we can hypothesize to preserve his

never been necessary," he candidly states.

The President thus

could have used armed force in World War I, World War II, or
Vietnam without any declaration of war or any other legislative
approval.

This view of war-making power is of course not new, but
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their commission.

it should suffice at this point in our history to note that the

Similar analysis is to be found in Talbot v. Seaman (1801).

divine-right-of-kings approc:'-ch was ventilated and rejected in 1789,

Where Congress delegates authority, therefore, limits imposed

and I see no point in reopening the debate today.

incident to that delegation are constitutionally valid.

important premise undergirds the approach of the Use of Force Act.

CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE USE OF FORCE ACT
The

constitutional

theory

underpinning

the

War

Several additional constitutional provisions are pertinent

Powers

to this discussion, although one only hypothetically.

Resolution is different from that underpinning the Use of Force
Act.

This

The War Powers Resolution confers no authority upon the
THE

President; as section 8 makes clear, it merely places limits upon

COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF CLAUSE

The Use

The first is the Commander-in-Chief Clause: "The President

of Force Act, on the other hand, affirmatively delegates power to

shall be Commander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the Uni ted

the President to use armed force in certain specified instances.

States, and of the Militia of the several States . •

The distinction is critical.

Federalist No. 69 Hamilton explained the commander-in-chief clause:

the use authority that otherwise might lay unregulated.

Early in our history it was held that

,,16

In the

[T]he President is to be Commander in Chief of the

congress can authorize "imperfect" war in which authority is
conferred upon the President subject to statutorily specified

army and navy of the United States.

In this respect his

limitations.

Writing in Bas v. Tingy in 1800, Justice Paterson

authority would be nominally the same with that of the

that the war between the United states and France was not an

King of Great Britain, but in substance much inferior to

unlimited was, but "a war for certain objects, and to a certain

it.

It would amount to nothing more than the supreme

as congress tolerated and

command and direction of the military and naval forces,

authorized the war on our part, so far may we proceed in hostile

as first General and Admiral of the confederacy; while

extent."

He continued:

operations."
validity

of

Similarly,

i. [A]s

far

Justice

Washington

congressionally-imposed

limits

underscored
incident

to

that of the British King extends to the declaring of war

the

and to the raising and regulating of fleets and armies;

the

all which, by the Constitution under consideration, would

delegation of power:

appertain to the Legislature. 17

[H]ostilities may subsist between two nations more
confined in its nature and extent; being limited as to
places, persons, and things. • • • [T] hose who are
authorized to commit hostilities, act under special
authority, and can go no farther than to the extent of

Professor Henkin has noted in this connection that generals, "even
when they are 'first,' do not determine the political purposes for

I
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which troops are to be used; they command them in the execution of

including the • • • Executive Branch • . • outside the legislative

policy made by others. ,,18

branch . .,22

The "others," of course, consisted of

Adoption of a concurrent resolution under section 5(c)

Congress; James Wilson's comments at the Pennsylvania ratifying

would have the purpose and effect of altering the rights and duties

convention seemed to sum up his colleagues' belief concerning the

of the President.

in reading the majority opinion as invalidating the legislative

power to initiate hostilities:
This system will not hurry us into war; it is calculated
to guard against it.

Justice White, in dissent, was doubtless correct

It will not be in the power of a

veto provision in the War Powers Resolution. D
To be sure, arguments can be made to the contrary, but none

single man, or a single body of men, to involve us in

is persuasive.

such distress; for the important power of declaring war

lative veto contained in section S(c) of the War Powers Resolution

is vested in the legislature at large: this declaration

is distinguishable

must be made with the concurrence of the House of

pertained

19

Representatives •
No "independent" power conferred by the commander-in-Chief Clause

to

It might be argued, for example, that the legis-

from

that

in Chadha24 in

the exercise of a

that

the

latter

statutorily delegated power,

whereas, in the case of the War Powers Resolution (and, arguably,
the Impoundment Control Act 25 as well), the legislative veto in

would interfere with the power of Congress to impose restrictions

question applies to the exercise of a power that derives entirely

of the sort set forth in either the Use of Force Act or the War

from the Constitution.

This argument, however, proves too much

and only fortifies the conclusion that

powers Resolution.

~

applies to the War

Powers Resolution: if Congress is unable to attach the "string" of
THE WAR POWERS RESOLUTION' S LEGISLATIVE VETO

The so-called "Presentation Clause," however,

does cause

a legislative veto to a statutorily delegated power, surely it is
on far weaker ground when it attempts to do so in connection with

Section 5(c) of the Resolution, allowing Congress by
problems.
concurrent resolution to force the President to withdraw the armed

a power not delegated by it but conferred by the Constitution.~

forces from hostilities, is clearly invalid after the Supreme

it would be inconsistent with previous cases that affirm the power

Court's decision in Immigration and Naturalization Service v.

of Congress to express its will in other contexts without adhering

Chadha.~

to the requirements of the Presentation Clause.

The Court found that Presentation clause

21

requirements

A broader argument against the application of Chadha is that

In the

~

must be met whenever legislative action has the "purpose and effect

Seizure Case, for example,

the Court found that Congress had

of altering the legal rights, duties and relations of persons,

expressed its opposition to presidential seizure of the steel mills
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by rejecting an amendment that would have authorized that seizureJ

and others -- that what Congress cannot accomplish through action

the President never had the opportunity to veto the congressional

it cannot accomplish

rejection of that amendment since it was not contained in the

the "inaction" incident to the expiration of the GO-day time

legislation presented to him.27

limit. 31

Similarly, in Dames & Moore v.

throug~

inaction -- applies to far more than

All sunset legislation conferring statutory authority on

Regan, the Court inferred congressional approval of the Iranian

the President for a limited period of time -- and, indeed, the 18-

Claims Settlement Agreement

month Lebanon compromise itself -- is impermissible under Will's

disapprove.

from

the

failure

of

Congress

to

28

Constitution.

In each case, the courts necessarily reasoned that "the legal
rights,

duties

legislative

and relations

branch,,29

accomplished without
procedures.

were

of

persons

affected

strict

adherence

by
to

Yet there is no suggestion in

However reckless the Chadha court may have been in

failing to distinguish among the several different categories of

outside the

legislative vetoes, 32 nothing in its opinion suggests that the

congressional

action

hundreds of laws conferring statutory authority for a limited

Presentation

Clause

period of time were intended to fall within its sweep.33

~

that the Court

intended to overrule either case or to limit the power of Congress

FUNDING LIMITATIONS

Although the Court disapproves of a

Section 9 of the Use of Force Act prohibits any use of funds

"binding" expression of congressional opinion through simple or

for purposes inconsistent with the provisions of the Act and

concurrent resolution and will give such expression no legal

imposes internal parliamentary procedures to give teeth to that

effect, it seems willing to infer congressional intent from sources

prohibition.

to so express its will.

far less

precise.~

adopted under

Accordingly, whereas a concurrent resolution

section

5(c)

can have

no mandatory effect

nonetheless

suffice

under

Justice

plenary grant of appropriations power to Congress.

Article I,

in

section 9, clause 7 provides that "No money shall be withdrawn from

such a

the treasury, but in consequence of appropriations made by law."

Jackson's

The point-of-order procedure is patterned after the that developed

requiring presidential withdrawal of the armed forces,
resolution could

I

This provision is supported by the Constitution's

analysis to place the President's power at its lowest ebb.

Indeed,

in the "Treaty Powers Resolution" of Sen. Dick Clark, Senate

it is hard to see why a concurrent resolution adopted without

Resolution 24.~ This was incorporated in section 502 of the State

reference to the War Powers Resolution should not be accorded such

Department Authorization reported by this Committee in 1978,35 and

effect.

the Committee report describes the point-of-order procedure at some

As to the time limits, the argument advanced by George Will

length.

As transplanted to the war powers garden, the procedure
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would cause a point of order to lie in either body against any

judiciary

measure that contains funds to carry out a USe of force found by

permissible, by its own terms the provision avoids constitutional

Congress, by concurrent resolution, to be inconsistent with the

pitfalls.

action

only

to

the

extent

constitutionally

That concludes my commentary with respect

Because the concurrent

provisions of the Use of Force Act.

to

constitutionality, Mr.

resolution in question would not have effect beyond the halls of

Chairman.

I

to issues of

reiterate my belief

that

The funding limitation

serious issues of wisdom remain to be addressed, particular ly

provision of the Use of Force Act would be enacted pursuant to the

concerning the scope of authority conferred by section 4(a) of the

plenary constitutional power of each House of Congress to determine

Use of Force Act.

Congress, it is not proscribed by

its rules of procedure.
continuous power,
and

within

36

alw~ys

~hadha.

This, the Supreme Court has said, "is a

I would be glad to answer the Subcomittee's questions.

subject to be exercised by [either] House,

[constitutional)

limits,

absolute

and

beyond

the

challenge of any other body of tribunal. ,,37

STATUTORILY-MANDATED JUSTICIABILITY
Finally, one provision of the Use of Force Act deserves
special comment, only to note that its limited terms obviate
whatever constitutional problems might otherwise arise.

Section

10 of Committee Print No. 1 attempts to get the courts to resolve
disputes over the application of the Use of Force Act.
standing on the part of Members of Congress to

It creates

ch~llenge

compliance with the Act, which clearly can be done by statute.

nonIt

then proceeds to direct the courts not to dismiss such an action
on grounds of non-justiciability unless that action is required by
the Constitution.
a

case

as

Similarly, it directs the courts to decide such

expeditiously

as

requirements of the Constitution.

possible

consistent

with

the

Because this section spurs the

~
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19. 2 DEBATES IN THE SEVERAL STATE CONVENTIONS ON THE ADOPTION OF
THE FEDERAL CONSTITUTION 528 (J. Elliot ed. 1859, 1861).
20. 462 U.S. 919 (1983).

Compare

Alexander

Hamilton,

no

admirer

of

9. Id. at 662.
legislatures:
The history of human conduct does not warrant that
exalted opinion of human virtue which would make it wise
in a nation to cOl1Ullit interests of so delicate and
momentous a kind as those which concern its intercourse
with the rest of the world to the sole disposal of
. a President of the United States.
THE FEDERALIST No. 75, at 505-06 (A. Hamilton)(J. Cooke ed. 1961).
An important recent reaffirmation of this approach is found
in Webster v. Doe, 56 U.S.L.W. 3880 (U.S., June 27, 1988),
discussed further below.
Despite the protestations of the two
dissenters, the Court -- speaking again through Chief Justice
Rehnquist -- grounded on congressional will rather than
constitutional principle its conclusion that a former CIA employee
was not precluded from seeking judicial review of the decision by
which he was dismissed. Justice Scalia, dissenting, worried that
the majority's opinion
will have ramifications far beyond creation of the
world's only secret intelligence agency that must
litigate the dismissal of its agents. If constitutional
claims can be raised in this highly sensitive context,
it is hard to imagine where they cannot. The assumption
that there are any executive decisions that cannot be
hauled into the courts may no longer be valid.
343 U.S. at 635 (Jackson, J., concurring).

11. The Steel Seizure Case, 343 U.S. 579, 635-38 (1952) (Jackson,
J., concurring).
12. Youngstown, 343 U.S. at 634 (Jackson, J., concurring).
13. Id. at 637.

Hamiltoll)(J. Cooke ed. 1961).

18. HENKIN, supra note 8, at 50-51.

6.

10.

(A.

21. U.S. CONST., art. I, §7, cl. 3.
22. Chadha, 462 U.S. at 952.
23. Id. at 974 (White, J., dissenting). Justice White concluded
that "[t]he Court's Article I analysis appears to invalidate all
legislative vetoes irrespective of form or substance." .!&:..
24. The legislative veto at issue in Chadha was contained in §
244(c)(2) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, 8 U.S.C. §
1254(c)(2) (1976).
25. Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974, 31
U.S.C. § 1403.
26.
Accord Note, The Future of the War Powers Resolution, 36
STAN.L.REV. 1407, 1453 (1984); Presidential Power to Use the Armed
Forces Abroad without Statutory Authorization, 4A OPe OFFICE OF THE
LEGAL COUNSEL, DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 185, 196 (1980).
27. Youngstown Sheet
(1952) •

&

Tube Co. v. Sawyer,

343 U.S.

579, 586

28. 453 U.S. at 682.
29. INS v. Chadha, 462 U.S. at 952 (1983).
30. The Court's holding in Chadha that Congress can speak legislatively only by following the requirements of the Presentation
Clause finds support in some older cases suggesting that it is
impermissible for a court to consult legislative debates to
determine the meaning of a statute. See. e.g., standard Oil v.
United States, 221 U.S. 1, 50 (1910); United States v. Trans-
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Missouri Freight Ass'n, 166 U.S. 290, 318 (1896). The law today is
clearly to the contrary.

Mr Chairman, members of the Committee, I am honored by your Invitation. I come before you not as a constitutional lawyer; indeed, not

31. Will, War Powers Act and Common Sense, L.A. Times, Sept. 15,
1983, §2 at 7, col. 1; Moore, Rethinking the "War Powers" Gambit,
Wall St. J., Oct. 27, 1983, at 30, col. 3.

as a lawyer at all. Neither am I a professional historian. I

32.
For a collection of citations to statutes exhibiting the
variety of legislative vetoes that exist, see Chadha, 462 u.s. at
1003-13 (Appendix to Opinion of White, J., dissenting).

military affairs. My academic expertise, however, is of a general

33. Such sunset laws may have been within the intent of the
Framers. See 2 THE RECORDS OF THE FEDERAL CONVENTION OF 1787, at
587 (M. Farrand ed. 1966) (quoting Madison as recognizing the
possibility that limits in the duration of laws would be used by
Congress), cited in ~, 462 u.S. at 954 n.18. The Chadha Court
recognized that durational limits on authorizations "would be a
constitutionally permissible means of limiting the power of
administrative agencies." Id. at 955 n.19.

been a US foreign service officer, with a specialization in political

kind. I teach and write in the broad fields of US foreign policy and
international relations. For the last fifteen years, I have seen two
of my coauthor texts and other scholarly musing find their way to every kind of institution of higher education. I also have some knowledge of the requirements of military power. From time to

ti~e,

the

centers of advance study of the US armed services have of:ered me

95th cong., 1st Sess. (1977).

shelter so that I might contemplate the nexus

35.

S. 3076, 95th Cong., 2d Sess. (1978).

icy.

36.

See u.S. cons't., art. 1, sec. 5, cl. 2.

37.

United States v. Ballin, 146 u.S. 1 (1892).

34.

ha~e

betwee~

:cr=e

So I come here with an awareness of my limitations.

believe that I have some experience in contemplating the

~~d

3c~,

iss~es

polT also

be-

fore you.
The Constitutional

Design' 1\ "der-;d<>dly inf"""jQr" For;;!?

Scholars, policy-makers, and jurists give much weight to
the"original intent" of the founders in arguing issues about "who
makes war" in our democracy. If original intent is properly understood, then, it is asserted, we can under.stand how policy formulation
should proceed in our day. The Founders had three central concerns:
@The men of Philadelphia were concerned about the oppression of "kingly wars." For years, the Colonies had been implicated in
dynastic struggles far removed from the interests of the young republic. The Framers did not want to find themselves hostage to any future Executive (be he as mad as George 111 or no) who exploited citizens without their properly expressed consent.
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The Founders knew that by arrogating to themselves too many
survive it would have to defend itself. They were not atcut to free

functions, legislatures had the potential to become tyrannous. Adams

themselves from one remote oppres:lor to become the eas:,' prey of oth-

observations on the the emergence of a legislature in France in 1787

ers.
were to prove especially prescient when, two years later, the new
The Founders were pragmatists. They believed they cCluld work

French Directorate and Committee on Public Safety proved monstrously

things out experientially. After all, they had much in common: And if

totalitarian.

they struggled, and debated, it was as men who were familiar with one

@ The men of Philadelphia craved efficiencyl in foreign affairs.

another---as compatriots, colleagues, and brothers-in-arms.

They had learned from bitter experience the requisites of waging ef-

It was a different world, of course. American repUblicanism

fective war. For several winters, General Washington and his troops

of the 18th century did not envision the vast extension

had shivered with cold while waiting for the Continental Congress to
render them provisions. US emissaries carried on a year
without knowing their

instruc~ions.

The results of 1787

a~

modation of peoples from innumerable lands; nor was i<; :~~eseen that

not seen

a fundamentally rural backwater of Europe ~ould ~ve~ :=~e ~~ cc=~py

as a perfect remedy.
The Founders tried to meet these requirements:

the fran-

chise; nor was it foreseen that there would be the incredible accom-

a time

~e~e

0:

efficie~cy;

avoiding, on the one hand, a tyrannous executive; and on

~~e

the political center of the world. The men of Philade:p~~a, however,

and

knew that as long as the new United States could avcid ex~ensive com-

other,

mitments and the temptations that Europeans called "~igh politics,"

avoiding a tyrannous legislature.

their liberties would be safe.

Plainly, the Constitution was "a mosaic of everyone's second

11
The l1pwisdorn of making

choice 2 ."Like many good treaties, the Constitution was an exercise in
studied ambiguity. The document contains deliberate silences about

onrs"ly~e

0y,:6-

In the twentieth century much changed. Liberty is now no less

many issues in external relations. Justice Jackson characterized

valued. Indeed, political freedom in America has expanded. Account-

these absences of commentary as "zone!s] of twilight.'" But this lack

ability has broadened. The franchise has become universal. There i~ a

of specificity was probably deliberately crafted.

more intimate nexus between the voters and their representatives. And

The Founders knew their solutions might be both messy and unique

there is a great question if our 18th century patrimony is a good fit

to their time. They were not about to prescribe solutions to indeter-

with the modern world.

minate problems in unknowable circumstances in the indefinite future.

tion-- that democracy is a "decidedly inferior 4 " form in dealing with

But they ~ere men of a peculiarly practical bent. They knew that war

the external world--- has become, in the 20th century, the starting

DeTocqueville's early 19th century observa-

was, too often, in the nature of a world comprised of sovereign, in-

place for countless texts On US foreign policy. But there is little

dependent states. The Framers knew that if the young republic were to

evidence that autocracies are wiser or

3
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t

more adept in dealing with
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external relations. Nor, for that matter, are

par!~a~enta=y

systems

manifestly better in their relations with the outside world than we

healthy. It is for that reason, I am especially pleased that these
hearings are being held. The current situation cries out for remedy.
I confess that I have argued that even an incomplete fidelity

are.
There is not much point, it seems to me,

i~

making ourselves

over into something else so that we can achieve purported but unproved advantages in stealth, speed and perseverance. We cannot contradict our laws for the abstract, hypothetical ad7antages of other
systems. This would be a political oxymoron. And dangerous as well.
:~e

When the "national interest" and the interest of
f!ic~,

then the E:cecutive and the Legislat'.lre has

1.aw are in con-

rea_

~o

but

c~oice

~=s
~~7e

;...C~

:::

a=;--..::::~::~z

::7::

to reSC'.le

a~·."ar.cg-=

-:.::'e _a::;-:

.:;=

OS nat~:na1s,

:::ses (a1! of which are
~~e

said that the current situation serves as a public marker for
Congress. I have contended that the legislation
facilitating the

a=::::-:

~::e

a..",:".=:~.::..~:=!

=:e:I!~:'::'-:~· ~;:=

or depl::

asser~ed ::o~

~o

~S

:a"""

fa':'':'

;.;:~:-.~::

1973 legislation) has always seemed to me a

cence of a self-defeating expediency. The

:: :.=.e

;=~=.!

::r:es ::r

!awyering. When Congress acquiesces to these

~~::c

0:

ar~~~e~-:s,

vic~im

is

-=:'e

a ~=!~

-:::e

~Ct

:';a= ?-:-""~:·:e=:.:-

=: purc:

;::·.;=-;:e·.~

e~=ess

~

seem to work in

exodus from Grenada within the deadline estab-

lished by the War Power's "clock." And I have noted with approval the
twelve Presidential reports which the Executive has issued :rom time

ports confirm that the War Powers

:-: is evi:'.ls~

Ac~

remai~s

in

~::e

:::<ec'':-'::'le' s

field of vision. I have even used the dubious example of

~~e

Lebanon

Peace Keeping Mission; arguing that, but for the War Powers Act, it
might have been worse.
But I have changed my mind. The moral claim the War Powers

0:

Congress. It the law and the integrity of the American political sys-

Act makes on the Executive, I have come to believe, is douc:ful because of is inconstant and unpredictable application. We have a situation in which Congress has become like one of those TV evangelists,
who asserts high moral principle on Sunday: but by Thursday evening

tern.
We have but three choices regarding the War Powers Act.
*It can can be upheld,
*It can be strengthened:
*It can be abandoned.
The indeterminate position we now are in, where the law is

can be found somewhere out on Highway 40 in the nllo Tell Motel." Dim
Presidential awareness of his minimum responsibility to inform

th~

governed as well as his constitutional partner, the Congress, of
fateful decisions results has resulted in all too evident
hypocrisies.

sometimes given an occasional flaccid curtsey, while Congress, for
the most part averts its' collective gaze, cannot be said to be

5

US

to time when mandating force overseas. I have argued that -:::ese re-

opt :or the law.

:-=.e

to the War Powers Act is better than nothingS. I have said that the
act is not a nullity. I have called it a "moral firebreak." I have

6
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"side shows" (another expression attributed to US officials
Perhaps we need remind ourselves why the War Powers Act
seemed to be needed in the first place. We should recall that Presi-

three years of hearings, Congress delivered the War Powers Act.

dents Johnson and Nixon misrepresented their indefinite and indeter-

There were three political assumptions that accompanied the

minate misadventure in Asia. We now have the sworn testimony of Sec-

passage of the War Powers Act. Indeed, they

retary MacNamara. The Vietnam War, Mr. MacNamara believed, could not

thing of a national consensus:

be won, militarily. These were his thoughts, he recalled in the Westmoreland trial,

form~d

@First, that US armed forces should not

in the fall of 1965. Then, in 1965, the US had suf-

at the timp, S0me-

~nter

hostilities

without adequate domestic support. Evidence of this SUFPort should be

fered 18,000 battlefield deaths. There were to be 40,000 more.

explicit Congressional consent. Today, the call for this

Congress was well implicated in the origins of the war. But it had

not retreated to just these halls. As Secretary of

been

duped 6 •

The circumstances of the Gulf of Tonkin incident were

evidenc~

has

Defe~se Weinb~rg~r

out it, in November 1984:
.
"Befor~ t~e US commits ccmbae :orc~s abr~a~ :~~=e must be
=easonable assurances we have the su~pcrt
t~e ~~e=:=~~ pecF!e a~d
~~eir e!ec~ed repr~sentat!v~s in C:ngress. =~!s S~~;==: :a~~ot ~e
ac~ieved unless we are candid in making clear the ~~=ea~s we :ace:
support cannot be sustained without continuing and close consultation
with the Congress ... '

0:

not as they were portrayed. There had been no attack on US vessels
steaming the high seas. Quite the reverse.
Finally, in 1969, the councry had no more be:ly :=r war; but
the Vietnam War insensately lumbered on. Each :0111 compou~ded the
next. And neither Mr. Johnson nor Mr. Nixon,

who hoped

they could get on with matters elsewhere). In this context, after

@Second, "interest should dictate cor:unitme:::s: a:-.d not the

it seemed, w~~ed the

reverse."

Vietnam, of course, was a living contradicticn to Mr

loss they knew to be inevitable to fall "on their watch." =hat is

Nixon's own dicta. But Messrs. Hixon and KiSSinger

what was meant by the high official who first use the expression, a

drawing down the Vietnam war, a more careful

"decent interval."

ments and resources could be attained. Congress concurred. But

The truth finally made its way to daylight: and

~oped

calibratic~

that by
of commitadd~d

its cwn assurance that they would be port of the process of propor-

Congress repealed its enabling grant, the Gulf of Tcnkin Resolution--

tioning ends and means in US forpign policy. Thus Congress passed

something Mr Katzenbach, the Under secretary of State, had called a

War powers Act, the Intellig"nc"! Oversight Acts, and the Impoundmf'nt

"functional: declaration of War." But the war went on. Congress cut

Control Act.

off monies. And more monies materialized--from contingency funds,
from carry-over funds,

from reprogrammed funds,

t.h~

These legislative devices emerged to count@r the possibility

from a "Feed and For-

that an unmanageable commitment, despite the Nixon-Kissinger formula,

age" act that had not been used since the Civil War. Congress re-

could, once again, achieve a macabre life of its own. Ccngress

stricted the war; but the war expanded to Laos and Cambodia.

not see itself as some kind of institutional loose sere',I,

At long last, language was passed over a Presidential veto

around the machinery of state. Rather, CongrAss

that unarguably ended funding for the war and its several bloody

8
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I

vi~wpd

di~

floF'ping

itself as

~ct-

1192

1193

ing to assist the Executive in fitting interests to national security
policy, including the use of force.

The US, tragically, lost men in Desert One; but it is a cruel

As Senator Javits was fond of

truth that we had good fortunE" ill escaping the consequences of a
"success."

saying, the War Powers 1\.r.t was a "niechanism" of co-determining" a
critical area of overlapping responsibility.

1JMany of the hoslages could well have died. The Joint Chiefs

@ Finally, Congren!l helieved itself to be capable of offering

estimated that as many as

a kind of "reality test" Lo the Executive. If the President alone di-

4()\

would not have survived their "rescue"o

2JThe kind of US firepower aloft over Tehran the evening of
rescue was excessive. Airborne gunships might have assisted the res-

vined the national interests there was a well based fear that he

cuers by supplying the I: tme that was needed to subdue captors and re-

might precede with deficiC'IlL faculties.
This is no trivial matter. The 25th amendment recognizes that

trieve (from an area the size of the mall here in Washington) Our

Presidents can have cripplE'l\ judgf'!ment. Journalistic reports of Mr

personnel from their incarcerationo So many people would have been

Nixon's decisional style, eVE"n be(ore the "Final Days," were disturb-

killed that the wobbly reg lme of 1 he 1\.yotallas could well have

ing to say the least. Recelilly, we have heard alarming reports about

fallen.

the acuity of Mr. Johnson when Vietnam began to weigh heavily upon

time, was the Tudeh(ie Communist) party.

him.

I will say nothing about the incumbent President. There are

many good reasons for

COllg~pss

to leave all impaired Executive where

he is, insulated from close medical scrutIny. But it cannot be argued
that Executives should

bp

allowed to closet themselves

from Congress

when they are deciding I HSII!!!l of war and peace.

The only organized opposition to the Khomeni Clique, at thltt

3) Iran would have been so chaotic, whether the Tudeh or some
other group came to power, that the sclerotic leadership in Moscow,
having misjudged the West ollce in North Asia, might have misjudged us
again. The scenario I am drawing Implies the fall of Iran to instruments of Moscow Or worse. 'l'II<1t: 1:111" liS could find itself in a hair
,aising face-down with the RussiallS over the fate of Iran was a real

IV

The Cont inuing Ya IiljJlY.-J2L~ar Powers Rat..limal.e

impetus for the funding of the Rapid Deployment Force. But it was a
scenario that could only IIIClke thf' horsemen of the apocalypse grin

For most of the 1 ~110s, there were few opportunities to claim

with its cosmic ironies.

that commitments could hpcoomf', to paraphrase Clausa.,1i tz, "things unto
themselves." But the 1900s h<lve hroY'Jllt
ties for disaster that I:wo

I~:tecutives

liS

at least [our opportuni-

@The US efforts III C~lItral I\merica to undo the Sandanista
regime.

have embraced with worrisome
The Contras, accordillg to most reports, never believed they

alacrity.
could win. Nor did anyone else who ever dealt with the Contras, inThese were:
cluding the JCS and the CI1\..
@The

attempt~d

rp~;O-II(~

Even the the NSC never believed, in

of 1\.1Ilf'tiCClII hostages in 1980.
private, that the Contras were an effective fighting force. The Con-

9
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tras were trained in thp J\1II~rlcan tradition at arms: of fixing the

I

1195

f1

truth, US policy played all sides. US generals assisted the Iraqis.

enemy and overwhelming him with superior force. But they never had

US intelligence and arms assisted the Iranians. 1\nd a US ship shot

the where-with-all, hmllllll or material, for that; and they did not

down Air Iran 655. Mr Dllsh npeaklng for the US at the UN ecoed the

have a sufficiently populnr base to wIn as all insurgency force. They

claim of the Navy that most of the blame should be shouldered by the

did not collect taxes. 1~ey could not even stay 48 hours in a vil-

Iranian Government. The Iranians, it was contended, should be held

lage.

accountable for that fact that a commercial airliner heeded a flight

Given the Contras hopeless position, they had few choices.

They could provoke the Snndc1l1istas into a reaction that would trigger

plan over a war zone, even though Air Iran flight 655 ran flve days a

a us intervention. They could simply "bleed" the Sandanistas. The

week, regularly as Arntrack. The Captain of the Vincennes, US

Contras might would lose, eventually. But the point would be made. Or

officials said over and over, "did the right thing."
Now that the Gulf war seems to

the Contras could come to terms with their old foes in Managua. There

b~

over, there are claims

was little doubt that the Contras could do more than this. They were

that the mission has been "redeemed by events". Maybe. Or mayb", it

a losing force. But like Vietnam,

was the exhaustion of both sides, and the use of poison gas that

the inevtible was capable of being

put off until a different watch. Meanwhile, of course, there was al-

brought the participants to the bargaining table. In any case, the us

ways the possiblity that the desperate Contras could provoke the San-

did not well position itself for the future with this undertaking;

danistas to "do something stupid R ."

and we are lucky to have escaped without having become a more inti-

@The United States reflagging mission.

mate party to the unsavory regime of Sadaam Hussean and the war he

The US reflaggillg and oil tanker "shot-gun service" began

provoked.
@The second US peace keeping expedition to Lebanon begun in

shortly after the Iran/Contra story broke in the US. There was strong
pressure to appear as if the Reagan Administration had a policy in

October 1982.
The US mission to l.ebanon had shi ft ing and effervescent pur-

the area.
The appearance of an immense US flotilla was an ad hoc re-

poses. The definition of the Administrations objectives went throuqh

sponse to a Kuwaiti request that had been around for months. The

four distinct permutations: peace keeping; assisting the Government

sheer scope of the US presence stunned the Kuwatis: a "Hollywood re-

of Lebanon; helping the Pallstinian find safe harbor; and blocking

action," the Kuwaiti Deputy Secretary for Foreign Affairs uncharita-

the advance of the Soviets and Syrians.
The US marines found themselves with instructions to train a

bly termed it.
The professional Navy was never an enthusiast of the mission.

rump government in an an area wrenched and torn by bloody feuds so

The US convoy seemed to ally the US to one party in a war in which

intertwined they would, by comparison, make a taut hangman's rope ap-

the United States had no interest in befriending either side. In

pear as if were but slack yarn.

11
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The mission in 1,I"hilllOn never made sense. Congress knew it;
but Congress responded,

ing takes place in a small and

you remember, with a febrile extension of

a~

the "automatic" War Powptn net "clock".

~~

inbr~d group. Such groups tend to be

fearful and suspicious abnut what the outside world may say or know.

Congress gave the Execu-

So "reality testing" in these circumstances is at a diScount. There

tive 180 days; or until afl('[ the next election to figure out what it
was doing in Lebanon. The Executive is not the only branch to embrace

is a vast body of literature in the social sciences that demonstrates

pallid policies hoping

the smaller the number of decJsion-makers, and the ~horter the time

tllf'!Y

will flOt turn out to be a corpse until

to take action, the more likely that there will

after the next election.

We accept

It was the worst slaughter of US Marines since the battle of Kai San.
A fine historian, Barbara 'l'uchman, wrote about events in Beirut:
"A peculiar vacuum exists .. Where is the outrage? Where's the
anger that ought to have llIet the death of 241 marines ... ? 9

the importance of speed and stealth in foreign affajrs. Conventional
wisdom is that Congress is incapable of both. But if Congress is not

Questions abound in this abbreviated recitation. When faced

incestuous decision-makIng. Congress can keep secrets. At least some
committees can.

with manifest foreign policy folly, why do we find that the Executive
110

leal consultation and debate? That was the

purpose of the the War Powers Act,

(and it is the laH, after al1.)

*Second, Congress!ol\"l argulcscence to EXecutive initiatIves
is related to the institutional fragmentation that aCt::'ompanied the
great reforms of the 1970s.

Why does Congress play such a miniscule role in this unhappy recita'tion of disasters so frlvolQusly courted?
This is the stuff of long scholarly tomes. But I suggest
three reasons:
*First, folly is

the part of DeToguev!lles' aphorism that points to

speedy, neither is it prone to any of the pathologies associated with

V

!ULtjle Pers lstence of Fall y

persists? Why is there

b~ a resort to faulty

and usually dated routines.

241 US Marines were killed in the bombing of their barracks.

In the 1980s, the l~"dership of Congress seems to have been
aware that the Executive ellqaged in actions fraught wIth danger. But
the leadership of Congress has been much reduced in authority and domain. It Can no longer, by Itself, command the Executive to stop. Nor

ill \

inherent danger in any decision made by

only a few people.
A decision choked-off from the great bazaar of available debate and information, alld taken in the shadows, especially when time
is compressed, yields too easily to silly arguments, bureaucratic

can Congress' leadership illprt the rl'll1k and file to institutional
dangers. Indeed, one senses, that inst it1ltional loya Ities have waned
in recent years. Congress hns hecome more reactive and less coherent.
Congress' leadership seems like Lear in the storm, crying unheard
jeremiads.

~Third,

vanities, and personal eccentricities. The rational search for optimizing the "national interest" is often set aside when decision-mak-

the half life of the Cold War 'has persisted.

though it is a depleted vIsion,

/3
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it is the only one around.

Al-

1198
1199
The goals, metaphors and policy routines of the 1940's and
1950's still inform US foreign policy and US policy makers. The post

In the early 1960's, ther~ w~s a real worry that insurgent

war international environment has been defined as a kind of permanent

war,

emergency. And the appropriate role of Congress in the face of that

timate allies, the Chill"!'!"', wrmld oUlflank th'" lhllted States.

emergency has been, for forty years, defined as a bi-partisan posture

sponsored by the Sovlels, and what was beli@ved to be their In-

In the mid 196()'!1

of acquiescence to Executive portraits of imminent menace.

U"!'I!'It!'l Hilclllllllril,

that unless the US proved

I hnt

RI\!'II(

;1""

,Johnson b.'l

J I· could lIIanaga iIlStlf·qf.'lIt

ie'Jed

warfnn~,

central deterrence would he tested early and oft.en. As a reSUlt of
such constant trials, nllrle<lr detertence might fall. Vietnam, in this
analysis, helped foresta I I
war.

The "track record" of the tactic of raising frightening

illlli

p('rhaps foreclose st.rategic nuclear

prospects, measured by the successful teasing of funds and commitIn the mid 1970's, grOllp!! in various Executive departments

ments from Congress, is almost, from the standpoint of the Executive,

Worried about developments In Suvi('t armaments that would leave the

an unbroken record of success.
In 194"1, the

~illlple

request for $400 million dollars in

emergency assistance for Greece and Turkey was framed in terms of a
civilization at risk from the dark forces of global barbarism. As
Acheason put it, the US faced a time unseen since the "hoards of Is-

United States open to a potelltial "window of vulnerllbility."

Some-

time in the mid 1980s, they asserted the Soviets could use their
"heavy" ICBMS in a concentrated attack on US land forces,
leaving the
US with no option save a mutual annihilation triggered by the US response, or surrender.

lam" stood at the gates of Vienna.
In the 1980's, th .. <lp.velopJnQ world once again waa pr(>sented

The great planning docull1ent of the late 19"O's, NSC 68,
warned that if the United States did not re-institute conscription,
triple the defense bud<)f't, and develop hydrogen weapons, "our very
independence as a natioll\would bel at

~take."

In the late 1950's, a distinguished committee headed by Genera 1 Gaither argued tllal if the US did not launch a full bore assault

as new arena of great SovJel. cha]lenqe. As Under Secretary of Defense
Ikle argued:
" •• :lma11 war:l •.. alo lIot just: a collection of self cancelling
insurgencies .•• There is a drivlllg orqallizing Corce lJ'!hinIJ it all: here it stirs
up and feeds an in:lurgency, thf'IC it ~xrlolts a coup d'et.,t, hor'l! it insllg"t('s
terrorism to weaken democrllLlc 9"veJ:llmcflts, there it provIdes police fore .. s and
Pretorian guard:l to perpetuill.e ., reg1n.0 beh"lden to it, it di1i?ently, ruthl .. ""ly
expands its dominance through Ihe world .. We in t.he Wf'st .. lha'J~l <"heckmated ... Soviet expansion. 1\111.•• prlmarily (Inl the so calif'" Third World ... th ..
cold war lis beingl followed by 1I19urgOltcy warfllre .. "10

on the problem of missile techllology, build a country-wide civil defense program, and expand US tactical and strategic forces, then the
US would face, in the lallguage of the report, a "desperate" period of
vulnerability due to the impending missile gap with the Soviets.

Years after [lean
nari ly candid memoir. III

l\du~ason

I·h~

serv(>d, he gave us an extraordi-

case of tlSC 68 and the Truman doctr ine,

Mr. Acheason remembered, lip. simply tried to frighten the socks off
Congressional elders who, h('
if they were not preS('1I1 I'd,

15
16

fear~d
1"15

might slip back into iso1ntionism

h .. pili:

j

t,

thl"! "door of Armag<:>ddonll."
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NSC 68 was craft~(1 III language which called up prospects so
terrifying that he

cOllld "" I 'IC Iqf'f "' " I

into accepting a new

CPIII

!lI' III

!jf1V

he

"mass mind of bureaucracy"

I pt-IIS reI ations. Congress, after a

long war, and only thrpp y,·ars of peace, had to be persuaded, in

great consensus surroundinq containment and US 1l1liances has been
easier to conserve as it was originally stated, "at the creation,"
rather than to recast ollr IIlIderstanrilng of the world in more subt lle
hues. After all, the Amcr.!r.all pf'ople have bf'en asked to pay at a ratE'

Acheason's judgment, that an inuefinite period of vigilance overseas

of something like $15,000 rlnllars per person per year. It is skimpy

and high taxes was warrantpd. standing armies and overseas alliances

easier to justify such expense in familiar tones of alarm.

in peace-time were the hl"'ilvy anchors of US foreign policy for one

The assumptions of danger are now like the s}'mbols of an an-

hundred and fifty years. Sr) hcheason cast the picture as bleakly as

cient Kabuki drama: sublimable; almost a part of our cultural subcon-

he could. Overstatemellt worked for Hr Acheason, of course, and few

scious. The text is so well kllown that the audience, if it were not

would gainsay him.
But all these soundings of the tocsin were overdone. When the

ecutive. "Well", Congress responds, "what can be done but grant most

us asserted that the Soviels would be in a strategic position to col-

of the funds, issue the commitments, and

lectivize Europe and then the world, in the mid 50's, the Russians

of US soldiers if that is requested. The portrait of "present danger"

had but a handful of nuclear weapons and no means to deliver them to

has become the great cant of the republic. "To move in another dlrec-

the United States.
The Vietnamese werp never instruments of a Sino-Soviet con-

of step but nearly unpatriotic.

impolite to do so, could speak the lines. "We at risk", cries the Ex-

tion in the context of this now classic drama would seem not just out

spiracy. The soviets had long broken with the Chinese in 1957; and we
know what poor friends the Chinese have been to the Vietnamese.
Even the Cuban ml~~lle crisis, perhaps the most dangerous

even supply the expedition

I think it would have been better for the republic, If the
Executive could state its case as close to the mark as possible. Perhaps Congress would chose wrongly. There is no guarantee that

episode of the Cold War, was probably pushed to a level of threat be-

Congress would react with wisdom. But to continue along the presf'nt

yond what was warranted

path is to put our faith in a few, cloistered individuals, usually

evellt!J.

by

But Execut lve a!3!lert. Ions of great donger WE!re not just elaborate ruses. In part,

\.lIP

III (Jcedllre had stmpl y become habit. Stating

a problem so starkly, shonk

10051"'

fuuds. It became an expected, obli-

with an attention span no less fragmented than that of the Congress.
Every time debate is cheapened, it makes it easier to courSf'n public
discussion the next time. There is a long history to illustrate this;
and there is blame enough to go around. But a determination has to be

gatory maneuver; and it worked.
But constant ov(>rst<llemeIlL limits the future; for hyperbole

made to say: 'Stop!" "Enouqh!." Lf't's begin again to determine na-

constrains our ability lo make fuller, more real and more subtle ar-

tional security policy with the deliberation that a great republic

guments. After ~(l "'''''Y II, OIlIIill 1(:

deserves.
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eli re forecasts, the
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more durable

C onsensus.

The aggressor or the interlltllional malefactor will thus have the advantage, it is objected.

My impression from years of studying military matters, is
that most serving offir.ers

~hi'lre

But Congress is hardly likely to be blindly
obstructionist,
although such things are not
unknown, historically. Indeed Congress
has supported most Executive
initiatives at arms. And it is not ex-

the sentiments adumbrated 15 years

ago by a distinguished Selltltor, John Stennis, of the Senate Armed
Services Committee:
"The last decade has taught us .• that this country must never
again go to war without the full moral sanction of the American people. The only practical way is for all parts of the nation to participate in such a decisions is through Congress"12

cessive for Congress to request an explanation of the evidence that
motivates the use of armed force. It seems, therefore, that the re-

No ".f..ull sanction," however, can be said to derive from hasty

quirement of adequate consultation in structuring a meaningful Con-

and extreme representations. If the circumstances and purposes of US

sensus requires a war powers report that is more regular, fuller, and

policy are not carefully explicated, it cannot be said that there has

timely (in the normal sense of the word) than has been the case up

been forged any meaningful contract between those who command and

until now. A strengthen War Powers Act, it seems,

would try to extract a complete cheCklist of explanations as to why an action is:
l)Necessary.

those who serve. Nor can allY "full moral sanction" logically emanate
from anything but a C!lIIIPl.e.1:..e. articulation of what is to be achieved,

2)Likely to be sUccessful.

how, and by whom.

3]Proportionate as to means and ends.

Officers of the Executive argue that the military is now de-

The reporting document should:

manding, as a result of Vietnam, a pre-packaged, full-fledged, before-the-fact warranty of public support. The complaint is levied

1) Anticipate the length of the ellgagement with specificity.

that the terms demanded by the military are excessively rigid: cir-

2]Define the mission objectives with precision.

cumstances, force levels, terms of engagement, should be allowed to
shift with the circumstances, it is argued. A full guarantee of sup-

3]Provide the Congress the criteria by which it can judge the
mission has been completed.

port is hard enough, no less one predicated on a document which efltimates costs and benefits, and the time and money required to fund any

A more rigorous reporting requirement would be an asset in
reaching the consensus our troops demand: and an exacting report

exertion (which I propose below, be folded. into a revised War Powers

would probably giVe the exertion, i f well conceived, the requisite

Act.) Such a document can, it is contended,per force, only be worked

domestic boost it would need for success.

in haste. It would not even be accurate. Since the the process of es-

Some of the the details might have to be classified. The

timation is both lengthy and indeterminate, and the process of gain-

length of stay, and the rUles of engagement, for instance, do not

ing consensus is unlikely to be as timely as it might be i f this par-

have to be spelled out in rnore than generalities. But Congress at

ticular set of hoops had been not littered about in the first place.

19

large, and the American people shOuld have some idea if an effort is

20
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open-ended or finite. Otherwise, all other budget, manpower and political decisions are held hostage to unspecified vagaries. If there

think any new legislation that underscores Congressional intent in

is no criteria of success llnd no specificity as to how long an effort

this area, and fortifies Congressional courage would be welcome.

at arms might last, it surely that ought to be a matter that gives
The flltllte of

Congress pause. In any case, such information is vital to our collec-

becau~e

lX
hQ..J..eglslal-j ve Veto-

The current Byrd, W"lrner, Hunn legislation does not address

tive destiny. It should nnt be withheld or distorted or wrapped in a
bloody shirt just

I

the problem of covert activity. 1 agree with t1r /lalperinlJ that the

"it works."

new proposed Consultative Dody should also be iuforrned of parami UViii
The Perils of Self-imposed Ignorance

tary plans, hostage rescues, and military assistance to allies involving a US commitment

Much of Congress' ignorance, the Executive has rightly contended, over the years, Is self imposed. It is reportedly difficult

Committee vetoes

to get Senators to peer at the CIA budget when glimpses are offered.
A few months before the Iran/Contra scandal broke,

II

lengthy section

of a book I had sent to press detailed private aid to the Contras

ill allY Oil-going disputes. The new Consulta-

tive Body ought to have the right of disapproval or approval.
(110

less aile and two house vetoes) are under

a clOUd of judicial suspicion. I understand Professot Franks' subtle
point that any new veto might be merely a way of pOSitioning Congress

from dubious sources: e.g. the World Anti- Communist League, Guards-

so that the Courts cannot say later that Congress hnd failed to take

man in Alabama. The book also noted the mysterious military assis-

a position at all. 14 I am not sure, however, if Congress need be

tance provided to the COIILrllS by the Israelis, South Koreans and the

reduced to this modest, Jlldeed, humbling posture, especially if one

Taiwanese. I noted that aid to El Salvador had been siphoned off to

believes the the war powers is rightly a Co-determined activity.
Congress has contillued to install legislative vetos since

the Contras; and that exercises and troops in Panama and Honduras
were also used to support an unwinnable war against Nicaragua. My in-

Chada; and the Library of Congress has counted Some 102 vetos that

formation came from GAO reports, occasional law suits, and the press.

have been appended to legislation from the time of Chada to the start

Congress could not help know these things if it had been motivated.

of 1987. Since 1987, even more vetoes have been passed into law. The
intelligence Committee seeltl~1
to have exercised an effective delacto

If Congress is simply unwilling to face the issue of how publie monies and the most essential issues of war and peace are being
decided, I am not sure that the new War Powers proposals either in

legislative veto. Arms sales alld foreign aid have been managed with
one House vetos and COlllmittee vctos.
am not a legal scholar, but there is good authority for the

the form of my simple suggestions or the proposed SJ323, or any other
legislative wrinkle, will make that much of an impact. But I would

argument that the veto that was struck down in Chada was one that
tried to devise a "legislative short-ClIt," in a "regulatory" matter

21

as opposed to a constitutlollally co-determined "policy" matter. So

22
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there are vetos alld vetoR, I t seems. When i t is clear that the conSalvlldor. One the oth~r hitlld, lh(>te are acts of piracy,

stitutional design demands that gower he Rbared, the court may not
want to contest

hijackings
and bOmbings. These are ad:J that. were called, in til(> 19th century,

legislat Ive vetos, since it has been both proper and

customary for Congress lo "("vise ils own solutions for attending to

"propaganda of the deed." If lit!'.> latter kind of terrorists threaten

over-lapping functions and responsibilities.

US life, then there is a

11::1...

for U!; military

alld

p<lcamil itary

asset!)"

This is basically a conslillllilary matter.

In any case, the veto should be, I agree with Professor
Frank, stripped from the dead-mans switch of the 60-90 day clock.

The terrorism aSsociated with civil war is quite somethinq

New, more exhaustive reporting requirements would cure most of the

else. If we are to take sides in sllch matters, far more extensive
consideration ought to be u(>manded by

causes of complaint on both sides of Pennsylvania Avenue about pro-

action implicates

crustean deadlines-- more advantageous to our adversaries than our-

Congress. The former kind of

the Unit eel States in a intervention tn a civil wars

and international wars; wid le the latter tends to support interna-

selves.

tional order. The Execut i v(> has !.he responsibilily to IlIllke the d is-

X
Paramllitarv Force

tinction between these different species of terrorism in a tilllel}, report. There has been great smlldge pot at work in thls area, stoked

I am convinced that the Shenanigans associated with the
Iran/Contra affair ought to be firmly

early and often by this

prohibited in new War Powels

even less well enforced thall the War Powers.

It has befogged public under-

standing of what should lip a rear-onably clear cut matter.

legislation rather than the older neutrality statues which have been
lS

1\t1l11l rdstratlon.

But I am not sure that

Xi
-AJlcw. ..WaLr'Q.l:i!!l:..SJll!tl"LL.i.st

this old practice of using secret soldiers for secret wars should be
inhibited, as Morton Halperin has suggested, by stripping the Execu-

Let me summarize Illy llotiollS of where we ought to go from
here:

tive of the capacity for para-military operations. Indeed, I am not
l

I

sure, I would want to vest covert operations solely in Congress any

--=-

l\ I Til!! IU!r'-'Ul;.

more than I would want to vest them solely in the Executive. Use of

1) The report I ng

1 "'1 11

covert military operatiolls, if t.he world is taking a turn for more

21The repOt"ting

lP'Jld'-"'InPIII-

autonomous and independent: security relations, ought to diminish in
the future in any case.

The use of US military or paramilitary

forces to deal with terror I sm ought to faceted into place in any new
War Powers Act. There Is,

Oil

I

the one hand, the terrorism propagated

1t"PUlf'llt shOll I rf be more t i niP I y.
shl)lJlrJ be more f'xtensive.

31The report shollid h" Sltlllnd by the Prpsldf'nt ann deposited
with the Senate.
Nev('," .1",1111 should WI'" br! faced wi:h a Presincllt who
forgot, or actions which
mayor may not be his.

by insurgents, sllch as Ihose irregular forces in Guatemala, and El

,III'

I:all.-.,. III his Ilame over a signature

whi~h

41The report slt"l1l<1 SP"'r.ify a declassifi('t1t:;oll procedllre b}'
which the whole

23
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S)The report should indicate when it is reasonable to reevaluate, without prejudice, the initial form and purpose of the
armed action.

111'1'11(:: (,egislatiye Veto
1) A concurrent resolution of approval should be required at
the onset of any engagement of US military or paramilitary assets.
2] Approval and disapproval mechanisms should be required at
regular but expanded intervals,

I

3] The use of fundlllg

overseas and "private Sources" is

bazaar by any normal rendillq of the Constitution. It should be

I

stopped.
New war powers leqlslatlon should strip away this fantastically dangerous and totalitarian expediency which nnt only unites the
power of the purse with the sword bllt menaces us wi':h the shadow
world of multinational inf111ence peddling.

related to the stipulations of the

initial report made by the President.

[roln

I

DICIlmina1-fenalties and-tQ~p[ocedure3
1] There should be criminal penalties for using monies not

3) Approval and disapproval should not be taken in the form

authorized for actions specIfied by the document of notification. Fu-

of a joint resolution.
The approval mechanisms should take the form of one or two

ture Lt Col Norths' should know that when they cavort with war there
are criminal liabilities to be faced.

house or committee vote of approval or disapproval. A joint resolu2) Congress should arrogate standing to itself in matters

tion would make matters worse than they are now. We might do well to
recall,

in 1973, how it was when a majority of both houses wanted to

bring the war to an end. Funding cuts and cut-offs were passed in
both Houses. But the cuts and cut-offs were overridden; and Mr Nixon
said he had the authority to continue the war. In one important court
case,

a US District Court Judge said:
"It cannot be tillLml.e....that the President needs a yote of
only gne thl rd plus one o..Lei.t.heL.house tg cgnduct war . ['r)his would
be the consequence of holding that Congress must override a Presidential veto in order to termillate hostilities which it has not authorized" .16
C) E..i.muu:..iml

1)

Funds should he appropriated separately f·:>r war powers re-

pertaining to the War Powers although it is likely the Court will
take no action if CongreSSional assertions of
have not been made. That is,

approv~l

or disapproval

if an Executive refuses to issue reports

when troops are sent, and Congress does nothing, then it is unli.kely
that several members of thE> lIouse or Senate could appear in court and
argue with success that th,.y are not asking the Court to render a
"political decision.

q

It is imperatIve, thf'refore, that a specified nUmber of the
new Consultative Body be givf'n standing. I fear if the suggestion of
Prof Frank

is taken up; that is,

if but ten members of either House

lated actions. Congress was forced to resort to passing layers of

bring the matter to the COllrt, then the Court will find that theIr

multiple legislation ill order to stop the Vietnam War. It has to be

appearance is not directly related to the functions of the Consulta-

possible to stop wars In a

tive Body. The Court could well contend that they are appearing in a

iess strange and ungainly fashion

2) Backdoor finillldng has to be precluded.

"political capacity"
as law-makers.

25
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(ie, as politicians) and not in their capacity
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("ooclusion

The great generality of the constitution in the area of the
war powers was testimony to the Founders confidence in those who
would serve the republic in the future. The Founders expected us to
exercise our own judgement in terms of our own experience.
We have come to grips with the fact of a permanent American
exposure to great power politics. This is something which would flabbergast the Founders. The requirements of containment forced our ini-

I
I

tiation into an interdepelldence with the rest of the world.
By and large, cOlltaillment,

as well as bipartisanism, even if

the menace was overdrawn, was well suited the cold war the geostrategic reality. The Cold War world has passed.

Todays' reality is

an interdependent, and infinitely more complex world.
But old habits die liard. The custom of soliciting Congressional consent with scary conjures drawn from distant circumstances
does not serve use well. There is peril enough in the world. Depicting dangers larger than life makes it more likely that one day either
Congress will divine an incident to be like the Gulf of Tonkin: sim-

I
,
I

pIe hyperbole; and then Congress will refuse the requisite support
when it is most needed; or, more likely, Congress will continue to
neurologically respond to overstatement, no matter what the facts may
be.
This is the point when some kind of meaningful War Powers Act
will be most needed. Perhaps, we will be lucky. Perhaps both the
truth and the wisdom to deal with i t will bubble-forth more
quickly than was the case in our misbegotten time of trial in
Asia. But it would be be far better to have meaningful legislation
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at the ready to restrain an on-going, but ill--::ollceiv,..d
enterprise, than to try to beat out a new law

t

wh~n

there is the

accompanying din of real blll"tle. Your Committee t1r. Chairman, is
an especially valuable

invp~tment

In the our nations' future

security.
!::e
e
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. RICE
13 Morton II. H:'JIperin, "Lawful Wm: ..weien Policy, Number 72, Fall 1988; ppl9Srr
14 See Testimony of Thomas M Frallk befure the Senate Foreign Relations Committee,
September 20,1988 page I Iff.The lallgullge b laken frolll Justice Powell in Goldwater
V Cartcr.(444,US 966. But fuur jllslkes cOlllplaincd that it was not the issue before
them was not "justicable." Rather it was np(lliticnl question; and only Justice Powell
used the argument that the case WIIS 1I0t 'ripe." A Sixlh Justice concurrcd and a
seventh dissented, arguing thai the President had the Power to act in the first place.
The issue of "ripening," in this CUlltcxt, seems to me,al least, a bit chancy unless
Congress decisively acts to nor place the Court in the position of issuing a political
advisory: but. rather requests fW1I1 the Cuurl an action Ihat enforces extant
legislation where intent is reasoll:lhly Illnin. nut let me nole again. I am no legalist.
15 Title 18, paragraph 960 of the liS criminal emlc makes it a criminal offense to
participate in a group that takes allned action against the foreign properly of
naliollllis. It also prohibit~ assistalll'c 10 "armed expeditionaries" 'bcginlincl or
sclling) foot or providelingl ror or furnishlingl Ihe mOlley Itol any expedition" with
any nation with whl)lIl the Unitcd Stolles is nut in a formal state of war." See Jules
Lobel, "The Rise and Decline of Ihe Neutrality Act: Sovcreignty anti Congressionlll
War powers In Unit cd Stalcs Foreign I'ulicy," "aryard Intcrna1joMI I aw Journal, Vol
24, SUlI\mer, 1983.) There haveu'l hren thaI many successful prosecutions against
privateers using the scvcral nelltrality ncls. Nonctheless, the defense: that it W3!' the
executive that commissioned varinull rmays lIhoard did meet wilh Slinging rejection
when they were tested as one CuI. Smith found in the New York US Circuit Court in
1806:
16J1oltzman V Schlesinger 361 r SIII'Jl 1'5,565, Revcrsed in Holtzman V Schlesinger 484
F 2d 1307(211d Circuit afler stays by Ihe Cuull, 414 US 1304,1321(1973). The was
reversed because the issue becllllle m(lot when Ihe war was finally over.

The conclusion I

offer in this testimony is that the l-lar

Powers Resolution is an imprudent and probably unconstitutional
restraint

on

Presidential
This

repealed.

authority

conclusion,

and

however,

that
does

it
not

ought
rest

to
on

be
any

absolutist notion of Presidential supremacy in foreign affairs or
in

the

exercise

February

9,

1972,

of

the
report

war
on

powers.

This

the

Powers

War

Committee,
Bill,

in

its

accuratel}'

described the treatment of the war powers by the Conntitut ional
convention:
The Constitutional Convention at first proposed to
give Congress the power to "make" war but changed this
to "declare" war, not, however, because it was desired
to enlarge Presidential power but in order to permit
the President to take action to repel sudden attacks.
Madison I s notes on the proceedings of the convention
report the change of wording as follows:
"Mr. Madison
and Mr. Gerry moved to insert 'declare,' striking out
'make' war; leaving to the Executive the power to repel
sudden attacks. "
(The Record~ the Federal
convention of~, 4 volumes (Max Farrand, editor, New
Haven and London:
Yale University Press, 1966), vol.
2, p. 318.)
It is noteworthy that the delegates who
spoke on this change of wording all expressed concern
with the possible enlargement of Presidential power.
[Report, War Powers,
Senate Committee on Foreign
Relations,
Feb. 9, 1972, Report No. 92-606, 92nd
Cong., 2nd Sess., 12-13J
The President's power "to repel sudden attacks," however,
was not specified in the text of the Constitution.

Congress was

given, in Article I, section 8, the powers to tax for "the common
defence,"

to "declare war," to "raise and support armies," to

"provide and maintain a navy," to "make rules for the government

29

1215

1214
2

and regulation of the land and naval

forces, II to "provide for

calling forth the militia," to "provide for organizing,
and disciplining the militia,1I and "for governing

ll

arming

them when they

are called into service and to "make all laws • . • necessary and
proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers."
president,

The

3

flexibility

treaties,

IIby and with the advice and

consent of the Senate."

He also "shall be commander in chief of

responding

recognized that
close

circumstances.

They

foreign policy decisions must be made

through

cooperation

to

between

changing

the

two

rigidly codified procedures."

branches

[Congo

Rec.,

and
Oct.

not
25,

through
1973,

p.

34990] •
The

in Article II, was vested with the lIexecutive power"

and the power to make

in

reluctance

constitutional

issues

of

the

courts,

presented

by

the

thus

far,

\'1ar

Powers

to

decide

Resolution

would seem to be consistent with this view that the framers of

the army and navy of the united states," and lIof the militia"

the

when they are called into service.

preferred means for defining responsibilities in the "twilight"

particularize

the

division

But the Constitution did not

between

the

Congressional

and

Presidential powers with respect to the use of the armed forces.
The

War

Powers

Resolution

affects

what

Justice

Jackson

Constitution

envisioned

areas of foreign pOlicy.

inter-branch

[See

[~ett

"cooperation"

as

the

v. Reagan,558 F. supp.

893 (D.D.C., 1982), affd., 720 F.2d 1355 (D.C. Cir., 1983), cert.
den.,

467 U.S.

1251 (1984); SancheZ-Espinoza v.

Reagan,

568 F.

referred to as "a zone of twilight" in which the President and

Supp. 596 (D.D.C., 1983), affd., 770 F.2d 202 (D.C. Cir., 1985);

Congress

Conyers v.

"may

distribution
~,

have

is

343 U.S.

concurrent

uncertain."
579,

637

authority,

or

[Youngstown Sheet
(1952)]

in
&

which

its

Tube Co.

v.

The. armed forces have been

used on Presidential initiative on approximately 200 occasions.

765

Reagan,

F.2d 1124

578 F.

(D.C.

Cir.,

Judicial

involvement

of military force is within or beyond the Presidential authority.

respect to major "wars"

In his veto message on the War Powers Resolution, President Nixon

operations.

foreign policy powers of the two branches.

The Founding Fathers

understood the impossibility of foreseeing every contingency that
might arise in this complex area.

They acknowledged the need for

1984), app. dis.,

1985); and Lowry v.

in

Resolution could be argued

to draw a precise and detailed line of demarcation between the

324 (D.D.C.,

Re~,

676 F.

Supp. 333 (D.D.C., 1987).

There is no bright line indicating in advance whether such a use

aptly noted "the wisdom of the Founding Fathers in choosing not

supp.

conflicts

under

the

War

Powers

to be more readily justified with

rather than relatively minor military

Thus the court in Crockett v. Reagan sard:

Were a court asked to declare that the War Powers
Resolution was applicable to a situation like that in
Vietnam, it would be absurd for it to decline to find
that u.s. forces had been introduced into hostilities
after 50,000 American lives had been lost.
However,
here the Court faces a dispute as to whether a small
number of American military personnel who apparently
have suffered no casualties have been introduced into
hostilities or imminent hostilities. The subtleties of
factfinding in this situation should be left to the

1217

1216
4

5

pursuant to subpoena,

the Court noted that the President "does

political branches.
If Congress doubts or disagrees
with the Executive's determination that u.s. forces in
El Salvador have not been introduced into hostilities
or imminent hostilities, it has the resources to
investigate the matter and assert its wishes.
[Crockett v. Reagan, 558 F. Supp. 893, 898 (D.D.C.,
1982)]

courts

If the courts were to intervene, however, with respect to a

Presidential responsibilities."

military operation of any size,

not place his claim of privilege on the ground they are military
or diplomatic secrets.
have

Resolution

judicial

reluctance,

that

he

violate

what

he

constitutional duty to defend the country.

regards

as

Fortunately,

traditionally

shown

the

utmost

deference

to

Whatever the theoretical answer as to whether War Powers

the question could arise as to

the extent to which the President would be bound to defer to a
command

As to these areas of Art. II duties the

his

issues
so

ought

far,

of

to

be

regarded

the courts

to

as

justiciable,

intervene

leads to

the
the

conclusion that the Resolution presents issues which are truly

that

issue has not been presented and it is unclear whether conflicts

"political" in that the Congress and the President must work them

between Congress and the President over the War Powers Resolution

out,

would be regarded as

expectation

Goldwater v. Carter,
F.

Supp.

1967),
supp.

819

(E. D.,

[See

1966),

389 U.S.
Pa.,

affd.,

934

(1967)

1972), affd.

Richardson, 411 U.S. 911 (1973)]

387
f

F.2d 862

Atlee v.

(D.C.

Laird,

The

Cir.,

fulfill

347 F.

te~timony

a

a

spirit

saving

of

cooperation,

without

the

side

by

the

Resolution

is

lito

framers of the constitution of

the

intervention

on

either

stated
the

purpose

of

intent of the

the

War

Powers

United States and insure that the collective judgment of both the

summarily sub nom, Atlee v.

This

of

in

courts.

444 U.S. 996 (1979)f Mora v. McNamara, 252

(D.D.C.,

cert.den.,
689

justiciable by the Supreme Court.

preferably

Congress and

is not concerned

the

President will

apply to the

introduction of

with the question of whether such conflicts ought to be regarded

United States Armed Forces into hostilities, or into situat.ions

as justiciable,

where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by

controversy,

although it is difficult to see how,
there

would

be

"judicially

manageable standards for resolving it."
186,

217

difficult

(1962)]
to

Presidential

find

in such a

discoverable

the circumstances,

and

hostilities or in such situations."

[Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S.

foreign

this matter which

In U.S.

over President's veto november 7, 1973J:

v.

Nix2n [418 U.S. 683, 710 (1974)], incidentally, when the Supreme
Court directed the

It will be useful to set

93-148 [H.J. Res. 542], 87 Stat. 555, 50 U.S.C. 1541-1548, passed

involves the delicate

policy and military powers.

in

forth here the critical provisions of the Resolution [Public Law

Such standards would seem to be particularly
in

and to the continued use of such forces

Sec. 3.
The President in every possible instance
shall consult with Co"gress before introducing united
States Armed Forces into hostilities or into situations
where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly

President to surrender the Watergate tapes

I

1218

1219
6
7

indicated by the circumstances, and after every such
introduction shall consult regularly with the congress
until united states Armed Forces are no longer engaged
in hostilities or have been removed from such
situations.
Sec. 4.
(a) In the absence of a declaration ow
war, in any case in which United States Armed Forces
are introduced-(1) into hostilities or into situations where
imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly
indicated by the circumstances;
(2) into the territory, airspace or waters of
a foreign nation, while equipped for combat,
except for deployments which relate solely to
supply, replacement, repair, or training of such
forces: or

f

II

(3)
in numbers which substantially enlarge
united states Armed Forces equipped for combat
already located in a foreign nation:

the President shall submit within 48 hours to the
Speaker of the House of Representatives and to the
President pro tempore of the Senate a report, in
writing, setting forth-(A)
the circumstances necessitating
introduction of united states Armed Forces;

the constitutional and legislative
(8)
authority under which such introduction took
place: and

Sec. 5(b) Within sixty calendar days after a
report is submitted or is required to be submitted
pursuant to section 4(a)(1), whichever is earlier, the
President shall terminate any use of united states
Armed Forces wi th respect to which such report was
submitted (or required to be submitted), unless the
Congress (1) has declared war or has enacted a specific
authorization for such use of united states Armed
Forces, (2) has extended by law such sixty-day period,
or (3) is physically unable to meet as a result of an
armed attack upon the united states.
such sixty-day
period shall be extended for not more than an
additional thirty days if the President determines and
certifies to the Congress in writing that unavoidable
military necessity respecting the safety of United
states Armed Forces requires the continued use of such
armed forces in the course of bringing about a prompt
removal of such forces.

In my opinion, the War Powers Resolution is unconstitutional
in its infringement on Presidential decision-making power and in

(C) the estimated scope and duration of the
hostilities or involvement.

(c)
Whenever united States Armed Forces are
introduced into hostilities or into any situation
described • in subsection (a) of this section, the
President shall, so long as such armed forces continue
to be engaged in such hostilities or situation, report
to the congress periodically on the status of such
hostilities or situation as well as on the scope and

x x x x x

(c) Not\.,rithstanding SUbsection (b), at any time
that United states Armed Forces are engaged in
hostilities outside the territory of the United States,
its possessions and territories without a declaration
of war or specific statutory authorization, such forces
shall be removed by the President if the Congress so
directs by concurrent resolution.

the

(b)
The President shall provide such other
information as the Congress may request in the
fulfillment of its constitutional responsibilities with
respect to committing the Nation to war and to the use
of United states Armed Forces abroad.

duration of such hostilities or situation, but in no
event shall he report to the Congress less often than
once every six months.

its violation of the requirements of presentment and bicameralism

I

enunciated

by

Naturalization

the

Supreme Court

Se~

in

Chadha v.

[462 U.S. 919 (1983»).

Immig!2,j.J.9.n_'!ILQ
The Resolution is

not limited to major, threshold decisions on military involvement
nor does it recoqnize the need for "flexibility" emphasized by
president Nixon

in his veto message.

Instead,

the Resolution

applies so extensively and is so rigid in its prescriptions that
it can

justly be

described

as

micromanagement.

Senator John

1221

1220

Sherman

Cooper

relied

Justice Jackson

in

on

the

concluding,

"zone
in

of

his

twilight"
statement

comment
in

the

B

9

by

attempts to enumerate the Presidential powers to use the armed

1972

forces.

(c) The constitutional powers of the President as
Commander-in-Chief to introduce United States Armed
Forces into hostilities, or into situations where
imminent inVOlvement in hostilities is clearly
indicated by the circumstances, are exercised only
pursuant to (1) a declaration of war, (2) specific
statutory authorization, or (3) a national emergency
created by attack upon the United States,
its
territories or possessions, or its armed forces.

report of this committee, that:
For this reason I doubt that the Congress has the
authority to limit the exercise of Presidential
authority to an exact term, such as the "3D days"
prescribed by sections 5 and 6 of the bill.
If the
President's exercise of authority is constitutional
under Article II, section 2 of the Constitution, that
is--

This description omits the power of the President to Use the

The President shall be Commander in
Chief of the Army and Navy of the United
states and of the Militia of the several
states, when called into the actual service
of the united states--

armed

period is 30,

Whether the

essential attribute of the Presidential authority in this area.
The War Powers Resolution is a blunt instrument devised to deal
crises

judgments.
the

which

necessarily

involve

delicate

and

precise

It makes no effort to distinguish the magnitude of

involvement

in

hostilities

would trigger its provisions.

or

imminent

to

protect

the

lives

or

property

of

American

Section 2(c) would seem to include within its SUbsection (3) what
James Madison called "the power to repel sudden attacks."
even

hostilities which

Nor is it even complete when it

this

undoubted

Presidential

power

is

then

Yet

treated

indiscriminately by the Resolution with all other inVOlvements of
the armed forces
hostilities.

in conditions of "hostilities" or "imminent"

With

Resolution

respect

imposes

on

the

to

all

such

President

inVOlvements,

detailed,

the

inflexible

prescriptions.

60, 90 days or whatever, the specification of an

exact time involves an intrusion upon the flexibility which is an

with

forces

citizens abroad and to evacuate them from dangerous situations.

I do not believe s. 2956--a statute--could prevail over
his constitutional authority if he should determine
that a period of time longer than 30 days would be
necessary to carry out his responsibility as Commanderin-Chief of the armed forces of the united states to
protect the armed forces, and the security of our
country.
My study of the powers of the Congress to
limit the action of the President of the United states
indicates that the denial of funds by the Congress is
its only certain power.
[Report, War Powers, Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations, Feb. 9, 1972, Report
No. 92-606, 92 Cong., 2nd Sess., 29]
This point by Senator Cooper is well taken.

In section 2(c), the Resolution says:

Section

5 (b)

of

the

War

Powers

Resolution

requires

the

President to withdraw the armed forces within sixty (or ninety in
some cases) days from the beginning of involvement in hostilities
or

imminent

hostilities

unless

Congress

has

declared

authorized the inVOlvement or extended the time period.
house

of Congress can

provision

would

seem

block such
clearly

Congressional action.
to

violate

the

war,
Either
This

principles

enunciated in Immigration and Naturalization Service v.

Chadha

1223

1222

.
..

[462 UIS. 919 (1983)], that legislative acts must be the product

ninety-day

of bicameralism and must be presented to the President for his

resolution.

approval - or veto.

~

These

principles

would

violated as .. well by the provision in section 5(C)
before

sixty

days

hostilities

have

elapsed,

shall

be

lI.r1lled

removed ' by

forces

the

that,

even

"engaged

if

in

the

This concurrent

has

inapplicable

or

been
to

after

argued

the

War

the

that

Powers

enactment

the

of

the

~

Resolution

concurrent

principles

because

legislative veto statute held unconstitutional in

unlike

~

the use of armed

force,

In

the resolution

IResolution despite the later enactment of expedited procedures

that the President already does or does not posse ss .

Forces engaged in hostilities outside the

~

holding applies precisely to

territory of the United states, its possessions and territories,
without

the Executive, the

a

declaration

of

war

or

specific

statutory

[PUblic Law 98-164; 97 stat. 1062~ Department ot

state Authorization Act, fiscal years 1984 and 1985, sec. 1013)
It would seem clear that both the Congressional
under Section 5 (b)
5{c)

are

decision:

inaction

and the concurrent resolution under Section

legislative

acts

within

the

they would alter the legal

meaning

of

status quo.

the

Chadha

Each would

~

a legislative act than the provision involved
appears

that

the

War

office.

committed

them.

The

Powers

Resolution

in~.

was

r ega rded

And it
at

its

adoption as a restriction on powers delegated to the President by

Presidential

lawfully

Does Not Apply, 22

.. The legislative veto in the War Powers Resolution is no les s

remove

had

~

(Buchanan, In

Houston L. Rev. 1155, 1161 (1985»)

well

he

holding does not apply."

Defense of the War Power Resolution:

Congress "as

where

the type of congressional

• It, however, no authority has been delegated to

alter tho legal position of the President by requiring him to
troops

. . The

statute that does delegate broad rule-making authority to the
Executive .

authorization."

as

on
In

such
its

powers

as

discussion

are
of

inherent
the

in

the

Resolution's

Resolution does not forbid the President to cotnlDit the forces;

concurrent resolution provision, the Report of the House Foreign

nor do Sections 5 (b)

Affairs committee,

and

5 (c)

say that the employment of the

which accompanied the War Powers Resolution,

"The constitutional validity of such usage at a concurrent

forces was itself illegal; but those sections do purport to make

said,

tpat

r eso lution is based on the capacity of Congress "to limit or to

employment

illegal

after

the expiration

of the sixty or

terminate the authority it delegates to the Executive . "

.-

the

"the War

Powers Resolution delegates no authority to the President.
its area of operation,

are

merely confirms the congressional understanding of the authority

' United states Armed

.,
,,'

period

,resolution provision remains effective as part of the War Powers

for any joint resolution or bill "which requires the removal of

•

It

seem to be

President

congress so directs by concurrent resolution."

"

1l

10

"

[House

1225

1224
12

13

And as Justice White said in dissent, Chadha "sounds the death

The word hostUi.ilil! was sUbstituted for the
phrase armed conflict during the subcommittee drafting
process because it was considered to be somewhat
broader in scope.
In addition to a situation in which
fighting
actually has begun,
hostilities also
encompasses a state of confrontation in which no shots
have been fired but where there is a clear and present
danger of armed conflict.
II Imminent
hostilitie.§"
denotes a situation in which there is a clear potential
either for such a state of confrontation or for actual
armed conflict.
(House Report No. 93-287, P.L. 73-148:
U.S. Code, Congo and Admin. News (1973), 2346, 2351
(Emphasis in original)]

knell for nearly 200 other statutory provisions in which congress

These

Report No. 93-287, P.L. 93-148: U.S. Code, Congo and Admin. News
(1973), 2346, 2358]

In any event, the broad sweep of the opinion

for the Supreme Court in Chadha would seem to justify Justice
Powell's

conclusion,

in

.apparently

decision.

his

concurrence,

will

(462 U.S.

legislative veto."

invalidate
at 959,

has reserved a legislative veto. II

that

liThe

every

use

Powell, J.,

Court's
of

the

concurring]

proposed

definitions

are

set

forth

here,

not

to

criticize them, but to illustrate the reality that some terms are

(462 U.S. at 967, White, J.,
the

so incapable of satisfactory statutory definition that they and

concurrent resolution provision of the War Powers Resolution, 462

the controversies in which their meaning would arise, would be

U.S. at 970-71]

better

dissenting:

and

see

Justice

White's

specific

mention

of

including

hostilities"

and

"hostilities,"
"consult with

"imminent

Congress. II

involvement

in

The Report of the

House Foreign Affairs Committee, which accompanied the War Powers
Resolution, did attempt to define those terms:
A considerable amount of attention was given to
the definition of consultation.
Rejected was the
notion that consultation should be synonymous with
merely being informed.
Rather, a consultation in this
provision means that a decision is pending on a problem
and that Members of congress are being asked by the
President for their advice and opinions and,
in
appropriate circumstances, their approval cf action
contemplated.
Furthermore, for consultation to be
meaningful, the President himself must participate and
all information relevant to the situation must be made
available.
In the context of this and following sections of
the resolution, a commitment of armed forces commences
when the President makes the final decision to act and
issues orders putting that decision into effect.

to

political

rather than to specified,

statutory

resolution.

The War Powers Resolution does not define its most critical
terms,

left

I
~

The

inherent

imprecision

of

definitions

underscores President Nixon's prediction that,
Power

Resolution,

a

"permanent

and

in

this

area

through the Har

substantial

element

of

unpredictability would be injected into the world's assessment of
American

behavior,

further

miscalculation and war. II
1973,

34990,

34991]

increasing

(Veto Message,

the

likelihood

of

Congo Rec., Oct.

25,

Other practical objections raised in that

Veto Message are also worth recalling:
While all the specific consequences of House Joint
Resolution 542 cannot yet be predicted, it is clear
that it would undercut the ability of the United States
to act as an effective influence for peace.
For
example,
the provision automatically cutting off
certain authorities after 60 days unless they are
extended by the Congress could work to prolong or
intensify a crisis.
Until the Congress suspended the
deadline, there would be at least a chance of United
States withdrawal and an adversary would be tempted

1226

1227
14

15

therefore to postpone serious negotiations until the 60
days were up.
Only after the Congress acted would
there be a strong incentive for an adversary to
negotiate.
In addition, the very existence of a
deadline could lead to an escalation of hostilities in
order to achieve certain objectives before the 60 days
expired.

legislation cutting off funds for that war.

~

I

In the

process it has distracted attention from the need to foster the
President and congress.

This

distracting effect of the Resolution

is regrettable especially

because the Resolution is unnecessary.

It serves no good purpose

that could not be achieved as effectively without it.
The President is obliged to obey as well as to enforce the
laws

of

the

united

unconstitutional

use

states.
of

the

The

ultimate

armed

forces

remedy
lies

Congressional powers of appropriation and impeachment.

I

for
in

an
the

And, in a

I
I

it

could become law only by a two-thirds vote in both houses if the
President

vetoed

it.

The

withdrawal

mandate

or

cut-off

of

appropriations would be frustrated if the President obtained onethird-plus-one of the votes in either house.
law, the President could defy it.

has focused attention on sterile questions of procedure and on

needed consultation between the

armed forces from a situation, or cutting off appropriations,

i

In its fifteen years of operation, the War Powers Resolution

essentially unresolvable questions of constitutionality.

joint resolution or bill mandating the President to withdraw the

:;

The measure would jeopardize our role as a force
for peace in other ways as well.
It would, for
example, strike from the President's hand a wide range
of important peacekeeping tools by eliminating his.
ability to exercise quiet diplomacy backed by subtle
shifts in our military deployments. It would also cast
into doubt authorities which Presidents have used to
undertake certain humanitarian relief missions in
conflict areas, to protect fishing boats from seizure,
to deal with ship or aircraft hijackings, and to
respond to threats of attack.
[Veto Message, Cong.,
Rec., Oct. 25, 1973, 34990, 34991]

If Congress passed n

If it did become

And conviction on impeachment

requires concurrence of two-thirds of the Senators present.

Even
were the courts to intervene and order the President to obey that
law,

the President could still defy that court decree,

in which

case we come back to impeachment or the cut-off of appropriations
as the only legal remedy.
Even

under

the

War

Powers

Resolution,

therefore,

the
ultimate Congressional remedies are the same as they would be
t.Jithout it:
a cut-Off of appropriations and impeachment.
Against a defiant President there is no escape from the necessity
af a

tWo-thirds vote in each house to Override a veto or of a

t~o-thirds Senate vote to convict on impeachment.
however,

~ecision

~ithin

that

this

is

the

way

it

should

r suqgest,

be.

The ult imate
as to whether a Presidential use of the armed forces is

his power rests with the people as they express their will

,:"

total fight to the finish,

no Congressional enforcement of the

law is possible against the President without an extraordinary
majority in at least one house of Congress.
War,

i,

Ij

~

During the vietnam

Congress was unable to override President Nixon's veto of

I
i
t

I

through

their Representatives

and Senators.

The Presidential

power lito repel SUdden attacks" and otherwise to protect United
:.tates citizens,

~o

property and interests,

though unspecified,

is

important that it is fair to require that his exercise of it
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be overturned only by extraordinary Congressional majorities.
any

event,

the obtaining of such majorities

In

is the ultimate

recourse even under the War Powers Resolution.
A constructive, alternative solution would be to facilitate
and encourage consultation without the detailed specification of
procedures and remedies.

All that the War Powers Resolution has

accomplished is the complication of the issue by the introduction
of

micromanagement

procedures

procedures

themselves

rather

which
than

focus

attention

the

sUbstantive

on

on

the

issues

involved and which can work against the interests of the United

i

1

Ii
)

t{

of Congress whenever possible before and after the introduction

I

of the armed forces into hostile situations.

1

states, as President Nixon explained in his veto Message.
It could be useful to enact a law stating, in general terms,
the obligation of the President to consult with specified members

But it ought to be

recognized that such a provision would be mainly precatory in
effect.

It could serve a useful

purpos~

if it were regarded as

.

,

an expression of a continuing, mutual commitment to cooperation
by the President and Congress rather than as a mandate conceived

PREPARED STATF.MENT OF ARTHUR SC!lLESINGER. JR.

I am honored by the

i~vJtation

to appear before this eminent

subcommittee. The topic under your consideration goes to the heart of
the conundrum of democracy: how to reconcile democratic control of
the war-making power with the imperious requirements of foreign
policy. My qualifications, such as they are, for addressing this
problem are that it is one that I have had to study for half a
century as a historian and also one that I have periodically
encountered

over nearly half a century as an occasional government

official: in the Office of War Information and the Office of
Strategic Services during the Second World War: as special assistant
to Averell Harriman in the first months of the Marshall Plan: as
special assistant for three years to President John P Kennedy.
Let me begin by recalling the constitlttional purpose as laid out
two centuries ago in Philadelphia. The Framers, determined to assure
the survival of their repUblican experiment in a hostile world.
established a strong national government and

gave it the power to

create a standing army and navy. to regUlate commerce, to enforce
treaties and to wdge war. When they considered how to dlstriblJte

!

these foreign policy powers withiu the national government,

the

\

in mistrust.

Framers were unambiguous ill their allocations. With the war .. mdlri"q

I
!
~

predilections of

absolut~

monarchs much in mind, they assigned the

I
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vital powers in international affairs to Congress: not only the
The commander in chief clause

defl~itely

did not bestow

war-m~kiny

exclusive appropriations power but the exclusive power to declare
power on the chief executive. It meant only. in Alexander Hamilton's
war, to regulate commerce with foreign nations, to raise and support

words, that the president should "have the direction of war when

armies, to provide and maintain a navy, to make rules for the armed
authorized or begun." Hamilton contrasted this strictly limited
forces and to grant letters of marque and reprisal

this last

assignment with the power of the British king -- a power that. as

provision representing the 18th century equivalent of retaliatory
Hamilton said. "extended to the declaring of war alld to the raisinq
strikes and requiring Congress to authorize limited as well as

and regulating of fleets and armies. -- all which. by the

general war (as the Supreme Court unanimously recognized in 1800 in

Constitution under consIderation, would appertaill to the

Bas v Tingy). By giving Congress the power to "declare" rather than

legislature."

"make" war, the convention left the executive the power to repel
The convention has no stouter champion of executive power than
sudden attacks.

Hamilton. But even Hamilton vigorously rejected the notion that

The president, in addition, could receive foreign envoys. He
foreign policy was the personal prerogative of the president.

"The

could negotiate treaties and appoint ambassadors though in both cases
history of human conduct," he wrote in the 75th Federalist. "does flot
he had to act with the advice and consent of the Senate. It was soon
warrant that exalted opinion of hUman virtue Which would make it wise
accepted, as Jefferson, the first secretary of state, put it, that
in a nation to commit interests of so delicate and momentous a kInd,
"the transaction of business with foreign nations is Executive
as those Which concern its intercourse

~'ith

the rest of the world,

to

altogether": but the exclusive power to communicate with foreign
the sole disposal of a magistrate created and cirumstanced as would
governments did not imply exclusive power to decide the policy
be a President of the UnIted States." Abraham Lincoln accurately
communicated. If the president was in John Marshall's words "the sole

expressed the purpose of the Framers wIth regard to the war-making

organ of the nation In its external relations," a considerable
power When he wrote sixty years later that "they resolved to so frame
difference remained, as Myres McDougal has observed, between the
organ and the organ-grinder.
The president. moreover, was designated commander in chief of
the armed forces. The Framers understood the commander in chief
clause, however. as conferring a merely

ministerial function. not at;

I

the Constitution that no one man should hold the power of

brlfl~inq

this oppression upon us."
The Framers.

in short, en'!i5aged a partnership between Gr.ngre<;s

and the president in the conduct at foreign affairs with

Congre~s

as

the senior partner. Hamilton's comment on the treaty-making pOWf'r
creating an independent and additional source of executive authority.
applies to the broad legislativc-executive balance in the

f

I
1

contr~l ~f
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foreign policy: "The joint

possessi~n

5

t.-

of the power in question. by

words,

i
,

the President and senate. would afford a greater prospect ot security
than the separate possession of it by either of them."
One would think that this historical recital might impress an

:a
~

administration devoted to what the late attorney generdl has called

if

"the Jurisprudence of Original Intention" and thereby settle some of
the arguments that assail us today. For no one can doubt that the

~

original intent of the Framers was to assure Congress the major role

i~ the formulation of foreign policy and. above all. to deny

presidential power but rather on versions of John Locke's old
doctrine of emergency prerogative beyond the Constitution.
The claim of inherent presidential power to send troops

~nto

ongoing or potential combat began with President Truman in 1950. It
rests doctrinally on an extravagant interpretation of the commander
in chief clause as a grant of independent substantive power -- an

I

administration somehow manages to champion a theory of inherent
presidential prerogative in foreign affairs that would have appalled
the Founding Fathers.
This theory of presidential supremacy has only crystallized in

I

recent times. While early presidents did not hesitate to use armed
force without prior congressional authorization to protect American
lives. property and interests. they used it typically against
pirates. brigands. revolutionaries and tribes rather than against
L

!

Supreme Court. It rests also on a misreading of the Court's 1936
decision in the Curtiss-Wright case. That case did not. as some
argue. vindicate the idea of inherent and unilateral presidential
power to go to war. It did not even involve the war-making power at
all. It involved the commerce power: and what it

did was to sanction

presidential action within a framework laid down by Congress. As
3ustice 3ackson wrote in the steel seizure case of 1952. CurtissWright "involved. not the question of the President's right to act
without congressional authority, but the question of his right to act
under and in accord with an Act of Congress."
The transfer of foreign policy power from Congress to the

Foreign Affairs and Constitutional power: the Origins, "At no time

executive results most of all from our gituatlon in the world. The

did the executive claim 'inherent' power to initiate military

republic has become a superpower. It has lived now for nearly half a

action."
Nor indeed did

their case not on assertions of constitutionally valid unilateral

interpretation rejected by the Framers and never sustained by the

presidents the power to make war on their own. Yet the present

sovereign states; and. as Judge Sofaer wrote in his notable work War

to "a popular demand and a public necessity." They restl!d

~

~braham Lincoln in 1861 and Fr~ny.lin Ro~sev~]t in

1941 claim that power. They undertook warlike and plainly

I
~

century in a state of chronic intprnational

cri~is,

real.

im~qlned

and contrived. Under the pressure of incessant crisis. Congress has
gladly relinquished many of its constitutional powers to the

unconstitutional actions because they believed that the life of lhe
s
nation was at stake and that their actions responded. in Lincoln'

presidency. Perhaps it has done so because the congressional record

I
I
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The War Powers Resolution of 1973 represented a high-minded and
of error between the wars -- from the rejection of the Treaty of

ingenious attempt to tap

Versailles to the rigid neutrality legislation of the 1930s -- had

congres~ional

wisdom and to reestablish the

constitutional partnership as envisaged by the Founding Fathers. The

produced an institutional inferiority complex. Perhaps members of

Resolution aimed to reassert a congressional voice in war-making. It

Congress are intimidated by executive claims of superior knowledge

called on presidents to consult with Congress before introducing

and wisdom. Perhaps they simply prefer to dodge responsibility and

armed forces into dangerous situations and then to report to

turn national decisions over to the president. For whatever reason.

Congre~G

after such commitment; and it provided for the automatic withdrawal

Congress has let constitutional powers slip away. and presidents now

of such forces after sixty days (1n practice

claim the war-making power as their personal property.

nin~ty

days. since the

Resolution offered presidents thirty additional days if needed in the

It Is too bad that this should be the case. For history

interests of disengagement) unless Congress took positive action to

abundantly confirms Hamilton's proposition that the best security

continue the operation. Congress was further empowered to direct the

lies in partnership between the two branches rather than in separate

removal of such forces at any time by concurrent resolution.

possession of the war-making power by either one of them. Neither
I speak as one who was skeptical from the start about the
branch, after all, is infallible. Each can benefit trom the

efficacy of the War Powers Resolution. The Resolution, it seemed to

experience and counsel of the other. It is a delusion

me, began by ceding the president what he had heretofore lacked: that

sedulously encouraged by the executive branch -- that presidents are

is, statutory authority to go to war without congressional consent.

necessarily wiser or even better informed than Congress. Sometimes

Before the passage of the Resolution, unilateral presidential war

they are; sometimes they aren't. Franklin Roosevelt was wiser and

represented executive usurpation of powers confided by the

better informed than William E Borah, Burton K Wheeler and the

Constitution to Congress. Now unilateral presidential war becomes. at

isolationist leaders ot the 1930s. But which body made more sense

least for the first ninety days. an entirely legal action.

about the Vietnam War twenty years ago -- the National Security

Practically speaking. the Resolution's machinery of restraint

Councilor the Senate Poreign Relations Committee majority? Which

seemed to me a hoax. Most wars are popular in their first ninety

body makes more sense about Central America and the Persian Gulf

days. People rally round the flag. The president who orders military

today? As the distinguished minority leader. Senator Dole. put it the
action can overwhelm Congress and public opinion with his own
other day: "I have learned over the years that occasionally there is
rendition of the facts and his own interpretation of the crisis.
some wisdom in Congress. It is not all vested in the White House or
Given the president's superior ability to define the emergency. to
those who advise the President" (New York Times. 21 April 19881.

~

~.

i
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control the flow of information and to appeal to the nation.

9

it would

~ongressional

take an unwontedly bold Congress to reject a presidential request for

Congressional support strengthens his hand. increases his authority

the continuation of hostilities or to recall the fighting forces over

end diffuses his responsibility. As our Wisest diplomat of the

presidential opposition.

cpntury. Averell Harriman. once put it. "No foreign policy will stick

My skepticism was not deep enough. For I naively assumed that

Iinless the American people are behind it. And unless Congress

presidents would at least go through the motions of honoring the act

understands it. the American people aren't gOing to understand it."

and seek to turn it to their own purposes .. In fact. as we all know.

But presidents. like other people. do not always understand

presidents have simply ignored the act except for occasional and

their own self-interest. Nor can we always write statutes on

perfunctory compliance with the reporting requirements. Textual

~Indly

ambiguities in defining those requirements have left uncertain the

have wise and hUmane rulers. Sincerely attached to the principJes of

And the Supreme Court, when it declared the legislative
in~.

presumably annulled the

congressional power to terminate hostilities through concurrent
resolution. Thereafter not a shadow of sanction remains to enforce or
even to encourage presidential

compliance. After fifteen years of

As the Supreme Court once said in a celebrated

decision, the republic has "no right to expect that it will always

that the Resolution would be self-activating and automatic in its
operation.

the Constitution. Wicked men. ambitious of power, with hatred ot

.t

liberty and contempt of law, may fill the place once occupied by
Washington and Lincoln." EVen non-wicked presidents may be driven to
diminish a congressional role by their own foreign policy obsessions
or by the ambitions and delusions of their adVisers. In natural

trial. it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the War Powers

~pfense

Resolution has been a failure.

efforts at congressional restraint.

Looking back. one sees that the Resolution counted too much on
good-faith cooperation by presidents. This was a not altogether
unreasonable hope. Presidents in their own self-interest should
regard the requirement of congressional

col~aboration

in foreign

affairs not as a challenge to bp. evaded nor as a burden from which to
be delivered but as an opportunity to be embraced -- a heaven-sent
opportunity to give their policies a solid basis in consent.

th~

assumption that good and cooperative men will always reside In

the White House.

point at which the 60-day clock starts ticking and thereby the hope

veto unconstitutional

criticism alerts a president to flaws in his policy.

of their own prerogatives. presidents are likely to resist

Can the Resolution be amended in ways that wtll more effectively
restore to Congress Its constitutional role In deCisions of peace and
war -- and do so even in the teeth of recalCitrant presidents? I

r~spect the thought and care that have clearly gone into S. J.Res.
)'3. But I must confess my fear that the reVisions therein

propo~ed

w~uld only make matters worse.

The proposed amendments redefine the consultation requirement to

y
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limit congressional consultation. initially at least. to an elite

I

group of six persons: the speaker of the House. the president pro tem

1239
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unilateral war as long as he

wish~s.

The Res. 323 amendments offer one useful idea: the denial of

of the senate and the majority and minority leaders of both houses.

funds for military operations undertaken in violation of laws passed

With presidential permission. the group can enlarge itself by adding

pursuant to the War Powers Resolution. The provision permitting

twelve more chairmen and ranking minority members of key committees.

members of Congress

leaving the rest of Congress. if I understand the proposal. a

presidential non-compliance is a pious hope.

to seek injunctive reUef on grounds of
In practice it would

collection of second-class citizens. Limiting consultation to the

almost certainly founder on a judicial retreat to the political

senior leadership of House and Senate -- that is. to legislators who

questions doctrine.

historically have been most vulnerable to seductions of statesmanship

Are there better ways to breathe new life into the War Powers

and most inclined to defer to presidents -- might well place one more

Resolution? Some distinguished senators and commentators argue for a

weapon into the hands of a strong president. As Gouverneur Morris

revival of the original Senate version of the Resolution. That

remarked when the constitutional convention discussed a proposal to

version specified and thereby limited the emergency situations in

surround the president by a council of state. the president "by

which presidents could commit armed force to hostilities without

persuading his Council ... to concur in his wrong measures would

congressional authorization: to repel an armed attack on the United

acquire their protection for them."

States and to forestall the direct and imminent threat of such an

Under the current resolution. termination of American

attack: to repel and forestall attacks on U.S. armed forces abroad;

involvement in hostilities takes place automatically after sixty days

and to rescue American citizens In foreign lands. In all other

unless Congress votes to continue the action. The Res.323 amendments

situations the president would be required to seek congressional

would further shift the balance of power toward the executive by

authority before committing U. S. forces to hostilitJes.

In fact.

placing the burden of positive action on congress. which would now be

the Senate's "forestall" clause opened a dangerous loophole. offering

required to terminate military action by joint resolution. Such a

presidents legal authority to send American troops in the direction

resolution. moreover. would qualify for expedited procedures only if

of battle whenever they found.

endorsed by a maj~rity of the consultative elite. And. as a joint

judgment. a "direct and imminent threat" ot attack against American

resolution. it would be subject to presidential veto. Under this

forces or citizens.

system. in short. the president. so long as he retained the support

1

of one third plus one of either house. would be free to pursue his

in their own personal and unchecked

In any event. the House version triumphed in conference. and.
while it wisely eliminated the "forestall" clause.

I
I
i

i

it also tailed to
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define, as the Senate bIll had dOlle . the president's powers i n

been forthcoming,

lega lly binding language. The result t hat, as Senato r Eaglet o n said

: he commi t ment, o nce ma de , c rea tes a new 51 tua t ion . Leg Is I ator ~ \o:h o

at the time,

eig ht have c hallenged the p o li cy at the sta rt lie come the pris oner s :;) (

" provided

il

legal basis tor the President's br o ad claims

ot inherent power t o initiate war . "

,. tal t accompli. The c o n sequences o t

Would things be better today if the Senate version bad
prevailed? The supp osi ti on i s

that Pre5 tdent Reagan would have had to

instead of complying wi th the act.

cong r ess lana I repu.-j I tit j 0 11 0 1

a~

lll-judged policy ma y be -- or at least some so contend -- as gr'lve
fo5 the conseque n ces of the polI c y Itse lf.

seek congressional appr ova l before se nding the navy into the Persian
Gulf. But sup p ose that.

they might well h ave op posed the co mmItm ent. But

the

The Reso l ution does not effe ctiv ely co n strain presidential
dep loyment of armed forces o ut side the United States,

l ndeed,

th e

president treated the Senate version with the same contempt that all

Re ,o luti o n of fers Congress no r o le until after armed to r ce Is already

p r esidents have treated t h e existing versio n . Suppos e he c laimed that

cOllOoitted. Can Congress assert control ove r over::;eas d ep l o yment a t

his r o le as commander in chief gave h i m the co n sti tutional p o wer to

A:;erlca n armed force in peacet i me? The const i tutional status of th l::>

d ep l oy armed t o r ce as he t h ought best for the republic. lIistorians

qu estion i s o b scure. Elihu Root,

mi ght po int o ut that this is a gross misconst ruct i on ot the comma nder

elder Robert Taft and St uart Sym i ngton all thoug ht Cong r ess h as the

i n chief clause . But whot recourse would Cong r ess ha v e against an

po ~ e r

to forbid sending at leas t

the eld e r Henry Cabot Lodge,

the

the arm y outside the c oun try In

uncooperative prc!Jident7 What court wou ld find the issue justiciable?

peac etime, William lIo ward Taft. William E Bornh, Cal vin Coo lIdge,

The Sena te version in practice would probably be as impotent as the

Dean Acheson and Barry Go ldwater tho ught not, Legal scholars have

ex i st i ng War Powers Reso l ution.

been equally at odds, W W Willoughby believed that the p r esldent'g

To be effective,

congressio na l participati o n must precede any

larg e-scale depl o yment of f o r ce overseas, Por deployment may set In

po wer to send troops abr oa d was a "dJ9cretJono r y right vc!;ted In him,
and,

therefore. not sub jec t

to cung re !J9 1onal cont rol ." Alexander

motion the march to hostilItIes and, by the time t he War Powers

B!ck.e l, on the other hand,

Resolution i9 tri g gered,

q o vern the international deployment o r f orces Is really be y ond

marc h .

it may be too late to r Cong r ess t o halt that

Cons id er ou r present dilemma in the PersIan Gul f . Many

~ u estlon."

believed that the p o wer o f Co ngres s " t o

Quincy Wr1ght agreed wi t h Will oug hby , Raou l Berger with

members of Congr ess "re ba ffle d by ':he N., vy ' s mIssion in t h e Gu l f and

8! e kel, and the grea t E S Co rw I n a rgued o n e s Ide a tone time,

doubt t ha t

o p posite side at an ot h er .

the admlnlstr<l t i o n has thought t hrough its poli cy In its

ful l est imp l ications, Hl:Id the y been app r opriat ely conSUl ted,

the y

would have demanded c larIfi c ation and, had s uitable c larifi c ati o n tlot

til,.

Nor d oes hi story c larify t h e .Issue. Congress ha9 ge n era ll y It"
pr esidents deploy armed for ces overseas but has occasio nally 'l::>ger t e ,1

T

t
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a power to govern such deployment. All this suggests that. like the
war-making power itself. deployment Is a shared power. falling into
what Justice Jackson called "a zone of twilight" in which president
and congress have concurrent authority or in which the distribution
of that authority is uncertain. In this zone Marshall's old rule in
Little v Bareme customarily prevails: the president can act unless
Congress acts: if Congress acts, its legislation would supersede an
otherwise valid order of the president.

It
I
I
1;

'.
.1

The zone of twilight, in other words, is sOMething Congress can
enter at will. Whether Congress should, as a matter of prudence. try
to exert detailed control over peacetime deployments is another
question. The movement of ships, planes and men can be a valuable
adjunct to diplomacy. So long as presidents do not move force
provocatively or in the service of policies disapproved by Congress,
there is the strongest argument for preserving a measure of
presidential discretion. But when it comes to large-scale and longterm troop dispositions, there is an equally strong argument. 1n
terms of presidential self-interest. for getting explicit
congressional approval.
Is there a conceivable mechanism that would force unwilling
presidents to seek congressional authorization for deployments that
threaten to annul Congress's constitutional power to decide questions
of peace and war? Such a bill to be effective would require a
sanction, and the obvious congress1onal sanction is the
appropriations power.
One can envisage a war powers bill with three major elements.

15

The first would be an obligation laid upon presidents. whenever they
send armed force into or near situatJons involving or threatening
hostilities, to report at once to Congress with full information and
justification. The second would be an obligation laid upon presidents
to seek formal congressional consent when the commitment of armed
force inVOlved
The

~eal

exceeds specified limits in duration and magnitude.!

object of the War Powers Resolution was to prevent another

Vietnam. not to prevent hit-and-run rescue missions of a traditional
sort. The third would be an automatic denial of funds for military

I
I
I
,
I

t
~.

~

J.

fl

action, beyond funds required for purposes of disengagement. if
either of the first two provisions is violated.
I wonder, though. whether such a bill would be worth the
trouble. The one thing that would compel presidents to attend to
Congress is the appropriatIons power, and Congress does not need a
Nar powers bill to invoke this power. The misSing element in the
equation has always

~e

the political will to use powers Congress

already has. In a sense the War Powers Resolution was embraced as a
congressional allb! -- as a

self-acti~at!c~

a~d

automatic mechanism

that would save meMbers of Congress from making specific judgments on
the substance of policy. I note in recent days that wrangles over the
applicability of the Resolution to this or that situation tend to
supersede an examination of the wisdom or folly of one or another

John Norton Moore and QuJncy Wright. for example, have
proposed that congressional approval be required in all cases where
regular combat units are committed to sustained hostilities or where
a military operation would require congressional action, as bV
appropriations, before it is completed.

T
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executive policy. "The student of institutions as well as the

arena. They must be argued out before Congress and the electorate.

lawyer." Lord Bryce well said. "is apt to overrate the effect of

The salient question -- the question to which Congress must above all

mechanical contrivances in politics."

address itself if it is to regain lost powers -- must be whether

Judges. it seems to me. may well have a pOint in regarding the

the

measures proposed make sense. Neither branch of government has the

war powers issue as in the end a political question. Our Constitution

divine right to prevail over the other. Congress must understand that

is a flexible and resilient charter. Only devotees of original intent

it cannot conduct day-to-day foreign policy. The president must

can read it as a rigid document set in granite -- and. if they really
understand that no foreign policy can last that is not founded on
believe in original intent. they must reject contemporary heresies
popular understanding and congressional consent

and that only a

about presidential supremacy on decisions of peace and war. On
fool in the White House would take unto himself exclusively the
reading the Constitution I stand with Woodrow Wilson. a political
fateful decision to enter or risk war. When we find means of making
scientist and lawyer as well as a great president. who observed that
the partnership real. we remain faithful to the deeper intentions of
the Constitution is "the vehicle of a nation's life" and that its
the Framers. Perhaps some new version of a War Powers Resolution may
meaning is determined "not by the original intentions of those who
drew the paper, but by the exigencies and new aspects of life

s

strengthen the partnership. Perhaps constant arguments over the
proper. allocation of war powers may unprofitably divert congressional

itself."
attention from the substance of policy.
It may well be that the exact allocation of powers as laid down
In the end the nature of the legislative-executive balance will

by the Framers for a minor 18th century power do not meet the needs

be more a political than a legal question. "If the people ever let

of a 20th century superpower. But underneath that particular

command of the war power fall into irresponsIble and unscrupulous

allocation lies a deeper prinCiple. With regard to foreign affairs in

hands." Justice Jackson reminded us in

general and to the war-making power in particular. the ConstItution

Koremat.~.

"the courts wield

no power equal to its restraint. The chief restraint upon those who

commands above all a partnership between the legislative and

command the physical forces of the country, in the future as in thp.

executive branches. The terms of the partnership vary according to

past, must be their responsibility to the political judgments of

the pressures, polltical and geopolitical. of the day. That. In my

their contemporaries and to the moral judgments of history."

view, is the way it should be in a democracy. But the partnership
must endure.
The vital problems of foreign policy belong in the political
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF J. TERRY EMERSON

Hr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to participate in
this series of hearings to evaluate the Uar Powers Resolution of
lq73. From 1969 to 1987 I had the privilege of serving as Senator
Goldwater's lawyer on his personal staff. As you know, he was a
vocal and persistent opponent of legislative war powers restrictions and still is. Today I will attempt to reexamine the issues he and
other critics raised throu9hout the debates of the last 15 years.
Constitutional Issues
First, there is the Constitutional question, who holds the war
powers, or the lion's share of those powers, the President or congress?
It is clear that Congress has several express powers bearing on
war, including the power to declare war and grant letters of marque
and reprisal, to raise and support the army and provide and maintain
a navy, to make rules for the re~ulation of those forces, to provide
for calling forth the militia, and to punish piracies and offences
against the law of nations, among others.
From this, it is beyond question that Congress has a share in
the war powers and the longest enumeration of them. But the President,
too, i~ expressly granted a share of the war powers.
Article II, section 1, of the Constitution states that all "[the)
executive power shall be vested" in the 2 President. This is a broad,
qeneral allotment of substantive power.
Article II, section 2, provides that the President "shall be
Commander in Chief of the Army and Havy of the united States," a
function havinQ a direct bearing on warmaking. 3
section 3, often overlooked, provides that "he shall take
care that the laws be faithfully executed." This provision has been
constr~ed by the Federal judiciary to include enforcement of "the
rights, duties and obli9ations growing out of the constitution itself,
our international relations, and all the protecti~n implied by the
nature of the qovernment under the constitution."
~nd

~elated to his duty to execute the laws is the oath of office
the President takes to "preserve, protect and defend the constitution"
and the pronouncement of the Supreme court that the right of a citizen
abroad "to demand the care and protection of the Federal government
over his life, liberty, and property" is included among the psivileges
and immunities of Citizenship guaranteed by the Constitution.

True, we can look at Article II, section 3, in a different way
and ask why the President is not obligated to "take care" that the
Powers Resolution, a part of the laws, "shall be faithfully
executed"? ~y response is that the statute is unconstitutional
to the extent it interferes with the President's executive power,
including his right and duty to protect the security of the nation,
its people and their freedoms.
~ar

Fatal Flaw in War Powers Resolution
The fatal flaw in the War Powers Resolution is that it claims
primacy for Con9ress is making all decisions relating to use of the
armed forces. In this legislation, Congress is not just seeking to
exercise shared powers, it is attempting to increase its own powers
at the expense of the Executive Branch. The statute purports to say
that ConQress Can shut off a military activity anytime the House and
Senate aQree to a Concurrent Resolution ordering the President to
stop an action to which Congress objects. And it claims to give
Congress by inaction (within 60 days of a hostility) a veto upon
executive action.
This distinguishes the War Powers Resglution from the special
prosecutor law upheld in the Mor5ison case and puts itSin the
category of the le9islative veto and deficit reduction cases
where the Supreme Court found that the separation of powers doctrine
was violated.
Congress can appropriate funds for the armed forces and put a
ceilinq on the authorized strength of the military services, but
once those forces are established and equipped Congress cannot
dictate when or where or under whatgcircumstances those milit~ry
units shall be deployed or engaged.
Mr. Chairman, I would go further and claim that not even the
power of the purse can validly b~ used to restrict the President's
independent defense authority, except by setting the size of the
services generally and thYoamount and nature of arms in the
nation's defense arsenal.
Just as Congress could not use an appropriation or finance
measure to make "all redheaded females" ineligible [or social
security benefits because it would be an arbitrary di~tinction violative of due process, nor can the legislature overstep the separation
of powers doctrine by tellinQ the President he cannot protect U.S.
shippinq in international waters or other vital u.s. interests
beyond an arbitrary time period.
Declaration of War
Moreover, the idea that a declaration of war is the only legal
way to commence a military hostility is a myth. An "offensive" war,
yes, but a defensive reactionto an imminent foreign threat, no.
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From this, I would suggest that if the term "livinQ Constitution"
has any meaning, surely it encompasses the notions that ·(11 in a society
in which ultimate sovereignty rests with the people, thac people's
Constitution is reflected in how they live and act under that charter and
(2) one of the most important interpretative authorities in such a
'
democratic s¥stem is found in the expectations the people and their
chosen officlals have created by such living and acting.

At the time of the Constitutional Convention a declaration of
war generally served as an official recognition or proclamation that
a state of war already existed. In fact, during the 87 years
preceding the Grand convention, only one war of 38 in the Western
world was preceded by a declaration. 11 A~~lexander Hamilton
discloses in the Federalist Paper No. 25,
declarations of war
were in disuse durIng the late 18th century, not just in our modern
era.

While repeated violation of the constitution cannot make
constitutional what wa~ unconstitutional before, a· long and unchallenged practice does put a gloss on society's understanding of the
Constitution and may, under judicial precedents fix the construction
'
of the Constitution by the courts. 18

Also, international law, as compiled by early authorities known
to the Framers, widely held that a declaration of war was not required
for "defensive" war. ll Thus, when the Framers changed "make" to
"declare" in the declaration of war clause, they were acknowledging
that war might be made without a declaration. l(

Impractical and Dangerous Aspects
of the War Powers R~solution

In the technologically advanced, interrelated society of the
late Twentieth century, the power "to repel sudden attacks" must be
interpreted to allow the President to meet serious foreign dangers
before they become insurmountable. The test has to be whether the
risk to united states security is as grave and threatening in today's
circumstances as a "sudden attack" was viewed in 1787.

Granted that the Judicial Branch has never decided on the War
Powers Resolution - and may never - the question must be asked is
it.wise for Congress to use its powers, whatever they may be, in
thIS manner? Even if the War Powers Resolution is constitutional. it
may be unwise, impractical or dangerous in practice. 19

Historical Practice

The statute may be dangerous because it denies flexibility to
the President in the conduct of foreign relations and conveys a mes~age
of disunity in the American government.

My construction of the Constitution is buttressed by the actual
setting of the Constitutional convention and subsequent practice.

As one of the first opponents of war powers legislation,
Professor James MCGregor Burns, testified in 1970:

The evolution in the early state constitutions from weak
executives in the l770s to strong executives after 1780, l5the harmful
interference by the Continental Congress with military activities
of General Washington during the War of Independence, 16 and the
consistent course of practice under the Constitution from the
administration of President Washington until at least the early 1970s,
combine to demonstrate that the President possesses independent
power to employ the forces established by Congress in defense of u.s.
citizens and the survival of their freedoms and country.

Artificial restrictions ..• may lead not to peace,
but to war, as foreign adversaries estimate that the
united States will not respond to a threat to world peace
because of legal restrictions on the executive ...
If our friends and foes abroad must try to estimate
not only how our President will respond to acts on their
part, but also how a majority of the House or Senate LO
~
will respond, the element of uncertainty is increased.

Almost 20 years ago, I began to compile a list of instances
in which past Presidents had used or sanctioned the use of military
force outside the united 5tates without a declaration of war. By
1973, that list had grown to 199 incidents, even though I had removed
all situations where the Executiveis known to have disavowed or
repudiated certain military enqaqements. If I added military actions
happening since 1973, such as in Libya. Lebanon, Grenada and the
Persian Gulf, my list would now exceed two hundred Presidential defense
initiatives without a declaration of war. 17
Hore than half of these military actions were outside the western
Hem~sphere a~d 97 lasted more than thirty days.
What they boil down
to IS a consIstent pattern of response by the President to foreign
dangers by the use of whatever degree of force might by needed and
available at that moment in history. It is true that many early
precedents represented actions against pirates or stateless areas,
but there were many exceptions and as the number of nations increased,
the number of Presidential military actions involving recognized
states increased with them.

.
T~e uncertai~ty of which Professor Burns speaks may bring
lnsecurlty, instablilty and a wrong calculation of u.S. intentions.
Moreover, the War Powers Resolution does not stand up to the test
of actual history.

I

I

w~at would have happened, let u~ consider, if the War Powers
Resolutlon had been on the books when Franklin Roosevelt took bold
initiatives in support of the democracies fighting Nazi Germany before
the declaration of war of December 19417 Roosevelt had the vision
to see that America and the rest of the free world could avoid disaster
only ~f he acted independently of Congress (in the face of neutrality
restrIctions) to help Great Britain resist the Nazi onslaught on the
civilized world. 21
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Public opinion of the time was convinced that Britain and western
Europe were doomed and that American aid would either be lost in the
Atlantic or fall into Hitler's hands. There was no national
consensus of an uncontestable danger to the life of the nation, no
broad
perception of emergency threatening the life of the Republic,
criteria suggested by historian Arthur Schlesinger, jr. as conditions
for resort to an extra-Constitutional emergency prerogative power.

and consent" to makino treaties.
And, he must stand for r~election after four years, if he wishes
to have a. second term, and he knows that his political party is subject
to popular will in free elections held each two years. He also face~
the cons~ant scrutiny of a free press and ultimately the legislative
power of. impeachment and removal from office.

yet Roosevelt acted. He exercised the initiative of decision
making reserved to every President through his possession of all the
Executive powers. The steps he took were in the very nature of
F.xecutive power.
Congress was not consulted when President Roosevelt sent American
troops to occupy and establish bases in Greenland and Iceland and to
cooperate with British armed forces already there. Nazi planes overflew these bases and it could not be known whether a German attack
was coming or not. 22
Admiral Stark sent proposed instructions for Roosevelt's approval
which, in stark's words, "ordered the (Marinel force to cooperate with
the British (in defending a British base operated by the British
against the enemy)." Admiral Stark added: "I realize that this is
practically an act of war."
~evertheless Roosevelt approved these
instructions. 23
What would have been the outcome had Roosevelt laid these
instructions before the Congress and plainly reported that U.s. Marines
were committed to engage in "practically an act of war"? This is
one year, remember, after Congress had renewed the military draft
by the smallest possible margin, a single vote. If Congress were
then forced to vote on Roosevelt's risky action, isn't it likely
the Legislative Branch would have failed to sustain his decision? 24
Nor would Congress have been any more likely to approve of
president Roosevelt's action in May of 1941, when he secretly lent
long-range U.S. amphibian planes to Great Britian and assigned 80
Navy airmen t~ help with British operations to sink the German battleship, Bismark.25And I doubt if Congress would have ratified Roosevelt's
instructions in september 1941 when he ordered American warships to
escort British convoys west of Iceland and to destroy German submarines
on sight. 2~
By forcing a vote in a divided and hesitant, if not isolationist
Congress, the War Powers Resolution would probably have brought total
disaster to the democracies in the 1940s.

In short, he is subject to the political process of a free government and people operatin9 under a written Constitution. He cannot
legally suspend the civil process crented by thnt cllarter of government. 28

q

Yet he has the duty and responsibility of judging how best to
defend the nation against foreign threats and may, as Thomas Jefferson
suggested in his concept of the law of necessity, have to act in
the interest of "saving our country when in danger" or when "some of
its very high interests are at stake." In these circumstances, he
must perform his duty and "throw hi~self on the justice of his country
and the rectitude of his motives."29
In other words, like Franklin Roosevelt, of whom Robert Sherwood
writes, he "never for a moment overlooked the fact that his actions
might lead to his immediate or eventual impeachment," a President
has an independent responsibility to defend the country in time of
crisis in the way he judges best. He thereby subjects his action
to the political will of the country. 30
Byrd Resolution
Turning from an explant ion of the arguments given by opponents
of the War Powers Resolution fifteen years ago, I will move to an
analysis of the Byrd, Nunn, Warner, Mitchell Resolution, S.J. Res. 323.
personally I credit the sponsors of this legislation with recognizing
many of the most serious defects in the 1973 law. As I read the
measure:
(1) Troops would no longer be subject to being automatically
pulled out of a crisis area in 60 days if Congress fails to act on
leqislation authorizing the President's action. The arbitrary time
for withdrawal would be repealed.
(2) Congress could no longer use a simple Concurrent Resolution
to order a halt to the deployment or engagement of U.s. forces abroad.
Instead the legislature would have to use a Joint Resolution which
is subject to Presidential veto.

Checks on Unilateral Presidential Wars
This is not to say that the President possesses unbridled war
powers. He cannot constitutionally initiate a war of agression, an
offensive war of ambition or conquest. He must use the forces congress
has put at his command. ije cannot usually raise and equip an army on
his own, although Lincoln did in the first days of the Civil War. 27
He must receive the Senate's consent to his appointments of
ambassadors, judges and cabinet officers, and he needs Senate "advice

()) Congress will identify who the President is suppo~ed to
consult with. Instead of contacting 535 Members of Congress, he
would be expected to consult on hostilities and vital national security
issues with a group as small as six Members and no larger than eighteen.
The consultative body will be a permanent joint Senate-House group
which I anticipate would mean only one consultation is necessary at
a time, not multiple sessions with the two Houses and several different
Committees.
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As a student of history, I find the proposed panel comparable
to the original Senate created by the Framers, which had 22 Members
and (at least in concept) was small enough for intimate consu~tation
but not too numerous to trust safely with state secret~. !t 1S true
that George washington did not find that.body h~lpful 1n.h1s one.
meeting in person with the Senate re~ard1ng Ind1an trea~les, but.1n
the modern nuclear age a national unIty of purpose on v1tal fore1gn
policy decisions is more essential than ever t~ the surviv~l of t~e
nation. Therefore, I feel it may be constructIve to experIment WIth .
a consultative aroup of this nature in the search for a new partnersh1p
among the political branches with respect to national ends and strategy
in the most important national security matters.

It is my thesis that civilian theorists were more interested in
sending "a series of messages" to North Vietnam than they were in
positive military action. Many military officers who served in
Vietnam have revealed that those who fought the war were confused
by conflicting and inconsistent policies never adequately explainj~
to the servicemen and women, nor conveyed to the American people.
At least 22 different justific~tions were claimed for the war
by Executive political authorities.]3 Military analysts and
historians claim it was impossible for strategists to form a successful plan 0§40perations when the nation's political objectives were
so muddled
and the application of military force required to
achieve those objectives wer~ tactically limited by overlying rules
of enqagement.3S

Where I differ with S.J. Res. 323 is its assumption that Congress
has power to legislate an end to a particular military action undertaken pursuant to the President:s i~depende~t self-defense powers.
Even if I am wrong on the Constltutlonal ~olnt, I believe.the fa~t
track feature of S.J. Res. 323 is bad polICY because it mIght brIng
about an unnecessary vote at a dangerous moment of history when public
opinion is not yet informed or mature enough to render a reasoned
judqment.

My point is not to revisit Vietnam, but to suggest that it is
not only the political decision to employ U.S. forces abroad that
should concern you, but also the military problems arising out of
the restrictive controls and limitations placed on our forces by the
same civilian leaders who send those forces to war.
Military, political and diplomatic success may all depend on
a continuous and realistic assessment of those problems and the
nature of the conflict. The lesson of Vietnam is not that Congress
must participate in the commitment to go to war, 36 but that national
"resolve cannot survive repeated failure on the battlefield." 37

Proposed Amendment
My recommendation is to strike the entire War Powers Resolution,
except for the proposed consultative group. In the event Congress
rejects that view, I suggest one small amendment. A~d to the reforting
requirement of section 4 a new clause (0) of subsect10n (a) call1ng
on the President for information (classified to the extent necessary)
concerning the rules of engagement under which the military services
are operating in the situation covered by the report.

Waging war without resolve may be worse than war without a
declaration.

Even if the President and Congress jointly agree he is conducting
an authorized military action, the congressional leadership, as
represented in the consultative group, should be assured that the rules
of engagement will adequately protect the American interests which
~re so vital that war measures are necessary.
My concern arises out of a study I am undertaking of the impact
of the Vietnam rules of engagement on the course of that conflict.
The text of these rules were only downgraded from Top Secret in 198~
31
after repeated appeals to the Secretary of Defense by Senator Goldwater.
Based on my research to date, I am of the opinion that is was
not the military or Congress who lost the war in Vietnam, it was
restrictions on military tactics written by civilian managers in the
Executive Branch.
For example, in the mid-1960's, U.S. aircraft could not follow
hostile North Vietnamese MIGs and strike their home bases, could not
bomb enemy truck convoys if the vehicles parked or pulled 200 yards
off the roadway and could not knock out enemy SAM missile sites under
construction, but only after the missiles became operational and were
actually fired against our pilots.
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Footnotes
1. The "~ecessary and proper" clause of Article I, section 8,
of the Constitution is related to Congress' enumerated war powers,
but "is not a grant of power." It merely removes the uncertainty
that Congre~s may implement the powers otherwise conferred by the
document. Kinsella ~ Singleton, 361 u.s. 234, 247 (1960). The
Constitutional Convention did not intend a delegation "to Congress
of the function of defining the primary boundaries of another of the
three great divisions of government." Hyers ~ ~~,
272 U.S. 52, 127 (1925).
2. It was Alexander Hamilton,in the pacificus papers, who
.
first argued the doctrine that Article II, section 1, is a positive.
oeneral grant of executive power. VII Works of Hamilton 80-81
(pacificus No.1).
------3. In united states v. Sweeny, the Supreme Court said the
Constitution confers-upon the President "such supreme and undivided
command as would be necessary to the prosecution of a successful
war." 157 U.S. 281, 284 (1895). In Swaim v. United States, 165 U.S.
553 (1897). the Supreme Court affirmea-a-holding-rn-which the court
of Claims stated that "congress cannot in the disguise of ~ules
for the government' of the Army impair the authority of the President
as commander in chief." 2R ct. Cl. 173. 221 (1893).
4. In re Neagle, 135 U.S. 1, 64 (1889). Supreme Court Justice
Nelson, sTttrng~Circuit Justice, held that the President's
duty to execute the laws includes a duty to protect citizens abroad.
Durand ~ Hollins. A F.Cas. III (NO. 4186)(C.C.S.D.N.Y. 1860).
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(July 2. 1988).

7. Immigration and Naturalization Service
q19 /19R3).
8.
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Chadha. 462 U.S.

Synar. 478 U.S. 714 (1986).

9. The Presidential defense prerogative is not an invention
of the Vietnam era. As early as lR70, Dr. John Norton Pomeroy,
Dean of the University of New York Law School, wrote in his textbook
on constitutional law that Congress may "furnish the requisite
supplies of money and materials" and "authorize the raising of men,"
but "all direct manaqement of warlike operations, all planning and
organizing of campaions, all establishing of blockades. all direction
of marches. ~ieges, battl~s, and the like, are as much beyond the
jurisdiction of the legis1ature, as they are beyond that of any
assembla~e of private citizens."
J. Pomeroy, An Introduction ~ the
Constitutional I.aw of !h! ~ ~ 289 (1870).
Similarly, in 1910 Dr. David Watson wrote, in his two-volume
work on the Constitution: "By reduction of the army and navy or

refusal of supplies, Congress might seriously impair the de facto
power of the President to perform these duties [for proteCtion of
our national interests]. but it cannot limit his legal power as
Commander-in-Chief to e~~lov th~ means at his dispos~l for these
purposes." D. watson, 2 The constituti~ 2! the United States 914
(1910 ).
10. Congress cannot do what would otherwise be unconstitutional
by attaching a rider to an appropriation law. ~~ ~ Lovett,
328 U.S. 303 (1946).
11.
(1883),
12.

L. Maurice. Hostilities Without a Declaration of War 12-27
--- - The Federalist Papers (Clinton Rossiter ed.) 165 (1961).

13. E. vattel, The Law of Nations 316 (186) reprint); C. wolff,
The Law ~ Nations Treated According to ~ Scientific ~ 368
(1939 repri~764 edition); N. r,rothus, On the Law of War and
Peace 57, 184 (1925 reprint of 1646 edition).

ed.)

14.

2 The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787 (M. Farrand
- --- --

3l8-320(T9~

15. See generally my discussion of the intent of the Framers
in J. T. Emerson, "The War Powers Resolution Tested: The President's
Independent Defense Power," 51 Notre name Lawyer 204-209, especially
at 20; (1975).
16. A majority of the 55 Framers who attended the Constitutional
Convention had performed military duty in the W~r of Independence.
At least seven signers of the Constitution were intimately familiar
with the harm done by legislative directives. Emerson, id., at 205.
They had reason to prevent the recurrence of this interference with
military operations in the new system of government being designed
at Philadelphia. Thus, in contrast to the Articles of Confederation.
which conferred upon the Continental Congress the ·sole and exclusive
riqht and power of determining on peace and war," the Constitution
specifically makes the President "commander-in-Chief" without any
limitations, except the principles of free governm@nt ~xrresserl in
other parts of the document.
17. J. T. F.merson, "~f.2..~ I,eqislation,"74 W.Va. L. Rev. 53.
88-119, 367-368 11971-1972). and see the author's updated and edited
list printed in "Hearings on S. 440, War Powers Legislation," U.S.
Senate Comm. on Foreign Relations. 91rd Cong .• 1st Sess., April 11.
12, 1973, at pages 126-156.
18. Stuart v. Laird, 5 U.S. (} Cranch) 298, 308 (l801): McPherson
v. Blacker:--T'46U-:S .l,27, 35-36 (1892); united states v. Midw-est-~
Oil Co •• 23~ U.S. 459, 473 (1915).
--- --- - --19. The judiciary may continue to find, as it has in the past.
that issues involving ongoing military hostitlites present concerns
of military ~nd diplomatic expertise outside judicial competence
and therefore refuse to consider the merits of the War Powers Re~olution.
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484 F.2d 1307, 1310 (2d Cir. 1973), cert. denied 416 u.s. 936 (1974);
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provisions of the 1939 statute are still in effect. 22 U.S.C. 441 et
sea .• In November 1941, a mild revision of the 1939 Act to permit
the arming of American ~erchant ships passed the House by a vote of
only 212-194. B7 Congo Rec. BR91 (Nov. 13, 19411(H.J. Res. 237).
22. The Selective service Act of 1940 expressly prohibited the
employment of any draftees beyond the Western Hemisphere, narrowly
described in the Senate as the area of the Americas which "we have
long engaged to protect under the Monroe Doctrine." Iceland and
Greenland unquestionably fell outside of this geographical limit.
54 Stat. 885, B86 (H401; 86 Congo Rec. 10,295 119401.
23.

Admiral Harold Stark served as Chief of Naval operations.
Roosevelt:
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era and near the beginning of a new presidency.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THOMAS M. FRANCK

This creates

considerable opportunity to marshal whatever wisdom we may garner from

Mr. Chairman and Membet"s of the Committee.

hindsight in order to make structural and operational improvements in

TI'I1s is not the first time I have had the privilege of testifying
before this, the senior committee of the senior Chamber.

the way the act operates.

One aspires

A truly bipartisan and wise effort in this

to deserve the honor by saying something new, which is difficult when

direction might well appeal to a new president open to new cooperative

a subJect has received such careful scrutiny by the Committee's

ventures with Congress.

Members and Staff.

to use the leverage which it has when a new administration wants its

This is the War Powers Resolution's fifteenth anniversary.

It also gives the Senate a rare opportunity

consent to key appointments.

We

To take full advantage of this

have now had enough practical eMperience to be able to draw some

opportunity, however, the Senate needs a clear and credible picture of

conclusions f."om the perspective of hindsight.

what Is right and what is wrong with the Resolution, as well as an

Though it tends to be

maligned, there is much to be said for the wisdom of hindsight.
ought to be good,

understanding of its options and how each would advance a true

It

partnership between Congress and Presidency in the conduct of foreign

if only because we pay so dearly for it.

relat ions.

EKperience with the War Powers Resolution transcends three
Republican and one Democratic administration.
encompasses conflicts in Indochina,

~ ~

There is a genuine opportunity for reform and there is a maJor

Iran, Libya, Lebanon, Grenada,

Nicaragua, the Persian Gulf and Chad.
House (Ihg

That eMperience
need.

A Committee print of the other

Resolution. Relevant Documents. Correspondence.

Reports, Subcommittee on Arms Control,

foreign policy in a miasma of legalism.

International Security and

May,

l~aa

ed.

Hereinafter:

War

~~)

is that it has enveloped

It has transformed argument

about the political wisdom of being involved in military encounters

Science of the Comnlittee on Foreign Affairs, U. S. House of
Representatives.

One undesired and undesirable side effect of the War Powers

Resolution, as it has evolved in practice,

in the Gulf of Tonkin, or the Persian Gulf, or the Gulf of Sidra -lists

into an arcane debate about the legality and the constitutionality of
impoveri~hes

no fewer than eighteen reports made after the Resolution'S enactment

various foreign policy initiatives.

by Presidents Ford, Carter and Reagan which, the authors claimed, were

of ideas and shrinks the dimensions of public comprehension and

"consi1;tent with the War Powers Resolut ion" or, to une the language

part icipat ion.

preferred by Presidents Ford and Carter, "in compliance with" it.

the marketplace

It simply leaves most Americans bewildered and behind.

The purpose of the resolution was to encourage serious dialogue

We can thus follow both a formidable paper trai I and .'\lso a broad
path cut by U.S. foreign relations practice.

This

on war/peace issues between the branches of government, and between

In doing so we can hope

government and the public.

to arrive at some evaluation of the Resolution's effectiveness.

In any reform of the War Powers

Resolution, that obJective must be restored as its centerpiece.

Moreover, we now stand at the back door threshold of the Reagan

:.

'{

;

This
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does not mean that the legal and constitutional separation-ot-power
issues do not matter.

They most certainly do.

States, or in any Department or Office thereof."

But the Resolution's

The point of clear

legislative definition is not merely to clarify and invest with

effect on the public life of our nation should be to resolve the

greater certainty the distribution of powers but, also,

constitutional issues with sufficient simplicity, clarity and

those 'powers of Congress which have been abdicated by congressional

cet'tainty that the decks can be cleared to permit a concentration on

inaction in the face of ElCecytive initiatives.

the policy debate about the wisdom or folly of any particular

is to limit.

engagement of the armed forces.

"congressional inertia,

Only if Congress can make

sufficiently clear what is legal can we concentrate on what is wise.

pract ice.

This lack of clarity is due to telCt'Jal problems which,

in

part, grew out of the imperfect synthesis achieved between the House
It is also due to creative evasion by the

and Senate drafts in 1973.

elCecutive branch, the reluctance of Congress to challenge elCecutive
non-compliance; and,

finally,

it is due to the Supreme Court's

decision in the Chadha case CI.N.S.
2764,

~ Chadha, 4~2 U.S.

911,

~ ~

I

if not invite, measures on

engines.
the first obJective of a law should be to

Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 637.)

(Youngstown Sheet and Tube

However,

on~e

Congress does

.xpress itself clearly, the same presidential action,
with that eKpression of legislative will,
le.... est ebb.

• •

C1Jti.st.)

fixed but fluctuate,

if incompatible

finds his power now "at its

The powers of the President "are not

depending upon their

disJun~tion

or conJunction

(lit. at 635.)

with those of Congress."

103S.Ct.

Yet another reason to define clearly the applicable law is to

1983', which effectively disabled one of the statute's two

In these circwnstances,

indifference or quiescence may sometimes, at

independent presidential responsibility."

impot'tant respects, ..md its lack of clat'ity has been elCacerbated in

To define successfully

As Justice Jackson said in his Youngstown concurrence:

least as a practical matter, enable,

The War Powers Resolytion lacks teKtual clarity in several

to reclaim

help courts to decide to decide.

t
~

In Baker

~

Carr C369 U.S.

186, 82

S.Ct. 691), Justice Brennan, while denying that "every case or
~ontroversy

which

tou~hes

foreign relations lias beyond Judicial

establish as clearly as possible the respective authority of Congress

~ogni

and of the President.

Judges encounter when the issues "turn on standards that defy Judicial

Insofar as there is doubt about the scope of presidential
authority to engage in limited hostilities without congressional
authorization, the Congress has the power to resolve those doubts by
eKerci~ing its article I,

section 8(18) power to "make all laws which

shall be necessary and proper for carrying into ElCecution.

.

. all.

Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United

I
i

zanca"

C3~'3

U. S. 186, 211>, nonetheless noted the di fficul ty

.:application • •

(Id.)

not invariably make

Judi~ial

While even the clearest of standards do
application easy, particularly in the

foreign relations field, clarity, gimpliclty and certainty of
standards help

~onvince

the Judiciary to play their umpiring function •

As the War Powers Resolut ion is current ly drafted,

i t contains r,o

standards whatsoevet', no guidance to the President, the courts or the

v~g
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public as to when -- in what circumstances -- the President must

Even in areas where Presidents may have prerogative powers,

obtain congressional assent before taking the armed forces of the

however,

United States into actual or antiCipated combat.

~ ~

first appears to provide such guidance,

Section 2(c) at

but it fails:

it is a purely prefatory section, and, second,

first,

bec:ause

it has been clear since Chief Justice Marshall's decision in
Barreme (6 U.S.

declarat~on

because the House-

(2 Cranch)

of war made in accordance with the Constitution, Congress

0'

The prerogative power

of the War Powers Resolution "are not dependent upon the language of

Congress has spoken in law.

this subsection • • • • "

power of Congress,

1988, supra.)

(War. Powers, Conference Report, Joint
in ~ powers,

flawed restatement.

No provision,

for example,

however,

it would be a fatally

The De Fazio bill activates this latent

as did section 3 of the Senate version of what
Section 2(c) of the existing law,

fails to take up the challenge.

Once Congress has legislated a clear definition

is made for executive

0'

when the

President is authorized to respond militarily without the prior

action to rescue Americans imperilled abroad.

specific consent of Congress, a discernible boundary will have been

Thus, the first obJec:t of a revised War Powers Resolution should

established.

be to establish in law Congress' view of when the President may use
the armed forces without its consent.

the President becomes a limited power once

became the War Powers Resolution.

If it were intended that 2(c) restate Congress' notion

of the extent and limits of presidential power,

in the absence of a

may yet regulate the precise parameters of more limited hostilities.

Senate Conference Report ac:tually states that the operative provisions

EMplanatory Statement of the Committee of Conference,

170) that,

But how is such a boundary to be defended?

The

PreSident, not Congress, speaks for the nation to the world.

These circumstances should be:

Congress, controls the armed forces.

He, not

He has demonstrated occasional

to repel an armed attac~ or imminent attack on the U.S. or its armed

willingness to act even in the face of specific and unambiguous legal

forces,

prohibition, as best exemplified in the Mayaguez rescue.

and to effec:t the speedy and safe evacuation of U.S. citizens

(Sees

from the high seas or foreign territory if the government of the

Report dated May IS,

ship's flag or of the territory is unable to provide the requisite

Hon. Carl Albert,

standard of protection required by international law.

compliance with section 4(a) (1) of the War Powers Resolution, relative

standards,
462,

in approMimately similar form,

These

are spelled out in H.J. Re$.

c:lein' Judicial appt'oval

(D\lrand ~ Hollins, 8 Fed. Cas.

111 (1860».

~

Powers.

1988,~.

~ ~

to
in

For the view

E2!lL

The t!!.m:!

Pr2cedural Frarl1ework for Congressional Control Overr"the War power, 71

It is also a

circumstance in which presidential initiative has already received

in

that this ac:tion was illegal see T. Franck,

These are the c:ir~umstances in which a speedy response is

likely to be most needed in the foreseeable future.

from former President Gerald R. FOt'd,

former Speaker of the House of Representatives.

to the Mayague; incident.

introduced in the House of Representatives by Congressman De

Fa:: io.

1975,

Am. J.
t.

Int'l L. 605

(1~77).

Who is to invigilate even the clearest of

boundaries between permissible and impermissible presidential use of
military power?

The answer is that Congress, short of deploying

."..

"!
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t

either the sergeant-at-arms (too little weight) or the impeachment
power (too much weight), has only two potential allies who could help
it defend its boundaries of authority once those have been clearly
marked.

One is the federal Judiciary, the other is the U.S. treasury.

international law to decide on the legality of acts by foreign

I
~

governments involving eMpropriation of U.S. assets.

~"

~

should be spelled out in the law.
It is by no means certain that the federal courts are willing to
defend even a clearly marked boundary; but an effort should be made to
give them the optimum opportunity to see it as both in the interest of
the nation and of the Judiciary that they should do so.

Thereafter,

Congress enacted the "Hickenlooper Amendment" to the Foreign

9

80th should be utilized, and the procedure for their utilization

the legislation,

i

Ass~stance

"on tho merits giving effect to the prinCiples of
(22 U.S.C.

I

To this end,

Act of 1961, which mandated the courts to decide such canas

responded.

; 237CHe) (2)

(1982).)

In Banco Nacional de C'Jba

acknowledging Congress'

int~rnational

law."

So ordered, the federal Judiciary
~~,

the district court,

"considerable measure of power with respect to

the ,courts" concluded that "when Congress, deal ing wi th subject matte"
within the powers delegated to it by the Constitution, speaks with

in addition to spelling out clear, applicable

res~ect

to a voluntary Judicial policy of self-limitation, the courts

standards, should specifically authorize the courts to umpire and

are bound to follow its directions unless compelled not to do so by

create the procedural requisites for a "case or controvorsy" between

the Constitution."

Congress and President.

Aff'd. 383 F.2d 166 (2d Cir.

Can the legislature tell the courts to umpire?

The courts have

used tho political question doctrine as a shield against involvement
in interpret i ng the War' Power's Resol ut i on.

The most recent instance

is the Judiciary's specific refusal to consider a complaint by 110
Members of Congress that deployment of U.S.

forces in the Persian Gulf

triggered the reporting requirements -- and,

denied, 390 U.S.

I
'I

by implication, the 60-

day limit -- of the War Powers Resolution's sections 4(a)(1)

ar~

SIb).

~

Reagan, 676 F. SUppa 333 (D.D.C.

necessarily the last word.

1987).)

•

Vet, that is not

so in comparable circumstances.

In Banc,? Nacional de Cuba

~

Sabbatino, 376 U.S. 398 (1964), the courts had refused to apply

like their use of the act of state doctrine in the

case,1 is constitutionally based on separation of powers

fastidiousness.

But, as with all disputes turning on distribution and

.eparation of powers, the courts are bound to give weight to the

Equally, Congress can improve the prospects of JudiCial umpiring

996), Justice Powell,

Judges

ought to listen to a law that authorizes them to decide, and have done

The courts' use of the political

by addressing the issue of ripeness.

Congress has not spoken to the Judiciary

by law on this Jurisdictional matter and it should now do so.

question doctrine,
S~bbatino

1967), cert. denied, 39 U.S. 956, reh'g

1037 (1968).)

legislatively eM pressed views of Congress.
~

(Lowry

(243 F. SUpPa 957, 975-76 (S.D.N.V., 1965).

In Goldwater

~

Cart,r (444 U.S.

in his concurring opinion, eMpressed the view

that the courts should decide disputes between the EMecutive and

.
~

I
ti
~:i
~

i
.;.~

jJ

\1

Legislat ive Branches only when they "reach a const itut lonal impasse"

(i.!!. at 997) and "final disposition of the question pre.ented • • • would eliminate, rather than create, multiple
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constitutional interpretations."

CId. at 1001.)

To meet this test,

he suggested, Congress would have had to have "challenged the
President's authority" by "appropriate formal action • • • "
1002) and

~he

(!.st. at

resulting uncertainty would have to be perceived by the

I

Judiciar:/ to have "serious consequences for our country."

that no funds previously or thereafter authorized or appropriated by
.ny law could be used by the President to pay for the use of the armed
'orces or other forces under his command for purposes incongruent with
his authority as stated in the Constitution and the War Powers
Resolution.

(!l!..U!.)

The combined effect of these several provisions would be to ripen

Using Justice Powell's signposts, the Congress' revision of the
War Powers Resolution could include an amendment to its rules of
procedure which

w~uld

provide -- for example --

~hat,

on motion by any

ten members of each House and utilizing accelerated procedures, a vote
would be taken on an unamendable resolution of disapproval which would
signify the existence of a constitutional impasse.

The resolution

• political confrontation into a Judicially cognizable dispute, and,
simultaneously, to draw shut the purse strings when the President
exceeds his constitutional and legislatively-ordained authority.

remedy as long as the Judicial remedy was being pursued.
These remedies seem to me preferable to those envisaged by the

would stipulate that a specific presidential use of force had been
found to constitute a violation of the limits on the authority vested
in the PreSident, on his own, to authorize use of the armed forces in,

Besides ripening the constitutional dispute so as to make
Judicial umpiring More likely, the same procedure could also begin the
process of bringing into play the assistance of the treasury, over
whose expenditures the Congress has undoubted supremacy.

The War

Powers Resolution could also provide that if the aforementioned
resolution of disapproval passed the Senate and the House, and the
President nevertheless persisted, a point of order, moveable by any
me~ber,

would lie to foreclose consideration of any bill authorizing

or appropriating funds for the Department of Defense.

Both chambers

would amend their rules of procedure to implement the effect of a
concurrent resolution of disapproval.

S.J. Res. 323, the draft amendments proposed by Senators Byrd, Nunn,
Warner and Mitchell.
1988, sec. 6.)

or in imminent anticipation of, combat.

If further fiscal clout were

needed, the War Powers Resolution could be further amended to provide

The

proposed revisions might make provision for suspending the fiscal

(S.J. Res. 323, 100th Cong., 2d Sess., May 19,

Thair proposal contains no standards for Judging the

validity of an executive act of war-making.

It would also require the

Congress to override a presidential veto, and, if that severe handicap
on congreSSional action were overcome by the assembling of the
necessary two-thirds maJority,

it would probably still be necessary to

confront in the courts the Executive's argument that such a
congressional enactment constitutes an unconstitutional trespass on
presidential prerogative powers.

My proposal is simpler and clearer.

It would legislate guidelines for use of the military on presidential
initiative.

It would set in place procedures by which Congress,

if

those guidelines are ignored by the President, could ask for the help

0'

the courts.

If that help is not forthcoming and the presidential

war-making continues, funding (both retrospectively and prospectively)

;
~
i
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would cease.

This may be true.

This envisages a scenario of inter-branch conflict which the law
primarily is designed to avoid.

By making it more difficult to

endowed with the legal power to obtain access to all relevant

circumvent the clear standards and eHpedited procedures it envisages,

lnformat~on

the law intends to take the legal issues off the front burner, where
the policy issues should be.

encouraging policy consultation in place of
S. J. Res. 323 is helpful,

in this respec:t.

f
!,

In the last analysis,
it is hard to see
if not through

The notion that the President and

Congress should not consult eHcept in legislative form or adjudicative
forum, while perhaps constitutionally pristine, seems to me much too
costly to be an effective routine remedy for EKecutive solitude.

The

One safeguard against coopt ion is to vest the power to initiate a

conSUltation of all those in Congress is so patently impossible that

resolution of disapproval in

it provides the EKecutive with an undeniable reason not to c:onsult
with any Members.

the EHecutive.

some such authorized contact group.

if always precarious,

balance; its primary mission should be to improve the prospects and

confront at ion.

0'

how Congress is ever to be consulted by the President,

should not merely help restore the presidential/congressional balance

procedures fo"

in the possession

however, even if the dangers of coopt ion are real,

The revision of the War Powers Act

and help the Cong.'ess defend that historic,

However, these inequalities can be reduced by

ensuring that the two contact groups are adequately staffed and

~

ten members of each chamber, rather

than solely in the leadership contact group as provided by the Senate

I agree that the bill's proposed process of prior

bill.

That group, of course, will wield much power of persuasion; but

and continuing consultation with the House and Senate leadership, and

ultimate authority should remain with the individual members of

the leadership of its foreign relations,

Congress,

intelligence and defense

c:ommittees, c:an help to avoid the sort of legal confrontations over
distribution of powers which has hitherto been all too common and has
marked Americ:a as a divided,

uncertain and unreliable actor on the

world stage.
It may be obJec:ted that,

in establishing such a leadership group

I

the suspicion of being coopted.
Although the resolution of disapprOVAl herein proposed would take
the form of a concurrent resolution which does not require submission
for presidential signature, this does not mean that its validity is in
doubt by operation of the Supreme Court's decision in

as is contemplated in draft sec:tion 3(b) (1) (A) of the S.J. Res. 323,

(~).

as well as the larger permanent consultative group envisaged in sec:.
3(c) (1), the bill would invite eHecutive cooption of Congress.

if only to protect the contact group's own integrity against

The proposed resolution of disapproval is not intended to

have the force of law.

It may

~ ~ ~

would be procedural:

The essential purpose of such a resolution
to ripen the controversy between the branches,

also be argued that neithe,' of these c:ontact groups would be any match

in order to conduce to a litigated solution, and to bring into

for the superior resources of information and staffing which are at

operation certain procedures pertaining to Defense Department money

the disposal of the foreign relations establishment of the Presidency.

bills.

~

For neither purpose need Congress resort to law-makino, nor

y

~

,
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need it obtain the President's signature.
powgrs Re,olution !gn Vears ~

(See.

1271
argument that Congress can terminate what it concedes the President

M. Glennon, ~ ~

~ Politic, !hAn~, 78 Am. J.

could initiate on his own initiative.
Mitchell

Int'l L. 571, ___.)

~ ~

The D.C. Circuit Court,

(488 F.2d 611 (D.C.C.

1973»

in

has said that once U.S.

forces are engaged, the President's constitutional duty, even in the

Congress will have done all that is legislatively possible, once
the War PowerS law has clarified its view of the limits of

face of an effective congressional withdrawal of authority for the

presidential authority, has created the requisites for Judicial

war, cannot come to more than "trying, in good faith and to the best

enforcement of those limits, has brought its undoubted power of the

of his ability, to bring the war to an end as promptly as was

purse to bear, and has set up rea.onable and effective procedures for

consistent with the safety of those fighting and with a profound

inter-branch consultation.

concern for the durable interests of the nation -- its defense,

The stage will have been set for voluntary

compliance, for negotiation, for adJudication and,

honor,

if all else fails,

at 616.)

This does not mean that Congress

surmise which is dictated not only by the Constitution but by common

possible.

sense about national survival.

There remains much dead underbrush to clear from the existing War

going conn icts

(~.

can compel hostilities to cease by a legislated date certain -- a

for Congress to confront a heedless president as expeditiously as

Powers Resolution.

its morality."

its

Section 4, the reporting requirement,

The concurrent resolution procedure for ending onsections 5(c) and 7 -- is void under the rule in

the Chadha case and should be repealed.

Section S(b), automatically

terminating on-going conflicts that have not been approved by
Congress, has never been invoked and is both unwise and,
perhaps unconstitutional.

in part,

Its unwisdom is in alerting every enemy to

I
!

the advantages to be gained by prolonging a conflict and exploiting
our constitutional divisions.

This being widely perceived,

logically should be

repealed in its entirety along with section 5(b) to which it relates,
although, as noted, the Executive concurrently should be made subject
to conSUltative procedures such as those envisaged in section 3 of
S.J: Res. 323.

Section 6 would also become redundant in its entirety

if section 5(b) is repealed, and, as noted, section 7 is made
redundant by the Chadha case's voiding of section S(c), except to the
extent expedited procedures are utilized in the new context envisaged

it has not

by S.J. Res. 323 or by my proposal for a resolution of disapproval.

been particularly costly for the Executive to ignore the reporting

Finally, section 8(d) (1) of the exiating law -- providing that

requirements imposed by section 4(a)(1), which start the 60-day clock

the law is not intended to alter either the Constitution or provisions

ticking.

of existing treaties -- should be repealed in the name of common

After 60/90 days, section 5(b) appears to require the recall of

sense.

both constitutional and lawful.

Constitution! -- or it speaks too mu~h.

It is difficult to sustain the

I
u

It either says nothing

e! course a statute can't amend the

U.S. forces from combat even when their despatch by the President was

For example,

it geema to

T

I
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I

contradict section 8(a)(2) of the Resolution, which retroactively
purports to interpret all treaties as not authorizing preSidential use
of force unless such authority is specified.

1273

~ ~~
~

Both the NATO and Rio

a5

respond to an attack on a treaty partner as if it were the U.S. that

this is the power the Senate meant to givo the President,
had the constitutional license to do so.

it probably

It might be

better to say nothing, or else to decide what Congress wants to do
about these treaty commitments and then to say that.
Tho

legislature cannot implement or enforce the laws it writes,

it can

only soek to enlist the support of the courts, the U.S. treasury and
the public.

Clarity and simplicity are essential to enlisting tho

support of each.

The law can also establish procedures for

consultation and for responsible congressional partiCipation in a

eKists.

So far,

if the mutual will

the partnership created by the War Powers Resolution

resomblos only that between a horse and a rider.
The War Powers Resolution was a good idea, but its drafting and
eKecution were faulty.

Instead of authorizing the President to use

the armed forces in limited circumstances for as long as necessary,
authorized their use in unlimited circumstances for a fiKed period.
This stands the Constitution on its head.

(See:

Franck, After tbg

it

~arte ~

to the circumstances in which he could utilize the armed forces,

Congress can,

and must, do better If the policy-making process 15 to disentangle
itself from those legal knots Which divert our attention from the

I
I
I
~

genuino partnership with the eKocutive branch,

it struck a bad deal.

Which the beginning of a new adrninistration presents.

~

that if it was the Senate's intent then the Act does

In summary, my impression is that it comes to thisl

Moreover,

~ ~

ha

Tnday the Senate has the benefit of hindSight and the opportunity

The War Powers Act, as

not purport to alter that implicit delegation of power.

Int'l L. 605.)

CongreSSional Control

nover once gave the Congress what it had asked In returnl
the rrzpol·t
which would trigger the 60-day limitation On that eHercis9 of force.

If

prosently drafted, manages both to say that this'was not the intent of
the Senate and,

Pow!r, 71 Rm. J.

FramawQr~ ~

In return for giving the PI'esident what was taken to be

pacts can be construed as giving the President the authority to

had been invaded I.e. by acting without further authorization.

Prosedural

~

I

"

0'

l""'~l

ti

crucial war-peace issues and undermine our credibility as a reliable
wO"ld leader.
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a

t

I. Samm.ry SC.Cement

The War Powers Resolution

is deeply flawed.

It seems to delegate

congressional

war power to the President, at least for sixty days. If hostilities are commenced and
concluded

within

that

time,

Congress is

unlikely

to challenge

presidential

initiative,

however much such actions violate congressional war power under the Constitution. If
hostilities

continue

once

excruciatingly difficult

American

-- often

troops

practically

arc

committed

impossible -

to

combat,

for Congress

it

becomes

to oppose

the

!

f

(

i
j

War

reporting.

Powers

repugnant

Resolution

to

a

President

a

jealous

legalistic

of

mode

executive

of

powers.

consultation
Collegial

dialogue

such dialogue dUring the Cambodian and Vietnam experience that forced Congress, in
desperation and frustration, to pass the War Powers Resolution over presidential veto.
War

presidential

Powers

initiative

in

Resolution,
committing

unfortunately,
troops

into

assumes

hostilities

continued

or

into

unchecked

situations

where

hostilities arc likely. Both the reporting and consulting roles of Congress arc premised
on

a

continued

constitutional
Powers

position

understanding,

Resolution

should

of

congressional

and

believe

speak

instead

of

subservience.
consonant

with

congressional

According
present

to

need,

authorizDtion

original
the

War

rather

than

Only

disaster

in

the

usc

of

thc

American

military..

like

the radical change necessary to right this shocking imbalance in the use of the w:lr
power.

~

and

prerogative.

relations and document shredding .. is likely to compel le:lders of government to m3ke

Yet
change

provides

between the political branches would be far better. But It was the dramatic failure of

The

presidential

Vietnam, or the Iran-Nicaragua crisis under presidential leadership less adroit in public

•~

President and extricate American forces.
The

For thesc reasons, the War Po",crs Resolution at be~t is the least worst approach
to the problem of the erosion of congrcssional war power and the aggrandizement of

because

toward

the

War

restoring

Powers

Resolution

congressional

power

presents the only
over

the

decision

practical
ror

vehide for

pence

or

war,

amendments might strengthen this effort significantly.

I
I

The War

Powers Resolution I

sovernance Over the decision for

became law

in an attempt

to restore congressional

war or peace. There is no doubt that the original

understanding of the Framers of the Constitution was that Congress possessed the sole
power to decide for war. whether declared or

undeclared, waged in secret or openly

acknowledged. fought 'with the public forces of the nation or

•

by private mercenaries.

The sole exception was that the rresident possessed the power to respond to surprise
attack on this country. The fundamental assumption behind the constitutional grant of
the war power solely to Congress was that the condition of peace ._ not war ._ was
the

norm, the status quo,

representatives,

and

the Congress or

was
the

to

be protected against chanse

United States, lest war

be

by

brought

the people's
upon

us by

consultation; aDd in place of reporting, refusal of funding, censure, and if necessary,

intemperate and ill-considered acts of one person. Instead. the status quo. a condition

(,residential impeachment for violating the war power of Congress.

or peace, could only be changed. absent an attack on us, by a decision publicly :lrrived
at by protracted and thoughtful debate.

1. Pub. L. No. 93-148, 87 Stat. SSS (l9H) (codified as amended at SO U.S.C.
1S48 (1982 &: Supp. IV 1988».
2

§

1~41.

--73F-

J
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The enormous value of these public decisions has not been lessened. I believe. by
the development of nuclear
The

horror

of

strengthening

of

weapons and

nuclear

war

makes

every

possible

the

institution

of

more
law

necessary
and

the

maintenance

government

to

preserve

authorization BS a prerequisite to funding Bnd the withholding of funch if the President

and

fails

the

to

problem
devise

public burden of persuading the nation to acquiesce in the decision for war.

regarding

nuclear

weapons

Our fierce
War

II.

toward

covert action and covert war when the existence of

10

make all-out

war too dangerous and

too costly must

be constrained.

ideological struggle with the Soviet Union. lasting since the end of World

must
peace

not

be allowed

to

distort

and our constitutional

and

finally

destroy

commitment of the

war

natural

our
power

inclination

,
i

comply

with

of

decade

our

some

method

the

justiciability
mandated
War

covert.

amendments.

Resolution

that

the

condition

Resolution correctly reflected

of

perpetual

cold

war

presidential usurpation and congressional
to a dangerous aggrandizement

with

paramilitary.

of

Soviet

neglect of congressional

consensus.
Union,
war

I

coupled

constitutional

powers. had led

of presidential power at congressional expense. Several

important, however. this time has powerfully confirmed thc validity of the assessment.

intent of the

Framers of the Constitution was

power to decide on

I
1

respond

to

sudden

war or
attack

on

peace,
the

with
United

requirements should

strengthen

specific

the

definition

War
of

Powers
the

Resolution.

term

be made applicable to all section

conSilii.

First,

the

consultation

Second,

the

consultation

4(a)(1) reportable events. Third.

the Act should scIr-invoke whenever any United States forces arc introduced into any

to

States

mllst
loop

nllclear

ensure

attack

Congress

decision-making
fOfce.

Resolution
that

the

uncler

Seventh.

,hollM

hulk

I1C'

of

the

Im""gr<ll;/II,

&

vest in

without

the Congress the complete
that

the

President could

congressional

outhorizotion.

This position is supported with absolute clarity of intent of the Founding Father'l. In
the Constitutional Convention, debates in the Committee on Detail centered 3fC>lIncl an

2.

103 S. CI. 2764 (1983).

3.

should

of

I'owers

the sole exception

Portions of this argument are taken from F. Wormuth " F.. Flrmage, To ChRln Ihe
War: The War Power or Cool:ress 10 Hlslory aDd Law (1986); The ReYQt)lds
Lecture. Ends and Means in COIr/liel, given at the University of lIlah. Salt Lake City.
Utah (Oct. IS. 1987); R.oglle Presidenu & Ihe War Power 0/ Cm'gress. 1988 Geo.
MasoD L. Rfl'. ___ (forthcoming). presented before the American Bar A~s'n Stal1ding
Comm. on Law '" Nat" Security. Conference on Separation of Powers (Mar. 30. IqI!8);
and C()vert War and Ihe Dt>ntoeratic: Slott: All £ssoJ' Oil £IIdJ and Mt'Dlu. 15 Preseot
Tense 55 (I 98g).
Dog or

decision for war or peace.

require

Sixth.

the

prominent

The Constitution of the United States grants Congress the power "to declare War"

with

following the Vietnam war, that Congress must reassert its original dominance over our

Congress

use

War

Finally. Congress should

survives

in

a

address

II. The War Power 3

believe.

years' experience have revealed inadequacies in the War Powers Resolution. Much more

provisions

and

the

to

operations.

leadership

deployment

violations

seek

and to "srant Letters of Marque and Reprisal.- 4 There is no question that the original

congressional
the

should

to Congress. The

of war violate the principles of a peaceful and democratic state.
Powers

or

Act

congressional

development.
for

the

Naturalization Service v. Chadha. 2

we select to ensure our liberty and our peace. Secret, unacknowledged or illegal acts

War

Fifth,

keeping

standing

through

Act.

--

of

strategy.
ond

Powers

the

end we seck. the enjoymcnt of peace and liberty. must be congruent with the means

The

....

"'~·r:J'!E'"'JiP
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peace and place squarely upon anyone who would move us toward war the full and

The temptation ·to resOrl

---

,ituation in which there is armed conflict. Fourth. the Act should require congressional

missile delivery systems. Quite the contrary.

all

1

4.

U.S. CODSt. art. I.

§

8.
4

-:r~._

-=~======~~

T
,
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original draft of the war power providing that -(tJhe legislature of the United States
shall

have

the

power

to

make

war'-

One

member

of

the

Committee,

Charles

Pinckney, opposed giving this power to Congress, e1aiming that its proceeding would be
too

slow.

Pierce

Butler

said

that

-he

was

1279

~

voting

for

vesting

the

power

in

letters

j

of

century

marque

letters

and

of

reprisal

marque

and

originally
repr isal

coveted
referred

specific
to

the Nation will support it.- Butler's motion received no second.

private parties as well as by the armed forces of our country.

James Madison and Elbridge Gerry, however, were not satisfied with the proposal
Committee on

Instead,
power

they
to

moved

repel

Detail
to

suddcn

that

the

legislature

declare

substitute

attacks'- The

for

meaning

be given

make,
of

the

-leaving

this

motion,

power
to

to make

the

which

Executive

the
was

Clearly,

~

State

Department

in

to Congress,

United Nations Charter.

the

reservation

from Congress to

the President to repel a sudden

one effectual check to the dog of war

by transferring the power of letting him

loose, from the executive to the legislative body, from those who arc to spend to those
who arc to pay.-6
The

power

empowered
empowerment
fought

to

1950

Chief,

his

power

-declare
entails

the

Congress
War

rests

and

power

to

on

grant
decide

the

constitutional

Letters
for

of

war

Marque
declared

text

that

and
or

Congress

Reprisal.- 7

undeclared,

be

1787

the

has

the

constitutional

flower

to

wagc

war

by

attempted

to

justify

President

Truman's

entry

into

tht'

forcign

relations of

Vietnamese

wars

insufficient.

Congress

proved

the

responded

traditional
to

this

the

Unilcd States, 3nd

foreign affairs during
constitutional

realization

by

the

provisions
passing

thc

Korean and

alone

the

to

to

War

"e

Powers

Resolution of 1973 and the Intelligence Authorization Act of 1981, in order to provide
control and oversight over the power to

initiate

hO~Iiljtir5

and over the intelligence-gathering process.9

This

whether

with regular public forces or by privateers under governmental mandate. While
§ 3.3(0),

at

6. Papers or Thomas Jerrerson XV 397 (J. Boyd cd. 1978), as quoted in F. Wormuth "
E. Flrmage, supra note 3, at 179.
U.S. CODst. art. I, § 8.

Congress

to conduct

a means of congressional
given

5. See 2 M. Farrand, The Records or the Federal Contention or
313,318 (rev. cd. 1937); F. Wormuth" E. Flrmaae supra note 3, at 17-18.

7.

only

The abuses of executive prerogatives in

In 1789, Thomas Jefferson made this insightful statement: -We have already given

and

Korean War by referring to the President's executive power, his power as Commnnrler
in

with

private,

presidential power apart from congressional act to wage war under whatever name. The

carried by a vote of seven states to two, was clear. The power to initiate war was left

attack on the United States. S

of

eighteenth

In Korea and Vietnam. Presidents, thcir counselors And some academics 3Sserted A

war.

eventually

use

the

Framers of the Constitution vestt'd Congress with the p~wer 10 issue letters of marque

the

and . reprisal. 8

the

sO\'ereign

by

sometimes public, forces to injure another state. It was within this context that

President, who will have all the requisite qualities, and will not make war but when

of

<lcts,

g. Lobel, Corert War and Congreuionnl
134 U. Pat L. Rev. 1035 (1986).

"mhor;l>':

Hiddel/

War

and

ForgOI/t'n

Power,

9. The Intclligence Authorization Act of 1981 imposcs duties on executive branch
officials, in particular the Central Intelligence Agcncy: (I) to keep the conRrrs~inn:'1
intelligence committees -fully and currcntJy informed- of intclligencc activities; (2) 10
provide prior notification of ·significant anticipated intelligcnce activities: chiefly
covert operations; (3) to furnish any information or materials requested by thc
intelligence committees concerning intelligence activities; and (4) to -report in a limely
fashion- on any illegal intelligence activities or signific:lDt intelligence fnilures. St'e
Intelligence Authorization Act for 1981, SO U.S.C. § 413(a)(l) (1982).
The Neutrality Act, an additional restriction on e:tecuti\,e military discretion, has
existed siDce 1794. Congress passed the Neutrality Act 10 prevent foreign inlerf ercnee
in United States affairs and to strengthcn the authority of the central govcrnment in
6
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States.

In the past, Presidents have bolstered their presidential power as Commander in

The

presldeDtial

war-making

power

is

striclly

limited

to

derending

Ilgainst

sudden attack.'O

Chief with citations to occasions when acts of war were commenced by executive act
rather than congressional authorization. History tells quite a different story.
In 1967 the State Department compiled an official list of 137 instances where it
asserted

that

the

President,

as

the

Commander

in

Chief

of

the

Armed

Forces,

committed acts of war on his own authority beyond the borders of the United States.
Careful

scrutiny

of

eight

the

congressional

of

acts

the examples provided
involved

authorization

enforcement

is

by

of

the

the

government

law

required; sixty-nine of

belies

against

piracy,

the acts,

many

~Ii

!

this assertion;
for
of

which
which

although

illegal,

were

not

acts

of

war

if

the

United

States

claimed

territory, concerned invasions of foreign or disputed territories; six of the acts were
minatory demonstrations without combat; another six involved protracted occupation of
various Caribbean states, which occupations were authorized by treaty; and at least one
of

the

acts

was

an

act

international and municipal
President

has acted

without

of

naval

self-defense,

which

is

justified

law. Even in the one- or two-dozen
congressional

authorization,

he

under

both

instances when the

bas done so

by

our

j

I

never on his power as Commander in Chief or as the chief executive. Clearly, neither

often

initiated

by

the

President

without

the

authorization

of

Congress.

By

political

assassinations; aided

insurrection and

sabotage; trained, equipped,

citizens

by

executively

approved

reprisals.

We

do

this

in

violation

of

the

Constitution, in disregard of the laws and prerogatives of Congress, in open defiance
of iDternational law and morality. DOlh the scope and the notoriety of such violence
conducted by this administration has ch3nged the meaning of covert war from secret
war simply to formally

unacknowledged

war, brazenly supported in contravention of

world law and the United Statcs Constitution, in contempt of Congress.
No statute of Congress authorizes presidential covert war or acts or war. The
National Security Act of 1947, usually relied on by Presidents for their illegal aclS,

relying,

makes

however correctly or incorrectly, on either a statute, a treaty, or international law,

the Constitution nor historical precedent empower the President to initiate a state of

most

presidential directive we have conducted full-scale war; initiated coups; milled harbors;

and set loose our own brigands and terrorists; and responded to terrorist acts against

were

the

Since World War II we have engaged in overt and covert war and acts or war,

encouraged

no

statutorily authorized, were landings to protect American citizens; twenty of the acts
which,

III. COfert W.r

,:r-

I\

no

mention

intelligence
perform

of covert

acquisition

only "such

and

other

action

analysis,
functions

or paramilitary operations.
this statute additionally
and

duties

related

to

While providing

authorized

ror

the CIA

to

intelligence arrectinR the

national security as the National Security Council may from time to time direct." On

war or engage in an act of war on his own authority beyond the borders of the United

its
respect to its citizens. The Act was also designed to further the war powers of
Congress. The Act accomplishes this by denying the executive the power unilaterally to
authorize hostile expeditions and foreign recruiting, and the discretion not to enforce
the statute's prohibitions. By doing this, the Neutrality Act reaffirms the original
constitutional intent of collegiality, ensuring that no individual is allowed to threateD
the peace by unilateral acts of warfare. Su Act of June 5, 1793, ch. SO, I Stat. 3g1
(1794) (current version at 18 U.S.C. § 960 (1938»; Lobel, The Rise and Fall 0/ the
Neutrality .4cl: Sovereignty and COllgressional War Powers ill United States Foreign
Policy,24 Han. lat'l L.J. I (l9g3).

face,

this

phrase

no

authorization

certainly

is

not

authorization
for

covert

for

any paramilit3ry action

actions

intelligence.

10. S~e F. Wormutb &: E. Flrmage, supra note 3, at 133-49.
8

7

I
I

unrelated

to

the

and

i,

acquisition

most
or
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The

term

corert

action

could

be

used

1283
to

include

at

least

three

categories of

openly in public debate. Public debate is a compelling nece!.sity when questions of war

activity. First, and clearly within the presidential power under an authorizing statute

and peace, life and death are at issue.

of Congress, is the acquisition and interpretation of intelligence. Some of this activity

Consensus, which is vit,,1 in the establishment and the conduct of foreign policy.

will occur by covert means. Short of war and acts of war, or violence and illegality

cannot be achieved in secret. Consensus between the President and Congress can hardly

by

prohibited

international

and

law

acts

of

Congress,

this

is

activity

within
occur

presidential power.
The

second

and

intelligence-gathering
prohibited

by

most

but

Congress

by

of

war.

or

international

action

violence

and

law.

Such

their

economy.

should

As such

covert

illegality

activities

approaches

action

authorize

such

the

before

President

might

possesses

and

other acts

of

violence.

These acts

usually share one or

of

intervention

autonomy.

Such

congressional

in

another

activity

authority.

is

Even

state

prohibited
with

to

designed
from

congressional

affect

that

1

clear

,

undertaking

presidential
authorization.

a

large

part

action

since

World

be drawn
War

II.

and lessons learned

First

is

an

secret

And

roreign
from

the

No~talgic

goal

Covert

action

kept

ignorant

of

covert

covert Ilctions cannot
reminiscence

-- consensus

between

the

electorate.

must

target

possesses

between

the

policy

the

Congress. Consensus

By

without
such

I

be

actions

preceded

of

by

the

public

of

Vandenburg era

consensus

by

between

the

political

understand

of

such

the

political
The

action

political

limitations

yet

branches

nature

of

the

relationship

and

branches
more
in

becomes

action

only

real

mirrors

makes

this

covert

kept

impossihle
to

in

the

strong presidential

between

action

devastating

reality

covert

covert

It

branches

action

secret
by

from

definition.

consensus.

consensus

For

achieved

impossible,

at

wisdom

from

le:!st

definition

in

covert

action.

debate.

legitimization.

Ilnd

the

electorllte are unavailable. Critical flaws that would be apparent in the light of day do
not appear.

No debate occurs

role, "notirication" at

within government generally. Congress plays almost

no

best going to a select few, dangerously close to an ·old boy·

network of senior committee chairmen and party leadership. Even debate between the
from our experience with covert

observation

about

the

tension

between

White House and the Departments of State and Defense may be dangerously limited or

a
nonexistent. Crucial parts of the Iran-Nicaragua affair, for example. saw White House

democratic society and covert operations. A democratic state is built on decisions made

9

deliberately

definition,

before the fact.

activity. nevertheless. is prohibited by international law.
Conclusions can

in

consensus

sovereign

of

kept

among

two criteria:

state's

understandable.

leadership

violence at such a level as to be forbidden by municipal and international law; and
direct

public consensus.

and

conduct of foreign policy -- is desirable. Hut the proponents of

acts of

serious, pnd is unequivocally within the
The third category is more clear, more
and acts of war, reprisals,
power of Congress. This category includes covert war
both

is

debate and

is

authority to act.

war

Congress
nature

supporters or so-called strong presidential leadership in the conduct of foreign rolic.,.

threatening the property or the integrity of another
action

the
By

beyond

manipulation of another country's media, their electoral and

reprisal. acts of war, or violence
state,

and

acts

covert

is

conceptually

area

war,

Congress

processes. or

governmental

of

short

statutes of

include some degree of

troubling

when

sovernnlent.

control

over

the

operations

of

clandestine

activity

;
10

go

directly

from

the

National
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Security Council to the CIA, excluding or ignoring the advice of Cabinet officers at
State and Defense.
may well

be necessary. Clandestine

intelligence operations, of necessity, may be part of this. But the huge majority of our
intelligence comes
read

public actors,
and

read

through

means

thousands

cross

of

increasingly

both open

documents
porous

more

exotic

and

not

and

from

borders.

each other's literature. Formal

Electronic devices,

legal. The CIA
other

lands.

Professional

governmental
unambiguously

and other parts of

Individuals,

private

groups conduct

relations
illegal,

and

exchanges

provide, vital contacts.
allow

us

to see each

other and hear each other almost without the capacity to interdict.

the

violence

we

two

OD

long-term disaster. The advantages we achieve arc overwhelmed by
do

to

others

and

ourselves.

No

system

Powers

concepts:

posture

Resolution,

on

While

(I)

The

War

Powers

congressional

control

having

deterrent

some

of

Resolution
the

reflects

military;12

effect on

the

the

and

(2)

executive

correct

The

branch,

Wllr
has

been ignored 511 too often by Presidents Rnd requires substantial revision to empower
the Act. 13
The

destructive

powers

inherent

in

our

nuclear

capabilities

compel

strong

proclamation of the congressional power to declare for war or for peace. Ideally, the
legislative and executive branches would confer, consult and decide for war under the
foreign relations powers given both political branches by the Framers without the need
(or a war powers resolution. History and experience repudiate this ideal. 14 Indeed some

This is enough. Our record of covert war and acts of war is one of short-term
embarrassment and

based

constitutional

Intelligence gathering in our imperfect world

government

I
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of

congressional

oversight

commentators aDd

politicians doubt

that

the enormous POW,'(

that

has

inured

to

the

President over the last decades can be curtailed in any way short of a constitutional
amendment. I 5

realistically can meet this challenge. If acts of violence and war are contemplated, let
us debate this possibility in the open. I prefer the obvious risks of open communication
to

the

corruption

of

our

government

and

our

souls

that

is

unavoidable

in

covert

13. Vance, supra Dote
II, at 90' see
Resolution, 17 Loy. L.A.L. ReY. 579-802 (1984).

deciSIons to engage in covert war.

IV, Chanae. ID tbe War Powers Act
Many legal academicillns and commentators agree thllt the War Powers Resolution,
while correct in

12. Se.e supra notes 3·10 and accompanying text; Set also Zablocki, War Powl'rs
Rno/ullon: lIS Past Record and Future Promise, 17 Loy. L.A.L. Rn. 579 (1984); Note,
A D~/ense 0/ the War Powers Rtsolution, 93 Yale L.J. 1330 (1984).

its viewpoint, needs significant strengthening to solidify congression31

control over the usc of our armed forces. I I This preponderance of opinion seems to be

II. S~~. ~.g.. W. ReYeley, III, War Powers of tbe PresldeDt aDd COllare.s (1981);
Buchanan, In D~/~ns~ 0/ the War Powers R~solut;on: Chadha Do~s Not ~pply, 22 Houl.
L. Rey. 11S5 (1985); Vance, Striking th~ Balance: Congr~ss and th~ Pr~sid~nt Und~r tht
War Pow~rs Resolution, 133 U. Pa. L. Rey. 79 (1984); Note, Th~ Futur~ 0/ the War
Pow~rs Resolution, 36 StaDt L. Rey.
1407, 1410 (1984); contra R. TurDer, The War
Powers Resolution: Its ImplemeDtaUoD In Tbeory aDd Practice 107 (1983).
II

gtmerally,

Symposium:

The

War

Powers

14. On~ commentator counted 19Q military engagements that have Occurred without a
declaration of war. See Emerson, War Powers Legis/ation, 74 W. Va. L. Re\,. 53, 88.
110 (197 I); id. at 367-68 (1972). Ste House Comm. on Foreign A1/.. Back.g,olllltl
In/ormation on Ihe Use 0/ United States Armed ForCts in Foreign Coufllries, n.R.
Doe. No. 16, 91st Cong., 2d Sess. 50·57 (1970). For categorization o( these undeclared
wars, se~. E. KeYDes, Undeclared War 91 (l9g2); F. Wormuth " E. Flrmage. supra note
3, ch. 9, LUIS 0/ Wars at 133-60.

15. . See, e.g.. Comment, A Bicefllennia/ Vi~w 0/ the Role 0/ tht COIIgrtlS. 'hI'
PrtSident. and Ih~ Judiciary i" Rtgard to the Power Ortr War, 7 Pace I.. Ret. 695,
751-55 (1987) (proposing amendment to Commander in Chief c:/ause ·subject to any and
all rcaso?ab.'e restrictions which may be imposed by Con8ress·); Goldstein, The Fai/uft
0/ c.0ns~rtu"onal Controls (her War POWtrs in tht Nuc/~ar Age: The Argumem lor a
Constllllllonal Amendm~nt, 40 StaD. L. Rn. 1543 (1988).
The Goldstein proposition is as follows:
Congress shall be required

to supervise and oversee military
12
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A

more

realistic

solution

to

the

problem

is

an

overhaul

of

the

War
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consultation and the exact group to be consulted will promote a betler underslanding

Powers

of the congressional role in the governance of the armed forces lind the decision for

Resolution of 1973. If the experiences of the past decade have taught us nothing else,

war. The vagaries implicit in the phrases "in every possible in!tance" and "immediately"
they

have

revealed

that

the

President

will

use

whatever

means

at

his

disposal

to
need to be removed to give the executive branch some guidance on its respon5ibilitics.

circumvent the intent and purpose of the War Powers Resolution.l 6 In order to avoid

One
such circumvention, Congress should

proposal

would

amend

the

War

Po"ers

Resolution

to

require

"discuss fully
and cure them.

and

seek

the

advice

and

consent"

of

Ihe

Congress,I9 or

Second, the consultation clause should be extended to cuver all
is to promote collective decision-making. Therefore, to consult

executive

consultation

with

the

executive

to

Congress. I 8

must

be a

the

exact

nature

of

specially

~itu:ltions

where

true
the President is presently required to repoft under seclion 4(3)(1).21

Specifying

a

defined sub-group of Congress. 20

First, the consultation clause needs definition. 17 The purpose of the consultation
clause

the

identify the weaknesses in the present Resolution

In essence. every

the
event that is important enough to require a report under the W:1r Powers Act should

planning, capabilities, and readiness. Congress, as part of its
ordinary legislative powers !lnd its extraordinary power to declare
war, shall have absolute authority to govern, control, and direct
all aspects of the structure and functioning of the armed forces.
This power includes the right to issue ordcrs to the Commander in
Chief, as well as subordinate civilian and military authorities.

means that a decision is pending on 3 problem and the Members
or Congress are being asked by the President for their advice and
opinions and, in appropriate circumstances, their approval of
action
contemplated.
Furthermore,
for
consultation
to
be
meaningful, the
President
him\elf
must parllC11'1Ite nnd all
information relevant to the situntion must bc made available.

This power shall be delegable in whatever way Congress sees
fit including, but not limited to, congressional committees and
subcommittees, the Executive department, or to technical systems.

".R. Rep, No. 2g7, 93d Con g., 1st Sess., at 6-7. rtpri"ud in U.S. Code Con!:. & Admin.
News 23S I (1973).

The failure of Congress to provide adequate oversight to warplanning shall be a justiciable cause of action against Congress as a
whole. If the court hearing such a complaint finds that Congress has
adequately discharged its responsibilities to consider fully all the
requisite
factors
related
to
military
planning,
capabilities,
and
readiness, the court may grant an injunction directing Congress to
consider the particular factors at issue and to come to a rationally
based plan. No substantive outcome may b..: ordered by the court. The
court's final order shall be appealable through normal judicial channels.

19. This phraseology was originally suggested
1790, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. (1975).

Vance would require consultation with Ihe Majorit)' Rnd Minority Leaders of both
houses, thc Speaker or Ihe House (If Representatives, all.J the Chairpersom :lIld ranl:ing
minority members of the Armed Forces and Foreign Affairs Commillees of both h(l"~cs
Vance, supra note II, at 92.

16. Ste Torricelli, Tht War Powers ResolllIioll Afler the Libya Crisis, 7 Pace L. Rtf.
661, 672 (1987); Highsmith, infra note 22, at 342.

The Federation of American Scientists ("FAS") proposal would require a 013 jority
vote of a special commillee to authorizc presidential first usc or nuclear "eal'''"5. I he
committee would be composed of the Speaker and Minority Leader of the House, the
Majority and Minority Leaders of the Senate, and Ihe Chair and ranking member of
each of the House and Senate Committees on Armed Services. the Senate Comntitlc~ on
Foreign Relations and the House Committee on Internation:J1 Relations. F'AS Slaw,e··
1975, sllpra at 7.

See, e.g .. Vance, supra note II; Highsmith, infra note 22, at 343.

lB. The House Foreign Affairs Committee originally addressed the proper definition of
consllit under the Resolution:

Rejected was the notion that consultation should be synonymous
with merely being informed. Rather, consultation in this provision
13

Senalor Thomas Eaglelon (D·M,,). S

20. See Glennon, illfra note 30, nt 581; Banks, First Use of Nuclear lI't'apoll.l: 7 he
Conllituliollal Role of a COlIgreSliollal Leadership Commlllee, 13 J. l.eeh.
( 1"86):
Vance, note II, at 92; FitS Slalrlle··J97j, 39 F.A.S. Pub. Int. Rep. 5 (Jan.-Feb. 1986).

Id. at 1587.

17.

by

.J

21.

See Vance, supra note II, at 92 .
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also require a consultation with the Congress or the appropriate sub-group. Presidents

Ihe

have often used the reporting requirements as an afterthought, completely ignoring the

evcnts of section

consultations

provision.22

Requiring

Mfor~

consultation

will promote fuller legislative understanding of the
military

presidential
reporting

or

requirements

Resolution. 23

This

paramilitary

activities.

should

specify

compliance

mechanism

should

prevent

the

reportable

occurs

venture and greater control over
Furthermore,

the

particular

with

the

event

presidential

consulting

and

portion

thc

artifice

of

of

asserting

compliance with the Act, but not specifying the applicable portion. 24
Third,

the

"imminent

hostilities·

portion

of

vague. By using his own definition of the term

the

War

hosti/iti~s,

Power

Resolution

is

Fourth.

24.

Collier, supra note 22, at I.

Congress
to

presidential

use.3 0 Congress

that

power
the

is

the

can

amendment

with

Vance, Sllpra note II, at 92; Glennon, infra note 30, at 36.

interprets

to

those

be amended

u.s.

terms

so

narrowly.27

that the

The

President

reportable

must "consult

forces 'into any situation in which there is

armed conflict exists. 29

War

regain
Powers

has always

unquestionably

consultation

aDd

control
Resolution

an

the

war-making

withholding

wielded

~xclusire

reporting

over

the

power

requirements

funds

power
from

power of the

of
under

Wllr

an

purse-strings and

Congress.3 1 Absent
the

with

unauthorized

Powers

compliance
Resolution,

funding should be subject to immediate cut-off by congressional resolution.32

Powers bill originally imparted broad meanings to hostilit;~s and imminent hostilities,26

Se~

traditionally

4(a)(I) need

before and report after introducing

a president may evade the

Highsmith,
Polidng
Encllti,t'
Ad,enturism:
Congressional
O'~rsight
of
22. See
Military and Paramilitary Operations, 19 Han. J. Leals. 327, 345 (19g2); Collier, War
Powers Resolution: Pr~s;d~"';al Compliance, 9-12 (CRS report, updated June 23, 1988).

branch

armed conflict.'·28 A broader framework would require reporting any time a danger of

too

entire premise of the War Powers Resolution. 25 Although the House report on the War

23.

executive

Fifth.

this

Congress

needs

to

IIddress

the

current

dilemma

of

paramililary

27. Se~. ~.g.. Comment, A Tug 0/ War: The War Powers R~solutinn and the MI'Q"inR
0/ Hostilities, IS Pac. L.J. 265 (1984); Note. Th~ Waf' Powers Resolrmon; A" Act
Facing -lmminel1l Hostiliti~s· a Dtcadl' Later, 16 Vaad. J. Traasaa.'1 L. 915 (1983).

28. Franck. A/tel' the Fall: The N~w Proudural Framework for Congrnsional Control
Over th~ War Pow~r, 71 Am. J. Int'l L. 605, 638 (1977); accord Glennon, ;II/ra nOle 30,
at 380; Vance, supra note II. at 93: Comment, supra note 2g.

25. Se~ Note, Th~ War Powers Resoilltion: A Tool for Balancing Pown Through
Negotiation, 70 Va. L. Rev. 1037, 1049, 1052 (1984); sec g~nerally Collier, The War
Pow~rs Resolution: A Decad~ of Experience (CRS rcport, Feb. 6, 1984).

29. Report of the House Foreign Affairs Committee on H.J. Res. 542, 9Jd Cong., lst
Sess. (June IS, 1972).

26.

30. Glennon, Strt'ngthening the War Powers
Resolution, 60 PoUan. L. Ru. I, 23-28 (1975).

The Report stated:
The word hostilities was substituted for the phrase armed conflict
during
the
subcommittee
drafting
process
because
it
was
considered to be somewhat broader in scope. In addition to a
situation in which fighting actually has begun, hostilities also
encompasses a state of confrontation in which no shots have been
fired but where there is a clear and present danger of armed
conflict. Imminent hostiliti~s denotes a situation in which there is
a clear potential either for such a state of confrontation or for
actual armed conflict.

31.

Resolution:

Th~

Case

for

Pll rsr.Strillg5.

rd. at 32-33: U.S. CODst. art. I, § 9, cl. 2.

Cyrus Vance, former Secrelary of State during the Carter Administration,
recommended an amendment to the, War Powers Resolution providing, "Notwithstandin8
any other law, no funds made available under any law may be obligated or expended
for any use of United States forces prohibited by section 5(b) of the Resolution or by
concurrent resolution of Congress under section 5(c) thereor." Vance, Sllpra note II,
at 93-94; see also S. 1906, 98th Cong., 1st Sess., 129 Coni. Rec. 12.345 (1983).
32.

One should note that the Vance suggestion may suffer from the Chadha problem.
notes 41-42 and accompanyillg text.

".R. Rep. No. 287, 93d Con g., 1st Sess. (1973).

S~~ infra
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operations and the war power.33 The proliferation of covert war under the guise of

Seventh, the

War

Powers Resolution should

be amended

by Congress to allow

intelligence-gatberiog operatioos suggests tbat certain paramilitary operations should be

court adjudication for violations and to create standin8 for congressional plaintirrs}8

covercd under any refurbished war powers resolution.3 4 As Newell Highsmith suggested

Currently,

in a 1982 article:

political question doctrine.3 9 Plaintirrs who are members or Congress may be prevented

A reformation of the WPR in light of Title V would also place
paramilitary operations under the same standards as military
operations. The committees specified in the WPR and Intelligence
Committees would consult with the Executive Branch wbenever
possible before an operation and screen out operations that
amounted to war. Operations of this type would be rererred to
[the) full Congress for 'expedited consideration and action. A
declaratiQn of war or specific statutory authorization would be
required. 3S
Sixth. the possibility of nuclear

warfare or

nuclear conflicts should

courts

avoid

adjudicating

war

powers

controversies

by

referring

to

the

rrom briDging suit because they lack surficient ·standing...40 Congress can rectify this
situation by clearly granting the courts jurisdiction to hear war power disputes and

not force

I
f

granting cODgresslonal

plaintiffs standing

to sue

for

relief.

Allowing disputes about

violations to be adjudicated by our court system will promote presidential compliance
with the statute.
Finally, section S(c) of the

War Powers Resolution arguably is subject to the

Congress from its constitutional role as sole decider for war and peace.36 The utter

Chadha proscriptions on legislative veto. Although many scholars believe that the War

devastation that surely would follow detonation of even a small portion of our nuclear

Powers Resolution survives

the

Chadha

test.41

prudence dictates

that

the

le8 islati v e

stockpile weighs beavily in favor of congressional approval before any usc or nuclear
weapons. 37
33. For an excellent discussion or the need ror congressional control of covert war
and paramilitary operations. su Lobel. Corerl War and Congressional Authority:
Hidden War and Forgotten Pow~r, 134 U. Pa. L. Rn. 103S (1986).
34. Glennon, supra note 30, at S81. One of the original sponsors of the War Powers
Resolution. Senator Thomas Eagleton (D-Mo.), suggested that covert iotelligence
operations should be under the same standard as other military operations. 119 CODa.
Rec. 2S.079-80 (1973). See also Highsmith, supra note 22, at 368-76 (discussin8 the
·paramilitary loophole· in the War Powers Resolution and other statutes).
3S.

Highsmith, supra note 22, at 379 (citation omitted).

36.

Banks, supra note 20.

37. See. e.,.. The EJ/ulS 0/ the Alomic Bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, The
United States Strategic Bombing Survey (1946) (detailing the effects or nuclear
weapons). See also Committee for Compilation of Materials on Damage Caused by the
Atomic Bombs in Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Hiroshima and Nagasaki: The Physical.
Medical and Social EJ/~clS 0/ Nuc/~ar War (1981); Orfice of Technology Assessment.
the Congress of the United States, The Effects 0/ Nuclear War (1979). Physicians
recently arc becoming increasing concerned about the devastating effects or nuclear
war. The seminal, and still key. research in this area of the medical consequences of
nuclear war is Ervin. el al.. The Medical Consequences 0/ ~rmonuclear War. 22 New

17

EDal. ~. Med. 266, 1127-37 (1962); see also Hiatt. The Final Epidemic." Pr~scriptiom for
~rerentlon, ~ J •• A.M.A. 2~2, 63S-4~ (1984). LODg-term consequences or nuclear war, or
Duc~ear wlDter, arc discussed In Sagan, Nucl~ar Winter: Global Comequences of
Multiple Nuclear Explosions. 222 Sci. 128 (1983); EhrliCh, ~t al.. Long-Term Biological
Consequences 0/ Nuclear War, 222 Sci. 1293-1300 (1983).
38. S~e Firmage, The, War Powers and the Politkal Qu~stion Dnetrine, 49 tI. Colo. L.
Rey. 65 (1977).; F. Wormuth " E. Flrmaae, supra note 3, at ch. 1S; Glennon, ne War
Powers ResolutIon Ten Y~?rs LAter: More Politics Than Law. 78 Am. J. Int'l L. S71,
S78-8~ (1984,>;. c~'. GoldstelD, ~up"a n?te IS, at 1587 (proposing coostitutional amendment
allOWing justiCiability and standlDg for loadequate congressional oversight).
39. See. ~.g .• Crockett v. Reagan, 720 F.2d I3SS (D.C. Cir. 1983), al/',. S58 F. SuPP.
893 (1982); ct· Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186 (1962) (seminal case on nonjusticiability of
political questions).
40. See Crockell, 720 F.2d at 1357; bllt see
(1979) (Congress may statutorily conrer standing).

Warth

v. Seldin. 442

U.S. 490, SOO.OI

41. See
Note.
The
War
Pow~"s R~solu'ion: Congr~ss Seeks 10 Reassert Its
COlUlilut;ona! Role as a Parln~r in War·Making, 18 RUlaers L.J. 40S (1987); Danks
supra note 20, at 11-20; Carter, The Constitutionality 0/ the lVar Powen RCJoluliot,'
~O Va. L. Rey. 101 (1984); Comment, ConBr~ssional ContrOl 0/ Presidential War.Malcrn~
nder the War Powers ACI." The Status 0/ Ihe .Legislalive Velo After Chadha, 132 U.
Pa. ~. Rey. 1217 (1984); see also SOurces CIted supra nOle II contra Comment
ApplYing Chadha: Th~ Fate o/the War Powers Resolution, 24 Santa Clar. L. R;y. 697 (1984).
•
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veto provision be made clearly severable from the rest or the Resolution. or that a

"PRESIDENTIAL HANDCUFF'S"

mechanism be devised to trigger congressional action.42

(by John Silber)

S

42. One suggestion would amend the War Powers Resolution "to require Congress to
pass a resolution declaring presidential compliance with the War Power Resolution
whenever troops are deployed by a president onto roreign soil." Note, The War Powers
Resolution: A/ttr G Decade 0/ Presidential AroidallCe Congress Attempts til Reassert Its
Authority, 8 Suffolk TrUIDat'1 L.J. 7S. 108 (1984).
19

~

INCE the Vietnam War, U.S. foreign policy has become a matter of constant and embittered controversy, not merely between the party in office and its opponents, but within parties. No president, however
farsighted and decisive, can now conduct an effective foreign policy. Increasing challenges to American interests in
Central America and elsewhere, and the War Powers Act
and other congressional restraints on the executive
branch, have aeated a dangerous whipsaw which renders
our foreign policy erratic and ineffective.
Nicaragua, dominated by Cuba, and apparently determined to emulate the Cuban example of totalitarian government, military aggressiveness, and subservience to the
ambitions of the Soviet Union, has embarked upon a policy of militarism-a course that threatens the Nicaraguan
. people as well as the peace and security of the isthmus.
Nicaragua provides a safe haven for Salvadoran terrorists
and radio facilities to coordinate their attacks; and it participates in the Soviet-Cuban spy network blanketing Central America and the Caribbean. Nicaragua is training an
army far larger than any other in Central America, and
threatens peaceful countries such as Costa Rica and Panama. The leaders of both of these countries told the Kissinger Commission they believe that if the Nicaraguan buildup continues, they will be attacked within a few years.
Yet it was the United States-not Nicaragua, not Cuba,
not the Soviet Union-that was condemned by the World
Court in 1984 over the mining of Nicaraguan harbors. The
United States was charged with helping Nicaraguan insurgents mine Nicaragua's harbon, and was found to be
violating intemationallaw. The regular and flagrant violations of international law by the Soviet Union and its
surrogates are wen known, yet the Soviet Union, which
has never acknowledged the court' 5 jurisdiction, goes un-
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purUshed. Indeed, the INjority of the judges who deaded
Ipinst the United SlJtes are from countries that do not
""p* its jurisd1ction.
In dealing with the problem of restraining power without destroying It, the framers of the Constitution II\&de the
president the colJ\lJW\der in chlef of the Ntion's armed
forces. Congress sham in the detenninltion of foreign
policy. but the president is responsible for its conduct.
AbraNm Uncoln conducted the opening slJges of the
Civil War as an executive act. After the attack on Fort
Sumter. he pve Congress 80 days to assemble. but In the
Interim he alled up the militia. block.aded southern ports,
raised an army of 300.000 volunteers, and suspended habeas corpUi. It is doubtful that he could have gotten most
of these ac:tlons approved by Congress. although when
Congress met. It taatly approved his faits accomplis.
This separation of powers relNined In place until the
close of the VletJwn War. Ever since the War Powers Act
of 1973. the separation of powers has been compromised.
The provisiOns of this Ict deprive the president of the
IUthOrity to b&dt his diplOll\&CY with InilIlJry Iction short
of declared war. Conhonting chaUenges of the sort posed
by the Nicaraguan government cnd the Salvldoran guerrilW. the president has three choices. aU bad: (1.) to do
nothing: (2.) to uk for a deduatlon of Wlr: or (3.) to try to
find his way through a thicket of legal restrlints that InevItably give rise to Iccuwtions of WegAl conduct. President
Relgan rejec:ted the first two options when faced with the
sihation In Nlaragua; and the whipsaw has aught him
on the third. It would atch any president.

To UNDERSTAND WHY. under the prevailing c:ir.I. CUDlslJnces, any president will be Ineffective In the
conduct of foreign policy. we must underslJnd how the
president's essential freedom of maneuver has been restricted by a series of laws. Imendments. and continuing
resolutions that transfer responsibility for the conduct of
foreign policy, espedally its miJilJry aspects. to a deliberative body. The constitutionality of many of these measures
has'yet to be thoroughly tested: it should be.
The War Powers Act. passed over the veto of President
Nixon in 1973. was a drastic response to the continuation
of the VielNm War. Presidents Johnson and Nixon had
tried to conduct a full..ale war IS U It were I police action,
an error In which CQlIgress was complidt. The effects of
the Ict, perhaps unforneub!e In 1973, have now become
manifest. In a world filled with subversiOn. tenorism, and
shifting geostrategic pressures. Congress must be consulted, "in every possible instance." on the deployment of our
military forces. Troops lNy not be deployed outside the
United SlJtes without immediate reports to Congress. The
president lNy not, without approval from Congress. keep
troops more than 90 days In Iny area where hostilities Ire
ongoing or imminent. "J:he difficulty In deciding w.hether
hostilities Ire imminent or ongoing is obvious. Without a
specific act of Congress. the president wiD Ilways be open
to the accusation that he is defying the law.
nus means that by doing nothing Congress an force

the president to withdraw troops within 90 cUy~; short of
dKlaring wlr. Congress must pass a bW announcing on
what terms U.S. troops will be allowed to remain; in areas
of foreign policy and Inilitary Iction where secrecy is often
essential, publicity has become mandatory. MililJry con·
sideration, have thus become politial Issues. The president mUit now consider. not the effiacy of his actions.
but the reaction of Congress to them. By limiting the presi·
dent's ability to deploy U.S. forces, Congress essentially
took upon itseU the control of crudal military IctiOns.

the delJils of OUI covert support for the Nicaraguan rebels

are the subject of editorials in the newspapers Ind debated
in Congress, we are forced to conduct our foreign policy

T HE War Powers Act hal been joined by a host of other

.I. restrictions on the president's power to act. Various
amendments to the Foreign Assistance Act of 196J have
sharply restricted the kinds of security assistance to ceuntries whose hUlNn rights records do not meet our stan·
dards. even U such assislJnce is In our national Interest.
and even U the denial of such assislJnc:e leads to the abrogation of aU hWNIn rights. Had these amendments been
on the books In J9U. they would have ruled out aU lendlease assistance 10 the Soviet Union. For eumple. it is
Wegal under the act to provide antipersonnel bombs to the
Salvadorln air force. The Salvadorans must buy these
weapons elsewhere or use expensive and iNppropriate
U.S.·lNde Inti·tank rocbts against guerrWa fighters.
who do not move about the Salvadoran countryside in
compact units.
Our room for non-milIlJry Iction is also jeopardized.
The Foreign Assistance Act prohibits us from assisting In
the development of police Ictivities In other countries. It
thus keeps us from helping Costa Ria to strengthen its
security forcH. which are technically policemen rather
than soldiers. Similarly. the Ict keeps us from a.sisting
with legal aefonna In El Salvador.
The Clark Amendment 01 J916 was In ~arly milestone In
making the covert overt: It forbids the president to provide
"assiSlJnce of any kind" that would promote, "directly or
Indirectly," the "apacity of any nation. group. orpniza.
lion. movccnent. or Individual to conduct military or paraIJIiljlJry operations In Angola" without submitting detailed plans to the Congress. The effect of the Clark
Amendment was to give free play to Castro In Angola.
who wu not similarly restrained by a Cuban legislature.
Cuba's abWty to send Its forces to Afria Ind anywhere
else in the world with impunity is an extension of the
~rk Amendment.
The Boland Amenclment of 1982 further restricted the
president: It spedficaUy forbade him from usisting any
group for the purpose 01 overthrowing the government of
NiCAragua. The tangled web of legal and constitutional
issues that this has aeated wu revealed in its full confu·
sion In 1983 when the House debated the covert-overt
issue and INde this topic a II\&jor Item for newspaper and
television reports.
But perhaps most dalNging to an effective foreign polio
cy has been Congress's unwillingness to recognize that
seaecy an be essen till In the conduct of International
affairs. This results In an Inesaplble contradiction. When
FEIIRUARY II. 1915

by oxymoron: we mUit be either overtly covert or covertly
overt. Either position leaves us open to tendentious aiti.
dsm and to prosecution under InterNtionallaw. The Nic·
aragUAns. while covertly supporting terrorists in neighboring countries. at lelst have the sense to deny it.
There is In Inherent ambiguity In the current Central
American sihation that Congress and the American pe0ple must ac:c:ept. Is pressure on the Sandinistas designed
to move them toward the democratic government which
they promised the Organization of American States and
their own people in 1979, or to overthrow them? Is It
designed to folCe them to stop supporting the insurrection
in E1 Salvador and elsewhere In Central America. or to
overthrow them? How do we pwsue the one objective
without taking steps that might achieve the other? If we
put pressure on the Sandlnistu, how do we know that it is
enough to change their policy. but not enough to bring
them down? The answers are inherendy uncertain, but
that is not reason not to act. The president annOI conduct
foreign policy by oxymoron.
None of this is to argue that Congress should not help
determine our foreign policy. or that It should not be
consulted and lnIormed on the actions taken by the executive branch. The objectives of our foreign policy mUit be
an expression of our Ntional will. But this requires that
Congress provide leadership rather than poUtiaDy motiVlted second-guessing. and that foreign pollcy be decisive, Omble. coherent. and ruoun:efuL The CUlMIlt situation is deficient In elch of these regards. There is always
the temptation of doubting the president when he undertakes a course of action that is. In the short run, unpopular. But leadership requires looking beyond the next election and pursuing I course that is. In the longer run, In the
national interest.
To require, In the absence of I declared war. that the
president dear the detailed implementation of foreign policy with Congress denies him a wide range of tools needed
for the effective conduct of dlploll\&CY. The result of this
policy may well be national suicide. sfna we In effect say
to our enemies thai we annot draw a line Ind hold it
unless they land ot' our bepches. and that thue is consequently almost no ~t 10 how far they can go.
THE RISE of Nazi Cermany provides a dear puallel to
.I. the rise of the Soviet presence In the Americu. Hitler
made himself muter of Europe by small inaemenll. At
each step. the Westem AllIes refused to stop him. Hitler
annot be blamed for thinking that he could take Poland
without opposition. for nothing In the behavior of Britain
and France Md suggested that they would draw aline Ind
fight I war to defend it. Rather, whenever he stepped up
to the Une. Neville Chambc!rWn. the British prime mlnister, would erase it and draw I new one. When the Allies
finaOy demlnded that Hitler stop. it required World Wlr U
to enforce their delNnd.

15
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THE NEW REPUIILlC

The Soviets 'imilarly probe to ,ee where or wh~ther w.
will draw the line. They have. for eumple. bit by bi
discovered that we will tolerate a INjor Soviet offensive
capability in Cub&, including squadrons of MiGs, a weD
equipped Soviet combat brigade, In intelligence network
and a II\&jor submariM base. AU of this violates the 196:
understandlns between John Kennedy and NwlJ KhN
shchev that ended the missile aisis. The Soviet Unlor
withdrew Its offensive welpons and promised an end Ie
Cuban adventurism U the United States would not invade
Cuba. The conditions to which the Soviets and the Cuban!
agreed have been incremenlJUy violated. without U.S
response. Even before the passage of the War Powers Act
our reluctanc:e 10 proceed Inilitarily against Soviet prolde!
in our hemisphere hal led to their incnlSing presence
The act exacerbates the problem. U we do not repeal th.
act and recnove the other restrictions on the effective man
agement of foreign policy. we may find the Soviet Unlor
willing Ind able to wage covert war In CentTaI America 01
Mexic:o. at such a level of intensity that the refugee problem In the United SlJtes becomes catastrophic.
This is not inevitable. The Soviet Union and its prolliet
are led by realists in the use of power. Castro respondecj
CAutiously to our liberation 01 Grenada, and the extmnis\
government of Suriname. immediately after the Invasior
of Grenada expelled III Cuban Idvisen. Had the alfminQ.
tration submitted leglsIation for the Invulon of Grenada,
Congress would still be debating It, and while we dithered
about what to do in Grenada, the Cubans would hAY. sc
reinforced their military presence on the island th"t 11
would have taken INJor Inilitary action and the loss 01
many more llvn to remove them.
Not the least of the bad lepcies of the VletNm War i!
the extent to which Lyndon Johnson', compromistod at·
tempt 10 defend the imperfect decnocracy of South Viet·
Nm against the totalilJrianism of North Vietnam hi!
come to be regarded al the model of what hlppens when
the executive is free to Implement foreign policy. This
catastrophic event has purged the national memory oj
other examples. H.any S. Truman promptly surported
South Korea in 1950. Johnson himseU took resolute action,
in conart with the Organization of Americ:an States, by
sending Marines to the DomlnlCln Republic in 1965 to
protect demoaacy. In the two decades since, power has
changed hands in the Dominican Republic without violence. Any president should be free to be as resolute IS
TrulNn and Johnson were. We have, through the \Va,
Powers Act and through the amendments that have fol·
lowed it, institutionalized Neville Chamberlain as the
model for American presidents. U we remember whit
Chamberlain's polides led to, we lNy yet decide that it is
time to reverse this disastrous trend.

JOHN R. SILBER
John R. Silber, the president of Boston Unlvenity. was a
member of the National Bipartisan Commission on Central America.
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For sellera1 decades new, a tedious debate has been 9Oin9 on with reqard to
the diirision of p::x.er between the President and Omgress in tOO corouct of

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM M. GOLDSMITH

foreign affairs, particularly in those situations that may require the de-

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I'm indeed honored

ploynent of the aJ:Tred forces "into hostilities or into situaticns ",'here imn-

and pleased to be invited to appear before your distinguished
Subcommittee.

I'm quite aware that I follow and perhaps precede

a number of eminent Americans and public servants who have
testified on this troubling question.

Although I cannot match

their records of public service in positions of influence in our

inent invol ....enent in hostili ties is clearly indicated by circunstances. "The

~

failure to resolve this dispute is troubling, and goes beyond its discussicn

ii

in academic and laiol journal articles. o.tr lives

.\

~.;

'I\.Q

~

rm~'

det:end on its ootcam.

basic fOsiticns have dan ina ted this debate. On one side of the question

are the constitutional fundcurentalists who insist that the Founding Fathers.
in CCIlStructing the Constitution in Philadelphia in 1787, settled this issue

q

government, perhaps as a teacher and a student of history,

once and for all, and that

particularly the history of our political institutions, I can

of the problen. Op{:Osing them are those who argue for what they tetm a more
realistic vl.eioI, a view which considers major changes which have taken place

I

io/E!

should leave inviolate their understanding

in the ioIorld since 1787, changes Which require the President to wield far

try to put the problem you are wrestling with in a somewhat

IllJre po..'er in zraking these decisicns than the Fra:rers ever considered. I

broader historical perspective.

I

Of course the Constitution designates the President to CCl'lduct the nation's
relations with foreign COWltries, app:>int and receille CItlbassadors, and ser\'~
as Canrander in Cllief of the atmed forces. But the CCI'Istituticn also assigns
to the Senate of the United States the final a(:proval of these app:>intnents,

I

and the ratification of all treaties negotiated by the President. But ITOst

izrt:ortant, despi te the fact that the President is IIBde head of the arned
forces in tine of Mlr, the Ccnstitution assigns to the Coogress the unequivocal power to declare ioIar. 1he cx>nstitutiona1 fundanentalists argue that in
this distribution of po..'er, Congress must apprD"e, in fact authorize the use
of the artred forces outside the United States in tirres of (:eace in situations
in which atmed ccnflict with foreign powers app!ars likely or even possible.

I
I.

While not denying the cx>nstitutional provisions ootlined abo ....e, John Norton
fobore and others owosed to the furoanentalist positioo argue that charging
world cx>nditions require greater presidential discretion:
In the one hundred and eighty years since the adopUcn of the Ccnstitu-

tion our nation has too ....ed fron a

~ition

of CXXlplrathe isolaticn, epit-

anized by Washington'S Mlming to stay clear of entangling alliana!s,to

i

I
~

~

Ij
~

.~

ooe of intense intemational involverrent evidenced in 1968 by agreeIIe'Its in cx>l1ective defense with forty-two countries •••• The increasing involvement of the United States in world affairs, the shift to an
intensely

c~titive

bi-p:>lar systen ( between East and

~st

),
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and the limit.ation of the lawful use of force to defense ha~ greatly strengthened
the hand of the executi \Te ;,ri th Congress over the war powE'r ......

I
I
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Is there any reconciliation possible bet..-een these two positions? Ferhaps. The CCnstitution is ca~ble of change thIOu:Jh the anencirent ~ocess in which the people, through
their State legislatures/participate in the decision. The Supreme Oourt in fulfilling
its responsibilities of judicial review illurrdnates complex questions of constitutional

r-tx>re goes on to state that while Jefferson and Hamilton argued o ..er the need for Alrer:-

interpretation. Precedents can also be established when they are supported by all three

iean frigates to be authorized by Congress to use force against narauding Tripolitan
corsairs, today we are dealing with najor wars where a half million American armed forces

branches of

Go~rnI!1!nt.

But if only the President and not Congress, the SU(rEme (burt

nor the people are lnvel wed in such a decision, it calUlOt claim the growth Brandeis ex-

are inYOI~ Ferhaps the [flilcscphieal axian applies here which argues that at a cer-

pounded. Congress"o.teighed in"during the Vietnam debacle with the War Powers Resolutico,

tain point a dif ference in degree becanes a difference in kind.

but this has now proved to be totally ineffective in asserting Congress' constitutional

This is, of course, rot siJrply a theoretical disp1te arrong academicians. AltOOugh

President has confronted this question of executive prerogative in principle before the

the constitutional fundamentalist/s argument rests upon the judgement of James Madison,

the Suprerre Court or the Anerican t=eople since it was enacted by Congress.

role, and it must be strengtt-ened to make it effective or erased fran the books. Yet no

Thanas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton, to say nothing of an overwhelming na jori ty of contenporary constitutional legal

scholars~ it has

been violated in real life by rcany

But the fact that nl.DlleI'Ous Presidents haile asserted, if not fully defende1, this pret,.,g-

Presidents who argued one way and practiced another.

ative does create concern, and denands further investigation that goes beyClld the debate

Thomas Jefferson publicly adhel:ed to the fundamentalist theory of the Constitution, yet

been examined in the pre ..ious prolonged discourse. Is this shift

in practice he violated this principle, and not only deceived the Congress on this ques~

SE

we haile been discussing. It is time that sane critical questions be raised that hEh'e not
~ ~ ~ ~~

the next one hundred and se.. enty-five years.J'"

President necessary i!!. ~ of contenporary national security ~ ~ i!:
really in ~ public interes~ and representative 2!. ~ growth ~ which Justice ~
appealed?

But Jefferson was not alone in his abuse of the constitutional furdamentalist principle

At this point our most reliable guide is history. If one examines the historical cases

tion, but also fooled his biographers and the historians woo borrowed fran then for the

in a1!'plyin~ the war powers.
His example was followed by Polk, McKinley, both
Roose ..elts, Hilson, Truman, Nixon, Foro and Reagan~ 1lle question then arises: ha ..e their
actioos established a new constitutional precedent which overrules the older principle
that i.Jltx>ses strict limits upon the President'S power to decide when and where to de:ploy the armed ser..!ces in hostile areas where cooflict is inevitable, probable,or elr"en

I
~

possible?

~

when this pro"ision of the Constitution was breached, ~ the assertion ~ ~ive
~

necessary? Did ~ subsequent results of
its necessity, and ultimately its ~

~

action derronstrate its

~

Even before engaging in this investigation we should renilld oursel.tes that in creating
this critical division at the nexus of power in our gowrnnent, the Framers were not
only interested in restricting despotic rule, al th:>ugh that ;.as one of their major ob-

Of course the answer is ~ Not even great Presidents ~ oorerrule the Constitution fer

objectives, but they ;.rere also concerned with the process of making decisions of this

~ are "a go ..ernment of laws, and !!2! of men, "and ~ the ~
and brightest ~ change this principle, individually ~ collectively.

Madison is saying in many of his other Federalist papers. It is the concept of

the sake

2!. expediency.

nature. This calcern seeps through the pores of Federalist 10 and rruch of what Janes
which the Franers may not ha.,te identified in a fornal sense, wt it certainly

On the other hand, as Justice Brandeis argued:

~ialectiE'
(:e~tes

their iiI'itings and speeches, and is wo;len into the fabric of altn:)st e ..ery line of the
Constitution. What is lost in the decisioos trade by an "Imperial President," or

an"~

Our Constitution is not a strai t-jacket. As such it is capable of growth :- of ex-

erial Oongress" is that clarifying and frequently illuminating quality of policies spun

pansion and of adaptation to new conditions. GrOflth inplies changes, p:>litical,
econanic and social. Gro ..1:h which is significant rmnifests itself rather in intell-

fran the dialectical process of rational discourse.

ectual and noral conceptioos than in material thirgs. Because our Constitution

The dialectical process then is not sanething left o.ter fran !<arl Marx and Georg llegel,

possesses the capacity of adaptation, it has endured as the fundamental law of an
7
ever developing peor le •
-2-
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althoUgh they applied it rather effectively: but it is essentially a proeess of discou:"

War bet.,een the Filipino insurgents (as we called them) and the Arterican forces broke

harx!ed down by Socrates and Plato, a process which raises seardling questiCl'lS which art'
aeant to probe the heart of the uetter and not be content with what Rear Admiral PoindE>)C~.1'"

Senate was not easy for the President. Just before the ballots were to be cast, he lack-

referred to as -disinformtioo. -I think this is what Madisoo had in I!IirXI when he wrote:

ed two votes and only obtained them by a p:anise of patronage am a pledge to

out just before the treaty with Spain was ratified by Congress. Getting it through the
sup~rt

a

resolution which prevented annexation, but which later was defeated in the House. The
••• the great securi ty against a gradual concentration of the ~ntral ~s in the
sasre departJrent, consists in giving to those who administer each depart::nent the n~'

rrenbers of the armed forces of both sides that was caused by racial epithets as much as

cxmstitutional lreans and personal motive to resist the enc:roactutents of the others.!

anything else in the tense situation that existed between the amies at that tilTe.

incident that led to the fighting in the Rli1ippines ;.as an encounter

bet~en

se.eral

In the beginning the insurgents had been encouraged by Adniral [);!wey who brought t.l-tei r

U there was any idea Clmtral to his basic beliefs it was this.

By credcing p:>wer with

exiled leaders back to the Islards fran HCI1g 1<ong. The Filipinos under Amilio l\guL'lalclo

power, not only is one restricting the dangerous potential of absolute power in the

quickly created a formidable but ragged army, and droile the Spaniards out of IlOst of

hands of a President or Congress, but one is also asserting a process of discourse,

forcing them back to barricades on the outskirts of Manila. 11le Filipinos "'ere enthusi-

that wren operating effectively can refine and int>ro.. e policies by testing then in the

astically pro:-Alrerican, and in1 tially Aguinaldo looked up to Dewey as the I iberator of

crucible of sharp!lling debate.

his OJUntry. But as the bui1d~p of American amy persoonel continued and the Fi lipinos

wZO!

were rebuffed in their efforts to continue the earlier alliance and share in the occupa-

n.o examples taken fran my ongoing research will illustrate the weaknesses inherent in
the growth of Presidential ~r in this area. This country went to war against Spain

tion of what they considered to be their capital city, resentrrent increased and racism
surfaced among the Americans until conflict becarre inevitable. A~terthe Filipinos -ere

in 1898 in a ccnstitutional nenner. In fact, the Congress pressured an unwilling Presi-

ignored when they attempted to plead their case at the treaty negotiations, they were

dent to take acticn ard ultinetely to go to war because rrost Anericans, including r.e~

outraged and humiliated, and they fought to defend their oooor as much as to control

bers of Congress, were horrified at the tactics Spain

1005

using to put down a popular

native rebellioo. Several tllrdred thousand innocent Olban lren, waren and children were

the land which they believed ;.as theirs. But it is clear that they were always will inq
and even eager to negotiate a protectorate agreerent with the United States.

literally starved to death because of the inhl.JTWl p:>licies of the military ccmnander of
the Spanish forces in Cuba I the general the Aneric:ans called -Butcher- Weyler who todt

Clban peasants off their land,

~risooed then in tooms and cities

in filth and intolpl"

Exploiting his

~rs

as cannander in Chief, President r-t:Kinley made no atterpt to

~n~

ciliate the Filipinos' legitimate interests, striking the pose of a benevolent cxmqueror,

able living corditions, ard ultinetely starved most of them to death.

and relying totally for his information on military personnel with _han he had no pre-

1be United States ;.on the war against Spain in less than four rronths by virtue of two

cootrol over the civilian population.

brilliant naval victories and

ance on what to do about the future of the Philippines and ho.I they should be g01.-erned,

vious contact. He used them to represent him and also in the beginning to irt{lOSe militar:.

ale

mjor bBttle in Olba. Spain was rerdered helpless to

~Kinley

indicated that he (rayed for divine guid-

defend its colonies by the loss of rrost of its ships of IoOr. At that point the character

bJt h.! never tllrrbled himself to COlsul t .,ith those ",ho had lived in these Islands for

of the war chan;Jed. Spanish ~posi tion collapsed and the go ..ernnent neqotiated an end

generations ard woo believed they had a natural right to their sovereignty. TIx> Presi-

to hostilities. But the objecti ..es of the war also changed. 'lhis country had won its
struggle to end Spain' s sava~ in Clba, but now we shifted our goals and dellBrded bc:ot)'
in the form of lard that had never been lrentioned in the Congressional declaration of

dent nade little ef fort to educate himself on the history and cui ture of the Is lares,

war. We quickly anmxed Puerto Rico without a glance tc:wards its pc:pulation's desires,
and then denanded sare sneller islands and the Philippines before we loOuld sign a

as such.

and in the early days sent no diplaatic representatives to deal with their inhahitants.

We were silrply an anny of occuration, and the native inhabitants finally reacted to us

peace treaty with Spain. Anerica was far behind the enpires of Sri tain am France, even

The war against the nati;,'e Filipinos lasted for three years. It was a presidential war,

the Netherlands and Belgium in the pos.c:.ession of a worldwide network of colonies, but

.Wlauthoriz~ by Congress, a war fought for ill defined and exploitative plrposes, result

we would rapidly play catch-up ,,!ith a vengeance. 'I
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inc; in a disaster. Before it was o;.rer, 126,468 Alrerican ser.-icenen were sent to ther.e
Islands, five tires the nunter disp:ltched to CUba in the war against Sp:lin. 0Jr army
_ r::_
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suffered

o~er
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7,000 casualties in this struggle, including 4,234 dead, which was ten

times the n\l!lber killed in Olba. 'this count does not include serious diseases contracted

There was a tirre wlEn when we didn't slip into such situations so easily. Ab::tIt 150 years
ago the tmited States allroSt went to war against France. Elleryone agrees tcday that it

by thousands of Arrericans fip,:hting in the Islands which shortene:! rrany of their lives.

would ha~e been a useless war, one that neither side really wanted, and a war fought for

The Filipino casualties were tlllch higlEr. Approxinately 16,000 soldiers were killed aoo

reasalS that were ne1ler very clear, even to t:re plrties woo contributed tre rrost to
pranoting the war fever at the tine.

o~r

200,000 civilians died from hunger and pestilenoe when their homes and villages

were burned out in the American anny's

scordle:!~arth

policy. Space doesn't permit g0-

Practically all of the historians and biograrners wto

ing into the details of the atrocities ccmnitted in this 18r, but they were described
in testim:lny before a Senate Investigating cannittee over three years later.

in the Philippines, reported that our policy in the Philippines was identical, and

g

IoIritten about this episode

sponsible for bringing the dispute with France to a satisfactory aoo amicable settle~

Stemen

Balsal, an outstanding American joumalist who had covered the war in Olba as well as
~ ~

m.-e

in our history have rep:>rted that President Andrew Jackson's fiIlll states[l8nship Yes reapnt. M:>reoiler, they point out, that Jackson used this incident to teach the powers of
~

aJrope that this country was not a IoIeak sister to be tamp;!red wi th at wi 11.

than that of the hated Spanish General in CUba, "Butcher" wevler.
Jackson's first major scoolarly biogra~r, despite the fact that he was CalteJT'{'tUC\.JS

The awful part of all of this is that this was such an unnecessary aOO uo(roouctille

of Old Hickory'S personal qualities, pointing out that his "ignorance and p:lssions can-

office:"'~his same

war. The Filipinos initially had been enthusiastically pro-Anerican and welcaned

bined to render him, of all conceivable beings the most unfit for

tlnerican adilice and assistance when Adniral Dewey's squadron first arri ..e:! in Manila.

writer praise:! Jackson extravagantly for his handling of this case, calling his actions

They wouid haile accepted an Anerican protectorate arrangEment as long as they were

"a complete success," and citing the Duke of Wellingtoo and the American people for
their enthusiastic praise for his conduct. 11..

afforded a substantial degree of indep!ndence. Instead of seizing upal these circunstances and working with their natural leaders, we alienated them, and killed off in
this p:>intless war IoIhat might ha ..e tumed out to be the Philiwines'trOSt rourageous

A noted American historian of this period wrote:

and iooependent future leaders. And after almost a century of constant and ill advised

major Alrerican interventioos into Philippine affairs, the country is o.orse off today

It was a great Victory for Jackson, aoo he deserved the renown for it: for no

than rrany of the other ex-colonial nations that surround it.

achievenent in foreign diplanacy is, after all, so satisfactory as that which holds
a wavering nation to its pranises by a little plain sfeaking. I!.

The critical ~int for our inquiry is, ooioever, that this was the first war in our

history that was fought ioIithout Congressional authorization and without any thorough

And even Jackson's most recent biograprer, woo was critical of the old General in an in-

Calsultation with the legislati ..e branch until it was over. 'Ib call this a continuation
of the Spanish-American War is a fraud on its face. It is certainly true that the cir-

troductory passage, ;.ound up praising him also, concluding that what the President had
succeeded in producing "was saner and more conducive to good diplOCMtic relatims."

cunstances surrourding the problem in the Philippines was an outgrowth of the war with
Spain, but there was nothing in Ccngress'sdeclaration of war in 1898 that remotely

Nothing could be further from the truth •

encompassed the Philippine situatioo. Before the major build-up of our military might
in the Islands was Wldertaken, aoo certainly before actual warfare was initiated, the

Jackson like Jefferson was a great man and a great President. This contro\lersy with

President ieS obligated under cur (l)nstitution to S::J to the Congress and obtain its

France, ooioeiler, was not one of his finest hours. He ne;ler really understood the prob-

appro;.ral and authorization for what was taking place. And the treaty with Spain

lem, ape'! his attempts to solve it by bluster and threats only made a bad situation wo~se.

could oot justify our actioos in the PhiliWines, because the rrassing of an army,

If it had not been for his arch enemy, Henry Clay, the distinguished Senator from Ken-

unneccessary for anything else but a war, took place long before the treaty was signed

tucky, this country might ha ..e gone to war against France in one of the most WUlecessary
and useless struggles in the history of the world.

or ratified. The defeat of the Spanish f·leet and what was left of the Spanish army

were legitimate military and na ..al

objecti~

consistent loIith our declaration of war

against Spain: but not a new war that went far beyond wt.at the Congress had author-

Franoe owed the United States a legitimate debt for Napoleon'S outrageous action in seiz-

ized in April, 1898. It ws clearly a classic example of a presidential war.

ing neutral American ships and holding them in French ~rts against their will until the-
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cargoes rotted and spoiled. Anerican Presidents and Secretaries of State had tried un7

~rs ignited on both sides of the Atlantic over this issue as nothing since the XYZ

successfully for three decades to obtain ca11(:e11Sation for these Imlawful acts. Up until

affair in the ~evious century. Jacksen persisted in nlJ1lerous awkiolard efforts to pressure

Jackson's term, no President or diplanat (including Albert Gallatin) had succeeded.

the French into paying the debt which was not a tremeooously large sum of m:mey ( about
25,000,000 frares) most of which was owed to rather weal thy private exporters, rut the

Jackson was determined to set this situation right. He asserted that 00 ioOuld "ask for

Chamber of Deputies kept delaying a second vote en the appropriation. Finally the Presi.

nothing that is clearly not right and to submit to nothing that is wroog. "HE' then pro:ceded to violate his own standard by failing to understand the proper actials of the
French King who tried to deal honorably with Jackson, whose reply ;,es a threat of vio·

dent explocJ(!d and in his annual ~ssage requested a grant of executive po.er fran Cor.gress
to iJrpose reprisals against the Frendl. He also accused the French Go\Ternzrent of an act
of bad faith in mt living up to its agreenent.

lent

repri~l.

'1lle President was fortunate in halTing

a first rate Minister in France, William cabell

Rives of Virginia, who was able to succeed ioIoore others had failed because he established

excellent relations with the French Court, and because Fran ::e had just Imdergone ale

I
1
J
'J

t

of its periodic revolutions and established its first constitutional m::marchy.

\o!len the President-s message arrived in France it caused an in1rediate 'Jproar. Jackson ;.as
deoounced in the Paris newspapers and later in sessions of the ChanDers by FrenctuTen who

considered their country's homr had been imp,gnecbj these charges. The Anerican AnDassador
reported to his Secretary of State" I ought not conceal fran you that the excitenent is
at present very great and that their pride is deeply wounded by what they call an attempt

The new French I<ing, Louis Philippe, had traveled extensively in Arrerica and had a oIery

to cc::erce th611 by threats •••• "It looked like war between France and Ameiica was in11'inent.

friendly re;Jard for this country. O\ce Rives had negotiated a settlement of the the in:-

The British Foreign Secretary was inforned that the French were "beefing up" their naolal

desmity,
his advisers were anxious to obtain an awxopriation fran the legislative
Chambers in order to begin retiring the debt. But the elected OlaJTber of Deputies was not

forces in the caribbean by sending out 3 ships of the line and 4 frigates. Fomer President
John Quincy Adams wrote"that if the two countries (X)uld be sailed fron war, it sean<; as if
it could only be by a special interpositien of proolidence:" and Supresre Court Justice
Joseph Storey reported that the President -.as "exceedingly warm for war." I 'f

as friendly towards the Ulited States as Louis Philippe, and balked at awropriating the
rroney for the payment of the debt despite the urging of the King and his advisers.
Jackson'S Secretary of State urged the President to request the Congress to issue letters
of marque and reprisal against French shipping(described by Arthur Schlesinger, jr. as e
form of "limited ",ar"), rut he "'as talked oot of this extresre neasure by his Vice Pre!!i~
dent (who was in the "loop"this tilne) and Attorney General wID believed that such an ac:tion WClU ld be considered an insul t to French halor and would lead to an imTediate ;oar
against the United States. Sirce this country ..as in no position to go to war against a
s\J{:erior French navy, the President bided his tine. But he made it very clear to the
French representatiole in Washington that he expected the Clambers to act pratptly on the
matter.

I
I

!

It slDuld be noted, howeo/er, that President Jackson was abiding by the letter and sririt
of the Constitution in this crisis. He was not assuming that he could act alone al this
problem. He requested of Congress that it grant him the power to introduce reprisals against France, not taking it upon himself to act without legislative authority. This was
because if Andrew Jackson believed in anything, it was God, his country and the Constitution, probably in that order. Self edl!cated and self made, Jackson was a true Jlm?rican
hero, a General who had defeated a highly professialal British army with a ragtag group
of backiolOOdsmen at the Battle of New Orleans. He had killed a ITan in a duel, and had bee:
IDnored by his neighbors by election to alrrost ellery high natialal office a.;ailable _
Congressman, Senator and now President.

What Andrew Jackson apparently failed to uooerstand was that France ;,es currently
experiencing yet another chapter in its roller coaster road to a truly denccratic [eV'Olution, and in the gt:Owing pains of the present transfotmation of its latest form of g,v~
ernnent - a constitutional monarchy - the elected legislatiole branch of that governnent

Finally, as President, Jackson ;.on further acclaim by crushing the first incipient revol t
against the unity and power of the national gowrrurent, and in many other W!ys enhanced
the office of the Presidency. But now, to t«>rk his wi 11, he sollCJht the cooperation of, if

~ Congress, certainly one of great nobility. AIrong its rrembers were three

was demonstrating its power ooler the. non-elective ececutive. This ..as an enbarraSSlrent

not an

for Louis Philip{:e and his foreign secretary ;,rho resigned O\Ter this issue, but all was

of the most ~rtant sta~ this country has produced: John caldwell calroun, D3.niel

not lost, for such inter-goverm,ental jockeying for power is rarely {:etmanent. SuC'h
anc::es were lost on Jackson, IDwever,

who viewed this as an insult and acted

nll~

Webster and Henry Clay. No replisal or war could take place without their essential SU(:pOrt

ac:cordi~:ly.

Henry Clay was probably the nost popular political ~igure in Ivrerica. He was sanething
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of a national hero to Illilny

AII~ricans,

including Abraham Lincoln who greatly aclnired

him. Clay ;,as a quintessential political man
and fran that time on was elected and

time he ran for office. He was elected

~

elected to the State legislature at 26,

re~elected

S~aJcer

as a Congressman and Senator every

of the ibuse of Representatives in his

first term as a Coogressman, aoo re-elected Speaker for three ron-consecutive terms,
the only nan to ever achieve that recognition.

Clay ...anted very badly to be President and prol:ably ;.ould have made a brilliant Olief £>:.0.
utive, but misfortune plClgued all of his camF6igns. As a legislative leader, however,
in both the House and the Senate he had no equal. K:!

IoIaS

rrore at hate m the floor of

both Houses than he ;,as back in Ashland, his magnificent housU.n Lexingtal, J(entucky.

1307
The question was finally settled through the intervention of a brilliant diplanat,

IDrd Palsrerston, the British Foreign Secretary. Palmerston was able to factor out the
enotional blocks 1n each position and act as a go between in settling the arCJUlrent.
He d1smllered a section of the President's most recent aMual rressage iohich could be

interpreted as a half-hearted apology, and he literally forced the French to accept
this meani~.
~t it was Clay's reasoning and the Senate's action which prevented the war, and .. ren
CXX)ler heads prellCliled, this tE!llpest in a teapot was resoilled. The details pro.ide an

insight into the conduct of 19th century Arrerican diplanac.y but can' t be revi~d here.
"'hat is missing fran all of the biograFhical and historical accounts, howe~r, is an
accurate treatnent of the roles Clay and the Senate played in this drama.

Henry Clay ioIas

Olairman of the Senate carmittee of Foreign Affairs wten the ques-

FUlfillin~

its constitutimal res~nsibilities, the legislati;.re branch prevented the executh-e

tion of Jackson's pr0pc:6ed reprisal arese. After studying the diplanatic correspoodence

branch fran carmitting a disastrous mistake. Without such a check m e.'Cecuthe power,

thoroughly, Clay came to the conclusion that Louis Philippe had acted honorably in this

the circunstances muld easily ha\le led to a pointless presidential ;,ar.

situation and had done everything in his power to

~rsuade

his legislature to apprc:pri-

ate lIOley to pay the debt. In his corresp:mdence he had assured the President of this

Presidential warfare is not a problem restricted to the 19th century. AlJrost t;;enty

and pranised not to relent until he had succeeded. In short, the debt loOuld be paid

years ago, an American President ordered a banbing attack on a neutral country OIith-

if Jackson would be patient ioiith this fledgling denocratic system.

out infoaning Congress, and certainly ioiithout r~iving its authorization. The bcmbing

The Senator presented this history persuasively. He understocd so well the delayinq

m cantxxiia. The records of these tx:rnbing raids ( there .ere 3,652) were destroyed
in order that they would not be disclosed to Cmgress and the Prnerican poopl e. 1(,

continued for the next fourteen nonths, a period when 100,000 tons of b:lIIDS iooIere dropped
tactics of this inter govenurental warfare, having engaged in it himself for several
decades. What made this situation different, however, ioaS that the President ;,as proposing a policy that could lead to a shooting war over a question that could be resoh·ed peaceably. Clay ioaS so ~rsuasive on this issue that the President's prcposal was
turned down unaninously aoo war was avoided. But thE' problem ...as not yet solved.

The same President ordered an invasion of this neutral country, again witho'Jt Congr~ss-

10nal knowledge or a~roval. Before he was finished, over a half million tms of banbs
were dropped on neutral cambodia, destroying its towns and villages, its agriculture,
its highways and small iooustries, and leaving only a shell of the forner society. The

Clay's report ;,as received in Paris as favorably as the President'S speech had met

I:lcrdJ tamage dropped on this neutral country was twice the total dropped on Japan

with disapproval. One paper stated "that it ccmpletely overthrows the President and his

during World war II. When the t:orrbing stopped, the Klurer Rooge, who had been ccntained

rteSsage," arresting his "warlike

pro~nsities."

Another p;sper hoped the replrt might

induce the Chamber of Deputies "to take a nore favorable view of the claLms, as the

by the CCmix:dian army before the banbing raids, easily captured the country and

took its revenge on its helpless citizens.

outrage on French hooolU" ...... ill be wiped ('Iff."
'Ihis dismal history does not speak well for the argument of advocates of an expanded
AnJ this did happen. On the next \TOte, again postponed for sooe nonths, the Chantler

role for the President without any Congressional interference. If greater presidential

voted to a~ropriate the mcney, rot only if the President apologizeHor his insul ts.

discretion and ~r can lead to debacles such as the brutal Phil ippine war, and the

Jackson was incensed at this slap on the wrist, and adamantly refused to canply. In

destruction of Cant:odia, is it wise for the Replblic to place at risk its values and

fact he drafted an even !TOre harsh condennation of French t:ehavior than his earlier

its future in the hands of independent and unaccountable presidepts who will not be

uessage aoo would have gone trough with it had not several of his nost trusted advisers

forced to ccrrply with restraints inposed ~ them by the Cl:>nstitution?

intervened and

modified

it.
",
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History then is the determininq factor in deciding betoeen the constitutiooal argutrent

Critics of the resolution, with justice, haile pJinted cut how difficult it is, if not

and the defense of the growth of presidential war pJW'ers and the presidential warfare

impossible, to oonstruct such a list OIithout leaving out sane essential cirOlmstances

to which this expansioo has led. One can agree or disagree with the Founding Fathers

or indbiduals that should be included, ego protecting Jlnerican citizens, Embassies,

for philosc:phical or ideolcqical reasons, b.1t the debate should not be decided

00

such

legations, ccnsulates, planes, ships, etc. fran terrorist attacks. It has always been

a bosis. Both pJsitions should be oonsidered and tested by objective historical

clear, however, that the President has· the constitutiooal FOwer,

criteria, and detemined by pragrratic results. I ha ..e to tried to do this in my own

gation to attenpt to CCZlduct such defensive or rescue cperations.

study and research,

am

am

indeed the obli"

I am finally convinced that the FoWlding Fathers were right.

'!he utter failure of presidential warfare in the 19th and 20th centuries should provide

TJnfortunately, the resolution that finally emerged has been dismally ineffective in preventing presidents fran taking iOOependent action in the kinds of situations it was

anple wanting of its dangers, and produce a very healthy skepticisn of its value.

designed to eliminate. Three presidents have ignored its formal requireltents, ;"hile
'1'he bitter CaIttlodian experience, and not sill1ply the Vietnam War, led to the passage of
the

war

cooperating in a limited way infernally. 'Ib oontinue in this state of p1rtial

Powers Resolution in 1973. It was not a hasty piece of legislation, rot passed

rut

un-

satisfactory c:anpliance is embarrassing to both branches and should be terminated.

after thorough cCXlSideration and lengthy debate in Ccmnittees and on the floor of both

Congress lmlSt either enact mandatory requirements for ronsultation aOO possible author-

8:Juses Oiler a period of three years. The final resolution in the Senate won the support

ization, or IIIlSt eliminate any restrictions in this area. Half a presidential ;.ar is

of the liberal and cooser;ratiile el6llents in both parties - fran Senators McGo..ern and

not good enough. 'Ib do less deireans the Congress'S oonstitutiatal respJnsibilities and

Kennedy to Stennis and Russell in the DEm:x:ratic Party, and arcong the Republicans -

provides the President with a very unclear concept of what he can or cannot do.

fran

Jallits and Weiker to Dole and 'nlft. l1le final vote on the Pesolution overturned a veto
by President Nixoo, even though sane of its supporters ilOted against the Cooference
Ccmnittee <DIi'romise because it ;,rasn't stroog enough.11Senator 1haras Eagleton ;,ras one

Congress lmlSt recognize that a substantial part of the problan has been its own failure,
its lack of will to play its proper constitutional role in checkmating the President.
Frequently, it has not possessed adequate infotmation to interouene in these situations.

of these, having been an original sponsor of the resolution. He argued:

But information is power. Congress must obtain this inforneticn, now available only to
Yes I helped give birth to the Senate bill three ~ars ago, but the child has
been kidnapped. It is no longer the same child that went into conference. It has
becane a different baby, Mr. President. Because this bill does not go one inch

in terms of restricting the unilateral powers of the President of the United
States.
FagletO'l concluded with the charge that the bill was "noble in concept but worthless
in executiO'l.· And he was right. The canpranises destroyed its potential effecti.reness."

I

the President, in order to make jud;ements regarding these critical decisions between

war and peace.
lobreover, Congress has lacked the proper representative group for ron sUlting with the
President. President Ford cx:mplained that during his crisis situations, he could not
locate various Congressional leaders lrith whom he wanted to consUlt~'b,vicusly a President cannot oonsult with 535 manbers of Congress.
l1le recent amendments offered by Senators Byrd, Mitchell, Nunn and Warner go a long

'!be Senate bill had spelled out the only cirC\ltlStances when the President oould "intro-

way to iJrproving this situation. They create joint representathe a:mnittees to confer

duce the United States Amed ForU!s into hostilities, or into situations where inminent

with the President in crisis situations, although they do not contain assurances that

inil'Olvenent in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circunstances. -rhese cirCUIl5tances
were: "(l) a declaration of war, (2) sfecific statutory authorization, or

~3)

their treII'bers (or designated substitutes) lrill be lI7ailable in Washington at all times
for hastily called conferences.~

a national

erergency created by an attack on the United States, its territories or possessions, or
its artred forces." Whatel/er effectiveness this resolution might haITe had was

But i~ my opinion, the major weakness of the anendnents is their failure to require
Presidents to <DIi'ly with the resolutioo. Section 3 (a) states that: "l1le President

cri~led

when it was noiled out of the operatiile body of the bill md placed in the oon-operati;,e
Purpose and Policy introduction. \q

in ~ possible instance, shall oonsult with Congress before introducin9 United
States Ar1ted Forces into hostilities or situations where irnninent inllOl;.rerent in hos-
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tilities is clearly indicated by the circunstances •••• " This escape clause will not
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insure presidential ccmpliance with the intent of the War Powers Resoluticn - to make
these Ilecisions joint undertakings.

it is Congress, not the President,

wro

holds the

plWer

of the purse. Followirq

the ~les of the Ccoper-Church hterxment, the 1973 Eagleton Amendrent regarding cambodia and laos, the 19B3 Cranston-Eagletcn-Stennis amendnents to the War

There is only one way to stop presidential warfare, a disaster which the Constitution
outlawed: make congressional consultation and authorization mandatory.
Those who are C{:lp:>sed to Ccngress assuming such nama tory p:lwer, argue that "it will
tie the President's hands in times of crisis. II This is a false argunent. Ccngress has
always reco;Jnized the right of the President to act indepemently in the cirCllllStances
set forth above. It has neITer granted him the p:lwer to declare war or to deploy the

Powers Resolution, and lIDI'e recently the Boland AlrerdIrent am Senator Nunn's
~rdrrents

to the ,Department of Defense Authorization Act, Congress could now

auend the War Power!: Resolution to declare that Wno funds made available under

any iaw may be obligated or expemed for any presidential use of fora! not author-

ized by Coogress under an aneooed War Powers Resoluticn."
'lbat should do it. The question is: Will Congress have the will?

armed forces in situations which make war inevitable without its authorization.
In these cases, the President's hands should be tied before Congress has been

(X>osulted.
The example which is always produced to sUpp:lrt presidential warfare is the role of

Franklin D. RooseITelt in his skillful rut unc:onstituticnal use of the war p:lwers in
the period prior to our declaration of war against the axis powers in 1941. And yet
no one has sul:mitted hard evidence that if President Rc:oseITel t had used his focnidable
p&'suasive powers to infollll the Congress and the Alrerican t:eOPle of the great danger
to our country that the defeat of Great Britain and the loss of the British fleet
in the Atlantic Coean w.ould bring about, they w.ould haITe turned him down.
Sane recamend voluntary canpliance by the President, and argue that this is an issue

that should be resoilled cooperatiITely and p:llitically between the tioQ branches. But
the c:pportunity for such cooperation has existed for almost 200 }'ears. Many presidents
haile utilized it, but enough have not to have created a real problem. It is wishful
thin~g to belieile that it would w.ork for all presidents withcut a namatory requirenent to canply.

'lbis is a society governed by laws, not tren, athough nen make laws. And eITen presidents IIUSt obey the law. This is what the Founding Fathers wanted, am I believe that
history has dertDostrated that they were right.
One prq;x:sal for resohing this problem has been advanced by Professor Harold Koh who

teaches international law at the Yale 1.3w School. Professor Koh also clerked for Justice
Blackmm on the U'lited States SUpreme (burt. Kob suggests how"Congress can reassert

its authority over warmaking after fourteen years of failure."
Whether in the Tonkin Gulf, or the Persian Gulf, presidential warnaking costs

roney. We all recognize that under the appropriations clause of the Constitution,
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Jaues D." Richardson, ed., Messages and Reports of the Presidents I( New York,1897),
..
3lS •.

I~·

~;

. 1. Debate on this subject has been so prolific that it Would be next to i.rIp:)ssible in
this space to ~olTide an inclusive list of articles on the subject. Several Cooqress~ J . ialal Hearings and .Reports in relation to the consideration of a

war

Alexand6r

~lton, ~

Federalist. Jacob E. Cooke, ed. (New 'lork,196l), No. 69

Powers Resolution

" are,:.~ the aost CCI'lvenient source of rele.nlnt docunents:.

In referring here to contellporary constitutional la'" smolus, I refer to such il1:Jivid-

.

uals as: Clarles Lofgren, touis Henkin, Raoul BeIger; C.C. Tansill, Henry Steele CcmMgeO"""!';.

Senate Ccmnittee on Foreign Relations, D::x:uIrents Relating to the

9!!!!L ~ President'! Authority!! CcmMnder in ~

!!!£ ~ of Q:!!:

and the ~ in Indochina,

9lst Q:mgress, 2nd Session, 1970.

er, AlPleus M:lson, Alfred H. Kelly, W. Taylor Reueley III; and recently deceased
A~cl

Francis D. Wormuthl Alexander M. Bickel.

. ...
5. See WilliCIII M. Goldsmith,

~ ~

of Presidential

~ (New

Yodt, 1974)1, 369-378.

subccmnittee on National Security Policy and Scientific Deve10prents of the House
Camlittee on Foreiqn Affairs, COngress. the President. and ~ ~ Powers,

6. Bibliographies to cover all of these Presidents would require spice too extensive to

Hearings, 91st congress, 2nd Sess., June, July and August 1970.

include here. Fam case will be described in my forthcaning bxlk, Presidential warfare,

Senate Cannittee on Foreign Relations, ~ ~ Legislation, Hearings, 92nd Con-

and aost incidents can also be fourd in my three IIOlwre study of
~ ~ (New'loDt, 1974).

~

Growth of Prest

gress, 1st Sess. Much, April, May, July and October, 1971.
7. Quoted in Alexander M. Bickel, 'Ibe least Dangerous
Senate Ccmnittee on Foreign Relations, ~ ~ Legislation. 1973, Hearings, 93rd

~ ~ ~ ~ ~

.!:bs

!!!!:!: of Politics ( Indianapolis, 1961), 107.

congress, 1st Sess., April, 1973.
8. James Madison, The Federalist (New York, 1961 ) No. 51
SUbcamtittee on National Securi ty POlicy and Scientific [)eveloprents of the House
Ccmnittee on Foreign Affairs, War Powers. Hearings, 93rd Congress, 1st Sess.,

9. There is no adequate, full scale study of the Splnish-Anerican-Filipino War. The
best available texts which tend to concentrate on the earlier phase of the war are:

March, 1973.

Senate Foreign Relations Cartnitte, War ~ Resolution, Hearings, 95th Congress,

DaiTid F. Trask, ~ ~ With Spain in 1898 ( New York, 1981): W!lter Millis,
Spirit ( New York, 1931); French Ensor Clladwick, l!!!!. Relations of the United
~

Spain: ~ Spanish American ~ ( New York, 1911); MaIgaret Leech, 1!l the
of McKinley ( New York, 1959): Philip Foner, ~ Spanish CUban American war :1895

war

Powers Resolution,"

~ of ~ We1es ~ ~ 17(1984)3.

1902 ( New Yodt, 1972); H. Wayne Morgan, William McKinley and
1963), also by the sane author America'! Road to

D:!2

2. John Norton fotlOre, "The National Executi.re and the Use of the Al:med Forces Abroad,"

Q:)uld,

deliileIed as an address on October 11, 1968 in the International Law Study series at

Frank Friedel, The

the ~val

war

Colleqe and reprinted in ~ ~ ~ and International Law, Richard A.

Falk, ed. (Princeton, N. J., 1962)2, p.809.
3. fotlOre.

~

DBnocracy

i

~ War

on Spain ( New York, 1969); Ernest R. May,

New York, 1973).
~

ippines ( New Haven, 1982): Mxlrfield Storey and Marcial LicMuco,

~ ~

1961): Emilio Aguinaldo with Vicente Albano Pacis,
1957): Henry Graf, ed.

~

Inperialistn and

. "..-.- ....

:

. ''','.

~

~

~ ~ ~

Second Look

!S hlerica

the Philof

~

( New YorK,
( New York,

Philippine Inscrrection ( BostCJl,

1967): Ttxxras G. Patterson, ed. American Irrperialism and Anti Irrperialism ( New York,
1973 ): Richard Miller, ed.

Alrerican InperiaUsm in 1898 ( New York, 1970); H. Wayne

II
:

2!

10. Stuart Creighton Miller, Benevolent Assimilation: The hlerican

4. ~ Madison, ~ Writings ~ Gaillard Hunt, ed. (New 'lodt,1906)VI '1'he He1ddius
Paul Leicester Ford, ed. ( New York, 1893 )VI, 316,

Alrerica ( Syracuse,

Little War ( Bostal, 1958); Robert Dallek, 1898: McKinley'!

letters, particularly tbn'ber I.
'1'haIas Jefferson. ~ Writings

2h

!!!:!.

New York, 1967); lewis L.

Spanish American War and President McKinley ( Lawrence, Kansas, 1982);

DeciSial: The United States
~

~ (

Philippines .11898 1925 ( New York, 1926): Leon W:)lf,

I

......

Martial

~ ~

July, 1977.
SW!?OSi\m\: ·The

~
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fot)rqan, ~ ! Road ~ Ebpire: ~ War ~ Spain and O..erseas Expansion I Ne.., York,
1967); Robert L. Beisner, ~ Against ~ ~ Anti Inperialists, 1898 1900 I New
York, 1968); Ernest L. May, ~ Inperialism:
Speculati.re Essay ( New York, 1968);
H. Wayne fotX'qan, ed., Making ~ With Spain: The Diary 2! Whitlaw Reid, September Decartel', 1898 ( Austin, Texas, 19t's); Paolo E. Coletta, ed., Threshold To ~~

16. See U. S. Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on the Judie! _
Statement 2.f Information, Book XI, "'Bombing of Cambodia,", Hearin~·s t;:f~;.c
the Comm~ttee on the Jud~ciary, 9Jrd Congress,2nd Sess .• May-June '1974.
and Willl.am Shawcross, SldeshOYlI Kissinger, Nixon and the Des~ruc~ 10n ~f
Cambodia (New York. 1979).
- - -- •
•
-

a

nationalism ( New York, 1970); Gerald F. Linderman,

The

~!2!. ~ ~

and ~ Spainish American ~ ( Ann Arbor, Michigan, 1974);

ism: !be InJ?erialist

~

11. Q.loted in Alfred A.
1964), 2.

oa .. id

Healy,

~

Society

17. The War Powers Resolutions A Special Studv of the Committee QD Forei~n
House of Representatives, Aprll,19S2,:r5:f-J~

EKpansion

in the 1890 ! ( Madison, Wiscc:nsin, 1970).

ca ..e,

Jacksonian Democracy and

~

18

21

~

of Arrerica Order the

~titution

( New

York, 1894)IV, 243 44.

14. ~~§I~~ ~!6R5·th~~g ~el~~rem-¥~O!4ir~naol§7~merican:Diplematic Relation.~.!....
maicated in the

bCdy

of the paper, all of the biographies and historians

",ho ha ..e described this incident ha ..e all wt igoored C1ay·s critical role in this crisis.
This io'OIlld include Janes Parton, Life of Andrelol Jackson, 3 vels. ( New York, 1861): John
Spancer Basett,
~

Life of

~

~

Powers Resolution. Appendix

20. Subcommittee on War Powers, Committee of Foreign Relations, Unite1 States
Senate.100th Cong-ress, 2nd Sess.,
1988

13. Jcures Schouler, History of the United

na ..~

~

Historians ( Gains .. ille, Fla.,

12. James Partm, Life of Andrew Jackson, 3 ;rols. (Nelol York, 1861)III, 579.

IS. lIS 1

The War ~ Resolution, 152.

19. The

I

Joint Resolution Concernin~ the War Powers of Con~ress and the President(r

22. "Presentati?n on Wa~ Powers Resolution. Conference on "Richard Nixon. A
Retrospect~ve o~ Hl.s Presidency:"' Sixth Annual Pr~sidential Conference,
Hofstra Unl.versl.ty, Hempstead, Hew York, lIovember 20.1987.

Life of Andrew Jackson, 2vels. (Ne... York, 1916): and Marquis James,

JaCkson, 2 ve1s. !Indianapolis, Ind., 1933 and 1937). FIn interesting

account does appear in Charles Sunner's stooy, ~ Jackson: American Statesman, but
al though his account is rrcre accurate than the others, he too fails to emphasize the significance of the constitutional check Clay and the Congress Unposed upon the President
who ;.;anted to use his \IIIar powers by enacting forceful reprisals against the French. The

account appearing in Robert Remeni's ~ ~ and the ~ ~ ~ Democracy
(New York, 19841 is by far the best and !!'CSt canplete version of all of the major biog_
raphies, but once again he downplays the inportance of

Cla~'

s role. The !!'CSt canpre.hen-

si ..e treatment can be found in Richard Aubrey McLemore'S Phd. dissertation which
IMde into a bocit,

~ ~ ~planatic

~as

late!

Relations: 1816 1836 (Batan Rooge, La.,

1941). The published letters of both Jackson and Clay

~re

fruitful sources

By far the richest yeild was in tre plblic record: The Aoorew Jackson, William C. Ri .-es,
Martin Van Buren, and Henry Clay Papers in the Library of Cbngress: the Register of
Debates, 23rd Congress, 2nd Session;

~

Documents, 23rd Congress, 2nd. Session,tb.

40 (the Clay Foreign Policy Cl:mnittee Report): and ..arious issues of the
igencer aoo the Globe; excerpts in French papers found in Gigliani !

II!

I

~!!!tt!!=

~ssenger

( 1835·36).
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ne of the oldest conflicts in the American svstem of
government is that between Congress and the President 'over the
right to formulate and inlplement foreign policy. Is the Presidc-Ilt
solely responsible for the conduct of external r<'lations? Is the
Congress an equal partner? Or does Congress have the right to
shape U.S. policy by enacting legislation which proscribes a
President's flexibility? These are not just debaling points for
historians and constitutional lawyers, but critical issues which
need to be addressed if we are to see the successful exercise of
American diplomacy in the 19BOs. ()ur c-rfectiv(,ll(,ss in dralingwith the problems ahead. especially U.S.-Soviet compel il ion ill
the Third \Vorld, will depend to a significant degre~ on our ahilil y
to resolve the adversary relat ionship between the President and
Congress.
The struggle for control of foreign policy came to the fore in the
twentieth century, with America's reluctant ent ry into \vorld
affairs, two World \,\T ars, and a smaller, but more complex.
postwar bipolar world characterized by the increasing interdependence of nations. The first significant Congressional challenge
to the Executive's foreign policy prerogative occurred during the
interwar years_ After the Senate rejected President \Nilson's Versailles Treaty in 1920. Congress continued to assert itself in the
formulation of foreign policy. By the 1930s. a strong Congress was
able to prevent presidential initiative in the critical prewar years.
The almost universal consensus today is that this Congressiollal
intrusion had been a disaster and had inhihited the United Stales
from playing a useful role in Europe that might have prevented
World War II.
John G. Tower has been a Senator from Texas since I ~)Il t. lie is currl'ntl\"
Chairman of the Senate Annt'd S('rvicf"s Committt,(,.
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Following the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor and our entry
into the Second World War, Congress and the President stood in
agreement over the direction of American foreign and military
policy. Congressional intervention all but ceased.
The post-World War II period was marked by a reasonable
balance between Congress and the President in the foreign policy
decision-making process. In fact, Presidential foreign policy initiatives were generally accepted and reinforced by bipartisan
support on Capitol Hill. American foreign policy was fairly coherent and consistent through changing complexions 9f the body
politic. The United States was perceived as a reliable ally and its
leadership generally accepted with a high degree of confidence by
the non-communist world. But the relative stability between
Congress and the President began to erode in the early 1970s with
Congressional disenchantment over the Vietnam War. By middecade the two branches were locked in a struggle for control of
American foreign policy. To a certain extent Congress won, and
the balance between Congress and the President has swung dangerously to the legislative side with unfavorable consequences for
American foreign policy.
If the balance is not soon restored, American foreign policy will
be unable to meet the critical challenges of the 1980s. We are
entering an era of fast change and increasing volatility in world
affairs. Political instability and regional conflict are on the rise,
especially in the Third World. Developing nations in many parts
of the world are being torn apart by civil wars between pro-West
and Soviet-supported factions, subverted by externally supported
insurrection, or subjected to radical or reactionary anti-Western
pressures. The industrialized economies of the \Vest are ever more
dependent on a lifeline of resources from an increasingly vulnerable part of the world. The Soviet Union has pursued an aggressive
interventionist policy on its periphery and abroad, supported by
its emerging global force projection capability and its successful
use of less direct means of projecting power.
We may well be in a situation today which is analogous to that
of the late 1930s. when America's inability to playa more active
role in world affairs helped permit the Axis to realize its objectives
without serious challenge. During this period Congress tied the
President's hands, with disastrous consequences. Now we are back
in the same situation, and risk making the same mistakes. If the
United States is prevented from playing an active role in countering Soviet and Soviet proxy involvement in the Third World, the
1990s could well find a world in which the resource-rich and
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strategically important developing nations are aligned with the
Soviet Union.
II

j
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What is the proper balance between Congress and the President
in the formulation and implementation of foreign policy? Although the bulk of opinion argues for strong Executive authority
in the conduct of external relations. the Constitution itself offers
no clear definition as to where legislative authority ends and
Presidential prerogative begins. The Constitution would appear
to have vested war powers in both the Executive and Legislative
branches. Although it conferred the power to declare war and
rais.e and support the armed forces on Congress (Article I. Section
8), the Constitution also made the President Commander-in-Chief
of the armed forces (Article II, Section 2). Nowhere in the Constitution is there unambiguous guidance as to which branch of
government has the final authority to conduct external relations.
Nonetheless, there is the strong implication that the formulation
and implementation of foreign policy is a function orthe Executive
Branch, both as a practical necessity and as an essential concomitant of nationality.
John Jay argue~ this point in the FederaliJI Pat)('rs (Number 6-l.
March 5, 1788):
The loss of a battle, the death of a Prince. the removal of a minister. or other
circumstances intervening to change the present posture and aspect of an:"lirs.
may turn the most favorable tide into a cuurse opposite to our wishcs. :\s in
the field, so in the cabinet, there are mOll1cnts to be seized as they pass. alld
they who preside in either, should be left in capacity to improvc Ihel1l. So
often and so essentially have we heretofore sufTered from thc want of secrecy
and dispatch, that the Constitution would have been inexcusably defective if
no attention had been paid to those objects. Those mattcrs which in lI(~gl)ci:l
tions usually require the most secrecy and the J1\ost dispatch. are those
preparatory and auxiliary measures which are not otherwise important in a
national view, than as they tend to facilitate the attainment of the objects of
the negociation. For these the president will find no difficulty to provide. and
should any circumstance occur which requires the advice and consent of the
senate, he may at any time convene them.

The Supreme Court has forcefully upheld Executive authority
in foreign relations. In 1935 Justice Sutherland. in the case of U.S.
v. Curtiss- Wright Export Corporation et al. (299 U.S. 304). cited a
series of previous Court decisions in arguing that the powers of
"internal sovereignty" lay with the individual states, but those of
"external sovereignty" were with the national government.
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on one discrete piece of lf::gis lat in ll at a time. Altho ugh many o f us
ma y have o ur ow n long-Ie I'm strat egies in mind as we vote o n
spec ifi c Icgisla ti ve matters. t he ove rall c flcct is a hody o f leg islatio n
passed piece b y piece by a c hangi ng majority of legis lators, \'Ve
bui ld domestic po licy o ll e step at a time to the end ll ta l Ihe fina l
produc t o f domestic I ~g i s l al i o ll is reOcclt'c\ ill a C(J II St' Il SlIS
\'arious coa litio ns, [f we later find oU l we han' made all e r ro r ill
a spec ific piece of dO lll es tic legis lation, we can c hangc it. For
examp le , if we determine that we have IInd('rfullcicd hous ill g
subsid ies we ca n in crease til Cl1l th e Il ext yea r, Bill t he process by
whic h ge ne ra ll y accep ted domest ic po li cy is a rri nxl at clues nm
lend it self to th e fo rmu la tio n or a lo ng-tenn. cohere ll!. fore igll
po licy. O nce we a li ena te a fri e nd ly gove rnlllent, perh aps thro ll gh
shortsight ed legislat ioll it ma y ta ke yea rs for us to rebuild that
relat ionship a nd recoup t he loss,
A foreign policy s ho uld be an aggregate strat egy. mad e IIr
sepa ra te bilatera l and IIltllti latera l relatiollsh ips that li t into a
gra nder sche me desig ned to promote the lu ng-terlll Iltltio na l ill terests, "Vith a comp rehe nsive desigll ill milld. those w ho exec ut e
fo rei gn policy can respo ll d to c han ges ill th e illtl'l'llaliOllal e ll\'ironmc n t , subst it u t ing o ne tact ic lix another as it becolIH..'s lI en'ssa ry, but reta inin g the ovcra ll s trat egy,
In 18 16, thc Scn ate Fo reig n Relat ions COllllll ittt'C pil i IIH'
argumen t t h is way:

[There are fundamelltal differencesJ bGlwccn the powers of the federa l govCfl lIll cnt in respec t :0 fu reign Of c.x rcrna l affairs and those in respec t to
do m est ic or infernal affa irs .... Not u lil y ... is t he feder:"!l power ov{~ r ex terna l
a ffairs in origin alld csscllIial c harac te r di fferelJt from that ove r inte rn a l
a ffairs. but p<lrti c ipation in t he exerc ise of the power is signi fican ll y li mit ed.
In thi s vas I 'exlernal realm. h 'ili ) its important. com pli ca ted, delicate a nd
manifold prob lem s. th e Pres idell t a lon e hilS the power to speak o r listen as a
rcprcscIlI31ivc o f the nation . H e makf'J treaties with the 3civiC(' and conSCrH o f
the Senate : but he a lo ne negotiates. 11110 Ihe licld of negot iation the Senate
ca nllot in trude: and Con gress it sd r is powe rl ess III invade il.
I t is quite apparellt I hal i r. ill th e lTI ;).imcflallcc our in ternatio na l relations,
embarrassment - perhaps seriou s embarrass mellt - is to be a voided an d success
lor ou r aims ach ieved. co ngress ional leg is lation whic h is to be made crfect ive
through negotiatioll and inquiry within the internationa l field must often
accord to the Presiden t a degree o f disc re t ion and freedo m from statutor y
res triction \\"hich would tlut be admissib le were domestic affairs a lone involved,
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In add iti on to til e co nsti t ut ional : judi cia l and hi sto ri ca l a rgu ments against Co ngressiona l int e rve nti on ill forei gn po licy, there
is a n evell mo re clear-cut issue of t he effi cacy of Co ngressio na l
invo lve ment in fore ign po li cy , To the exte n t that Co ngress o ft en
rep resen ts com peting region al and parochi a l in te rests, it is a lmost
impossible fo r it to forge a unified nationa l foreign pol icy stra tegy
and to speak with o ne vo ice in negOl ia lin g wit h fo reign powers.
l3ecause o f the n,lIure of th e legislat ive process ~ law ma y be
passed in response to a cenaill set of events, ye l remain in effect
lo ng a fter the circu msta nces ha ve c hanged, The grea t d a nger of
Co ng ress iona l in te r ve ntioll in fore ig n affa irs is tilat enacted legislation becom es a n in stit utional ri gi d "so lut ion " to a te mporary
proble m .
The President. along wit h t he Vice Preside nt , is the on ly o ffi cer
o f gove rnment w ho is e lected by and respo nsible to the nation as
a w ho le. As such , o nl y he possesses a natio nal m anda te, As head
or the Executive Branch , th e President can rormu la te a unified
foreign policYI taking into cons iderati on how each aspec t of it will
fi t into a n overa ll strategy, H e a nd his adv ise rs can formulate
their strategy w ith the necessa ry con fidentia lit y not o nl y alllong
the mselves. but between t he U nited States a nd foreign powers.
T h e President has the ill fo rm at io n , professiona l personne l. opera ti o na l experience, a nd na ti o na l mandate to conduct a consistent
long- range po li cy.
The legislative body , o n the ot her h and is clected to rep resen t
separate co nstit uen cies, Congress must of necessity take a tactical
approac h w hen e nacti ng l egis lati or~. since t he passage o f laws is
ac hi eved by consta ntl y shirtin g coal itions. T his serves us well in
th e fo rmul a tion of do mesti c po li cy , w hc re wc proceed by vot in g
l

or

The Presi d ent is th e consti tutional fCPIT <;t' lIt<l tin' of Ih e l ' nirnl St ;u(' ~ wi rh
regard to rure ign IJ;ltioll ~, li e IIwllagcs 0 111' conccrtl s Wil h linTil.!l r rrilti ( 'II ~ allt l
mu st n ecessar ily be m osl (':0111 jlc!(.: n I In determine w hen . Itow , ;tnd IIp nrr w lr at
subjects nego ti ation ma y he urgl'(l wil h til t! grc",<'sl prospec t of sueCt:ss ,
The CO lllmittee .
th in k til e illt edi..Tl'lI ee of the Sc nat c ill rlr t' dilTC lioll II I'
forei g n ncgotiations arc calcuhucd to dimini s h that rcspoll sibilitv alld tllnch"
to illlpair th e bes t sec urity fo r I Itt' n ..llioll ;.ll s arel~' , Th e "ature or 1rallS:lC1iOl1S
w it h roreign !lat ion s, 1I10IT(IVcr, reqll ires caul iO Il <II HI Ulli! Y of d cs it.:rl . :, lu i Ilwir
succcss freque ntl y depends 01\ secrecy ;wd di s pat c h ,

.,,
I

Five hundred a nd thirt y-fi ve Cungrcssrncn w ith diffe ren t phi .
loso phi cs, regio na l inreres ts a n d objec ti\'cs ill mind ca nnot f(lrge
a unified foreign policy that reflects the in terests of Ih e l lnit ed
Sta tes as a w hole. Nor ca n t hey lI egotiate w ith lo reign powers. or
meet t he requiremen t fo r dip lom a t ic co nfidellt ia lit y, Th ey are a lso
ill equipped to respo nd qui c kly a lld dec isin..' ly 10 c ha nges ill th e
in tc rn at io na l scene, T he shi ft illg coa litions of COllg ress . w hi ch
serve us so we ll in t he formulation and implcmentat ion nfciollll'SI ic
policy, are not wel l s uit ed to t he day-t u-day conduct or exterllal
re la tions, A n observer h as com p:-t red the co ndu c t of lilre ig n n:la-
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tions to a geopolitical chess game. Chess is not a team sport.

tremely difficult for elected legislators to ignore constitutent pressures and decide an issue on its merits. For example, Congressman
Dan Rostenkowski (0-111.) said following the House vote to reject
the AWACS I)ale that he voted against selling AWACS to Saudi Arabia
for political reasons, despite his view that the sale should go
through on its merits.
Such a situation raises the possibility that should the c.ongressional decision do ultimate violence to our national interC'st. the
nation whose perceived interests have been sustained by succt'ssful
lobbying will pay a price later. rv1y colleague, Senator \Villiam
Cohen (R-Maine), who opposed the sale on its merits. felt compelled to vote for it because he reared its defeat would precipitate
an American backlash against Israel:

III

The 1970s were marked by a rash of Congressionally initiated
foreign policy legislation that limited the President's range of
options on a number of foreign policy issues. The thrust of the
legislation was to restrict the President's ability to dispatch troops
abroad in a crisis, and to proscribe his authority in arms sales,
trade, human rights. foreign assistance and intelligence operations.
During this period, over 150 separate prohibitions and restrictions
were enacted on Executive Branch authority to formulate and
implement foreign policy. Not only was nluch of this legislation
ill conceived, if not actually unconstitutional, it has served in a
number of instances to be detrimental to the national security and
foreign policy interests of the United State~.
The President's freedom of action in building bilateral relationships was severely proscribed by the series of Nelson-Bingham
Amendments, beginning with the 1974 Foreign Assistance Act (P.L.
93-559). This legislation required the President to give advance
notice to Congress of any offer to sell to foreign countries defense
articles and services valued at $25 million or more and enlpowered
the Congress to disapprove such sales within 20 calendar days by
concurrent resolution. In 1976, the Nelson-Bingham Anlendment
to the Arms Export Control Act (P. L. 94-329) tightened these
restrictions to include advance notification af any sale of "major"
defense equipment totaling over $7 million. Congress is now given
30 days in which to exercise its legislative veto.
The consequence of these laws is that for the past seven years
every major arnlS sale agreement has been played out arnidst an
acrimonious national debate, blown out of all proportion to the
intrinsic importance of the transaction in question. Often the
mer!ts of the sale and its long-term foreign policy consequences
are Ignored, since legislators are put into the position of posturing
for domestic political considerations. The debate diverts the President, the Congress and the n~tion from focusing on vital internal
matters. Finally, because arms sales debates command so much
media attention, legislators are inclined to give impulsive reaction
stat:ments before they have an opportunity for informed deliberation. They thereby often commit themselves to positions that,
on cool reflection, they find untenable but difficult to recant.
The recent debate over the sale of AWACS (Airborne Warning
and Control System) surveillance aircraft to Saudi Arabia is a
classic case in point. Under such circumstances, it becomes ex-
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If the sale is rejected. (israeli ... will be blamed for the dissolution of I he
peace process ... when the crisis comes .... when everyone is pointin,~ an
accusatory finger looking for a scapegoat, I do nO[ want to hear any voices in
the United States say-if only they had not been so intransigent. if only they
had agreed not to interfere, if only they had not brought this mess-this
death-upon themselves.

I
l

I
i
~

In some cases Congress allows a sale to go through. but only
after a series of trivial and humiliating restrictions art' placr.d 011
the purchasing nation. This tends to negate whatever goodwill the
sale was designed to achieve. For example. in 197~) the President
agreed to sell HAWK surface-ta-air mobile missiles to Jordan. After
a national brouhaha filled with many insults tn King Hussein anel
questions about the stability of his regime. the sale finally went
through, but only in "compromise" form-we took the wheds off.
Presumably, HAWK rnissiles without wheels would allo\... the Jordanians to use them in fixed positions ta protect the capital and
key military locations, but prevent them from moving the rnissil(·s
to the front line to be used against Israel. King Hussein later
asked then Secretary of State Henry Kissinger why Congress had
insisted on such a trivial point. It was never a question of whether
the HAWKS would be mobile or not-we knew the Jordanians
would be able to buy the wheels on the international market if
they decided to violate the terms of the sale. The end result was
that rather than cement our friendly relations with Jordan, we
succeeded in humiliating a longtime friend.
Such actions are not soon forgotten. In his recent visit to
Washington, King Hussein indicated that Jordan is considcrill,~
turning to the Soviet Union for its new air defense missiles. This
attitude clearly stems in part from his unhappiness over Congrcs-
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sional restrictions on U.S. arms sales to Jordan. According to a
State Department spokesman, the 1975 HAWK missile sale "still
rankles" in Jordan.
The Turkish Arms Embargo was a case where Congress tied the
President's hands in negotiations. After the Turkish invasion of
Cyprus on July 19-20, 1974, the Administration became involved
in negotiations aimed at reconciling our two NATO allies, Greece
and Turkey. After two days, a cease-fire was achieved, with
Turkey controlling 25 percent of Cyprus.
Yet Congress was moving on a path of its own. On August 2,
the House introduced two measures demanding the immediate
and total removal of Turkish troops from Cyprus. After the second
Turkish assault on August 14, the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee prompted a State Department inquiry into possible
Turkish violations of U.S. arms restrictiorls.
At one point, Prime Minister Ecevit of Turkey privately communicated his willingness to settle on terms representing a significant improvement over the status quo. The Administration was
concerned that Congressional action would make it harder for
Turkey to follow a conciliatory policy and thus destroy any hopes
of a negotiated settlement. In an attempt to discourage a Turkish
embargo, the White House invited several of my colleagues to
attend briefings on the possibility of negotiations. E\'en after being
shown evidence that a negotiation likely to improve Greece's
position was in the making, these Congressmen continued to call
for an arms embargo: soon, all hopes for a negotiated settlement
vanished. ()n September 16, Ecevit's moderate government collapsed, and on October 17, the Congress imposed a Turkish arms
embargo on a "very, very reluctant" President Ford. The embargo
began on February 5, 1975: by that time, Turkey controlled 40
percent of the island. ()n June 17, 1975, Turkey responded to the
embargo by placing all U.S. bases and listening posts on provisional status. On July 24, 1975, the House rejected a motion to
partially lift the embargo; two days later, Turkey announced it
was shutting down all U.S. bases and posts on its territory.
Thus, instead of rcaching an agreelnent with a moderate Turkish government that controlled one-quarter of Cyprus, the United
States had severely strained relations with an angry Turkish
government that controlleu two-fifths of the island. Furthermore,
the aid cutoff weakened Turkey militarily, jeopardizing the southern flank of NATO and putting at risk our strategic listening posts
in that country.
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In a society such as ours, with its heterogeneous mix of various
national and ethnic groups, strong lobbies are inevitable. But to
submit American foreign policy to inordinate influence by these
groups-often emotionally charged-is to impair a President's
ability to carry out a strategy which reflects the interests of our
nation as a whole. The Nelson-Bingham Amendments and the
Turkish Arms Embargo were two pieces of legislation conducive
to such a situation.
A second major area where Congressional intervention contributed to foreign policy disasters was the series of anti-war amendments. Throughout the early 1970s Congress proposed a series of
acts aimed at forcing the United States into early withdrawal
from Southeast Asia and cutting off American aid to Vietnam,
Laos and Cambodia. The Cooper-Church Amendmmt, which became
law in early 1971, cut off funds for U.S. troops, advisers and air
support in and over Cambodia. The Eagletoll Amendment (1971)
called for American withdrawal from Laos and Cambodia. The
McGovern-Hatfield Amendment (1970-71) set deadlines for American
withdrawal from Indochina. Even though these two latter antiVietnam amendments did not become law, the pattern was clear
by the early 1970s. My Senate colleagues would introduce on~
amendment after another, making it clear to the North Yietnalllese that we would eventually legislate ourselves out of Vietnam.
The Administration lost both credibilitv and flcxihilitv in the
peace negotiations. By makin!?: it clear t~ the North \'i~tnam{'se
that Congress would prevent the President from further pursuing
the war, or from enforcing the eventual peace, Congress sent a
clear signal to our enemies that they could win in t he end. The
North Vietnamese were encouraged to stall in the Paris Peace
Talks, waiting for American domestic dissent to provide them
with the victorv their militarv forces had been unable to achieve.
After the Paris 'Agreements, aid to South Vietnam \vas throttled.
Finally, onJuly I, 1973, we destroyed any hope ofenf(}rcing the
Paris Peace Accords. The Fulbr(ght Amendment to the Second Supplemental Appropriations Act for FY 1973 prohibited the use of
funds ,"to support directly or indirectly combat activities in ... or
over Cambodia, Laos, North Vietnam and SOllth Vietnam." As
I said jn Congressional debate over the Eagleton Amendment, the
forerunner to the Fulbright Amendment:
It has tremendous significance bf'caIJsf' it Illarb thf' placin~ Oil Ihf' Prf'sidf'nt
of an . : . inhibition in the conduct of lon'i~1l rdatious, in thr nc~()tiarill~ of
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agreement and treaties, and in the implementation and enforcement of those
agreements once arrived at. ... What we have in effect done in the Eagleton
Amendment is said to [the North VietnameseJ: 'You may do whatever you
please. Having concluded this agreement, we intend to walk away from it,
and we don't care whether you violate those provisions or not.'

I believed then and still believe that our failure to enforce the
Paris Accords was a principal contributor to Communist victory
in Indochina and the resulting horrors we have seen since in Laos,
Cambodia and Vietnam. Reasonable men may argue whether or
not we were right in being in Vietnam in the first place. I remain
convinced that we made many mistakes that led us there, and
that our direct involvement was ill conceived. But to deny a
President the military means to enforce a negotiated agreement
guaranteed that all the sacrifices that came before it would be in
vain. Just because a peace agreement is signed or a cease-fire
agreed to is no guarantee that both sides will live up to it. After
World War II we enforced the peace with Germany and Japan by
occupation forces. We guaranteed the Korean cease-fire by the
continued presence of U.N. troops at the Demilitarized Zone. The
Fulbright Amendment prohibited our enforcing the Paris Accords.
We bought a settlement in Vietnam with 50,000 American lives
that gave South Vietnam. Cambodia and Laos a chance to
survive-a chance that was thrown away when we refused to be
guarantors to that settlement.
The H,oar Powers Act (P.L. 93-148) is probably the most potentially damaging of the 1970s legislation. although we have yet to
experience a crisis where its effects are feh. The War Powers Act
(1973) grew out of Congress' frustration with the war in Vietnam
and its desire to prevent such a situation from ever happening
again. Although President Nixon vetoed the Act on October 24,
1973, terming it "unconstitutional," his veto was overridden two
weeks later bv the House and Senate.
The act pr~vides that before American troops are introduced
"into hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in
hostilities is c1earlv indicated bv the circumstances" the President
is to consult with Congress "in every possible instance." The
President must notify Congress and submit a report within 48
hours after armed forces are sent abroad, "setting forth the
circumstances necessitating the introduction of U.S. forces" and
the "estimated scope and duration of the hostilities or involvement." After this initial two-day period, the President has 60 days
to withdraw those forces or receive Congressional authorization
for an extension, or a declaration of war.
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This act jeopardizes the President's ability to respond quickly,
forcefully and if necessary in secret, to protect American interests
abroad. This may even invite crises. Although the act does not
specify whether the report to Congress must be unclassified. there
remains the possibility that a confidential report would become
public knowledge. In many cases the more urgent the requirement
that a decision remain confidential. the greater the pressures Icx
disclosure. Thus, by notifying Congress of the size, disposition and
objectives of U.S. forces dispatched in a crisis. we run the risk that
the report may get into the public domain. If this information
becomes available to the enemv. he then knows exactly what he
can expect from American forces and thus what risks he rllns in
countering American actions. This removes any clcment of surprise the U.S. forces might have enjoyed and eliminates any
uncertainties the adversary might have as to American plans.
It is interesting to speculate on just how damagin~ the legislat ion
could prove to be at some future point. For that maltc,-, what if
the Iranian rescue attempt had gone somewhat differently? ()n
April 26, 1980, President Carter reported to Congress the use of
armed forces in the unsuccessful attempt to rescue American
hostages in Iran on April :!4. in full compliance with the -la-hollr
notification requirement of the \Var Powcrs Act. In this case. the
rescue operation was o\'('r by the time the r('pon was submiuf'd.
so there was no longer a need fCJr secrecy nor a need for Congress
to consider whether f()rces should be authorized Of' \\ it hdr-awlI.
But what if the rescue attempt had bogged down or been planned
as a longer effort? No doubt the details would ha\'e gotten out
almost immediately, leaving little doubt in thc minds of the
Iranians just what the Americans \vere up to. \Vhile the framers
of the War Powers Act intended it to prevent another Yietnalll.
their legislation has the effect of severely limiting the President's
a~i~ity to respond quickly, forcefully and in secret to a foreign
CrISIS.

In addition to the questionable wisdom of the reporting and
consulting requirements of the \Var Powers Act. there are also
doubts as to whether the legislative veto contained in t he act is
constitutional. Section 5 of the Act allows Congress the right to
terminate any use of force. at any time, that has not been
specifically authorized by either a declarat ion of war or similar
legislation, by a concurrent resolution passed by a simple majorit y
of both Houses. The legislative veto contained in the \Var Powers
Act would appear to be in violation of Article I. Sec.tion i of the
Constitution. This'so-called presentat ion clause c\('arly stipulates

~
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thal an ac t ca n becom e law o nl y if it is passed by a majority o f
both H o uses o f Co ngress followed by th e Pres ident 's asse nt , or by
a two-t hirds vOle in eac h C hamber to override the President 's
veto.
After the ln doc hi na de bacle, the re was a raft of Vie tnam·
sy ndrome legislatio n thal so ught to prevent the President from
getting us in volved in " future Vietnams. " The Ti.mllC)' Ammdnulil
to the Defense App rop riatio ns Act of 1976 (P .L. 94-2 12), which
passed t he Sen"te o n DecelIlber 19, 1975, prohibited the use of
Ilfunci s approp ri ated in this Act for a n y act iv ities in vo lving Angola
ot her than illtelli gence gat herin g." · lvl y colleagues Ieared that
Preside nt Ford"s attempts to offer lIIinim al a ssistan ce to the proW est UN ITA (Na ti on al Ull ion lor the Tutal Independe nce o f AIl gola) a nd f N LA (Nalio llal Front fo r the Libe ration of Angola )
fact ions wou ld some how e mb roil LIS ill " a no ther Vietnam. " T he
domestic debate uve r w h et h er we sh o u ld bec ome ill vo lved in
Ango la sent a clea r sig n a l to t h e Sov ie ts a n d th e ir C ub a n proxic;s.
T hey knew that tlte ri sk of U,S. intervention was low , a nd the
possibil it yo I' con I ill u ed U oS. ass istancc to the pro- \Veste rn facti ons
slim ,
A ltho ugh the Sov iet -C uban ai rl ift hai led temporarily in Deccm ·
ber w ith Presi d e ll t Fo rd 's ste rn warnin g 10 th e Sovie t A mbassado r ,
t h e a irlift res um ed with a \'ellgcance fo llow ing passage of the
Tunney Amcndme nt 0 11 Dece mb e r 19, 1975. The number o f

C uban s in A ngo la doubled as t he), began n ying in fresher troo ps
for what was to bcco m e an a ll -out o ffc n sive a g ains t pro- \tVestc rll
fo rces, By J anua ry th e Soviet U n ion h ad in c reased it s military
ass istance to the ~IPLi\ ( Popular tVl ove ment for the Liberation o f
A n go la) and sta ti oned Soviet warsh ips in th e vicinity of Angola .
Thcy bega n extensive ferryin g operat io ns for Cuba n troops. I.t was
clear that th e Un it ed States h ad 10S 1 whatever leverage it mi g ht
h ave h ad to persuade Soviet leade rs 10 reduce Sov iet and Cuban
in volvelne nt in Angola.
\-"ith Ango la the Sov ie t Un ion entered a new phase; n eve r

before had it o r its surrogate Cuban army attempted s uch la rgesca le operat io ns in Afri ca or anywhere else in t h e Th ird \ 'Vo rld .
Their s u ccess ful in terve nti on in Ango la bestowed o n the Sovie t

U nion and C u ba the image of d ependab le a llies and supporter,
of radica l movemcnts in sou th er n Afri ca. The Un it ed S tates by
I The Clark l\uU; IllIUII"UI tn the ,\rms Exporl C(llItrol ,\i"t of 1976 (Sec . ,10·1. P.L . 94 ·12!h.
which bc{:amt: law on JUlie JO . 1~J7fi. rurther tightclled the rest ricti"l l by prohibit illS " assiStalirr
o r any kiud , .. ro r ,he purpose, or whic h would h;we ,h e effect , or proilloli ug or ;Ulsmcllliuf.! .
dircct ly or indirect ly, ,hc capa (" il~' f,f all Y 11;!linll. ~ roup , orf.!:lnizalion . Illo\·clllenl . o r individu ,ll
1\1 cunduc t military or parami li tary upcr;lIi o ll ~ in ;\n\!ula ..
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co ntras t was portrayed a s h el\'in g lost it.s lasle Ii")!" !( J rei~11 involv{'.
lIl ent after Vietnam , and as b e in g dorncstic..:a lk di\'id l'C1 O\'c r a
foreig n p o licy s trategy . Th e 1l1()e! ~ rat(' black :\ rri eall SI;lles l(ls i
confide n ce in America's w illin g n ess 10 St ClI1 the lide of SO\·iCI
involveme nt in t he regio n .
After being reduced to sporad ic guerr ill a t'1H.FI!..!Cl1I c·' n ," 1'01' f1\"t' r
a year, in Jul y 19i7 the pro- \" esl I I N IT A fac t ioll declared il ~
int ention to renew Ihe fi ~ IH . Fo ll uwi l1 g thi s a lllltlIl Il CC'lllell1. thl'
Soviets and Cubans illcrcased I h ei r effort s. :\ s 0 1" latc I !'7~). , hen:
we re some 19,000 Cuba n I/"oo ps. fl.U()() Cuba ll c i\·ilian tec hni c ialls
and 400 to 500 Soviel adv iso rs in A n gola . Al li HllII..:h ,hc: gll errilla
wa r c:o lltinues, th e C lark AIllt'lldlll (,1I 1 prohibits I he U nited S talcs
'-ro lll o ffe rin g allY n id to th e pro- \Ve~tern f~IC li oll , The C lark
,\ mendmellt prevents liS rrom respond ill g 10 Soviet alld C llba ll
invol ve rnent in Ango la . alldle<l vcs open to thelll [ Il l' lTIille r<1I -,·ic il.
stral egica ll y important region of su uth ern Africa .
Fina ll y, two o f the mos t da ll1agi ll g CUlIgrcss inllal illlrll sillJl S illt o
nat iona l sec urit y pu lky WelT the Scn a te Selec t Co nllllitt cC,:' {O
S tud y Governm e nt a l ()pe raliuIlS w ith R es pcct I n Int e lli gen c e
;\ c ti vit ies (th e so-ca ll ed CllIlI rh Cfllm11lflrr) and Ihe Ilul!hf.r-NI"(lI/
,Imrndmmt to the Foreigll Ass ist ali ce Ac t ( P, L. ~IJ · IH91. As Vlcer li a inll an o f th e C h u rc h CO IIHllitlcl' ( 197:1 7{i) I SOl 1g 11l to lillli l
Ihe damage to ou r irHd li.Qell ce COlllllll rll it\·. althollgh 10 lillk
ava il. By con du c tin g a publ ic illquiry ill lO th e (: 1,\ Wl" e x posed not
!lill y it s supposed b lun d e rs and lIlalfi:'asan("f' IW I ;ll so illlpn n a llt
ill forma ti o n as 10 h ow the ctA is o rgan ized. It ow it (!a tl\("rs illldl i~l:ncc and w h a t kind s of s()u rccs alld 1Ill"l hods it II S ('S .
T h e Hu g h es- R yan !\ III Cllri lll (, ll l . w hi c h b cca lll(" law 011 f) CCClII her 30, 1974, p ro hi bited allY C I A aClivities abroad thaI :-Ire l1 u t
d irec tl y related to inte ll igcllce g:.tI iIcri n .l{, "unless and un t il d ie
Pres ident find s that eac h suc h upcr:HiO Ii is impo rtant 10 Ihe
national sec urit y o f th e U ili ted Sta les a lld re p o rt s. ill a (illl('l y
fas hi on, a descript ion and sco pe of su c lt op('ral inlls 10 l it e 'lppro.
priate co mmittees o f Cong ress. ,. By 197i i II formal iOIl about co,'cr!
illtelligence activ it ies was available to e ig ht COII ~ressi()llal CO IT! Ill ilt ces, (pr a tota l of 20U m e mbers o r rOl1 g ltly 10 ptTCen l or

Cungress.-

This, p lus t h e C hu rc h Co rnmince hearin g..;. cO lllirlll crl In 0111'
adve rsa ries that clandes till e ope ratio n s wO lll d he sl'\'('re ly n rrt ai ln l
ill t h e future. It se nt a sig n a l 10 Our arfvt'r~ ari ('" Ihat ,h ey COtrle!
: In ulle nr ,h e rew n'\'cr;a ls fir til!" Iq7n~ 11"l::i~Ia'i()l1 . ill Oct"lwt InJln tl w 1'1!'~idt"l" si!,! lwd

,"I " bw ;111 amCltdmClI1 10 the Nali'Ul:d .'-in 'u ri,,· .\,·t t l' I.. "t ;. I'!! 10 I, ltid. ~rip lIl.", ... 1" ;11 Iw
IIIU~ I rc:- port covert operations I" '11 11,' tl\" (;'".!.:I·,·,loi.lI1a l <:' II"lIl r, ' {·'·" ,II<" /1 " ,1.,'. ,'1 11 1 St'IM' "
..... 1,·., ClIIlIIllitl {"eS 0 11 ' tlldli!.:cncc.
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proceed with impunity in the Hback alleys o~ the world." Th~se
actions also shook the confidence of those friendly states which
had cooperated with us in .intellig.ence .gat~ering, and ~ause?
many of them to reassess their reiatlons~lIp w.lth th,e U:S. mtelhgence community. They feared CongresslonallllVeStlgauons of the
CIA would expose their own int~lligen~e .sources. and ,methods, In
private conversations with offiCials of fnendly. mtelh&ence agencies, I have been told that the Chu~ch C~)mmHtee ~aised doub!s
about the wisdom of their cooperating with the Ul1Ited States In
the future. This has also adversely affected our cooperation with
countries that for political reasons take a publicly hostile attitude
toward the United States, but who privately cooperate with us on
some matters of mutual interest. They fear the publicity generated
by a Congressional investigation would expose what is .essen~i~lly
a private relationship, an~ lead to. unfavorable domestic poht!ca~
consequences for them. Fmally, euher through leaks or publici}
released data, the Church Committee titillated the press with
daily helpings of some of our nation's most treasured secrets.
IV

If we are to meet the foreign policy challenges facing us in the
1980s. we must restore the traditional balance between Congress
and the President in the formulation and implementation of
foreign policy. To do so. much of the legislation of the past decade
shouid be repealed or amen~ed...
.
Many in Congress are commg to tillS conclusion a~ld ar~ working
toward a reversal of the imbalance. The 1980 modIficatlon of the
Hughes-Ryan Amendment to ~equire not!fication of covert a~tions
to only the two Intelligence Committees IS one such step, as IS the
Senate's October 22, 1981, vote to repeal the Clark Amendment.
Further efforts in this direction are essential if we are to have the
maximum flexibility required to respond to a fast-changing world.
In addition to reversing much of this legislation~ we s!lould also
look at new legis!ation which m.ay be appro~nate. r~ere are
strong arguments m favor of creatmg an unspecified contmgency
fund for economic and militarv assistance. One of the consequences of the 1970s legis~ation' was. that such funds which .had
previously existed were eHher abolished or severely ~urtalled.
Reestablishment of such funds would grant the PreSident the
flexibility he needs to be able to respon? quickly to help new
friends that emerge unexpectedly, or old fnends who are suddenly
endangered. While di,sbur~ement of these funds. sho~..td be made
with appropriate notification to Congress, the mevltable delays

I
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involved; in waiting for new Congressional authorization should
be avoided.
For example, when Zimbabwe became ind~pendent on April
18, 1980, the new governnlent was strongly anti-Soviet, pro-\Vest
and in need of economic assistance. On the day he took office,
President Mugabe invited the United States to be the first nation
!(~ establ,ish diplomatic relations with and open an embassy in
ZImbabwe, We responded with a pledge of economic assistance,
hut due to the lack of funds for such contingencies, were able to
grant only $2 million. \Ve had to wait almost ten months, until
fhe next appropriations cycle could be completed. to grant Zimbabwe the amount of economic assistance it needed.
We face a similar situation in northern Africa today. In the
confusion cast over the area in the wake of the Sadat assa~sination,
Libyan President Qaddafi has heightened threats against the antiSoviet government of Sudan. The Libyan army appears to be on
an alerted posture. Were Libya to attack Sudan tomorrow, there
is very little the United States could do right away to assist
President Nimeiry.
As legislation now stands the President has certain limited
ne<ibility to grant military assistance to respond quickly to unplanned situations. The Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as
.1IIlended, permits the President. in the interests of national security. to draw on U.S. military stocks, defense services. or military
rdu~ation and training, up to $50 million in any fiscal year fe)r
(I)rclgn u~e. In 1981 the Reagan Administration requested that
Ilt'\\' contingency funds totalling $350 million be established for
"ll1ergcncyeconomic and military assistance. As of mid-November
I(}B I Congressional action on this request is still rending, although
Il appears that both Houses are moving to rt'duce significantly
rhe size of these contingency funds.
In su~porting such discretionary authority and appropriations,
.\IId urging the repeal of the excessively restrictive legislation of
dlC 1970s, I am in effect proposing a return to the situation that
prevailed in the 1950s and I 960s.
At that time the Congress did provide discretionary authority
.md substantial contingency funds for the use of Presidents Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson. Each of these Presidents
rrnployed his authority to act quickly and decisively in ways
"tuch, on balance, served the national interest-especially in new
.lnd unforeseen situations emerging in what we now call the Third
\\'orld. The basic authority of the Congress to appropriate funds
ror the armed forces and foreign activitie5 remained constant.
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Indeed, the Congress from time to time expressed its view~ forcefully as to the desirability of support fo: :lations that acted In ways
prejudicial to American interests. (An early exa~ple of such
legislation was the Hickenlooper Amen?I?ent, whlc~ for f!1any
years expressed C~:mgr~ss' gen.eral opposl.tton to contI.nue ~Id to
countries that nattonalIzed pnvate Amencan companies without
adequate compensation:) The cr~cial differenc: is .that such
expressions of Congressional Se!ltIment alm?st Invanably co~
tained a saving clause that permitted the P;esldent to go ahead If
he certified to the Congress that the action was necessary for
overriding national security reasons. T!lis is a I?erfectly sound ~nd
reasonable practice, and one that aVOids the Imm~nse .complIcations and possible unconstitutionality of the legislative vetoes
introduced by the various amendments of the 1970s.
In short, what I propose above is vastly m?re ~ffective than .the
present situation, sounder from every constitutional standpOint,
and fully in keeping with past precedents.
v

Finally, in reconsidering the legislation o.f the .. 970s, i~ is useful
to reexamine it and its causes in a more dIspassIOnate hght than
that of the period. At the time, much of this legislation was
considered a necessary response to counter the excesses of the
presidency. Since the Vietnam \Var had n:ver ~een formally
declared by Congress, it was seen as. the PreSident s war. Watergate, along with the war, w~s c:onsldered to be the result of a
Presidency grown too authontanan. If the war were ever t.o en~,
and if future Vietnams were to be prevented, the PreSident s
foreign policy authority would have to be pr?scribe~. As Arthur
Schlesinger put it, the theory "that .a foreign 'p0hcy must be
trusted to the executive went down In flames In Vietnam ....
Vietnam discredited executive control of foreign relations as profoundly as Versailles and mandatory neutrality had discredited
congressional control. ,,:1
.
.
"
If this legislation was motivated by an "Impenal PreSidency,
whose ultimate manifestation was an undeclared war, then the
motivation is flawed. Blame for Vietnam can be laid at many
doors: a series of American Presidents, and those in the civilian
leadership who advocated gradual escalation and limited rules of
;1 Arlhur M. SchlesingC'r, Jr ..
282-83.
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engagement. But Congress was not blameless. The war in Vietnam, while undeclared by Congress in a formal sense, had de
facto Congressional support. Beginning in the mid-1960s the
Administration sent defense authorization and appropriations
bills to Congress-legislation which clearly designated certain
men and monies for the war effort. Year after year Congress
acquiesced in the Vietnam War, by authorizing and appropriating
resources for it. As former Senator J. \\lilliam Fulbright remarked,
"It was not a lack of power which prevented the Congress from
ending the war in Indochina but a lack of will." \\lith waning
public support for a war which seemed to drag on forever, many
in Congress and the media looked to a single explanation-for a
scapegoat who could be held accountable for an unpopular war.
Blame for the war in Vietnam was attributed to the usurpation of
power by the President.
In the early 1970s Congress reversed itself and belatedly attempted to use its appropriation authority to end the war. While
this was certainly within its prerogative, the timing was of questionable wisdom. Our efforts to disengage from Vietnarn and to
negotiate with the North Vietnamese were made more difficult
by Congressional intervention. Congressional action made a settlement all the more difficult to achieve and, ultimately, impossible to enforce. The view that the Vietnam War discredited
forever Executive control of foreign policy was an emotional
reaction, driven by the passion of the moment. Because of it,
Congress embarked on a course to limit not only President Nixon's
flexibility, but also that of future Presidents. Congress prescribed
a cure for a nonexistent disease. The lasting effect was that
Congress institutionalized its foreign policy differences with the
President by legislating permanent solutions for a temporary
situation.
As Cyrus Vance said at the 1980 Harvard commencement,
"Neither we nor the world can afford an American foreign policy
which is hostage to the emotions of the moment." The authority
to conduct external relations should not vacillate between Congress and the President as a result of failed or unpopular initiatives.
The whole point of a written constitution and body of judicial
opinion is to establish a consistent mechanism for apportioning
authority. Whereas the Constitution confers 011 the Senate the
duty of advice and consent in the making of treaties, on the
Congress the power to appropriate monies 'or armed forces and
to declare war, and special authority in the field of trade, it confers
on Congress no other special rights in the field of external affairs.
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The cumulative effect of this legislation is that, as the United
States enters a period when the greatest flexibility is required of
an American President to deal with fast-changing situations in
the world, Congress has inhibited the President's freedom of action
and denied him the tools necessary for the formulation and
implementation of American foreign policy. We know that the
Soviet Union maintains clandestine operations which are well
organized, well disciplined, well financed, well trained and often
well armed, in virtually every Third World country. They are in
a position to exploit many restive political situations which they
mayor may not originate. To inhibit the United States in its
ability to conduct covert operations, to provide military assistance
to pro-West governmeQts or groups, and to respond quickly to
military crises is to concede an enormous advantage to the Soviet
Union and its proxies.
It is my sincere hope that Congress will reexamine its role in the
conduct of foreign policy and repeal or amend, as necessary, the
legislation of the 1970s. The end towards which we should work
is to do whatever is necessary to strengthen America's ability to
formulate and implement a unified, coherent and cohesive foreign
policy to face the challenges of the 1980s.
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This system will not hurry us into war; it is calculated to guard
against it. It will not be in the power of a single man, or a
single body of men, to involve us in such distress . . . .
- James Wilson I
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Perhaps not since the Volstead Act ushered in the Prohibition
Era has a federal law been talked about more and respected
less than the War Powers Resolution of 1973.
- San Francisco Banner Daily
Journal 2
If we chose to make it work, it will work, but we do not have
within ourselves the gumption to make it work. It is workable
if we choose to, but we do not choose to.
- Senate Foreign Relations
Committee
Chair Claiborne Pells
Congress is considering various amendments to the War Powers
Resolution of 1973,4 prominently including a "bipartisan proposal" to
scuttle it. By some oversight they haven't invited me to testify, so I
must content myself with this Article.
The War Powers Resolution was enacted at the end of the war in
IndoChina, over President Nixon's veto, in response to a perception on
the part of Congress that since 1950-when President Truman had sent
our troops into Korea without congressional authorization-it had
been dodging its constitutional duty to make the decision whether to
commit American troops to combat. Instead, it had lain back, neither
disapproving presidential military ventures nor very explicitly approv• Copyright © 1988 by John Hart Ely.
•• Professor of Law and Senior Research Fellow, Hoover Institution on War,
Revolution, and Peace, Stanford University.
1. 2 Debates in the Several State Conventions on the Adoption of the Federal
Constitution 528 (j. Elliot ed. 1866) [hereinafter Elliot's Debates}.
2. Roberts, War Resolution is Cited, Skirted-But Never Used. San Francisco
Banner DailyJ .• Nov. 30,1987, at I, col. 6.
3. 134 Congo Rec. S7173 (daily ed.June 6, 1988).
4. The War Powers Resolution. Pub. L. No. 93-148. 87 Stat. 555 (1973) (codified at
50 U.S.C. §§ 1541-1548 (1982». Pertinent sections appear in the Appendix to this
Article.
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ing them, trusting the President to take the lead and waiting to see how
the war in question played politically. In 1973 it therefore decided it
could not count on itself to decide such issues unless forced to, and the
War Powers Resolution was designed to exert such force.
Section 4(a) of the Resolution requires the President to report to
Congress within 48 hours of introducing United States forces "into
hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities
is clearly indicated by the circumstances" and certain other situations.
Section 5(b) provides:
Within sixty calendar days after [such a] report is submitted
or is required to be submitted ... whichever is earlier, the
President shall terminate any use of United Stales Armed
Forces with respect to which such report was submitted (or
required to be submitted), unless the Congress (I) has declared war or has enacted a specific authorization for Stich use
of United States Armed Forces, (2) has extended by law such
sixty-day period, or (3) is physically unable to meet as a result
of an armed attack upon the United States. Such sixty-day period shall be extended for not more than an additional thirty
days if the President determines and certifies to the Congress
in writing that unavoidable military necessity respecting the
safety of United States Armed Forces requires the continued
use of such armed forces in the course of bringing about a
prompt removal of such forces.
Section 8(a) elaborates on what constitutes a "specific authorization":
it provides that authority to commit troops shall not be inferred from
any provision of law or treaty that does not specifically refer to the War
Powers Resolution. In addition, section 3 requires the President "in
every possible instance" to "consult with Congress" before introducing
troops into such situations, and section 5(c) provides that even before
the 60-day period has run, Congress can direct the removal of the
troops by concurrent resolution. (Concurrent resolutions do not require the President's signature.)
Like the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Budget Control Act of 19855
and other recent "framework" legislation,G the War Powers Resolution
is designed to force a decision regarding matters that Congress has in
the past shown itself unwilling to face up to. Unlike Gramm-Rudman·
Hollings. however, it does not push the tough decisions onto somebod)
else (such as the Comptroller General) but rather provides that onc(
the Resolution is triggered by the commitment of troops. Congress it·
self has 60 days to make the critical decision on war and peace.
However, "[p]ost-Watergate congressional bravado had a way 01
5. Balanced Budget and Emergency Deficit Comrol Act of 1985. Pub. L. No. 99
177,99 Stat. 1038 (codified at 2 U.S.C. §§ 901-922 (Supp. IV W8H».
6. The structure of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act 0
1974, Pub. L. No. 93-344. 88 Stat. 297 (codified in scattered sl'(:tions of I, 2,31 U.S.C.)
is quite similar to that of the War Powers Resolution.
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sputtering out in the face of crisis,"7 and thanks to a combination o~
presidential defiance, congressional irresolution, and judicial a~sten
tion the War Powers Resolution has not worked. Repeatedly-as In the
last stages of the war in IndoChina, th~ attempt to free our h?sta~es in
Iran and in Lebanon, Central Amenca, Grenada, and Tnpoh-the
President either has not reported under section 4 (a) or has failed to
specify that what he is filing is a section 4(a)(l) "hostilities" report, t~us
avoiding the 60-day clock. s Congress has responded to thIs evasIOn
only once, in connection with the Lebanon crisis, when after much
hemming and hawing it negotiated a "comp.romise" .recognizin~ !he
applicability of the War Powers ResolutIon (which recognlt~on
President Reagan immediately repudiated) and extending the penod
the troops could remain in Lebanon for 18 months. 9
These various episodes need not be elaborated, as our activities in
the Persian Gulf are fresh in our memories and provide such a clear
example. lo By mid-1988 we had some 31 ships patrolling the Gulf. On
April 14 a mine blast off Q;ltar seriously damaged the U.S. frigate
7. A. Schlesinger, -nle Cycles of American History 291 (1986).
8. See, e.g., Staff of House Comm. on Foreig~ Affairs, 97th ~o~g., 2d Se~s., The
War Powers Resolution 180-99,238-46 (Comm. Pnnt 1982) [heremafter Committee on
Foreign Affairs Study] (IndoChina and Iran); Note, The Future of the War Powers Resolution, 36 Stan. L. Rev. 1407, 1421-23 (1984) [hereinafter Stanford Notel (Central
America); Rubner, The Reagan Administration, the 1973 War Powers Resolution, and
the Invasion of Grenada, 100 Pol. Sci. Q 627 (1986); Hearings Before the Subcomm .. on
Arms Control. International Security and Science of the House Comm. on Fore.lgn
Affairs, 99th Cong., 2d Sess., War Powers, Libya, and State-Sponsored Terronsm
(Comm. Print (986) [hereinafter Libya Hearings). President Ford's report on the
Mayaguez incident is the only one to have included a reference to s~ction 4(a)( I), though
even he indicated merely that he was "taking note" of the Resolution. (Also, the operation took less than 48 hours and thus was over before the report was filed.) Subcomm.
on International Security and Scientific Affairs of the House Comm. on Foreign Affairs,
98th Cong., 1st Sess., The War Powers Resolution: Relevant Documents, Correspondence, Reports 45-46 (Comm. Print 1988) [hereinafter Documents].
9. See generally Ides, Congress. Constitutional Responsibility and the War Power,
17 Loy. L.A.L. Rev. 599, 642-52 (1984). The degree to which the denouement actually
represented a compromise is debatable.
.
. . .. . .
No presidential acknowledgement that the Sixty-day lime hmlt IS bmdmg. and
no presidential acknowledgement that statutory aut~orit~ is con.s!i!utionally required-but congressional consent to keep the mannes 10 hostlhtles for eighteen months, with no guarantee that the President would respect even that
longer time limit. . . . One wonders how Representative Zablocki emerged
from these "tough negotiations" without agreeing to apologize for his sponsorship of the War Powers Resolution.
Glennon, The War Powers Resolution: Sad Record, Dismal Promise, 17 Loy. L.A.L.
Rev. 657,667 (1984) (footnote omitted).
10. This is not necessarily to say the President's policy in the Gulf did not have
beneficial results. As of this writing there is hope that the Iran-Iraq war will be settled.
and it is arguable that our convoys contributed to that. result. Some would say. that
possibility justifies our policy. My point is "only" that gaven the lack of c~ng~esslonal
authorization, lhe War Powers Resolution (and for that maller the Constitution) was
violated.
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Samuel B. Robet·ls. injuring 10 crewmen. U.S. officials blamed Iran for
laying new mines, and four days later. on April 18. our forces struck
back, destroying the Sassan and Sirri oil platforms with gunfire and explosive charges. Two Iranian Phantom jets approached the ships ncar
Sirri, but fled when the U.S. cruiser Wainwright fired anti-aircraft missiles at them. The 173-foot Iranian missile boatjo.sha1l fired a missile at
the Wainwright, but missed. The joshall was then destroyed by missiles
from the Wainwright and the U.S. frigate Simpson. and by bombs
dropped by U.S. jets based on the carrier Enterprise. Meanwhile, armed
Iranian speedboats attacked oil platforms belonging to the United Arab
Emirates and a U.S.-flagged supply boat. President Reagan authori7.ed
an attack by U.S. planes. which sank one speedboat and damaged two
others. Later in the day Iranian frigates fired at U.S. aircraft and warships. The Sahand was sunk by missiles from the U.S. destroyer jo.w'/Jh
Straws and by aerial bombs. The Sabalan was also crippled by a U.S.
bomb. 11
On july 3 a regularly scheduled civilian Iranian airliner was mistaken for a warplane and shot down by a missile from the U.S. cruiser
Vincennes, killing 290 people. Asked to distinguish an episode in 1983
when a Soviet jet downed a Korean airliner, killing 269, lhe Chairman
of our joint Chiefs of Staff responded:
[T]he fundamental differences are, of course, that [fhe earlier
incident did not occur illj a war zone, there was not combat in
progress, there was not combat there normally .... 12
Defending our action before the United Nations Security Council on
july 15, Vice President Bush faulted Iranian officials for allowing the
airliner to fly "over a warship engaged in baule," and a subsequent
Defen~e Department investigation attributed the mistake to the stress
of combat. (At the time it fired the f~llal missile the Vincennes was engaged in battle with Iranian attack boats.) 13 Mr. Bush stood firm: "The
Iranians shouldn't be sending an airliner over a combat zone . . . . A
captain is under fire in combat." 14
Despite all this the Administration persisted in its refusal to file a
11. Congo Q, Apr. 23. 1988, at 1057-58.
12. N.Y. Times, July 4. 1988, at 5, col. 5.
13. N.Y. Times, Aug. 3,1988. at AI, col. 6; N.Y. Times. Aug. 20. 19RR. al l. wis.
4-6. at 5, cols. 1-6.
14. N.Y. Times, Aug. 4, 19SR. at AG. cok 1-3. It seem!> anliclim<lCIi«- to add Ihal
our troops in the Persian Gulf have been receiving extra p~y, for "inunim'llt dclll~l'1
from wartime conditions," since August 25. 1987. (Under § 9(2)(B) of COllgr('S'im;ln
DeFazio's proposed amendments. H.R.J. Res. 462. 100th COllg .. 2d S('!'s. (HHiH). hostile-fire pay would automatically trigger a presidenlial obligalinn to till' a 4(a)( I) ICpOlI.
111e risk is that this would serve cml}' to dise.'ourage the provisioll ot such p'I)· ill .. illl"·
tions in which it previously would have been granted. Cf. lexl allf)lIJpanying iulia IIUI(.·
77. It might also be noted that our troops are currenlly eligible 'f)r immilll'ni-dangcr
pay in EI Salvador, Colombia, Lebanon, Peru and the Sudan as wc·ll. Donllnenls. SU.I";\
note 8, at 98.) Were the situation not so tragic I would also nott" Ihal nob H()pe llld a
Christmas Show for our troops in Ihe.· I'l'rsiau (;,,11 in 19H7.
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4(a)(l ) re port wi th Co n gress ackn owl ed gin g an immincm da nger of
h os tiliti es. (li s p ositio n seem ed ( 0 be th a t we wcrc a t war but th e re was
n o da nger of hostilities.) Co ng ress 's pe rfo rm a nce was no be lle r. For
exa mple, Sena Lo r Ad a ms' re so luti o n to tri gge r sec ti o n 4 (a)( l ) was d efea ted. 54- 3 ] , by a p oint of order o nJun c 6. (Mos t o f Adams' oppon ents esse nti all y admitt e d th al he was ri gh t l h ~ll we were invo lved in
h os tiliti es. but indicated th at th ey j usl d id no t waO[ to in voke th e
Resolutio n .)!!;
O n e reaso n a !lumber of th e Senators indica ted Ihey were un willin g to in voke th e \-V ar Powe rs Resolu tio n W,15 tha i leg islat io n was in th e
process of be in g int rod uced by Sena te Maj orit y I.cadc l" Byrd. o n be half
of him self and Se nato rs Nunn, \OYarne r, a nd Mi tchcl l-Con gress m aJl
H amilt o n has si nce int ro du ced the m easu re 0 11 the H o use s ide- to
a m e nd th e Reso luti o n so as to re p ea l its o pe r<:: ti ve prov is io ns. iii T he ir
pro posed am e nd m e n t speci fics bo th a s m all g- ro up (th e S pea ke r of th e
H o use. th e Pres id e nt p ro te m po r e of th e Se nate, and th e l1I ~oril y and
min o rit y lead ers o f bo th housc.:s ) and a larger " perm anent co nsult ati v{'
gro u p" (t hose s ix p lu s twcl vc o th er co n g ress iu na l VIPs) with who m
p rcs id ellli al "consu lt at io n" un dc r sect io n 3 is to lake place. Tha t is
su rely a s tep ill the r ig ht direc tio n , as p resi d e nt s s in cc 1973 have CO I11 pl a in ed Ih at they we re n eve r s ure ex actl y with who m th ey were s up p osed Lo co ns lli t. H OWc,'vl'r, th e Byrd ;tl1l l'nd l1l e nt s d o lI o t all c mpt lO
pu t tee th int o the con ce pt o f "co n ~u l t<llio n ," Ihus leav ing o p en th e poss ib ilit y th at it will (f) lltintlc to la ke the ScH ill' 1'0 1'111 it ha s in th c pas t.
m e r ely iltfo rmi ng th e co n g ress io nal lead ership of d ecisio ns a lread),
reached a nd rcs pl'cti ll g whi ch impl e m c nt a tio n has ofte ll already
bCgUIl . 17
Mo re illlpo rt;] ntl y, thi s limite d adv:.III cc is to he achi eved a t th e cos t
of the Reso lu tio n 's ce ll tra l m cc hanis lII . tlt e (jO.day clock, whi ch wO lil d
be exciscd. No longn would there be a da le bc)'on d which troo ps, if
no l cO ll gress io na !l y auth orized . wou ld have to he re m oved fru m th e
battlefi eld . Neit her, fo r t ll ~1l m atter, \\'o ul d CU ll gress be ab le to re m ove
s li ch troo ps b y co n cu rrCllt resu lu tio ll, as th a t p rov is io n is a lso to be
rep ea le d by th e p ro posed a l1l c lldl1l l' lltS.
Th c GO·day cloc k sit () ul d bc re m ove d , Ih e am c nd m e nt s' s po nso rs
15. 134 Cong o Rcc . S7 165-78 Id:lil), cd . JlII ll· fl , 1!.I8R) . A sui l h )' mem bcrs of thc
Housc o f Rcp rcscn tativcs !H:c king all unil'r in strtlCliug Ihe I'n.'!;id l' 1II to n :po rt the
I'crsian Cu lfsi tua tioll u nd e r Sl'C lio n 4(01)( 1) I\'as d ismiss(:d, undcr Ill(' polilical <Iucs tion
and eCju it;lb ll' d iscrelio n doctrines, 0 11 Ikn'l1Ihcr 18 , 1987. l.uwry .... Reagan, 676 F.
Supp. 333 (O.O.C. 1987). (Th e ca~e is di scussed fu n llt' r i ll infra 1I 0 ( e~ '19, 82 . 88, 98 &
106 and tex t acco lll p'\II )'ing n ole 1 I I.) I\t th is wriling Ihe appeal is sl ill pcnding. Concc ivabl), the Court of Appeals is hop ing the s l'u k lll l' 1I1 ur the Ira n ,lraq war will moo t th c
case .
16. S(:e. c .g., 134 Con go Rc,. S7 167, S7IH9 (cb il ~' cd . J Ulie G, 198M) (Scnators
Wanlcr alld McCain ). -111(' n YI'd p m posal i ~ S. J . R('s. ]23, (hc 1b llli h o n ve rsio n H .R.J.
Rcs . 60 1- lmt h 100lh COlI g .. 2d SloSS . ( 1988) .
17. Sec inli'" 1I0te 6j ;! lId aC('( )Il1 p:lll yil lg ICxL
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exp la in, bcca use it has p roved " l1 l1 wOI·ktl bl e ." ;\ n d so it Ims-b u t \dl~ ?
\ 'ery si m p ly, beca use the Pres iden t ha s rel'used to obc)' th e law, and
Congr ess has no t had th e fo r titu d e to G ill him o n it. T he sp iril a nilllatil1g Ih e am elldm e llls Ihus SCCIllS to bc th a t expresscd , p <'ss imisli call y,
by Se na to r S im o n : " m ay be rea lis tica ll )' wc o ugh t 10 get r id o f it hccause it is m ea nin g less if we do no t IISC it in 1:1 Pcrs i.m G lllfl kin d or a
!ii wJtio n ." 18 CongrelJioual QllfI1'/f'r/y cap turcd th e s itua ti o n wel l by repo n in g tha t "a m tljo r thru st " of the Byrd p ro posa l wo uld " be 10 make
the \Var Powe rs Rcso ltlli o nl ('ss n: strictivc of p ros pc clive Inilil rH'y {'Oll lmillll cllls, in ho pes lha l ftlture pres id en ts will ackno wledge it s va lid it),." IH Re pca l iJ o ne way to iru.:rcasc co tlt p lia ll n:.
In p lace of th e GO- d ay clock (a nd the co ncurrcnt rcso iltl io n prov is io n ) th e Byrd ;lIll c nd l1l clt ls provide th a t Co ngrcss can p.ISS a ,ioi nt r('suilltio n requiring the Prcsi d Cll1 to d ise ngagc o u r troops fi'o m hos til iti cs
and ctlt tin g o ff fun ds for the ir cO lltinu ed su p port. Th a t, how(>vcr, is 11 0
subs titute a l a ll. A j oin t reso l1l tio n or s lalll te end in g a w;\r bv cuniltg
olf it s fu ndin g (each , of cou rs C', wo uld have to be passed, h y a t\\'oIhirds vo te, over th e Pres ide l1t \ vein) is a poss ihilit y th " t has u ni vcrsa ll y bec n co nce d ed to he cO lls liwti o naJ th r ougho ut o u r h i ~(O n, .:!tI
~ lcnli o llin g it in thc (nc\\', " itl tp rovc d ") W ~l r Powc rs Reso lu lion dUt' ~
11 0 t add to its stat ure, or thl' li kdih ood of it s in vocat io n .
T he <l m e nd rlt e n ts do givc s uch a j oi nt re so lul io n proceti tl r;ll prio rily ill Congress (t ho ug h on l)' if it has bee ll a p proved h ~' a J1l ;~ i tl r it \· (lr,he
I S- m c mbe r " pe rm ane nt co ltsu lwtivc gro u p"). Obv io lls ly th at is not a
ba d thin g, bu t it is hard ly a s ll h ~tilll t e for lite doo meu pro visio ns o f (Iu"~
exist in g \OYar Powers Rcso illtioll (p roceed ings 1I11fkr which. inddt' lI ta ll y, alsu r eccive p rorcd ural priu r ity-w he th er or 1I0 t they have th e approva l o f thc Icade rshi p). Co ngress 11 ;1'; no t had th e Bl ettle to co nfron t
th e Presi d e n t whe n he has \!iola te d sectio ll 4 (a)( I) by n: lus ing In lik a
" host il iti es " re po r t. All th e prnCt.:dtl r al prio ri ty ilt the wo d d is no t goin g t ~ gel it to wke th t· aJlinn a ti v(.' st(' P of pass ill g- OVC I' till' Presid e ll t 's
veto what amou nt s to a S(;ltlIle iwnl'lI C1i n g him to tcrmin a te a Will' tkll,
ull d er th c p ropose d ~t1I1 C ll tl l1l l' IIl S, 11(.: wi ll have c lIL ercd illi o with to tal
lega lit y. T he .Cons tituti o n (o nlempl alcs th a t befort' Am er ica n troo ps
are cx posed to th e ris k o f dealh , th <' lIlil itar)' engage me nt in q ucs li o n
mu s t be affi r m a ti vely app rovl'd h y CO ll grcss . ~ 1 Givi ng lit a t body tlt e
"rig h t" to e nd a Pres id e ill 's wa r hy pass in g- a joint reso lUli o ll on:r hi s
ve to hard ly fulfill s tit e <:o ns titlti io ll ll i p lall .~2
18. 134 Congo Rcc. Si l 72 (da ik l · (1. 11II 1t' Ii , I !I~H ) .
19. Congo Q, Apr . 23, 19MB, al 105 1.
20. Sec inrra nOll.' 69 and aCnlllll',lII \i llg I..'X I.
2 1. S('C in fra nOlCS 2fl-3!1 ali( I ; 1 \lo \Ul ,all\i ll ~ Icxt.
22 . Sen ator Byl'd has d,,'soi hed h i~ Plll po s;lll l!m;:
T h e kcy to Ihc rcvisions I a lii pr(ll'tI~i \L ).( lics ill s"l.:ti')II ·1 " f,lI t, h 'gi~ bri"lI . Th is
scction ch anges Ih c p rcsll lllpri ,," 11 1 lilt· t~II ICllt \\';11 I'lmns Rt' ~() luti" I I, wh ieh
is Ihal U.S. Arlll('d Foret·s 1II1t ~1 1,1..' " iil ll!t :I\\'11 1i0l1l S iIU : uioll ~ 0 1 1 1t.1~ ti l itic ~ III
im mine nt ili volvCIll(' 11I ill !l nSlilili n wil hin tiP d,op ulll ('~' CUllli r cs~ ~ p('(' i l i c a ll )
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Shall we therefore regard the Byrd amendments as simply a bad
trade-of the existing Resolution's requirement of congressional approval for the trappings of "consultation" that are to be accorded the
leadership under the new scheme? Well, no, since it wouldn't really be
a trade at all. Congress's performance in this area over the past 38
years demonstrates that it may prove only too happy to have the monkey of accountability taken off its back-to settle back into the pattern
of letting the President get out front and then, when the war begins not
to play so well, making various feints in the direction of ending it, complaining that it is being stymied by the possibility of a veto and that
there isn't much it can do about a/ail accompli.
I know that sounds cynical. Recent experience does tend to generate cynicism about the hardihood of Congress in this area. A thoroughgoing cynic would not bother to write this Article, however. For what I
propose is to construe generously the claim of the congressional leadership that it wishes to amend the War Powers Resolution only because
it has proved "unworkable" and to assume that they might be willing to
entertain the possibility that it could be rendered "workable" by some
means other than discarding its central provisions. Before we repeal it,
we should see if it can't be repaired.
Part I of this Article suggests the elimination from the existing
Resolution of a good deal of nonoperational "noise" that serves only to
confuse its constitutional status and otherwise to encourage continued
presidential defiance. Part II suggests specific strategies-centrally involving the insertion of the federal judiciary into the clock-starting process-for inducing Congress to face up to its constitutional duty to
decide on war and peace. A suggested new War Powers Act appears in
the Appendix.
I.

PROVISIONS THAT DON'T Do ANY GOOD AND ONLY GIVE THE
PRESIDENT AN EXCUSE TO FLOUT THE RESOLUTION

A. The Title
The tendency seems t.o be for those who approve of the Resolution
to call it the War Powers Act, while those who would denigrate it refer
to it as the War Powers Resolution. The latter, however, is its official
title. I used to suppose it was chosen on some theory that "resolutions" are appropriate vehicles for congressional elucidation of the
meaning of the Constitution. More recently I have been advised that
"Resolution" sounded more weighty and distinguished to the House
authorizes their continued presence. Instead of mandating withdrawal as a result of congressional inaction through failure to provide specific authorization-the situation under current law-this legislation requires passage or a
specific joint resolution requiring disengagement.
134 Congo Rec. S6174 (daily ed. May 19. 1988). This, however. make'S all the difference.
See also infra text preceding not(· 80.
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leadership than "Act." However reasonable that may have seemed at
the time, the effect has been just the opposite, and people who should
know better sometimes slip into suggesting that because this is a "mere
resolution," it has less stature than a statute23 (whereas in fact they are
of equivalent legal status). Unfortunately, ajoint resolution, whid. this
is, sounds suspiciously like a concurrent resolution, which in turn. begins to sound a little like a resolution that one house of Congress nllght
pass commending its doorman. It pronably should be called the ""ar
Powers Act.

B. Section 8(d)
Section 8(d), which provides that "[nlothing in this joint resolution
... is intended to alter the constitutional authority of the Congress or
the President" was obviously inserted as a hedge, to indicate that to the
extent the Resolution's provisions stray across constitutional hounds.
they are to be reined in. Such a hedge wasn't necessary. however. For
despite occasional opinions to the contrary-Senator ~c1rns. for example, recently opined that "once the \Var, Powers Act 1~lts the. Sup~emc
Court of the United States, they are gomg to throw It out Just like a
tub of lard"24-the Resolution's main provisions are plainly
constitutional. 25
One of the repeated discovcrics of contemporary constitutional
law writing is that the "original understanding" of the dO~UI.lIl'lIt's
framers and ratifiers is oftcn unclear. In f.his case, however, If IS not.
The power to declare war is vested ill Congress. 2fj The debates, and
early practice, establish that this meant that all wars, whether dedal cd
or undeclared, had to ne legislatively authorized. 27 Indeed, only OlH'
23. E.g., A. Thomas & A. -l1lomas. The War-Making ~owers of the President HI
(1982) ("(T]he War Powers Resolution ... does nut have qune the same' legal len' I all an
ordinary statute pal;sed throu~h the lI!1ual ('f)l1gressioual channels. ")'.
..
.
24. 134 Congo Rcc. S7175 (daily eri. June 6, 19R8). rnl.e SYIII;tCll(· amhlgl\lIY--ls
the tub of lard the Resolution or tile CUllrt?-may be aunbutable to the fact that
Senator Helms is not a lawyer.) More l;ophisticaled renditions of much the same viewpoint! are Rostow. Great Cases Make Bad L,w: The War Powers Act, 50 Te~. L. R~v.
833 (1972); Rostow, "Once More Into the Breach:" The War Powers Resolul1un ReVIS'
ited, 21 Val. U.L. Rev. I (1986).
25. Section 5(c) probably would be declared unconstitutional. See infra noles 4R-'l3
and accompanying text. The grant of a (10· (or 9()·) ~lay ."(~ ec p~S!l" I(~ the l'Il'~id('l1t io;
also constitutionally troublesome. But d. text lolluwmg mira lIole 51, mrrd text anullIpanying notes 58-62.
.
26. U.S. Const. art. I. § 8. d II. To Congr('ss also arc granted tltt· powers to r:H!le
and support armies. to prO\·ide and maintain a navy ..to male 1 ules I~)~ the g()\~"I~llf:"'
and regulation of the amled force!', to pro\'ide for c~lhng 101 ~h, org.JlIIZIIIK ami (hsnphning the militia, to grant letters or men que and repnsal (sec 11111 a nute 27), and to make
rules concerning captures. Jd. cis. 11-16.
.
27. Sec. e.g., A. Sofaer. War, Foreign Affairs and C(lllstitutional Power. passIm and
4,56. 100-03, 119-24,378 (I97{i); A. Srhh'')inger, The 11lI1'('rial J'lcsidcllt) ~ I (I~i'I),
Clause II's coupling of th(' war power' with Ih(' marque' ;lIId rl'prisal clause underscore!!
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delegate to either the Philadelphia Convention or any o f the slale ra li·
fying cOl1vclllions, Pierce Butler, is reco rded as suggesting that author·
ity to d ecide o n war and peace be vested in the President. Elbridgl'
Gerry. backed by others, res ponded lhal he "never ex pected to hear ill
a republi c a moti o n to empowe r th e Executive alone to declare war, · ".!H
and Butler subscq ucnll y disow ned his ea rli er view:·m "The Executive ,"
George Maso n ex plained , was no t "safel y to be trusted" wi th such dccisiem s. at least not alo nc .:w
It is tru c tha t an ca rl y draft o f the COTlstitutio n vesled the power
" to make war" in Congress and this was chan ged to th e powe r "[0 declare war." This chang e was made for two reaso ns-first, to mak e clear
thal o nce hos tililies were co ngress io nall y authorized, th e PresideTll. as
"Coml11 <l llder in Chief," wo uld assu m e ta ct ical co nlro l (w ilho Ul co nsta nt co n gressio nal illlerfe rcn ce):s t of th e way th ey were co nducted:":!
thl' l'cqu in.'llIl'lIl of cU ll gn.:ssiona l aUlhn rizat ifJl1 of II li litary action s short o f fu ll-scalt, war ,
E,g., :J .J. 5to'1'. Com lll t' ni arit·s 0 11 Ihc COl1S lillllion of Ihe Un ited Siaies § 1170 ( 1833);
l.ofgre n, War-Making Und er the Co nstitutio n : T he Origina l Understanding, 8 1 Yalc
LJ. 672, 679-80, 695-97. 6!J!J-7 00 (1 972); Lobel, Cmcl'l \Val' ami CO ll gressio ll al
Au tho ri! ),: lIidden War and FOl'gOltt:lIl'ol~' el', 134 U, Pa , L, Re\', 1035. 10,HJ, 1060 -fi l.
10()5-69 ( 1986) . On t he 1I1lfleda n 'tJ w:lrs o flhe pel-iud (and til(' unive rsa l :us ulIlptiflll
that the)' tno had to bc CIl ll gress io nall), auth orized), scc, e .g .. lias v. Ti ng)" 4 U,S. (,1
1>:.11. ) 37 (I ROO); T"I],411 v, See llt all , 5 U.S. ( I C r;lm:h ) I ( 1801 ); Lillk \'. Barrellle, 6 U.S.
(2 Cr.mclt) 170 ( 180'0 ; E, KC ),lIcs. Undcclared Wa r 9'i-98 (I U82); Scig lia nu, Tilt, W;lr
PlIwers Rt'so lul io n and the War I'o\<,'crs. In Thc I',·csideuq in th t, ClJll slill llillllal O l'd el'
12'i-25 (j , Bessell e & J. Tuli s cd s. 198 1); A. Sober. supra. al 1:i9- -I7;J.Ja vits, Who
Ma kes W.. r 2:;t-35 ( 19n) .
28, The Uu th.. r-Gert)' il1lerchangt' appca rs at 2 T he Rccord s uf Ihe Fcdera l
Comcmio n 3 18 (M . Farrand l·d , 19 11 ) [hcrcill artt:r FarrandJ . Cf. lid . al {j'i- 65 (Charles
I'incknt',. to e llcct IIl at if " the F.xecuti vc IJO,,'e rs" W('re cxte ndl'd "to p can' & war &c,"
Ilral wou ld "re nd l'r the Ext'rut i\'(.' a Monarch y. of th e wurst kind, lowi l all eiccti\'e
n ll c." ). TIll: Philadel phia debates arc u sc.:full y a n :r l~' l ed al Lulgrell, s upra IlOIC 27 . at
675-83. ;lI1d Bcstor. Separat io n of Powers in IIIl' Domai n Ill' Foreig n Arfail's: '111c
Original Inlent of th e Cun stilutio n l-iislUrica ll y Examincd, 5 Seton 11 0111 L. Re\·. 527
( 1974 ).
29, 4 Ellio l 's Deba tes. supra lIo te I. at 26:\,
30. 2 Farr.llld , SUP'";I not e 28, al 319.
3 1, In f:lrt . hl )th befurl' a lld alttT th e ratification Ort lt c Co nstituti u ll , CO Tl~rc ss h Ol .~
oCGlsion<lll), invo lved itsel f in wartimc military dec isio ns, Set· exa l1lpk s r iled in Notc .
Tilt, Fai lure of COlls tit utio nal COlltrol s O\'e r Wa r Powers ill IIIl' Nudear Age: Th e
Argulllcnt fo r a CO lislit uti rm;11 AIHl' lId l1lclI1. 40 Sta n. L. Rev. 15'1:}, I!H9-50 ( 1988) .
32. I'roponcnts of hru ad execlilive " uthorit y to ill vo lvc thl' (O LlIIlr ~' in military hos·
tilities I'd )' mOSI often o n the CO !lUn:mder ill C hief dau se, but this is all it was 111l:<llIt 10
CO live)'. III 1793 James Madiso ll ..... rott· that it is lll'f"l'SSary carcli llly 10 di ~ l iTlg ll i~ h the
power thai ;r COlllma nder in C hief h as " to ((mdll( ( a u'llr" !'r o m t he powt'r 10 dl·ridc
"wh ethcr (/ U'ar ollg h/ 10 hc! (Onlnl/llUtl, ( oll/mul(l, or lOndudld." (; The Writings n f J allLcs
f>,-la dison 148 (G. I-hili I t'tI , 1906) (emphasis ill urig inal), Thi s acco rds ....,ilh Alexander
1·lamilt o ll 's Plan ofJu llt, 18. l i87. \<,' hcreby tire Senate ....':.s 10 he g ive ll "the salt, powcr
o f d edaring war" and Ihl' chi ef cxcnllive (s tylcd the Gflve rn ourl .....o uld ha\'c.' "d irt"nion
or the war" but o nl r "whc n aut h o rized o r bc.·gun ." I Farrand. s upra flott' 28, al 258,
292. Of th t· plan actua ll ), ad n (ll t'd "I ;lInill"n !iuhscqucnlh' wrnll';
'Ille Presidcnt i!i 10 bc corlllliandl' r·ill-chic f o f the army 'a nd 11:1\')' uf Ihc Un ited
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:lIld seco nd. 10 preserve to lire Presiden t the power. withoul "c!v:m ce
u JIlgrc'ssional authorization, to res pond d cft'lI si"cly to "repel sud de ll
:ttl;lCks, "3~ The reaso n ror this laller co n(('rn is o bvio lls: it was fea r(,d
thar Co ngress would not have lime to respond ill such GlSeS, and thu s
rILl' Prt's ident was gi ven aUlho rit y to act to ~rescrvc the Republi c ill tlt e
illterim .
Co ngress ca n be co nve ncd fasler no w Ihan it cOI1[d in lhe la rc
('igIJleenth cClltury, Howeve r, th e need fo r swift res ponse has <I lso hcIf) III C grea ter. and it re mains lhe case that Co ngl css can no t be C011\t'llcd (and inte llige ntl y co nside r Ihe cOllflict III qu es lio n)
instanlaneollsl y, Thus, we sho ul d prc~serve for the PresidclIl penni ,,!l ion to ac l ulltil th e re is tillle fu r Congress 10 do so . It pro bahl y is <l lso
the case rh a t e ne m y act ions lI ot actua ll y a mo ll llti n g to an attack u n
l lnit cd Siaies terril or), (a n morc o byinus ly thre<l tcll o ur n:lti o nal SCl"Urilr II OW than lhe)' (o uld when the COll srilUti o n was agreed lo, A sou lln
f'ulI Cl io llal inte rpre tati on of th e Pr.;-side nt's power to " "e pt"! !' udd e ll atlacks" should probably Ihus pe rmir him lO lake an)" milir a ry JClio n necessary to preserve Oll r na liona l "ectlri r), when ,hcre is n OI lillie" to
co nsult Co ngress-but subjecl always 10 th e fo re COlIllll;.IIId ll l1d crl ) iug
the co nstituti o nal acco lllmoda ti o ll . which cc rtainl y is 110 1 obsolete, Ih;H
he co me LO CO lI gl'CSS rur appro va l as soo n :1S poss ible a nd t c nlli llatc~
milita ry action in rh e evc nl sllch approva l is no! rOr(it co ltlillg,
Though real life is n evc r (' n1il<:l), 11(';1 1 a nd cl t 'a ll , rhis comili ltll io ll al
Stalt:s . [This ] would amourll 10 IHJl hillg ruon' than Iht, Sllpr l' lIIt' 1"0llLllland and
directio n of rlr e milil:!r)' allfl nal';l1 foret·s . a ~ ril'~ 1 general alllJ ad LI1 ;r:!1 01 rhe
COIlil.'deraq: whi le thai of Ihe Britis h king eXlt'nds 10 Ihe (lu/nIHr}! 1)1 wa r alld 10
th e mlflllg and rrgulll/ mg of lI (.'e ts and a r mil'~,-a ll wlt idl . h)' Ih l' Conslilul ion
und er <"on sideratio ll , wou ld appc'l'lain tn tltt' It'g i ~ l a l1rn' .
Th e Federa lis t No , fi!J, al Hfi (r\ . I·bmih o ll ) In. Wri)t lll (.'d. I!)ljl) (C: lHph a~i s in n ri !.: ina l!.
(rhis acc(lrds wilh the co lo lli al usalte of Ih e tt'l"lII . E . ~ .. Adltl'. I hl' CO IISlillll i"L I ;md
I'rcs;cit:nlia l Warmaki ng : The E ll dtllill~ Oehate. IU3 1'01. SI"i , Q I. !I- I:J (i1J8tJ) : \ \'.
Revelty, War 1'0Wt'rs of the Pres iden t alltl Co n gre~!i 57 (1!J8 11.1 Who ll), lILi !is ill ~ (' Is('\\hcre in cit hcr Ilu' dehate ~ or till' Fedl'ra li sl, t\ . Sui:rel" supra rrol e 27 , ;11 :Ui , 'HL UI ill
thc ratilic;lIio n ddmlcs. W. Revelt'v, su pra. at 10;1-1101, i!i :m y IlI'oad('r Cli lls tl'uclion u l lilt'
tc rnl. The Fcdt'r.l lisls did n ot cons true it broa d ly ill all dlu rl 10 hu ild the IJOWl'r 01 Ihe
cxccUli ve. I.ofgre ll , sup ra 110 te 27, a t G8G, ;lIId lIl·itlrt'r did tilt' Al1tifcdc l-;l li .~ls as part of
th eir attac: k on Ihl' inordinate l'xecutivt, pO\I'c r aI ICJ..\(·dl )' crca ted b y th e doctlmc: nt Ihey
"'t're scckillg to defeaL Lofgren. O n War-/'.!a kill g, Ur i ~ inal IlIt('nl , and t l ltra-Wlri ~gc r y,
2 1 Va l. U.L. Rcv. 5:J . fi5 (1986): W, Revckr, supra, at 1n2-0:J, 11 '1.
33,2 Farr:md, supra nu ll' 28, at 3 1 ~-19. ill addili u n 10 IIII' I.nfgrc'n <lnd Iksl ,' r
d iscussions s upra IlO tt' 28, sce W. (t cn'k y. ~ lIpra lI ulC :i2, OIl Ij l. 8:I- IH. tll i ,~ c hall ~e \\;IS
supporled b }' d el egalcs \"'10 S ~lh sl'<J ll e llll ~' rcll1 ~e d to sign th l' C') IIMil1 l1 ioll fill d u'
ground that it gave too much (luwer In 1/1(: I'l l' ~ id e ll L <':Olll m, 1111 hll";IP f Rd;uiv ns.
Na tional Commitments S, Rep . NlI. i9i, 90 ,h C" lrg .. lSI Sc~s , M (CO fllLll. I'rirl' I!Hi 71
[!r,·!'t·ifl al't cr Na lio na l CU lmnitll1l'nt s l{ (:pu rt !: cf. W. i{('v{'k y, !i LlIII OI II' JI" '\~, al tH rt.; ,
Mason ), It i!t also ..... ort h nOlin g Ihal a rl ir1 ('s 6 all( l !J III Ihl' Allidc!t II I ( :u llk.I(',-ali\,"
used 11ll' Icrm s "dcclare." " drll'l'lIIilTe UII ," ;mll " clI!-:a~r ill " illl erdr:lI1 !-:eahl )' "hell rc ·
ferring 10 en II')' ill\ o \o"ar. C f. Adl n, supra nUIt' :t.!. alii ("I A Is l'alh' ; 1~ 1552, lite \(' fL
'decla rc' had bccmnl' S),lIf) lI r lllOUS wil h ti lt· l'C d , 'cw nnr t' lI cc' : Iltt'\' hvth 111/':1 111 tlu' ini,ia tion u fh oslil it ies ,") (fOo tIiOtl' umi tt edl.
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understandin g was quite consisle ml y hon ored fro m th e fra min g until
1950.3 4 And whe n certain PresidCnlS did play fast and loose wilh can34. " ITJhe praCliCl' of Am eri can I'l c sidc lII S fo r 0\'1,.'" a ce ntury aftn illdcpt'lIdcncc
sh owed scrupulo us res pect fo r the a Ulh o ril ), o f Ih e Cnll ~I"("ss excep t ill a few ins t:mccs: '
Nat io nal Co mmitlllent s Repo rt , slIpra lIo l{' 33, at 23 . Such claims o f gl'lIcral co mpli:IIICl'
with a s t"tcd no rm arc difficult to d nC UIIlCIH wilh an ything approaching (·lcgall(:e.
Trudging across acres o f m rnpi ia llcc is IIl1bt';lringi)' horing fo r bo th wdlc r ami reade r,
and CV<lIU:lling the appaH'1lI cOlllll crcxalllplcs nll e ll Sl'I' \ ' C 5 o nly (0 cOllve y Ihl' mistake II
impn:.ssion thaI the COllllt c n 'X:lmp!t·s re prcsel\t Ihe IIOnl!. C r. j. El y, l)ellJocracy <l1ll1
Dis trus t 92· (1 980 ), Arrays of suppu rt, lIIainl )' co mplialll stat elll cni s by \'arious
Pres ide nts Ihrough out o ur histor}', ca ll be lo uml JI , c .g .. W. Rc \·t:!er. s upra nOIC 32, :H
2 77-8 5: Adler, supra no tc 32, al 17-26: llL-rgcl' , War. MakinI: hy th c [In-,sid cllt , 12 1 U.
Pa . L. Rl·\'. 29. pa ssim a mi (11 -65 (1 972) .
In seal'ch o f verisimil itude. prupo ne nl s o r Ili o ad l'xt'( uti vc [lo ..... e r Ol"tt'll cite tht, "cx·
act lIulIllJe r" u r cO lI g rc ~s i{lll a ll r unauth orized I'n..'s idl'lltial milit;lr)' illcursions ill our hi s·
to r)', (Th e Ilumbcr varies 1"1ellll .. d \'or;ltc tu at!vu( at t' alld , o f rourse, with time .) 'l 'llus il l
l !Jlili , dclc lldillg thc con stitutio nalit }' of the: 1\ ;11 ill Vit·t ll:l m , thl' Ilicmo randulII of the
Stalt.' Dcpartlll e nt l.ega l A (h' i ser' ~ O Hi ee stat ctl (without l"i t;l!i o ll or ciudd ati o ll ): "S ill( e
the Consti tutio n ....'::as ado pt cd ,h e re ha l'l' il('clI al Icast 125 ill5 t;lI\ccs ill which lh e
!'res idcnt has o rdel cd tilt' :lnl1ed ftuTes to take a('( itlll u r lIIail ll ail1 positio llS abro ad wilh ·
Ollt ol)lainillg prior C on gress ional :.l luhori7. :lli n n , starting with th e ' ulHkcla reu war' with
France ( 179K- t 800) ," O fli ce o f the Lcgal A u \' i .~e r . U.S . Ik p't u f Stalc, T ht· Lega lit ), o f
Ullilt'd Statt's l'artic.:ip:llio ll in the Defe nse 1)1' \ ' iel Naill , l e prillt ed in 75 Yah: L ~J , 1085,
1101 ( I!JGG), That' s cl... t " illl ~ ;! lut-a Vietnalll p rccctiellt PVCI'}' IG month s Ihrou ghout
OUi his1(1)'! T ilt! Ulcmor;'l nd UIII i ~ also deati wro ng ;lbo uI Ihe exam p le' cil ("ti : tht· un ·
dt'c!an·d wa r wit h Frall (,(" was a uth orized by C li ll gress clead )', I(" peatedl ),. and in ;,,1 ·
\,;111('(', OI S C\'l'r),O ll e, including Pres ide nt Ad;UII S, bdit' \'cd it had 10 lJe . Supra 1I0l c 27 and
s u ur(l's I·itt·d . It Ih e rd o re ilia )" no t ~ urpri sl' IhOlt 1111 cI '->~ t.' .m al)s is th cse " l i ~ l s" tl'nd to
(·\,a p or:lI l'. Sec , e .g., t he anal ysis at F, \ \ "tm m il h & E , Fin nage , T o C haill th (" Do g lIf
War: I Ill' War I'oh't!r of GO ll grl'ss ill Ili stm y and I.a w 1·10- ·19 (1 98li).
IT lll e maj o rit y o f the lIilll·t(,l'lIIh ce ntury U ~ I 'S Il ffu rcl.' . . . wer(, mino r IIl1 dcl'l akings, dl'sig ncd to pru tect Ame rican citizens fl l" p ro p"II )' . o r 10 n've ll gt' :t slig ht
to nalional hon or, and mOJ t III volt ,td 110 rolllont, or '!lJrIi i f; likddwfIIl, w,tl, ,11, JOICt; oj
a llofh r r Jfnft. To ItJ r fOlu abroad Oil n 'lOwbif' J((,It', fh, ' :"I'm/",t nf IItuJl if), WOIth/ hl/ll'
had In rrqlltJf Co"gn'j J tv flugmmf fht sttw,fHlg :/1111)' mill Savy .
Rt· \' d cy, l'l"l'~ idclitial

W;n'·Makill g: Co n s titllli o ll ; III're l"O~ a ti \'e or Us urpatio n ?,!i!l Va, L.
Re\". 1243, 1258 (1 969) (footn otes o mitt ed and c mphas is s lJP~li,: d ); scI.' also l !earings
0 11 S . Res, 15 1 Rela tin g 10 IlIl' Unilt'd Stal l'S Co nlillitlllcnl s 10 Foreign Powers licfo re Ih e
Conlin . 0 11 Fo rcig n Relatio ns, 90th CO llg. , 1st Sl·SS. 8 1 (1967) (test imo n ), o f Unde r
Secz'c tary o f Slatl' Nicho las Katzenbacll) l ilercinarte r N'ltin nal Co mmit nle nt s Hearings ).
A large perce nt age 0 1" the e pisodes a ll thcse lis ts ill \'ol"'ed actio II by 501111.' military co m·
mandl'" that had no t bl'e n authori zcd by th l' I'rl's ide llt 0 1' . o ften , b}' an r hig her alliho rit y
....·hate\·e r. Surely th e cla im ca l\lIo t bl', th oug h lo gic lI1i glll suggest su r h all extel\sio ll .
that " hi sto r ),, ' has Ihere fo re eSlahlish l'd a cons titutio n al pre rogativ(, a ll Ihc part o f mili·
tary o mn'rs to initi ale hos tililics o n the ir o wn mut io n .
In additio n to thcir relati \'(' inco llS{',!u l'llce, thcse c ngage mcnts I{'ndcd to r.l ll into
sevc ral faid ), we ll · undel'sioud categ orit:s , Edwin C orw in s ummarized thc m as " fight s
wi t h pirat cs. landings o f s lllall naval contingents o n barbaruus o r se llli · harba ro ll 5 co:tsts,
th (' di ~ pat c h o f s mall bodics o f troop s 10 , h ast: h and iu 0 1' c:a tth' rustl e rs :tcross the
Mexican bo rd e r. " Co rwin, The Pres id e nt 's 1'0ll'c l", ill Till' Presid"nt : Ru les and Po\,' er ~
36 1 (D. "b ighl & L. j o hnslo n l'd s. 19 65) .
Th e \'astlllajorit)' 0 1'1111' incid e nl s ill\·oln·d i:lmli ngs III p rot cr t Am el'lea n prop en )' o r li ves a broad . Gellcr"ll y IInd e rt akl'1I d uring p erio d s of d iso rd l' r n r ci\' il
tHln'S I ....·hl·n lo cal a utho rili es "o uld 110 IOll gcr pro\" itll' [11·ot t·" io ll :tg:l ill.~ 1 o rdi ·
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J,:rl'ssio nal prerogatives-as didJdl<:rsoll re garding the narb~ry pira tes ,
Polk <1tlhe star! o f the Mexi ca n War, allcl \Vilson alld Rouse \'ch respl'clilT I}, in the CVCnl s leadin g ttl' tn th e First and Second World Wa.-sIltey o bsc ured or covered tip Ihe actual fa cts. pledging pub li c f('ail y to
111(' co nslillili onal need fo r co n g ITs." ional a ULhori7_<Hio ll o f m ili l a r y acl i o ll . :I ~ It is therefore difJi cult 10 cil e lite occasio ll <l i lI u ll collfo nu;n g
lI ary outhl wr )'. tht'Sl' hllldill~s \\'1:l e , at Il·;tSI ~ tlpc rfit·i" l1 r. illl (, I1<1 l'1 lto m;Iilll ai ll
sl rict IIcutralit y betwccll t'O III'· ~lil l l.; 1 ,~ ,litit ' ;t1 1;ICliolls.
:-.1U lt·, COli gress, the !'rl'sidl'lIt , ;lIIti th,' !'uwt'r 10 Cu mln;t FUlTl'S to en lnl,al. 8 1 lia rI' , L
Rt, \,. 1771 , 1788 ( 1968) (foo tno tt·s Olllill t'd ); sec ;tl ~o ". Schlesinge r, SlipI''' IHll t' 27. :H
~n-5 1. Ullfo nulla tely if prcdi cla bly. III(' cxcep lio ll 10 1' "s .. \'a~(·s " 0 1' " " ;lIh;II OII S" pl'''.
I'lc-Idl ich dCI'e1o ped lal e . .. ~ n u r c:lIl )' :1I·tio ns ag;] ins t \';]I'iolls Nati \'l' Alllcritan u ihes
l' l're ill gl' nl'r.11 alllho ri7ed-deW' II(T;tt ed inl o I,'h"t ill n· tro~pcci app e:n s to It,n'c [WI' II
tln :ldO l"ll l'd r.lr islIl , ami was lued ex pli r ilh' or ill1plit il ly to j usti!"), IIl1a uth t!l il ed incill'.
\ illlls again st such lion · Euro pea n pt' o plt-s as th e Chinc.~l', and tlHu ughu ul Cen ll~1 1
:\lII (' ri c:t in thc cad y tWl'lIIi l' th ce lltlll y. Set· T . Eag lt'lo n , \\'al" and I're.~ itll'llIial I'o l\'t' r
1Ii-!18 (197 .1);Jja \'ilS, s upra IIIl tt' 2i , at :I~ , i 'I , 94 , II :S- 14 , [.1 .1. 1 ~ 7-!JH . (NOlte Ihat wc
./Id d cdan' war o n Spain : th e t;OIlII~lS t h (' rwl'l'u o lll· trealml'nt o f r.ft- xi(fJ and Canada i~
;11so in strucli ve . F. WOf'llltILh &: E. Fi,lll:l ll e. ~ up r;I, at 131 . An ;tltl'rll:tl l' t" l'OI ~' $01lll'.
lim cs used to jus til"y such i)d"e IlIIIIT~ was 1!lal t ll ~ ls l' W(' WCl"e prorel"(l i l l ~ aJ.l ;ti'l ~ t 1\'l'lt' ill
IIU posit io ll to li gh t back. Noh' , SUP";I, ;11 I i! IO . Ill ar Sl'C IIIS '10 mo t c palal ahl e. ) NflII'
Ih al we IIl1 dl'rstand (o r sho uld) th,· lll t;HTel'tahil il r of treating 11(>11 . EuI ~ lpca ll ~ as uI Hle.
Sl' I'\'in g u l" tltt, usual cons riullio n;ll n tln. it is cl t'''1 Ihal sllCh r:llllpaiJ.!1I5 ~ I ltnr ld 11' 11 ~r, I C
:lS pren'tll'lIl s. PreCed ('lll sho uld h{' I'Jlll ul. inSII';u !. ill Ihl' W:l ) o ur f'l rdH'ar~ Il' ll ~ lbl iJ.!erl
In t n::H Ihose the y I\'l'rl' pre parl'd III rt'I'0l:! lI i71' ; I ~ full pt'r ~OI I ~ .
Prcs id l'lI t l.illco ll1 ·s art i{I Il'i :11 Ihl' U llI ~" 1 , ,' thl' C il·il War an ' ~(l m eli 'n t·~ ti tt' " a ~
pl l'cedl'lI t for' prl'sid clilia l milit ary \'I' II ItIn 'S Alth o ug h Lincu ln tliti c ng;' RI' in;r 1l111l11Jl'l
!II lInco ll.~ tiluliol1 ,, 1 arl.~ d urin g t h i ~ 1)(: l'i " II , c. g ., A. S("hl l'~ i n g,'r. ~ lIpl "
2 7. ;11 :IM,
lI ~u Il'al io l\ o f the war pUI'-e r \\"a ~ nnt :lIlIOlIg rl U·III . '1 hc illlpnrt :mt I:trt is lIfll thai
( :o ll grt'SS rClrOaCli\'ci y a u thul'iz('d whal I.illlo il l had dUlll' (since that Sh. Hlldll ·t (lJl lll t)
hilI rath t'l" thallo r cons titutional PUrtU'Sl'S a :[, 'Im's tic rdlC llion is qui lt· d ilkl etu 1""111 a
fo reig n war. t\nid e II p ro \'idt,s th:1I Ihe I'n's iJe lll "s hall lak(' Can' th ai Ihc t ';I ',\, ~ hl'
l:1i llll"ull ), l'xl'rul cd ," U.S . Co ns!. arl. II , § 3 , :111(1 bl'}'o nd Ihat, tholl !; h il ,~ Ilnlll du ' t II('
1I1'«('ssary, " (lIIgre s~ inl1al acts o f li ~ I !'"1 :1 1111 Il-t0 7 had e lllpo'A'crt'd him ti l m l, thl' mi lil:ll'\'
10 s uppress ins urrect io n agai ns t ti l(' R{l\'l' rllll1 l'ut o f tilt' t l"it er! Stall'S . Thc I'ri ~ l' Casl's.
Gj U.S. (2 llIack ) fi3 S. 6GB ( 18G2),

'"'If'

3!l. ~il'e gencrall y ;\ , SlIf;lel". sllpra Il o tt· 27 , pa~~ im :l lld :nH_i! l : S('hh-~ inger.
Ilit roductio n to id .. a t xx : W. R ('\'elr- ~ . su pra nOll' :\2 , al 122- 23: Sof;ll"r. I he I'n'~ idell( r.
War , ami Fo reign Affairs: PraCl lel' Ulld ('r Iht· 1-"1'; 1111<'1'5. I...-. w & Car uclllp . I'ro h~ .. Sprin g,
19 7G, at 12, 3G-37 ; Adler, supr;1 II fl t(· :12, al 35 : .I a\" i t ~ . War l'Oll't'rs Rcn Uls it!I"I'{'d . li l
Fu rl' ig n AIr. 130, 132 ( J 9R5) . 0 11 .11."111.'1'1'111 1 and t lt (· Ibrhan' pirat t·~ . S('t' 1\ S" la{' I, ~tll'l ;l
/lOIC 2 7. al 208-~4 ; SlT ;tlso J.la \'il :'i. ~Upr, III O I I' ~j. <I I ·lIi - ·I~II N t 'nlt " "i f;lIllallOl C'1l1 .
pa ig ll ; jcf kr~o n 's slanr e \' is.a. vis ( ;(llI~ rl'~~ eqll:l lll' dd l:n·lItial). ( Ill 1' 11" hl'g ilmill~~ ",
Ihe Mexic:m War, sec H . Co:ot . \\";Ir. Flln'i ~ 1I ,\fl airs , amI CO II ~l i l lll i"n al 1'!lIlT r:
I ~29- 190 I , 1·11 -55 (I 98·1): O il lilt, Ihlli se 411' ~1'111" 's l' rll a l in's' ("I'mll rt' II I 1',,11:. jn il wtl h\'
Lint'u ln <:I nll.l ohl1 Quine)' Ada rn ~. StT Ikq,:l·l . ~ lll l r;t 110 11' :\.1 , ;11 Ii:,. " 1\111 11 l'l t'~ i. klll ~
IWil so ll am i Frankli n Runs(:l'elll Wt"l"" ' t Il IT. I 1111 110 II'son tn '!o-n : pti" ,1 alll i 11 :t~cml
disTl'gard o f CO l1 gl'l·.~S in milita ry ~ 1L"[ , IIJ Pl1 {,'" tI" 1 i ~ i . m ~ 1 Il'I'al1~ t' 11,1' \' II't' l t' 111 1:111 11- 1<,
rall y "ong ressio n:!1 h3Ckill g li ,r act iu ll t'~~ I " l l i:t 1 10 ll;u iu n;!1 s('r lH i l ~" Rn 'l"it·y, ~ 1IJ1ra
l1I)tt· :H . at 121i2. O n Wilso n , Sl'l" C Ik n blt l. \\';11' " '}I'·l·r .. o rlh e !-: xen rri lt· ill tht'lIl1i ll'd
Sl al e" liH- 70 (1 ~1 2 1 ) . 0 11 H.oos t'\'dl . ~ t' l' I W. fl br lf"1 ,.."lt' I", rhr 1. :1" " :111 11 ,I,,' 1)1(', 1111
21i8 , 2R2-8 :1 ( I !J7'I); W. Sl e\TII SIII I, " t\ I,1I1 ( ::111,·, 1 1111 I "pid 1."' !i_rlt', :.'!'", I I I !l i l ; l :
1h'ru ~ II' i n , rhe Ruacllo \\·all·q.;:r lt' :111([ BI' \ oud ' nit' (: I'fH, lh ;,,,d \I " " ..... , I: ........ ~
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presidential actions of this period in support of some adverse possession-type theory that they had gradually altered the constitutional plan,
Shifts of constitutional power, to the extent they are possible at all,
must be accomplished in the open,
Korea was the watershed, President Truman, speaking most capaciously through Secretary of State Acheson, openly claimed the authority without congressional authorization to commit our troops to combat
(ane! keep them there long after there was opportunity for congressional consideration), and hardly a peep was heard from Congress,36
The consciousness informing the passage of the War Powers
Resolution of 1973 was that the pattern thus set in 1950 had prevailed
for the intervening 23 years, In fact most post-Korea military actions.
preeminently including the war in Vietnam,37 had been congressionally
authorized-albeit not in the most responsible way, but rather by openended resolutions requested by the President essentially delegating
him authority to do whatever he wanted in a given area of the world. 38
Even were the prevailing myth true, however, and had the President
Authority Since 1940. Law & Contemp. Probs., Spring. 1976. at 58. 7G-77. Still
Roosevelt, like his predecessors. replied to the French in his 1940 "Utmost Sympathy
Spec.'ch" that his statements carried no promise of military aid. "Only the COllgress can
make such fOll1mitlllents." he said. E. Corwin. The I'n:sidcnt: Oflice and Powers
1787-1957. at 246 (-tth re\·. ed. 1957).
~i6. E.g .• J. Gouldc.'n. Korea: The Untold Story of the War 85-86 (HJ82); M. Pusey,
The Way We Co to War 87-95 (IH69); T. Eagleton. supra note 3·•• at 6H-72.
37. The Joint Resolution to Promote the MaintaillalKe of Iml'l'IIational Peace and
Security in Snuthca'it Asia ("Gulf of Tonkin Resolution") provided that "the Congress
approves and supports the detelmination of the Prl'sidellt ... to take.' allnecc.'ssary measun's to repel any armed alta(k against the forces of the United States and 10 pre\'l'nt
further aggrc.'ssion" and added that the United States was. therc.·rorc.'. "prepared. as the
Pre.'sident dc.,termines. to take all necessary steps, including thl' use of anm'(i fOf('e" to
assist South Vietnam or an}' IIll'mber or protocol state of SEATO re(Ill('sling nur assistance. H.R.J. Res. 1145. 88th Cong .• 2d Sess .. 78 Stat. 384 (1964). While the debates
contained a number of plaintive hopes that we would not get involvc.'d in a widespread
land war in Southeast Asia. they were (Iuite clear that if the President thought it was
necessary. anion that drasric was heing authorized. The Resolution passl'd the House
416-0 and tht' Senate R1i-2. 110 Congo Rec. 18132. 18:\50. 18·102-()9. 18417.
18425-27, 18.... 7. 18459 (196·1).
When the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution was rc.'pealed in H)71 the It'gal situation
clouded considerahly, MallY of those voting for Ihe repeal did so ((I rc.'mov(' til(' legal
basis Ii:)r the war, On the other hand the Nixon Administration. avowing that it did not
lIeed the Resolution. had quite canllily supported the repeal. and Congress cOlltinued (0
vote appropriations for the war. It was to a\'()id sud, ambiguous situ'lliUlls that
Congress enacted thl' War Powers ResohJlion, in particular section 8(a), which sets forth
a bright-line tcst of authorization.
38. Sec generillly J. Sund(luist. The Declinc and Re.'surgt'IlH' of Congress 114-18
(198J) (ciisc.'Ussing Formosa. Middlt' East. Cuba. alld Herlin resolutions). In fact
President Eiscnhowc.'r was IIllUSIIaIl)' def<"rential to Congrcss Oil thl' question whc.,thc.'r to
l'xpo~e troops to hO~lilities. (As a soldier. he had a more thall theorc.·li('al undt'l'standing
of wh\' wals should nut be entc.·red illlu lightly.) Se{', ('.g., Publil' Papers (If tht· Pres icil.-n(c; of till' Uniled Slates; Eis('nhowc.'r. 195,•. 3()6. lOi6-77 (IHti(l). This is not to say
Ihat Ilwf(' \n'f(' nol infnlC'liOl1s heIWc.'t'n 1950 alld 1!li:\-lht'I"l' \\,(,1(' (lh()tI~h lIonc.' so
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from 1950 to 1973 openly taken unto himself the authority to make
decisions on war and peace, 23 years of deviance hardly seem sufficient
so definitively to have redefined the constitutional arrangement as to
render unconstitutional the "Var Powers Resolution's attempt to return
to the prior understanding,39
The Constitution grants Congress authority to "make all L,ws
which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the
foregoing [congressional] Powers, and all other Pou'ers vested h)' this
Constitution in the Govemml'1lt of the Unite.d States, or in a1l)' Df'partmmt or
Officer thereof."40 Sections 4(a)(l) and 5(b) of the \Var Powers
Resolution give concrete contemporary meaning to the constitutional
understanding written into the document and honored for a century
and a half thereafter, and are constitutional.
So what is wrong with section 8(d)? ,"'hat harm coulo there be in
saying that nothing in the Resolution is intended to alter the constilutional authority of either Congress or the President? It's superfluous,
but so what? Only this, and it is something: it gives the President a peg
on which to hang his defiance. ("The Resolution itself says it isn't supposed to cut into my prerogatives. but if I followed 4(a)( I) and reported this to Congress that would cut into my prerogatives. so by not
reporting I am actually only following the Resolution,")·11 Since Red) is
not needed to preserve the constitutionality of what counts ill rhe
Resolution, Congress should probably get rid of it.
C, Section 2( c)
Section 2(c) provides:
The constitutional powers of the President as Commander-inegrl'gious as Korea). The Dominican incursion or 1965 mar have cOlltrihlltt'd as lIlud,
as Vietnam to the (brief) resurgence of Congress.
39. INS v. Chadha. 462 U.S. 9H) (I98:J). appears to imalidate more than two hundred federal statutes dating back to the HI30s, lIlany 01 thl'm signc'd by the Prcsific:nt.
See also Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer. 343 U.S. 579. 613 (I9!l2)
(Frankfurter, J., concurring); "owl'lI v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 4R6. 5,.7 (I9f)9) (" rhe
relevancy of prior [practice) is limilcd largely to the insight litl afroldlsJ in corrt'ctly
ascertaining the draftsmen's intt'nl. Obviously. therl'fOl'e. tht' pl'ccedl·tllial valal(' IIr
these cases tends to increase in proportion to their proxilllitv tn the Convclltilln in
1787.").
40. U.S. CorlSl. art. I. § 8. eI. 18 (cmpha .. is afld('d). l':nlhusia .. I'i nf.1I1'1tic'(,.Jarholl's
concurrence in rOll1lgJloul1l. !H3 U.S, at ti:Ji. should hav(' lillie trou"'" Iq.;anlitlg the:
Resolution as a congressional exerci!lt' in mapping Ih~ "twilight 7.one," and tll(:lcl'uI('
plailliv constitutional and contrullillg ulldl'r the logic of that Opillioll. (Otll<'rs o( us "l'e
tllf' !''lWer to commit troops to comhat. exc'epl in rlll('rgt'llcy situ;lIium. ;1" a!lsi~nt.'c.Ilo
lhe "gislative process by the Constitulion and thus nol in rWl'cl IIf resc'lIc' from any Iwilight lOne.)
41. Cf.. e.g .• l.egal Opinion IIf 1.10\'(1 Clliler, COlll1sel In Plrsiclt'nt Carter, War
)Jowers Consultation Rdative to tilt' It all Re.·sc.llc.' Missioll (Mil\, !I. I ~HII). Il'pl'intc.·t! ill
f)ocuments. supra note R. at 5\); Slatc.'IIIc.'''I of Ahraham n, Sufal'r, SIatr nepal'lllWnl
Legal Adviser (Apr. 2~. I~Hti),,,, I.ih"a Jk;II'jll)t". ·HII .. a 1I01('~. al 12. IX.
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Chief to introduce Uni ted Slales Armed Forces into hostilities,
or into situatio ns where immine nt involvement in hostilities is
clearly indicated by th e circulllsta nces. are exe rcised o nly pursualll to (I) a declaration of war, (2) speci fi c statutory a uth oriza tion, or (3) a national emergency created by atlack upon the
Uni ted Stales, its (Crrilo ric:s o r possessions. or its armed
forces.
h ended lip in th e Resolutio n as a result o f a compromise between the
Senate a nd Ho use forces . T he J-Iouse's approach had been more procedural- not telli ng the Prcsidclll when he could and could not introdu ce forces into hos tilities but ra th e r inst ru ctin g him that when he did,
h e had La rep ort to Co n gress and withdraw if their use was not thclI
app roved. The Senate's 1110 r e "substa nt ive" approach is capllIred by
thc quo ted language: ' :'?
Despite the inclusion of th e Se nate's language, it is lhe HOllse ap·
proac h that prevailed. The h eart of the Reso lu ti on resides in the com·
b in a tion ofscClio ns 4 (a)(1) and 5(b) . Section 2(c) appears ill a part of
th e Resolution e ntitl ed "Purpose a nd Po li cy." where all agree it is ope r·
a li ona l on ly to the exte lll the Presidelll chooses vo luntaril y to CO lli ·
pl y.·'3 Unsurpris ingl y, th e r efore. Presidelll s have i ~plOred it. Gre nad a,
Tripo li , and the Afa)'ag uc: rescue opcr~ll i o n arc pa te J1l 1l0 ll co lllpl iers, to
na m e just three , and even s uch s tro n g supporters
th e Senate ap·
proach as Se nators J <JVilS a n d Eag lc lon admi tt ed subsequen t to p assage
th a I 2(c) had ended lip 100 lI arrow,"" This sl'c lioll to o thu s hel ps bree d
co nlempt fo r the e nt ire Reso lu tion. wh ich sugges ts that repeal llI ay ue.."
ill ordcl".
That is not the o nl y poss ible res po llsc. howcvcr. and so m e COIlllI1l'n talors have suggested th ai Ihe (,lire for th e Re.lio luti u n 's ancm ia
may li e in taking 2(c) out of the "Purpose and Po licy" sec ti o n and m a king it lega ll y .. b indin g ... ·' !; I can ce rtainly u ll ders t,md the illlpuise. but
lo r two !'caso ns Ihis seellls a bad idea ,
The first is Ihal 2(c) no t o ill y is too !T.'H ri ctive of llC:.'ccssary preside n tia l authorit ),. b u t is alm ost inev ilabl y so, Virtu a ll y e\'eq1one agrees
thaI it sho uld have included the protec ti on of Alll erican cili ze ns as o ne
o f the justifications fill" prcs idelltial lIIilitary aCl io n : ' ti That o mi ss ion

or

'12. Sn: genera ll y COllll1liun: 01' FUl e ig ll A!I;,irs S[U(h', 5111" :' lIolt.· H, at (j2- 153 ,
43 . Set.' NOIC, A OdclIse til Ihc War 1'. )wt.'I'.<; Rt.'~ol U1itln, gJ Yale I"J, 1330, 13:J5
,1. :1 1 ( (9R·I ) Ihen'illa ll cr Ya lc Notel and so U"'-t", l'ih'd:J. Slmd qlli .~ I , s upra nol e 38. al
258 11,51),
,1-1 . Sce sources c it ed inrra IIIllt· 41i.
·15. E.g ., Franck, /\l tcr the Fall : Tht· New I'run't hllal Fr;III't'wo rk fo r CIIII~n:s s i ulla l
Co n tro l On'r the W;II' I'u\\'cr, 7 1 Am. J. 1111 '1 I.. tiO;I, (;:19 (1~)7i): C:kll IlOIl, The War
I'o\" cr.~ Rt'solut io n rCII Y(';,rs I.a' c, : Mort· 1'\1lit il.~ I'lIall I.aw , 78 AI1I . J. Inl ·ll.. ;.71. SHU
t I mH) , Set' lJcF;lzin pl'CJl)(. ~ al. supra IUllc 1,1, §§ :1, i tpt'l'In is"iht(, U St'~ C)r an ul'd 1( II'c c~
ckso'ilwd : judic'i:,1jllrisdil"Iiuu Ii ) {·n fill·. (. all plll\· i .~ iuIi S ur Rt'solUliot l).
·W , Set·, l'.J.:., Sdg li allO, ~lIpr:r 110ll' '17. a l I'!.'!. : (;(l'IIIHIII. ~lI pra 11fI1 t.· I), a l (iIi2 .
St'lI,lIol' E;'R1t-tl,n '!i hi ll lu Ic' mn lr thi ~ IIl'\TI' I-\I 'l :mywhcl l', I ,. Fi ~ IH 'r, COlislitulio l. al
( : '"lltilt .~ B c l ....·l'C II ( :l lI l g I C~~ a l ld Iht.· l'I (" .~i ,klll 2~1 ! 1 (1!IX;l ).
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1II IIId be remedied , but il wO llld nol do the lrick, TIl(' Prcs id l'n l and hi s
advise rs wou ld th en o nl y co m e lip with It list of other s itllatio ns 11t;:1t
~ huu ld have been covered (a no proceed LO intervene should they ari se),
~ I o llroe Leigh, State Departm e lll Le ga l Ad vise r ill the Fo rd
·\dlllini s tration, testified:
Besides th e th ree s ilu atio ns lisled in subsectio n 2(c)
il appears lh a t th e Presidl'l ll has thc co ns tituti o nal <Ju th o rit r to
use the Arm ed Forces LO re sc ue Ame ri ca n ci tizens abroad, to
rcscue foreign nat io ll als where sll ch ac ti o n directl y facilitat es
til e rescue o f U.S, cit ize ns ahroad. 10 protect U,S, Em bassies
and Legal io ns ab road, to s1lppress civi l insu rrecti o n, to impl e·
llI e lll and ad mini ster Ihe lerllls of a ll armist ice or cease· Ji re
des ig ned to tenlli na ll' hosti lilies im'olvi ng th e United Statcs,
and lo carry out Ih e t('l"IIIS of sec uril Y co mmitmcnts conlain cd
in Ircalies. Vl c do not, however, bel ieve th at am' sur h lisl ca ll
bc a co mplel e o ne, jus t as we d o nol believe tilat any sin g le
d e Jinili o na l s tatcllleni G ill dearl y c ll co lll pass ever y co nn'i vah ie situatioll ill whi ch Ihc i' rl'S idcllt 's CO lllma ndcr ill C hief authorit y co uld be exerc ised,l7
;\leit her is th is e rtuOI t'I"a ti oll r eck lcss ly ope ll -ended, as il tru ly is impos·
~ ibl c 10 pre dici a nd specify a ll Ihe poss ible s itll<ltiolls ill whi ch th e
Presidcllt will need 10 ac l 10 pro tec i Iil l' nati o ll 's sccu ril Y hut \\'ill nol
ha\'(' timc 10 co ns ult C:o lI g rcss. (1 ca n't, for exa mp le . ma ke t h e C u b,lIt
Ill issi le crisis of 1~IG 2 fit nllllfurlah ly evell UII Le igh's lis!.) Illd el'u, it
one w(:re lo insis t 011 hav in g s nch <I "SIJhS I;ll ltivc" sec tion, ", hOlI il wou ld
Inost scns ibl y .'i<ly is j lls l Ihis-that 11i (' Pres id('1l1 ca ll lise m il itary force
I\'it li Ot Jl pri o r co ng r ess io nal appro va l ollly whe n Ih e Ilalioll ~d secllril ), is
:ll Slake and therc is II o t tilli e 10 ('o lls llil Co ng ress . ThaI. howe\'l'I',
h'o uld si mpl y T'l'ilcrate tit e ( 'Ollllll , lIIfJ
Iltc Co nstiLtlliOll p rnpel"!:. lUlders loo d . Including it wou ld th('rd()H' n ol o nly be redu lld a ll i bllt 01 1<; (1
liacrifi cc thc Rcso llllio ll 's cOlllril n l1i OIl of g ivin g 1I10l"e co nere-Ie lnea ning
to th c gCllc!-a lili es o f til l' orig in;,1 doc ulIlent. In o ther !'Ocni('ns Ihe
Reso lu tio n m ay h;wC' stl CCC'l'd f:d ill Ih is qllCS I. I-len..'. howcvCI", compil- Ie
adva ll ce s pecifica ti o ll SC(' IIl S im possible. whi ch SUggl'!-'t s th at 11 0
Pres ident is likel y to pay atl('lIt io ll to any stich list, whi r h in tllrn scr \"{'.'\
o lll y 10 decreasc resp{'('( fill" Ihe.' Reso luli o n g(.' lI cra ll ~',
Evell if a lo lerab le approximati o n of a sa li s f~I("'{)ry list c01l lJ be
ronst ruCled, howcvc r, il \\'oll id 1"l' llI ail1 a had idea 10 attt' mpi 10 lIla ke
sec ti o n 2(c) "upe rationa l. " For c\'ell if it were movcd o lll 0\ III(~
1'llrpO!\C and Policy sectioll, it \,'o llid \ ' ('1'\' li kd y f'{'Il! ;.ill 1I11 (, 1II i>rt"l'(Ihle .
1',x pcriel1cc ~ ll gg(,S I S that cve n il" Ihl' lisl Werl' (' xpan d ed. the l'rl.'."ide.:11I
wo ul d not be likely to obey il \,fl h llli ar il r: if Presidc1lI ') WO I1 ' I ackll o l' I·
edge a n il1l1ll ill Cll 1 da nger III" It l)s lililies ill Ihe I'cr<;i a ll (;ll if ;nHI sil11i l;lI-

ur

,17, \ \':u' I'ow~'''~ : " I (· ~ t " I 1:"IIII,Ii,IIIt. ·. 11 1'a, il 'g ~ Iklo'I.· III ~' "'"1"-111'11 11 , .' 11
IlIlen ,ali'l.,;!1 S('fl lli, ~' ;11 111 Sell' lI, ili" , '" : ,i l ~ " t ,h e II I '" ~ . ' (:"1111 11 . '1', 111I(·'I,:Hl" , ,;.!
Rl' bli oll~, 'H, II ( :0 111-\ ., 1s t S (· .~~ . !/II _~ ll t 1!l"i:I ): ~('t' ;tl~" Yalt· N' ltl' . SUpL. 111111' ·13 , a l
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situ ati o ns. Lhey arc m ost unlikely Lo rccognil(' any sub stanri\'c lililits Oil
th eir autho rit y. The sa lll e cxpc riclH.:e leac hes th aI Congress ca nn o l hl'
co unled o n to enforce a ll }' stich sct o rlilllilS {'i lh e r. That seems (0 ICiI\("
th e courts, and of th e lll we will hav e a good dea l to say later o n. This.
however, docs n ol see m th e optimal place (0 expec i th em Lo take a
sta nd. Judi cial enforcement of an "operational" sec ti o n 2(c) \\'outd
take the form of a fin d in g that th e Pres id e ll t had exceeded th e lega l
justifi ca tions fo r illterventi o n and a co nseq ue nt ord er thcH he rClllun"

the 1.roops. Such an o rd er may no t be unthinkab le. but it is o ne lhilt
co urls wou ld understandably be vcry reluctant to e nt er. Judi cial inlet've nti o n seem s much m o re likel y in support o f th e 1·lo use 0 1
Represe nl at ives' " proced ural"' ap p roach , For if the ord er is simply thai
s'~ ct i () ll 4(a)(l) has bee n sa ti s fi ed and th e cl o ck has tllu x becn sta rtcd ,
the effec t will be !O "remand" to Co n g ress the qu es tion whet hc r ~ h l'
troops stay,
Experience thu s s uggests Lh a l if th e lT is LO be c nfon:emcnl of thl'
'W ar Powers Reso lution the j udi ciary mu s t beco m e in vo lved , a nd COlli ili o n sense s uggex ts that judicial assistance is m Ol'e likel y lO be for dl co min g in support o f the H o use approach , Si nce se ction 2(c) ca nn o t
plausibly be m ade enfo rceable , its con tinued p r est' li cc d o c s lIu)I'e hanll
th a n good , a nd it too sh o uld probab ly be repeCllrd,
D , Srclioll 5( c)

All "pr oced ura l" a pproaches are nul crcated e qu a l, an d not a ll of
those co ntain ed in the exis ti ng War Po\\'c rs Resolu ti o ll are equa ll y s uscepLibl e to being m ade wo rkab le , Sectio n 5(<:) provides thal within th e
GO-day period, Congress ca n b y co nn llTc llt r esol u tio n d ir ec t til('
Pres idelll lO remove tro o ps h e has cO l1lmi tted to h o s tiliti cs.'lfl A pl au sible argu m c llL ca n be lIIade Ihat thi s sec ti o n was rendered in va lid by the
Supre m e Court's ~ 983 dec isio n in INS u, Chadha .'tfl For th,is reaSO ll , il
too prO\'idcs a n excuse to con d emn th e e ll tirc Reso llllioll as "unconstitutional." Since Co n g ress's proclivities in Ihis area virlllally insure th;\!
5(c) n eve r wou ld have been in vo ked aJl yhow, it too shou ld be re lll o\'('d ,
In fact, section 5(c) docs not appear to bc un co nstitut io na l. E\'c li
ass uming that Chadha m akes sense,50 it sce llls distinguis hab le.!'· ' (Ill'18, Onc(' the hns tilili es ill q ues lio n have.' receiv('d " sp('cific ~ Ialul o ry ;lulhoril ;\.
lioll," 5(c) 11 1) longer applie s , cr. illrra nOI e.' 5~,
'19 , ,162 U ,S. 9 19 (1983) , Th e IUI CUIiSlilllliona lil), o r 5(c) tllld er Chadh" ha s sec.'fllt'd
obvious 10 m anr-so o h vio us to the co tl gre s~ i ()na l p lainlifh ill Lowry \', Reagan, GiG F.
Supp, 333 (D ,D,C. 1987) , for example , that Ihl' ~' CIl'KClkd it (' \,(,11 t ho llgh :)(c ) wa ~ 1101
iu \'u ln 'd in thei r ca ~ e! hI. at 335,
50 . Chadha is Iwlpru lt ), ana lp ,cd ill SlI-;:m ss, Was Th c lt';I Uahy in Ihe Ba lh wa tl" '? ,\
COlll lll e ut o n Ihe S uprclIle Cou rt 's Lq.\is l:lI i\'(' Ve to Deci sio ll , 1 ~)83 Dukc LJ. 789,
5 1. Oth(.'rs ha n' a u e lllpt ed ,~ uch a di slinC{ ion . l)e~\II C asper ha s cOl'I'ecli r observ('d
Ihal accepting CllluJh,,'s logi c would m ean lha l Ihe Presidenl , "s l'ppo n('d on l), hy o m>
Il lird plus nnl' or Ill e llIelnhe rsllip of t lfh" Ii ousc ," cou ld s tarl and !'i llSla in a war (al leasl
un ti l lhe dock ha !'i rL ln ) , Cas]>t'r, COlISlillllio n:11 CVllsl r;linlS o n the ConduCI Ilr FOl'l'igll
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tked it is a little bi zarre 10 regard (his co n gTessio ll a J dron to reass e rt
II ~ co ns tituti ona l J uth orit y to decide a ll war a nd peace as a violation nf
(·idln lite separation o f powers or the !<i)'Stc:m o r t: h c cks and ua la n ces, )
S tT lion 5(c) does not fit the profile of a sla lld~ rd " IcRi s l;,uiv c Vl'to"
h herein Co ng ress has del egated certaill powers to the execlllive branch
:llld then anempted to pull Ih (, 111 ha r k by n .'scr vi ll g a rig ht to veto e Xt' c.
I!l ive exe rcises of Ihe del ega li o n , Instead, it s ho lild be read in the COII [,'xl of secti o ns 4(a)( l ) Clnd :,(b), as pan of a parJwge attemptillg in
lo ncrete terms to approxil1l<Jtc th e acco lllll HH latio li r eached by th e
( :Olls titUlio n' s framers, th at th e Pre~idellt cou ld a ct milita ril y in all
t: me rgen cy but wa s o hli gated 10 cease alld des is l ill rh e eve nt CO ll g l css
did 110 1 approve as soo n a s it h ad a rea so ll able o ppo rtunil), 10 do so.

S ixt y days is esse ntiall y d e fined by th e Resoluti o n as tli e olJl"r/imil
111 th e rime C o ngress ca n reaso nab l)' be su ppo sed to Il eed 10 d ecid e .
! rh e add itiona l 30 days for "lI na\'()i d"bl e military ne cess ity" is th e re If)
I'llable o llr troo ps to be withdraw lI wit ho lil gelli n g ki ll ed ,) Ii nwe ve r, il
pa tcntl y is n OI the no ti o n o f th e R l'so illt io n IIiai ()O da ys will a lwa ys be
1l('C(.'ssary for s uch a d ecis io n . Tlie ,<lic hcl!le cOllle lllpl:lIcS t ha t som ctim e
;, llhill tha t GO da ys, whc ll cv{' r und e r tltl' spe cific ('ircUllI s (;tIl U'S
pl'l'sc llled Co ngress eml ge t ir s an to geth e r, it G ill c ilil e l' aUL ho ri 71' (o nlilllled milit ar y activity und er 5 (b) or illd icate, lI nd er 5«(,) , 1""1 il is !lo t
,n ld DciCIlS(' Poli q '; i\ NOI~illdid ,, 1 Mndd , 'I:l lJ, Chi , L, R('v , ·11i:!. ,I H I _W, ( 19 i l;) ((' III '
" k lsis in origin .. I), Bu t Ihi,~ is ;, IlIIi \'crsa l l'("~ 1I1t of Chadha- it COIl Il I c ss (';IIIIIOt l'(.'l n lite
l'l cs idelll's exerci se o r a delegalion , it la kl's " 'C'I )ea II P SlOp hilll- I\hil h d , i \,t,~ li S b;l(' k
t' l lhl' qlleslion whe lh ('r the GO/ 90-( !;. r "rrc c po iod" i ~ trul~ :I d c'lq plio ll . rill' n'nllllHl1
.ug lltllt' 11l thai Chadha is di !' l in g ui ,~ h a bk' hn ; IIl ,~ e tlu ' (J' IWl' l' 10 w;lge war fo r (;0 " r !1O ,b p
.... ithoul limil is actu:llly inh e n'ntly preside llti;11 alli l th us 110 1 COlI grcss'~ to ddq~ale, "' ,g "
SI;1I\fonl No tl' , s u pra no :c R, at ].132 , ~e.' l' III ~ IIp ,~ i d e d V WII, sugges ting Iha l (.'IUI/JlIII ma r
Ill' appli ca ble a roniol'i , P ro ll'.~sor C" n ..'r's tcx p licill y hesilant ) arg ume.'lIt Ihal Ch"d"(I 's
IlIcsell tlllCnt r('q uiremcllI callnnt 11(' ;.pp licahk In'cause IIl1dn tI ll' COll ~ l i lllli o n deda ra liun~ of war (;md ot her comha( :lllih u l i"at iUlls) ;11'(' Ilut \'c lo;:lhlt, t" , the I'rt',~ irlclll ill Ihc
linl pla ce, Carter, T he COll stitlllicmal it y of the.' War PO\I'('rs Resolut io n, 70 \ ';1. I.. Re v.
101. 129-32 (1984), di spla )'s Ill.' lilillln' o r Iug ic: il is Ihe.' pre misc Ihal is questionable .
C:U'le.' r's sour('c for l h(' proposit ion thaI " sdlUlars ar(' di vidt'J" all Ihe tIU.:~t iul1 wlwt ht'r
tle darations orwar arc v('toabk' is L I kll kin, Foreign A/[, irs and Ihc Constilution 295
11 ,,Ii ( 1972), bUI "knkin, who d o cs Ilot endorse the.' Caner prclIlisl' him sdr. c ite.'~ (,nly an
1 ~96 spc('d,' 0 11 tin: Sena te 11001', b )' OIU' Se lla lor Morgan ur ,\I ;tha lll a, ill ~ uppon .,f';1.
11111 sce C. Berdahl , supra nOll' 35, a t 9:1: Ba ldwin, The .sh;lI'e " I Ihe Presidenl o f !l ,t'
t 'nilcd Stales in a Dcdaralion Or War, 12 AliI. J. Inl ' l L , I fl!I1R ): I T.,'. , Cp lI"I art. I , ~ i,

ct , 3:

[\'cr)' Ordcr, Reso lut io n , o r \ " lIt' I" whil'h ,h (' C o n nlln.. n c(' nf the St'nale a nrl
1-lous(' of Rcprcsell1a li vcs lIIa~' 1)(, 1ll" '{,S';:" y k xcep l 0 11 a qU t ,~ t i u n til A' ~""rll 
me nl) s ha ll be prcsI.' lIl e d 10 Ihc I'rcsitkllt u flh e lJ lli led .s1 ;lI t'~: ;1IIr1 hd n l e Ihe
Sault' sha ll lak(' Effc Cl, s ha ll bl' approvcd by him , or heing dis;tppro\'l'll Itr hilll ,
sha ll be rcpassed b)' two Ihird s of IIH' St'lla te ;md Ii 0 usI' .. f' R C IJI('~e lllalin' s ,
accorditi g 10 the Rule s a nd Limtt;llinm 11I'('s,' ril lcd ill lilt' ( :a_~l' ur" Ilill ,
h '('ry declaralion or waT in ollr hi ~ l nTY ha s hc cn s ij!l1ed hv lilt' I'rf' sid (' II\. See SOllrn's
f ited Lungren & Kroto.~ ki , T Ill' War Po wer~ Res o lUl iu n " Iie r lh .., CII,,(II1(I iJn isio ll. I i
I..JY, L.A ,L. Re\'. 7fi7 , 786 11 ,8 4 ( 19H4) ,
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prepared to do so. Section 5(c) thus resembles only distantly the sort
of legislative veto to which the Chadha litigation was addressed.
However, Chadha is "a work of mechanical simplicity" that suggests
no inclination to distinguish among provisions that bear any resemblance to that involved in the case,52 a readillg buttressed by the sweeping references of the concurrence and dissent. 53 There is thus a
significant possibility that in the event section 5(c) ever got to court, it
would be invalidated. We need not shed many tears over this possibility, however, as experience suggests that Congress would be most unlikely ever to try to invoke it. If it won't acknowledge that hostilities
exist in situations like the Persian Gulf and thereby start the clock for its
further decision, it certainly isn't going to order the President to remove the troops cold turkey within 60 days of his having committed
them.
Such an apparently useless and arguably unconstitutional provision is likely only to provide an excuse for denunciation and defiance of
the entire Resolution,54 and it too should be repealed. 55 In one sense
this surely seems a pity, since we can understand the motivation that
drove 5(c), a desire to avoid giving the President carte blanche to keep
troops he has committed on his own motion ill the field for the 60 or 90
days the clock is running. (Or course the clock hasn't been running,
but that is a problem we will get to presently.)56 Some of our concern
on this score can be allayed by adoption of an alternative proposal. to
52. Ides. supra note 9. at 630 n.IO I.
53. Justices Powell and White both indicate that they read the;- Court's opin~on ~s
invalidating all legislative veto provisions. 462 U.S. at 959 (Powell. J.. concurnng m
judgment). 974 (White. J.. dissenting), and Justice White specifically refers to section
5(c), id. at 970-71. Subsequent Court decisions are reading Chadha in this spirit. L.
Tribe, American Constitutional Law § 4-3, at 217 (2d ed. 1988).
54. Another reason it has been suggested that we need not be too upset over the
probable unconstitutionality of 5(c) is that constitutional or not, the President would
almost certainly heed a concurrent resolution calling for an end to hostilities. See Libya
Hearings, supra note 8, at 133 (testimony ofW. Taylor Reveley). That may be right, but
Chadha is likely to give Congress yet another reason not to pass such a resolution.
55. Should Congress decide to keep 5(c)-perhaps (fat chance) in order to pass a
concurrent resolution and thus force a test case-other problems should be considered.
Professor Glennon, writing before Chadha, suggested that 5(c) be "amended to apply the
concurrent resolution termination procedure to situations in which the armed forces are
used pursuant to specific statutory authority." Glennon, Strengthening the War Powers
Resolution: The Case for Purse-Strings Restrictions. 60 Minn. L. Rev. J, 37 (1975).
However. such an extension manifestly could not be constitutionally defended on the
theory elaborated in the text: indeed there is a danger that by blurring the rationale for
5(c) it could serve to sink the entire provision. Section 5(c) also does not apply in
4(a)(2) or 4(a)(3) situations or, indeed. in 4(a)(1) situations where there are not actual
hostilities but only the imminent likelihood thereof. nlis last surely should be remedied
if 5(c) is retained. I recommend elimination of 4(a)(2) and 4(a)(3), see infra text accompanying notes 77-78. Were, they, and 5(c), retained, however, their relation too would
be a candidate (though not such a dear one) for repair.
56. See infra text accompanying notes 75-113.
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<ihorten the 60-day period to 30 days."7
E. Sh01'lenil1g the "Free Pl'110t/" 10 TYlir/J /)a.p

The only legitimate thcory that supports giving thc Presidcnt fiO
hcc days is that it approximates the time it will takc Congress 10 gal her
its thoughts about whether the Unitcd States should become involved
ill the'war in question. However, in considering whether that is an appropriate length of time, we are by hypothesis discussing a situation ill
which the President has started the clock hy filing a 4(a)( I) report, or
had it started for him. Realism thus dcmands that we think in terms of
a 90-day dock. (Obviously the period will not be extended if the clock
hasn't been started, but once it has. the President will vcr\' likdv take
~Id\'antage of the 30-day extension. The IndoChina war ~as dr~,gg('rl
out for yearJ on the theory that wc were in the process of withdrawing
our troops.) Ninety days, however, is an indefensibly long estimate of
how long it should take Congress to decide whether the President's
"emergency" response should be made more permanent. So is 60
days.58 All the declarations of war in our history have been considered
57. See Lib)'a lIearings. supra note tI. at 122 (testimony of Archibald Cox), Ihirt)'
(Ia~'s was the period specified in the Senate \'('r~ion of tht' War Powers A(·1. St.t'
Committee on Foreign Affairs Study. supra note A, at 83.
58, This can hardly COllie as a surpriSt·. given that the (jll/90 arrang('IIH'nt was a
wmpromise between the Senate v('rsion's 30 (I<tyS and til(' House's 120, SO\ll(' ill
Congress ol~ccted to this feature at the time. See, ('.g .. CornmiUt,c on Foreign Allairs
Study. supra note 8, at 154. A few. notahly Senator Eagleton. voled a~ainst the
Rf'sohllion substantially on the ground that it gave the Presid('nt !)() days to wClge Will' at
\\'iII. but others voted for it despilt· such SCI upl(·s. reg'lI'ding Ihis as ;11\ "l'punUlJil), til
weaken President Nixon. Reprt'sentati\,e Abzug switdleci her \'ote in the' hdid that an
{I\'erride could "accelerate the dt'mand ff)r the impc<lchment of tlw President." alld flne
Senator,confided to Eagleton, "1 heard \'OUl" argument. I agrc"e with )'UU. I Ion' the
Constitution, but I hate;- Nixon more." T. Eagleton. supra note 34. at 215, 22U.
An alternative would be to try to write the constitutional rt·quirc.'Illc,'nt into tht'
Resolution essentially hi hOf( verba. providing that if a J'('asOltabl(' period has passed (for
the President to come to Congress and Congress tn respond) and spt'('ilk statutory authorization has not been forthcoming, hostilities are to be termiuated. I don't see how
this could work. Experience strongl)" suggests that the Prc!'iclent would not he scrupulous about getting to Congress promptly, and that Congress would not prove dlfocti\'{' in
getting him to do so. It is true that the courts have been relativelr successliJI in int{'rpreting somewhat comparable commands, such as tht' requirement that police apply to a
magistrate for a search warrant as soon as it is reasonably pnssihle to dn so. In our case,
however, the facts are less compassed-those hearing both on the Presirlf'lIt's itU'\'ila"lc
daim that the operation had to be cOIJlIllenced suddt'IIly alld in absolute secrecy, alld 011
how fast Congress can react. (Since motives will be mixed. it will be next to impo"isihlc
to separate admissible problems Irom faintheartedness.) It thus seems extrellwh, 1111likely that there would ever be a case in which the periud sl'iected wuuld be less thall 3(1
days. Moreover, the court's remedy in sllch a situation is unlikt'I)' 10 he a simpl(' unler
that the President withdraw the troops. Instead. it would pmhahly ....emand .. the is'iut'
to Congress for irs prompt consid('ratiun. d. inlra text accomp:m)'illg notes I W-113,
and that,would probably require the setting of an exact tinl(' limit! "central contrihulion of the War Powers Resolution was to 11':ll1slall' Ihe Ccmstituliull's gl'l1er:dilies illtn
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and voted on almost.immediately after the President's request. Yet it
was demonstrably the judgment of the framers of the Constitution, as it
should be ours, that the only wars we ought to be involved in are those
it is quite apparent are justified. 5~)
The fact that declarations of war have generally been immediately
forthcoming is a knife that cuts both ways, however, and one might take
solace in the 60- or 90-day period on the theory that although Congress
will probably approve anything at first, passions may settle after two or
three monlhs. uo To this there are two answers. First. it seems a very
troubling theory on which to construct a free period (or presidential
war making. So viewed, the period ceases to be an estimate of how
long it will take Congress to consider the maHer and becomes, instead,
a delegation of legislative power to the President more open-ended
than any declaration of war (because it does not specify in any way-by
geographical locale, enemy, or precipitating condition-what war it is
the President is entitled to fight for up to 90 days), so open-ended in
f~lCt as to raise serious constitutional problems. Second, insofar as experience teaches that Congress is likd y to support the President at the
very outset of a war, it also teaches that it is likely to be years. not two
or three months, before Congress sours: it took almost a decade in the
case of IndoChina. The idea that pulling the financial plug on a war
represents a (ailure to "support our boys in the field" doesn't really
make sense, because an order to withdraw can always be accompanied
by ample provision to protect the boys as the withdrawal is proceeding.
But it docs appear to convince Congressmen-or at least, and for present purposes this amounts to the same thing, it provicies a convenient
rationalization. There is thus little reason to suppose that Congress is
going to be more inclined to lJull the plug on a presidential war after
two or three months than it would have been at the outset.
It is true that if the enemy knows the deal-that if the war is not
approved by Congress within 30 days the troops will have to be withnumbers. Here the numbers were too generous. but the impulse toward precision was
sound. Lea\'ing requirements vague helps ensure that they will not be enfiHced.
Of course in sOllie cases 30 days may 1/01 be enough for reasoned consideration. It
is alwa)"s within the power of Congress statutorily to authorize the continuation of hostilities for a limited period of rime (thus giving itself more time to (omider). Let us hope it
doesn·t become a habit, though even that would be an improvement over the present
pattern, as it would evidence sam, consideration.
59. See infra note 93 and accompanying text.
[TJhe power of declaring \Val is not only the highest sovereign prerogative: but
... it is ill its own nature and effects so critical and calamitous, that it requires
the utmost deliberation, and the successive review of all the councils of the
nation. . .. It should therefore be difficult in a republic to declare war: but not
to make peace.
3 J. Story, supra note 27, § 1166; see also. e.g., I Farrand. supra note 28. at 316
(Madison): I Blackstone·s Commentaries (St. George Tucker, app .. at 269-72) (1803);
w. Rawle, A View of the Constitution of the United States 109-11 (2d ed. 1829).
60. Cf. Glennon, supra note 45, at 573.
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drawn-they may be encouraged to "hold out" for that periodyt However, in terms of carnage, 30 days of "holding out" is preferable to 60
or 90. And to the extcnt that the opponents of the War Po~ers
Resolution would use the "holding out" phenomenon to argue agamst
any deadline, there is plainly a sense in which they are right: if we don't
let the President fight unauthorized wars for as long as he want~, that
does indeed reduce his opportunity to pursue them to total vIctory.
However this attitude argucs not simply against establishing a clock,
but agai~st enforcing the Constitution g:nerally:62. an inevi~able byproduct of any sort of constitutional requirement of c~)Jlgres~lOnal. ~p
proval is that the enemy also will know that ~pproval I.S reqUIred. I he
only way around this is to make the PreSident a dIctator. but that
wasn't, and shouldn't be, the idea.
II.

STRENGTHENING THE POTENTIAl.l.Y OPERATIONAL PROVISIONS

A. The Consultatio11 Requirement
Compliance with section 3-requiring rhe ~~e.sidcnt to consult
"with Congress" before committing tr~)o~s to hostlhu~s-has be~n better than compliance with the Resolution s other s.ecllons. Adnllltedly
this isn't saying much: it means only that comphance. has be.en sporadic. 63 (To give President Reagan his due, co.nsultatIon hefore our
April 18 activities in the Persian ~;ul~ was apparently pretty good.)
There is. nonetheless, much room (or Improvement.
Though this change should not be neces~ary, the. Resolut~on
should be amended to make clear that consuhauon reqUires gemune
discussion, a seeking of advice and counsel. rather. than a me,re report
of what is about to happen}'" Another reason se~tlon 3 hasn t w<:>rked
is that a requirement to consult "with Co~g~ess" IS not v~ry help!ul on
the subject of who is to be consulted. LogistIcal and secur.Ity conslde~a
tions preclude the idea that consultation can be had With the en.w·e
membership of Congress, so everyone has proceeded on the senSible

I

61. See President Nixon·s Veto of War Powers Measure Overridden br the
Congress. Oct. 24. 1973,69 Dep·t St. Bull ..662, 66~ (l973!.
. .
62. A related phenomenon, against whICh PreSident Nixon also w~rned. Id., lli the
danger that the President will escalate ollr military efiort as the dea~hn~ appro~ches.
However, by escalating the bombing of North Vielll~llI whe~e\·er he felt COllgre~s s p~.
tience was wearing thin. e.g .. Commiuet" on Foreign ~lIalrs Suuh·, supra .notl' H••tt
103-04, Nixon himself had demonstrated that such reactloll~ do not lIecessarlly (It·pt· .. d
on any dock but rather on the ne('d for congressional acqUiescenre ~l()l·~ grl1rl allv.
63. See R. Tumer, ·Ine War PUWt"fS Resolution: Its Imp~clll("ntation lJl 111~0I.)· and
Practice 54-57 (Phnom Penh, Saigon). 59-lH (.\layagur..), 69-/:1 (Iran) (1983); I. F.r;lIu-k
&: E. Weisband. Foreign Policy by Congress 72-74 (1979) (MaJngun., Iran); Va~("(·.
Striking the Balance: Congress and the President Under Ihe War I'uw('rs Resolution,
133 U. Pa. L. Re\,. 79,88-90 (1984) (.\fayngun.. Iran. Grt>nacla); Rubner, supra n~t~ R. ~t
630-36 (Grenada); Libya Hearings. supra note 8, at II ~ (statement 01 I~. <.:ox) (1 nJ)~).'~!.
64. Senator Eagleton'S proposed amendmt'nt to thl~ (·lIect. st'(' N.\. 1 niles, Ma) 2....
1975, at I, col. 2. never got anywhere.
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supposition that it is "the relevant leadership" that must be involved.
However. that itself is an unclear concept, and congressional jealousies
have made diplomatic selection difficult. Moreover, at least so long as
the relevant group has not been officially indicated, those the President
decides he should consult may not be available. 65 Such problems of
intra-Congress jealousy and unavailability should be allayed by a statutory designation of the leadership group with whom consultation is to
be had. Although the Byrd proposal can be faulted on a number of
fronts, the majority leader and his co-sponsors are certainly experts on
who in the Congress should be consulted (and who can tactfully be left
off the list). Their recommendations in that regard should probably be
adopted. ti6

B. Supposed New Teeth for Sec/ion 5(b)
Section 5(b) provides that if the clock runs and Congress has not
authorized continued hostilities, "the President shall terminate" the
use of United States Armed Forces.'»7 Several commentators have suggested that this command be augmented by a provision that once the
clock has thus run, funds to support the troops be cut off. 68 While this
should be redundant, it probably is a good idea anyhow, as virtually
everyone, including apologists for broad presidential power in this
area, agrees that Congress has constitutional authority to end a war by
terminating its funding. 69 The addition of such a proviso would therefore render presidential obedience more likely. The serious problem,
65. Sec W. Reveler. supra note 32. at 254 -55; P. Hoh. The War Powers
Resolution: The Role of Congress in U.S. Armt'd Intervention 31 (l9iB).
66. If scctions 4(a)(2) and 4(a)(3) are rctained. but cr. text accompanying infra
notes i7-7B. the coll5uhation requirement should probably be made applicable to them
too.
67. A few ('ommentators have slid from the conclusion that 5«(:) appears to be unconstitutional under Clutdha to the conclusion that 5(b) is as well. E.g .• Lungren Be
Krotoski. supra note 51. This is a mistake. The Chadha Court ('xprcssly staled that
"other mean5 of control. such as durational limits on authorizations and formal reporting requirements. lie well within Congress' constitutional power." INS v. Chadha. 462
U.S. 919.955 n.19 (19B3). As Professor Carter has pointed out. rather than constituting
a legislative veto. section 5(b) is a ~ort of "sunset law." the functional equivalent of a
statute providing that troops simply may not be commitled to combat for morc than 60
da}'s (unless the statute is amended). Carter. supra note 51. at 133.
68. E.g .• Glennon. supra note 55; Vance. supra note 63. at 93; see also DeFazio
proposal. supra note 14. § 3(c).
69. E.g .• War Powers I.egislation. Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on Foreign
Relations. 92d Cong .• 1st Sess. (1971). reprinted in T. Franck Be M. Glennon. Foreign
Relations and National Security Law 599 (1987) (statement of William P. Rogers.
Secretary of State. Nixon Administration); N.Y. Times. May lB. 1975. § 4. at 2, col. 3
(Roderick Hills. Counsel to President. Ford Administration); Libya Hearings. supra note
B. at II (statement of Abraham D. Sofaer. Slate D('partment Legal Adviser. Reagan
Administration). That all admit it is constitutional does not necessarily mean that all will
obey it. as the Reagan Administration's recent misadventures concerning the Boland
Amendment demonstrate. It docs. however. raise the odds.
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however, has plainly not lain in what happens when the dock runs out.
but rather in gelling the dock started. a problcm to which I now turn.
C. The Language of Section -/( a)( 1 )
Section 4(a) of the Resoituion provides:
. In the absence ofa declaration of war. in any case in which
Unlled States Armed Forces are introduced .
(I) into hostilities or into situations where imminent
i~volvement in hostiJitic!'; is clearly imlicated by the
circumstances;
. (2) illt? the t~rritory., airspace or waters of a foreign
nation, w~"e eqUipped for combat, except for deployments wInch relate solely to supply. replacel11{'nt. repair.
or training of such f()rc{'s: or
(3) in numbers which substantially enlarge United
~tates Ar.med F~rces equippe? fc)r combat already located
In a foreign natIOn; the PreSident shaH submit within 48
hours to the Speaker of the House of Representatives and
to the President pro tempore of the Senate a report. in
writing, setting forth (A) the circumstances necessitating the introduction of United States Armed Force!\;
(B) the constitutional and legislative authority
under which such introduction took place; and
(C) the estimated scope and duration of the hostilities or involvem{'nl.
Section 5(b)'s 60-day clock is started only by a report under seclion
4(a)( I): of sections 4(a)(2) and 4(a)(3) we will have more to say in the
next section of this Article.
That the entire section is keyed to when troops are "introduced" is
potentially troublesome, in lhat on its face the Resolution does nol
seem to r~quire a report when the troops are already in place and hostilitie~ (or their immin.ent likelihood) arise later. Raising this may be
alarmism on my part, since everyone apparently has been assuming that
this situation is covered: one does not, for example. find among the
rationalizations for the failure to file a report in the Persian Gulf situalion lhe argument that the troops came first and hostilities later. Just to
be on the safe side, though, this loophole !\hould be dosed.
The requirement that imminent involvement in hostilities he
"clearly indicated by the circumstances" seems too demanding. Section 4(a)(l) is often paraphrased as if the requirement of a "clear indication" were not present. Some language in the relevant House Report
seems to support this loose reading. 7 (1 However, the enacted language,
iO.
The ,word ho.l/i[i/iLs was suh~tituted ror the phras(' ann,d {llIIflid during the sub.
committee drafting process hecause it W:l'1 {nll!liU('ICtl tn hl' ~olll('wh:1I I"":lder

,
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when it is not ambiguous. must prevail. and "clear indication" has a
moderately specific and demanding legal meaning. 7 • That 4(a)(l)
means what it says is a] so corroborated by the facts: (I) that sections
4(a)(2) and 4(a)(3). which don't start the dock. describe situations in
which one would ordinarily suppose there is at least some danger of
hostilities; and (2) that Congress itself. in the compromise it eventuaI1y
reached with President Reagan over Lebanon. found that 4 (a)( I) had
been satisfied only on the day that four Marines were killed and 38
others wounded. 72 On the other hand. section 8(c) provides:
For purposes of this joint resolution. the tenn "introduction
of United States Armed Forces" includes the assignment of
members of such armed forces to command, coordinate, participate in the movement of. or accompany the regular or irregular military forces of any foreign country or government
when such military forces are engaged. or there exists an imminent
threat that such forces will become engaged. in hostilities. 73
Here the requirement of "dear indication" is omitted. However. it
seems irrational to start the dock on a lesser likelihood of danger of
hostilities when our troops are accompanying another nation's army
than when they are proceeding alone. Apparently, therefore. Congress
was of two minds about whether to require a "clear indication." The
language it enacted in section 4(a)( I), however. plainly does so. It
should be amended, without requiring a "clear indication," simply to
c.over all situations in which there is an imminent danger of involvement in hostilities. 74
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D. Getting the President to Start the Clock
It would be best if the President could be counted on to start the
clock himself: he knows the facts best. he knows them soonest, and
both congressional debates and lawsuits consume valuable time. However. to the extent the President has deigned to report at all. he has
avoided starting the clock by refusing to specify under which subsection
of 4(a) he is reporting.75 For this reason it has been suggested that the
Resolution be amended to require him to specify the subsection under
which he is filing his report. 76
This seems unlikely to work. The only effect of such a requirement
would probably be that the President would file his report under 4(a)(2)
or 4 (a)(3) and thus avoid starting the dock. (A 4(a)( I) situation is virtually certain also to be a 4(a)(2) or 4(a)(3) silUation, so he will not be
behaving dishonestly in such a situation, merely incoltlpletely-"telling
the truth but not the whole truth. to) Moreover, the filing of such a specific report is likely to have the effect of converting him. in others' eyes,
from a defiant noncomplier to a cooperative participant (who has more
facts than anybody else and whose judgment is therefore likely to be
deferred to).
In fact, should cither Congress or the courts commence undertaking to start the clock when the President has not, he would be clever to
respond by habitually reporting and (evcn without a requirement tha,
he pick a subsection) specifying section 4(a)(2) or 4(a)(3). The fact that
this is such an obvious ploy leads me to tender the mildly radical Sl1g"gestion that sections 4(a)(2) and ·1(a)(3) be eliminated from the
Resolution: they simply have too much potential as "cop-coun,<;"
whereby the President can underreport the silllatioll and thereby avoid
starting the clock. (A smart prosecutor puts lesser offenses in the indictment only if she is hoping Ihat thl' jury will compromise 011 one of
them.) There is another reason for eliminating 4(a)(2) and 4(a)(3) as
well. It appears that on occasion the executive branch. in order to
avoid a congressional report entirely-this was back when the possibility of reporting was apparcntly given cotlsideratioll-uuderequippt'd
our troops in deploying them (so as to render them other than
"equipped for combat").77
\Nhat would be lost OV e1iminaling sections 4(aH2) and 4(a)(3)?
Not much. I think. Apparenrly the\" have roots in tlte desire of Senator
I\lansfield. like Senator Taft and others bd()rc him. to estahlish a congressional role in deciding whether the President should he permitf<'cI
to augment, say. the NATO (>lTeS in Europe. A repolling r('quit eHlent
(:ovcring such commitments may slightly s\'mholizl' the thought that

in ~cope. In addition to a situation in which righting actually has begun. hosfi/ifirs also en(olllpas~es a state of confrontation in which no shots have been fired
but whert.' there is a clear and present danger of armed conflict. "!mmine1lf hosIi/iii,s" denotes a situation in which there is a clear potential either for such a
state of confrontation or for actual armed conflict.
H.R. Rep. No. 287. 93d Cong .• 1st Sess. 7 (1973). reprinted in 1973 U.S. Codt, Congo &
Admin. News 2346. 2351 (emphasis in original); see also id. at 5. 7. 9: 119 Congo Rec.
33859 (daily ed. Oct. 12. 1973) (statemellt of Rep. Zablocki). I wouldn't recommend
that any revision build on the (juoted langu;lge. however: a clear potential of a clear clfld
present danger i~ a little hard to gl·t your mind around.
71. S('e. e.g .• Huguez V. lJllitt'd States. 40f; F.2d 36fi. 374-79 Wth Cir. 19fi8).
72. Multinational Force in I..('banon Resolutioll. Pub. L. No. 98-119. § 2(b). 97 Stat.
805,805 (Oct. 12. 1983).
73. Emphasis supplied.
i4. In some instances there' may be a danger that puhlicly announcing that there is
an imminem danger of h()stiliti('~ will exacerbale tltt· danger pi bringing them about. cr.
R. Turner. supra note 63. at 90. (011 other ()(:casil)n~ it would probably hav(' the opposite efkcl.) lIowt·ver. this too is an argulllellt liCIt agaill~t the War Powers Resolutiun
specifically but against the Constitution more gencrally: however the process is structured. going to Congres~ f()r 41uthorization will alc.,rt the world to the ract that the
President thillks the situation is sl'rious. III fact. making the standard less demanding
should lessen tht· crisis atmospht·re to the sallie dq~ree.

I

75. Sl'e supra noll' 8 and a(ToIJIJj_IJl\iIlR It·Xl.
7(3. E.g .• Zahloc.ki. War 1'00\"l'rs R('soilltillll' 1I~ 1';I'It Rr'('orrl :11,,1 Futurl'
Lo),. L.A.I.. R(·". 579. 59R (I!IIH): (;It·ullon. SlIpla 1I01l' 9. at 1;lj'j.
77. R.t mnel'. !\upra notl' fj:~.;11 III-I~,
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Congress also has a role in such decisions, but it doesn't mean anything
operationally. Sections 4(a)(2) and 4(a)(3) are reporting requirements
and nothing more: they do not trigger a requirement of congressional
. approval. Moreover, given that such troop movements generally are
not (and could not be) kept secret, Congress doesn't need to have them
reported. In theory sections 4(a)(2) and 4(a)(3) might make a difference in the case of a classified troop movement. but in such a situation I
assume the President would tell the leaders of Congress anyhow. If he
wouldn't, we would presumably be talking about the movement of
troops to a staging area for a classified operation. Recall, however. that
the requirement is that the report be filed within 48 hours of the reported-upon event. By that time we probably would have passed beyond the staging-area phase and into a situation that would plainly
require a 4(a)( I) report. (It is also difficult to believe that even if the
President had not taken the c(lngres!'ional leadership into his confidence, such an operation would not have leaked to them within 48
hours.)
Congress plainly did not think 4(a)(2) and 4(a)(3) were very critical. as the situations there described require neither consultation with
Congress under section 3 nor approval of the operation under section
5(b). Because they provide the President with a clever means of avoiding the application of the Resolution's operationally significant provisions, and an incentive to underequip our troops as well, they should
probably be repealed. 78
E. Who Starts the Clock When the President W01l'f?

Most people in Congress seem to assume that it is up to them to
start the dock when the President hasn't. 7H This was not contemplated
by the Resolution, but then nothing relevant was. (Section 5(b) does
provide that absent congressional authorization, t.he troops are to be
withdrawn 60 days after a 4(a)( I) report is submitted "or [is 1required
to be submitted," but little thought and no provision was directed to
the question by whom such "requirement" might be determined.} The
problem is that it has become dear that we cannot rely on Congress to
do so.
In the first place, any such congressional action would probably
have to be by joint resolution vetoable by the President. Obviously the
Resolution itself provides no guidance on the question whether this is
so. However, Chadha seems to intervene. Unlike a resolution enacted
pursuant to section 5(c), a clock-starting resolution cannot be regarded
as an indication that Congress has had sufficient time to consider the
78. If 4(a)(2) and 4(a)(3) are retained. Ihe ref(orence lo equipment should prohal,I ..
be eliminaled-lhese are. after all. merely reponing rC(luiremenls-and il lIhoul!, ,.
made explicil lhal lhe IJrcsicicnl is lO repnrl under lh(· "highesl" applicahle lIuhs('( 11011.
79. See Slanford Nole. supra nolC 8. al 1441 1I.IR5.
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wisd?m o~ the m~lita.ry venture in queslion (thereby indicating that the
Pres~dent s constitutional emergency powers have been exhausted). In
~tartlllg. the dock: Congress would be indicating only that the situation
IS su.fficle~ltly ~enous to require its consideration. Indeed, the clockstartmg sltua!IO~ seems rather typical of what the Court appears tu
'!ave. been thmkl.ng about. in Chadha: Congress has delegated 10 the
I ~eslden! au.thorny to deCide whether there exist hostililies or the immment hkehhood thereo~, he has defaulted in making that decision,
?nd thus Congress must wuhdr;l\v the delegation ali(I make the decision
Itself.
. It also req~ires no great cynicism to suppose that given the opP(lr·
t~rut~ the Pres~dent w~:>uld .almost certainly veto such ajoint resolution.
<:onslstency ~~I~ reqUIre hun to do so, since by hypothesis he has not
hied the ~osuhues report that Congress is now saying is required. Beyond the Issue of vetoability is Congress's demonstrated disinclination
to start the 4(a)(l) clock anyhow. A few members havc apparenth'
doubted .that they currently have authority to do so, but most have as'.
Slimed they do. ~nd still the dock ha~ not been started in situations ;~s
clear as the Persian Gulf.
. ~f: therefore, the constitutional plan-congressional consideration
of nllhtary venlures-:-is to .work, it appears that Congress will have to
l~c jorced to. such consideratIOn. And given the momentum of the situatIOn,. we Will not be able to achieve this by indicating that the war will
contmue unless Co~gr~ss acts to stop it. In such situations. COIl~rcss
h.as demonstrated. It ,wl!l let the war go on (reserving unto itself the
right to pr?test that It IS really the President's war ano there isn't a
g~eat. d~al It can do about it). The ""ar Powers Resolurion was thus
wise 111 us assessment that if consideration is to be assured, the arrangement mus.t be. that the war cannot continue unless Congress dearlv aos
a~thonze It. The ~esolution's oplimistic assumption was th~t the
I reSident would effectively force congressional consideration bv filing '1
4(a)(1) rep()~t. He hasn't done so, however. and Congress has'd~mOl:
strated that m .tl!e h~at of events it cannot be counted on to force its
own accountability euher. In our system that raises the possibility that
the courts should be brought into the act.

t!)

F. The Courts as Clock-Starters
~
The general technique of judicial "remand" to Congress-whell
Congress: has not been meeting its obligation to take an isslle serio~sly-thus appears to make a good deal of sense ill this cOillext. HU
1 he War Powers Resolution should he amenoed 10 make dear Ihat if
H'J_H(~ Cf.J. ~Iy. s~pra n~le 34. al 131-:H; ": nirk(·I. 1"11(' L(';I~' ltatl~('IIlIiS 1\"III(h
. ~ 5 (l9,G2~. G. (.alabr~sl ..A Cummoll I.aw lor Ihe Ag(' (If S';IIUIl''i 91-119 (I~'X~):
1~lCkei & \\ elhnglon. LegIslative PlIrp"!le 3nff Ih(' .JlIfficial Pron''ill: nil' I.incoln Mills

Case. 71 Han'. L. Rev. 1 (1957).
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the President does not start the clock. one or more members of
Congress will have standing to bring suit to do so in the federal courts,
which in such cases should decide the issue whether hostilities (or the
imminent likelihood thereof) exist. In fact I'd argue that such a lawsuit
is appropriate under the existing War Powers Resolution. because it is
the only effective way of serving the Resolution's purpose of forcing
Congress to consider whether military expeditions ought to be authorized. In any event an amendment could make the situation clear. In
order to establish this proposition. however, we must confront SOl11e
predictable objections sounding generally in justiciability.
I. The Political QlIfJtioll Doct,l71e. - The "political question dor·
trine" is a little like the Holy Roman Empire. It doesn't have much to
do with whether the question is "political" in any ordinary sense:
[T]he presence of constitutional issues with significant political overtones does not automatically invoke the political question doctrine. Resolution of litigation challenging the
constitutional authority of one of the three branches cannot be
evaded by courts because the issues have political implications
81

And it's not even clear that it is a "doctrine": even in its heyday it was
never more than a congeries of excuses for not deciding issues otherwise properly before the court. Most have been eliminated by tht·
Supreme Court,H2 but some may remain and warrant consideration.
It is sometimes said that a question is "political" if there is "a lack
81. INS v. Chadha. 4fi2 u.s. 919. 942-43 (1983).
82. Thc idea that courts should avoid orders evincing "lack of the re'SpecI due ((1(".
dinate branches of governmcnt:' Baker v. Carr. 3lin U.S. 186.217 (1962). had the po·
tential for swallowing judicial review enti ..e1y. as did its companion notion Ihal
"multifa.. ious prorwuncemeJIIS by various departmellts on one question" were 10 h('
avoided. Id. (See. e.g .• Sandlez-Espinoza v. Reagan. 568 F. Supp. 596. 6UO (D,D.C.
1983), aff'd on other grounds. 770 F.2d 202 (D.C. Ci ... 1985). noting that certain IIIl'l1\hers of Congress had di!'puted the President's claim on the issue in dispute and rl'aSlIIIing. therefore. that a decision either way would mean that "onl'
hoth of tilt"
coordinate branches would b('justifiably offended"; Lowry v. Reagan. 676 F. Supp. 3:tl,
340 (D.D.C. 1987), noting that since the lIIembers of Congress were divided on the isslI(·
in dispute. a judicial decision t.·ither way "necessarily would contradict Icgislativt.· I'\()nouncements on one side or the other of this issue:' thlls generating multi':lriow; pronouncemellts.) By answering such arguments with the obse ..vation that "it is tht·
.. esponsibility of this COUll to act as the ultimale interpreter of the Conslitution:' Powdl
\". McCormack, 395 U.S_ 486.549 (1969). the Court allelllpted to lay Ihem tn ..est. St"·
also Chadha. 462 U.S. at 942. Hopefully the lower courts will get the idea soon. Concerning the "potentially (·mha ....assing confrontation" strain of the political question
doctrine. also deCld. see infra note 89 and accoll1p<myillg text.
Though its apparent ambil was severely reduC('d hy PoU'elll l , .\IcConnnrk. the dOltrine survives that courts should not deride issues thaI have been textuilllv conlluitlnl
elsewhere. Here the question would be whether the War Powers Resol~tion has assigll"d applit:ation of section 4 (a)( I) exclusivdy to eitllt.'r the Prcsidf.·nt (an untenahk
hypothesis in light of "or rettuired to be suhmilled") or Congrt.'.,s (a debatable one in
light of the lack of languagl' or It.·gislative history supporting il). In any event, an
amendment could assign the issue to tht· courts in cases of presidt'ntial default.
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of judicially discoverable and manageahle standards for resolving it. "H:t
The COUrt has come generally to fl'cognize. however, that if the issue is
otherwise properly before it. its first duty is to try to fashion manageahle
standards. Thus manageability is certainly a consideration, but principally at the stage of devising principles and remedies as opposed to the
stage of deciding whether to decide the issue at alUH If: however. Ihe
question presented in our case were somehow whelher the war in quesfion was a good thing. whether its benefits outweighed its costs, we
would all presumably respond that thaI is not a question a court should
dedde. Some might be temptf'd to say fhat this is because such a queslion cannot be rendered amenable to judicial e\'aluation:~5 We needn't
debate that characterization, however, since there is an incontrovertible
basis for treating the question as norULIsticiable: the Consfilution commits it elsewhere. It commits it to Congress, and the problem is that
Congress refuses to decide it. I am c(,rtainly not suggesting that the
answer is therefore to turn the question over to the courts. only that the
courts should be enlisted in inducing Congress to answer it.
Section 4(a)( I) asks not wh('ther the war in question is jusfified. hili
rather whether we have reached the point of hostilities or the immint'nt
likelihood thereof-an affirmalive answer putting the hall in Congress's
court. Certainly this is not a questioll that will generate automatic answers,86 and it is not one respecting which judges are particularly expert. This, however, is the way our legal system habilllally works.
.Judges and lawyers generally are not expert5 on all)' substantive area.
Instead they make their decisions (in a variety of areas on which others
are more expert than they) by listening to the relevant facts, and when
appropriate the opinions of experts, and coming to a decision.
Is it really more dirIicuit to d('termilH~ whefher a group of
soldiers, performing certain tasks in the midst of a civil war,
are likely to get shot at. than to ascertain the probable eco.
nomic impact of a given merger? Is there a hasic diflcrence
between deciding whether a witlless is lying when he or she
testifies that certain military personnel have nol participatt.·d in
combat missions than when he or she testifies that a certain
employer never mentioned race in considering applicants for a
job? Is the task of judging the credibility of a colonel who
claims that he never gave advice on specific milifary operations
to a given foreign government inherently less tractable than
that of deciding whether one company intended to get a li·ee
ride on the goodwill of another company in adopting a certain

I

I
j-

.w~.

);

83. Bnk". 369 ll.S. at 217.
84, Cr. J. Ely. supra note 34, at 124-25.
R5. But cr.. e.g .. United Stee\workt'rs ,. llnil!'d SIalr .. , :~fiI ".S. :HI (I!)5!J): 1I11itcd
'il .. les v. J:irst City N;u'l Bank. 3Rt) l'.S. :Hil f 19li7).
R6. See Slan'()fd Not(", supra 11Ot(· R. al I -t:~R C' n't, phi ""C i~ nol absoluld,· tktt.'IlIIinali\"('. hut it .. eems no more va~I'" Ihan illlllllllt."lahlt, "Ilwl ;1I"higu(ltI'i 'I;rttltn Ihat
'''UriS regularly intelpret . , . :').
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trademark?87
Indeed. courts are routinely called upon, without incident, to d~~i~e
insurance cases in which the existence or non-existence of host1llt~es
must be judicially determined for purposes of giving effect to a war risk
clause,88
87, Brief for Appellants at 30, Crockett v. Rcagan, 720 F.2d 1355 (D.C, Cir, 1983)
(No. 82·2461), quotcd in Stanford Note, supra note 8, at 1437 n,I~3.
,
88. E.g., United Statcs v. Standard Oil Co., 178 F.2d 48~ (2d Clr, 1949), aff d, 3!()
U.S. 54 (1950); Queen Ins. Co. of Am. v. Globe & Rutgers Fire Ins. Co., 282 F. 976 (.. d
Cir. 1922), afT'd, 263 U.S. 487 (1924); Pan Am. World Airways,lnc. v. Aetna ~asualty ~
Sur. Co., 368 F. Supp. 1098 (S.D.N.Y. 1973), alr'd, 505 F.2d 989 (2d Clr. 1974),
Hawkins v. State Life Ins. Co., 366 F. Supp. 1031 (E.D. Tenn. 1972); Stanbery v. Aetna
Life Ins. Co., 26 NJ. 498, 98 A.2d 134 (1953).
.
The conventional wisdom may suppose that the Court shies away from "foreign
affairs" cases on polilical qu("stion gro~nds, but !his is wrong. See Baker ~. Carr, 36!~
U.S. 186, 211-13 (1962); Henkin, Vlet-Nam III the Courts of the Un~ted ~t~te5.
"Political Questions", 63 Am. J. Int'I L. 284, 286 (1969), ("I? .regard to .for~l!n affairs, I
belicve the Supreme Court has ne"'er found a true pohtlCal question. ). ~ut ~f.
Goldw~ter v. Carter, 444 U.S. 9n6 (1979) (plurality opinion). This attitude is entirely III
line with the rather plain intent of the Constituti~n, which )j~ts ~mong the head~ 01
lederal judicial jurisdicliou cases arising under t~eatu."s, case~ ~lIec.tlll~ a!"~assadors. an~
other public ministers and consuls, cases in adnurahy or mantllne JUrls~lcllon, and casC!s
to which the Uniled Stat(~s and/or foreign nations are parties-an~ indicates further that
treaties shall be the supreme law of the land "and the Judges III every State shall be
bound thereby." U.S. Const. art. Ill, § 2, c1. I; id. art. VI,. c1. 2. Thus D'A~alO. Ve.l ... et,
Sag,'r. Van Dyke. Freeman & Cummings. Brief for Constllutllmal Lawyers CommIttee
nn Undeclared War as Amicus Curiae, MalJachwftLf v. lAird. 17 Wayne L. Rev. ~7, 115
II. lOS (\971) [hereinafter l)'Amato), lists 18 Supreme Court de~isions someho~ Involv·
ing Ihe "war power." and in I !lC,8 Professor Velvel was able to hst .2( cases, dat~ng .bad.
to the earliest days of the Repuhlic. in which f('dera~ ~()urts h~d dt'clded t~e precise Issue
whl,ther Congress had sufficiently authorized a m"ttary aC~lo~ the Prcsld~l~t was con·
ducting. Velve!. The War in Viet Nam: Unronstltttllonal, .JustiCIable. and
Jurisdictionally Attackable, )(j U. Kan. L. Rev. 449. 480 n.138 (1968). (On the e:~r1~
Supreme Court cases. sec E. Ke)'nes, supra note 27. at 94-101.) It is tr~~ that du~tJlg
the war in IndoChina lower federal courts took to labelling this last a pohucal quest~on.
E.g .• Orlando v. Laird, 443 F.2d 1039 (2d Cir. 1971), cert. denied. 404 ~J.S. 869 (19/1).
Howe ... er, in scction 8 of the War Powers Resolutiun Congress has since enacted ~n
cntirel), clear standard for dedding that question. Indeed, as Michap.1 Ratner and Da~'ld
Cole have observed. ailihe reasons courts found challenges to the Vietnam war to raIse
political questions hf\ve been n'lIloved b)' the Rcsolulion, whit-h (~) specifies ~ha.t CO~nlS
as a war needing authorization. (I» specifics .wh~t cou.nts as SttmCl~nt authorlza~lo"n. and
(c) allows a court to require further authonzallor~ wtthout declan~g. the war Illegal or.
requiring troop withdrawal. Ratner & Cole, The Force of Law: JudiCial Enforcement 01
the War Powers Resolution, 17 Loy. L.A.1.. Re .... 715. 754 (lH84).
The spectre might be raised that on occasion !t. will be impo~sible to tell whether
we are engaged in hostilities wilhout delving into nuhtary secrets. fwo ans"':c.:rs suggest
themselves. 111e first would he that while it is enlirci)' proper to keep our Imht~ry plans
secret once a war has been authorized, the evidence bearing on whether we are In fac.t at
war cannot be classified. or the constitutional requirement of congressional authOrization would be completely devoured. A seco?d, an~ ~r~de~endent, an~~e~ w~~ld be t~a~
the burden of proving that we arc engaged 111 hostlhtles IS on the plaintiffs. If they cal
make Iheir case. the supporting facts can'l be much or a secret. As far as the gove~J~11I('lIl's case is concerned. "if U.S. military operations were actually no more extenSIH'
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Another strain of the political question doC'trine-generally
wrapped in the rhetoric of "potentially embarrassing confrontatiol1"is more prudential, residing in the judgment that the courts should not
weaken their standing by issuing orders that are likely to be disobeyed.
That the President will disobey an order of the Supreme Court secms
less likely in 1988 than it might have 100 years ago, President Truman
did, after all. remove the National Guard from the steel mills whell ordered to do so in the middle of the Korean War; President Eisenhower
used the Guard to enforce school desegregation orders with which he
strongly disagreed; and President Nixon. also unhesitatingly, complied
with the Court's order to make public tape recordings he must have
known ;would mean the end of his presidency, The Court knows all
this, and has altered the political question "doctrine" accordingly: in
ordering the House of Representatives to reverse itself and seat
Congressman Adam Clayton Powell, it dealt with the possibility of legislative disobedience by citing itselJ to the effect that disobedience is Ullthinkable!89 However. we need not linger on this point. for as we shall
see. judicial enforcement of section 4(a)( I) is not likely to involve a direct confrontation between the Court and the Presidenf. Invocation of
thall had been publicly acknowled~ed, what was the danger in d(,Ulonstralillg Ihat f:1(1 at
Irial?" Stanford NOle, supra note R. al H!J7 n. W4.
In fact. on rare occasion, the sitllation call be a lillie mort' c()lIIplilated Ih;HI Ihese
Iwo answers acknowledgl'. It woult! work like Ihis: part of Ihe plaintiffs' raSl' for Ihe
proposilion that the United States i.. ('ngaged in hostililies wOIII,1 cunsist of the Prt'Sl'IJ('t.'
during, say, a foreign ci"'il war of a significant number of ll.S. mililary "ad ... isers." 1 he
~f)\'('rnment would thcn answer that those advisers have' not hl'en engaged in hostilitil's
lalld indeed. nice trick, are 1101 even ('xposed to tlt(' illtrninl'l1l d:mger llu'rcol) I)('rallsc
inlaCI they are doing something else. Oh. ancljust what is that something else? rhat we
call't tcll you, the governmenl answ(·rs. because to do so WI' would ha ... e to re ...eal mili.
tary secrets. (The classified alibi-I know it sounds like Ihl' fanlasy of a logidall lunll'd
public dl'fender, but this argument "('luaU), was made in the EI Salvador litigation.) II
Ihis does come up. and it's plausible. there arc ways of dealing wilh il: they all' lIot
('lIlirl'ly satisfactory from anyone's p("rspecti\'(". hut they art" ('('rtainl>" preferahle to (ie.
I bring the entire inquiry a political (Iut'stiurr.
nil' first is to instruct counse! not In
It'\l'al the contents of the go"crnment's liIes to anyonc. Should that prove unacceptJhlc, and it ma)'. the judge or a spt'cial master cCluld r('view the evidence m camml ami
fill' a report shicldirrg th(" classified material. (Thi~ t("rhniqll(, has hecn used to explore
.IUcgations of illegal FBI informanl infiltratiGn. S('e Sncialisl Workers Party v. Allnrl)ey
(:l'l\. of the Unit(,d States. 642 F. Supp. 1357, I :Ji8 (S.D.N.\'. 19Rti).) In any event, thc
tilll(" to recognize and cope with an evidentiary privilege is wherr it is claimed and jll'lli.
regarding a specific piere of inlill'Jllation, not in order 10 I('IIIo"e an ('ntiH' I( g<l'
IIIlJuiry from the courts. Ramirez dt' Arellano v. \\,l'inberger, ;·'5 "'.2d (500, l!ll:~ cD.C.
eir. 1984) (en banc). complaint dismissed in li~hr 01 illtcl'\'l'ning statllte granting n'lic-!,
;HH F.2d 7ti2 (1986). Most claims Ihal Ih(" ('rit('lia s("t forth in seclion.J(a)(l) 11;1\(' bCl'lI
IIIl·t will IJot involve a plausible claim thai military senets art' al risk. (In the 1't'llIiarr
(:1111 c'ase, for example-Lowry v. Reag;II1, 6;6 F. Stipp. ~tti (lU).c:. 191-1;)-1111' (1111.
!o:1l·ssional. plaintiff;; moved for summ;u\' .i'IfI~I1l('III. "illl'(' "II "wir proof was hased on
l!1)\'('rnment statements.)
H9. "In fact, Iht' Court ha .. lIol('d Ihal il is all 'iu;lClllIiso;ahl(' suggestioll' thai ",ctiull
lIIi~ht Il(' lakl'n in dis.reganl
a judi(ial dClcllllillaliClII." 1"11\ dl \. !\Id :OIl11alio. :I!I.)
,. S . .J8£), 549 n.HIi (l9()~) (citin~ Md'ht'ISOII \'. HI;ukl·l. J.tli l:.S. 1. 24 (IH')2)).
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4 (a)( I) will, instc<ld. re mand the iss ue to Congress fo r dcc~sioll.'UI
Eithe r Con gress will a pprove th e wa r in question, lhcre~y servH~g lI,lt·
va lu es o f the Co nstiLU tion a nd the '",,'ar Powers Resolution, or It will
disapprove it , re nderi n g itself the Cou n 's a ll y ill the unlikel y eve nt th e
Pres ident proves recalcitra nt.
Finall y we mu s t cOllside r Dean C ho pcr's a r gulIl e nt-I,h o ugh I
doubt th a t he wou ld appl y it when a statute directed o lh e rwl se~ that
"separati o n of powers" quarrels between Congress and the Prcsld<" llt
sho uld no t be judici<.l ll y resolve d beca use the "put upon " b ran ch G )II
protect itself p o lili ca ll )'Y I Plainl y the Supre me Court has no t ado~tcd
this th eory-it has been deciding such iss ues at a fasl and fUfl~l~ s
p ace~'~-bu t Ihere is sO llie surface sense in it: absen t a preLL)' spcCl hc
direction LO the co ntrar y, court s should n ot mterve ne to tak e (are 0 1
th ose who ca n take C;:lre of th emselves. The reaso n the argUllH.'llt
doesn't work he l'e is th a t the preroga ti ves of Co ngress aren', what's
rcally a t stak e. Oliver Ellswort h de fended giv ing Co n gress the .W: II
power by sayin g. " It should be more e.asy to gel ?u t o f war, than ,I,II.1t1
il." George Mason secollded th e m o ll oll b)' s tatlll~ .th a.t he was ,I ,~~
clogging rather than faci litati n g wal"; but fo r faCi lltatl1l g. p ea~e.
Their CO ll cern was nol wit h th e prerogatives or Co n gress VIS-U-VIS till'
President. It was, instead. that a sin gle individu;] 1 sh o uld not be ab le to
lead th e nation pre(ipilOusly ill to war and thus risk the li ves of a ll of 1.1 ",
especia ll y o ur yo un g men,
ITJhe framers did n ot e ntrust the \~ar p owe r to CO I1 ~ress for
the benefit o f congress men ; they (lid so ror th e beneht of Ihe
citi ze nry. The)' believed tilat a deci sio n fo r war sho uld be
taken by a broadly represe nl ~ li v~ group art.e~ ? e batc and d.elibe rati o n ; fo r th a t bod)' 10 shirk H S re sponSibility and ~l"ansf~1"
the power of decision LO a si ngle man w;]s to acqUI esce III
tyra lln y,g"
There is, therefore, no co nvi ncin g reaso n fo r rega rdin g judicial l'lI '
lo rcc me nt of secti o n 4(a)(I) as presenting a "po litical questiol.I .'·
Co ng ress can na il thi s co nclusio n down b )' explicitl), providing tha t JU90 . Scc infra text accl)lIIpa ll),ing notcs I 10- 1:\.
9 1. Sec J. C horcr, Judicial Rc\'ic\\' :md thc Natio nal Po lit ical I'roccss . esp . ,It
295- 96 ( 1980); sce also llcll kin , SUpl:l. Iwl c 88. at 6:\0 . Ju stice Po wel l has s ugg~'stl'd [h.11
the courts ought to sta r o ut of such disputes up untiltl\(' po int ""'here till: I'rcsuknl ;111<1
Co n gress rcach an impassc. Gold wate r \'. Ca rte l . 4,1.. 1 U.S ,. 9\)6. 997- ~ U(l2 (19~~1 1
(Powell . J ., concurring in juclglll('"nt) . That, ho wc\'c r, IS pr:cucl ), tlic pO~lIt at wlmh
Congress ((HI be cxperted to t:\re carc of it sdf. (lr the I'resllicnl ~~'fics a JtHJg l~I C lit III
illlpe;lchlllcllt , lIll' Co urt' s illt e r\'c lI(io n is unlikcl r to 1~lake much d ,.ncrcn cc: ..l It IS V.' I~t· 1 1
C o n J;n'ss is ducking an issue it is co ns tit uti onall y o bliga ted to d ccillc that III tervl'lIlL!l lI
ilia ), bc tl cl'dell ,
92 . E.g .. lio ..... shcr ,'. Synar, '176 U.S . 7 1'1 ( 198[1); INS v. C hadha, ,t £i2 V .S. 9t ~1
( 1983). FaT a list s tret c-hing hack furt ht·r, scc n'r\1I1 :1I0 , supra no tc 88 . " t liS-iii 1:
II. IO ~) .

93 . 2 Farrand. s up ra lIutC '.?R , at 319: scc al!in su pra 11 01<.' 59 .
9,1. F. Wo rmuth & E. Finnage. s upra Il ote 3'1. al 2 1·1.
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dicial en rorcem ent of Ihat sect io n is <I ppropriate and ex peclcd .9r,
2. Stalldi11g, - Se rvicemen under QI'o ers to repo rt to the war 7.o ne
~\' o llid clearly ha ve standing to bring stlil. UG T his. howe\,cr, is clearly
lII adeq ua te. Expecting such pcrso ns 10 step fOl'w;] rd as plaint ill's dcmand s courage a nd ince ntive th at rarel y ex ist in members o f Ihe armed
f u rce~ (w h ~se success depends o n elilllinating indepe nd e nt thinkin g-. at
leas t III enlisted pe rso nnel) . Moreover. s lu.:h a suit is likel)" to (O Ill C lo u
late to do mu ch good ill cOl np(' lIin g cO llsidc laliOll uf all una uth o ri zed
war.
In m o me nt s o f rh e to ri ca l excess. I kn ow I talk as ir no o ne in
Congress car:s about presidential lIsurp at io n of the war powe r. This is
:I n exaggera ti o n : a numb er or me m bcrs of Co ngress h<lv(' d e lllo ll <; Irated that Ihe y ?O care, a nd Ill y poinl reall y is thai thc)' arc a d istill ct
mill o ~it)r . There IS no doubt (h at iflllc llI bers o f Cu ngress \\'c re gr<1 llted
~ (andH1 g to chall e nge violatiolls o f th e Resolutio n, so me phlilllili's
wou ld be forthcoming in approp ri a l(' CilS('S , And while it is true tilal
th.c.ir prc r~ga tiv es arc no t to th e ultim ate p o illt-keepillg the nation o ut
01 tll ~cOl~sl,dere~ wars . is-the ir prerogatives do give th e lll a ll int eres t
'.h il l IS dI Jl erenllal.e d_ lI'o m thaI of th e rest. o f us. t\'lorcov(',-, they an'
IIke l), to b<1 bell~r IIlfonne~ than th e gCll na l public abottt what is g'o ilig
':11, .a nd th erc~~re ~v e ll . slllla te d lO gf" to (o url qllickly when IIll'
I reS ident has fad ed In IllS dllt)' to cO lllpl~' with sectio ll '~(Cl)(I).
, f:ven ,w itho~ 1l an explicit SI;HIII OI"Y provisio ll , thi s appears to be a
" ~tll ;Hlun ~n \\IllI ch th c (OUnS wou ld gran l sta n ding to members or
<' ongrcss,n 'W e a re no t t70 lkin g he re a boll t a lTI t' mbe r of Co ngH'ss 's
~5 . SCt' U:Ill CO Nacio nal d t' C uba v. Farr, :J H:1 F. ~d Hili. l i l - n . 1 ~2-R:~ (~tI eir
I% i), (l'r~. d~llicd, 3~O U.S. 956 ( I%~ ) : Frall('k &: Bo b. The Rt' lum o f Ilulllpt \'~
lIulIll·) \ )': I'orclgll R<"iaIlOIlS Law Aftn t l l(~ C h:nJh a C:I.~C , 7~ 1\111. I. Inl ·11.. 912, !'~li -.r;!1
' 1!IR5). C:0 llgrcss io nal POWCI' to pro \' id(' fo r jlllli l'ial l' llrorlclIIl:t lt ' llrohah ly <I.)("s 1l,lt cxI ~tlcg.ard.lllg Ihl' " COI"C" polilica.1 ql~l's ti?n whosc tl t'{'isio ll is C-Ollllllill (..'rI d Sl'whelc by th e
I uII SIIIUl~O Il, bUI tI~:;'1 dlara~tenzallOll's 11 01 e\'l'lI arguahle /tne. rllt' quesliun whclh cr
III :lUthor!ze a war IS COlll lllltled to Congress, I hl' quest io n whet he I' il has (\OIlC so. or
.. hct hlT IIlslcad the execlIti vc is actin g will101I1 authori7.ation, is of bmili :u' j 1ldicia l
" llIluul".
91i, E.g .. Ma ssa('hu ~('lt s \" Laird. ·t 51 F.2d 21i ( I ~ t e il". 19i 1l: l\crk Y. Llird. '12!J
f ~ d :i02 (2d Cil'. 19iO).
~i: From ,t,he b{'g innin.g the Suprc mc CO lli I has s tuod n:ath' to e lll t'nail} "~(~ p:lra
hun o f po wers co nt ron'rSlcs at the bc hes l (II" IJliv:ttt' litig,1I 1t \\h. ISt' iIlICIC!i lS wi lli)!'
~ lIn t cd by thc IHII(OIl H.' , e'·c n ill (asc.~ wltt'l e c 'c I' om' ulldt'rSllllnllh:t1 t he pri ,'atc lil i(.Ull~ weTC I11CI'C pla c(..' holders in an undcrh ill K "" rulq:lc IWI\\t'c'lI COlI g .. cs ~ and tI ...
I·I c~ I~le l.tl. Sec, .e .g ., M.yers v. United St;HC!i, 272 U,S. 52 (1 ~211): F. Frankli.llt c i & I.
I.":"IS .. rhe ~luSII1~~s 0 1 the Supr~lIlc. COlllt :1 I 1- 12 II !12HJ:.J all"(' , 1'111' (; iti7(' 11 a ~ I.iti hanl
III I ubh c ~' CIt() I1 S:. I Il l' No n-Il ohleldlan or Id eo ln gicl ll'bill till . II Ii l l. I'a . I.. I~c'\' . 10'\3,
10 II (HI68). Aga ms t that background the hisillri.:al rclun ;met' 1(1 It'l r{'I" 'csl'lltali n's ul
!! It· conte nding branches represcnt thcir own illt e rl's l ~ ill CIIIIrI h a~ IW\·t·r made ~t'II S C
r ,~:' M.ollag!la:l. Co nstit utiona l A:djtl~lir.ati'lII: . '1 Ill' Whn attd Wltt'li . ~~ Y;tk LJ . I :\Ij j :
13tJ7-68 ( 1 97~), and the trend IS dlstltlcll y III d ie ot hn dirccti on . S{'l' 1'. Bat o r. U.
\lc-hlCT, p , Mishkin 8: D. Shap iro, 1I;II"t & Welh .. I" , ·, I h t· h 'ucIJ ! CU url ~ alld Ihe
't""d~' r~ l Syst e m NO (3d ('d . 1 ~18~) allt l ~ O llrCl' ~ citl·tl. II 1\" lill l' o f C: I S l' ~ jllto h'h id l lillI'S lil <
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see king in co un information th at in so m e general way be.a rs .u,?on her
gc nc ralrighl tu hm clioll as an eflccti ve lcgi slalOruH or co mpl am lllg 1I,Iat
th e Preside llt has wronged he r by misinte rp re tin g a sta tut e for which
she had vOlcdY9 Instead. as has been true in the cases in whi ch mcm·
be l's of Co ngress ha ve been granted slandillg . she will ~lC cO lllpl a inil~ g
abou t the preclusion o f a specific vote (here O il th e ments ,o f the W~lI' III
question) by a presidential vio la tiun o f la w (here th e refusal to hie a
4 (a)( I) r eport) .'0"
To be cogni zable fo r standing purposes. the alleged dill~illu
li o n in congressional illJlu e n ce. ,l11l1,SI altloUT~t Lo a dl senfrandlisemcnl. a co mplete Iluillfica ti u n o r w llhdrawa~ o~ a
voti n g opportu nil Y; alld the p la iulill' lIIust poillt to ~II obJcc tlve
standard ill th e ConstilUti o n, sLa lut es or co ngressio na l house
rul es bv which discnfranchisemenl G ill be sh own , lol
Aga in. ho'\\,c'ver,jusl lO nai l things dO WII , COlI g r~ss sh~uld pro.vid e th<ll
o nc o r mo rc o f it s mcmbers is e mpowered to bnng S UII to cnforce seclio n 4(a)( I): th e cases l!lake it quil e cl ea r th:tt th is \\'{ )IIld slIlIin', l!J'.!
co mfortab ly, permitting llIe lubl'l"s of Con gn:ss to ~ II ~ \\',hclI ~ I I ill ~~a l ac.: t b )' lilt.'
Preside nt has ')/"ecluded a specili c \'o te o n ,he ll' p"rl , IS III Imc wnh Il us Il"e lld.
98. Sec IlalTinglo n ". Hush, 553 F.2d 190 (0 .(;. eir. 1977). 111 ,", ' hat scelils a trans,
pa l"e ll! atlcmpt to avoid ( :1l1ing all(lIliolllo th c ra ~ ll ha ~ a "(a)( l ) n:p u n Slaru Ihe 60,da~,
clock , thl' cO llgrL'ssio n;d p laintiffs in the l'e rSI:1I1 (.u lf cas.e .a ll l'gc:.I o lily th~t tIll':
PrL'.~ id (, I1I 's fai lure 10 file such a rq>Ort had dqu'ivl'd th elll of"1II101"1 11a110 1l, :lI1al ysls .. :I~I ~ 1
I pres idential] jlld g lllellts ... IIceded to ca rry Ollt , Ih ~' i ~ ~Uici a l \ ~Iu lie s an~ r~s pol\S ~ I~I I~ .
tics." Joint Appe lldi x;>t 29-:10, Low,')' v, Rcagall , G7h I'. S.u pp. JJ3 (D.D .C. 1987). fillS
appea rs to h:t\'e becn a mil<.' I'?\) d cvcr. h .rl' I1I.1er~· d 1"~'llllg1Q" ". I ~ I CV;II ,II p rccede l1~ ~ I~
the standing issuc and plaYl'd mto Ihe eqll1tahlc (liSCl"c tl(1II doclrlllc as " e ll. by ge,I,ur.1I
ing the an swer that if that was all th e plail.llil~·~ IIct'dC(~, they had ~ nl )~ to ask .. 1 , ~ l' l c
plai'ltiffs do nOi l','l'll il:t\'e to persuade Illelr 1('.llow legL ~ lat o r s to p,lSS :'tl o ~her 1 .1 ~\, . a ll
thcy ha ve to do is utili ze Ih e lI o rlllal CongressIO nal processcs for gc ttlllg II1fornt a ll ul ~
frOIll the cxecutive brand .. " Bric f for Appell ee at I .... Lowry v, RC:lg:m , No. 8?-S:12G
(D. C. Cil". fil ed Feb. 8, 1988). lI ad plaintiffs bce n more fon hcollling ab.olll the pnll C\ p;l~
point o f the requestl'd 4 (a)( 1) rl'j)U rt. the)' could han' r ~ l1 d e red stall.dmg d ca r (01,' II ~~
th eor), thai th e Pres idelil 's no ncomplian ce was fJl'ecludlll g Ihc rC<i \llre~ ("o n g~essH)." . 11
vote o n ,,'hl,ther the war sho uld ro m in lie) and gU ll c far to b lock tlte eqUItable dlSC l"l'lmll
lIl:l neU\'cr as wel f (b y making it o bvi o us that what was being soug ht could not be oh·
tained b y a simple re{llI es t for funh c r illfonnalio ll ). . . .
.
99. Note:, Th e Just idabi lity ofCongressiulla l,Plalll tll fSUlI S, 82 CO hllll . L. Re\', 52G,
542-44 (1982) [hercinalier Colu mbia Notel .
,
100. Sec Kennedy v. Salllpso lI , 5 11 F.2d 430 (D.C. Cir, 1974): Syll:1r v. UlIlI l'd
States. 626 F. Supp. 1374. 138 1 (D.D.C.) . alf'd 0 11 o ther gro unds sub n O Il\~ ~o",,'s l 1('r \.
S),lIar, 478 U,S. 7J.1 (1986): Press ler v. Si lll Oll , 4 28 F. Supp. 302 (D.D. C. 1 ~/.6), S tl~"I1 ~
,,1I" d sub 11 0 111 . Press fcr \'. Blum enthal, 434 U.S. 1021'1 ( 1978): Williams V'. l'llIlhps, 3bO ~
Supp. 1363 (D,D.C.), Slay deui l'd . '182 F.2d 669 (D .C, Cir. 1973): Harrlll gto n v. Bush.
553 F,2d 190,202 ,211 (D.C. Ci r. 1977) (dic tum ).
J 0 I. Cold water v, Carler, 6 17 F.2d 697 , 702 (O.C. Cir.) (ell ball c), judgment ,'a,
c"t('d 0 11 OIht'r grounds, 444 U,S, 996 ( 1979): sec also Columbi a Note, supra not e m.l, al
5·18 C"l U Inilateral cxecuti \,(, a(" tiu ll s in volving thl' wagi ll g o f wa~ . ': 111:1)' t' " ~ roa(' h lI!H:11
the constitutio nall y mandated powers o f Co ngress alld lIIay ciT ectl vei y nulh f)" a legls l,I'
to r's ri ght to \'ole 0 11 such matters.") (fOO\l lote o mitt ed ).
102. Sec, c.g., TVA \' . H ill , ... 37 U.S. 153, Ili4 & n. 15 ( 1978) : T raHica n\(' \.
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3. Equitable Discretion , - III recent years the Court of Appe'lls fo r
the Districi of Colum bia C ircuit has bee ll l11 ovi llg-a lbeit in fits .1IId
slarls 103 _to sub stitut c lo r the conccpl of co ngress ional standin g a
doctrin e of "cquiwble d iscretio n" tha I bars Ihe courthouse d oo rs to
congressio nal plaintiffs in silllatiolls where lhe relief sO ll ght could be
achi eved by a maj ority VO le of th e plailllifTs ' coikagues,1IJ-I
This doctrine a ppea rs to straddl e tw o rationa les, E;lCI! is quest.io nab le to be gin with . and neith e r has p lau sible app li cation 10 i1 Slllt to
invoke section 4(a)( I), T he firs t rati onale is lhal by cOllling to co urt
instead or taking their case to Co ngress th e p l a inlilf~ have chosen the
wrong fo rum , a lle mptin g to CirCUIll\'e llt the prescribed procedu~'e'"u5
This rati o nal c doesn't ma ke a lo t of se nse ge nera ll y: what th e piallltiffs
arc !iieeking in ' co urt is not an oppo rtunity to repeat the po li ti cal arguments lhat fai led ill Congress but rather a deci sion on a que!iilion oflaw.
(If they're not, they sho uld be thrown oul on thai gro und ,) N?r do~s
Ihe raliona le fit o ur case, If the plaintiffs arc r.::orrecl, Ih e Prcslde nt IS
Metropolita n Lifl' lns. Co., 409 U.S . 205 ( 19n): Fa l1o l1. UfJusticia bililY, Rellledies, and
Puhlie Law Litigati o n: Notcs 011 the J\II"i ~ prudelH' e o f I.)"IJILI . 59 N. Y.U. l.. Rc \·. 1,34 &
II . IBO, 54-55 ( 198'1); Monaghan. T hird Part )' Standing , 8'1 COIUlII . L. Rcv. 277. 3 13
(( 9B4); L. T"ibe , supra no te 53, § 3- 15, :1t 112. It is true that a slatulory Rl"a nt 01 sla nding ..... as nOI ho no red in McC lure \'. C;Irtl'r, 5 13 F, Supp, 265 (D. Idaho), .'",mUll aril}" aU'd
sub 110 m. McC lure v. Reagan. '154 U.S. 1025 (198 1). How('ver, the Sialut l' in \"u h'l'd in
.\I(C/urt empowered COlIgress IHl'!I as wei l ".~ Se!lator~ to challe ngc th(' all egt'd ly illegal
con firmat io n of federa l judges, and thus could IIOt plau sibl y be char(lctCl"ized as o lle tu
preserve legisla to rs' vu tes, M cCIIl,." 5 13 F. Supp . at 271 . III acldit io n , tILL' legi slatiun WOlS
rr:lllled so Ihat the appoi ntment o f o lll y ollr judge, Abner Mikva o f Ih e D.C. Cirwil. ..... ou ld
be thus ehall l'nge"ble_ by a suit in all )' Co ngn .'ssl1la ll 's hOlTle dist rirt at Ih at! Id. at
267-68, Bi ll s o f atl:1indCI" against respected federal jud ges stand littll' challeL' in federal
court .
103 . names V. Kline. 759 F.2d 2 1 (D.C. Cir . 19K5), vacated as 1II0ot stlh 11 0111.
Burke ". Barnes, 107 S. Ct. 734 ( 198 7) , g ranting standing to mcmhers of Co ngress to
cha llenge all attcmpted intersessio n )Jodel veto, was d ecided fl)ur y('a rs an er Ril'~le v.
Federal Open Mkt. CO llllll ., G5G F.2d Kn (D.C. Cir.), cert. d eni<'d , '154 U. S. 1082
(198 1). the fo untainhead "cquitable di ~cret io n " case. (Congress could ha\'t' lIIou tt'cllile
issue in Ban"J simply by passing the slat ut e in (jul'st io n again mo re than 10 days before
Ihe e nd of the sl' co nd sess io n.)
104. In additio n to Ritgl~. seC' Me lche r \'. Federal Open Mkl. Comm ., B:W F.2d 56 1
(IJ .C, Cir. 1987), ce rt. denied, 108 S . CI. 20 3·1 (1988): McGowa ll , Congrl'ss m<' n in
Court: Til c New Plaintiffs, 15 Ga . L. R(\'. 24 1 (1981) . Uut c[ Humphrey v. Bakl'l", 8,18

F.2d 2 11 ID .C. C;c. 1988).
We a rc full y mindful . howe\'er, Ih:1I this ci rClJi l's re(,(,IlII )' lIIill(('d dnctrillC
o f equitable discrelio n has lIo t e\'e n bcen addrl'ssed , much less ('lido ned, by
the Supreme Court. Mo reover, severa l Illelllher~ uf Ihi s court ha\,(' prc "iously
expressed concern o\'er ....'''eth er equitabll' discretion reprcsents "a \'iab le doctrine upo n ..... hieh to determine the 1:'1Ie o f CO nStilulional litigat io ll ." ,. Thl).~ l'
conccrns, which all melllhers of ,his pallel share, nm tinue In Iroubll' tI ~ . A.~ a
panel, however, we are of course I.>ound I;Iithl"u ll y to fo ll uw ;lI1d appl)' I"t' 1"1\' of
ou r ci rcuit.
ifl. at 2 14 (quo tillg M~kh", 836 F.2d al 5fi5 (F.d,,'anis, J , co"elllTin ~l) . COTlccllling
l .owl)' v, Reagan, 676 F. Supp. 333, 338 (O.lU.:. 1~87), sec slIl' ra Will' !JS.

105. E.g ., fl.t cGo wan, supra IlOl e 104. <1 1 25 1,
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already under a slalulory dUlY 10 rIle a 4(a)( I) reporl. a dUly he has
sh irked. The idea thaI lhey are somehow cheating if they do not secure
th e passage (over his veto) of another stat ut e requiring him to co mpl y,
or complying for him , is elusive at best.1o(j It is no t even entirely clear
that Congress has a Ulh oril y under the Resolution LO start the clock or
order th e President to do 50.107
''''e had th erefore better try the other rat ionale. It is onc sounding
in ripen ess. LO th e efrec t thaI if COllgress wo uld o nly change the law th e
wa y the piaintills want it to, the legal iss ue wou ld vanish and the court
wou ld not have to expend its capital d eciding the case. 10M The initial
problem with this ral io nale is tha t every iss ue co urt s decide would go
away if o nl y th e legisla ture would cha nge the law. The imagined di stinguishing fac to r he re, I su ppose, is th a t the plaillliffs are members of th e
legislature a nd thu s in a position to bring th e change abo ut. There arc
two a nswers to this. The first is th a t co urts d o no t generally require
self-help befo re hearin g legal challe nges. an d it is no t clear why this
situation should be diHerenl. The seco nd is tltat it is unrealisti c to supp ose th a t in man y cases where a gro up o f co ngressional plaintiffs has
troubled to bring a laws uit , they a rc well situa ted to effect the requested
cha nge legislati ve ly. Surely this seco nd . "ripe ness" rationa le is inapp licable to o ur case. Not o nl y is Co n gress's p,·oclivity to hide o n iss ues of
war and peace legendary, but beyo nd that, in order to gel past Chadha,
a n )' "csolution tri ggering 4(a)(l) wo uld have to be vc toable by the
President. And vetoed it certainly would be. And if by so me co mpl ete
miracle Congress were to pass it over the President's veto. what reaso n
is there to suppose he wou ld follow it mo re faithfull y than he (o llows
th e 'Var Po we rs Resolutio n (which , after all. has already give n him the
sa me dircction)? This is simpl y no t a n iss ue wit h any rea listi c cha nce o f
b eing resolved legisla ti vel)' if th e co urts refrain from hearing il. , 09
Indeed, this seems the least plaus ible context imagina ble for a
court to turn as ide a congressio nal plaintiff with an admonition to "go
persuade your colleagues." Undergirdin g th e ''\far Powers Resolutio n
was a recognitio n that Illost m embcJ'S of Con gress, left to th e ir ow n
initiative, wo uld d odge decisions of war a nd peace. The idea , therefore, was that th e clock wo uld be started by events and perso ns external
to Co ngress, which then would essentially be forced to d ecide the iss ue.
In fac t the President has not performed his duty of starting the cloc k,
an d conseque ntl y-we are supposing-one o r more me mbe rs of
106. See also Urieffor Appellants at 13, Lowry \'. Reagan. No. 87-5426 (D.G. C ir.
filed Jan. 6, 1988) C"IUlnder the district coun ·s ruling. Co ngress must pau another law ,
O\'er a certain Pres idemial veto, in order to e nfo rce the existin g law, which was itself
passed oyer a I'reside ntial vetu .. ')
107. Sec supra text fo llowing no te 79 .
108. E.g., McCowan , supra no te 104, al 260 .
109. Judge McGowan made clear Ihal in applyi ng Ih e equ itab le di scret io n doclrine
(wilich he esscnlially crealed) he would factor ill th e likelihood of leg islati\'c success.
E.g .. id. OI l 266.
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Congress has had to co me to court in an attempt to d o so. In sllch
circumstances it is no answe r for the co urt to respond: "YOli sho uldn ' t
be here . You sh ould go convince yo ur colleagues to be self-s tan e rs. "
The e mire basis of the Resoluti o n was a realization that they wouldn ' t.
The mos t important point for prese nt purposes, however, has been
left until las t: th e cases are explicit th a t this equitable discre tion d octrine can readi ly be overridden by statut e. I 10
4. The Judicial Remedy. - Th ere are three alternati ves here. The
co urt cquld (1) order the Presidcllt to start the clock; (2) de termin e th e
day on ;Whi ch we a rrived at a situation of hos tilities or th e imminent
likelihood thereof. declare the d ock to have staned o n th a t day , dete rmine whelher 60 (or 30) days have passed. a nd if Ihey have. ord er Ihe
President to withdraw th e troo ps; or (3) decide whether we are currentl y in a state of hostilities or th e immine nt likelihood the reof, and if
we are, start th e clock. T he third is the p re fe rab le alte rnative.
The first alte rnati ve, o rde ring th e President to sta rt the clock,
seems to be the usual suggestion . For example. the co ngressio nal
p laintiffs in the Persian Gu lf lawsuit, l.OW,}' v. Reagan , sought an ord er
requiring the President to file a 4(a)(l) rep on "within 48 hours of Ihe
Co urt's judgme nt. " 111 Howeve r, stich an o rd e r wou ld invite di so bedi e nce and. given the alternative of the court' s starting Ihe clock, it would
do so unnecessa rily. It thus seems a needless ly ri sky status degrada ti o n
ceremon y. a little like o rdering the President to apologize.
The seco nd alternative-determini ng when the sta nd ard se t fOrlh
in section 4(a)( l ) was mel a nd retroactively starting the clock fro l11 that
moment, then o rde ring th e tro ops out if 60 (or 30) da ys have since
elapsed-also turns o ut to be a bad idea. fo r four rea so ns. First, the
question whether we <lre in a situation o f h os tilities o r th e immin e nt
li kelihood thereof is difficult e n ou gh to a nswer in the present te nse. It
greatly complicates matters to turn it into a historical inquiry, wh erein
the exact moment when h os tilities beca me imminent must be reu'oactively determined.
[I]t is possible to watch the sky from mo rning to midni ght, or
move along the spect rum from infrared 10 ultraviolet. without
ever being a ble to put your fi.nger on th e precise point whe re a
qualita ti ve cha nge takes place; no o ne can say, "It is exac tl y
here tha t twilight becomes night," o r blue becom es violet, or
innoce nce guilt. Qlle can go a lon g way into a situation thu s
without finding th e word o r ges ll1re upon whi ch initial resp o nsibililY can handily be fixed _ .... 112
11.0. Synar v. Uniled SlaleS, 626 F. Supp . 137 4. 1:\82 (1).I>.C. W8G): MO(llc ....
United Slates House o f Re preselllatin·s. 7g3 F.2d 946. 95'1 (D.C. Cir. 1984) . cert. denied . 469 U.S. 11 06 ( 1985).
II L Sec Plaintiff's ' t..h ' lTIor.lIIdlllll in Support of ""o lion lo r Summ ary Judgmcllt al
11 - 12, Lowry v. Reagan, 676 f . Supp . 3jj (U .V.C . 1987) (No. 87-2 19(i) .
112. J. Barth. The End of the Road 100 (Banta m 19(i9) . T hu s in Crocke tt \'.
Reagan. 558 F. Supp . 893 (D.D.C. IU821. al f'd, 72U f .2d I j55 (I).C . C ir. 1983). ( crt.
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Second, such a retroactive judgment more directly questions the
President's good faith than one to the effect that we have now arrived at
a situation of imminent danger of hostilities, and thus is more likely to
risk resistance on his part. (A judgment to the effect that the President
has been in violation of the law for some months is quite an indictment,
whereas a holding that we are now in a 4(a)(I) situation is susceptible to
the construction that the President himself might well have been on the
verge of reaching the same conclusion.) Third, because it is likely to
involve an order to the President to remove the troops forthwith (without an intervening period of congressional consideration), this alternative, like the first, quite directly risks presidential disobedience. Unlike
the first, however, it does not do so needlessly, since following the second rather than the third alternative would mean (assuming the
President promptly obeyed) that the troops would be withdrawn
sooner. However, while Presidents do not ordinarily disobey the
Court, it must be that one reason they don't is that the Court has been
careful to shape its orders so as to minimize the possibility. Finally, and
most convincingly, though this second alternative may seem on the surface to come as close as any to the existing language of the Resolution,
it doesn't fit its purpose at all. The point was not to eliminate war altogether, or to close down those wars respecting which a procedural error had been made at the outset, but rather to assure that we would
become permanently entangled only in those wars that Congress had
been induced to think about and had clearly authorized. The second
alternative entirely eliminates the period of congressional consideration and thus hardly fits the point of the Resolution. I IS
The third alternative, simply starting the clock, would give
Congress its 60 (or 30) day period to consider the action in question. It
also minimizes the chances of presidential disobedience, in that at the
end of the period, either the action will have been authorized or the
courts will have acquired the most powerful ally possible in the unlikely
event the President is inclined to persist on pursuing his war. Should it
ever come to the choice of a judicial remedy, therefore, the existing
Resolution should be thus construed, and at all events the Resolution
should be amended to make it clear that this is the appropriate course.
denied, 467 U.S. 1251 (1984). plaintiffs requested the second alternative. with this judicia) reaction:
[I]n order to determine the application of the 60-day provision. the Court
would be required to decide at exactly what point in time U.S. forces had been
introduced into hostilities or imminent hostilities. and whether that situation
continues to exist. This inquiry would be even more inappropriate for the
judiciary.
Id. at 898.
113. Cf. Croclcell. 558 F. Supp. at 901.
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Section 8( a)

Section 8(a) provides:
Authority to introduce United States Armed Forces into
hostilities or into situations wherein involvement in hostilities
is clearly indicated by the circumstances shall not be inferred . (1) from any provision of law (whether or not in effect
before the date of the enactment of this joint resolution), including any provision contained in any appropriation Act, unless such provision specifically authorizes the introduction of
United States Armed Forces into hostilities or into such situations and states that it is intended to constitute specific statutory authorization within the meaning of this joint resolution;
or
(2) from any treaty heretofore or hereafter ratified unless
such treaty is implemented by legislation specifically authorizing the introduction of United Stales Armed Forces into hostilities or into such situations and Slating that it is intended to
constitute specific statutory authorization within the meaning
of this joint resolution.
This section may appear to raise the question how one Congress (in
this cas'e the Ninety-third) can bind its successors. It is not difficult to
envision some future Congress's enacting, say, an appropriations act,
part of whose proceeds they know are to be used to finance some otherwise unauthorized presidential military venture. When opponents protest that one need only look to section 8(a) of the War Powers
Resolution to see that this does not count as sufficient authorization,
one can certainly anticipate the executive branch's responding that the
appropriations act came later. and an earlier statute does not trump a
later one} 14
This argument doesn't work. What the War Powers Resolution
gave us was a strong rule of construction, telling us how to read the
intent of later Congresses. What the Ninety-third Congress was saying,
in effect, was this:
We know that we have incentives to be ambiguous in this
area, and that is very costly in terms of the lives of our young
men and the risk to the rest of us. Weare therefore hereby
providing an unambiguous set of conventions whereby you
will be able to tell in the fltture whether or not we intend the
authorization that is constitutionally required. When we do
intend such authorization. we will make specific reference to
this Resolution. Without such reference. do not construe us
as .authorizing the war in question.
, It is true that the "we" in question willllot necessarily be
114. Stale Department Legal
Hearings. supra note 8, at 46.

Advis(~1'

5ulaer makes much this argument at Lib)'a
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the same people who have enacted this Resolution. However,
our successors will certainly be well aware of this Resolution
and the conventions it establishes, and thus, until the
Resolution is repealed, they also should be presumed not to
have intended to authorize a war unless they have referred to
it.
History, and particularly Vietnam, teaches that what is
needed is a "bright line test" for construing our intention.
Others might work as well-such as a requirement of a declaration of war, or a special seal on the document alleged to constitute authorization-but this is the one we are choosing.
If subsequent Congresses don't like this they can repeal the Resolution.
Until they do, however, the conventions it establishes should control.
Section 8(a)(2), providing that no treaty "heretofore or hereafter
ratified" can authorize a war unless it is implemented by legislation
referencing the War Powers Resolution-a sort of "little Bricker
Amendment"115-is at least potentially inconsistent with section
8(d)( 1), which provides that "nothing in this joint resolution ... is intended to alter ... the provisions of existing treaties." In fact it appears that we are not currently party to any treaty that purports to
authorize military' action without the intervening approval of
Congress,116 but the inconsistency should be resolved nonetheless.
The quoted provision of section 8(d)(l) should be eliminated, as it
seems pretty clear that it is 8(a)(2) that is in line with the prevailing
purpose of the Resolution.
Also mind-twisting is ,section 8(a)( l)'s provision that a law "in effect before the date of the enactment of" the War Powers Resolution
can constitute the required authorization, but only if it specifically rcfers to the War Powers Resolution. Rather than play games with this.
let us simply recommend that Congress eliminate the reference to prcexisting laws. That too is plainly in accord with the Resolution's
purpose.

III.

CONCLUSION

Is there any reason to suppose that any of this will come about? In
large measure the tale of the War Powers Resolution of 1973 has been
a tale of congressional spinelessness. Can we expect Congress to enact
a meaningful War Powers Act? As of this writing there is so much talk
115. Section 2 of the (never ratified) Bricker Amendment provided that "(a] treaty
shall become effective as intemallaw in the United States only through legislation which
would be valid in the absence of treaty." See G. Gunther, Constitutional Law 226-27
(11th ed. 1985).
116. See, e.g., National Commitments Hearings, supra note 34, at 97 (statement of
Nicholas Katzenbach); Vance, supra note 63, at 87. See generally Glennon, United
Stales Mutual Security Treaties: The Commitment Myth, 24 Colum.J. Transnal'l L. 509
(1986).
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i? Congress of a (disguised) .repealthat it is hard to be terribly optimistl~. However, the ge~eral Idea-that Congress, like Ulysses binding
himself to th~ mast, might take steps to bind itself to accountability for
future wars-IS not by any means unthinkable. That, in fact, is precisely
~hat Congress attempted to do in 1973, Unfortunately it did not sufficiently plan for presidential defiance. However, this Artide has demonstrated that that defect can be repaired, if Congress still has the will to
be held; accountable.
When we get down to cases, though, and a court does Mart the
~Iock, can we expect Congress actually to follow through and face the
Issue w~ether th~ war in question should be continued? Admittedly the
matter IS not entirely free from doubt. There has to come a point, however, when Congress will want to stop looking ineffectual: avoiding enforcement of a second version of the War Powers Act would threaten to
taT?ish its image to what should be an unacceptable degree. Moreover,
\~hde Congress has shown a tendency by its indecision to let wars contmue, I am unaware of any case of its endi1'g one by indecision and, with
Secretary Vance, think it most improbable that it would do so.l.7 That,
of course, is the assumption underlying the War Powers Resolution.
though it has proved tricky actually setting it up so that the war will end
unl~ss ~?ng~ess decides. Finally. remember that we will be injecting
the JudiCiary mto the process, and that rhetoric is the courts' most powerful weapon. It should be well within the capacity of most federal
ju~g~s (certai?l~ it is within the Supreme Court's capacity) to write an
opmlOn explammg that the Constitution entrusts decisions on war and
peace to Congress. and that because the conflagration in question
meets the statutory criteria, it has become Congress's constitutional
duty to decide whether it should continue-an opinion that Congress
simply could not ignore. IIB
117. Vance, supra note 63. at 86.
118. In the event 30 days passes and c.ongress has not acted to aUlhorize Ihl' war,
the propost!d statute would cut off funding. Experience and prior rhetoric strongly suggest that the President would respect this. In the unlikely event of defiance on Ihe part
~f the Pre~ident (and complicity by everyone else associated wilh the budget procclIs)
Impeachment would seem the appropriale response, If. howe\'er, Congress chooses not
10 respond to such flagrant illegality, the calle mighl well end up back in cour!. Plainly
Ihe court cannot at that point announce Ihal it was all ajoke, hUI prudence need nol be
wholly jett~soned either. Though the subject is obviously one that would rt'quire a good
deal of in-conlext analysis, a declaratory judgment (10 the eflcct that the war has nnt
been authorized and thus the President is aClillg illt·gall\') would in SUdl an unlikdv
situation probably be the most sensible remedy, since it is I~ard tn lice what an injunflin~l
would add. (Who would enforce it, and with what? Tht" rnarsllillls are hardly g()in~ 10
be able to go collect the troops and bring tll('.11 hOllle from Iht' (hUll.) Anrl should tlw
President still persist in his disobedience and the' Cong,'esll in its refusal to react, we will
all be in very deep water, and certainly will have passed beyond the point where jurlidal
action is very relevant.
This catechism, however, has long sinn' lakt'll Oil th(' allp<'n nfrespOlH.ling to a child
who keeps asking "But what if they don',?" Nuthillg lIst'ful ill Il-gal Ih('orr is accom-
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At last we might ask whether th ere is any point to the entire exercisco Is there any reaso n to supp ose, given their respective perfo rman ces , that Congress will prove wiser on iss ues of war and peace than
the President? Actually I think that o ur histo ry do es support, if slightly,
the framers' judgment that Congress tends to be more responsible in
this area than the executive (if onl y beca use it is necessa rily mo rc dcliberale) .119 To answer the questi o n o n its own (comparative) terms,
ho wever, is to miss the po int. The constitutio nal strategy was to require more than onc set of keys to open the Pandura's box of war. As
usual, Alex Bickel said it well: "Singly, either the President or
Congress can fall into bad erro rs . ... So the y ( all togeth er too, but
th at is somewhat less likely, and in any eve nt, togeth er they are all we' ve
gOr."t10
plish ed by discus! io ll!l of gross improbabilities, cr.] . Ely, supra no te 34. a t 182- 83. or by
tryin g to design a judicial fi x for Anllageddo ll. It i! ha rdly an indi ctment o f the statute
here su ggested that it d oes n 't pro vide a foo lproof recipe fo r a situation where the
Presid ent o rthe Ullited States is p repared openl y to d efy bo th co ngressio llal statute and
judicial o rder. and th e Congress of the United States refuses to do an ),thing aho lll it .
(O bll io usly we sho uld 1'1' I n minimize the ch am'es o f such an impasse's dcvelo ping, bUI
that is \"hat the discussio n o f remedy has bec n abo uL)
I cert ainl y d o nOI lII ean hen.' to have d escribed Ihe wa y the sys te m typi call y sho uld
""ork. If it is al ways o r eve n o fte n necessary 10 go to court to ge t the Preside nt ami
Co ngress to do their j o bs. we will have failed . What is co11le lllp lated , instead , is an
educatio nal process. O nce l'veryon e gets th e idea that the courts sla lld ready to slart th e
clod:, it sho uld fo llo w that the Presid ent will begin d o ing so witho ut lhe !Iecd of a la",, ·
suil. and thaI Con gress will then readil y ass ume ils constitutio nal duty to decid e o n war
a nd pl'ace.
It is a famili ar point that Congrl'ss (like the rest o f us) frequ ently acts to solve yes·
terd ay's problem . and a some lime allegat io ll that tha t is ..... h at it did hcrl'-mo ving to
preclud e pro trac ted "unautho rized" wars like that in IndoC hina whil e d oin g no thing 10
prellc nl ..... hat ma y no w .~ee m the greate r danger, th e quick. " surgica l" strike likl'
G re nad a or Tripo li. C r. Wi cker. A UlW That 's Fail ed . N.Y. Tim es. J an. 7, 1988 . at A27 .
cols . 1-3 (characlerizing lI ie ..... s o f Harold Ko hl. It is, in th e first phlce. far from d ear that
such blitzkrieg st rikes arc o ur grea test pro ble m e ven as o f 1988--witlless the Pers ian
G ul r. It is true th e Resolut ion hasn 't d Olle an ything to COlUrol such strila:s. But ellen if
it had generall y pro ved elfeCli\'e as legislatio n. that would hardly cOllie as a surpri se .
Blit zkri eg strikes arc effec tivel y beyond the reach o f any SC I o f legal restra int s-tho ugh
comp lia nce with lir e con sult atio n provisio n wo uld p roh ably help . Here. as o fl e n-fo r
conspicuous exa mple in connectio n with the usc o f nuclear weapo ns- .....c must d cpe lld
o n the good fa ith o r th e President o f the Unit ed Stat es. Agai n. howeller, ..... e call ho pe
that he is trainable , th ai the e ):ampit- set b y efl·cctive enfo rcement o f the Resolutio n as il
pert ains to lo nger co nflicts will help reestablish the co nstitutio nal norm that he is nOI a
law unto himself in t his area any mo re than an)· o ther. If police o ffi cers. and ellen racia l
bigo t5. can be co nditio ned by th e rule o f law to o pe rate ....'ilhin fe tle rs th ey initially can·
dellmed as imposs ibly constrictin g. ca n 't we ex pect as IllllCh o f the Preside nt and
Co ngress?
11 9 . See also W . Revel ey. supra nOlc 32. at 12 1- 22 . See. e.g .. 6 J. Madi so n.
Writings 174 .3 12- 13 (G . Hunt cd . 1906) ; C. Bo wen , Miracle at Philadelphia 59 (1966)
(B. Fran klin) .
120 . Libya Hcari ngs, supra note 8, at 88 (quo tcd b y J. Brian Atwood) .
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SHORT TITLE

SH O RT TITLE

Sectio n I . This j oint resolutiu n may be cited as the "War
Po wers Resolution " .

Sec ti on I . T his Act ma)' be
cited as th e " War Po we rs Ac t".

PURPOSE AND P O LI C Y

P URPOS E AN U POLI CY

Sec. 2.(a) It is the purpose of
Sec. 2. It is the purpose of
this joint resolutio n to fulfill th e this Ac t to fulfill th e purpose o f
intem o f th e fram ers o f th e Co n- the Co nstitution o f Ihe United
stilulion o f the United States and States and insure th at Ihe collecinsure that the collec tive judg- ti ve judgment o f bo th th e Conment of both the Congress and gress and the Pres ident will appl y
th e President will appl y to the in- to th e introdu cti o n of Unil t'd
trodu ction of Unil ed States Stales Armed Forces into hos tiliArmed Forces into hos tilities, o r ti es. o r situatio ns wh ere th ere is
imo situatio ns where imminent in- an imminent danger o f hos tiliti es ,
vo lvement in hostilities is clea rl y and to th e co nlintled prese nce o f
indicated by th e circumstan ces, United States forces ill such situaand to th e co ntinued use o f such ti o ns.
fo rces in hos tilities o r in such situati o ns.
(b) Under article I, secti o n 8 .
[eliminated]
of th e Constitution, it is specifically provided that the Co ngress
shall have the po wer to make aJJ
laws necessa ry and proper lo r ca rrying into executi o n, not onl y its
ow n po wers but also all o ther
po wers ves ted by th e Co nslitutio n
in the Governm ent of th e United
States , o r in any departmem or o fficer th ereo f.

1
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(c) The constitutional powers
the President as Commander-inChief to introduce United States
Armed Forces into hostilities, or
into situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly
indicated by the circumstances,
are exercised only pursuant to
(1) a declaration of war, (2) specific statutory authorization, or (3) a
national emergency created by attack upon the United States, its
territories or possessions, or its
armed forces.

[eliminated]

CONSULTATION

CONSULTATION

Sec. 3. The President in every possible instance shall consult
with Congress before introducing
United States Armed Forces into
hostilities or into situations where
imminent involvement in hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances, and after every such
introduction shall consult regularly with the Congress until United
States Armed Forces are no longer engaged in hostilities or have
been removed from such situations.

Sec. 3.(a) Before introducing
United States Armed Forces into
hostilities or a situation where
there is an imminent danger
thereof, or retaining them in a location where hostilities or the imminent danger thereof has developed, the President shall in every
possible instance consult with the
representatives of Congress designated in subsections (b) and (c) of
this section, discussing the situation fully and seeking their advice
and counsel. So long as such a situation persists he shall consult
regularly with said representatives, discussing the situation fully
and seeking their advice and
counsel.
Secs. 3(b) and 3(c) [defining
Permanent Consultative Group.
Use sections 3(b) and 3(c) of
"Byrd proposal," SJ. Res. 323.
100th Cong., 2d Sess.]
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REPORTING

REPORTING

Sec.4.(a) In the absence of a
declaration of war, in any case in
which the United States Armed
Forces are introduced (1) into hostilities or into
situations where imminent involvement in hostilities is
clearly indicated by the
circumstances;
(2) into the territory, airspace or waters of a foreign
nation, while equipped for
combat, except for deployments which relate solely to
supply, replacement, repair,
or training of such forces; or
(3) in numbers which
substantially enlarge United
States
Armed
Forces
equipped for combat already
located in a foreign nation;
The President shall submit within
48 hours to the Speaker of the
House of Representatives and to
the President pro tempore of the
Senate a report, in writing, setting
forth (A) the
circumstances
necessitating the introduction
of United States Armed
Forces;
(B) the
constitutional
and
legislative
authority
under which such introduction took place; and
(C) the estimated scope
and duration of the hostilities
or involvement.

Sec. 4.(a) In the absence of a
declaration of war, in any case in
which the United States Amled
Forces are introduced into hostilities or a situation where there is
an imminent danger thereof, or
retained in a location where hostilities or the imminent danger
thereof has developed, the President shall within 48 hours submit
to the Speaker of the House of
Representatives and to the President pro tempore of the Senate a
report, in writing, setting forth -

(A) the
circumstances
necessitating the introduction
of United States Armed
Forces;
(B) the
constitutional
and
legislative
authority
under which such introduction took place; and
(C) the estimated scope
and duration of the hostilities
or involvement.
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(b) The President shall provide such other information as the
Congress may request in the fulfillment of its constitutional responsibilities with respect to committing the Nation to war and to
the use of United States Armed
Forces abroad.
(c) Whenever United States
Armed Forces are introduced into
hostilities or into any situation described in subsection (a) of this
section, the President shall, so
long as such armed forces continue to be engaged in such hostilities or situation, report to the
Congress periodically on the status of such hostilities or situation
as well as on the scope and duration of such hostilities or situation, but in no event shall he report to the Congress less often
than once every six months.
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CONGRESSIONAL ACTION

CONGRESSIONAL ACTION;

Sec. 5.(a) Each report submitted pursuant to section 4 (a) ( 1)
shall be transmitted to the Speaker of the House of Representatives and to the President pro
tempore of the Senate on the
same calendar day. Each report
so transmitted shall be referred to
the Committee on Foreign Affairs
of the House of Representatives
and to the Committee on Foreign
Relations of the Senate for appropriate action. If, when the report
is transmitted. the Congress has
adjourned sine die or has adjourned for any period in excess
of three calendar days, the Speaker of the House of Representatives and the President pro
tempore of the Senate, if they
deem it advisable (or if petitioned
by at least 30 percent of the membership of their respective HOllSes) shall jointly request the President to convene Congress in order that it may consider the report
and take appropriate action pursuant to this section.

Sec. 5.(a) [same as existing
section 5(a), substituting "4(a)"
for "4(a)(I)"]

JUDICIAL REVIEW

(b) [same as existing 4(b)]

[4(c) superfluous in light of
proposed 3(b) and 3(c)]
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(b) Within sixty calendar
days after a report is submitted or
is required to be submitted pursuant to section 4 (a)( 1), whichever is
earlier. the President shall terminate any use of United States
Armed Forces with respect to
which such report was submitted
(or required to be submitted), unless the Congress (1) has declared
war or has enacted a specific authorization for such use of United
States Armed Forces, (2) has extended by law such sixty-day period, or (3) is physically unable to
meet as a result of an armed attack
upon the United States. Such sixty-day period shall be extended
for not more than an additional
thirty days if the President determines and certifies to the Congress in writing that unavoidable
military necessity respecting the
safety of the United States Armed
Forces requires the continued use
of such armed forces in the course
of bringing about a prompt removal of such forces.

1427

(b) Any Member of Congress
may bring an action in the United
States District Court for the District of Columbia to enforce section 4(a) of this Act in the event
the President has not complied
therewith. Such action shall nol
be dismissed by the court on the
ground that the plaintiff lacks
standing or the case presents a
political question, or as an exercise of the court's equitable discretion. In the event the court
finds that the criteria set forth in
section 4 (a) have been satisfied, it
shall enter a declaratory judgment
to that effect. A decision either
entering or declining to enter
such a judgment shall be directly
appealable to the United States
Supreme Court.
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(c) Notwithstanding subsection (b), at any time that United
States Armed Forces are engaged
in hostilities outside the territory
of the United States, its possessions and territories without a
declaration of war or specific statutory authorization, such forces
shall be removed by the President
if the Cqngress so directs by concurrent resolution.

(c) Within
thirty calendar
days after a report is submitted by
the President under section 4(a)
or a judgment declaring that the
criteria of section 4(a) have been
met is entered under section 5(b).
whichever is earlier, the President
shall terminate any use of United
States Armed Forces with respect
to which such report was submitted or judgment entered, unless
the Congress has declared war or
has enacted a specific authorization for such use of United States
Armed Forces, or is physically unable to meet as a result of an
armed attack upon the United
States. No funds appropriated or
otherwise made available under
any law may be obligat.ed or expended for any activity which
would have the purpose or effect
of violating this subsection.

CONGRESSIONAL PRIORITY
PROCEDURES FOR JOINT
RESOLUTION OR BILL

CONGRESSIONAL PRIORrrv

Sec. 6. [not reprinted]

PROCEDURES FOR JOINT
RESOLUTION OR BILL

[existing provisions to be replicated, as adjusted for thirty-day
clock]

CONGRESSIONAL PRIORITY
PROCEDURES FOR CONCURRENT
RESOLUTION

Sec. 7. [not reprinted]

[eliminated in light of elimination
of existing section 5(c)]
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INTERPRETATION OF
JOINT RESOLUTION

INTERPRETATION OF
THIS ACT

Sec. 8.(a) Authority to introduce United States Armed Forces
into hostilities or into situations
wherein involvement in hostilities
is clearly indicated by the circumstances shall not be inferred -

Sec. 7.(a) Authority to introduce United States Armed Forces
into hostilities or into situations
where there is an imminent danger of hostilities, or to retain them
in a situation where hostilities or
the imminent danger thereof has
developed,
shall
not
be
inferred (I) from any provision of
law, including any provision
contained in any appropriation Act, unless such provision specifically authorizes
such introduction or retention and states that it is intended to constitute specific
statutory authorization within
the meaning of this Act; or

(1) from any provision of
law (whether or not in effect
before the date of the enactment of this joint resolution),
including any provision contained in any appropriation
Act, unless such provision
specifically authorizes the introduction of United States
Armed Forces into hostilities
or into such situations and
states that it is intended to
constitute specific statutory
authorization
within
the
meaning of this joint resolution; or
(2) from any treaty heretofore or hereafter ratified
unless such treaty is implemented by legislation specifically authorizing the introduction of United States
Armed Forces into hostilities
or into such situations and
stating that it is intended to
constitute specific statutory
authorization
within
the
meaning of this joint resolution.

(2) from any treaty heretofore or hereafter ratified
unless such treaty is implemented by legislation specifically authorizing such introduction or retention, and
stating that it is intended to
constitute specific statutory
authorization
within
the
meaning of this Act.
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(b) Nothing in this joint reso(b) [same as existing section
lution shall be construed to re- 8(b), substituting "Act" for 'Joint
quire any further specific statutory resolution' 'J
authorization to permit members
of United States Armed Forces to
participate jointly with members
of the armed forces of one or
more foreign countries in the
headquarters operations of highlevel military commands which
were established prior to the date
of enactment of this joint resolution and pursuant to the United
Nations Charter or any treaty ratified by the United States prior to
such date.
(c) For purposes of this joint
(c) [same as existing section
resolution, the term "introduction 8(c), substituting "Act" for 'Joint
of United States Armed Forces" resolution"]
includes the assignment of members of such armed forces to command, coordinate, participate in
the movement of, or accompany
the regular or irregular military
forces of any foreign country or
government when such military
forces are engaged, or there exists
an imminent threat that such
forces will become engaged, in
hostilities.
(d) Nothing in this joint reso[eliminated]
lution -

; i

I·

I
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(1) is intended to alter
the constitutional authority of
the Congress or of the President, or the provisions of existing treaties; or
(2) shall be construed as
granting any authority to the
President with respect to the
introduction of United States
Armed Forces into hostilities
or into situations wherein involvement in hostilities is
clearly indicated by the circumstances which authority
he would not have had in the
absence of this joint resolution.

RESPONSBS OF J. TERRY EMERSON TO QUESTIONS
ASKED BY SBNATOR PBLL

At ea.rlier war powers hearings, Senator Pell asked if witnesses
would comment on the suggestion that "no nation is going to honor
A treaty if it hurts its own national interest."
In my view, the thesis stated by Senator pell is exactly correct.
I believe Senator Pell is in the company of our nation's first
Secretary of State, Thomas Jefferson, and has the support of the
earliest writers on international law.
On April 28, 1793, Thomas Jefferson wrote a masterful opinion
for President George Washington responding to the question whether
the United States have a right to renounce their Revolutionary War
treaties with France in light of the overthrow of King Louis Capet
(XVI) ~nd creation of the first French Republic.
In his advisory
not annulled by mere
forms of government,
danger would absolve

opinion, Jefferson concluded that treaties are
changes in government officials or even the
but he added that the existence of a serious
the united States from the treaties.

In Jefferson's words:

SEPARABILITY CLAUSE

SEPARABILITY CLAlISE

Sec. 9. If any provision of
this joint resolution or the application thereof to any person or
circumstance is held invalid. the
remainder of the joint resolution
and the application of such provision to any other person or cirnunSlance shall not be affected
thereby.

Sec. 8. [same as existing s(.'t"lion 9, substituting "Act" for
"joint resolution"j

There are circumstances however which sometimes excuse the
non-performance of contracts between man & man; so are there
also between nation & nation. When performance, for
instance, becomes impossible, non-performance is not
immoral. So if performance becomes self-destructive to
the party, the law of self-preservat10n overrules the
laws of obligations to others. VI The Writings of ~
Jefferson 221 (Ford ed. 1895).
Thus, Jefferson argued that the treaties were still binding,
but subject to the "right which exists at all times of liberating
ourselves when an adherence to the treaties would be ruinous or
destructive to the sOciety •••• "
-------In support of his opinion Jefferson marshalled the views of
Grotius, Puffendorf and Wolf, all known to the Framers of the u.s.
constitution. Washington adhered to Jefferson's opinion and rejected
the contrary advice of Alexander Hamilton. However, Washington
exercised the release authority discussed by Jefferson when the
President interpreted the Treaty of Commerce to prohibit France
from fitting out privateers in our ports and the defense guarantee
of the French West India islands as being in~pplicable.
This introduces . further evidence of the accuracy of Senator
Pell's thesis. Not only might the United States denounce a treaty
as being impossible to perform or dangerous to implement, but treaties
aay be interpreted so as not to apply to disagreeable situations.
Horeover, the united States may determine that a treaty is suspended
temporarily because of changed conditions not of our own baking
or that the United states is no longer bouna-by-a~eaty ecause
the other party has committed a significant breach.
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- 2 RESPONSES OF ABRrulAM SOFAER TO QUESTIONS
ASKED BY SENATOR BIDEN

~~i~f~rther

question must be asked. Who is the competent
autho~ity in the united states to make these decisions for the nation?

~ MY· per~onal research indicates that S6 treaties have been
terminated by the United states since the Republic was formed in
1789. of these, 49 treaties were terminated with the express or
statutory approval or ratification of the Legislative Branch and
three others were overturned by inconsistent legislation.
.. ~ ~2t .. u , ' . . :
'
::: '0'o1'y f'~~r treaties were denounced by the united states without
any supporting treaty or statute, three of them resulting ~rom a .
fundamental change of conditions not a result of President1al act10n.
One other treaty the Mutual Defense Treaty with the Republic of
China on Taiwan, 'was abrogated in connection with the President's
recogn+tion power.
Accordingly, I conclude that the general rule, with only rare .
exceptions, under U.s. Constitutional practice is that the Legislat1ve
and Executive Branches will participate jointly in making the decision
not to honor a treaty if it hurts our own national interest. In
other words, in judging ourselves whether Jefferson's concept of
the right of self-liberation from a treaty is to be invoked, the
separation of powers doctrine requires that some form of legislative
concurrence is usually necessary to terminate a formal treaty on
behalf of the United states.

O. 1. In what circumstances, if any, other than those listed
in section 2ec), does the Administration belipve that the
President has the constitutional authority to introduce the
armed forces into hostilities without prior statutory
authorization?
A.

The Administration helieves t~~t it is np.ither possible

nor wise to attempt an exhaustive listina of all situations
that might arise in which the President's inderendent power as
Commander-in-Chi ef to commi t ". S. forces would be applicable.
Furthermore, the phrase ·without prior statutorv authorizationis unclear.

Statutory authority can be found in a variety of

l€aislative actions short of the tyoe of srecific and explicit
requirements of Section ~ of the War Powers Resolution.

J.Terry Emerson
Attorney at Law

Keeping these caveats in mind, the Administration is
convinced that Section 2(c) fails to list all the circumstances
in which the President may lawfully introduce U.S. Armed Forces
into hostilitie~.

A~ong the circumstances not listed in

Section 2(c) are the rrotection or rescue from attack,
incluoinq terrorist attack, of u.S. nationals: protection of
ships and aircraft of U.S. reqistry from unlawful attack:
responses to attacks on allied countries with whom we may he
participating in collective military security ~rr.angements or
activities, even where such attacks may threaten the security
of the United States or its arMe" forces: and responses hy U.S.
forces to unlawful attacks on friendly vessels or aircraft in
their Vicinity.
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0. 2. unde r the circumstances e xtant on the nate of this
le tt e r , does the Administ r atio n believe that the Preside nt
woul d hav e t he co nstitutional autho r ity to int r oduce the arme d
forc e s i nto hos ti lities to overthrow the Governmen t of
Nicara g ua with o ut prior sta t utory authorization?
A.

The President has made c l ea r that he has no intention unr. p

present circumstances of introducing united States armed

Q. 3,

Do e s the Administ r ation belie ve that th e repo r ting
r eq uir eme nt o f sec tion 4(a)fl) is constitutional?

A.
:

for Cf~

i nt o hostil i ties in Nicaragua for a ny purpose whatsoever.

We

We have never challenqed the constituti onali ty of the

reporting requirements o f the War Powe r s Res o lu t ion, and t,ave
in fact gone to 9reat le ngths through briefings, testi~ony,
reports and so forth to ensure that

~o nqr ess

is fully informed

respec t fully s uggest that it wo u l d be neither const r uctive nor

o f ou r policies and of the actions tl,at we have undertak en in

respo nsihle to addr ess hypothetically whether the Pr esident

the pursuit of our policies .

would have the constitutional authority to do so.

arise in which the President miqht , in the interests of

Ext r eme situations co ul~ possibly

protecting national security, per s onally invoke the principle
of executive p r ivilege and declille to report within the 48-ll ou r
period, but r know of no such situ ation that has arisen in the
past .
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Q. 4 .

Do e s the Ad ministrat i on believe that any situation ha s
a r ise n d urin g it s te r m of office in which that r equirement

[Le ., the r e por ti ng r equi r ement], as applied, woulri have bee:unco ns titut i on a l ?
A.

No.

Does the Admini st r ation bel ieve that any event that has

occu rr ed i n the Persian Gulf has [Pouired a report under
sect i o n 4( a l (1 ) of the Pesolution?
Q.6. Have any of the Admini stration ' s communications to
Cong ress concerninq the Persian Gul f constituted re po rts
section 4(a)(1) of the ~esoluti oll?
C . 7.

un(,!p[

Have any such r epo rts cC'nstl':.uterl report s und e r secti o ns

4(a)(21 or 4fal()) of tIle Resolution?
A.

Cons is ten t with the practice of a ll Presidents since 19 73 ,

this Administrati on has taken no

po~ition

reg a rding '..' hcther

events in the Gulf require a r ep o r t under specific s ub s ecti o ll S
of section 41a) of the pesolution .

Th is has fac i litated the

President's abi lit y to proceen in a sp irit of

~u tual

cooperation with Congress anri to ensu re that Cona r ess continues
to he fully

inf orme~ .

Inrieed, a s the nepartnert o f J ustice state n in the r ecent
case of Lowry v. Reaaan ,

th~

- Prp s inent has provided Cona ress

·... ith '' ''ritt e n communi catin ns fn!l o ''''in9 each use of U.S. mi litnry
force in the Gu lf, '",hieh in their t otality contain inf'Hl'1at! o n
that far exceerl s the r equi rements of Section 4fa Jl Il o f the Ha r
Powers ?esolu ti o n .-

furth~r

inf o rm a tion reaar d inq o ur

activities in the Gulf has heen prnv i ·jen through ex tellsiv e
b riefings . testimony , letter!'= anr! i n o ther ...· ay~.
P r ~si dent

to s perify the

subsection under ...·hich a report ie:; file-i .

In the event ,

~esolution

does not require the

The

however, thAt circumstances at any time exi s t er! that ..ouln haVe
triggered any specific subsection of Section 4Ia\, the reports
::;ubmltter1 by the President in eVery instance sat i sfien tre
requirem ents of those subsect i ons.
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0. 8. Does the Administration believe that section 5tb) is
constitutional?

C. 10. Does the Administration believe that section 8(a)(1) is
constitutional?

Q. 9. Does the Administration believe that section Sec) is
constitutional?

Q. 11. Does the Administration believe
constitutional?

A.

The Administration's views on these issues are contained in

the state Department Legal Adviser's statement to the committee.

t~at

section A!a)(2) is

The Administration reaaros !;ection 8 as inf'ffpctive to
the extent it attempts to bind futUfP

("onqres~es

i\S

to

the manner in which they are ent itIed to approve
military actions, ant:) to the extent it attempts to bind
future Presidents and courts as to the standarcls by
which to determine whether military actions have been
approved.

It seems inconceivable that Congress could

avoid its responsibility for approving a military action
mer@ly because it fails to state in specific terms its
intention to satisfy the Pesolution's requirements.
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Q. 12.

If the Administration believes that any provision of
the Resolution is unconstitutional, does it believe that the
President possesses the constitutional authority to disreqard
that provision prior to the rulinq of a court that such
provision is invalid?

A.

Each branch of our government has an independent

responsibility to uphold the Constitution of the united
states.

The President is sworn to uphold

and the laws of the United states.

~oth

the Constitution

Certainly, in our system,

where the courts have ruled on the riqhts of parties properly
before it, the parties have an obligation to comply with the
ruling.

That is of course true whether it is an executive

official or a legislative official or any other party whose
rights the courts have adjudicated.

Exceptions have been

proposed by Presidents in the past, but qenerally in the most
extraordinary circumstances.
In the absence of final judicial resolution, however, the
President has not only the right but the duty to consider
whether a refusal to abide by a particular statutory provision
is required to fulfill his constitutional responsihilities.
Not every disagreement with Congress should lead a President to
disregard a law that the President believes is
unconstitutional.

The normal practice, in fact, is to comply

until the courts decide otherwise.

Rut in certain areas -- especially where the President has
independent responsibilities that relate to protecting the
national security -- the President will be held responsible by
the people for failing to fulfill his duties under the
Constitution.

In the specific context of war powers, the

President typically could not wait for a resolution of the
issue by the courts, which are
under the Pesolution.

The

unli~ely

ronstit~tion

to pass on disputes
entrusts war

power~

issues to the two political branches.
While this is a complex and delicate subject, the r.ommittee
should be aware of Attorney General Civiletti's statement in
1980 that -the Executive's nuty faithfully to execute the law
embraces a duty to enforce the fundamental law set forth in the
Constitution as well as a duty to enforce the law founded in
the Acts of Congress, and cases arise in which the duty to the
one precludes the duty to the other. w

In such cases, according

to the Attorney General, enforcement of the unconstitutional
acts ·would constitute an abdication of the responsibility of
the Executive Branch, as an equal and coordinate branch of
Government with the Legislative Branch, to

pres~rve

the

inteqrityof its functions aoainst constitutional encroachment. w

~,1
11
1

1f
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Q. 13. Does the Administration believe tbat a
statutorily-imposed time limit on the use of the armed forces
in hostilities, such as the l8-month limit set forth in the
-Lebanon War Powers Resolution- is constitutional?

Q. 14.

Does the Administration believe tr.at section 7 of
H.J. Res. 462, introduced by Rep. Peter Fazio, is
constitutional?
A.

A.

Section 7 of H.J. Res. 462 9ives "(aJny ~e~ber of

The President may properly accept such a time limit, if he

fin~s

it consistent with

u.s.

Congress- standing to
national security interests.

challenQ~

alleged violations of any

But
joint resolution adopted under the War Powers Resolution,

Congress cannot impose such a limit where it would have the

and orders the courts not to rely on tb.e political question
effect of constraining in a particular case the President's
doctrine or any other
constitutional authority as Commander-in-Chief.

principl~

of nonjusticiability in

The
refusing

~o

resolve the merits of such a lawsuit.

constitutionality of such a time limit would depend on the
Limits on standing and justiciability have a
particular circumstances surrounding a proposed use of u.s.
prudential component and a
armed forces when the period expired.

constit~tionally-based

Thus, in signing the
component.

congress has the power to eliminate the

Multinational Force in Lebanon Pesolution, the President stated
prudential component although, for reasons set forth at
that he

di~:

greater length in the testimony of the state Department
not and cannot cene any of the authority vested in me
under the Constitution as r.ommander in Chief of
Pnited states Armed Forces. Nor should my signing be
viewed as any acknowledgment that t~e President's
constitutional authority can be impermissibly
infringed by statute, that conaressional
authorization would be reauired if and when the
period specified in secti~n 5(b) of the War Powers
Resolution might be deemed to have been triggered and
the period had expirerl, or that section 6 of the
Multinational Force in Lebanon Pesolution may be
interpreted to revise the President's constitutional
authority to deploy United states Armed Forces.

Legal Adviser, it would be extremely unwise for Congress to
do this.

The prudential limits on standinq and

justiciability protect the ronstitution's
powers.

s~paration

of

Elimination of these restraints would serve neither

Congre.s nor the country, hut would force the courts into
the center of political

cris~s

that they have long and

wisely left to the political branches.

I

I
i

i
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congress lacks power, moreover, to affect the
constitutionally-based aspects of the law of standing ann
justiciability (including the political question doctrine).
I

Insofar as it purports to

eli~inate

these elements of the

law, section 7 is appears to be unconstitutional.

The

Article It I limitation on standing bars suits by individual
legislators seeking to compel the President to obey or
enforce the laws.

~he

· I~·
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Q. 15.

Does the Administration believe that S.J. Res. 323,
introduced by Sen. Robert Byrd, is constitutiona1?

A.

Constitutional aspects of S.J. Res. 323 are

a~dressed

the testimony of the State Departmp.nt Lenal Advisp.r.

in

II

I
~

i

effort to create such standing in

H.J. Res. 462 thus would order the courts to exceed the
limits of their constitutional power.

J

I
II
l

.;
~
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0. 16. Does the Administration favor the repeal of the War
Powers Resolution?
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Q. 17.

Does the Administration suggest any amendment to the
Resolution.
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The Administration favors the repeal of the Pesolution.
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COMMlllH ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

WASH'ltGtOlt. DC 20510-8225

november 3, 1988

At a minimum, the Resolution should be amended to repeal
Sections 2 ( c), 5 ( b I, 5 ( c I, and 8 ( a) .

,Ii
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Professor Louis Henkin
Columbia University
School of Law
435 West 116th Street
New York, NY
10027
Dear Professor Henkin:
After your testimony, one of the witnesses to appear before
the Subcommittee said as follows: "Reliance on the Steel
Seizure Case is normally one of the characteristics of a lawyer
who does not understand the special nature of foreign affairs
under the Constitution." I am writing to ask whether you view
that case as relevant to the constitutionality of the War Powers
Resolution. Is it, more generally, a "foreign affairs case"?
Your answer will greatly assist the Subcommittee in
formulating its recommendations, since it is important that we
be clear upon the extent to which Congress may rely upon this
case in legislating in the area of foreign affairs.
Because we wish to print the hearings promptly, and hope to
include your views on this matter, I would greatly appreciate
your getting a response to us, care of John Ritch of the Foreign
Relations Committee staff, as soon as possible.
Sincerely,

J
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R. Biden, Jr.

~oseph

Chairman
Speeiill Subcommittee on War Powers
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RESPONSES OF LOUIS HENKIN TO QUESTIONS
ASKED BY SENATOR BIDEN
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quoted from testimony before your Subcommittee:
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President.
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statement, but I know no basis for it.

There is no basis for a suggestion that

Justi~e Jackson supports this first category with reference to a leading

,
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,!~hiC:h_;.~t .ap.p'.l!~~ other than foreign affairs.

The
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reserved to Congress exclusively, and there is nothing in that opinion
to suggest that the principle applies only to domestic affairs and not
affairs.

..

apply to foreign affairs; indeed, it is difficult to find any thAn; to

a~.the

majority opinion declared that actions of a legislative character are

His second category, where the powers of Congress

.. ' t l"O.,ve;!~·
.
" .:~tF~t
~i).nd~~I:1Jt President are concurrent or uncertain, was clearly intended to
.~~~

~"".'
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majority and concurring opinions said nothing to the contrary.

foretQ~~alf'''i.'1:::

~4of.

'J'" "'ff.i .....

case," but the dissenting Justices clearly treated it as such,

not intend that typology to apply to

,forei~n.affair~~case.

Vo'ungstown street & Tube was not said to be a "foreign affairs

t9;fQ~~ign

343 U.S. at 635-39.

5J.~~~:~.r;,Q.',Jackso.n·did
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~ ~, I am not confident that I understand the full purport of that
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Dear Senator Biden,

f have 'youv letter inviting me to comment on the following
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~.iear. ly had foreign affairs in mind.
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In fact Jackson's opinion is
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throughout with references and citations to foreign affairs
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Sincerely,
al'\i1

. executive acts of a legislative character that regulated foreign
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commerce, declared war, or enacted laws that are necessary and proper to
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carry out the foreign affairs powers of the U.S.
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University
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RESPONSES OF PROF. MICHAEL J. GLENNON TO QUESTIONS
ASKED BY SENATOR BIDEN

A

As indicated In my testimony, this general issue was addreaCled by the
Supreme Court in Dames Ik Moore v, Regan t 453 U, S. 654 (1981), in which then·

in

public

School or Luw
Center ror Inlernational Sludies

Justice. WilUam Rehnquist, speaking for a UIUUllmOU6 Suprame Court, applied
Justice Jacksonls tripartite analysIs from the Steel Seizure Case, 343 U.S. 579
(1952). Dames & Moore mvolved the validity of an executive agreen1Qnt with Iran,
which, ~nter
nullified certain attachments and liens on Iranian aosets in tbe
United tateo and suspended certain claims against l1'8.n. Whlle ackddWledglng.
as did Justice Jackson himself. that the three categories representect ft bsom~t
over-almpliflQd grouping. II Justice Rehnquist nonetheless 1flewed JacksOh's analystg
as bringing together "as much combination of analysis and common sedGe as there
Is In this area •••• " Accordingly t Justice Rehnquist upheld the agreemGdt, ftn4Jng
that it feU into Jacksonls first category -. congl'essional approV'al -- a.ftd was thUG
(he proceeded to quote Jackson) "supported by the strongest of presufnptlons and
the widest latitude of judicial Interpretation, and the burden or pursullftlon would
rost heavtly upon any who might attack it." At the Hllme Ume, Rehnqutst
recognized that a given presidential act mIght fall within the realm of e<mgresstonal
disapproval, and, again. quoted Jackson: "in tills category, 'his power Is at Its
lowest ebb.' and the Court can sustain his actions lonly by disabling thd Congress
from acUng upon tho subject. III
Before Dames & Moore, it had occasionally been argued that the steel se~re
Cass did not pertain to the scope of the President's foreign affairs podFs 'be ~use
the seizure of the steel mills occurred within the territory of the UnlbM States or
because the seizure violated the Just Compensation Clause. It. Is dlfi'icuit to
believo that the outcome In Steel Solzure would have been d1£feNnt had tho
American-owned steel plants seIzed by the Executive been located in, Qay t Canada.
rather thon In the Unltod States,
Nor did Jnclwon dec11ne to reach the
commander-In-chlef claim because Indlvidulll rights were violated. trideed. h.ls
oplnion turned neither upon the locus of conduct or property affected by the
executive act nor upon tho putative violation of individual rightB b\rt, rather,
upon the Truman administration's argument tlUil a continuing supply ~f sled! wall
necossary to prosecute the war in Korea and thu.l tbe power to seize and op~l'ate
the stoe1 mills flowed from the Presldont's constitutIonal power as col!manddr-Inchief. ·rhat claltn provided Jackson the opportunity Cor an extended (utd highly
llluminaUng discussion of the contours of thal "cl'yptlc" consUtuUona1 provtsion.
Simllarly, in Dame! & Moore tho dispute was again treated by the Court as
implicating the President's power "In the field of international 1.'&latlons" _.
notwithstanding the domestic locus of the conduct aud property aff~te4 by the
Executive's nuWflcation and suspension orders. Each case thUB involved the
validity of an executive act that had lnternaUona.l effects even though "dOmGBUe"
private conduct Bnd property also wure affected by that act.
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Senator Joseph R. Biden, Jr.
Chairman
Special Subcommittee on War Powers
committee on Foreign Relations
united States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-6225
ATT'N:

John Ritch

Dear Senator Biden:
It is one of the characteristics of those constitutional
lawyers who see their professional interests as inextricable
from those of the Executive Branch to insist that the Constitution creates a distinct and special set of rules that apply to
something called the "foreign relations power."
It is the opinion of these lawyers that concepts of free
speech, the right to petition Congress, property rights and
the distribution of powers between the Executive and Congress,
which are explicitly established by the black letter text of
the Constitution, must yield to a phantom right, nowhere to
be found in the constitution's text, called the "foreign
relations power." Naturally, thi5 argument locates the
phantom power squarely in the lap of the Executive Branch.
The Steel Seizure case, and Jackson's separate opinion
in particular, esta611.shes a sound model for resolving the
inevitable conflicts between explicit enumerated powers of
the Congress and of the Presidency. This model is equally
applicable to conflicts arising in the domestic and the international context. 'l'he Constitution does not distinguish
between them and neither does the case which, incident~lly,
like so much else, has both domestic and international aspects
which are essentially inextricable.

In short, the two cases in which Jackson's analysis has been
applied, first by him and then by the entire United states Supreme
Court, involved the conduct of the Korean War and settlement of the
Iran hostage crisis.
It takes no great insight to realize that
these were foreign affairs cases. As such, they bear upon the
validity of the War Powers Resolution.
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Senator Joseph R. Uiden, Jr.
November 15, 1988
Page Two
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Thank you for posing this interesting question. I hope
my response is useful. Should you wish it, I would be glad
to provide citations to support these propositions.

Murry ·and

Joseph R. Biden. Jr., Chairman
Special Subcommittee on War Powers
Commillee on Foreign Relations
United States Senate
Washington. D.C. 205 10-6225

7

Dear Senator Biden:
In your letter of November J, you requested that I respond to a statement hy
one of the witnesses to appear before your Subcommillec following my own testimony.
The statement
"Reliance on the Sled Sci:llrc case is normally one of the
characteristics of a lawyer who does not understand the special nature of foreign
affairs under the Constitution"
is a curious one, indeed. Leaving aside the
pretentious nature of the statement, il reminds me of the roundly criticized dicta of
Justice Sutherland. in Ullitl'd Slatt'J I'. C",.tiu-Jr,iglll: that the President of the United
States possesses some extra-constitutional
power, directly inherited
from
English
monarchy. to conduct
foreign
relalions, apart
from any empowerment
in
the
Constitution of the United States. Strange doctrine indeed in a Republic.
The holding in C"rtits·II''';gllt, or COlH5C, is perfeclly defensible. There. the
President acted under a joint I esolution or Congress. The holding in Curtlls.!lr,gllt.
therefore, comes clearly within the first category of Justice Jackson in the Steel
Sci:llre case. That is, when Congre!\~ empowers the Presidenl to act. the rresident is
acting most clearly and most defensibly within hi~ powers in the conduct of American
foreign relations. or course the Sleel Seiz",1' case is an appropriate source of reliance
in outlining the nature of presidenti:tI and congressional power in the conduct of
foreign relations.
Justice Black. in delivering the opinIon or the Court, staled the con~litution:J1
doctrine most purely in denying nny inherent power in the presidency that would
countenance the seizure of the steel mill~. although we were at war (albeit undeclared).
This was a domestic act. of course, taking place in the United States; but the I'lUflloSe
of the presidential act. as dcfended unsucccssrully before the COUrl, was for the
nation's Sleet mills to continue opel":lIion in a time of war. The usual argulllents for
presidential power, based on the Commander·in·Chief cI:lUse and the Execlltive clause.
were invoked to justify President Truman's act.
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Oell/ber 7, 1988
Senator Joseph R. Bide". Jr.
Special Suhcommillcc 011 lI'a,. r"",,"
Committee 01/ Foreig" RelariotlS
United States Sel/ale

!l'm'('mh"," / 5. 19S.~
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RESPONSES OF PROF. RONALD D. ROTONDA TO QUESTIONS
ASKED BY SENATOR HELMS

Justice Jackson's concurring opInIon is PCI haps thc most ortcn citcd portion of
this case. Briefly, Jackson an:alyzcd prcsidential powcr as falling into thrce categorics:
(I) when the Presidcnt is acting undcr a statutc from Congress; (2) whcn the Chief
Executive is operating without congressional conscnt or opposition, but on presidential
prerogatives granted only by somc text of the Constitution; and finally (3) when the
President is acting in opposition to the Congress (the actual facts of the Steel Sei:u,,·
case).
What possible source could therc be in republican constitutional government
empowcring presidential action other than thc Constitution of the United States? or
course, the "gloss· of history will help us interpret the legality of presidential acts, as
Felix
Frankfurtcr's concurring opinion
in
the
Steel SeiZllre case
makes clcar.
Nevertheless, the assertion of greater presidential power whcn acting in foreign
relations is entircly unsupportcd by the tcxt of the tJnitcd States Constitution.

It is a dangerous doctrinc, indrcd, to infer some cxtra-constitutional power in
the President when acting as Commandcr-ill-Chief in thc conduct (If forcign rclations.
This notion is directly rcbuttcd by thc Sted Sl'i:llre case. The fact that Prcsident
Truman's acts were directed at the scizurc of :a steel mill within this country seems to
me to be beside the point. Clcarly, the attemptcd seizure of the ~teel mills was done
within the context and motivated by thc fact that we wcrc at war. The Suprcme Court
gave a definitive and entirely correct "No· to this act. In my opinion, the idea of
"inherent" power, whether that power bc directcd intcrnally or toward our relations
with other statcs, is repugnant to republican constitutional government.
The altcrnative philosol,hy to my own. as presented in dicta bv Justice Sutherland
in C,lTIiss-Wr;glll, that the Chief Executh'c inherits from thc En'glish monarchy, or
from any other source, some cxtra-constitutional capacity, is a curiously Tory position
to be voiced within a democratic state.
As you requested, I havc edited my lira I tc~timony bcfore your Subcommittec and
~m enclosing a copy. I am :11 .. 0 cnclosinr. a revi~ed draft of my formal writtcn
testimony. I would appreciate it very much if this version, rather than the copy I left
with you, could be included in the record. Thank you.
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The Honorable Jesse Helms
United States Senator
United States Senate
Committee on Foreign Relations
Washington, D.C. 20510-6225

He: Special Suhcommittee on War Puwers Bearings on the War Powers Ucsulutinn
on September 20 1988
Dear Senator Helms:
After my appearance you sent me and the other m.embers nf our panel snme wl"iucn
questions that you requested we answer. I am enclosmg my respunses.
First, are we talking law or politics when we discuss the War Puwers Resulution?
I believe that we are talking politics. Courts have no legal
standards by which to judge, for example, when hostilities hecome
"imminent" enough into to bring intu play the War Puwl::rs Resolution.
There is a natural tendency in our society to try to convert
political issues into clean, easily d.ecid.ed legal q.uestiO!ls: A.s
Felix Frankfurter astutely nutl.'li 11\ IllS concurrlJlg Upll1lUll m
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co v. Sawyer, :l4:J l!.S: ?79,. 594.•95.< 1952):
"Rigorous adherence to the narrow scupe of the JudiCial functIOn IS
especially demanded in contruversies that arouse appeals to the .
Constitution. The attitude with which this Court must appruach tts
duty when confronted with such issues is precisely the opposite of
that normally manifested by the general public. So-callt>d
constitutional questions SI!CIll to exercise a mesmeric influence over
the popular mind. This eagerness to settle .0 prele~a"le forever o.
a specific problem on the basis of the broadest pOSSIble
constitutional pronouncements may not unfairly be called one of our
minor national traits. An English ubserver of our scene has acu~ly
described it: . At the first snund of a nl::W argument over the lJl1Ited
States Constitution and its interpretatinn the hearts of American
leap with a fearful joy. The blood stirs powerfully in. their eyes.
.
Like King Harry's men hefi,re lIarfleur, they stand like greyhuunds III
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In your fifth and sixth questillns, you properly nllte that the ~ra",crs tlf our
Constitution spent little time .discussing the wa~ powers! and ~t has 1!1~ly t.~~I~
recently that Cungress has trmd to assert a maJOI' rule III «)relgn policy ~~clsltlns.
I certainly agree. Indeed, in Edward S. Corwin's fu',Tl()us. book, The PreSident" Offie.!:
and Puwers 1787 -1984 (5th Rev. ed. hy R. Bland, r. Hmdson, & J. Pelt~on, 1984"
it is stated: "Historically, Congress has shown no rual desire to ~e a gt!num~ and
responsible partner in the process uf !naki~g a viah~e foreign pohcy. ,Th.ere IS ,no
reason that the [War Powers) resolutIOn Will make It such a partl~er. (Id. at .mo· .
01) I also agree with yuur observation that Congress does have lIupurt.ant ,?owers It
can" use to check the President and .the entire Exe~uti~e Branch -- the spendmg IJlIWl!r,
the Ix)wer tu investigate and publicI7.e. Our CunstJtutJUnal system, however,
speciJically rejects a parliamentary syswm.

the slips, straining upon the start.'" But Frankfurter warned: ''The
path for this Court, it bears repetition, lies in the opposite
direction. "
As I mentioned during the hearing, the War Powers Act is not
really an attempt by Conbrress to reassert its powers; rather, it is,
in effect, an attempt by Congress to delegate powers to the Courts.
Justice Jackson, also in the Youngstown case (343 U.S. at 654)
warned that the "only Congress itself can prevent power from slipping
through its fingers." (emphasis added).
Second, does the Commander-in-Chief Power (Art. II, §2, c1.l) allow the Presidl!nt
to use force to defend and protection our national security interests and can
Congress circumscribe that force when used for such ends?
History supports broad Presidential power in this area. There
is very little case law directly on point, because historically the
President has used his powers to defend our national security
interests with Congressional acquiescence and without legal challenge
(or, if there has been a legal chaUenge, the courts have refused to
decide the issue.) To the extent that there is case law, it supports
a broad presidential power. Chief Justice Marshall, in The Nereide,
13 U.S. (9 Cr.) 388, 422 - 23, :) L.Ed. 769, 780 (1815), said: "[T]he
court is decidedly of opinion that reciprocating to the subjects of a
nation, or retaliating on them its unjust proceedings towards nur
citizens, is a political, not a legal measure. It is for the
consideration of the government, not of its courts. The degree and
the kind of retaliation depend entirely on considerations fhreign to
this tribunal. It may be the policy of the nation to avenge its
wrongs in a manner having no atrmity to the injury sustained, or it
may he its policy to recede from its full rights and nut to avenge
them at aU. It is not for ito; courts to interfere with the
proceedings of the nation and to thwart its views. It is not for us
to depart from the beaten track prescribed for us, and t(l tread the
devious and intricate path of politics." Of course, if Congress, by
use of its splmding power, does not, for example, appropriate money
to build a submarine, then obviously the President will not have the
use of that submarine.
Third, is the War Powers Resolution in Conflict with the Commander-in-Chief Power"

I hope that my responses have

Fourth, does Curtiss-Wright cast a constitutional shadow on the War Powers
Resolution?
It certainly dues.

helprul.

Sincerely.

Ronald D. ({ulunda
Professor of Law

i

I
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The War Powers Resolution has several constitutiunal pruhlems
(including the Commander-in-Chief problem). Professor Thomas Franck
of our panel noted various constitutional problems in his testimony.
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that use of force be circumscribed in any way, when used for
those particular ends?"
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ASKED BY

HALPERIN TO QUESTIONS
SENATOR HELMS

H.

MEMORANDUM

Answer:
The Commander-in-Chief power allows the President to use
force only pursuant to the war power. The war power, Article I,
section 8, allows the President to use force unilaterally only in
times of extreme national emergency, such as to defend the
territory of the United states, to defend United states troops
stationed abroad, or to rescue United states persons held captive
abroad. All other military engagements require specific
authorization from Congress.

t

The Commander-in-Chief power makes the President the chief
military officer; it gives the President full authority to direct
and control the armed forces once they have been engaged pursuant
to an authorization consistent with the constitutional war power
as described above.
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TO:

Senate Foreign Relations Committee

FR:

Morton H. Halperin, Allan Adler, and Gary M. Stern

RE:

Questions for the Legal Panel regarding war powers posed by
Senator Helms

This memorandum answers the six questions posed by Senator
Jesse Helms to the legal panel that testified before the Special
subcommittee on War Powers of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee on September 20, 1988.
1.

"Is the basic problem with the War Powers Resolution
political or constitutional? In other words, are talking
law or talking politics when we discuss war powers?"

Answer:
The war powers enumerated and implied in tho Constitution
encompass both legal and political elements. It is not enough to
say that war is a political issue and cannot, therefore, be dealt
with through legal procedure. The Constitution itself is a legal
document that set up certain rules and procedures that guide our
country's political process. Congress's very function is to
effectuate the general principles of the Constitution into a
workable scheme so that the political process can work as
intended. The War Powers Resolution does just that: it must be
seen as a legal framework designed to guide the political
branches during a war time situation. The fact that the
President and the Congress have tailed to comply with the War
Powers Resolution does not undermine its legitimacy.

2.
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RESPONSES OF MORTON
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"Does the Commander-in-Chief Power, which is derived from
Article II, Section II, of the United states constitution,
allow the president to use force in defending or protecting
the national security interests of the United States? Can

f

Furthermore, the Senator's question presents an internal
inconsistency. It defines "national security interests" as a
"particular end. 1I The term "national security," however, is too
broad and vague to derive such specific meaning as Senator Helms
intended. The national security interests of the United states
encompass much more than simply the military or territorial
security: it includes our economic, cultural, and political
security as well. ThUS, it is wholly unreasonable, and indeed
unconstitutional, to ascribe to the President the unilateral
power to use force any time he or she perceives a threat to the
"national security" of the United states.
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3.

"Is the War Powers Act in constitutional conflict with the
Commander-in-Chief power?"

Answer:
No. The War Powers Resolution is wholly consistent with the
constitutional structure created by the Framers. That structure
requires that, except in emergency and rescue situations,
congress must authorize any decision to use military force. Once
authorized, or pursuant to emergency action, the President, as
Commander-in-Chief, bas the power to command the armed forces as
he sees fit without in order to achieve the goals that the
authorization mandated.

4.
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"If curtiss-Wright is still good law, and the Department of
State Legal Adviser assured me that it is, then does this
2
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decision not cast a constitutional shadow on the War Powers
Resolution? Doesn't the War Powers Resolution interfere in
the presidential conduct of foreign relations.?"
Answer:
United states v. curtiss-Wright Export corporation, 299 U.S.
304 (1936), is indeed good law. What it says is that pursuant to
congressional authorization, the President has discretionary
power to act in ways that are broader than he could in a domestic
matter. curtiss-wright is thus a case about congress's power to
delegate authority to the President and not about the President's
unilateral power or about limits on the power of congress to
constrain the President.
In a passage that was ancillary to the legal ruling of the
court and is thus non-binding, Justice sutherland asserted that
there exists a

of the Framers, as well as the constitutional interpretation of
Justice Sutherland in curtiss-wright and Justice Jackson in
Youngstown Sheet & Tube. The War Powers Resolution sets up a
procedure that when followed by the President puts him on the
highest constitutional footing, and when violated by the
President puts "his power at its lowest ebb." Dames & Moore v.
Regan, 453 U.S. 654, 669 (1981) (quoting Jackson, J., concurring,
in Youngstown Sheet & Tube v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. at 638).
The War Powers Resolution concerns only the power to engage
U.S. armed forces in hostile situations. Therefore, it does not
affect the President's foreign affairs power in all other matters
not involving the use of military force.

5.

plenary and exclusive power of the President as the
sole organ of the federal government in the field of
international relations--a power which does not require
as a basis for its exercise an act of Congress, but
which, of course, like every other governmental power,
must be exercised in subordination to applicable
provisions of the Constitution. 299 U.S. at 319-20.
Many persons have asserted that this passage gives the President
exclusive power in all matters of foreign affairs. That
conclusion is simply false. In the first place, Justice
Sutherland states explicitly that the President's power is
subordinate to "applicable provisions of the Constitution." The
most applicable provision for our concerns is the one in Article
I, Section 8 that states that "The Congress shall have power • •
• to declare war." Thus, curtiss-wright clearly stands for the
proposition that the President is subordinate to Congress in
matters concerning the initiation of war.
Secondly, while curtiss-wright may give the President power
"that does not require as a basis for its exercise an act of
congress," under no circumstances whatsoever does it give the
President power to act contrary to or in violation of an act of
congress. Justice Jackson noted in the Steel Seizure case that
at most curtiss-wright "intimated that the President might act in
external affairs without congressional authority, but not that he
might act contrary to an act of Congress." Youngstown Sheet &
TUbe Co. v. SaWYer, 343 U.S. 579, 636 n.2 (1952) (Jackson, J.,
concurring) (emphasis added).
Accordingly, the curtiss-Wright decision casts no
constitutional shadow over the War Powers Resolution. On the
contrary, the War Powers Resolution confirms the original intent
3

"The Founding Fathers spent very little time discussing the
war powers. They knew what they meant. It did not seem to
be a serious political issue until we allowed ourselves to
get kicked around in Vietnam. Wby did it take nearly 200
years for the Congress to start asserting a major role in
foreign policy decisions involving the use of force? If the
Founder's intent is so clear to present-day critics of the
President, why wasn't that intent clear to their own
generation or to the ones immediately following them?"

Answer: .
The Founding Fathers did indeed know what they meant about
the war powers when they drafted the constitution. They meant to
keep from the President the type of exclusive military power that
the King of England possessed in the late 18th century. They
meant that Congress should have the power to determine when the
country shall go to war in all but emergency situations, such as
"to repel sudden attacks."
Admittedly, Congress has been reluctant to assert its own
constitutionally authorized power in this area. But neither its
own acquiescence nor presidential usurpation eviscerates the
plain meaning of the constitution. The fact that it may have
taken congress nearly 200 years to wake up and assert its own war
powers does not undermine the legitimacy of the law. After all,
it took Congress nearly 150 years to understand and utilize fully
its interstate commerce power.
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6.

"As I read and understand the Constitution, the
appropriations power--and the congressional oversight power-are the substantial means by which the congress
participates in foreign policy determinations involving the
use of American forces. Surely, we can turn off the
4
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financial tap. surelY, we can investigate and interrogate.
To go any further is to create a parliamentary-type system,
which may be what my colleagues want to do. The American
people, however, had something to say about parliamentary
systems in 1776. Wbat are your thoughts on this?"

1421
RESPONSES OF ROBERT F. TURNER TO OUEST IONS
ASKED BY SENATOR PRESSLER

Questions for the Record fronl Senalor [)ressler for Robert F. TflTller:

Answer:
The appropriations and oversight powers of the Congress are
important elements of congress's overall power in decisions
involving the use of force, but they are by no means the only, or
even the primary, elements. In addition to these two powers,
article I, section 8 of the Constitution specifically enumerates
to congress the power to "provide for the common defense"; "to
raise and support armies, but no appropriation of money to that
use shall be for a longer term than two years"; lito provide and
maintain a navy"; lito make rules for the government and
regulation of the land and naval forces"; "to provide for calling
forth the militia to execute the laws of the union, suppress
insurrections and repel invasions"; "to provide for organizing,
arming, and disciplining, the militia, and for governing such
part of them as may be employed in the service of the united
states, reserving to the states respectively, the appointment of
the officers, and the authority of training the militia according
to the discipline prescribed by Congress"; and, of course, "to
declare war, grant letter of marque and reprisal, and make rules
concerning captures on land and water."
All of these powers collectively comprise Congress's war
power and compel its role in any decision to use military force.
Of course, the Constitution also gives the President powers in
this area. Together, the President and Congress share the war
power and must always work together on any decision to initiate
military action. The War Powers Resolution is simply a
procedural device to effectuate such decisions. While the law
may be flawed in certain respects, its basic intent and purpose
is both constitutional and politically practical. Any effort to
amend the War Powers Resolution should strive only to make its
original intent more workable.
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1. Chairman Biden asked you whether the President had independent
powcr under thc Constitution to send armed forces into Nicaragua or the
Philippines without further approval from Congress. I had a sense that you
did not finish your response to these questions. Would you like to say
anything further on the issue for the record?
These are very difficult questions to answer "yes" or "no," because they involve
factual situations about which honorable people may disagree. 'l11ey are also very sensitive
issues, because assurances given to Congress that it will have a constitutional check on
executive action may at the same time reduce the effectiveness of American efforts to deter
anned international aggression and increase the likelihood of Congress being called upon to
authorize the use of armed force.
The two hypotheticals are fundamentally different. Under international law, the
United States does not have a legal right to use or threaten the use of armed force against
the Philippines because that Govenunent will not agree to terms we can accept on continued
American access to Subic Bay or Clark Field. Should the President decide that it were
desirable to "break the law" by "invading" the 11hilippines-a prospect I find so unlikely as
to be almost inconceivablo-under our Constitution he would first need to obtain the fonnal
approval of both houses of Congress. Even a formal "declaration of war" would not make
the aggression any more "legal" under international law. Since article VI of the
Constitution provides, inter alia, that "all Treaties made, or which shall be made, under the
Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land," both the President
and Congress would in my view be "lawbreakers" were they to launch such an aggressive
war.
The Nicaragua situation is more complex. Although Chairman Biden might
disagree, there is in my view overwhelming evidence that Nicaragua has been engaged in
anned aggression against its neighbors in flagrant violation of article 2(4) of.the U.N.
Charter and other provisions of international law. (For my views on this subject, see R.
Turner, Nicaragua v. United Stales: A Look at the Facts, 1987.) Congless has determined
as a matter of law that Nicaragua "[hlas committed and refuses to cease aggression in the
formed of armed subversion against its neighbors in violation of the Charter of the United
Nations ... .o' (International Security and Development Cooperation Act of 1985. sec.
722(c)(2)(vi), Pub. L. 99-83, 99 Stat. 149.) Article 51 of the U.N. Charter permits the
use of necessary and proportional anned force by victims of amled aggression and by other
states acting at the request of such victims. EI Salvador has issued a sworn affidavit saying
that it is the victim of armed aggression from Nicaragua and has asked the United States for
assistance.
Article 3(1) of the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance (Rio Pacr),
which, like the U.N. Charter, is a part of the "supreme Law of the Land" pursuant to article
VI of our Constitution, provides that the Parties "agree that an armed attack by any State
against an American State shall be considered as an attack against all the American States ..
.." Although article 18 of the Charter of the Organization of American Slales prohibits
intervention "directly or indirectly, for any reason whatever, in the internal or external
affairs of any other State," article 22 expressly provides that "'mJeasures adopted for the
mainteriance of peace and security in accordance with existing treaties do not constitute a
violation of the principles set forth in articles 18 and 20." At the Ninth Meeting of
Consultation of Ministets of Foreign Affairs of the OAS in July, 1954, the OAS took the
position that anned force could be used "in either individual or collective form" in response
to Cuban intervention in Venezuela-which was clearly of lesser magnitude than
Nicaraguan intervention has been in EI Salvador.
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The President's duty to see that the "laws" (including Treaties) arc "faithfully
executed," combined with his power as "Commander in Chief' and his general "executive"
power under article II, section I, of the Constitution, would certainly support the taking of
some actions against Nicaragua under such circumstances without requiring prior
congressional authorization. As your next question anticipates, it is arguable that the
President could go so far as to send in thousands of U.S. combat troops to help bring an
end to the aggression. Except in the most extreme case, I would strongly urge the
President to consult carefully with Congress and obtain formal approval prior to such a
decision. However, I am not prepared to tell Nicaragua (or any other international
aggressor) that if their aggression increased the American President would be powerless to
respond effectively under the U.S. Constitution.
2. Did I understand you to say at one point that the President !night
.. arguably" be able to use armed force in defense of a treaty partner without
first having to obtain formal approval of both houses of Congress?
Yes I did make such a statement. However, I should stress that for policy reasons
I would not personally embrace such an argument. I think it is very important for the
President to consult closely with the Congress and-except in the most extreme
emergency-to seek affirmative statutory advanced approv~l from C:~n.gress of any maj?r
commitment of U.S. combat forces to large scale and sustalOed hostlhtles abroad (even 10
situations where such approval might not be clearly required by the Constitution).
The legal argument runs like this. It is clear from the records of the Federal
Convention of 1787 that one of the reasons James Madison moved to change the draft
language empowering Congress "to make war" to the more restricted power "to declare
war" was to "Ieav[e) ... the Executive the power to repel sudden attacks." (See page 52 of
my prepared testimony, text at note 173.) Chief Justice John Marshall said in Foster v.
Neilson, 27 U.S. (2 Pel) 253. 314 (1829), that "[o]ur Constitution declares a treaty to be
the law of the land. It is. consequently. to be regarded in courts of justice as equivalent to
an act of the legislature. wherever it operates of itself. without the aid of any legislative
provision." Even Professor Henkin-normally a strong advocate of legislative powers in
foreign affairs-has observed: "It has often been said, too, that the United States cannot
declare war by treaty; only by resolution of Congress, though it is not clear why that power
is denied to the treaty-makers when other enumerated powers of Congress are not." (L.
Henkin, Foreign Affairs and the Constitution 159-60 (1972». Certainly Henkin is correct
in observing that many of the other foreign affairs powers vested in Congress by article I,
section 8. of the Constitution are routinely regulated as well by treaty.
But in the case of an armed attack against a treaty partner, Ule case for the President
is actually stronger. Perhaps a distinction should be drawn between agreements like the
NATO Treaty and the Rio Pact on the one hand. and arguably more limited commitments
like the now-defunct SEATO Treaty. l1te NATO Treaty provides in article 5:
The Parties agree that an armed attack against one or more of
them in F;urope or North America shall be considered an attack
against them all; and consequently they agree that, if such an
armed attack occurs, each of them, in exercise of the right of
individual or collective self-defense recognized by Article 51
of the Charter of the United Nations, will assist the Party or
Parties so attacked by taking forthwith. individually and in
concert with the other Parties, such action as it deems
necessary, including the use of armed force, to restore and
maintain the security of the North Atlantic area.
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Similarly. article 3(1) of the Rio Pact provides:
The Higb Contracting Parties agree that an armed attack by any
State against an American State shall be considered as an
attack against all the American States and, consequently, each
one or the said Contracting Parties undertakes to assist in
meeting the attack in the exercise of the inherent right of
individual or collective self-defense recognized by Article 51
or the Charter of the United Nations.

In contrast. the SEATO Treaty provided in article IV:
Each Party recognizes that aggression by means of armed
in the treaty area against any of the I'arties or against
any State or territory which the Parties by unanimous
agreement may hereafter designate, would endanger its own
peace and safety, and agrees that it would in that even act to
Illeet the common danger in accordai.ce with its cOllst;tutiollal
processes. [Emphasis added.]
~ttack

As I explained in my prepared testimony (pages 15-16, text at note 36), the Senate
sponsors of Ute ~ulf of Tonkin Resolution thought Utey were satisfying the "constitutional
processes" requarement of the SEATO Treaty in enacting their joint resolution. The
conventional.wisdom is that such treaties-and. arguably, NATO and the Rio Pact, toodo not authonze the President to commit U.S. armed forces to "war" without first obtaining
the approval of Congress.
.
There is legislative history pertaining to such treaties whirh arguably supports both
Sides. When the NATO Treaty was before this Commillee in 1949, Secretary of State
Acheson was asked wheUter the treaty could place the United States in a state o( war and
responded: "Un~er our Constitution, the Congress alone has the power to declare war."
Four years earher. however, Senator Arthur Vandenberg (who chaired this Commillc:e
~hen the NATO Treaty was approved) proposed in a speech in Detroit "that Amcric.m shall
Sign up now with all ~er major allies, to join in a hard-and-fast treaty, solemnly ratified by
the Senate of t~e Umted States, which pledges our constant armed cooperation, instantly
and peremptonly available through the President of the United States without fUlther
reference to the Congress. to keep Germany and Japan out of piracy for keeps." (91 Congo
Rec. App. A 490 (1945).
The legal argument which could be made is as follows: (J) By rhe Constitution the
President is obligated to see that the "laws"-including "treaties," which under article VI
are a Pru:t of the "supreme Law of the Land"-are "faithfully executed." (2) Although the
afflnnauve approval of both houses of Congress is necessary to "declare war." it is clear
that Ute Founding Fathers intended to leave the President free to "repel sudden attacks"
(pcc:sumably. attacks "against the United States"). (3) By treaty solemnly ratified with the
adVice ~d consent of the Senate, as a matter of "law" an armed aHack against certain treaty
partners is to be considered an attack against Ule United States. (4) Even if such a treaty
makes rcrference to acting "in accordance wiUt its constitutional processes," the President is
empowered to respond "offensively" to such an attack because, under our Constitution, no
"declara~ion of war" is necessary in response to an attack on the United States by a foreign
aggressor.
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Now, before members go out and seek to "cla~fy:' this ambiguity, I wou.ld s!,"ess
that it is not my preferred interpretation of the Consbtutlon or ~f our treaty obhgatlons.
With the exception of President Truman in Korea, American preslden~s .h.ave not ass~rted a
power to commit U.S. armed forces to sustained large-scale hostllilles abroad an the
absence of statutory approval. In my very stro!!g ,vie~, ~ny effort by Congr~ss to "clarify"
this issue will serve to further weaken Amenca s ablhty to deter aggression and would
further increase the likelihood of war.

a six to three vote, with six separate opinions supporting the holding. Speaking for the
court majority. Justice Black explained that "theater of war" was an "expanding concept,"
but the ~ourt could not with faithfulness to our constitutional system hold that the
Commander in chief of the Anned Forces has the ultimate power as such to take possession
ofpriva~'e property in order to keep labor disputes from stopping production. TIlis is a job
for the Nation's lawmakers, not for its military authorities." (343 U.S. 579, 587
(J 952)(emphasis added».
The Constitution places special value on privale properly. The Fifth Amendment,
for example, states that "No person shall ... be deprived of ... property, without due
process of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use, withoul jusl
compensation." Domestic cases involving private property are quile different from disputes
over the powers of the President and Congress in dealing wilh foreign governments.
Virtually every first year law student is required to study Justice Jackson's concurring
opinion ,in the Steel Seizure Case as the classic description of domestic separalion of
powers. But even Justice Jackson emphasized the distinction belween using power inside
the United States (in the absence of a rebellion) and commanding the force of the nation in
dealing with the external world. He wrote:

The fact is the nation has conflicting objectives in such situations. On the one ha!,d,
we don't want our presidents to be completely free to go around the world launching
adventurist "wars" to deplete our resources an~ expe~d the lives of our young m<:n and
women. At the same time, we do want potential foreign aggressors to take us senously
and to fear that anned aggression-particularly against those nations we have through our
solemn treaty process pledged our efrorts to defend from aggression-will lead. to an
effective American response. History s!lggests !hat efforts by Congress t~ tie the
President's hands in fuJI view of the world 10 such clrcumslances makes aggression more
rather than less likely (witness such measures as the "neutrality acts" of the 1930's, and Ihe
more recent "Clark Amendment" which was followed by the deployment of upward of
50 000 Cuban soldiers to Angola). Despite some misinformation and ignorance aboul
what really occurred in Vietnam, the "system" "ain't really broke." The kind of "war" the
Founding Fathers were seeking to constrain has now (thank God) been outlawed by the
U.N. Charter, and presidents have not exhibited a strong desire to initiate aggressive
"wars" in recent years against the will of Congress (or, for that matter, with the approval of
Congress). Thus, at present, the deed to further tie the President's hands seems far less
critical than the need to deter international aggression.
With respect to NATO, furthermore, the legal issue is largely ac~demi~. In reality,
U.S. forces are deployed in such a manner as to persuade the Soviet UntO!! an,d the
Warsaw Pact that virtually any likely major attack on Western Europe will 10evltably
involve an attack on U.S. armed forces based in Europe-and even the War-Powers
Resolution recognizes in s~tion 2(c)(3) !hal "[tJhe constitutional p?wers of.t~~ President
as Conunander-in-Chief to anlroduce Untted States Armed Forces Into hostlhues , .. are
exercised .. , pursuant to ... attack upon the United Stales ... or its armed forces."
My own preference-which, as I said, is motivat<:d as !1lUch by policy as by legal
considerations-:-was summed up well by Alexander HamIlton In a May 17, 1798,letter to
James McHenry: "In so delicale a case, in one which involves so important a consequence
as that of war-my opinion is that no doubtful authority ought to be exercised by the
President." But at the same time, I would do nothing to reassure foreign aggressors that
the American President lacks the constitutional power to respond effectively to armed
international aggression. If you do, you will take one further slep toward encouraging
aggression and making long-term world peace less likely.

3, Mr. Glennon seemed to rely very heavily upon the concurring opinion
or Justice Robert Jackson in the case or Youngsto~" v. Sawyer the ~o
called It Steel Seizure case"). You suggested that It was not a foreign
affairs lt case, Would you like to comment further on that case?

i

We should not use this occasiun to circumscribe, much less to
contract, the lawful role of the President as Commander in
Chier, I should indulge the widest latitude of interpretation to
sustain his exclusive function to command tile instruments of
national force, at least when turned against the outside world
for the security of our society. But, when it is turned inward,
not because or rebellion but because of a lawful economic
struggle between industry and labor, it should have no such
indulgence.

rd. at 645 (emphasis added).
Thus, Mr. Glennon is in error when he seeks to use the Jackson concurring opinion
to argue that Congress may usurp the Commander in Chid power by passing laws
instructing the President where he may and may not deploy the nation's armed forces.
Jackson clearly recognized that the "command" of the nation's military forces-a term
which certainly must include the power to decide where and how they are dt'ployed to
defend the nation against aggression and protect other national interests-is by the
Constitution vested exclusively in the President.
In volume one of his A Commentary on the Constitution of the United States,
Professor Swartz noted:
In the Case of Steel Seizure ••. , the power exerted by the
Government touched the internal economy or the country. It
was, in Justice Jackson's neat phrase, "turned inward, not
because of rebellion, but because of a lawrul economic
struggle between industry and labor," A different situation is
presented where governmental authority is turned against the
outside world for the security of our society.
I B. Swartz, A Commenlary on the Constitution of the United Slales 96 (1963).

Reliance on the Steel Seizure Case is normally one of the characteristics of a lawyer
who does not understand the special nature of foreign affairs under the Conslit~lion. At
issue was whether the President in time of international crisis (the Korean confhct) could
seize the private property of U.S. citizens not only without authorization from C~ngress
but contrary to a clearly established legislative regulatory scheme. The case was decided by

Professor Louis Henkin, who teslified earlier before this subcommittee and is
generally viewed as an advocate of legislative power, has similarly wrilten ill Fmeign
Affairs and the Constitution (p. 341 n.1 1): 'Toungstown has not been cOllsidered a
'foreign affairs' case. The President claimed 10 be acting within 'the aggregate of his
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4. Senator Adams argued that the power to "declare war" means tlte power
"to decide upon war and peace," and thus it is proper for Congress to at
least have a velo over presidential decisions to commit U.S. forces to
situations in which hostilities nre reasonahly likely to occur. 00 you find
this argument persuasive? If not, explain why.

constitutional powers: but the majority of the Supreme Court did not treat the case as
involving the reach of his foreign affairs power ... ,"
This distinction has also been recognized by the judicial branch. In Atlee \I. Laird,
347 F. Supp. 689 (B.D, Pa. 1972), affd sub nom. Allee \I. Richardson, 411 U.S. 911
(1973), a federal district court stated:

I do not question the Senator's good faith in embrclcing what at first glance might
seem like a very reasonable position; but he is mistaken. As Hamilton noted (see my
prepared testimony, p. 46, text accompanying note 158), "the power of the Legislature to
declare war" was an "exception ... out of the general 'executive power' vested in the
President" and thus was intended "to be construed strictly, and ought to be extended no
further th~n is essential to [ils] execution." Jefferson and Madison took a similar view on
interpreting "exceptions" to the general grant of "executive" power-and Jefferson :It least
clearly viewed the congressional "veto" over a "declaration of war" to be such an
exception.

Several important factors must be considered in order to
understand the impact of this decision [youngstown] ••••
[A]lthough the executive had argued that the seizures were
related to the war power, in essence the President was
obtruding into the field of labor relations, an area traditionally
assigned to the Congress. Even thought the nationalization
and the Court's injunction of the President's action might have
had some, although indirect, effect on the foreign relations of
this country, such import, if any, would have been clearly
minimal compared to the drastic change which nationalization
by lhe President would otherwise have brought about in the
free enterprise system.
Contrasting the Steel Seizure case with Cur/iss-Wright,
for example, clearly reveals the different set of considerations
raised by foreign relations cases. • • . The Constilution
commits to the President all the foreign policy powers of this
country with the exception that the Senate must approve
treaties.

What the Founding Fathers were seeking to do was to insert a "check" against
Executive adventurism in the fonn of "war." The President was given unconstrained
discretion to deploy whatever military force Congress Cleated to defend the nation and
protect its interests, except that ifhe concluded it were desirable to launch an aggressive or
offensive "war" (the kind of hostilities for which a "declaration of war" would have been
appropriate), he was required first to obtain the affirmative approval of both houses of
Congress. This was a very important, but also very limited, check on the Commander in
Chief power. The debates that the Federalist Papers are replete with references to the
inability of legislative bodies to manage military affairs, and the theory embraced by
Senator Adams would lead precisely to that end.

Id. at 701-02.

At least four members of the Supreme Court have recognized the "domestic" nature
of the Steel Seizure Case. Justice (now Chief Justice) Rehnquist, in a concurring opinion
joined by Chief Justice Burger and Justices Stewart and Stevens, wrote in the case of
Goldwater V. Carter:
The present case differs in several important respects from
Youngstown Sheet & Tube CO. V. Sawyer . . . cited by
petitioners as authority bolh for reaching the merits of lhis
dispute and for reversing the Court of Appeals.
In
Youngstown, private litigants brought a suil contesting the
President's authority under his war powers to seize the
Nation's steel industry, an action of profound and
demonstrable domestic impact •••. Moreover, as in CurtissWright, the effect of this action, as far as we can lell, is
"entirely external to the United States, and [falls) within the
category of foreign affairs.
444 U.S. 996, 10004-05 (1979).
Thus, when Mr. Glennon seeks support in Justice Jackson's concurring opinion in
Youngstown to argue that Congress has a general legislative po~er to regulate forei~n
affairs (or, in this instance, to direct how the President may exercise the Commander In
Chief power), his confidence is simply misplaced. With all due respect. he simply does
not understand this area of the law.
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Once it is established thaI Congress may override the President's decision regarding
any military deployment which might increase the likelihood of a "war" resulting from
foreign attack (which is clearly what he is talking about in the Persian Gulf situation, since
the President has neither "declared war" nor committed an "act of war" against any other
State). virtually every military deployment would be suhject to con!,!ressional control. In
retrospect, it is clear that a significant factor in the North Korean decision to invade South
Korea in 1950 was the withdrawal of American forces from South Korea the previous
year. As you may recall. it was in part because of that experience Ihat Congressman Paul
Findley denounced President Kennedy in 1961 for refusillR 10 send combat troops to
protect South Vietnam (see my prepared testimony. p. 13. text accompanying note 31). By
Senator Adam's theory. if Congress concluded Ihat not sending combat troops to Vietnam
would increase the likelihood of "war," it would be able to compel the President 10 st:lld
such forces to Vietnam. (And, arguably, since certain types of forces. annal1lCllts. and
deployments would be more likely to deter aggression and "keep the peace" than others,
Congress could also make the final decision on which units to scnd and on which hill each
platoon should be deployed-particularly in areas where the United States might have a
treaty obligation to come to the defense of a victim of foreign agglession.)
l1te Founding Fathers did not vest Congress with the power "to decide upon war or
peace." Congress was given instead a "velo" O\'er a decision by the President, when the
nation is :at peace, to transform it into a slale of "war" by attacking a foreign state (or by
"declaring war.") As much as tJley might have liked to have included a power of Congress
to "veto" a decision by a foreign country to place the United States in a Slate of "war" either
by attacking us or declaring war against us, they were not so foolish a~ lo believe that ~'as
possible. Statutes like the neutrality acts of the late 1930's. the War Powers Resolullun,
and the Clark Amendment barring lI.S. assist'lIlee in Angola. illustrate that Ihc Congress
can indirectly make aggression more allr&lclive to an enemy by neutralizing the I'rcsident"s
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ability to deter; but no enactment by the U.S. Congress can with any certainty prevent a
foreign aggressor from launching a war against either the United States or its most
important allies.
Beyond the limitation on launching an offensive war, the President's power as
Commander in Chief to deploy the nation's military force as in his discretionary judgement
will best secure peace for the nation is exclusive and may not be limited in any way by
Congress. This IS a vitally important power which by miscalculation-whether resulting
from a failure to deploy or from a decision to deploy-can lead to war through a foreign
attack. But the President was thought by the Founding Fathers better able to make such
decisions. and he was given the power in article II, section 2, of the Constitution.
Congress may only modify that arrangement by participating in the amendment of the
Constitution.
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